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When

pretty Marjorie

Rambeau, the

star of

declares that:
" / knoiv that Mineralava has brought back

my

"The

Goldfish,"

natural complex-

ion in spite of the constant use of stage cosmetics"

She only utters in different phraseology the voluntary testimonials given to this remarkable Beauty Clay by such noted
beauties as Billie Burke, Irene Bordoni, Zitelka Dolores, Irene
Franklin, Julia Sanderson and other stars of the stage and screen.
Mineralava may now be had at $2.00 a bottle, each bottle
containing full eighteen treatments, or a trifle more than ten
cents a treatment. It comes to you with a positive money-back
guarantee. At all Drug or Departm-ent stores. Scott's Preparations, Inc., 251 West 19th Street, New York City.

Beauty Clay
MINERALAVA CANNOT BE SUCCESSFULLY IMITATED
©

1922.

by

Scott's Preparations, Ine.
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H. H. \'an Loan isn't a miner. He is the master
scenario writer in the world of photoplays. He is the
author of many of the most notable screen classics,
His genius has brought him wealth and fame, Most
of his scenarios are sold before they are written.
Producers pay him thousands of dollars.
Why? Because he
is H. H. Van
Loan? Nol It is because he discovered that
elusive little twist of something that spells fame
and fortune in screen writing
because he
knows how to write.

"How I Did It" is not in any sense a text book or a course in
scenario writing.
Many already successful photoplaywrights use
it as a "stabilizer."
It is a straigli tforward, fearless ami iiiteresltn gly written guide for men and women u ho want to master the
business of writing for the movies.
This remarkable book will carry you deeper into the photoplay
industry than you ever hoped to go. Van Loan leads you through

—

—

Van Loan's pick was his pen. The rich gold
vein he struck was the fortune that awaits success in scenario writing. But it was not long ago
that Van Loan was a "prospector" in the photoplay field. He "mined" a lot before he found
the "pay streak." Then he made his "strike."
From that time on he went straight into the
richest veins. Each new stroke of his magic pen
brought him greater success, fame and fortune.

Thousands asked how he did it

Special Autographed

Xmas and
New Year

Copies for

Mr. Van Loan has conto
autograph a

sented
limited
his

number

book

for

of copies of
the holiday

Your copy, or the
one you want to send to a
season.

friend for a present, will be

autographed by the author,
providing: you mail the attached coupon before Xnias

Editors, inter\ iewers and people in all walks of
or IVcw 'War.
wanted to hear his story. But \'an Loan was
silent. He wanted to be sure his "strike" wasn't
an accident. So he continued to write. Each
new story seemed a greater triumph. A myriad of the greatest
cinema classics rose up to acclaim his success. Wealth showered
upon him and his fame spread throughout the world.

a short cut
the final, successful, wealth-producing route which he found for the creation
of "Vive La France," "The Virgin of Stamboul," "The New Moon," "Fightin' Mad,"
"The Wonderful Chance," and other classics
that spread the fame of Dorothy Dalton,
Priscilla Dean, Norma Talmadge, Earl Williams,
House Peters, Tom Mix and numerous other
cinema stars.

Remember, "How I Did It" is issued only
RESERVED and limited de luxe edition.
Reservations for eopies must be made immediately.
Your copy will be mailed
in a

from the printer for $.},.50, Fill out
the coupon and mail today. If not satis-

direct

life

The7t

would
I Did

Van Loan

—

told his story.
as only he could tell it.

He told it as no one thought he
He gave it a fitting title "How

fied,

book

is

we

will

refund yoiu-

money

if

tin-

retiu-ned in three davs.

VAN LOAN, INC..
SECURITY BLDC,

n. H.

—

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

It."

This fascinating volume is just off the press. It is Van Loan's
answer to where he got his ideas how he developed them to
bring him fame and fortune
where and how he sold them,
and all other twists and turns that were necessary before he came
to the surface as the foremost screen author of the day.

—

Read, study and analyze

"How

—

I

Did

It."

Then

YOU can

ANYONE

who can

is S.I. .50

tell

WHY producers want \'an Loan stories —-why they pay him thousands of dollars for a single photoplay — why thev want stories of
the same kind that OTHERS can write—WHY they will pa>thousands of dollars to

(Check or M. O.), for wliicli please send me. prepaid, one copy of H. II. Van Loan's book, '"How I Did It." It is
understood that if I am not satisfied, the book may be return efl in
three days and mv monev will be refunded.
Enclosed

City

write them.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

niOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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A Few of Paramount's
"Famous 41"
Fall and Winter, 1922
Cecil B. DeMille's

"Manslaughter"
With Thomas Meighan

Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson
By Alice Duer Miller
Adapted by Jeanie Macpherson

"The Old Homestead"
with Theodore Roberts

A James Cruze Production
Adapted from Denman Thompson's play by
Perley Poore Sheehan and Frank Woods
Scenario by Julien Josephson

Cosmopolitan's

"The

Valley of Silent Men"
Oliver Curwood

By James

With Alma Rubens
Directed by Frank Borzage

A George Fitzmaurice Production
"To Have and To Hold
With Betty Compson and Bert Lytell
By Mary Johnston
"

"Shopping*^
for the best pictures
THIS idea of shopping for their photoplays

is

Scenario by Ouida Bergere
Cosmopolitan's "The Face in the Fog"
By Jack Boyle. With Lionel Barrymore
Seena Owen and all star cast including
Lowell Sherman. Directed by Alan Crosland
William deMille's "Clarence"
With Wallace Reid
Agnes Ayres and May McAvoy
By Booth Tarkington
Screenplay by Clara Beranger

gradually

"The

and surely taking hold of people.
Just the way they shop for suits, rugs or motor cars.
It may seem strange to shop for such a romantic thing
as a modern picture but good business methods turn out
as well in buying entertainment as in buying anything else.
When you buy an automobile that bears the proud
name of one of the greatest firms in the industry you are
sure of the

A-

By David

Lisle.
Adaptation by Percy Heath
and Monte M. Katterjohn
Thomas Meighan in George Ade's
"Back Home and Broke"
Directed by Alfred Green
George Fitzmaurice's "Kick In"
With Betty Compson, Bert Lytell,

May McAvoy
By WiUard Mack

Scenario by Ouida Bergere

Some New Paramount Pictures
Coming in 1923

finest.

Why? The name.
When you go to a theatre which is showing

Pola Negri in

a

George Fitzmaurice's "Bella Donna"
By Robert Hichens
Supported by Conway Tearle and Conrad
Nagel. Scenario by Ouida Bergere
Presented by Hamilton Theatrical Corp.
George Melford's "Java Head"
By Joseph Hergesheimer

motion

picture made by the foremost concern in the industry
you are sure you are in for a great time.

With Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan

Why? The
Not

Go

and George Fawcett.
Scenario by Waldemar Young
"The Covered Wagon"
Cruze's
James

name, Paramount.
only by the title but by the brand-name do the

best theatres everywhere announce
of delivering the best.

them— it is the

By Emerson Hough

With Lois Wilson
Produced by the director of
"The Old Homestead"
Scenario by Jack Cunningham
Cecil B. DeMille's Great New Production
As yet untitled
By Jeanie Macpherson
Elliott Dexter. Theodore
Sills,
With Milton
Kosloff, Anna Q. Nilsson, Pauline Jaron

pride

"shopping" and get Paramount.

Paramount Pictures
If

it's

a

Paramount Picture

it's

the

best

^^§S^-J.»-L Utv'.afiK^ FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

Every advertisement in

Gloria Swanson in
Impossible Mrs. Bellew"

Sam Wood Production

sh ow

in

town

^

PHOTOPLAY M.\G.\ZIXE

is

guaranteed.

By

An Allan Dwan production
"The Glimpses of the Moon"
Edith Wharton. With Bebe Daniels
Scenario by Edfrid Bingham

W lliam deMille's "Grumpy"

With Theodore Roberts and May McAvoy
From the play by Horace Hodges and
T. Wygney Percyva!
Screenplay by Clara Beranger
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Carolyn Van Wyck
Friendly Advice
The Department of Personal Service
Rotogravure:
Agnes Ayres, Pauline Stark, Marie Prevost, James
Kirkwood, Richard Barthelmess, Leatrice Joy and

Mabel Normand
The Era of the Independent
Some Christmas Gifts for the Good Children

12
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27
of the Infant
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Drawings by Ralph Barton
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Has
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"Common Touch"
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Enter the de Mille Blonde

that Leads to Greatness

Letter From Valentino
Which He Clarifies the Legal Controversy with His Producers

34

Paramount
First National

The Headless Hor-.eman
Hodkinson
One E.xciting Xight D. W. Griffith Prod.
Brawn of the North
First National
Man Who Saw Tomorrow
Paramount
.\nother Man's Shoes
Universal
Impossible Mrs. Bellew
Paramount

36

Pola Negri Surprises the Film Colony at Hollywood

dinarily

38

of Story of the Studios that Is Extraor-

Funny
Illustrated by

James Monlgpmery Flagg
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Universal
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Wonders of the Sea.
.J. E. Williamson
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Hollywood (Fiction)
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Universal
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Letters from Readers

Emil Jannings

Stage

Save this magazine
refer to
you pick ont
your evening's entertainment.
Make this your reference list.

Douglas Fairbanks

Cover Design
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in
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The Story
and
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55
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Be a Master of
JAZZ and RAGTIME

Tiotcs

.
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Anyone who can remember a tune can

easily

and

quickly learn to play Jazz, Ragtime and Popular Songs
by ear, at a very small cost. New Niagara Method
makes piano playing wonderfully simple.

—

No matter how little you know about music even
though you "have never touched a piano" if you can
just remember a tune, you can learn to play by
ear.
I have perfected an entirely new system.
It is so simple, so easy, and shows you so many
little tricks of playing that it just comes natural to pick out on the piano any piece that is
running through your mind. Even those who
could not learn by the old-fashioned method

—

grasp the Niagara idea readily, and follow
through the entire course of twenty lessons
quickly in spare time, at home.

1

Play By Ear in 9 0 D ays
No

need to devote years to study, in order to learn piano nowadays. Neither is
necessary.
Every lesson is so easy, so interesting and fascinating that
you "can't keep your hands off the piano." Just devote a part of your spare time to
it for ninety days and you will be playing and entertaining your friends almost before
you realize how this wonderful new accomplishment has been acquired. No tiresome
scales, no arpeggios to learn
no do-re-mi, no tiresome practice and meaningless
exercises.
You learn a bass accompaniment that applies to
SONG you play
by ear. Once learned you have it for all time and become master of the piano.
Experienced and talented musicians are amazed at the rapid progress of Niagara School
students and say they cannot understand why this method was not thought of years ago.
Yet It has never been used before and is not used by any other teacher or school today.
special

talent

—

A

ANY

Be The Popular One
Your Crowd

Simple Secret to Success
In Piano Playing

One who can sit down any time without
notes or music, reel off the latest jazz and
ragtime song hits that entertain folks
always being the popular one in the crowd,
the center of attraction, the life of the party,
sought and invited everywhere.

You, like thousands of others, have perhaps given up trying to learn to play the
piano. You can pick out the tunes to popular songs with the right hand, but you cannot
get the bass accompaniment with the left
you fail to produce harmony. That's been
the stumbling block of thousands — yet this
course shows you all this very clearly
so
you can do it yourself. The Niagara
Method does not give you the bass

—

As easily as hundreds of others have
learned, so you, too, can learn and profit by
it
not only through the pleasure it provides,
but also by playing at dances, movies and

—

THIS

BOOK

FREE

accompaniment

as
gives

written

—

the

in

other entertainments.

music,
but
you a simple
accompaniment which applies to any
song you play by ear. Once learned
you have it for all time and

your
It

is

difficulties

simple,

Decide to begin now. Just spend a little
part of your time with my easy, fascinating lessons, and see how quickly you
"catch on" and learn to play. You will be
amazed, whether Tou are a befinner or an
advanced student.

are over.

easy and

readily developed into ragtime and jazz. It has been
the secret behind the
Niagara Method.

RONALD

In

Write for my book, "The Niagara Method,"
describing this wonderful new method of
playing by ear. It is sent to you FREE.

G.

WRIGHT,

Director,

Niagara

N. Y.

Niagara School of Music,

Dept. 498,

Clip This

Coupon Now

NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
Please eend me your Free Booklet
describing "The Niagara Method.'

Dept. 498,Niagar« Fails. N. Y.

Name
City

Street

Ag€

Falls,

Ever taken piano

When you

leBS07t9f

For how long a time?

write to advertisers please mention
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—

—

The readers

Brickbats and

department

of the

Angleton, Texas.

Editor Photoplay AIagazine.
Dear Sir:
I have just finished reading "Brickbats and
Bouquets." There seem to !)e more brickbats.
Some people are so perfect (?) that they must
hunt out the other fellow's faults. I saw a
statement recently, which said that when one
person finds fault with another, that the fault
exists first in his own mind.
Would it not do more good to express our
appreciation of the good in pictures instead of
filling our own and other people's minds with
the unpleasant things? Emerson says: "Do
not bark against the bad, but chant the
beauties of the good." We find what we look
for; why not let them know that we see the
beautiful?
The woman who said she would not go to
see Mae Murray, was talking like the censor.
When will we be clean-minded enough not to
be ashamed of the human bod}'? Art declares
It is
it the most beautiful thing in the world!
our "temple not made with hands;" the temple of our soul. The Greeks 2,000 years ago
knew more than we, of beauty.
Mrs. W. T. S.

A

remembering

that

Connie!
Toronto, Canada.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir:
Will you please answer a question which
puzzles me? M'hy do they always praise the
'I'almadge sisters? Norma, I wiU admit, works
hard to make her pictures successful but she
needs a lesson in graceful deportment.
Who mentioned her gracious beauty and her
nice nose?
In reality the only time she approaches even ordinary good looks is when the
blinding lights play on her countenance,
brightening her naturally dark appearance.
Mr. Schenck gets good plays for Norma but
they are mutilated to star her. As for Constance, she has plays built especially for her,
making her the only attractive girl in the cast.
I know these sisters are popular, but I can't

"see" them!

Mary Moore.

A Litany
Boston, Mass.

Good Lord,

percentage of the movie audience, will the
reformers please consider our likes and dislikes?

jNIildred Taylor.

A Boost for Eugene

Any more
Gloria

Swanson

as a child.

photos of handsome Rodolph.
Tom Mix's pictures (they're all alike).
Mildred Harris in any picture.
Gladys BrockwcU and her coy smiles.
Bebe Daniels in western garb.
But,

Good Lord,

give us plenty of:

8

pick our pictures carefully, for after I

Regardless of what the papers say, I think that
was one cf the worst pictures I ever saw. What
good ;ire Deautiful scenes when the thought of
the story is bad?

Mrs. JMaey Aoterson.

Scenes of Cruelty
New York

City.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir:

May I voice my sentiments through your
valuable columns on a film I viewed recently?
It was sandwiched in on an otherwise perfect
program.
The picture in question is a release by
Pathe, a series of films showing two boys in the
woods trapping wild animals.
The film was in progress as I entered the
theater and I do not know the title, but it
depicted the snaring, by means of two saplings,
rope and other contraptions, of a mountain
lion.

One showing of such a picture to a crowd of
small boys, is sufficient to undo j-ears of work
of our humane societies, and they would leave
that theater, and proceed to try just such a
stunt on some poor defenseless cat.
I tailed with the manager of the theater
about this film and he said he was sorry he had
booked the series and as there were onh- two
more, he would cut them from the program.
Mav I enUst the aid of Photoplay to drive
such scenes ofif the screen?
Elizabeth M. Lundgren.

By Any Other Name?

Norma Talmadge.
Lon

Chanej-'s clever acting.
Nazimova's technique.
Pauline Frederick's efforts.

Corinne

Grifiith.
J.

Britton Bastable.

Picture Politicians

O'Brien if he were given half a chance with a
decent story.
There has been much talk about Mr. O'Brien
deserting the screen. I sincerely hope this is
not so. He was the first one to be called the
"Perfect Lover," and surely he has not become

no question about some

IMurray's dancing.

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Editor Photopl.\y Magazine:
Dear Sir:
I don't blame Valentino a bit for changing
his name. I don't blame any actor or actress
changing his original name to something
suitable for pubUcity purposes.
Why, imagine Mary Pickford being known
as '^]l\ry SmithI Probably it wouldn't make
any difference in her acting, but just the same
And Lila Lee suits that
it's hard to imagine.
lovely young lady more than Augusta Appel,
-And Valentino is more
or whatever it was.
suited to Rodolph than Guglielmi, even if we
could pronounce it.
for

more

N. Y. C.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir:
I wonder why producers fail to see the gold
mine there would be in a man like Eugene

is

have happened to see one that leaves a bad
taste or an ugly feeling, I vow I'll never go
again; and oh, how I regret the 35c I spent, and
maybe it was 50c, for so often in our town
when a picture comes that is credited with being wondertul, the price is raised, and we feel
cheated.
For example, "Foolish Wives."

Harold Lloyd pictures.

Mae

There

splendid.

We

She Doesn't Like Norma and

]\Iore

we probably already know by heart? Or
still, seeing some heartrending drama
that makes you want to cry or that is played
with such horrible reahsm as to keep you
awake all night?
As we, the school children, represent a great

to

politicians being inwardly as they were portrayed by those sterling actors but not in their
outward appearance. It took all the good out
of the picture for me, though the acting was

tried to remember outlandish
names in ancient history, what pleasure do you
think we get in looking at a picturizcd classic

worse

is

ing Citizen."

less an artist now, after quite a little pracon the screen.
There can be no one before the public who
can give any more satisfactory results as a
screen star than Eugene.
Mrs. Dom. O'Ryan.

deliver us from:
"Foolish Wives."
Fatty Arbuckle's critics.
Will Rogers' grin.

that

columns

of these

tice

am a fifteen year old high school girl. I
quite sure that what I am going to say
will be agreed to by nearly every boy and girl.
When we come from school in the evenings
after having worked out different problems in
mathematics and

object

may

any

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir:

I

—

bring about better pictures
and better acting. Be cojistructive. We may not
agree with the sentiments expressed, but we'll publish
them just the same! Letters should not exceed 200
words and should bear the writer's full name and address.

Baltimore, Marjdand.

am

the

exchange thoughts that

School GirVs Sentiments

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir:

are invited to write this

complaints or compliments

just what they think of pictures and players.
We suggest that you express your ideas as briefly as
possible and refrain from severe personal criticism,

LETTERS FROM READERS

Good''

Photoplay

to register

to tell

Bouquets

"Chant the Beauties

—of

Olympia, Washington.

Editor Photoplay Magazintj.
Dear Sir:
We went to see Tom Meighan in "Our Leading Citizen." Tom was good, as he always is.
But I have worked for se\-en vears in the State
Capitol here and have attended the Icfiislative
sessions and met all kinds of politicians, but
never have I seen one dressed as Theodore
Roberts and James Neill were, in "Our Lead-

Out of the West,
[continued on page 10]

New

Liquid Discovery

Makes

Wavy,

Straight Hair

Soft and Wonderfully Curly
have always longed
You
curly
And now—

ol Domino Curling Fluid will be sent you by return
mail. Although the regular price Ls $3.00, you may
pay the postman the special reduced price of only

for soft, fluffy,
at last
you
can have it! For Science has perfected a
wonderful new liquid, which when applied
to the most stubborn hair, gives it a beautiful
permanent wave effect, making it wonderfully curly,

—

hair.

$1.45 (plus a few cents postagel in full payment
Furthermore, if you are not more than delighted
with the results, you may return the bottle within
five days and your money will be instantly refunded
We have backed up this guarantee with a special
deposit of $10,000 in the Producers and Consumers
Bank of Philadelphia. Thus, you do not risk a penny

delightfully soft, gloriously wa\-y.
It is called Domino Curling Fluid.
like it has ever been known before

Nothing

just

No occasion to
to do aw;ay with your tried and tested method of
But Domino Curling Fluid is
kids or silk curlers
more, _ something different, something
entirely unique. Use the same old kids or silk curlers
if you wish, but before doing so moisten your hair
n-ith just a few drops of Domino Curling Fluid
and,
beholdl
\_ miracle of beauty will have been perNot only you, but your friends, will be
formed.
astonished at the sudden, beautiful transformation
in your hair,
so-called "permanent wave'' costs about $2,5

ONLY

something

—

M

—

—

!

a long time.
Just think

means! No more costly fees
to hairdressers. No more sitting for hours and hours
undergoing the tortures of permanent wave methods.
For in just a short time, in your own home, you can
now acquire charming wa\T hair that your friends
will always envy.
Domino Curling Fluid is ju.st what
you have been waiting for. On all sides beauty
experts proclaim it one of the greatest beauty discoveries in

j

what

this

ears

Natural

— Not

Artificial

— Waves

No

matter how straight, dull or unmanageable
your hair may have been, just one application of this
wonderful discovery will make it fall in soft, glistening
waves and natural silky curls. It will give even the
most lifeless hair a new entrancing lustre. Only one
application will keep your hair wa^'y and in curl
usually for a week or more!
If you have experimented with newfangled "permanent wave" methods, you undoubtedly know howinjurious they are to the hair.
Not only do they
often kill the natural lustre and life of the hair, but
they produce curls and waves too artificial looking to
be beautiful.

When

—

Watch the Amazing
Transformation!

A

and sometimes lasts four months, often less. But
ttoif you can have what we consider a far more
beautiful wave
full of life and fluff
and you can
have it now for only -SI. 45 Moreover, a single $1.4.5
bottle contains enough Curling Fluid to last you for

$1.45

Already Domino Curling Fluid
money
is bringing new beauty and charm
to thousands of others
and it will do the same for
you. Mail the coupon now today. Remember, on
this special offer you get Domino Curling Fluid at a
greatly reduced price. This offer may never appear
again so mail the coupon at once

matter how straight or dull your hair
may be you will be simply astonished at how
Domino Curling Fluid makes it soft, wavy
and charming. ^Vo more torturous electric
treatments. For just one application of
Domino Curling Fluid will make your hair

—

—

yVo

delightfully fluffy and curly
for a week or more.

— and keep

it

i>0^r^O HOUSE
PMILA. PA.

so

Send No Money

But how different is Domino Curling Fluid! This
remarkable preparation contains the very elements
needed to make your hair naturally wa'vy and
naturally curly. That is why it always adds a new
charm, youthfulness and beauty to one's appearance.
Don't let your beauty be spoiled by straight dull
hair.
No matter how you wear your hair. Domino
Curling Fluid will beautify it immeasurably.
No
more straight wispy strands no more straggly ends.
For with Domino Curling Fluid j'our hair will always
be neat, well dressed, dainty and charming. Try it
once and you will be amazed and delighted with the

DOMINO HOUSE.

Dept. C-261

269 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please send

me one

.5,3.00

bottle of

Domino Curling

When the postman hands it to nie, I will pay
if
him SI, 45 (plus few cents postage), in lull payment
for any reason I am not satisfied. I will return it in Ave
days and you agree to promptly refund my money.
Fluid.

—

—

Name

results.

Address

Special Offer
So that every one may test this wonderful newdiscovery we are making a very special introductory
offer.
You need not send a penny in advance.
Simply mail the coupon below and a full size bottle
.vou write to advertisers please

mention

State

City
// you

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

wtsti.

you may send cash with coupon, and sare

(Price outside

U.

the postage.
S. S1.60 cash

with order.)

—
Photoplay Magazine
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,

—Advertising Section
Brickbats and Bouquets
[COXTINUED FROM PAGE

A French Fan Speaks
Paris, France.

Editor Photoplay Magazinx,
Dear Editor:

Though
the U.
play.

You Can Now Have
Beautiful Ankles
Science Has Found a Sure, Easy
Way to Slenderize and Beautify Even
the Thickest Ankles. No Exercise or

Discomfort.

Don't
ankles

and

mar

Try

stylish.

heavy

W.

Griffith, deJMille,

French

Photoplay

and Rex Ingram.

Magazine

many

has

girls

are envying them.

Helent; Rompel.

have —-so

you can

For

away from

a regular reader of Photo-

First let me begin with three cheers for my
three favorite players: the two great dramatic
actors: Sessue Hayakawa and his wife Tsuru
Aoki; and the great comedian, Charlie Chaplin.
I should be pleased to state what a large
following all of your great stars have right
here in Paris. And, of course, we pay a sincere tribute of admiration to your great D.

The

for Five Days.

it

broad,

am

friends too and I think the American girls are
really lucky to have had such a fine opportunity
as the "New Faces Contest."
All of us

ungraceful
a figure otherwise attractive

let

living in Paris, so far

S. A., I

—

Old Plots for

New

quickly as to seem almost like magic
Tucson, Arizona.
dainty ankles that will compel admiration and envy. Even in 5 days you can Editor Photoplay Magazinx.
experience such an improvement as to Dear Sir:
I have been following the progress of the
thrill you with delight.
motion picture since its infancy.
I have
Vanitex
designed
scientifically
The
watched it with ever increasing delight, since
rubber Ankle-Reducing Band can be the first crude scenics and cruder comedies
worn under the hose without any one's were thrown upon a faulty sheet. And I
seeing it. It exerts a constant pressure have found only small things, during all of
so gentle you cannot feel it, yet it loosens its rapid growth, to complain about.
And yet I am coming to you, today, with
up the fatty globules just as effectively
as hours of daily massage would. With a question about something that is not small.
Something, in fact, that troubles me just as
these wonderful rubber ankle reducers
it must trouble every one who wishes only
5'ou get a jar of special Vanitex Anklegood things for our youngest art.
Reducing Cream, which causes the fat
Why are the stories so bad? Why are the
to be dissolved and carried away by the situations, in which really fine actors and
only
be
treatment
need
This
blood.
actresses are placed, so illogical
so often
used at night. It will work while you really absurd? Why are old plots and angles
But since the rubber is so fine and solutions used over and over until they
sleep.
as to be unseen, many prefer to use it are so threadbare that even a child must be
aware of their shabby appearance?
during the entire 24 hours. This, of
There must be some solution.
course, speeds up the reducing process.

—

8j

again safely carried a picture out of that class
called mediocre; and there have been many
times when she has walked away with the acting honors.
"Old timers" have not forgotten her in "The Adventures of Kathlyn,"
"The Spoilers, " and "The Rosar>'." Why not
give her parts such as those assumed by
Pauhne Frederick? Surely after years of excellent servdce one so deserving should be given
a fitting reward.

W.

"The New American Beauty"
Dallas, Texas.

Editor Photopl.« Magazinx.
Dear Sir:
I read that "Myrtle Br>'den,"

Agnxs Kennerly.

This treatment worked such marvels

Beauty Parlors where

in the

sold that it is
to everybody.

it

now being made

was

first

A Brickbat for

available

D. W.

Beverly, Mass.
no hardship, no
Yet Editor Photoplay Magazine.
danger, no discomfort whatever.
the fat around your ankles fairly melts Dear Sir:
Here is a little contribution for your magathe most delightful, new,

There

is

away and

graceful lines

make

Five Days' Trial

zine which I hope

their appearance.

— Send

No Money

Just mail the coupon today. A full supply of this treatment will be sent in plain
container. Pay the postman only $2.98
(plus the few cents postage) on arrival.
There are no further charges. Try this
simple, easy method for 5 days. Then, if
you are not thoroughly satisfied, simply
return the bands and what is left of the

cream and your money

will

you

will print, entitled

"A

In my opinion,
and many others, this man has reached the
height of egoism. When folk go to see a photoplay they are not interested in the life history
Brickbat for D.

W.

GritSth."

—

man who directed it as D. W. Griffith
seems to think they should be to the extent
of buying a booklet containing it. One would
suppose he was the onlj' person who had ever
produced a picture.
Pictures have got to have a little snap and
some pep to bring out the public, and as for
be refunded the "personal appearances" being given lately,
of the

—

You

run no risk what- well, the least said, the better it will look or
Mail the coupon rather, read.
now.
The only one I ever saw who knew how to
MODERN RESEARCH SOCIETY, Dept.
"appear" was Bert Lytell; he is my idea of a
A-241, 45 West 16th Street, New York City.

without question.

But act today.

ever.

fine actor.

Anna

MODERN RESEARCH SOCIETY
Dept. A-241, 45 West 16th Street
New York City

Gardn-er.

Please send ine for FIVE DAYS' TRIAL, a pair of
"Vanitex" AXKLE-REDUCERS and a large jar of your

VANITEX .\XKI.E-REDUCING CREAM.
I

will

pay the postman only

your special introductory price. But
days I am not satisfied with results I
turn everything and you will refund

Name
Local Address

City and State

your Octo-

sympathies of an audience far more completely
than a large woman? The big woman may be
intensely admired, but does she touch your
heart to the same extent? Betty Blythe looks
too well able to take care of herself to work an
audience up verj- greatly over her trouble.
Priscilla Dean is an attractive djTiamic actress,
and Katherine ^MacDonald a real beauty
but do they stir and grip you as do the Mary

—

Norma Talmadges and

Pickfords,
like

Lillian

put it up to j'our corner, and would
to hear from anyone interested in taking

Gishes?

I

up cudgels

in defense of the big

woman

or the

small one.

Polly

L.aird.

Mary and Others
Seattle, Washingtoa
Editor Photopl.4y Magazine.
Dear Sir:
My favorite actress is, and for the past ten
years has been, Marj' Pickford. ]\Iarj- has had

many

stories that were poor material for her,
but she has ever been, to my mind, the sweetest
girl in pictures. I feel towards ^Marj- Pickford,
as I feel towards a dear friend, and I always
love to see her. She has given me a great deal
of enjo3Tnent, and at times when I surely
needed cheering up. The movies in general
have contributed no small part to my pleasure;
in fact they have been about all I could afiford
When Mar>' or
in the line of recreation.
Thomas JNIeighan. or Norma or Constance or
Lillian Gish, or Theodore Roberts or Charles
Ogle or Will Rogers is in a picture I want to
see it. Raymond Hatton is in my estimation
a splendid actor, and it does seem a shame that
such as he are not given the prominence they

have merited.

Mrs.

J.

R.

We've Already Obliged
New York Cit3\
Editor Photoplay IMagazine.
Dear Sir:
Why is it 3-ou do not devote more space to

Tom

ileighan?

Every month I purchase Photoplay with
the hope of getting news and pictures of Mr.
Meighan's life, both pubhc and private; and
generally disappointed. I am sure there
are many others as well who would be interested in anything you would print about him.
Tom has a large number of fans as you would
realize if you attended the theaters where his

am

"Star Kathlyn W^illiams"

Gentlemen:

arrival.

in

ber issue, resented the fact that Griffith was
responsible for making the small tjpe of
woman popular 'on the screen). But, did he?
Isn't the small type far more appealing, even
when less beautiful? And, doesn't she win the

—

—

Worsham.

L.

Upon

S2.fl8 plus postage,
if at the end of five

am at liberty to remy money at once.

Dallas, Texas.

Editor Photoplay jNIagazine.
Dear Sir:
I want to endorse the idea of C. L. Kraus, a
contributor to "Brickbats and Bouquets." He
has put into words a thought which I, and
many others, have had for years "Star
Kathlyn Williams." One of our earliest actresses, she has, by her rare ability, time and

—

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

pictures are shown.

Why

is it

Meighan?

see any pictures of Mrs.
to the front with some in-

we never

Come

formation about Tom and Frances in your
forthcoming issue.

guaranteed.

George Carrol,
[concluded on

p.age i6]

Photoplay Magazine

— Advertising

Section
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U

Good-Bye
Im Very Glad
Have Met You

to

isn't glad.
He is smiling to hide his
confusion.
He would have given anything
to avoid the embarrassment, the discomfort he has just experienced.
Every day
people who are not used to good society
make the mistake that he is making. Do
you know what it is ? Can you point it out ?

But he

HE

couldn't know, of course, that he
was going to meet his sister's best
chum and that she was going to
introduce him to one of the most
charming young women he had ever seen.
If he had known, he could have been preInstead of being ill at ease and
pared.

the

woman, who

—

down

pre-

when walking

cedes

the

aisle.

Wherever we go
some

little

conduct
arise.

If

problem of
sure to

is

we know

ex-

embarrassed, he could have been entirely actly what to do or
calm and well poised. Instead of blustering say, the p r o b 1 e
and blundering for all the world as though vanishes. But if we do not know what to
he had never spoken to a woman before, do or say, we hesitate and blunder. Often
he could have had a delightful little chat. it is very embarrassing especially when
And now, while they are turning to go, we realize just a moment too late that we
he realizes what a clumsy
have done or said someboor he must seem to bething that is not correct.
how ill-bred they must
think him. How annoying
Just a
of the
of
these little unexpected problems can be! How aggraChapter Titles
Yourself ?
vating to be taken off one's
If
you
received an inviguard! It must be a wonfor
Dancing
A Plea
tation to a very important
.\utoinobile Etiquette
derful feeling to know exWhen the Bachelor Is Host
formal function today,
actly what to do and say at
Tipping at the Hotel
what would you do?
all times, under all circum-

—

Are You Sure

Few

Woman

stances.

"Good-bye, I'm verj'
glad to have met you," he
says in an effort to cover up
his other blunders.

Another

blunder, though he doesn't

Any

well-bred
person knows that he made
a mistake, that he comrealize

it!

mitted a social error. It is
just such little blunders as
these that rob us of our

in the Business

World

Would you sit right down
and acknowledge it with
thanks or regrets, or would

A

Trip to the South
At Tea-Room and Roof Garden

The

Origin of Manners
Announcing the Engagement
Responsibility for the Wedding
How to Aclinoniedge an Invitation

When

New

you wait

a

few days?

Would you know

exactly
correct to wear to
a formal evening function?
Would you be absolutely
sure of avoiding embarrassment in the dining-

what

—

and How
Acquaintance to

to Introduce

Asking a

—

Call

The "Bread-and-Butter Letter"
The Chaperon

is

room, the drawing

Self-Confldence Versus Conceit
The Em'-less Round of Hospitalily

when

arriving
leaving?

-

room,

and when

very own little i)roblems solved for you by
this famous, authoritative work.
Here is your opportunity to read, study
and examine the complete, two-volume .set
of the Book of Etiquette ab.solutely without cost. For 5 days you may keep the set
and examine it at our expense. Read the
chapter on wedding etiquette, on the
bride's trousseau, on speech, on dancing.
Don't miss the chapter called " Games and
Sports" and be sure to read about the
origin of our social customs
why rice is
thrown after the bride, why black is the
color of mourning, why a tea-cup is given
to the engaged girl.
You be the judge. If you are not
thoroughly delighted with the Book of
Etiquette, if you do not feel that a set
should be in your home
in every home
just return it to us and the examination
will not have cost you anything.
Surely you are not going to miss this opportunity to examine the Book of Etiquette
free? We know you are going to clip and
mail the coupon at once.

—

—

—

—

moments when we need
this poise and dignity more

The Young Country Miss
Why the Shy Are Awkward

Everyone knows that
good manners make "good

Send No Money Coupon
Brings Books

than ever.

Planning Surprises

mixers."
If you always
know the right thing to do

the Book of Etiquette arrives, glance at the
illustrations, read the introduction, read a page here

poise

and dignity—and at

What Was His
Blunder?

Guests and Their Duties

— and

covnthss other fascinating
chapters that you will read and
reread many times and find permanently i i'tiiful to you.

Do you know what his
blunder was? Do j'ou know why it ^\as
incorrect for him to say "Good-bye, I'm
very glad to have met you"?
What would you say if you had been introduced to a woman and were leaving her?
What would you do if you encountered her
again the next day? Would you offer your
hand in greeting or would you wait until
she gave the first sign of recognition?
Many of us who do not know exactly
what the correct thing is to do, say, write
and wear on all occasions, are being constantly confronted by puzzling little problems of conduct. In the dining-room we
wonder whether celery may be taken up in
the fingers or not, how asparagus should be
eaten, the correct way to use the finger
bowl.
In the ballroom we are ill at ease
when the music ceases and we do not know
what to say to our partner. At the theatre
we are uncertain whether or not a woman
may be left alone during intermission,
which seat the man should take and which

—

licoplc

and

say, no social door will
barred to you, you will
never feel out of place no
matter where or with whom

..be

make up

you happen to be. Many
in grace and ease of manner

what they lack

in wealth or position.
People instinctively respect the well-bred,
well-mannered man and woman.
They are
eager to invite them to their homes, to entertain them, to introduce them to their friends.
Do you feel "alone" at a social gathering,
or do you know how to make yourself an
integral part of the function
how to create
conversation and keep it flowing smoothly,

—

how

make and acknowledge introduchow to ask for a dance if you are a
man, how to accept it if you are a woman?
to

tions,

Famous Book of Etiquette
in Two Volumes, Sent Free
for 5 Days' Examination

When

and there through the books. Look up and solve the
little problems that have been puzzling you.
Within
the 5-day free period decide whether you are going
to return the books without obligation, or keep them
and send us only .$3.50 in full payment. Remember
this is not an order
it is merely a request for free

—

e.\amiiiation.

Clip and mail this coupon at once, before it slips
your memory. There is no time like
to do it.
Get it into the mail-box today.
DOUBLEDAY, Inc Dept. 771, Garden City, N. Y.

NOW

NELSON

,

Free Examination
NELSON DOUBLEDAY, Inc.,
Garden City, New York

Coupon

Dept. 771

Without money in advance, or obligation on my part,
send me tiie two-volume set of the Book of Etiquette.
Within 5 days I will either return tlie books or send you
S3. .50 in full payment.
It is understood that I am not
obligated to keep the books if I am not d -lighted with
them.

{Please write plainly)

You have

heard of the Book of Etiquette,
Perhaps you have been wishing
that you could see it, examine it, read one
or two of the chapters.
Perhaps, even,
you have had a secret desire to have your
of course.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAG.4Z1NE.

Check this square if you wont the.se books with the
beautiful full leather binding, at $5, with 5 days
exannnation privilege.
{Price outside U. S. $3.50 cash with Order.)

—
I
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FRIENDLY

ADVICE
From

^an

Carolyn
Peggy
If

R.. Dex\xr. Colo.
you are blonde you should use a

rored
light lip

—

but not loo light. And the new mandarin shade of rouge.
As you are tall and
very slim you may wear frilly dresses for afternoon and evening parties and two-piece Bramstick

leys for school.
seem shorter.

A

broken

The

line will

make

si.\teen-year-old girl

>

will

—

L.

New

the

Start

is

today

LeD., Detroit. Mich.

Have you ever thought of
wave? The new oil method is

Year Right

.so

soft

and

a

permanent

splendid;

With your mop

prett)'!

it is

of hair

should be especially successful. I agree
with you that curling irons, however skillfully
handled, do much to harm the te.xture and
it

1923 Bring SUCCESS

Will

FAILURE?

or
now

beauty of a woman's crowning

the time to decide. If you had started
riKht one year ago you would be on the hi'^h road to
success this very minute,
l^on't let another year
pa.ss you by.
It is within your power to make yourself just what you will.
Make this day the beglnnini;
of a new life and a better one.
Rit'lit

I

HK

man out
physically perfect.
1
\yVA make a real
of you.
I will build out your chest .so that every
breath means increased life, purifyirif^ your l>!ood and
vim and

."ending

vitality

throUi;liout

CHALLENGE THE WORLD

If a man «too(I on the houso-tops and shoutefl to
the people that he was the stmntrest man on earth, it
would avail him nothing. Someone would mnke him
come down and prove it. But records speak for ttiem-

selves.

T

will jiladly

show anyone

pcrsoriHl letters

strontr men in the world today that
course is absohitely the best and the quickest to
acquire physical perfection.
Come on. tJ>cn, nnd
make me prove it I like it. I have the means of
maUint,' you a perfect physical specimen of manhood,
of makint: you a successful leader of men. You will
be a credit to your community. I have done this for

from the loading

my

—

thousands of others. What I have done for them I
will do for you.
1 don't care what your present condition is. The weaker you are, the more noticeable
the results. Come on. then, start the New Year right.

Send

for

My New

64-Pagre Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It Is

FREE

It contains dozens and dozens
It tells the secret.
page photographs of myself and .some of the
world's best athletes whom I have trained. Also contains full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
This book will be an impetus and inspiration to you.
This valuIt will interest you from cover to cover.
able book and special offer will be sent on receipt of
only 10c, stamps or coin, to cover cost of wrapping
and mailing.

of full

will, in

time,

make

it

easy for

to

poise.

W.\5HixGrox. D. C.
3-ou ever tried bathing your lace regularly with a good astringent lotion? This, I
am sure, would help to lessen the so unsightly
marks that the X-Ray treatment left upon
Electric massage and a fine tissue
j our cheeks.
building cream would also help. And. if there
is no facial specialist in your citj-, I will send
you the name of one in Xew York on receipt
of a stamped envelope. I do not like to give
names and addresses through these columns.
PI. L..

Have

—

'•

Browx Eyes,"

G.\.

Irexe B., Chicago. III.
Use a cold cream powder

Walking from Georgia to Hollywood would
undoubtedly give a certain amount of publicity
to 30U and your girl friend, although crosscontinent hikers, even young women, are not a>

shade.

much

in the naturelle
Flesh color ma}' be too pinkish for
your skin. One of the complexion clays
advertised in this magazine will help to clear
your skin of blackheads.
.

your entire

I will broaden your shoulders and liive you
the huse muscular arms and let's of an athlete. I will
put pep in your old backbone and strenKthen ever.\'
Vou will be just bubblin;;
vital orcran within you.
o\'er with life, having the keen, alert brain, the briglit
flashing eyes and the spring and step of youth. You
will be admired and sought after in both the .social
and business world. You will be a leader of men. and
the good things of life will naturally come j'our way.

system.

I

glorj*.

Ls

Will Give You Wealth, Health and Happiness
I win transform that body of yours and make j-ou

This

meet other eyes, and to speak casually.
After a week or two of practice you will begin
to notice a real improvement in j-our manner
while in company. You will begin to acquire

you

ou

not wear the extremely long skirts just a
modest, girlish length, half way between the
knee and ankle. But the girl of eighteen may
ha\ e her frocks as trailing as Paris dictates.

Earle E. Liederman as he

ej-es.

JVyck

V. D.. W.\SHIXGT0N-. D. C.

A permanent

wave,

if it is

done by a

reliable

hairdresser, will undoubtedly be successful.
Ha\-e a loose wa\-e put in not the kinky
sort.
Your new evening dress? I suggest
jade green with silver lace and wee knots of
yellow rosebuds. With a fairly tight basque

—

waist and

a full, long skirt, using a soft
tafieta as the material.
PoUyanna cloth and
poiret twill will be much used for winter suits.
.\nd tweed for sports wear, of course.
I like the tone of your letter.
It is sweet

and modest.
T. R.

C. Be.arxe,

D. D.. S-\x Diego.

You

is

ness and discomfort. But this habit, for it is a
habit, may be conquered.
Practice talking, and reading aloud, in front
of your mirror. Do this daily, not in a joking
way, but with all seriousness. Study your face,
as you speak, and concentrate upon your mir-

C.\l.

any

of the complexion clays
advertised in Photopl.ay M-\gazix-e absolutely
reliable. .\ complexion clay acts as a strenuous
cleanser to the skin
it goes beyond surface
blemishes, and purges clogged pores of every
impurity.
will find

—

M.

Tex.as.

indeed unpleasant to feel acute embarrassment while in conversation wth members of
the opposite sex. To know that you are blushing and stammering adds to your natural shyIt

of a sensation as they were a few short
\ears ago.
Whether this sort of publicity
would help you to break into the motion picture game I cannot say. Publicity helps, but
it must be a specialized sort of publicity. And
it must be backed up by brains, beauty, and a
desire to work hard. If you really enjoy your
work as a stenographer, and are making good
at it. I should advise that you think twice before starting on your long walk.

COLOR.ADO.
easy to reduce without taking medicine
you may lose many pounds through diet
and systematized exercise. Walter Camp's
daih- dozen
which may now be purchased

—

B.,

It

is

—

a phonograph record, if you prefer your
will make your figure
exercises with music
generally slighter. And a diet from which you
have eliminated fats, starches, and sugars, will
take care of the actual plumpness that you so

upon

—

[coxtixl"ep

dislike.

ox page

Don't niLss this opportunity Sit right down now
and fill in the coupon. The .sooner you get started on
pel feet

the easier it will be to reach
Don't drag along one day longer

to health

the road

manhood.

Let Carolyn Van Wyck be your conlidante
She will also be your friend

mall the coupon today.

EARLE
Dept. 101,

EARLE

E.

E.

LIEDERMAN

305 Broadway, New York

City

/^.IROLYN

LIEDERMAN

Dept. lOl,

30S Broadway, New YorkrCity

-Dear Sir: T enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are lo send me, withoiu any obligation on my

part whatever, a copy of your latest book, " Mu.seular
Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

FAN H'YCK is a society

matron, %i-ell knoan in Xe'x York's smartest
She is still young enough fully to appreciate the
exclusive inner circle.
problems of the girl she is experienced enough to give sound advice to those in need of
She invites your confidences
it; be they flappers, business women, or wives and mothers.
on any subject. Clothes, charm and beauty, love, marriage,
she will respect them
who has
the dreams and hopes that come to every one, the heartbreaks and the victories
not wished to talk them over with some woman who would be tolerant and just, sympa-

and most

—

—

thetic

—

—

and filled with human understanding?

Street

City

State.

Every adrertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZIXE

is

guaranteed.

Here

is the

opportunity

to

do

so.

— The Editor
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Louis

B.

Aayer

presents a

JohnA.Stahl
production
of

matrimonial

mates

and.

mis -mates

When
does a

man reach
the danger-

Coming

ous a^e ?

to the

Following Theatres
THEATRE

DATE

CITY

Alhambra

Dec. 31
Ky
Dec. 31
Lexington, Ky
Los Angeles, Cal.. Dec. 30
Pasadena, Cal
Jan. 6
Long Beach, Cal ...Jan. 6
San Diego, Cal
Jan. 6
Galveston, Tex ..Dec. 29
..Dec. 30
Detroit, Mich
St. Joseph, Mo ...Dec. 31
Dec. 31
Wichita, Mo
Sacramento, Cal. ..Dec. 31
Dec. 31
Oakland, Cal
.San Francisco, Cal. Dec. 3
Milwaukee, Wise. Dec. 30

Orpheum

.Darlington, Wise,

Mary

Anderson.-Louisville,

Kentucky
Kinema
.

..

Strand..

Liberty
Plaza
Dixie
Capitol

-

Orpheum.

New

.

Miller

T&D
T 86 D
Tivoli

Madison, Wise

Strand

^^jan^}
Jan. 3-6

-j

THEATRE

CITY

Dec. 26
Missoula, Mont
Gordon's Olympia Boston, Mass
Jan. 1
Dec. 31
Garrick
Duluth, Minn
.Minneapolis, Minn. Dee. 31
State
Capitol
St. Paul, Minn
Jan. 6
Regina, La
...
..Dec. 25
Allen
_
.Dec. 31
Capitol
Cincinnati, O
Dayton, O
Dec. 31
Strand
.Dec. 31
Colonial
Columbus, O
_.
Strand
.New Orleans, La.. Dee. 29
Branford
Newark, N. J
Dec. 30
Dec. 31
Grand Opera Hse .Pittsburgh, Pa
Liberty
Pittsburgh, Pa
Dec. 31
Dec. 31
Stahl
Homestead, Pa
..Dee. 31
Perry
..Erie, Pa
Dec. 31
Strand _
Altoona, Pa

Wilma

..

.

.

Watch Local Papers for Dates
THEATRE

CITY
New York

Strand
Stanley

Philadelphia

Cleveland
St. Louis
Baltimore
Pittsburgh

Stillman

New Grand

Central

Rivoli

_

East Liberty
Strand

THEATRE

Melba
Isis

Rialto
State St
Crescent

National

...

Eastman
Liberty

Rochester
Portland, Ore.

_

Denver

American

Providence
Providence

Strand

Modem
Colonial.

Capitol

Strand
Trianon
Strand

Jersey City

_

Lyric
Wells
Strand
Capitol

Egypt

Paul

Strand

Omaha
Birmingham
Syracuse

WA

Orpheum

Scranton

Victory

Bedford
Fall River
Trenton

Salt

Erie

Hamilton
Olympia

Yonkers

Lynn
Tacoma

Rialto

3ir>6t

Savannah
Joseph

Knoxville
El Paso

EUanay
Strand.

Fort Wayne
Evansville
St.

Bayonne

..

Colonial

Albany
Reading

Canton

Riviera

Madison

-

Schenectady
_

Electric

Nashville

Norfolk
......

Oklahoma City

Odeon

Lake City
..Camden

Fort Worth

Columbus
St.

—

Houston

Youngstown
Des Moines

American

Flint
Jacksonville

Alhambra

New

CITY

Regent
Arcade
Empress..
Strand

-

Dome

THEATRE

Dallas
.

Des Moines
Olympia

at These Theatres

..Memphis
San Antonio
..

Coliseum. _
Circle

New Haven

Majestic
Rialto

Strand

Seattle
...Indianapolis

CITY
Richmond

Broadway
Olympia

Milwaukee
Metropolitan.. Washington, D. C.
Cincinnati
Walnut
Kansas City, Mo.
Newman

DATE

Green Bay, Wise. .Jan. 2-4

Strand

Peoria
Harrisburg
Wilkes-Barre

Savoy
Colonial—

AUentown

Palace
Strand
Strand

Wichita
Tulsa
_

Broadway
Rialto
Princess

Cataract

Troy
Charlotte

_

Butte
Sioux City
-Niagara Falls

national Picture

Louis B. Mayer Productions. Inc.
When you

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

.

-

.:
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rate 35

cts.

per word.

FORMS FOR MARCH ISSUE CLOSE JANUARY TENTH
AGENTS AND SALESMEN

Your Choice
n/iustcjiL

sonoo
^ C# ^=

AGENTS WANTED TO ADVERTISE OIR GOODS
and dislribute

imSTRUMEniTS

GIVEN

MAKE

— for

Dept. 170

Gold Sign Letters
Anyone can do it.

ples.

dows.

to general agents.
Clark St.. Chicago.

Mf'SlO

Chicago, IlL

ISnisli

your

.Set.

unnecessary, selling our
Death.
Accident,
Sick
$50
$25
$12.50 yearly, other araouiit,s pronortioiiate.
Guaranteetl steady income from renewals.
Registra$250,000 dei>ositetl Insurance Department.
tion, Dept. L, Newark, N. 5.

can hear

I

hear

— Rig
customer.

Auto

every

We

$10 K DAY AND MORE," OIR NEW BOOK,
clearly how you may gain sure
profits selling Guaranteed Hosiery
factory to family.
Free.
It
is

wear,
the ears

what

can adjust

il.

C

Over 100.000 sold.

Anyone
Write for boohlet and lesrimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.,Dept.789.26S.15th St. PhiU.

& D

is
simplified
School Coarse at home in
Bide of two years. Meets all reqnirements for entrance to colleRt
and the leading profesaiona.
Thia and thirty-eix other practical
courses are described in our Free Bulletin, Send for it TODAY,

AMERICAN
SCHOOL
Oraiel Ave.
&

D*pt. H-171

WITUOT'T A DOLLAR.

immediately.

WE PAY
toi>3.

Nileart

capital

No
brand men's shirts direct to wearer.
required.
samples.
or
experience
Free
Mills, 505 Broadway, New York.

IN P.ISINESS. FTRNISHING
I'verything; men and women. $30.00 to $100.00 weekly,
operating our "New System Specialty Canily Factories"

YOl

Opportunity lifetime: valnatile booklet free.
90. East Orange.

anywhere.

W. HILLYER RAGSDALE, Drawer
New .leisry.

Lancasta.

IJi.x

9t>7.

excellent

Write

splendid

We

you
Dept.

tell

Ben-Vonde System,

booklet.

for

AND DYEING

profits.

N. C.

Charlotte.

BECOME A LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.

DIGNI-

exclusive,
uncrowded profession offering fine
fied.
yearly
incomes
money-making opportunities.
$5,000
common. Easy to master through otir correspontlence

Established
1916.
Get information today.
.\merican Lanilscape School. 68-M. Newark. New York.
course.

Weeic?

you are thin and want to gain weight, I
will send you a sample of the famous Alexander
Vitamines absolutely Free. Do not send any money
just your name and address to Alexander Laboratories, 3222 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo.

ENTERTAINMENTS
CRYSTAL G-4ZING: BOOK, 75c.

If

Kansas

—

Company,

Gazing

Crystal

tals.

ALSO

210

Co.,

PLAYS.

AND

COMEDIES

Ml^SICAL

music,

FREE

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
CiARNING $35 TO SI25 A WEEK
Three to six months' course.

Motion

Picture, Commercial,
Portraiture. Practical instruction.

Ask

Modern equipment.

for

Catalog No.

37.

PHOTOGRAPHY
BROOKLYN-

N. Y. INSTITUTE of
NEW iORK
CHICAGO
MI W. 36th St.
630 S. Wabash

Ave.

Wrestling Book

505 State

St.

FREE

Be an expert wr. Btl.-r. Leam at home from the
world's undefeated champion and his famous trainei

/An

Frank Gotch and Farmer Burns
Kn

the

defense an<i jiu-jitsu. Have perfect h
Learn how to defend yourself.
Handle biff men
with easf. Send for free book. State your ajre.
Farmer Burns. 1721 Wem^e BIdg.. Onteha. Neb.

dealers:

sell

$40

blackface

REVUES,

skits,

MANUSCRIPTS CORRECTLY TYPED,

50c TIIOUWriters' Typing
including carbon copy.
Revising Agency, 1404 Riverside Ave., Jacksonville,
Florida.

words

s;ind

PHOTOPLAYS, MANUSCRIPTS TYPED.
prices.
Ten years' experience.
First St., Peru, Indiana.

Grace

LOWEST"

Roberts.

214

West

WRITERS' ATTENTION' —H.WE Y0I:R

M.\.NU-

Quick service.
I'rices reasonable.
scripts typewritten.
References given.
D. V. Anderson. Tampa. Florida.

AI

THORS' MANUSCRIPTS PREPARED FOR PUB~

Write
lication.
for terms.

Howard G.

Marston.

New

Riverton,

•lersey.

ATTENTION
rejection

slips

vour stories
Typing, same

— WRITERS.
or you

first.

rate.

can
Fifty

let

YOU CAN COLLECT

McCaU

c«nts

a

Craig McCaU,

see

and analyze

thousand
175

list

L

years' experience.
(Cleveland. Ohio.

Marjorie

MAKE YOUR MANUSCRIPT
Our

typing

reasonable.

free plot building helps.
Seeley. Chicago, III.

M.\NUSCRIPTS
reasonable.
reau.

1653

railway

fare

Omaha. Nebr.

TO

$100

U. S. G(/vemment

Steady work.
Roihester,

week;

59,

Jotjs.

$150

Com-

Write immediately for free
Franklin Itistitute, Deiit.
"

N. Y.

DETECTIVES EARN BK; MONICY.
Experience unnecessary.
Write.
.American Detective System,
.New York.
npjiortunity.

E.\CE1J.ENT
Particulars free.

1968

Broadwav.

MEN WANTED FOB DETECTIVE WORK.
unnecessary.

perience

guaranteed

DH.

tive.

\Vrite

iiosiiioir.

J.

lx)uis.

Mo.

St.

WOMEN TO SEW.

for

details

EX^

explainnig
Detec-

Ganor, Former Gov't

Gt)ODS SENT PREPAID TO

your lioor: plain sewing; steady work; no canvassing:
send stamiied enveloi>e for prices paid. Universal Company, Dept. 21, Philadelphia, Pa.

MEN — WOMEN — GIRLS OVER

17.

GET

U.

S.

$100 to $195 month.
Steady.
education sufficient.
List iiositions free.
Write inuneiiiately totlay.
Franklin Institute. Dept. L 136, Rochester, N. Y.
Positions.

Common

hours.

—

SELL US YOUR SPARE TIME.

YOU CAN EARN

weekly writing sirowcards ai
Pleasant, profitable profession,
easily,
by our simple graphic block
Artistic ability unnecessary.
We instruct yen
system.
and supply work. Wilson Methods, Limited, Dept. 24,
Canada.
64 East Richmond, Toronto,
fifteen

to

home.

No

fifty

dollars

canvassing.
quickly le.irnetl

POLITIC.U. CENT.
Times" Token, issued

JACKSON CENT OB "HARD

Highly inin 1S34 to 1842.
jackass,
turtle,
etc.
Get one
large 50 page illustrateil coin catalog for
This is just a special "get acquaiiried
only 20 cents.
offer." B. Max Mehl. Numismatist, Mehl BIdg.. Dept.
Largest Bare Coin EstablishP, Fort Worth. Texas.
ment in tile United States.
teresting;

some

with

now with my

OLD COINS WANTED.

HAVE YOU AN ODD OR

may

be worth several dollars.
May mean
Coin Circular.
much profit to vou. Send now. Numismatic Bank.
Dept. 75. Fort Worth. Texas.

old

or
posted.

coin

Get

bill';

It

Send 4c

for

OLD COINS, LARGE SPRING SELLING CATACatalogue riuoting pric'es
of coins for sale, free.
William Hesslein. 101 D
for coins, ten cents.

logiie

Tremont

Jones.

PATENTS—WRITE TOD.\Y FOR FREE INSTRI

Ansel

IN-AENTIONS
or unpatented.
Louis. Mo.

PATENTS.

State

PATENTTED

Mfg. Co.. 187. St.

WRITE FOB FREE GIIDE BOOK

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS

FREE
.AMBUnOUS WRITERS SEND TODAY FOR photo-

copv America's leading magazine for writers of
Writer s
Instructive, helpful.
plays, stories, poems.
Digest, 611 Butler Biulding. Cinci nnati.

4396.
is

Fislier

POEMS-VERSES

RATES

PHOTOPL.YY MAGAZINE

Adam

IF YOU WRITE THE
$500.00 PRIZE CONTEST.
best third verse for our song "Empty Arms" you will
Send your name and we shall send
receive $500.00.
you free the contest rules and words of this Bong.
R'orld Corporation, 245 West 47th St., Dept. 669-D.
New York.

Auburn Typing Bureau. Auburn. Alabama.

Conway BIdg.. Chicago.

C0M5IERCI.\LIZED.
Write

Send model or
and Evidence of Conception Blank.
Highest
sketch for opinion of its patentable nature.
Reasonable Terms.
Prompt Attention.
References.
Victor J. Evans &• Co.. 763 Ninth, Washington. D. C.

NEAT, ATTRACTITE.

TYPED.

C-

Send
book and Evidence of Conception blank.
sketch or model for examination ami opinion: strictly
confidential.
No delay in my offices: my reply si)ePersonal attention.
Reasonable terms.
cial deliverv.
Clarence O'Brien. Rein.stered Patent Lawyer, 9'23 Soutliern Building. Wasliingion. D. C.

St..

10c P.\GE.

1872

Mass.

tion

Ask about
50c a thousand.
Writers' Workshop. 4S3S N.

PROPERLY

Boston.

St..

PATENTS

AUTHORS' & WRITERS' TYTING SERVICE BuEvery advertisement in

jjer

WANTED,

17

e<lueation sufFicient.
positions for women.

140.

words.

Wooding

New Haven, Conn.
PHOTOPLAYS. MANUSCRIPTS TYPED.
Seven
Road.

$75

to

Gnolriih Diug Co.. Dept.

month.

mon

MANUSCRIPTS, TYPING, ETC.

YOUR HOME.

Ludwig. 367 Wesiover

Mo.

West

phenomena.

on this amazing
Bloomington, 111.

Chicago,

like this ov.iekfy
Write todajr for oar
IN
booklet.
It tells how to leam to play Piano, Organ. Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Begrinners or advanced players. Yoai
nnlv exoense aboot 2o per day for music and postage osed.
AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC, 67 Lakeside BIdg., Chicago

Write C. T.

City,

WOMEN—GIRI^S OVER

"B,"

vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical readBig catalog free,
ings, stage handbooks, makeup goods.
r.
S.
Denison & Co.. 623 S. Wabash. Dept, 76,

You can read music

Kansas

l>.iid

treatise

I

-

East

186

AT ONCE— LADIES TO TRAVEL. DBMO.NSTRATF

and

laiil.

CRYS-

Station

CRYSTAL GAZING BALLS SOLD DIRECT. ST.VMP
rings
(fuartz

minstrel

MUSIC LESSONS GIVEN

ISIdg.,

Missouri.

City,

Wagner,

OLD COINS

Los Angeles.

field,

EVERY

SALARIES

Write

free.

good pay; travel.

WRITE

CA.MER.V.

CLE.\NING

— BIG

DETEX^TIVE
particulars

New York.
A DETECTIVE: EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITV

79tli.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

money WITH YOIR

MjUvE

how.

How Many Pounds Would You

BE A
where;

SOAPS,

SHIRT MANC FACTl'RER WANTS AGENTS: SELL
iuiveitised

MONEY FOB PAINTING PILLOW

BIG

Simple, easy, guick.
Experience uunecessarj
Com iany. 2220 Srorun. Ft. Wayne. Indiana.

Shoj-t

T.

Like to Gain in a

WOMEN.

Govermitent

shop;

CHICA

today.

Exiierieiice unnecesPerfumes, Toilet Goods.
Carnation Co., Dept. 205. St. Louis.

.START A PRESSING,

5S<h St.

ALL .MEN,
BOYS, GIKLS. 17 TO 60
willing t« accept Govcniiaent Positions, $117-190, traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozment, 265 St. LouLs.

sary.

WE START

ou can complete

and

LEARN DRESS-COS-

15.

tume Designing. Earn $35 week up. Sewing experience unnecessary.
Sample lessons free. Write immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. L 507, Kociiester,
New York.

ICxtracls.

Madison

Hi^ School Course
in 2 Ybars
High

ami
Under-

succesfi

Write
Company, 50-E. Grand Rapids, Mich.

WE START YOU

In-

weight-

and harmless.

less

Simply show

Cutlery Set. Apjjeals instantly.
Pay daily. New Era Mfg. Co.,
collect.
St., Dept. 39-D, Chicago.

.Madison

large

glasses are to the eyes.

—

$1.50 premium free to
our Beautiful, 7-piece,

and

deliver

R03

lionus

vveeUly

Aluminum Handle

Soliil

all right

shows
to

Exi^erience

Benefits,

AGENTS— $15 A DAY— EAST, (HICK SALES—
I'^ree

'^IIONE for the

^visible, comfortable,

HELP WANTED

WOMEN— GIRLS OVER

OWN

INDEPENDENT.

Accidental

Weekly

as well as anybody.
'How'? Wilh the mORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ears
now. but they are invisible, 1
would not know I had ihem in

The MORLBV

TEN-

50

New

York.

sweei>s,

It

business.

$7,500

now

myself, only that

HARPER'S

GET

TY.

containing 16
Ijcauty
pre i /a rat ions,
price
no stamps.
Boss Cliidestet, Uauppauge,

cents,

Bi;

INVENTION,

washes and dries windows,
pcmbs, raops floors and has 5 other uses. Big prcfits:
I'asy seller.
Write for free trial offer.
Harper Brush
Works. Dept. 81, Fairfield. Imva.
I'se

"Don't Shout
I

Liberal offer
431 -K, No.

Co.,

I.*tter

win-

Office

Big demand.

S.iLESMEN— BECOME

"I hear you.

and

Store

for

Metallic

AGENTS— NEW

We

St.,

REI' RESENTING
direct from mill

Hosierj',

ENVY BEAI

DON'T
chart

AGENTS, $60 TO $200 A WEEK, FREE SAM-

system of teaching note music
to the first pupils in each locality we will give
free a $20.00 superb Violin, Tenor Banjo, Ukulele. Hawaiian Guitar, Banjo, Guitar, Banjo-Ukuiele, MandoHn,
Banjo-Mandolin or Comet absolutely free. A very small
charg'e for lessons your only expense. Pay nothing- if you
do not learn to play.
also teach Piano and Or^an.
Complete outfit free. Write at once, no oblitration.

Orchard

WEEK

A

$50

men, women, children.
Every i>air guaranteed.
Prices that ivin.
Free Book,
'llow to Start," tells
the story.
George Clows Company, Desk 84, Phllailelphia. Pa.

by mail and

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL. OF

TO

$25

Famous Philadelphia

1,'lows'

We have a wonderful new

1815

free samples to consumers: 00c an hour;
for full
particulars.
American Products Co..
American BIdg., Cincinnati. Ohio.

WTite

7923

WOMEN
MY FORMULA

OF INTEREST TO

HUNDRED

T.\IL()U1.\<; AGENT.S— .SKVERAl,
OF
men are earning $50 to $130 a wevk takinj; orders
for our virgin wool tailored to order suits Hhicli retail at the flat price of $29.50.
None higher. Tliey
are
wonderful values.
$20.00 cliear*r than
store
l>ricc3.
Rich, l>ea.utlful assortment of 0x9 samples
and complete selling outfit free.
We train the inexperienced.
Reliable men write.
.T. B.
State teiTitor>'.
Simpson. Inc.. Dept. 352. 831 W. Aclam.s St.. Chicago.

our

gtiaranteed.

WANTED TO BUY
CASH FOR OLD GOLD. PLATINT

M. SILVER DI A

Liberty Bonds. War, Thrift, Unused Posta:;e
Stamps. False Teeth, Magneto Points. Jobs, any valCash sent, return mail. Goii.ls
uables. Mail in today.
Ohio
returned in ten da.vs if you're not satisfied.
Smelting Co.. SOS Hippodrome Bids.. Cleveland. Ohio.
raonils.
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Friendly Advice

Studio Directory
For

our readers
desire the addresses of film

convenience

the

who may

of

companies we give the principal active

The

ones below.

is the business
a studio; in some

first

(s) indicates

office;

cases both are at one address.

FIRST NATIONAL PICWest 4Sth Street, New York City.
Norma and Constance Talniailge Stuiiio,

ASSOCIATED
TURES,

1025

Lillian

BALLIN, HUGO, PRODUCTIONS, 30G
Avenue, New Y'ork City.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP.,

Fifth

6101 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Cal.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
New

CORP., 370 Seventh

Y'ork City.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
(PARAMOUNT),

New

485 Fifth Avenue,

City.

(s)

(s)

Long

Pierce Ave. and Sixth St.,
City, N. Y.
Lasky, Hollywood, Cal.

Paramount

Poole
N. London, England.

British

(s)

FOX FILM CORPORATION,
55th St., New York City,
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Island

10th Ave. and
1401 Western

(s)

(s)

Fifth Avenue, New York City; (s)
City, Cal.
Marshall Neilan and Maurice

Tourneur Productions.

HART, WM. S., PRODUCTIONS,

(s)

1215 Bates

Hollywood, Cal.
H. (s) Culver City, Cal.
INTERNATIONAL FILMS, INC. (Cosmopolitan Productions), 729 Seventh Ave., New
Y^ork City; (s) Second Ave. and 127th St.,
St.,

THOMAS

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Pathe BIdg., 35 West
City; (Associated ExGeorge B. Seitz Productions,
and Park Ave., New Y'ork City.
R-C PICTURES CORP., 723 Seventh Ave.,
New Y'ork City; (s) corner Gower and Melrose Sts., Hollywood, Cal.
ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO., 1339 Diversey
Parkway, Chicago, 111.
SELZNICK PICTURES CORP., 729 Seventh
Ave., New Y'ork City; (s) United Studios,
St.,

Lo.s

New York
(s)

Angeles, Cal.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION,

729

Seventh Ave., New York City.
Charlie Chaplin Studios, 1416 LaBrea
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
Studio, Hollywood, Cal.
D. W. Griffith Studios, Orienta Point,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Nazimova Productions, United Studios,
Los Angeles, Cal.
George Arliss Productions, Distinctive
Prod., 360 Madison Ave., New York
City.

Whitman Bennett

dale Ave., Y'onkers, N.

New

Y'ork City;

(s)

Y'.

CO., 1600 Broad-

Universal City, Cal.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA,
Fifth Ave.,

New

S.,

Hollywood, Cal.

descriplion of yourself sounds very'
attractive. Surely you have the physical quah
ilications that spell success to the girl who i~
ambitious for a screen career, .\side from that
there is little that 1 can say. I know that it is
hard to just go on, being an e.xtra, in the
studios.
But the only recipe that 1 know of
for getting out of tiie background, is to work so
hard, and so faithfully, and with such cleverness, that you will fight your way to the attention of a director. It has been done. And jou
may do it again. But the road is all up-hill.
S.

D.

L.,
is

Reading, Pa.
and to worry

foolish to cry,

until

you

are ill, over the neglect of a girl who is such a
careless and thoughtless friend. If her friendship were worth having she would not hurt
your feelings, and would not be so willing to
leave you for the company of others.
You have not told me your age, but you
sound as if you are in the throes of a school-

"crush." Make other friends, do not
concentrate your love upon one woman. You
will be happier if she is one of many
instead
of the only one.
girlish

—

will
certainly improve your
But I think that plain, old fashioned
milk will do more to increase your weight than

Vitamines

anything else. Two or three quarts of it, every
And, if possible, a half pint of cream.
Aloles can only be removed by a specialist in
Often they are taken away
facial treatment.
by electricity, in a practically painless manner
that requires only a few minutes.
With grey eyes and dark brown hair you will
look your best in all shades of blue and brown,
in flesh color, silver grey, nile green and periwinkle. And if you have a rosy skin black

day.

—

—

ivory.

New

Hampshire.
and sincerely desire to be an
actress
and if you are willing to undertake the
hard work that lies back of success upon the
stage
I should suggest that you go to a
school for dramatic art. With your parents'
consent, of cour-e. You are very young, and a
few years of preparation and study will be deL. G.,
If

you

—
—

really

Y'ork Citv;

(s)

and Locust Ave., Brooklyn. N.
Talmadge St., Hollywood, Cal.

469
East 15th St.
Y'.; (s) 1708

Could you recognize the vital dramatic
scene— and write a scenario
about it?
It is a scene from the Rex Ingram Production (Metro Pictures Corporation), "The
Conquering Power." A great drama built up
from a commonplace story. Situations like
this are taking place around you every day.
Right in your own street, in the house next
door, in your home, a great drama is being
situation in this

lived.

Why can't you build a plot around it? The
successful photodramatists use the simplest
themes; the biggest pictures are built around
trivial incidents of everyday life. The successful screen writers are men and women
who see the dramatic value of everyday occurences.
few years ago these men and
women were receiving ordinary salaries for
doing humble tasks. Now their incomes are
thousands and tens of thousands of dollars
yearly.

A

Not

Bebe W., Spokane, Wash.
French and Spanish heels will be exceedingly
popular this season, although low heeled oxfords will continue to be smart for street and
sports wear.
I saw a charming dance and dinner frock in a
Fifth Avenue shop a few days ago.
It was
made of periwinkle and pale pink georgette
crepe, in combination. The skirt was long and
the two colors were mingled cleverly by means
of graceful, filmy panels. The waist was made
in a slightly surplice manner, and was sleeveless,
.^t the waist, and hanging to within a
foot of the hem, was a long spray of flowers in a
warm rose color.

"Worried Helen," Galveston, Texas.
You are only a trifle over weight. Walter

Ordinary Men and Women
You do not need writing ability. It is not hard to
write a photoplay synopsis when you understand
the principles of dramatic construction and photoplay technique.
if in your day
If you want to write stories
dreams you make up tales about yourself — you are
creating.
And remember, it does not take fine
writing, but just the instinct to create and a knowledge of photoplay construction.
If you are ambitious, if you are really anxious to
write film stories, certainly you want to find out if
you are qualified to enter this fascinating and

—

lucrative profession.

Send

Fox Test

Here is an opportunity to test your creative
your qualifications as a potential screen
writer. Send for the Fox Qualifying Test. Answer
the interesting questions. Give a few moments'
consideration to the exercises. Then send it in to
shall
us for criticism.
inform you honestly as to
your qualifications.
Mail the coupon today.
is
no charge
no

There

PHOTOPLAY

—

We

are looking
obligation.
for talented persons whom
we can train to write professionally.
Don't hesitate.
Don't wait. Act now.

Fox Photoplay

Institute

2537 S. State St., Dept. 1251, Chicago
Telephone Central 7822

FOX PHOTOPLAY INSTITUTE,
2537 S. State St., Dept. 1251, Chicago
Please send me your QualityinK Test. I will an.svver the
questions and return it to you. I understand that you will
inform me as to my ability, and tliat this service is confidential

you to a correct weight, in a very short time.
A few applications of complexion clay, and
vanishing cream before you apply powder will
solve your complexion problems.
write to advertisers please mention

for the

ability,

Camp's Daily Dozen and the elimination of
sugar and potatoes from your diet will bring

When you

Skilled Writers—Just

We

cidedly helpful.

Productions, 537 River-

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
way,

B.

Your

CORP., 1476 Broadway,

New Y'ork City; (s) Romaine and Caliuenga
Mae Murray- ProducAve., Hollywood, Cal.
tions, 344 West 44th St., New Y'ork City.
hibitors),
134th St.

II.

and

Y'ork City.

METRO PICTURES

45th

and with a bang.

health.

469
Culver

New

Could You Write a
Story Like This?

12]

"Backward," Alberta, Canada.

St., Islington,

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION,

INCE,

page

Lois C, Spokane, Wash.
Bob your hair by all mean.s. Vou are not too
tall— live feet, three and three-quarters inches
is an ideal height
for holjbcd hair.
And
twelve is an ideal age. If your hair is curly, or
wave
has a slif^'ht
in it, wear it parted on the
If it is straight have it cut very short,
side.

It

Road, Los Angeles, Cal.
Buster Keaton Comedies,
Way, Los Angeles, Cal.

York

1'R0.\i

G

5341 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Richard Bartliehncss Productions, Inspiration Pictures, 505 Fifth Avenue, New
York.
Katherine MacDonald Productions, 001
Girard St., Los Angeles. Cal.
(s) 3S00
Alission Kuad, Los Angeles, Cal.
R. A. Walsh Productions, 5341 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Hope Hampton Productions, 1540 Broadway, New Y'ork City.
Jackie Coogan, United Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
Charles Ray Productions, 1428 Fleming
Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Louis Mayer Productions, 3800 Mission

Avenue,

[continued
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and without

cost or oljligation.

—

—!

.

Photoplay Magazine

i6

—Advertising

WKen Marriage

Brickbats and Bouquets

Mis ery

^S/^SLrys

[continued from p.age

Marriage always means misery to the
unlit.
Ask j'oursolf before you propose to

some

—

pure.

Innocent

Tlie

girl

—

—

Ridcruood, Md.

Editor Photoplay M.-^cxzine.
Dear Sir:
I have long wanted to e.\pres> my opinion
on "costume" pictures. They are splendid
and I hope we will continue to have them. I
like them a great deal better than the modern
pictures; the latter seem to me to ha\e too
much "sameness" in them, while the former
have not only beauty but a great variety.
I have seen Griffith's "Orphans of the
Storm" and liked it even better than "The
Four Horsemen."
I want to say a few words in praise of Joseph

ence of Health Promotion — will
conquer your weaknesses and fit
3'ou for the Responsibilities of
I

Mark the subjects on tile consultation coupon
on which you wont special confidential Inlormation and »en(l with 10,: 'one dinit^i tn help
p

ly p<>fltai?e,

etc.. on

my

free bonk.

"Promo-

am mentioning the picone of the finest young actors I
have ever seen on the screen. Besides being
very handsome, he has great ability and a
charming personality. But I think that, like
Rodolph Valentino, unless he continues to play
roles in "costume" pictures, he will not be as
popular as he probably will be, otherwise, after
"Orphans of the Storm." I am positive that
"Mr. Schildkraut would not be ver>' popular
in a modern plav.
It wouldn't suit his tvpe

of Health, Strength and
STROt^GFORT tion and Conservation
Send for my Irt-e book
Tt,^D^,,M.^i Man Mental Enerey."
ThePerlect
H|,h, Now - TODAY.

Schildkraut while I

I'kj/sicril iinil Ileiilth

OUT

Sprrialiat

{Founded 1896)
Newark, N.
AND MAIL THIS COUI^ON

I.

Otn'

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Please
Mr. Lionel Stronitfort. Dept. 4S. Newark. N. J
send ine your book, " Promotion and Conservation of Health,
Strength and Mental Energy," lor postage on which I enclose a
lOc piece (one dime). 1 have marked (Xj before the eubject in
which I am interested.
.IncieasedHcighl
.Vital Losses
.Colds
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Catarrh
Asttima
Fear
H ay Fever
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Headache

.Thinness
Rupture
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.Weak Eyes
.Heart Weak-

Disorders
Constipation

.
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.

Restored
.Youthful

Marriage

at all.

Gastritis

Edith B. Meanly.

Poor Circula-

.Skin Disot(ici-s
.

Despondency

Xew York City.
Kditor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir:
I have been an ardent reader of Photoplay
for several years, and one of the most interesting departments in the book is "Brickbats and

Round Shoul-

Nervousness
Poor Memory

ders

.Lung Troubles
Stoop
Shoulders
Muscular Development

Rheumatism
Manhood

.

Errors

.

Great Strength

Name
•Vge

Bouquets."

These people who are always preaching cen-

Occuijation

..

sorship, and condemning certain pictures they
see, are the very ones who support such pictures, and I shall explain why. Just let a picture come to town, and be advertised thusly:
"Xo one under 21 admitted," -"One of the
most startling pictures ever produced,"
picture that
moral lesson for everyone,"
has never dared to be shown before," and see
who are the first ones buying tickets. It will
be your old friend who thinks such things so

strcit

City

.

"A

"A

Your

terrible.

skin can be

its

I'oards,

quickly cleared of
Pimples, Blackheada,
Acne Eruptions on the
face or body— Enlarged Pores,
Oily or Shiny Skin. Clear-Tone
has been Tried, Tested and Proven
merits in over 100,000 test cases.

I am not condemning censorship
you understand; just the general pub-

which always has so much to say about the
immorality and indecency of pictures. Yet, T
guess the poor dears just mu>t have food for
lic

sea ndal.

E\ a G. Austin.

TODAY for my
'^9¥Ti'E' "E* WRITE
J'reeBooklet— "ACleab^^T^Btrff^
A^JkAh^ Tone Skin"—telling hov7

W

I

Be.

139 Chemical

Bldg.,

I'.DiTOR

Kansas City ,Mo.

Dear

siiort cour.se of

you liow to write

Bldg., Cleveland,

Ohio

RAILWAV ^

LCLEf?KS
$135-$192

MONTH

Men. Boys
over 17
Send CMipcn

/jV

O

tt.

T.

.Send me, without
charKC, (1) sample Haiiway
Mail C'lerl< Examination questions: (2) schedule showinE places
Sirs:

next examinations; (3) list of many
government jobs now open to men and women.

Toiiay

Sure!

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Deol. 1232, RoclKster,

Name.

Mae's Metier
\\'altham, Mass.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir:
I would not go to see Mae Murray if she
didn't wear her brilliant gowns and bizarre
head-dresses and appear in gorgeous settings.
Because it's what we e.xpect of Mae. All those
things are Mae Murray.
The e.xotic atmosphere is where she really
belongs.

Most people's lives are so drab, often tragic,
and usually uninteresting, that they don't go
to see sob pictures and tragedies.
.\nd wh\
should thej ? They want entertainment; to see
things they don't see everj- day of their humdrum existences. For myself, I go only to
those pictures ^^l^ich entertain and make me
leave the theater in a brighter frame of mind.

Give me light stories with happy endings
Mae Murray as she is best loved and not in

and house-dresses.
liked Gloria Swanson in "Under the
I didn't. And "Tol 'able David" was
and cruel. I am grateful to Mae
for bringing us jazz and gaiety and

heelless slipper*;

Who
Lash"?
gloomy

lights.

A. JUDSON".

Applause for "Smilin" Through"

Sir:

—

ANTE D
U.S.

—

like pictures.

—

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMOR
Park

—

Photoplay Magazint:.

My

them. One Jolte aione often pays for
the course Humorists earn liiK pay.
Get into a field that is not yet crowded.
Write for information.
Office C, 414

—
—

Broadwaj-

I go to them every Saturday
husnight, after the dishes are washed.
Ijand goes with me. There is a theater on the
corner of our street, where the Palace Cafe once
stood.
It is finished inside in red plush and
gold outside it is grey stucco.
Some of the plays are fine. But some of them
all about slums and dull
are awfully quiet
things, and people who wear ragged dresses.
There are some of us women who aren't so
j'-oung any more. And our hair is grey and the
children are getting on, and our husbands ask,
"Is there going to be pie for dinner?" before
they kiss us. And we like to see love plays,
I

Easy, fascinatino; work. Our sales department i)ays from SI to S5 for joltcs,

A

(I can't spell her nom de plume) loved
Valentino or she wouldn't have married him.
Let's forget this 100
American stufiF until we
can become 100% gentlemen (and ladies) and
then 100*; ( .\mericanism will mean more.
One word more about bobbed hair. Just a
man's viewpoint. Marie Prevost is one of the
prettiest girls in the movies
and she hobs her
hair.
I don't know whether \ iola Dana does
or not but it looks bobbed and she is even
better than Miss Prevost. And anyway it's a
matter of individual judgment; some girls look
better with bobbed hair and some look worse.
It's a vast time saver
and it's no one's business but the bobee's. Still another argument
for the flapper
I really believe the majority of
men prefer the bob.
C. C. San-dison.

Omaha, Neb.

WRITE JOKES
ei)iurams and stories.
tliree lessons teaches

Hudnut

Murray

Beauty Hunger

cured myself after being aiBicted fifteen years.

S. GIVENS,

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir:
On several subjects. First, whose busines.-, Lit when a player marries?
The two concerned
and no one else. To be sure, I don't think
much of a young lady who will change a perfectly good .\merican name for one that sounds
like a brand of cigars, but she did show amazing
good taste in marr\-ing Valentino, though I'm
no Valentino fan, either.
Xo doubt Mis--

" \on sen sorship^^

tion

I

.

.

is

ness
.

.Biliousness
.Torpid Liver
ndigestion

.

Disorders
Successful

.

.

Neurasthenia

(

.

Falling Hair

.Short Wind
Flat Feet

.

Female

.

.

.

.Stomach

.

Neuritis

Prostat'tis

.

.

.

Neuralgia
Flat Chest
Deformity
Describe)

.Impotency

Pimples
Blackheads
Insomnia

.

Lumbago

.

.

.

.

Ohesity

.

.

.

He

ture.

LIONEL STRONGFORT

Dept. 45

ieurpoint

f

Thatcher, Colorado.

whetlier your oftsprlni; will bo healthy
youngsters a joy and blessin-; to you
both or slekly, defective little ones—
a con,stant reproach to you as long as
you live. What you are your children
are b^und to be and your weaknesses
will be increased as you pass them
along to your children, who may live
to ciu-se you for their Inheritance of
woe.
Tliia is the inflexible law of
Heredity. You cannot avoid It. You
dare not overlook it. THIXK A'OII'
before it is too late.
Strongfortism — the Modern Sci-

Marriai^e and Parenthood.
Guarantee it.

io]

A Man's

of the "Costume^'
Picture

alite

J

whether you are (it to be her luisband
and
and the fattier of her children

—

Section

Mr. Editor, where the hero is handsome and
has dark eyes and takes the girl in his arms and
whether she wants him to or
kisses her— hard
not. And we like to see her stolen away from
And sometimes we
her family, sometimes.

—

like to see shooting,

fast riding,

and things

Tell the producers these things
But don't bother
get a chance.
you're too busy.

like

that.

when
if

and

j'ou

Rose X. Jenkins.

Address
Every adrertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

London, England.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear SirMay I. through the medium of your magazine, present a large bouquet to Miss Xorma
Talmadge for her superb acting in "Smilin'
Through "? I know it is rather late in the day.
but my excuse is that this film was not reover
September.

leased

here

until

the

eleventh

of

While her whole performance was absolutely
mention must be made of her
portrayal of the death of Moonyccn. There
was no writhing of limbs, or cUnching of hands,
or rolling of eyes; just one spasm of pain and
then a slow sinking into oblivion. I do not
think I have e^•er seen a death scene more
flawless, special

beautifully or naturally played.
To my mind, her performance deser\-es to
rank with Miss Lillian Gish's Hcnrictte. and
Miss Mae Marsh's Dear One as the best acting
ever seen on the screen.
Hy C. Binge.

guaranteed.

Photoplay Magazine

— Adm:h using

Section

The Personal Experience
of

a

Woman Who

Complete

Re-

duced a Pound a Day
Without Exercise, Starving, Drugs, or Other Discomforts And Feels

Cost for
Plus Few

Cents

AUOnly

—

New Woman.

Like a

17

Postage

men and women have gladly paid
and more, for this remarkable method.
of them have written that their improvement in figure and health has been worth
hundreds of dollars to them. Yet. for a limitecl
time only, you may have this same njethod for
only 97c.
Use the coupon and save a dollar.
.300,000

SI.!)?

Many

I gave a last slaiicc in tlic iiiinor, before
leaving for tlip first dance 1 liad been to for
several months, I rould just have hugged
Xot a woman on the
myself with happiness.
would be
or young girl either
floor that night
None would have
figure.
better
a
able to boast
more styli.sh, up-to-the-minute clothes. Yet a few
months before
Less tlian three months before I had been just
The only clothes I
couldn't hide it.
I
plain fnl.
never
could get into were, of course, the "stouts"
always making me look at least 10 ycar.s
stylish
gave
up
bad
at
last
I
just
older.
It had gotten so

As
^

—

—

up good things, you may even increase the varictv of
jour meals. It is ju.st that you are given the proper
comhinat ions to eat in order nnt to nuvke fat, and the
|)roper ))ortions and proportions in which to cat these
combinations.

—

—

10 Days' Trial

— almost never went out anywhere.

F.ugene

Worse than that, I was never well. I had a
I couldn't
lieadache almost every day of my life.
tlie stairs rapidly without gasping for breath.
stomach
The doctor said my heart was affected.
go up

My

was never

right, either.

Exercise Put

On Weight

Why

tried everything you ever Iieard of to reduce.
First I took a course of exercises.
Next I tried starving. I cut out hrcakfa.st entirely, and ate only salads and fruits for iny other
two meals. Yet the scales showed little difference

my

weight.

—

Is Worth
To You Now

Tliose

order to secure a great
possible time.

in

So here

Remedy

the maintenance of health and the reduction of
'The remarkable part about it was that
weight.

were no fads in Eugene Christian's method
special baths, no self-denying diet, no medicine,
nothing out of the ordinary. You could
exercises

tliere

—

simply go on leading a normal life, eating appetizing, delicious foods, properly combined, and doing
pretty nmch as you pleased. And still you could
reduce your weight to normal in a very short time
by entirely natural methods.

couiion

Lost 15 Pounds in 2 Weeks

This Coupon

I found it
at once sent for this new method.
not the slightest bit hard. From the start I began
In the first two weeks I lost 1.5 pounds.
to lose.
'With positively amazing speed I have no\v gotten
down to my proper, normal weight. What's more,
I know how to maintain it without varying a pound.

more shortness of breath.
got to go out and do things.

MRS.

I feel

MARGARET JOHNSON.

Lose Weight the

——

Mrs. Johnson

this

had the
story is true
nearly a half million

so good, I've just

New Way

not her real name, but her
delightful experience as
women and men, too who

—
Christian's

—

new method of
have found in Eugene
Weight Control the way to health and happiness.
Letters pour in on us full of enthusiasm and deep
They tell not only of unsightly and
gratitude.
flesh lost, but also of health regained,
spirits renewed, appearance a thousand

imcomfortable

vigor and
times improved.
The complexion becomes clearer,
the eyes brighter even wrinkles disappear and
many attain a beauty and bright charm they never
possessed at any previous time.

—

$1.00 to

—

is

Worth

You

Named Below)
CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY
(Under Conditions

Dept. W-2081

Mary

Donneny. 82 West Xlnth Street, Bay"1 weighed U40 pounds when I sent,
for your course.
The first week I lost ten pounds. My
weight is now 166 pounds and I am still reducing.
I
never felt better in niy life than
do now. There is no
sign of my former indigestion, and I have a fine cornpiexion now, whereas before I w-is alwa>'s bothered with
pimples.
Formerly I coul'i not walk uij.stairs without
Mrs.

onne, N.

feclln'; faint.

I'A inches,

my

Now

I

can

RUN"

waist 9 inches an

up.
1

man

reduced niy bust
hips 11 inches.

I

my

Mr.s. George Ouitermati of 420 E.
lost thirteen pounds in eight days.

ness

47

W. 16th

New York

St.

.T.

J., wrile.-^:

I

is

same

of users in the shortest

is

NOAW

I

The change it has made in my whole life! To look
at me today no one could realize that not so long
ago I was a "fat woman." There's hardly anything
I feel
I can't wear, and everything looks becoming.
ten years younger and everybody says I look it.
No more lieadaches, no more stomach trouble, no

number

our offer. .Just mail the coupon without
sending a penny. The coupon will be accepted as worth
SI. 00 on the purchase of this course for which others
have to pay 81.07. Then when the course arrives al!
you have to do is to pay the postman only 97c plus the
few cents postnge, and the course is yours. There will
he no further payments at any time. But if you are
not thoroughly pleased after a 10-day test of this method,
you may return the covirse an'l your money will be refuntled instantly.
(If more convenient, you may remit
97 cents with the coupon, but this is not necessary.)
Our liberal guarantee protects you.
Either you
experience in 10 days such a wonderful reduction in
weight and such a wonderful gain in health that you
wish to continue the simple, easy, delightful method, or
else you return the course and your money is refunded
without question.
Don't delay. This special price may .soon be withdrawn. It you act at once you gain a valuable .secret
of health, beauty and normal weight that will be priceless value to you throughout your life.
Mall the

At last one evening, as I was reading a magazine'
I came to a page that told of a wonderful new di.scovery made by Eugene Christian, the famous food
Here were sonje startling new ideas about
specialist.

I

rapidly to normal weight through

method are usually so enthusiastic that

cannot refrain from recommending thLs
method to their friends. This will be the best kind of
advertisement for us. So we are willing to lose money

—

no
no

$1.00

they simply

—

— the

who reduce

this delightful

baths and when the stimuI tried vibrators
lating effect was over I'd feel as weak and languid
I tried physics and drugs, but to no
as a rag.
avail
my weight remained the same.

At Last

No Money

the Coupon

I

in

— Send

has

incorporated liis remarkable
secret of \vcii;lil reduction into an interesting cour.se
called "WCicht Control— the Hasis of Health. '•
To
make it possible fur every one to profit by liis discovery,
he offers to send the complete course to any one sending
ill the coupon.
riirisiian

66th

St.,

A New

New

York,

'i'ork busi-

reduced twenty-two pounds in two weeks.

Corrective Eating Society, Dept. W-2081
47 West 16th St., New York City
Without money in advance, you may send me. in plain
wrapper, I-^ugenc ("hristian's Cour.se on "Weight ConYou are to accept this
the Basis of Health."
trol
coupon .as worth SI. 00 (OXK DOLLAR) on my purchase
Therefore when the cour.se arrives I will
of the course.
pay the iiostman only 97c (plus the few cents postage)
in full payment and there are to be no further payments

—

any

time.

Although

I

am

benefiting

by

this

special

The Secret Behind the New Method

reduced price, I retain the privilege of returning this
course within 10 days, having my 97 cents refunded if
I am to
I am not delighted with the wonderful results.
be the .sole judge.

scientific method of weight control is based
fact in physiological chemistry. That simple
is that certain foods, when eaten in combination
with certain other foods, are fattening but when taken
by themselves, or in correct combination, they are

Name

This new
on a simple
fact

—

non-fattening.
And so there is no irksome .self-denial and privation
about the new method. You continue to do the things
you like and to eat the food you enjoy. Far from giving

When sou

write to advertisers pltase mention

(Please write plainly)
Street

City

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

State.
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Is

— Advektising

Section

your skin

exceptionally sensitive
Is

your skin especially hard to take

care of?

Wind, dust, exposure: do tK.ey conand roughen it?

tinually irritate

You can correct this extreme sensiBy giving your skin the spe-

tiveness.

treatment it needs, you can overcome its tendency to become painful,
cial

on the

irritated,

Use

least occasion.

this special

treatment

for a

very

sensitive skin:

EACH night before retiring, dip a soft

wash-cloth in warm water and hold it
your face. Then make a warm water
lather of Woodbury's Facial Soap and dip
your cloth up and down in it until the
cloth is "fluffy" with the soft white lather.
Rub this lathered cloth gently over your
skin until the pores are thoroughly
to

then

Then

with warm,
with clear cool water, and dry

cleansed.

rinse, first

the nerv^es which control the blood
supply are more sensitive in the skin
of your face than elsewhere and that
consequently the skin of your face is

—

more

this reason the soap which. you
use daily on your face should be of the
best quality obtainable.

Get a cake of Woodbury's today and
begin now to gi%-e your skin the special
care that will keep it normally resistant todust and exposure; soft,smooth,
and

soap was bad for a delicate skin. Skin
specialists now agree that the layer
of dirt and oil accumulated on the
skin when soap is not used, is a constant invitation to various disorders.

fVhy the skin of your face

is

especially sensitive
It

is

a well

known

scientific fact that

fine as

you want

it

to be.

In the booklet around each cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap you will find special treat-

ments

for

each different type of skin. The same

Woodbury's its beneficial
overcoming common skin troubles

qualities that give
effect

make
cake

in
it

ideal for regular toilet use.

lasts a

A

25-cent

month or six weeks.

Send 25 cents for these special
Woodbury preparations

authorities have discarded the

old idea that washing the face with

liable to disturbances.

For

carefully.

Modern

?

For 25 cents we

send you a miniature set of
skin preparations, containing
samples of Woodbury's Facial Soap, Facial
Cream, Cold Cream, and Facial Powder, tcith
the

will

Woodbury

the treatment booklet,"

Send

A Skht You Love to Touch."

for this set today. .Address

The Andrew

Jergens Co., 501 Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio. If you live in Canatia, address The
Andreivjergens Co.yLimited,$OI Sherbrooke St.,
Perth, Ontario. English agents: H. C. ^uelch i3
Co., 4 Ludgate Square, Loudon, E. C. 4.

WOODBURY'S FACIAL SOAP
Copyright, 1032. by The Jrdrets Jr'se'.s Ci.

Every ailvcrtisi-iuent in

mOTOI'LAY M.VG.VZINE

is

guaranteed.

Frederick condensed
a sort of Mae Marsh and Pauline
o
is. Tears come
She
individual
isn't
Stark
Miss
that
into one ingenue. Not
Barrv
es
W
to
freckles
director-or
to a
her as eas% as puttees and a megaphone

OAULINE STARK

P

is

IJonald Biddle Keyes

TAMES KIRKWOOD

is one of those regular film "troopers" who never fall
down. Kirkwood, House Peters and Louis Stone comprise our idea of three
highly competent movie musketeers. Kirkwood is now trying a footlight rKurn

*'

"D

ICHARD BARTHELMESS

has several unforgettable cinema contributions
to his credit: the sensitive and poetic Yellow
of "Broken Blossoms"
the mountain boy of "Tol'able David." Portrayals of which to be proud

Man

and

i

Edwin Bower Hesser

has jumped to the very forefront of our younger actresses by
thoughtless young flapper waster of Cecil de Mille's newest
the
of
playing
her
and promise
cineopulence, "Manslaughter." Here is a player of fine variety

LEATRICE JOY

Edwin Bower Hpsser

upset Paris, Monte Carlo. Ostend and
point? East, not to mention an Egyptian prince, is back again. What
would films be without this adroit comedienne? Mabel has a niche all her own

/^I'R own Mabel Normand, having

Thii dress answers
the quesdon:

CREPE METEOR
w*sh?

Many women
not!

Ytt

IVORY

think

thi* beauti-

SOAP

dark blue drcu of
Oip* meteor, paneled
with heavy lilk and
gold-thread embroidery, firtt daringly
waihed as an expcnment, has since been
ful

fukes

washed
successfully
four more time* with
This
Ivory Flake*.
dress and the ovmer's
letter are on file in the
Procter

6C

%

Gamble

offices.

Crepe Meteor

will

wash-

butJirst consider this
not always easy to tell whether
or not a soap is perfectly safe for
laundering the very finest garments
It is

you own.

and

A

booklet

sample package of

Ivory Flakes and the
beautifully illustrated
booklet, "The Care of

Lovely Garments,"
be sent to you
without charge on application to Section
45 AF,Dept of Home
Economics,
will

J

•

.

The
ter ti

ble

Proc-

GamOhio.

built

up

—

Is there no way to avoid such

Co.,

Cincinnati,

have

confidence in a soap while using it
for the hardier of their dainty garments!
Then comes the day for
washing a costly, delicate-hued silk
What a sinking of
blouse, or dress.
the heart when the garment comes
out only a little faded, perhaps; only
but really ruinea.
a litde streaked

—

Yes.

There

is

for

washing

tVoidd you be willing to apply the
soap to your face?

disasters?

a soap-test, as simple,

yet as conclusive, as choosing between
Here it is:
black and white.

Pure, mild, safe

— Ivory

wing

—

safety
thin as a butterfly's

Rakes comes from

its

dainty blue-and-white box ready for

thought to the soap, whatApply
ever its form, which you are planning
If that
to use for your finest silks.
soap is Ivory Rakes, your confidence
in it will be redoubled.
this

FKEE-this package

How many women

test

instant suds and the luxury of washbowl laundering without worry or fear.

May we

send you a small package of

Ivory Rakes with our compliments

For Ivory Rakes is simply the flaked
form of Ivory Soap, and Ivory Soap
has been the eentle friend of women s

and

complexions for 43 years.

hknd

a usefiil booklet of

ironing suggestions?

washing and

You

will find

the proper address in the lower

You may

TV fuU-iite paektgt of l-vory FUm

cally for ordinary

for salt hy grocery

use Ivory Rakes
laundry work, of
course; but it has a reassuring margin
of safety for the most precious things

you

possess.

&Hakes dainty clothes

last

left-

corner.

anJ department

is

storti.

Procter & Gamble

longer
Ooprr<(kt IMS, by

TW Pne<« * OwMa O*.,

<

The World' s J^eading

^JMo'^ptug 'T^iBure zy)(Caga:^ne
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THE ERA OF THE INDEPENDENT
to consider the artistically
PAUSE
noteworthy films of the past two

or three years in screendom and
will have a list of photoplays
made under essentially independent au-

you

spices.

Consider "Tol'able David."
Or
Kid."
Or "Robin Hood,"
"Broken Blossoms," "The Three Musketeers" and a dozen or so others.
Now and then a production breaks
through the surface of a big organization
"The Miracle Man," "Blood and
Sand" or "Humoresque" but essentially the independent is the maker of
the pathfinding pictures.
All
this
is
easy to understand.
Organization in a big modern business

"The

•

—

—

way

— makes

—

for standardization.

Its

products must necessarily be of an
average merit. Indeed, a big hit may
upset the orderly regularity of an
organization's level of product.
It
throws the business ofT its stride.

Photopl.w

believes that the future
of the photoplay lies in the hands of the
independent adventurer.
It believes
that the big people of film creation
must inevitably turn from being a cog
in a huge machine to unhampered freedom of movement. Just as today the
photoplay banner is carried by the
Pickfords, the Fairbankses, the Griffiths and the Chaplins, just so must
the photoplay of the next generation
rest with the daring independents of

tomorrow.
There are but four sure

today: Fairbanks, Pickford, Chaplin
and Harold Lloyd. Their pictures can
always be depended upon. Each is an
independent in spirit and intent. Each

won the confidence of the great
Each is in
public and lives up to it.
and to achieve.
a position to insist
A great organization can not pause
It must grind
for personality or art.
has

—

out
Its

its monthly quota of film drama.
mind must be on overhead rather

than on artistic experiments.
Photoplay foresees the ultimate future of the silent drama as a vast field
dominated by independent producers.
Great organizations there will be to

—

distribute, to finance, or both.

Photoplay does not mean to encourage all stars to try to become
independents, nor all directors to essay
the difficult roles of playing their own
business managers. Very few are capable of filling the double roles of business

manager and actor or director.
the time comes for independent

When

creation,

point the

the great public itself will
a touch of its magic

way by

wand.
Either now or some time soon, the
photoplay must make up its mind as
to which path it is to take for the
It mtist go the way of business
future.
and mediocrity or the way of art and
greatness.
And the photoplay is too
mighty an institution to stumble and

—

fall.

Make way,
fire

stars of

pendent!

then, for the film inde-

Some Christmas

Gifts for the

To

will

who have been nice
whole year, who have
obeyed their parents and been kind to
those

little

boys and

friends

girls for a

and who have worked very hard
and done their very best, Photoplay Magtheir public

azine,

carefully disguised

with the pillows

from the spare room as Santa Claus, has decided to give a few presents. Nothing foolish,
you understand, that will be broken the day
after Christmas and forgotten, but some little
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remembrance that

be truly useful during

from Italy. The old home place don't seem the
same with her gone.

Willie

Charlie Chaplin, next, is going to receive a
brand-new derby hat. It will be old enough for
him to use in 1975 when we hope he will still be
making pictures.

the coming year.

Let us go around the

tree.

^There

is

Hays, you can tell by his ears. We will give
him a nice big megaphone, like those the directors use, so that he can make speeches to more
people at once and have

it

over with.

Ne.xt, with the old fashioned pantalettes,

Lillian Cish.

She

is

Good

Sammy Goldwyn ought to
is

getting a return ticket

have a job in
moving picture business and we would like
give him one.

the
to

Children of the Infant Industry
David Griffith

(don't

mind

—

his nose

it

but you know what these
flashlight pictures of parties always do to those
on the outer edges!) has had so much trouble
with the suspense in his pictures that we are
really isn't that bad,

Rex Ingram is getting a copy of Joe Miller's
Joke Book so that he won't have to use

Sennett's

cast-off pies for his

Doug Fairbanks
That mustache

—

comedy.

do you

Nobody ever writes to little Rudy Valentino, so we are getting up a fan-letter for him
it will

be from a

girl, too.

Nazimova

ticket to a

picture.

be presented with a

is

picture

and

getting one to a

It will

is

getting two gifts

of Etiquette to help

:

a copy

him with

his

and a gaudy shirt for himself
them if he ever wore one.

he might

like

Nita Naldi
will

Mary Pickford

Mary Pickford
zimova

Book

like it?

giving'him a fine pair of suspenders.
.4Ila

Cecil de Mille
of the

society scenes,

getting a safety razor.

is

well,

Mack

—

Na-

do them both good.

is

being given a bottle of our

best flesh-reducer.

It sounds a bit cruel,

we

know, but you will have to admit yourself,
Nita, that a hundred and, say, thirty pounds
is every ounce those eyebrows will bear.
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From
China
to

Salem

Leahice Joy

Do you know the
story of "Java
Head '? It is of the

lias the

coveted role of

Taou

H erges-

high-born Oriental
who marries a New

heinier's picturesque

Enghinderand leaves

"Java Head," trans-

her luxurious existence to return with

Yuen,

the heroine of

J oseph

lated to the celluloid

him

by George Melford,
under the author's
-personal guidance.
Miss Joy has wade
the

transition

Occidental
tal

to

to

Salem, MassThere she

ach usetts.

finds herself an
alien. Her ways are
not their ways. She
is a perplexing ele-

from
Orien-

with amazing
Her mahe-np

ment in

the life of

ease.

Ammidon,

for the Chinese character has been ac-

band,

complished

her hus-

and there is
an
another girl
American. So Taou
Yuer^ makes the

irithout

the iisual aid of tape

—

supreme
She kills

elongating the
The orbs of
Leatrice were always

for

eyes.

sacrifice.
herself.

It

a rifid and moving tale, and the
is

mysterious and more
eastern than western, anyv)ay

screen will

make

most of

Paramount Pictures

it

the

Four Kings
From Brooklyn
Also an American Who Can
Speak English

t

'M an Americano who can't speak English," he
bellowed in German.
For I knew Emil
I grinned at the pleasantry.
Jannings. the German character actor. I had seen
in "Passion." as Henry VIII in "Decephim as Louis
tion," as Pharaoh Ameiies in "The Loves of Pharaoh," and

XV

as Daiitoii in "All For A Woman."
At the moment of his declaration of Americanism he was
Peter Ike Great, ruling over a realm of elaborate "sets" on
a studio lot in Berlin.
" Ya, Americano," he roared again, hurling me a

defiant glance out of the corner of his eye. I no
longer grinned.
His majest>- fumbled furiously in the royal
waistcoat and finall}' brought forth a passport, one
of those snoop documents that get your age, color,
religion, place of birth, size of feet, and number of
times in prison.
Emil Ja)iniugs: Citizen of America.
But that was not the worst of it
Born in Brooklyn.
Some da\' some one is going to discover a star
who was not born in Brookl\ n and that's going to
.

.

.

be a sensation.
It jolted me not a little to learn that Louis of
France, the Bluff King Hal, Peter the Great and a
Pharaoh of Egypt all started out in life via the

subwav.

Wynn

dreiv his impression of Emil
as Peter the Great in

Jannings

Peter
Berlin a few months ago.
ought to add new laurels to Jannings'
Upper
gallery of celhdoid kings.
right, Jannings as< himself
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He would be starred as Big
Emil Jannings in " The King of
the Sagebrush," or ''The

Demon

Swamproot."
With Big Bill Russell and Big
Bill Farnum and Big Buck Jones
he'd be at home. BlufT, direct,
one of those two-fisted, redblooded wonders of God's great
outdoors. \'ery soon he would

achieve such success that
Nuxated Iron would want his
endorsement.
There is some resemblance between him and W4|)ly Beery, the
shape of the heacl^ perhaps, the
bulky physique, the solerar
countenance and the voice from
the robust regions of the chest.
Like Lubitsch, the king maker.
Jannings, the king-masker, is
tired of court life.
He's lived in
just about every century from a
[ COXTIXUF.D ox PAGE 98 ]

One of Emil Jannings' biggest
film succe,sses in this country
was his bluff Henry VJII in
"Deception."
A scene from
'^Deception" is shown at the
Below is a glimpse of
left.
Jannings making vp for the
part of Pharaoh Amenes in
" The Loves of Pharaoh. " The
barber is about to start work on
Jannings' hair

Emil Jannings, whom we have regarded as the supreme
character actor of Germany, if not of the world, was
bundled up kicking at the age of one year and taken by
his parents to Germany.
His father was an American, his mother of German
birth. The intention was to visit Mrs. Jannings' relatives
in Germany for a few months, but shortly after arrival,
Mr. Jannings died, and the mother decided to remain
with her people. So Emil just missed being a \'itagraph
player, starting his film career with the Talmadges,
Mabel Normand, Mae Marsh you know the old family

—

album.

Thus we have the Americano who can't speak English,
the star from Brooklyn who didn't start with \'itagraph.

A

phenomenon.
I met Jannings he was without

When

his

crown and

scepter.
I

He appeared much taller and a great deal younger than
had measured him from his Louis Qitinze and Henry

Eighth portraits.
He's as tall as Wally Rcid, which is to say the conventional more-than-six feet. The passport revealed his age
and passports don't press agent.
as thirty-eight
A leonine head, with light brown hair worn a trifle
scant by the numerous crowns, firm brown eyes, and a
physique constructed especially for carrying royal robes,

—

he's

commanding even

in a

baggy

suit of civics.

the humorously BlufT King Hal. That
is why his character in "Deception" is superb realism,
the best of all the long line in his gallery. He, also, considers it his finest work.
Another famous character of drama is immediately
He should create a
suggested when you meet him.

In person he

cinema

is

Fulstaff.

wonder just how Jannings would be received if he
came job-hunting to Hollywood. W'ith his royal reputaI

tion he might be turned down on the ground that "the
public is tired of kinks." Once a kink, always a kink is
the law of most casting directors.
But I'm sure he could get a job at the W^illiam Fox
studio. Mr. Fox would see possibilities in him at once.
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Enter the

de Mille Blonde
Pauline Garon departs

from the traditions of Gloria,
Bebe and Leatrice

By Mary IV in ship
A Canadnm

by

birth,

Paxdine Garon ran
away to go on the stage
about four years ago
with a dollar and eighty
cents in her -pocket. She
danced a year or two in
the chorus before she got
a small speaking part.
The leading role in
"Sonny" with Dick

Barth elmess

really

placed her on the screen

map

Paramount Pictures

THE

name

of Pauline

Garon

isn't well

known

as yet to picture fans.

She is one of the "new faces" whose great possibilities are being
whispered along the Boulevard.
Rather like a large French doll.
A little, round face. Big, wide-open brown eyes. A mop of golden
bobbed curls. A dimple or two.
So that you expect her to talk baby talk and tell you how beautiful
she thinks California and how much she loves ice cream sodas and chocolate eclairs.
You wouldn't even be surprised if she whispered coyly
that she

But

still

keeps her favorite

doll.

—she does none of those things.

Pauline Garon has one quality which I think may lead her to greatness.
I think I should call it "the common touch."
Her mind naturally runs with the mind of the public, the mind of
the audience.
Kipling and O. Henry and Bernhardt all had it.
Being one of the people, she understands and respects hard work.
Likes it.
The strangest thing about this youngster is her voice.

Once

I

met a great World

Series Pitcher.

He was

so

enormous that

my

neck talking to him. But I almost disgraced myself
when he first spoke. For he had a little, tiny, thin voice and it didn't
belong to him any more than a cap and bells belong to the President.
Well, Pauline Garon has a deep, husk}', big voice.
And it adds immeasurably to the impression of strength and vitality and naturalness

I got a crick in

that she gives.
Nothing frightens her. Everyone expected her to follow the local
tradition and be completely overawed by the fact that she came to
Hollywood sent for from New York to play the lead in a Cecil de
Mille production, "Adam's Rib."
De Mille's first blonde heroine, by
the way.
Canadian by birth, she ran away from home to go on the stage about
four years ago, and landed in New York with a dollar and eighty cents
But she went to one of the best hotels, danced away to
in her pocket.
an agency, and "Well, the chorus saved my life," she said with her pert

—

—

grin.

She danced and twirled for Broadway audiences for a year or two,
before she got a small speaking part.
Last year she was in "Lilies of the
Field," with Marie Doro.
Her first picture was when she was called
upon to double for Dorothy Gish in a sequence of scenes.
They tell an interesting story of how she got the part in "Sonny,"
which opened the door of filmdom to her.
She was "being considered" for it.
[ continued on page 113 ]
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An Open

Letter from Valentino

To

TO My

Dear Friends
In the past few months,

many thousands
motion

of letters

the

American Public
I feel

have received

I

from

my

friends in

audiences of America,
asking me why I had ceased to make pictures and
what I intended to do in the future.
The newspaper reports of the court proceedings
the

picture

most part unfair and ridiculous. I was
as highly temperamental, as grasping for
money; and they made much out of certain little
incidents brought out at the trial to prove that I had
been unjustly treated.
It is a great privilege, therefore, to be able to talk
to you through the pages of PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE, for
which I have a great admiration because it has always
been fair and impartial to producers, actors (whether
they are stars or not), authors, and directors.
It was you, the fans, who made me.
When I
played "Julio" in "The Four Horsemen" no one in
the industry expected me to become a star. I did
not dare hope for such a thing.
But you discovered me and created me. Your
kindness came to me at a time when it seemed that
things could not be more desolate. You made theater
were

for the

pictured

managers know me and you caused film magazines
and newspapers to be conscious of me. I am more
grateful than you will ever know.
a great honor but a greater responsibility.
Idols are created to be shattered.
pedestal is
at present a little too high to be entirely comfortable,
It is

My
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too

humble

nature of things, I
position very long.

such an altitude. In the very
that I cannot occupy such a
But before I fall I hope to bring

for

know

you my little best, as my gesture of thanks, for all that
you have brought to me.
You write and tell me that I bring romance into
your lives. You say I give you color and beauty and
dreams. I wish that I had more English words at
my command to express to you what such a faith in
me means.
It is so difficult for me to show you that this has
not made me proud of myself but rather very humble
and eager to serve you. Please do believe that!
Perhaps I can best explain it by saying that it makes
me feel that personally I do not matter. I feel as
though I were simply a medium through which these
things were being given to you. It is that I feel quite
The Rodolph Valentino you have brought
unreal.
forth is very different from the Rodolph Valentino

who

actually

is.

assure you he is quite a commonplace fellow.
But this other Valentino, this shadow personality,
must dedicate himself to the work you expect of him.
For him there is only work, constant, creative work.
He must strive to be that character whom you want to
see.
He must try to show to you the beauty and joy
of love, the radiance of life and the tragedy of death.
He must try to live for you those dreams that you
may not have been able to work out for yourself. He
can no longer belong entirely to himself.
I

Were

I

an

artist

working

could give to you as far as
whatever product I desired.

choose

my own

colors.

in

my

any other medium I
ability would permit

Were I a painter, I
Were I a musician, I
Were I a Rodin I could

could
could

try to
play my own melodies.
create for you a "Hand of God."
But I am only an actor on the screen. As such
I am dependent upon my producers.
When the producers in November, 1921, offered me
a contract I knew nothing whatsoever about the film
business. I knew only the acting end and very little
I had never before worked save on the
of that.
Therefore, when they told
picture to picture basis.
me not to bother with details, that everything would
be arranged as I wanted it, I signed without further
hesitancy. I did not bother to investigate. I was not

a good business man.
After I had
contract called for $1,250 a week.
paid for many of the clothes to be worn in my pictures (and every actor requires an extensive wardrobe
of expensive clothes) and had answered thousands of
fan letters every week, and sent my pictures when

My

they were requested
little left.

But even

—you

can imagine

at that I

was

I

had very

willing to go

on

at

the same salary if they would permit me to make real
photoplays instead of making cut-and-dried program
features, that can be hacked and torn and compressed
into a given number of feet of film to fit so many cans,
like 60 many boxes of sardines.
I was not grasping.
I was not temperamental.
But I did
I do not consider myself a great actor yet.
have in me a deep feeling for the art of the motion
picture, gratitude to the public and an overwhelming,
almost terrifying feeling of my responsibility to continue to appear in good pictures and to continue to be
worthy of the praise that you heaped upon me.
When I was offered $7,000 a week by the same
producers if I would go back to work on the cut-anddried program picture basis, I refused it. And when
I refused it, I agreed to go back to work on my old
salary if they would permit a certain writer and a
certain director to have the last word on the pictures
to be made.
I tried to withdraw my personality from
the controversy entirely. These two people are recognized by the producers as fair minded, capable craftsmen and artists. But they wouldn't even agree to that.
When I saw "The Young Rajah," the last picture in
which I appeared (and on which I worked day and
night), I felt I had raised the issue one picture too
I was terribly disappointed in it.
I felt sick.
late.

An

appreciate that the producers have a problem.
they turn out program pictures, all of equal length
and all to be run the same number of minutes and
all supposed to cost approximately the same
some
cannot be as good as others.
But I felt it was an imposition to put me in weak
stories in order to bolster them up, just because the
public had shown a disposition to flock to see those
in which I appeared.
Three or four pictures of this
kind would kill me. You would say, "We thought
Valentino was great. He isn't so good."
While, as I said, I am not selfish for money
money means very little to me and I have gone without
it long enough to be used to it
I am selfish in wanting
I don't want to be a cog in
to make good pictures.
a machine that grinds them out in a cut-and-dried
I

If

—

—

fashion.

Art cannot be measured by inches.
say today that if this company will permit the
writer and director in whom I have such confidence
to have the last word on pictures in which I appear,
and run them story length, if they will give me the
contract I thought they explained to me I was getting
in the first place, I will go right back to work.
But I
won't go back to work unless they let me make good
I

pictures.

My

salary of $1,250 a week may seem a great deal
it is actually less than the salary of any
other prominent star on the screen. Mary Miles
Minter gets $8,000; Norma Talmadge $10,000; William
of

money but

Farnum

$10,000;

Thomas Meighan

$5,000, to mention

but a few, and if they were not worth it to the companies they work for, the companies would not pay it
to them.
If I continued on the old basis I could not be true
to myself nor true to you.
There is a clause in my contract that prevents my
doing any other work whatsoever, so while I am
fighting this case I cannot even become an undertaker's assistant, if I should want to.
I believe, however, that I am going to win.
My debt of gratitude to you is very great.
I have faith in the kindliness of your hearts.

Immigrant Boy

Sincerely,

Who

Became

the Idol of America

ONWhen

screens Rodolph Valentino is applauded.
he appears on the streets he is cheered. He
His life story, written by
stops traffic on Fifth Avenue.
will
himself not by his press agent, for he hasn't any

the

—

—

begin in the next issue of Photoplay Magazine. It is
the story of a career, from boyhood on through his early
In all
struggles, that is unique in dramatic history.
Don't miss it.
fiction there is not a more thrilling tale.
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The
Exquisite

Pole

Hating captivated Manhattan
La Negri sped
and inon to Hollywood

in a brief week,

—

stantly reduced that sophuii-

cated suburb to a state of comThe lovely
plete surrender.

Pole brought her contiriental
and even
to California
the most beautiful starettes
were obliged to bow to Negri's
grace.
These first pictures of
Pola in Hollywood reveal an
hi the
unsuspected naivete,
words of one cf the ingenues
on the lot: ''We exjtected a
cold, haughty creature, but she
surprised us. Nothing upstage
about her!"

charm

—

Donald Biddle Keyes

And now

Pcla Negri has her hovse in
Hollywood and drives her oivn car a7xd
conforms to the American moving picture
customs. What will happen to her artistically over here?

S6

According to the studio efficiency man, the
Negri's first American -photo-play is "Bella Donna."
imported star works harder than any member of her company. She throws herself into her rdle and
is consumed by it.
Bid when she leaves the studio for the day she leaves work behind. Interviews;
photographs; appointments she is quite charming about them, but she -wisely saves her strength and
refuses to become a publicity -puppet

—

He didn't
Angela had suitm&'but they irere frowned upon, inth the exception of Lemuel Leffert.
courting tvas to take
drink, donee, swear or go on mysierious trips to the city, and his notion of
Gazette
Angela on his knee and read her interesting bits from Universal Mechanics or the Garage

HOLLYWOOD
Frank Condon has here

Cgy

created the funniest short story ever written

^

Photoplay

believes

of Hollywood and the strange folk

who are

and only offspring was Miss
so young and pretty
divine brown curls that it
blue of eye
took two men to look at her. One of them looked, and
the other caught him as he fell over in a paroxysm of gibbering
ecstasy.
It sounds like laying it on a bit, but facts are facts.
Angela was like a brand new government bill beautiful, good
and a trifle green.
However, this domestic embroglio did not begin in Hollywood, lovely and abused city of the rolling hills, with its pink
celluloid, cafeterias
tafiy houses and its notorious three "C's"
and calves. It sprang into being in the prosaic, ultra-orthodox
town of Auburndale, Ohio, which sleeps on the left bank of
the muddy Maumee, and is twice as prim as a nun's parrot.
Auburndale has nine non-competing factories, seven conflicting churches, four garages, a red fire engine and a Helping
Hand Society, along with many modern improvements such
There has never been
as the man who keeps the ants awa3\
a scandal in Auburndale since the principal of the high school
was asked to resign for stating in public that George Washington drank gin, and consequently lost his teeth at an
instance, the sole

Hueston Whitaker, who was
INAngela
and had such
and

—

—

—

CoYldoYl

illustrated by

lured to the land of the purring camera

THIS

Fvdnk

James Montgomery Flagg

and had

retired from active affairs, retaining only his interest
sawmill.
Ellen and Margaret managed the home,
thoroughly and properly. Books that entered were scrutinized,
some of them to the final page, before reaching the innocent
eyes of Angela.
The child's associates were selected for her with loving care
and her entertainment was painstakingly censored. She was
not permitted to sit on the front porch with young persons
after ten o'clock, or to go automobile riding with casual
admirers.
She had suitors, but they were frowned upon, with
the sole exception of Lemuel Leffert.
Lemuel, who owned the
Auburndale Garage, and was building two other motor liveries
in the adjacent hamlet of Norbury and Westover, had been
officially sanctioned by Margaret and Ellen.
Already a solid
young business man, he was Angela's recognized beau, and
there was mighty little nonsense about him.
He was serious
in his habits, and troubled with dyspepsia.
He didn't drink,
dance, swear or go on mysterious trips to the city, and his
notion of courtship was to take Angela on his knee and read
her interesting bits from Universal Mechanics or the Garage
Gazette.
in

the

early age.

When the short skirts epidemic burst upon a startled
commonwealth, the town maintained its historic calm, and
the village council promptly passed an eight-inch law, which
In

peaceful hamlet, dozing in the
Buckeye sunshine, is as proper and righteous as a community
can be, in these immoral days of free thought, air, verse and
speech.
By all standards, the most respected family in Auburndale
\vas, until the catastrophe, that of Mr. Joel Atterbridge
Whitaker, ex-notary public, part owner of the sawmill, and
chairman of the Men's Welfare League. The Whitaker house
was a dignified structure of red brick, with leaded windows
and a wide porch, and it had sheltered many generations of
is still

in force.

brief, this

Whitakers. Those who now remained were Joel, his daughter
Angela and his two maiden sisters, Margaret and Ellen, who
were serenely advancing upon the mid forties, and had consistently avoided matrimony because of their conviction that
the male animal is Nature's quaintest blunder.
He was a calm-spoken man,
Joel was leaning against fifty.
with a mild blue eye, rolls of fat under his chin, a round
stomach and a bald spot that had long since won its fight for
He was the squatty type and inclined to
a place in the sun.

years this decent family had carried on the fair traditions
FOR
of the Whitakers, with never a disordered hour.
Out of a

one morning at the breakfast table, Angela hurled
a bomb.
"I am going," she said, putting down a letter, and looking
at her father, "to California and be a movie actress."
Ten seconds of perfect quiet followed. Aunt Ellen drew in
her breath audibly and Aunt Margaret froze rigid with astonishment.
Mr. Whitaker laid the Auburndale Herald beside
clear sky,

and said:
"Are you joking, Angela?"
She shook her brown curls vigorously.
I'm fairly
"I want to be somebody and do something.
good-looking and I certainly have ambition."
Her father smiled in his kindly way, shook his head several
times and continued to stir his coffee.
"Absurd!" announced Aunt Ellen. "That's what comes of
her refusing to take her sulphur and molasses this spring."
his plate, stirred his coffee

"The child has left her senses," said Aunt Margaret.
"The child has done nothing of the sort," Angela declared.
"The child is simply going to California and get a job, like any
other girl.
So far, my whole life had been wasted. You

grow plumper with each

three

added year. He had large,
prominent ears that seemed
impudently determined to
take up more room than ears

commanded me and guided

A

heavyish
sort of man was Joel, slow
in his speech, and with the
should have.

portentous dignity that
comes from years of being a
notary public.
His family was referred to
with deference by the townspeople.
They had always
been proud of their intimate
connection with church affairs, and one of the beauty
spots was Whitaker Square,
an old-time gift to the community. The head of the
house of Whitaker had lived
an orderly, economical life,

/O ylfNGELA,

fresh

from

Main

street,

Auburndale, Ohio, goes to Hollywood
to seek her film fortune.
Joel Whitaker,
her father and chairman of the Auburn'
dale

Men's Welfare League, goes along to

guard his daughter from the iniquities of

modern Babylon.
Hollywood works ama2;ing wonders
upon Angela and Joel— wonders that later
leave the Ohio town gasping.
the

elderly

people

me and

protected

I'm sick

of

it.

me

Now

have
until

I'm go-

ing to start out for myself."
"Heavens!" said Ellen,
shuddering.

Mr. Whitaker sipped his
and said
nothing. For many months
he had been conscious of a
vague unrest within his own
bosom. Life had lost some
of its erstwhile zest and tosscoffee speculatively

behind the
Auburndale Livery no longer
was the keen joy it once had

ing horseshoes

been. He had noticed, too,
that of late, Margaret and
Ellen seemed to disapprove
of everything that interested
Angela.
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"Why,

father!" exclaimed Angela
"How nice! I'd love to

joyfully.

have you come, but I never thought
you'd leave Auburndale."
"What " asked Aunt Margaret
discouragingly, with all her finger
tips
touching,' "about Lemuel?
What does he think of this tom-

—

foolery?"

"Lemuel will wait," replied the
"we talked it over, and of
course, he said it was foolish, but
he consented and, anyhow, why
should I sit by idly, while he builds
child,

—

garages?"
"It is too nonsensical for serious
discussion," declared Aunt Ellen.

"In the first place, Hollywood, as
everyone knows, is a morass of iniquity: as Mr. Pepper said, 'the
devil's playground.'

"

"It certainly is," agreed Mar"It is not the place for an
innocent young girl, and Joel is an
utter idiot if he even thinks of

garet.

letting

you go!"

"You
things
'

shouldn't believe the

you read," Angela

They're mostly

all

silly

retorted.

exaggerated.

Johnny Sylvester, who has just
come back, told me that Hollywood
is really a dandy place."
"Maybe, and maybe not." her
father declared. "But if you continue to feel the urge of ambition,

accompany you. Never let
be said that I sent my only
daughter to Hollywood, unguarded."
"It will be rather embarrassing
I shall

it

to explain this to the Reverend
Inglesby Pepper," snifTed Ellen,
"and the neighbors the Gossip
Club. Heavens! I never e.\pected
to live to see the day when such a
thing could happen to Whitakers."
"For one hundred years," said
Margaret, bitterly, "we have lived
now this
in this town; and now

—

—

happens!"
She rose and
They arrived

at the

Hollywood

hotel with Joel still expectant, but disappointed over

But the register
names of famous ones

the scarcity of nsihle debauchery.

of their hotel blazed with the

left

the breakfast

morning egg still accusingly unbroken in its blue-painted
She was disturbed and too
cup.
table, her

Ellen
for further utterance.
followed her, stohdly brushing past
.\ngela, whose eyes were sparkling.
full

"Daughter," he said at length, "I can understand your
enthusiasm, but your judgment is faulty. There is no need
for discussion about the movies.
I fancy we all know what
they are."

MARGARET sniffed audibly.
"However, "Joel continued thoughtfully, "it may be that
older persons fail sometimes to appreciate how dull your
life must be in a place like Auburndale.
Ambition is a fine
thing, and I want you to know that your daddy is not out of
sympathy with you. California is a long way off. I should

we

never

let

you go unattended to Hollywood, where,
motion pictures are manufactured."

if

I

am

correct, all the

"Why?" demanded Angela. "I am twenty years old.
have been to Toledo. Nobody has ever tried to steal me."
"Tut!" said her father. "I could not permit it. Your
sainted mother, gone these many years, would never forgive
me. My instinct is to tell you at once that the whole subject
is ridiculous and to forget it.
On the other hand, I recognize
that you are at the threshold of life, and if you continue to
feel that you wish to have a try at this new business
if you
still desire, after calm thought and discussion, to go to California
I'll have to accompany you.
It would be my duty."

I

—

—

Having made
throat, glanced

40

this lengthy speech, INJr.Whitaker cleared his
at his sisters and broke into a faint smile.

Think it
"]\Iy child," said Joel, "this is an important step.
over seriously before you decide. The motion picture busiMotion
ness is, no doubt, full of pitfalls for the unwary.
Their conduct is. as
picture people are loose in their habits.
we have seen in the paper, a national disgrace. I read about
one party where the guests went in bathing at midnight and
drank champagne from silk slippers. Another thing they
never go to church. They stay out all night, carousing.
They get divorced and remarried so fast that nobodj- knows
where he lives."
"You don't believe that,
"Stuff!" said Angela brief!}-.

—

father."
"I warn you. The motion
"I certainly do," said Joel.
picture is a fiery dragon, sinking its ruthless claws into the

innocent young womanhood of America. However, I shall be
with you' myself, and, in spite of the dangers and the traps
laid for your youthful feet, I shall permit you to go to Cali-

and see whether you have talent, or whether it's just
your liver turning over for the spring season."
"Nice father!" said .\ngela, kissing him on the middle of his
scalp where the hair was merely a faint fuzz.
fornia

A

ND so— as

they say in the subtitles— in the course of
time, a dusty, tired looking train came to a creaking halt
the freight-shed that plays railway station in the new

metropolis of the sun-down coast, and the passengers emerged
blinkingly and remarked to each other that this certainly
looked like a hell of a town. Joel Whitaker and his excited
daughter stretched themselves after four days of Pullman
paralysis, gazed about with deep interest and took a taxicab

start acting."

Hollywood.
"Don't seem very wild and devilish," said
me a good deal like Salem, IMassachusetts."

TOwas doing him

arrival, that she

had better do something about beginning her

career, Joel dissuaded her.
"Wait until we find a house to live in," said he.

no hurry about

this,

and we ought

"There's

to get settled before

you

for

Joel.

"Looks to

They arrived at their hotel, with Joel still expectant, but
disappointed over the scarcity of visible debauchery. The
only obvious crime w-as the taxi driver's financial report at
the end of the trip. Their telegraphed demand for quarters
had been heeded, and, for a week following their appearance
in the land of the purring camera, father and daughter strolled
hither and yon, looked about them with keen interest and decided, mutually, that the reports had been colored.
The register of their hotel blazed with the names of famous
Standing in the lobby, as Angela loved to do with
ones.
wide ej'es and a timid dab of powder on her ornamental nose
she beheld the notabilities whom we have all seen manj^ a time
in long-shot and close-up.
She watched a celebrated comedian enter and walk quietly
across to the room clerk, without betraying the slightest desire
to leap over the leather divans in his usual exuberant way.
When he left, he went through the doorway and not the
window. She observed a middle-aged actress, who is known
wherever gelatine clatters from reel to reel, emerge from her
gloomy limousine and discuss battery trouble with her driver

—

most commonplace manner. She
saw a sprightly and renowned bathing
girl, seated on the hotel veranda, surrounded by her three children. It was

Mr. Whitaker found that the change
good.
He encountered many brisk, tanned
gentlemen of his own age and he saw that they were all of a
livelier stamp than himself.
They sauntered in and out of
the hotel, usually clad in knickerbockers.
Their faces were
lean, and they had about them the look of the outdoors.
Some
his intense delight,

them carried golf bags. Others were tennis enthusiasts.
Inquiring about them, Mr. Whitaker learned from the friendly
clerks that most of these men were actors in the silent drama.
Joel presently became acquainted with one of these, and
found him a human being in many respects. This man,
veteran of both stage and screen, introduced the ex-notary
public to others, and Joel's circle of acquaintances began to
expand. They asked him if he played golf. Joel shook his
h,ead and grinned.
They invited him to the club for lunch. He
of

sat

on the veranda

Abernathy

frame of mind, his principal

He

her father explained.

had a
forthwith
upon a modern wardrobe, including a
pair of the baggy knickerbockers, and
British golf hose with bright green tas-

things

sels.

clubs.
talk with a tailor,

in a

When
all quite fascinating to Angela.
she suggested, as she did soon after their

in a cheerful

impression being that congress gaiters with an elastic instep
were no longer in vogue. That afternoon he decided upon some
minor changes in his sartorial presentation to the world.
Before the end of the week, Mr. Whitaker, once a leading
spirit in the Auburndale Morals Efficiency Association, had
let the contract for an expensive leather golf bag and ten

"My

goodness!" said Angela.
elegant?"
"One miist brush

"Aren't you
o%d here"

up

"There are certain
demanded of a man in my position"

likewise

who began

Father and daughter moved from

the hotel to the bungalow, which had been discovered by
Angela after a long, determined hunt. Hotel life, Joel said,
was all right, but give him home cooking, with a lawn to
sprinkle.

The bungalow was a six-room masterpiece in tan stucco,
with a Spanish wall. Angela was delighted with it. There
was a sun-room in one corner, with a green cupid squirting
water into a jolly little tish-pond, tilled with ferns and miscellaneous flora. The only child immediately invented a thousand
minor improvements, including a hall lamp and an awning
for the back-yard which produced an Arabian effect and
caused the neighbors to wonder.
There were rugs to be bought, silverware to be added to the
bungalow equipment, curtains to be hung, floors to be polished,
and so on. Angela was indeed a busy little lady, and pleased
pink, too.

midst of this jolly confusion, Joel came home at
time, walked in briskly, and when he greeted his child,
she saw that there was an unusual sparkle in his eye.
"Angela," he said, "I've got some very interesting news. I
have a position. By heck, the old man's going back to work
the
IN
supper

again!"

Angela stared

at the author of her being, incredulously.
sort of job," he continued cheerfully.
"This afternoon,
when we finished playing golf, George Waller and myself
you met George at the hotel— I returned with him to the

"A

motion picture studio where he works, and was introduced
accidentally to a person they call the 'casting director.' This
man looked at me I saw him looking, mind you and in-

—

—

would be doing anything tomorrow. I said, 'No.'
He said he could use me, and when I asked what he meant by

quired

if

Jt2

I

if I would appear at the studio tomorrow,
they would take a few pictures of me, paying me therefor the
sum of twelve dollars."
"Father!" gleefully exclaimed Angela. "You're a movie

that, he replied that

actor!"

"Well, I wouldn't go as far as to say that," Joel murmured
modestly.
"I am merely to do what they call 'a bit.' The
casting man said I looked like a butler, which is no compliment
At zny rate, twelve dollars
to a man of my social standing.
is excellent pay for such a slight effort."
Angela manifested her delight by hugging her parent several
times and doing a mild war dance about the kitchen. They
as they still desigsat down afterwards to a pleasant supper
nated the evening repast and it was a jolly meal, with the
only child asking frantic questions, none of which Joel could
answer.
''Won't Aunt Ellen be surprised?" she cried.
"I shouldn't say anything about it," Joel said uneasily.
"It is such a trifle, that, if I were you, I wouldn't even mention

—

it

in

my

"Ho!"

—

letters."

said

Angela— meaning very

definitely to

mention

it.

Bright and early the next morning, Joel shaved himself
with extra care and slicked down the fuzz on his shining pate.
George Waller called for him in a cut-down automobile, and
they trundled gaily off to the studio, where Joel did his first
bit.
It was, as Joel suspected, a job of casual butlering; and
Mr. Whitaker presumably did it well enough, for he was given
his twelve dollars and requested to come back to the studio
in four days, when another bit would require doing.
This time it was a cook, instead of a butler. Joel put on
his first white apron and cheese-box hat: and he was immediately re-employed to come back and be a juror in fact.

—

not a mere juror, but the prominent foreman juror, who stands
up and says, "Guilty, as charged." Having been a notary
public, Joel did this job very neatly.
"Were you excited?" .\ngela demanded that night.
"Not a bit," said Joel placidly. ".\11 you have to do is to
be natural. I'm not an actor, and that's what they like."
For the ne.\t ten da\-s, the only child buzzed busily about
the bungalow, putting it to rights, and deferring from day to
day her entry into the third largest industry (see statistics by
the L. A. C. of C), and her father bounded blithely from bit
to bit, reducing the working capital of the corporation by

twelve dollars every time he appeared.
Once, in the midst of her household activities, .\ngela paused
to write Lemuel Leffcrt that she would soon take the plunge,
but that so far she had been too unbelievably busy to step
out and find a job.
"But," she wrote down towards the postscript, "father is
doing splendidly. You would never know him, Lemuel, if you

met him coming down Main Street."
Eventually it dawned upon the daughter that she seemed
She sat at
to be letting Opportunity stand out in the rain.
breakfast one morning and stared with a frown at her parent,
who was hurrying through the bacon and eggs, on his way to
a fresh task.
"I must say," she began plaintively, "that things have
turned out very funny. I came to Hollywood to go into the
Now you've
movies, and you tagged along to protect me.
gone into the movies, and look at me!"
"Have patience, my dear," said Joel, "I'm just doing bits of
extra work.
I am also making
valuable friends. Any time you
say so, I'll take you along and introduce you. Of course, Angela,

you must remember there are
shoals of pretty girls looking for
What the
a chance to get in.

movies want
to be a tvpe

is

types.

— that's

I
all

happen
there

is

to it."
are, father. But
forget me. It's been
a heap of fun to fix up a real
bungalow and I've enjoyed it, but
in a few more days I shall begin

"I'm glad you

we mustn't

looking for work. We mustn't let
it go any longer."
"No, indeed," Joel assented.

"We must

get right at

—

it.

Any

time you say, Angela any time."
He then finished his coffee and
disappeared for the day.
Already, Joel Whitaker was a
changed man, both inwardly and
without. When Hollywood first
saw him, it beheld a stubby little
gentleman in a frock coat, wearing
a faded green derby of the early
Grover Cleveland era. His necktie was a discouraged wisp of cloth
his collars lay so far down
that they were almost invisible.

and

He combed what remained

of his

hair according to the style mandate of the head barber in the

Auburndale Tonsorial Emporium,
and whether his socks stayed up
or came down was to Joel, at that
time, a matter of mere luck.
This care-free attitude collapsed

"No

bids,"
said
Lemuel.
" This is no life for you.
I'm

going back home this afternoon
and you're going ivith me.
We'll take hold of that old
Whitaker house and make it
look right"

before the
Waller, who

march

of

progress.

.Accompanied

by

George

knew something about clothes, Joel visited the
shops and came forth arrayed like unto Solomon. Angela saw
him, in his new sport shoes, with his rakish Panama on the
back of his head, and was stunned. Gone were the baggy
pants of notary public times, and, in their stead, striped
flannels, a silk shirt, silk stockings with designs on them and
a knitted scarf of real quality.
"My goodness!" said the daughter, after a prolonged stare.
".Aren't you elegant?"
"One must brush up out here," he explained. "There are
certain things demanded of a man in my position.
You've
seen my friends look at George Waller!
A man has to keep
up with the procession."

—

ON

afternoons when there were no bits to be done, Joel
played golf with the boys, and his Auburndale pallor gave
way to the rich, leathery hue of the outdoor enthusiast. He
returned from a golfing afternoon; and .Angela, just ahead of
him, with bundles in her arms from the grocery, stopped at
the break in the hedge and stared down the street.
A chummy
roadster was approaching a light blue affair, with red wheels.
In it sat her father, and a stranger, who apparently was teaching him to drive.
Joel stepped briskly over the side without
bothering to open the door.
"How do you like it?" he asked.
"It's very nice looking," said .\ngela, somewhat puzzled.
"Five hundred down
"Just bought it," Joel continued.
and forty a month and a good [ continued on p.age 107 1

—

—

An

Open

Letter to Harold Lloyd's

Mother

E think your son is just about the nicest boy we know. Although
acclaimed a great comedian, he remains sincere and unspoiled. And we
know you have a lot to do with it. That's wh}- we persuaded you to share this
close-up with Harold.
Yours,
Photoplay

LILA—
?^ow and Then

That beauiifidly slim, lithe young thing
can she be Lila Lee/ The same
Lila who, not so long ago, was a chubby
The er
little girl called "Cuddles"/
over there

—

— —

plump Tweeny

"Male and
Female"/ It is. And you may be interested to know just how she did it. Isn't her
neiv silhouette much more becoming/ You
almost

see

Tweeny below

of

— and Lila

at the right

Edward Thayer Monroe

Here are Lila Lee's Rules.

They are such nice, easy Rules that we hereby elect
Lila to the presidency of the S. P. E.
Walk.
Society Prevention of Embonpoint.
Ride.
Dance all you can. Always leave the table just a little hungry; resist the
urge for the second cream-puff or ice-cream, soda.
Set aside one day each week
as Diet Day. On this day drink orange juice; or eat apples.
Nothing else. If
you follow

—

this pleasant plan, you'll be able to

of the

new gowns

—and look

wear the longest and slimmest
them

like Lila in
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Even though he is a star and
owns a houseand everything,
Jackie Coogun does -not
his

We

life.

House

The

neglect the literary side of

him ab-

find

sorbed in the thrilling ad-

Raggedy

one

ventures

that

—a of
boy. for
Seriously, he
studies —
He
Anne

real

little

that!

a'

a7id studies.

ivorks just as diligently at

his

lessons

as your

boy or mine.

scenes at the studio

home

—and

little

Jacki

Between

he's

and
in

at

the

fourth reader already

Built

I

This

house "The

is the

built.

plaster,

Of
it

Kid"

and u-hite
a mansion sit-

red brick
is

—

uated in the fashionable Wildistrict of Hollywood.
Since his memorable windowsmashing in Chaplin's great

shire

comedy

classic, Jackie's earnings harei7icreased vntil, today,
he's one of the richest small
And he
boys in the world.

earned

it all

i
The prince of screenland takes his
syncopation and his siesta simultaneously.

Some

alliteration

—cren

The little Coogan is
for Jackie!
Wally Reid's only riral as a performer upon that howling ir^strument,
the sa.vophone
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himself

The most important corner of the great house,
Jackie's pluijroom. hike
a bit of the toy department of

jmt

A

anij hirge shop,

Christinas.

before

child's u-ildest

dream

come true. Just because
Jackie works very hard,
all day and earns a
great deal of money and
is

famous

all

world, doesn't
fails

to

get

over

the

mean

he

the

same

enjoyment out of toys
that other children do.

He spends

all his

spare

time here

His bed. Designed especially for Himself. Jackie
mils your attention particularly to the birds sewed on
the pillow and canopy and the white porcelain elephant
which contains a night light.
Real little royalties
may have slept in more gorgeous affairs ihan this; but
none have dreamed more comfortably tluin the small star

—

Sometimes, ivhen small boys fall in the

mud and

soil their

white linen sailor suits, they are made to do menial work as
punishment. But even punishments are fun, in the Kid's
house.

Because Jackie never takes anything

too seriously,

not even himself
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The Romantic
History
of the

Motion
Picture

By
Terry Ramsaye

The

first

Wales.

— The Prince of

personality of the news reels
The oval shows him as he

posed for the

Mutoscopc and Biograph Company, Ltd.,
in 1901.
The insert is a recent picture. Prince
Edward can easily be called 4he oldest film actor on
British

the screen

CHAPTER X
the dark hour just before dawn in motion picture
history in the days around 1900.
The motion picture
had come to the end of the line, apparently.
The future held little promise.
INIen who were before long to become masters of millions
were then running tent shows, furriers' shops, haberdasheries,
peep shows and phonograph parlors, furniture stores, pants
pressing shops and loan offices.
Women who were to rise to greater shares of fame than Helen
of Troy and Cleopatra were school girls in braids and ginghams
in remote villages, or perhaps beginning to dare the Hfe of the
cities as shop girls, cloak models, telephone operators and the
like.
The world's greatest comedian was a child laborer
making lead soldiers in a dingy London toy factory, playthings
for happier chiklren.
The world's greatest director was a
book agent dodging the watch dogs in small town front yards.
The motion picture was a dying novelty. The public had
seen the waves dash, the locomotives run. the leaves flutter.
It had seen magic illusions on the screen, trickeries, mvsterious

IT

\v;is

COPYRIGHT.
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1922,

A

theater built by George C. Hale at the St. Louis Exposition in 1903, the interior being a replica of a railway
coach.
The entertainment bore the imposing title of

"Hale's Tours and Scenes of the World''

but monotonously

alike, bits of stale news, prize fights and
snatches of scenes from stage plavs and vaudeville turns.
That was all. It had been firmlv established that motion
pictures moved.
This was sufticient, and no one cared much

about

it.

To

appreciate this situation it is necessary to realize the
dual character of the motion picture. It is an art.
It is also
an industry, mostly an industry. Commercial development
pushes out with every successive development of the art,
reaching a maximum development under the art possibilities,
then waiting with watchful eye for the "lunatic fringe" of
BY TERRY RAMSAYE

COMPRESSED

into this reveal-

ing chapter of the annals of the

motion picture are enough romantic
adventures

of early screen days to

ma\e a half dozen
V/ith

novels.

chapter the history oj

this

the motion picture becomes the romantic story

of the careers of the

men and

women whose names are familiar
your own screen memories,

to

—THE EDITOR

J.

Barneij Sheiry.

seems

to

active

screen

be

the

right,

oldest

actors

of

now

Back
active in the films.
in 1905 he was featured
in a thousand foot version
of "Raffles"

George

Barnes,

closing

close-up

below,
in the
of " The Great
Traill Robbery,'' a one reel sensa-

tion of the screen in

1903

Told

in This

Chapter

THE BIRTH OF THE PHOTO PL A Y—How the screen

—

dramatic stories "The Great Train
Robbery," "Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman" and
"Personal."

first tried to tell

HOW THE FIRST STARS STARTED— The

first

appearances of Broncho Billy Anderson and J.
Barney Sherry in the thrillers of 1904-3.

THE GREAT LONDON CHEESE SCANDAL—
When
experimenters and inventors to pioneer a new frontier.
In this period of twenty odd j^ears ago the camera and
the projection machine had reached a fairly practical degree
of technical perfection.
Things could be photographed
and put on the screen nearly as well as today. But the
motion picture, having acquired a voice, found itself with
little to say.
The screen could record but it could not
express.
The screen presented ////»!,'5*but no ideas.
But the power and the possibilities were there. The
liberating next step, the opening of the door of imagination
into the unexplored kingdom of the photodrama, was
inevitable.
The destin\- of the screen fumbled about a
great deal, trying to be born.

The human agency was

yet

to be selected.

Charles

I'rban's

pictures

"The Unseen

of

World" exposed the bugs that make
taste good and upset the market.

WHEN ADOLPH ZUKOR CAME

TO

Stilto7i

NEW YORK

trying to salvage a three tho2tsand dollar loan
started on the road to millions.

A

MAE MURRAY THE SCREEN HAS
TEN — Her

name

ivas really

cheese

Marie and

and

got

FORGOTshe had a

part in the first jilm effort at a photoplay.

THE FIRST FILM EXCHANGE,
parlor floor of a boarding house

ill

opened in

San

the

Francisco.

THE RISE OF THE PICTURE THEATER— When
Thomas L. Tally opened the "Electric Theater,"
presenting "a vaudeville of motion pictures for ladies
and children."

The little episodic bits that had been made, such as Cecil
Hepworth's "Rescued by Rover" and the Blackton-Smith
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"The Burglar on the Roof," were
among the embryonic beginnings.

them an excuse,

The

But these were incidents rather than

first

Edison

Porter idea was

effort

under

this

"The

Life of an
American Fireman." It was a proper
vehicle for the employment of the
stock thriller of the fire department
in action.
Porter worked out a
simple plot that portrayed the routine
duties of a fire chief.
The audience
was taken the rounds of the firehouse
and inspection with the chief. Then
cutting in with an inspirational beginning of a new technique, came a scene
showing a simple cottage,with a baby
asleep in a crib, by a window with
curtains fluttering close to the burning gas jet turned low. The curtains

stories.

as impossible to credit any one
with the origin of the photoplay
as it is to point to one individual
inventor of the motion picture. It
happens, though, as we have seen in
the chapters that have gone before,
that if we are to single out one man
for that honor it must be Thomas A.
Edison.
And curiously enough in
pointing to an equivalent leadership
in the creation of the screen drama
we must turn again to the Edison
establishment. The most aggressively
interested factor in the Edison film
It

might help the

it

pictures."

is

man

,

Adolf ZuLor,

uhoi'c,

was

a

modeslbj

successful furrier in Chicago in 1903.

He

loaned three thousand to a friend who
it in a New York penni/ arcade.
The arcade was far from successful and
Zukor found himself with its manageinvested

ment upon

his

hands

Below may be seen the first screen appearance of G. M. Anderson, known to fame
as "Broncho Billy," when he was acting
in the hold-up scenes of " The Great
Train Robbery"

Above Marie Murray, the
original
Phoebe Snow"
of a famous advertising
campaign, and a member
of the cast of Edison pic-

George C. Hale, above,

'

chief of the

'

fire

department

in

1900.
crack

From

exploiting

team

of fire fighters, he

turned

tures in 1903-4

uxis

Kansas City

to

the

a

management

and
"Hale's Tours
Scenes of the World," a
motion picture idea utilizof

ing a theater built to look
like a railway coach

in these days of two decades ago was Edwin S.
Porter, who had come to be a mechanician and remained to
be a cameraman.
Porter, it will be remembered, had made a momentous
decision between the motor car industry and the new motion
pictures some years before. He saw the waning of the films
now and gave grave attention to the subject. If the motion
picture should go down to oblivion he had made a mistaken
choice and wasted the investment of some years of effort.
With this driving idea behind him Porter determined to
make an effort to redeem the situation. He was casting about
for a novelty that should give the business a new lease of life.
"I had seen," relates Mr. Porter, "how motion picture
audiences in even those primitive days were always interested
by babies on the screen, how animal life appealed to them,
and how they enjoyed the thrills of rushing train and galloping
fire teams.
It occurred to me that if we could thread together
a sort of a plot to string along a series of such incidents, giving

activities
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flicked into the flame

licked along the

and the

fire

window casings.
room. Then the

up the window and
The mother awakened in

crept

picture cut back to the fire
the smoke-filled
house where the alarm tapped out a signal.
The firemen leaped to action, sliding down the brass poles
from their dormitory into the engine house. The horses were
hooked up in a flash, and with smoke and sparks flying the
outfit thundered down the street.
Then the long arm of old John R. Coincidence, the perennial
first aid to scenario writers ever since, reached out and got
It was the fire chief's
into the first motion picture drama.

house.

The picture cut back to the baby's crib again, back to the
Then again to the
frenzied mother in the swirling smoke.
rushing fire engine.
Mark this: it was the grand staple situation of dire peril,
with relief on the way, the formula that has made Griffith
famous, or that Griffith has

made

[

continxjed on page 98

]

She Knocks
Polly

Moran

'Em Dead
Nell just the same.
Louise
Fazenda, Moran's only rival in the
field of film burlesque, is really a quiet
Sheriff

Came from Death Valley
Maybe that's Why

and intellectual young woman. Polly
Moran, every day, uses her screen
smile and her screen humor modified
occasionally, for she is keen, and her

—

own

sternest censor.
She's called English but she was
born in Death Valley, California. The
chamber of commerce of the home
town has seriously considered changing
its name since Polly has brought it

By
Delight

Suans

immortality. She has played in vaudeville and musical comedy in every
country and some that
civilized
aren't so civilized. She went to Africa
once with a comedy company. Then
came her Keystone career. I don't
know whether PoUy or Mack Sennett
thought of Sheriff Nell first, but I feel
sure Polly had a lot to do with it. The

—

POLLYyouMORAN.
could hunt

If
up an old
"Sheriff Nell" comedy you would
find out as much about her as I

—

can tell you almost.
Because she's just

like that.

The

Either she isn't an
actress at all, or she's always doing her
act.
It's always new and it's always
funny.
I watched her in vaudeville the other
day. She wears a wig that everybody knows
She strides on the stage and
is a wig.
sings a terrible song called "I'm Polly
With a Fractured Past." And then proceeds to kid her audience, her pictures,
the film industry in general, and herself in
particular.
And the audience? It howls.
She knocks 'em dead.
It loves her.
"They tell a lot of stuff about us movie
stars," she says. "Yeh. About ISIiss Swanson's lovely house and Miss
Daniels' beautiful car.
Some
of it is true. But the other day
when I picked up a magazine
I saw a picture of myself taken
outside a big house and it said,
spirit of slapstick.

blustering, eccentric Nell, who went
through the wildest series of adven-

by a comedy cam-

tures ever recorded
era,

brought fame to her creator and

added

to Sennett's luster.
After three years in slapstick she
went into vaudeville and has been there ever since.
Just as she was leaving pictures Cecil de Mille
called her back for "The Affairs of Anatole," and
her cabaret scene was one of the bright bits of
that stellar festival.
"Since I've been touring in
the two-a-day," remarked Miss
Moran, "I've met 6,793 embryo

Jackie Coogans.
Their fond mothers
bring them to see me
and expect me to tell

them they're geniuses
disguise.
They
want me to get 'em

in

jobs in the movies. If

knew how

Moran's new Hollywood
home.' Say, you should have

I

seen the lovely Uttle place I
there.
It was oyer a
garage, and that's the closest
I ever came to a limousine."
If you have ever wept at
your favorite star's "personal
appearance," you should see
Polly Moran's. It's a classic
The tripping
of burlesque.
walk on the stage; the shy,
sweet smUe; the appealingiy
outstretched hands; the quaver in the
voice it's all there. And the speech:
"I cawn't teU you all how happy I
am to be here with you this evening.
I wish I could meet and shake hands

one first."
She has a family.

'Polly

that,

had out

—

—

with each and every one of you ves,
and with every deah little kiddie out
there, too.
I cawn't tell you all how

much my

ahrt

means

to

me; and how

—

happy your deah letters make me
The other acts on the bill always stop
wings to listen to her monologue.
always makes them laugh. There is

to do
I'd get myself

her mother
and father and the
three-year-old John
Michael Moran. How
There's

she

He

loves
isn't

that kid!
really hers.

Just a little wop, explains Polly, that she

found in Hollywood
and thought she'd adopt. He's part
Irish.
John Michael has played in
pictures with Baby Peggy and other
juveniles.
She's what you call well liked in the
industry.
And while she's playing
in New York she renews old friendships and
oh yes, she made a few

—

personal appearances herself.
But
she keeps right on kidding them just
the same.

in the
It

no higher praise.
She has never been and never

will

be

called Pauline.
She's Sheriff Nell in a fur coat and a
smart hat and French shoes; but she's

"They tell a lot of stuff about us
movie stars." says Sheriff Nell.
"You should hare seen the lovely
Hollywood.
little place I hod
It was over a garage and that's the
closest I ever came to a limousine"
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Stars

May Come and Stars May Go

1

How They
the screen's
PERHAPS
meanest,

best villain is lost. Wallace Beery
most despicable and wretched wrecker of
homes and hearts and even lives, has disappeared, maybe
Oh, surely for good.
for good.
Because Wallace Beerv
has forsaken his evil ways, and reformed. It all began when
Douglas Fairbanks offered him the juicy role of Richard the
Lion-Hearted in " Robin Hood." Beery played that part for all
it was worth, took the acting honors away from his boss; and
the morning after it was released to the world, awoke to find

— the

himself loved, not hated.
It may all be for the best; because Beery is even better good
than bad, if you follow us. His villains were wonderful; his
human beings are more. If there is a greater portrait in the
shadow gallery than his Richard we have yet to see it.
You may have had a great deal of pleasure hating Mr. Beery
as the brutal German submarine captain in " Behind the Door"
as the lieutenant colonel in "The Four Horsemen"; as the mate
in "Hurricane's Gal," hounding poor Dorothy Phillips.
But
you'll get a lot more enjoyment liking him as Richard.
It may not be exactly dignified to call attention to the fact
that Beery has always been popular on the silversheet and that
his name may have had something to do with it. He began his

screen career in the "Swcedie" comedies for Essanay; and if
you think Ben Turpin makes slapstick comedies, >-ou should
have seen these, all about a Swedish servant girl and her misadventures. Beery's feet were, next to Chaplin's, the funniest
feet in the world. It was while he was starring at Essanay's in
Chicago that he met Gloria Swanson, then an humble extra
girl,

and married

her.

he went to California that Beery really developed into a character actor of the highest order. He began his
villainous existence and pursued it from studio to studio. There
was nothing in his past on the musical comedy stage to make
It wasn't until

him act like that.
Nowood, W}oming,

is

his

home town.

He

ran

away from

there to join a circus. He was not a trapezist or a clown. He
trained elephants! Always, even when he was a very small

he wanted to be an elephant trainer.
Of course you know he is no longer married to Gloria.
there's a rumor he's going to marry someone else soon.
child,
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The Grand Old—No!

Hated Him!

But

YOU may

be bored by the rest of the program. The overture isn't as musical as it might be; the scenic has too
many beautiful cloud effects; the comedy may turn out a
tragedy.
And the feature itself isn't at all promising. The
star has developed cute tricks, the hero is arching his eyebrows overtime; the sub-titles are overdoing the dawn stufif.
But just as you're tr\-ing to make up your mind to leave the
place, on walks a gentleman, sometimes not so important to
the plot, who makes it worth your while to stay and get j'our

—

money's worth. George Fawcett. As an irascible lovable
As a temperamental "steel man." As a whiskered
Russian.
But George Fawcett, a fine actor; a past master of
all the shades of expression the camera requires.
He has saved so many photoplays we can't begin to enumerfather.

ate them.

And

He

has converted

many

skeptics to the screen.

he has never given an uninteresting performance.
His name in the cast is enough.
With Theodore Roberts he shares the trite title, "The grand
But he vigorously objects to being
old man of the screen."
called a veteran.
And his robust presence counteracts any
impression you may have had as to his definite middle-age.
Fawcett is now a member of Paramount"s stock company.
But he has worked in almost every one of the larger studios
in all his celluloid career

the east and in California.
You will remember him as
Dorothy Gish's dad in "The Hope Chest" and other of
Dorothy's comedies. He has fathered Lillian Gish and Bobby
Harron. He was in "Hearts of the World." His later performances have included the old skinflint in "The Old Homestead"; a great characterization in "Ebb Tide," and now a
role in "Java Head."
When you consider he had his dramatic education in Salvini's
company; and that he used to play with the great Italian in
"Othello" and other classics, you are not puzzled.
But Fawcctt's greatest film interest is directing. He would
in

much rather direct than act. And he will, if he gets a chance, forsake acting entirely. He has never yet been intrusted with a really
important story; but he has done wonders with those handed
him.
Corinne Griftith's "Deadline at Eleven" was one of
his; and he has guided Constance Binney and Dorothy Gish
through the mazes of inconsistent scenarios.

But Character Men Go On Forever

He Gave Up Smoking

A

Chronicle of Surprises

was a rumor
around
some
THERE
while Theodore Roberts was a great actor
time ago

TO

so long as the director permitted him to use a black cigar
as an aid to emotion, without this prop he could do nothing.
The rumor never reached Roberts; but, as rumors do, it
came to the ears of one of the executives of the company where
Roberts is employed. He saw that the artistic reputation of
his stellar character man was, as the saying goes, at stake; and
he at once sent out millions of memos, to his production
forces telling them to see that Mr. Roberts was never given
a cigar on the set.
And Theodore Roberts acquitted himself— magnificently.
He played a part where there wasn't a single cigar-chewing
And since then he has had
scene; and he never did finer work.
a variety of roles in which he stands alone and unaided. There's
"The Old Homestead," in which he was starred as Josiak

portrayals of sinister orientals in American moving picand be born in the obscure town of Umea, must have
worried him considerably for the first few months of his life.
But the Oland life has been a life of surprises, and his future
took shape without action on his part. His family moved to

floating

in film circles

that,

Whitcomb.

And Thomas Meighan's "The Man Who Saw

in which he plays a sea captain.
Which reminds
us that Roberts himself was a sea captain for two years.

Tomorrow,"

He likes Hollywood just about as well as Hollywood likes
him. He wouldn't, he says, go back to the "legitimate" for
anything. He has a house with kennels and chickens and
several gardens; the truth of the matter is that this sterling
actor is very happily married, and leaves pictures behind
when he locks his dressing room door for the day.
There is said to be a character role which he can't play as if
he's lived it; but so far no one has been able to find out what
There was his brutal father in " Hail the Woman." And
it is.
you remember him
ford's

"M'Liss."

in "Old Wives for New" and Mary PickThe "oh's" and "ah's" from the audience

which greet his shadow are more heartfelt than the exclamations which greet our best ingenues.
He was born in San Francisco in 1861. He made his first
stage appearance with James Neill in "Cardinal Richelieu."
In 1881 he was Fanny Davenport's leading man. He was
Svengali; Simdn Legrec; and one of his greatest stage roles was
Joe Portugais in "The Right of Way."
Roberts was one of the first actors to leave the stage for the
screen.
He became a member of the Lasky company soon
He has been there ever since.
after its inception.

his complete astonishment, Warner Oland was born in
Sweden. How on earth a fellow was to become noted for

tures,

America.
His boyhood was passed in New England, and when bicycle
racing came in he surprised his family by competing in various
events, but rather more by winning prizes.
Just when they
had reconciled themselves to the idea of his chosen career as
an athlete, the youthful adventurer decided, much to the
surprise of everyone, to go in for grand opera.
This took him to Boston, introduced him to stage circles,
and in almost no time at all he was a regular actor name on
the program and everything. In New York he happened to
have a part in a one-act play by Miss Edith Shearn, and astonished himself, his family and her family by marrying her.
The youthful Oland couple dreamed of a triumph of art in
the theater and began translating the plays of Strindberg.
Unable to interest producers in these tragedies, they staked
everything they owned upon a production of "The Father"
at the old Berkeley Lyceum.
It was years and years ahead

—

of its time.

After various successful stage engagements the surprising
advent of moving pictures and the still more amazing popularity of serials lured Warner Oland into a line of villain roles
from which he has never been able to extricate himself, much
But now he has foresworn the chapter films.
to his profit.
The Olands have practically no private life, for whatever
time Mr. Oland is not busy facing the celluloid firing squad,
they are making the rounds of the most convenient golf links.
Several years ago Mr. Oland bought a small farm near Boston
and began planting fruit trees and beautifying the grounds.
A year ago he went to California, and what with one thing and
another, despairing of ever getting back to Massachusetts, and
still desiring a country estate, he bought a huge segment of
a little island known as Palmito del Verde, off the coast of
Mexico, where he proposes to raise cocoanuts.
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Like

a

Lady

on

a

F an

Slim and dainty and with a
quality at once exotic and un'

Alice Brady, in her new
fur'trimmed coats, follows
real,

the silhouette of old Japan

(PhotOLjraphs copyright Otto

Kahn)

The coat in the picture at the top of the page is
quaintly suggestive of a bygone age.
Almost long
enough to be bizarre, and yet not too long to be very
charming. Fashioned slenderly of soft black velour,
and a deep circular border of seal.
The small inushroom hat is of black, lustreless sUk

u-ith collar, cuffs

The
silver

icy

5U

wrap shades from a warm
a tea rose to an
The banded trimmings are of fitch, and

metallic evening

—moonlight on

steel.

the petals of

—

manage

to

fabric.

Upon her hair, done in an oriental manner.
Miss Brady wears a jeweled band

lend an effect of softness to the glittering

Hearts Aflame
—

Helm Foraker cool, calm,
with something about her
suggestive of the clean fragrance of the pine woods
that she loved

A story
of a

of the Pine

Woods

who dared to fight, and
man who found his soul

girl

of a

By Harold

Titus

Fictionized by

William Almon Wolff

was
JOHN TAYLOR
had he been quite

It seemed to him that never in
so tired. But sleepy
?
No. He
wasn't sleepy. He lay, listening to the wind among the
trees, going over the crowding happenings of the day
and
night. It was still night, in theory, at least. Actually, probably, it was nearly morning. And still he could not sleep.
It seemed to him once or twice, though, that he must be
asleep
must be dreaming. How, save in a nightmare, could
one live through such a kaleidoscope of adventure and change
as he had known since the night he had said good-bye to
Marcia in Florida?
Marcia! The thought of her stirred him with an odd discomfort. Marcia whom he had begged to come with him, to
marry him without waiting to see how he should meet this test.
She had refused; wisely. He could see that. He had been
crazy, selfish.
should Marcia bloom in this wilderness of
starved, cleared land land which, now that the pine was gone,
tired.

—

his life

—

—

—

How

—

was useless. No crop would grow upon it; it could not become
pasture for cattle; it was doomed to lie, waste and desolate,
until the end of time.
He made an impatient gesture, as he lay alone in the darkness.
Pine!
It stood at the end of every vista his mind
explored.
But, after all why not? He was Luke Taylor's
son, and pine had made old Luke
greatest of the last generation of the great lumbermen of Michigan.
Old Luke had
worked his way up from the bottom; been frozen in Michigan

—

—

rivers; been hardened and toughened in Michigan forests. And
now, with age advancing upon him, the first chill breath of
winter banished him from Detroit, sent him to seek the warmth

of Florida.

John could remember

his father, sighing for the da3'S of his

youth.

"The pine that made me dream dreams when I was drivin'
the Saginaw's gone," he'd said. "No Michigan white pine
left, which was the only white pine worth the name!"
But that that wasn't so. He lay tonight in a house that
was in the center of a forest of white pine a forest that would
start the blood pounding in his father's temples, if he could see
Foraker's Folly! Folly? Perhaps.
it.
Perhaps not. In the
dark John Taylor knitted his brows.

—

—

HE

had had a savage scene with his father. Out of the army
a year, he had had his fling. He wanted to settle down
with Marcia, the incomparable Marcia. He had sought what
was, it seemed to him, his birthright a stake fit for the son of
a millionaire. And his father had turned upon him scornfull}-;
upbraided him for seeking a flying start, as he had called it;
cited his own youth, his start from nowhere and nothing.
He could remember every detail of that scene. Phil Rowe,
his father's secretary, whom old Luke took a perverse delight,
always, in calling his bookkeeper, had lurked in the background; had heard everything. Had heard, in the end, old

—
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—

Luke's grudging concession his gift, to liis son, of three
hundred thousand feet of hardwood logs on the Blueberry, that
stream which, even now, he could hear purling through the
stillness of the night.

He had wanted

come with him while he looked into
was nothing, compared to what he wanted,
but he thought he understood. His father was testing hifn. If
he made good now he might well look for greater things in the
future. So he had come to Pancake, with no more than a week
of dallying in Detroit with Dick Mason, and run into the first
There was some
hints of something queer about his logs.
mystery. Pride kept him from asking questions, but he had
soon connected the hints that were dropped with a curious look
about Rowe's mouth, a malignant gleam in his father's eyes.
Jim Harris, the big man of Chief Pontiac Power in the
district, had been at Pancake; he had known the mystery of the
logs.
A big man indeed, this Harris; a power in the country; a
coming man, on his way to be rich. Driving across country, in
a crazy Ford, with Lucius Kildare, the drunken livery driver,
he had heard of Harris; of his sale of land to eager city folk,
anxious to get back to the soil land that would not, could not,
be farmed; land that, in the end, they abandoned again to
Harris, that he might sell it again.
"Hard on the suckers," Lucius had said. "But you can't
blame Jim! Money's all that counts and making it."
John had nodded absently to that. It was a fair enough
this business.

ISIarcia to

It

—

—

statement of his own creed. And Marcia's.
Lucius had been full of gossip. From him John had heard of
Foraker's Folly that great tract of white pine that stood as
the sole monument of a crazy man who had believed in growing
timber like any other crop.
"D'jever hear of such a nut?" Lucius had jeered. "Talked
about reforestation. Started this tract out nigh fifty years ago.
Now he's dead. Lot of good it done him! And this gal of his
Aims to begin cuttin' two
this Helen
she's just like him.
hundred acres a }"ear purty soon, maybe. And seedin'. Says
that way there'll always be pine a cut every year. By the

—

—

—
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time they've used up what's there now the first of the new
be ready. Haw-haw-haw
"But look here that doesn't sound so crazy
"You take it from me it is! Think a gal and these professors
can teach lumbcrin' to men that was here afore Paul Bunion?"
Foraker's Folly! Well he had seen it. Thanks to the confusion of Lucius's so-called mind, befuddled by his drinking,
they had taken a wrong turn; come to Foraker's instead of
White's, his destination.
Pauguk, the great wolf dog, had
nearly caught Lucius, recklessly standing within her reach; a
swift kick from John's heel had saved the drunkard and made
the dog his mortal enemy. And Helen Foraker, cool, calm,
swiftly receptive of his explanation of the kick, had disposed of
Lucius; insisted that, with the weather and the hour what they
were, he must spend the night.
He hadn't liked her. She cut through his conceit; he. who
was supposed to have a way with women. And that episode
after dinner! He flushed a burning red as he recalled it. Sim
Burns, bullying her, threatened her with oppressive taxes,
renewing what was obviously an old and unwelcome suit. His
own dramatic entrance, his row with Burns, culminating in the
lot'll

—

—

—

—

—

bully's forcible ejection. And his own clumsy attempt to
The sting of her words, cutting as a lash:
"Please don't. There is no one here to throw you out, Mr.
Taylor. Besides I didn't think you were quite that sort."
He had slunk up to his room, hating her. And then, within
ten minutes, had come that call to her for help and her appeal
to him to go with her, out into the storm, through the woods.
There might be need to drive for a doctor, she had said and
there was no one else who could drive a car. He had gone; had
been at that wretched house when the woman, Thad Parker's
wife, had died
died because she had lost hope.

—

—

—

—

She and her husband, city dwellers, city workers, bad saved
their money for years.
They had been lured by one of Jim
Harris's agents; by the pictures of the show farm, on to which
Harris, each year, dumped trainloads of costly fertilizer. They

had

realized, too late, the extent of their disaster.

Remembering everything, John was not
quite so sure that making money was all
that mattered.

JOHN TAYLOR

knew. now. the story of
Helen Foraker had told him,
shown him how things were. His father
had been tricked; that was all. He. old
Luke, had contracted with one White to
cut a forty. He had made the cut late; the
snow had gone before he could finish hauling. And, taking a chance, he had dumped
the logs into a deep ravine; pointed to clear
woods and been paid. And here were the
his logs.

—

to rot before snow fell again,
To haul
thirteen miles from a railway.
them out by tractor would eat up their
value. A dead loss.
He faced Helen, a friendlier Helen than
the one of the evening before had been, hot
logs,

doomed

with rage.

"So!" he said. "He can have his logs."
"Going to quit?"
Contempt was in her voice.
"What can I do?"
She hesitated.
" Go back to Pancake," she said. " Find
the best posted man on lumber there.
Ask him for advice. If he can't give it
may have an idea."
Oddly driven by some quality in her, he
He had found
had done as she said.

—

Humphrey Bryant, state senator, editor of
the local paper. And the old man. sympathetic, eager to help, had acknowledged
Then Helen came in.
himself stumped.
She nodded to John.
"I knew thej-'d send you to him," she
said.

"Give up?"

Hump

Bryant nodded.
"Float the logs to my mill," she
"I'll saw them."

said.

"You can't float hardwood 1" Little as
John knew of lumber he knew that. But
she shook her head.
"Ash, basswood, hemlock will except
butt logs," she said. "And two years ago
I cut a lot of cedar poles and left them

—

banked, right at the foot of that ravine,
•when the water went down. W^e can dog the maple and birch
and beech to the cedar and hemlock, and raft it all to my mill.
Then if I saw it you can ship at once and turn a dead loss into

—

real

money."

forest.

Hump Byrant slapped his knee; John
George!"
smiled. His father had never thought of this!
"By

the
ALL
stayed with

time, while his logs were being salvaged, John
Helen Foraker's outfit, slept in her bunk
house. Milt Goddard, her foreman, who would have liked to
be more, eyed him jealously. But Bobby and Bessie Kildare,
whose uncle, Julius, he had to thank for his first meeting with
Helen, adored him; Helen herself passed from an attitude of
something like scorn to a real friendliness. She had to like him;
he was so engagingly complete in his surrender. He had asked
her, in effect, to take him in hand; to make him see and understand her feelings about reforestation and aH the work that she
so hated to hear called "conservation."
"I thought I knew most things, " he said. "I thought that
making money was all that counted. You've shown me I was
wrong both ways. Teach me, now "
They had struck hands on that. He was disturbed, sometimes, when he thought of Helen
and ISIarcia. He was

—
—

—

changing, had changed, in his feeling about INIarcia. He knew
that.
Even now she was at Dick ^lason's place, at the prolonged house party Dick was giving. He was supposed to go
over for week ends. And he hadn't gone. Hadn't wanted to
go. IMarcia
she belonged, somehow, to another life, a life he

—

had stopped living.
He was fired by the

that was known now as Foraker's Folly. She had been born while
his enterprise was represented still by a scrubby growth of pine.
She had taken up the fight at his death. Now there was a real

—

desire to see

Helen win through

to

success in her fight. He knew, now, something of the nature of
that fight. Her father had begun it, nearly fifty years before,
when he had undertaken to plant a forest on this waste land

But it had cost money to raise it. To protect it from fire
there were forest roads, fire lines; in dry seasons, patrolmen,
going back and forth constantly. Scientific forestry was not
cheap; much money had been borrowed. And now greedy eyes
Men saw in it an opportunity for
were upon the Folly.
logging.
They would have fallen upon the forest ruthlessly;
destroyed it in a season or two of savage cutting; left the land
waste again.
"I won't cut yetl" Helen insisted. "It isn't time. It's all
When the return from the cut of two
been worked out.
hundred acres will yield enough to pay all charges then that
much can be cut, and that much every year afterward. Every
if we'd do it now,
for all time! If we'd done that
year. John
in the Northwest
we could save our national wealth of
timber!"
But Sim Burns, hating her, was supervisor and meant to
He could summon public opinion to his aid;
raise her taxes.
the Folly could be taxed enough to pay for schools and roads,

—

—

—

—

—

They
public improvements that would please the people.
would please Jim Harris, too, for they would make it easier to
sell land to gullible ones from the cities.
John knew

all this.

Knowing, he had an

idea.

He knew

his

father was pleased, gruff though his letter had been, by his
Why
success in disposing of the white elephant of logs.
shouldn't his father back Helen, make it possible for her to
He knew his father's weakness, too;
defeat her enemies?
spoke, artfully, in the letter he wrote, of his discovery of a
And never dreamed of the
forest of Michigan white pine.
disaster he

was

inviting!

[continued on page
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— Why

Women

Dress to Charm Men
Clothes should not cover — they should
should
should whisper
hint,

veil,

secrets, says the siren of "Blood and Sand," in an intervie
For an afternoon gown

We

-partic-

ularly suited to the soft tint of
her complexion, Miss Naldi
selected
a fawn
crepe
in

Naldi

an

all

sides that

atmosphere

of

Miss

surrourtding
—and

apparent that a similar atmosphere
it

extended

is

to

is mo.st

this

afternoon

model built of that most de-

— suede

lightful offabrics
In this instance

blue
color,

crepe.
color is

the

combined
with
sand
which shows in the

embroidery

back in jabot effect at the hip
line where it is held with a
buttoned tab continuing from
The
the back of the skirt.
plain body blouses slightly

and facings of
The dress .sur-

crepe de chine.
plices

to

the

right

side

artd

back in jabot drapery
The
faced with sand color.
side fastening of the body is
embroidered in blue and sand
turns

the set-in .sleeve repeats
tab effect at lower part.
tout ensemble is quite

colored flo.ss and beads, and
finishes in a tab end, holding
in place the girdle which passes
through a slash and finishes at
This
side in a sash end.
model requires

The
unusual and has a decided
The
amount of distinction.
materials used total but about
$24.50. It requires but

i%

4 yds. Fawn Crepe (40 inches
$23.00
wide)
$5.75

yards Suede Crepe

@
$27.75

S6.00

@

Extras should be about

is

charm

—

the

hear from

there

modish Pheasant color.
No
trimming or embellishment of
any kind is used on this
model which pins its faith
entirely on its uniquely attractive lines and the beauty of its
Note how the skirt is
fabric.
lifted at the left side and folds

and

w

1

1.50

!i

yards Sand Crepe

Chine

@ $3.50

Extras, be^ids and floss

De
.

5.25
3.50

$36.50

By

Van Wyck

Carolyn

As

vivid as a scarlet poinsettia against the
somberness of black velvet. As splendid
^as the first flame of sunset on the jade
water of an oriental sea. As graceful, as
arresting, as a slender peacock feather in a
vase of deeply sapphire crystal. AU woman
and of an intense allure, of a surprising loveliness.
Nita Naldi!
off the screen
in a slim
I first saw her

—

—

some dark, heavy material. Her
oddly charming face was framed in an equally
dark hat of velvet. It was a large hat, for
Nita Naldi likes the sort of head gear that
makes a frame for the features. "And then,
too," she adds, "all tall women should wear
Large hats
large hats, whenever possible.
wrap

of

give a certain poise,
balance, to tall women

a

sense

of

complete

!

She had just come in from the street. She
had been walking briskly, and the crisp freshness of the early winter wind clung about her.
As she threw aside her coat I felt as though I
had stepped from the out of doors into a hot
house filled with bizarre and beautiful flowers.
For
Tropical, full blown, fragrant flowers.
she was gowned in a printed silk that held the

warm

colors of a jungle,

that reflected the

market places of India. A printed silk that
was draped to accentuate the supple lines of her
body, that fell in soft folds about her wrists
[continued on page 113]
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Not Be Frank About

It?

Says Nita Naldi

Send for These Patterns
Designed by Le Bon Ton

THESE

patterns, especially created for Miss
Xaldi by Le Bon Ton, may be obtained by
sending a coup)on (which will be found on page
114 of this issue) and twelve cents in coins or
stamps, to cover mailing and handling expenses,
to the Department of Fashions, Photoplay
Magazine, New York City.

Design 33

Naldi's distinctive personaliiy seems more
marked than ever when she dons this lovely evening
gown which is developed in black chiffon velvet. The
softness and suppleness of the fabric lends itself
admirably to the slightly lifted effect in front and the
The long side
soft wrinkles around the ivaist line.
panels widen gradually toward the bottom where they
finish in pointed effect, achieving an attractive irregular hem line.
The long lines of the gown are accentuated by the jet and rhinestone bands which outline
the panels, and effectively finish the low neck and
sleeveless arm holes.
The cost of the necessary

Nita

materials

is

as folloivs:

iVi yards Chiffon velvet
7
yards Beaded Banding
Extras amount to about

@S7.50
@,

3.60

$33.75
25.20
1.50

S60.45
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Merton
—
of the
Footlights
LEON WILSON'S
HARRY
supreme inspiration, "Merton
of the Movies," has come to
in the person of Glenn Hunter,

life

who

has managed very marvelously to
retain the spirit
the part.
The

and personality

of

— Marc

co-authors

Connelly and George S. Kaufman
have shown utter wisdom in following as closely as possible Mr. Wilson's text and idea.
And, in so
doing, they have given the world
of the screen the kidding of its life.
Who, having seen the play, will
ever forget the emotional director

played by A. Romaine Callendar?
Or the character of Harold Parmake, a caricature of the composite
matinee idol of the films? Or of
Beiilah Baxter, to whom Merton
refers as "a high grade Mormon"?

And

tite

Montague

Girl of Florence

—

a delight a gamin of the
studios with a touch of the eternal
mother in her snub-nosed make up.

Nash

is

Merton, on the ere of a
jonrfiey to Hollywood, his

He is prayGod, niahe vie

jrromised land.
ing, "Oh,

a good ntovie actor! One of
the best.

Amen"

Merton has just seen the
Montague girl double for
Beidah Baxter trho, according to her own .statement, "has never used a
double because she must
keep faith with her public."

His

and
and he is

ideal is shattered,

he has no

tnonei/,

very hungry

60

The "head of the ynoi'ies" once Secretary of Agricidture,
Merton on the morning after his success. Merton,

vis-its

Jiist outside of the
xvith the

Holden

Moidagiie

girl.

Merton has his first meeting
She culls him trooper" but she
lot

fails to impress

him

though stripped of his illusions, is beginning to realize that
life may still hold something worth xrhile. Isn't the Montagite
Girl aboxd to become his wife, as n-cll as Iiis best pal and, we
might also add, his severest critic'^

Graduate of a correspondence school course
in movie emotions
Merton, after hours in
Gashwiler' s general
store, is practicing to be

He, who plans
"something better and finer"
is forced to work mth

a

star.

to give the tvorld

dummies! He

is

the

of

charactei-

Benson,

hero

and he

0

^"^^SUv,

now in,
Buck

of

the

avenging
an insult done a lady.
west,

By

the

is

way, "Merton

of the Movies" finds
time to spoof a certain
type of motion picture

magazine.
Doesnt
Merton look through
one of them

"My,

to

isn't

exclaim,

Corliss

Palmer beautiful^'
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WE MAKE THE MOVIES
(With

I make the movies!
From my desk I prodvre 'em,
Like furies unloose 'eiii,
I make the movies.

J

make

the movies!

I

the hero

I

make

I

make the movies!
I make them artistic
Ami foolish and mystic.
make the movies.

I

the movies.
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make

the movies!

I

My
/

tales

make

710

—

fine
they

the movies.

the movies!

my

I

honor and rouge.
Just like all ingenues
I've

—

/ make the movies!

I

the movies!

Without

make

grammar
stammer

The heroine flighty
In bed, bathroom, nightie!
I make the moides.

I make the movies.

I luake the movies.

make

I make the movies!

Mij megaphone made me
{Directing has paid me!)

The stars groan and mutter
At me and my shutter!

I

Coc\ Robin!)

I make the movies!

movies!

I viake the movies.

—Mtj gawd!

I

tlie

Mij typewriter rattles
ThroHghdeath ,loveandhallles-

Well tailored and bored,

I'm

make

sincere apologies to

make the movies!
With hammer and
Wheti each

.

I

make

soft

I

method

the 7)iovies.

How my
I

nails
fails,

make the movies!
The press-agent, I

make

am

the

—

adjectives fly!

the 7novies.

PUBLIC

.

.

.

With endurance and dimes
I buy lemons and Hmes

—

/ tnake the movies.

The Shadow Stage
(REG. U. S I'AT. OFF.)

A Review

of the

7s[eif

THE

screen season hit its cresl
with the simultaneous appearance of such admirable silversheet contributions as "Tess of

Photoplay's Selection

the Storm Country," "Robin Hood"
and "To Have and To Hold."

We

are pretty sure of general agreement in our first choice of Mary Pickford's " Tess." It is mongrel melodrama
of the cheaper type. It is old fashioned

But Miss Picklord makes
squatter waif live. A rather weak

of the

Seven Best Pictures

Month

of the

and creaky.
this

convert to the theory that "cleanliness
is next to godliness," quick tempered, of
stumbling grammar, a "queer cuss," as
she herself says, yet altogether lovable.
Twenty some years of tilm reviewing
leave us as susceptible as ever to the endearing blanishmcnts of Mary. Indeed,
if ever she fails to touch us, we are going
the slumto feel that something vital
bering embers of youthful illusions and
dreams has died within us. And we
shall know that all that is lost.
Somehow, we are sure this newest version of "Tess" will be of well nigh universal appeal. \Vc feel sure that every-

Tess of the Storm Country

Robin Hood

To Have and To Hold
The

Oliver Twist

—

Clarence

—

one

will love

it,

from the

little

Enter

Madame

theater

audience on Main Street to the picture
palace on Broadway. i\Iary Pickford's
Tess is too vitally alive to fail anywhere.
And such superb screen pantomime!
Subtitles are actually unnecessary.
The cast, save Forrest Robinson as
Tess' father, isn't over adequate. Lloyd
Hughes is rather weak in the role which
carried the late Harold
public favor.

Flirt

Lockwood

Photoplay's Selection

Six Best Performances

of the

Mary

Doug

Yet "Robin Hood"

is a glorious three
ring circus of a spectacle with .something
doing in every ring. It is the last word
in this sort of thing.
"Robin Hood" is curiously divided
into two parts, one showing the departure of Richard the Lion Hearted and
his knights to the Crusades and the
other presenting the tyranny of John in

in

Month

gymnastic Doug of "Zorro" and "The
Three Musketeers." Yet Fairbanks is
always a twentieth century swashbuckler, for all his massive and atmospheric surroundings. Somehow, he does
not achieve the personal glory of either
his Zorro or his D'Artagnan.
He is

Pickford

s

Tess

"Tess of the Storm Country"

Wallace Beery's Richard
in

"Robin Hood"

Betty Compson's Jocelyn
in

"To Have and To Hold"

George Nichols' Pa Madison

England along with the appearance of
Robin Hood in Sherwood Forest to combat the usurper. The first is of measured tempo, the second moves with
super-Fairbanks speed. As Robin Hood,
Doug races about the parapets of a
medieval castle, slides down tapestries,
and leaps through the dells of an olden
wood in search of wrong to be righted.
Curiously, in the first half, Wallace
Beery, a very real King Richard, fairly
runs away with the spectacle.
The
second half is all Doug, however, the

rather swallowed up in the massiveness.
.A lion's share of the credit should go to
-Mian Dvvan, the director behind the
gigantic mechanics of so vast a spectacle.
Take our word for it, you will genuinely enjoy "Robin Hood." There are
numerous striking effects. One is the

appearance of Robin Hood's merry
in a forest glade.
(Curious how

first

men

these merry men all leap in exact
duplicate of Doug!) Another moment
the departure of Richard and his
knights upon their crusade is shot with
fine imagination. But the real moment
of the spectacle is an exquisite love
scene between Fairbanks and Maid
Marian, played colorlessly but gracefully by Enid Bennett.
The surprise picture of the month was
George Fitzmaurice's version of the old
Mary Johnston novel, "To Have and
To Hold." Here is a costume opus, of
King James I's court and the \'irginia

—

—

Colony, with fine

spirit

and movement,

axlmirable direction and a very pretty

performance by Betty Compson. We
recommend this highly. It is a romantic
tale with more than cardboard figures in
action. And, if the screen has ever had
more glorious animated pictures, we
to know where.
Little Jackie Coogan's "Oliver Twist"
will entertain you in direct ratio to the
love you have for Jackie. In the process
of making a vehicle for Jackie, Mr.

want

of the

to

Fairbanks' "Robin Hood" left
us with just an edge of disappointment.
For the life of us we can't siiy what it is
that is missing but the void is there.

Pictures

in

"The

Flirt"

Jackie Coogan's Oliver
in "Oliver

Twist"

Helen Jerome Eddy's Laura
in

"The

Flirt"

Dickens has suffered considerably. For
they had to keep Oliver a child and the\'

make real beings of the
who fought, murdered and
way through life about the

failed to

vivid

folk
their

little

workhouse waif.
William de Mille's adaptation of the
Booth Tarkington comedy, "Clarence,"
naturally lacks the crisp conversation of
the footlight piece and puts the wrong
emphasis here and there but, for all
that, it is out of the beaten cinema rut.
And it has something of a different
Wallie Reid.
Clara Kimball Young's "Enter Madame" wins a place among the honor
pictures because it has excellent basic
material. The Gilda Varesi and Dolly
Byrne stage play, of a temperamental
singer and her emotional restlessness,
was of unusual timber.
It is interesting to note that ]\Ir.
Tarkington figures as the author of two
Mr. Tarkof the month's seven best.
ington's "The Flirt" was admirably
transferred to the screen by Hobart

Henley,

Casts of all pictures
reviewed
will

be found on page 112

stole

who

will

be remembered for

that celluloid gem, "The Gay Old Dog."
"The Flirt" is a story of a small town
family told with rare truth.
For the first time. Photoplay has increased its list of monthly honor pictures to seven.
The usual honor roll
will

continue at

this

month,

it

six.

was

But, in

all

fairness

necessar\- to

add an

additional distinguished photoplay.

6S

The National Guide

to

Motion Pictures

Enter Madame Metro
FOLLOWING so closely the stage success of the same name
that watchers are both amazed and delighted, this picture
entertaining, splendidly directed and has an amazing
subtlety. Though Clara Kimball Young is not a Varesi she
has an exotic charm that fits her very well indeed for the role
of the tempestuous diva, Madame Lisa Delia Robhia.
And
Elliott Dexter, as her dissatisfied husband, is suave and complacent and quite in keeping with the part he plays. In fact
the cast, as a whole, has been chosen with real care.
The plot deals with a charming prima donna who has put
her career before her home, and who because of it nearly
loses her husband, who longs vainly for the peace and comfort of a commonplace middle age.
Tlie clash between
romance and conventionality is the basis of a charming story.
is

—

—

Robin Hood

— United Artists

MORE

than anything else, " Robin Hood " is a show. It
seems to be stretching the word photoplay to classify it
under that name. In fact it's the last thing in spectacles.
We doubt if the silversheet will go much further along this
expensive road. Indeed, we sense a movement along the
way of intimate domestic type of play.
Doug Fairbanks must be given credit for making his version
of "Robin Hood" with a prodigal hand. He seized upon the
half mythical character of the knight of Sherwood Forest
who went about righting the wrongs of the commoners and
developed it into a sweeping pageant of the stirring, romantic
era of Richard the Lion Hearted and the Crusades.
Outside of a tender and
almost lyric love scene between Fairbanks and Maid

—

—

—

'

To Have and To Hold — Paramount

THIS

—

a romantic
a surprisingly satisfying photoplay
play with color and spirit, a star at once appealing and
charming, and lighting and camera work of unusual beauty.
is

The tale of King James I's ward, who runs away to \'irginia
Colony as one of a shipload of women to be sold as wives to
the hardy pioneers, has been put on the screen with fine

—

cinematic skill. Mary Johnston's original novel with all its
popularity of fifteen years or so ago is full of inadroit contrivances for stimulating excitement. The film "To Have and To
Hold" moves swiftly over these, affords Betty Compson an
opportunity to be meltingly lovely as the beautiful Jocelyn
Leigh and provides Director George Fitzmaurice with many
rare moments for screen pictures. It is Miss Compson's best
role since "The Miracle Man."

—

Marian

in the first half, the

whole acting honors of this
section go to Wallace Beery,

who seems

literally to have
stepped back eight centuries.

He

is

Richard.

At no time does Doug
seem Robin Hood. He is
always

a twentieth centur\'
Fairbanks, although he puts
such a sense of enjoying
himself into the proceedings
that one almost forgets this
Director Allan Dwan
fact.
must be given great credit
for his masterly handling of
the massive and seemingly

insurmountable
of

"Robin

spectacle

is

difficulties

Hood."

The

his triumph.

The Flirt—

BOOTH TARKINGTON

to make
satisfactory plaj's and pictures. And "The Flirt," sometimes called his finest book, is no exception. For the director,
Hobart Henley, has chosen his cast with infinite patience and
an uncanny intuition. And has led that cast with a fine
sense of truth and vigor.
The story is one of home life in an Indiana town. All of the
commonplace ingredients are present the patient mother,
the hard toiling father, the bad little brother and the spoOcd
the second
daughter. And ^most splendid character of all
daughter who is a drudge, who suffers and gives and sacrifices
in silence.
These people are ordinary, everyday folk. But
the fabric of fact, woven so cleverly about them, is not
ordinary except as life, itself, is ordinary.
Simplicity is the keynote of the theme. The Flirt, schooled
in selfishness, exploits her family until she has involved the

novels always seem

—

—

—
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Saves Your Picture Time and
Clarence

Money

Paramoii n t

you saw Booth Tarkington's original comedy of the
IF
of-work butterfly professor, fresh from war service as

outa mule
driver for Uncle Sam, who finds employment in a domcsticallv
disturbed family, thereby curiously solving the various
problems of its members, you will be disappointed. The
film version [naturally misses the Tarkington dialogue.
But, if you didn't, you will highly enjoy the celluloid
" Clarence." For it isn't in the usual silvershcct rut.
Mr. de
Mille has seen fit to put the emphasis on the melodramatic
vein, soft-pedaled in by Mr. Tarkington
a fault common to
the adaptation of light comedy to films.
A\'allie Reid is Clarence until he loses his spectacles and then
he reverts to Wallie.

—

Tess of the Storm Country

United Artists

in the old clays — before wo talked of technique, of
BACKdepression
and of winning back the jaded fan — ISIary
film

In all
first "Tess of the Storm Country."
the dear, delightful plays that followed, audiences never quite
forgot this fiery tempered daughter of Elias Ski)iiit'r, the
squatter.
Then Miss Pickford decided to dare a revival completely
new of the old story. She might well have trembled. One
can not lightly toss aside the years. Yet this new "Tess" is
superbly moving. The direct and compelling pantomime of
Mary Pickford goes direct to you. It plays upon your heartIt sends smiles trembling after the tears.
strings.
This story of a squatter,
unjustly accused of murder,
Pickford did her

—

—

and

his

daughter's

faith

in his ultimate vindication,
is really pretty old fashioned
stuCf.
"Tess" is full of

things both obvious and
There are the stern
dull.
churchman's daughter who
loves not wisely but too
well, the scoundrel who
pursues the heroine around
the lonely

cabin and the

half-wit who holds the
secret to the murder.
They're all here. But you
never realize
after.

There

it
is

until long

too

much

in

Miss Pickford 's art to permit it; her performance is
too full of

human

Oliver Twist

THE

performance

of this

new

First National

of little Jackie

Coogan

in the

name

is

highly sensitive and well sustained. Otherwise, the version
strikes us as being more careful than inspired.
The present "Oliver Twist" traces the waif from Mr.
Bumble's workhouse roof to the sheltering library of Mr.
Brownlow and since Jackie couldn't grow up for one film
The brutal Bill Syk(S, the arch scoundrel
ends right there.
Fagin, Monks, "The Arijiil Dodger," Nancy Sykes, and all
the other folk of the London slums are there but they are
pretty pale reflections of Dickens' imagination.
We fear Jackie's Oliver Twist will fall somewhere between
the Dickens' lovers and his own fans, missing both of them.
The first half will consider that Dickens has suflered and the
other half will want more of Jackie.

—

touches

spanning the gap between

mere acting and genius.

Universal
father in a great calamity. And then she plans to leave him
Only the unexpectedly fiery interference of her
to his fate.

—

made heartbreakingly real by Helen Jerome Eddy
keeps her from leaving town. Of course there is a happy
ending, and as it would have been in real life, Tlir Flirt is
not punished.
A word must be said, in passing, about the work of George
Nichols in his role of Pa Madison. He gives a performance
that stands at the very head of this year's characterizations.
He is true, always never an actor. The pathos of his bent
head, his sagging shoulders; his wistful love toward his
children, his rare moments of happiness are amazingly perfect.
One feels that he is living in his part there is never a feeling
of let down or a false note of emotion.
Of a family, for a family. It might be the slogan of this
picture.
For every family, in fact!
sister

part

film version of the Charles Dickens' novel

—

—

—
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Photo by

The Headless Horseman

HIGHLY

disappointing,

this

Will Rogers' version of

Washington Irving's celebrated tale of the superstitious
Yankee school teacher, Ichahod Crane, his love for Katrinka
Van Tassel and her father's wjll filled larders and the un-

And the
Entirely too long.
scrupulous "Brom^' Bones.
weight of the role weighs heavily upon Rogers. Indeed, he
doesn't get under the lanky New Englander's skin.

Brawn of the North First National
SUCCESS hasn't spoiled one actor, anyway. Strongheart

here surpasses his previous performances. Many contend
that Teddy is a more finished actor; but when you consider
that Strongheart has only been acting a little more than a
year you must admit his genius. This time the remarkable
and what
star rescues a baby and makes Irene Rich happj'
more can a dog do? A good honest drama.

—

Another Man's Shoes

HERBERT

RAWLIXSOX

Universal

grins apeishly through six
long reels and makes one hope that vice will triumph
Unfortunately he
for once, and that Herbert will get his.
foils plots, keeps his screen honor intact, wins the lady and
emerges scarcely rumpled— from many vicious fights. AU
of which makes the picture hard for a discriminating
audience to watch. Barbara Bedford is the leading lady.

—
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One

Ilodkinson

Exciting

Night— D. W.

Griffith Prod.
a leaf from "The Bat,"

has attempted to
DW."
"The Cat and the Canary" and other popular
tear

foot-

melodrama of mystery. All sorts of weird things
happen in a lonely Southern ancestral home. But the result
is jumbled and pointless.
Irma Harrison as a lively mulatto
maid, a newcomer, walks away with the hit of the film

light

despite the footage given Carol Dempster.

Man Who Saw Tomorrow Paramount
feature as had been alloted to Thomas
The star plays a chap torn
in a long time.
between two loves, one of a society girl and the other an
eccentric skipper's daughter. The fellow goes to a hypnotist
and learns exactly what would happen with marriage in

weak a
AS.Meighan

both
gal.

cases.
That's all, except that he decides on the sea
Ridiculous and enough to make the hardened titter.

Impossible Mrs. Bellew

AGAIN

Paramount

Gloria Swarison in dire emotional difficulties and
This time
bizarre frocks. An'attecting combination.
she is a divorcee under the ban of society and, brokenhearted, a player with fire. Not much of a story but. if you
Then there's a
like Gloria, this will have optical interest.
glimpse of the Deauville bathing beach and of a gay fete.

And many, many gowns.

The

Secrets of Paris

Tf

hitman Bennett

Proiliictions

IT'S an open

But

you're honest you'll enjoy
yourself watching Lew Cody as a j'oung king rescue
Gladys Hulette from the clutches of the crooks of the
Parisian underworld.
Good, old-fashioned melodrama,
based on Eugene Sue's popular novel. And if William Collier,
Jr., is not careful he'll grow up to be as famous as his father.
secret.

'if

The Lavender Bath Lady

GLADYS WALTON

Universal

harder than ever in her latest
venture. As a tough little shop girl, suddenly transplanted to a hot house environment, she makes able use of
her eyes, her clever hands, and her spit-curls.
She foils
thieves and gets herself involved in a chain of circumstances
that leads, at last, to love. Not much of a story, for all the
plot, but it's family stuff!

Shadows

AN

flaps

The'Young Rajah

—

THE

—

—

The Tailor Made Man United
CHARLIE RAY needs a clear perspective upon
Once

— not

so long ago

— he

himself.

was fresh and likeable and
he is false and actory. Ray

expectantly youthful. Now
had rare material in this fantasy of the tailor's assistant who
appropriates a dress suit and successfully invades the worlds
society and business.
The film starts off amusingly
enough but then lapses into the veriest melodrama.

of

The Town That Forgot God

Preferred Pictures

idea of delicacy and charm has been translated with
great care to the screen; and the result is a good picture.
Tom Forman's direction of Wilbur Daniel Steele's prize
story, " Ching Ching Chinaman," is as inspired as possible
in view of the fact that there are censors. The central figure,
the oriental laundry man remarkably acted by Lon Chaney,
is a fine and true conception.

Paramount

glamorous Rodolph Valentino's latest and worst
vehicle. Evidently pounded out in a hurry. Based upon
a story of an Indian prince raised through the forces of
fate upon a New England farm
with real screenic possibilities.
Curiously this doesn't transfer to the screen with
any sense of actual reality. The thing collapses between
mysticism and realism.

Fox

THE

latest "greatest storm scene ever screened" really
a terrific flood that sweeps away a whole village,
seems about to drown the audience too when a child

is.

and

It's

hero prays for peace. Here is
but director Harry Millarde
pulate his home and mothers
carried right along in spite of

hokum, frank and unashamed
knows so well how to maniand storm scenes that you are
yourself. [Cont'd on page iiS]
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Anna's Queue
IT

isn't

every beautiful leading lady

who can have

a hair-

It is a particularly efTective

match her name.
But that's what happened to Anna Q. Nilsson when she
played mother of a flapper inCecil de MiUe's "Adam's Rib."
Hattie of Hollywood, the dusky hairdresser who has helped
to make Gloria Swanson and Bebe Daniels famous, studied
Miss Nilsson carefully and then designed for her the unique
coifTure which has become famous overnight in Holh wood as

long, blonde tresses that

Anna's Queue.

hair, so that

dress invented to

68

head dress

for

bobbed hair

in

the evening.

Wave

the hair softly and

fluff it gently about the head,
knot at the nape of the neck.
close to the head with si.x tightly braided,

pinning the ends in a

Then band it
smooth queues.
Hattie

made

flat

Anna Q.'s coiffure from the
Anna Q. saved when she bobbed her

the queues used in

they match perfectly.

Close-ups and Long Shots
JUDGING
Sennett

from

pul)licity material,

the author of

is

Muck

"Suzanna,"

Julia

in

which Mabel Xormand starred. .Vnyway,
Suzanna " has been developed into a novel by
Harry Sinclair Drago and published by the
Macauley Company of Xew York. We had
known of Sennett's versatility but the news
tuns us. Indeed, we can only whisper, very
•

By These
Shall

'-By

George Beban tossed a bomb into
Hollywood when he declared,
during an interview, that the motion
picture actresses may be described
as "the beautiful and the dumb."
Someone must have loaned George
a vopy of "Merton of the Movies."

Time was when
play had

everj- well considered photocabaret scene.
But the jazz

its

interlude seems to have given

storm

—and

way

the

to

wind machines have succeeded

sa.xophone players as production necessities.

"The Storm" had an avalanche and a forest
"The Sin Flood" had water plus. "The
fire.
Old Homestead" had a hurricane (despite its
Xew England locale), that literally blew the
"One E.xciting Xight"
old mortgage away.
has a rip snorting gale that tears up trees
bodily. .\nd "The To\to That Forgot God"
has a whale of a tornado. It's certainly the era
of the wind machine!

A

recent advertisement for a film
drama reads: "In this production the
actual burning of a forest tract is one
Ten acres of forest
of the features.
land were planted and destroyed in
You have to hand it to
this scene."
these directors.

.

The superintendent of the Xew York Schools
wants to take mental measurements of all
pupils so that they may be grouped effectively.
thinks it is easy. If it is why not make
estimates of the mental measurements required
to group all pictures and add the measurement
(on the basis of loo) to all announcements
thus:

He

THE DAY OF TATE
Mental measurement
WIXDS 0"F PASSIOX
Mental measurement
TOW. HORSEMXN"
Mental measurement
tol'able da\td
ilental measurement

6
8

too
loo

BEESWAX COMEDY
Mental measurement

2

Mary Miles Minter
picture
Trail of the

then will

it

is

making her
"The

Paramount.

for

Lonesome Pine."

be the

trials of a

And

lonesome

Or will the prodvicers just fall
star?
over each other in an effort to tie
Mary up in another million dollar
contract?

We went to the opening of Fox's "The Tov\ti
That Forgot God" at the Astor theatre the
other night

seemed to us prettj- bad.
But when we came out we beheld WiU Hays

It

arm entwined about
congratulating him on a

in the lobby with his

William Fox's neck,
[

So we presume we were

John Hubbard

Conway

all

wrong.

Cecil De Mille has long revealed
feminine vertibrae, ankles and knees
but he seems to be going to go a step
further in his newest forthcoming
production.
The film is going to be
called "Adam's Rib."

the

Lillian Walker's dimples

Dana's eyelashes

Ben Turpin's eyes
Williams' walk

!Mary Pickford's curls
Harriet

left

eyebrow

Hammond's arms

Larry Semon's suspenders
Theodore Roberts' cigar

Doug Fairbanks' handspring
Will Rogers' smile
Wallace Beery's squint
Charlie Chaplin's trousers
Gloria Swanson's coiffure
Stewart Holmes' overcoat
Robert McKim's temples
Harry Carey's thumb
Louis ISIann's' collar
Sam Bernard's collar
Ward Crane's vest
Bebe Daniels' mouth

all

Xow

in real life

films.

Thus

—

we

Canon

find

William Chase in the newspapers
demanding
federal
a
censorship
because "the controlling producers"
now "have power to compel their
employes to act indecent parts in
obscene photoplays."
We challenge
the canon to name the obscene film
dramas. Canon Chase, by the way,
wants federal censorship because
American films "are demoralizing Asia,
Indo-China, the Straits Settlements
and other parts of the world." Imagine
the destruction wrought among the
Malay pirates, for instance, by such
wicked films as "Little Lord Fauntleroy" and "The Old Nest."

Tearle's scowl

Wally Reid's

if

Burke gets

the beauteous Julia.

Censors and would-be moralists
keep referring to the immorality of

Marie Prevost's legs
John Barrj-more's nose
Bull Montana's ears
Betty Compson's ankles

I'larle

it is said, Billie

men away from

we wonder

right eyebrow
Lewis Stone's frown

\'iola

society beauty,

Rose Briar."
In the play,

Wally Reid's

The producer of Constance Talmadge's
is West" has decided recently that the

"East

which costhlmatotalof some$5oo,ooo,
The same producer
decided recently that Norma's "Smilin'
Through" must earn $1,200,000. All of which

picture,

must earn $1,250,000.

means that the exhibitor must pay more to get
these pictures and that theater prices must
remain up where they a re o r go higher. And the

—

magnates still talk of the temperamental stars
whose salary demands cause the high admission
prices!

Phyllis Haver's knees

Kid ^McCoy's derby

Betty Blythe's back

Film censorship came staggering
out of the November elections, rather
the worse for wear. Governor Nathan
L. Miller, under whose administration censorship came into being in
New York state, was repudiated with
a smash, Alfred E. Smith coming into
office on a veritable Democratic landslide. Here's hoping that New York's
In
censorship will speedily end.
Massachusetts the question of film
censorship was submitted to a refer-

Antonio IMoreno's chin
Bill Hart's shirt
F-ugene O'Brien's brow

Ix)weU Sherman's cigarette
Stewart Holmes' cigarette case
Jack Hoxie's sombrero
Buster Keaton's necktie
Harold Lloyd's spectacles

Hank Mann's

haircut

Wesley Barry's

freckles

Rodolph Valentino's sideburns

endum and was snowed under by an

ISIack Swain's forelock
Charlie Chaplin's feet

which

]Mae ^Murray's thighs

devotees.

Bill

estimated vote of four to one.
will

be

good

news

to

All of
film

Carr's tears

Famum's

fist

Jack Holt's moustache
^Marion Davies' electric sign
Lillian Gish's hands
Louis Wolheim's chest
Doug Fairbanks' somersault
Gloria Swanson's stockings
l^uise Fazenda's stare
Tom Mix's horses
Bill Hart's pinto pony
Hoot Gibson's grin
Agnes Ayres' profile
Xanook's wives

Mildred Harris' husband
Lew Cody's spats
Lon Chaney's crutches
Charlie Chaplin's shoes

fine picture.

"

Herbert Rawlinson's cap
ilae Murray's pout
Lew Cody's upturned coat collar

jNIarj'

last

We Know Them

the

i\cbly, '"Authorl .Vuthor!"

placid

Presents

Xew York

Hoyt, the

who made a brief excursion into the movies
in "The Wonderful Thing" in which Norma
Talmadge starred, is now rehearsing the
second role in Booth Tarkington's new comedy,

Clyde Cook's toes

Warner Oland's sneer
Dorothy Gish's wig
Strongheart's molars
Joe Martin's publicity agent
Minnehaha's pipe

Before we depart from the discussion of
censorship, let us quote !Mrs. Eli Hosmer, one
of New York's esteemed censors:
"Some foreign countries that are rehabilitating and want their women to work will not
permit our motion pictures to be shown there,"
she said.

"Too many women are screened

reclining

on

couch or otherwise reading a book and

a

munching chocolates or waiting

for a chauffeur

an automobile ride.
"This is misrepresenting the .'\merican
Such
people, for we are a working nation.
scenes should be censored.''
for

Lord and Lady Mountbatten are
great film enthusiasts. They were entertained in and guided about HollyThey
wood by Charles Chaplin.
of
any instance
failed to report
immorality in Hollywood; in fact,
Lord Louis said there was nothing
"even risque."
Hollywood disappoints so many
people, apparently.
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PI ays
and

Players
you keep up with
these columns you will
know more about film
If

folks

than they know
themselves

By
Cal York
WdUij, caught in the act of "coming back." After his hreakdoimi several months ago, he
vent off to the mountains accompanied onh/ hij Dorothij Daren/port Reid and his trainer,
Teddy Hayes, and there he rested and devoted his days to getting himself into condition

TKENE

CASTLT;

tell

fiom her horse and

-'fractured her shoulder.
Irene Castle refused to dance her butterfly
and other dances when the censors of Providence, Rhode Island, objected to her appearing
without tights. Tights, says Irene, are or is?

— not

—

art.

Irene Castle narrowly escaped serious injury
collided with a steam roller
between Syracuse and Ithaca.
Irene Castle is now dancing in Shubcrt
vaudeville on Broadway.
Of course it is perfectly horrid of them to
say so; but we ha\e heard people comment
that the lovely Irene is not so much in demand
That, in
professionally- as she used to be.
fact, she is seeking engagements instead of
engagements seeking her. But we don't
know how true it is.

when her motor

CHARLES CHAPLIN,

director.

You knew he directed his own pictures.
But now he is doing something different
drama. And he's not directing himself, but his
former leading woman, Edna Purviance.

—

.\s a reward for her faithful services as his
blonde foil in all his comedies, Charlie let Edna
make her own pictures; and volunteered his

services as director for the first of the series.
Edna Pun, iance's first starring story is said
to be based on the life of Peggy Hopkins. The

A

lifir

way

of fooling the public

liiis

been

by director Henuberry and
cameraman Miller.
Not wishing to
have half of Manhattan follow them
around Central Park while they were

discovered

shooting .scenes for Jack Holt's "Making
a Man," they concealed the camera. It
might be a custom-built pxtsh cart, or a

hurdy-gurdy,

70

or almost

any

old

thing

international beauty visited Hollywood and
was seen much with Charles Chaplin, who is
directing Edna's picture, and is reported to
have related to the comedian the stOrj- of her
eventful carreer.

OEEMS

a shame to

'-'Blythe; but

it's

tell this one on Betty
really too good to keep,

Betty went to a party with her husband,
Paul Scardon. It was given in an Italian
restaurant in Xew York; and Betty was, as

In the
of it.
a bo)i mot, the
l)cautiful statuesque star took
Suddenly a
a bite of bread.
minute object shot across the
table.
Betty groaned, '"My
tooth!"
She'd been having some
dental work done, you see; and
>hould never have tried to eat
liny hard bread that evening.
And to make matters worse,
-he saw the humor of it and
She tried to
had to laugh.
-top and only laughed harder.
Lovely Betty in her gorgeous
\ ening
gown, with a front
tooth missing! Not to quote
Siivoy and Brennan at all,
but you should have been
u-uul, the
middle of

life

I

—

there!

WILL' ROGERS

said once
after wearing the tights
that helped to make perfect
}iis
part in "Doubling for
liomeo," that he's always
known that Flo Zeigfeld hadn't
put him in the Follies on ac.

ount of his

face.

mark must

That classic
had its

have

Tect on other heroes of the
-creen for everj'body's doing
Wearing tights
it, nowadays.

—

and

be-ribboned

panties,
!Mvers in "Robinson
Crusoe." 'Bert Lytell in "To
llarrj'

Have and To Hold." Doug
"Robin Hood" and Guy
Bates Post in "Omar, the Tent-

ia

maker." To say nothing of
Uodolph Valentino in "The
^ oung Rajah."

THEY

do say, speaking of
that

tights,

Doug

was

especially
fussy about his.
\\iiile filming "Rol)in Hood"
he had reels and reels made of

Hundreds and thoulegs.
sands of celluloid feet of jumping legs and running legs and
walking legs and leaping legs
and just legs, .^nd whenever
a wrinkle showed it meant a
new job for the tight-maker.
liis

UntU, at last, a perfect pair
was achieved. We wonder if
the shade of old Robin Hood
who didn't even care, in his
secluded greenwood, whether
he wore them or went tightless
stood on the side lines
and laughed?

—

A

recent meeting of

like

Neither did we until two obserA-ing flappers
watching "Trifling Women" and Barbara,
thus:

"There; hou> doesn't she look exactly
Betty Blythe?"

like

"Why, in that scene her nose is more like
Gloria Swanson's."
"There's something about her that reminds
me of Bebe Daniels."
"But just then she looked like Xorma
Talmadge."

7"H1LE press agents

are usually enthuregard to the new born children
of stars, friends are apt to be brutallj' frank.
At least a certain lady friend of the Keaton
family was when she was presented, for the
first time, to Buster's son and heir.
Small
Joseph was crj'ing, with his face screwed up
into a terrible pucker.
And the lady friend
took just one look. "Sure it's alive, Buster,"
she said, as she retreated from the room, "but
I ask you
what is it?"

"V\

Harold Lloyd's home,

TS Constance Talmadge

the

to

wed Irving

Berlin,

famous song writer and author of a
hundred or so million-copy hits since ".Alexander's Rag Time Band"?
So rumor goes,
although the thing is denied in the Talmadge
offices.
Berlin was a suitor for Connie's hand
way back in the days when his rival was Dick
Barthelmess, then unwed. But Connie rejected them both to wed John Pialagou.
Berlin is said to be very wealthy.
For one

-*-the

thing he

is

the guiding spirit of Ir\-ing Berlin's

Music Box Theater

in

Xew

York, which

last

season broke all records for box office receipts.
The revue there averaged around ,*;3o,ooo a
week all season.

siastic in

—

at

May McAvoy

you noticed how much Barbara
H.WE
ever\-body else?
La !Marr looks

commented

"Our Club," composed

of the exclusive ijoiinger acting set of Holh/vood,
comedian being the one Holhjwood male of whom all
the girls unconditionally approve.
Reading, in the accepted manner, from left to right
(top row): Lillian Rich, Lois Wilson. Vola Vale; Gloria Hope, Helen Fergusoti, Claire
Adams; Virginia Fox, Harold, Patsn Ruth Miller; Edna Murphy, Mildred Davis and

was held

ECEXT

changes within the ranks of First
-'-^Xational Pictures, Inc., are likely to affect
the future distribution of the Talmadge and
Keaton pictures. J. D. Williams has resigned
as general manager and has been succeeded
by Richard .\. Row-land, former president of
Metro. Williams is organizing his own company and it is said will handle the distribution
of the Joseph Schenck productions, including
the Talmadge and Keaton films, after the

"D

expiration of present arrangements with First
Xational. With Rowland at its head, First

be planning to make its
Heretofore, it has been
productions.
merely' a releasing organization for products
from various studios.
X'^ational is said to

own

IF

rumors

may

be believed, there

is

con-

waning to the popularity of Constance Talmadge and some slight drop in
Norma's vogue. Xorma's last, "The Eternal
Flame," has not been doing very well, it is
said.
Maj'be, Mama Talmadge, known to
her friends as "Peg," has chosen an insiderable

auspicious
daughters.
form as

moment to write a stor>' of her
The storj' is to appear in book
"The Talmadge Sisters." Mrs.

in her foreword says: "Perhaps it
would have been more appropriate if someone
other than I, the mother, had undertaken to
write a book of this kind, yet I do not believe
that it is possible for anyone, no matter

Talmadge

closely associated with my daughters, to
present the subject with the deep knowledge
and understanding that I have gained in the
many years of careful observation of every

how

71

step of their mental, physical and arti?tic

development with an interest so deep and
intense that surely only a mother can feel."
Perhaps this is the reason why two professional
writers were called in to do the book.
The
first version was considered weak and a well
known writer to fan magazines is now revising
the "personal" storj' of "Peg. "
Oh, well.
.

T^OUGLAS Maclean
-•-^term contract to
Associated E.-chihitors.

.

has signed a long

make

pictures for the

"When do we start shooting?" asked Lloyd
Ingraham, who is to be the comedian's director.
"In about thirty daj's," said Doug, carelessly.

"H— mm,"

said Ingraham, "well, by that
time I'll have been buried about nine days, I
should think. I've been waiting for you to
start this picture for six months, and I've got
just six dollars and ninety cents left, so I
should say the funeral would be in about
twent3'-one days, shouldn't you?"
Whereupon we naturally suppose Mr.
MacLean told the director his salary would
start at once.
Bogart Rogers is to be general manager of
the MacLean productions.
Mr. and Mrs. MacLean are occupying their
spare time with the construction of a beautiful

home in Beverly

Hills.

CONRAD NAGEL

electrified Hollywood
tremendous vote of esteem and
admiration,when one Sunday morning recently,
he delivered a lecture in the Ambassador
Theater on the subject, "What Religion has

and won

a

Done for Me."
The theater was packed and

the large and
cosmopolitan audience listened enraptured to
the hour's talk which Conrad gave.
"It was perfectly marvelous," said someone
who attended, "I never heard such manly
sincerity and such convincing arguments in

my

life."

ADAM'S RIB."
Can you imagine that?

—

It

is

it

really

is

— the

the new Cecil
nearing comple-

title for

deMille production which

is

tion.

came

as a terrible jolt to Hollywood, that
women are terrifically annoyed
and all the men are quietly chuckling. And
everyone is talking about it. Which, of
course, is exactly what C. B. intended when
It

All the

title.

he chose
"K X"

it.

AE BUSCH won her divorce

'''MacDonald

recently

from Francis

on the grounds

of

desertion.

And now the open and ardent devotion of
Rod La Roque, who is in Hollywood as Mae
Murray's leading man, is leading to much
discussion as to whether Miss Busch will continue to enjoy her freedom or will again become
a bride as soon as her year is up.

"LJ-VVE you heard Will Rogers' latest?
-^"I see where Goldwyn is doing 'The
Christian,' " he remarked.

the

And

"Well,

it

won't be

time."

first

referring

to

the blaze of

"

Broadway

"When Knighthood Was
— " Looks more
When Electricity

electrics heralding

in

Flower
like
Is in Power' to me," says Will.
"Everj' time Griffith makes a picture he
puts the industry ahead five years," he went
on, "and every time I make a picture I put
it back five years, so it evens things up."
'

Paramount has

ELLIOTT DEXTER
Nina Untermeyer,

is

to be married soon

a current report is
to be believed.
Rumors that they are alreadj'
married have been denied. Mrs. Untermeyer
is the ex-wife of .\lvin Untermeyer, son of the
noted lawyer of New York. She obtained her
interlocutory decree of divorce a year ago.
Dexter is making pictures in California and
Mrs. Untermeyer is also living in the west.
to

just imported Charles de

Rochefort, whose

if

Roche,

name

ot'er

here is to be

"Valentino's successor."
fdm fans accept himf Is it possible
to select a "successor" to anyone?
Time
alone can tell whether or not the six-foot
French giant is making his trip in vain
to

be

V\ THERE

has

Wm

J.

Warren Kerrigan been

for

Worrj' over his whereabouts can now be dismissed, however, for
he is one of the pla3-ers in the Famous
Players-Lasky production of "The Covered
Wagon," directed bj' James Cruze. Once
the center of a big legal combat for hiservices, J. Warren is now merely an unthe last years?

The movies do mo\c

featured film actor.
in

wondrous ways

their

wonders to perform

THE

photoplay took a mighty stride for
ward when William Fox held a prize con-

test recently to get a new title for his film
first released as "A Little Child Shall Lead

went to a Bronx woman
"\Mio .Are My Parents?"'
Some one has suggested that Mr. Fox change

Them." The

prize

for her suggestion of

the title of his forthcoming visualization of
"If Winter Comes" to "\Miere Is

My

Wandering Autumn?"

KITTY GORDON

has,

you might

say.

turned her priceless back on the stage
and, as Lad)' Beresford, has opened a Fifth
.Avenue beautj- shop. With her in the new
venture Ls her pretty blonde daughter Vera.
Of late Kitty has not been what you'd call
a sensation in vaudeville; but when she took
the august name of Beresford into trade she

won
The

the attention an)' beauty craves.
is a genial soul if a trifle
temperamental; and her beauty shop looks
as if it might be a success.
all

stately Kitty

XyT.KRTHA MANSFIELD was
'•''Njf a big scene

the other

camera didn't catch.
She was working in a

As soon

as he learns

New Rochelle studio

to ride this, he'll

moxmted on a rnore

And that icill

the heroine

day that the

be

energetic animal.

suit 'Dobe Carey down, in a
7nanner of speaking, to the ground. Of
course his name is really Harry Jr., but
dad christened him 'Dobe despiJe Mrs.
Carey's strenuous objections
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depends the legal {xjint as to whether Kornblum's desertion is of long enough duration
to give his wife her freedom.

p\OUGLAS FAIRBANKS got a

lot of rather
-'—'disagreeable publicity by attempting to
demonstrate his skill at archery or rather his
lack of it, on the roof of the Rit/.-Carlton,
where the Fairbankses stay when they are in
New York. A misdirected arrow hit a tailor
standing in the window of his shop on Second

Avenue.
The arrow incident gave Will Rogers a
chance for a little gentle spoofing. "If it
was mc," he told his audiences at the Follies,
"they'd call it bow and arrow shootin' but when

Doug does it, it's archerj-," said Will. "On
account of salary, y'know.
Anyway, Doug
fired at the Ritz and hit a man on Second
A\ enue. I suggest that he stand on the roof
of (iimbel's and try to hit the Pennsylvania
station."

and T'ola Negri.
Yes, really, that's the latest.
The only man in Hollywood who sfems
to have won a place in Pola's affections is
the great comedian. They met in Berlin
some time ago and since Pola's arrival in
HollJ'^vood thej^ have cemented their friendship.

To a screen star she said, wistfullj', "All
these girls in your Hollywood
they all lofc
Charlie, is it so?"
The other star laughed, "Oh, I wouldn't
exactly say that. Charlie's a wonderful
fellow, but he isn't exactly a heartbreaker."
'"Oh?" said ^Miss Negri, "(Jh, yes, but he is.
He is grand. All these girls, they must lofe

—

now turned over to Charles de
Roche.
Which appeals to you most/
The Latin lover, as depicted by Rodolph,
or the French lover, as done in Carpentier
style by de Roche?
Cavalier,"

him much."

r. after a

serious illness that kc])t

'-'him confined to his bed for several weeks, is
up and around again. 1 he doctor has allowed
him to stroll around the grounds of his Hollywood home and Bill says lie is beginning to
himself again.
yet Mrs. Winifred Westovcr Hart hasn't
filed suit for divorce but her attorneys declare
that as soon as she is a little stronger the proceedings will begin.
Bill expects to start making |)ictures again
before very long and is busy looking up stories
and writing a few of his own.
feel like
.As

Bill the First is said to have settled Sicca
week on Mrs. Sue Westovcr, as well as the
hundred thousand apiece on Winifred and the
baby. 'J"he child is a well and plump and
happy infant.
Bj- the way, we haven't met a soul yet who

believes those talcs about

man

Hill

being a cave-

husband.

•T^HERE was an odd Hash of temperament
'at the opening of "Douglas Fairbanks in

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

Rodolph Valentino was originally to have
played the leading role in " The Spanish

"DILL IL\R

Robin Hood," a t1ash that seemingly went
by the big audience. Mme.
Nazimova and her husband, Charles Brjant,
were among the early arrivals. They went
to an upper box on the right hand side of the
unnoticed

Lyric theater. .\ little later the \'alentino
party, including Natacha Rambova, arrived
and took seats in a box directly below that of

Mme. Nazimova.

Ten seconds later Mme.
Nazimova was seen coming rapidly down

with IMonsieur Brjant. Alia led the
box directly opposite that of
Right here
Valentino, where she took seats.
it
might be noted that IMmc. RambovaValentino must have felt the chill of- AUa's
gaze across the theater.
CONTINUED ON P.\GE 8o
stairs

way

to a lower

[

]

when an

electrician slipped and fell fifty
girder. ^Martha pushed forward
step-ladder wliich, althou^ not long

feet

a

from a

enough

to reach the girder, served to
break the electrician's fall. He sustained
a broken leg and nose, but he might have
been killed if Martha hadn't thought
quickly and clearly.

TT wasn't

so long ago that she was just an
Pickford's company, taking
scenes on location at !Marblehead, Mass.,
for "The Pride of the Clan."
Now Leatrice Joj- is the featured player
in "Java Head'' and she's just back from
a Massachusetts location near the scene
of her first efforts.
•e.xtra in

Mary

PUGENE

O'BRIEN will smile his
-'-'crooked smile and shake his curly
locks now, fortunately, grown in again
before stage audiences instead of screen
from now on.
He returns to the speakies in "Steve."

—

'We'll tell
it

you more about

it

next

month

hasn't opened yet.

r^ARMEL MYERS is suing her husband,
'one song-writer
divorce.

named Kornblum,

for

There seem to be numerous technical
theway, for according toMiss
Myers her husband left her, returned at
her request, and then left her again.
The judge is now trying to determine
whether it counts the first time if you leave
a wife, or whether you have to give hubby
credit for his return.to the fold, and on.this
difficulties in

Pause to observe Betty Compson, caught
on the Honolulu beach while she ivas in
Hawaii doing "The White Flower."
Also note the lucky Waikiki boys with
the

surf

Lucky

boards

lads!

in

the

background.

Romance imported

the land of

into

romance
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The Man

Who

Spent

MiUion

a

By

Delight Evans

The program

tells

you that over

a

million was spent on the production; how
many extras appeared in the pageant, and
how many yards of gold cloth were used
to make Mary's gowns. But the program
can't tell you the actual story of the filming of "Knighthood." Only Vignola can
do that.
He has just one thought, he says, about
directing.
It is, "Before a director can
learn to control thousands of people and
big stars and big scenes, he must first
learn to control himself."
\ ignola is known, in the studios, as the
sanest and least temperamental of all
celluloid creators.
He has infinite patience.

He

actors

want

has one quality which makes
to work for him: consid-

eration.

"Knighthood" took three months and a half actual
If you have a mind which revels in statisshooting.
tics,

the fact that the expenses ran from six to eight
interest you.
If doesn't

hundred dollars an hour majinterest us.

Now, he has gone away. Away from it
tour of the world.
Robert G. Vigunh, hnriini completed "When Knighthood
Whs in Floicer," has soiled axvay for a tour of the vorld.
Inddcntalhi, he nnll I'isit his home town in Itahj

visit X'enice

and Hawaii.
taking a

and

home-town in

cameraman

country he

visits,

along.

He wants

for future use

[

has a rival.
America, a director
who knows just as much about
the private lives of kings and
princesses, who can reincarnate royalty
well nigh as ably and accurately as the
creator of "Passion."
Robert G. Vignola. "When Knighthood was in Flower" ranks with the most
entertaining photoplays ever made. As a
record of historical happenings it equals
anything the Continentals have done.
As humanizers of history American
directors are not so very apt. They can
give us gorgcousness, but they can't convince us we are really in Rome, -or Paris,
wherever. And they persist
or London
in tangling themselves up with causes.

—

All American historical films have had
causes. They interfere with the romance,
they have a way of interrupting precious

moments, they make it all very grand,
and very gloomy. But there have to be
causes. There isn't any moral in "Knight
hood." unless it is that good little princesses always get their own way. Consequently " Knighthood" entertains. And
for this you'll agree, perhaps, that director
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he

will

to get scenes in every

continued on page 97

'J'here is, in

A

left for a

Italy,

HERR LUBITSCH

Vignola should be permanently pedestaled.
In case you are uneasy about awarding
the laurels to an American, we hasten to
reassure you. Vignola is not an .\merican
at all
He was born in Italy.

He's

and China and India
a vacation, but being a good director he is

his

It's

all.

He will be gone for some months; and

glimpse of Vignola directing "KTiighthood'

]

Deep Sea
Drama

Here is Lulu McGrath,
who risked her hfe diving
again and again into the
gardens of the sea all for
As far as we
a picture.
know she is the only bathing beauty on record to

—

get her

low

swim suit

—A

wet.

Be-

close-Jip of the

villain of the piece

—far

more terrifying than any
you ever saw of Walter

Long

One

cf the most thrilling photoplays ever made has no plot, no
storm scene, and no moral
unless it be that good little divers
ahoays come up again. J. E.

—

Williamson's "Wonders of the

Sea"

is a two-reel record of the
adventures of two intrepid divers
and one fair swimmer under
sea.
Williamson, originator of
deep sea photography, perfected
the invention sketched at the
right
a collapsible shaft which

—

moves

slightly

ivith

the

crater,

with a bell at the bottom, protected by heavy glass, in which
the

cameraman

sits;

and he

employs slow motion photography for the first time in submarine screen history. A shark
plays a leading role
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The Lowly Movies Win

Stage Laurel

The films hare contributed the two big personal
hits of the stage

year.

Glenn
Hunter in " Merton of
the Movies," the other
by James Kirkwood in

One was scored

bi/

"The

This last

Fool."

served to jyrorc just how
an actor is
sterling

Kirkwood.

In "The Fool" Kirkwood plays a dreamer
who .se<s out to live as

He has

been so long in films
that we had forgotten his
golden voice. Surely
there is no one in "the

speakies"

who has

Christ would live if

He

were alive in, 1923. The
Christ-life loses the

the

young dreamer his posi-

mellow and finely
modulated voice of

tion as rector of a smart
church but, in the end,

Kirkwood

he finds satisfaction and

comfort in the happiness he has brought info
ike world

Here are two views
of Kir k wood as
Daniel Gilchrist in
"The Fool." The
little cripple in the
adjoining picture is

played by Sara
Sothern
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—

Get

Out
Your
Maps!
And

look up Buango.

Never heard of

it?

Neither did we.

But

it's

destined for

immortahty

THE

Mexican town

—

of

Buango was the

birthplace on February 6,
exact of Ramon Navarro.

—

1899, to be

He was Ramon Samaniegos then. His
parents were Spanish. Samaniegos was an excelBut people didn't
lent name, you understand.
take to it somehow. The few who could pronounce

didn't have time.
to do something.

it

Ramon

It

was

clearly

He changed

up to
it

to

Navarro.
Like Valentino, his predecessor, Navarro was
a dancer one of the INIarion Morgan compan\'
before he came to Ingram's attention.
"The

—

Prisoner of Zenda" established him as the latest
and most graceful exponent of the gentle art of
screen amour; and you will recognize in the
picture above his Ivan dc Maiipin of "Trifling

Women." His
.

also for

next will be

"The Passion Vine,"

Ingram.

Now, the sub-debs of America speak his name
softly
for they can pronounce it with ease; and
as for his birthplace, they mention it in awed

—

accents.

"Buango!" they

thrill;

"he was born

there!"
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How
Is

Film

Made

At

page is the battery of enclosed coating machines
George Eastman plant, Kodak Park, in Rochester, where
most of the u-orld's fdni is made.
This battery of machines
coats the base sheets with sensitire solution.
At Kodak Park
cotton is first cleaned and made soluble by nitrating machines
and then passed into vats to be thoroughly washed. After that
a thick honey-like substance, called "dope," is added. This
solution is then transformed into transparent sheets 314 ffct
ivide and 3-lOOOths of an inch thick.
This is the film base.
It is then a simple matter to coat the .sheets with light .sensitire
cnndsion, slit into standard widths, perforate, and reel the film
The 1-50.000 miles of film manufactured
for photoplay making.
annually at Kodak Park requires three tons of pure silver bullion
a week. Note the bullion awaiting its turn in the Kodak Park,
Kodak Park is the world's second largest user of
safe beloto.
pure .silver b)dlion.
Uncle Sam aiui his Treasury come fir.st
the top of the

at the

of film would wrap around Mother Earth
This represents l'>0,000 miles of celluloid, most of

The annual production
six times.

which goes into the making of the world's photoplays.
The
abore .fcene, with its huge globe, iras built to risualizr the.'ic facts
in a .thort motion picture, entitled "A Trip Through Filmland"
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Pretty well-kepl hands
How you can have them
OT

every woman has that flawless
beauty of face which artists long to paint.
But every woman can have attractive
hands
hands that are pleasant to look
The kind of hands that
at, and touch.

—

men

fastidious

among

love to watch

the

tea things, or fluttering about in other

dainty feminine tasks.

You can have hands like this, even
though you have not developed their full
beauty in the past.
Just a few Cutex
manicures, and you will note an amazing
change.

That

because

is

Cutex

manicuring

keeps your hands so perfectly groomed
your nails beautifully shaped and pol-

from ragged

ished, the cuticle free

edges,

hangnails, and all discoloration.

And

it is

so magically quick

dip an orange-wood stick

!

You

just

wrapped with

cotton

in

Cutex Cuticle Remover

(a

cleansing, antiseptic liquid developed by

Science for the care of the nails), work
it under the nail tips and around the base
of the nails, gently pressing back the
cuticle.

Then,

rinse the finger tips in

water, and wipe off the loosened flakes
of dead skin and surplus cuticle.
Every
trace of stain will be gone from the nails,
the cuticle will be prettily curved, smooth,
lovely and unbroken.

Then

— for the Polish

In the Cutex Polishes, you have choice of
five
the cake, stick, paste, powder and
liquid forms, all giving a brilliant and
lasting lustre.
The new Powder Polish is
practically instantaneous. Just a few strokes
of the nails across the palm give you a
dazzling finish which is as quickly renewed.
The new Cutex Liquid Polish dries instantly
and leaves a delicately tinted lustre that lasts

—

a

week.

Cutex
EVERYTHING FOR THE MANICURE

Don't Cut the Cuticle

Never trim the
come from

Infections
cuts made
by scissors that penetrate to living
tissue.
The Cutex way of manicuring is the safe way.
Cutex
Cuticle Remover loosens adhering
cuticle from the nails, frees them
often

cuticle.

the

little

from hangnails, and surplus cuticle.
Endorsed by doctors and nurses.

Recommended by beauty

experts.

Send for Miniature Set

-only

12 cents

out the coupon lielotv, and mail it •with 12c in coins or
stamps for attractive Miniature Set containing trial sizes of Cutex
Cuticle Remover, Cutex Poivder Polish, Cutex Liquid Polish,
Cutex Cuticle Cream, emery board, and manicure stick. Address
_
Fill

Northam Warren, 114 West 17th Street,
ountain
Canada, Dept. Q-J, 200

M

live in

New
St,,

York, or,
Montreal.

if

you

Price 35c,

Northam Warren, Dept. Q-l.
Makers of Cutex
114 West 17th Street, New York City

Five-minute

Set, $1.00

—

in

orange

stick

full

enclose 12c

containing

size

Street
(or P. O.

Box).

package, with

and package of emery

City

boards.
Wlien you write to advertisers please mention

PnOTOPiAT MAGAZINE.

in

enough

CUTEX for six mani-

cures.

This new Cutex Set brings you the
manicuring essentials, all together
in the handiest form
Cutex Cuticle
Remover, Powder Polish, Liquid
Polish,

/

stamps or coins for
new Miniature Set

State..

LEAVE

Doug to do things on a scale a little
than anybody else.
He had not only one premier of "Robin Hood."
but two! One began at the conventional eight
thirty; the other was a midnight show for profesit

to

bit larger

who

couldn't make the first one.
it
or they made all the other film
nights on Broadway look like the opening of

sionals

Anyway,
first

—

—

the Bijou Dream in Hetch Hetchy, Cal. Although
the traffic cops had been warned beforehand that
there might be a slight crowd, they couldn t begin
to regulate the mobs \\hich swarmed Forty- Second
Street and effectually tied up traffic for an hour.
There has never been such a demonstration in the
history of the theater. No "legitimate" star ever
had such an ovation. It wasn't just for Doug and

Mary; it was for Kodolph and Tommy and Bebe
and John Barrymore and all the other celebrities
present.

Tommy

Meighan was

completelj' surrounded by
tried to kiss him, much
X'alentino smashed a few
to Tommy's chagrin.
extra hearts when he went out of his way to help a
poor little flapper out of the mob which \\ as crushing
her. Carol Dempster, Xazimova, Lila Lee and Dick

adoring women, one of

whom

and Mary Barlhelmess were

there.

And afterwards almost the whole audience dashed
over to the Monte Carlo, a new supper club where
the Dolly Sisters dance. Adolph and Mrs. Zukor
entertained several of Paramount 's stars. EveryEthel
where you looked you saw a celebrity.
Barrjnmore; Dorothy Dalton; Seena Owen; James
Kirkvvood; the !Meighans; the Valentinos. This was
the real "One Exciting Night."
the questions that are agitating the
OXE
the Hollyrocking chair brigade on the porch
of

of

wood Hotel

now

"Why

did Pegg>- Joyce
"
leave Los Angeles and HoUj'wood, so sudden-Uke?
When Peggy arrived, it seemed that she was
going to stay with us quite a while. She settled
down, talked about building theaters, bought a car,
and declared she loved Holl\-\\ood.
Then, swiftly, she shook the dust of the Boule\ard from her tiny feet and disappeared, ^\ith her
nose in the air.
And, they do say, it was all because the women

at
( CONTINUED FROM PAGE
73 ]
nights of photoplays on Broadwaj' are
becoming the only thing, my dears. No matter
what kind of a picture it is, it simply has to have a
Broadway premier.
Griffith's "One Exciting Night" attracted Theda
Bara, Lois Weber, Mabel Normand, Signor
Rodolpho and, strangely enough, Mr. Griffith

"pIRST

himself.

"our

He made

his fifth

annual speech about

He ended

it by saying that,
of his cast were scattered about, one
in California, another somewhere else, and so on, he
would thank the audience in their behalf. There
was Carol Dempster, the heroine, sitting in the
right stage box, too.

as the

little

picture."

members

And

she looked very lovely.
believes in special theaters and to prove
it he has presented the following pictures on Broadway: "The Town that Forgot God," "Monte
Cristo," "A Little Child Shall Lead Them"
little child that didn't lead them very long; and

Mr. Fox

—

"The

Village Blacksmith."

Mr. Selznick sent out handsome engraved cards
inviting friends to come and see "One Week of
Love" with dancing at the Ritz Carlton grand
ballroom.
They begin at the Ritz and end on Second
Avenue, as some heartless person put it.

Victor Potel and Louise Fazenda in an unconventional scene from Metro's coming production "Quincy Adams Sawyer." Something
tricky in open plumbing, we might say

80

is,

motion picture profession headed b}' Mary
Pickford and following her example, weren't as
cordial and nice to the famous heartbreaker as she
thought they ought to be.
It is even hinted that when Charlie Chaplin took
Miss Joyce to Pickfair, to present her to Marv', the
butler brought word that ]Mrs. Fairbanks "was not
of the

George Melford isn't nn actor, airy more, but when he is considering the "big
part" of a picture that he is to direct he's apt to resort to the grease paint and the
Just so he can get the spirit of the thing!
false whiskers.

right

home."

—
Photoplay Magazine

Each

tiight

your skin needs a thorough

The kind
.

skin can be always lovely unless
kept really clean.

To have

cleansing.

Ahcays use

tite

8i

cream with just enough oil

of cream for
a thorough cleansing

No

softness

—Advertising Section

is

it

skin with lovely transparency,

and smoothness, you must give

it

a

difficult to

work

in,

and when once

in the

pores have a tendency to remain and stretch
them. The cream that meets all the requirements for a thorough cleansing is Pond's

Cold Cream.

thorough cleansing every night.

Ordinary washing is not enough. It cannot reach the fine particles of dirt that bore
deep into the pores. If this dirt is allowed
to remain your skin becomes dull looking
it loses its lovely transparency. For a thorough cleansing your face needs a cream; and
its choice is all important.

Only a cream made with oil can reach the
deepest dirt. There must he just enough oil
to remove every particle of dirt
not a drop
more because creams with too much oil overload the pores and make the skin greasv. It
must not be stiff because stiff creams are

—

Start using this cream tonight

Wash your

Then smooth in Pond's
face first.
Cold Cream. In a minute it works its way deep
into your pores and out again bringing every bit
of dirt and powder with it. Wipe it off on a soft
towel or bit of cloth. The grime will astonish you.
For daytime uses your skin needs another
cream a very different one Pond's Vanishing
Cream. It is perfect as a foundation for powder.

—

—

Both these creams are so delicate in texture
Neither contains
they cannot clog the pores.
anything that can promote the growth of hair.
The Pond's Extract Co., New York.

GENEROUS TUBES— MAIL COUPON TODAY

PONDS
Qold.

Poxd's Extract Co.,
127 Hudson St., New York.

Qrwm

i

for cleansing

Ten cents (10c.) is enclosed for your special introductory tubes of the two creams every normal skin
needs
enough of each cream for two weeks' ordinary

—

toilet uses.

Crexun
to hold the poivdcr

Citv

When you

wTite to advertisers

ple.-ise

meution
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State

—
leaned over the side and observed

the

enormous crowd

of natives, in gala array,
showering flowers and cheering wildly, who
always come down to meet the steamers.

"What do you theenk o' that." said Bull,
with a broad grin, "I deedn't theenk they
know old Bool so well o\er here. I guess
they know me everywhere, eh?"

^^XE

of the interesting men in motion
^^pictures is the director who makes the
most conspicuous "home and mother" pictures.

He

is

known

for directing only the

sweet, clean, wholesome

home

stufif.

He

has never made an immoral picture. He
produces good .\merican family films and
He is the most cordially detested person
aljout the studio where he works.
His actors hate him. He is petty and
picking and mean. His staff walks out at
least once a week, and his long suffering
assistant has to go and get them back
again.

He will present for your screen inspection a touching close-up of a little child
crying its little heart out. The child is so
scared of the director that she's in hysterics.
He isn't a bad man. Xo one knows anything against him; his morals are immaculate.

A

C0:MEDY

-'*-Lloyd
morning.

Martin Johnson 7iot only photographed the picturesque South Sea Islanders; he
brought back the films for the subjects to see. Something like adding insult to
injury. Wonder what they said; wonder if they irere shocked at their own savagery;
wonder if they laughed ivish they'd turn around!

—

But he has a small

lot

soul.

on the Harold
having a dreadful

director

was

He had a mob of extras and everj-thing
that could possibly go wrong with lights,
cameras, people and sets had gone wrong.
.\fter about the tenth mishap, a very old
colored woman who was in the gang of
e.xtras turned to her neighbor and said
seriously, "I should think that young

On the heels of this, other coveted invitations
didn't llutter to her door as she had hoped
so,
Paris called and Peggy left us all flat.

—

T^HIXGS

have certainly perked up a lot on the
Hawaiian Isles since Betty Compson went over

there.

They say the social life of Honolulu was a veritable dash from the moment of her arrival. Everyone wanted to entertain her and party followed
party with the lovely star as the guest of honor.
But the real climax occurred when j-oung Walter
IMorosco, to whom Betty's engagement has been
variously rumored and denied, arrived. Bettj' went
down to meet the boat, climbed the gangplank, after
much excited waiting, and rushed into young
]Morosco's arms.
"There's a mighty good friend of mine coming on
this boat," Betty told the group of admiring friends
who attended her, "I can hardly wait to see him."
Which all goes to prove that Walter may know
more about

it than anyone else when he calmly says,
"I'd rather not say anything about marriage yet."

—

A LETTER
*^Honolulu,

from Betty Compson, postmarked
reveals the following tragic facts:

"The greatest difficulty we have," writes the star
who is making "The White Flower" on the Beach
at Waikiki,

"is getting the natives to undress.
Naturally we wanted them all in native costume, or
rather lack of it, but they consider making a picture
a festival and they insist on putting on all their
wardrobe, including such details as derby hats and
mother-hubbards. The men are easier to persuade
than tlie women, but when you tell them you want
them merely in a loin cloth they insist on leaving a
suit of knit

underwear on under

it.

Which

isn't so

good. One old chap who sells newspapers in front
of our hotel finally consented to disrobe and then
came over and nearly knocked me down by admitting that for ten dollars more he would dispense with
the loin cloth."

SPEAKIXG

of Honolulu reminds us of one on
Bull Montana.
Bull went over to the beautiful Pearl of the

Pacific.

As the boat drew up

82

Miss Dorothy Manners, former debutante and shining light of Milwaukee
the screen's most charming decorations.
She got her dramatic
in a mid-west stock company, and came to the motion pictures ina Broadtcay

T/iis is

society

to the dock at Honolulu, Bull

start

— now one of
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Your
Life Story
Is

Worth $500
$2000?

or
MOTION
$500
stories

$2000 and rarely
And yet their demands

offer less than

picture producers pay as high as

for original screen stories.

cannot be supplied.

In the last few months newspapers and film companies have offered more than
in scenario contest prizes, all to secure new stories and encourage new
screen writers.

$50,000

And your life probably holds many incidents which would form the basis for
stones worth telling
and selling.
^

—

A

a

school teacher;

Chicago society matron;

a

Pennsylvania newspaper reporter an
underpaid office man in Utah a prisoner in the Arizona State Penitentiary are a few of the many who have
;

sold their stories at

handsome

Phenomenal

The

Chicago Daily News contest, and all
amounting to $5,000, in the
J. Parker Read, Jr. competition were
awarded to new writers trained by the
Palmer Photoplay Corporation, which is
conducting this search by means of the
three prizes,

become studio staff writers, or won
sums on scenario contests.

big

All were discovered by a photoplay corporation which searched for
undeveloped screen writing talent
through a novel questionnaire test.
You have the same opportunity that
they had, and grasped.

Palmer Questionnaire.
These facts have been conclusively
proved: (1)
all

HH.

—No

Cost

and
does prove
sends for

enough to
Highly

structor in

in-

short-story writing at Northwestern University, he hit upon the idea
COPYRIGHT.

1922.

can
Questionnaire

the

free

man

or

woman who

whether he or she has
warrant development.

it

ability

self-examination is
You apply
home.
hold your

useful, this

it

in

your

own

We

record absolutely confidential, tell you
frankly what your test shows and give
reasons for our opinion.

$1000 and

is

With Malcolm McLean, formerly

to

not at
write Sce-

ability,

this

We

will pay generously.
act as the
greatest sales outlet for screen stories of
all kinds.

And money rewards are not all, for
hundreds of Palmer students are using
this stimulating course, not with a view to
becoming professional screen writers, but
to develop that invaluable asset. Creative
Imagination.

For Creative Imagination, properly developed by those endowed with it, lifts
men and women to lofty heights, whatever
their fields

be.

it is worth a two-cent stamp to
these vital facts about yourself.
There's no other cost and no obligation.

Surely

coupon for the Palmer Questo your own satisfaction, this question whiqh relates so
vitally to your future course in life.
Undreamed success may lie beyond the discoveries this Questionnaire will make.
Send the
tionnaire.

Answer now,

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Department oj ILducaliun,
Palmer Building.
Hollywood, Calif.

Royalties

And under our new plan we offer to
new writers trained in our Educational
Department whose

stories are acceptable
productions a minimum of $1000

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
write to advertisers please mention

may

know

as well as
instructs, through a thoroughly tested
home-study course, in the writing of them.

When you

is

ability.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
THE
now produces photoplays

for our

You?

for you to answer whether or not
you will fit yourself for these rewards,
providing, of course, you have the inherent

We Offer

VAN LOAN,

scenarist,

(2)

who do

people

intensely interesting as well.

Obligation

the well-known
responsible for the invention of the novel questionnaire which
has and is uncovering hidden photodramatist^s in all walks of life.
•

Many

suspect their

narios,

The Palmer Questionnaire

No

results have been obtained.
prize of $10,000 and eight others

in the

prices,

They studied screen writing to get
away from routine work. Not one
was a recognized author. Not one
was a master of literary skill.

first

of the

In addition, one hundred sixty producers in Los Angeles alone are searching
for better screen stories for which they

IT

of adapting tests which were used in the
United States Army, and applying them to
this search for story-telling ability.

;

profits

So, for the first time, photoplaywrights
will share in the success of the screen
stories of their own creation.

Is It

These People Did
CALIFORNIA

and royalties on the

cash

pictures.

for acceptable

Plea.'e

M.AG.VZINE.

me

the

Palmer

Questionnaire,

which I am to fill out and return to you for
your persona! and subsequent advice to me
without charge.

Name
Street
City

State
.'///

PHOTOPLAY

send

Sec. 1201

correspondfnce strictly confidential.

AS

Photoplay goes to

Press, Rodolph Valentino
York, awaiting the final
outcome of his legal tilt with Famous Pla\erLasky.
There are rumors that Famous ma_\arrange a shift of contract to Goldwyn, retaining
a large slice in the proceeds. Which would give
Rodolpho a new background solve the prcrtjlem
and help to put Goldwyn somewhere on the map.
The present status of Cioldwyn as a producer
seems to be on a curiously insecure foundation.
In the meantime, read the storj- of his life which
Rodolph is writing for Photopl.^y, and which
if

still

idle in

New

—

begins in the next Lssue.

A

HUSKY, athletic looking chap walked up to
•**-Charles Bryant, husband of Mme. Nazimova.
at the Fairbanks premiere and shook his hand.
Bryant looked puzzled. "My dear chap, you've
got the best of me," he said. "I'm Francis X.
Bushman," quietly explained the stranger.
Brj ant could easily be forgiven, for no one else in
the big and essentially screen audience knew
the erstwhile film idol. .As Bushman and Brj-ant
talked, a burst of cheering welcomed the arrival

—

—

of

Rodolph

\'alentino.

"The king is dead,
Bushman whimsically.

long live the king," said

MINERVA

RAWLTNSON, known on the
speaking stage as Roberta Arnold, and
Herbert Rawlinson, the screen player, were
divorced in Los Angeles recently.
Incompatibility.
The suit was uncontested.

W.\RY MILES MINTER,

you probably
from the south.
can be carried just
as

-'''-'have heard, hailed originally

we think southern spirit
too far.
Anyway, at a dinner party the other evening.
Marj' made the sad little statement. "You know-,
it's only in the last two j'ears that I've become
reconciled to Abraham Lincoln."
Certainly the worshippers of the Great Liberator will be mighty relieved to hear that.
By the way, there are continual rumors of
internal strife in the Minter household. ^lan.- and
her mother, Mrs. Charlotte Shelbj-, have long been
known to disagree about various matters. But
now we hear that Mary, on becoming twenty-one.
has a lot of ideas about her own independence
which she is going to assert. Some of them even
going so far, friends say, as any necessary- steps to
bring her enormous fortune, properly accounted
for, into her own hands entirely.
Being a minor evidently has other disadvantages than plajnng with dolls as an
intellectual pastime.
Reid.
Still,

a

Ercri/hnilij feels privileged to put his nose info motion -picture affairs.
Even the
wild hears of Canada are doing it.
This picture shows a smelling committee of
cinnamon cubs sent down hy the wild animals' leagiic of the Canadian Rockies
to sec what Terry Ramsai/e's film expedition was doing in the Emerald Lake
region of British Columhia recently.
The cubs, after satisfying themselres that
the camera was harmless, agreed to play a part in "Trophies of a Screen Chase,"
a picture devoted to the creatwes of the mountain wilderness

man'd

see he's missed his \ocation

It's surely

somehow.

apparent the Lord don't want him

is
remarkable.
pretty well worried when we took
him there he will never take care of himself
until it's just forced on him
but I am so
pleased and happy over the way he is getting
along.
He is putting on weight, climbing
mountains, sleeping twelve hours a night and
beginning to look like himself again."

He had us

in pictures."

TX/ALLACE REID

"It's been a real rest cure," says Mrs.

"and Wally's improvement

—

is

in

a foothill sani-

Larium near Los Angeles, suffering from
a combination of severe Klieg eyes and a
serious nervous breakdown.
For several months Wally's health has lieen
causing his family and friends a lot of anxietj',
but he managed to keep up with his production schedule until the collapse came following
an eye attack which left him blind for several
Wally has been subject to this screen
days
difficulty for years and has long done all his
rehearsing urfder lights protected by a pair of
large colored glasses.

Wally has turned out more pictures
last two years than any other male star.
overwork aided in bringing about a

in the

And
really

serious condition.

Mrs. Kcid obtained a leave of absence from
the studio for him and took him into a rest
sanitarium in the mountains. He was confined to a dark room for about a week, while
Mrs. Reid sat at his bedside day and night,
but his condition is much improved and the
specialists attending him declare that he will
return to work in better condition than he has
been for a long time. Teddy Hayes, former
trainer for Jack Dempsey, is now Mrs. Reid's
chief aid. and Wally is building himself up
with a physical culture routine, regular hours
and absolute quiet
He has seen no one but
his wife, and the attendant physicians during
his stay there.

—

"LJOLLWOOD

has come to Manhattan.
-^^There have never been so many popular
and prosperous film people in the eastern
studios as there are right now.
"Hollywood's most popular girl" three
So are Lila
guesses is here for the winter.
Lee; Mr. and Mrs. Meighan; Raymond and
Mrs. Hatton; George Fawcett; Dorothy
Dalton; Albert Rascoe; Jacqueline Logan;
George Melford; Polly Moran; Valentino and
Douglas Gerrard; James Kirkwood who
dances with Lila Lee almost everj' evening
after his corking performance in "The Fool."
Leatrice Joy has been joined by Jack, now
John Gilbert, her husband and a' newly
appointed Fo.x star. Jack is also Leatrice's
leading man for keeps now, if you can believe
all you hear.
Harold Lloyd came east for a
visit
of course the fact that Bebe Daniels
is in New York had nothing whatever to do
with it.
Before Mabel Normand left for California
she and Lila Lee and Bebe and Rubye de
Remer often got together for luncheon and
dinner.
Rubye gave some charming parties

—

—

—

—

in her studio

home.

^

little

T¥

one

is

good two

better,

is

seems to be

^Selznick's motto.

Rex Ingram's "Prisoner of Zenda" just got
through receiving a rather lukewarm reception, so Mr. Selznick decided to trj' his hand
at

it.

The production has

just started

and we

—

Bert
impressive
Lytell,.\ntonio Moreno, .Adolphe Menjou,and
Elaine Hammerstein.

must admit

the

POLA NEGRI
room that was
left

Lasky's.

over" to

cast

IS

is

occupymg the

dressing

Mar>'
has been "done

jMar>- Pickford's before

Of course

it

suit the Polish star's tastes.

TON^^ MORENO has had a

tooth pulled!
After all these years, in which we have
so unresen.-edly admired Tony's Hashing
smile, we discover that our hero had what is
technically known as an "extra tooth."
Tony and I were sitting on the bootblack
stand at Lasky's ha\-ing our shoes shincd when
he broke the great news.

"Look

at

me," he

said.

I looked.

"Don't

}-ou notice

anything?" he demanded

earnestly.
"Not a thing." said

I.

Whereup)on he almost wept, because he
had suffered the anguish of having said tooth
withdrawn and nobody not a soul had ever
noticed it was gone.
[CONTINt'ED ox P.\GE Qo]

—

—
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Using Rouge Rightly

'^No other

woman

By Mme. Jeannette
The

correct use of rouge is not so generally
understood as it should be. Rouge, like

is

perfume, is something to be employed
with restraint and moderation, lest it

half so lovely"

defeat its

/TT

the beginning of Jack's and
Sally's engagement, all their
friends rejoiced, while che envious others
wondered, "How long will -it last?"
^^-yj-

all

man of rare magnetism,
women liked.

are very

full the shade should be near the
In any case, blend the rouge outward with chamois or the tips of the

centre.

Tonight they had been married five
and his every glance, his every

This fine shading prevents the
which is often the only way
that tinting can be detected. So applied,
and well blended with powder, it produces
fingers.

years,

abrupt

thought, was for her alone.
"There's no one like you, Sally," he
said. "You're as pretty now as the day
I met youi"
She only smiled at him
out of tender eyes, while he watched a
little dimple deepen.
"No other woman is half so lovely," he
thought. "It's her complexion that is her
greatest charm. And she belongs to me!'^
Quite true, she was his; but then, too,
you see, he still belonged to her.

to

mere

Pompeian Bloom is a rouge
women. The medium shade,

is truly a vanishing
does not reappear after
application in the form of tiny beads.
It gives a perfect foundation for
powder.
it

The Beauty Powder has the prof)erty of adhering to the skin despite
the perspiration attendant up>on mild
such as dancing. It makes
frequent disappearances lor repowdering unnecessary.
exercise,

The Bloom

a rouge that will not
break nor crumble, and is absolutely
is

harmless to the skin, no matter how
often used. In all needed shades, the
medium being wonderfully popular.

Use these three Pompeian preparations
Day Cream, Beauty Powder,
and ' Bloom together, for Instant

—

Beauty.

—

The

effect is better if they

are used in combination

tioiv

as the Jay

I met you

—-not

hloom

into beauty

—

when

correctly

"Don't En-vy Beauty

dry with an unstarched towel. Then a
coat of Pompeian Night Cream (a cold
cream) patted on delicately with the tips
of the fingers, just enough so that the
pores, opened by the warm water, may
be thoroughly cleansed.
Do not rub.
Just cover the face with the cream and
remove with absorbent cotton.

— Use Pompeian"

Pompeian Day Cream

(vanishing)

60c per jar

Pompeian Beauty Powder 60c per box
Pompeian Bloom (the rouge) 60c per box
Pompeian Night Cream
Pompeian Lip Stick.

The

Rinse the face again with warm water
away all traces of the cream; then
bathe with cold water to close the pores,
using gentle strokes with the same fine
It is very important not to
sponge.
roughen or irritate the skin by hard
to take

per jar
25c each

5<5c

MARY PICKFORD

Panel

and five Pompeian samples sent
to you for 10 cents
Mary Pickford, the world's most adored

rubbing.

woman, has again honored Pompeian Beauty

should not use a greasy cream by day,
confining your use of such preparation to

If

Preparations by granting the exclusive use
cf her portrait for the new 1923 Pompeian
Beauty Panel.
The beauty and charm of
Miss Pickford are faithfully portrayed in the
dainty colors of this panel. Size 28 x 7 'j.

For 10 cents we will send you

is

of the oily type, you

retiring time.

In the daytime use Pompeian Day
Cream, a vanishing cream, almost greaseless. This will serve to counteract the excessofoilin yourskin and to prevent shine,

all of these:

1923 Mary Pickford Pompeian Beauty
Panel as described above.
(Would cost
from 50c to 75c in an art store.)
2. Sample of Pompeian Day Cream (vanishing).
J. Sample of Pompeian Beauty Powder.
4. Sample of Pompeian Bloom (non-breaking
/.

your skin

The

giving a perfect foundation for powder.

rouge).
S6.

Sample of Pompeian Night Cream.
Sample of Pompeian Fragrance (a talc).

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2131

effect

Each night cleanse the pores by bathing the face in warm water with a baby
sponge or softest possible wash cloth, and

of other brands for great care has
been taken that all Pompeian preparations blend perfectly, to give the
most natural effect.

indis-

criminately mixed with preparations

realistic

applied.

The Day Cream

cream;

especially,

The lip stick, like rouge, must be used
with discrimination. It should be applied
to the inside of the lip and then worked
out with the tip of the tongue to the
natural lip-edge. Pompeian Lip Stick is
harmless, prevents chapping, and gives a
most

prettiness

Beauty Powder, and Bloom, gives the
magic touch.

for gentle-

very popular with girls and young matrons of daintiness and refinement.

is

make

The Pompeian Instant Beauty Trio,
consisting of Pompeian Day Cream,

line

a soft, natural flush.

^You're as pretty

The way

ends.

Rouge should be used as a "high light"
upon the cheek bones, the tip of the chin,
and the tips of the ears. If your cheeks

For Jack was a

whom

own

Judicious tinting of the skin with rouge
delicately heightens the color and imparts
sparkle to the eyes.

Specialiste de

Payne Avenue, Cleveland Ohio
W/jo

Made

in

Canada

Be ante

USE THIS COUPON
For

Mary

Pickford Panel and five samples

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2131 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen: I enclose loc (a dime preferred) for
1923 Art Panel of Mary Pickford, and the five
samples named in offer.

bay Cre^M

Beauty Powder

B(oom

Addr
StateFlesh shade powder acDt unless you write another below

e
Wlien you write

to advertisers please

mention

1923.

The Pompeian C«.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Most Talked of Man

in America!

PHOTOPLAY

announces that, beginning in its next issue, it
publish the most amazing of modern autobiographies.
The life story of Rodolph Valentino, by himself. The Mirrors
of Downing Street and Washington; Clare Sheridan's Diary;
Margot Asquith's impressions all these revelations of modern
celebrities have not contained the human interest, the frank selfanalysis, the record of real achievement that this story of
Valentino, by Valentino, reveals.
will

—

—

Today this young man he is barely thirty
has become a person of national importance.

He

has already exerted a tremendous influence;
not only
he has already been acclaimed great
His career
as a personality, but as an actor.
He
is absolutely unique in dramatic history.
has the power to hold and sway his audiences
which the great histrions of every age have had.
Valentino is the outstanding example of what
America has to offer the ambitious young foreigner. He came to this country unknown; an immigrant boy. Today, he has America's applause.

—

His autobiography will be in three instalments.
first is his account of his boyhood and
education in Italy. He is of good family; his
father is a doctor.
His parents and brother
and sister play important parts in this period
of his life. The first spanking of the future
idol came because he robbed a fruit tree! You
are told of his development to young manhood and his decision to leave the land of his
birth and come to America
to him, as to so
many others, the place of golden dreams.

The

—

The Life Story of Rodolph Valentino
By Himself
Instalment second is even more enthralling.
Perhaps as a record of the colorful life of
Manhattan the Manhattan of Broadway and
bright lights and smart cafes it has never
been equalled in interest. Valentino knew
His struggles to find a foothold
little English.

—

—

him in curious encounters. He
worked; and chance— combined with unusual
brought him into the limelight. He
grace
become known as a dancer. He tells you of his
experiences among the smart and wealthy
involved

—

frequenters of the supper clubs of New York;
the overwhelming craze for the tango,
which he helped to introduce in North America,
and which he later performed with such success
of

in

"The Four Horsemen." Here

is life;

color;

romance; adventure.

The

third and last instalment brings you into
the studios. Valentino, as no one else, is able
to take you behind the screen to show you the
picture makers as they really are. Because he
was once just one of the mob. The man who
was to become America's idol began his screen
career as an extra at five dollars a day
sometimes less. He was given roles of increasing
importance until his big chance came to play
And then fame. Valentino has not
Julio.
forgotten his early days of struggle. He gives
sound advice to screen aspirants from his fund
of personal experiences. This is his story. Not
his press agent's; he hasn't a press agent. It is
the first authentic record of his life, related by
;

—

—

himself,

and

illustrated with

photographs never

before seen by anyone but himself, of his family
and of the various \'^alentinos of whom he tells.

No fiction story was ever more absorbing. No tale of adventure more
It reveals the real V alentino, and serves to explain fully his
present position as a national favorite. You will be alternately startled
amused, absorbed and thrilled at Rodolph\'alentino's autobiography.

thrilling.

Begins in the Next— the February Issue
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

—I

QUESTIONS
Fay

C.

—Mary Fuller

what information

I

living,

is

am

able

according to

to gather,

in

V^OU do not have to be a subscriber to
^ Photoplay Magazine to get question^
answered in this Department. It is only
required that you avoid questions tl at
would call for unduly long answers, such as
synopses of plays, or casts of more than one

She has a considerable
fortune, I believe, and is not contemplating
a return to the screen. Louise Orth was on
the stage the last I heard. Try to reach her
William
at the Hotel Monterey, ^lanhattan.
E. Shea was with Herbert Brenon in 1918.
Washington, D. C.

I have

—

"The Covered Wagon,"

for

Famous

desire a personal reply, enclose self-addressed
stamped envelope. Write to Questions and

Social 'Value" as James Lodge.
House Peters
and Jane Novak in "Isobel." Eva Novak
married a cameraman. She and Jane appear
together in "Rock of Ages" and Eva has a
part in Thomas Meighan's "The Man Who
Saw Tomorrow."

—

L. M., Utica, N. Y. You say I told you
Irene Castle lived in Utica and you have been
looking for her ever since and you never saw
her and why don't I tell the truth. Irene
lives in Ithica, not Utica; and I never said
she lived in Utica and anyway, she is Mrs.
Robert Treman in private life; and divides
her time between screen and sta^e and dancing
and acting and Ithaca and Manhattan.

—

—

Answers. Photoplay Magazine. 25
St.,

Fred, California. Charles Ruggles is on
the stage in the east, not in pictures. T have
no information concerning him; am not even

New York

W. 45th

City.

matrimonial status. I saw him
Mabel's Room," I think it was; one
of those boudoir and keyhole
comedies.
Margaret Lawrence has never been on the
screen.
She is abroad right now. Her latest
stage play was "The Endless Chain."

aware of
in

Players-

Lasky.
Lois in "What's Your Hurry." Roy
Stewart with Katherine MacDonald in "Her

relig-

employment.

,

—

Betty, Bism.vrck, N. D. Lois Wilson is
not going to marry Jack Kerrigan, but she is
playing opposite him in his return picture,

not ask questions touching

Studio addresses will not be given in this
Department because a complete list of them
is printed elsewhere in the magazine each
month. Write on only one side of the paper.
Sign your full name and address; only initials will be published if requested.
If you

lost track

D., Raleigh.
Don't blame me because
Rodolph married. He didn't consult me and
even if lie had, I'd have said, "Do just as you
please, old man," or words to that effect; I
wouldn't have thought of your feelings at all.
Valeska Suratt is on the stage so I can't have
a picture of her in the Magazine.
I couldn't
anyway. Tell the Editor about it.

M.

Do

play.

ion, scenario writing or studio

Marc McDermott and Miriam Xesbitt have
come to the parting of the domestic waj's; she is
suing him for separation.
of Augustus Phillips.

ANSWERS

A K D

"Up

his

in

— I am alwaj's accommodating. At
am more accommodating than at others;
admit that. But can anyone ever tell me
Patria.

times I
I

one instance when I was not obliging? Chorus
of "Yes; that time I asked you
" and
"Rather.
Remember when " You see I
am not really appreciated. Mary Anderson
is five feet two and weighs loo pounds; Ann
May is the same height and three pounds
plumper. Viola Dana is four feet eleven and
weighs 94 and her sister Shirley IMason is five
feet high and one pound lighter than 'Viola.

—

—

Old TniZR.
many pictures
many weeks ago

Lillian

lately.

in

New

—

Walker hasn't made
She opened not so
York in a new comedy

"Sweet Petunia." She's the leading
woman. Lillian had a part in "The Woman
God Forgot" for the films. Dolores Costello,
called

the daughter of ^Maurice, erstwhile matinee
a member of the George
White "Scandals of 1922" company. You
idol of the movies, is

might address her at
Broadway, New York.
her sister

is

the Globe Theater,
I don't know what

doing.

Anon-Y'mous,

New

York.

— As a rule

I

pay

no attention to unsigned communications; but
jour card was so kind I hope you will see and
know that I grcally appreciate your good
wishes.
It is thoughtfulness such as yours
that makes this work of mine worth while.
Camera!
L. R., St. Louis.

—

I

met

INIartha Mansfield

—

on Fifth Avenue the other day and what?
Well, I didn't meet her, exactly; I passed her
and looked at her and I may lie mistaken but
Anyway, she looked
I think she looked at me.
very well. "The Queen of the Moulin Rouge"
is
one of her latest pictures. Marguerite
Snow, not Martha, was Lady Barbara O'Day
with H. B. Warner in " Feli.x O'Day."

—

Maggie of the Orient. So Mary Pickford isn't so popular in Shanghai. Well,
there is, as some awfullj' clever chap said
I
before me, no accounting for peculiarities.
have met IMessrs. Barthelmess, Meighan, and
Reid; and they are all fine fellows. ]\Iary was
born in Toronto, Canada, .\pril 8, 1893. She
and Mr. Fairbanks are in New York just now.

—

Tho^ias L. Burch, Hanover, N. H.
want to thank you so much for sending that
box of chocolates to me. JSIy stenographer
enjoyed every one so much, even to the last
Again I thank you. It kept
little chocolate.
her in good humor half a day.

—

LoRRAiN'E. Valentino has written his autoWatch for the
biography for Photoplay.
first

installment in the next issue.

on the

street

when

I

was out

for

I

saw him

lunch today
and noted the

—

me eat lunch now
frank admiration of the passersby. Directed,
It
I should say, to Rodolph, not to me.
didn't seem to annoy Valentino; in fact, he
seemed not to notice their acclaims. I'm that
continl-ed on page 97 j
way, myself.

yes, they let

[
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WhyDo'They
Do'It
'HIS

Title

Reg. U.

S. Pat.

OB.

TOUR

Department. Jump right in with your contribution.
have you seen in the past month, that was stupid, unlifelike,
ridiculous or merely incongruous?
Do not generalize; confine your
remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.
Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on
the part of the actor, author or director.
'

I

is

What

REPORTED BY EVERYBODY THIS MONTH
the altar scene in "Blood and Sand." just belore Gallardo
IX
enters the arena, Valentino as the bull fighter genuflected

AN ACCOMMODATING CLOCK
"One Glorious Day," Ezra's spirit
to leave
IN
o'clock.
At quarter of the hour, Molly comes

with the

suitor.

left

knee.

Vincent T. Edwards.

is

him

at ten

with

a
long conversation ensues, and then Ezra sits down
and begins to write a letter. The clock is still at a quarter of
in

A

ten.

PLAINLY, A CASE FOR THE ROYAL

MOUNTED

Charles B. Hogax,

I'D like the iTiyster\' solved of the quick changes of sweaters by
Lew Cody in "The Valley of Silent INIen." After Maretic
helps Kent to escape from the guard house and takes him to the
Inspector's quarters, she hides him in a spare room on the
second floor when she hears the Inspector enter below. Kent
dons a sweater which he finds in his hiding place and begins his
all night vigil by the half-open door.
Next morning he goes
downstairs and discovers Marelle and the murdered Inspector
but a close-up of Kent shows that he is now wearing an entirely different sweater than the one he had on when he started
downstairs.
He then follows Maretle upstairs and another
close-up reveals the fact that he is again wearing the original
sweater. When he and Marclte are making their perilous way
across the glacier he is seen sometimes with the original sweater
and again with the other. And in some scenes the sweater is
torn and when he is reunited with Marclte it's as good as new.

—

—

J. S.

IMPROVING ON HISTORY?
ORPHANS OF THE STORM"

PORTERFIELD.

OF INTEREST TO BOB BEES

HAVE bobbed hair and I'd like to know how Bessie Love, in
I "Penny
of Top-Hill Trail," could have bobbed hair in one
scene and in another, announced by a sub-title to be only a

have it beautifully done up in an evening coiffure?
"transformation" either; for a few days later there
she was, ready for a ride, with her hair down her back.
Betsy Frank. Brooklyn, N. Y.

week

later,

It wasn't a

DON'T BLAME BEBE
ask Bebe Daniels to account for some of the inconwhich occur in "Nice People." Why did she wear a
fur coat and then, a few days later, appear in overalls in the
garden? Also when she was at the "Lotus Blossom" she was
not wearing a hat; yet when she appeared the next day she
was wearing one and as she had already run away from home

I'D

like to

how

did she get it?

gruities

—

E.

Thomas Tartaglia, Newark, N.

J.

MR.
able

New

York," with

Tom

Moore,

is

admir-

adherence to the story and

its exact detail in
the costumes of the time. But at Nice, when Mr. Barnes is
talking to Enid Anslruther at the open-air tables of the hotel,
the chairs shown are the machine-made, bent-iron type of
many years later. At Ajaccio, when the hero arrives in haste to
prevent the Corsican bride from slaying her husband, he hastily
selects a horse to speed to the Villa Paoli. Unfortunately, this
exquisite setting with its vista through the archway has an
immense sign across the building that stands behind the action
being played. The sign advertises a certain brand of automobile, one of the swiftest in Europe. In other words, Tom
!Moore selects a horse in front of the local agency of a motor car

in its

company when
the Villa Paoli.

WE WERE

DURING

a matter of life and death for him to be at
There were no motors at the time of the story.
Loms Duncan Ray.

it is

TOO EXCITED TO NOTICE

a duel in "The Prisoner of Zenda" Rudolph
Rassendyll hurls his sword through space and pins Duke
He then turns to confront Rupert of
Michael to a door.
Hentzau with another sword. Where did he get this weapon?
Sheridan Bloom, Baltimore, JNId.

88

N., Cincinnati, Ohio.

told her comfive o'clock.
When she looks at the clock in the bank it is one-forty-five; and
she grows discouraged when the clock shows two-fifteen and
Jerry hasn't turned up.

panion she was to meet Jerry at the bank at

June Dave. McCook. Nebraska.

CULTURED CANNIBALS
"

MORE SPEED, MR. BARNES!
of

S.

IMPATIENT, WASN'T SHE?
MARIE PREVOST in " Her Night of Nights "

in 1758.

BARNES

Albans, Vermont.

was

interesting; but did
they have automobiles at the time of the French revolution? In the scene where Monte Blue as Danton is racing on
horseback to save Lillian Gish as Hcnrielte, the marks of tires
could be plainly seen in the foregound.
In "Nero," Tul/ius is seen with some of his soldiers, seizing
Poppaea, wife of Olfio, in front of the great Fontaini of Trevi
which was constructed by Pius IV and finished bv Clement

XII

St.

on
an episode of Eddie Polo's Captain Kidd*' the scene
IN
captured by a band of crooks and
a cannibal island. Marie
is

is

a cannibal is left to guard her. She needn't have been afraid
had a vaccination mark
of him; he was a nice quiet cannibal
on his left arm.
Raymond L. Minish, Huntsville, Alabama.

—

SMART GAL

GENERALLY when I go to a moving picture I am prepared

my imagination; but in watching "Hurricane's Gal"
overtime. The stowaway in this picture withheld his
name from Dorothy Phillips all during the voyage, but when
they met in this country, she addressed him by name. When
Hurricane's Gal is at the stowaway's home where she had gone to
have revenge for the supposed killing of her foster-father, she
weakens and falls in love with the stowaway when his betterhalf-to-be arrives on the scene. The Gal later becomes enraged
at the thought of her sweetheart being engaged to another
woman, and rushes to the telephone. She picks up the directory which is at least the size of a mail order catalogue and
with less than three turns of the pages she finds the number she
wants. How did she know the fiancee's name when she had
to use

I

used

it

only seen her once?

Jim Stew art, Tampa, Florida

Photoplay Magazine

With eager
and said
I could only reveal her name you
IFwould
know her at once for one of the

most famous beauties of the day. Her
face, it is a sculptor's dream, her complexion a rose petal ; but it is the flaming
magic of her wondrous hair that makes
men catch their breath in her presence.
Soft and lustrous with the sheen of
burnished copper, her hair is the boast
of two continents. Once a king .... but
1 may not reveal her name.

Women sigh when they see her radiant
tresses

fingers she let
^^I

owe

Section

down

A few of the distinguished patrons who use
and endorse Frances Fox
The Queen of Spain
The Duke and Duchess
of Portland

The Duke and Duchess

Preparations

Dr. John N. Scorer
Miss Billie Burke
Miss Grace George

Miss Lillian Oish
Miss Dorothy Gish
Rodolph Valentino

de Talleyrand
Lord and Lady WimMme. Galli-Curci
bourne
Mrs. Waldorf Astor
Mme. Alia Nazimova
Mrs. Cornelius Vander- Mischa Ellman
hilt

Julia

Marlowe

John Barrymore
Dr. Alexis Carrel

star."

Foolish creatures— if they only knew!

For she

whom they

envy was not

al-

ways so fortunate. Science, not luck,
responsible for her good fortune.

is

Some time ago she came to me, nervous
agitated, asking for a private inter-

view. When we were closeted alone she
told me her secret her hair was in danger.
:

When

she had removed her hat

I

saw

at a glance that what she told me was
true. The sheen was gone from that copper coil and her hair was dull and lifeless, flecked with the telltale grayish

white of dandruff.

She said her hair was falling rapidly —
it came out easily on the brush and
comb. She had gone to specialists, tried
treatments and shampoos of all kinds,
and all in vain.
1 heard her story patiently and smiled.
It was an old, old tale to me.
In my
sixteen institutes, both in this country
and abroad, we administer more than

So I told her not to worry, that I would
promise to restore her hair to its normal condition nay, make it even more
beautiful than it had ever been. This I
promised to do quickly in less than
one month's time.
I knew the trouble lay not with her
hair but with her scalp. So I bade her
take down her hair, rang for an at-

—

—

tendant, and there in my own office I
personally administered the first Frances
Fox treatment she had ever had.

Because she was leaving the city it was
impossible for her to come regularly to
the institute for further scalp treatments
so I instructed her briefly in the few simple operations, gave her my Home Treatment Packet and sent her away.

Three

weeks

later

she

returned,

her hair

Ossip Gabrilowitch
Ignace Jean Paderewski
Bernard Shaw
Francine Larrimore

Special Trial Offer

$5 Home Treatment Packet for $2.50
The Frances Fox Home Treatment
Packet contains everything you need
for the scientific care of your hair. Each
Packet contains:
Tube of Analeptic Herbal Ointment
Bar of Frances Fox Shampoo Soap
Frances Fox Shampoo Sponge
Six Sachets of Analeptic Herbs for shampooing.
Manualof Instructions "Your Hair and Its Care."

radiant with success. With quick, eager
fingers she undid her hair and spread
it fan-wise in the warm sunshine that was

pouring in

at

my window.

Accustomed as I am to startling results,
my eyes were hardly prepared for the
miracle they beheld.

Her hair flowed down over her snowy
shoulders like molten gold. It danced
and glinted in the sunlight. It sparkled
and glowed with life. Reaching forth
my hand I touched those wonderful
tresses

and found them

Then

soft as a caress.

the famous beauty looked up at

me and

said simply,

"Miss Fox,

I

owe

this all to you."

No Money

Send

down now and

coupon below. Mail

it

too

can have

the

out the

You don't

have to send any money with your
Simply pay the postman $2.50
when he brings the Packet.
If you

expect to be away when the postsend your check or

man calls, you may

money-order with order.

You will be really amazed to see how
quickly your hair responds to my course
of treatment and you will see in an instant the mistakes you have made before.
Don't put oflF sending the coupon another day. Mail it today and a month
from now you will write to thank me,
as thousands have, for getting you
started on the right method.
Yours for beautiful

You

fill

today.

order.

hair,

famous

Frances Fox scalp treatments at home
Speaking from years of experience I say
without hesitation that beautiful hair is
only a matter of intelligent treatment.
can teach anyone, man or woman, in
a few minutes' time to care for his hair at
home so he can obtain the marvelous
results regularly gained at my institutes.

Dept. B, 353 Fifth Avenue,

London:

I

My course of home treatment is idenevery way with the treatment
given at my various institutes, whether
in London or Paris, Bar Harbor or
Washington, New York or San Francisco.
tical in

9 Regent Street

Institutes

Baltimore

Morris Building
687 Boylsion Street

Boston
Los Angelea

New York
New York
Newark

.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland. Oregon
.

Providence
Louis

St.

San Francisco
Washington

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Summer

we administer

the same treatment
Queen of Spain,
Lillian Gish, to

It is

to the

to

RodolphValentinoand
countless other famous

s
S

personages.

The cost of this home
treatment isridiculously
low, due to my special
introductory offer. In
fact, it is very little more
than you would pay for
a single treatment at any
Frances Fox Institute.

write lo advcrtiseis pltase mention

New York
Rue Cambon

Paris: 5

....
....,4
....
....
....
....
Branch

Union Bank Building

East 43rd Street
JO Church Street
Medical Arts Building
Medical Arts Building
Granite Building
Pittock Block
Turks Head Building
Equitable Building
Crocker Building
Woodward Building
.

Imtitutes

Bar Harbor. Me,, Magnolia, Mass., Watch
Laboratories: Ridgewood, N. J.

j-,

rrdYlCeS tox,

Hill, R.I.

COUPON

Frances Fox Institute,
Dept. B, 353 Fifth Avenue, New York
Dear Miss Fox: I want to take advantage of your introductory offer in
Photoplay to send me by return mail your regular $5 Home Treatment
Packet, together with complete course of instruction for caring for my hair
and scalpat home. I understand that I am to pay the postman only $2.50
when he delivers my order and that my money will be refunded if I am
not satisfied in every way.

Name
Address
City.

When sou

you 99

Sit right

that

1,000 scalp treatments every day. And
her case was neither more nor less difficult than dozens of others I had known.

89

this all to

and say "truly she was born be-

neath a lucky

and

—Advertising

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

—

—
Photoplay
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He thought he
knew her

No

matter

/lo-x

well

well

you know

— maybe even your
very closest friend — there
one
a

person

is

subject you instinctively avoid.

You mav

discuss the most in-

timate things about your family,
your business and your personal
affairs,

dodge.

about

but this one topic you
There is something
halitosis

(the

scientific

term meaning unpleasant
that seems to forbid
honest conversation about it.
Yet the insidious thing about halitosis is the unfortunate fact that any
one may suffer from it and in nine
cases out of ten you are not conscious
of it 3'ourself So unless you use some
sensible scientific precaution you
may go through your day or evening
uncomfortable and concerned, wondering whether or not you are offendbreath)

Corinne

L'nless halitosis

some

is

a

symptom

to lectures

ot

on her waij

you

may

safe

work.

Plays and Players

and polite side by using Listerine,

easily put yourself upon the

[

the well-known liquid antiseptic.

The mother

—

cally as a
is

the

mouth-wash and

gargle.

ideally

breath

effective

stars

devoted mother,
should have
'Oliver Twist' with Jackie Coogan.

"you know,

It halts food fermentation

mouth and

leaves the breath
sweet, fresh and clean.

Yourdruggist hashandledListerinefor
years and regards it as a safe, effective
It has now
antiseptic of great merit.
been on the market for half a century,

and has dozens of other uses

Put your
doubt another

mind at ease. Don't be in
day about your breath. Lambert Pharmacal Company, Saint I.ouis, U. S. .1

^

use

LISTERINE

.

my

said

the

little girl really

been in
She really should. Mr. Dickens, the author,
was out here at the Holly^vood Hotel all last
summer and he wanted her very much."
"Mr. Charles Dickens?" asked the newspaper woman blankly.
"Oh, yes, the author of 'Oliver Twist'
such a nice man, too," said the mother sweetly.

FREDERICA GERTRUDE BINNEY

be-

came Mrs. David Carleton Sloane at the

as well.

Start using Listerine today.

HALITOSIS

woman.

"You know,"

Fastidious people everywhere make
Listerine a regular part of their daily
It acts quickly and
.toilet routine.
the

was

of one of the child screen
discussing said starlet's career with

a newspaper

deodorant.

pleasantly.

CONTIXl'ED FROM PACE 84

OCCASIONALLY these things happen.

Meet halitosis in this scientific
way by using Listerine systemati-

in

to

serious organic disorder which

a physician or dentist should correct,

It

The beaumalady knou-n as radio-itis.
has had her car equipped and listens
Her recoverij is hoped for, howercr

Griffith has been seized with the

tiful star is rather serioiisli/ affected, for she

ing people about you.

of her mother, Mrs. Gray, in New York.
In case this means little in your life, suppose
we say that Frederica is better known as
Faire.
Yes Constance's little sister is married now, and is one of the smart young matrons of Philadelphia. She met l\Ir. Sloane,
scion of one of the Quaker City's first families,
while she was playing in "Sally" there. The
romance was onl)'^ a few months old when Faire
became Mrs. Sloane. She went back to
"Sally" but will soon retire from stage and
screen to "settle down."
Evelvn GreelcA- is another well known bride.

home

—

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

]

man

She married John Smiley, a wealth}- steel
to Europe on her honeymoon.

and went

Valentinos aren't the only ones. Now
THE
Frank Mayo's and Dagmar Godowsky's

domestic happiness has been rudely disturbed.
Joyce Mayo, the first wife of the film star, has
attempted to have the decree of divorce set
aside; and has come all the way from Paris,
where she appeared in a revue, to do it.
Frank married Dagmar. daughter of Leopold
Godowsky, famous pianist, in Tia Juana
three days after Frank's inte^locutor^• decree.
Mrs. Mayo the first says she was not notified

Frank says she

of the divorce proceedings.

Meanwhile the world

w-as.

who

is

the legal Mrs.

pVERYONE

in the

is

waiting to hear

Mayo.
world

does

not

have

-'-'screen ambitions.

We

have discovered the two who haven't.
a beautiful Cuban girl of good family
whom Rex Ingram tried to persuade to act in
She hadn't the slightest
his "Passion \'ine."
The other is Chief Bamet of
desire to do so.
Muskogee. Oklahoma, said to be .America'^

One

is

richest

him

listen.

guaranteed.

Indian.

Thomas

Ince

to take part in a picture

tried

to

get

but he wouldn't

—
Photoplay Magazine

—Advertising

Section

in Hollywood, that the line must
THEY say, somewhere.
But what good are

be drawn

when the Powers that Be insist upon
[mtting football stars into the pictures?
who are nationally known as
Stars at that
They say that a certain exline breakers.
capUiin of " All-.\merican" fame has broken
more lines to say nothing of conventions and
than any other male person in Calihearts
fornia's most thriving Uttle city.
lines

—

—

—

—

a
WHENdust

certain ckver little star shook
of New York from her slim
the
Louis heels and boarded the train for Hollywood, this verse was discovered in her deserted
It was quite crumpled and
hotel apartment.
was found lying on the floor, not far from the

waste basket:

"And so you say you'll
And I'll go mine
That

to life's

In

.-Vuld

end

go jour way.

you'll be

Lang Syne.

.

my
.

friend.

.

We

must forget, though we regret
With all our mights.
Love's perfect ways, and golden days.

And

Who

silver nights."

wrote

it?

And what

does

mean?

it

your
DO youyouwash
admire

hair in gasoline?
the soft smooth coiffures
of some of your film favorites you'd betttr
indulge in gasoline shampoos. That's what
And if you're brunette,
they're all doing.
get some of that dark tinted face powder.
Then you'll look like Gloria and Bebe— well,
If

almost.

JAMES KIRKWOOD made

T>RISCILLA DEAN draws a sharp

his return to the

Channing Pollock's
new play, "The Fool" and scored an mimense

Jstage

in the leading role of

personal success.

THERE

is

He

deserves

it.

a spy system in motion picture

at least in some of them.
This system becomes particularly annoj'ing

Or

studios.

distinc-

tion between her hazardous experiences
in the "movies" and the daily risks which
motorists encounter in street traffic.

So here you see Miss Dean inspecting her

when the general manager of the studio sends
a spy to accompany a company on location.
Said spy watches closely all the movements
of the director and the actors and goes back
home to report. Sometimes there is some-

new

Biflex

and supervising

its

installation.

Biflex, the original, makes its strongest appeal to
those who fully appreciate the danger involved in

taking chances.
strength provide

But
thing to report; sometimes there isn't.
the spy is something every motion picture
actor and actress feel they could get along
Doubtless the system has a very
without.
But it seems rather childish,
noble motive.
doesn't it?

where
is

distinctive

NORRIS' portrayal of the old
King in "When Knighthood was in
Flower" has elicited much favorable comment.

double bars of

great
protection.
And
beauty is desired Biflex

bumper

certain to be chosen.

The genuine

WILLIAM

Biflex

maximum

Biflex

Biflex may be identified by the
the clamp. Sold everywhere.

mark on

BIFLEX PRODUCTS

CO., Waukegan,

Illinois

But Norris values the opinion of one small boy
more than all the critics on earth. He took
his son to see the picture and afterwards
waited in fear and trembling for the verdict.
It

came.

"Oh, you were

all right,

said Norris junior.

could have

anyway was

"

But

done more.

it

Si//ex
'Bumper

dad, I suppose,"

seems

Why,

me you
you did
and die."

to

all

to get married, play tag,

of the biggest stage
of the season
ONE
"The Last Warning," a mystery play
hits

is

Spring

writ-

by a scenario writer, Thomas Fallon. "The
Last Warning" is one of those surprise hits of
a year. It was produced by a theatrical press
department ofSce boy, one Michael Goldreyer,
who managed to get enough backing for the
venture. The play came into New York "on
rubber shoes," as they say, and became the
season's sensation over night. One day Goldreyer was broke. The next he refused $250,000
ten

for his production.
fields

—at times.

Broadway beats

"pESSIMISTS must
official

report of

the gold

give way before the
November activities at

Famous Players-Lasky.

Fourteen companies

active at one time, the largest in the history of
the organization! Six were busy in the East
alone, these including the George Melford

("Java Head"), Thomas Meighan, Dorothy
Dalton, Alice Brady, Elsie Ferguson and Allan

WheD

you write

to arivertisBr!l nlrasp

mpntinn

PHOTOPLAY MAOAZTNE.

—

—Advertising
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Dwan

units.

Mr. Dwan

is

Section

following ''Robin

Hood" with Edith Wharton's "Glimpses

of

Moon,"

in which Bebe Daniels and Nita
appear. Melford has done a large
part of '"Java Head" in and about Salem,
Mass. jMeighan visited his old home in Pittsburg, Pa., recently to do exteriors of George
Ade's "Back Home and Broke." The city
band was out to meet its native son. Miss
Dalton is doing an original script. ^liss Ferguson has been reviving ''Outcast." Alice Brady
went to Florida to shoot exteriors of Katherin
Newlin Burt's South Sea storj', "The Leopardess," Henry Kolker directing.
Tom jSIeighan doesn't forget his friends.
That wouldn't be like Tom. Consider, for
instance, the cast that is playing with him in

the

Naldi

"Back Home and Broke."
It numbers
Laurence Wheat, Gertrude Quinlan, and Frederick Burton, all of whom played with him
years ago in his biggest stage success, "The
CoUege Widow." Remember Miss Quinlan as
the college \vaitress? Wheat, by the way, has
been in a number of Meighan's recent pictures.

rench ivau to remove hair
SLEEVELESS

gowns demand a smooth
underarm, of course. But the delightful sense of exquisite daintiness that clean
underarms bring is so much appreciated by
even if they never
many women that
wore a sleeveless, or sheer-sleeved, frock
they would still consider X-Bazin one of
their most essential toilet accessories!

—

MILDRED

HARRIS, while in Chicago on
her vaudeville tour, divulged her ambitions.
She said she wanted to pay her debts,
marry again, and have a baby. Isn't that

—

Established a Century

nice?

John Barrj'more
WHEN
Filmdom
another motion

Ago

cer-

is inneeds him.
dulging in his long slumbering desire to do the
melancholy Dane of Shakespeare's "Hamlet"
on the stage. "Hamlet'' seems likely to run
aw'hile in Xew York. .After that, maybe Barrymore will ha\-e time and the initiative to do
a picture or two. As it is, Jack saj-s he'll only
do a film when he feels like it.

At all drug and department stores, 50c andtl.OOin
Elsewhere: 75c and $1.50.
S. and Canada.
Send 10c for trial sample and descriptive booklet

—

—

the U.

by the makers of Sozodont

BORGFELDT &

CO., Sole Distributors
United States and Canada
Dept. B, )6th Street and Irvlni; Place. New York

In

picture?
Barr\ more at present

tainl)'

—

Hade

going to do

is

X-Bazin's success has inspired many imitations,
but X-Bazin is still the absolutely safe way to remove hair You can use it apain and again and again
it does not coarsen the hair or irritate the skin,
X-Bazin is sold under a money-bark guarantee.
It must please you, or it costs you nothing.

GEO.

will

NOBODY seems to know quite why this

the

is

so funny, but it has become the catchword
and pet storj- of the Hollywood Boulevard wits
and cafe-frequenters.
The new Grauman's Holh-Avood theater is
to
Your
the only theater on the coast devoted e.xcluComplexion Clay
si\ ely to mo\ ies v\here }'ou can resers'e seats
Every woman now realizes the amazing re- ahead of time.
The god of the machine who presides over
sults obtained by using a good face clay. Complexions can be completely transformed. the box oflice is a verj- large, hard-boiled lookSkinsthat are coarse, sallow and lifeless have ing person with an exceedingly high tenor
responded as if b.y magic. Impurities can be voice. Oh, a very tenor voice.
This was the con^•ersation when he answered
removed and a soft, exqui.site texture re-

How
Own

Make

DICK

B.\RTHELMESS' first screen play
with John Robertson as director is to be
Joseph Hergesheimer's "The Bright Shawl," a
stor>' of picturesque Havana before the quickening days of the Spanish-American war.
Barthelmess has the role of a young American,
while the principal feminine part is a Spanish
dancer. Following out the method of making
"Tol'able David," Mr. Hergesheimer has been
in daily conferences with Mr. Barthelmess, and
^Ir. Robertson, the director.

— —

"Hello j'es yes, Grauman's HoUj'wood
Tickets? Yes, how many? Two?
theater.
Two tickets? For when? For tonight? Yes,
two good tickets for tonight. What's the
name, please? JMacgillicuddv? What? Oh,

my

my

preparation up in expensive
O'Brien. What? What— :\l6ntmorency? Oh,
packages, I have decided to sell the recipe so
Oh yes, Smith."
that you ca n make it yourself. For a few cents
you can secure from any druggist a sufficient
girl was born to Mr. and !Mrs. Jesse
quantity of the pure ingredients to make
Lasky and her name is Bessie, after her
enough of this wonderful face clay to last for
mother.
several months. It is easy to make the diThe Laskys also have two bo>'s, Jesse, Jr.,
rections are simple and I will .send complete
aged 12, and William Raymond, two years.
recipeandfull directionsuponreceiptofSLOO.
If not entirely satLsfied, your $1.00 will be
PICKFORD'S revival of "Tess of
refunded. Madame LaBoehm, Specialist,
the Storm Country-" was not given a
2632 University Ave., St. Loviis, Mo.

AB.VBY

—

—

MARY
special

Tell

New York

run, contrary- to expecta-

For one thing, Miss Pickford was rather
worried over its reception in New York. Her
advisors looked upon it as a delightful picture
but ]Mary was a little troubled over a possible
flop, such as was encountered hy Griffith's
"One F^xciting Night.'' So she released the

The Truth?

Many women

look much older than their years because wrinkles and i i/jesappear prematurely— e.s penally after Illness or worry. Many happy times are .spoiled
because others have a wrong impres.slou of your ase.

Send today

production direct to the country.

for a tube of

THERE'S a

brand new game

It is called " cofi'ee pot "

all.

and
The wonderful preparation

many

society

women

so

HAIR SPEClAin

CO., Dcpi. W.

24

East 21st St.,

New York

j

I

in

Hollywood.

— for no reason at

Bebe Daniels and her gang made
this is

it

up,

it.

You get a crowd
You send one out

use continu-

Apply it a few hours before
when you go out for the afternoon
ally.

or evening the wrinkles won't he
there; your skin will be .smooth
and soft .ind won't need another application for a day
or two. Guaranteed harmless. Per tube, postpaid, $1.

note, recently

"Java Head," to Famous
Players. "Java Head" was originally sold by
its author to D. W'. Griffith, who allowed it to
lay in his files for about two years.
Then
Hergesheimer bought it back for its original
price and re-sold it to Famous, it is said, at a
profit of $15,000. Who says authors are bad
business men?
"Java Head" is now being
made into a film hy Director George Melford
with Leatrice Joy as the Manchu woman.
''•'re-sold his novel,

/CRITICS

have been wondering over the

^'-'identity of Elton Thomas, credited as the
author of "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood"

on the programmes and billing. Let us whisper
a secret.
Elton Thomas is Doug's middle
name.
Doug, however, didn't do "Robin
Hood" alone. The storv' was worked out at
daily conferences with AUan Dwan, his director, and whipped into shape as the big spectacle
progressed. "There was no written detaU script
during the whole making of the picture.

T\ TE

hear that Lenore Ulric may return to
the screen after the road run of the stage
success, "Kiki," to do a film version of "The
Bird of Paradise," with Richard Walton Tully
as producer. David Belasco, the producer of
"Kiki," recently sold one of his stage plaj-s,
name unmentioned, for 875.000. Can this be
Willard Mack's "Tiger Rose," which, it is said,
D. W. Griffith plans to do soon?

and Mrs. Tom Mix really could be preMR.
sented to the American public as an ideal
married couple.
Surely nowhere

is there a more devoted,
attentive and altogether adoring husband than
the big western star, and Mrs. Mix is famed for
her beautiful gowns, her splendid jewels and
her home-making ability. There is never a
HoU}.^vood function, a football game, nor a
first night that you don't see them together,

and they always seem

of congenial souls together.
The others
of the room.

"Walk," "ride,"
think up an active verb.
"swim," etc. When the one returns to the
room he or she asks three questions, such as
"When did you coffee pot last?" or "Are you
coffee potting alone or with someone? " One of

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPL.^T MAG.iZINE

is

to be having such a

good

time.

"Tommie" Mix, their babj" daughter,
also beginning to play a large part in the
Little

is

;Mix household.

PROB.\BLY

a printer

was funny.
On a recent program

But

tions.

Does Your Mirror

HERGESHEIMER, we

K/TR.
•'

the telephone.

vealed. So much sunshine has come to me
own preparation that I have
since using
decided to let every woman share in my .secret.
I really believe that now a good complexion
is within every woman's reach and rather

than put

the crowd answers, and the merriment reaches
height. Then the victim has three more
guesses as to the verb in question. Bebe says
it doesn't sound Hke much of a game but that
it's great fun.
.\t the house warming given by
Bebe and her mother just before they left
Hollywood they played it.. The Daniels family
spent just two nights in their new home before
the star was ordered to New York.
its

is

to blame.

it

of a big

following line,

—

"And

motion picture

Fund appveared

the
the greatest of these is

production for the Actors'

Shakespeare."
Certainly Shakespeare deser\-es credit for a
lot of things and he did write "Midsununer
Night's Dream," the offering for the evening,
but we must be fair to all, and St. Paul's
famous chapter to the Corinthians is among the
great pieces of literature of aU times and in it
appears the quoted line.
charitj-

HOLL\'^VOOD

looks like a deserted village

these days.

So

many

York that

of its pet celebrities are in

New

hard to recognize the old place,
and it has slowed things up considerably.
What with Ruddv \"alentino, Doug and

guaranteed.

it's
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Mary, Bebe Daniels, Harold Lloyd, Lila Lee,
Tommie Meighan, Leatrice Joy, and Jack
Clilbert in the east, Betty Compson in Honolulu, Charlie Chaplin in San Francisco, Wally
Reid ill in a sanitarium and Alice Terr>- and
Re\ Ingram in Florida, it starts out like a hard
winter.

Only the advent of Tola Xegri saved the
Boulevardites from complete despair.
you think film stars are different from the
other people in the world, j'ou should see
Bebe Daniels and her chum, Lila Lee. If
llappers weren't passe, we'd call them that.

IF

Only

verj- nice, well-bred,

charming

tiappcrs.

They're just kids, and take their mothers to
the theaters like any other girls; and have their
beau.K
well, that's one point in which tlicy
differ.
They have more beaux than any other
girls in the world. They are having the time of
it's Bebe's first visit
their life in Manhattan

—

—

and

much

she's as

you would

thrilled as

be.

The baby brunettes are both working at the
Long Island City studios, Bebe in Edith
Wharton's "Glimpses of the ISIoon," under
.\llan Dwan's direction; and Lila opposite

Thomas Meighan

TOM
that

in his

new

picture.

McXAMARA, who

draws cartoons
everj'body loves and also works for
Harold Lloyd, and George Landy, press agent
of Guy Bates Post, found themselves in adjoining chairs in the barber shop.
Looking over at George he said, "Say, hello.
I've always wanted to meet you. Wait for me

—

will

you?

"

George, always ready to oblige, said "Sure.
Sure, I'll wait for you."
Several times as the tonsorial treatments

Good News

Tom reiterated his desire to meet
"Now you wait for me."
George waited and Tom came out and put
his arm affectionately around him. "I'm Tom
progressed,

his neighbor.

McNamara,
ways wanted

to

"I'm George Landy, and I'm a press agent,"
said the other, "It's mighty nice of you. But
why, if you don't mind, were you so an>dous to
meet me?"
"Because" said Tom, admiringly, "I think
you got the funniest face I ever saw on any
in

my

life."

NAMESAKES

Millions of women, all the world over,
have found a way to prettier teeth. Some
by dental advice, some by this ten-day test.
They have spread the news to others.
Now wherever you look you see glistening
teeth, and more smiles to show them.
We urge you again to accept this test
and prove to yourself what they know.

don't always follow in the

footsteps of their godmothers, but little
Dean Moran bids fair to prove an
exception to the rule.
The young lady is three years old and already she is making a name for herself on the
screen, quite as anyone named Priscilla Dean
anything should.
And the way she happened to be christened
in such fashion was this. Her father owned a

Must combat
That viscous

Priscilla

small theater in an

Oklahoma town

—a

fairly

rough and ready town it was, too. The only
female star who could get over with his hardboiled audiences was Priscilla Dean. So when
his small daughter arrived, he decided that
was the proper handle to give her.
He did. iliss Dean became godmother, sent
And a
presents and autographed pictures.
year ago Miss Priscilla Dean Moran came to
Hollywood and went into pictures.
You'll see her later with the Talmadges.

HARRIETT HAMMOND,

once the pulchritudinous premiere bathing girl at the
Mack Sennett lot. has been visiting in New
York. IncidenUilly. she looks more beautiful
than ever. Miss Hammond motored across
countrs' with her mother and brother. They
made the trip in eighteen days and were stuck
We can
just once, somewhere in Missouri.
imagine the riot Harriett must have caused in
that state.

NALDI'S apartment was

manage

thousand

to

on teeth must

feel

Otherwise

it

clings,

food substance which ferIt holds the acid
acid.
in contact with the teeth to cause decay.
Germs breed by millions in it. They, with
tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.
It also holds

ments and forms

Thus most tooth troubles are now traced
to film, and very few escape them.

Why

it

remains

The tooth brush and

the ordinary tooth
paste cannot effectively combat it.
So
nearly everybody, however careful, had
teeth discolor and decay.

Dental science has
this

now been

found.

for

years tried

now

urge their daily use.

visited, a

to

Two ways

have
Able authorities have

condition.

proved them, and leading dentists

annex three fur coats and several
worth of jewelr>' including

dollars'

film

enters crevices and stays.
It forms the
basis of cloudy coats, including tartar.

few days ago, by a burglar. According to
Nita he missed the cellar completely, but he

did

you

film

be combated daily.

combat

NITA

tell

meet jou.Wanted to meet you

for a long time."

man

women

That millions of

the cartoonist, " he said, "I've al-

A

new-type tooth paste has been perfected, called Pepsodent.
It corrects some
old mistakes.
These two great film combatants are embodied in it for daily application.
It

Pepsodent does more than that. It
multiplies the starch digestant in the saliva.
That is there to digest starch deposits
which may otherwise cling and form acids.
the alkalinity of the saliva.
there to neutralize mouth acids—
the cause of tooth decay.
It multiplies

That
It

is

omits soap and chalk, which
to bring undesired effects.

now

are

known

You'll

know

at once

Pepsodent brings quick

results.

A

week

make them

conspicuous. Once you
see and feel them you will never go without
them, or let your children miss them.
will

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence
how teeth whiten

See
of the viscous film.
as the film-coats disappear.
Learn the delights of Pepsodent,
with the added protection and beauty it
brings.

Do

this

without delay. Cut out the
This is most important.

coupon now.

10-Day Tube Free
The New-Day Dentifrice
A scientific film combatant, which

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 511, 1104 S.

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

whitens, cleans and protects the
teeth without the use of harmful
grit.
Now advised by leading dentists the world over.

Only one tube to a family.

—

When you

does far more

write to advertisers ilease mention

rnOTOPL.W MAGAZINE.
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some pretty tricky ear-rings. Nita was fon-td
to run right out and buy some cheap ones to
fill in the gap
until she could have some designed especially to suit her dark beauty. lor

—

what is a vamp without ear-rings? So far only
one stolen article has been recovered a gold

—

vanity case that was located in a pawn shop.
It was easily identified because it was engraved
with Xita's most jiersonal nick name "Ni.vi."

—

pDW.\RD BURNS,

late

leading

man

to

•'—'Connie Talmadge, has graduated. In fact
he's now dancing-partner-in-chief to Mae
Murray. In her newest picture, not yet released.
Eddie has always made a point of
going in for those virile sports, and of being
photographed while in action. Is he slipping
or isn't he?

T'^HE day

the character

of

man

here.

is

Theodore Roberts, George Fawcett, George
Arliss, Tully ISIarshall, the Beerj s and I.on
Chanej' have scored decided successes in their
late releases. And now, playing the father in
Booth Tarkington's "The Flirt," George
Nichols has come to the fore from the shadows
of the Universal stock company.
His performance is one of the perfect things of the
screen year. The slope of his shoulders, the
way he has of standing with drooping head, the
tenseness of his clasped hands show the depths
and heights of emotion. And as for his
back well, that man can do more with his
back than anj-one else in the world except

Twixt Love and Duty

—

Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin
present

"TN "The Stag Cook Book," newly published
it is noted that many of our
most accomplished actors are equally accomplished chefs.
For the author of the ook,
C. Mac Sheridan, has collected the favorite
recipes of famous men
and the screen is very
well represented.
We learn, with pleasure,
that Charlie Chaplin advocates Beefsteak and
Kidney Pie in large doses. That Douglas
Fairbanks goes in for a mysterious desert
known as Bread Tart, and Macklyn .Arbuckle
recommends Chicken Gumbo. Otis Skinner
gives a formula for preparing artichokes,
Eddie Cantor says that he loves Boiled Bee}
with Horseradish Sauce better than anything
-'by George Doran,

In

1

—

''Brawn of the North"
—

HERE'S

—

that
another great story with Strongheart as the star
same wonderful dog that thrilled you in "The Silent Call."
It has the thrill of the Northwoods, peopled with figures of love,
hate, courage, cowardice, and Strongheart leaping through drama,
Strongheart
sensation, to moments that make you choke or cheer.
his triumphs in " The
outdoes
doesn't just repeat, he eclipses

—

—

Gilda Gray!

STRONGHEART
The Wonder Dog

—

—

—

else in the world, and De Wolf Hopp>er dotes
upon Raspberry Shortcake. Ray McKee tells
how to fry rabbit, Harold Lloyd initiates the
reader into the mysteries of Lemon Layer Cake,
and Richard Barthebness goes to New England

Silent Call."

There is a splendid cast including Irene Rich and Lee Shumway.
Photographed by C. B. Dryer. Watch for First National's trade
mark on the screen at your theatre. It is the sign of the highest
artistry in pictures and the most fascinating entertainment.

for Spiced Grapes.
real Persian way of

Guy

Bates Post gives the

making Lamb Curry.

.And

cap the climax old Flo Zeigfeld, himself, confesses naivelj' that he likes nothing better than
Little Chicken Ta.ts!
to

A
Laurence Trimble'
First T^ational

FOR A FEW

A
|50a,
Iweekl

Sidne>-

..Looks

like

7 rial.

"How

the

\

r

it — if you are not
convinced it is the
Bar pain in

America, send
^J^pcnse.

— Mother's dimpled chin — and home!"
custom —

8>(fv /

lished

back at
Only if

cents a day. Tlus Bargain
Cluster Ring with 7 BluePerfect Cut Diamonds can be
yours. No Red Tape. No Risk.

™
White

FR\

J.M.LYON LCO)
2-^4 .Maide^h

Lane

N:y:

—

well

groomed women.
^_

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
Thev mav be daneer-

OU3. Flesh White. Pink
or Cream 60c a box c. f
druBTKiBta or by mail.

of court.

.

.

million boxes
Send
sold annually.
10c. for a ftampla boK.

Over two

BEN.

thev come.
AND
onlv Fairbanks
still
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is not the
a William,

Richard Talmadge made his bow- some
time ago; and now there's a Buck ^lix.

rfm.r^. Ocpl

too.

Kingslon Sl, BosIoo, Mass

Every advertisement in

Douglas

in films; there's

LEVY CO.
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of the producing companies has been
ONE
getting on the court calendar again. On

—

touch to the

of

toilette

—

auction.

.\uthors have
charges of literan.- piracy,
claimed that they submit scenarios and novels
and such like and then with no notice and
nothing but a rejection slip in the way of evidence see those stories and novels re-produced upon the silver sheet. It is claimed that
the company is anxious to settle such cases out

three

Lablache as the

finishing

.

Million Dollar CDCC Send for it today It
Bargain Book rntt pictures thousands
of Bargains. Address Dept. 1721

Fifty

generations have estab-

»t

going to take up a permanent

eluMve peifume of Lablache takt,

tlie

-m.Lr^^^.

•WftiW
--^"iilll

^

is

As soon as her present
residence in Italy.
vaudeville contract is fulfilled she is going to
leave for London, there to play for two months
And
in the city's greatest variety theater.
then she will retire to her villa on Lake Como
and listen to the details of a proposition that,
has been made her by an impwrtant firm of
Mrs. Drew has quietly
Italian producers.
given up her countr\' home and her two city
apartments and has sold her furniture at

me back! Grandmother's lightly powdered cheek
years of dainty

Greatest

y^^^ pleased. Bend $1.60week''ONtrl^''^^^^l^^ ly--at the rate of a few

/A*
/

When

and that she

Face Powder

ring comes, examine

'V^'^'-W

,

CENTr

DAY

Don't send a single

l*350-SolitairJ
NO. 172C
only $59 50.

Production

peiiny.Ten daysFree

^SBHDNOMONEr!

in certain film circles, that Mrs.
IT is reported,
Drew is soon to leave this countrv"

Jane Murfin

Attraction

is

guaranteed.

!
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jNIAYO, like many another good
man before him, is to have his own company.
After three long years on the Universal lot,
battling he says to get decent stories, Mayo is
shaking the dust of Universal City from his feet

FR.\NK

forever.
It is understood that his wife, Dagmar
Godowsky, is to play opposite him either as
leading woman or heavy in most of his pictures.
One of the reasons Frank wanted his own company is in order that he and his beautiful wife

might be together more. Teamwork, they debe their motto.

clare, is to

of our best people
TWO
seriously of the screen as
artistic expression.

thinking

are

a medium of
That's the truth. Medium

Because jMiss Mary
expression.
Cass Canfield has more than her share of

of

artistic

now

worldly goods; what she wants
ently, glor)'.
One of the

is,

appar-

minded of New
York's smart j'oung women. Miss Canfield,
some time ago gave up active participation in
society to pursue art in a Greenwich Village
studio; and now we hear she is to have a role
in John Barr>'more's next picture.

The

more

serious

otTier aristocratic aspirant to celluloid

honors is the Marchioness of Queensberrj',
formerly Irene Richards of New York. She is
said to be rehearsing in a British picture now
and contemplates coming over here for more
screen work.

IT'S

right

all

if

you

Manhattan or

live in

Hollywood, and can see them

about
But how do

flitting

the theaters and restaurants.
these stars who spend most of their time going
abroad and shopping and otherwise enjoying
existence expect to hold their public following?
have taken
There's Mabel Normand.
great delight in watching her at first nights and
smart shops and in her limousine; we even have
the opportunity to talk to her occasionally.
But how about the public? It hasn't seen her
since "Molly O." Her pictures recently have
been so few and far between that the once beloved name of Mabel Normand has ceased to
enthrall. People want to see her and ask when
her next picture is to be shown. But when she
doesn't appear on the screen they are apt to
turn their attentions to some other star. And
Mabel is the greatest comedienne in pictures
when she wants to be.

We

who believe pays to adverTHE producers
a big way, would be somewhat
it

tise, in

dis-

they knew the casual manner in
which their best stunt publicity is greeted by
the passer by.
For "The Queen of the Moulin Rouge" a
float was rigged up with a huge windmill and
a queen in ermine and an apache dancer and
all the trimmings supposedly Parisian.
The
stunt floated down Broadway and two girls
saw it. "What's that?" asked one.
"Why, don't you know?" replied the other

gruntled

if

"That's to advertise
Knighthood was in Flower.' "

scornfully.

'When

""DEN HUR"

is being crammed into con•^tinuity by June Mathis. It will soon be
produced on the west coast.
The Ben Hiir of the filrrTs has not yet been
cast.
But if Rodolph Valentino doesn't go
back with Paramount and if he is ever allowed
to go back to work for another company, he
will probably play the part.
Can't help wondering if Fox will sue the
"Ben Hur" producers for stealing the chariot
race from "The Queen of Sheba."

"TF Winter Comes"

is still being made.
The
-'Harry Millarde company, including Percy
Marmont and Ann Forrest, returned from
England with only a few scenes, because of the
unfavorable English climate. The anxiety of
directors for proper atmosphere may be commendable but the studio Englands and Italj-s

seem as

effective as the real thing.
Certainly
Robertson's "Spanish Jade" which he went all
the way to Spain to make, was lovely scenically

but
mental
it

in

was not

to be

Tommy,"

Long

Island.

—Advertising
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compared with "Senti-

with a Scotch Thrums built
"Oliver Twist" is correctly

made in Hollywood. J. Gordon
Edwards journeyed to the I-^ternal Citj- for
"Nero" and then got all mixed up historically and used modern and medieval fountains
for backgrounds. Will Henrj- King and Lillian
English;

—

Gish fare better with the Italian settings

"The White

for

Sister"?

wife of Brinsley Shaw, screen character
THE
actor, has obtained a divorce. She named
as co-re>pondent ISlarie Mosquini, the little
brunette who plays opposite Snub Pollard in

Hal Roach comedies.
Slim Summerville's wife says that while he
be a comedian on the screen he's a cavein real life; and that's why she was
granted a di\ orce from him.
.\nd on the other hand Audrey Chapman,
screen actress, has just become the bride of
Richard Evan Roberts, a banker.

may
man

—

S.\LOME"

will be released through United
There has been some discussion
about Nazimova's newest picture. Strangely

Artists.

enough, the censors passed

it

with scarcely a

But Hiram Abrams, president

protest.

of

United .\rtists, evidently didn't believe it was
as good as the censors seemed to think; because
he is reported to have objected strongly to releasing it. Mary and Doug saw the picture,
and declared themselves for it in every way
And so "Salome" will be released through
United Artists.

—

T ILLIAN GISH

is

such a

frail,

spirituelle

-•^creature on the screen j'ou can't visualize
her, very well, as a healthy human being.
But before she went to Italy we were lunching with her. She ordered a substantial salad
and ate it with ease while glancing at the
scenario for "The White Sister." Surely she
became absorbed in her art and forgot all about
food? She did not. She ate the rest of our
ice cream soda.
With Henry King and his staff she is abroad
for the atmospheric scenes of her first stellar
Sister Dorothy is working with Dick
Barthelmess in his newest picture which John
Robertson, creator of "Sentimental Tommy,"
King and Robertson will alternate
is directing.
as directors of the Gish girls and Barthelmess
Dorothy and James Rennie are lunching together every day. Both are working at the
same studios, although in different productions. They bring their lunch boxes and sneak
off their respective sets to empty them. Don't
say now that there's no domestic life in motion
film.

pictures!

you
HOW would
dance
tango?

like to see

Rodolph Valen-

And with his wife,
Natacha Rambova? Mrs. Valenthe

tino

the brunette
tino, by the w-ay, has a curious coiffure on
occasion. A sort of Psyche, ending over one
ear.

The Valentinos, to the delight of the debutantes, often tango at the Club Royale; and
they danced together a special "Four Horsemen" version for the Equity Annual Ball.
never been in pictures; but right now
New York sensation, so you should
know about her. The dusky damsel named
Florence INIiUs, who danced her way to fame in
"Sliuflie Along," the negro musical show, and

SHE'S
^she

is

the

now the bright shining star of "The Plantation" reMie on Broadway. She's a lithe, slight
creature with short shining black hair. And
she is said to own two Rolls Royce automobiles
and a Park Avenue apartment house
is

npHE

high-browed gentlemen who lie in wait
things grew more than usually
heated over the changing of the title, "Ching
for such

Ching Chinaman," to "Shadows" for screen
purposes.
Of course they blamed the pro-

Florence Mfg.

ducers.

But

wasn't the producers' fault at all. The
producers in this case are B. P. Schulberg and

Wlicn you write

it

to advertisers please

mention

Co

Florence, Mass.

247
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Al Lichtman. Both have long wanted to make
Wilbur Daniel Steele's prize story into a photoplay. When Preferred Pictures was formed by
them, one of the hrst things they did was to

buy "Ching Ching Chinaman."

They

liked
But to

the title almost as much as the storj-.
be on the safe side they sent out letters asking
the exhibitors what they thought of it. Two
thirds of the answers were that "Ching Ching
Chinaman" was an awful title. It didn't
mean anything; or if it did it meant something
oriental that the public wouldn't like right
now. So it became " Shadows."

"DUCK JOXES isn't what you'd call a Shakes
'-'spearean
spearean actor or anything like that. But yoi
ou
can't imagine him in Sennett comedy, can

Yet Mr. Jones, now Charles, u.-ed to be a
member of Mr. Sennett's famous fun company,
when it was called Keystone.

D EIMEMBER Betty Hilburn?
Everyone predicted

for her a great future
then Betty married the son of a
wealthy ^Manhattan merchant. Xow she has
a baby and is domestic and happy and all that
in the film^.;

sort of thing.
It is said that the jealousy of a certain young
woman of the celluloids put the crimp in
Betty's career. This young woman couldn't
see that Betty's part in a picture was at all
necessaP)', and so it was cut out.
But Betty,
with a home on Riverside Drixe and a nice
husband and everything rhe wants, has probably forgotten all about that.

ROBERT VIGXOL.'l has gone off for a trip
around the world.
During his absence
Sidney Olcott will direct Marion Davies, whom
Vignola has piloted through her most conspicuous successes, including "When Knighthood Was in Flower.'' Bol) has worked conscientiously for twelve years and wants a rest.
To take it he is putting aside offers of 82,500
a week.

Qirl of

M.\RJORY GR.\XT

is now Mrs. Vincent
The joung leading man who
has made love to !Madge Kennedy and Mae
Murray and Constance Binney signed his new

Coleman.

The

C ountry

I

|

Beyond

]

—a

|

great new novel of a
fighter's redemption through a
woman's faith— by an author
whose name is a guarantee
:

JAMES OLIVER

|
|

|

I

CURWOOD

Over 2,000,000 people have
bought

|
|

And now

he

has beaten all of his previous work with a wonderful tale of wilderness love,
\\ halever else you
read
or give for Christmas this

l
|
|

i

miss:

|
|
i

"The Country BL-yond."

|

year don't

let

yoiirselj

—$2.00

I

|

Each of

predecessor.

Wherever Books Are Sold

|

@iopolitan Book @oration

|

^IliMlillillillllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllll

contract in Chicago, w here jSIarjon,- was dancing in Ed Wynn's "The Perfect Fool." The
Colemans have come to Xew York and are
domiciled in a new home in Long Island. She's
given up the stage for good.

H.\ROLD LLOYD hadn't visited Xew York
since his great success, "Grandma's Boy,"
was shown here. .\nd llierc were some around
the Pathe office w ho wondered if Harold would
be any different; any more upstage. He came
in one day and followed his usual custom of

stopping to talk with the telephone operator
into the
private offices of the chief executives. .\nd now
they'll tell ^-ou that he's nicer than ever; that
you couldn't spoil Harold not if you applaud
"Doctor Jack" harder than you did "Grand-

and the stenographers before going

—

ma's Boy."

his novels has outsold its

his books.

i;i'llll|l|llllllllinll!!!l|i|illlll!llll!illli:illllllHII!m

pVER

know

•'-'rights to a

A. H.

"Kick

a producer can .sell the film
play several times?

Woods

sold

In'' to picture

"Within the Law" and
producers

five years ago
.\nd the other day he sold them again
.\fter
this period of years the rights revert to the
1

and he can just keep selling
them. Inasmuch as Woodi
"Within the Law" from Joseph

original owner;

them and

selling

received for

Talmadge Schenck the tidy sum of S45.000;
and for "Kick In" which Paramount made
with Betty Compson and Bert Lytell, $20,000,
this would seem to be easy money.

y/OVD

you?

The Wilderness

continue to release the product of independent
producers.

you
WHEN
Murfm

see the

new

Larr\- Trimble- Jane

"Brawn of the
production,
Xorth," with Strongheart. our favorite actor,
note particularly the girl programmed as Jean
Metcalf. who plays the missionar3-"s wife. She
is none other than the co-producer and author
.And any, time
of the picture, ]\liss ]Murtin.
Mr. Trimble wants to fire her as a writer he
can hire her right back again as an actress.
fact that there has been a directors'
THE
r
meeting
at First Xational which caused the

resignation of J. D. Williams as general manager and the appointment of Richard Rowland
as his successor, may not interest you.
But this move will make an mipression upon
the picture industry which will sooner or later
Because Williams is forming his
affect you.
own company to produce on a \ery large scale;
and First Xational may also enter the producFor the present, however, it will
tion field.
Every mlvertisement in

PHOTOPL.IT MAGAZINE

is

think that on her first visit to Xew
York Bebe Daniels would be greeted at the
station with a band and the key to the city.
But she wasn't. There wasn't a single, solitarj' soul there to meet Bebe and her mother.
The big station looked bare and Xew York
looked cold and uninviting; and she wanted to
take the verj' next train back home.
It all happened because a telegram failed to
arrive; and the wild welcome which had been
planned for the little brunette was spoiled.
She likes it now; and will probabh' remain in
the east for some months.
So will Lila Lee
and Thomas Meighan.
1

T ILA LEE

also told us about Leatrice Joy
'^being chosen to play the ^lanchu girl in
Hergesheimer's "Java Head."
"There wasn't a brunette in Hollywood who
wouldn't have given every thing to play that
part," confessed Lila, "but Leatrice was the
lucky one who got it. She's such a darling,
though, that no one could be jealous of her."
We liked Lila. Every one she mentioned she

praised and she persistently refused to talk of
herself

— except in one particular.

"I'm so stupid," she admitted. "I don't do
any of the things I ought to do. The other
evening my mother took me to the Hippodrome to hear Tita Ruffo and I was so astonished when he began to sing I had always
thought he was a violinist."
It takes courage to tell a storj- like that on
yourself, but Lila Lee has previously demon-

—

A

sweet, unspoiled
strated her line courage.
little girl, she is, and tremendously human.

VICEXTE BLASCO IB.AXEZ was of great
assistance to the Cosmofwlitan company
which went abroad to make his story. "Enemies of ^^'omen.'' The noted author joined the
players, headed by .\lma Rubens and Lionel
Barrymore, at Monte Carlo; and through his
influence scenes were made in the Casino and
the Prince's palace and other places where the
camera has never before penetrated. Ibanez
kept company hours, too; he rose at five and
worked till night.

FRAXK

the grand old man of the
dead.
The creator of "Lightnin' " had a breakdown while performing his famous role in
Chicago, and died a w eek later. He was "just
tired," he said. Overwork was not the cause of
his death; he li\ ed only for his acting. His last
performance of Bill Jo>ics was declared to be
"Lightnin' "' played 1,201 times in
his best.
X'ew York City alone and had been running
over a year in Chicago.
Bacon, who was tifty-eight years old. is survived by his wife, who shared his y ears of
struggle as well as his prosperity; a daughter,
and a son. Lloyd, a motion picture actor. One
of the most beloved ligures in the theater, he is
mourned bv the thousands he entertained.

BACOX,

.\merican stage,

DOROTHY
charminglv

is

DEVORE. who

cavorts

in the Christie comedies, is

so

no

longer married. In case you don't know she
ever was. we di\"nlge the additional information
that Miss Devore was personally known as
;Mrs. Benjamin Sohn, Jr.. of HoUyxvood. The
late Mr. Devore is wealthy. They had been
estranged for some time.

guaranteed.
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Questions and Answers
[COXTINLED TROit PAGE

George

87]

—

Idaho. Jack Holt was a
clerg>-man's son. He used to sing in the choir.
Holt was born in Winchester, Virginia, May i,
1888, but he came to New York at an early age
when his father became the pastor of a church
in the Bronx.
He has three children. JNIrs.
Holt has never appeared on the stage or
screen. The Holts are fond of riding and don't
go in much for publicity.
H.,

Your
Future Self
In a few years

be

a

you

will

new person. Every-

thing about you, except

theenamcl of'your teeth,
will have changed. Be
fair now, to the person
you will be. Read here

—

Harrietta. I'm happy to meet your
charming family. I take off my chapeau to
your mother, who must be a wise woman.
Glad the whole family reads Photoplay. You
say you take turns reading it first. I am awaiting your photographs and would send you
mine in return except I haven't any. And it

why

it

is

important to

the enamel of
our teeth by using a

protect

safe dentifrice.

—

is

against the rules.

I

am

But write

a department.

—You

not a person.
to

me

I

am

again.

Enamel ofYour Teeth

Alay Allison has been
Once to William Stevenson,
and now to Robert Ellis. She was the wife of
Bella.

win.

married twice.

Stevenson but a short time. Cullen Landis
played Jim at the age of twenty-two in "The
Old Nest." Buddy Messenger was the boy
Jim. Monte Blue is married to a non-pro-

M. C, Frostburg, Md.
for actors.

I

—

Bet that's a hard
wouldn't want to play

So your father owns two theaters and
to meet all the stars who appear personally.
What a lucky girl you are. How
many other girls would love to change places
with you? That's not a question; that's an
assertion.
House Peters is married to Mac
there.

you get

King, a non-professional.

Wally's Fan, Grove City, Pa.

—More cor-

Information about your
idol is given elsewhere in these columns. FolAnna
lowing is the cast of "Way Down East
Moore, Lillian Gish; her mother, Mrs. David
Landau; Mrs. Tremont, Josephine Bernard;
Diana Tremont, ]\Irs. Morgan Belmont; her
sister, Patricia Fruen; the eccentric aunt, Flor
ence Short; Lennox Sanderson,\^o\\e\\ Sherman;
Squire Bartlett, Burr Mcintosh; Mrs. Barllclt,
Kate Bruce; David Bartlett, Richard Barthelmess; Martha Perkins, Vivia Ogden; Seth
Holcomh, Porter Strong; Reuben Whipple,
George Neville; Hi Holler, Edgar Nelson; Kate
rectly,

restore

it

familiar theory that everyone becomes a new
person every seven years is supported by scientific

The

authority.*

fessional.

town

Nature wilppot

one of them.

'

:

Mary

Brewster,

Hay;

Professor

An

injury to the flesh, the bones, the eyes or other
organs may be healed by Nature, but the thin coating of enamel upon your teeth never is renewed, once
Then tooth
it
is broken or otherwise damaged.
trouble is almost sure to begin.

So select your dentifrice carefully. Choose a safe
one which will wash and polish the enamel, not one
which will scour with harsh grit. Colgate's is safebased on fine precipitated chalk and pure vegetable
oil soap. The chalk loosens clinging particles from the
enamel, the pure vegetable oil soap washes them away.

COLGATE'S Cleans Teeth The Right Way
" ^'/jj/^^.! "— and Polishes— Doesn't Scratch or Scour
Protect the enamel ot your teeth and r>e tair
your future self by using Colgate's regu-

to

Jarly after each meal and just before bedtime.

Sterling,

Creighton Hale; Maria Poole, Emily Fitzroy.
[CONTINLTED

The Man

ON PAGE

Who

I2o]

Spent
Large Tube, 25c

a Million
[

CO.NTINUED FROM PAGE 74

]

in the films.
He'll shoot a policeman here, a
waiter there wholesale murder, later to be
incorporated in his pictures.
He'll have a
Ubrary of foreign scenes. Good idea, isn't it ?

—

*See article on Biolocy by Professor William Keith Bro-tk
Nfw International Encyclopedia. Vol. III. pane 90

Truth in Advertising Implies Honesty in Manufacture

Before "Knighthood," and "Enchantment,"
Woman God Forgot," he was with
Famous Players for five years. There he
directed several of Pauline Frederick's best
pictures, among them "The Spider" and
"The Moment Before."
He came to the
screen with the old Kalem [company, as an
actor, trained by the stage.
Before long
they gave him a star and a script and told
him to go ahead. He has been directing ever
since.
Alice Joyce, Alice Hollister, Anna Q.

and "The

InAiaga2me and
Newspaper Illustrating
Magazine and news illustrating is a fine, highly paid profession. It
offers really unlimited opportunities to those who are trained in general
illustrating, cartooninR, comics, etc., with equally profitable side lines of chalktalking, movie animating, and lettering for business uses. The Federal Modern
Course in illustrating and cartooning has been built by the leading Illustrators
(^cysa McMein, Briggs, Sidney Smith and thirty-five others). It gives thorough, practical and complete instruction in all these money-making branches
ol art. What this school will do for you by mail in your spare time is told in the

Nilsson, Tom Moore, Marguerite Courtot all
called him director.
Kalem entrusted him
with its first two-reeler "The Vampire." He
was slightly skeptical, and considerably
startled when it proved a success.
W'hen he returns he may direct Clarion
Davis in "La Belle JSIarseillaise "

32-page book, "A Road to Bigger Things." It describes the Federal
Course in detail and shows how through Federal training you can win
Write for your Free copy today. Just tear out this advertisement. Write your name and age in the margin and mail it now.
WRITE FOR THIS BOOK TODAY

—

When you

success.

FEDERAL SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATING AND CARTOONING
108 Federal School Building

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Minneapolis, Minnesota
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Four Kings from Brooklyn

Aspirin
Say "Ba3'er"and

CONTIM.-ED FROM PAGE 32

[

Insistl

thousand j-cars before Christ on up to the
French revolution. Xow he wants to steam
into the twentieth century.
So don't be surprised if you see him ridinj; the range at sunset
or falling dead of heart trouble o\er a stockticker.
Royalty is being forced into business
these days.

"T.M going

to he a ju\cnile,"'

lie

announced

solemnlj'.

"Go

on, j-ou're too fat!" jeered

kaufmann, the general manager

.\1!

of

ert A.

foreign

productions for Paramount, who is the world's
diplomat next to I.loyd George,
having lasted two years among the foreign

greatest

temperaments.

"Xot
and

fati" roared Jannings, bounding

spilling his chair,

up

He

"l.ookl"

unbuttoned his coat to show there was no bulge in

his belt.

'Uh-huh, you"ve been dieting," accused
Kaufmann. "Why? Come on, tell us the
the name "Haxcr" on
package or on tablets jou are not getting
the
genuine Baj'er product prescribed by ph)'sicians over twenty-two
3'ears and proved safe hy millions for

Unless you

^ee

Colds

Headache

Toothache
]-",arache

Lumbago
Rheumatism

Neuralgia

Pain Pain

Accept

'"Bayer

also

Aspirin

defiant stand.
girl said I was too fat."
He glowered,
daring us to laugh, which we did.

"My

in his chair again.

"I'm going to .America," he proclaimed with
finalit\- and stentorian tones of a king.
"Xow, what do you want to go to .America
for?" parried diplomat Kaufmann, whose printhe

of

bottles of 24 and
100.
the trade
mark of Bayer
Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of
gists

Jannings did one of his polar bear lurches
around the room and then swung about to a

Then he slumped down
But only for a second.

Aspirin"
only.
Each unbroken package contains
proper
directions.
Handj'
iioxes
of
twelve tablets cost few cents.
DrugTablets

reason."

sell

is

cipal task is to keep the players from diving
into the .Atlantic in the general direction of
Liberty and Dollars. AVhenexer anv one of
them is free of work for a second he comes

charging into the managerial sacristy with the

Xo

.America. Xo W ork.
get a drink in .America,"' I
reminded, endea\oring to tide over the crisis.
Jannings shot me his characteri>tic cornerof -the -eye glance.
"Famous Players will get it for me," he
retorted positively.

ultimatum of

Salicvlicacid.

"Vou

can't

"Or maybe )'ou know Jim Quirk," suggested
Kaufmann.
But the situation was not for levity.

"Why
Meyer Both Company, the largest
commercial art organization in the
field, offers you a different and practical training.
Study
If you like to draw, develop your talent.
taught by x liis widely known
this practical course
years
success
which
with
twenty-two
institution,

—

can't

1

go to .America if Lubitsch
l-lmil, swinging up and

can?" bawled Brooklyn
around the room again.

—

I

—

Moor.

But it is in the Lubitsch production^—
"Passion."' "Deception," and "The Loves of
Pharaoh" that the star has won his decisive

—

triumphs.
-Although I daresaj' Jannings has never
indulged in Battle Creek breakfast foods he
has what they guarantee both Brain and

—

Brawn.
Whereas the normal .American actor takes
greatest pride in the cellar of his home,
Jannings inx ites 3 0U to inspect his library. To
be sure, there
ranks higher.

is

a cellar also, but the library

From

it he has drawn the first
mental images of the historical characters

depicted in celluloid.
For physical make-up he studies portraits.
But the external is a trivial matter in his
opinion. He first gets the life of the character
from historj' and fiction and biography— the
whiskers, wigs and facial idiosyncrasies can
then be as.sembled quickly. So thoroughly did
he absorb the imaginary' being of Pharaoh
Amcncs that for days after the completion of
"The I-X)ves of Pharaoh" he was seen striding
about in his best Egj-ptian manner.
Jannings in his roles has reached farther from
his own personalit}' than has any screen player.
Each creation has been so distinctly individual
that the identity of the actor was to be found
only in the cast of players. There may be
actors of equal ability but there is none who
has put his ability to such a severe test of
versatility.

The Romantic History

each year produces and sells to advertisers in the
United States and Canada over ten thousand commercial drawings. Who else could give you so wide
Bn experience? Commercinl art is a business neces-

]

think a compromise was finally effected
whereby Jannings agreed to do one mon
picture in (iermany after llnishing "Peter
the Great."
-At the time of my audience Jannings was
preparing to attend the (Jerhart Hauptmann
festival, held to honor the si.\tieth anniversary
of the dramatist.
He has appeared in more
Hauptmann roles than any other actor, hence
was an honor guest at the celebration.
In Germany. Jannings is quite as celebrated
for his stage work as for his cinematic achievements. Twice a year he plays Daiilon for Ma.x
Reinhardt, the German master of stagecraft.
Most of the leading characters of Shakespeare
have been envisaged by him at one time or
another. \'er\- soon .\merica will see a screen
version of "Othello," with Jannings as The
I

of the Motion Picture

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

;o

a highly paid, intensely interesting profession,
equally open to men and women. Home study in-

sity

struction.
Get Facts Before You Enroll in any School.
Ask the Advertising Manager of theleading
newspaper in your section, anywhere
in the United States, C^anada, England
about the Meyer Both
J or Australia

——

'Company

let them tell you about us.
(Vrlte for ourillustrated book,
for one-hall the coat

OPPORTUNITY"—
of mailing

"YOUF

— four cents In stamos.

BOTH COMPANY
MEYER
Department
Art Instruction
of

Michiisn Are. al 20tb

Sl DeptSl .CHICAGO, ILL.
,

NOTE— To
Firms:

among

PI

Art and Engraving
Secure prartlcal artista
our graduates. Write ua.^

SO S

fyr Coughs & Colds
For quick

relief try Piso's

a remarkably effective syrup different from all others. Safe and
sane for young and old. Pleasant
— no opiates — no upset stomach.
35c and 60c sizes everywhere.

famous, as you choose to \ ic\\ it. It was and
yet the greatest screen situation, of unIt may be the innocent man
failing power.
on the gallows with the pardon on the way;
it
may be the pursuing -vengeance of the
K. K. K.; it ma>- be the maid in desperate
conflict with the villain as the hero speeds
toward the scene; but the bleached abstract
barebones of the situation are always the same.
In this ancient drama, "The Life of an
.\merican Fireman,'' the chief arrived at
last and leaping down rushed into the fire,
emerging with his wife and child in his arms.
Saved at last. The breathless race was over
and the happy ending came in the closing
is

close-up.
.All this was crudely done measured in the
It was a gripping masterlights of our day.
It swept the motion picture
piece then.
industrj' then, but it was not so much to
sweep as now.
Some incidents of the making of the picture
James
are of an amusing passing interest.
H. White, the manager of the "kinetoscope
of the Edison establishment,
department
The
elected for himself the leading role.
"

West Orange

fire

Etei7 advertisement in

department was pressed into

PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

service for the

fire

house and exterior scenes,

while the little Edison studio at 41 West
Twenty-first street supplied the interiors.
The picture was taking up considerably
more time than usual and W. E. GUmore.
the blunt, vigorously spoken general manager
of the Edison enterprises, took a look at the
film in the making.
There was an explosion
when he discovered his department manager,
James H.AVhite, on the screen as the fire chief.
"Out with that stufi." he roared. "I don't
want White to be an actor. He"s supposed
to be a manager."'
there was a retake. !Mr. White"s brother,
SOArthur,
also connected with the department

and

of

fireman,

previous experience as a volunteer
was cast in his place for the stellar

role.

^leanwhile, in the same period canie out
subjects that seem to have had a prophetic
meaning as we look backwards at them.
There was "The Dream of a Rarebit Fiend."'

which ^Ir. Porter evolved some trick
photography which showed a terrified man
.At
in bed sailing oxer New York Citx*.
something near this same time came what
in
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seems to have been the fir?t stop motion
photography with the Kdison pictures of the
Huffalo

Exposition

illuminations

at

night.

camera was not specially equipped for
such work, as now. Making careful calculations Mr. Porter decided that an exposure
of eight seconds for each little frame of the
He set up his camera and
film was required.
']'he

for hours he stood counting seconds as he
gingerly moved the crank to expose a frame
The spectacle was a curious one
at a time.
to the exposition crowds that passed by, and
for a maddening four hours the cameraman
stood counting seconds and trying to explain
to interfering policemen and spectators in
Incidentally
the throng that circled about.
this picture was made the night before Presi-

dent McKinley was shot.
From the stop motion experience gained
that night Porter evolved a special camera
device that made the work simpler and presentIj- found many other uses for it.
'
"Goldy Locks and the Teddy Bears," a
playlet in which the actors were a flaxen
haired doll and the then new Teddy bear toy,

was among the earliest of Porter"? utilizations
of the trick possibilities of the stop motion
camera. The dolls were arranged, a frame or
single picture of the film exposed, then the
doll and Teddy bears were moved ever so
little in the gestures of the action to be portrayed, and again the camera clicked one
frame. Sixteen times the dolls had to be
adjusted for every foot of film. Eight hours
a day for a whole week Porter labored with
this subject.
It was the first animated doll
picture, and the progenitor of a long line of
Much later the
curious camera products.
same t\-pe of camera action came into use for
the making of animated cartoons.

Jfjorher^s
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Invisible Corseting

same stop motion camera, Porter
WITH
"How
made wildly animated
this

titles

Jones Lost His Roll," a pickpocket

Obtained only by the

of

film.

Trade Mark
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The

and

after jumbling over the screen arranged
themselves magically into the words at last.

thighs,
closely

backs, close-fitting
flat, smooth
and assures success for the new type of
draped gowns.
No lacing annoyances

This picture caused a sensation among the
film makers, and there was a deal of spying
about and covert inquiry at the Edison plant
Within
to find out how the thing was done.
a year the competitors had the trick and there
was a deluge of leaping titles. It gave the
making of titles an impetus. More titles
were put into pictures than ever had before
been deemed necessary, merely so that they
could be made to leap magically about.
A fantasy picture which showed something
of the influence here of the INIelies magic
pictures from France was "Jack and the
Beanstalk," also made at the Edison plant

and no

incorrect

letters of the titles

Among the films of classic
that came from the Melies establishment in Paris in those days were "Cinderella,"
"A Trip to the Moon," and "The Kingdom of
the Fairies." They were all bizarre subjects
It had not
in the realm of the miraculous.
occurred to Europe's master producer to
consider subjects of realism. He was a
magician and his domain was the world of the
unreal.
"The Kingdom of the Fairies" was
highly pretentious for its day, with a special
musical score and a large printed herald
These were ideas
for general distribution.
that were lost to be discovered again years
It was given
after in picture exploitation.
premier presentations September 7, igo2, in
Paris, London and Xew York.
In the cast
of that twenty-year old picture one finds the
names of -the stellar figures of the light opera
and variety stages of Europe, and most
interestingly of all M. Paul Brunet in the role
of the Fairy Prince.
iNI. Brunet has been
known as a screen executive these many years,
and few- who know him suspect him of an
actor past.
In the general and accepted piracy cf those
days, practically all of the American film
makers made duplicated or "dupe" copies
of these pictures from France and sold them
widely.
In 1902 George Melies became so annoy ed

produces

It

danced and spun about

fiittings.

.
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by the

flattering attention of the American
film men that he sent his brother Gaston
Melies, a shoemaker, to
York to set up
an office and protect his interests.
catalogue
was issued on this occasion announcing "Star
Films" for sale at the Melies establishment
at 204 East 38th Street.
It contained a

New

A

TKese
Five Thing's'

foreword saying:

CAUTION
GEORGE MELIES, proprietor

You Must Do

-Elizabeth Arden
CLEANSE

the skin deeply and thoroughly with Venetian Cleansing Cream.
it

artificially

85c, $2, $3.75.

NOURISH

the skin with Orange Skin
Food, deep tissue builder for ageing
lined faces.

PROTECT the complexion with Amorpow-

EXERCISE

the body for health and
Elizabeth Arden has developed a splendid program of exercise,
fully described in a free booklet "Your
Masterpiece Yourself."
You should have "The Quest of the Beautiful,"
loveliness.

a booklet which is on the dressing tables of thousands of attractire women Ihroughoulthe country.

Send

for

it

today.

ELIZABETH ARDEN
681-M Fifth Ave., New York
London, &5 Old Bond

Parts, 225

St.

to the trade at
dying out. He conlife

American manufacturers

$1, $1.75, $2.75.

etta Cream, fragrant, N'anishing
der-base.
$1, $2.

arranged scenes, the creation

new

Rue St. Uonore

EasytoPlay
EasytoPciy

of films

who

are

searching for novelties, but lack the ingenuity to produce them, have found it
easier and more economical to copy the
"Star Films" and to advertise their poor
copies as their own original conceptions.
This accounts for the simultaneous appearance in several issues of a well known
New York paper of advertisements of the
celebrated "Trip to the IVIoon," by four
or five different concerns, each pretending
to be its creator.
All these pretensions
were false. The "Trip to the Moon" as
well as "Gulliver's Travels," "The Astronomer's Dream," "Cinderella," "Red Riding Hood," "Blue Beard," "Joan of Arc,"
"Christmas Dream," etc., etc., are the
personal creations of Mr. George Melies,
who himself conceived the ideas, painted
the accessories and acted on the stage.
In opening a factory and office in New
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engines as screen material.
in the fall of 1903 that Porter started

was selected

for the role

of his own to put on appeared at
the Edison studio casting about for a possible

He was Mas Aronson, who
by the theatrical transmutation of names,
had by this time become ^Max .\nderson.
It was not long after that he became G. M.
.'Vnderson by another stage in the process
the same who became world famous as Broncho
Billy, which is another story.
"Can you ride, Mr. Anderson?"
"I was born on a horse and raised in Missouri," Anderson snapped back, in just that
dashing western way. He had just come on
from St. Louis.
"Good," Porter decided, "You're a train
engagement.

GASTON MELIES,

Easiest of all wind instruments to play and one of the

most

Records.

was

AT this juncture a vaudeville performer with

are prepared and determined
energetically to pursue all counterfeiters
will not speak twice; we
and pirates.

General Manager.

fire

It

'*-a sketch

We

Saxophone

Director Bennie

with

street \ ariety house,
of one of the robbers.

York we

True-Tone

mention.
"That's a subject," Porter noted to himself.
Presently he went to work on the idea, writing
a memorandum of the scenes of a simple story
of a train hold-up, a pursuit, a dance hall
episode, and an escape.
This was a step
a little farther into the creative realm than

"The Great Train Robberj'." He looked
about for a cast. .\t this time the benches
of Union Square, the rendezvous for variety
actors and unappreciated Hamlets, were the
hunting ground for Biograph, Edison and
Vitagraph in quest of performers. But thk
picture was a shade more exacting.
It was
necessary to have
stunt actors. Frank
Hanaway, an actor with experience in the
U. S. cavalry, was induced to work in the
picture because he could fall off a galloping
horse without killing himself.
George Barnes,
a performer at Huber's Museum, a Fourteenth

will act.

Bennie Krueger

title.

stage
production and was of no relation to the
motion picture that resulted from this casual

"The Life of an American Fireman" had been.
The motion picture had been long familiar

a time when it was
ceived the idea of portraying magical and
mystical views, and his creations have
been imitated without success ever since.
A great number of French, English and

with Ardena Skin

Tonic; keeps the skin fine and clear.

and

of the Theater Robert Houdin,
Paris, is the originator of the class of cinematographic films which are made from

of which has given

$1, $2, $3.

TONE and FIRM

and

manager

Porter got a flash of an idea from the

"The Great Train Robbery" was a

.

Something of the status of motion picture
making is indicated b}' M. ^Melies, studied
and emphatic use of the phrase "cinematographic films which are made from artificially
arranged scenes." This was, he saw, one
of the most pronounced differences between

robber in this picture."
Then Porter prevailed on the Lackawanna
The cost then
to loan him a special train.
would have made the picture impossible if
the train had to have been obtained by charter.
The train scenes were made near Paterson

product and that typical films of the day
It is most sigin which they were made.
nificant, too.
The Melies pictures were the
first which presented not merely things but

New Jersey. .\s one of the thrills the
fireman, doubled by a dummy, was tossed
from the train as it neared the high bridge on
the Passaic river. The dummy fell on a
trolley track below in front of a speeding

ideas, ideas originated for the screen.

car.

his

IMelies

started creating for the screen while others
were picturing ready made subjects.

the magic
BUT
and the new

of Melies

had

lost its savor

photodramatic principle of
realism embodied in "The Life of an American

Fireman" was marcliing on

to claim the screen

for its own.
In this time Porter of Edison made a casual
subject of no great screen importance that
was to prove a stepping stone to historic

achievement. In the advertising department
of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

was Wendell P. Colton, a young man
with a highly successful advertising idea the
famous "Phoebe Snow," a mythical girl in
white who rode on "The Road of Anthracite"
without soiling her gowns, all to the rocking
railroad

—

rhythm of accompan3ang jingles.
Marie Murray, a photographer's model, was
cast for a motion picture rendition of the
Phoebe Snow role by Porter. The picture
was made on the Lackawanna and Porter got
on friendly terms with the officials of the
This was soon to pro\e valuable.
railway.
Not long thereafter Porter was talliing of
possible actors for some l)it of a playlet, in
horse

conference with William Gilroy, property
man of the Edison plant, and Billy !Martinetti,
acrobat, scene painter and handy man.
"I know a fellow that used to be in 'The
Great Train Robbery' on the road," suggested
Martinetti.

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

in

The emergency brakes screeched and
the car came to a violent stop, filled with
.\ riot
fainting and screaming passengers.
followed when the unintended victims of the
scene discovered the deception.
The riding scenes were made in the wilds of
Porter
Essex County park in New Jersey.
with his cast started from a li\er>' stable in
West Orange to ride to location. When the
company arrived ]Max .\nderson was missing.
It was too late and too expensi\e to trouble
about a missing star then. Porter doubled
the part and went ahead.
Essex park resounded with rough riding
and loud shooting.
.\ policeman dashed into the scene.
"You can't shoot in the park and it's
against the law to use firearms on Sunday
you're all arrested."
Just then a squad of actors representing
the sheriffs posse galloped into the scene
They were firing as
pursuing the robbers.

they came.
The policeman disappeared in the adjacent
He had never heard of motion
tall timber.
pictures.

In the e\-ening when the horses were returned to the stable. Porter made inquir>about the missing Anderson.
"Lost a man somewhere along the line
did you see anything of him?
"Oh. that guy yep, the boss throwed him
about a block down the street and he led him

—
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hack and look the next train back to Xew
York."
So the legend runs of the first horse exploit
Billy.
Anderson returned to
of Broncho
appear in the train scenes only.
Marie Murray of Phoebe Snow fame and
a friend, Lou Payne, also a photographer's
model, appeared in the dance hall scenes.
Billy Martinetti was the tiddler.
'The Great Train Robbery'' vibrated with
cutbacks in true photoplay
inserts and
fashion, and closed with a punch, consisting
of a close-up of George Barnes as the leading
robber p)ointing a revolver into the eye of the
audience.
The picture was, for its day, the sort that
the picture makers now would advertise to
the public as "an epoch making achievement
and to the
of the art of the motion picture
exhibitors as "a box office knockout."'
'•The Great Train Robber>-"' went on its
first runs at Huber's Museum, at the Eden
Musee and at Hammerstein"s. With the
picture as their principal property, numerous
exhibitors started with temporary store shows
and traveling picture outfits. There was a
new invasion of the back country with this
"

Sigmund Lubin in
indefatigable
Philadelphia rushed into production a competitive attraction, humorously like producers
of today in their copy cat pursuit of all outstanding success. "Pop" Lubin's picture
pleased him considerably and he made it the

The

focal subject of selling campaigns.
motion picture advertisement to
" Billboard." for many years after an
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ishing.

first

appear in
important
picture medium, was published by Lubin in
the issue dated October 15, 1904:
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latest
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"Pop" Lubin's advertisement offers several
points of special interest. It shows how a
motion picture exhibitor could begin his
career on ninety-nine dollars.
It points to
the primitive conditions of the time when
calcium lights had to be carried for communities that had no electric service. And
there, too, was one of the several early day
sj-nchronizations of film and phonograph with
the "cineophone" pictures and the little
Victor talking machine.
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tracing the development of the screen
-*-drama it is significant to note the use in this
advertisement of the term tableaux for scenes.
The verj- words used then show the reluctance
with which the screen story idea developed.
The Vitagraph, the triumvirate of Blackton.
Smith and Rock, in the same years was following a course of screen development hazily
parallel to the evolution that we have seen
sharply outlined in the efforts of Porter at the

Edison

"The

studio.
About contemporary with
Life of an .\merican Fireman" made by
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This was also a Liebler stage
Vitagraph paid for the motion picture
by an agreement to gi\e Liebler &
Company credit on the main title. Stage
plays cost the screen more now. In 1920,
D. W. Griffith paid $175,000 for "Way Down
building.

play.
rights

East."
"Raffles" in a thousand feet was produced
about a year later than "The Great Train

Robbery"
It is

DeMiracle is not a sealing wax,
powder, paste or so called Cream.
You simply wet hair with this nic
DeMiracle sanitary liquid and it is
gone. DeMiracle is the most economical because there is no waste.
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Porter of Edison, was \itagraph's tabloid
\ersion of "A Gentleman of France" with
Kyrle Bellew. It was something between
the ernbryo of a screen play and a mere photographic reproduction of an excerpt from the
stage play, in which Bellew was appearing
under the auspices of Theodore Liebler &
Company. This film was really an e.xcuse for
the topical function of picturing the famous
sword combat on the stairs, the high point
of the play.
But it was in such indirect and
incidental paths that drama was beginning to
creep furtively into the motion picture.
The sword fight on the stairs made a considerable impression on J. Stuart Blackton
in those remote Vitagraph days.
Twent\-two years later we find Air. Blackton using
the same "business" in "The Glorious Ad\enture," the Lady Diana Manners picture in
Prizma color. In 1900, the sword fight was
a picture of 300 feet of film.
In 1922 it had
become an incidental element of a picture
drama requiring 7,000 feet of film. In 1900
the motion picture was learning to identify
its alphabet building blocks.
In 1922, it had
learned to make them tell stories.
The next milestone in the development of
the screen drama as exemplified by Vitagraph
was a most pretentious effort in one whole
reel, a thousand feet of film, "RafHes the
Amateur Cracksman," made in 1905 in the
little studio among the steam clouds atop the

in its eight hundred feet.
an interesting coincidence that both

of

these pictures, so significant as indices of
the development, should each have brought
to the films two names destined to a wide fame
in the years tocome
G.I\I. Anderson in "The
Great Train Robber}'," and Jimmy Sherry, now
J. Barney Sherry, in the title role of "Raffles."
Mr. Sherr}- is still a star appearing in current
productions. He is probably the only figure
on the screen of 1923 whose career before the
camera extends back so early as 1905.

—

By this time G. M. Anderson had entered
the service of \'itagraph and was a collaborator
with Blackton and Smith in the making of
"Raffles" and a number of pictures which
followed.
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wrote the scenario for "The Great
Train Robbery." Vitagraph took a ready
made stage play. The' issue between the
original script and the borrowing from the
media of the stage and printed page began,
we see, at the ver\- birth of the photoplay.
Tracing the development of photoplay
technique we find Porter following "The
Great Train Robberj'" with "Kleptomaniacs."
a picture pla}' of about equal length. It
presented the parallel stories of a rich woman
caught shoplifting, and considerately treated
as a victim of kleptomania, and of a poor
woman arrested on the same charge and
ruthlessly rushed to jail.
The two stories
ran through the film neck and neck. Both
in treatment and theme there is something
about it that suggests an early conception of
the thing that D. \V. Grtfiith tried to do in
"Intolerance."
Porter was tireless in pursuit of new effects,
tPi'ing to see what the camera could do as an
instrument of expression. Taking a notion
from Henry -E. Dixey's current stage success
with "Seven Ages," Porter made a symbolic
subject under the same title. It was hardly
more than a series of tableaux experimenta"Seven Ages"' in the
tions in light effects.
screen version opened with Youth swinging
in the flecked shade and sunshine of the old
apple tree and concluded with Old .\ge seated
It is interesting
in the glow of the fireplace.
to the student of the motion picture as probaEvery ailvertisement in
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is

bly the first screen subject that consciously
use of shadows in pictorial composition.
There is a tinge of interest in examining the
cast of Dixey's ".Seven Ages" to find that
Master Thomas Ince had a juvenile part in
the piece. Little Tommy Ince was unwittingly close to the motion picture which
in after years gave him fame and fortune.
While these developments were taking place
at Edison and Vitagraph's studios, Biograph
was proceeding in the same general direction,
mayhap a trifle laggardly. The Biograph 's
actix-ities were confused not a little by the
mutoscope peep show phase of the business.
It was in that time highly profitable, because
of the limitations of the peep show machine,
no longer a contributor to motion picture
progress.
Biograph pictures had two functions, one to supply the thundering old
Biogranh projector used in the theaters, the
other to supply subjects for the card wheels
of the peep show parlor machines.
The
influence of this dual purpose tended to interest Biograph in short novelty subjects.
It
will be remembered that Biograph was usirig
the motion picture devices that Herman
Casler and H. N. ;Mar\in had created to
enable them to compete with Edison
machines that handled a great wide film eight
times the size of the Edison standard and
requiring special projection machines.
This
physical condition for a time held Biograph
apart from the rest of the field. Meanwhile,
Biograph in the 1900 period held the cream
of the world's motion picture patronage with
its
very considerable foreign connections.
The greater part of the motion picture business was then the service of films, projection
machine and operator, booked as an act to
vaude\ille houses. In this Biograph was
dominant. Drama meant long pictures.
The vaudeville house, just like the p>eep show,

made

called for brief novelties.

•"PURXIXG

back into Biograph archives
of the time we discover that the present
Prince of Wales posed for the British Biograph
Mutoscope Companj'in iqoi. A mutoscope
peep show machine with this picture and others
was installed on the H. M. S. Ophir when the
present King of England went on his cruise
around the world.
special showing on the
Biograph screen was given for King Edward

&

A

and Queen Alexandra at

St. James palace
that j-ear. Joseph ^lason, stUl an e.xp)ert
technician in motion pictures, was the cameraman and operator. E. B. Koopman, the
promoter member of the old K. M. C. D.
sjmdicate, Biograph's foreign representative,
was in charge of the showing. 'With them
was William Van Doren Kelley, just Will
Kelley then, who had come on to London from
New Jersey to help Koopman in the installation of mutoscope parlors in Europe.
Kelley
set up the machines and painted the frescoes
on the walls. This was the beginning of a
connection in motion picture
significant
annals, unapparent then.
In 1902 Kelley
left the Biograph companj-, convinced that
it was on its last legs and that the motion
Ten
picture was headed toward oblivion.
years elapse before Kelley appears in motion
picture historj' again as the inventor of the

Prizma process.
Some famous stage names are to be found in
the old records of the British Biograph. which
made much of photographing bits from the
legitimate and vaudeville stages. ]Miss Julia
Neilson as At'// G\i:yn and Edward Terr\- as
Charles IF in ^' Sweet Xell of Old Drurj-," posed
for a 157 foot Biograph subject in London in
1000. Biograph also made a 156 foot specimen
scene from "English Xell," a similar play with
Miss Marie Tempest as Nell Gwyn. Frank
Cooper in the role of Kin^ Charles and Fuller
;Melii?h as Lord Carford.
The Biograph system of making motion
pictures on the great wide film was a comAll
mercial handicap in several directions.
practical considerations tended toward the
elimination of the ponderous biograph machine
in favor of the smaller cameras and smaller

guaranteed.
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Edison system. This was poiniedly
demonstrated at the Palace theater in London
in 1Q03. Biograph had been holding forth successfully for a long period at a weekly fee of
£200. Charles Urban, who had his e> e on this
highly desirable booking, waited an opportune
film of the

time. It arrived with Biograph's presentation
of the glories of Carnarvon Castle.
'I can give you as good a picture of the
castle as that and do it for £40 a week," Urban
told the manager.

Harmless-Sure-Clean External Liquid
IN PRIVATE USE SIXTEEN YEARS

"Impossible.''
"I'll

show you," Urban

replied.

He

in-

stalled his small projector with its Edison size
film and proceeded to throw a picture on the
I'alace screen as large and perfect as that pre-

UNCONDITIONALL Y

sented by the ponderous and expensive Biograph. The business was his.

g

the Alhambra theater Urban's pictures
held the 0:30 o'clock turn of the evening entertainment for live years. It was here that he
presented the first consistent line of scientific
motion pictures under the general title of
"The Unseen World." These were largely
microscopic subjects made by ^lartin Duncan.
One memorable subject, entitled "Stilton
Cheese," caused something of a sensation in
staid Britain, which takes its cheese right
seriously. The picture showed the industries,
wars, loves and excitements of the joyous
micro-organisms that produce the flavor of
The microscope and the motion picStilton.
ture camera combined e-\posed more of the

You

actually feel the

fatty parts

melt away.
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"Just lay

And

.\
secrets than anybody wanted to know.
delegation of cheese makers called on Charles
Urban to demand of him that he desist. If it

groui thin"

Results noted from

happened today the cheese makers would probably band together and emploj- a Will Ha} s to

first

application

DIETING

NO DRUGS
EXERCISE

the public the cheese mites were reall)' all
right in spite of the evidence.
Delegations and protests about the motion
In 1902 Urban
picture were common then.
presented pictures of the coronation of King
Edward VII. The exterior scenes were genThe actual coronation in W'estminster
uine.
Abbey was from a motion picture reconstruction of the event staged in Paris by George
Melies. The thing was done in an imposing
way, with the most pretentious set that had
yet been constructed for the purposes of the
Everything was e.xcellent but the one
films.
It was too small for
little detail of the crown.
the actor who sat in the role of Edward MI.
In the course of the ceremonies the crown
skidded a trifle and created an impression that
tell

my
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Biograph was now making three kinds of
motion pictures, Biograph standard, muto.scope and peep show pictures and Edison
standard films.
Biograph was progressing
slowly on the screen, but it had the peep showbusiness all alone. By 1900 Edison had made
and sold 978 of his peep show kinetoscopes and
Biograph had sold nearly 10,000 mutoscopes.
At this time there were probably not more than
1,500 motion picture projection machines in
the world. The projected motion picture had
been in existence five years then. The peep
show still dominated.

PISO'S-For Coughs

;NEW YORK CITY,

N. Y.

MAKE MOWEY

for Coughs

States.

Following in the wake of Porter's "The
Great Train Robbery" came Biograph's first
effort at telling a story on the screen. In 1904.
the year after Porter's picture, "Wallace
McCutchcon, directing lor Biograph, set out to

TEED

PARTS OF THE BODY

AT

Royal Highness was slightly jingled. There
were violent denunciations of the picture and
it seemed discreet not to persist in the showings.
The Urban exploit in supplanting Biograph
at the Palace in London, plus the pressure of a
growing market for Edison size films in the
United States, led Biograph to acquire for use
in its New York plant an Urban- Warwick camera made in London. For a considerable time
Biograph made its pictures with both the old
t\-pe Biograph machine and the Warwick camera. This further complicated the legal afiairs
of the motion picture with prosecutions by
Edison for this infringement. He could not,
because of his failure to take out foreign patents, move against the Urban-Warw ick camera
abroad, but he tried to suppress it in the United
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construct a bit of a photoplay around a classified advertisement in the New York Herald's
celebrated "personal column." This column
eventually got the Herald into considerable

Let Christmas be what we propose
Take a tip that old Santa Claus knows
If your friends you esteem.

trouble, since it was flagrantly used for purposes popularly considered immoral.
"Personal" was chosen as the title for McCutcheon's picture. The plot related the adventures of a hopeful dandy with a carnation in his
coat lapel who had advertised his w illingness to
meet a girl at Grant's Tomb on Riverside
Drive. The picture depended for its interest
and action largely on the ensuing chase, involving citizens, policemen, workmen and a
general miscellany of persons.
" Personal " was a full reel in length. It was
issued August 8, 1904.
This picture was
probably the first to present the chase idea in
full bloom.
Chases and pursuits of the kind
became the prevailing motif in motion picture
production as a consequence of the success of
"Personal." The chase remains with us today
as one of the most valuable properties of the

—

Make

their thankfulness

Prom now

beam

until next winter's snows.

fabricators of slapstick comedy.
Something of the prevailing conception of
material for the motion picture is presented in
the catalogue of "The Celebrated Crescent
Films, Manufactured by Paley
Steiner,

&

40 West 28th
in

"The

A SUBSCRIPTION

Flatiron Building on a Windy Day
side splitting scene was taken
January 25, 1905, when the wind was
blowing a gale, and gives one a general
idea of what women experience on a
windy day around this noted corner. The
great velocity of the wind can be plainly
seen by the manner in which the pedestrians are clutching at their hats and skirts
and grasping at any thing for support. It
is at this corner where one can get a good
idea of the prev ailing types in hosiery and
lingerie. This is the finest picture that has
ever been taken at this corner, and we can
safely recommend it as something excep-
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isn't interested in

paragraphs, truest personality sketches and breeziest information

about the magic land and fascinating celebrities behind the Screen.
To

enable you to send this gift subscription in a correct and
attractive way, an artistic Christmas Card has been
provided, stating that
will be sent for whatever period you desire.
Your name

most
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will

be

sent

greetings

either
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will

appear on
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this card,

recipient

which

of the

gift.

ne.xt subject listed by Paley & Steiner is
nearly as illuminating. The title of a long and

The

gruesome

return coupon, attach a Postal or Express

350 North Clark

St.,

CHICAGO,

"Avenging

a

—a lynching in

—

the motion picture was thus haltingly
clambering along the way towards the photodrama, the theater of the motion picture was
making a tedious parallel progress. It was
inevitable that the picture and the picture
theater should grow up inter-dependent.

THEX the motion picture emerged ginger-

end

from

its

position as the chaser at the

of the vaudeville

program and the black

tent side shows seeking to appear on its own
unsupported merits, it could afford only the
most unpretentious of presentations. The
picture theater started with the "store show"
and became almost immediately the "nickelodeon," stamped with the curse of its cheap-
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array of pictures listed was entitled ".Around
New York in Fifteen Minutes." This meant
one reel of film, a thousand feet. Scene by
scene the picture is described.
Concerning
Scene 9, the catalogue says:
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In earlier chapters we saw the first store
shows, as they were conducted in the extreme
youth of the projected picture by Leroy
Latham, with the old Latham eidoloscope in
1895. A lack of pictures to vary the program
and the weakness of the first pictures that
moved and meant nothing inevitably terminated that earh" effort. Sporadically the same
sort of screen entertainment was being offered
in various parts of the country for brief periods,
but the real beginning of the development that
was to give the United States twenty thousand
theater screens was yet to come.
Many and various beginnings might e
cited.
But a survey of the records indicates
that the main current of picture theater progress began in 1902. just as the first crude photo plaj^s were coming to the screen.
1
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of April i6, igo2, a reader of
the theater advertising column on page one of

another $50 from I^ubelski.

the Los Angeles Times would have discovered

So the first motion picture exchange in the
world was born.
This first exchange was the parlor floor of
the boarding house where Harry Miles was
stopping, at 116 Turk street in San Francisco.
It seemed an interesting but unimportant
venture then. But it was the most important
dexelopment in tlie motion picture since the
invention of the projection machine.

The morning

a modest announcement:

ELECTRIC THEATER, 262 S. Main,
opp. 3rd St.
New Place of Amusement
Up to date high class moving picture entertainment, especially for ladies and
See the Capture of the Biddle
children.
Bros., Xew York in a Blizzard, and many
other interesting and exciting scenes. An
hour's amusement and genuine fun for
10 CENTS ADMISSION
Evenings: 7:30 to 10:30
This was the way that Thomas L. Tally informed the world that in Los Angeles the
motion picture was making its debut as an
He saw that its
independent entertainer.
destiny was not locked up in the peep show
machines in his phonograph parlor.

The advertisement of the next day indicates
that the business of the opening night was so
encouraging that Mr. Tally had decided to
open his house in the afternoon with "matinees
for children, five cents admission."
By April 27 Mr. Tally had discovered an improvement in nomenclature calculated to make
the public understand better what it was all
about. He called the Electric Theater's program "A vaudeville of motion pictures lasting
one hour." The bill had also been improved by
adding pictures of Prince Henry of Prussia who
was then visiting the United States. This
show continued through May, and on June i
there was a complete change of program to
make room for "A Great Bullfight, fought before President Diaz and his entire Cabinet in
the City of Mexico, Feb. 2, 1902." Melies'
"Trip to the IMoon," "Gulliver's Travels,"
of the Fairies," and similar
subjects appeared on the Electric's screen.

"The Kingdom

When

Edison's

"The Great Train Robbery"

arrived, Mr. Tally was so filled with enthusiasm
at its success that he sold his theater and took
the road, showing the exciting one reel super
feature of 1903 all over the west. He presently
returned to Los Angeles and resumed the operation of motion picture theaters for here he has
been an exhibitor continuously for twenty
3'ears.

CLOSELY

contemporary with Taliy were
of San Francisco, father of
the Sid Grauman who now exhibits motion pictures in Los Angeles, and Ton}^ Lubelski of

David Grauman

O-akland, Calif.
.\11 of these first theaters alike had to purchase their films outright from the makers in
the east or their agents, concerns like the
Kleine Optical Company of Chicago, or Richard Nehls' film department at Montgomery
Ward's. The standard price for motion pictures then was ten or eleven cents a foot, making a reel cost approximately' a hundred dollars.
This was a heavy burden of expense upon such
modest enterprises as the first screen theaters.
The film exhausted its entertainment value in
any community long uefore it was worn out.
The remaining value in it was a dead asset on
the hands of '^ne theater man. A change in the
system of distribution had to come before any
considerable growth of the industry was
possible.

Harry J. Miles, who had returned from his
adventures with the motion picture camera in
Alaska, was struck with an idea. The idea had
more gold in it than was ever taken out of
Alaska. There was Grauman buying a reel a
week for a hundred dollars to show it in San
Francisco and there was Lubelski doing the
same thing
the

in

summer

Oakland across the bay.

of 1902.

It

was

Herbert Miles, brother

and partner on the .\laskan expedition, had
gone to New York to sell their films to Biograph and had connected with that concern as
an independent sales agent.
"If you will send me some films," Harry J.
wrote to Herbert Miles, "I can rent a reel to
Grauman for a week for $50 and then get

ever

we

From

get

1

10

After that what-

is profit.''

^raifHair ^Banished
in 15 minutes

that point onward the history of the

motion picture becomes very largely the story
of film distribution.

It

was distribution that

evolved the great industry of today, created
the stars
fortunes.

and piled up the millions

in

film

Within six years distribution had risen to
dominate the art and industry- of the motion
picture. It continues to dominate it today.
But the motion picture was not yet done
with novelties and by-paths. The development
was not yet lined out in a clean cut, well defined direction. The industry' was still gathering to itself in these meanderings the men who
were to rise with it from timid beginnings to
positions of world importance in the motion

Hair Saved After Being
oAlmost Destroyed by
Other Hair Colorings

pictures of today.

TpHE

early motion picture was so given to
picturing the fire engine on its spectacular
dashes through city streets that there seems a
sort of fitness in the fact that a fireman came to
discover a new screen opportunity and give a
new impetus to the business of showing films.
In 1900, George C. Hale, chief of the Kansas
City, ^lo., fire department and inventor of
most of the modern iire fighting apparatus,
took an expert fire team to London to a world
conclave of fire fighters held at the Crystal
Palace.
.Vutomatic devices and the extraordinary discipline of his crew enabled Hale to
take all of the prizes and made him the sensation of London for the day.
Hale's fire fighters were so fast that they
were out of their cots, hitched and out of the
exposition firehouse before the British timers
of the show had set their stop watches going.
They had done in seconds what the best
European fire departments did in minutes.
This is important because it made a showman of Chief Hale.
At the Crystal Palace, Hale learned something about thrills and how to get the
crowd out on the edge of the seat. He got an
inkling of the profits of successful entertain'-

ment.

Here

—

This letter proves the experience of thousands of women who have sought to improve and prolong their youthful appearance by coloring their hair, but have often
met with disappointment and humiliation,
until the discovery of

We hear this

same story daily from women
now using Inecto Rapid with comand enthusiastic success after adopting a very simple treatment to remove the
harmful coloring they have used lieretofore.
Inecto Rapid gives an appearance that
absolutely defies detection from natural.
Never produces streaks, never makes the
hair too dark nor matty- looking, but
alwajs gives the correct shade and a

who

beautiful lustre to the hair.

I

;

Fourteenth street in New York,
a street that has figured in motion picture hisin

tory from the early days.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

are

plete

ently began to move. At the distant end in
front of the audience a motion picture panorama of speeding scenery started. The car
swayed on its rockers and wheels spun. There
was a moderately successful illusion of trax el.
In the next two years Hale's Tours devices
were sold all over the LTnited States from Coney
Island, New York, to Dutch Jake's place in
Spokane. Chief Hale and his partner. Judge
Fred Gifford, Kansas City's police magistrate,
made a profit of approximately half a million
dollars on the project.
William A. Brady, then on tour with "The
Shepherd King," overtook Chief Hale and
Gifford in a hotel at St. Louis, made a deal for
eastern rights, put a check for $10,000 in their
hands and dashed out again in five minutes.
"I wanted to give him a receipt for it, but he
was gone too soon," Chief Hale commented in
relating the meeting last year. "I suppose it's
too late now."
Brady opened a chain of Hale's Tours shows,

one of them

:

"I am more than pleaded with the results obtained by Inpcto Rapid, and consider it the
only hair coloring on the marliet. For anyone
who has us*'d other hair colorings Inecto
Rapid seems too good to be true."
J B. T.

'

When the St. Louis exposition opened in
1903 one of the novel attractions was "Hale's
Tours and Scenes of the World." It was an
odd sort of sideshow arrangement, a kind of
theater. A replica of a railway coach, with a
man in conductor's uniform as ticket taker,
standing on the rear end, greeted the patron.
Inside, the seats also simulated the arrangement of a railway car. When the show started
there was a clang of bells and the car appar-

one of many testimonial letters on
our office

is

in

file
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For women who have naturally gray,
streaked or dull hair, Inecto Rapid will
color their hair to any desired shade in IS
minutes. It is specifically guaranteed to
produce the original color and texture of
the hair.
Inecto Rapid is the discovery of Dr. Emile
of the University of Paris.
It is used by
97% of the Hairdressers in Europe and has

now been adopted by such

ultra-fashionable shops as the Waldorf-Astoria, the Plaza,

Commodore, Pennsylvania, etc., in New
York; by the 5.000 Marinello Shops
tliroughout the country, and by the largest
hairdressing parlor in the world, Burnliam's
of Chicago.

Rapid as equally essential to
Women
powder and creams.
fntil its
discovery, when a woman's hair became gray, streaked
or faded, she either accepted the inevitable sign of age
or applied some so-called restorative with its inharmonious and oftentimes destructive results.
Inecto
Rapid, however, is guaranteed. It operates by repigmentarion instead of men ly coating the surface. It is
harmless to hair or growth, never rubs off- is unaffected by perspiration, sun.shine. salt water, shampooing. Turkish or Russian baths, and is controllable to
the minutest degree from raven black to radiant
Women may successfully apply it in the
blonde.
praise Inecto
their toilette as face

privacy of their own homes.
Send no money. Just mail us your name on the coupon
and we will send you our Beauty Analysi.s Chart, enabling
you to select the moat becoming color for your hair.

INECTO,
33-35 West 46th Street,

INECTO,

Inc.

New York, N.

Y.

Inc.

33-35 West 46th

St.,

New

York, N. Y.

Gentlemen
Please send me gratis full details of
Inecto Rapid and the "Beauty Analysis Chart," Form
:

A-9.
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considerable proportion of the film for the
Hale shows was supplied by Colonel Selig from
Chicago.
William H. Swanson, who had
gained his acquaintance with the films with
E. S. Porter's black tent show in the carnival
company, in Wisconsin, Ijecame Selig's salesman to the Hale Tours trade.
The Hale device accelerated the e.xhibition of
pictures and created a new interest. While the
tours pictures were at their heights, the east
began to catch step with the west in the opening of store shows.
In 1904 Harry Davis of Pittsburgh, thinking
to utilize idle space in the basement under the
Grand Op5ra house, installed a projection
machine and started a motion picture show. It
caught on tremendously, playing to capacity
night and day.
Then the store show fever
caught on. Within a year there were a hundred of them in Pittsburgh, and Chicago, Cincinnati and other interior cities were awakening
to the new amusement.
The store show wave swept into the picture
industry many of the men who, in the developments of the ne.xt decade, were to become the
most important agencies of film destiny.
Curious indirection and whimsical chance predetermined events of the greatest importance.
The stories of two of these men are tjpical and

Dangerous sickness often
starts with a cold. Ward off
your colds with Musterole
before pneumonia starts.
Musterole is a clean, white ointwitli oil of mustard.

ment made

It has all the healing properties of
the old-fashioned mustard plaster
butnoneof the unpleasant features.
Musterole is not messy to apply
and without the blister.
At the first sneeze or sniffle
take down the little white jar of

Musterole from the bathroom
shelf and rub the ointment gently
over the congested spot.
With a tingling warmth it pene-

trates the skin and goes right
down to the seat of trouble.

Rheumatism, tonsillitis, \um<
bago, coughs and colds are all

symptoms that

call for Musterole.
Order Musterole today from
your druggist. S5c and 65c in
jars

and tubes; hospital

of special interest.

size,$3.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland. Ohio
BETTER THAN A MtlSTARD PLASTER

TN

igo3, Adolf Zukor, a

-•-successful furrier in

capableand modestly

Chicago, decided that

he would go down to New York and see what
could be done about the plight of a friend to
whom he had loaned three thousand dollars to
go into the penny arcade business. The penny
arcade located at Si.xth Avenue and Fourteenth
Now
street did not seem to be prospering.
$3,000 was something, not the whole of Zukor's
fortune at that time it is true, but it was a considerable fraction thereof.
The effort to salvage the loan put Adolf
Zukor into the penny arcade peep show and
phonograph business, got him into association
with Marcus Loew, who was similarly interested, led to the acquisition of William A.

How to Reduce
your^Veight
NEED not carry
YOU
fat
one pound of

Brady's Hale's Tours shows, and converted the
arcades into motion picture store shows. By
1906 Zukor was a full fledged theater proprietor with the Comedy Theater presenting
the best motion pictures he could find to the
amusement seeking crowds of New York's
Fourteenth street. Zukor had started out to
rescue a bad loan and had found a new career.
The \\orld's biggest motion picture corpo-

excess
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Up in Milwaukee another matter
was even more indirectly working
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New York

of a loan
to bring

another significant personality to the motion
picture.
John R. Freuler was a real estate
dealer in 1905. He was principally concerned
at the time with finding buyers for a shooting
presen,'e club project in which, incidentally, he
was associated with a young man by the name
of Re.\ Beach. Tlie motion picture had things
[to
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fifty

before Freuler
dollars.

had loaned an

The borrower

was everlastingly grateful and usually without
money. He called occasionally at Freuler's
office to make a payment of a dollar or so.
These calls about the fifty dollar loan probably
took up about a thousand dollars' worth of
Freuler's time. One day in 1905 this borrower
appeared with another dollar and some great
excitement.
"I got a big chance for you, you've got the

money

to put it over, Ruddy."
"Yes, go on." Freuler was looking out the
window.
"A friend of mine has just come in off the
road with a tra\elling picture show those
moving pictures you know. His outfit is worth
four hundred and fifty dollars and if j-ou'll put
in that much cash against it he and you can

—

start a regular theater.

There's a lot of

money

in it."

Freuler's acquaintance with motion pictures
consisted of one visit to a Hale's Tours show.
He did not think much of the films. Up in
Milwaukee they were not considered respectable
in the circles in which the Freuler family

moved.
But enthusiasm won and John R. Freuler became a partner in the picture show business
with a red headed ex-p)oliceman, ^nth a portable projection machine and two reek of film.
They opened the Comique Theater, with a
phonograph at the door and a white front and
all that, in Kinnikinnick Avenue, Milwaukee.
It was a dark secret with Freuler. The family
knew nothing about it.
Mr. Freuler o\v ned a two cylinder motor car
of the type of those days, and an evening drive
was a part of the daily program. ^Irs. Freuler
did not find out for a long time why her husband took such a long waj- home and drove
down the miserable pavements of Kinnikinnick avenue.
He wanted to get a sidelong
glimpse at that little Comique Theater. It was
beginning to interest him.
By the hundreds the store shows were springing up and the demand for films was increasing.
The little picture plants in New York and
Chicago were working at top speed. The film
makers were wondering how long the "picture
craze" would last.
Ten years had elapsed since Wood\'ille
Latham's first showing of pictures on a screen
at dingy 35 Frankfort street in New York.
The golden age of the photoplay and the stars

was dawning.
In ten years more the

man

with the secret

show in Kinnikinnick Avenue, ^Milwaukee, and the little boy
w-ho was making lead soldiers in the London

interest

in

the

little

store

toy factory were to meet.
.A.nd the little boy was to sign a contract to
get nearly a million dollars for one year's work
in the tilms.

be coxtixued]
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At last
she found out
"You
down

are going!"
heavily

on

about

Aunt Margaret

said.

the edge of the bed

it,"

"Ellen Whitaker, of

and stared in

Ellen answered defensively.

unbelief.

"At any

all things.'"

She

sat

" There's nothitig sinful
rate

Something was amiss. Her animation
and buoyancy, once so marked, were
giving way steadily, it seemed, to
lassitude, indifference and depression.
In despair, she determined to take

I'm going"

and

careful inventory

try to regain

her failing powers.

Back, at last, upon the road to robust
had learned as thousands

Hollywood
[continued from page
too,

rar,

eh,

Mr.

Brown?"

Brown agreed

was the best car

in the world.
dear," explained her daddy,
"I can't always be bothering the boys to call

that

it

"You

for

me

see,

my

in their machines.

A man

is

lost in

California without a car."

"Yes," assented Angela doubtfully, "but you
always said back home we couldn't afiord
a car."

not back home. A man looks at
things differently out here."
The change in the Whitaker viewpoint continued to increase. Joel made friends and went
on steadily doing bits. Some of his new comrades came out to dinner at the stucco bungalow dinner cooked by Angela's loving hands.
They praised her meal and said admiringly
that she was a sweet child, and their shop talk
was music to her ears. But, accustomed as
she now was to one swift change after another,
Angela was scarcely prepared for the big shock.
She stepped out of a boulevard store one
day in the early afternoon and, as she turned
to walk home, she perceived coming along the
avenue a light blue automoliile with red wheels.
Joel was now driving his car, and on this occaHe was chatting
sion he was not alone.
amiably with a young woman in a pink dress
one of the pinkest dresses Angela had ever
She stood at the curb in silent astonishseen.
ment and watched her father drive grandly by.
She turned and walked rapidly down the
boulevard until she arrived at the telegraph
The moment for decision had come.
ofiSce.
She sat .down and wrote a telegram, which
she dispatched to Aunt Ellen Whitaker, Maple
Street, Auburndale, Ohio; and which urged the
sisters to pack their bags and start immediately
for Hollywood.
Angela then returned home
hurriedly and wrote a letter in which she said:
"As things have turned out, there is no
saying what he will do ne.xt, because he is a
changed man and I have no control over him.
He is, as you know, working for the movies.
He has a blue automobile and he wears silk

"This

is

—

'rocks

and plays

golf.

He

goes to parties at

When

health, she
43]

are

night and also shoots craps, having recently
won forty-four dollars. I will only add, if you
feel any hesitation about coming, that thi~
afternoon I saw him riding down the street
with a young actress a blonde.
"P. S. I wouldn't mention anything about
whv you are coming to Mr. Pepper or the
Millers."

—

JOEL WHITAKER

entered

—

his

pleasant

/ home at the dinner hour
it had now become
dinner whistling cheerfully and with no
notion that his crimes had found him out.
"I saw you this afternoon," Angela said,
looking sternly at him.
"Yes?" he said, smiling.
"Who was that with you?"
"Oh," laughed Joel, "so that's it? The lady
is a Miss Higgins.
She is employed at the
studio, and, as she was in haste to return to
work, I offered to drive her back."
"Hum!" said .\ngela. "You've reached the
point where you take actresses to lunch. What
next!
What would the Reverend Inglesby
Pepper say if he saw you today?"
"I didn't take her to lunch," Joel replied.
And I don't
"I drove her back from lunch.
give a wall-eyed hoot what Inglesby Pepper
would say! I listened to him long enough."
Joel sat down with an injured air, and his
child looked at him in sorrow.
"It seems to me," she continued, "that you
are getting altogether too gay for an elderly
man with a decent family."
"I'm not so elderly," he returned. "I'm
just fifty, and fifty is nothing these days, if a
man takes care of himself. Anyhow, this is
Hollywood not .\uburndale. Back home, we
expected to sit beside the fire in carpet slippers
after fifty, and prepare quietly for the end.
Now, my entire philosophy has changed."
"So I have noticed," agreed .'Angela. "And
you are getting too much for me to handle
I've sent for Ellen and Margaret."
"Good heavens," said Joel, "you didn't do
that!"

—

—
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body of any vital element, you are
bound to suffer from lowered resistance and many ailments usually

known as "rundown" conditions.
One particular element that many
common foods lack is found in greatest
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As a

to utilize

its full

value.
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disorders due to malnutrition. Yeast
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physicians and taken by thousands.
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yeast. Unlike baking yeast, they keep;
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"Great Jehosaphat!" said Angela.

woman's

my

of facial
beauty as enlarged pores, sagging muscles,
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foes

persistent

blackheads, wrinkles and
lowness, yield quickly to
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ashamed of yourself."
"Miss Hingins is not a hussy," Joel said
stiffly.
"She is onlj- twenty years younger
than I am, and very intelligent. She commented, only today, upon the youthfulness of
oth my manner and my appearance."

Makes or Mars
Your Facial Beauty
desire.

—Advertising

Do you

think I am going to stand
liy and watch you turn into a swift old movie
man? You are my father, and it is my dut\'
to keep you respectable.
The idea of you,
Joel \\ hitaker, riding around in broad daylight
with a made-up hussy! I'd think you'd be
"I did.

"Is this

The

Angela's letter

effect of

in

.\uburndale

rend it aloud to Margaret, in a low voice, so
that nothing would reach the Millers next door.
"This," said Ellen, hunting for her smelling
salts, "is a frightful thing to happen to a
Like a magic

Whitaker."
"JJid I say it was a mistake, or not?" demanded Margaret. "Joel Whitaker is simply
in his second childhood."

wand
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touches and removes excess oiliness, imparting to your skin a satin smoothness
and an admirable natural color.
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MANDO

maiden

ladies received the cry for help

—

on JNIortday on Thursday thej' were moving towards the town which the Auburndale
paper had once designated as "a colony of
moral lepers." Four days later, they arrived
among the lepers, and the only child greeted
them.
They studied her anxioush', but
-Angela was as sweet and iimocent as usual.
A taxicab carried them to Hollywood, and it
was Ellen's suggestion that they draw down
the shades so as to avoid the ^hocking spectacles that everywhere must meet the ej'e.
.Angela laughed.
"It isn't as frightful as you think," she said.
hitaker residence, but
They drove to the
He was that
Joel was nowhere in sight.
morning, as Angela explained, a police judge,
which is one of the easiest bits in pictures,
demanding only that the character sit motionless, look grave and drink an occasional glass
of water.
The sisters walked sternly about
the bungalow, examined the deodars and ventured gingerly within.
"I fixed up everything myself," the child
informed them, "and -o 1 haven't had a chance
to begin my career."
"When will Joel be home?" Ellen asked.
and maybe not.
"For lunch, maybe
There's no telling about father any more."
I\Ir. Whitaker did appear for lunch, and
walked squarely into a cold wave. Margaret
and Ellen were seated on the front porch, with
The guilty father
.Vngela between them.
strolled up the walk, wearing an uneasy grin.
His sisters stared at him in cold scrutiny. His
;ilk shirt was open at the neck, disclosing his
.Vdam's apple, which had been cooked to a
bright red by California's famous sun.
They
glanced down at his English golf hose and his
aggy knickerbockers. The sport shoes and
rakish Panama did not escape them, nor the
trange brightness in Joel's eyes, which they
had ne\er noticed in .\uburndale.
"Welcome to Holl\ woodi" he said, with an
assumed gayety that was merely a cloak to
"You're going to like this
his uneasiness.

W
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town."
"Joel Atterbridge Whitaker!" said Margaret, in a quiet, tense voice.

For quick relief try PISO'S —
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"What's the
Ellen simply
for the moment
"You look,"

matter?"
looked at her brother, unable

to find suitable language.
said Margaret, "like a raving
\\ hy are you wearing boys' pants?"
lunatic.
"Oh, come now!" Joel protested. "I know
.Angela sent for you, but it wasn't necessary."
"It was," declared his daughter. "I can't

& Colds

Beauty
DO YOU ATTRACT MEN?
Irresistible

A

world of attraction lies in the elusive
eharm of a daint3', slender ankle.
Medicated Ankle Reducers gently mould them, and
make fascinating what otherwise would be just an
ankle Obtainable by post, Three nollors i>er pair, from
P. E. NORRIS. 3134 Irving Park Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL.

do anything with him. He reads trashy newspapers and he smokes cigarettes. Look at his
nails
manicured
"Christmas night!" said Ellen.
"And this," added Margaret, "is the man
they elected moderator of the Auburndale
Foreign Aid Guild Good Peter!"
There ensued a family discussion, which
began on the veranda and followed Joel

—

he

moved.

It

continued

duiing

lunch, and would have gone on all afternoon,
except that Joel had to return to the studio.
The tenor of it was that Joel should immediately go back to Auburndale, with .\ngela,
and resume a normal mode of living. .\s he
started off, the sisters promised grimly to
renew the discussion that evening.

"Better put

it

ofl

till

tomorrow," Joel

"I'm having some
dmner tonight. Angela, \ou
advised.

have something nice to

friends in
see that

for

we

eat.'"

He

then departed in his blue roadster.
passed, and, when dinner
time arrived, Joel came home, followed by
two automobiles containing movie ladies and
gentlemen. Ellen and Margaret announced
that they would remain in their room and
escape contamination, but .Angela urged them
to join the dinner guests, so that they might
stud\- the strange creatures with whom Joel
now mingled. They reluctantlj' consented to

The afternoon

father?"

was the same as that of an earthquake.
Margaret read it aloud to Ellen. Then Ellen

sal-

wherever

!

—

Ercry iulvertisemcnt in riIOTOPL.\T M.\G.\ZINE

is

guar.intt«l.

do

so.

During the meal, they obser\-ed nothing
either sinful or extraordinary. The talk was
meaningless to the .Auburndale ladies, but
.Angela thought it fascinating.
One of the
feminine guests asked Ellen, in a joking way,

what she was made up for. and the query
annoyed Ellen. She was clad in her usual
plain green dress, reaching from neck to heels,
and she had worn the same stjde for many
without hearing comment about it.
the dinner ended, Joel went off to a
prize fight with the men.
The women rode
home by- themselves, as though accustomed
to it.
Margaret and Pollen fxxtponed their
talk until morning, but Joel slipped away

years

When

early and started for the golf course.
That
evening, they cornered the miscreant on the
\eranda, and he listened again to a long,
sisterly denunciation.

".And

concluded Margaret, "You've
up and go back home where you

so,''

got to pack
belong."

"My dear sisters," Joel answered, unmoved,
"you're wrong. Back there. I was an elderlyman in an easy chair, with my job ended. I
was on the shelf, with no one interested in me,
beyond the undertaker. Here, I am starting
upon a fresh career. I may even achieve a bit
of success and become the best butler in the
movies before I get through."
Ellen sniffed.
"All you can see," Joel continued, "is a
respectable notarj' public gone to the dogs.
I assure you, my morals are about the same as
thej' were back home, though my habits have
changed and thank goodness for that!"

—

"Resides," accused Ellen, "it was .Angela
who came out here to go into the movies not
you."
".Angela has been busj- with the house,"
"Now that you two are here.
Joel explained.
shall arrange an interview for her at the
1
studio. I have, in fact, already spoken about

—

her."

OX

the following !Mondaj- morning, Angela
mode, put on her
sport suit with the white shoes, and declared
she was ready to burst into motion pictures.
Her father had prepared the ^tudio for her
advent, and had promised to accompany her,
but the telephone summoned him to duty
at an early hour.
"Doe.^n't make any difference," she said
firmly.
"I'm going anyhow."
"You can't do that.'" Aunt Ellen declared.
"I can, and I shall. I've waited too long
fixed her hair in the latest

now."

"You mean that you would actually walk
alone into one of those degraded places?''
asked Margaret.
"Certainly.
They won't bite me. Girls
do it every day."
"Then," said Ellen, a note of grim desperation in her voice, "I shall have to go with you.
A'our father has abandoned you, but you still
have me."
There was a debate over this decision.

—Advertising Section
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the older sister, perhaps she should he the one
Ellen said "No." ver>to take this risk.
She would go, no matter what the
firmly.

consequences.
"Come along then," the child said, without
any great enthusiasm.
They arrived at the barn-like studio where
Joel Whitaker did most of his extra work, conferred with a gloomy gate boy, and were
shown into a small side ofBce, which was the
the particular movie man who employed
A stolid crowd of seekers after jobs,
people.
young and old. filled the hall and near-by
room. Those who were already there stared
lair of

at the

new

arrivals with visible annoyance.

movie man who hired people was a stout
THE
red-faced individual, with bushy eyebrows

He never seemed to
tired expression.
look directly at anyone, yet his job was to see
everyone, and he had held it for years. Angela's
buoyant young beauty left him unstirred, and
and a

he apparently did not notice her new sport
shoes or the little Alpine hat.
"Your father spwke of you," he said, motioning Angela to a chair. "He said you were
You really are
pretty, and I believe him.
quite pretty."
He suddenly stopped talking and stared out
of a window, as though bored with everything.
"Do you think I would photograph well?"
Angela asked.
"I think you would. No doubt about it."
Angela glanced proudly at Aunt Ellen, who
had remained standing near the door, no one
having asked her to be seated, or, in fact,
Eaid the least attention to her. Ellen wore
er Auburndale green dress, with the ruching
around the neck and the buttons up the front.
On her hat was a bird, attached to the rear
elevation and obviously about to leap off into
During the interview, Ellen stared
space.
fixedly at the man who hired people, as if to
let him understand that he would be held to
account.
"It happens," the man continued, in his
absent manner, "that Holl}'^vood just now is
I'm sorry that I
filled up with young girls.
can't place you immediately. Miss Whitaker,
but if anything should turn up, I can notify

you."
Angela

turned away, grievously disappointed. The hiring man again looked out of
the window at a boy climbing a pole.
"However, I can use your mother."

Angela swung suddenly around, wondering
she had heard correctly.
The man was
looking at Ellen and apparently meant her.
"We're short a spinster tjpe. I've had some
trouble finding what I want, and your mother
looks about it."
"Oh," said Angela, "she isn't my mother.
She's my Aunt Ellen. And you have a part
if

for her?

How

wonderful!"

Her voice ascended into a little squeak of
delight. The sad-eyed man nodded gloomily.

—

"There's nothing much to it no acting.
Wear those same clothes, and don't make up.
Just as you are.'^
He seemed to be addressing Aunt Ellen.
"Are you speaking to me?" Ellen asked,
unable to believe her ears.
"I am. Twelve dollars. It will take a couple
of hours, after they begin shooting.
Report
tomorrow if you want the job."
Ellen Whitaker shivered inwardly and
sought about for suitable language with which
to wither the man.
The insult was still warm,
when a group of gay young things in queer
costumes rushed in upon the hiring man, and
began shrieking at him. Ellen attempted to
make herself heard above the din. Angela
took her by the arm and led her into the street,
with the older lady still bristling and halfminded to go back and tell the impudent
fellow of his mistake.
"Isn't it astonishing?" Angela demanded,
her delight still undimmed.
"If you mean me, it's arrant nonsense,"
snapped Aunt Ellen. "I have no intention of
accepting this low person's offer."
"But think of earning twelve dollars so

easily!

It

really

isn't

work at

like

109

'

all.

"It's too absurd for words,'" said her aunt.
"Let's go home."'
Angela bounced in upon .\unt Margaret
and, in the flush of her excitement, forgot all
about herself and her disappointment. Margaret was washing napkins in the kitchen,
with her hair coiled in a knob. She listened
in silent stupefaction, while .\ngela danced
about and explained explosixely what had

Beauty
DEEPER THAN

IS

happened.

"The man is a fool," said Ellen, following
into the kitchen.
"She's to wear her own clothes, just as they
are," boasted the child.
"And they're going
to give her twelve dollars."
"E]len," said her sister, in a dead, stony
voice, "liave you gone out of your mind?.
You forty-five, a president of the .\uburndale Helping Hand a movie woman!
Good

—
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"WiU you both be still?" cried Ellen.
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"Yes, she has," cried Angela. "Wait till
tomorrow. You'll see!"
Joel drifted in at supper time and was
greeted with the news before he could remove
his cap. Aunt Ellen had fallen, or was about
to fall. Her brother admitted that it was surprising, but nothing more than one would
e.xpect.
They needed queer-looking people in
the films, and Ellen was certainly a queer-

capillaries;

up drooping facial
and muscles.

builds

silly offer.'!
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Boncilla
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simIt's so easy to apply
ply spread on tlie face and
allow to dry. Takes but a
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looking person, Joel said.
"This Whitaker family," announced Margaret, who had come out indignantly, "is
going to the dogs. We will never be able to

few minutes
no rubbing
or massaging necessary.
When Boncilla is dry, remove with a wet towel, and
behold the clear, firm, radiant complexion beauty it
has achieved
While Boncilla is drying,
you can feel its invigorating, rejuvenating action; as
siKjn as it is removed, you
can see amazing improvement in your complexion;

face our friends in Auburndale."
"I have no intention of facing them," Joel
chuckled. "For all I care, Auburndale can dry

I

up and blow away."
again, meal-time in the household
ONCE
was stormy with discussion. Angela, a bit

know

cast down over her own rejection, was garrulous about the dramatic talent that seemed
to be innate in the others.
"You are all silly and mistaken," insisted
Ellen.
"The person ofiered me work, to be
sure, but that doesn't mean I am going to

and you

take

Pack o' Beauty

Boncilla

"Why not?" Joel asked. "Twelve dollars is
twelve dellars, and this family isn't famous for
its wealth.
You and Margaret have always
yowled about the shortage of cash. Here's a
chance to earn an honest penny."
On the following morning, towards the hour
of noon, Margaret walked into Ellen's room,
carrying a new screen for the window, and discovered her sister in the act of dressing, ably
attended by the only child. Ellen was adjusting the -hat with the leaping bird.
"You are going!" Margaret said, dropping
the screen.
"Well," said Ellen faintly, "I've been thinkwhat

Joel said last night.
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complete lacial packs. Most
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this Pack o' Beauty, but those
who cannot get to the store
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mail the Pack 0' Beauty by
return mail postpaid.

We've

been under heavy expenses and, as you know,
our railway shares haven't paid anything
lately.
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upon Boncilla
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"Ellen Whitaker," said her sister, "of all
things!'-'
She sat down heavily on the edge

original, genuine clasmic
Its remarkable sucfacial packcess has breri imitations.

bed and stared in unbelief. Angela
calmly continued to fasten her aunt's dress.
"There's nothing sinful about it," Ellen said
defensively. "Besides, Margaret, I am a
younger woman than you are, and I require
of the

the

things."

"You are one year younger than me,"
snorted Margaret. "The idea!"
"At any rate, I'm going."
"Certainly." chimed in Angela.
"Why
shouldn't she? I think it's great."
Margaret slowly removed the towel from her
head and sighed. She arose and departed with
the bitter reflection that "when depravity
enters a family, it generally gets everj'body."
At a surprisingly early hour in the afternoon,
Ellen returned from the studio. Joel had met
her at the gate, she said, and had taken her in
charge.
She had done no work of any kind,
except to sit in a chair. No one bothered to
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Ten
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Free
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The

world's standard typewriter.

—

Not merely repaired not tinkered,
but remanufactured so it looks,
writes and wears just like a new machine.
Up-to-date model, two-color ribbon, back
spacer, stencil device, automatic ribbon
reverse, tabulator and all the modern improvements anyone would want in a typewriter. This is the best typewriter buy
at any price anywhere. It will pay you
to learn all about our great offer and how
it is possible for you to get this Famous
Send your name and address and we will send
you FREE our big three-color typewriter book.

Inside Facts

About Rebuilding

Brimful of interesting typewriter facts. Our
in detail.

Beautifully illustrated in colors. If you ever expect to own a typewriter you ought to get this
handsome big book NOW. Remember, It does
not cost you one cent. Write today to

SHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO.

20 1 1

Typewriter Emporium
Shipman BIdg., Montrose and Ravenswood Aves., Chicago

Good Dancers
Everyone adniires and wants
to danre with the person who
knows tlie latest steps. There's
no nee.t to envy others.
Foil
can enjo.\' the pleasures and popularity of a really good dancer.

developed

niarkab'e new easy method
which enables anyone to learn
the latest jjopular steps at home
"enj liitle cost!
in a few hours
No music or partner is needed.
More than 00,000 have learned b.v
Your success is positively
mail.
gnnranteecU

Five Dancing Lessons Free
To prove you can learn any step

few minutes,
Arthur Murray

in a

and

all of the dances in a few hours,
will senil \n\ifree, in plain cover, 1.
Trot. 2. The tSecret of Leading. 3.

A Lesson in Fox
How to Follow.
How to Avoid Em-

How to Gain Confidence. 5.
barrassing Mistakes, and other dancing helps.

These \'aiuable lessons will show you how easily
and quickly you can become an accomplished dancer
and how you can be more popular by dancing well!
Learn at home and surprise your friends. This cffer
of free instructions ma.v he withdrawn at any moment. Write for your lessons today! To pay the cost
of mailing, handling, etc., send 25c.
not delighted.

Arthur Murray,

Studio

Money

back if

538, 801 Madison Ave., N. Y.

MONEY*
EARN
^
AT HOME

"V/OU can make $

1

5 to

$60 weekly in your spare

time writing show cards.

No

canvassing or
soliciting.
We instruct you by our new simple
Dircctograph system, pay you cash each week
an Guarantee you steady work. Write for full
1

particulars and free booklet.

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE
63 Colborne Building

Toronto, Can.
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Tcupee Co.
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feel

at

ease.

given Ellen a vastly different look and the
beauty expert had added touches to the

improvement.
Ellen stood in the center of the living room,

an embarrassed
whooped.

TT

was the hair-bobbing incident that seemed
matters for ^largaret. She requested
.Angela to telephone ]Mr. Carmichael and ask
him certain que'^tions. That was the initial
step for the older Miss Whitaker.
In fear
and trembling, she did her first bit, and within
a week she had been an old maid once and
a mother twice.
The family now employed a Japanese cook,

-•-to settle

but -Angela still retained her place as general
manager. Day by day she seemed to 6t more
permanently into the position of superintendent of the home, and finally she rebelled.
The rank injustice of the thing suddenly
smote her.
.\t the end of a w earisome day, the working
members of the family returned and demanded
their dinner.

"All right," Angela said dismally. "Only
seems to me that I'm getting the worst of it.
Back in Auburndale, when I said I was coming
out here and be a movie actress, you threw
up your hands in horror. Xow look at you."
"We are earning an honest living," retorted
it

—

TOEL came

in

from

his

golf

match and

snickered in the bathroom for half an hour.
Margaret, passing the door, heard the slapping
of his razor against leather and the chuckles
whenever he paused.
"Reall}'," Ellen said during dinner, "It's
amazing, isn't it? Yet there is nothing sinful
about this business. I have had three positions, and not a single wrong thing has hap1

Aunt

it did happen," Joel remarked
"It wouldn't happen to you.
I
think it's pretty nice to be paid fifteen dollars
a day for the kind of work Margaret can do.
only get twelve, and I'm experienced.
I
Margaret, of course, will object to work
if

solemnlj',

it is

work.

I

know

she's nev'er earned

Ellen.

"That's not the point," sniffed .\ngela.
"You folks have no complaint, but what about
me? I'm here, but I'm not in the movies, and
I can't get in
I simply turned out to be the
housekeeper for three busy extra people, and
I'm not going to stand it."
"IVIy chiH." said Joel, "be patient.
Look
at Margaret and EUen. They are working
for the first time since I knew them."
"I'm looking at them," replied Angela.
"That's what makes me angrj-."
In .Auburndale, Ohio, Mr. Lemuel Lefifert
studied the letter which had just arrived from
Holh'wood. It was from .Angela and it said:
"Things have come out all wrong. My
family should have remained in Auburndale.
but instead they came out here, and what a
change! They're all working for the mo^^es
even Margaret. Aunt Ellen wears pink
sweaters and has her hair cut off. ^Margaret
is wearing sport shoes and threatens to shorten
Father acts like a gay young
her skirts.
blade and drives a blue roadster. Not one of
them has time to do a stroke of work around
the bungalow.
So I do it all. I came out to
open a career for myself, and the only career
!

in sight

keeper.

is

to be the world's

champion house-

The movies won't have me.

They

and there are only three tj^pes in
my family, and they are working. Lemuel,
please sit down and tell me what to do.
I am

want

pened."

because

Angela gazed and

—

"The>''re

automobile, she pointed a cotton glove at
Carmichael and informed him acidly that she
was not a working person and that, owing to
the ignorance of his species, he had made a
mistake.
Carmichael simph- laughed.
"Suit yourself, lady," he said, with undiminished jo\iality.
"In case you change
your mind, let me know. I can pay fifteen a
day for this because it's special."
Margaret turned her indignant gaze away
from the fellow, and Ellen told the driver to
take them home.
On the way, she sought to
talk of the offer, but ]SIargaret sniffed and
refused to say a word.
"Great heavens!" said Angela, when she
heard the news. "Are you all types? Is my
whole famih" just what they want all but me?
I think it's ridiculous."
"I agree with 30U," IMargaret said.

"And

figure.

"Me too!" she said. "I'm going to have
mine bobbed tomorrow."
"It isn't bobbed," protested her aunt. "It's
just trimmed. Anyhow, I have combed it for
forty years, and I'm sick of combing it.
This
way. I'll never have to touch it again just
put on my hat and go out."
"I call this rich," Joel Whitaker commented
with a grin. "I wonder what Inglesby Pepper
would say if he could look in on us tonight."

Ellen muttered a word of polite thanks and
stumbled into the car. Margaret disposed of
the incident briefly. Leaning forward in the

a re-

4.

make Margaret

;

j'our sister."

Arthur Murra.v, America's foremost teacher of social danclias

lo

twehe. She determinedly drove the thought
from her mind, but it persisted. Ellen came
home from a beauty parlor, with her hair
rranged in a new and startling style. It was
r.ot precisely bobbed, but it was a great deal
shorter than it had been.
The hair curler had

going to need a dozen Amazons next week,
and your sister looks like the goods to me.
Old man Hopper will be pleased to death with

Are Popular

ing,

take pictures of her, but there was a vague
hint that fome might be taken next day.
However, she had l.een paid t\ve!\ e dollars.
Another week hurried by, and Angela still
faltered at the threshold of her mo\ ie career.
Twice she applied at studios, and twice she
was told she was unusually prettj- and to come
back some other time.
Aunt Kllen. still a trifle timid, generally took
Angela with her when setting forth to do her
bit, but one morning Angela was in town, and
IMargaret grumpily consented to go with her
si-ter to a strange studio.
She declared she
would not step foot in one of the low places,
but she would sit outside in the rented car.
Thus it was that the hiring man at this new
studio, hurrying to his car, paused to cast an
interested eye upon the two sisters.
Ellen was
stepping into the automobile and the man
spoke to her.
"Is this jour si.-ter?" he asked.
r.llen said it was.
Margaret shrank back
on the seat. She wore a brown dress that buttoned up the back, as opposed to Ellen's, which
ut toned up the front. Her hat bore no bird,
but it was a unique thing without a bird.
Her hair, as always, was arranged over a rat
on the front of her head and was slicked up
the back in a style that had been standard in
Auburndale for half a centur}-. On her prim
hands were white cotton glo\ es.
"This is Mr. Carmichacl, ]Margaret," Ellen
continued, seeing there was no way to axoid
an introduction
Margaret turned a steely gaze upon I\Ir.
Carmichael.
"I can just al out give Margaret a swell
job," he said genially, with a palpable effort
1

Underwood on Easy Monthly Payments.

famous rebuilding process explained

—Advertising Section

t.\'pes

beginning to

feel miserable.

Your

loving
-Angela."

Naturalh% Lemuel Leffert folded up the
letter, put it into his pocket, and took the next

a dollar."

train for California.

Before the time limit arrived, it was plain
to her relatives that IMargaret Whitaker was
likely to w eaken, as Ellen had w eakened before
In the protection of her room, it was
her.
pleasantly exciting to think of earning money,
and amusing to reflect that she had been
offered fifteen a day, as compared with Joel's

He telegraphed ahead and .Angela met him
joyfully at the station. They drove out to the
bungalow, and .Angela talked while Lem sat

Every advertisement in

THOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

is

back and listened.
The bungalow was deserted when they
arrived.
Joel and his sisters were doing some-

guaranteed.

thing or other at the studio, and so .Angela

—

— Advertising

Photoplay Magazine^
hurried up a l)it of food and some hot coffee for
the traveler.
"They'll be home for lunch,"' said she
"Don't you like the bungalow, Lem?"
"The bungalow is all right," Lem answered,
"but I don't think much of your relations.
Seems to me they must have changed a heap."
"They have," Angela agreed. "That's

You Needn't

—

Tell the Secret

Recently my laboratories have maile aiiother discovery, in the shape of a new preparatory powder which acts as a tonic and
antiseptic, puttinc your liair in perfect con-

My

method of restoring the original
color to gray hair is so sure and simple that every woman can do it herThere is no outside aid required,
self.

"And you

did enjoy fixing up this bungalow
and making it pretty to li\e in," he interrupted,
"you sort of liked being a little housekeeper

no expert skill needed.
know your secret.
My restorer is a

at first?"

"Yes, I did."
"All right," said Lem. "If you're going
to be a housekeeper, you'd better be my housekeeper instead of working for a bunch of
We're going hack to Auhurndale, and
actors.
you can tr>' your hand on the big brick house.
It looks sort of run down since all of you left."
"But Lemuel " Angela began.
"No huts," he said. "This is no life for
you. I'm going back home this afternoon and
you're going with me. We'll take hold of that
old Whitaker hou-e and make it look right."
"Be married right away?" Angela gasped.
"Today," said Lem. "This afternoon."
"What what about father and Margaret
and Ellen?"
" Nothing about them.
If they come home
for lunch, I'll give them a piece of my mind.
The idea of those old people coming out here to
protect j'ou and then pushing you aside

No

one need

clear,

colorless

dition for restoration.

Simple Single Lock Test

My

special patented Free Trial outfit conpackage of this new powder, toRetlier
with a trial bottle of the restorer and full explanations and directions for making the test
on a single lock of hair.

tains a

liquid, clean as water, and as pure
and dainty.
It is easily and quickly
applied by combing through the
hair.
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The

restored color

Just Mail the Coupon

My

perfectly

is

even and natural, and permanent.
There is no greasy sediment to make
your hair sticky and stringy, nothing
to wash off or rub off.

Once
I

perfected
bring back

I

hair.

and.

your

letter.
By
trial outfit.

a free

my own
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St. Paul,

Minn.
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A" Jack

of All Trades" is
usu ally Master of None
ULJLJ

A

Yours,

chiropractor

He

not a " Jack -of -all -trades."

i.s

is

master of one.

Lemuel."
"Better be getting your hat on," said Lem
"I've read where you
glancing at his watch.
can be divorced in this town in ten minutes,
but I don't know how long it takes to get
married."
A little later, they drove away from the

All that the

know

is

how

properly trained chiropractor pretend.s to

to adju.st the spine.

He doesn't know much, but what
What he does kncnv works so well
been built upon

bungalow.

failures

th<!

he does know is true.
that Chiroj^rnctic has

who know

of tho.se

.so

much

that isn't true.

Whitaker arrived home before his
sisters, found the note and read it solemnly,
He
at first, and with a grin at the finish.
handed it with a chuckle to EUen and Margaret
Joel

It takes three j'ears of con.stant application in a first-class
resident school to train a chiropractor to properly adjust the

providing ho has the ability to learn. All the .schools
however, cannot train a person who lacks in
faculty or desire to learn.
Such incompetents invariably
attempt to hide their lack of ability behind a mass of adspine,

when they came.
DEFINITION

works out fine," said Joel,
with his slow smile. "Angela isn't exact!}
suited to the picture business, like us, and it
makes me feel good to know that there will
be at least one branch of the family back
home to carry on the old traditions. Yes, the
longer I think of it, the more I say it's all
right.
And if we hurry, we can just about
make that train and -wish them good luck."
"Christmas Night!" e.xclaimed Aunt Ellen,
this

sinking into a chair.
"I'll bet that child
hasn't even an extra nightgown."
"Get up."' said Margaret sharply, "you're

The

practice of Chiropractic consists of the ad-

justment, with the hands,
of the movable segments
of the spinal column to
normal position for the
purpose of releasing the

prisoned impulse.

Ask Your
Chiropractor

in the world,

juncts, such as electrical devices, dietetics, baths, etc.

The competent Chiropractor uses nothing but his hands,
and does nothing but adjust the inisiiligncd vertebrae.
If you are thinking of trying Chiropractic,
petent Chiropractor.

.select

a com-

for

'The Last

Word"

Employ none but

a

competent

Chiropractor.

my

make-up box."
The three of them hurried out to Joel's
automobile, and started, while their tame
on

possible, enclose a lock of hair in

dark brown
medium
l)rown
auburn (dark red)
Iwht brown
light auburn (light red)
blonde

house on Maple Street.

sitting

—

Black

dale to start her real career in the old brick

"I think

if

Plea.se print

MARY

It

"Angela and I are being married this afternoon and are starting for home on the night
train.
Being so occupied with your movie
As
careers, you probably will not miss her.
she has been side-tracked in Cahfornia by her
own people, .\ngela now goes back to Auburn-

absolutely free

hair to. its original youthful, beautiful color,
get a full-siz"d bottle from your druRgist.
If
he cannot supply you, write direct to me and
I wifl take care of your needs.

restorer
color to

scientific

ANGELA

It said:

is

Then, when you have proved how surely,
safely and easily you can restore your sray

sick!"

considered, as Lemuel talked on
would be rather jolly to fix up
the old house. After all, Auburndale was a
nice little place.
The movie extras did not return for lunch,
and so, after waiting what he considered a
suitable time, Lemuel wrote a note and attached it to the door knob.

really

offer

even prepay postage.
Just fill out the coupon carefully, using X to indicate color of

Was Gray

my

free

I

the original
prematurely gray hair.
Millions have since
used it.
So will
millions more.
It is the most popular
and biggest-selling preparat on of its
kind in the world.
to
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and on.

I

1

Prove how
hot easily and surely gray
hair can be restored

Vf/

at Angela.
" You're not so crazy as j'ou were about this
movie business, are you ? " he asked after a time.
"No," said .\ngela, "but still, I thought if
''
I ever had a chance

makes me

1

Free Trial Bottle

what I told you."
Lemuel drank his coSee and looked solemnly

—
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Japanese cook rang the dinner gong in vain,
as so many dinner gongs are vainly rung in
wicked Hollywood.

Write for information regarding Chiropractors or Schools

Universal Chiropractors' Association, Davenport,
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hGirommjOiiit!

Complete

effect

while your hair is groii ing
They match perfectly
andarc except ionally beconitrig: and so simple to put on

out.

—only a

needed

liold

in place"

Jeir pins
them securely
Highest grade
hair, guaranteed

Man
Mme.
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cutie curls
Now belns; worn just lorward
and over the ears, as shown In
tlie photograph flt the left
Cutie Curls lend an air of
voutlitulness to the face and an
added cliarm to your coiffure.
$4.00 to $5.00 a pair

IRENE
PUFF

"TO HAVE AND TO HOLD"— P.^eaMOUNT

—

Photographer, Arthur
IMiller.
Directed by George Fitzmaurice. From the
novel "To Have and To Hold" by !Mary
Johnston. The cast: Lady Jocclyn Leigh, the
King's ward, Betty Compson; Captain Ralph
Percy, a Virginia adventurer Bert Lytell; Lord
Cartial, a court gallant, Theodore Kosloff;
Jeremy Sparrow, Percy's servant, W. J. Ferguson; King James I, a dissolute monarch, Raymong Hatton; Patience Worth, Jocelyn's maid,
,

Claire Dubrey; Red Gill, a pirate, Walter Long;
Lady Jane Carr, Anne Cornwall; Paradise,
Fred Huntley; Lord Cecil, Jocelyn's brother,
.\rthur Rankin; Duke of BH(:kingham, Lucien

Charmin'jly worn at the crown o
the head or at tlie liack of tlie
liead. Curls fall uraeetully .at the
sides, just hack of the ears. Can
he purchased with or without
curls, as desired.

Littlefield

"DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN ROBIN
HOOD" United Artists— Stor>' by Elton

$7.00

coronet braid
The Coronet Braid

—

—

lower, as illustrated.
ing and convenient.

So becom-

$10.00

These Four Aids Enable You
Your Hair the New Way

to Dress

will

Directed by Allan Dwan. Photography by Arthur Edeson. Scenario editor,
Lotta Woods. Supervising art director,
fred Buckland. Art directors, Ir\-in J. Martin

Thomas.

the rase
a fasliof Paris and New York
ion that is sweeping the country.
at
It is being worn two ways
the crown of the head or slightly
is

enhance your beauty so

much as charming hair. You can have a stylish
coiffure and look your best, no matter if your

and Edward M. Langley. The cast: Richard
the Lion-H carted, Wallace Beerj'; Prince John,
Sam de Grasse; Lady Marian Fitzwalter, Enid
Bennett; Sir Guy of Gishoiirne, Paul Dickey;
The High Sheriff of Nottingham, William Lowery; The King's Jester, Roy Coulson; Lady
Marian's

Serving

Woman,

Bennett;

Billie

too thin or otherwise "unfixable."
of the four aids here illustrated will enable
you to fix your hair in one of the four styles
so popular this season.

Henchmen to Prince John, Merrill McCormick;
and Wilson Benge; Friar Tuck, Willard Louis;
Little John, Alan Hale; Will Scarlett, Maine
Geary; Alan-a-Dale, Lloyd Talman; The Earl

Made

of Huntington, afterward Robin Hood,

hair

is

Each

—

natural hair that
of live, lustrous hair
cannot fade twice sterilized and woven together
with invisible fabric. Can be washed or recurled
to suit your taste, the same as your own hair.
Only a few pins are needed to holcf them securely

—

and becomingly

in place.

It's a comfort to know that they match perfectly
After your hair is becomingly arranged, you
cannot tell the difference yourself.
We can make up any of these from your own

hair at reasonable prices,

if

you

prefer.

NOTE: Larger photographs and more detailed descriptions on request. .Send small sample of your hair leith
order, as each of these is made up especially to suit your
Mail it soon and gel your order in time for
needs.
the Christmas social activities.

IRVING HAIR GOODS COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY
67 Irving Place

Everything About
Cuticura Soap
Suggests Efficiency
Soap, Ointment,Talcam,25c. everywhere. Foreaniples
address: CntlcnraLaboratorlei, Dept. D, Maiden, Mass.

"BOW

LEGS and KNOCKKNEES" INSIGHTLY

Send for Booklet ehowln? ptiotoB of men with
and williout THE PERFECT LEG FORMS.

PERFECT SALES

CO.. Dept. 54
140 N. Maylield Ave.. Chicago. III.

Douglas

Fairbanks.

THE STORM COUNTRY"—

Pickford; Frederick Graves, Lloyd Hughes;
Teola Graves, Gloria Hope; Fllias Graves, David
Torrence; Daddy Skinner, Forrest Robinson;
Ben Letts, Jean Hersholt; Ezra Longman,
Danny Hoy; Dan Jordan, Robert RusseU; Old

Mary Jane Saunderson; Tomamoto, George

to

natural
to match your hair, $10.00.

There's nothing that

"TESS OF

this issue

UxiTED Artists. Starring Mary Pickford.
From the novel by Grace Miller White by
arrangement with Adolph Zukor. Directed by
John S. Robertson. Photography by Charles
Rosher.
The cast: Tessibel Skinner, Marj-

Wedge wood No well; Bice, Rosita
Marstini; Miss Smith, Orra Deveraux; John
Fitzgerald, Arthur Rankin; Aline Chalmers,

Doctor,

ing Ringlets are ideal

bobbed

Harry

Garson Production. Adapted by Frank Beresford from the play bj' Gilda Varesi and Dolly
Byrne. Directed by Wallace Worsley. Photographed by L. William O'Connell. The cast:
Prima Dotina Lisa Delia Rohbia, (Mrs. Gerald
Fitzgerald), Clara Kimball Young; Gerald Fitzgerald, Elliott Dexter; Mrs. Flora Preston,
Louise Dresser; Archimede, Lionel Belmore;

IRVING RINGLETS
"In

reviewed in

for every picture

"ENTER MADAME"— Metro— A

to imitate the

Section

Longman, Gus
de Bodamere.

Saville;

Mrs. Longman,

CLARENCE " — Paramount — Story by

Booth Tarkington.
Screen play by Clara
Beranger.
Photography by Guy L. Wilky.

by William deMille.
The cast:
Clarence, Wallace Reid; Violet Pinney, .Agnes
Directed
Ayres;

Cora

May McAvoy;

Wheeler,

Mrs.

Henry Wheeler, KathljTi Williams; Hubert
Stem, Adolphe Menjou; Henry Wheeler, Edward Martindel; Dinwiddy, Bertram Johns;
Bobby Wheeler, Robert Agnew; Delia, Dorothy

Maym

Gordon; Mrs. Martin,

Kelso.

"THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN"—

—

Clanxy Productioxs Adapted from Washington Ir\'ing's "Legend of Sleepy Hollow."
Directed by Edward Venturini. Cameraman,
Ned VanBuren. The cast: Ichabod Crane,
Will Rogers; Katrina Van Tassel, Ix)is Meredith; "Brom" Bones, Ben Hendricks, Jr.

"ONE EXCITING ^^GHT"—D. W.
Griffith Production

— Directed

GrifBth.

play by Irene Sinclair.

Storj^ of the

by D. W.

Photography bj' Hendrik Sartov. The cast:
Agnes Harrington, Carol Dempster; John Fair-

Romeo Washington, Porter
Strong; J. Wilson Rockmaine, Morgan Wallace; The Neighbor, C. H. Crocker-King; Mrs.
Harrington, ilargaret Dale; The Detective,
Frank Sheridan; Samuel Jones, Frank Wunderlee; Auntie Fairfax, Grace Griswold; The
Maid, Irma Harrison; Clary Johnson, Herbert
Sutch; The Butler, Percy Carr; .4 Guest,
Charles E. Mack.

fax, HeniA- Hull;

"BRA\A^'
National

—

.\

OF THE NORTH"— First
Laurence Trimble-Jane !Murfin

Production.
Photographj' bj' C. B. Dr>-er.
cast: Clarion Tl ells, Irene Rich; Peter Coe,
Lee Shumwaj" Howard Burton, Joseph Barrel;
Lester Wells, Roger James ^Manning; The
Missionary, Philip Hubbard; The Missionary's
Wife, Jean !Metcalf The Baby, Baby Evangeline Br\-ant; The Vamp, Lady Silver; Brauii,
Strongheart.

The

"THE FLIRT"—UKH-ERSAL-Directed by
Hobart Henley. Scenario by A. P. Younger.
Photographed by Charles Kaufman. The cast:
Cora Madison, Eileen Percj'; Laura Madison,
Helen Jerome Eddy; Pa Madison, George
Nichols; Mrs. Madison, Lydia Knott; Jim
Madison, Harold Goodwin; Hedrick Madison,
Buddy Messenger; Valentine Corliss, Lloyd
Whitlock; Dick Lindley, Edward Hearn; Sam
Fcnlon, Tom Kennedy; Mrs. Fenton, Nell
Craig; Wade Trumble, Bert Roach; George
Carroll, William Welsh; The Cook, Dorothea
Wolbert.

"OLIVER T^^^:ST"— First N.\tion.a.i.—
From the novel by Charles Dickens. Directed
Photographed by Glen
by Frank Lloyd.
McWilliams and Robert Martin. The cast:
Oliver Twist, Jackie Coogan; Fa gin, Lon
Chaney; Nancy Sikes, Gladys Brockwell; Bill
Sikes,

George Siegmann; The Artful Dodger,

Edouard Trebaol;

^^r. Browttlow, Lionel Bel-

more; Monks, Carl Stockdale; Toby Crackit,
Eddie Boland; Charlie Bates, Taylor Graves;
Noah Claypool, Lewis Sargent; Bumble the
Beadle, James Marcus; Mrs. Corney, Aggie
Herring; Charlotte, Joan Standing; Rose Maylie,
Esther Ralston; Mrs. Bedwin, Florence Hale;
Sowerberry, Nelson IMcDowell; Mr. Grimwig,
Joseph M. Hazleton.
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

;

"THE M.\N WHO S.\W TOMORROW"
—P.\ramount
— By Perley Poore Sheehan and
Frank Condon. Directed by Alfred Green.
Photographed by Alvin Wyckoff. The cast:
Burke Hammond, Thomas !Meighan; Capt.
Morgan Pring, Theodore Roberts; Rita Pring.
Leatrice Joj-; Jim McLeod, Albert Roscoe;
Sir William De Vry, .\lec Francis; Lady Helen
Decne, June Elvidge; Vonia, Eva Novak; Larry
Camden, Laurance Wheat; Prof. Janscn, John
]\riltern; Bishop, Robert Brewer; Botsu, Edward Patrick; Maya, Jacqueline Dj-ris.

"ANOTHER

SHOES"— Un-r-erJack Conway. Novel by
Victor Bridges. Scenario by Arthur Statter.
Photography hy Ben Reynolds. The cast:
Stuart Granger, Jack Burton, Herbert Rawlinson; Mercia Solano. Barbara Bedford: Grace
Burton, Una Trevelyn; Ropa!. Nick de Ruiz;
Gouret, Joseph Swickard; John Ahara. Jean
De Briac; Lawrence, Harp.- Carter; Milford,
Nelson McDowell; Mrs. Ch'etwell, Lillian Langdon; Duenna, Jessie Deparnette.
:\I.\N'S

— Directed by

SAL

—

A

—
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"THE IMPOSSIBLE MRS. HELLEW"—
Paramount
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THE NATIONAL lEWELERS
Dept.

108 N. State
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STORES

St.

IN LEADING CITIES

BATHE YOUR WAY TO SLENDERNESS
14 Treatments

BELCOR

Simply prepare your bat"'., dissolve one BELCOR
carton tbercta and you will be delighted with the
plo:isant sensation and tonic efTcct created in your

l

Enter the de Mille Blonde
[continued from page

und the marked reduction in your weight after two weeke.
will mail you,
a plain wapper. (14 cartons)
a complete two weeks' treatment Patcel Post C. O. O.
De-:iCriptivc booklet free on request.

H
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Osborne

Dr. B.

Here's
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— By

Harry James Smith. Adapted
Direction of Joseph De
y .\lbert Ray.
(irasse.
Photography by George Rizard and
George Meehan. The cast: Jolni Paul Bart,
Charles Ray; .-Ik/om Uuher, Thomas Ricketts;
Tanya Hubcr, Ethel Grandin; Peter, Victor
Potel; Ahraham Nathan, Stanton Heck; Mrs.
Nathan, Edyth Chapman; Miss Nathan, Irene
Lentz; Mr. Stanlaw, Frederick Thomson; Mrs.
Stanlaw,
Kate Lester; Corinne Stanlaw,
Jacqueline Logan; Theodore Jellicot, Frank
Butler; Gustavus Sonnlag, Douglas Gerrard;
Kitty Dvpuy, Nellie Peck Saunders; Bessie
Dupuy, Charlotte Pierce; Gerald Whitcomh,
Thomas Jefferson; Ilohart Sears, Henry Barrows; Russell, Eddie Gribbon.
[continued on page 117]
.\rtists

TREATMENTS

An aasy, sure, safe and harmless method of removing super*
fluousfleshwithoutdrugging.dleting.exercisingor discomtort.
Belcor ia a scicnt-ilc metlicnl compound, contaiiilii J absolutely harmless in redienta that will reduce
t!ie fatty tissues, wei .ht and bulk.
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Uiamond
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Cam-

ence Burton.
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Solid Gold and Platinun
Wnlchea. Wrist Watcht

S.nd

— Directed by Sam Wood.

eraman, Al Gilks. The cast: Bdly Bcllnv,
(iloria Swanson; Lance Bcllcw, Robert Cain;
John Ilclstan, Conrad Na^el; Jerry Woodrujf,
Richard Wayne; Count Radislcjf, Prank Elliott;
Xaoiiii Tcmplclon, June Elvidge; Kcv. Dr.
Ilclstan, Herbert Standing; Lance Bcllcw, Jr
(cge .;), Mickey Moore; Lance Bellcio, Jr., {age
Ci), Pat Moore; Aunt Agatha, Helen Dunbar;
.iltorney Potter, Arthur Hull; Detective, Clar-

Fifth Ave.,

New York

for Cougfais
—

—
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&
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HEALTH-^ENERGY
Are you

And she got very tired of "being considered."
One day she strolled into the Algonquin for

The Conn Saxophone
"THE WORLD'S BEST"
So say the Great Artists

lunch and she saw Dick Barthelmess and his
director, Henry King, sitting in the lobby. The first American saxophone was built by
Like a flash she went into a telephone booth Conn. The best saxophones in the w( r!d
a fact attested by today's
directly behind them, left the door half open are still built here
and in a loud voice began to discuss a contract great artists, a few of whom are shown above.
that she "was considering."
Play a Tune in One Hour. Exclusive fea"I think I'U be in this afternoon about four tures and improvements on the Conn give
o'clock to sign it," she said in a very business- you
quick mastery, without previous
like tone
just as business-like as though there musical experience.
Taper tsranchcs exhad been someone at the other end of the panded to perfect proportions by hydraulic
phone and she hadn't had her hand on the pressure, drawn tone-hole flanges, nonreceiver all the time, "I can leave for California warping pads, patented tuning device, are
some ofthe Conn exclusive features. Beauat once."
When she walked out of the booth, Mr. King tiful tone, perfect intonation.
She got the part in "Sonny."
stopped her.
Conn trumpets are the choice of popular
That's very typical of Pauline Garon. stars and symphony artists alike.
MarEqually typical that she played it with every- velously brilliant tone, perfect scale, easiest

—

a Prescription

For quick relief try PISO'S
most effective syrup different from
all others. Safe and sane for young
and old. Pleasant— no opiates no
upset stomach. 35c and 60c sizes
obtainable everywhere,

33]

—

thing in her.

blowing trumpet ever made.
Send Coupon for Free Book and

with health and

Women

—

energy smoothskinned and clear
eyed? If not, you
Renulife Violet

and

the ills of the
body and buildine: up new Btrength
withaclearskin,
glotft'ing cheeks

/j

Ray can be used right in your
in connection with ordinary electric

Renulife Violet

light current. It purifies the bloud and Euccesafully
treats rheumatism, sciatica, neuralgia, bronchial troubles, nervousness and many other ailments. The treatments are mild and pleasant with absolutely no sense
of shock or pain. Treatments can be given the youngest child or most feeble invalid with perfect results.

Don't give op hope— write for Renulife Violet Ray
itxformation

— use the coupon.

ELECTRIC

COMPANY
12S Newberry Building
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
In Canada: Pitt St.. E. Windsor, Ont.

Gentlemen: Please send me full information on Renulife Violet
Ray and your free book.

was a part

of her,

Nita Naldi is an unusual woman. Her
frankness is astounding, her honesty of viewpoint is delightful. And her radiant beauty
is different from the ordinary type of good
Her slanting eyes, her olive skin, the
looks.
un-masked vigor of her body, might fit into
a page from the "Arabian Nights." And yet
she is naive, almost childlilce, in her pleasure
over the simplest of things.
"Clothes, to me," she said, "are important
only as a decoration. They should never be
a covering, in the first sense of the word.
Clothes should not cover they should veil,
should hint, should whisper secrets!- A natural
curve, an especially good hne clothes should
make the most of them. A wonderful back,
a sloping pair of shoulders, a suggestion of
pretty leg, (only your mid-victorian denies
the existence of legs)
why attempt to dis-

—

—

—

guise

them?

"Women

Name—

They dress
Address

dress that

that matched her spirit and personality.

and vitality it leaves
you as gootj as new

home

A

ankles.

59]

dress to impress
to charm men.

other women.

Why not admit it?

Because of other women they insist on luxurious materials, on costly trimmings, on those
When you

write to advertisers please mention

CONN,

C. G.
128

[continued from page

Ray.

and, a properly fujictioning body,

Charm

Dress to

Men

should invpstigate

By eliminating

details of

FREE TRIAL. EASY PA YMENT PLAN.

fit— vibrant

Conn
Conn
Conn
Conn
Conn
Conn
Conn
Conn
Conn

Ltd.
Elkhart, Ind.

Bldg.

New York Co., 233-5-7 W. 47th St.
Seattle Co., 1609 Third Ave.
Chicago Co., 62 E. Van Buren

New Orleans Co.,

3

1

7

Baronne

St.
St.

Detroit Co., 2221 Woodward Ave.
Portland Co.. 129 Tenth St.
Cleveland Co., 1220 Huron Road.
Atlanta Co., Auburn and Ivy Sts.

.-

ORXD

S

r mq,H MANUFACnjR£K5
OF
GRADE 8AN0 AND
ORCHESTRA INSTRUMEKH^

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
128 Conn Bldg., Elkhart. Ind-

me free book and details of Free
Easy Payment plan(mention instrument)

Please send
Trial.

hJame
St. or

Rural Route

City
State,

County

Instrument
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You
With Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER

RUB

away fat where it troubles you most.
Weigh what you should for health and

beauty, without starving, exercise, baths
or drugs.

FREE TRIAL OFFER
For a limited time only we will allow you 11 days'
so certain are we that Dr. Lawton's Fat
Reducer will reduce your flesh where you want it to.

free trial

—

Use this vacuum-suction massage just 10 minutes
night and morning; you can banish fat from any
part at once.
Send no money. (No electricity.)
Dr. Lawton's Reducer is a rubber device that breaks
down excess tissues locally, and stimulates health
circulation to carry off fatty waste.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 W. 70th Street, New York
Please send me, without

Dept. 78

money

In advance Dr. Lawton's
Ulustrated book entitled
Reduction" which is to be
included free. I will pay the i)ostraan only .S5 00 (plus
tew cents posta'ie) in full payment on arrival, with the
understanding that I have the guaranteed prlvileae of
returnin'; "The Fat Reducer" and my money refunded
promptly, after 11 days if I am not entirely satisfied with
the results. Book mitst he returned as it is well hound
and is a valual)lc work, if for any reason I do not find
the Fat Reducer satisfactory.

Fat Reducer

toijether with
of Weight

"Lawton Method

Name
Address
Stale

Cilii

the Brooks Appliance, the

scientific invention

which gives rupture sufferers
immediate relief. It has no obnoxious springs or pads. Automatic Air Cushions bind and
draw together the broken parts. MR. C. C.BROOKS
No salves or plasters. Durable, Cheap. Sent on
trial to prove its worth.
Never on sale in stores
as every Appliance is made to order, the proper
sizes and shape of Air Cushion depending on tlie nature of each case. Beware of imitations. Look lor
trade-mark bearing portrait and signature of C. E.
Brooks which appears on every Appliance. None other
genuine. Full information and booklet sent free in
plain, sealed envelope.

Teach Yourself

CO.,

to

—

own.

The Only Quaranteed Relief in
the World for These Ailments

of all a tall woman should never try
to be cute. That is usually nauseating. A
big woman who is kittenish is never attractive;
she is foolish instead.
Large women should
make the most of dignity, of stateliness.

Their frocks should

a queenly graciousness.
Long draperies, the slightly lowered
waistline, skirts that are neither short nor
skimpy a large woman will never make a
mistake if she follows this general idea!
"Secondly I do not advocate the present
fashion for the light colored stockings that are
being worn with dark shoes. If stockings
must be worn, they should match the shoes.
Of chiffon, if a sheer effect is desired. But not
of some wishy-wash)' tint.
"I have said— if stockings must be worn.
For, personally, I think it smart to go stockingless to evening functions.
I have done this
for a number of years, before ever it became
the mode in Paris.
"If a woman wants to attract attention
and most women do she must not follow
the] fashion as sheep follow a leader.
She
must go in for things that have a subtle differis
ence.
Originahty it
the breath of life

Small capsules—keep good indefinitely. Put a package in your traveling bag NOW so you wnll have them
when needed. Contains no cocaine, morphine, opium,
chloral, coal tar products, or their derivatives.
Officially

—

—

—

women who attain clothes success! I like
best the clothes that have a quaint twist, a
unusual quality that catches, and holds, the
eye of the observ er.
"It is the same in the matter of hair dressBeautiful hair need not be marcelled and
ing.
tortured into grotesque imitations of style.
Beautiful hair should be arranged simply, but
its loveliness should be made definite
should
be pointed out, almost, bj' the clever use of
combs and shell pins and, for evening, glittering ornaments.
One of
most successful
to

Write Photoplays by the

Direct, Practical Method Endorsed by Producers
who are co-operating with us to help you. They fur-

nish us the studio synopses of their forthcoming
feature pictures. In connection with each synopsis we publish a complete analysis written by

Vernon Hoagland, famous Editor and Dramatic
Critic.
An easy and fascinating way to master
the art of the ?creen. Make 5'our own stories salable by studying successful pictures with the
synopses and analyses which we provide. For
example, we have the actual studio synopsis of
CHAINS. Whinifred KimhaWs photoplay which won the $10,000 Chicago Neivs prize
over 30.000 contestants.
Send $1 for this synopsis
and analysis with list of otliers we have on hand.

"BROKEN

Detroit. Michigan
Also at 19 St. Bride Street London; Montreal,
New York, Paris, Milan, Hamburg.

How

jewel

is

this

Write Masterly English
Every time you speak or write you show just what you
Mistakes in En-lish reveal you as a person who
lacks education and refinement.
Lack of
languaKe power prevents you from present-

ini; your thoushts in the stronsjest possible
way Xo ma t ter what you do, real command
of English will help you to your eoal. Stop
making mistakes in spelling, punctuation,

pronunciation.

improve. Itteaches
the

25 West 45th Street

I

New York

I

I

I

I

NOW.

Sherwin Cody School of

Searle Bnflding. Rochester, N.

Y

$10 to $20 a Day Profit
from New Mint Vender
Pays Rent for Store Owner
Install

one in your

any public
place and get this
easy profit. Requires
noattention. Always
store or

works. Machine!
pay the rent.

profits

Write U3 about

buUtpennyand

renickel

machines. Finislud
new. In excellent

like

runnlni; order.
Pay
their cost in 10 days.
Write or wire today for full particulars.
$25 down payment. BalanceC.O.D.MintsSlS Per
Caseof 10005c packages.
Silver King Novelty Co., 300

Williams

Biit.. iiw7anainli$,

M.

Moore Push-less Hanger
lb hang up things
Kj^ur dealer to show t^ie.
Evetyv^-here

*

packet

Moore PusH-Pin Co.
»Va>-ne Junction

of

Philadelphia

Print Yonr Own
menus

in size

cards, circulars, labels, tags,
book, paper.
PressS150up.

Number

I
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871

Moore Push-Pins
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Eni^lish.

Class Hoads -Steel Joints

N. Y.
For enclosed coupon and twelve cents
in stamps or coins for postage and
handling charges, please send me Le

Street and

etude t.xfirea-

coslmx you thousanda of dollars every
year. b«re what Mr, Cody can do for you;
costs nothing to find oat. Mail a postal card or letter thi* ver>'
minute for free b-Kik. "How to Speak and Write Masterb' En^Usb.
Address
It will prove a revelation to you.
WKITE

Name
I

malies it easier to c
self correctine lease

Grammar, Reading and Conversatiot,.
Lack of laneua^e power may easily be
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set for display!"

Department of Fashions

Increase your vocabulary.

WONDERFUL INVENTION

Only 16 minutes a day with Sherwin Cody'9 Ne
Invention— and you can actually SEE your Engrlis

one
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Speak and

to

are.

important detail.
Clothes should never be regarded as a screen,
behind which beauty must hide. Clothes
should be thought of as the case, in which a

I

Ifry'l*.

remember

—

MOTHERSILL REMEDY COMPANY.

she said, in farewell, "and I love knowing that
other women will enjoy wearing the gowns
But I hope that they
that I have sponsored!
will

—

—

reflect

—

adopted by Steamship Companies on both

fresh and salt water endorsed by highest authorities
and used by the world's most noted travelers Lord
Northcliffe, Cy Warman, and thousands of others.
Sold by leading druggists in every civilized country.
Price in U. S. A. and Canada. 75c a
box, enough for
hours. $1.50 a
box for ocean voyage.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.
A copy of Mothersill's Travel Book ^^Jftmr^
\c_ntw...^
sent on request without charge.

—

Stale St., Marshall, Mich.

Screen Writers' Educational Bureau

MOTHERSILliS
SEASICK REMEDY
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my

Nausea Due to Travel

evening coiffures was attained by the use of
bracelets, through which my hair was coiled.
"I love having frocks designed for me,"

BE COMFORTABLE—

BROOKS APPLIANCE

—

my

a Truss
modern

Section

—

Don'tWear
Wear

have made

I

Can Mould Slim Curves

—Advertising

trappings that spell expense. Because every
normal feminine person craves the admiration
of the opposite se.v, clothes that are typically
«omen clothes should be clothes that have a
lure, a something intrigueing about them.
Why not admit it?
" For myself I have a good figure.
I know
that I have else I would not have been cast
to play the roles that I have appeared in.
In this day of figures that are kindly called
'boyish,' and that are really patterned after
the ironing board, I stand out from the rest.
People might say that I belonged to the Juno
t^'pe.
And they wouldn't be far from wrong.
"However, despite of the vogue for the
flapper, which is passing rapidly, there are
many large women in this country. And their
clothes problems are the ones that I have encountered.
And so I am going to give them
a set of rules, for dressing properly rules that

City

State

,

Note: Only one pattern moy be ordered with
one coupon. Sizes, 32, 34. 36. 38. 40 and 42only.
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Hearts Aflame
[

COXTINUFD FROM PAGE 57

He was a sinfrularly innocent chap, in many
ways, this John Taylor, who had believed himself so astute, so distinctly, for one thing, a
man who understood and could conquer
women. He had ncfjlected ^larcia; he had not
thought she might demand an accounting.
Yet she did and, of all places in the world to
choose for it, she hit upon Foraker's I-"oll\
Helen herself, by chance, brought her to the
house; fanned the flames of Marcia's jealousy
by her mere appearance; strengthened suspicions based upon John's few letters, which
had dealt to a maddening extent upon lumber,
rather than upon love.
In the crisis John had no weapon but
He had changed, he told Marcia,
sincerity.
with utter frankness; life had assumed a
different aspect; he was sure, now, that he
could never make her happy. She listened, her
rage mounting; tried, desperately, to woo him
b)- softness and gentleness: turned upon him
But he stood his
like a fury when she failed.

—

!

Hearts Aflame
FICTIONIZED

by permission from
the photoplay based upon Harold
Titus' novel, "Timber." A Reginald
Barker production presented by
Louis B. Mayer.

Anna

Craig Ward
Richard Hendrick
Russell

Richard Tucker
Stanton Hcrk
Martha Mattox

Philip

Ginger

Shumway
Dill

—and

never, in his guilessness, realized that he

made her into his bitter enemy

had

—any more than

he had ever realized, in the old days, that she
had never, even when thej' had been engaged,
quite settled Phil Rowe's aspirations.
He learned, soon enough, how completely he
his father, for Luke Tayanswer to his letter concerning Helen's
pine was prompt.
Rowe was to see him in
Pancake and report; meanwhile, John was to
take preliminary steps toward buying, that
logging might begin immediately!
To Rowe he tried to explain his real meaning,
and Rowe, understanding quickly enough, led

had misunderstood
lor's

him on.
"You've some idea
atonement by this for

of your father's

making

his destruction of pine

past?" he said.
"That's it exactly!" John said, eagerly.
And he went on. Rowe took careful notes.
He knew old Luke's aversion for conservationists; his detestation, for example, of the very
in the

—

Gifiord Pinchot. He knew how John's
plans, his hopes, would inflame his father. And
he smiled to himself. For he had had some talk

name of

akeady with Jim Harris

—

cut
M3— PerfectlF
Diami.nd

-

—

Thad Parker

free

M2 — 7 Uiami

Only to have Milt Goddard. raging,
reveal what Rowe had tricked him into be
He had proofs that
lieving to be the truth.
seemed to be unassailable he had o\ erheard a

Jim Harris

ground; when she had gone he was

—

Katrer
14K Solid Gold. Bet
with a perfectly cut.

blue-white Diamond.

Price

Solitaire Cluster

Platinun
bleu 2M ct.
stone.

blue-white
set in

in

SWEET

gatrement

single

14K

Price $48. .=0

$,=iO

En-

Ring

of

Solid Gold.

Price $35

fighting.

Rowe

Milt Goddard
Lucius Kildare
Irene Hu'tt
Jennie Parker
Directed
by Reginald Barker.
Scenario by J. G. Hawks and L. G.
Rigbv.
Lee

John

Hump Bryant was a mighty fighter on
Helen's side, but he was only one man. Gi\ en
time, he might, for he had great influence at
Lansing, bring about changes in the state taxation law
but not before Helen had been
crushed.
But Rowe, although he did, in a way, despise
John Taylor, was still more afraid of him than
he liked to admit. .\nd it was he who, with
Harris's help, and the unwitting connivance of
the jealous !Milt Goddard, brought about a
situation in which it appeared that John had
betrayed Helen stood with his father against

the bliss of surrender, after her years of lonel)-

Aunty May
Charley Stump

Walt Whitman
Joan Stand in;^
Ralph Cloninger

satisfy.

For the fir=t time, after his talk with Marcia,
John had felt free really to let himself think of
Helen. And when he did he k«ew that he must
have loved her from the first. She saw the
change in him; fought down her impulse to fly
from love; met him, frank and unafraid; knew

Black Joe

Simpson

—

—

Frank Keenan
Helen Fo raker
John Taylor
Bobby KiWare

Q. Nilsson

—

her.

Cast:

Luke Taylor

the old cruiser he had immediately sent into
tiie Folly, confirmed the tale he had heard of
a real forest of Michigan pine, was like a hunting dog upon a fresh trail. He must have it at
all costs; Rowe had orders to get it for him.
.Vnd Rowe, consulting with Harris, was not
without hope.
But her
Helen wouldn't sell willingly.
hand might be forced. .\nd Harris, sua\ e,
smooth, soft of speech, was a past master in
such tactics. It was he who stood l>ehind the
move to raise taxes on her property. It was he
who induced Chief Pontiac Power to buy the
Pancake bank which held mortgages, now
falling due, upon some of Helen's land; mortgages which, unless they were renewed, she
would find it difficult, if not impossible, to

and with Marcia,
His own hopes were running high. But he
meant to see that no one knew of those.
It came to open war quickly enough. Old
Luke, once his reports from Rowe and from

—

conversation between John and Rowe and
thought nothing of the way that Harris had
hurried him away; never dreamed, certainly,
that had he stayed he would have heard plain
e\-idence that ^between these two there was
war, and not alliance, connivance in treacherx*
and despoilment.
Helen sent him away. Bruised, hurt beyond
speaking, she listened while Goddard upbraided
him; shook her head when he pleaded for a
chance to explain. But this was really a new
John Taylor. He guessed Rowe's hand in this
disaster.
It was he who, by a clever trick,
made the opportunity for which Hump Bryant
had waited in vain; kept Jim Harris away from
a meeting of the supervisors called to revise the
tax assessments just long enough for Bryant to
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put the fear of jail into their hearts, and so, for
the time, averted one of the blows that had
been threatening to fall.

was
who
AND
gave him knowledge
it

he, too,

later,

when chance

of a plan of Harris's to

discredit Bryant, saved the clay. The drunken
Lucius had been bribed to move in court for
Bryant's discharge as guardian of his niece and

nephew, Bessie and Bobby, on the ground that
he had misused part of their money by lending
it to Helen upon the security of some of her
land. Lucius had boasted, thinking John was
on Rowe's side; John put him on a train for
Detroit, and, rousing Dick Mason b}- long distance, made him promise to keep Lucius in
Detroit until the case should drop for lack of a
complaining witness.
Some blows he could not avert. Blackmailing threats were sent to Helen; minor acts of
destruction were aimed at her property almost
every day. Spikes were found in logs, that
ruined the saws in her mill; moles were turned
loose in her seed nurseries; at last her dam was
dynamited, and her water power, for the time
being, put out of commission. Try as he would
Hump Bryant had no fortune in seeking some
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one to take over the mortgages held by the
hank; sooner or hiter, too, despite all he could
do, the taxes would be raised.
Still Helen would not sell, though Rowe did
all he could to persuade her.
He was growing
desperate; he knew old Luke's demand for
cjuick results. And, meeting Helen in the bank
one morning, he made a false step. He tried
again to persuade her to sell, she refused,

drove for the
soon, that

beating
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"Who

beat you up?" he asked.

"Your son — for
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trying to obey your orders."

In old Luke's eyes was a curious,

"Where's

baffling look.
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have to
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sell
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wouldn't have no for an answer. Through

the woods, grinning at Rowe's solicitude for
him, he drove, over the bumpy road His eyes
gleamed, the veins in his forehead stood out, as
Helen he eyed grimly. He
he saw the pine
But Helen
let Rowe do the talking, at first.
ignored him; talked only to old Luke. And she
Frankly she owned to
said amazing things.
her difficulties, crowding upon her. And she
pleaded with him to help her lend her
money enough to see her through With Row e
interrupting, crying out in scornful amazement, she talked of scientific forestry; dwelt
upon the pine that there would be forever,
should she win, to give such men as old Luke
himself the joy of working in it.
Rowe sniffed and sneered; made the mistake
mistake, beof questioning her statements
qause Helen knew whereof she spoke. Until,
in the end, old Luke spoke, for the first time:
"Oh, shut up. Rowel When you don't
make a fool of yourself with your questions

—
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young woman makes one

answers!"
He turned to Helen.
"You're brazen! You've got cheek comin'
"You turn my
to me for help!" he scoffed.
own son against me set him fightin' me for
you he's in jail this minute for beatin' up my
my bookkeeper on your account! And

if 1 fail.
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"Yes and you're going to help me. Because you've had everything from life but contentment. Because I can give you that four
million feet a year to cut a year every year!

—

—

—

I—"
Outside there was a shout. .\ patrolman
rode up to the window.
"Fire!" he cried. "The wires are cut
couldn't phone! South o' the old cranberry

—

marsh and coming like hell!"
Helen ran, forgetting Luke. Ran to the
Ford. Loaded the fire extinguishers, and was
She had flung out her orders. Now she
off.

Every advertisement in

.

— what
— remember
you was to pay me for

settin'

the fire! Don't die till you've paid me!"
Confession!
They forced the story from
him; Harris, playing upon his credulity and bis
fears, had used him as a tool, Harris and Rowe.
It was John Taylor, free from jail, who had
hurried to the fire, who drew the story from

And Luke heard it all.
"You see!" said John. "That's why

him.

had

to fight

—

you

"

I

ve

"Yeh I see."' old Luke said, grimly
"Where's that girl?"
He had to go back to her house to find her
Simply he told her she had been right; that he
would stand behind her She swayfd a little;
tried to thank him
But she could think only
of John, whom she had failed to trust; John,
she loved

when they met to settle
their business of the logs, there was a temble
constraint.
Each was bursting with things
Between them

!

Jige

-'still too plainly mad foranyone to be harsh
with him, even. .\nd toward Harris stumbled
old Charley Stump the half witted hermit of
the woods.
"Jim you ain't dead?" he whined "Jim

whom

there!"

—

Address

first fighters

"There are

Rowe.

said

"Right!" said a new voice. "And you've
overstepped them."
"Keep out of this, John!" cried Rowe, enAnd with a
raged, and blindly struck out.
glad little snarl John fell upon him
He had
needed some such outlet. Rowe had no chance
at all. He was a badly beaten and disfigured
man when Harris and the rest dragged John
away and a constable took him to the lockup.
And in Helen's eyes there was a look of wonder
and of hope.
And it was that day that Rowe, smarting, in
real pain, of body and of mind, got the telegram that told him Luke himself was on his
way. Luke was on the heels of the message; he
was grim as he waited for his bookkeeper's

she'll

The

The charge was set. Just in time it hurled
the sandy bluff into the fire; smothered it; beat
it down
And upon the embers, ten minutes
later, broke the first rain of weeks, rain that
made all safe now, although had the fire
survived the dynamite it could not have
ser\-ed.
Smoke-blackened, exhausted, Helen
made her way back to the car. Down the road
came Jim Harris, ready to help now. .And
Thad Parker, seeing him, with the fire he had
been fighting still burning in him, hurled his
a.xe straight at him. His brain had snapped at

founded
"So you know that, do you?" she flashed.
"You know of those anonymous warnings?
We've been wondering who did know of them.
I'm glad to find out
"I don't mean
"You mean you're one of the skulking cowards who sent them!" she said. "One of the
blackmailers
"I.ook here

desperate work.

flames.

"You've been warned," he said, then,
"Every warning has proved well

—

fire.
It was bad.
She learned,
had been set; its nature made

were beaten back. Back fire failed. It swept
into the tops, the whole forest seemed doomed.
It was Helen who saw the only chance
dynamite, at a bluff that faced the sweeping

scornfully.
angrily.

it

it

FHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

is

—

unsaid, unsayable
He went she let him go.
She cried out his name too late
.And ^Ii[t
Goddard saw. Jealousy maddened him, as
greed had maddened others
And from the
window, as she looked after John, along the
trail he had taken, Helen saw a dreadful thing
—the dog Pauguk, half coUie, half wolf, free,
nosing out a scent John's scent the scent of
the man she had hated since he had kicked her
"Yeh I let her loose he'd come back if he
could " Milt Goddard said.
She had to act upwn the instant One chance
only one! Her canoe! If she could reach
the bluff where the trail touched the Blueberry
in time! Desperately she paddled
She was
there.
She saw footsteps on the trail
man's. Her heart beat again. Then the dog
came, all wolf now, hot up)on the trail Helen
called; the animal, for the first time, ignored

—

—

—

——

—
—

—

her.

Down

swept Helen's paddle, thrust her
the bank, toward the river. But the dog
gathered herself, snarling; strove to climb up
the slippery sand. .And back along the trail
John Taylor came, running to the sound of
Helen's cry
" Stay back " she shouted But Pauguk was
climbing up.
She was beyond all hope of control now;
beyond all but her wolf's memories and
hatreds.
She was up; she was gathering herself for her
last rush.
But Helen struck at her with a
great branch that she had found; sent her down
the bank again, until she lay, half in the water,
dead.
.And Helen stood. swa\-ing.

down

!

—

—

"It it was Milt he turned her loose
because he said that you'd come back
"And you came to save me
She lifted her eyes to his
"If if— I hadn't— you could never have
come back

guaranteed.

—

— —

—

—

—

.
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Casts of Current Photoplays
(continued from page

"SECRETS OF PARIS "—Whitman-Bex-

—

Productions Adapted by Dorothy
Farnum from Eugene Sue's Famous Story
Directed by
"The Mysteries of Paris."
Kenneth Webb. Produced b)' the \Vhitman
N-ETT

Bennett Studios under the personal supervision
Art director, Elsa
of Whitman Bennett.
Lopez. Photographed by Harry Stradling and
Edward Paul. The cast: King Rudolph. Lew
Cody; Mayflower, Gladys Hulctte; The Schoolmaster, Montague Love; Lola, Dolores Cassinelli; Francois, William Collier, Jr.; The Owl,
Rose Coghlan; Chancellor, J. Barney Sherry;

Madame

Ferrand,

Etiie

Harry Sothern; The

Shannon; Iloppy,
Walter James;

Slrangler,

The Hindu, Bradley Barker.

"THE YOUNG

R.\J.\H

lljl

Howard. Photographers, Glenn McW illiams
and John !Meigle. Scenario by Al Kelley.
The cast: The Squire, Tullj' Marshall; The
City Feller, William Scott; Ann, Bessie Love;
The Other Woman, Barbara Tennant; Atui's
The Squire's Son, Fred
Kelse; Mob Leader, W^ade Boutler; Queenie,
Brother, Frankie Lee;

the dog. Herself.

"THE DANGER POINT"— Americ.\n
Corporation

Releasing

Halperin.

,

"—Paramount—

Director, Philip Rosen. Author, J. A. Mitchell.
Dramatist, Alethea Luce, author of play,
Scenarist,
".\mos Judd."
June Mathis.
Cameraman, James C. Van Trees. The cast:
Amos Judd, Rodolph Valentino; Molly Cabot,

Wanda Hawley; Amos Judd {boy), Pat Moore;
Joshua Judd, Charles Ogle; Sarah Judd, Fanny
Midgely; Horace Bennett, Robert Ober; Slade,
Jack Giddings; John Cabot, Edward Jobson;
Narada, Joseph Swickard; Maharajah, Bertram Grassby; Tehjunder Roy, J. Farrell MacDonald; General Gadi, George Periolat; Prince
Musntid, George Field; Miss Van Koverl,
Maud Wa>Tre; Stephen Van Kovert, William
Boyd; Dr. Fetti place, Joseph Harrington; Caleb,
Spottiswoode Aitken.

"THE LAVENDER BATH LADY"—

—

U^^^ERSAL Directed by King Baggot. Story
by Shannon Fife. Scenario by George Randolph Chester. Photogaphy by Victor Milner.
The cast: Mamie Conroy, Gladys Walton;

"THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH"— Fox

— A 1923 melodrama founded on Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's Poem. Directed by Jack
Ford. Scenario by Paul H. Sloane. Cameraman, George Schneiderman. The cast: John
Hammond, The Village Blacksmith, William
W^alling; The Blacksmith's Wife, Virginia True
Boardman; Alice, His Daughter, Virginia \'alli;
Alice, as child, Ida Nan McKenzie; Bill, his

Dave

son,

Butler;

school

the

teacher,

Hutton.

Film Booking

" SHADOWS "

Preferred Pictures,Inc.

picturization of Wilbur Daniel Steele's

Ching, Chinaman."
production released through
Al. Lichtman Corporation.
Adapted by Eve
Unsell and Hope Loring.
Photography by

famous

"Ching,

stor>',

A Tom Forma n

Harry Perr>^ The cast: Yen Sin, Lon Chaney;
Sympathy Gibbs, Marguerite de la ]\Iotte; John
Maiden. Harrison Ford; Nate Snow, John
Sainpolis; Daniel Gibbs, Walter Long; "Mister

Bad Boy," Buddy Messenger; Alary
Priscilla

Bonner;

Emsy

Nickerson,

Brent,

Frances

Raymond.

— Directed

by Harry Millarde. Scenario
Sloane. Photography by Joseph
Ruttenburg, assisted by Albert Wilson. The
cast: David, the boy. Bunny Grauer; Eben, the
carpenter, W^arren Krech; Betty Gibbs, the
by Paul H.

Jane Thomas; Harry Adams, the surHarry Benham; The Squire, Edward
Denison; His Wife, Grace Barton.
In the
Epilogue: David Adams, Raymond Bloomer;
His Wife, Nina Casavant.
teacher,

veyor,

"THE COWBOY AND THE LADY"—
Paramount

—Directed

by Charles Maigne.
Scenario by Julien Josephson from the play by
Clyde Fitch.

Cameraman, Faxon Dean. The

Jessica Weston, Alary Miles Minter;
Teddy North, Tom Moore; Molly X. Viora
Daniel; Midge, Patricia Palmer; Weston,
Robert Schable; Ross, Guy Oliver; Joe,
Leonard Clapham; Justice of the Peace, Robert
cast:

Mack.

"DESERTED AT THE ALTAR"— Play
by

Gordon

child,

Lon

Poff;

Aiint

Hatlie,

"GOOD MEN AND TRUE"— R-C—

—

Story by Eugene Manlove
Rhodes. Directed by Val Paul. Adapted by
George Edwardes Hall. Photography by Wm.
Thornley and RojDert DeGrasse. The cast:
J. Wesley Pringle, Harry Carey; Georgic Hibbler, Vola Vale; Simon Hibhler, Thos Jefferson;
5. 5. Thorpe. Noah Beery; Bowcrman, Chas. J.
Leiloyne; File, Tully Marshall; Mrs. File,
Helen Gilmore.

"MUD AND SAND "—Metro— Produced
by Amalgamated Productions, Inc. Directed
by Gil Pratt. Photographed by Irving Reis.
The cast: Rhubarb Vaseline, Stan Laurel; La

Mae

Paloma.

Laurel; Caramel. Julia Leonard;

Leona Anderson; Humidor, Sam
Kaufman; Cuspidor, Wheeler Dryden.

Filet of Sole,

"THE TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD"—
Fox

as

Cordelia Callahan; A Village Gossip, Eddie
Gribbon; The Flapper from the City, Lucile

Charlotte Pierce; Simon Gregory, Tom Ricketts; Dorgan, Al McQuarrie; Hallett, Earl
Grain; Drake, Harry Lorraine; Susane, Mary

Winston.

Bill,

Johnnie Brother, his younger son,
George Hackathorne; Johnnie, as child, Pat
Moore; Ezra Brigham, the squire, Tully Marshall; The Squire's Wife, Carolina Rankin;
Anson, the squire's son, Ralph Yeardsley;
Anson, as child, Henri de la Garrique; Asa
Martin, Francis Ford; Rosemary Martin, Bessie
Love; Rosemary Martin, as child. Helen Field;
Doctor Brewster, Mark Fenton; Gideon Crane,
Griffith;

David Bruce, Edward Burns; Janctte Gregory,

—A

—

Author,
Victor
Director, Lloyd Ingraham.
Photographer, Ross Fisher. The cast: Alice
Torrance, Carmel Myers; James Benton, W'm.
P. Carleton; Duncan Phelps, Vernon Steel;
Benjamin Joseph J. Dowling; Sam Biggs,
Harry Todd; Elvira Hubbard, Margaret Joslin.

Hugo

Pierce Kingslev.
Grace Miller White.

Book

version of story by
Directed by Williarn K.

"IF
tion

I

WERE QUEEN"— R-C

— Author,

Produc-

Du

Vernet Rabell. Directed
.\dapted from "The
Three Cornered Kingdom" by Carol Warren.
Photography by Joseph Du !3ray. The cast:
Ruth Townley, Ethel Clayton; Oluf, Andree
Lejon; Valdcmir, Warner Baxter; Auyit Ollie,
Victory Bateman; Duke of Wortz, Murdock
MacQuarrie; Sister Ursula, Genevieve Blinn.

by Wesley Ruggles.
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Wurlitzer instruments are known all over the world
for artistic quality. Used by the greatest musicians,
bands, and orchestras. Wurlitzer has made the
finest musical instruments for over 200 years.

Send

for
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—No Charge

Instruments

Every known instrument illustrated, many in full
colors.
All details and complete descriptions,
veritable musical encyclopedia
absolutely free'

A

Wurlitzer has stores in over thirty cities. But no
matter where you live, Wurlitzer is no farther than
your nearest mail box.
Send the coupon today
1

"THE KENTUCKY DERBY "-Uxr-er-

—

SAL Directed by King Baggot. Scenario by
George Hull from the play by Charles T.
Dazey, "The Suburban."
Photography by
Victor Milner.
The cast: Donald Gordon.
Reginald Denny; Alice Brown, Lillian Rich;
Col. Moncrimf Gordon, Emmett King; Ralph
Gordon, Walter IMoorail; Helen Gordon, Gertrude Astor; Col. Home Woolrich, Lionel Belmore; Joe, Kingslev Benedict; Ranee Ncwcombe. Bert Woodruff; Topper Tom, Bert
Tracy; Boh Thurston, Harry Carter; Capt.
Wolff, Wilfred Lucas; Jensen, Pat Harmon;
Mrs.
Clancy,
Anna Hernandez; Timmy
Clancy, Verne Winter.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer
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— Film Booking— Directed by Harry Revier.

The

Dorothy Revier; Tom

cast: Viviati Collins,

Bradshaw,

Jack Connolly; Doctor Kramer,
Harry Van Meter; Slinky Davis, Eugene Burr;
Gloria Thomas, Juanita Hansen; Judge Bradshaw, Lee Willard.

"WOLF LAW"—Universal—Directed
Stuart Paton.
Story by
Scenario by Charles Sarver.

How I Lost
1100 Vine

Street,

Quincy,

— and

life is

once more worth

novel,

this

"A Modem Madonna."

Directed by

James W. Home.

Photographed by John
Stumar. The cast: Richard Jarnette, Milton
Sills; Victor Jarnette, Jack Mulhall; Margaret,
{his hridc), Cleo Ridgely; Judge Kirtley, Alec
B. Francis; Muriel, Muriel Dana; Rosalie,
.Mice Hollister; Flo, Ednah Altemus; Mammy
Ccly, Lucretia Harris; Detective, Walter Law.

III.

Life-

Restorethe Enchanting Sparkle
of Youth through the Daily Use of
Murine. This Soothing, Invigorating
lotion Enlivens Weary Eyes and Soon
Makes them Radiantly BeautifuL
Murine contains no Belladonna or
other Harmful Ingredients. Use it
Night and Morning. Sold by Druggists Everywhere.
less.

Produced under the personal supervision of
Graf.
Adapted by Joseph Frankiin
Poland.
From Caroline Abbott Stanley's

Send /or

FREE Book on Eye Beauty
Murine Eye Remedy Co.
Dept. A, Chicago

living.

The first Wallace reducing record played oS twenty
IK)unds for me, the complete course reduced me mora
than a hundred in four months. Not only that, but
my state of health was so improved I can never
express my gratitude. No woman who has been
relieved of a mountain of fat like I carried so long
would wonder v\''.:y I permit
photographs to be printed.

Lashes will not bring Beauty to Eyes

Max

A few months ago, if you had asked what I would
give to get thin I should have replied without a
second thought, "Everything I possess." I had tried
so many times to reduce, and tried so hardi
Fortunately, something made me try the music
method

The most Luxuriant Brows and
which have become Dull and

Harry Derby

3Irs.

Beauty Lies
Within the Eyes

"THE FORGOTTEN LAW"— Metro—

103 lbs.
<5By

by

Pendexter.

Photography by
Benjamin Kline.
The cast: Jefferson De
Crotcaii, Frank Mayo; Francinc Redney, Sylvia
Breamer; Etienne Dc Croteau, Tom Guise;
Enoch Lascar, Dick Cummings; Simon Santey,
William Quinn; Samson Bi nder, Nick De Ruiz;
"Dandy" Dawson, Harrj' Carter; Mountaineer,
Paul Wismer.

AFTER

BEFORE

Hugh

story,

"THE PUNCTURED PRINCE"— Metro

— Directed by Hugjiie Fay.
R. Lockwood.
Hunt Stromberg.

The

Eugene

Burr;

A

Photographed by
and supervision by

An Ambitious
Vampire, Maryon

cast:

A

Student, Bull Montana;
Aye; A Prince, Harry

my

and

Story:

J.

Damont; A

Co.^sack.

Helen

Lady-in-Waiting,

Bronecu.

You Can Get Thin to Music

"BROAD

Anyone who has a phonograph

finds it easy to get
thin to mucic.
Ju:,t ack Wallace for a reducing
record to prove it. This first lesson is free; with it
come complete instructions for its use.

Accepting this offer does not obligate you. There
no payment to be sent now, and nothing to pay on
delivery. Results of this trial will make you eager
for the rest of the course but the only decision to be
made now is to try ii. Use this handy coupon.
is

DAYLIGHT"— Unrt-r-

—Directed by Irving Cummings.

Casesof lOOlbs. overweight are unusual. But Wallace
has letters from many who lost 50 lbs.; and from
hundreds reduced 30 or 40 lbs. If you are but 10, 12
or 2D lbs. too heavy for style or comfort reducing to
normal is easy.

ral

Story by

Harvey Gates, author

of "Hell Morgan's
of Paris," "Hurricane's

Girl," "The Wildcat
Gal." George W.Pyper is co-author.

Scenario

by Harvey Gates.

Photography by William
Fildew. The cast: Nora Fay, Lois Wilson;
Joel Morgan, Jack Mulhall; Peter Fay, Ralph
Lewis; Detective Marks, Wilton Taylor; The
"Scarab," Robert M. Walker; Daiy Sunday,
Kenneth Gibson; Shadow Smith, Ben Hewlett.

—

WALLACE, 630 S. Wabash
end of

cut diamond on your finger No
risk, no delay. Satialaction guarRe-'ular S60 00 value,
anteed.
our price, $47 .75—Reduced prices.
Kleinsmashespriceaonpreatmlllion-doUarstockof diamonds, watcbcs''
and jewelry saves you one-third
and trusts you for what you Want.

—

Ave., Chicago

Shadow

first reducing lesson; free and preI will either enroll, or mall back your record at V^ti
a five-t!ay tri:J.
(107)

Please send record for
paid.

Why wait longer when a few
centa a day places this fiery brilgenuine blue while. perfect

liant,

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Stage

It tellsthewholestory-beautifullylllustratessensational
bargains and explains credit plan that places them within
easy reach. WTiy wait longer? Writefor catalog today -sure!

tCt

[continued from page 67]

riKI

B. t*t%
W.
«

t22 West Madison Street
Dept.B-1913 Chicago, III.

nearly One-Fourth Cenlun' Same Location

Name

Wonders of the Sea

.

Address
Canau.an Audress:

i2 Albert

ijt.,

J. E.

A

Williamson

WHOLLY unique

.

"Winnipeg:

little

by Mr. W'ilUamson

AWONDERFUL

BOOK.—read

about

itl

Tells how easDy Stories and Plays are conceived, writfen, perfected. soUL Hoiv many
whodon't
they can write, suddenly
tind it cut. How the Scenario Kingrs and die
St'iry Otieens 1 veandwork. How bright men
andwuiucii, wi'.houtany special experience,
leam to tlicir own ama::enient that their simplest Ideas may fumisli brilliant plots torPlays
andStories. HoTvone'so\vn Imagination may

DREAM

provide an endless cold-mine of Ideas tliat
Happy Success and Handsome Cash

briii^

Royalties. How new writers ect their names
into print. How to tell if you
a writer.
How to develop your "story tincy,*' weave
clever word-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots. How vour friends mnv l>e your worst judges. How
to avoid discourasrement and the pitfalls of Failure. j/i?7v to Win/
This surprisingf book is atis>^luu{y /ree. No charge. No obligation. Ko.vr copy is waiting for you. Wrfte for it
Just address

ARE

AUTHORS' PRESS.

ONE. EVENING

,

Yor K' sf<iniou^
(in«(;i;i(7m(K«(T,tellsyouiiiliis free booklet
"HOW TO BECOME AN EXPERT DANCED AT HOME!"

l*rof..Mor^anO..'>lorn,A'(

Intercstiiig and Unique. Your name and
addres.s on a po.stcard brings /rcc copy of
booklet. Send for It.
mf. MORGAN 0. STERN
NEW YORK CITT
30 CHURCH STREET,
Depl. 60,

fr.ee

booklet/

Bahamas with

the aid of his sub-sea? photographic apparatus
The camera eye moves through the submarine gardens and shows a daring young girl
who gracefully risks sharks and other perils
of the deep to perform for the underwater
film.
The punch of the feature shows divers
this time in something hardier than the
aquatic maid's one-piece bathing suit
strolling about the floor of the ocean spearing a deadly moray, slipping out of the
clutches of an octopus and finally landing a
real shark.

Marcel YourOwn Hair
This JSev^Way
A PERFECT WAVE
NOT A KINKY CURL
NO HOT IRONS

IN

the wonderful new Marcelrite Hair
Wavers.wlthout heating or twisting and breaking your lialr wifi curlers, you can transform the
straightest hair Into beautiful natural waves that
will often last a week or lonier. No experience required. Made of the best imitation t^)rtolse shell
and last Indefinitely Send S2 00 for a set of six and
try them ten days at our risk, or pay postman on
deliverv plus 10c extra.

TITITH

MONEY BACK PROMPTLY IF MOT OEUGHTEO
IMARCEIRITE HaiR WAVER CO.
NEW YORK
15 Par* Ro»

The Cowboy and the Lady
Paramount

Dept. 272. AUBURN. NEW YORK

LEARN TO DANCE
IN

feature achieved

in the

]\nLES

MINTER

is

Dept. 21

CIT>

so lovely that

wonders why her husband is attracted
ly another woman— even though Viora Daniel
Oooree
is charming as the vamp of the piece.
A Bv Note or Ear. With or without music. Shortrequired
.^dnlt lieginners tJiuglit hy mail. No teacher
western taken from the play by Clyde Fitch, Self-Instrnction
Learn
Course for .Ailvanced Pianist.s.
and, though it's not hair-raising, there's a fair 67stvlesof BiisB. 180 Syncopated Effects Fine Harroony.
F.iidinss
-''''•one

1

amount

of entertainment.
The murder is
clumsily planned so that no moron can miss
the continuity. But Tom !Moore, as the hero,
is a delight.
Every advertisement in

PnOTOPLAr MAGAZINE

Is

Oriental. Chime. Movie and Cafe Jazz. Trick
Clever Rrenks. Space Fillers, Sax Shirs. Triple Ba.ss.
Wicked Harmonv. BlueOblignto and '247 other Subjects,
incliidinc K.ir Plaving. 110 pages of RE.^L Jazi, 25,000
words. A Postal brings oor FREE Special Offer.

Waterman Piano School

guaranteed.

"^?„TV?;,T:**"..?.'*-

—— ——

— — —— ——
Photoplay Magazine— Advertising Section
!

The Kentucky Derby Universal
EVIDENTLY the director wasn't going to
take any clmnces with this picture. Ever>'
scene in it had to be of the stuff that pays, and
pays, and pays. There's the hero suspected
of tlieft; the stableman's lovely daughter who
sticks to him through thick and thin, mostly
thick; the storm at sea; the dishonest jockey;
and then the dear old familiar derby. If
you care to renew old acquaintances don't
miss this. It's old home week in Ole KenReginald Denny and Lillian Rich
tucky.
do as well in the leading roles as can be
expected.

—

Deserted at the Altar
Capitol Prod. Co.

NOT

nearly so bad as the casual reader
might suppose. A practically
headed by the always efiicient
Tully Marshall and the appeaUng little Bessie
Love. A j'oung man wrongly accused, a
child bride
see title— and a near-lynching
form the basis of a plot that makes entertainment certainly not below the average. The
children wouldn't understand, anyway so
you might as well take them.
of titles
all star cast

—

—

—

The Broadway Madonna
Film Booking— R-C
A MURDER mystery that has moments

The Danger Point
American Releasing Company

A

CITY

girl, suddenly injected into the
placid atmosphere of a western oil town,
Especially when she
is apt to cause trouble.
makes two men fall in love with her, and
breaks their life-long friendship. But for the
prayers and faith of the wandering minstrel,

Joseph J. Dowling, who knows what might
have happened! Of course there is a wreck
and a near divorce, but that's beside the point.

The Village Blacksmith Fox
BORROWED for the occasion from Longbilled as "honest entertainwhich means program hokum of
the "Over the Hill" school. Bessie Love is as
appealing as usual, but the rest of the cast
fellow,

ment."

and

All of

All the small
does not register too highly.
town stuff that never was and never could be,
world without end. Take the cliildren by all
means, it wUl keep them out of mischief.

of real suspense, despite loosely built
situations.
The director makes the best of a
cast that, in most cases, was poorly chosen.

He and the camera man have tried, and deserve
any credit that the picture merits. Juanita
Hansen is more amusing than real as a sweet
girl detective, and Dorothy Revier is the

Wolf Law

an exciting ranch
Mexican border, Harry
Carey satisfies. He is supported by a good
cast,with Noah Beerj^ as one of the villains and
There is
but Harrj' does his
usual stuff, foiling everybody who deserves it,
and getting the girl. Family entertainment
that won't tax the brain.
in a character part.

lot of action, of course,

A

Metro

JOYOUS

burlesque of the ValentinoIbafiez classic, with Stan Laurel in the
heroic role of Don Rubarb Vaselino.
BuU
fighting made easy to watch, with no injury
either to the bull or to the morale of the
audience,

and no

difficulty

close-ups.

Sweet

Caramel,

worth looking at
so.

And

about dangerous
the

heroine,

makes
— JuliatheLeonard
lady vamp,

Filet of Sole,

is

her
is

a

LOOK!

LL

about a

Adjustable to the Second

Adjusted to Temperature
Adjusted to Isochronisn
Adjusted to Positions
21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels
25 Year Gold Strata Case
Your Choice of Dials—

—
—

The Forgotten Law

sheriff of

Mud and Sand

!

—

A

the

TuUy Marshall

Universal

the Ozarks, where'men are'men and
is red and women are both beautiful
and persecuted. What a place for Frank
Mayo to land in And wrongfully accused of
a crime no, two of them! at that. Of
course right triumphs in the end despite two
brutal villains and an insidious one.
Sylvia
Breamer plays the persecuted one, and Frank
saves her. He would

Film Booking

a

for the children.

^~\UT in
^^Ukker

Good Men and True
a western
AStown
on

Not

heroine.

man who

is

blond

•**-uninterestingly

(Including Montgomery R. R. Dial)

New

Metro

unfaithful to his

And who

wife.

baby daughter

to a
stern brother. Milton Sills takes the part of
the brother, and it's a sweet sight indeed to
see him playing with the small girl
who is a
typical motion picture child.
Ladies' Aids
is

killed after willing his

Ideas in Thin Cases.

—

and some mothers will' cry over
men wUl use strong language.

this.

Only One Dollar Down will buy this
masterpiece of watch manufacture.
The balance you are allowed to pay
in small, easy monthly payments. The
Burlington
a 2I-Jewel Watch
is
sold to you at a price much lower
than that of other high-grade watches.
Besides, you have the selection of
the finest thin model designs and

Some

—

The Punctured Prince Metro
BULL MONTANA in the worst comedy that

has ever been filmed. A nauseating, unspeakable, pointless food throwing contest
that
that doesn't arrive any^vhere but
manages, throughout, to keep up the high

_

—

watch cases. Don't
Write for the FREE Watch
Book and our Special Offer today.
latest

—

styles in

delayl

standard of bad taste. Remembering Bull's
Cardinal in the "Three Must-Get Theres" any
audience will weep. For babies only young
babies whose eyes have not yet opened upon
an unkind world.

—

delight.

If I

Were Queen— i?-C

pTHEL CLAYTON,

Broad Daylight

as another victim of
•'-'mistaken identity, is miscast although she
looks well in ermine and a jeweled crown.
She almost marries the king and then gives
him up, because-she-is-only-a-little-privatesecretary - and - hasn't - any - right - to - his-

—

love! Add one quart of whipped cream, one
bottle of maraschino cherries and bake in a
hot oven. And send the children, alone, to

the feast.

Universal
fVhile this Special Offer Lasts

NOT

so very different from "Within the
Law." Wronged crooks, honest working
girls with fathers who ivill steal, a smooth
master mind and a hero who is especially
obnoxious in his close-ups. A plot to tax the
credulity of the youngest children if they
Lois W^ilson has
are permitted to attend.

Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending
this coupon. Find out about this great special
offer which is being made for only a limited
time. You will know a great deal more about
watch buying when you read this book. You
will be able to "steer clear" of the over-priced
watches which are no better. Remember, the
Burlington is sent to you for only One Dollar

—

been borrowed for the occasion and Robert M.
Walker, as The Scarab and Ben Hewlett as
Shadow Smith are good types.

down, balance in small monthly payments.
Send the coupon for watch book and ouT
Today' Do not delay one minutel

special offer

iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

:

Watch Co., Dept. 1251
19th St. and Marshall Blvd., Chicago, Illinois
Canadian Address: 62 Albert St. .Winnipeg, Man.

s

Please send

\
i

film city

By

rKAlNK

CONDON

In this issue, page 39

might do

of us.

An

point

— and

to

any

Burlington

:

me (without obligations and prepaid)
your free book on watches with full explanation
of your $1 down offer on the Burlington Watch,

:

Name..

5

entirely fresh view-

extraordinarily

funny. Don't miss reading it.
: Address

When you

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

..

:
s
E
•
s

s
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—Advertising Section
Questions and Answers
[

The Mystic Rose.
way

—Every

CONTINUED FROM PAGE g^

day

in

every

am

getting thinner and thinner. 1 took
a vacation not .so long ago and I am still restVacations bore me to death; but I
ing up.
always take one; it's the thing to do. Your
letter interested me much. You say the public
I

thought

was weary

it

of

vamps and shelved

its

slinky ladies; but that Pola Negri and other
foreigners brought back the vogue. And now
Nita Naldi is acclaimed fervently and Pola is

and Joseph Keaton Junior and Pola Negri.

They won't come but
Kennelh Harrison,

—

She did not have

to go to the
of .diet or exercise.
She
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into

machine just outside the camera lines. Then,
I enjoyed pictures without a thought of criticism. Now, it seems to me I go to gloat, and

trouble

muscle, bone and sinew instead of f at

am

She used Marmola. Prescription Tabn
lets, which are made from the famous
Marmola prescription. They aid the

errors and incongruities. Joseph Schildkraut,
the chevalier of "Orphans of the Storm," is on
you like
the stage in "Liliom," en tour.
that "en tour," eh? Not bad! Schildkraut

system to obtain the full
nutriment of food. They will allow you
to eat many kinds of food without the
necessity of dieting or exercising.

I understand,
stage soon.
will,

I

—
—

—

When I was young younger, that
as a school child I used to rise and
to say
sing something al out "Italia, Italia, beloved."
Lest you take that amiss, I add that it was
part.
I didn't
entirely subconscious on
know what Italia was, and I didn't, I fear,
is

the accumulation of fat is checked,
reduction to normal, healthy weight

The Rodolpho de Valentina who played

care.

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrap-

Dick Bradley in "Society Sensation" is the
Rodolph of today's "Blood and Sand." Your
interest in him was prophetic ai d does you

per, postpaid.

credit.

stores the world over sell

MARMOLA COMPANY

Elfie C.

Detroit. Mich.

DC AllAILWAY

DI.TIl^lClNa>EC10R
$250 Per Mo.

Earn Up to

Prepare in 3 mos. spare-time study at home for this fascinating profession. Travel; meet Ing railway officials. Splendid opportunities.
Position gauiantsed
Start ai
at .pilU
UllO rer
Per IIIUIUU
Month expenses paid.
Jtan
„,o„ey refunded. Vou can easily
quahly. Send TODAY lor free l.ooklet No. D-988.

Standard Business Training Institute
BuHalo. N. y.

—I blush and bow and stammer my

thanks. I am not worthy of all those things you
say about me. Of course, I admit that, as an
Answer Man, I have ro equals and that as a
critic of things cinematic I am simply matchless.
But beyond that my modesty bids me
refrain from conjecturing; and when you call
me one of the world's handsomest men, I
blush, bow, etc. If, however, I have, through
my columns, whiled away weary afternoons
for you, I am well repaid; and will have my
secretary send you an autographed photograph upon receipt of twenty-five cents,

stamps or coin.

Nadlne.

—^You want to know what

comedy

companies employ comediennes addicted to
ah embonpoint. I don't know. Why don't
you try Christie Comedies, 6101 Sunset Blvd.;
Century Comedies, 6100 Sunset; and Fox,
all of Los .Angeles,
141 7 N. Western Avenue
California? I couldn't tell you what chance
you have to get a job comedying on the coast
but you can try.

—

—

—

Kitty.
of having

I

know

of no

more

delightful

my

way

time wasted than reading your
questions you
reaUy should, Kitty you just gently murmur
how wonderful you think my department is
and how do I ever do it and do I still like

—

You never ask any

letters.

—

without pain or injuries to the skin
in the privacy of your own home

D.

J.

MAHLER

and

about

it.

some
—
and talk
—
—
who do those luscious

I had
I love lemon pie
I like to think about it
Lemon meringue pie.

last

.Ah!

If

—and never do any work.
G., BuTFALO. — Even when

paintings
Boof^/et

CO., 453-B Mahler Park, Providence, R.

I.

Send today for free copy ot
Leading Magazine for Writers
of photoplays, stories, etc.
Full of helpful advice on writ-

ing

pie?

the advertising artists
pictures of cakes and fruit that you see in the
magazines would only turn their attention to
lemon pies, I should paper my walls with their

removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root

Forever

Send today 3 stamps for Free

emon
night;

and

selling.

I drink tea.
drink buttermilk? I don't.
drink tea every afternoon. I am going to
give teas, and I am going to invite Lillian Gish
I

I

WRITER'S DIOEST
721 Butler

I could, I
D.
^oldom peered at the vin when it was roitgc.
Now I sometimes wish I had. Who told y^ou

lildg., Cincinnati.

Every advertisement In

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

Any one

lucky number?

there's ro harm done after all. Jack McLean
was the brother with Alice Joyce in "The

Prey."

Dixon

Lewis

Sheldon

opposite

Florence

in " The Silent Barrier.'

—

N. H., Texas. I am cognizant of the importance of the admonition on the theater programs, ahout walking, not running, to the

But why add in case of fire?
Lupino Lane is an English comedian who ap)peared on the stage in a musical comedy
called ".\fgar," with Alice Dclysia; and who
is now emploj'ed as a comedy star by William
Fox. Address him at Fox western studios. I
don't know w-hether Lane is married or single.
Yes I do, too. I mean oh, you know.
nearest exit.

—

my

follows.

234 Garfield Bldg.,

—My

that answers.
I spend most of my waking
hours telephoning people and never getting
them. And the sad, the harrowing part of
lhat is, I discover that what I had to say to
them wasn't really so important and that

don't find

do "Peer Gynt" on the

Italia.

Thousands have found that Marmola Prescription Tablets give complete relief from obesity. And when

AH good drug

unhappy when

How

digestive

soon

positively

I

Natalie Talmadge in "Yes or No?" didn't
marry anyone. She played the maid. But
Natalie herself married Buster Keaton not
long after so it was all right with her.

Wanna.

You say you'd rather be wise
Jaqueline.
than hoodwinked. I don't know. Sometimes
I yearn, while watching a thrilling storm .scene
on the screen, for the dear old days when I was
innocent of the wind machine and the rain

can invite them, can't
Two Worlds," the
Talmadge, married
acted by Jack Crosby.

"A

I?
In
Daughter of
heroine, played by Norma

idolized.

Sbe Found A Pleasant Way To
Reduce Her Fat

]

Audrey.— So you were

in

Manhattan a

me know.
Audrey, Audrey!
I wasn't in Manhattan
myself at that time; but you should have let
me know anyway. I am disappointed in you.
However, here are j'our ages. Or rather,
month ago and you never

let

and Gloria Sw-anron's. Twentyand twenty-five, respectively.

Lillian Gish's
six

—

Toby. You are said to resemble Fodolph,
are you? You should go into pictures or, at
the very least, vaudeville. Rodolph was not
bom in Kentucky. He is an Italian and his
parents still live there. He was the dancing
partner of Joan Sawyer and Bonnie Glass before he went into pictures. By the way, if you
can't get a job on the stage or screen for

why not apply to ValenPerhaps he could use you to
tino himself?
avoid publicity. You know he donned a set of
whiskers recently attempting to dodge restuff.
porters. Stealing
resembling Rodolph,

my

Pinkie.

— That's

the

name

of

Mabel and

I don"t know
Ballin's white bulldog.
this should interest you; it doesn't
I merely mention it.
Jack
interest me.
The Holts
Holt's wife is not an actress.

Hugo
why

ha\ e three children

— two

girls

George, Stockton, Cal.

and a boy.

—Well,

old

man!

been a long, long time .since I've heard
from you. Where have you been keeping
yourself?
Too bad you wouldn't let a fellow
know you were alive, etc., etc. You're right;
Jackie Coogan
I've been reading "Babbitt."
is the only member of his family on the screen.
It's

—

But staj I rather like that, don't you?— it's
the cultured waj'- of saying "Hold on'"—
think Coogan Sr. has played small parts in the
Kid's pictures occasionally. Mrs. Coogan
was on the vaude\ ille stage at one time.

—

Helen of Texas. Henry B. Walthall
appears in Harry Carey's "The Kick-Back."
He is now at Universal working in the allstar production of "The Long Chance."
Address him at Universal City, Cal. I agree
with you that Walthall is one of our most
accomplished actors. It's always a pleasure
Call
to hear from you.
to see him. Also

—

often.

guaranteed.

;

Photoplay Magazine

—

M. V. L., Tomahawk, Wis. A pin
Tomahawk; a special pin for Tomahawk.

for
I

must, some day, visit Tomahawk. It appeals
to my imagination.
1 like to utter it.
It has
an air. Will Rogers' son played with him in
"Honest Hutch." In "Kip \'an Winkle"
Mccnie Van Winkle was pla^-ed by Gertrude
Messenger and Hciiirick Vedder by Francis
Carjjenter.

Sweet Sixteen.

—Why

always so
me. The si.xteenacquaintance are not sweet.
is si.xteen

I confess it puzzles

sweet?

year-olds of my
They are flippant and flirtatious and efficient.
They frighten me. You are an exception.
Can it be that sixteen is, actually, sweet and

Winifred Hudnut Valentino
There were pictures of
her in last month's Magazine. Jack Holt may
be addressed at Lasky's. Rodolph is five feet
eleven and weighs 154 pounds.

shy sometimes?

is

most

attractive.

Maecella.

— Cold
me

facts gi\e

me

cold feet.

But you insist, so
Thomas Meighan was born

Statistics bore

here they are.

stifl'.

Pittsburgh in 1887. He has been married
for twelve years to Frances Ring, sister of
Blanche. His folks had him slated for a
physician but Tom decided to go on the stage
instead.
His lirst stage part was with Henrietta Crossman in '"^listress Nell."
Address
him at Paramount's eastern studios.
in

—

—

Angelina. Youth will be served and
youth will serve, too. These baby bootleggers
and bandits are too much for me. Jack Mulhall was the hero in "Molly O."
He played
Dr. John S. Bryant. He was also the gardener,
Richard Hardy, in

"The Fourteenth Lover."

— George

Beban created quite a
controversy when he was quoted as remarking
DuiiBELL.

that
"all
motion picture actresses are
dumbells." George denied he made such
a sweeping statement, but not before he had
roused the ire'of all the beautiful stellar ladies.
I don't know
I didn't agree with him at all.
ether they're dumbells or not and I don't
care.
I never can listen to what they're
saying when I meet them, anyway, I'm always
Beatrice Dominguez
so busy looking at 'em.
was the dancer who did the tango with Julio
Valentino in "The Four Horsemen." She
died in February of 192 1, just after she had
signed a contract to star in pictures in ]Me.xico

—

Gentle
filming

Julia.

—I've

not

heard who is
Florence

Booth Tarkington's "Julia."
do "Alice

Adams"

for the films.
You object to the casts being given in the
beginning of the picture. I shall take this up
will

—

screen stars slim, not thin.
Constance is still
Mrs. Pialoglou but her final decree
of divorce wUl soon make her IMiss Talmadge
again.
legally

Where We
Got Our Start"

—

"Here's

Gloria R. If you think 3-our letter was
you should see some I get. Yes, I
al\va\-s read e\ er}' word of my letters, as soon

long,

my

stenographer gets through with them.
tries to keep some from me;
for instance, those filled with fulsome flatterj-.
She has my welfare at heart, you see. Gloria
Swanson weighs 112; Xita Xaldi 136 and Bebe
Daniels 120. ]Miss Xaldi is five feet eight
as

Sometimes she

inches

tall.

—

you saw the marriage announcement of May ilcAvoy and
Fddie Sutherland you saw more than I, May
or Eddie saw. They aren't engaged, at least
officially; and they certainly are not married.
]\Iay weighs 94 pounds and is four feet eleven
inches tall a delightful little person.
She is
If

—

a lovely flapper in "Clarence.''

Xashmlle.

— So

You

for.

Compson

think Betty

looks

different in e\-ery photograph.
I've noticed
Betty has a charm which is really
that, too.

indefinable.
I know that charm is always
supposed to be indefinable; but I think Betty's
And the camera Ukes to play
actually is.
tricks with it.

first

—

Nell of ]Mississippi. I don't know what's
the matter with you, unless.it is that Rodolph
hasn't answered j'our letter yet. Your disShirley INIason is
position is not becoming.
twenty-one years old and the wife of Bernard
Shirley's hair

is

bobbed; so

is sister

—

You may call James
)ou want to. I have no
But don't blame me if young
objections.
Harrison calls you down. He is five feet .line
inches tall and weighs 140.
Bl.\ir

J.,

Wheeling.

Harrison Jimmj-

if

1

Angers the French

has been considerably agitated by
our films recently. They banned the German-made "Passion" as "misrepresenting the
characters of historical personages."
Du
Barry's little "ladies' entrance" to the king's
chamber upset Paris a bit.
"Passion,"
although it was banned, didn't create half the
discussion that Griffith's "Orphans of the
Storm" did when it was released in Paris as
"The Two Orphans." There was an actual
royalist riot and all sorts of things were hurled
at the screen. The police reserves had to be

thing sublime and childish, with strange
Liberty,
justice,
complications.
people's
sovereignty, Bastille, guillotine, convention all
ring in his head like a lot of nuts in an empty
sack. He mixes up and confounds things to
such an extent that a cow could not find her
heifer in the confusion. He shows the revolutionary tribunal as a group of old fatheads sitting on long wooden benches.
The 14th of
July had a miraculous effect on them, since he
shows them on the 13th as a group of apoplectic
skeletons and on the 14th as fat numskulls.

called.

" Griffith's artistic procedure is as primitive
To him no celebration at a
as his ideas.
chateau is complete without a cluster of poor
men hung at the castle's gate. And this is
repeated with a fastidious monotony.

The French

critics

seethed with anger over

the way "D. W." had changed the period from
the reign of Louis
to the end of Louis XVI's
time in order to make "an .\merican holiday,"
as they expressed it.
One critic nearly collapsed over the fact that one of the actors
carried a modern umbrella and another over
the way one of the orphans sings a piece from
"Mignon," written seventy years after the
Revolution.
L'Actioti Francaise, the royalist publication,

XV

said:

"Griffith considers the Revolution as some-

When

"What

right has a stranger to come and
claim that our ancestors were brutes, idiots

and savages?

"Would Harding's government
shown

Remember

promotion

?

We owe it all,

Nell,

my

place as Manager, our home, our com-

Thousands upon thousands of men now
know the joy of happy, prosperous homes
because they let the International Correspondence Schools prepare them in their
spare time for bigger work. You will find
them in city, town and country in office,
factory, shop, store, mine and mill, on
farms and on railroads.
There are clerks who became Advertising Managers. Salesmen and Executives carpenters who

—

became Architects and Contractors mechanics
who became Engineers and Electrical Experts
men and boys who rose from nothing at all to
;

splendid responsible positions.
More than two million men and women in th«
last 30 years have advanced themselves in position and salary through I. C. S. help.
The first step to success in the I. C. S. way 13
to choose your career from this list and mark
and mail this coupon here and now.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 647 1 -B, Scranton, Penna.
cost or obligation on ray part, please tell me
can qualify for the position or in the subject before
which I have marked an X;
Without

how

Burning.

!

;

"Foolish Wives"

was minus four reels when you saw it. I
wonder which four? Realh', you musn't be
afraid to ask me questions; that's what I'm
here

—this coupon

forts—to this coupon."

Bea\"er Brook Kid.

Elsie,

"Look, Nell

the night you urged me to send it in to
Scranton ? Then how happy we were
when I came home with the news of my

I

BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Business Management
Industrial

Salesmanship

Management

.\drertising
Letters

Better

Personnel Organization
Traffic Management
r.usiness Law

Foreign Trade
Stenography and Typing
Business English

Banking and Banking Law

.\ccountancy(IncludingC.P.A.) nCivil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Railway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping
Connnon School Subjects
Private Secretary
High Sclioot Subjects
Business Spanish
French Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
Electrical Engineering
Electric Ligliting

.\rchitect

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

Contractor and Builder

Machine Shop Practice

Concrete Builder

Raiiioad Positions

Structural Engineer
Chemistry
Pharmacy
.Automobile Work
.Airplane Engines

Blue Print Reading

Architectural Draftsman

Civil Engineer

"pRAXCE

I

Pennsyl\ ania Picture-Goer. You wi>ii
Wally Reid's hair would stay light. It is, you
declare, much more becoming light than dark.
I hadn't noticed any difference in the shade of
Wally 's hair but then I wouldn't. I wouldn't
call Connie Talmadge thin, either.
You call

Gas Engine Operating

Griffith's Picture

2

I

immediately with Messrs. Zukor, Fox and
First National.
Clara Kimball Young is not
married.
She is five feet six and weighs 135.

Viola's.

City.

Vidor

—Advertising Section

in the states

let a film be
which showed Washington

and sadistic being, Jefferson as a
man, and that made sinister bandits of
"
the heroes of the war of independence?

as a vicious

Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy

Steam Engineering

Q Radio

.Agriculture and Poultry
PMatliematics

Name
Street Address....:

City

State

Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
Iiitcrnntional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited^
Montreal. Canada.

Secrets of Beauty

Parlors Revealed
Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets

FREE

Learn Cartooning
At

Home— In Your Spare Time

from the school that haa trained so

many

of theBoccessfoI cartoonistsof

today earning from S50 to $200 and
more per week. The Landon Picture
Chart Method of teaching makes
orlginaidrawingeasy to learn. Write
for full information and chart to
test your ability. Please state age.

filthy

THE LANDON SCHOOL

all

4017Nationai BIdg., Cleveland, O.

you write to advertisers please mention

Make

Fortunes

U'omen easily earn S40 to S75 a ^veek. We make you expert in all
branches, like massaee, straps, wa\ ing. packs dyeing, marcel, skin
work, manicuring, etc. No experience necessary. Study at home
in spare time. Earn while you learn. .Authorized diploma. Moneyback guarantee. Get
book. Oriental System of
Beauty Culture. Dept. 21. luoo DiveiseT Blvd., Chicago
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by our loving

Section
friends'

your Baby, use

the

Mellins Food Method
of Milk Modification

I

I
I

1
I

We

will be pleased to send

you our

and Feeding of Infants,"
Bottle

Mellin's

book, ''The Care

also a Free Trial

of Mellins Food,

Food Company^

Every advertisement in

PHOTOrLAT MAGAZINE

Boston, Mass.

is

guaranteed.
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COLO AT E 'S
Gijts that are sure to please

FOR the perplexing problem of the
toilet

"little"

nothing equals Colgate's charming

gifts

Instead

articles.

of being quickly

tossed aside, a Colgate Gift is used for a long

time and is a constant reminder of the giver.

A box of dainty soap, for instance, brings
woman

to a

her favored perfume

— per-

haps that favorite of three generations,
Cashmere Bouquet
For all the children.

Ribbon Dental Cream that cleans teeth the
right way and tastes so good
Give
some man a Handy Grip and two Refills

—

You would he glad to receive
any of these why not give them ?

—

365 of the best shaves he ever knew
The feminine mind is always receptive
Please her with
to a choice perfume.
Florient, that won first place in the

Contest, or

and

a

Perfume

Cha Ming, Cashmere Bouquet

dozen more.

COLGATE

& CO.

Est.

1806

NEW YORK

COLGATE'S

RIBBON DENTflL CREAM
Florient (Flowers of the

A

Face Powder

The Handy Grip

Cashmere Bouquet

The bright red box

Compact that has

ShavingStick gives

Toilet Soap.

won women's

a wonderful cool,
smooth shave.

Luxurious, lasting,
daintily fragrant.

of Ribbon Dental

other favored perfumes Baby Talc,

Orient) and other delicate fragrances to please
the feminine taste.

for tender skins.

From

flesh

Talc Powder, fragrant
with Florient or with

—

20c and 25c

up

less than $1,
to $6, $8 and $10

Any

new

instantly.

dealer can

favor
In white,

or rachel.

The

box,

show you

Refill Stick

$1

these

.

Handy Grip

.

.

25c
35c

and other Colgate Christmas

Two sizes,
10cand25c
Qifts.

Cream looks
cheery in a Christ-

mas

stocking.

25c

Keep Christmas with a Kodak
While

far too excited to dress, little

to pose for a picture with mother's

And

that only starts the fun.

renewing

their

Kodak

is

Jane has popped into bed again

new Kodak.

Even now father and Uncle Stan

youth in a snowball

fight

are

—and there's another picture.

a gift that slips out of the holiday

box

into the spirit of

Christmas.
Autographic Kodaks $6.^0 up

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y,r/;^/^^^^>J c//v
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COMFORT

feHAYNES77
SPORT TOURING CAR
V{ow on
Equipped with

Display at your Local Haynes
all

the accessories

that sport'loving motorists demand,
together with the time -tested im-

provements of the Haynes 77 Stand'
ard Touring Car, including the new
improved Haynes 77 motor and the
sturdy, road'supreme 132'inch wheel
base chassis the new improved

—

Haynes 77 seven-passenger Sport
Touring Car is a car ideally adapted
for every motoring purpose.

There are gracefully designed

indivi'

dual steps that bring out the beautiful lines of this long, sleek-looking
model; two tire carriers mounted on
the sides at the front and a smartlooking trunk carried at the rear.

The

I I

l%ssenjer

Showroom

with a motometer and a wing
sport

cap. Other
equipment includes nickel-plated

cowl lights, specially designed windshield
wings, six cord tires, polished protection
bars at the back of the body; sun and
vision visor; gasoline gauge on the instrument board; combination stop and tail light;
nickel-plated front and rear bumpers and a
rear

view

mirror.

The new improved Haynes
Car

ing

is

finished in the

77 Sport Tour-

new Burgundy

Wine color. Wooden wheels are standard
equipment with Harvey disc wheels optional
at no additional cost. The top is furnished
either in rubberised khaki or in black weather-proof material at the owner's choice. The
upholstered in genuine brown Spanish
new plain club style which
affords extreme riding comfort and long life
to the seats, besides being smartly correct.
car

is

leather, laid in the

look of luxury that is bred into
the car is enhanced by the nickel- plated
searchlight design head lamps and the highly poUshed nickel- plated radiator crowned

No

THE HAYNES A U T OM O B

CO M P AN Y, Kokomo,

EXPORT OFFICE:

I

LE

matter what roads you travel
Haynes 77 Sport Touring Car will

on, the
identify

you, its owner, as a keen judge of values in
luxurious motor cars today.

1715 Broadway,

New York

Indiana

City, U. S. A.

Comriokt. 192S, by The Haynea Automobile Company

1893

•

THE HAYNES
Wlien you write

IS

AMERICA'S FIRST CAR

to advertisers rlease

mention

THOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

•
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Super 39
POLA NEGRI
A

in

George Fitzmaurice Production

"BELLA DONNA"
Supported by Conway Tearle,
Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson
By Robert Hichens
Scenario by Ouida Bergere
Presented by Hamilton Theatrical
rporation

A

William deMille Production

"GRUMPY"
With TTieodore Roberts. May McAvoy and
Conrad Nagel
Sy Horace Hodges and T. Wigney Percyval
Screen play by Clara Beranger

Better theatres

"THE GO-GETTER"
By

Peter

B Kyne

With Seena Owen, T. Roy Barnes
Directed by E. H. Griffith
Scenario by John Lynch

follow better pictures

A Cosmopolitan

The

GLORIA SWANSON

finest pictures deserve the finest setting.

was no good building better theatres
until there were better pictures to show in
them, and to support them.
Paramount leads with a dependable nation-

Adapted by Monte M. Katterjohn
the story by Joseph Hocking

From

A Sam Wood

and

it

a great national

THOMAS MEIGHAN

it's

a Paramount
it*s

By Rex Beach
Directed by Alfred Green
Scenario by Tom Geraghcy

MARY MILES MINTER

show

in

"TheTrail of theLonesomePine"
With Antonio Moreno

Victure

the best

in

"The Ne'er-Do-Well"

From

"1/

in
of the Lawless"

With Theodore Kosloff and Charles de Roche
From a Pictorial Rev iew Storx- by
Konrad Bercovici
Directed by Victor Fleming
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon

endorsement of
the wonderful shows that have resulted
there is Paramount's history, there is Paramount's future.
Go by the brand name, Varamount, this
year, and you'll find everything else follows.
out,

Production

DOROTHY DALTON
"The Law

wide, continuous supply of better pictures.
great ideal, great resources to carry

in

"Prodigal Daughters"

It

A

Production

in town***

A

the Novel by John Fox, Jr.. and the
play by Eugene Walter
Directed by Charles Maigne

George Melford Production

"YOU CAN'T FOOL YOUR
WIFE"

.^FAMOUS PLAYERS UVSKV CORPORATION
'

'

ADOLPH ZUKOn.

With Leatrice Joy, Nita Naldi
Lewis Stone and Pauline Garon
By Waldemar Young
Suggested by Hector Tumbull's Story

Pr'es'dent

0^atxunotint ff^ietures
V.\^\y advcitisfiiKiil

ill
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Java Head
Alice

Brickbats and Bouquets
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Letters from Readers

entertainment.

your reference

Paramount

Adams
Associated E.xhihitors-Pathe
Inspiration-First National

Fury
Page 65
Driven

Friendly Advice
The Department

Carolyn Van

Wyck

10

of Personal Service

list.

Universal

The Pilgrim
First National
The Voice from the Minaret
First National

Page 70

Rotogravure:
New Pictures: Shannon Day, Kenneth Harlan,
Malcolm McGregor, Leatrice Joy, Thomas Meighan,
Gloria Swanson and Alice Terry

'

19

Tillers of the Soil.

The Bohemian

Editorial

.Abel Gance Prod.

American Releasing Corporation

27

Dark

Secrets

Paramount
Goldvvyn

Were Valiant Metro
Paramount
.

.

Page 72

The Tragedies

of Pauline Frederick
Fate Has Been Unkind to This Superb Actress

Introducing Ivor Novello
The Britisher Who Now Adorns

Ada Patterson
Delight Evans

Bell

28
31

the Griffith "Lot"

Boy

Ince-First National

13

W. W. Hodkinson

Dollar Devils

Poor Men's Wives
Al Lichtman
The Ghost Patrol
Universal
The World's Applause
Paramount
While Paris Sleeps
W. W. Hodkinson
Page gi
Nobody's Money
Paramount
Fighting Blood .... Film Booking Office
What a Wife Learned. First National
Milady
American Releasing Corp.
Starland Review Film Booking Office
The Speeder
Educational
.

Star Babies of Hollywood (Photographs)

32

Five of Filmland's Cutest

Married!

.

Drums of Fate
Gimme
All the Brothers

The Part the Public Plays

.

Girl

(Photograph)

34

Just Harold and Mildred

.

Canyon

.

.

.

of the Fools

F. B. O.

Page g2

Dick and Senorita Dorothy
They Make a Dashing Pair in "The

35
Bright Shawl"
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Universal
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Universal
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From the Great AMiite Way

h the
Get

^S^M

^'S'

Oliver

Great White Spaces
away from the grind
Curwood is waiting to

easy chair,

you

take you, while

sit

in your

magic outdoors of the great Northwest,
make your blood run fast.

the

to

James

of your daily routine.

^[MHK5!!9i>.S

f'

ivhere thriUing adventures

—

™

-

-

'

-

*^

This great author knows the animals of
the wilderness more intimately than any
other writer. His absorbing tales of their
adventurous life are laid in the range of
country where no hunters go.

rf Pack up your

^ CURWOOD

_

troubles and follow

Adventureknd

into

/..

COME
the Northwest — come
Romance

—

stir

out

,.

A''^

^

"

of

stu-s in

•

—

—

—

not have to

your easy chair to do it.
James Oliver Curwood takes j^ou to
the North Country, where splendid adventures are always happening where
romance steadily spins her golden web
of enchantment. Here is great drama,
played by great and fearless men
who quicken your red blood and lift
you clear of care and worry, carrying
you far and happily into Adventurc-

where the
the blood of
men and women come to the land of
adventure, strange, enchanting, wondrous. Stand under the great open sky
gaze at the wondrous Red Moon and
the North Star— hear the cry of the
wolf pack thrill to the magic of the
sit bv the soft glow of the
forests
camp-fire come to the top of the world
and feel the spell of the vast white
breath of

You do

wilderness!

to the great magic land of

—
—

'

i

\

•)

JT

\

'

V

i

\

<;

\

J_Jr

\

'

land!

6 Complete Novels-^^ma^ Oliver Curwood
Now at a Special Price
l^^^^^^<WII^Kv M

"The Hunted Woman," "Baree, Son of Kazan," "God's Country and the Woman,"
"The Grizzly King," "The Courage of Marge O'Doone," "Nomads of the North."
James Oliver Curwood

There never was a writer with the compower of James Oliver Curwood.

the wilderness, the scent of crisp air. the
overpowering sensation of great, untram-

His books have that gripping, broad interest of big things done in a big way.
Whether you read about "Baree, Son of
Kazan," the story of the little outcast
wolf-dog, or about "The Hunted Woman" the appeal fairly takes you by the
heart. You find yourself gripped by this
great writer's power. As no man has done
before, he brings to you the atmosphere
of the North, the appeal and mystery of

meled spaces.
Here are the humor and tragedy, the
grief and gladness of a great and glorious
country.
More than 2.000.000 copies of
The tales
these books have been sold.
have been eagerly sought by moving pic-

set.

ture companies.

maroon

pelling

And now you have the opportunity of
obtaining a beautiful six-volume set of

Oliver Curvpood used to sleep with a young
grizzly bear, and as a result of this close study his
novel. "The Grizzly King" is one of the most entrancing and realistic animal stories ever written.

James

at an unprecedented price. At last this world-famous
author is brought within the reach of
everybody. By acting quickly that is the
condition, remember
you can obtain a
wonderful six-volume set of James Oliver

Curwood
In

The

for practically half price!
is beautifully bound in

which
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Brickbats

A Tribute
Kansas City, Mo.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir The newspaper folded beside my
breakfast plate this morning headlined the announcement that last night Wallace Reid shot
his last big scene. And all day long, with millions of other men and women, I have grieved
over the passing of something we can ill afford

Thank you, Photoplay, for your wise
of your Honor Medal.
It was a

awardment

just one, better than the

Doris Utterberg.

Miscasting Kirkwood

Bouquets

Chicago, HI.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: For as long as two weeks I have
held it in but now I really must complain to
somebody. I have recently seen two pictures
with James Kirkwood and I feel it's time
somebody protested. In "Pink Gods" Mr.
Kirkwood did a really fine piece of acting,

to lose.

Once, long ago, before he ever saw a moving
picture camera, I knew Wallace Reid. I was a
tiny girl, and he was the handsome boy who
played juveniles in the stock company in our
town that season. Also he was one of the
youths who clustered about
"bestest
friend's" big sister. And afternoons when he
came to see her, he would stop by Nancy and
me with our dolls to chat a bit and pull my

my

curls.

His name meant nothing then.

No

one

dreamed that his face would ever be recognized
and loved all over the world. But somehow I
never forgot this boy with the whimsical smile,
who wasn't too busy or important to fish my
unfortunate dolly out of a very wet mud
puddle.
Years later I found him again on the screen.
No one even
I never wrote him a fan letter.
knew that with every picture I smiled again
over that lovable, a little wistful, boyish, clean
cut lad.

And

last night the last scene flickered out.

So tonight I slipped away alone to the little
neighbourhood theater where "Clarence" is
playing and said goodbye to my shadow friend.
And now my
I shall never see him again.
smiles over the story of the picture are a bit
twisted, and my eyes are brighter because they
are wet.
R. H. B.

In Defense of

LETrERS

FROM READERS

creating a manly, likeable

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: If every star of the silver screen
would use Norma Talmadge as a model, the
fickle public would never press the button of
the trick stairway while he or she is on it.
Never once does she impress her audience
with a feeling of her importance. She lives
her part in the pictures.
Men, oh how many, have said that Norma
Talmadge makes one feel she is delighted to
see them, delighted to work for them and one
goes away satisfied their money is well spent.

Marilynn Miller, now Mrs. Jack Pickford,
quoted as having claimed she could marry
any man in New York. I know one she
couldn't have married but I would be a little
afraid of that one with Norma because he has
an awful crush on her. But who could be

womanly woman?
one young woman who would

Yet I know of
have all Norma's pictures eliminated if she
could simply because her husband adores her.
And on the sly she studies Norma to imitate
her, in manner and clothes!

Gertrude Laurene.

From

a

Mother

Hoboken, N. J.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir
May a busy mother of three little
ones throw a bouquet at Photoplay? I have
been a reader of your magazine for a long time
and open each new copy with the wild delight
:

of a child

who breaks a toy

to see what's

inside.

The

kiddies enjoy the pictures.

Charles Chaplin,

Mary

They know

Pickford and Jackie

Coogan, as well as they know their prayers.
Their dad is all for Thomas Meighan and

8

of the world;

for

—

The readers of Photoplay are
invited to write this department

—

to register complaints or compliments to tell just what they
think of pictures and players.
We suggest that you express your
ideas as briefly as possible and
refrain from severe personal criticism, remembering that the

—

object of these columns is to exchange thoughts that may bring

Dorothy

about better pictures and better

The French

acting. Be constructive. We may
not agree with the sentiments expressed, but we'll publish them
just the same! Letters should not
exceed 200 words and should bear

F.

Curkeet.

Public's Favorites
Paris, France.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: A French newspaper ("Eve"),

the writer' sf nil name and address

in a recent issue publishes the results of an
important popularity contest conducted in
France, during the three last months.
I am not mentioning here our own actors

Wallace Reid, while my favorites are Elsie
Ferguson and Jack Holt. Even as I write
my four-year-old daughter is cutting out
Rodolph's pictures. She has seen him in

and actresses who figure among the selected
favorites as I suppose they are not yet known
to the American fan, with the one exception of
]Max Linder; but here are, at least, all the
great foreign artists coming also in prominence in that honor roll, which ascertains the
names of the cinema stars who rule in the
hearts of Paris and other French towns.
They are:
Mary Pickford, Pearl WTiite, Nazimova,
Mae Murray, Lillian Gish, Norma Tal-

"Blood and Sand" and feels that she knows
him very well.
In conclusion, we wish that "Hollywouldn't," as it hurts us to have any "Brickbats" thrown at our idols

— so

good-luck to

Photoplay and Photoplayers.
Theresa C. Grossmann.

Honorable Mention

is

jealous of such a feminine,

man

in "Under Two Flags" he utterly ruined,
me, an otherwise enjoyable picture.
The wildest stretch of the imagination could
not conceive of him in the part of Victor his
bearing was far from soldierly as one would
e.xpect from an e.x-member of a crack regiment,
and from his struggle with the part, he e\-idently realized that he was sadly miscast
I heard so many comments on this performance that I feel I must register my protest at
least.
Miscasting like this spoils a whole
picture, to say nothing of hurting Mr. Kirkwood's reputation, although I think everybody
realized it wasn't his fault.

and

Norma
Brooklyn, N. Y.

and your choice

first,

was mine.

:

New

Castle, Ind.

Editor Photoplay Mag.j^zine.
Dear Sir: If I could have the power

of

draining from the actor colonj' the parasites, I
would leave the following and guarantee a
sufficiency of capable artistry.
First, I suggest Lillian and Dorothy Gish, IMary Pickford,
Norma and Constance Talmadge, Alice Terry,
Pola Negri, and Mae Marsh (as she has been,

can be, and

will be)
then as supplement
Virginia Valli, Carol Dempster, Lois Wilson
(sweet example of clean, fine endeavor),
Leatrice Joy, Lila Lee, Alice Calhoun, Corinne
Griffith (possibly), and May McAvoy (but
only as a Gr/:c/-character).
From among the men, I would choose:
Richard Barthelmess, Lewis Stone, James
Kirkwood, Nigel de Bruliere, Monte Blue,

successful ones:

"Humoresque," "Over the HiU," "The
Old Nest," "The Street of the Fhing
Dragon" (or "Five Days To Live"),
"A Connecticut Yankee" and "The
Four Horsemen."
M. A. Epstein.

;

Theodore Roberts, George Fawcett, and
Harold Lloyd; and then secondly, Thomas
Meighan, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Ogle,
James Morrison, David Powell, Ralph Graves,
Gareth Hughes (for his Sentimental Tommy)
and Rodolph Valentino (but only as JulioGallardo-cha.Ta.cter)
I wish I might
this list!
.

How

mage and Mabel Normand,
And:
Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin,
Sessue Hayakawa, William Hart, Wallace Reid, and Thomas Meighan.
These stellar players are not only greatly
admired, but indeed dearly beloved by the
French public.
.\s to the productions which are being shown
in our capital, here are some of the most

add Bobby Harron

to

Make Your Own

Star

Honor Roll

Kansas City, Mo.
Editor Photoplay Mag.\zin"e.
Dear Sir: The honor roll of the ^Motion
Picture News of the twelve people who have
contributed most to the advancement of the
screen proves interesting to patrons of the
motion picture because it presents so many
gentlemen of whom we know nothing! I
dare say that Mr. Zukor and Mr. Williams and

Mr. Johnston have

all

done

their bit.

but we

of the public care nothing about them.
credit them is like crediting the men

To
who

provided the paper on which Beethoven wrote
[

continued on page 14

]
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FEARED by his own tribe; hated by the
Sultan of Morocco; a price set upon his
head by the United States Government,
yet loved devotedly and defended valiantly by his Mother who proudly exclaims:
"My son does not steal women to gain
favor with the Sultan."

Chiddar Ben-Ek, a young Chiefloves as tenderly as any "civilized"
man.
Headstrong, passionate,
courageous and as adoring a lover as
This

is

who

tain

—

every

woman

desires!

You watch

his every expression
his behavior and finally
;

thrilled

by

claim,

"This

Blue

the Sheik."

is

But he

superb acting!

is

you are
you ex-

Monte

isjiot the only actor who makes
of Allah" the thrilling pic-

"The Tents
ture

it is.

Mary Alden

is considered the greatest character
actress on the screen and as Oulaid, the young
Caid's Mother, she does the best work of her career.

He

laughs at defiance and danger, this hcrcc young Caid
Hot-blooded as Egyptian sands, no wonder he exclaims

"By

Allah!

BESIDES

Vour interest not only is in the younR lovers and
whether the beautiful American girl will actually
marry her captor-defender, you are also enthralled
by the older lovers and whether or not all will be
well with them.

of the desert.
.

.

.

I

want

Moving Pictures have done more
to educate

and to influence the

and Fll keep her."

"The Tents of Allah" has all the allure of
the East, all the drama and foreign customs
of an ancient land which adds to your enjoy-

entertainment,

giving

her,

lives

ment

of plot

and

acting.

than has any
other modern achievement.
Since motion pictures are such a
force for good or evil, it is highly important to choose the better ones.
Doubtless you, too, want them and
we want to give them.
So we have worked out a plan which we
of millions of people

—

R Y pict are
EVE
— which bears
our name "Encore"
must stand for the highest
form of entertainment and
interest-value.

"Breaking Home Ties" is
an Encore Picture not only
for its love story but also for
depicting family love and

you just what you want.
have made arrangements with the
leading motion picture Review Service,
which gives tinbiased criticisms on all new
pictures, which will be sent to you and any
committee you form who wish to choose
the pictures you want to see.
For. example: a Club W^oman, Lawyer,

believe will give

We

Doctor, School

Principal,

Society leader.

good to see in
days of youth.
"The Tents of Allah" is an
Encore Picture because it is

Department store head. Minister, City
Official, Banker and Picture Exhibitor may
form a "Committee of Ten" to get better

superlative entertainment.

pictures.

traditions,
these free

"A

of

Bill

Divorcement,"

an Encore Picture just being
worthy our
is
presented,
.name, because it is a great
story based upon great human motives.
If

you

you have initiative, write today for
of
"Getting Better Pictures."
Address: Arthur S. Kane, 7th Floor, 35
West 45th Street, New York City.
If

details

hour of our distress,
Lord, forsake us not."

like these pictures,

''In this

admire our standard and wish
to see advance announcements of Encore Pictures to
come, write Associated Exhibitors,

Inc.,

West 45th

New York

7th Floor, 35

Street,
City.

If

you've

ever

lost a loved one,

you know the
ache of parting.
You rely on the

Book

of

to pull

Books
y

through.

INTO

the lives of

all of

us at

some

time come sorrows and bereavements: But no sorrow is like unto
that of loved ones, parting.
"Breaking Home Ties" is a Picture
which shows love of family, love of
love of fine ideals and old
traditions and love of beauty in all
its highest forms.
Sooner or later, right triumphs, aching hearts are made glad again and
civilization slowly moves on, stronger
.
than before. If onlyweloveenough.
In a moment of anger and suspicommits
a
son
loved
dearly
cion a
friends,

.

.

deed which separates him from his
family, robs him of his best friend
and forces him to leave his loving
parents forces him even to leave
his country.

—

How

how he makes good in
of wide-open chances!
last finds his beloved old
is sraphically told in
story you will not forget.
Romance, there is. too, but one's eyes
he atones,

— the land
—
how he at
father and mother
America
a

one's heart beats with
pity for the seeking, loving family, each
trying to find the other.

become wet and
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From

Carolyn %)an IVyck
M,

B., Toronto, Canada.
Bobbed hair is not so smart as it was a season or two ago. But I verily believe that the
style has come to stay. Many girls and young

shades of blue and green. Shell pink, orchid,
grey, henna, cocoa and silver will be complimentary to your type.

women have

V. E. A., Waco, Tex.^s.
You haven't told me why your husband left
you. Or how you were able to find out that
his leave taking was permanent. Or any other
imp>ortant details,
.And of course I do not
blame you for not going into details for a

tresses.

EARLE

E.

as he

like

yourself,

that

is

continue wearing the bob.
Yes, grey and green are decidedly your
colors.
So are brown, cocoa, periwinkle, midnight blue, orchid, ashes-of-rose, and henna.
And, if you have a high color, black. The evening frock that you describe, of jade green velvet, will be lovely.
Trim it with a touch of
silver and wear with it silver slippers.

LIEOERMAN
is

discovered,

more becoming than the longer
And they will be sensible enough to

short hair

today

"Kitty," California.

am sorry for you. Your girlhood
and unrestrained that it makes your
married life even harder to bear. I am an
Indeed, I

Never Made

Pills

Wishing Never Brought
Strength
one can
Noshoulders.

paste muscles onto your arras and
If you wish a strong, healthy body,
you must work tor it. And if you don't have one. you
are doomed to a life of misery.
Modern science has taught us that we must keep
our bodies physically fit or our mental powers will
soon e-xhaust themselves. That is why the successful
business man resorts to golf and other active
pastimes.

Examine
you

Yourselfj

you have the strong, robust body which keeps

at all times to tackle the daily tasks conalways looking for bigger things to do?
fronting you

—

fit

Do you jump out of bed in the morning full of pep:
with a keen appetite and a longing to enter the day's
activities'.'
Do you finish your daily tasks still thrillOr do you
awake and go through a languid day?
ing with pep

and

vitality?

arise only half

PEP UP!
Don't let it get you, fellows! Come on out of that
and make a real he man of yourself. Build out
those skinny arms and that flat chest. I^et me put
some real pep in your old backbone and put an armor
plate of muscle on you that will make you actually
I can do it.
I guarantee to do
thrill with ambition.
it.
I will put one full inch on your arm in just 30
days and from then on. just watch 'eiO' grow. This is
no idle boast. It's the real works. A genuine guarantee. Come on now. Get on the job and make me
prove it.
shell

Send for

My New

Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It Is

so free

—

advocate of tolerance I believe in hearing
both sides of a matter before giving advice
upon matrimonial subjects but I can, and
will, answer your questions.
First of all, a woman should not be made to
listen to unpleasant language from her husband. She has every right to resent it, as you
do. And she has a right to friends and amusements of her own. The modern woman is not
like the inmate of a harem
her home should
be a place that she stays in because she loves
it
not because she has to.
If your husband has plenty of money he
should give you an allowance for clothes and
personal expenses.
If he fails to do this, I
think that you have a right to go to work if

—

Muscles

Do

was

Free

This will show you some of my remarkable achievements. Sixty-four pages with dozens and dozens of
full page photographs of myself and a number of my
pupils.
Read what llieij say about my system.
Don't take my word for it. This book will be an
impetus, an inspiration to every red-blooded man.
All I ask is the price of wrapping and postage
10
cents.
Remember this does not obligate you in any
way, so don't delay one minute. This may be the
turning point in your life. Tear off the coupon and
mail at once now, while it is on your mind.

—

—

you so

—

loss of love

is

numbing

any heart. But by
you have limited any

to

not being very explicit
advice that I might be able to give jou.
You are quite right in feeling that >ou want
to make over your broken life. And you are
young it seems hard to reaUze that, at
twenty, you have been married five years!
Quite young enough to make a new start
I like your wisdom in thinking of a couple of
years at school in this waj' it will be easy
for you to gain a fresh point of \iew and a

—

—

different set of ideals and friends. If you will
send me j'our name and address, or a stamped,

—

self-addressed envelope
I will write to you
about schools that you might be interested in.

"Freckles," .Alberta, Can.\da.
Stillman's Freckle Cream ^^iIl undoubtedly
help you in remo\-ing the blemishes that so
trouble you.
.\re j'ou sure, though, that the
freckles are actually unbecoming?
Sometimes
they lend piquancy to a face. .\nd I am
afraid that I cannot tell >-ou what colors you
should wear without knowing something al out
your complexion, and the shade of your eyes

—

and hair.

desire.

No woman should be forced to put up with
humiliation and embarrassment because of the
marriage vows that she had taken.
This, however, is my real advice to you:
Take your troubles to your mother. Explain
to her that you are miserable, and I am sure
that she will understand and, if it is within her
power, help you.
Peggy
You

H., Toronto, Can.\da
are about ten pounds over weight, but
}'ou are so young that your figure is in the
formative stage and matters will probably
adjust themselves. Perhaps you eat too much
-And
especially fats, starches and sugars.
perhaps you need a regular form of exercise.
Try the Wallace method.
With golden brown hair, blue ej^es and a
medium complexion, you will be prettiest in

A, P,, Stamford, Conn.
and certainly
It is seldom a safe thing
never a con^•entional one to meet a young
man without an introduction. Even though
your friend has seen this young man, day after
day, she should be careful. Of course he has

—

—

always been most respectful, and one cannot
blame him for wanting to know her and she
is certainly not to blame in wanting to make
But I feel that she should
his acquaintance!
ask her mother's advice, and if her mother
thinks it wise, should in\-ite the young man
to call. In this way he would know, definitely,
that there was nothing irregular about the
meeting. .\nd that, by bringing her mother
into the affair, she was doing the most that a
girl \v\i\\ a splendid bringing up and a good
background could do!

—

[

CONTINUED on PAGE
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]

—

Let Carolyn Van Wyck be your confidante
She will also be your friend

—
EARLE

E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 104, 305 Broadway, New York City
EARLE

E.

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 104, 305 Broadway,

—

New York

City

Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my

part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

/^AROLYN VAN WYCK

is a society matron, well knotvn in New York's smartest
She is stilt young enough fully to appreciate the
exclusive inner circle.
problems of the girl she is experienced enough to give sound advice to those in need of
She invites your confidences
it; he they flappers, business women, or wives and mothers.
on any subject. Clothes, charm and beauty, love, marriage,
she will respect them
who has
the dreams and hopes that come to every one, the heartbreaks and the victories
not wished to talk them over with some woman who would be tolerant and just, sympa-

and most

—

—

—

thetic

and filled

with

—

human understanding?

City

Here

is the

opportunity to do so.

—The

Street

State

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAQAZINE

is

guaranteed.
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Are we offering a value too great to be credible? Do people
"shy" at the thought of receiving too much for their money?

WE

It is worth our while, therefore, to give
our customers something valuable if they
will co-operate with us by sending in their
orders at once.
It is worth our while to
make an attempt to overcome the bugaboo

thousand

recenth- mailed several
circulars to booklovers.

We

described
and pictured these thirtj^ volumes of the
Little Leather Library honestly, sincerelj',
accurately. But we received relatively few

of procrastination, which haunts so many
publishers.
That is the reason, the only reason, we
offer you, in addition to the regular set of

orders.

Then we mailed
tional

circulars

several thousand addito booklovers, this time

cover of one of the
Orders came
volumes illustrated below.
in by the hundred! The reason, we believe,
is that most people cannot believe we can
enclosing a sample

FOUR VOLUMES OF RUDYARD KIPLING FREE, IN EXACTLY
THE SAME BINDING AS THE REST
OF THE SET— you will send in your
30 volumes,

really offer so great a value unless they see

if

order at once, instead of waiting.

a sample!
In this advertisement, naturally, it is
impossible for us to show you a sample

An Experiment— not

volume. We must depend on your faith
in the advertisements appearing in Photoplay Magazine; and we are hoping you

One word more.

Here, then,

is

this offer is
our

offer.

The

FREE!

illustra-

tion above shows thirty of the world's
These
greatest masterpieces of literature.
include the finest works of such immortal
authors as Shakespeare, KipUng, Stevenson, Emerson, Poe, Coleridge, Burns, Omar
Khaj'j'am, Macaulay, Lincoln, WashingGilbert, Longfellow,
ton, Oscar Wilde,

If you will order
'T'O those of us

Hale,

Thoreau,

Tennj^son,

NOT

What about
The

the price?

price of this entire set of 30 volumes,

exactly as described and illustrated, is
$2.98 plus postage; please bear in mind that

once instead of waiting

who have bee^

forced

to

the East. His stories, every one of them, are
steeped in realism, but it is a realism more
fascinating than the wildest imaginings of a
romanticist.
These four volumes include his
best work.
Among them are the following:
The Vampire, and Other Verses; The Man Who

Was; The Phantom Rickshaw;

and

—

of

KIPLING

—

Browning

others. These are books which no one
cares to confess he has not read and reread; books which bear reading a score of
times.
Each of these volumes is complete this
is not that abomination, a collection of
extracts; the 30 volumes, pocket size, contain over 3,000 pages; the paper is a highgrade white wove antique, equal to that
used in books selling at SI. 50 to $2.00; the
type is clear and easy to read; the binding,
leather, is a beautiful hmp
while
material, tinted in antique copper and green,
and so handsomely embossed as to give it
the appearance of hand tooled leather; it is
Jive times more durable than leather!

at

4 Volumes

-»- lead
drab, workaday lives, Kipling opens
up a new world the vivid, colorful world of

Drummond, Conan Doyle, Edward Everett

This offer, as you can
simply an experiment. It must
not be taken as a precedent. We do not
know whether it will work. We do not
know whether ANYTHING can keep
people from procrastinating, for it is certainly a deep-seated human trait.
In any case, we hope it will keep YOU
gather,

will believe what we say, instead of thinking this offer is "too good to be true."

What

a

precedent

A

My Own

True Ghost Story.

NO

there are
installment payments
further payments of any kind!

—no

How can we do it? That is the question
most often a.sked of us. Yet the answer is
simple. These books are produced in editions
of a million at a time! Quantity production

—that

is

the secret.

Testing

—

NOW,

nature

These books are made by a body of
We cannot
specially trained workmen.

Little Leather Library
Dept. 1134, 354 Fourth Ave.,

Little Leather Library Corporation
Dept. 1134, 354 Fourth Ave., New York City
Please send me on approval the 30 volumes of the
Luxe edition of the Little Leather Library (and
IDe
the four volumes of Kipling freeV I will pay the postIt Is
.S2.98 plus the postage upon delivery.
Iman
understood, however that this Is not to be considered
a purchase. If the books do not In every way come
I

I

I

Name

I

Address
I

City
I

State
I
I
I

1
I

I

write to advertisers please mention

up to expectations, I reserve the right to return them
any time within thirty days, and you agree to return
my money. It is understood that S2.98 plus the postage is positively the only payment to be made on
this set.

I

is

—

Corporation

New York City

I

discharge these

sold, and then
expect to get the same men again. This
body of men must be kept together. The
manufacture must be continuous one edition following the other immediately.

When you

—

instead of LATER, so that you
can obtain not only the thirty volumes,
but the four equally splendid volumes of
lupling.
Do not send mone}'. Simply
mail the coupon below or a letter.

I

human

make a million volumes,
workmen until the edition

from procrastinating.
If you want this
set of books
if you feel that eventually
you will buy them we urge you to do it

Conference

of the Powers; the Recrudescence of Imray; At
the End of the Passage; The Mutiny of the

Mavericks;

is

have had made a special .set of Hand Hammered Copper Book Ends to fit this set. Regular S2.00
in this
value, our price only 49c. If desired place
square.
Oulside U. S. price $3.50, cash with order.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

We

X

Q
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word.
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FORMS FOR JUNE ISSUE CLOSE APRIL TENTH
AGENTS AND SALESMEN

MAKE $25
Clows' Famous

WEEK

?50

to

HELP WANTED

IIICPKESENTING

direct from mill
pair guaranteed.
Free Book. "How to Start," tells
George Clows Company, Desk 84, PhilaPliilaileliihia Hosiery,
cliiklren.
Every

—
men,
Prices that

women,

for

win.

the story.
delphia, Pa.

WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR.

$35 WEEK EASILY EARNED.
LEARN DRESSTOalung-Designing at home.
Learn while earning.
Big
Spring demand.
.Sample lessons free.
Write.
Franklin Institute, Dept. P-507, Rochester, N. Y'.

WE PAY

SOAPS,

Perfumes. Toilet Goods. Experience unnecesCarnation Co., Dept. L'li."). St. Louis.

.Simple,

Nileart

Company,

E.xtracts.

sary.

windows.

store

Easily applied.
Metallic Letter Co.,

peneral agents.

and

IN

yol'

liCSlNESS.

Hillyer

WOMEN TO

TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITIES FOK AMBITIOI'S
The intlispensable. rapid sellini; speedy Dish
Washer.
Price $3.50.
No competition. No investment.
Easy selling plan.
Convenient sample.
Com-

Make

daily.

Shepperd-Luth

—

application today exclusive
Mfg. Co., 16-R Hudson

Dr. Rlair's tamous

selling

terSt.,

Investigate.

AGENTS—$6.00 TO

A DAY EASY.

$12.00

250

Light-Weight, fast selling, popular priced necessities,
fooil flavors, perfumts. soaps, toilet iireiiarations. etc.
Agent's outfit free.
Write today quick now,
American Products Co., 8444 American Bklg., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

NEW

EASY—

$5 TO $15 DAILY
INTRODUCING
Style Gviaranteeil Hosiery.
Must wear or replaced free.
No capital or experience required. Just slicw samples,
U'e
write orders.
deliver ami collect
Your pay in
advance.
Elegant outfit furnished, all colors and grades
including silks.
Mac-O-Chee Mills Co., Desk 2444,
Cincinnati. Oliio.

AGENTS SELL HARPER'S TEN USE HOUSEHOLD
Washes ami

Cleaning Set.

dries windo^vs, cleans walls,
sweeps, scrubs, mops, antl does five other things.
Sells
for only $2.85.
Over 100*^ profit.
Free information,
Hanier Brush Works, 133 A St., Fairfield, Iowa.

Box

967,

WRITE

Los Angeles.

ENTERTAINMENTS
MUSICAL

PLAYS.

AND

COMEDIES

blackface

CRYSTAL GAZING.
Alfo

Station

Cristals.

OLD COINS WANTED.
nickel

lars

for

pay

cash

"B", Kansas

PHOTOPLAYS, M.\NUSCRirTS TYPED.
Marjorie

Jones,

MOVIE STARS'
for

815

N.

Francisco

$1.00.
Ave.,

particulars

— BIG

PATENTED
Co.. 1S7, St.

WRITE FOR FREE GUIDE BOOIC

PATENTS

SECT'RE

POEMS-VERSES
$500.00

PRIZE CONTEST.

IF

YOU WRITE THE

New

A

York.

CASH PRIZE

$500
tile

best

second

IS

OFFERED TO THE WRITER

verse

for

our

future

song release

New

Y'ork.

leading magazine for writers of piiotoInstructive, helpful.
Writer's
plays. stories, poems.
Digest, 611 Butler Building, Cincinnati,

copy America's

"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTOPLAY."
EVERY-

SALARIES
Wagner,

Write

free.

for

you.

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS
AMBITIOUS WRITERS SEND TODAY FOR FREE

WOMEN. BOYS. GIRLS,

DETECTIVE

A

to

profit

Worth. Texas.

best tliird verse for our song "Empty Arms" you will
receive S500.00.
Send your name and we shall send
you free the contest rules and words of this song.
World Corporation, 245 West 47th St., Dept. 669-D.

immediately.

BE

Send 4c

coins.

mucli

Fort

Those wishing to compete
"Where is Y'our Smile."
may receive a free copy of song and rules of contest by
addressing Handy Bros. Music Co., 2573 Eighth Ave.,

17 TO 60
willing to accept Government Positions, $117-190, traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozment, 265 St. Louis,

where;

rare

75.

should write for our Ixiok. "Horn- To Get Your Patent."
Send model or sketch of invention for free opinion of
patentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 462, Washinglon. D. C.

HELP WANTED
MEN.

all

May mean

Evidence of Conception Blank.
Send model or
sketch for opinion of its patentable nature.
Highest
References.
Prompt Attention.
Reasonable Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 763 Ninth, Washington. D. C.

Chicagn. Illinois.

ALL

D

WITH

and

Ansel

PHOTOS, FIVE FOR

8x10

101

10c

Mo.

Louis.

of

MacKinnon.

list.

Uesslein,

MAIL

PATENTS
INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED.
or unpatented.
Write Adam Fisher Mfg.

PAGE.

lOc

1872

PHOTOS— PHOTOGRAPHY
Send

Catalogue quoting prices

WilUam

INVENTORS DESIRING TO

MANUSCRIPTS, TYPING, ETC.
Seven years' experience.
Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

for

Circular.

Numismatic Bank. Dept.

RE^'UES,

Y'OIT SCRY?
LESSONS
Crystal Gazing Company, 410
City. Missouri.

450 Chamljer

WILL PAY FIFTY DOLWe
with Lilx'rty Head.

1913

of

premiums

Coin

large

skits,

CAN

Co..

Calif.

your name and address, and you'll get a genuine old
coin over 100 years old and a 50 page Illustrateii Coin
Catalog.
A "just-to-get -acquainted offer." Coin Collecting will prove pleasant anil profitable to you.
Start
NOW. B. Max Mehl, Numismatist. Mchl Bldg., Dept.
P. Fort Worth. Texas.
Largest Bare Coin Establishment in the United States.

Chicago.
50c.

Angeles.

HOW'S THIS FOR TEN CENTS?

vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical readBig catalog free.
ings, stage handbooks, makeup goods.
T. S. Denison & Co., 623 S. Wabash, Dept. 76.

music,

minstrel

59,

OLD COINS
OLD COINS, LARGE SPRING SELLING CATA-

PATENTS.

MAKE MONBTT WITH YOUR CAMERA.

Los

logue of coins for sale, free.
paid for coins, ten cents.
Tremont St., Boston. Mass.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Laticasta.

Beia

Postpaitl.

?1

Commerce Bldg..

186

East

New York.
BE A DETECTIVE; EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY;

79th.

BY'

G.
Contains
C.

Winkopp, Tribune Bldg., New York. 50 cents.
model scenario "Wiiere to Sell." "How to Build Plots."
"Where to Get Plots."

;

good pay; travel. Write C.
Bldg.. Kansas City. Mo.

DEITSCTIVES EARN

BKJ

T.

CASH FOR OLD GOLD, PLATINUM. SILVER. DIAMONEY.

opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Write. American Detective System.

New

WANTED TO BUY

Ludwig, 367 Westover

EXCELLENT

Particulars free.

1968

Broadway,

York.

SELL US YOUR SPARE TIME.

YOU CAN EARN

to Fifty Dollars weekly writing show-cards at
No canvassing. Pleasant profitable profession,
quickly learned by our simple graphic block
Artistic ability unnecessary.
system.
We instruct you
and supply worlt. W'ilson Methods, Limited, Dept. 24,
Toronto, Canaila.

monds. Liberty Bonds, War, Thrift. Unused Postage
Stamps, False Teeth, Magneto Points. Jobs, any valMall in today. Cash sent, return mail. Goods
uables.
Ohio
returned in ten days if you're not satisfied.
Smelting Co.. 308 Hippodrome Bldg.. Clevelaml. Oliio.
,

Fifteen

OF INTEREST TO

home.

EYEBROWS

easily,

Subscribe for

WOMEN

MOST

ATTRACTIVE—

Adds winsome expression.
darken tliem with Coloura!
$1.20 postpaid:
Lasts four weeks.
Will not wash off.
tieatment 50c at Spiro's. 26 West 38th St.. N. Y".

Dept. E.

Genlltmen:

I

M

.,

350 N. Clark St.,

enclose herewith $2.50

[Canada

which you will kindly enter my subscription
for one year, effective with the next issue.

RATES
Yearly

Sl'bscription: S2.50 in the United
deprndencies. Mexico and Cuba:
$3.00 Canada: $3.50 to foreign countries. Remittances should be made by check, or postal or
express money order.

Send

its

USE THIS COUPON

L.\.:iE5

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
CHICAGO

PHOTOPLAY
States,

&

$3.00, Foreign SJ.SO] for
tor Photoplav Magazine.

_

to

Streel Address...,

Cily

_

,

Slale

Yes, there are cures for turned-up no^eto "cure" the
shape of yours? A retrousse nose b often both

But are you sure that you want

piquant and charming!
Because of your dark and vi'vid coloring it
will be easy for you to wear many of the smart
tints.
Rust, henna, tangerine, and flame.
The so popular shades of brown. Nile and
Lavin green. And, of course, French blue.
E. T., Mass.
Of course your girl friend did dare you to
take her suitor away from her if you could!
And so she was, perhaps, as much to blame ayou were. No doubt you had reason to feel

—

slightly justified in doing as

}ou think that

is

cuaranteed.

did.

But do

it is

Ruth Blue, Mass.

—

you tell why are
so desperately unhappy, and
through no fault of their own? It seems to
me that you have been an extraordinarily
good wife and mother that you have been
kind, lo%-ing, faithful and economical.
And
yet your husband scolds you, suspects you of
unbelievable things, and is actually cruel.
not go to the lawyer who handled your
It is a pitiful story that

some people

—

Why

when you signed an agreement with
your husband in which he promised to be
both good and kind?
This lawyer would
undoubtedly give you sound advice, for he
affairs

—

knows

all

phases of the

affair.

C, La

Gr-ange, III.
afraid that I can only tell you the same
old storJ^ It is quite impossible to judge the
screen possibilities of any one from an ordinarv" studio photograph.
The motion picture
camera is very tricky it often does strange
and unkind things to pretty faces. The motion
picture camera finds practically hidden flaws,
and magnifies tiny defects. Unless you can,
at some time, have a real screen test, it will be
almost impossible to determine whether you
are suited to a screen career.
E.

I

am

—

Brownie, Greensboro, N, C.
The fact that j-ou and the man you love
both have red haii should make no difference
your suitability. Hair is only a detail,
anyway what really matters is the disposiin

—

Have

}-ou two the sort of dispwsitions
that so often go with auburn locks?
If 3'ou are undecided about getting marif j'ou think that you may be "better
ried
off" single, and earning a good salarj'
should advise you not to get married. For
no girl should contemplate matrimony unless
she is sure that she wants to be a wife, and
unless she is willing to give up her own interests, if necessary.

tion!

—

—

A. K., K.\NS.\s City, Mo.
Twenty-two is not old. It is young. No
one has a right to call you an old maid! You
are doing a wise thing when j-ou refuse to
marry without love. Marriage without love
may be both sad and terrible. Do not I am
using your own speech "Shut your eyes and
become the wife of the first man that >our
father chooses for you." Wait and p)erhaps
the right one will happen along. Verj* often
dreams come true in a beautiful way.
Indeed, I am glad that you have asked me

—

—

your

friend.

\^'rite to

me whenever you

—or need ad%ace.

are in trouble

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

you

ever right to take dare<
about such serious affairs? Do you think that
affections should be trifled with, for fun?
Now that you have won the regard of your
friend's sweetheart you are not happy.
You
do not want to marr>' him, and you are embarrassed at his attentions. And, last but rot
least, a pleasant intimacy has been ruined
The conclusion of this sorry matter should be
a real lesson to you.

to be

j

Every advertisement in

]

MEN— WOMEN,

GOODS SENT PREPAID TO

SEW.

Paradise."

of

and hcmse-

business.
Exclusive
Remarlial.le selling outfit.
A. F. Blair Laboratories,

Complete line.
Write today,
Va.

territon'.

Lynchliurg.

toilet

Permanent

preparations.

DeiJt.

INCENSE PERFUME
WORLD'S FINEST INCENSE PERFUME "FLOWBHIS

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED. BIG MONEY SURE
and quick
hold

Co.,

your iloor; plain sewing; steady work; no canvassing:
send stamped envelope for prices paid.
Universal Company, Dept. 21, Philadelphia, Pa.

afrents.

ritorj'.

ex-

iiart traveling

Drug

IS
Influence unnecessary.
Common education sufficient with our
coaching.
Sample free.
Franklin Institute, Dept. P13.').
Rochester. N. Y.

I'^rRNISIlING

Opportunity lifetime: valiial)le booklet free.
Ragsdale, Drawer 90, East Orange, New

New York,

week:

iier

Goodrich

U. S. GOVERNMENT JOBS.
up.
$1140-$1800 year.
Steady.

Jersey.

mission

$25 to $50

Write

paid.

unnecessary.

DE.\il)NSTRATE

GET

men and women. $30.00 to $100.00 weekly,
our "New System Specialty Candy Factories"

anywhere.

W.

WOMAN TO

Omaha, Nebr.

overythiii!;;

cperatins

sell dealers;

penses

Liberal offer to
436 North Clarli,

Chicaffo.

WE START

quick.
Exjjerience
2220 Ft. Wayne. Ind.

easy,

AT ONCE— CAPABLE

WEEK—FREE SAMPLES GOLD LETTERS

$60-$200
for

MONEY FOR PAINTING PILLOW

BIG

tops.

continued from page to

Frances M., Salem, Mass.
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muldYou Give 4V24a Pound
ToLose22IV)imds
Inl4-Daj«?
No

way imaginable.

In the most pleasant

starving, exercise, massage,

any discomfort whatever.

rolling,

drugs or

Kettel

E. A.

Prominent New York Newspaper Man

Results in 48 hours.

Loses 28 Pounds in

YOUR
them

all.

reduced

I

from 175 pounds to

153 pounds (in two
weeks) and I decided to
stop at this weight. Before I started I was flabby
and sick; had stomach
trouble all the time. Was

always sleepy.
If

discovery you

have

feel wonderful
I
made.
now.
I keep on recommethod to
this
mending

others

who

are as fat as

I hope my
once was.
statements will do some
good to humanity."
I

(Signed)

80

Cbmplete

lost

pounds

and

30

I have
weighed 168 pounds. Then
1 heard of and sent for your
That was my
method.
lucky day. I found your instructions easy and your
menus delightful. I lost 28
8
pounds in 30 days
pounds the very first week.

"My

recognize me.
feel better
I
than I have in

FIusFnr

&nts

AUOntyr

years and
younger."

300,000 formerly stout men and
women have gladly paid $L97, and
more, for this remarkable method.
Many write that their improved
appearance and health was worth
hundreds of dollars to them. Yet
for a limited time you are being
given the opportunity to purchase
this wonderful method for only 97c.

a

Hundreds

of others have had experiences just as
pleasant as that of Mr. Naddle.
Mrs. Eugene WoodhuU of 448 Lafayette Street,
Utica, N. v., says, "I lost 37 pounds, reduced
waist from 37 inches to 28 inches and feel better

my

than I have in five years."
Mrs. Laura Tucker of 244 West 46th Street,
New York City, wrote that she "lost 16 pounds
Could have reduced even more
in two weeks.
rapidly but didn't wish to reduce too fast!"
Those who have taken off excess flesh through
this new method have pronounced it the most
pleasant way imaginable.
They did not starve
themselves.
They took no drugs of any kind.
They practiced no bitter self-denials, underwent
no hardships, strenuous exercises, massages, hot
baths or other discomforts. And they found that
far from being harmful it actually brought a
wonderful new health; with freedom from indigestion, constipation and many ailments of heart,
liver and kidneys to which stout people are often
Mrs. Wm. E. Boyer of 9919 Ostend
subject.
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, was so delighted with this
method that she writes, "I will follow your method
the balance of my life even when there is no need
to reduce."

Pound

a

Day

new sparkle to the eye, a new spring to the step,
a new clearness to the complexion and new
renewed powers of endurance which
add still further to the appearance of youthMany
have been astounded at banfulness.
ishing wrinkles which they had supposed to be
vigor and

ineffaceable.

A

delighted Pennsylvania woman writes: "Since
I lost those 54 pounds I feel 20 years younger and
my family say I look it."
Mrs. Vida Speltz of 3943 Ruckle Street, Indianapolis, who reduced her bust from 40 linches
to 36 inches and reduced proportionately throughout, writes:
"Complexion and eyes are also
much clearer.
husband says I look as if I
were only 16."
Mrs. Eric Capon of Manhassett, Long Island,
writes:
"I lost 44 pounds.
friends wonder
at my healthful and youthful appearance.
It is
grand to have a girlish figure again."
Miss Laura Morse of 271 West 119th Street,

My

My

When

have not had one of my
former sick headaches since losing my extra flesh."
(Signed) E. A. Kettel,
225 W. 39th St., New York City.

Loses 13 Pounds in 8 Days
I
"Hurrah!
have lost 13
pounds since

some natural law on

He discovered that
healthful weight.
foods when eaten together take off
Certain comweight instead of adding to it.
For
binations caiise fat, others consume fat.
instance, if you eat certain foods at the same
But
meal they are converted into excess fat.
eat these same foods at different times and they
Then
will be converted into blood and muscle.
the excess fat you already have is used up. There
is nothing complicated and nothing hard to understand.
It is simply a matter of learning how
to combine your foods properly, and this is easily
done.
This method even permits you to eat many
delicious foods which you may be denying yourself.
For you can arrange your meals so that these
delicacies will no longer be fattening.

(Signed)

Mrs. George
Guiterman,
420 East 66th

— Send

No Money

—

To make

it

Loses 20 Pounds
in 3

Weeks

"In just three
weeks I have
lost 20 pounds
just what I

—

wanted

to

—

through your
wonderful new
way to reduce.
I

think

it

is

perfectly remarkable."

Miss Kathleen Mullane
Famous Artist's

(Signed)

Kathleen
MULLANE.

Stage Beauty and

Model

protects you.
Either
10 days such a wonderful reduction in weight and such a wonderful gain in
health that you wish to continue this simple,
easy, delightful method or else you return the
course and your money is refunded without
question.
Don't delay. This special price may soon be
withdrawn. If you act at once you gain a valuable secret of health, beauty and normal weight
that will be of priceless value to you throughout
your life. Mail the coupon NOW.
Our'^liberal

you experience

guarantee
in

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY

coupon.

Why

New York

St.,

City.

normal,

Eugene Christian has incorporated his remarkable secret of weight reduction in an interesting
the Basis of
little course called "Weight Control

better

feel

I

than I have for
months."

certain

10 Days* Trial

Monday.

last

which the whole system
of weight control was
based.
But to discover
this vital "law of food"
had always baflled them.

possible for every one
to profit by his discovery, he offers to send the
complete course on trial to any one sending in the

Look Years Younger Also

health
has
general
greatly benefited, and I

It remained for Eugene
Christian, the worldfamous food specialist, to discover the one safe,
certain and easily followed method of attaining

Health."

Those who reduce by this pleasant new method
look much younger also.
Stout people always
look older than they really are and just to get
rid of fat from face and figure would make them
look somewhat younger.
But the new method
is so natural and so healthful that it brings a

My

Scientists have always
realized that there was

a Dollar

City.

Mrs. George Guiterman

Why You Lose

Use the Coupon and Save

102 Fulton Street.

—

I

look 10 years

Postage

Days

"For three years

friends hardly

Cost for

Ben Naddle

New York

York,

writes:

Had no

you had known
me then and could see
me now you would realwhat a wonderful
ize
vigor.

New

method beats

the Coupon
to

Is

Worth

Dept. W-2084, 47

$1.00

You Now

Those who use this rapid method of reducing
normal weight are usually so enthusiastic that
simply cannot refrain from mentioning
This will be the
this method to their friends.

W.

16th Street,

THIS COUPON

New -York

City

IS

WORTH $1.00 TO YOU

(Under conditions named below)

to

they

Therefore,
best kind of advertisement for us.
we are willing to lose money in order to secure
a great number of users in the .shortest possible
time.
So here is our offer. Just mail the coupon

without sending a penny. The coupon will be
accepted as worth $1.00 on the purchase of this
course, for which others have had to pay $1.97.
Then when the course arrives all you have to do
is to pay the postman only 97 cents plus the few
There
cents postage, and the course is yours.
But
will be no further payments at any time.
if you are not thoroughly pleased after a 10-day
course
return
the
test of this method you may
and your money will be refunded instantly. (If
more convenient you may remit 97 cents with
the coupon, but this is not necessary.)
you write to advertisers please mention

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY
Dept. W-2084, 47 W. 16th Street, N. Y. City
Without money in advance, you may send me in. plain
wrapper, Eugene Christian's Course on "Weiglit Control
the Basis of Health." You are to accept this coupon aa
worth Sl.OO (ONE DOLLAR) on my purchase of this
Therefore, when the course arrives, I will pay
course.
the postman onlv 97 cents (plus the few cents postage) in
full payment anil there are to be no further payments at
any time. Although I am benefiting by this special reduced
price, I retain the privilege of returning this course within
10 days and having my 97 cents refunded if I am not deI am to be the sole judge.
lighted with results.

—

(Please write plainly)

City.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

.State.
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In Defense of

who

set the type, supplied the piano, etc.
Isn't that the trouble with the movies?
Everyone is trying to grab credit. With such

a spirit of personal ambition for fame there
cannot be great collaboration. Surely motion
picture patrons wonder at the mess of names
presented after the title of a motion picture
the names of camera man, director, scenic
And
artist, producer, company and the like.
yet they talk about a star's greed for publicity!

After

nOO

a Week

we are
we sec.

all,

sonalities

interested only in the perIf

we remember them we

are doing enough; certainly we do not remember the names of all the force behind the
They mean
camera.
list them then.
nothing to anyone except people of the
industry.
However, an honor roll is a good idea,
giving credit where it is due. I suggest that
the readers of your magazine act as a jury
to declare the twelve stars who have contributed most to the advancement of screen

Why

"Wouldn't you like to
earn that much, too?"

—

know you would, Bob think what
would mean to us! It worries me to
see you wasting the best years of your
life when you could make them count for
entertainment, stars who have contributed
so much.
brilliant performances that live in the memory,
"Can't you see it, Bob? Don't you see
or a
that the reason men get ahead is because a steady consistent run of performances,
•they train themselves to do some one standard of entertainment for which they are
"I

it

thing just a little better than others?
"If the International Correspondence
Schools can raise the salaries of other
men, they can raise yours. If they can
help other men to win advancement and
more money, they can help you, too. I
am sure of it.
"Don't let another year slip by and
leave you right where you are to-day.
Let's at least find out how the I. C. S. can
help you. Let's mark and mail this cou-

pon right now!"
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box
Without

cost

largely responsible.

honor

roll:

Better Letters
Foreign Trade
Stenography and Typing
Business English

Civil Service
Railway Mail

)

Clerlt

ComiiKin

Bookkeeping

nHlgh

Private Secretary

Business Spanish

School Subjects
School Subjects

Illustrating

French

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Mining
Steam Engineering
Badio

Architect
Print Heading
Contractor and Builder
.Ucliltectural

Draftsman

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry
Pharmacy

Automobile Work
Airplane Engines

Agriculture and Poultry

Mathematics

Name
1-10-23

Street

Address
City

State

Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, C'innda

Rodolph Valentino
Norma Talmadge
Henry B. WalthaU
Charles Ray.
Sincerely,

Edward

B. Evans.

Star First

South St. Paul, Minn.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir There seems to be a general movement lately to put the name of the producer,
:

director, or author before the public eye, attempting to belittle the drawing power of the
star. I cannot understand why, because as far

am concerned, and I know others who feel
the same way about it, the only thing that
matters in a picture is the star. I don't go to
see a picture because I like the title, because I
have read the book or because I note it is
directed by so-and-so. I go if the star appeals
"
to me. As an example "The Pride of Palomar
played here recently. It was advertised in
large letters as written by Peter B. K>Tie,
and directed by the director of " Humoresque."
I had no desire to see it until someone said that
Marjorie Daw was in the cast. She is one of
my favorites, so I went. In my opinion, the
value of the star cannot be over-estimated.

not to

*

IC

T^T^
1*.

V.

51000 Cash
E. S.

says

Write today for

my FREE

Clear- To.NE Skin,"

telling

Booklet.

how

I

"A

cured

myself after being afflicted for 15 years,
can clear your skin of the above blemishes.

I

GIVEWS, 140

Chemical BIdg..

Kansas City.Mo.

MUSIC LESSONS GIVEN
/lyTM ^fonii «
V/ltj can
YoH
read music

like this auickly
Write today for oar FREE booklet
Organ, Violin. Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players. Yotit
only expense about 2o per day for music and postage used,

IN

YOUR HOME.

It tells

how

to learn to play Piano,

AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC, 67

Edward Johnson.

with the screen. It is the people who see them,
the fans, who always complain about poor productions and poor acting. But when it comes
down to the pinch of it, they eagerly go to see
those plays they know beforehand they will not
I think there is only one way to remedy
like.
the present situation and that is, keep away
from productions and actors you know j-ou do
not like instead of raising a tremendous kick
about it.
That story or player you dislike may be
enjoyed by thousands ol others. You see howhard it is for actors and producers to please all.

Every advertisement in

Albert Neil Okon.
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

attention to the length of his legs!

It

Welcome Back, Blanche Sweet
San Francisco, Cal.
Editor Photoplay ]Magazin"e.
Dear Sir: Several years ago, I stopped in
to the Tivoli, one evening, to pass an hour

Up to that time, I took no interest
whatever in motion picture players as individuals the women were divided in my

or two.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: I think there's nothing wrong

Lakeside BIdg., Chicago

call

would have better management, even if the
legs had to be tucked out of sight, to have provided some movement for the rest of the
youngster! Collier himself would never have
sat still in a corner, unless he had been told to.
^lay he continue to be the fine fellow he is, and
give many bits of good acting on the screen.
Robert Temple.

INluscatine, la.

B<

and Bow

which he appears, and each leaves me with a
satisfied feeling of having seen a bit of first-rate
acting in the part taken by the young man. I
should not wish to miss anj-thing in which he is
to be seen. The only incongruity I have ever
detected in his work was in "The Good Provider," where in two scenes, in which he appears as a small 'boy, one at a station, and one
in the house, he was seated in a corner and
quiet, as a lively small boy would never have
been in the circumstances of the story. This,
however, was probably not his fault, but that
of his director, who was wishing in those scenes

He's Satisfied
Your skin can be quickly cleared of Pimplea, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body. Barbers
Itch, Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin.

Douglas.

after seeing "The Secrets of Paris" impels me
to throw a big bouquet at young William
Collier.
I have seen five or six pictures in

Thomas Meighan

as I

QBlue

Gloria Swanson. One lady said
she believed their pictures had a harmful influence on her children, and that she couldn't
see why they preferred Mae and Gloria to
Mary Pickford. I can tell her why. These two
actresses represent the colorful things of life,
the things that interest youth. They are
sophisticated, cosmopolitan, daring.
They
have the appeal of a French novel. They bring
to the screen the dazzling, the exotic elements
which are denied most of us plodding, everj'day
people. No wonder young girls flock to see a
Swanson or a Murray photoplay! As far as
their being harmful goes, they are no more
detrimental to the morals of young persons
than books by the great writers, and music by
the great composers. Of course, they are not
the innocent, immature type, but why must
we always confuse sophistication and immorality?
I cannot see why Jsiary Pickford
should be idolized because of her "sweetness
and light." I admire her because she is a fine
actress, not because she plays Pollyanna all
the time.

New York City.
Editor Photoplay Magazint;.
Dear Sir: A perusal of your magazine just

Harold Lloyd
Wallace Reid

The

Advertising

Mae

Murray and

Willie, Rise

Mabel Normand

pSalesmanshlp

Management

Personnel OrganizatUo
TrafBc Management
Business Law
Banlslng and Banking Law
.iccountaney (including CP. A.
Nicholson Cost Accounting

letters of

criticizing the pictures of

J.

an X:

Business Management

women

several

Douglas Fairbanks

BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Industrial

my

Jacksonville, Fla.

Lillian Gish

obligation on my part, please tell me
tlie position or in the subject before

or

is

Gloria

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: I have read recently the

Charlie Chaplin
Mary Pickford

6474-B, Scranton, Penna.

liow I can Qualify fur
vviiich I liave mariied

This

Mae and

Is

guaranteed.

—

into the blue-eyed, curley -haired candj-box-cover t}^e, and the dark, flashy, advenWhen I went in a picture was in
turess t>-pe.
progress and soon on the screen came a loveljyoung creature an ingenue with distinction
and subtlety, delicacy, perfect taste in dress
and hair-dressing. I was delighted and sat
there to the beginning to learn who she was

mind

—

Blanche Sweet.
From that time on I have never missed one
of her pictures nor an article about her in a
magazine. Last night I saw her again after
an absence from the screen. She had lost
nothing and even gained in womanliness.
When she first appeared there were escla[

CONTINCED ON PAGE
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This euperb 110-piece
Set. with initial in 2
places on every piece;
decorated in blue and
gold with gold covered
handles, conBists of:
12 Dinner Plates, 9 inches
12 Breakfast Plates, 7 in.
12 Soup Plates, IX ioches
12 Caps

—Advertising

Section

12 Saacera
12 Cereal

I

Dishes,
6 inches
12 Fruit
Dishes,
inched
12 Individual Bread

1

and rutter Plates,

with

lid (2 pieces)

1 Deep Bowl,
inches
1 Oval Baker, 9 inches
1 Small Deep Bowl, 5 inches
1 Gravy Boat, 7>^ inches

6H la.

inches

1

11^ inches

1

1 Plattt.-, 13H;

1 Platter,

Celery Dish, 8^ inches
Sauce Boat Tray, 7^ inches
Butter Plate, 6 inches
1 Vegetable Diah, 10^ inches.
1

Creamer
Sugar Bowl with cover

(2 pieces)

Bringsl 10-Pc. Martha Washington Bine and Gold Decorated Dinner Set
Send only $1.00 and Hartman will ship the complete set. Use it for 30 days on
Free Trial. Then if not satisfied, send it back and Hartman will return your $1.00
and pay transportation charges both ways. If you keep it, TAKE NEARLY A
YEAR TO PAY—a little every month.

Your

Initial in Gold,

Gold, in

Surrounded by Wreath of

2 Places on Every Piece

Beautiful Colonial Martha Washington shape.
All handles are of solid design and are covered
with gold. Every piece decorated with a rich
gold band edge, a mazarine blue follow band and
2 pure gold initials in Old English design with gold wreaths. Beautiful white lustrous body. Guaranteed first quality; no "seconds."

FREE

Mercerized Tablecloih, Six
Fine Napkins to Match and 6
Coin Silver Knives and Forks

We want to prove to 50,000 more customers that Hartman gives the

best merchandise, biggest values and most liberal terms ever known.
And to get these 50,000 new customers at once we send FREE a 60-in.
mercerized damask tablecloth, 6 napkins, 17 inches square, to match.
6 extra silver plated knives and 6 extra silver plated forks, fleurde-lis pattern. Only 60,000 will be given FREE with the Dinner
Sets— so act quick. Send the coupon— now!

Order No. 320EIVIA18. Bargain Price, $32.85
Pay $1 Now. Balance $3.50 Monthly.
The Mercerized Tablecloth. 6 Fine Napkins to Match
and 6 Coin Silver Knives and Forks FREE.

II

ADTM AN

Furniture
When you

&

(gom covered Handles

•

FREE FREE GIFTS
BARGAIN CATALOG

368 pages of the most astoanding bargains in farniture,
rugs, carpets, sewing machines, silverware— everything

forthehome;al3ofarm

machinery,

etc.

— all

sold on oureaaymonthly payment terms and
30aays' free trial. Also

explains Hartman 's
gift plan by which you
receive many splendid
articles such as lemonade sets, glassware,

dishes, silverware,
tablecloths, napkins,
etc., absolutely KREB

with your purchases.
Send a postal for this
big free bargain cata-

j

Hartman Furniture

I

Dept.

5364

& Carpet Co.
Chicago.

I Set No. 320EMA18 as desoribed, and with it the
tablecloth and 6 napkins; also 6 coin silver knives
and 6 forks absolutely FREE. It is understood
I that if I am satisfied, I will send you $3.60 monthly
until full price of Dinner Set, $32.86, is paid. Title
(remains with you until paid in full. If not satisfied,
after 30 days' trial, 1 will ship all goods back and
.

you will refund my
charges both ways.

{1

Illinois

Print Initial
Vou Ufant

Here

and pay transportation

log today.

Name

"Let Hartman
FeatherYOURNeat"

Carpet Go.

write to advertisers please mention

.
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over the house "Oh! how lovely
she is."
In my opinion no one can surpass
Lillian Gish and Mae Marsh have her
her.
wistfulness but not her prettiness nor art of
dressing.
She appeals to all classes the
followers of Elsie Ferguson and Claire Windsor
and LUlian Gish and also the less discrim-

mations

all

—

Play PIANO By Eat

inating public.

No

matter how little you know about
music, if you can just remember a
tune, 1 teach you to play Jazz, Ragtime and Popular Songs BY EAR
easily and quickly. Why spend years
studying tiresome scales and finger

A

when you can

exercises

Learn At

Home

in 90

Days

and play any tune you can remember, by
ear — without notes. Original method, wonderfully easy. No do-re-mi, no scales— just a
few simple rules, a little practice and the
results are amazing. Names and letters from
hundreds of enthusiastic pupils and interesting book SENT FREE.
Simply write me
your name, address, age and state if you
have ever taken piano lessons; if so, how
many? Write today. Address

—

RONALD G. WRIGHT, Director,
NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
Dept. 532

Niagara

Falls,

N.T.

New York

City.
to

bad taste. Never!
saw the following pictures three times:

I

"Camille," "The Sheik," "Moran of the Lady
Letty," "Beyond the Rocks," "The Four

Horsemen."
I saw "Once to Every Woman," "Passion's
Playground,"
"Uncharted Seas,"
"The
Delicious Little Devil," "A Rogue's Romance,"
and "Frivolous Wives," twice; and "Blood
and Sand" six times. How I wish I could see
again!
I think box office returns show whether a
all are entitled
^tar is a real actor or not.
Because I say Rodolph Valentino
to opinions.
is the greatest actor since Edwin Booth cerBut look to the
tainly does not make it so.
it

Send

for this Free Book

Scenario Writers
PHOTODRAMATIST

of
its March issue
Hollywood, for years friend, adviser and desk companion of writers, broadened its scope, enlarged from
44 to lOO pages and put on a newdrcss. Ilsnew nameis

With

STORY WORLD

(s) indicates a studio; in some
cases both are at one address.

office;

FIRST NATIONAL PICWest 48th Street, New York City.
Norma and Constance Talmadge Studio,

Gloria Swanson, Gloria's gowns, Elinor Glyn,
and Cecil deMille. I've heard enough against
them. Some one said that Gloria dressed
in

CHRISTIE FILM CORP.,

Its increasingly brilliant list

malces

it

more valuable than ever to

all

who

write

Dian Jean Cabotte.

A

Protest Against "Tess," 1922

can not afford to be without this inspirational
Regular subscription price ^2.50. But we
aid.
will send it 6 months for $1 on receipt of this ad
With your remittance.

Photodramatist Publishing Co., Inc.
Hollywood, Cal.

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

AGENTS:
Selling concentrated, non-acoholio
food flavors. Always fresh. Put ur>
Ten times
in collapsible tubes.
the strength of bottled flavors.
Guaranteed under U. S- pure food
laws. All flavors. Sells in every

homo. Used every day. Not sold
in stores. Big demand. Big repeat-

100%

er.

profit.

Men

or

Women

can make big money. Haut
over S300 in one month. You wi
find tnia a big, easv seller end
a sure repeater. Mast eatisf y
cuatomera or money bacfc,
Write for territory end
sample outfit. Get a bis
customers. Get
repeat orders every month
and have a steady income.
line

of

Write quick.

American Products Co.
7601&mericaD eiitg.. CtDsiaaali,Oi

Los Angeles, Cal.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: This is a letter

Helen M. Forcier.

A

start you in business ; furnish everything.
You make $1 to $2 an hour at home
No Canvassing or Solicin your spare time.
iting.

We guarantee to teach you Show Card

Lettering by Our New, Simple Method, and
pay cash each week, no matter where you live.
Write for Illustrated Booklet and Terms Free

Detroit

Show Card School

213 Diaan Bldg.

Detroit. Michigan

"BOW

LEGS and KNOCKKINEES" INSIGHTLY

Boost for

Home

CORP., 370 Seventh

City.

(s)

(s)

Talent

Buffalo, N. Y.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: Why does the American public
bestow such undue honors upon the foreign
movie actors?
We have equally good, if not much better,
American actors. Let us be loo*^ Americans,
and idolize our own first, in preference to

Pierce Ave. and Sixth St.,
City, N. Y.
Lasky, Hollywood, Cal.

British

Paramount

(s)

Poole

FOX FILJI CORPORATION,

(s)

55th St., New York City,
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

(s)

10th Ave. and
1401 Western

HART, WM. S., PRODUCTIONS, (s)

1215 Bates
Hollywood, Cal.
INCE, THOMAS H. (s) Culver City, Cal.
INTERNATIONAL FILMS, INC. (Cosmopolitan Productions), 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City; (s) Second Ave. and 127th St.,
St.,

New York

City.

METRO PICTURES

CORP., 1476 Broadway,

New York

City; (s) Romaine and Cahuenga
Mae Jlurray ProducAve., Hollywood, Cal.
tions, 344 West 44th St., New York City.

PATHE EXCHANGE,
45th

St.,

hibitors),
134th St.

New York

Pathe Bldg., 35 West
City; (Associated Ex-

(s) George B. Seitz Productions,
and Park Ave., New York City.

R-C PICTURES CORP., 723 Seventh Ave.,
New York City; (s) corner Gower and Melrose Sts., Hollywood, Cal.

ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO., 1339 Diversey
Parkway, Chicago,

111.

SELZNICK PICTURES CORP.,
Ave., New York Citj"
Los Angeles, Cal.

(s)

729 Seventh
United Studios,

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION,

729
Seventh Ave., New York City.
LaBrea
Charlie Chaplin Studios, 1416
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
Studio, Hollywood, Cal.

D. W. GriflSth Studios, Orienta Point,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Nazimova Productions, United Studios,
Los Angeles, Cal.
George Arliss Productions, Distinctive
Prod., 366 Madison Ave., New York
City.

Whitman Bennett

Productions, 537 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
way,

New York

CO., 1600 Broad-

Universal City, Cal.
469
York Citv; (s) East loth St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.; (s) 170S

City;

(s)

VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA.
New

Fifth Ave..

rightfully belong.

Adele Lux.
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

St., Islington,

Fifth Avenue, New York City; (s) Culver
Marshall Neilan and Maurice
City, Cal.

and Locust Ave
Talmadge St., Hollywood, Cal.

Every advertisement in

Island

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION, 469

urge the American public to patronize
"home talent" and bestow laurels where they
I

CO., Dept. 54
140 N. Mayfield Ave., Chicago, 111.

Long

N. London, England.

foreigners.

PERFECT SALES

New

485 Fifth Avenue,

City.

Tourneur Productions.

of protest.
I have
Protest to our beloved Mary Pickford.
just seen her new "Tess of the Storm
Country," and I have come away sadly disappointed. How and why did Miss Pickford
get the illusion that she could come back after
nine years and play again the role that first
made us love her so dearly? Surely she has
made a great mistake. The "Tess" of 1914
was an exact reproduction of the novel. The
second is a distorted version. The)' have
eliminated the most effective episodes, and
also the humanness from "Tess" and her
jquatter friends. The various characters
walk through their parts like so many sticks.
If there are any in .\merica who have forgotten the old "Tess of the Storm Countrs',"
they will doubtless be well pleased ^^ith
the new. I remember Miss Pickford when she
was an actress who put her heart and soul into
her characterization; therefore I cannot accept
her present standard with "that something"
missing.
Please, please, Mary, never do it
again!

We

New York

(PARAMOUNT),

care
for
Thomas
certainly is a box office
And he must have something to
attraction.
merit his great popularity. So there you are!

creative fiction.

You

Avenue,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

But he

and Photodramatist
of famous contributors

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

don't

I

6101 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Cal.

York

box-office.

Personally,

6

5341 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Richard Barthelmess Productions, Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Avenue, New
York.
Katherine MacDonald Productions, 904
Girard St., Los Angeles, Cal.
(s) 3800
Mission Road, Los Angeles, Cal.
R. A. Walsh Productions, 5341 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Hope Hampton Productions, 1540 Broadway, New York City.
Jackie Coogan, United Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
Charles Ray Productions, 1428 Fleming
Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Louis Mayer Productions, 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, Cal.
Buster Keaton Comedies, 1025 Lillian
Way, Los Angeles, Cal.
BALLIN, HUGO, PRODUCTIONS, 366 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

We

Meighan.

addresses of film

desire the

TURES,

Flapper's Frank Views

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: This letter is frankly praise

who may

companies we give the principal active
ones below. The first is the business

ASSOCIATED

Mary McKinstry.

—

For the convenience of our readers

is

guaranteed.

,
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Would XoVi Hesitate

to Accept
This Invitation?

THERE
would,

are

many people who
A

of course.
formal function of this kind requires absolute

knowledge

of the correct thing to wear,
There
to say, to do.

on the other hand, instantly betrays the fact by making impulsive little
blunders, by being constrained, uncomfortable and embarrassed in manner.
It is not enough to
ciety,

know that

olives are taken with fingers and that
lettuce may not be cut
with a knife. To have
graceful, cultivated table

always the danger
of doing the wrong
thing at the wrong
is

time,

or

saying

the
the

wrong thing
wrong time

if

not

sure

—

one's

entirely

at

one

manners one must know

how

is

When an

use

the

correctly,

knife

how

to eat every food properly, when to use the
spoon, when the fork,
when the fingers. One
must know how to use
the finger-bowl and the

self.

of this kind

to

and fork

of

invitation
received,

is

Why

not surprise your friends with your
wonderful knowledge of the right thing to
do, say, write and wear at all times, on all
occasions? Why not make yourself immune
free yourself from the
to embarrassment
danger of making blunders give yourself
new poise and personal magnetism by learning now the accepted rules of conduct
through the pages of the famous Book of
Etiquette.
The Book of Etiquette, published in two
handsome volumes, is recognized as one of
the most complete, exhaustive and authoritative works on this subject available today.
It is up to the last minute, complete in

—

every

—

detail.

5 Days' Free Examination
it requires an acknowlOne*s manner at the table is either conedgment. When should strained and embarrassed, or poised
May
we send you the Book of Etiquette
and well-possessed —depending upon
the acknowledgment whether
napkin; one must know so that you may examine it free in your own
one knows or does not know
at once, or
be sent
the important etiquette of the table.
what to say in case of home? Read a chapter or two. Glance
an overturned glass of at the illustrations. You be the sole judge
after a few days? How
of whether or not you
should it be worded? To whom should water or any other table
accident; one must know
want to retur'^ the books
it be addressed
to Mr. and Mrs. Atwhen to rise Irom the
without the least obligakins or just to Mrs. Atkins?
table.
tion, or keep them and
Let us pretend, for a moment, that
send us only S3. 50 in full
Some People Seem
this is an actual invitation and that you
payment?
Tongue-Tied
What would you
have accepted it.
You want to examwear to the dinner, formal or informal
Not only at formal
ine the Book of Etidinners and formal
dress? How would you greet your hostquette, of course.
Clip
and mail this coupon
When you are in- dances, but even at iness upon arrival?
before you forget.
It
troduced to other guests, what form formal functions some
is
not an order.
It
acknowledgment would you use? people feel constrained
of
and tongue-tied. With
is merely a request to
Would you say "Pleased to meet you"? their own friends they
examine the books free.
often people feel tong^ue-tied in the
Would you say "How do you do"? may be delightful con- Too
company of strangers. They seem dull Why not send it off toWould you say "I am delighted"? versationalists; but as and awkward, though really they may day? Nelson Doublebe clever conversationalists. Do you
Are any of these forms correct?
soon as there are stranknow how to make yourself at all day, Inc., Dept. 774,
gers present they feel
If you are a man and were introGarden City, N. Y.
times agreeable, engaging, well-liked?
suddenly
unable
to
duced to a woman, would you offer
speak,
unable
express
their
thoughts.
FREE
to
EXAMINATION COUPON
your hand in acknowledgment? Should
Have yoxi ever felt tongue-tied at a
one woman offer her hand to another?
NELSON
DOUBLEDAY,
INC., Dept. 774,
party or dance?
ever
found
Have you
whose
In making an introduction,
Garden City, New York.
yourself alone with some man or woman
name should be mentioned first, the to whom you had been introduced and
Without money in advance, or obligation on my
send me the two-volume set of the Book of
man's or the woman's?
found that there wasn't a thing in the part,
Etiquette.
Within 5 days I will either return the
world you could talk about?
Have you books or send you $3.50 in full payment. It is
Mistakes That Are Made in the ever been to a dinner where conversa- understood that I am not obligated to keep the
books if I am not delighted with them.
tion lagged and every one seemed strained,
Dining

—

—

Room

Table etiquette betrays breeding as
surely as a table of contents tells what
The cultured, wella book contains.
bred person conducts himself or herself
with a calm, dignified manner
that every one recognizes and admires.

—

The

person

who

is

not used to good so-

uncomfortable, even a bit stupid?
Didn't you long to say something brilliant,
to start conversation flowing smoothly, to
make yourself admired as a clever conversationalist
envied as an ideal guest?
Perhaps there is a wedding just around
the corner, or a party not so far away.
Perhaps there is a dance you expect to
attend, or a trip you are planning to make.

When you

—
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beautiful full-leather binding at $5,
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You,

"A

too,

Skin

— Advertising

Section

can hare the charm of

You Love

to

Touch"

your skin
pale and sallow ?
''How Tjou can

Is

SLEEP,

fresh

air,

the right

these contribute to

all

food-

a healthy

condition of your skin.

But your skin itself must be given
you wish it to have the
brilliant loveliness of which it is capable.
Your skin is a separate organ of
your body. Neglect of its special needs
may result in an unattractive complexion, even though your general health

special care, if

is

good.

color

and

pale and sallow, use
treatment to give it

is

life:

it

You will be surprised at the difference
even two or three of these treatments
will make in your complexion.
In the booklet around each cake of

Woodbury's

Facial

or twice a week, just before
fill your basin full of hot
water
almost boiling hot. Bend over
the top of the basin and cover your
head and the bowl with a heavy bath
towel, so that no steam can escape.
Steam your face for thirty seconds.
lather a hot cloth with Woodbury's Facial Soap. With this wash your
face thoroughly, rubbing the lather well
into the skin with an upward and outward motion. Then rinse the skin
well, first with warm water, then with
cold, and finish by rubbing it for
thirty seconds with a piece of ice.
retiring,

—

Now

special treat-

right treatment for your skin.

A 25-cent cake of Woodbury's

lasts

month

or six weeks for regular toilet
including any of the special

use,

Woodbury

treatments.

qualities that give

/~\NCE

Soap

ments are given for each type of skin
and its needs. Get a cake of Woodbury's today and begin tonight the

a

If your skin
the following

rouse

in

effect

ficial

skin troubles,

The same

Woodbury's its bene-

overcoming

make

it

common

ideal for regu-

lar use.

Send 25

cents for these special
skin preparations

Woodbury

For 25 cents we will Isend you a miniature
set of the Woodbury skin preparations, containing samples of Woodbury's Facial Soap,

Cream, Cold Cream, and Facial
Powder, with the treatment booklet, "A Skin
You Love to Touch."

Facial

for this set today.
Address The
Jergens Co., 504 Spring Grove
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio. If you live in Canada, address The Andrew Jergens Co., Limited,
English
^04 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario.
agents H. C. Quelch
Co., 4 Ludgate Square,

Send

Andrew

The

other nights of the week cleanse
your skin thoroughly in the usual way
with Woodbury's Facial Soap and
warm water, ending with a dash of cold.

&

:

London, E. C.

4.

Copyright, 192S, by The

Every advertisement in
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Andrew Jergens Co.

New
Pictures

CHANNON DAY

is

one

'^of the numerous Ziegfeld
beauties to find her way to
the screen. She is a New

—

York girl
and pretty
enpugh for the metropoUs
to be proud of her. Couple
that with a healthy Irish

name!

Grenbeaux

Strauss Peyton

KENNETH HARLAN

He is a
is one of the popular juveniles of the films.
Bostonian, although he was raised in Brooklyn, narrowly missing a film start
with old Vitagraph. He began his professional career as a hypnotist's assistant

"V/fALCOLM MacGREGOR

is one of the most promising young men of the
the most of a bit in "The Prisoner of Zenda" and
seems headed toward screen stardom. MacGregor has a distinct personaUty

-^''^''1923 screen.

now

He made

in her home town of New Orleans.
another prominent film actress, she turned to comedies to get a
That star maker, Cecil de INIille, lifted her to film fame
silvcrsheet foothold.

LEATRICE JOY niado her celluloid debut
Like

many

'TpHOMAS MEIGHAN

came mighty near being a doctor. lie was educated
for a medical career but the stage won him over, first as a super in "Mistress
Nell." Meighan built his career with care and earnest work fiom that point

ALICE TERRY

is

a Texan, although she was educated in Washington.
girl, caught the eye of Rex Ingram

She
— and

started in pictures as an extra

became a

star

and Mrs. Ingram.

Her

first hit

was

in

"The Four Horsemen"

njJash &mbroldered Silks ?
^hink. twice! Consider
pERHAPS

you

believe that

the soap you are

now

using

more hardy type of fine
garments would be safe for the
for the

very finest and most delicate
things you own.
But are you

delicate-hued

garments have adopted Ivory
Flakes because it meets this

economical enough to use for

face-test conclusively
tinctively.

and

dis-

•

For Ivory Flakes

is

Ivory Soap!

Yes, just the same Ivory Soap
sure before

you imperil a

deli-

cate fabric.

Here

Ask

is

the Test:

— —

Women who

silks.

it

is

and fibre-silks
which deserve, but seldom receive,
such prudent care.
cottons, linens,

Wouldn't you
free

like to have a
sample of Ivory Flakes and

the

attractively

illustrated

"The Care of Lovely

booklet,

A note or a post-

Garments?"

card addressed as suggested in
the lower left-hand comer will
bring them.

be 'willing

use the soap for

felt

which has protected faces and
hands for 44 years
pure, mild,
gentle, white
changed only in
form flaked for instant washbowl suds.

yourself:

"Would I

Yet

soap for their most precious

really sure?

Perhaps we can help you to be

this safety "test

my

Ivory Flakes has a real margin

to

of safety for the sheerest, most

face?"

in

package of Ivory

full-size

may

had

be

and department

have never before

absolute confidence

The

Flakes

PROCTER

a

embroidery

4<oloT

crepe de chine

at grocery

stores.

Sc

on

—grwi,

GAMBLE

rote

yellow,

red, blue.

Safe after

6

washings

Miss R. bought this delicate
and costly negligee on Fifth
Avenue. When it needed
cleaning,

—

it

economically,

with Ivoty Flakes.
wish you could see how

safely

We

washed

she

easily, quickly,

bright
after

and

six

CThii garment

m
ofetJ

on fiU

fresh

it

now,

is

such launderings!
and

ill

owner's

in the Procter 6f

letter

Gamble

-This package and booklet

A

sample package of Ivory Flakes and the
beautifully illustrated booklet, "The Care
of Lovely Garments," will be sent to you
without charge on application to Seaion
45-DF, Dept. of Home Economics, The
Procter AC

Gamble

&4ake$ dainty clothes

G>.,

Cincinnati,

O.

last longer
Caprrlfkt

IW.

by Tb« PntXmr

The World' s
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THE PART THE PUBLIC PLAYS
THE
The

public is directly responsible for the advance or the stagnation of
player, the director, the exhibitor and the
the photoplay.
producer are all vital cogs in the great machine of the cinema but
back of the machine is the public.
The public can make or break and yon are the public.
Photoplay has often concerned itself with the duties of the integral
from the star to the showman but what of
factors of photoplay making

—

—

—

—

the public's duty? What are you doing?
If certain producers find it profitable to fool the public with overexploitation of mediocre pictures, it is because the public does not check
up on its amusement shopping as it does on its grocer and its butcher. No
one possessing intelligence permits short weighting or the foisting of substitutes.

Yet every day you buy adulterated photoplays and oleomargarine stars.
of the public
are very credulous when it comes to motion pictures.
If the photoplay has made tremendous advances in the past ten years,
it is because you encouraged
and, by your discrimination rewarded each
step with your interest, co-operation and support.
If the motion picture drama is to go onward, you must get behind it.

You

—

—

—

—

If the silent play is at present in a state of lassitude,
public
and you are indifferent.

—

—

You can change

all this

it

is

because the

you want better pictures
finer things of the silversheet and
Don't stop when you complain to your

almost overnight.

If

you can get them by supporting the

starving out the inferior offerings.
exhibitor. Use the power of your purse.
Don't confine your activities to blacklisting the poorer productions.
Encourage the standard bearers of the art. Boost a good picture to your
exhibitor and to your friends.

Don't be afraid to condemn. And, more important, don't be afraid to
boost.

Play your part!

The

Tragedies of
Pauline Frederick
By Ada

Patterson

Pauline Frederick as she appeared in her most
screen role, that of
adame X. Here she is

famovs
shown

M

uttering

that

"Now

mimic and
TRAGEDY,
Pauline Frederick.

real,

has stalked through the

life

of

Beautiful, talented, admired and famous.
Yet Miss
Frederick has never been happy.
Perhaps it's fate.
When you catch a glimpse of her in relaxed
moments, you realize that tragedy has left its
stamp upon her expressive face. A brooding
sadness hangs about it as a veil. She has the
pallor of disappointment with life. The folks
of Middle Europe have an expressive name for
this tragic pensiveness.
They call it the look
of wcllsc/imcrz, or world pain.
Pauline Frederick's face bears the stamp of having suffered

deeply.

Pauline Frederick has had
things that make for life's happiness.
Harrison Fisher, the artist, once said that hers
was the purest tj'pe of American beauty. At
an actors' fund fair not so long ago she was
It is true that

many

adjudged "the most popular American actress,"
even above Maude Adams and Julia Marlowe.
It is not as if the tragedies of make-believe
had found their way into her life. The tragedies of Pauline Frederick began when she was

When she was twelve years old her
parents were divorced. The one child of the
couple was allowed to choose which parent she
would follow. Pauline chose her mother. To
the new home there followed echoes of the
distraught household they had left. An unhappy child's memory is a cavern through
which ring reverberations from the past.
Childhood's susceptibility to impressions is a
blessing with an accursed lining
the inabilit}^
a child.

—

to forget.

Pauline Frederick made no sudden leap to
fame. Success, as the world spells it, came
after years of struggle. She began as a chorus
girl.
In those days the chorus was a training
school of footlight stars much as afterwards
the bathing girl comedies of the screen were
seminaries of future cinema divinities. Exactly
twenty-one years ago Pauline Frederick made
her first stage appearance in the chorus of the
old Boston Music Hall. She has said of that
beginning of her career: "They say the first
step up the ladder is always the hardest and
the longest. I've found that every successive
step is long and hard."
Miss Frederick came to New York and
joined the chorus of the Rogers Brothers.
After that she was in the chorus of "The Princess of Kensington" and "It Happened in
Nordland." Two years or more in the chorus
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singularly

I

am

prophetic

line,

alone''

taught her all the rigors of stage discipline and the ache of
suppressed ambition.
Then it was that she succeeded in making the leap from
musical comedy to the drama.
She appeared in "The Little

Gray Lady" and "Sampson." While she was
leading woman in "The
Fourth Estate. tragedy
again touched her life.
In her company was a
'

young actor named

Tommy

Thorne.

It

was

ine\atable that he should
fall in love with the
beautiful Pauline Fred-

erick.

One morning

Thorne was found dead
in his hotel

room.

A few

he had been
made melancholy by the
depressing character of
the part which he played
nine times a week.
It
was the role of an imaginative young reporter
said

that

whose

first

assignment

is

the suicide of a woman
who has died saying that
she can no longer endure
"the ghastliness of life."'
But more believed that
it was his hopeless love
for the lovely leading
woman that made life no
longer tolerable to him.
He knew that she was
soon to be married. He
also knew that there was

no chance

had

for him.

He

told his friends that

he could not live without
her.
So it was that he

was found dead on

his

twenty-fifth birthday.
Shortly after came her

marriage to Frank M.
Andrews, the brilliant

Pauline Frederick at the height
early speaking stage
career, when she played the
of her

leading rdle in "Itinoceni"

the architect failed in business. Those who read
the news of Frank Andrews, partner of President Taft's brother, being in the bankruptcy
court, said, "It is luilucky to love Polly Fred-

and wealthy
architect of the

Equitable
Building and
the Hotel McThey
Alpin.

erick."

were married

grown from

seven days after
his first wife

York."
it was that she left
the stage, determined to
find her happiness in

Frederick.
Disaster came to Wilbur E. Bates,
who, associated with Kiaw and Erlanger, had
been interested in Miss Frederick's career as a
producer.
Ultimately he lost his attractive
wife, his business success and his touch of prosperity.
E. R. Thomas, the young millionaire
who had assisted in the production of "The
Little Gray Lady," met disaster, too. He separated from his beautiful wife, Linda Lee, and
was later maimed and nearly killed in an automobile accident.
When Miss Frederick returned to the stage,
just prior to her divorce, it was in the Biblical
drama, "Joseph and his Brethren," in which she
played Potiphar's seductive wife
who longed for Joseph's coat of
many colors. In it was a line that
set Broadway wiseacres shaking
their heads. It was: "Many men
have loved her and but evil has

But two
domesticity.
years later found her
back behind the foot-

overtaken them. I
know one who died."
Again Miss Fred-

This

divorced him.
It was a mad

love match.

Andrews consented to his
wife remaining

on the stage but
he was so lonely

when her stage
work took her
to

Chicago,

that,

she said,

"his brokenhearted letters brought me back to

New

So

Broadway

superstition

had

earlier incidents in the life of

Miss

curious

said,

erick entered

"My husband has grown

Cupid's domain.

indifterent to me."
At
all events, he went to
Paris. It was announced
that he went "for his

She married W^illard
Mack. At that time

lights again.

She

Mack was

at

health." Miss Frederick
secured a New York divorce. Soon afterwards

Below,

M

iss

Frederick's
Beverly
Hills

house,

now
closed
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the

doubtedly have been different. Miss Frederick continued
Several minor love affairs
her screen work at Hollywood.
came to her but the influence of Mack was ever there.
Finally, in New York, she saw him again and, her
friends believe, agreed to remarry him, if he promised
Once more she went West.
to change.
But IJestiny intended differently. Mack, it is said,
gave out an announcement to the newspapers and, forgetting his promises, again fell a victim to alcohol.
Miss
Frederick broke off with him and Mack promptly an-

nounced his engagement to another.
Once again tragedy stalked in her life. That afternoon.
Miss Frederick, accompanied by Jack Gardner and his
wife, Louise Dresser, went motoring to Santa Ana, and
married Dr. Charles Alton Rutherford. That was in
February of last year. Dr. Rutherford was a favorite
relative of her mother's.
Indeed, "Polly" and Dr.
Rutherford had been boy and girl sweethearts v.hen they
spent their summers on adjoining farms near Watertown,
N. Y. Stored away in his heart, was his boyhood love
for Miss Frederick.
He had often promiscfl to visit the
star and her mother in California but something had
always intervened. Miss Frederick used to smile and sa>to her mother, "I'll end by marrying the doctor when he
does come."
The runaway marriage ended with a wedding breakfast
at high noon in an owl wagon in a quaint Santa Ana street.
-Almost immediately Miss Frederick, her friends say,
regretted her hasty action.
While Dr. Rutherford had
loved her from a distance through the years, the two were
in nowise suited for each other.
Miss Frederick had
whispered to him on the wedding day. "You're such a safe
person." But a safe harbor and a mad love are poles
apart.
The old shadow of
[ contixved on pact. 123]

Left,

a recent por-

trait of

Miss Fred-

erick as she appears

in

her
"

play,

new

stage

The Guilty
One."

Ahme,
crest of his career as a star

and a playwright.

Miss

Frederick
her mother

But marriage did not tame this talented aclorMack hatl a terrific,
writer's idiosyncrasies.
almost hypnotic iniluence, over his wife. Mack's
love for Aliss Frederick is said to have been
mad, irresponsible, and even brutal. After a
cruel parting in the morning, it is said he would
return in the evening, bearing in his hands a
vase with one crimson rose. Kneeling contritely at her feet he would say, "Pauline,
you are like that to me!" But such a wild love
could not last. Finally came Miss Frederick's
determination to separate from him. It reached
a crisis when Mack was confined in a Los
Angeles hospital for treatment. After the separation. Miss Frederick collapsed.
It took Miss Frederick a long time to regain
Yet Mack's influence seemed to
her spirits.
hover over her like a cloud. His influence was
ever present. With the separation, too, came
the toppling of Mack's plans. He had written
a drama, "Lady Tony," for her but she never
appeared in it. For a short while after their
parting, he played in it himself. Clara Joel, his
leading woman, had the role he had created for
Miss Frederick. The play ran its short course
and died. Had Pauline Frederick played the
part designed for her, its fate would unlittle silver
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As

Poiiphur's uife

in "Joseph

and His

Brethren,"
Miss
Frederick touched the
highest point of her

picturesque early
stage career

and

By

Introducing

Delight

Ivor

Evans

Novello
Who
the

keeps

home

fires

burning

by turning
his profile to

the camera
for

Mr.

Griffith
Ivor Novello and
Gladys Cooper ns
they appear in the
film version of
" The Bohemian Girl."

Rumor

has it that
Novello will wed

Miss Cooper

was one of those high-ceilinged, dimly-lighted rooms.
was a great open lircplace, and heavy carved
furniture, and a knight in armor standing in a shadowy
corner, and a grand piano. It was one of those scenes on
which the first curtain often rises an English country-

ITThere

—

house setting. Nice blonde British girl should be sitting at
piano, softly playing and singing some old ballad, preferably
with a "Hey nonny nonny-oh" refrain. Nice British boy in
tweeds should come bounding in with tennis racket and
other sounds including, "I say, what a priceless day, and
you indoors, and all that sort of thing." Nice British butler
should appear silently and announce somebody's maiden
aunt.

That's the way it should have been. Of course, it wasn't
anj'thing like that at all. The butler, to begin with, was
oriental.
There was no stage-British conversation. The
piano bench was deserted, .^nd when a nice British boy
came in, he was not in tweeds, and he neglected to bound.
He was, I rather regret to say, in pajamas. The loungingsuit

sort,

very vivid.

Handsomely inhabited by Ivor

Novello.

He stopped short when he saw me. "Oh," he said; and
that was all he said. But one "oh" was sufficient to inform
me that I was a great disappointment to him. If I had expected bounding tweeds, so had he. He recovered first. He
called his mother.

She entered and he exited. She is Madame Clara Novello
Davies, who coaches singers for sixty doDars an hour. She
gave me fifteen dollars' worth of her time. She is young and
charming; she should be induced to give up coaching and
take up acting real mothers in the movies.
He returned. This time he was in tweeds, and he did
bound.
ner.

He bounded more

Mr.

Griffith

gracefully than Pavlowa's parta bit in " The White

must have him bound

Rose."

—

He had been working hard very hard. Till all hours the
night before. He has to get up every day at eight to catch a
nine-o'clock train for Mamaroneck, where Mr. Griffith inconsiderately maintains his studios. It seems when D. W.
is interested in a scene, he wants to see it through, and he
persists in gathering his actors about him and working, and
working.
The brute!
But Ivor Novello wasn't

feel-

[

continued on page 106
SI

]

Here is Miss Ruth Nagel, two-year-old
daughter of Conrad and Ruth Nagel, in
her latest afternoon frock. Ruthie loves
those garters
can you blame her? She is
an only child, but her father says he's
thinking of adopting a boy a year older so
they can groxc up together and gel married and thus keep the family together!

—

Her name

Marshall Holt,

is Elizabeth

but to a favored few she is known as
She possesses that provocative
Betty.

—

hair and sparkBetty has a brother and
sister bid they are too big to be pictured
here. She is, as you've guessed, the baby

combination
ling

brown

soft golden

eyes.

of the

Jack Holt

hoiisehold

[to be contixtjed

next month]

Star

Babies
of

Hollywood
To

the right

— we defy you

young lady long

to

look at this

She's
Loris Niblo, only daughter of Fred
Niblo arid Enid Bennett. Her father has
directed

ivithout smiling.

Douglas Fairbanks and Rodolph

Valentino, but he admits his daughter has

him

Left, below

—Billy Windsor,

the 7nost beautiful
Bill's

glad

Claire, but

often culled

baby in the film colony.

he looks

you can't
get

Rigid,

licked

like

call

aivay with

below— Zasu Ann

his

mother,

him a baby and
it

Gallery and her

imported White Baby
Hound. Zasu's parents are Zasu Pitts
and Tom Gallery, and she's just one
year old
highly

prized

Melbourne Spuir
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Married!
LLOYD and Mildred Davis have
HAROLD
new, long-term contract,
a
to co-star in

just signed a
serial called

" Married Life," directed by Dan Cupid, under the supervision of Hal Roach. Harold played tag with love for a long
time, but the other day he decided that since Mildred isn't
playing his leading lady on the screen any longer, he'd better

54

sign her up domestically
They have been the best

so he could see her once in a while.
of friends ever since the little blonde
So
girl became the fair foil for Lloyd's spectacled humor.
the other day Harold knocked off work long enough to marry
Mildred and rushed right back to the studio to linish his
newest comedy. They will have their honeymoon trip later.

—

Bangs

Dick and Senorita Dorothy
BETWEEN Havana and New York,

Richard Barthelmess has been making Joseph
Hergesheimer's tale of Cuban revolution,
"The Bright Shawl," into a photoplay, with
Dorothy Gish as chief aid. Dick plays a young
American while Dorothy is La Clavel, from old
Seville, a fiery Spanish dancer who gives her
life for the cause of Cuban liberty.
Director
John Robertson promised a new Dorothy as
the indolent La Clavel.

It is interesting to note that Dick wears the
clothes and shoes originally worn by John
Barrymore in the stage "Peter Ibbetson" and
the film "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde." As the
action of the story has been shifted back to
1850, Barthelmess was able to accept the
famous clothes of this generation's best Hamlet.
All of which proves a surprising fact:
Dick and John are of exactly the same stature.
Which may or may not surprise you.
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—

—

Love,

Mystery
and
Motion
Pictures
are a mighty

combination
they are the
ingredients

of

this

New Novel

By
Frederic

oArnold

Kummer
OY MORAN,

J

wrapped in the profound
sleep of early morning, was awakened
by a noise in the corridor.

She got up rather resentfully and going into the tiny hall outside her bedroom,
slid back the bolt of the door.
A man came in, humming gaily, and, with
facile apologies, made his somewhat uncertain way to the living room.
His face,

handsome
flushed.

in spite of its

He

marks

THE

was unhealthily
singing with lively good

of dissipation,

lurched to a chair,

still

humor,
" Brian

He
He

O'Lynn had no watch to put on.
him a turnip and made him a wan.
caught him a cricket and put it within
got

'Whist to

its tickin','

says Brian O'Lynn."

By way of accompaniment to the song he flipped his watchchain carelessly against the arm of the chair. There was no
watch attached to it; Joy knew, from its absence, the source of
the alcoholic tide by which her father was now submerged.
She had been awakened from a familiar dream, in which she
was invariably confronted by a great brazen door. From its
36
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further side she always heard the scratching of a key, the sound
This door, in
of a far-off voice, the crashing of heavy blows.
her dreams at least, was never opened, for at the precise moment when the noises outside became loudest, she alwa\'s

awoke.
She stood against the door-frame, slender and round as a
young birch. The heavy plaits of her hair matched in darkness
her eyebrows and lashes, but the color of the eyes beneath them
at times blue, at others, grey, like mountain
pools reflecting changing skies. Just now the skies were stormy,
as she observed her father's flushed face, noted the sag of his
once fine shoulders, the bulging lines of his formerly slender
There was disillusionment in her eyes— a disillusionwaist.
ment no father should ever permit himself to see in the eyes of

was uncertain,

—

—

"We've had enough
classical stuff,"

said Watrous.

"Put on

that

new

thing of Berlin's.
Let's dance."

He

held out his

arms and Joy

rose,

in spite of the
anger in
Lloyd'sface

Illustrated

by

James

Montgomery
Fldgg

Morshberger's been tellin' me about his new play. Wonnerful
Goin' to give me the lead in it. What d'you think of
that? Fact. Rehearshals begin nex' nest Wenshday." He
regarded his watch-chain stupidly for a moment, then thrust it
play.

Secret
his child, yet beneath it Martin Moran might have glimpsed a
look of deep and unchanging love.
His own fine features revealed the source of Joy's vivid young
beauty, but he had spent his good looks as lavishly as he had
spent the money they brought him; had regarded them as an
account which could never be overdrawn. At fifty he still
cherished this delusion, although his mirror shovdd have told
him that old age is no respecter of persons not even of the
persons of successful leading men. Martin Moran was one of
those delightful but unfortunate creatures who do not know

—

how

to

grow

old.

—

"Sorry, Baby awfully sorry," he said, regarding Joy with
a truculent look. "Too bad, breakin' in on your resh-resht like
this.
Big night at the club. Wonnerful night. Morsh hie

—

—

into his pocket. "What time'sh it, m'dear?"
"It's half past four," Joy said wearily, "and I have a rehearsal at eleven. Oh, father, why can't you"
"Never mind, m'dear," Mr. Moran interrupted, raising a
warning hand. "Let bygones be bygones. I'm goin' to make
it all up to you
absholutely. Can't have
Baby slavin' for
me like thish. Refush to permit it. Refush absholutely. Go
to bed." He waggled his head solemnly, then rested it against
the back of the chair, suddenly asleep.
Joy gazed helplessly about the tiny room. Not more than a
dozen feet square, it still managed to contain a piano, a carved
oak cupboard, a day-bed, a table with a pot-bellied Japanese
lamp and several chairs. One had to pick one's way through a
confusion of furniture in order to get safely about; Joy had
many times assisted her father through this maze to the safe
haven of the day-bed on which he slept. It accounted for her
It would
habit of bolting the door, for her familiar dream.
never do to permit him to attempt that little journey across the
room unassisted.

—

my
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Suddenly Joy started.

Her

father,

waking from

his

momen-

tary sleep, had allowed his hand to slip gently back toward his
hip. With a quick movement she took from him the half-filled
flask he had drawn from his pocket, evaded his attempts to
retrieve it.
" Please,

need

it

Baby —just one more," he begged. "A nightcap.
— honesht do." He held out his hand like a naughty
I

I

child.

"

Not

ready for bed," Joy told him, and went into
kitchenette which, with the bath, occupied the space
between the front room, and her own in the rear.
The prospect of the nightcap hastened her father's preparations for bed. In a few moments he called to her that he was
ready to turn in.
Joy filled a glass from the flask and took it to him. He
gulped down the liquor with feverish haste.
the

until you're

little

"A H — that's better,"

—

humor with

a tenderness almost maternal
as though the child
had become the parent, the parent, the child. And as her
respect for him vanished, her love, by some divine process,
correspondingly increased. Only his demands for liquor did
she fight, but the effort brought her nothing; he would not be
denied this final source of a fugitive, a borrowed youth, even
though he had to strip himself bare of self-respect to obtain it.
A more ruthless woman might have ignored the accident of
paternity and left him to his fate, but Joy was not ruthless, and

charm.
She crept into bed, drew the covers about her shoulders, but
sleep would not come in spite of her need of it. The weight of
her responsibilities terrified her; it was half-past six before her
tired nerves relaxed, and her alarm clock was set for nine.
Luckily, she thought, as she drifted off to sleep, she would not
have to get her father any breakfast; long experience had
taught her that he would not wake up before noon.
From the mantel which faced her as she slept, the picture of
a man regarded her smilingly
a young man, with bright, devilmay-care eyes, and a most winning smile. It was a photograph
of Jean Romain, the famous screen star, and to Joy, the hero
of many a charming day-dream.
in this lay her greatest

he said, then seeing the sombre look in
her eyes he reached out his arms, drew her to him with
sudden tenderness. The empty glass tinkled to the floor. "
poor little Baby," he whispered, "I wish you had a better dad.
But everything'sh goin' to be all right, soon as Morshberger's
Don't worry. Baby. Go to sleep now.
play goes on.
Good
night." He kissed her with tears of penitence in his eyes, then
II
buried his face in the pillows. Before Joy had finished raising the
window, turning oft' the lights, he was asleep.
grill-room at the club was more than comfortably filled
To her, however, sleep did not come so quickly. It was not
when Arthur Lloyd came down to breakfast; several of his
an easy matter to put from her mind such scenes as the one
friends called to him as he passed their tables but as there were
through which she had just passed. In spite of the fact that her
no unoccupied places near them he finally took a seat in a corner.
father's return home in the wee small hours of the morning,
It was close to one o'clock, and the large, oak-panelled room
usuallj^ the worse for liquor, had of late become almost a nightly
resounded with the clatter of dishes and the still louder clatter
occurrence, she found herself invariably and inexpressibly
of voices. Ever3'one was talking, laughing, discussing the latest
shocked. There was always present in her mind the picture of
gossip of the stage world; to a person familiar onh' with the
"Daddie" as she had first known him a superb and dashing
more sedate dining rooms of clubdom, the noisy good-feUowfigure, a superman, so vitally handsome that matinee girls
ship of the place would have been a revelation.
wrote him "mash" letters by the hundred, and her mother,
Lloyd touched a bell, ordered some coffee and an omelet.
who was not of the stage, pretended to beproudof his success with
Although it was a matinee da)', he was in no great hurry to
women, in public, and cried her eyes out in secret because of it.
reach the theater, since he did not appear until the middle of
Even when she had grown in years, and younger men had
He was not in a very good humor. The
the opening act.
begun to make her father fight for the favors which fortune had
festivities of the night before had cost him more, in time,
hitherto showered into his lap, Joy had still fought his battles
money and loss of sleep than they were likely to prove worth.
with the keen intensity of 3^oulh, had continued to believe him
There had been a late supper with Sammy Klein, the author of
the handsomest, the most wonderful person in the world.
the play in which he was appearing at the Forty-Seventh Street
Had he been a wiser, a less conceited man, he would have Theater, followed by an extended session at the playwright's
made some effort to adjust himself to the changing years; have
apartment, during which the latter had expressed the opinion
seen a message in his increasing girth, his sagging cheeks, the
that he, Arthur Lloyd, should be starring in a play of his own.
touch of frost along his temples, but Martin IMoran remained
jNIr. Ivlein spoke of writing such a play; outlined its various
the eternal egotist, picturing himself forever as the dashing
scenes at considerable length.
It was one of those mythical
young lover. He attempted to deny the grim message of his
productions that seem masterpieces, when viewed through the
mirror by the use of stays, hair-dyes and all the other futile
haze of many drinks, but appear somehow, like paste diamonds,
devices by which men of his type attempt to cling to a passing
to lose their sparkle when exposed to the glare of noon. Lloyd
youth. The result was inevitable; it manifested itself in lack of
smiled cynically as he tried to remember some of the brilliant
engagements, and a growing scarcity of
scenes Mr. Klein had described to him, but
money that forced him and his little family
they proved curiously elusive.
He could
from the gorgeousness of an apartment on
only recollect that the name of the play had
Fifty-ninth Street to shabby quarters in secbeen "Ducks and Drakes" and even that
TOY MORAN, heroine
ond-rate theatrical hotels, from one of which
now seemed flat and unprofitable.
*^ of Frederic Arnold
Mrs. Moran was carried to her final resting
He was just lighting his second cigarette
Kummer's brilliant new
place, leaving Joy and her father to face life
when a ponderous man, with a singularly innovel starting in this issue,
alone.
fectious smile, slid into the opposite seat.
is a beautiful young woman
The girl's name was reminiscent of the
.Almost gross in build, he suggested in every
just facing the first struggles
first flush of happiness that Martin Moran
movement an intense dislike for physical exconfronting the aspirant
and his lovely young wife had known, when
ertion, but this dislike did not extend to his
Joy not
success had made the whole world seem a
for stage success.
mind, which v>-as as agile as his body was
only has her own battle to
thing of joy. Now only her name remained
clumsy.
to show that there ever had been such a pe"HeUo, Arthur, old dear," he laughed,
fight but that of her father,
an old actor whose morale
riod, and her father sought life's overtones in
reaching for the menu card, "how goes the
has broken doicn in life's
the stimulation of liquor, and the easy flatgreat .American drama?"
battles.
tery of women. Rather than "degrade his
"Fine." Lloyd ordered another cup of
art," as he grandiloquently expressed it, by
Failure seems to concoffee.
"That second act finish of mine is
playing minor parts, he would starve; no
front Joy
when a mystegetting six or seven calls right along. The
rious offer comes to her to
doubt he would have starved, had it not been
one with Fieldner, you. know, and Vera
for Joy and her efforts.
enter motion pictures in
Grant. Great stuff."
"
She gave her youth, her beauty, her talents
California.
What shall
m. I thought Joy Moran was in that
freely, in order to provide him with at least
she do ?
Little does she
scene."
an echo of the luxuries that had once been
realize that the offer holds
"Oh Joy. of course. She's on. But it's
romance and mystery. You
his; argued, indeed, that she owed him this,
Vera's scene Vera's and mine.
Joy is
will find Mr. Kummer's
well, she lacks exsince he had taught her all she knew. With
splendid, of course, but
growing sadness she watched the slow decay
unfolding of the tale to be
perience."
of an ideal, saw her father become a pitiful
"Nonsense, my boy." The critic gave a
of absorbing interest.
"She knows her technique
figure whose weaknesses she was obliged to
quiet chuckle.
Her father has seen to that.
forgive, whose childishness she was obliged to
backwards.
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No, I shouldn't say lack of experience was Jo> 's trouble, even
though ^he hasn't had the usual drilling in stock."
"Well, if lack of experience isn't her trouble, what is?"
"I haven't said there was any trouble with Joy, have I?
You're the one said that. And it surprised me, too, because
I had an idea you two were very strong for each other."
Lloyd ground the butt of his cigarette in an ash tray.
"We are. At least, I am for Joy. I don't know just how
Thoroughbred
she feels about me. A charming girl, Mac.
And a bully good actress, as you say,
to her fingertips.
Bully good.
But I do
especially in light comedy parts.
think stock work would help her, and it's because I'm so

Nobody
to see her succeed that I say it.
better than you do how badly most of our leading
need training the sort of training you get abroad."

knows

an.xious

—

women

"Rather." JNIcKay laughed silently, his huge body rippling.
"But I never judge American actresses by foreign standards.
Our audiences prefer beauty, \-outh, charm, to technical skill,
She ought to be
nine-tenths of the time. Joy has them all.
that is, if she isn't grabbed otT by the
starring, in five years
.\nd it would mean a
picture people.
She's just the type.

—

lot

more money."

Feeling as he did about
"]\Ioney isn't the whole show."
Joy, Lloyd feared to lose her, in the great world of the screen.
"Joy has ambitions. She wants to become a great actress.
That's why I advise stock"

"TT

all

depends on what you ask from life,"
"Most-women nowadays would give

-i-rupted.

McKay

intertheir eye teeth

—

It means money
to be successful in the movies.
applause
If she had a chance to
fame, of the sort most people want.
get into screen work right. I'll bet she'd jump at it."
"I'm not so sure. Her father hates the pictures like the
He's filled Joy up with the same ideas."
devil does holy water.
m. Martin iMoran hates pictures because he's never

"H —

been a success in them. It makes him sore to see boys half
his age drawing down thousands a week, when he can't get
hundreds. But it strikes me he's the last person in the world to
advise Joy to live for art's sake. She supports him, doesn't she?"
"'\/'ES, confound it.
He hasn't done a lick of work since 'The
A Merry Marriage' closed, and that's been all of two years
'His Royal
ago.
I tried to get him into Webber's show
Highness' last year, but when he found the part -Captain
Jones, it was only paid a hundred a week he wouldn't loo!-:
at it.
Martin's dead, and doesn't know it. I've advised Joy
a dozen times to give him the air, but she won't do it."
"No. Joy isn't that sort. But I imagine she must lead a
I saw him in
dog's life, trjdng to keep the old man straight.
Both of them tight.
here the other night with Morsberger.
Rather pathetic, I thought two old duffers like that trying
to kid each other into believing they're just as good as they
were twenty years ago. And with bum liquor, too. Yes it
must be mighty hard on Joy."
Lloyd rose and paid his bill. "She'd be much
"It is."
He's holding her back
better off if it weren't for her father.
in every way.
But she'll make good, some day if she takes
my advice. So long." He slopped in the lobby of the club
for a few moments, chatting with some friends, then went

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

toward Broadway.
It was almost two o'clock, and the matinee crowds filled the
sidewalks.
Lloyd, conscious of his good looks, smiled with
He
pleasure vv'hen he saw that someone recognized him.
longed for ihe day when everybody would do so when his
features would be as well known as those of Jack Dempsey, or
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jo}' was sitting in her dressing room as Lloyd came along

—

the corridor, chatting with Sammy Klein.
"What are you doing around here today, Sammy?" he asked.
"Telling Joy the plot of that play we wrote last night?"

"Oh

— that.

Some drama

—

what?" he laughed. "We'll get
don't go to London.
But I'm here for
a different reason, today.
Thinking of making some changes
in our second act curtain."
"Better let well enough alone," Lloyd frowned. "Got seven
calls last night."
"Seven. I only counted six. And it ought to be si.xteen.
The material's all there. Only needs to be acted. Look here,
Arthur you talk about letting well enough alone do you
at

it

this

—
—

summer,

if

I

—

know what we did, last week in real money,
"Oh around twelve thousand."
AO

—

I

mean?"

"Twelve thousand nothing. Barely ten. And in this house,
with our overhead, we've got to do ten or better to break
even.
Put that in your pipe and smoke it. Compton says
we've got to do something to put more punch into that curtain, and I guess he's right.
I'm going to work Joy here into
it more.
The audiences like her like her part. She's been
sidetracked a bit, I'm afraid, for the sake of you, and Max
Fieldner, and Vera Grant."
"Vera's part 75 pretty fat," Lloyd said, with a furtive glance
down the corridor. Professional vanity caused him to oppose
the cutting of any of his own
[continued on page 109]
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What

are

Matinee

Idols

made of?
The

secret is herewith revealed, and,

incidentally,
that's to

BuimonT^ovarro' s recipe

earn him a million dollars.

By Herbert Howe

OUR

brawny, nuxatcd he-stars may
title of matinee idol in

scorn the

public, but in the privacy of their

own home-breweries they know

that

without the seal of the matinee-maid they'd
be back with the plough, the cuspidors or the
notions.
It's the woman who pays and pays and
pays for the upkeep of the Hollywood beaux.
The hand that shakes the chatelaine rules
the screen.
She may not count for much at the polls,
but at the boxofhce her two-bit ballot controls the situation, making and unmaking
stars.

An actor distasteful tc women has about as much
chance of winning popularity as an alley cat on Pola

appears
with
Alice

Terry

"Where

the

Pavement
Ends,"
photographed
in Florida

Negri's "set."
It is erroneous to suppose, however, that because the
ladies like a man it follows tie's a powder nose.
Don't confuse the man with his stellar shade.
If
\'alentino lived up to his screen reputation he'd have Don
Juan looking like a pilgrim father. Having known the
signor's record for several years, I can testify that he, not
Juan, is the pilgrim boy so far as trifling with hearts is
concerned.
It's the innocent little Charlie Chaplin who seems to be
the real rascal. Such are the paradoxes of the screen.
While men admire the work of the screen Valentino, we
must in all justice render credit to the ladies for having
established him where he is today.
Consider also the electoral constituents of such hearties
as Meighan, Moreno, Lytell and O'Brien
yea, even the

—

husky

Bill

Hart and Robin Hood D&ug, to say nothing of

such past masters as Bushman, Williams, Costello,
Kerrigan and Wilbur.
What power do these heroes possess to distinguish them
from the rest of us miserable males?
Since Ramon Novarro is the latest to win queenly favor
and the attendant royal swag, I sought from him the
secret, hoping to tip off some fellow man, who, like myself,
may have a heart of gold that he hasn't been able to cash.
"I believe in Dr. Coue," said Ramon.

And

still I

He may

didn't

know

the half of

be getting better

[

it.

continued on page 104
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An
Old

Epic of

New England

town
New
THE wholeappearance
John
of

Bedford, Massachusetts,

made

a screen
in
Pell's "Down to the Sea
When the Elmer Clifton company went up
in Ships."
there on location, the conservative townspeople turned out,
rolled up their sleeves, and pitched in to help make a motion picture portraying the picturesque old whaling days.
The scenes you'll see are authentic, for they were filmed on
the spot.
For extras, the director called upon representatives of the oldest and staidest families.
The Quaker
meeting house, a century old, was one of the "sets." And
so the spirit of old New England was caught by the camera.

In

Mar-

the oval picture,

guerite Courtot, heroine of
"Down to the Sea in

Ships," examines the wedding gowns worn by Miss
Sarah Frank Allen and
Mrs. Cliarles R. Price.

The gowns are 120 and 125
years old respectively.
rectly

above,

the

square-rigger, ''Charles

Morgan," 7nakes a film
but at the age

To

the left

—a

the photoplay.

being overturned by an indignant whale. Not only
one, but nine whales were
harpooned in the course of
Real thrilh
the cruise.
the whalers are all descendants of the whaling k-ings
That's
of former days.

—

about

to

W.

deof ninety

scene from
The boat is

Raymond McKee,

Di-

stalwart

actor,

leap overboard

The Great Will Hays Troupe
in

its

stupendous and death- defying feature of the great 1923 motion picture circus
I^3

Chic Styles from the Fashion Centers

Sand

colored

as

worn by

An old world
salome velvet.
a simplicity that is almost
medieval silhouette, fluted bind-

soTphistization aiui
deceptive.

A

ings of self material, and a full skirt that is
slightly shorter in the front. Only slim, graceful

youth could wear this frock. In other words
Bebe Daniels!

One

gowns
—whose
Bigne—
dree de

that

of the

real

fayette

la

Andree La-

name

is

An-

will bring with

her from Paris. Andree is Richard
Walton Tully's new film discovery; she

tvill

play the coveted

title

role in his production of "Trilby."

She has a

distinctive clothes taste

—as proved by

the daringly inno-

cent lines of this

black

afternoon

geranium and
dress.

From

Madelienc and Madeliene

—

Something of the Puritan
1923 model is in this black

—

satin frock with its softly
ercd, long skirt

and

its

gatlir-

demure

and tab of embroidered
The ribbon that forms
belt and keeps the tab in

collar

batiste.

the

place, is of double faced satin,

and

is quite

narrow

—

Bebe Daniels, Andree Lafayette and Hedda Hopper

r/ie Zo<es< in brides, from "Glimpses of
Moon," which Allan Dwan is making from

the
the

novel hy Edith Wharton.

Bebe Daniels is as
slender and glimmering as a moon-lady, herself!

Soft white satin, tulle, orange blossoms
following an early emjnre outline.

and pearls

—

Notice especially the wee puffed sleeves

Hedda Hopper in a wraparound coat designed for early
spring

wear.

Of

dark,

soft

draped slightly on the
left hip and fastened with one
odd, carved button.
The embroidery is very heavy and
matches, in tone, the narrow
cloth,

ribbons

that

trim

mushroom

Another of
ette frocks.

webby dress

the

—

A

the

small

hat

Andree Lafaydelicate,

created by

cob-

Jenny

from white georgette crepe which
falls,

over

in classic Greek lines,
a foundation of ivory

The edges are embroid-

satin.

ered in tiny crystal beads, the

hemline

and

—

is

decidedly uneven,

there is only one sleeve!

4S

The

Spring Gowns, from Paris and

Hedda Hoppers
chincJdlln fur

and
and

cloth that

metallic.

New York via

gown
— a gossamer
tea

manages
With long

bits of

Again from "Glimpses of the Moon." hi
a gown so long that one is scarcely permitted a glimpse of the famous Daniels
feet.

Mist-like gray chiffon, voith bands

of chinchilla finishing the short, tight
sleeves, the underskirt and the curious
neckline.
Purple ribbon, falling from
the waist, gives

a striking color note

touched with
thing of chiffon
to be both clinging

Andree Lafayette

is

tas.sels

and

exotic

embroidery

likes

very

much

—

this

deep
dinner dress of shaded chiffon
rose at the hem slowly fading into faint
Accordion pleated,
pink at the neck.
from top to bottom, edged bypearh, belted
A Reine model
with a sash of silver.

the Photoplay, sound note of classic simplicity

Turquoise blue

velvet tea

gown,

draped
a cluster

the

skirt fastened at the left side with

of hand-made silk flowers mounted
silver lace.
Bands of chinchilla fur

Daniels' favorite

—are

upon

—Miss

the only

trimmings

Hedda Hopper's evening
dress is made of heavy
crepe satin, exquisitely

draped and with only a

pearl ornament

—

to

match her lustrous rope

—

for trimming.
Brocaded slippers and

of pearls

very sheer stockings finish the picture.

Made-

The sports hat? It is
and intriguing
and athrill with spring.
Felt and feathers and an

leine Vionnet, is of while crepe de chine

indescribable air of chic

saucy
Paris incarnate.

The keynote of Andree

Lafayette's every gown.

This, by

embroidered in silver.
With a pointed
hemline, a train, and a garland of large,
flat roses banding the hips
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Close-ups and Long Shots
OUR WHITE HOPE

We take a

personpresenting
Malcolm McGregor as the stellar best
bet of the month.
He's our chief white hope
against the oncoming horde of dark Latins.
He's from Yale, an athlete and a native son,
one of whom our hardy forbears could have been
proud. When work for the day has ended he
doesn't rush off to a tango tea but gathers a few
ally

patriotic

:

pleasure

in

Herbert Howe
Decorations by JOHN HELD,

—

By

Jr.

Madonna," by Robert W. Service And made
me think of The Young King in the Fair>tale
How we played games on the floor— .\nd
what a good loser you were When I won
"Around The World With Nelly BIy."
Then I got that letter in Rome In which

—

—

—

—

GANGWAY!

about him and recites "The Lady Lil,"
"Don't Look At Me That Way, Stranger," and
other homely ballads of our heath. And can he
fight? Say, he don't do nothing but.
It isn't
faithful

For Knock 'Em Dead McGregor
On His Way To Stardom.

just ordinary screen fighting, either. He's sore.
feel he doesn't like actors and he's out to

After a juicy day's slaughter we picture
him retiring to the shade of a palm tree, there •
to pray for the next day's massacre, like Washington at Valley Forge. His coat-of-arms, the
skull and cross-bones; his breakfast food, raw
eggs and rye; his prayer, "Oh Lord, make me a
killer, make me a great killer, make me to clean
up Hollywood, single-handed and alone."
kill.

Mr. Malcolm McGregor

—

—

—

—

—

—

Our "Find" of the Month

You

you said you liked the story I wrote about you
And thought it fine And I couldn't have
felt better if I'd gone up the Sacred Stairs on
my knees That's how I feel about endorsement from you It made me forget about all
the thanks I never got from others Yours Is
enough Because no other could be so sincere
Or more intelligent.
Now you're a millionaire And I'm writing
this to say I'm glad
Never mind what they
say about your earning more than the

—

—

—

President Maybe they don't know that
you're a Young King Worth more than all
the old kings who ever lived And, Jackie If
ever you feel you can afford to accept the
presidency Why, here's my vote

—

—

—

—

most sincerely yours

—H. H.

Considering the way he
mopped up
villain in

the screen with the

"Broken Chains" and

beat up a boatload of assorted
actors in "All the Brothers Were
Valiant," this boy
Volcanoes:

The most

beautiful spectacles

we saw

in all Europe were Mt. Etna and Pola
Etna w-as inactive. I suppose some
Negri.
people can't get it through their airdomes why
she isn't always that way, just as some of the
Hollywood nuggets can't understand why Pola
Negri has temperament. Every great actress
who ever lived has had temperament. If the
divine fire could be quenched she would be no
greater than any of our soda-watered specialities.
Mt. Etna wouldn't be the most glorious,
fire-plumed mountain on this earth if she had
the nature of a Kansas sand dune.

Making Mary Mad: When Ernst Lubitsch
saw the 'script of "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall," which Mary Pickford engaged him to
direct, he is said to have groaned and made
Despite Mother Pickford's admoniconfetti.
tion that it's bad policy, Mary insists upon
telling what Ernst said to Doug. "I've got to
her the truth," cried Ernst, "will she get
mad from me?" Mary's fury was manifested
by accepting Ernst's suggestion to do "Faust"
and her proclamation that she intended to
forget everything she had ever done or learned.
It looks as though the day had arrived when
little Mary will enter upon the greater things
of which we have always believed her capable.
tell

is

out to clean

up Hollywood single-handed.
So Here's Bottoms Up To
Man-Eating Mac!

doesn't feel that way. "They put me out of
the hotel because I didn't wear stockings,"
complains Nita, "I never wear stockings!"
And no smart-aleck small-town hotel proprietor can bully Nita Doolej'!
She went
barelegged when she was the Dooley kid and
she goes barelegged when she's the Naldi star,
and no one better be after trying to make a
They do be telling that when
swell of her.
Nita left Miami, Florida, where she went on
"location," she waved one of the stockingless
members out of the car window at the natives.
Six Miami matrons swooned and ten leading
elders swallowed their chewing tobacco. "It's
a lie!" says Nita. "Long may she wave!"
says we.

clean

said

Jf8

is

a declaration of

The public says: "We like Harold
Lloyd pictures," not Associated E.xhibitors
poor.

Pictures.
If the picture is poor, the public
says, "Harold Lloyd is slipping,'' not Associated Exhibitors. The same is true of Thomas
Meighan pictures, Marj- Pickford pictures and
In the
every other star-featuring picture.
past producers have tried to kill the star

his

bow and arrow

—

he'll fix

A Hollywood Cavalier: V\'e doff the sombrero to Jesse L. Lasky this month for signing
Antonio JNIoreno to a five jear contract.
Here's an actor, a gentleman and a lightningflashing personality. For all his long entombment in serials we recall the vi\-id figure he cut
with Edith Storey in "The Isle of Regeneration," and it was the same vivid, eye-blazing

I alius liked
it

It

independence, we take it. And high
time. For it is the star, not the producer, who
is blamed when a picture bearing his name is
stellar

Robin Rood and

Dear Jackie: I'm recalling the afternoon I
spent at your house
More than a year ago
How you danced the Chicago for me .And

Hollyw-ood, but they decided to
up and so I had to go." Nita Naldi

best efforts to the screen.

the sparrow czars.

—

Long may she wave! There are those who
Hollywood and those who don't. Will
Rogers says, "It's a darned nice little town.

Link Red Robin Hood: Doug Fairbanks is
quoted as saying "Will Flays has nothing
whatever to do with the art or morals of the
motion picture industry. He is simply the
hired intermediary or 'fixer.' "
Not only has
Robin Hood turned "red" and defied the Czar
but he has organized a little group of Bolsheviki, consisting of Marj'. Pola. Charlie Chaplin
and Harold Lloyd. Their purpose is to fight
for their independence in making and marketing their pictures.
No taxation without
representation. They will fight the program
system that keeps players from devoting their

system, but have only succeeded in killing
Now it is the stars' turn to kill the
stars.
producers' system. Just leave it to little red

Spaniard who reappeared in "My American
Wife." In all our Hollywood years we have
never known a more genuine cavalier. In plain
old-fashioned American a Man of Honor.
That's Tony Moreno.
like

his direction.

:

Out of the Water into the Ark: Our critic
remarked not long ago that a spiritual change
had come over Cecil B. de Mille. We'll say so
after viewing the "stills" of "Adam's Rib."
Cecil used to feature bathing beauties and now
he's chasing dinosaurs.

Always a Lady: Penrhyn Stanlaws,
beauty of his former star, Betty
Compson, says that she is "muscle-bound."
But that's nothing to what she could say about
Betty's

criticizing the

—

you didn't

like it

—

— How you recited "My

Giddyap Ben: There isn't a juvenile whose
heart hasn't yearned for the part of Ben Hur,
the world-famous chariot jockey. We favored
Ramon Novarro after seeing the pictures he
had taken of himself dressed up in the family
towel furiously driving the kitchen chair. But
for form and speed they'll all have to go some
to outstrip the original Ben Hur of the screen
JMiss Betty Blythe-Sheba.
[continued on P.\GE 121
]
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ONCE

latest portrait

of

Mr, and Mrs. Rodoliih Valentino

Life Story

HOLLYWOOD

again I was in a

new

new world

By Rodolph
In this Chapter

For Hollywood is a little world in itself.
No matter what reputation you
may bring with you as an actor or dancer
or author you must start over again and
prove yourself. That is why so many
celebrities of the theater and of literature
have failed in the studio world, not

everyone must wage who wants
to break into pictures.

realizing that they must learn new things
and fight a new fight.
However, I had one asset which I did

His amusixg expeeience with
medieval armor that made him
"rattle like an old decayed

facing a

battle.

not have when I started my adventures
in New York.
I had at least one valuable friend.
Norman Kerry not only
provided me with funds which I needed
so badly but he introduced me to every
one of importance in the studios.
Although I had been widely advertised
in New York as a dancer and had received
twenty-five dollars an hour for teaching
the dance, I was utterly unknown in
Hollywood. I was just a beginner like
thousands of others. Don't think that
people exclaimed upon meeting me,
"Here is a wonderful find!" No one
hailed me for photographic qualities,

Valentixo before the Gates of
Hollywood tells how he welcomed his first job as "e.xtra"
at five a day.

How

HE fought the

fight that

Ford."

His lo\'e-at-first-sight, romantic proposal and hasty
marriage to Jean Acker.

The turning point

of

his

when he played "The
Four Horsemen" and met
Natacha Rambova.
His COURTSHIP and "the slowgrowing sympathy of understanding out of which came
luck,

real,

enduring love."

His plans

for the future.

Valentino

personality or for anything else.
do introductions mean
much.
Every director and ofiicial and star in
Hollywood meet innumerable people
every month who cherish a hope of
breaking into the picture business. Even
if an aspirant seems to have certain qualities suitable for the work, it isn't easy
for

Nor

I'm
to find an opportunity for him.
positive that hundreds of wonderful bets
are turned away from the studio gates
with failure in their hearts. I sincerely
sympathize with a beginner.
I know
that among them there have been fellows
quite as capable as ever I was. Perhaps
they didn't have my luck, or perhaps
they lacked the tenacity that is more
essential than talent.
I
jVIy tenacity was bred of necessity.
was determined never to return to dancing.
But I had to at times in order
to earn a temporary livehhood. Not that
I sincerely
I felt I was above the work.

—

—

admire such artists as Nijinsky and
Mordkin. But I did not feel I had their
talents, nor did I have any real ambition
to follow in their paths.

U9

tempt. But so often the real
despair comes after you make
a start.
Hope bounds up
quickly. You feel so sure that
everything has started that
it is difficult to understand
your inability to get work
afterward.
After working in"Alimony"
I thought surely I could get

work

as an "extra" at least.

Riidy met Jean Aclcer at
Pauline Frederick' s home. He
proposed to her in the screen

manner while out horseback riding one sunny afterhero

noon

May Allison in "The
May was a guest at
Cheater."
the Valentino- Acker wedding, and
the first to congratulate Rodolph at
With

the time of his

engagement

have wanted to be
Perhaps it was not an

Always

I

an actor.

active desire, for I scarcely considered that I had any ability.
It amused me to read the other
day that I have such superb
That is one
self-confidence.
thing that I have lacked, one

thing which I think essential and
I admire in any person.
Emmet Flj'nu was the first
director to see anything in me.
first job
He was very kind.
was as "extra" in a picture he

But I tramped from studio to
studio without finding a thing.
The casting directors were just
as indifferent as they had been
The fact that I
at the outset.
had done a few days' work and
had been considered favorably

which

My

directed called "Alimony,"
starring Josephine Whittel, then
the wife of Robert Warwick. I

by I\Ir. Flynn, Mr. Talbot and
Mr. Kerr>% meant nothing to

received five dollars a day, like
the other "extras."
By the way, it was while
working in that picture that I

met another "extra" who was

Even if it had, they
them.
might not have had anything to
At that time my type
offer.
was looked upon as belonging

to

to the

win success simultaneously with
me. Her name was Alice Taft'e.
She was the same girl whose
talents

you discovered

Horsemen"

Four

in

— Miss

I

Alice

the

fit

pensive,

I

decided

to

will get the part."

thanked him, but
thought nothing more

Rodolph as

about

of

the romantic Julio

After getting work with

"The Four Horsemen." It
was in this costume that he

I was very
was the first

danced his first dance icith
Natacha Rambova in Holly-

hopeful.

It

break after a long

50

at-

take

a

small apartment at Grand
avenue and Fifth street.
About that time Baron Long

I

Mr. Flynn

so

I did

impose on the generosity of Norman. Realizing it was silly to
stay any longer at the .Alexandria hotel, which was very ex-

author of "Alimony." One day
Norman Kerry introduced me
to him. He hadn't noticed me
among the "extras," but upon
meeting me he said, "You are a
great type for a story I have in
mind, and if I ever do get it pro-

it.

was

class for

Terry.

duced you

class.

into the ordinary "extra"
American scenes. Thus
I had a greater handicap than
most beginners.
.\11 this time I was forced to

not

"The

Hayden Talbot was

"hea%y"

unmistakably foreign that

wood

—
-

opened the Watts tavern, a road
house near Los Angeles. He offered me thirty-five dollars a week
to dance there. As my apartment
cost only eight dollars a week, I
figured that I could pay my rent
and board and wear a clean collar
now and then. So I took it. I also
thought that I might attract the
attention of some director, for the
film people were the chief patrons
partner was
of the place.

My

Marjorie Tain, who is now working in Christie comedies, I believe.
Nothing came of the engagement except that I met some very
fine people from Pasadena who
suggested that I try for an engagement dancing at the Hotel Mary-

When Valentino played
"A Rogue's Romance,"
great actor.

Valentino once grew
a moustache in order
to

look like

Kerry,

Norman

who was

demand by
ducers.

versal

Norman

in

all pro-

Now

Uni-

announces
as

Valen-

tino's successor

most exclusive hotels in Pasadena. By that
Tavern had begun to attract an undesirable
crowd, and I was disgusted with the place. The Maryland
engaged me to dance with Katherine Phelps. Our first exhibition was on Thanksgiving day, when we were received very
nicely. A few days later the proprietor, Mr. Leonard, returned
from the East and offered
me a permanent engagement. But the terms were

land, one of the
time, the Watts

a "bit" as an Apache with Earle Williams in
Director James Young predicted he would be a

Encouraging words

"Certainly,"
at last

was

that

meant a

I said, greatly elated-in the

—

Again

came

walking down to the Alexandria, I metEmmetFlynn.
He grabbed me by the
"
arm.
God, I've
been trying to get hold of

Emmet Flynn
He
rescue.
to offer me an

my

to

hesitated

"extra" part after I had
played a lead; however, he

My

finally

ventured the

question:

"Will you play an Italbowery tough in my
picture?" he asked.
"I will play anything,"

said.

"Do you remember

that
story Hayden Talbot said
he was going to write? "
I said,

—

started.

and I walked out.
That very day, as I was

week," he

thought that here

The part was really the outstanding one of the picture, and I
thought surely I would attract enough attention to win me some
offers.
But just my luck there was a fight over the negative
after its completion.
The camera men hadn't received their
It was
salaries, and as a result they had tied up the picture.
released only recently and advertised: Rodolph Valentino in
"The Married Virgin."
So I starred in my first part. Of course, there was no
intention of conferring such honors upon me when the picture
was made.
It only came about because of the prominence I attained
during the interim.
After completing that picture there was another lapse of
Such are the
several weeks during which I could get nothing.
vicissitudes of a movie career.
You may play a leading role
several leading roles
and then suddenly find
yourself back where you

cept,

for a

Rudy

my big chance.

such that I couldn't ac-

you

lot to

ian

"Yes."

I said, delighted to get the

"Well, he has done it,
and he is going to produce
it.
Go over and see Mr.
Maxwell, the supervisor
of production."
The part proved to be
that of a "heavy"
an

seven-fifty a day.

Italian count, and I suited
the type in appearance.

forget.

Incidentally, Emmet
kept me on the payroll for
the entire production,
even though I didn't
work every daj'. Such are

—

"Will you play
fiity

a

it

for

week?" Mr. Max-

well asked.

the things a fellow doesn't

With Carmel Myers in "All Night," Valentino earned $150 a week
and the high praise of Director Paul Powell.
"He was the first," says
Rudy, "to say, 'Stick to it and you'll make a name for yourself "

From bowery tough I
suddenly became a prince
charming of the middle
ages!

51

—
This sudden transition came about through Mae Murray
and her husband, Bob Leonard. They had known me in
New York. One day as I passed through their "set," I called
"hello" to Bob.
call offering

me

When

reached home I received a telephone
the role of leading man in "The Big Little
I

Person" with Mae.
It seems they had been looking all around for a man who
suited the part, and I had just happened to walk on to the
scene at the right moment.

movie

of

After

luck

all,

is

the chief director

destinies.

In one scene I was to appear in armor on a white charger.
All I could find in the way of armor where they sent me

was some awful, thin-plated
I have alwaj's been a crank
about details, and naturally

stuff

I

considered impossible.

I couldn't see the imitation

the son of a contractor, and, faith,

Calhoun.

The

What an Irishman

me name was Jimm^

made!

following picture offered nothing for me.

The hero

was a young American woodsman. It seems I could play
Irishmen but not Americans. Ralph Graves, had just won
a beauty and brains contest somewhere, so he got the part.
While he couldn't see me in this part. Bob Leonard liked me
and had approved of my work in the other two pictures. He
is a wonderful fellow, and I was crazy to stay with him.
When
I found it impossible, I asked him to give me a recommendation, which he did.
Thus I met Paul Powell, who was to direct Carmel Myers
in "A Society Sensation. "
He was very nice. " Go and have
a talk with the manager,"
he said, "And tell him I
said you were the man for

armor. I went over to
another costumer's and
found a beautiful suit. But
it Was for a man of about

the part."
I landed the part and a
salary of SI 25 a week. Paul
Powell liked me. He was
the first one to say, "Stick
to it and you will make a

feet-two with a fortyeight chest,
However, I
figured that by squeezing
the plates and wearing a
six

cape over the back

I

name for yourself some
day."
It was wonderful
encouragement that I never

it

wouldn't look so badly. I
telephoned Universal telling

forgot.

them that

for I

Perhaps I was too elated,
went out and bought
a S750 Mercer, for which I
agreed to pay a hundred
down and fifty a month. It
cost me about twice that
much to keep it in repair,
so finally wfien it was taken
away from me because I
hadn't kept up my payments I bade it a fond fare-

the other suits
were terrible, but that for
an extra fifteen dollars a
week I could get the real
stuff.
They refused to pay
the additional fifteen.
"All right," I said mag"I'll pay it."
Another illustration of my
woeful lack of economic
sense paying fifteen a week
out of my hundred just to
give a little more realism to

nificently.

—

well.

Paul liked me so much in
Society Sensation" that
he engaged me for his next
production, "All Xight."
He also was instrumental in
getting me a raise to $150 a
week.

"A

the picture.

With much difficulty I
managed to harness on the
trappings and set out for
location, rattling like an old
decayed Ford. I had told
the assistant director to get
a big strong horse because I
weighed as much as a whole
And of course
steel plant.
the part called for a pranc-

I had finished this picture
and was looking around for

ing milk-white charger such
as a knight would ride.
When the time came for

another chance when the
epidemic of Spanish "flu"
broke out. .\11 the studios
were shut down, and there
wasn't a ghost of a chance
of getting am'thing.
So I
went to San Francisco to

me

to mount they led forward the steed. Of all the

\asit

shrivelled, pitiful spectacles
of horse flesh I ever saw that
old mare was the prize! She
fairly collapsed at the sight

the disease. I had to go to
bed, but I didn't call a
doctor or take medicine. I
don't believe much in medicine. When I finally recovered, I found that I had lost

of

me, but

on

I

managed

.

some friends, f pon
my return I came down with

to get

to her with the assistance of about six property
men. I was as unwieldy as

In order

to -play

an option on

Swancompany

in "Beyond the Rocks" with Gloria

son, at a thousand a week, Valentino gave the

his services that led to the fatal contract which

thirty pounds.
At that time I was li\ang
in Morgan Place in Holly-

now keeps him from the screen
an old kitchen range. The
wood, directly opposite
stirrups were not wide
enough for the square toes
Wally Reid's home. Wally
and I used to have hot battles. He declared that the cut-out
of my medieval costume, and so I had to thrust my feet in
My helmet pressed horribly of my car woke him up every Sunday morning, and I claimed
side-ways, then turn them.
that his. darned saxophone kept me from going to sleep.
Our
against my temples, and the steel plates seemed to be carving
argument developed into a neighborhood joke.
up my anatomy. Finally, after great struggle, I was seated,
When I had regained my strength after a careful diet of
a staff was placed in my hand and a sword at my side. The
boiled fruits and broth, I started making the rounds of the
cameras were ready to shoot, when suddenly the sun, thinking
studios.
Not a chance did I have for coming back as a leading
it all a huge joke, disappeared and left me sitting on the horse
When at length there was enough light for man. In desperation I offered to take anything that would
for three hours.
photographing, the scene was taken in about ten minutes.
pay me enough to live.
Finally Earle Williams oft'ered me a "bit" doing an Apache
After the horse and I had been disentangled, I sprawled on to
dance in "The Rogue's Romance." Earle and his wife had
the ground, absolutely overcome by the heat, my body a mass
always been very nice to me and we became great friends.
of marks and bruises.
I don't know what became of the poor
horse, but I daresay they had to carry it home.
James Young, who directed Williams, was also fine to me,
He let me stage the dance just as I wanted
in fact wonderful.
For the next picture, "The Delicious Little Devil," starring
and pick the close-ups I considered best. When he was
Mae, I again had the leading role. I was cast as an Irishman,

52

On

"location"

making up

for "The Sheik," which
brought Valentino into full

vogue and earned, it is said,
The
three million dollars.
star was then earning $500

a week

through with mc he said,
"Valentino, you ought to
be a great actor some day
y o u have a lot of

—

ability."

him

I told

I

hoped some

other people would sec it.
They didn't for a long
time, but, somehow, those

few words would bob up
my mind every time I
was turned down, and I
would say, "I must have

in

Young
who knows

the stuff, for Mr.
is

an

ability

My

[

artist

when he

sees it."

engagement
CONTINUED ON PAGE 96
next

]

The

title

might refer

"Beyond

the

Rocks"

Rodolph's progression, for after completing it he was
to

sailing

swiftly into the greatest
public favor ever bestowed upon

a star

As El Gallardo in "Blood
and Sand," Valentino
again proved to the world
that he is a subtle artist, a
glowing character colorist

xu4
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'

By

A
of

Terry

rare snap-shot
J. Stuart

Blackton and his
family, including

and
son,"B vster.

his first vnfe

Ramsaye

his

'

Snapped at the
old Brighton

Baths, near
Coney Island

The Romantic History
CHAPTER

XIII

There was a tense atmosphere that had nothing to do
with the weather.
Employees were inclined to draw together and talk in low

day.

a sultry clay in the blazing mid-summer of 1907. The
of the old brown stone mansion at 11 East 14th
street
to their widest to catch a breath of any
breeze that might stir across New York. On the west was
dignified Fifth avenue and on the east was the tawdry sunbaked greenery of Union Square.
Down in the street there rose a medley of noises, the clanging
of the cars, the shouting of the newsboys, the clatter of the
horse cabs, the honk honk of the bulb horns of the occasional
horseless carriages, and over it all the ceaseless grinding of the
phonographs, the ballyhoos for the peep show arcades, the
palmists' parlors and the nickelodeon picture shows.
There
were snatches of "Somebody's

was

ITwindowswere open

Sweetheart," "Dearie,
Dearie,"

tones.

Maybe

There was a lot of conjecture, speculation, uncertainty.
there was a shake-up coming. There were rumors of

all sorts.

A stocky, squarely built, determined looking man with extraordinarily alert eyes was being shown about the establishment.
Wherever he went eyes that tried to look casual were following
him. He was saying nothing, with his cigar tightly gripped in
the corner of his mouth, seeing everj-thing about him the while.
Up on the stage "Old Man" McCutcheon was directing in
the greenish corpselight glow of the mercury vapor tubes. Some
sort of an inconsequential Biograph comedy was in progress
and no one felt especially funny.

My

It

"Tammany," and "I

Wonder Who

Is

Kissing

Her

Now?"

All hits of the year.
Inside at Number 11 something of a hush had fallen on the
activities of the busy establishment, the studio of the Ameri-

can Biograph Company.
In the reception room the
seats were lined with types, the
waiting "extras."
There were
dejected old men with beards,
smart alek young men with very
high collars, women fat and
women lean, girls dark and girls
blonde, the flappers of

'07.

They called them broilers
They wore high pompathen.
dours supported on "rats" and
dresses

of

summery organdy

with skirts that discreetly
reached

to

their

shoetops

at

least.

This Chapter Tells of
J

KENNEDY,

a consulting engineer and busiJ.
ness expert from Wall Street, who went up to
Biograph and took a hand in a "fifteen million
dollar poker game" that decided the destiny of
the motion picture industry.

GEORGE KLEINE

of Chicago, who started a
peace maker dinners at the Republican
Club in New York that helped to turn a devastating film war into a golden armistice.
series of

MARY

FULLER, who

went to Mtagraph to play
"The Ugly Duckling" in
Belasco play to be put into motion

in a screen version of

1907, the first
pictures.

ARTHUR JOHNSON,
Broadway by D. W.

who was run down on
who wanted him

Grifiith,

for a role in his first screen effort as a director

at Biograph.

LINDA ARVIDSON, who

was not even suspected
acquainted with her husband, D. W.
Grifiith
a studio secret of the days when she
started playing in pictures.

of being

It

was a rather unprofitable

day

for the extras, sitting there

in impatience for their chance at
a try in the pictures and a check
for three dollars.

The

studio was not deeply interested in making pictures that

—

EVA TANGUAY
appeared

in

BLANCHE RING,

and

who

song hits and dance acts of the

talking pictures of
at the
studio at the old Dalv's Theater.
'08,

Copyriijliti 1923,
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was whispered behind hands
bank downtown'" had

that "the

Cameraphone

by Terry Ramsaye

about decided to shut down the
Biograph and that this stranger
was the man the bankers had
sent up to do it. It was opined
that things were getting no better fast in the lawsuits with
Edison, and, besides, nobody
could tell how long this picture
craze would last anyway.
Some of the actors were wondering that day if they would
soon be thrown back to the stage
only to find themselves pariahs
and outcasts with the stigma of

upon them. Some of them
wondered how it would be to be
back at the lace counter or driving the ice wagon.
There was Eddie Dillon, for
instance, who had listened vdth
film

reluctance to the siren song of
the cinema from the lips of Wal-

McCutcheon. Jr., when their
engagement in "The Rangers"
closed up at Wallack's. " WaUy"
was going down to Biograph to
work with his father and took

lace

Dillon along.
had said not a

To be

sure, they

word about

it

to

A

remarkable

scene from an
early Biograph
photoplay,

"The

Drunkard's
Ref ormation,"
with Arthur
J ohnson and
Linda Arvidson,
{afterwards Mrs.

D. W.
I

Griffith,)

as principals

of the

Motion Picture

Dustin Farnum when the show closed and they left. It was
still a secret and they might slip back to Broadway and the
if they wanted to.
was not a cheerful season anyway. It was the '07 year
of the panic and unemployment, remember.
Broadway was
full of "resting" actors who had straggled in from stranded
road companies. The Dramatic Mirror, the Clipper and Billboard were filled with "At Liberty" advertisements, and many
of them were published on credit.
So 1 1 East Fourteenth street was agog with whispered wonderings as the visiting stranger went his rounds of inspection.
The whispers ran from the front office where Herman Breunner
paid off the daily tickets, back to the storerooms where young
Bobby Harron presided over the "props" and "flats" of

legitimate
It

painted scenery.
a bit new. Only a
few weeks before the priest and
pastor of Bobby's parish had led
him with his friend Jimm}' Smith
down to Biograph to help them
get a job.
It was a day when the air was
filled with things that had not
yet happened. Anything might

happen.
descriptions

of

earth-

quakes and volcanic eruptions
from Vesuvius to Krakatao have
always dwelt with sensational
uniformity on the weather of the
day before. The day is always
still.
The sky is unclouded but
dulled.
The sun is copper colored all day and goes down a
ball of molten, metallic, menacing red.

If

the conditions are

orthodox there is a slight
sulphurous smell in the air.

strictly

Without consulting the
this

summer

New York

in '07, it

weather report for
afternoon in

All bankers

visit

Bobby was

All

Company.

It is a certainty that they were solemn.
were solemn in '07. That was the year when they
said "stringency" in Wall Street with the same sort of euphemism that they still say "The Fire" in San Francisco.
After the meeting at the bank, where the debts of the Biograph and its failure to meet interest obligations came up for a
decision, there was the formality of another meeting uptown at
the motion picture concern's offices. The transfer book noted
the sale of four shares of stock of the American Biograph Company, par value $100, market value, if any, about $20 a share,
to J. J. Kennedy. Thereupon J. J. Kennedy was unanimously
elected president of the company, as duly inscribed in the
minute book of the company.
That was the reason for the rumors and whispers and the

pire Trust

safe to assume that there was
at least a red sunset on the motion picture horizon that night.

is

There had been a meeting of
solemn bankers down at the Em-

to

the studio in the old

brownstonein Fourteenth street.
A great deal of history had already gone under that doorway.
In

its

first

magnificence

the

brownstone had been the residence of Martin Van Buren.
Passing through various commercial phases with the years it
had been also the home of the
Knabe piano. Now it was the
abode of Biograph, in the whirl
of the mad chaos of the films
that were trying to become a
business and an art.
Jeremiah J. Kennedy, the visiting newcomer, was from 52
Broadway.
The sign on the
door down there in neat and
technically crisp gold letters
would have informed a curious
inquirer that J. J. Kennedy was
But
a consulting engineer.
neither the door nor any person
inside of that door would have
given any inquirer any further

—

Jeremiah J. Kennedy the only
existing portrait of a real pioneer
of the film industry, whose history
is linked with old Biograph
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information, whatsoever, at
any time whatsoever. That
is the kind of an office it was

—and

Kennedy was not exactly
pleased at having his plans
interrupted by any such piffling thing as the motion picture.
He demurred and the

is.

Something

of the

measure

Kennedy must be

of this

tak-

bankers insisted.
Jeremiah J. had a reputation in banking quarters for
being a remarkably fast mopper-up and straightener oat
of business jumbles.
It was
not many years before that
he had distinguished himself
in the conduct of one of the
Gould enterprises by a house
cleaning that reverberated in

en if one is to try to understand what was about to happen in the realm of motion
pictures.
Turning back the
years to somewhere about the
time that Edison and Dickson were busy with the mysof

teries

"Room

Five" at

West Orange, trying to make
pictures that moved, young
Jeremiah J. Kennedy was a
rodman with a surveying
crew on the Norfolk

&

the gossip of the Street all the
way from Trinity churchyard
to the East River docks. In
this operation Kennedy
started by firing the elegant

West-

ern railway. He came from
Philadelphia and the odds
are excellent that he was not
of Quaker descent.

YOUNG

and distinguished general
counsel of the corporation, in
the face of the financial, legal
and social influences that had

KENNEDY'S

startwasholdinguptherod
with the red and white target on
it while the surveyor sighted
through the transit and made
records in a field notebook.

made him an ornamental incubus on the concern. The
directors

Jerry Kennedy then.
Engineering led him on and

He made his way and
own out on the raw

held his

edge of things,

in construc-

tion camps and the like,
where muckers and hard rock
men moil. It was the life of
the rapid, rough and ready,
flannel shirts, chewing tobacco and dynamite. The 3'oung
engineer could talk to a gang
boss in language as unmistakable as the law and twice
as fast. Also he could punc-

tuate
both.

— with

either hand, or

A young engineer out on
the works always eventually
learns that even in a white
collar and puttees he is not
the real master of affairs.
There

is

vetoed

the

About five sets of General
Arthurs and two VanDykes
quivered with indignation.

An

unusual study of the three founders of the Vitagraph company, Messrs. Rock, Blackton and Smith

"Mr. Kennedy, what do
you think this board of directors is for!" they demanded.

"The board of directors of
this corporation exists for the
purpose of approving what I
do after I have done it."

In Griffith's Shoes
David W. Griffith, then an

unknown

actor,
spoiled a pair of shoes making a Biograph picture. He was demanding settlement in the sum
of five dollars.
"No!" McCutcheon, the director, roared,
"Those shoes were never worth five dollars what
the hell would an actor be doing with a five dollar
"
pair of shoes anyway?

—

Kennedy's voice was level
and even, but he looked almost exactly like a man with
a profound itch to hit something immediately. The
Then
meeting adjourned.
Kennedy went back to his
office to examine the payroll
In
for someone else to fire.
time the business was righted
and salvaged.

THERE had

always somebody

been quite a

number

higher up in an office back in
the city, and on beyond is always a bank. Money is the
master. Kennedy went after

of little assignments like that. Bankers really

know

painfully little about
businesses. They have a stereotyped set of symptoms at
which to get alarmed. The
symptoms all must fit into

Without becoming
an engineer he became

money.
less

He

board.

He was
on.

met and reversed

Kennedy.

more and more a commander
of men and a student of the

formulae patterns and line up
neatly in figures black and

migratory habits of the eagle

If the figures get too red
the balance sheet and annual
statement are stood up and
By the time that the Emsearched for things like inpire Trust invited Kennedy
ventory, bills receivable and
to go up to Biograph and rethe like, all in figures, too.
gard its alarming condition
This results in a discovery
he had overtaken enough of
that the business is not so
the dollars to be satisfied.
well as it was, which they
With the wisdom of his craft
Another unusual 'still"from an earlyBiograph picture,
knew
in the beginning. Then
he had worked out an abprincipals.
ivith Arthur Johnson and Mary Pickford as
a set of resolutions to call a
struse problem in ps>'chologMr. Johnson was then just coming into celluloid fame.
doctor or an undertaker is
which estabical calculus,
drafted.
lished for him the point on
In this case the bankers thought it was time to send a good
the rising curve of wealth where money quits working for its
husky undertaker up to Biograph. But no balance sheet
owner and thence onward makes him work for it. Kennedy
can tell the whole truth about a motion picture company.
did not want to pass the critical point. He seems to have had
Kennedy's investigation uncovered a number of facts of
it in mind to keep his name on the office door down in the
financial belt and devote a major portion of his time to the
significance, among them that Biograph was merely suffering
from an especially virulent attack of the general malady of the
intensive investigation of the ballistics of the golf ball when hit
continued ox page 98 ]
motion pictures, too much litigaby a man who knew how to hit.
[

embossed on the rear elevation of the American dollar.

red.

'
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Courtesy Post Pictures,

Lest

We

A plea for the preservation of theprice^
less relics

now

of the motion picture art

neglected

and

fast disappearing

THE

motion picture needs a museum. Now is
the time to establish it. An appreciative respect
for the past and an obUgation to the future of

the art alike require it.
A year and a half of research into the origins and
development of the motion picture as the institution
of today, incident to the preparation of "The Romantic
History of the Motion Picture" for Photoplay Magazine, brings a painful recognition of the small appreciation that the motion picture institution holds for itself.
It seems probable that no other art has ever been
pursued so violently and peculiarly for profit alone.
The motion picture in its swift, half mad progress, has
created many traditions and preserved none of them.
Twenty-seven years have elapsed since the first
motion picture was projected on the screen. There
is time now to pause and give a thought to what has
gone before.
The archives and relics of the early motion pictures
and the beginnings of the art are scattered over all
parts of America, and there are numerous documents
and instruments of importance in various parts of
England and the Continent.
Nowhere and at no time has there been an effort to
specially preserve these things, to hold them together
for their sentimental and intrinsic values to the motion
picture
It is

and

its

public.

a passing opportunity, available now.

Forget
It would be now possible to gather a large array of
machines, models, films, pictures and records, which
might fairly well cover the entire span of motion
picture history from Thomas A. Edison's beginnings
in 1888-9 to today.
It would be even possible to

collect a number of interesting devices of an ancestral
relation to the motion picture, dating back to the early
70 's when inventors were struggling to make the clumsy

glass plate present a motion picture record.
Every man in that first little motion picture audience
which saw Woodville Latham's flickering picture

demonstration at 35 Frankfort Street in New York
the night of April 23, 1895, is now dead. Fifteen
years ago the machine with which Major Latham
discovered the empire of the screen, was carted out
of a warehouse at an upstate factory by a janitor and
burned along with an accumulation of papers of unknown content. It was merely junk, destroyed to make
room for a more recent accumulation of junk. This
has been the fate of many an important relic of the
screen. This is the way that the rapid passage of
time disposes of abandoned works.
But in a printing house in Brooklyn stands the
second Latham machine, and the first with which a
public showing of motion pictures was given, commercially.
That old machine is a progenitor of the
fifty thousand modern projection machines that serve
the audiences of America today.
Colonel William N. Selig, himself a pioneer of the
screen, with a distinct recognition of the value of
memories and tradition, has preserved a number of
important motion picture relics, among them a specimen of the earliest Latham films, along with bits of
the earliest subjects made by Lumiere in France.
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They

are

mere fragments, but they

tell

a meaning

story to the student of the screen.

Herbert Miles, identified with the beginnings of the
present system of motion picture distribution and the
real beginnings of the picture as an industry, has in
his New York office a great chest of early day pictures
and lore, including catalogues of the earliest film
makers. These faded old booklets are priceless
mines of historical information. They shed a light
of remarkable penetration on the screen affairs of the
time and give an understanding of some of the determining factors in screen development today that
could be had in no other way. This is a value that
will increase through the years.
Stored away in a New York warehouse is the most
remarkable collection of motion picture devices that
has ever been brought together. It is the property
of the Motion Picture Patents Company, a concern
sometimes mentioned by the old timers, little known
The
to most of the people of the screen today.
machines are exhibits, constructed and collected for
the purpose of putting before the United States Court
in the famous "trust case" the whole history of the
art of motion picture
picture projection.
The Patents
ghost of a legal existence. It is

mechanical

enough, because
not permit

it

to

of a long
die.

making and motion

Company
still

still

has a

alive, ironically

pending lawsuit that does
the Patents

Some day soon

Company will be no more.
In the last year it has required two trips across the
continent and one the length of the nation to find and
see these things. How will the student of the motion
picture find them ten years, or twenty years hence?
It is still possible to see Edwin S. Porter's famous
picture "The Great Train Robbery," complete in its
original form, just as it went on the screen to startle
the world with the story telling powers of the motion
picture two decades ago. There are perhaps a half
a dozen copies of this classic in existence. Mr. Porter
has in his experimental workshop the machine with
which he projected the shows at the Eden Musee in
the dim dark days of ancient film history. In a basement bin and scattered about in old desks at the

Biograph laboratories in uptown New York are mementoes and relics of early Biograph days that are worth
their weight in gold.
There the curious searcher can
find fascinating fragments that tell of the early efforts
of Mary Pickford, the little girl star of "The Violin
Maker of Cremona," stills from the pictures when
young David Griffith worked as an extra. And
farther back still, among the mutoscope reels of Biograph's peep show days are the Uttle card wheel
pictures of "Boxing Match at Canestota," the first
product of the Biograph camera, the now famous
"Empire State Express," motion pictures of William
McKinley and his young friend Theodore Roosevelt,
in his wasp waisted days in the politician's frock coat
of the nineties, Joe Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle,"
and half the contemporary pictorial history of the
world.
The legal files of the Motion Picture Patents Company and the bookcases in the office of Henry Norton
Marvin, where an old brass plate still bears the once
mighty legend of the company, constitute a whole
Alexandrian library of the screen.
A mutilated copy of the Gutenberg Bible, of the
handiwork of the accredited father of the modern art
of printing, today costs more money than would be
required to bring all of the existing relics of early
motion picture history together and give them adequate
care while making them available to the pubUc and
today's makers of screen history.
America sends expeditions of learned men to dig
in the dust of Egypt to seek out the gewgaws and
bracelets where the Shepherd Kings buried their
harems. Meanwhile the beginnings of the one great
art that is more nearly America's alone than any other
are rapidly on their way to become at one with Nineveh
and Tyre.
The endowment of a museum of the motion pictvu^e
presents an opportunity for some of those so magically
enriched by the screen to make graceful acknowledgment of their debt to Yesterday. By this means the

motion picture's beginnings may be preserved to
and spared the sketchy inaccuracies of some

history

future archeology.

A Well-Known
Millionaire Sportsman
of Hollywood, Cal.

AISIOTOR

enthusiast and leading
sportsman of the fashionable Hollywood set, Mr. Jackie Coogan. has the
largest line of skeeters and kiddie-cars
He
of any millionaire in this country.
purchased this special-bodied racer
directly after recei\'ing the half-million
dollar bonus which Metro gave him for
signing a five year starring contract.
On his recent visit to Xew York Mr.
Coogan was met at the station by a

brass band and a cheering multitude
that filled the enormous Xew York
Central.
It was a triumphal that
Caesar would have envied.
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"Meet
the

Missus

Monroe

TOLERANCE

and a sense of
are brought together in
Mrs. Theodore Roberts' attractive
face. One can see that she wouldn't
be unpleasant about cigar ashes on
the best rug. A prominent figure in
Los Angeles club life, and a former
actress of note. She was formerly
known on the stage as Florence

humor

Spurr

Smythe

MANY
have

clinging vines
envied this

little lady.
For she is the
wife of one of the screen's
most sturdy oaks. To be

more

Mix

list jji^^^- ill

explicit
is

above.

— Mrs. Tom

woman
And Miss Tommie,
the young

She was VicFord before she retired from the screen. To
the left, King and Florence
of course!

toria

Vidor. Registering just-asong-at-twilight. And refusing to be parted, even
for a photograph

DAGMAR
Caught

GODOWSKY MAYO.

the act of pouring
Frank's breakfast cofiFee. Mrs. Mayo
suggests dark velvets and shaded lights
and oriental perfume. So this picture
is dramatically wrong
though domesin

—

tically correct

Monroe

MAHLON HAMILTON
MRS.
(above) was Alita Farnum
before her marriage. Today she is
a member of the smart "young
married set" of Los Angeles society.

And whenever there are any
amateur theatricals to be organized
and put over, Mrs. Hamilton is
among those present. She is an
enthusiastic collector of rare books

THEBallins! With Mabel acting and Hugo directing.

In a scene from

The married
their as yet unfinished version of "Vanity Fair."
happiness of this couple is growing into something of a legend

name
THE
Anne, and somehow
first

of the
it

young woman below
suits her.

is

It is so sweet,

and unpretentious, and wholesome. Her father was
the famous Henry George, founder of the single tax
movement; and her brother is also in New York
.

Cooley

JACK HOLT .(above)
MRS.
busy, most
the time.
of

is

pretty

Being a

devoted mothCT to three young children,
and an equally devoted wife to her popular
husband. But she does find time to ride
and play golf and make gardens and be a
charming hostess. Jack, Jr., shares this
picture with his mother

pohtics.

Mrs. William de Millel

HOLLYWOOD

was
SHE
society

as one
person, loves and admires Nell Ince, pictured
above. She finds time, away
from her three sons, to super-

a

New York

before she
married Douglas MacLean.
And her name was Faith Cole.
Now she's a very successful
wife, a member of several
girl

vise much of her husband's
work, and to do a great deal
for the good of the community. Mrs. Thomas Ince!

women's

clubs, and a shining
Los Angeles' musical
colony.
She is shown above
light in

the large oval at the top
IN
Clara Grant, who came from

is

Massachusetts. She sings and
she paints pictures, of course.
But she's just Mrs. Charles Ray,
for a' that!

—

woman
ATwho was Ruthyoung
Helms
the

left is

a

before

her marriage, with a B. A. from
Northwestern University tacked
to the end of her name. It was
while she was on the staff of
Photoplay Magazin-e that she
met Conrad Nagel. (No, there
aren't any vacancies at present!)

SpUIT

!

The Shadow Stage
(REG. U.

S.

PAT. OFF.)

A REVIEW OF THE NEW PICTURES
By

THE

world of the cinema

is

picking up.

The photoplay never had

a healthier

recent
excellent
Alice Adams "

weeks

four

— film

producing

fare as

"The

Frederick

T300TH TARKINGTON'S

month than

such

Pilgrim,"

—

the

and
varied
"Java Head,"

and "Driven."

OFanPhotoplay's honor
by

six,

we

believe "Driven," done from

Charles Brabin, is the most experia gripping story of the "Tol'able David"

original story

mental. Here is
type all good mountaineer tales come under that classificadeveloped with a searching camera analysis. In
tion now
presenting this tragedy, which unfolds itself largely within a
drab little mountain cabin, Mr. Brabin has resorted to a curious
slow tempo of telling. He has taken time for the most subtle
shadings of character and mood.
"Driven" is the story of a weakling dreamer but there is no
glamorous rehabilitation. He defeats no bully twice his size.
He tried, it is true, and is soundly beaten. The chance to
achieve his dreams comes when his mother sells out her snarling
With the refamily of moonshiners to the revenue ofhcers.
ward, the grim old woman sends him on his quest for happiness
beyond the mountains.
The Brabin direction is highly interesting. We recommend
"Driven" to you unless you insist upon hurried film drama.
But we are sure you will like the acting. It is a remarkable
cast, to us the best of the year thus far.

—

—

—

about recommending "Driven" to everyit as the best all 'round photoplay of the month we have no such qualms about Charlie

we have doubts
IF
one — although we

look upon

—

Chaplin's new four reeler, "The Pilgrim." And yet there is a
possibility that this gorgeous bit of fooling may offend those
who take their churchgoing very seriously.
For Charlie plays a convict who steals a suit of clothes belonging to a parson and, perforce, must a parson be. "The

—

another "The Kid." Nor is it a "Shoulder
Arms." But it is a superb sketch from which Chaplin might
have developed a classic. As it is, "The Pilgrim" has three or
four fine comic

Pilgrim"

isn't

moments. Consider,
for instance, the

moment where
Chaplin

is

forced in-

to the pulpit

and

re-

sorts to the story of

David and Goliath.
Here is comic pantomime of sheer
genius.
And there
the episode in the

is

James Smith
story of small town life, "Alice
been very tenderly and sympathetically
transferred to the screen under the directorial supervision of
King Vidor. The Tarkington novel, with its cross-section of
a household of bickering, quibbling but well meaning people,
is admirably transferred to the screen.
Miss Vidor realizes

-LJAdams,"

has

Alice to the Hfe, the Alice who saw her pitiful little shams and
dreams topple to the ground but who had the courage to start
anew, fresh and true.

GEORGE

MELFORD'S visualization of Joseph Hergesheimer's "Java Head" can be recommended as highly
entertaining.
Yet it will disappoint the lovers of the story
as it was told between novel covers.
Mr. Melford has related
most of the romance as Hergesheimer outlined it enough in
itself to make a colorful photoplay
but he has missed much of
the bigness of the tale.
There were epic qualities to this story
of Taou Tuen, Manchu princess, dropped into old Salem as the
bride of a sea captain. Here was the clash of civilizations. All
that is missing in the film version. Leatrice Joy is the Taou
Tuen and, while she touches a note of appeal, she is not the cold
and tempered Manchu, exquisite flower of the most subtle
civilization in the world.
She is carmined and slant eyed but
she is not that inscrutable philosopher that Mr. Hergesheimer
painted so superbly and so deftly. Nor is Jacqueline Logan,
pretty as she is, the Nettie Vollar. Nor is Melford so successful
with his East as with his Salem of 1849.
However, "Java Head" was too vital a story to be other than

—

—

interesting.

You

will

be charmed by

its color.

EDMUND

GOULDING, in writing "Fury" for Richard
Barthelmess, seems to have set out to create a seagoing
prototype of "Tol'able David." Boy Layton is a weakling,
although he is son of a superb brute of the seven seas, Dog
Layton.
He rehabilitates himself in conventional screen style
and revenges his father but the revenge comes as a thing
of anti-climax, lacking in plausibility.
"Fury" needed shortening and should have ended when Boy found his derelict
mother in the water-

—

front saloon.
Charlie Chaplin, as the pseudo-parson of "The Pilgrim," gives
probably the best performance of the month

Barthelmessplays
maritime David
with his usual skill.
Here is one of the
few conscientious
stars of our screen.
"Fury"
has a
drab tone, it harps
long and unnecessarily upon the
his

house where the

theme of revenge,

pseudo-parson

and

sides.

come

re-

Parishioners
to

caU

and

here Syd Chaplin is
a joy as a serious

minded father
whose brown derby,
due to its architectural

resemblance,

mixed into a
pudding. You'll

it

moves

through a sordid
swirl of

grimy ship

and Limehouse
shadows.

WE

give Norma
Talmadge's

"The Voice

of the

gets

Minaret" a place

find nothing funnier

than these high

the chosen six because we recognize
its audience appeal.

points in the whole
stretch of Chaplin's
screen work.
Here is comic

Most everyone will
want to see Norma
and 'Gene O'Brien
together again, if

genius

nothing

else.
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in

—

The

National Guide to Motion Pictures
PHOTOPLAY'S SELECTION
OF THE SIX BEST
PICTURES OF THE MONTH
DRIVEN
ALICE ADAMS
THE PILGRIM

FURY

JAVA HEAD
THE VOICE FROM THE IvUNARET
JAVA HEAD—Paramount

GEORGE MELFORD

has a mighty big story to tell in
transferring Joseph Hergeshimer's "Java Head" to the
screen.
For the tale of a Manchu princess, Taou Yuen,
brought to prim old Salem as a bride by an adventurous New
England sea captain, has in it the clash of races and the conMelford misses much of this, but, even so, he
flict of creeds.
achieved a screen drama well above the average. He was
far more successful with his Salem than his Orient. Leatrice
Joy is the Taou Yuen. She will disappoint the lovers of
"Java Head" but who on our screen could catch all of this
remarkable character, "inscrutable as porcelain"? Jacqueline Logan makes a pretty Nettie Vollar and Raymond
Hatton does considerable with the weakling sucked into the
opium slime of the Far East.

WE

FURY—Inspiration-First

National

have come to expect great things from the studios of
the combination which made "Tol'able Da\nd." And
the new Richard Barthelmess-Henry King drama does not

disappoint. It is a he-picture, with wallops in ever}' other
scene a strong story of the sea, made on a ship, and apt to
Edmund
induce mal dc mer in the sensitive spectator.
Goulding wrote the original story, and it is now appearing in
book form. Henry King brings all his sympathy and
Barthelmess all his art to its interpretation, and they are
materially aided by two members of the cast TjTone
Power and Dorothy Gish.
Richard plays Boy Leyton, son of the old sea captain, Dog
Leyton.
Boy is a simple, fine soul who shuns \-iolence with
the delicac}^ bequeathed him by a runaway mother. Dog
has never forgiven her, and he determines to harden Boy's
body and soul to acceptance of the harsh rules of the ship
and the seven seas. Before Dog dies, he obtains his son's
promise to find and kill his mother's betrayer. There is

—

—

A

ALICE
PRIZE

ADAMS—Associated Exhibitors-Pathe

Booth
story has become a prize picture.
Tarkington's thoroughly human account of small-town
Indiana life has found its celluloid counterpart in King
Vidor's presentation of Florence V'idor as Alice Adams. The
photoplay is true to Tarkington and true to the highest film
standards. Rowland Lee, in directing and adapting, has not
transplanted Virgil Adams and his whining wife and their
two children to the screen; he has simply made portraits of
them. They are excellent likenesses; there is no retouching
to remind you that you are not really sitting in on the Adams
family councils and quarrels. Florence Vidor understands
Alice, and resists all temptations to make her a motion picture heroine. Miss Vidor has never done finer work. Claude
Gillingwater plays her father, and what a performance!
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Min, waiting to marry him; but Boy must first fulfill his
promise. He finds his mother, and he fights her betrayer
and it's a fight which recalls the immortal encounterJof
"Tol'able David."
The picture is too long nine reels; one grows a little
weary of the battles and the brutality. But you will love
Boy as played by Richard Barthelmess; and the lovable

—

belligerent

Leyton

Min

of

lives, fights,

Dorothy Gish. Tyrone Power as Dog
and dies magnificently. Miss Gish, in

her portrayal of a role reminiscent of the Little Disturber,
occasionally overplays; but for her moments of comedy you
will forgive her the unnecessary kicks and pouts.

a

Money

Saves Your Picture Time and
PHOTOPLAY^S SELECTION
OF THE SIX BEST
PERFORMANCES of the MONTH
"The

Pilgrim"

in "Alice

Adams"

Charlie Chaplin
Florence Vidor

in

Emily Fitzroy

Syd Chaplin

"The

in

Charles Mack
Elinor Fair
Casts of

all

"Driven"

in

in

in

Pilgrim"

"Driven"

"Driven"

pictures reviewed will he

found on page io8

THE PILGRIM—First

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN'S

National

latest is in four reels and. con-

As an
sidered as a comedy, it is deliciously funny.
expression of the Chaplin genius, however, it is somewhat
sketchy. The great comedian might have developed a big
thing of it.
Such classics as "The Kid" and "Shoulder
Arms" can't happen every day. Charles appears as an engaging convict who masquerades in a minister's clothes and
becomes the spiritual adviser of a small town for a while.
His adventures with his flock are not sacrilegious if you have
a sense of humor. Charlie is artless; he wears, as usual, the
naive air of the well-meaning man who has been forced into

—

compromising situations through no fault of his own. There
are several uproarious episodes, and one bit, a pantomime
sermon on David and Goliath, that is unforgettable.

DRIVEN— Universal
the
surprise
the month.
HERE
Brabin's picturization
a magazine story
is

celluloid

of

of

Charles

by Jay

Gelder will challenge comparison with "Tol'able David."
Which is unfortunate, for it deserves to stand upon its own
feet.
Brabin has taken a mountaineer household of ignorant, untutored moonshiners
whose horizon is the treetops
of the neighboring hills
and made a vital tale. Moreover,
he has developed and told his story with fine dexterity—and
the best cast of the month.
The story centers around the younger o' the family
weakling and a dreamer who comes to love an orphan waif.

—

—

—

—

There is no smashing finding of a new self. The boy is well
nigh broken upon the wheel of life. But fate, in the hands of
the grim old mother, intervenes.
Maw sells paw and the
boys to the "revenueers" and with the blood money sends
Tommy and Essie on to the railroad leading to outer civilization and happiness.
All this is told in a curious slow tempo that may be disconcerting to lovers of speedy entertainment. But it per-

—

We

singular character analysis.
recommend
to those who are interested in the best on the
s'lversheet.
"Driven" is worthy of your attention. The
acting, as we have said, is superb.
Particularly fine is the
superb figure of tragedy enacted by Miss Fitzroy as the
mother. Miss Fitzroy was the unforgetable sinister land-

mits

of

"Driven"

"Way Down East." And Mr. Mack, borrowed by
Mr. Grifhth, reveals a finely attuned sublety of characterization. His is a poetic touch.
Most of all, "Driven" will
lead us to watch Mr. Brabin's future work with high interest.

lady of

It

proves him a director of fine potentialitv.

THE VOICE FROM THE MINARET—First National
HICHENS' novel serves as a vehicle for the

ROBERT

reunion of Norma Talmadge and 'Gene O'Brien, once
termed " the perfect screen lovers." Their lovemaking does
not strike us so strongly these days but we doubt not that
Maybe the
the fans will welcome them with enthusiasm.
lack of response is due to the old fashioned qualities of the
tale; the old, old story of the old man's young wife who
longs for youth and love. And once again youth and love
are personified by a chap headed for the ministry. So there
whether or not Hichens
is a lovely renunciation scene and
planned it an ultimate happiness when the unscrupulous
Such qualities as are
philandering old husband expires.
possessed by "The Voice From the Minaret" come from its
[continued on page 70]
background of the Sahara.

—

—
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all over at last.
The suspense I mean.
Charlie Chaplin and Pola Negri have
formally announced their engagement.
The wedding, according to Miss Negri, is not
to take place until after she finishes her Lasky
But Mr.
contract, which will be in a year.
Chaplin has dropped a hint that it may take
The new Chaplin
place within sixty days.

£T'S

mansion in Beverly Hills will be completed
about that time, and logical conclusions seem
that Miss Negri will open it as Mrs. Chaplin.
The engagement has existed since about a
week after Pola arrived in Hollywood, and
though the plan was to keep it secret until after
the knot was tied, the insistence of the public
and the newspapers finally won from Pola the
admission that "We are how you say some
day we marry, eh? " Mr. Chaplin joined her at
Pebble Beach, Del Monte, where Miss Negri
was vacationing, and there on the golf links,
both blushing violently, the famous pair admitted they were much in love and expected to
be married soon. The romance began, though

—

—

neither recognized

it

at the time,

when Charlie

was presented to Pola in Berlin. They became
friends at once, and Pola now declares it must
have been love at first sight.
Mr. Chaplin could not say enough about her
wonderful charm and beauty when he returned,
and as soon as she came to HoUy^vood, he
hastened to renew their acquaintance. An irresistible force seemed to draw them together,
they declare, and after Pola had been in the
west a few days, they were inseparable.
But, it is rumored, the course of true love did
not run altogether smoothly. Two great temperaments were united in a grande passion,
but there were times when they clashed and all
was over. Only to be "made up " the next day.
Charlie's attentions were romantic enough to
suit even the continental Pola. He startled all
Hollywood one day by dashing out of a cafe on
Hollywood Boulevard, buying a whole wash
basket full of violets and throwing them at
Pola's feet as she sat at lunch.
He would be seen driving down the street in

Gossipher limousine, kissing her hand at every turn of
the w-heels.
And then genius would flare

—

and Miss Negri would be prostrated.
However, all is well and the decision

is

Pola Negri is to be ^Irs. Charlie
Chaplin and love has united the great comedian and the great tragedienne of the screen in
one of those world-famous love affairs that
future generations will read about.
And it is likewise rumored that as soon as her
present contract expires, Pola Negri will be
starred bj^ Charlie Chaplin.
reached.

PICKFORD
MARY
"Dorothy Vernon

is
going to make
Haddon Hall."
going to make "Dor-

of

Marj' Pickiord isn't
othy \'ernon of Haddon Hall."

is going to make "Faust."
Mar>' Pickford isn't going to make " Faust."
Dear, dear, what a time Our Mar>' seems to

jNIary Pickford

be having.
.A.S a matter of fact, this is an extremely important and delicate time in Marj-'s great
screen career. She is to bridge, in her coming
To abandon child
production, a wide gulf.
roles and give herself for the first time to her
public in the full dramatic character of a grown

I

woman.

We

are going to weep,

anway, when we

time has robbed us of the !Mary
who made live such characters as Siclla Maris
and Rebecca. And ]Mar}' is doubtless seeking a
vehicle that will make us weep as little as
realize that

jx)ssible.

The empress of the European film studios
has become the first lady of Hollywood
as Pola Negri's press agent u-ould say if
Pola, in an American
she had one.
makeup and coiffure, is taking direction
from an Irish-American, George Fitzmaurice, for "Bella Donna," said to be

—

La

Negri's greatest portrayal.

soon
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to

do "Declasse"

She

is

New York
man was on

has crept back into the twentieth-century. And, as usual, a
the spot.
It wasn't so simple as all that, however.
Before
Manhattan of a cerdury ago could be coaxed to come again, Cosmopolitan had to
lease the Twenty-third Regiment Armory in Brooklyn
because it didn't have a .studio
large enough; instal kleigs and cooper-hewitis and carpenters, and reproduce the
Bowling Green of 1810 as faithfully as possible. The shops and houses, the parks
and the churches and the trees you'll see them all. The old whipping post plays
an important part. So does the first Delmonico' s restaurant. Joseph Urban supervised the settings, aided considerably by history.
Note, in this picture, as much of
the huge set as could be crowded in, the powerful lights which play from the sides and
above.
You see here only a few of the hundreds of extras who move through the streets
in many of the scenes
Little old

camera

East 6P West
By Cal York

WARY PICKFORD gave a charming dinner party a short time ago at Pickf air for
the group of motion picture actresses who belong to "Our Club." It was a very wonderful
occasion, for Mary is honorary president and
ofScial idol of the entire body, and they were
just as thrilled over the idea of dining with
Mary Pickf ord as any high school sorority
might have been.
Douglas was sent out for the evening but
wandered in about ten o'clock with Charlie
Chaphn, giving as an excuse the statement
that he wanted to have Charlie hear the new
French words he'd taught the parrot.
Among the guests present were Lois Wilson,
Lillian Rich, Alildred Davis, Helen Ferguson,
Gloria Hope, Vola Vale, May McAvoy, Virginia Valli,

and Patsy Ruth

CHARLES

CHAPLIN'S

—

—

Miller.
first

serious direc-

venture has been titled " Public Opinion." Edna Purviance has sufficiently recovered from her illness to proceed in the stellar
role, and Charlie's engagement to Pola Negri
has not been permitted to interfere with the
torial

filming.

ANTONIO MORENO

is

no

longer

a

•*»-bachelor.

He was

married the other day to Mrs. Daisy
Canfield Danziger, wealthy and prominent
Los Angeles divorcee.
Quietly slipping away with only a friend or
two, the handsome Spaniard and the society

Our Charlie and

his Pola.
When asked
engaged, the world's greatest
comedian blushed, turned to Negri and
said: "Are we? " And she replied, "Yes,
my Sharlie." This is the most recent
photograph of the celebrated couple.
When they are to be married is a deep
secret.
If they know they won't tell
if they are
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leader

became man and wife and then

immediately

honeymoon.

left

Santa

Barbara for their
Mrs. Moreno Ls one of the most
for

women

in California and is
in the most exclusive circles
for her charm, but in clubdom as well for her
many charity activities. She has been president of the Red Cross and in charge of many
large society charity functions.
Tony's bride has also just completed the
building of a magnificent home at Silver Lake,
Beverly Hills, which is valued at a million dollars and is said to be one of the finest estates in
the west. Mr. and !Mrs. Moreno will live here,
with Mrs. Moreno's children. Tony will not
retire from the screen.

socially active

known not only

"DEC.\USE Bebe

Daniels was in the hospital
'-'recuperating from an operation for appyen-

Agnes Ayres was given her role opf)oAntonio Moreno in "The Exciters." The
languid Agnes doesn't seem exactly the tj-pe
for it, but of course production schedules must
be observ ed. Tallulah Bankhead played the

dicitis,

site

on the

role

stage.

PICKFORD and Maril>Ti IMiller are to
be co-starred by Mother Pickford in a series
of pictures, if latest plans go through.
^larilj'n's contract with Ziegfeld is almost
up and it is settled that it is not to be renewed,
so it is probable that she will go to California
to go on the screen.
T.\CK
)

AXITA

STEWART'S

loveliness will find a

background in Cosmopolitan pictures

in

the future.
After her long rest Anita has
signed a contract to appear in four photoplay's
the coming j^ear. She will work part of the
time in the west and part of the time in Manhattan studios. "The Love Piker" will be her
I'irst, made in the west.

KATHERIXE MacDOXALD has made her
last

camera.

appearance before the motion picture
She saj's so and ever>-body seems to

believe her.

Her contract with B. P. Shulberg was completed a few days ago, and Miss MacDonald
announced that she had definitelj-, finally and
It is underfore^•er retired from public life.
stood that Miss IMacDonald, whose social ambitions have always been well known, is to be
married to a prominent Chicago clubman. By
the way, the fortune which she has earned in
pictures is a large one.

T\ THEX*

Jackie

Coogan came

to X*ew

York

for a holiday, there wasn't a soul at the
Jackie and his mother
station to meet him.

and father had taken an earlier train than they
But as soon as the little Coogan
expected.
heard that ten thousand or so people had
assembled at noon at the Grand Central Station to meet him, he sneaked in the back way
and greeted them as if he had just stepped oS
the train. Perched on Coogan Senior's shoulder, Jackie waved and threw kisses to the mob

—a

six

year old king saluting his subjects.

There was even a band there to escort him

to

his hotel to military music.

LURED

apparently by a 8500,000 cash
bonus, Jackie Coogan signed a new con-

pictures for ]Metro. When the
for Sol Lesser was finished, the
bidding for his serv-ices started and climbed
rapidly.
It seemed a settled fact that he would be
tract to

make

little star's

Reproduced from Physical Culture Maeazine as personally posed by Bernarr MacFaddcti

Rodolph Valentino keeps in trim all the time. It's a habit with him. He doesn't
He knows that an actor can retain his ability
take a chance of growing stale.
and hold his place in the limelight only so loiig as he remains in good physical
condition.
If it isn't dancing, it's boxing; and he believes, too, in the simple
deep-breathing exercises as health builders

68

work

signed bv United Artists, for Doug and Mary
and Charlie Chaplin wanted ver>- much to have
him under their banner, and Doug offered
many artistic inducements to the Coogan
family. But INIarcus Loew cinched the propotopping it
sition by meeting evers' offer and
with the half-million cash bonus for signing the

contract and Mother and Father Coogan
could not refuse. Anyis-ay, it's a lot of money
signature.
for one small boy's scrawling

[COXTrNTED ON PAGE 74]
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Tlie

to maiiiciiie
— no cutting of the cuticle
—no probing

THERE
way. The
is

a

with sharp instruments

way
way is

right

right

a novice can master

to

—

manicure and a wrong
and easy that even

so simple

at the first attempt.

it

Thousands have adopted it. And more and more women
There is no probing
are coming to its use each day.
around the delicate nail root with sharp instruments of
no dangerous and disfiguring cutting of the
any kind

—

cuticle.

You

just dip an orange- wood stick

Cutex Cuticle Remover (a

in

wrapped with cotton

cleansing, antiseptic liquid de-

veloped by Science for the proper care of the nails),

work

and around the base of the

nails,

under the

it

nail

tips

Then, rinse the finger
gently pressing back the cuticle.
tips in water, and wipe off the loosened flakes of dead skin
and surplus cuticle.

Now, examine your nails closely, and note the results.
Torn and ragged edges of cuticle have disappeared. Ugly
stains have vanished.
And instead, 50U have nails that

Cutex

are spotless, nail rims that are even and beautifully shaped,

and a

cuticle that

is

smooth, lovely and unbroken.

Ttien
Of Cutex
der,

— for

ttie

—the

paste, cake, stick, powPolish is practically
strokes of the nails across the palm

Polishes, there are five

and liquid forms.

Polish

The new Powder

instantaneous. Just a few
bring out a rosy, jewel-like lustre.
The new Liquid Polish
requires no buffing, and gives a dazzling finish that lasts a week.

All Cutex manicure preparations are priced at 35c the package.
the United States and Canada,

At drug or department stores in
and at chemist shops in England.

EVERYTHING FOR THE MANICURE
Send

110
Li,

for this Introductory Manicure Set
for Six Complete Manicures

— Sufficient

Fill out the coupon below,

Only

and mail

it

CetltS
-with

12c

In

stamps for the Cutex Introductory Manicure
Set containing trial sizes of Cuticle Remo-ver, Poicder
Polish, Liquid Polish, Cuticle Cream (Comfort/,
coins or

,

_^

1'"^^^^^

^

emery hoard, and manicure stick, enough for six comAddress Norlham Warren, 114 West
17th Street, Neiv York, or, if you live in Canada,
Dept. 0-4, 200 Mountain Street, Montreal.
plete manicures.

Cutex Liquid Polish
j

Northam Warren, Dept. Q-4.
^.
... „,
^
-r
114 West 17th St., New York City.

\

Name

i

A Cutex product that
It

is

.

unique.

I

flows on evenly over the nail,

dries instantly, and leaves a
delicately tinted lustre that

your manicure

makes

last twice as long.

\

You need no buffer. No special
"remover" required. In the

Mail

this

coupon

familiar black-and-rose package.

with

12c

to-day.

Street
(or P. O.

Box)

i

State

City

Price 35c.

When

jou write to advertisers

i)lease

mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

enclose

12c

for

Cutex Introductory
Manicure Set.

.

—

TILLERS OF THE SOIL—Abel Gance Production

A

THE BOHEMIAN GIRL—
American Releasing Corporation

THOUGHTFUL,

though exceedingly gloomy picture,
with the "made in France" trademark.
Splendid
types, and finely drawn characterizations, of a people who
worship the land that they plow and cultivate. If only the
clouds could drift apart, momentarily, and let in a little
sunlight! Life may be real and earnest and all that
but
this seems over-drab.
Moments of intense feeling.

—

THE
Besides the

cast of this British production

ANOTHER

ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT—Metro
E might try to be funny and say that this is a whaling
good story. Though over long. Most of the action is
on board ship, and there is some good salt water atmosphere.
It is curious how many tales of the sea are suddenly taking
One of them,
to celluloid. Both the brothers are valiant.
Malcolm MacGregor, is a likable hero. And the other,
Lon Chaney, is most villainous!

70

a real all-star affair.
;

—

GIMME—Goldwyn

DRUMS OF FATE—Paramount
variation of the "Enoch Arden" theme.
This time a young African explorer returns to find that
his "widow" has sacrificed herself to marry and help a crippled musician. But the genius expires and the explorer gets
his wife again. Uninterestingly told and acted. Particularly inadequate is Mary Miles Minter as the wife.
You
can easily find a better way to spend your evening.

is

Ivor Novello and Gladys Cooper, there
are Ellen Terry, true to her great traditions Constance Collier,
and Aubrey Smith all performing brilliantly. The stor>' is
a creaky re-told light opera.
Novello is on the road to
popularity.
American audiences may like Miss Cooper.
stars,

THIS

newest Rupert Hughes celluloid opus has an idea
the tragedy of the young bride who has to beg coin of the
realm from her husband, together with its ine\'itable consequences.
Told according to formula, with the usual
"other man." Slightly over the average as a silent play.
Helene Chadwick seems to be developing. Here she is excellent. Henry Walthall has a pathetically small role.

WE

DARK SECRETS—Paramount

can't think of any very good reason for this. It is
an original story by Edmund Goulding, relating of an
He makes the heroine
evil Egyptian gent with Coue ideas.
into a cripple and then offers to cure her if she will be his'n.
But, gosh, an Egyptian servant stabs him in the nick of time.
Dorothy Dalton gives a cold and uninteresting performance

—

as the troubled heroine.

[continued on p.\ge 72]
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Use the cold cream that is made with a specially light oil
You will
way it leaves your skill feeling fresh and supple

love the

Cleanse with this specially light cream
Ved

the difference in your skin

you the
smooth skin you
HAVE
would hke to have, or
your comfresh

is

plexion dull, lifeless? Just the care you
give it makes all the difference. Unless you
keep it always fresh and pliant, it grows
duller and coarser every year.

For real freshness and brilliancy in these
days of city soot and dirt, you must give
your skin much more than the ordinary
washing. Pond's Cold Cream was specially
developed to meet this need for a thorough
yet soft cleansing.

It contains exactly the

amount and kind of

oil to penetrate
the pores and bring out every dulling dirt
particle that has worked itself in.

right

your skin

too dry it will absorb just
needs
become soft
and smooth as you like to have it. And
the superfluous fat of excessively oily skins
is removed with the dirt by this fine oil.
Your face will be fresh, stimulated. It will
have a delightful smoothness.
If

the amount of

is

—

oil it

— instantly

cream every night. Let it stay a minute,
then wipe it oflp on a soft cloth. The difference in the feel of your skin will charm you.
*

Of

*

*

course, to keep your complexion per-

fectly

smooth and

brilliant

another cream

absolutely necessary for daytime use, a
Even when
crear.i without a drop of oil.
you are most fatigued Pond's Vanishing
Cream will freshen your skin instantly,
take away the tired drawnness, leaving it
soft and velvety.
Your powder, too, will
is

cling for hours to its smooth surface. At
the same time this wonderful cream protects you from the ageing effects of re-

peated exposure to sun, cold, wind.

Both creams are so finely proportioned
they cannot clog the pores. Neither will
promote the growth of hair. The Pond's
Extract Company, New York.

This thorough cleansingneverleavesyour
skin rough or heavy with cream.
It is
the special light consistency of Pond's Cold
Cream that makes you definitely prefer
it to the heavier creams.
Smooth on this

GENEROUS TUBES— MAIL COUPON TODAY
The Pond's Extract Co.,
132 Hudson St., New York

Ten cents (loc) is enclosed for your special introductory tubes
of the two creams every normal skin needs enough of each cream
for two weeks* ordinary toilet uses.

—

Na
Streets

City

When you

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

_State_

BELL BOY

13—Ince-First National

DOUGLAS Maclean, his director, title-writer and cast
try desperately hard to be awfully funny, with the usual
Sennett or Christie would have rejected this story
results.
even for two-reel purposes, but evidently Mr. Ince isn't so
particular.
He stretches it over six reels, while you, and
Mr. MacLean, suffer. The star is a real comedian, as "The

Hottentot" proved; but he couldn't laugh

this off.

POOR MEN'S WIVES—Al Lichtman
B.\RBARA LaMARR is not so gorgeously impressive

in

THE WORLD'S APPLAUSE—Paramount
seems to have dramatized the recent newspaper headlines. An idol whose fame has been
built upon publicity gets involved innocently in a murder
and the aforementioned publicity turns out to be a boomerang, demolishing said idol.
Tritely told by William de
Mille, who isn't living up to early expectations.
Bebe
Daniels is pleasant enough as the idol.

72

—

it's an oil picture.
The chief character,
a philosophical old man, might have been a real
creation, but for some reason or other, director Schertzinger
fails to fulfill his promise.
When will directors learn that
the screen conception of the small town is all wrong? Let
one of them \'isit a real small town and find out what it is like.
This one is dull and dreary.

THE GHOST PATROL— Universal

shabby frocks as she is in her usual velvet and brocade.
Although she's an eyeful under any circumstances. And as
the discontented and rebellious Laura Mabenie, wife of a
poor man, she does some excellent acting. And she gets a
chance to wear some real clothes, after all. Za Su Pitts does
a wistful bit, as Apple Annie.

CL.\RA BERANGER

WE

DOLLAR DEVILS—W. W. Hodkinson
warn you

EVERY

day and every way, George Nichols seems to get
better and better. He's walking away with picture after
picture.
As a kindly policeman who is dropped from the
force but continues to work on, for the love of the people in
his beat, he is a figure of interest and pathos. Ralph Graves
and Bessie Love supply the love interest, and Sinclair Lewis
is

credited as the author.

WHILE PARIS SLEEPS— W. W. Hodkinson

YOU
directed

hard to believe ^Liuricc Tourneur
which concerns itself with such quaint
people in the Latin Quartier, including a lunatic wax-works
man who desires to subject a young American, John Gilbert,
to a special brand of torture, and who goes to any length,
even to crawling about Parisian housetops, to gain his end.
[continued on p.\ge 91 ]
Lon Chaney is miscast.
will,

too.

It is

this film,
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me dainty mderthings you prize
Launder them the
You

choose them with such delight

way - that makes them

dinner gown
knickers that fit so perfectly
gossamer-thin beige stockings.

— the

Silk or fine batistes

—just

like

There

it

is

to coarsen

—

—

garments.

"The mild Lux

Once it might have seemed extravagant to buy them, but now you
know that even your frailest nightgown or step-in will give good service
if you launder it with Lux. Follow
the simple directions on this page.

new

Lux keeps the texture of all your
underthings soft and lustrous as the
day you took them from their box.

lather cleanses so
quickly and with such gentleness,"
says a great manufacturer of fine

underwear, "that it is impossible for
to injure the garment."

it

Belding Bros.
Co., Silks
Mallinson Silks
Roessel Silks

to

other small silk things which are
washed after almost every wearing
require only a light suds. One or two
teaspoonfuls of Lux to a washbowl

wash them

Whisk one tablespoonful

of Lux
into a thick lather in half a wash
bowl of very hot water. Add
cold water till lukewarm. Dip ;

the garment up

and down,

Mildred Louise Dresses
Orinoka Guaranteed SunPacific Mills Printed Cottons
fast Draperies
North Star Blankets
Puritan Mills Draperies

—

Send today for free booklet of expert laundering advice "How to Launder Silks,
Woolens, Fine Cottons and Linens." Lever Bros. Co., Dept. 95 Cambridge, Mass.
When

with a warm iron never a hot one.
Silk stockings, brassieres and

of water should be enough.

How

Makers of fine fabrics say "Wash them in Lux"
McCallum Hosiery
Skinner Satins
Ascher's Knit Goods
"Onyx" Hosiery
Forsythe Blouses
Carter's Knit UnderVanity Fair Silk Underwear McCutcheon's Linens
wear
Dove Under-garments
D. StJ.AndersonGinghams Jaeger Woolens
Model Brassieres
Betty Wales Dresses
The Fleisher Yarns

&

last

no harmful ingredient in pressing suds repeatedly through
and stiffen silk, to fuzz soiled spots. Rinse in three lukewarm
up cottons and linens. Nothing to waters. Squeeze water out do not
those ravishing peach take the color out of delicately hued wring. Roll in atowel; when dry press

in their soft, lovely texture and color!
The costume slip for your favorite

—

safe

you write to advertisers please mention

The new way
Lux

for

to wash dishes
Won't roughen hands
washing dishes! At last you can

wash them without coarsening and reddening your hands. Even though your hands
are in the dishpan an hour and a half every

Lux won't make them rough and

day.

These pve, gentle flakes are as
easy on your hands as fine toilet soap.
scratchy.

Just one teaspoonful to a pan is all you
A single package does at least 54 dishwashings. Try it

need

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

!

I

working on them day and night, and they are
expected to be ready soon.
is

AT

last Hollywood has a Montmarte Cafe.
Really, it didn't seem quite complete
without a Montmarte in Hollywood.
It's quite a gorgeous place on the Boulevard
and the opening was a very fascinating affair.

Norma and Connie Talmadge were

there in

two of the frocks they brought back from ParLs.
Gloria Swanson was guest of honor at a big
party, and Lew Cody had a table with a lot of
pretty women at it. There were lots of picture
people present and the evening was altogether
a big success.

A

LL the turmoil Priscilla Dean has been
-'^raising on the Universal lot, refusing to
play parts where the ladies weren't stainless
and utterly pure according to censor, fails to
make her a bit thinner. Pri.scilla should remember that it's an unforgivable sin in an
attractive woman to permit herself to add
weight. Please, Priscilla, tr>' training!

LOIS WILSON

says she isn't engaged to

J.

Warren Kerrigan.
Yes, and Mary Pickford said she wasn't going to marry Douglas Fairbanks and only a few
weeks ago Mrs. Daisy Danziger denied that she
was going to marry Tony Moreno, and Charlie
and Pola oh, you know how it is.

—

They're both grandfathers

—of

the

same bahj.

Adolph Zukor's daughter married

The baby is a girl, therefore not named for either of them.
In other
thus remain friendly fdm i-imls and good frieiwls.
handshake is just to oblige the photographer, not to convince the world
that Paramourd and Metro are on speaking terms

Marcus Loew's son.
Adolph and Marcus
ivords, this

TF

Natalie Talmadge Keaton selects her hus-

-*-band's leading ladies she

is

certainly good to

him.
Margaret Leahy, English beauty and
contest winner, is to play opposite Buster from
now on. and the new Keaton five-reelers will Le
released through Metro.

"CRANCES MARION told

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 68

1

)

pOOR little

Jackie Coogan. Of the $500,000
cash bonus presented to him by ^letro,
$260,000 will go to the Gov'ment in the form of
-'-

income

tax.

The motion

picture industry is planning
exhibitions of all kinds and President Harding
has given his endorsement to the idea and
promised to come himself if he can. Complete
plans for the exposition will be gi\en out as
soon as they are completed, but an expert staff

the foUowing little
party given by Harold Lloyd
the other evening. The subject had turned on
tale at a dinner

a definition of the
"

word "art."

Do you remember James Whitcomb

Rilej''s

famous example?" asked the famous scenario
writer. J. Whitcomb went to a banquet some-

A LOT

of ice-skaters were needed in a picture starring Jane Novak which Chester
Bennett is directing. The director printed a
call for ice-skaters, froze the pond and got
ready to shoot. The call had asked for a hundred, and on Monday morning, two appeared.
A hurry call revealed the fact that ice-skaters
in Holh'wood were extremely rare and the picture was held up two days while assistants

scoured the

MAE

hills for

them.

BUSCH

has been made a Goldwyn
with a contract which calls for her
exclusive services over a period of five years.
When Mae completed "The Christian" the
Goldwyn organization weren't sure whether or
not she was star material. But the glowing
praise of the critics which followed its release
convinced them. Her first vehicle, though no
definite decision has been made, will probably
Le "The Merry Widow."
Mae had a little bad luck, however, along
with the good. She was crossing Hollywood
Boulevard when she heard a newsboy calling
Startled, Mae
the death of Wallace Reid.
stopped in the path of an on-coming automobile, which struck her and dragged her
t.venty feet along the pa\ement.
A bruised
and torn knee kept her on crutches for a week.
star,

TF

reports are true, Corinne Griffith's fatal
left a trail of broken hearts all over
Hollywood, and her recent departure for the
east to see her husband and spend her vacation

-'beauty

with him, caused no end of grief and tears
the male population. Now she is back
in Los Angeles making a special for Goldwyn,
directed by Charles Brabin.

rmong

npHE

American Historial Revue and Motion
Picture Exposition, which is to be held in
Los Angeles in June to celebrate the hundredth
anniversary of the Monroe Doctrine, is assuming elaborate proportions and will probably be
one of the most impressive afifairs ever held.
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Hardly a studio day goes by that some celebrity or other doesn't drop it> for a lisit.
Admiral Ebcrle, coynmandcr of the Pacific Fleet, teas entertained by. Gloria
The admiral seems not at
Sivanson when he called to look over the Lasky lot.
Neither
all put out about being snapped with one of the screen's foremost sireTis.
woidd we
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How

Youth
Can Spoil Youth

he wanted

By Mme. Jeannette

know her

to

Today

young girl in the
She had charming, piquant
features and a wealth of dark brown hair

to this dance,

and then,

— but, oh, her complexion!

in

the brightly gleaming lights he saw her!
Slender, dainty, radiant, she stood out

from among

all

The skin about her neck and her temples
was sallow and dark, while on her face she
had powder and rouge of the shades that
should be used only by the fairest blonde.

a softly

others like

flushing rose.

How
"

from him
when his eyes first found her, and he
watched eagerly for a chance to see

She was turned

more

slightly

Don't you know that
your pretty face
as you have done today?"

you came out?

really tragic to spoil

For that is just the point. The proper,
the correct way to use rouge and powder
is the studying of your own particular

Just take this girl, for example. Her
complexion, from what I could see, where
she had neglected to powder, must have
been naturally dark.

cheek, melting into the cream of throat
and shoulder. The pure whiteness of
the low, broad brow, the coral of curv-

—she was

like a delicate

But a good vanishing cream, such as
Pompeian Day Cream, carefully used over
face and neck would have softened and
prepared the skin for the powder and

minia-

ture on ivory.

She was

like

a

delicate miniature on ivory

rouge to blend naturally. They would
not have stopped abruptly in the irregular

For a breathless second he watched
her, then hastened to his hostess. "
is she.''

Who

shown on this girl's face.
Then the powder. She should have had
the rich, creamy Rachel Beauty Powder
that Pompeian has prepared for this dark
type. And for rouge, Pompeian Bloom, the
dark shade made especially for brunettes.
Here was a girl whose features were
lines

" he whispered, drawing his friend

quickly toward her.

The
However

attractive

possible to

make

delight of

you may

be,

if

"Pompeian

that, when worked well in, is a
protection for the skin and a delicate

cream

foundation to which powder adheres
evenly, and from which it will not
easily

rub

off.

Then, apply Pompeian Beauty
Powder. It makes the skin beautifully
fair and adds the charm of a delightful
perfume.

Now

a bit of

Pompeian Bloom.

Lastly, dustover again with the pow-

der in order to subdue the Bloom.
instantly the face is radiant with
added youth and beauty.

And

If

touch that will set off your beauty.

you use these Pompeian preparayou
obtain the most natural effect.

"Don't Envy Beauty Use Pompeian"
Pompeian Day Cream {vanishing)

Pompeian Beauty Powder
Pompeian Bloom {the rouge)

6oc per box

Pompeian Night Cream
Pompeian Lip Stick

50c per jar

The

6oc per box

Orange-Tinted Rouge
times, and'you will find
particularly good for daylight use.

Pompeian

charming at

25c each

For 10 cents we will send you

2.

4.

is
it

Lip stick, too, plays an important part
improving the appearance. If the shape
of your mouth is good, follow its curves
with the lip stick. If the lines are notgood,
draw the lip stick from the inner side of
the lips to the outer edge, and blend with
the finger tips. Pompeian Lip Stick is absolutely pure, prevents chapping, and its
shade is delightfully natural.
in

Preparations by granting the exclusive use of
her portrait for the new 1923 Pompeian Beauty
Panel. The beauty and charm of Miss Pickford
are faithfully portrayed in the dainty colors of
this panel. Size 28 x 7>i inches.

3.

all

MARY PICKFORD Panel

woman, has again honored Pompeian Beauty

will

For great care has been taken that the

common sense in choosing good, pure creams and powders that
are the correct shades, and a little care in
the way they are used is all that is required.

and four Pompeian samples sent
to you for 10 cents
Mary Pickford, the world's most adored

1.

—

oneself. Practical

6oc per jar

tions together for Instant Beauty,

colors blend naturally.

and who could very easily
have been called a beauty if she had used
a little thought. There is no great knowledge or skill needed to make the best of
really lovely

petal

—

touch of fragrant Pompeian
Cream.
This is a vanishing

First, a

Day

lovely skin

Pompeian Lip Stick is of a rose
shade and adds yet another

it is

yourself lovelier

you use the complete
Beauty Toilette."

a

and the deft accentuating of the
gave you.

type,

color nature

round

color of her

I did long to sit beside her and say,
dear, did you look in the mirror be-

fore

Suddenly, as if his gaze had drawn
her, she raised her graceful head and
looked at him. Was it possible that anything could be so sweet?

The faintly glowing

My

it is

clearly.

ing lips

sat opposite a

street car.

THERE was no special reason for his
coming

I

all 0/ these:

1923 Mary Pickford Pompeian Beauty
Panel as described above, (Would cost from
50c to 75c in an art store.)

The

Sampleof Pompeian Day Cream (vanishing).
Sample of Pompeian Beauty Powder.
Sample of Pompeian Bloom (non-breaking
rouge).

5.

Sample of Pompeian Night Cream.
Specialiste de Beaute

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
'ISIpAYNE Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
Also

Made

in

TEAR

Canada

For

Mary

OFF, SIGN

AND SEND

Pickford Panel and four samples

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2131 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
Gentlemen:

I

Art Panel of

named

enclose loc (a dime preferred) for 192.^
Mary Pickford, and the four samples

in offer.

Name

bay Crean

Beauty Powder

BIoom

Address.

City

®

When

you write to advertisers please mention

1923. Tfae

Pompefan Co

PHOTOPLAY MAOAZINB.

.

State.

Flesh shade powder sent unless you write another below.

,

a

They lo\ed Wally and they admired

his

brave

and they hate the thing that killed him.
Tell what you know for the good of humanity.'
fight

" So I am going to make this production. I
have asked Thomas H. Ince to aid me in making this picture, and I can only pray it will
stand as a real message from me and a memorial

to

my

Wally's great fight."

JOHN FAIRBANKS,

brother of Douglas,
suffered a stroke of paralysis a short time
ago, and is at present confined to his bed,
J

unable to move.

V\7HY,

oh, why,

McAvoy

don't
a chance?

they

give

May

After seeing this little artist lift many a picture into life, it seems time to echo the public
in saying, "We want May McAvoy
the

m

right sort of roles."

—

May Mc.^voy is that rarest of all things
great dramatic ingenue.
Her performances, when she is given a
chance, need rank second to none ever given on
the silversheet. Imagine May in "The Dawn
of a To-Morrow."
Or "Peter Pan." Or
"L'Aiglon."

p'AROL DEMPSTER

is
more than the
^^ingenue she may seem from the screen. She
is

a keenly intelligent j'oung person.

—

Awfully

young really young; and rather shy. But not
a young person who can be imposed upon.
Walter Hicrs has been in love urilh Ada McWilliams for a long time, hut being
only a struggling comedian earning a bare living icuge of several hundred weekhj,
Then Paramount benevolently made him a star,
he couldn't afford to marry.
and he went to Syracuse and claimed Ada, and here they are, on their honeymocn

He was the guest of honor
the speeches seemed to turn upon Art.
There were long and very high faluting
speeches about art by this one and that one,
and at last, much wearied, the poet leaned over
wliere one night.

and

all

his neighbor and said behind his hand,
Speaking of art, Henry, I know a fellow back
in Terre Haute can spit over a box car."

"No, Tim."
"Daddy, can
"No^ Tim."
"Mamie, can
" Yes,

I

have a piece

of

candy?"

I have a piece of can<ly?"
dumpling."

to
"

PROB.\BLY the mo^t powerful woman

in the
picture industry today is June
This well known writer seems to be
]\lathis.
the head and shoulders of the Goldwyn organization at present, and rumor says her word is
law and is final upon every angle of every pro-

motion

duction being made.
Thi^ will include all the coming special features to be made on that lot.
Miss Mathis wrote the scripts for "The Four
Horsemen" and for "Blood and Sand."

S.\M GOLDWYN,

founder of the company
that still bears his name although he is no
longer connected with it, has once more entered the field as a producer.
George Fitzmaurice, famous director of such
successes as "On With the Dance," "Bella
Donna," "To Have and to Hold," has signed
a contract to make pictures for Mr. Goldwyn
as soon as his Paramount contract is completed.

"n\OROTHY DALTON, now

working in the
^East, says she is much annoyed over the
published reports that she is engaged to be
married to F. J. Godsol, president of the Goldwyn film company. It seems that Mr. Godsol
has a wife and several children to whom he is
devoted.

npHE

Jack Holts have a cook who has been
with them for many years and is particularly devoted to Tim, the four year old Holt
son.
Her name is Mamie, and the other day
Jack Holt overheard Tim talking to himself
out in the garden. His conversation sounded

*

like

this—

"Mama,

can

I

have a piece of candy?"

"No, Tim."
"Nursie, can I have a piece of candy?"

76

WALLIE

REID'S two

children. Bill

and

Betty, do not know yet that their big
playfellow will never return.
They think
Daddy has "gone on location" and they have
not been told what a long, long trip it will be.

Probably no more remarkable demonstration has ever been seen than marked Wally's
funeral. As he lay in state, clad in one of the
tweed sport suits he loved so well, trafBc
stopped for blocks in Los Angeles as a result of
the thousands upon thousands trying to gain
one last look at the handsome, boyish face that
had brought them so many happy hours. For
miles in every direction people gathered, men
and women and little children, just to stand
uncovered as the car drove through the streets
bearing their idol to his last resting place.
In the flower-filled church, great stars and
millionaire producers knelt side by side with
electricians and grips, who had worked with
Wally and loved him dearly. And at the foot
of the casket lay Wally's faithful comrade, his
hunting dog. Spike.
The estate which he left is very small, partly
owing to the terrific expenses of his long illness,
and consists principally of $70,000 life insurance, and the Reid Hollywood home.

A yf RS. Wallace Reid is to make an anti-dope
•''•-propaganda picture at once, according to
her own announcement made shortly after her
husband's death.
"It is not my own wish to make a picture,"
said Mrs. Reid, "I am very, vtry tired and I
should like to retire from the field for a little
while.
But during these days since my husband's going, my home has been flooded with
appeals to me to do somclliini;. Everyone has
been so kind to me. They have commended
my struggle, sympathized with me in my grief.
But from every class from legislators, from
statesmen, from men and women who for
years have been fighting this evil comes the
cry, 'Do something. They will listen to you.

—

—

Madame Lillebil Ibsen came to this
country from her native Norway to play
Anitra in "Peer Gytit," icith Joseph
Schildkraut.
Now thai she's here, she
will jnake her debut in American motion
She is the wife of Tancred
Ibsen, grand S071 of the great poet

pictures.

—
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You wouldn^t
drink from your saucer
It's

no crime

to pour tea into the saucer to

harm anyone. Quite

cool. It doesn't

likely

George Washington did it in the privacy of
Mount Vernon. And yet today a girl might
be pretty, sweet, rich and good and be

—

socially

counted a total loss

if

she did that

just once.
It just isn't

that "place"

done.
its

not good breeding.

portant

It's

one of those things

perpetrator instantly.

trivialities

It's

that

one of those

No girl

can afford to defy them. Society

for

can afford to overlook them.

strong and

much

any individual to go contrary

dictates.

«

to

You never know the impression your untidy

soon becomes a habit.

farther in

And

making a good

nothing goes

social impression

proper paper at the right time.

Make

a

memorandum today

to get a box

made

in nothing

your club, or the
well-set-up young chap you met at Gwen's

of Eaton's Highland Linen,

dance.

expensive, and on sale everywhere.

friend, or the leader of

Many

a girl has cut herself out of a circle

whom she would have en-

joyed, by just being clumsy or careless
once. It's so easy to leave a
tation

list. It's

name

the

same

off

an invi-

so easy not to call. She doesn't

know why. And perhaps she

its

«

It

note makes on the mother of your school

is

too merciless

in

than a letter or acceptance written on the

of delightful people
of

your "break" mirrored

surrounding eyes.

all-im-

mark the ranks

No

much too

Only you don't have an opportunity

to see the effect of

It's

society.
girl

saucer.

goes on making

but the correct shapes, sizes and shades; in-

if

And

you're not just sure of up-to-the-moment

usage in social forms, send

stamps and

I will

me

fifty

cents in

mail you "Social Corre-

spondence'', a dainty

little

book that answers

every possible question, and

will also include

usable samples of Eaton's Highland Linen.

careless writing mistakes for quite a

long time.

bad form to vsrite carelessly on
slovenly paper as it is to drink tea from a
It's just as

It

is

Addrttt m» In cart
Eaton, Crake & Pike Company
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

the easiest thing in the world to have

a correct writing

paper

— and

use

it

always.

Eaton's Highland Linen in five smart envel-

and all the fashionable shades
may be bought wherever stationery is sold.

ope

Sfy/e is
Eaton, Crane

&

styles

a greater social asset than Beauty

Pike

Company

— Sponsors for correctness

in Correspondence

When
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— New York-Pittsfield, Mass.
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from

set to set,
tions are made.

and there

electrical connecPretty tricky, what? And

efficient!

T^AY

by day, in every way, Nita is growing
-^-^slimmer and slimmer.
Miss Naldi, being as wise as she is beautiful,
evidently read the critical comments which
hinted that the Nita Naldi of "Anna Ascends"
was not nearly so seductive as the Nita of
"Blood and Sand," and must have taken a
severe reducing course; because she's svelte
and willowy now.

AT

a recent luncheon of the Dutch Treat
-'*-CIub, a few days ago, Dr. Coue and Will
Rogers were the guests of honor. Dr. Coue
sp)okc first. After making his speech he spoke
of another engagement and left the luncheon
and as he left Will Rogers slipped into his
chair.

"This Coue feller," said Will Rogers, "ain't
the only one who's got a system, iookit me.
Folks come from all over th' world for th'
treatment that they get outer my act in th'
Follies. Why, I got a letter here," he reached
into his pocket and drew out a folded sheet of
note paper, "from a patient. He says 'Dear
Mr. Rogers, I went to your show last week and
after j'our show I went around to the stage
door and met one of the young ladies in your
show and took her out to supper. And the
next night I did the same thing. And after
taking her out to supper for two nights, Mr.
Rogers, I was completely cured!"

—

pTHEL CLAYTON

and Carter DeHaven
I—'were recently making pictures in separate
sets on the same stage.
Ethel's picture was a
[

CONTI.N'UED

ON

P.\GE 84

]

Jobyna Ralston, who follows Mildred
Datris as Harold Lloyd's leading lady,
shows charm and tnnsomeness in both
these portraits.
this

Now that "Sherlock Holmes" in celluloid
has grown a long beard, perhaps it is time to
tell a story we heard about it.
It may be true,
arid knowing Carol, it possibly is. John Barrymore, the star, liked Carol's work in the
and wanted her

Griffith pictures

for his leading

woman. After considerable negotiations she
was signed to play the femine lead in "Sherlock Holmes."

Sherlock's sweetheart, she dis-

covered when work had begun, was a rather
vague individual whose sole duty seemed to be
to watch Mr. Barrymore, upon whose immortal profile the camera's eye was trained. There
was one scene especially when Carol's role was
a thinking one -when all she had to do was to
keep as much of herself out of the scene as
possible without altogether disappearing. The

—

scene was rehearsed.

Carol, strange to say,

was positively awkward.
It would never,
never do; so the scene was shot again. Three,
four,
and more rehearsals; and still Carol
couldn't do it.
In desperation the director
told her to go ahead and do it her own way.
With the result that a glimpse was caught of
the heroine's face in one scene at least.

—
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pEARL WHITE

has said farewell to Paris

and true to her promise, retired to a convent.
Gorgeous in a scarlet gown with gold trimmings, and a sable coat, the blonde serial queen
spoke to the audience of a Paris picture palace

— in French — as follows:
"I

am

not going to a convent because I love
For ten
j'ears I have taken good care of my body and
neglected my soul. Now I am going to look
after my soul. I am going to the convent tomorrow, but I do not know how long I shall
stay."
The "Pearl of j)ictures" is in poor health
and doctor's orders may have hastened her
departure from Paris for tlie seclusion of an
Alpine convent.

somebody who does not love me.

PTHEL CLAYTON
'—'portable

has acquired a

new

dressing room, built after the
of the bath houses that one sees at
Deauville and Ostend and any of the other
smart French watering places. It is twelve
feet square, and six feet high, and is mounted
upon wheels. Inside of it is a small closet, a
dressing table and several chairs. It is moved

manner

We

veish success

new combination in

to

comedy

—

V\(ature

s

Own

Qolor

The soft, rich, green color of Palmolive Soap is the natural color of the
rich oils from which it is blended.
Nature put the color in these oils,
just as she docs in grass and foliage.
It

might as well be said that flowers,
and grass are artificially colored

trees

as to say

it

of the green of Palmolive.

Palm and

olive oils not only impart
their color to Palmolive Soap
they
also give it their own soothing mildness.
The rich, creamy Palmoli\'e
lather is lotion-like in its effect on
the skin. It is ideal facial soap.

—

The Springtime ofJ^fe
— Wow

to

keep that youthful hloom throughout the years

—

HE joyous

time the time of youth
and blooming, when every young
girl should charm the world with

her flower-like freshness.
This greatest of all attractions

is

girlhood's

rightful heritage as well as the most admired beauty of later years. The pretty
girl will mature into the beautiful woman
if she keeps that schoolgirl complexion.

Don't

let it

fade

All too often this alluring school-girl

—
—Oils
give

Palm and Olire

nothing

else

nature's green color
to

Palmolive Soap,

com-

plexion is allowed to vanish with schoolYet simple treatment following
girl days.
schooldays will retain it as the greatest
attraction of mature years.
Be careful how you cleanse your skin
don't let harsh methods rob it of its natuOr, just as dangerral delicate texture.
ous to complexion health, don't omit the
daily washing with soap and water for fear
that its action is too harsh.
Instead, choose the facial soap which you
know is so mild and soothing that it keeps
the most sensitive skin smooth and soft.
This soap is Palmolive, as millions of
women already know. It is blended from
Palm and Olive oils, known since the days
of ancient Egypt as nature's beautifying
cleansers.

Volume and

efficiency

These two rare oriental

produce 25c quality
for only

by whose aid

A

The Palmolive Company

low-priced luxury

you imagine that Palmolive, because of
its superfine qualities, must be very expensive, you are wrong. While in Cleopatra's
days Palm and Olive oil was the luxury of
the rich, modern manufacturing methods,
combined with world-wide popularity,
makes Palmolive a low-priced soap.
We import these rare oils in enormous
quantities and the Palmolive factories
work day and night to supply the demand.
If

—

Palmolive is only 10c a cake a price
which puts it within the reach of all for
general toilet use.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY,

Milwaukee, U.

of Canada. Limited, Toronto,
Also makers of Palmolive Shaving Cream and Palmolive

10'

i
pyriEht i923-The Palmolive Co,

oils,

Cleopatra kept her youth, impart their
mildness to the smooth, creamy lather of
Palmolive.
It cleanses thoroughly, removing every trace of the oil, dirt and
perspiration which otherwise clogs the skin
piores. It leaves your skin soft and glowing
with a delightful sensation of freshness.
Used regularly, every day, Palmolive keeps
your complexion fine of texture and free
from blackheads and blotches.
Yet it
never robs the skin of its own beautifying
oil provided by nature to keep it smooth.
Apply a touch of cold cream after gently
drying your face with a soft, fine towel.
Normally oily skins won't need it except
possibly when the weather is very cold.

1712

S. A.
Canada
Shampoo

i

dJ^ARION ©AVIES

MISS DAVIES,Star of "When Knighthood Was In Flower"
in

commending the

to her friends

virtues of Mineralava

and the world at

large, is

Beauty Clay

careful to emphasize

the fact that she has tried various kinds of complexion clay, but

she says:

"/ have

tried

many

clayfi

for

iJie

complexion, hut

Mineralava surpasses others so far that I use it and it only."
Mineralava, sold under a positive money -back guarantee, is to
be had at all Drug and Department stores at $2.00 a bottle.

There

is

how good

also a Trial

Tube

at 50c, enough to convince

you

New York

City

it is.

SCOTT'S PREPARATIONS

INC., 2ol

BEAUTY CLAY
PARIS

VIVAUDOU NEW YORK
DLstributoT

West

l!ith Street,

—

// Julia Faye isn't careful, Vera Reynolds tvill step 171 to her place as the girl
with the best support on the Lasky lot.
Vera plays one of the title roles in a new
Paramount jricturc, which down in

Richmond

they'll

probably

bill

as "Vera

Reynolds in 'Prodigal Daughters' with
,

Gloria

Swanson"

Just a Nice Kid
from Virginia
BECAUSE

—

only twenty-one
she's so young
people still speak, of Vera Reynolds as just a kid.
And because she has a good disposition, she
doesn't mind a bit. Not as long as she can go right
on working and playing parts that require something
more than a kid's ability to carry them off.
Now she is the younger sister of Gloria Swanson in
the latest Swanson extravaganza, "Prodigal Daughters."
Of all the daughters, perhaps Vera is just a
shade the most prodigal. It's a role which will waft
Miss Reynolds right into the front ranks of screen
She's glad, because now she can say to
ingenues.
Father, "I told you so." Father, you understand,
objected strongly to a celluloid career for Vera ever
since she made her motion picture debut in a small
part at the age of thirteen; and he has been objecting
Vera's work in Christie and
steadily ever since.
Sennett comedies; even her heroines in three Roy
Stewart pictures failed to move him. But now
well, Father has written home to Richmond, Va., to
tell the folks there how Vera is getting along.
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Keeping your
child's hair

beautiful
What a mother can do to keep
her child's hair healthy fine, soft

—

silky — bright,

and
and luxuriant

fresh-looking

beauty of your child's hair depends
THE
upon you, upon the care you give
it.

Shampooing it properly is the most important thing.
It is the shampooing which brings out all
the real life and lustre, the natural wave and
color, and makes the hair soft, fresh and
luxuriant.
While children's hair must have frequent
and regular washing to keep it beautiful, their
fine, young hair and tender scalps cannot
stand the harsh effect of ordinary soaps. The
free alkali in ordinary soaps soon dries the
scalp, makes the hair brittle and ruins it.
That is why discriminating mothers, everywhere, now use Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo. This clear, pure, and entirely greaseless product cannot possibly injure, and it does
not dry the scalp or make the hair brittle,
no matter how often you use it.

When
If
If

it

your
is

gummy;

oily,

child's hair

dull

dry or dull
is

too oily, or too dry;

and heavy,

lifeless,

stiff

and

the strands cling together, and it
feels harsh and disagreeable to the touch; or
if

dandruff" is accumulating,
improper shampooing.

it

if

is

all

due to

You will be delighted to see how easy it is
to keep your child's hair looking beautiful,
when you use Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo.

The

quick, easy

way

Two

or three teaspoonfuls of Mulsified in
a cup or glass with a little warm water is
sufficient to cleanse the hair and scalp thor-

oughly.

Simply pour the Mulsified evenly over the
and rub it in. It makes an abundance
of rich, creamy lather, which rinses out quickly
and easily, removing every particle of dust,
the chief causes
dirt, dandruff and excess oil
hair

—

hair troubles.
After a Mulsified shampoo you will find the
hair will dry quickly and evenly and have the
appearance of being much thicker and heavier
than it really is. It keeps the scalp soft and
healthy, the hair fine and silky, bright, freshlooking and fluffy, wavy and easy to manage.
You can get Mulsified at any drug store or

of

all

goods counter, anywhere in the world.
4-ounce bottle should last for months.

toilet

A

Splendid for Children

— Fine for Men

Mulsified
RSC.

U.S.

"PA.-r.

O

F F._

Cocoanut OU Shampoo
Every advertisement in
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
—

The Twins. So you have acted in the
plays at the opera house in your town and
everyone says you are fine and considered the
two prettiest girls in the town and what do I
think you should do?
dears, this is a
public print and I could not begin to answer
that question. But I'll say this much: if all
the girls who've been told they were fine and
who on the strength of that wanted to go into
pictures were placed end to end they would
reach from but what's the use? You're not

V/OU

do not have to be a subscriber to
* Photoplay Magazine to get questions
answered in this Department. It is only
required that you avoid questions that
would call for unduly long answers, such as
synopses of plays, or casts of more than one

My

play. Do not ask questions touching religion, scenario writing or studio employment.

Studio addresses will not be given in this
Department, because a complete list of them
is printed elsewhere in the magazine each
month. Write on only one side of the paper.
Sign your full name and address: only initials will be published if requested.
If you

—

listening

anyway.

desire a personal reply, enclose self-addressed
stamped envelope. Write to Questions and

—

C. R., Liberal, Kans.^s. The title role in
"The Golem" was played by Paul Wegener.
Other characters in this German photoplay

were Rudolph of Hapshurg, Rabbi Loew,

Answers, Photoplay Magazine, 221 W. 57th
St.,

New York

City,

j

the

daughter and many lesser figures.
"Pink Gods" featured Bebe Daniels, James
Miss
Kirkwood, and Anna Q. Nilsson.
Nilsson plays the mother in Cecil deMille's
Rabbi's

"Adam's Rib."

,

—

E. K., Hartford. I wish I had been named
for the hero of one of those English novels.

They

are called, usually, either Peter, Mark,
or Rupert.
What I wouldn't give to be called
Peter, etc.
Richard Di.x was born in St. Paul,

Minn. He is six feet tall and weighs 178.
Wallace Beery was born and educated in
Kansas City, Mo. He weighs 200 pounds and
is six

feet tall.

—

Alice Elsinore. Rodolph dies in "Blood
and Sand," as the author intended. I, for
one, was glad to see them stick to the story.
It was originally planned to have Rodolph
die in Europe and live in America, but Paramount finally decided to be artistic and have

unhappy ending released everywhere.
You're very kind and I appreciate your letter.
the

—My

child, I am kind-hearted,
I rejoice to inform you Johnny Hines is
happily unmarried. He isn't even engaged
that I have heard. He is making a five-reel
comedy drama for C. C. Burr now, with Doris
Kenyon as his leading woman. Johnny lives

Fl.apper.

and

guerite Clark lived in New Orleans. Knowing
someone who has seen Marguerite down there,
you beheved it; and now I suppose you believe

everything you read about film stars. That's
always the way. Miss Clark has no intention
of returning to the screen.
I saw her sister,
Cora, with the J. Gordon Edwardses, her close
friends, at a picture opening not long ago.
The Clark sister's protege, little Aleta Doree,
is' dancing in the Music Box Revue.

—

S. J. H., Hawthorne, N. J.
No one is indispensable. Graveyards prove that. But we
all like to think we are.
Niles Welch was Bill
Sanders in Wesley Barry's picture, "Rags to
Riches."
He is married to Dell Boone.
Richard Dix was born in St. Paul, Minn.,
Dix is still with Goldwyn.
July 18, 1894.

New York, at 548 West 164th Street. No. "The Christian" is his latest picture. He is
trouble at all.
Now it's up to Johnny; he'll not a star Goldwyn doesn't have stars; but
probably write to you or at least send you his a featured player.
likeness.
He will if he's as good natured as

in

—

Diana, Washington.

he looks.

—Eugene O'Brien has

recovered from his accident.

—

Olive, Cranford. Your Japanese paper
brought memories of the land of cherry blossoms. That lovely land with its white-topped
mountains, its colorfully dressed people, its
quaint customs. I have never, contrary to
report, been to Japan; but I am a constant
attendant at the Burton Holmes pictures and
the other scenics.
Anyone can be widely
travelled now.
Flynn was a former Yale
football star; he was featured by Fox and is
now a free-lance.

—

Curiosity, Anderson, Ind. Bebe Daniels
her real name.
She is of Spanish extraction.
Nita Naldi is Italian-Irish. That is an
assumed name. Jack Holt is really a Holt.
His wife is not an actress; they have three
children.
Dorothy Dalton's parents reside in
Chicago. Mary MUes Minter's real name is
JuHet Shelby. Her sister is Margaret Shelby.
is

—

V. A. D., Tulsa, Oklahoma. You say you
never believed anything you read about film
stars until you saw by my column that Mar-

He had

just

completed his work in Norma's "The Voice
from the Minaret." He appeared at a private
showing of a picture in Manhattan with
a turban effect that made everybody gasp.
O'Brien is on the stage now in " Steve." Agnes
Ayres has not been in the East for some
months. She appears in " Clarence" as well as
several new productions in which she is starred
alone.

K. C, Daly City, Cal.— The cast of "Not
Guilty" follows. Richard Dix played one of
those dual roles in it. I am glad to see that
the dual role is not indulged in so much as
formerly.
It always bothered me wondering
how they did it, so that I never enjoyed the
Elsa Chelwood, Sylvia Breamer;
picture at all.
Arthur Ellison, Paid Ellison, Richard Dix;

Margy

Ellison,

Molly Malone; Mrs.

Ellison,

Elinor Hancock; Newell Craig, Herbert Prior;

Frank Mallow, Lloyd Whitlock; Martha,

the

chaperon, Alberta Lee; Herbert Welch, Charles
West; Virginia Caldwell, Alice Forbes.
[

CONTINUED ON PAGE 93

]
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for a SixWfeeKs

Tiip^o Europe
TF

you are planning a trip to
Europe, you can now have the
vacation of your Hfe for only $495.
Send the information blank below
for your Government's surprising
new booklet, "Economy Trips to

A

Europe," which

gives suggested
tours costing but
$^9S and shows you how to get
a maximum return for your time
and money spent abroad. Don' t fail
to write for this invaluable guide.
itineraries

for

Glorious Days on
Government Ships
The low

rates

able at $4-95.

On

There was a time when any s,tar ivho was a star oivned a dressing-room-bungalow.
Those days are past.
The thing now is a portable dressing-room. Elsie Fergus
son started it, and now most studios have these little rooms on wheels, connenient
Fred Niblo is telling Marguerite
for changing costumes and makeup on the set.
de la Mctte she hasn't time even to bead another eyelash before the next scene of
"The Famous Mrs. Fair" is shot

on the swift,
comfortable Cabin Ships" operated by the United States Lines
make this six weeks trip practicthese splendid

vessels, a cabin passage to
is

only

$120—third-class

England
$85.

Gossip

Write Today
Mail the information blank today for the
new booklet " Economy Trips to Europe " and
alsofor the

handsomely illustrated booklet, shotf-

of the Government
all parts of the ivorlj. No

actual photographs

ing

ships that

run

obligation.

to

Send

the information blank

now!

INFORMATION BLANK
To U. S. Shipping Board
Infor.Sec. U. S. 1724 Washington.

D.C.

Please send without obligation the U. S.
Government literature described above. I am
to The
considering a trip to Europe
Orient Q, to South America

,

— very,

working on
Yarn." To

was a

very serious.

his latest

And

comedy,

assist the flood of

Carter was

"A Dog-Gone
Clayton tears

playing 'Poet and Peasant" with all his might, and the sad sound
worried Carter. Until, finally, he was unable
to get the spirit of joy and light-hearted fun
into his work.
So, with a heav)' sigh, he sat
down and waited until Ethel had finished
emoting, .^nd then he borrowed her violinist
and had him play " There'll be a hot time in the
old town tonight!"
there

violinist

'

is making a picture
that has quite a prize fighting slant. And so,
to have all details correct, he has hired Frankie

Dolan, well known bantam weight battler, to

R.F.D.

him into perfect condition for the picture.
Johnnie's daj' is now made up of intense training.
He runs two miles, boxes four fast
rounds, works with the medicine ball and finishes with a cold shower.
get

Town

Slate

v^~—
For information in regard

10

sailings address:

United States Lines
45 Broadway

Agencies

New York

going to have the
atmosphere right in her newest picture
"Within the Law." She isn't going to have
any fake emotional acting, or any scenic discrepancies. To make sure of being correct in
every detail she visited the Tombs, while in
New York, and was escorted through the

in principal cities

Manaeins Operators for

UNITED STATES
SHIPPING BOARD
When

is

jou write to advertisers please mention

]

of the city jail by the warden
Director Frank Lloj'd went with her
and made some photographs of the prison j'ard
and the famous bridge of sighs.

women's part
himself.

T 0\rERS of comedy

be sorrj' to hear that
-'-'Max Linder came close to death abroad.
The little star was in the Swiss Alps, attending
an international skiing contest. .A.nd, as the
contest was at its height, there came a sudden
avalanche that swept down a mountain side
and caught some of the spectators unawares.
IMax Linder was directly in the path of the
avalanche. It swept him along with it and
dashed him over a precipice. When he was
found after a search of several hours he was
unconscious. .\nd physicians, after a hurried
examination, said that he was suffering from

—

—

se\-eral

broken

ribs,

serious internal injuries,

and a possible broken neck.

GRACE G. DR.\YTOX— whose "CampbeU
Kids,"

NORIMA TALMADGE

City

West

COXTINUZD FROM PAGE 78

;

My Name_
Street No. or

drama

East and

JOHNNIE WALKER

//I go date will be about

My

[

—

"Kuddle Bunnies" and various

personages have endeared her to the entire countrj- is going to
burst into the movies.
The children of her
brain are to be animated in a series of features
that will be both amusing and instructive.
We can't tell >ou all about it yet. But we
can say that the idea is a new one and that the

chubby

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

little illustration

—

—
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Two Minutes to
Make WurEyes
Enchanting!
One little touch gives instant loveliness to the brows and lashes!
A discovery that makes the eyes appear larger and more brilliant,
imparts to the whole face a new charm and fascination. French

women

have used this wonderful secret.

r

poet was right when he said that
'the ej-es are the windows of the
soul." The eyes are indeed the most
expressive of our features. To be beautiful
one must have beautiful eyes.
You know the French women's fascinaMost of this charm is due to the
tion.
She uses
attention she pays to her ej-es.
them makes them express her moods,
reveal her thoughts. With the aid of long,
sweeping lashes and expressive brows she
makes her eyes sometimes merrj'; sometimes dreamy; sometimes subtle with the
smouldering mystery of love. As a result,
the French woman is one of the most fascinating in the world.
But her fascination is no longer a secret.
You, too, can now give to your brows and
lashes certain deft touches that in only two
minutes make your eyes entrancing, exYou can instantly
pressive, irresistible.
give to your brows a fineh'-penciled, wellgroomed appearance to j'our lashes an
exquisite new beauty. The transformation

^HE

Does Not Look Artificial
Liquid Lashbrow is not an
ordinary cosmetic.
It is a
hquid that is daintily apphed with a tiny brush. It
dries instantly in a smooth,
natural finish.
It does not
give a made-up or artificial

—

appearance.

Even

if
you bathe with
Lashbrow on your
brows and lashes, it will not
run or rub off. If you apply

Liquid

this amazing hesitate in the least to use Liqmd Lashbrow
hquid in the morning, yom- brows and whenever you want to look j-our best.
lashes will be wonderfully lustrous and
ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS
attractive all day. Liquid LashVjrow absoAgnes Ayres, Ruth Roland, Betty Blythe
lutely will not run, rub off or discolor the skin.
and other famous actresses and society
You will like to use Liquid Lashbrow. Tt women use Liquid Lashbrow not only
is so easy to whisk on the magic
liquid because
it
gives
instant enchantment
with the little brush and so wonderful to to the ej'es, not only because it darkens
see instantly the marvelous change it has the brows and lashes and makes them
made in your appearance. And the result appear longer and more lustrous but
is so natural looking that you will not
also because this amazing discovery is
highly beneficial to the brows and lashes and
their condition permanently.
ANOTHER LASHBROW TRIUMPH benefits
There is only one original, genuine, Liquid
Special cream stimulates growth of
Lashbrow. Other names may sound the
brows and lashes.
same, but Liquid La.shbrow is the genuine.
Avoid substitutes and imitations.
Only
Lashbrow Pomade so nourishes and
Liquid Lashbrow can give instant enchantstimulates the lashes that they grow

—

—

—

—

is

amazmg!

Your Most Attractive Featu re
As a magnet draws a bit of steel to its
do bright, enchanting eyes draw

surface, so

One cannot help
attention to yom face.
being attractive with beautiful eyes. They
are like arrows that draw attention to your prettiness.
What Do These Eyes Say To You?
With the aid of long, sw eeping
They are like stars that fight
lashes and e.xpressive brows
They
up your expression.
you can make your eyes express sorrow, or joy, or gladmake the plainest face atness ... or longing. Liquid
tractive, and they add to the
Lashbrow has been used on
these eyes. It is the secret of
pretty face a new charm that
their wonderful fascination.
a heavj' line beneath a

As
word emphasizes it and draws
it

The shortest and
beauty.
most scanty lashes are made
to appear long, dark, curling,
lustrous. And even the eyes
themselves, shadowed in a
new

fascination,

more

^^vid,

seem

ive feature.

Will!

t

how
made

il.

I

-l"

eyes say?

,!;-

Lashbrow

Liquiii

See
has

the brows lustrous, the
lashes long and silken.

fittle

touch

is

Do

these eyes express sorrow,

hate, love?
See how the
brow.s and lashes frame them
In fascination!

The beauty
depends upon
sion.

And

of the eyes
their expres-

the

expression

depends largely upon the
brows and lashes. What do
the5ie

tery,

—

touch and >-our
shadowed in mysgiven new depth and

enchantment!

—

easily,

quickly,

and

with scarcely any effort at all
on your part. Liquid Lashbrowwill imparta new beauty
and charm to your eyes almost
instantly! Not only you, but
your friends as well, will be
amazed at your new prettiness
your new fascination.
Send for the free trial.

—

ment

All

In two minutes Liquid
Lashbrow will make yotir eyes
as enchanting and expressive
as these. Can you read what

We know
brow

want

to try Liquid Lash-

new enchantment. And if your
brows and lashes are sparse, we know you

want to try Lashbrow Pomade. Therefore we are making the extraordinary offer of sending you a generous
trial of both these splendid products FREE. And we
will include, with our compliments, an eyelash and
eyebrow brush.
Just clip and mail the coupon below to us at once,
enclosing only 10c to cover the cost of handling and
mailing. We will send you our free package containing a generous bottle of Liquid Lashbrow, a generous
supply ot Lashbrow Pomade, and a handy brush with
which to apply them.
When your free trial package arrives, try Liquid
Lashbrow and see w hat happens. And when you see
what a change this new discovery makes in your appearance, how it makes your eyes enchanting in two
short minutes, go to your favorite drug or department store for a full-size bottle. But niail the coupon
for your free package NOW. I^ashbrow Laboratories
Company, Dept. 24, 17-55 PrestonPlace.St. Louis, Mo.

^ILPAOCAgE^ JVUIL_COUPON
rLASHBROW LABORATORIES
I

1
I
I

I

{

j
I

Dept. 24, 17-55 Preston Place,

free offer before.
j

Name
I
I

Ushbrow

_

CO.,

Buildiiig,

Si

Louis,

Mo.

I accept your generous offer.
You may send me
your special free package containing a bottle of
Liquid Lashbrow which gives instant lo%elincss to
the brows and lashes; a supply of Lashbrow Pomade
which stimulates the growth of sparse lashes and
brows, and a brush with which to apply them. I
enclose only lOe which is to cover cost ot mailing
and handling. I have not taken advantage of this

Address

I
I

you write to advertisers please mentioa

j-ou

—the remarkable discovery that gives

the eyes

they are saying?

When

to the eyes.

FREE PACKAGE— Just Send Coupon

I

Good Druggists.
The Genuine
Has This Sigrnature.

are long, silken, fascinating.
fittle

them

At

and well-shaped, your lashes

eyes are

for

Here, at last,
your opportunity to have
ej-es.

eyes re\'eal?

—and your brows are lustrous
One

causing the damage and
make the skin beneath the
brows clear, healthy.

You have always longed

more entrancing.

One

Both

brows and lashes are given
a charming silkiness. If
your lashes or brows are

beautiful

larger,

In only two short minutes,
Liquid Lashbrow will make
your eyes your most attract-

thick and lustrous.

incfined to fall out, La.«hbrow Pomade will clear
away the tiny scraps of
powder and dust that are

is irresistible.

to your attention, Liquid
Lashbrow, the new discovery,
emphasizes the beauty of
your eyes. Through this remarkable discover}' the most
sparse and lustreless brows
are given a new instant

almost before
your very eyes. Scanty
eyebrows become quicklj'

luxuriant

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Sleeping
Comfort
Complete

relaxation

—

a feeling of restfulness and
luxurious ease is necessary to restful, refreshing sleep.

—

If

your bedspring

sags,

sways

—

or groans get a Way Sagless
Spring. It is always comfortable
always restful always
quiet because of its patented

—

—

hoUowstrand constructionand
sturdy truss supports.
Only in the genuine Way Sagless
Spring can you get all the exclusive
"Way" features and advantages. To
be sure you get the genuine, look for
the red stripes on the frame.

No matter what style of bed you
buy, be sure to equip it with a Way
Sagless Spring if you want lasting
sleeping comfort and restfulness!
Guaranteed for 25 years not to sag,
stretch or break.
A new spring
free

if it

does.

"The Restful Way"
reading.

is

interesting

Write for a copy.

Way Sagless Spring Co.
896 E. Hennepin Av., Minneapolis, Minn.

Branch

factories in Chicago and Cleveland;
Distributing warehouses at Pittsburgh,
Buffalo, Detroit, St. Louis.

Made and Sold

When you see Milton Sills in one of those cave-men roles, you forget that Milton
was once a college professor, and you certainly don't remember that an elevenyear-old daughter calls him father.
Here is Dorothy Sills, a serious-minded
young lady who writes prize-ivinning essays, but who finds time occasionally to
drop in and icatch daddy work

in North Atlantic States by

Burton Dixie Corporation, N. Y.
In Canada; by Dominion Bedstead Co.,
Ltd., Montreal and Toronto; Parkhill Bedding, Ltd
Winnipeg
Southern Distributors; The Belknap Hdwe.
,

&

Mfg. Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky.;

Chittenden & Eastrnan Company,
Burlington, Iowa

—

other stars of the animated reels Bobbie,
Felbc the Cat. Mutt and Jeflf and all the rest of

them

—

will

welcome

A CERTAIN
village in

was a small

their

comedy

new

little

star

went home to a

Indiana to

village

—

visit

of the

She wrote back, to the

plajTnates.

her folks.

It

making the

silks

seem more beauti-

than ever. Nothing is more lovely than a
gorgeous girl draped in. or standing against the
background of, a bolt of lustrous satin or brocade. .\nd the silk manufacturers realize the
ful

fact.

one horse variety.

city, describing the size

of the town.

"I get about four letters a da^^" she wrote,
this morning, when I stopped at the post
office for my mail, the postmaster asked me if
I was running a correspondence course!"

"and

M.\XY

motion picture stars are holding
forth at the silk show. Martha Mansfield,
Hope Hampton, Irene Castle and a score of
£vei7 adTertisement iu

Others are

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

T^.WID WARFIELD

has always said that
-'-^he would never appear before the motion
picture camera.
.\nd he never did until a
few weeks ago when the cameraman of a certain news reel caught him among the spectators
at the opening of the Moscow .\rt Theater.
The cameraman went to secure "shots" of the
celebrities upon the stage, but when he saw
Warfield he swung the camera around and got

—

a portrait.

—
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You remember Maurice Costello in the
One of the pioneer

old Vitagraph days.

and premier

actors of the screen, he comes
back in Allan Dwan's picture, "Glimpses

His hair, now, is shot
of the Moon."
with gray, but he is still the commanding
figure;

and he

still

has the same dimples

H. THOMPSON, veteran acdied at the age of seventy-sLx. He
had been working in Marion Davies' picture,
"Little Old New York, "when he caught pneumonia, which caused his death.
He had a
brilliant stage career, and was known also for
his fine work in many photoplays.

VXriLLIAM
tor,

MARION

DAVIES is a game girl. The
other day she was making a scene for
"Little Old New York." Dressed in her boy's
costume as the masquerading Patricia O'Day,
Marion was to be flung to the shoulder of Louis
Wolheim and rushed through a mob of seven
hundred howling men to the whipping post.
Wolheim, with Miss Davies held above him
\nth one big arm, and grasping a cruel whip in
his other hand, began to mount the steps leading to the whipping post when the mob closed
in around him so forcibly that he lost his balance and slipped. Marion was thrown to- the
floor, her blonde head striking with great force,
and was unconscious for some moments. But
when she recovered she insisted upon going on
with the scene.

DILL DUNCAN

and his pretty wife, Edith
•'-'Johnson, will risk their lives for Universal in
the future. They have made their last Vitagraph serial, and intend to produce, as well as

mfleK
Spring "Bumper

what might have happened
THINK
Herbert RawHnson hadn't equipped his

if

car with Biflex. "When you must crash
into a tree or post to avoid injuring a careless pedestrian, you'll come up smiling if
you have a Biflex to take the bump," says

WEBSTER
the other
just the

one

I

CAMPBELL

star has taken the double
precaution of Biflexing his car front and rear,
the safe way to motor. The broad Biflex buffing surface blocks bumpers of all heights.
Biflex super-strength is safety insurance.
Biflex is chosen for the finest cars in motordom.
Beautiful and dignified; and the safest bumper

equipment. Sold everywhere by the better auto
and accessory dealers. Priced from $21 to $28.

BIFLEX PRODUCTS CO.,

was confronted

day by a producer.

want," he

Biflex

Bumpers

WAUKEGAN,

are Fully Protected by

U

S.

"You're

buttonholing the
"I want to produce a

husband

said,

of Corinne.
screen spectacle. I want a good cast, at least
one big name, a good leading man, some yacht
scenes, and a ballroom scene, the whole to cost
not more than $50,000. And I want a director."

Webster withered him. "You don't want a
You want a magician."

director.

GEORGE

ARLISS

will

soon play his

in-

imitable character of the Rajah of Ruhk
Distinctive Pictures has
before the camera.
purchased "The Green Goddess," the melodrama which has been engaging the Arliss talents on the road this season, and last year was a

Broadway

R O

success.

When you

with
Distinction

Mr. Rawlinson.
This prominent

—

the potboilers, bigger and better things some
costume stuff is included in their plans.

'Protection

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Patents.

ILL.

Trade Mark.
Look for it.

—
^
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tried

way?
npOMORROW morning
this

it

try dousing Listerine on
your face after shaving. It
leaves your skin refreshed,
cool — and antiseptically pro-

How many lumps of coal wguld you pay to see Mary or Charlie or Gloria? In
Germany, bricks of pressed coal pay your admission to a motion picture show.
The theater may not be as comfortable as our picture palaces, but the little Teutons
will enjoy the picture just as

much

tected.

Often your razor leaves a

r^LORIA SW ANSON and

Herbert Somborn

nick or cuts
too closely.

^^have been separated
now Gloria has appealed

two

Lis terincj
takes good

of desertion.

n

careofthat.

Then
some evening when

Cool, refreshed and antiseptically clean
after
shaving.

—

your scalp feels itchy and
tired, massage it vigorously
with L s t e r n e clear or
diluted with one part water.
You'll find it has a wonderi

—

i

exhilarating effect and,

ful

moreover,

it

is

effective in

These are
only two of
Listerine's

many

uses.

Read

the
interesting
Wonderfully exhilarating
as a scalp massage; and
It

combats dandruff.

little cir-

cular that

comes with each bottle describing

many

other uses.

Lambert Phamacal Company
Saint Louisy U* S. A.

/A

LISTERINE
—the

him

night-stand in a middle-sized middle-western
town, was asked by the leading local film
theater to attend a showing of her latest picture, "Outcast." It was the first time she had
seen it in its finished form. Whether it was her
disappointment over her close-ups, or the way
the picture had been sliced, anyway, on the
way back to her hotel, Miss Ferguson slipped
and fell on the ice and gave one of her slender
wrists a severe wrench.

safe
antiseptic

it is

said, will fight the

OSCOE ARBUCKLE

is never going to ap-'-^pear on the screen again. He is to confine
himself to directing "Poodles" Hannaford, the
clown, in a series of comedies. The features
which Paramount produced starring the rotund
actor will never be released.

A PPENDICITIS stalked about the studios.
**-First Marguerite Courtot fell ill and was
rushed to the hospital. Then Bebe Daniels,
who has been suffering from appendicitis for
several months, decided she might as well become separated from the pest, and so spent
three weeks away from work. She's all right
now. Viola Dana, the third victim, was seriously ill for a while, but she recovered and is
reporting for work in a

combating dandruff.

new

picture.

T EWIS STONE

is one actor who looks upon
job of acting just as bankers do on
theirs.
He keeps office or studio hours, and
sometimes he can't recall off-hand the name of
the film he's playing in.
He likes to tell on himself about the time he
visited the school his young daughter attends.
The girls had heard that ]\Ir. Stone was a
famous actor, and gathered around to watch
him as he came in. When they saw "a middleaged, thin-haired man," they were terribly disappointed according to Mr. Stone.

-'-^his

—

glimpse of Chaplin makes the whole
ONE
world
The professional picturekin.

viewers, the traditionally hard-boiled critics
flock to see his latest picture in the projection

room.
of

On the occasion of the initial private showing
"The Pilgrim," Charlie's new one, there

were at least two representatives from e\'er\'
magazine and trade journal and newspaper.
Some of them had to stand. They're all alike
where Charlie is concerned.
Tiy the way, his brother, Syd, came to New
York with the picture. You would ne\-er
recognize in the suave and well-tailored Mr.
Chaplin the disgruntled visitor who loses his
hat in "The Pilgrim."
Every advertisement in

has been pla>-ing the

^provinces in her new play, "The Wheel of
Life."
The lovely Elsie, stopping for a onc-

the marital bonds completely. She accuses

Somborn,

PLSIE FERGUSON

And
years.
to the courts to sever
for

THOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

is

—

to New York because he was sure
would see his idol, Rodolph A'alentino,
on Broadway. .And then Valentino would help
him get into picture.^, where he would, in the
course of time, become a great actor and make

T_rE came

^

-*-he

a million dollars.

Manuel Garabedian walked and walked and
walked. He saw hundreds of people on Broadwa}', but not \'alentino.
And he was so tired
and, hungry after a while that he was quite
satisfied to be sent back to the industrial school
in Rhode Island which he left to seek his fame
and fortune in the films.

A

LTHOUGH she was married as Mrs.
-'*-Rodolpho Gugliehni, Jean .Acker has been
name of !Mrs. Rodolph Valentino for
professional purposes. She is billed as "ilrs.
Rodolph Valentino in 'A Regular Girl' " in
Keith vaudeville.
V'alentino's injunction proceedings against
her seek to compel her to drop his name. His
first wife, he says, married him when she was
affluent and he was a struggling actor in
Hollywood, and not long after their marriage
left him to return to live with a woman friend.
Now that he is famous, she advertises herself as
Mrs. Rodolph \'alentino. The screen star won
his divorce suit under his family name of
Guglielmi.
using the

npHERE

is a ref)ort from Paris, France, that
Douglas Fairbanks, Junior, is to be starred
in a series of productions.
Not under his
father's management, but his mother's, who is
now Mrs. James Evans. The Evans family,
with Doug Jr., has been living abroad, but will
*-

return to .\merica to

fulfill

the film contract
pro-

made with William Elliott, a theatrical
ducer if we may believe the storj.

giiarauteed.

—

—
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Gladys Cooper, called the most beautiful
actress in England, nsited New York

—

and left it disappointed. Why is it these
famed British heaxdies always disappoint
us? She was reported to be engaged to wed
Ivor Novcllo, the actor-composer, who is
Griffith' s'new leading man. Miss Cooper
co-starred urith Mr. Novello in "The
Bohemian Girl," a British production

By the way, Douglas Sr. and Mary Pickford are reported contemplating the purchase
of Georgian Court, the beautiful Lakewood,
N.

home

J.,

of

George Gould, which

is

now

for

sale.

VICTOR
tor,

SEASTROM, the Swedish direchas come to this country to make pic-

Costs V2 Cent

company. He made "A
There Was'' and "The Death Wagon,"
which was known here as "The Stroke of iMidtures for a California

jSIan

night."

Why

de Reviera. You'll soon
AND thenowson—Leonformer
Mexican

president.
General .\urelio Blanquet, making eyes at the
Another one of the "Valentino sucpublic.

cessors"?

T\ THEN

L. Rothafel sailed for a vacation
Europe, a radio broadcasted his
favorite overture to him on the high seas,
rendered by "Roxy's" favorite musicians, the
Capitol Theater orchestra. Who said "vacation"?
S.

trip in

T^TD you ever hear that one of Charlie Chap-'—'lin's

hobbies is to take personal motion pictures of everj' celebrity that visits his California studio?
The films never reach the
public, of course, being intended for the screen
of Charlie's private projection room.
.\ distinguished visitor several years ago was
Prince .\xel of Denmark. Enthusiastically he
agreed to play a comedy scene with Chaplin.
It was a tj-pical Chaplin scene, kick and all
the kickee lieing none other than the Prince of
Denmark. It was only after the Prince had returned home that he bethought himself of his
undignified part in the picture, and he frantically cabled Charlie begging him never to show
the film to the public. Suppose it was ever

shown

serve less flavory oats?

of a

see

in

"HpHE

Denmark!
Message

of

Quaker Oats have that extra flavor which has given them
supreme place the world over.
Everybody wants that flavor. Stores everywhere supply
it.

—

The cost is insignificant only one-half
You simply specify Quaker to get it.
That

flavor lies in

A

good enough

will

soon

for

Quaker.

—

just the cream of the oats. Thus
flake those only
bring you this food of foods in its most delightful form.

But we

we

Consider that on a food so important. This is almost a complete food, rich in 16 needed elements. Make the dish inviting.

For epicures
this super-grade to foster the love of oats,

these delicious flakes.

TJESSIE EYTON, once prominent

Packed

—

—

as a star

wants a divorce from Clark C.
Coffev. an attorney, of Vicksburg, Miss. Miss
•'-'for

Be

careful that

you get them,

in sealed

for

you write to advertisers

ijlease

it

pays.

round packages with removable covers

Selig,

When

As a

world over send to us to get it.
Every morning, millions of people in every clime serve

result, oat lovers the

reach the screen. The little chemist from
is personally appearing
in
celluloid
for Educational, in a two-reel version of "Every day, in every way," etc.

Nancy, France,

it.

bushel of choice oats yields only ten pounds of grains

We make
Emile Coue"

queen grains only.
oats do not have

The puny, underripe

cent per dish.
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Eyton was formerly the wife of Charles Eyton,
Paramount's production manager, whose present wife is the statuesque Kathlyn Williams of
the films.

JACKIE COOGAN'S

George

Uncle

a
J chorus man in "Little Nellie Kelly," a musical entertainment now playing in Manhattan.
Yea, even so.
is

A

S soon as Leatrice Joy can get around to it,
-**-she will go back to California and get married. What? Oh, she married Jack Gilbert before he got his final decree of divorce. And so
when her picture-making activities permit, she
will join Jack on the coast and become Mrs.
Gilbert all over again.
Olivia Burrell Gilbert and her husband were
married in 191 8, and a few months later decided to go their separate way. In 1922 Jack
was given an interlocutory decree; and two
weeks after married Leatrice Joy in Mexico.
Legally a person cannot remarry until he has
received his final divorce decree. And there

you

<iAlive!

are.

FOX

has bought Channing Pollock's play,

"The

(i^ademoiselle

—

Perfume? hein. But living
flowers, a living odeur That,
!

one must admit,
of another edge
It is

is

a rapier

to live. Mademoiselle.

And to let others know one
lives.

From Lournay it

comes, this
miracle in perfume making.

A live odeur— the pulsating,
tantalizing fragrance of liv

ing flowers for the first
time imprisoned in articles
de toilette

Fool," for the screen.
Here's hoping none other than James Kirkwood plays the title role. It wouldn't be right.

ATBoard

annual meeting of the National
Review, in New York recently, it
was decided that there is little or no art to be
found in the present day motion picture. It
was one point upon which all those present
Walter Pritchard Eaton,
agreed heartily.
Kenneth MacGowan, and Clayton Hamilton
made speeches. Mr. Hamilton, incidentally,
was the only person present who had ever had
the remotest connection with the producing
end of the films. And he was the least condemnatory.
the

of

WILLARD MACK

is back in pictures. Joe
Schenck has put him to work as head of
.Among
the Talmadge scenario department.
other recent Schenck activities was the purchase of the United Studios in Hollywood,
where all future productions starring Norma,
Constance and Buster will be made.

Y the way, it isn't generally known thai
'-'Mary Hay is writing the music for a play in
which she will appear next season. Little Mrs.
Barthelmess is an accomplished musician, but
"D

this will be the first occasion
applaud her talent.

pAULINE

G.\ROX,

for the public to

the theater's prize flap-

back in New York, flapping her way
through George Melford's "You Can't Fool
Your Wife," or "Can Your Wife Fool You?"
out at the Paramount studios. .-Xnyway, one
of those "wife" titles.
Pauline has been
showing New York to Shannon Day.
The engaging Pauline is one of the bright
per, is

sights of film ^lanhattan.

her famous remark

recall

—

.\nd people

—anyway,

still

she's said

have said it upon meeting George Jean
Nathan.
Looking up in approved flapper
fashion Pauline said, "And what do you do?"
to

TE

don't know how true it is; but someone
who was standing by told us that D. W.
Griffith, directing a scene for "The WTiite
''V

Rose," said to his leading lady while thej' were
rehearsing
"Well, since Photoplay says I have been
doing the same thing over and over for years,
we'll have to think up a different way to do it
this time."

A

LTHOUGH you might never guess it from
**-his sinister characterizations, Lowell Sherman doesn't take himself seriously'. Quite the
contrarj'.

plays.

He likes to make up names for his
He rechristened "iloonlight and

Honeysuckle," "Moonlight and Succotash"

and

"The

Easiest

Way," "The

Fleeciest

W'ay."

And

just

now he

is

getting as

much

enjoy-

his evil noble man in "The Masked
as his audiences are.
In the last act, he rivals Gloria Swanson as a
clothes-horse.
He wears a mar%-ellous negligee with a broad
band of sable for a collar. And a sinister set
And how the matinee girb love
of whiskers.
to hate him!

ment out of

Woman"

seeking
divorce
H.\WLEY
WANDA
from her husband, Allen Burton Hawley,
is

a

for some time, avers Wanda,
has been just being her husband.
In other words, she claims, he has permitted
his blonde wife to support him on the salary
she receives as a screen actress; that he has dissipated the money, and has. besides, been
brutal on occasions, at least so says Wanda.
It has been generally assumed that the Hawleys were one of the happily married couples in
filmdom, and that .\llen Hawlej- was the prosperous proprietor of a HoUj-vvood garage. But

whose only job

As different as

life

from

exist-

ence—as the laughing vintages
of France from the sombreness
of the Italian! Vivante!

—

living flowers to contrast the

artificiality of

perfume.

"Hunting Big Game," the travel pictures,
IN
actual scenes in a diamond mine are shown.
Proving that the Hollywood idea of a diamond
mine is as far as possible from the truth. Remember in "Pink Gods" the black boj's picked
the diamonds right out of the dirt and stole the
stones by swallowing them? Later the natives
were shown being examined by X-rays, and the
diamonds in their stomachs were seen to be
prettily cut and polished. It wouldn't do some
directors any harm to see "Hunting Big

Game."

PARIS
7

Rue de

I'sly

NEW YORK
366

You may
vial of

Fifth

obtain

Avenue
a

small

Lournay ^';vante

by sending 15 cents to
our American address.

RICHARD DIX

is

now

a

member

before Wanda sailed for Europe to
tures there, she filed her suit. And
if she will get her divorce.

make
it

pic-

looks as

of the

Paramount stock company. He w^as signed
after the companj- saw his work in Agnes

TRMXG TH.\LBERG, the "boy manager" of

Ayres' picture, " Racing Hearts."

has been appointed hy Carl Laemmle to take

de
ASIbanez' "The Enemies
Alicia,

Dtichess

of

heroine of

Women," Alma

THERE

is another Mary Hay Barthelmess
She arrived on the last day of January', and managed to hold up work on "The
That's
Bright Shawl" for a day or two.
Papa's new picture, j'ou know.

now.

HOWE,

one of the pioneers in
H.
He was an
the film industry, is dead.
exhibitor of motion pictures in 1896. Lately

Lyman Howe's "Ride on

a

Runawaj' Train"

rHOTOri.AT MAG.\ZIXE

Thalberg, who, at twenty-two, was proto manager of the
big film concern, is expected to take the same
position with the Louis B. ^Mayer company.

moted from stenographer

a deal involving over Si. 500,000, Joe
IN
Schenck has purchased the controlling hold

United Studios and will move his producing units from the IMetro studios back to

in the

the big L^nited organization.
Schenck, who is the husband of Norma Talmadge and producer of her films and those of
her sister Constance, has owned stock in this
concern for some time, but the present investment makes him president and chief stockholder.
M. C. Levee, former head of the United
Studios, will remain as active manager of the
studios.
The United Studios is one of the largest motion picture plants in Holh-\vood and is located

on Alelrose Avenue near Western.

delighted audiences everywhere.
Every advertisement in

and Julius Bemheim

his place.
Delille,

Rubens is required to lose a fortune as a victim
of the Casino wheel at Monte Carlo. Alma's
company went to the real location for the
.^fter the Duchess had feverishly
scenes.
played and lost, and the director had called
"cut," the JMiss Rubens announced. "I've
picked the right color every time. If I'd really
been playing at the stakes Alicia did, I figure
I'd have won about 250,000 francs."

LYMAN

•^Universal, has resigned

Is

guaranteed.

Photoplay Magazine
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NOBODY'S MONEY—Paramount
a light comedy, but as entertaining as
any picture we have witnessed this season.

IUST

It reveals the hitherto solenrt! Jack Holt as a
high comedian of actual ability; and it follows,
as to plot, a merry masquerade in which he is
the chief participant. There are Wanda Haw-

and Julia Faye as decorations. Altogether
an optically pleasing picture, which we beg to
offer as proof that Jack Holt, as an actor, is not
only dependable, but interesting.
ley

FIGHTING BLOOD—
Film Booking

Office

three "rounds" of the new H. C.
THE
Witwer stories of the prize ring are human,
first

absorbing and real. If the rest of the series
maintains the same standard, "Fighting
Blood" will be the best picture of its kind.
The pugilist-hero is no Battling Burrows, but a
clean-cut, lovable chap you can't help liking.
His adventures are humorous and, whether
you are a fight fan or not, you '11 enjoy them.
It's a picture that fathers and brothers, especially, will like.

WHAT A WIFE LEARNED—
First National

husband who learned, and it reIT was the reels.
This is one of those plots
quired sis
where, if the hero or heroine had used a little
common-sense in the second reel, the complications would never have arisen and, of course,
there wouldn't have been any more picture.
That would have been all right with us. Marguerite de la Motte, John Bowers, and Milton
We think it is a
Sills just suffer and suffer.
shame that jMr. Sills had to suffer so in such a

DIFFERENT
from ALL OTHERS!

cause.
is

MILADY—
ADVERTISED

as "beginning where 'The
Three Musketeers' left off," this French
production is nearer Dumas than Douglas Fairbanks ever could be. Of course, you may preThe American exuberance is
fer Douglas.
lacking here, but there is an old-world flavor of
romance of clashing swords and rustling silks
D'Arlagnan is a disthat is charming.
appointment, but not so the lady who plays
the title role. She is the Milady Dumas wrote

—

about.

STARLAND REVIEW—
Film Booking Offices
is made up of famous

AWEE-KLY that

—

per-

and screen showing them mostly off stage and (more or less) at
ease. Although sometimes they stand right up
to the camera and do their stuff blandly. Of
interest to those people who wonder what their
sonalities of the stage

Cream
paste

which combines the

American Releasing Corporation

—

Squibb's Dental
the only tooth

ad-

vantages of Squibb's Milk
of Magnesia in a cleansing

cream

In addition, Squibb's
Dental Cream cleanses
thoroughly, giving the
teeth the white, attractive

appearance that every one

harmful ingredients!
Milk of
Magnesia has long been rec-

safe, free

ognized as the best product

ingredients.

free

from

for correcting

all

mouth

acidity

and for protecting the teeth
and gums.
It promptly
and effectively neutralizes
mouth acids, and in this way,
it helps prevent dental decay
and diseases of the gums.

admires!

It

and

grit

You

is

positively

from soap,
all

acids,

detrimental

will prefer Squibb's

One
convince you

Dental Cream.
will

trial

that

here, at last, is the greatest

achievement
paste

!

in

a

tooth

Mail the coupon

a generous

trial-size

for

tube.

favorites are like, behind the scenes.

THE SPEEDER—Educational

LLOYD HAMILTON having the time of his
in a flivver that has a self starter
comedy that will tickle
everything!
life

A

—

and
the

funny bone. There are some new gags and
Fome fairly old ones that are still good for a
And the whole thing ends in the usual
laugh.
grand explosion!

CANYON OF THE FOOLS—F.

Sqtibb's
DENTAL CREAM
MADE WITH

B. O.

AFTER

seeing this picture any audience will
agree that all the fools aren't in the canyon.
For the characters in the storj' exhibit,
throughout, an amazing lack of sense. For instance the hero instead of firing his machine
gun into the midst of the enemy, shoots
steadily into the dam and so weakens it that it
thereby nearly drowning the blonde
collapses
heroine. Harry Carey and Marguerite Clayton in the lead.

—

When you

/

/
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THE FIRST DEGREE— Universal
to this man — he
always like an animated car"CRANK MAYO does rather the best work of toon. And, as the graduate of a correspondence

?2

is

his career in this story, as the innocent but
misunderstood brother of a blackmailing viihiin.
There are times when he rises to emotional moments that are quite unexpected.
Sylvia Ereamer, as the girl, lacks depth and

But she doesn't
only weakens it.
feeling.

keeps rolling up, the lie, like a gigantic
snowball.
Complications pile up on top of
each other until at last the whole family the
hard working husband, the wife with social aspirations, the young sister and the mis-guided
fiance
land in the police court. And then the
truth comes out, and everybody is moderately
happy again. David Torrance does some fine
work as the harassed liar.

IT

—

—

THE OREGON TRAIL— Universal
A NOTHER of the series of films that have a
-**-real historic value as well as drama and
suspense. Serials, usually, are hard to follow
but this is an exception. It tells of the pioneers
who gave their lives to the making of the great
west. Of special interest to those school children who are finding American history hard

Principal Pictures

pLINOR GLYN

beauty of

she doesn't. A futile plot that creeps along to
a conventional finish. With a rainstorm, a
broken bridge and an automobile wreck.

Dorothy

the

Kenneth Harlan and Bruce

CRINOLINE AND ROMANCE—Metro
"pM MY-LOU (Viola Dana) wears long curls
^and voluminous hoop skirts, and — by so doing

SEVILLE

with her bobbed hair and her scanty frocks. .\
story that is almost saccharine enough to live
up to its title and that's going some! All
about an embittered colonel who tries to keep
his granddaughter away from the lures of the
wicked world.

—

didly exemplifies Deltah

A new

and
of

indestructible pearls.
Safety clasp of white gold
set withgenuine diamond
and genuine onyx — the
vcr\

latest

THE GENTLEMAN FROM AMERICA—
Universal

combination

FROM
Other

Carmen 24 inch
Elvira 34 inch
Martha 24 inch

^51

,

.

the

.\.

—and back

E. F. to romance

again to permanent K. P. This is Hoot Gibson's latest story in a nut shell.
He and a
doughboy pal go a.w.o.l. from the armj' and
start off for Paris. But they get on the wrong
train and land in a Spanish duchy called Cardonia. What they do to the place fills about
Louise Lorraine is the leading lady.
six reels.

DcUah %fcklaces

,

At Your Jewelei

POP TUTTLE, DETEKATIVE—
R-C

A

is

false

The

present.

is

makes you cry and

that's just about the
-•highest praise that can be given any picture
even if it is almost cloying in its sweetness.
The stor>' of a little blind girl who plays the
violin and, by so doing, converts the whole of
a city slum and a family of desperadoes with
whom she is living. The direction is sympathetic, and there are some over-emphatic but
interesting performances. Dorothy MacKaill
is very lovely as the blind heroine, and James

—

Rennie does good work as the semi-gangster
hero.

WHEN KNIGHTS WERE COLD—Metro
CT.\X L.\UREL,

as the leader of a band of
rescues the lovely Princess
Elisabeth New Jersey from the clutches of a
wicked prince who plots her ruin. He follows,
rather closely, the scenery and action of
"Robin Hood" with some surprising results.
And some not quite so surprising. The vast
army on toy horses, moving off across a great
plain, is a real joj' to witness.

'-^merry

men,

ROBERT BRUCE WILDERNESS

TALES— Educational
BRUCE has made the scener>'—and

\/f R.

'bus driver.

in

Dan Mason again
There

is

which the

in-

scores as a rural

a Fontaine

—

iVievgn

jjjg
dogs,
a background for wee
stories that haven't much plot or conventional

punch, but that are decidedly interesting.
Probably because the audience feels that they
are in the rea'm of the might-happen-to-us.
"Jenkins and the Mutt" and "IMoon Blind"

among

are

the best.

THE LOVE LETTER— Universal

A

S a girl working in an overall factory,
^Gladys Walton has ample opportunity to
do her stuff. We wish they hadn't staged the
carmenesque fight but aside from that she's

—

cute and big-eyed and flapperly satisfactory.
And when she gets engaged, by corresf)ondence,
and goes to a little countr>^ town and gets married and has a baby
well, then she's just too
sweet for anything! George Cooper scores as
a gangster.

—

A MILLION IN JEWELS—
American Releasing

HELEN HOLiVIES

tries to smuggle in the
Russian Crown Jewels. And she would
have gotten away with it, too even though
old John H. Secret Service, himself, was on her
trail
if it hadn't been for the interference of a
certain flapper who loved the brave detective.

—

—

Pictures

PLU]\I Center comedy,

-**-Lmitable

Fox quality

And
jail

so the plot is foiled, and everj-one goes to
except Helen. She dies, being shot in the

tummy.

Hope Sapphires
Deltah Pearls arc made
the producers of the Heller
Hope Sapphires and Hope
Rubies.
These arc true
precious

stones,

with the

identical

fine,

and rubies in
every respect cxceptin;;
origin and price. The
sapphires

L HELLER &
358 Fifth Ave.,

SON,

Inc.

New York

f*4K,~4P. Rue

Laffiriv

reasonable east of Hope
stones places the everlasting benutv of the sapphire
and the rtiby within the
reach of everyone,
Your
dealer

will

gladly

you jewelry mounted wit!
Heller Hope Sapphires ant

Heller Hope Ruhiei

is

Wilna

gigantic

First National

TT

— manages to show up the modern flapper

Necklace

Miper elegant cjuaiity

•

Phillips,

McRae.

Illustrated above, splen-

of

of

MIGHTY LAK' A ROSEr-

—

true Oriental

•superiority-

Hervey

paints a picture of HoUy'—'wood that might, just as well, have been
laid in any other small town. A story of a star
and two men the one she marries, and the one

recreate all the

number

whiskers
And, though the plot

set

—

dull.

THE WORLD'S A STAGE—

Deltah Pearls

The

screamingly funny.
weak, one doesn't care.

spoil the picture

THE POWER OF A LIE— Universal

and

course in detecting, he furnishes a

good laughs.

Their

Most Trying Experiences

Gloomy periods in the lives of many
leading screen personalities. Stories of
how they achieved success after years
of hard >vork. Told for the first time

In the

May

Every advertisement in I'HOTOI'LAY

M.VGAZINE

Issvie of Photoplay
is siiaranteetl.

—
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—

Dot, Buff.\lo. Nita Naldi was, for a
while there, in danger of entering the battlecruiser class; but I saw her the other day and
she is really svelte which is a refined way of
saying slender. She is the vamp of " Glimpses
of the Moon," the Allan Dwan picturization
for Paramount of Edith Wharton's book, in
which Bebe Daniels and Nita are co-featured.
Miss Daniels had an operation for appendi-

—

citis

but she

Jealous.

is all

—You

right now.

don't want Eugene O'Brien

to play opposite Norma Talmadge because he
I
acts as if he likes to make love to her.
wouldn't mind sharing close-ups with Norma,
myself; but I wouldn't take them too seriously

You know Miss Talmadge is
I were you.
the wife of Joseph Schenck off the screen.
O'Brien isn't married at all. "The Voice
from the Minaret" is the picture which reif

Eugene
unites the popular celluloid lovers.
went back to the stage upon its completion.

Adele

G.,

Ont.\rio,

Canada.—You may

department any old time. Your
letter scintOlated and served to carry me
through the luncheon hour with only a passing
thought of food. They won't let me go out
to luncheon until I have finished my stint,
you see; and I have never finished it in time
Now couldn't you write me letters
yet.
timing them so they would arrive about noon
every day? Pearl White has entered a convent in the .\lps, you know; her health is poor
and she is going to renounce worldly things
and cultivate her soul, she says. She was
born in Missouri on March 4, 1889. She is
five feet three inches tall and weighs 120
pounds. Her hair is light and her eyes brown
She was mara devastating combination.
ried in May of 1919 to Wallace McCutcheon,
but they are now divorced, proving, perhaps,
that May is an unlucky marriage month.
Her latest serial for Pathe is called "Plunder."
In "The Black Secret" she played Evelyn
Erith: Walter McGrail was Kay McKay, and
Wallace McCutcheon was Frederick Vaux.
park

in

i

my

Posed by Anna Q. Nilsson

Your mirror need

—

T. L. B.,
rapher. Miss
you for the

Hanoxtr, N. H.

— My

stenogVere, desires me to thank
caramels you sent me. She
more than I can tell you. And

De

enjoyed them
I must say they looked very nice, too. In your
letter you mention a tow-headed stenographer
and a chestnut-haired one, both very efficient
and with good dispositions. See here, old
chap how about swapping the pink-haired
person for the other two? I can pass over the
caramel incident, all right; but someday somebody of course, I can't think who is going
to send me camels, and she'U want to smoke
them, and then there'U be a real row.

—

—

—

—

need your glass reveal a comNEVER
plexion that
sallow — a skin that
blemished. The beauty of a fresh,
wholesome complexion can always be
yours and so easily.
To gain and retain the charm of a
is

—

Dwan

—

—

—

unexcelled delicacy of texture and refinement
White, Pink, Flesh,
of perfume. Four tints
Brunette in striking container, 50c.

nourishes the skin cells, soothes away
redness and roughness, heals annoying
little
blemishes.
Used faithfully it
keeps the complexion always clearjand

—

—

Frederick

F.

Ingram Company

Eslablished 1885

Detroit, Michigan
102
Canadian residents address F. F. Ingram Company,
Windsor, Ontario, British residents address Sangers,
4;2A Hampstead Rd., London. N. W. 1. Australian
residents address Law. Binns & Co. Commerce House,
Melbourne, New Zealand residents address Hart,
Pennington, Ltd., 33 Ghuznee Street, Wellington.
Cuban residents address Espino & Co., Zulueta 36}i,
Havana.

Tenth Street

always fresh.
For the most effective way in which
to use Ingram's Milkweed Cream, read

.

Hints, the
booklet packed
with every jar. It has
little

IngtUm's
Milkweed

and Carol Dempster also appear. She is
Mrs. Louis Lee Arms in private life, and the
mother of a small Mary.

Cfeatti

—

When you

—

Medium, American Blush and Dark 50c.
A complexion
Ingram's Face Powder
powder especially distinguished by the fact
that it stays on. Furthermore, a powder of

it

Miss Marsh is a Griffith heroine, in
"The White Rose," in which Ivor Novello

]

—

Offered in thin,
phasizing the natural color.
artistic metal vanity- box, with large mirror
and pad does not bulge the purse. Five perLight, Rose,
fect shades, subtly perfumed

—

Now

LiLLiE May. Oh yes the spring, the
spring, the beautiful spring. And those poems
to the spring.
Read 'em and sneeze. Betty
Compson is not married. She was born in
Salt Lake City, Utah, in 1899.
Her latest
pictures are "To Have and To Hold," "Kick
In," "The Rustle of Silk."
Jane Novak
played with Bill Hart in "Three W^ord Brand."
She is now a star, and one of her recent releases is "Thelma." Jane has a little daughter.
She was divorced from Frank Newburg some
time ago.

is

—

Ingram's Milkweed Cream, you will
find, is more than a face cream, more
than a cleanser. It has an exclusive
therapeutic property that serves to
"tone-up" -revitalize
the sluggish
tissues of the skin. Applied regularly

Jar'

you
growing faded

in the fifty-cent or the oneit
dollar size. Begin its use at once
will be such a satisfaction to you.
Ingram's Rouge "Just to show a proper
glow" use a touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for delicately em-

Health

CONTINUED ON PAGE 95

an Allan

Cream

radiant skin, begin at once the regular use of Ingram's Milkweed Cream.
It will bring to you, just as it has to
thousands of attractive women, new
beauty, new health of complexion.
fair,

and two British productions, "Flames of
Passion" and "Paddy the Next Best Thing."

[

Irish,"

been prepared by specialists to insure
that you get from Ingram's Milkweed
Cream the utmost benefit.
Go to your druggist today and purchase a jar of Ingram's Milkweed

is

—Mae

—

"The Luckoflhe

ne^ver tell

that your skin

Marsh has returned to the
screen in fact, she has made a number of
"Till We Meet Again";
pictures recently.

M. D.

in

production (^Mayflower Photoplay Corporation).
Miss Nilsson is
one of many lovely women in pictures who use and endorse Ingram's
Milkweed Cream for promoting beauty of complexion.

—

Ingram's Beauty Purse An attractive souvenir packet
of the exquiate Ingram Toilet-Aids. Mail the coupon below with a silver
dime and receive this dainty Beauty Purse for your hand bag.

Send a dime

for

Frederick F. Ingram Co., 102 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen: Enclosed please find one dime, in return for which please send me
Ingram's Beauty Purse containing an eiderdown powder pad, sample packets of
Ingram's Face Powder and Ingram's Rouge, a sample tin of Ingram's Milkweed
Cream, and, for the gentleman
Shaving Cream.

ol the house,

a sample

tin of

Name
Street

.

City

State

write to advertisers please mention
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A New Butter -KIst
Popcorn Machine at
Half Former Price!

Title Hes. V. S. Pat. Off.

'THIS is YOUR Deparlmenl. Jump right in with your eon^ Iribution. What haye you seen, in the past month, that
was stupid, unlifc like, ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do
not generalize; confine your remarks to
surdities in pictures
listed

among

ipecific instances

of ab-

you hare

the indictments

seen.
Your obserralion will he
of carelessness on the part of the

actor, author or director.

A FLOCK OF ERRORS
T\ THEN Richard Di.x as

Lee Marvin

calls

on

Betty Compson as "The Bonded Woman," through a rain storm, his umbrella is
dry when he reaches the house and gives it to
her aunt.
When John Sunnier saves Angela's
father from the shipwreck, it can plainly
e
seen that the raft is being towed
the rope is
right there.
Later, when Sumner reaches the
captain's home and gives the ship's log to
.Angela, it

HERE'S
making
tiful,

is

marvelous moneyopportunity— a beaU'

new automatic Butter-Kist

Popcorn Machine at half what former
models cost.
For a small down-payment this new
Gold Mine Model will be shipped
immediately to any responsible retailer.
Within a few hours after its
receipt you can be earning big profits,
selling the world-famous Butter-Kist
Popcorn, out of which you should easily and quickly pay the balance.
The "Gold Mine" is a beauty. Atmahogany-finished cabinet.
Handsome glass sides. Highly
polished nickel parts. Takes up little
room. Feeds, discharges, pops and
tractive

butters the com automatically.

Fakxy Cannon, New York

States.

People go out of their way to buy
Butter-Kist.
Out of every dollar's

you keep 65

cents as

Studer writes,

"My

Butter-Kist Popcorn profits have

THAT

City.

ITS AN INSTITUTION

the motive power of the ToonerTrolley in the pictures of that name?
It goes when the trolley is down.
When it is
up it doesn't touch the trolley wire, but the
blooming thing still goes.
Lloyd Winston, Los Angeles, Cal.

HAPPENS— FOR HEROES

GEORGE W.\LSH had

averaged over $900 per year for six
years". R. C. Haegg says, "First six
months' sales went over $2500".

everj^thing his own
"The Serendade." Ramirez has
locked Maria (Miriam Cooper) in the room

Many

with himself. Panclio (Walsh) crashes through
the window and in the fight knocks Ramirez
out realh^ out; through the window. Then,
catching Maria in his arms, Pancho dashes
out of the room through the convenientlj'
unlocked door.
Jason Smith, Indianapolis, Indiana.

are

making even more.

The "Gold Mine" attracts customers. Builds trade. Makes big profits.
Write immediately for the new
Butter-Kist Easy

Payment Plan.

Butter-Kist Popcorn
**America*s Oldest Treat**
HoLCOMB & Hoke Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Poficorn

Machines and Peanut Toasters
Buren St.
Indianapolis

211 A; Van

HOLCOMB &. HOKE MFG.
2174

Van Buren

St.,

CO.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Please send me, without obligation on my
part, your free Butter-Kist book. I also want
the Location Chart which I will fill out and
return to you.

Name
Street

— ——
-

way

strange

man

Breaker,"

Lila

room?
Fletcher, Augusta, Georgia.

in her

Mary M.

DOUBLES FOR DOGS?
T) IN-TIN. the canine hero of "The Man
supposed to be the
leader of Irx-ing Cumming's dog team; but to
my surpri'^e I noticed that while the team was
entering the village on the run a big black dog
was leading. They saved Rin-Tin for the
-'•^'from Hell's River," is

close-ups,

maybe.
B. FiscHGRUXD, Patterson, N.

J.

ALL RIGHT!

RECENTLY

I have seen several "superproductions" and was struck, as I have
been before, witTi the incongruity of devoting
infinite care and apparently unlimited resources to scenic detail, and at the same time
allowing inexcusable grammatical errors and

misspelled words to creep into the titles. The
most flagrant ofTense is spelling all right
"alright."
I almost screamed when I saw
old "alright" in Betty Blythe's picture. "A
Daughter of Riches." Get me a job as flaw
picker, to be paid by piece-work, and I shall
soon be a rich woman.
A. E. Watson, Washington, D. C.

is

ville

IT

"The Ghost

a

Keeps

Butter-Kist Popcorn sells fast.
It's
nationally known and advertised.

F. J.

in

longed either to the dissolute court of the
English Charles or the equalh' complacent
ladies of his contemporar\', Louis XIV of a
date some hundred years earlier; but never in
a sleepy Dutch village in the New United

"VX

sell,

Hollow," laid

wore kerchiefs and fichus, the staid Dutch
matrons of Sleepy Hollow would have called
her a hussy and torn her reputation to shreds.
Her bare shoulders, however beautiful, be-

OH, WELL,

!

of Sleepy

village of 1 790. Lois Meredith's dress at the rjuilting party was as outrageously inaccurate as if she had worn a
Paris gown of 1923. In a day when women

hour.

worth you

"The Headless Horseman,

Will Rogers'

The Legend
Colonial Dutch

-•-or

the com warm and crisp after popping.
Produces thirty 10-cent packages an

your profit

perfectly dry.
N. J. K., Saginaw, Michigan.

WHAT'S A LITTLE THING LIKE THAT?

TN

why, in
I^e didn't
scream or show surprise when she saw a

-*-

l

—

a

GREA T PRESENCE OF MIND
T HAVE been trying to figure out

in

—

ir.l5 MR. SENNETT KIDDING?
TX THY they allow such mistakes

as the
stupid ones whic'n occurred in Mack
Sennett's "Love, Honor and Behave" is beyond me. Exhibit A: a page of a book was
shown stamped with the water mark of a certain bond. Never before have I seen a page of
Exhibit B:
'lookprint with a watermark.
Ehen, one of the principals, receives a letter
from the postmistress. The stamp bad not

been cancelled.
C. W. Lard, Upper Sandusky, Ohio.

THAT'S

WHAT MADE IT EXCITING

ALLOW

me to heave a number of gentle
bricks at Griffith's latest, "One Exciting
Night." During the terrific hurricane which
serv^es as the climax, great trees are uprooted,
some of them with trunks eighteen inches in
diameter, yet the mysterious killer, the hero,
and the heroine rush to and fro in the midst
Romeo, the dark
of it all and emerge intact.
comedian, returns home to see the ser\-ants'
quarters blown to bits before his eyes, yet
after the storm lulls and the scene returns
to the Fairfax home, the house is seen to be
unharmed. And in the first part of the film,
the butler prepares to clean up an upstairs
room, and hands a lamp to the maid to take
downstairs. A few seconds later the lamp
is in its former position on the table, with its
shade at one side, as first shown.
J. Gordon Gr.\ce, Chillicothe, Mo.

MARY'S MARCELLE
"Tillie," INIarj' Miles Minter portrays
the character in a pleasing manner, but she
She leaves the
let a little mistake creep in.
house with her hair tightly pinned back
But
according to the Mennonite custom.
later she appears at the barn with a pretty
marcelle which would do credit to a Manhattan debutante.
Llt-U Nethaway, Chicago, 111.

IN

-

DON'T ASK US

City and State

A LARGE

poisoned knife plays an important part in "The Devil Within." The

Business

The couDon filled in, will give you a quick
start towards big profits. No obligation on
your tart. Fill in and mail

TODAY.

BUTTER-KIST
Popcorn and Peanut Machines

ship's

mate comes

into possession of this knife

and. after his break with Captain Briggs,
(Dustin Farnum) puts ashore carr>-ing it
with him. When the mate returns to the ship
during the attack bj- the Malaj's, he is minus
Why. then, was the knife in
the knife.
Captain Briggs' possession forty years later?

Marrison Hicks,
Every advertisenunt in

Louisville,

Kentucky.

PHOTOrLAY MAGAZINE

is Biiarantecil.

SHOULD HAVE CHANGED SKY LINE
THEN the mother of "The Five Dollar
Baby" deposits the child on a doorstep,
down to one of the bridges crossing the

hurries

Harlem River, and jumps, there's a close-up
shown of the watery grave, and in the distance

New York's famous
present-day sky line. Yet the mother committed suicide in 1904.
Frank L.amorelle, Chicago, 111.
a peach of a view of

—Advertising
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[

Mary

]

—

Seattle. The humor of
The delicious, Joe Miller, vintage
1888 humor of it! Mary Louise of Seattle,

your

Louise,

letter!

of
stick to the serious.

Kathlyn Williams was
born in Butte, Montana, on May 31, 1886.
She is five feet five inches; weighs 138 and has
blonde hair and blue eyes. Kathlyn is married
to Charles Eyton, general manager of the
Lasky Hollywood studios. Her fourteen year
old son died a few months ago. She plays in
"Clarence" with Wally Reid.
G.

C, Indianapolis.

—I cannot say I count

Welch one of my favorites; but I liked
work with Wes Barry in "Rags to Riches."

Niles
his

He

is thirty-four and is married to Dell Boone.
Address him at United Studios, Los Angeles.

Helen, Salt Lake City.

W.

—Mary Pickford,

and Douglas
Fairbanks produce their own pictures, reThese four
leasing through United Artists.
Charlie Chaplin, D.

Griffith

constitute, in fact, this company. Mary and
Doug have their own studios in California; so
Griffith works in Mamaroneck,
has Chaplin.
New York. Charles Ray makes his own
pictures also, releasing through Allied, a subsidiary of United Artists. "The Girl I Love"
and "The Courtship of Miles Standish," are

the latest Ray releases. Clara Grant
Ray. Their home is in Beverly Hills.

Lamb, Little Falls, N. Y.
it if

Mary

She

is;

—I

is

Why

On the ground floor of the telephone building a man worked at the

Mrs.

test

can't help

at the test

number

to his post;

On

a higher floor of the same
building a corps of telephone operators worked all through the night,

knowing that buildings around them
were being washed from their foundations,

that

fire

drew

near, that there

It

was

the

ward

of service that
work a spirit be-

spirit

—

kept them at their
yond thought of advancement or re-

—

the

spirit

that

animates

men

and women everywhere who know
By
that others depend upon them.
the nature of telephone service this

is

the every-day spirit of the Bell System.

The world hears of it only in times
of emergency and disaster, but it is
present all the time behind the scenes.
It has its most picturesque expression
in those who serve at the switchboard,
but it animates every man and woman
in the service.

Some work

in quiet laboratories or

at desks; others out

on the "highways

of speech." Some grapple with problems of management or science; some

with maintenance of lines and equip-

ment; others with
all

might be no escape.

know,

But

office details.

better than

any one

else,

how the safe and orderly life of the
people depends on the System
and

—

all

know

that the

System depends on

them.

Bell System"

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

—

And associated Companies

—
—

—

names

board stuck

"

—

of these

had

keeping up the lines of communication; forgetful of self; thinking only
of the needs of the emergency.

—

Here is the cast of
Flower." (I knew I'd have a
good long cast wished on me). Acacia
Norma Tahnadge; Esteban Courtenay Foote;
Rdimunda Eulalie Jensen; Norberl Harrison
Ford; Tio Eusehio Charles Stevenson; Fansiino
Robert Agnew; the Pagre Augustus
Balfour; Dona Isabel Mildred Adams; MilaNatalie Tahnadge; Acacia's father
JuUan Greer; Julia Alice May; Bcrnade
Edward Boring; little Carlosa Harold Stearn.
A lump of real coal will be presented to any
scholar who can pronounce the greatest

"The Passion

—
—

night; flood

;

;

—

gm—

was

city

;

Bernice, Vancouver. You Vancouverites
I must have
are out in full force this month.
made a hit with one of you. If I have, I'm
glad; I have many friends in Canada and can
always meet more. Mary and Doug came
east over the Canadian Rockies.
They
stopped at Montreal and met Stephen Leacock, the humorist; and had a big fuss made
over them. The Fairbankses are back in California now, Mary making "Faust" and
Douglas working on a pirate story. Betty
Blythe is making pictures for Whitman
Bennett in his Yonkers studio. Viola Dana is
stiU with Metro, working in California. Betty
is still Mrs. Paul Scardon.
At least she was
the last I heard, and there's no reason to
beUeve that Betty and Paul are not ideally
happy.

—

It

death and disaster
Outside
threatened the inhabitants.
the telephone building people had long
since sou^t refuge the water mounted
higher and higher fire broke out in
But still the man
nearby buildings.

Pickford doesn't look twenty-seven.
that's all I can teU you.
I wish
you girls wouldn't argue with me about ages.
I can only give you the information the stars
Gloria is twenty-six. Her daughter
give me.
was two years old October 7, 1922. Herbert
Somborn is her former husband.

—

board.

come upon the

and

F. L. K., Chicago.

they stick

One

Policy, One System, Universal Service,
directed toward Better Service

and

all

—
—

—

correctly.

Ward Off Colds
^
Tired, Aching, Broken-Down Feeling
ffjung's Arch Brace, just out, Is an elastic, light, comfortable,
1 economical and corrective brace.
Relieves tired and aching
feet instantly. Corrects tallen arches and foot-strain. Fits the
foot perfectly. Takes up no room in the shoe. Strengthens
and supports muscles.
No ungainly humps. No leather
^pads. No metal plates. To insure comfort and ease la

From That

I

—

I

Bessie C. Owen Moore is married and
Eugene O'Brien isn't. Owen's wife is Kathryn
Perry, who was one of the Ziegfeld Follies

1

JUNG'S

before she went into Selznick pictures and
said yes to Mr. Moore's "Will you."
She
plays with her husband in "Love is an Awful
Thing" just by way of contradicting that
title.
Marjorie Daw is the heroine of the

ARCH BRACES
Recommended by Physicians.
Made of specially prepared

—

O'Brien is not engaged; he and Harold
Lloyd are filmdom's champion bachelors.

continued on page 105

Guaranteed.

Money back

Order today.
not satisfied.
j^sk your shoe dealer, chiropO'
Booklet free.
dist or druggist.

piece.

[

"Superlastik "

Price $1 per pair.
ii

THE JUNG ARCH BRACE CO.

1043 Jung

BIdg.. Cincinnati,

O.

]
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Life Story

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 53

was with Ince,in support of Dorothy Dalton.
the picture had been finally edited for

When

the market, I found myself in just e.xactl>'"one
But I had earned seventy-five dollars
scene.
a week, and that was most welcome at the
time.
Consider the thrill that went over me, then,
when I received a call from D. W. Griffith.
Not since the day back in Italy when I ran
away to see the king had I been so excited.
Previously I had met Mr. Griffith. After
completing "All Night" at Universal, Paul
Powell had given me a letter of introduction.
Mr. Griffith received me and chatted with me
for several minutes.
All the time he was looking right straight, over my head. When he
said, "We haven't anything for you now, but
leave your pictures," I wondered how he could
know whether he had anything or not since
he hadn't even given me a glance. But I
found out afterwards that such is his regular
manner. He must have a third eye. concealed

The Most
Precious Perfume
in the World
u nl ike anything you have

are

where the sun worked a leafy arabesque upon
the ground.
I remember how lovely shrlooked as I helped her to dismount.
And then I asked her to be my wife. She
made me verj' happy by accepting.

—

had been unutterably lonely. Above all
had longed for a friend, a great and real
friend.
I had longed for the sympathj' and
understanding which a woman, alone can
I

else I

about him somewhere.
At any rate, he remembered me when he
was casting for "Out of Luck" with Dorothy
Gish, and I was engaged to play the "heavy."
Although he
I think Mr. Griftith liked me.
made no comment to me directly, I heard later
that he predicted a big career for me.
In fact, he considered me for the Spanish
part in "Scarlet Days" with little Clarine
After our discussion, however, he
Se>-mour.
held a conference and it was decided that
Richard Bartheimess should play the part.
Mr. Griffith kept me in mind, and when
he presented "The Greatest Thing In Life"
at the .\uditorium in Los Angeles, I was engaged to dance with Carol Dempster in a
prologue. I worked for two or three months,
receiving a hundred dollars a week and when
"Scarlet Days" was shown at the Grauman
theater I was engaged to do a dance as a
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Hollywood

naturally sensitive, and I felt that the successful fellows who were leading men looked down
on me. Douglas was the only one who invited me to go out with him, and whenever
he gave a party he made it a point to have me.
He entertained a great deal at the Athletic
At one of these affairs I met Pauline
club.
Frederick, who invited me to her home. There
I met her mother, a charming woman, who

five
five dilTer-

eDt perfumes
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any perfume does not
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TBAOC

working on the Universal "lot" I
met Douglas Gerrard, who proved to be my
He was directing at Universal
best friend.
and had repeatedly tried to get me for his
pictures, but it always happened that I was
engaged elsewhere when he wanted me.
Nevertheless, our friendship had steadily
grown.
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was at a party at Pauline Frederick's
met Miss Jean Acker.
But I did
I thought her very attractive.
not see her again for some time.
While completing work in "Once To Every
Woman," starring Dorothy Phillips, I again
met Miss Acker.
It

I fell in

think you might

call it love at first sight.
invited her to go horseback riding
with me. A charming California day, with
the leaves of the pepper trees, which lined the
road, hanging like gold lace in the sunlight.
Romance was
It was like an Italian day.
shining everywhere, and the world looked
beautiful.
I

One day

enclosed.
will be returned.

I

scene for a picture with

me

then.
like a

acting the leading

part.

We

drew up our horses under the

Everj' advertisement in

give.

.

.
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When we

returned to the HoUyT^'ood hotel,

where she was stopping, we met May .\llison
and Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Karger. We told
them we v.ere going to be married the ^•ery
next day.

T^HE

Kargers were giving a farewell party
that evening to Richard Rowland, president
of Metro, who was returning to New York.
Mr. Karger suggested that we procure our
license and turn the party into a wedding.
That was the way we rushed through our

romance.
After the ceremony, we had supper and
danced until two o'clock.
Then my bride left me.
I had saved a thousand dollars, my first
attempt at sa\-ing. while working in "Once
To Every Woman." This soon disappeared
after I had paid various expenses attending

the wedding.
Luckily I was engaged for a Katherine
MacDonald picture, "Passion's Playground."
It was remarkable for the fact that Norman
Kerry and I played brothers in the picture.
We had been brothers ofi screen right
along brother adventurers in life.
When I completed "Passion's Playground"
.

.

.

—

had another inter\'iew with Miss Acker in
the hope that we could reach a sjmpathetic
understanding. I went out to the location
where she was working with Fatty Arbuckle
in "The Round-Up."
WTien I arrived, I
learned that she had skipped to Los Angeles.
I followed to Los Angeles.
There she told
me that she would never return to me.

I

New York after that.
work as a "heavy" in a picture
called "The Great Moment, " starring Margaret Namara of the Chicago Grand Opera
company.
It may appear that I received engagements
ver>' readily, but such was not the case.
I
wasn't in demand by any means. The money
I would save from one picture would be spent
during the weeks I tried to find work in
I left

There

at once for

I got

another.

men

I finished "The Great Moment" I
decided to grow a moustache. It was part
!My friend Norman
of a dark, deep scheme.
Kerrj' was in constant demand. He couldn't
Since
fill aU the engagements offered him.
at least enough
I resembled him somewhat
to be cast as his brother in "Passion's Playground," I decided that if I added a moustache
like his I might gain something of his popuAt least, I might hope to get the parts
larity.
he cast aside.
attempt to copy Norman is particularly amusing now, for recenth' Universal
announced they had discovered a \'alentino

—

My

successor

Norman!

love with her.

That day I proposed to Miss Acker.
It seemed spontaneous and beautiful
But as I look back, now, it seems more

— $1.00 enclosed.
$

Remember,

loved to

that I

K^Send The Coupon Now!/^
130 First Street,

I

dance.

ffowwDrops
Paul Rieger

whom

]

— Mr.

Norman Kern,-. Poor old
He was a success long before they

ever noticed me.
Soon after I arrived in New York I read an
announcement in the trade papers that Metro
had bought the screen rights to "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocah'pse." Some one
told me that there was a splendid part for me
in the storv', that of a South .American who
danced the tango.
I read the book and then went to see Mr.
Karger, who had been my best man at the
wedding and who was in charge of Metro
productions. He promised to keep me in
mind when the time came to engage the cast.
After I had done "The Great Moment" and

—
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Eugene

O'Brien in "The Fog," I decided to make a
call on Mr. Karger's brother-in-law who was
casting director for Metro.
"Where have you been?" he asked, when
"I have been tr>ang to
I entered his office.
get hold of you. How would you like to play
the lead in The Four Horsemen?"
I couldn't believe my ears,
I was stunned!
for I had scarcely dared to hope for such an
'

opportunity.

"I would love it," I managed to say.
are you getting— $450?" he asked.

"What

"No," I said, too e.xcited to reason. "Just
$400."
He asked if I would take a cut in salary for
the sake of such an opportunity.
I said, "Surely!"
"Miss Mathis wants to see you," he replied.
" Who is she?" I asked.
" She has written the scenario," he explained,
All the
supervising the production.
up to her."
Later I learned that Miss Mathis had come
to New York with the purpose of engaging me
She had seen me only
for the role of Julio.
once and in a part so small that I have even
neglected to mention the picture. It was as
the "heavy" in the third episode of Clara

"and

is

casting

is

Kimball Young's "Eyes of Youth."
I told Director Archinbaud, who was directing
"The Fog," of my great luck, and he most
kindly rushed

production in order

that

I

might leave at once for California. On
Saturday night I finished my work and left
the next day for Hollywood, arriving on the
i6th.
I worked for $350 a

week during "The Four
was completed I asked
for a fifty dollar raise on the strength of the
work I did in the part of Jidio. I was told
that Metro couldn't afford it and didn't feel
I was worth it, so I kept on at the same salary,
playing with Alice Lake in "Uncharted Seas."
Then Armand with Madame Nazimova in
"Camille," still at the same salary.
"The Four Horsemen" was released, and
I was astonished by the fine reception the
critics and public gave me, but no impression
was made upon the powers of Hollywood
apparently. No one seemed to believe in
me except June Mathis. She had written
Horsemen."

When

the scenario for

it

which Rex Ingram was to do, and she wanted
Rex and I had
to play the leading role.
a talk and I asked for a hundred dollar raise.
W'e argued and argued, and finally he gave me
a raise of fifty, making my salary $400.
after completing work in that
part, as originally written by
Mathis, had been greatly reduced, and

I left

Miss

Metro

My

attitude toward me was such
found it impossible to continue.

the

that I

the meantime Famous Players-Lasky enIN
gaged me for "The Sheik" at $500 a week.

That was followed by "Moran
Letty " at S700.

BEAUTIES famous for their satiny skins and rose-leaf complexions
you of their cold plunges and the use of a
flesh-brush.
You believe — and yet you cannot bring yourself to such heroic
tell

stiflF

measures even to obtain the beauty you crave.

But discomfort is no longer necessary. For you (and for millions
more like you) a great manufacturing organization (one of America's
leaders) has developed a new, pleasant, inexpensive and simple treatment for the body skin Alcorub.

How

gentle, pleasant stimulation
of the skin brings back beauty

"The Conquering Power,"

me

picture.

Cold baths— stiff flesh-brushes—
their benefits— without discomfort

Lady
" Beyond

of the

In order to play in
the Rocks" at a salary of a thousand I gave
the company an option on my services. The
understanding was that "Blood and Sand,"
my next picture, was to be made in Europe
with Fitzmaurice directing. But the contract
I signed on January 22nd was not according
to that agreement. Instead of making the
picture in Spain with the director designated.
It was made in Hollywood with another
director.
Thus started the trouble that

culminated with "The Young Rajah."
I realized that I could not make such
pictures as "The Young Rajah" and keep
faith with the public.
It was a purely ethical
matter which caused me to become involved
in litigation. Too many stars have believed
that the public would accept them in any

A

sort of picture.
I know better.
star, as
w^ell as a producer, must keep up his standard.
It is a moral obligation.
The fault in the
star system has been that the star too often
has not realized his responsibility to the public
and has nqi insisted that the product which
bears his name be of the best quality possible

When you

Alcorub

(used as here directed) stimulates the nerves and bloodand corrects oiliness, sallow color, enlarged pores,
excessive perspiration and blackheads. It accomplishes more than some
severe, uncomfortable treatments. And yet Alcorub is easy to use;
pleasant in its effect; and requires no special leisure
no expensive
vessels of the skin

—

appliances.

This

is the

new Alcorub

skin treatment
Take

You

hot bath every other night
before going to bed. Dry the body as
usual. Then pour a little Alcorub into
your hand and rub the entire surface of
the body until you feel a gentle glow.
After the Alcorub is all
ed in, dash a second
ication of Alcorub
:kly over the skin and
a

this

evaporate—

Amazing results— quickly

xX.

will sleep, oh,

will feel

new

so restfully.

You

vigor as the pores of your

skin are cleansed and blood-vessels and
nerves gently stimulated. You will be
delighted with the results of a few weeks
of faithful treatment with AlCORUB

Try

it

tonight.

Your druggist

nas

Alcorub or will get it for you.
Do not be satisfied with any substitute.

takes

only a few seconds.
Do not rub in this
last application oj
Alcorub.

U.

S.

Industrial Alcohol
New York

Co

ALCORUB
FortheBeautydndHedlth oftheSkin
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Danger Lurks in
the Hidden Trap
The hidden toilet trap, if unclean,
unhealthful. No brush can reach it.
Sani-Flush does!
is

it.

Sani-Flush cleans the trap
Destroys all foul odors.

Purifies

I

Sani-Flush cleans the bowl. Sprinkle in a little Sani-Flush. Follow directions on the can.
Flush
All stains,
discolorations, incrustations disappear.
The bowl shines. No scrubbing no
I

—

scouring

no harm

to

nections.
Sani-Flush
work it does.

plumbing conis

alone in the

Always keep Sani-Flush handy

in

the bathroom.
Sani-Flush is sold at grocery;, drug,
hardware, plumbing and house- furnishing stores. If \)ou cannot get it at \)our
regular store, send 25c in coin or stamps
for a full-sized can, postpaid. ( Canadian
price, 35c; foreign price, 50c.)

THE HYGIENIC PRODUCTS CO.
Canton, Ohio
Foreign Agents: Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Canada
33 Farringdon Road, London, E. C. 1, England
China House, Sydney, Australia
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little
we became friends. During the
course of the picture we spent a great many
evenings together, riding, walking or reading

by

the screen

rather than have my name affi.xed to trash.
old saying that you can fool some of the
public all of the time and all the public some
of the time is not my motto.
I do not intend
to fool the public any of the time.
I do not
even think it is good business.
liorsemen"
was the turning
"The Four
point in my luck, for it not only brought me
screen success but also a great deal of happi-

The

While engaged upon it I met Xatacha
She was then designing the "sets"
and the costumes for Madame Nazimova,
who at that time was planning to produce
Pierre Louys' "Aphrodite."
Miss Rambova interested me the first time
She never
I noticed her about the studio.
looked to right or left. She seemed frozen,
However, it was not a
like a piece of ice.
matter of love at first sight. I merely thought
her an unusual type of girl, with a distinction
that marked her from all the rest of the studio

together.

We

out of our loneliness.
'

music and in

Rambova.

recluse,

people.
I didn't

meet her until I w-as working in
"Uncharted Seas." It was then that Madame
Nazimova called me over to speak about the
Natacha
part of Armand in "Camille."
was on the "set," and I was introduced. We
chatted together for a few moments, but still
she presen.'ed that distant, cold manner that
I had noted about her at first.
Just as we were finishing "Uncharted Seas"
there was a masked ball at the Ambassador
hotel.
I intended to go in the costume that
I wore during the Argentine dance scene of
"The Four Horsemen." I invited Natacha
The ball started at nine
to go with me.
o'clock and ended at eleven, a typical Hollywood affair. Of course, we arrived just as
" Home Sweet Home" was in order.
A friend
of ours, a Russian doctor, was giving a party
on that evening, and he suggested that we
come to his house. So a party of us accepted,
and it was there that Natacha and I first
danced together. At last the ice was broken!
And I was strangely happy over the fact. I
didn't feel I had made any great hit, but she
was no longer so glacial.
Then in "Camille" she offered to fix my
hair for the first part, when I looked like a
country boy. And she used to help me in
other ways as I was playing Armand. Little

[

and insane and unprincipled competition.
patient was not Biograph alone, it was
the entire industry of the motion picture.
Biograph's solitary position was not hopeful,

The

REC.

PATENT APPLIED FOR|

Keep Your
Ankles Slender
Yet enjoy all the Style,
Comfort and Convenience of wearing low shoes.

ANK-L-KORSETmeans
to the ankle what the corset means to the figure

supports the arch, reduces, rests, straightens,

it

Chic Ankles Are
Everywoman's' Pride

Strengthens and

shapes

ankles which have become enlarged or weakened.
whose ankles
tire, find they prevent and relieve aching, strained or swollen ankles.
Made of high-grade, natural color corset
material, scientifically corset-boned. No
rubber is used.
When ordering state size around smallest part of ankle Price $3 or $3.10 by
Tourists, Hikers and those

|

mail, with guarantee of satisfaction or
money refunded, ifreturned unsoiled*

ANK-L-KORSET COMPANY
SprinKfield, Mo.
220 South

but the prospects of the film business as a
whole were promising enough to make a fight
worth while. .A less forceful man than Kennedy would have hesitated, then reported it
an incurable situation, recommending liquidation for Biograph. That would have been the
undertaker method. Kennedy preferred to be
He decided to take on the whole
a doctor.
problem. It w^as a large order.

CELTIC

about three hunago there was a certain, a very
certain, Ure Kennedy who came down out of
the Highlands with his claymore and pacified a
whole valley full of lowlanders single handed.
He must have had descendants.
Kennedy was fortunate in finding that a
great deal of systematic pioneer thinking
about the problems and salvation of the
motion picture had been done by H. N.
Marvin of Biograph. With E. B. Koopman,
for some years busy abroad with the large
dred

lore relates that

j'ears

the concern, Marvin had
alone with the growing problems and
He had, as
rising battles of the business.
effectively as might be, set about trjnng to
centralize the control of the patents and get
a grasp of the situation.
foreign affairs of

been

left

Ever}' advertisement ia
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is

to

one

same

We

found we were

things, in literature, in

art.
She had been almost a
and so had I. Out of this slowgrowing sympathy and understanding came

—

a real, enduring love the kind of love that
the Greatest Thing in the World.

is

T DON'T

advocate the romantic life I lead on
My own has been too adventurous to be altogether comfortable, and I suppose
it always will be.
Yet I know that every one

-•-the screen.

my

experiences, tragic or comic, was given
You have to know life to
be an artist. You have to e.xperience emotions
actually in order to give them realistic ex-pression, particularly on the screen,
.\lthough
I felt little in common with the Sheik, there
of

me

for a reason.

was much in the character and experience of
Julio and of El Gallardo that I understood
intimately and sjTnpathetically.
.\s I

write this I

am

involved in more law-

than I ever thought could come ujxjn
one man. IMy side of the controversy has
not been presented fairly. The sincerity
of my motive has been ridiculed.
It seems
impossible for some people to believe that a
player would stand out for good productions.
suits

They intimate that I am simply using that
demand as a pretext for getting an increase
in salary.

Now

they are puzzled because I

have accepted the alternative of remaining
off the screen rather than coming back at
a huge salary under the same unsatisfactory
Eventually they will realize that
have been speaking the truth when I say that
I will never come back until I can have something to say about the quality of the pictures
W'hich feature my name.
Alreadj' the opjwsition is crumbling.
I am now permitted to
conditions.
I

—

off-screen.
But
fight to the finish and justify

earn a living

believe I can soon teU

I

my

intend to
stand.

I

you the outcome.

of the Motion Picture

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 56

tion

TRADE MARK

interested in the

ness.

The Romantic History

ANK-L-KORSET

became tremendously attached

another.
It wasn't love at first sight.
It
wasn't any dashing, romantic adventure.
Just a sound, wonderful friendship that grew

]

Marvin's plans were excellent to their pur
Kennedy, who carried a big stick in
both hands, had come along to get into the
fight at the exact spot where a fighter was
needed to put these plans into execution.
To the casual observer this might have appeared a bit of chance. But in fact it was the
logical consequence of the early financial connections of Biograph in the daj s when Koopman, the promoter, went downtown to finance
the affairs of the K. '^l. C. D. sj-ndicate and
the Casler-Marvin inventions of 1895-6. On
this thread of circumstance impended the
destiny of many of the then unknown people
pose.

who

are the stars of the screen of 1923.
for the time in
the ascendancy in point of picture production.

Meanwhile Vitagraph was

Hector Dion and
Maurice CosteUo, established under the capable direction of WilUam Ranous, their pictures were thriving and the company was
growing rapidly, adding many names known
today. Joseph Kilgour with a wealth of stock
company experience came into Vitagraph
Florence Lawrence came soon after.
casts.
Ralph Ince, coming from the stage production
of "The Shepherd King," joined Vitagraph to
work with a company on location in Bermuda.
Fred Thompson, a stage director of note,
went to Flatbush to put on Vitagraph pictures
and in 1907 brought ^Marj- Fuller from the
stage for her first part in films in "The Ugly

With Florence Turner,

guaranteed.

—

s
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Duckling," a Belasco play. William Dunn, a
youth who had been on tour in "the big time"
with Mrs. Leslie Carter, was captured for the
same cast to play opposite Miss Fuller. Paul
Panzer, who had already made a picture start
with Edison, went over to V'itagraph.
Money was beginning to roll in and if it
had not been for the ever impending terror of
injunction in the cross fire of suits from Edison
and Biograph the life of J. Stuart Blackton,
"Pop" Rock and Albert E. Smith would have
been a joyous one.
The swiftly growing demand of the steadily
increasing number of picture theaters had the
business in a frenzy. Conditions in the patent
war made it impossible to make the big substantial investments in studios and distribution facilities that the market demanded.

The exchangemen, growing more and more
numerous week by week, were growing rich in
a matter of months, buying, renting and selling
film.
Out in Chicago George Kleine's little
optical concern, which started buying Edison
projectors in one-twelfth of a dozen lots, was
ordering by the hundreds and Kleine exchanges
were buying films by the hundreds of reels,
everything on the American market and all
that was available abroad.
The Freuler-Aitken exchange in Milwaukee
had risen to a business with a net profit of
nearly a hundred thousand dollars a yeargrowing out of a theater investment of $45°
And they had other exchanges.
in IQ05.
William H. Swanson, the black tent show-

man

of '98, who started selling Selig films to
Hale's tours show in 1903, had a thriving series
of exchanges headquartering in Chicago. On
the witness stand some years later Mr. Swanson testified that he had made a gross profit
And seeking verificaof $600,000 in 1907-8.
tion one finds a Bradstreet report on Swanson'
exchange estimating it at a value of nearly a
quarter of a million in May, igoS.
But the golden tide had not yet reached the
D. W.
actors and directors of pictures.
Griffith was getting five dollars a day at Biograph and in a good week Florence Turner of
Vitagraph collected as much as thirty dollars
on Saturday afternoon.
Colonel Selig saw so much prosperity ahead
that he ventured to buy a whole block of
cheap land on Irving Park boulevard near the
drainage canal in Chicago and erected a studio

Francis Boggs, of melodrama fame, was
in charge of productions with Tom Persons
busy with the camera, sometimes acting in the
same scenes that he made, with an assistant
at the crank. Tom Santchi was added to the

on

it.

more or

less regular

group of

Selig players.

at this time included
Selig business
THE
the giving of picture exhiljitions in theaters,
still

town

halls

and the

like.

The programs were

supplemented with any pictures obtainable.
Among others, Colonel Selig purchased a Pathe
production entitled "Annie's Love Story." It
was a sensational bit of film to the eyes of
that day because of the highly brilliant colors
with which it was tinted. In repairing the
film a clip from it dropped into a bucket of
water alongside the cutting table. When Tom
Persons looked down at the bucket he was
amazed to see a red stain creeping out from
the film. The secret was out.
Persons snatched the film out of the water

and ran to Colonel Selig with it.
"Here it is that Pathe colored stu2

—

is

just dyed!"
Colonel Selig
It was a gleeful discovery.
ran to an adjacent drug store and returned
with a handful of Diamond Dye packages.
From that day on Selig pictures were .amply

Your Hidden Beauty
Remove

the film and see

Millions have revealed a hidden beauty
through a new way of teeth cleaning. They
have gained a new charm in whiter teeth
often a supreme charm.

The
is at your command.
For beauty's sake and safety's

The method
test

is free.

sake, see

what such teeth mean

to you.

Teeth are coated
Teeth are coated with a viscous film.
feel it now.
It clings to teeth,
enters crevices and stays. Food stains, etc.,
discolor it.
Then it forms dingy coats.
Tartar is based on film.
Old brushing methods left much of that
film intact.
So beautiful teeth were seen
Tooth troubles beless often than now.
came almost universal, for film is the cause

Able authorities proved these methods
Then a new-type tooth paste was
created, based on modern research. Those
two great film combatants were embodied
effective.

in

it.

The name

of that tooth paste is Pepsodent.
It is now advised by leading
dentists the world over.
In some fifty
nations careful people use it.

Five

You can

of most.

Film holds food substance which ferments
and forms acids. It holds the acids in contact with the teeth to cause decay. Germs
breed by millions in it. They, with tartar,
are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

The increase in tooth troubles became
alarming.
So dental science searched for
ways to fight that film. Two ways were
One acts to curdle film, one to
found.
it,

and

without

any

harmful

scouring.

And despite the subsequent developtinted.
ment of an elaborate system of special film
dyes in German chemical laboratories, the
Selig establishment for many years continued
to get its film colors at the corner drug store.
The first experiments were so successful that
Colonel Selig went down town and indulged
another of his famous history marking
hair-cut-shave-and-shampoo sessions. It was
his method of celebrating achievement.
in

When you

new

Pepsodent brings

effects
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But just at this time the film industry of
America was due for a new jar.
Since November 7, 1902, Edison had been
pressing infringement suits against the Selig
enterprises, alleging unlawfill use of Edison
principles in the Selig and Lumiere cameras

and machine used in the Chicago establishment. As has been indicated earlier in this
narrative, Colonel Selig, reinforced by Philip
.Vrmour who wanted circulation for Selig 's
packingtown pictures, had resisted the Edison
suits manfully.

On October

In thousands of cases
difference

between

Judge Christian Kohlsaat in the United States Court in Chicago
held that the cameras in use by Selig were
infringements of the Edison patents.
This decision sent a shudder through the
competing picture makers all over the United

the only

States.

beautiful

hair and ordinary hair
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This was a decisive blow.
In Philadelphia Lubin remembered his two
years of exile, in Europe when he had fled in
iqoi from the injunctions and process servers
irmed with the might of the. law and the mailed
list of Edison's legal department.
Out in Flatbush, J. Stuart Blackton, Albert
E. Smith and William Rock, were struck with
apprehension.
Their business was for the
moment flourishing again after many depressions.
Xow what? Back between 1902 and
1904 things had got so serious that they too
had sought cover from the wrath of the law
and left Vitagraph in the hands of Walter
.Vrthur, a relative of Smith's.
on top of suits by Edison and suits by
Armat, a perfect hail of legal attacks, came this
heart sinking decision in Chicago.

Now

J. Stuart Blackton found himself in the
west on a tour when the court tragedy befell
the infringers. He stopped in Chicago on his
way home and there encountered George
Kleine. Kleine as a person of poise and high
dignity inspired confidence.
They talked it

out.

Kleine was a large buyer of films, these of
Edison and all of the infringers as well. The
war was not to his liking. He found it de-

and

structive of business

progress.

At

his

Blackton, George K. Spoor of
Essanay and Colonel William N. Selig gathered
at luncheon at Rector's in Monroe Street.
suggestion

go see Edison and see what we can do
toward making peace," Kleine told
They were dubious about it. Thej'
had had ten years of war with Edison and
knew something of the temper of the powers
at West Orange.
"I'll

To

prove that Canthrox is the
most pleasant, the most simple
and in all ways the most effective hair wash,
send one perfect

we will
shampoo

gladly
free to
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about
them.

it

A MONTH

later

George Kleine went to
there went into confer-

-'^ West Orange and
ence with Edison and

W.

E. Giknore. the gencrossed over the river
to New York and sent out invitations to a very
quiet little dinner at the RepuLlican Club,
which stands on the south side of Brj'ant Park
in Fortieth Street. That was the beginning of
a long sequence of famous affairs in film history which centered about that establishment.
W. E. Gilmore representing Edison attended
that gathering.
It was a curious scene as these men sat down
together in the chiU of formal politeness, the
infringers and the representative of the great
Edison.
To the surprise of the infringers Gilmore was
eral

manager.

Then he

cheery and Idndly and affable. They had not
suspected that he was ever capable of such a
mood. They had been used to chain lightning
and brimstone.
KJeine's diplomacy had triumphed.

Out

of the talk

around the table came an

understanding that they could agree on some
sort of plan by which all of the picture makers
tion Riven by men and women who have
should be licensed to operate under the Edison
trained thousands for successful work in
HouseKeeper—
this and other lines.
$150 Mo.
patents in consideration of royalties.
3 Information
Position for YOU
Clerks- $100 Mo.
Shortly thereafter there was a larger dinner
at the Hotel Astor in Broadway and the
nddetai
nt Course
standard Business
. ^
Training Institute "Edison Licensees" group was formed.
^
STANDARD BUSINESS
Carlton Ct.. Buffalo.
This session incidentally stamped the Hotel
^ Send me free booklet H165
TRAINING
about Hotel Operation and ManINSTITUTE
agement Course, also Employ- .\stor with a certain official status in film
^ lent
Bulletin.
Carllon Court
affairs which continued down to the day when
Buffalo. N. Y:
the screen magnates and near magnates deStre.
.City.
2 Asst. Mprrs.

$3,500, $4,000 Yr.

I

cided that they could confer more distinction
on themselves by being seen about Delmonico's and the Ritz-Carlton.
The Edison Licensees included Kalem,
Vitagraph, Lubin, Selig, Essanay, Melies, and

Pathe.

Biograph was offered a license on the same
terms.

"Biograph will come into any such arrangement only on terms equal with Edison," was
Biograph's reply.

Way back in 1903 there had been an encounter when Gilmore and Mar\in stood on
the walk in front of Martin's restaurant at
Twenty-seventh Street and Broadway.
vin stated Biograph's position then.
"With your patents and ours we
inate this business, and absolutely
art on that basis. If you refuse we
your patents busted." Biograph in
standing pat.

V\

Mar-

can domhold this
will

have

1907 was

THEN the lull of peace had fallen with the

end of many suits in the great truce of the
Edison Licensees, the exchangemen were

moved

to also organize protectively

clarify the complications

and to

and abuses

of the
business of suppl>'ing films to the theaters.
I.

W. Ullman, who conducted an exchange

New York and

in

imported foreign pictures,

called a meeting there November 9, 1907.
This resulted in a general conference held at
Pittsburgh a week later and at this session the
"United Film Ser\dce Protective Association"
was formed. The avowed purposes of the
association were a sufficient indictment of the
practices of the film exchanges of the day.
It was given out that the association was
organized to eliminate duping by pirates, sub-

renting of films

second-hand

by

films,

theaters, and dealing in
which was conducive to

bad shows. It was agreed that the exchanges
would bu3' film only from the makers and that
old wornout subjects were to be returned to
the makers, instead of being sold into the
underworld of junk film trade. A month later
there was another meeting in Chicago, December 14, and the association broke up, for

various reasons, among them the fact that the
patent war was not really over.
On January 31, 1908, the Edison licenses
became formally effective. It was the world
against Biograph.

But Biograph was about to

start

arming

for

the big battle to come.
For ten years now the name of Wood\-ille
Latham had been forgotten in the screen world.
The whole industry' of the motion picture had
arisen in the decade since the old Major withdrew, defeated by circumstance on the eve of
success.
In this

same 1907, however, the work of
to rise up and again for a time

Latham was
become

a significant factor in the affairs of
the motion picture. The patent on Latham's
invention of the loop forming mechanism that
enabled the operation of machines with long
films had survived patent office attacks and
now reposed among the unactive assets of the
Anthony & ScoviUe Company. The Anthony

&

Scoville Company, with its hands full and
treasur)^ depleted by its fight with Eastman
on the Hannibal Goodwin film making pat-

underwent a change of administration and became the Ansco Company
under the executive command of Thomas W.
Stephens. The Ansco concern had no notion
of plunging into the thick of the fikn war to
defend the Latham rights that had been infringed by all picture makers for these j-ears.
But it was an apparent asset on which value
Ansco set out to find a
could be realized.
purchaser.
Out on the golf links at Montclair in New
Jersey where Frank N. Dj-er of the Edison
legal staff played, Stephens offered the Latham
patent as they went around the course. He
thought that ten thousand dollars would be a
It had cost the Ansco Comfair price for it.
pany nearly eleven thousand.
Dyer promised to considerjt but he in the end
rejected the idea. Edison did not want the
ents, in this year

,
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Latham

patent. Recollection of the affairs of
earlier chapters and I^dison's displeasure at
the departure of W. K. L. Dickson to join
first Latham and then Biograph will suggest
many reasons for the refusal to buy the Latham
patent eleven years later.
At this time the word went about that old
Major Latham was dead. He was olny a
name now. At any rate he had long ago
parted with all possible claim to a share in the

—

patent No. 707,394.
In time Stephens offered the Latham patent
to the Biograph company. I\Lirvin saw in it
an opportunity to strengthen Biograph's position.
It is probable that as a technician he
thought little more of the patent's intrinsic
value than did Dyer. But that was not the
idea.
It was Marvin's notion to support all
and own them. After some
of the patents
negotiation Biograph bought the Latham patThe papers were signed
ent for $2,500.

—

February 5, 1908.
This put Biograph in a stronger position. It
now held the Marvin-Cassler patents on the
mutoscope and biograph devices, it owned the
Latham patent, and it was licensed by Armat,
the inventor of the projection machine in genEdison might have basic control of
eral use.
most of the element of the camera but Biograph had a tail hold at least on the machine
that made exhibitions of the camera product
possible. Besides that Latham loop was being
used in the Edison cameras. The plot was
thickening considerably.
of the twentieth of March
THEthenight
gum shoe detectives of the

in 1908,

Edison
department had been on the job, they
would have seen H. X. Marvin accompanied
by a lawyer take a late train for Washington.
if

legal

The ne.xt day there was a very sub-rosa
conference up in the New Willard hotel between Marvin, Thomas Armat and Marvin's
lawyer.

Every precaution was taken

to elude

and

avoid Edison agents who were on the trail of
every Biograph movement.
The conference was carried on in tense low
tones.

Now

and then Marvin went to the door and
looked up and down the hall. Eavesdroppers
would have met summary treatment.
Armat was cagy about any proposition to
let his patents slip into the hands of Biograph.
Biograph's lawyer grew vehement and the
conference became a wrangle that promised to
break up in a feud. This would never do.
"I guess I'll have to handle this so far as
the negotiations are concerned and you can
wait and draft the contract when we get to
terms," Marvin broke in by way of eliminating
the lawyer.

The attorney threw up his hands and then
down on the bed for a nap.

laid

While he slept Marvin pursued the subject
with Armat.
The whole destiny of Biograph's lone battle
against Edison and the Edison licensees was
If Marvin did not win here the
at stake.
That conhandwriting was on the wall.
ference in a hotel room in Washington was
going to decide if the famous door at 1 1 East
Fourteenth Street was going to be open that
day that Mary Pickford was to come along
job hunting.
"If you come in with your patent you can
have half as much as Biograph gets out of the
deal,"

Marvin

H ATE VER
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it all.
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at last promised Axmat.

"All right."
Marvin took an option on the stock of the
Armat company for the large sum of $3,000,000

—and

Biograph had no money. The three
was a great bluff, to be used
later.
It was there to keep other possible
bidders discouraged, meanwhile.
The stock
certificates were delivered that afternoon.
The stock was to be held in escrow in New
York. With physical possession of the certificates Marvin and his counsel hurried back
to New York.
Down at the Empire Trust Company the
precious certificates were locked up in a safety
million option

When

adoption of Resinol

and bath explains
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deposit box under trustees' holding.
Now Biograph had the projection machine
patents sewed up.
Rumors reached the Edison establishment.
There too they decided to build up a fortification of patents.
Up at the Edison studio in the Bronx
Porter and Dawley were busy grinding out
Edison dramas.
Mary Fuller was brought
over from Vitagraph and went into the Edison
stock company. There she met Charles Ogle,
the lawyer-business man from Wall Street
who could not resist the lure of the screen and
abandoned an office to act before the camera.
A friendship grew up between them and Ogle's
knowledge of the market enabled Miss Fuller
to make the investments which enabled her to
dictate terms to the screen and quit when she
was ready, not many years later.
It is of interest to note that Charles Ogle in
1923 can still be seen on the screen in the casts
of the dramas that come from the Famous-

Q
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bobbed effect
while your hair is growing

to imitate the

They match perfectly
andare except ionally becom-

out.

ing. And so simple to put
on, just a few pins hold
them securely in place."

Lasky

lot in

Hollywood.

He

still

likes

camera or studio expedient.
"No matter what it is, maybe we can get
a patent on it," they told him. The idea was
to pile up patents to be the tools of monopoly.
Porter listened to instructions, but reported
no patentable ideas. He had a dim plan in
He had been with
the back of his head.
Edison a long time and had a large store of
technical knowledge. He used his ideas to get
screen results, but otherwise kept them to him-

His day was coming. He was an employe now.
He did not intend to be one
self.

are fascinating masses of real curls made from
specially selected 12-inch lengths of lustrous, live
hair (natural color) stranded into one piece by
durable and invisible braiding. Just two pins
needed to keep them in place.
Irving Ringlets are a necessary requisite to
women who, though not averse to the bob. are
never the less anxious to bring back an abundant
growth of hair to meet the new mode.
They come in shades to match precisely your
own and no one can guess the secret of your hair's
attractiveness.

always.

Meanwhile the trade papers of the motion
picture, the Show World of Chicago, Billboard of Cincinnati, the Clipper and the
young Moving Picture W'orld of New York,
were full of the notices, defiant challenges and
claims of the warring Edison and Biograph
companies.
Biograph countered the formation of the
Edison Licensees by the Biograph Licensees
which included George Kleine, Cines of Rome
the concern which some years later produced the famous "Quo Vadis" Williams
Brown & Earle of Philadelphia, importers, and
the Nordisk company, a Scandinavian concern.
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or your money refunded. Mail Your Order Today.
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at Marvin's ofBce in the Times building
the belligeraits got together for a conference. Frank N. Dyer and William Pelzer, an

attorney, represented Edison.

Marvin spoke

"Remember
to spend!"
for his hat.

Kennedy and

for Biograph.
Edison has fifteen million a year

was Dyer's

Kennedy jumped

threat, as he reached

up.

go-"
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Fighting Jeremiah had his Irish up. This
was a lot more fun than golf. He loved it.
While this was going on Biograph was
steadily striving to improve its pictures.
Biographs were openly called "rotten" on the
The quality had fallen low, while
market.
attention was centered on the legal wars. Now
the studio began to be important again.
Marvin decided that better direction and
better stories were necessary.
The scene changes to midnight on Park
Row. Down in Dennett's restaurant Stanner
Taylor, a rambling free lance newspaper man
was at his supper in one of those arm chair
Taylor had strolled over from the
aflairs.
Tribune office where he used a tj^sewriter after
hours. He was meditating on the high lights
of his recent adventure in musical comedy and
the abrupt closing of "The Gibson Girl" in
San Antonio. This had sent him back to

newspapering and New York.
A Ijroad shouldered stranger came into the
There
restaurant where Tajdor sat alone.
were many empty seats about but the stranger
chose one next to Taylor. This annoyed the

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

dashed

off a couple of picture ideas in tabloid
form, three hundred words each. It was one
of those easy performances just like the
scenario schools try to make the aspiring
reader of advertisements think it is today.
These Taylor Stanner E. V. Taylor submitted to Biograph. They resulted in a call
at Marvin's office and a check for S30.
Now space rates on the newspapers wer^
about eight dollars a column, much the same
as they are now. Six hundred words for thirty
dollars opened Tajdor's eyes.
He talked to

—

Mar\dn about more

—

ideas.

/^UTSIDE the door down in the

studio there

^^was

a heated argument going on to which
Marvin and Taylor might have listened with

some amusement.
It seems that Da\dd W^ Griffith, an actor,
had spoiled a pair of shoes in the course of
making a picture the day before. He was
demanding settlement in the sum of five
dollars.

"No," McCutcheon, the director, roared.
"Those shoes never were worth five dollars
what the hell would an actor be doing with a
shoes an>nvay?"
Taylor emerged from Marvin's oflSce
he had an arrangement to write scenarios in
quantity for Biograph and to get a guaranty
of $25 a week, whether they used as many as
five dollar pair of

When

two a week or not.
Biograph was rapidly getting ready to make
two reels a week.
It was early in June when H. N. Marvin
called in his brother Arthur, a camera man in
the studio.

"We've got to put on another director to
help out McCutcheon. One a week is all he
can make. Who can we get?"
"Well, there's an actor out there, that fellow
"He
Griffith," observed the camera man.
seems to have a lot of sense and some good
ideas."

Mar\in recalled Grifiith. This new actor
had done a pretty good piece of work in a
number of pictures. There was the release
called " 'Ostler Joe," a bit of a comedy in
\\hich Griffith played with Eddie Dillon, the
comedy lead.
send Griffith in,"
"I'll give him a tr>'

—

INIarvin decided.
Griffith appeared.

He stood speculatively
out the window into Fourteenth
Street, deep in reflection, as Marvin unfolded
the proposal that he \r\ directing pictures.
"I want you to take this 'suggestion,"" said
Marvin, picking up a script by Taylor, "and
make a picture out of it. See what you can
do with it."
Griffith shook his head.
looking

"Say! I've played some poker in my time,
but I never had anybody make a fifteen million
dollar bet at me before. You're called. Let's

Since 1860

—

it.

Porter got instructions to report to the Edison office every innovation in the making of
pictures that occurred to him, every little

You will be delighted with Irving Ringlets which
are worn around the head to simulate the bobbed
effect and at the same time allow your hair to
grow out unnoticed by those about you.

newspaper man. He picked up hLs coffee cup
and moved. The stranger followed him.
"You're Taylor, ain't you?"
"Yes, what of it?" He was peevish now.
"Well Dick Spillane over at the Sun told
me about you I'm looking for somebody to
write things for mo\ing pictures."
Taylor listened to the story of Biograph and
its requirements.
Then he went home and

is

—I'd rather not."

"No

"Why— it

is better work, advancement and
pay and more future than just acting."
"Yes," Griffith responded, "but you see I've
got responsibilities and all that, and I am

better

working regularly for McCutcheon now. If I
try directing he mil not like it and if I fall
down he won't give me any more parts.
ISIarvin smiled at the earnest young man.
"I never go over the heads of my people
you know that," ^Marvin offered reassuringly.
"But in this case I will make j-ou a promise
that the result of this experiment will not be
permitted to impair your position with Biograph. Besides you are not going to fall down.
Now take this suggestion and get your own
cast and pick out your locations. I want you
to do the whole thing yourself."
There were probably a number of ideas in
Marvin's mind besides making a director of
Biograph was having some difficulty
Griffith.
"

inducing ISIcCutcheon to use Taylor's stories.

guaranteed.

—— ——— —
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was the old stage director's idea that it was
weakening his own status to use any story
It

did not originate or bring in himidea has persisted to a marked
degree in much later periods and within the
year of the writing of this history therehave
been some flagrant examples of the work of the
idea that

lie

That

self.

authorship

claiming

director

for

purchased

ideas.

with some perturbation and exciteabout hunting a cast for his first

Griffith

ment

set

picture

— entitled ''The

.\dventures of Dolly."

went exploring up Broadway. On
the stairs of a booking agency he passed a
type that suited him exactly. He dashed into
Griffith

the agency.
"Was that
an actor?"

man

that just went out of here

"Guess so," the attendant replied.
Griffith turned about and ran full tilt back
to the street and on the trail of the actor.
When he overtook him he was out of breath.
The object of pursuit paused and grinned at
the panting pursuer.
"Are are are you an actor?" GrifiSth
gasped.
The actor drew himself up to his full height
with all of the dignity of the best traditions
of the old stock tragedian. He thrust his hand
into the lapel of his coat and bowed.
"Upon that point, sir, there are two highly
diverse opinions I am Arthur Johnson."
"I want you for a picture," Griffith sug-

Absolutely The Only
New Thing In Motion
Pictures This Year
—

"Here

is something entirely new
the first picture of its kind
have ever seen; and
have seen many thousands. Never in
the history of pictures has there been anything so full of
everything that makes for one hundred per cent interest."
{Louella Parsons in the Telegraph.)
I

I

—

— —

—

gested.

"Well

—

claimed in

it

has come to this," Johnson pro-

mock

tragedy.

not seemly that we should stand
thus talking of paltry employment in the open
street
let us to yonder tavern."
Johnson was cast for the picture. Others
that Griffith chose were Charles Inslee, who
had worked a bit in Biographs, and Linda
Arvidson, an actress occasionally employed

"But

it is

—

W. GRIFFITH'S

D.

"ONE
EXCITING
NIGHT"

there.

The

a perfectly concealed secret that
IT was Arvidson
was Mrs. D. W. GriflBth.
Linda
The inference is that Griffith did not want
to appear to be in the position of employing
relatives,

even his

wife, in his pictures.

If

passing acquaintance.
The part was so well played that a certain
member of that famous Biograph group, now
a director of note, devoted not a little flirtatious attention to Mrs. GrifiSth, right under
the nose of D. W. Griffith, who seemingly
paid no attention.
Two years later when Griffith broke the
secret by ordering a stateroom for two for his
first Biograph excursion to California, this
same gallant player felt about sixteen per cent
of his hair turn grey with post-mortem excitement at the discovery that he had been paying
ardent suit to Mrs. Griffith.
However, they are still friends.
"The Adventures of Dolly," the story of a
child kidnapped by gj'psies, was completed in
due time. It was a simple one-reeler with few
studio interiors and with locations in New

Jersey.
It was an anxious day for Griffith when the
picture went to the projection room for the
inspection of Marvin. When it went off the

"By God, we've

moved with

most

is

last,

telling.

then come

considerable

"Griffith's picture will live among the immortals of the silver
screen, for 'One Exciting Night' is one of the best photoplays
ever produced." {N. Y. Evening Telegram)
" A magnificent piece of
thriller."— (/V. Y. Times)

"

A

masterpiece

Biograph had
when it needed

— woman

work

indeed

hilarious

.

.

.

"

into hysterics of laughter.

— (Chicago Herald & Examiner)

"Stupendous is the word. You will
and scream." {Boston Traveler)

rise

up on the edge of your

seat

"

It will

be

THE

popular evening's pleasure this year."

—

(A^.

"The audience as one man shivers at 'One Exciting
all highly successful."
The action is terrific
{N. Y.
.

.

Y. Post)

Night."
Herald)

"Even remembering what
this surpasses all."

the master producer has done before,
{N. Y. Journal)
"

"Everybody had a wonderful time

at 'One Exciting Night.'
(Chicago Tribune)

—

^^^^^
"Gale

after gale of applause
spectacle."
(N. Y. Evening Mail)

"Stunning."

.

.

Titantic

.

.

a

mighty

(Boston Globe)

Now Showing At The

Best Theatres

Distributed by

The United Artists Corporation of New York City

badly.

began his march forward that day.
in the perspective of time "The Adventures of Dolly" would seem nearly as bad
now as some of the poorer^but longer screen
dramas of 1923, but it was a burst of new
Griffith

Viewed

When

a

screamed, everybody gasped

and then the audience went

got something, now!" he

exclaimed fervently.
Marvin was indeed correct.
got something just at the time
it

"Superior to anything of the kind the screen has ever known.

Through every inch, D. W. Griffith's art
Moments when one thinks one's heart can't
onslaughts of comedy."
(N. Y. Sim)

so

marks a degree of discrimination that
might have with profit been accepted as a
studio precedent for the motion picture.
Anyway around the studio Mrs. Griffith was
"Miss Arvidson" to D. W. G., and their
manner to each other was one of cool and
it

screen Marvin was
excitement.
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It told a plausible story in a

natural, logical manner.

At about this juncture something new and
startling appeared in the motion picture art.
Out of Oregon came Bert Whitman, an inventor with a new version of ap already old
idea

— talking pictures.

At Daly's Theater in Broadway, near
Thirtieth Street, the Cameraphone Company
began making song and dance pictures, recording the music on big cylinder records while the
camera recorded the action. A number of stars
of the musical comedy and vaudeville stage
went to the Cameraphone to play under the
direction of John Mitchell. Among them were

Eva Tanguay

in her famously abandoned "I
Don't Care" number and Blanche Ring with
something that had that old refrain of "Yip
di Addy," etc. There was a bit of the Merry
Widow Waltz, too, and many another of the

current hits.
In the Cameraphone's beginnings, shortlived as they were, the seed of a new war was
being sown, before the old war was ended
but that is another and later story.
Biograph with an armful of patents in the
safe and better pictures on the way, was about
to launch a new drive.
It was to be "the
storm of peace."
[
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Never neglect a cut or scratch
The prompt application of a few drops
of Absorbine, Jr. cleanses the injury, guards
against infection and assists nature in healing. Safe, dependable and of an agreeable

What Are
[

odor. Keep it handy for strains, sprains,
sore muscles and other emergencies.

in every way, but that's not saying
what way.
I wasn't surprised to learn of his Coueism.
You could tell at a glance that he's clean and
wholesome.
It is hard to write about one of these upsympathies
standing, whole-wheat boys.
And Ramon
are all with the criminal classes.
is not one of these, even though he is a Hollywood resident and a Mexican.
Not that I mean any disparagement of
Mexicans.
I may want to take flight over the border
myself some day.
Ramon has the finest, clearest black eyes I
ever saw outside the countenance of a Neapolitan bambino. He has an accent that's like
a dash of absinthe to his speech. He has been
a dancer and he has the glossy tarvia roofing
without which no man can hope to see the

druggists', $i.2j, or postpaid.
Liberal trial bottle, lOC, postpaid.

WV YOT INn Tnr
Absorbine

1^ Temple

St.,

My

:;fHE;:ANTISEPTICSLI

light of kleig-day.

Yet between him and such hot kna\-ish
Latin lovers as Valentino and Moreno there is
no more resemblance than between Little Eva
and Topsy.
"I was a dancer before I entered pictures,"
he observed, "but I didn't take the work
seriously. I was a little afraid. I was afraid
of being thought a sis. But I'm not now."
There was a contraction of his upper lip

—

thin upper lip.
"They don't like

me to say it," he added
"but I like dancing. I think it a
great art, and I admire its artists. Furthermore," he emphasized unflinchingly, "I intend
to keep at it in my spare time."
At least he has the courage not to swagger.
significantly,

is

WHITING -ADAMS

determination, induced, I suspect,
centrating upon the Coue formula.

BRUSHES

For Household and Family

re-

rapt in profound concentration. He never
says a word. He's getting into character while
And they saj' it
covering those ten miles.
takes the entire ten coming back for him to get
out of it. Therefore he's not to be blamed if
That's his principal
he's a trifle forgetful.
He's always forgetting his trousers or
failing.
sits

—

tensive assortment, every
brush needed for home life.
JOHN

L.

for Illustrated Literature

WHITING-J.
BOSTON,

J.

some such wardrobe

ADAMS

by con-

the bus that carries the companj' of
IN
players from the studio to "location" Ramon

quirements. Best quality, long
wearing, perfect working. Ex-

Send

Dancing, however, is merely recreation. He
determined to be a great actor. It is quiet

detail.

Anybody would

be liable to forget 'em after playing a South
Sea Islander as he does in ".Where the Pave-

CO.

U.S.A.

ment Ends."

for Over lis Years and the
Largest iu the World

Brush Manufacturers

admires John Barrymore and Pola Negri
all screen stars, and he has always
cherished reverence for Pauline Frederick.
"Alice Terry, too," he added, "is getting
better and better every day."
Thereupon I eased over the crucial question
as to what he considered the chief requisites for
a man's success on the screen.
He answered like a young George Washing-

He

above
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CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID
not give vou any errand prize
this ad.
J

.

No

rich In a

'ill V

if

you

cla

week.

you are anxious to develop youi
talent with a Buccessful cartoonist
BO you can

make money,

i

a copy

nps for
of this picture, with 6c In stam^
portfolio of cartoons and sample lesson
plate, and let us explain.

The W.

L.

Evana School of Cartooning
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Bldg.. Cleveland. O.
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Calendar
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But

it is

not the

requisite?"

"Good looks, personality, acting ability,"
replied the youth tersely.
Novarro has the first requisite. As for the
second, his personality is indefinite. You may
like him for what you believe he will prove to
be rather than for what he manifests upon first
acquaintance.
He hasn't the instant magnetism of Valentino, Meighan, Moreno or BarryiDore.
But
those men are considerably older. Ramon is
just twenty-three. Only time with its experiences can mold a token of character into a face.
Two years will work a big change in Novarro,
I think.

His birth name

The reason

is

Ramon

Gil Samaniegos.

for dispatching the

cognomen

is

ob\ ious to the ordinarj^ typesetter and linguist.
"Novarro" was substituted because it is his
mother's name.
He is the oldest of a family of ten, seven
brothers and two sisters, all of whom are
barred from the mo^•ies by order of Czar

Ramon.
"They shall go

to school," he says decisively.
not only likes his family, he lives with
them. This is about the only eccentricity I
noted about him.

He

Ramon's father was a dentist in Durango,
Mexico, where the present celebritj- was bom.
The family moved to Los .\ngeles because of
the father's ill health. Although Ramon has
played "extra" for the past four years, it was
not until Rex Ingram noted his grace and
expression as a dancer at the HoUj^vood Community theater that he secured a real opportunity.

While Novarro has superb photographic
he shrewdly plans to go in for char-

qualities,

acterization, thus gi\'ing color to his personality and also demonstrating his ability to act.
He has just shown a fourth important talent
without which many a good actor has had to

take in pants to press.
^Marcus Loew, president of Metro, has long

wanted to tie Novarro to a star contract, one
which would go into effect immediately upon
the expiration of the actor's contract with

Ingram.

Novarro manifested the most disturbing
indifference to all overtures. When finally he
did enter the Loew offices, his confreres of the
company smiled. What chance has a mere
stripling of winning a fat contract matched
against one of the keenest business men in the
industry? So they smiled. They smiled for a

ton, "The ability to please women."
It came as a relief. I was afraid he was going
to chirp the old refrain about "It's not beauty
or personality that counts, it's acting abihty."
".\cting ability of course is necessary," he
".\cting ability keeps you in
appended.
position once you have arrived."

Every advertisement in PH0TOPI-.4T

]

"Sort of a thumb tack?

and better

At most

Made Of?

Matinee Idols

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 41

guaranteed.

Then out marched Ramon,
Behind him tottered Mr. Loew,

couple of hours.

beaming.
perspiring.

They say Mr. Loew thinks Ramon will make
a great Shylock.
The bargain he drove will give him final say
on all his productions for the next five j-ears
and earn him a cool million.
Having revealed to all screen aspirants the
stuff of which idols are made. I leave the rest
to you and Dr. Coue.
Bv the wav, Ramon may have the faith of
Emi'l Coue but he has the thin upper lip of
John D. Rockefeller.

.
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Questions and Answers
[continued from page

95I

—

Bubbles. Are any of the stars who have
bobbed hair going to keep it short? How do
I know, when verj' likely they don"t know

—

AVait a minute, now
I think
told me she lik^d short hair ro
much she was always going to have it. But
as Vi is very feminine, she may change her
mind. Among the little shorn lambs are

themselves?
Viola

Dana

Mae

Pauline Garon,

Busch, Corinne

driflith,

Mabel Ballin, .\nita Stewart, Shirley ^lason,
and Marion Davies. I think Miss Davies
wore a wig
hood Was
locks in

in several scenes of

in

"When

Knight-

Flower."

"Adam

You'll see her
and Eva.'"

own

—

Mildred B., St. John, Kans.\s. Mary
Pickford and ilarguerite Clark both have
Mary's hair is golden, Marhazel eyes.
Why the sudden exciteguerite's is brown.
ment about
I

thought

coiffures this

"To bob

month,

or not to

wonder?

I

bob" was

old

stuff.

—

Emily of VIRGI^^A. So you look almost
And j-ou dont
exactly like IMarion Davies.
want a job in the movies. Then I can give
you Marion's height and weight, without
compunction. It would never do for you to
run away from the old Southern homestead,
Emily. Marion, then, was born in Brooklyn
April 14, 1900. She went to a convent before
embarking on a stage career— the Follies
"Betty," and "Oh Bo)-" were backgrounds
She is five feet
for Marion's blonde beauty.
four and a half inches tall, weighs 123 pounds,
has real golden hair and blue eyes. Her
recent pictures have l;een "The. Young
Diana," "Enchantment," "Beauty's Worth,"
"When Knighthood was in Flower," "Adam
and Eva" and "Little Old New York." Address her care Cosmopolitan studios.

—

Mrs. E. G. S., Tampa, Florida. You tell
I will bear it, but
to grin and bear it.

me

That's so stupid. Ramon
Navarro played Rupert of Hcnlzau and Malcolm JNIcGregor Conyit von Tarlenheim in Rex
Ingram's "The Prisoner of Zenda." Lew
Cody was Corporal Kent in "The Valley of
Lewis Stone did not appear
Silent Men."
I refuse to grin.

in

it.

—

Bobbie Jock. How quaint. Almost too
quaint, if you consult me.
But you didn't,
did you? \'iola Dana is twenty-five and sister
Shirley Mason two years younger.
You want
to look like Gloria Swanson but you have
brown hair, hazel ej-es, a turned-up nose,
freckles, and a lop-sided smile with one dimple.

Most

attractive,

didn't, did

if

you ask me.

But you

you?

M.

—A

—

cast of course.
On a nice
Well, here it is, for "The
Joan Carper Barbara
Castleton; Pierre Landis. .James Kirk wood;
John Carver Russell Simpson; Prosper Gael.

^. L.

day like this, too.
Branding Iron."

.

.

.

M

.

Richard Tucker; Jasper
arena .'Sydney
Ainsworth; Betty Morena .. Gertrude Astor;
Rev. Frank Holliwell .. Albert Roscoe; Maude
Upper
Joan Standing; Wen Ho
Louie
.

.

.

.

.

would you
make $100
HOW
draw, you
you
indeed

a week as a commercial artist? If
fortunate
for well trained artists
are always at a premium. They readily earn $75, $100, $150 a week, and
even more. Beginners with practical ability soon command $50 a week.
like to

like 10

—

are

Learn Quickly at

Home

in

Your Spare Time

Thousands of business firms pay millions of
annually for good advertising drawings and designs. No
previous training or experience is needed to learn by the Federal
"Master Course" (established 1914), the original practical course in
commercial art, created by men with more than 25 years' experience in
the field. Though widely imitated, it stands supreme after 8 years of
unequalled success as America's Foremost Course in Commercial
Designing. It gives you
Develop your talent!

dollars

Individual Personal Criticisms on All Lessons

— teaches you the methods that make
money —and has developed the crudest

your drawings worth real
beginners into commercial
artists earning good incomes, in a fraction of the time otherwise
necessary. Leading designers, artists, illustrating companies and
hundreds of successful Federal Students have enthusiastically endorsed
Federal Training. Among Federal Authors, whose help you get exclusively in the
Federal Course, are many of the best known artists and designers in America, who
have produced

and

sold hundreds of thousands of doltars'

Get This Free Book **YOUR

worth of commerciat

FUTURE"

It is beautifully illustrated in colors, and tells every
detail you need to know about the Federal Course. It
shows work of Federal Students, many of whom earn more
than the course costs while studying. The Federal Course
and gets them. If you are
is aimed at practical results

—

in

earnest about your future and 16 years old or more,
today for this free book, kindly stating your age.

send

Cheung.

—

Virginia. There are several sets of famous
the films. The Gishes, Lillian and
Dorothy; the Talmadges, Norma and Constance; the Binneys, Constance and Faire;
the Flugraths, Viola Dana and Shirley Mason'
The first named sister is the older in each case.
Constance Binney is to appear soon in a new
play on Broadway. Her latest film appearance is in ".\ Bill of Divorcement," which
she made in England.
She is very good in it
Constance has often been reported engaged
but so far she is fancy free.

COUPON

sisters in

Federal School of Commercial Designing
318 Federal Schools BIdg., Minneapolis,
Please send

me "YOUR FUTURE" without

Name
Age

Occupation
(

Write yovr address plainly in the margin)

[continued on page 126]
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COLD CREAM POWDER,
In

9he LnfLE.

PINK (P WHITE BOXES

THE

years rest lightly upon the
woman who uses Armand. This
wonderful cold cream powder
keeps you looking your best, at

all times.
It is soft and finely
textured. It blends naturally into
the skin, protecting it from dust

and

dirt.

you haven't yet known the
Armand can bring you,
send for the Armand Week-end
Package. It is 25c and contains
not only a generous box of cold
cream powder, but two other delightful powders, a little box of
rouge with puff included, enough
cold cream and vanishing cream
for several days, a can of Armand
talcum and a cake of fragrant
soap. It contains also the Armand
"Creed of Beauty" a little book
that you will enjoy and appreIf

joy that

—

ciate.

ARMAND — Des Moines

L.

This Genuine Diamond Solitaire Ring,
hand engravedand pierced,
the favorite among film
stars and society people the
world over. Because of our
is

low price— $32.50, and

li-

wear and own

it,

beral credit terms, you, too,
^ can
now
,

or give it as a gift.
for yours today.
will

Write

How

Ivor Novello in the English-made jncture, ''The

it

Send usyourname, address
and $1. After examination,
pay l-5th (20 per cent)
balance,$l a week. If you do
not agree that

Getimne

a beauti-

"

diamonds, wotches,
and jewelry popu'ar with the
_

^ite

so-called "Four Hundred." All
at prices within your reach on
long credit terms.

Diamond
No

it is

gem and an amazing

bargain, return ring to us
without paying a cent and
get your $1 hack.
DeLuxeCatFW%rF Send for
f tfpp alogr showing other

Solid

risk- no red tape

— Address Dept. 428

Co.
llWer LANEVko^.
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Moore Push-Pins

1

HE

WRITE JOKES

shares the company's esteem for D. W. I
believe Mr. Griffithwon his heart the second
week. Griffith had a big scene on his mind and
he kept the company until very late. It was
too late to catch the last train to New York.
Suddenly D. W. stopped and looked at his
leading man. "I think this will be all for tonight," he said, "something tells me Novello
has a party on."

Easy, fascinatins work. Our sales department pays from $1 to S5 for jokes,
eplsrams and stories. A short course ol
three lessons teaches you how to write
them. One joke alone often pays for
the course. Humorists earn bis pay.
Get into a field that is not yet crowded.
Write for Information.

visualized such celebrities as Jeanne Eagles, the
Dolly Sisters, Ina Claire and Marion Davies
warming their dainty brocaded heels awaiting
their host. "Take my car," said Mr. Griffith.

Moore Push-less Hangers
lb hang up things
.^skJjour dealer to shou)

t/tern

Moore PitsH-Pin Co.
Philadelphia

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMOR
Office C, 414

'

CONTIXTJED FROM PAGE 31

He was
ing as sorry for himself as I was.
actually enthusiastic about the hard work, the
studio, the story, the cast. He entirely overlooked the hazards of his adventure, the daily
danger he runs of becoming one of the screen
idols of America. The thought that he is living
up to his profile portraits has not entered his
head. And so Mr. Griffith i> doubtless pleased
that he engaged No\ello for the role of the
young minister in "The White Rose." The
director saw the actor in London, met him, and
remembered him. Novello thought he'd forgotten until a cable came offering him the part.
He will be Griffith's leading juvenile for the
next three years, or in seven pictures, "unless,"
says Ivor, "I don't go, and then he can fire me
out." From all accounts, Ivor will not be fired.

Class Heads -Steel Points

Wayne Junction

Without Desire

Introducing Ivor Novello

III.

ful

Man

be admired

Park BIdg., Cleveland, Ohio

Novello had.

A

house-warming.

"If you hurry you can

make

it

Maybe he

by twelve-

thirty," or something like that.
Every advertisement in
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praise agent will be called upon to tax
ingenuity inventing a background for
Novello. He has it already, home-made. For
one thing, it's his own name Ivor Novello.
He isn't thirty- j'et. He has classic features and
a sense of humor. He is a good actor. He was
in England's air force in the world war. He is
a favorite in the smart artistic worlds of New
York and London. He has always had the
his

—

most amazing luck.

He used

to live across from the Gaiety TheaLondon. He would go over almost every
night and sit in the pit. He would come back
home and saj- to his mother, " Some day I shall
have a plaj- there." It wasn't youthful audacEighteen months later he
ity.
It was fact.
was sitting in the stalls watching the performance of a plaj' for which he wrote the music.
Two of his musical comedies, "A to Z," and
"The Golden Moth," were running in London
at the same time, one for over a year.
Yes, yes he wrote "Keep the Home Fires
Burning." To verees by Mrs. Ford, he composed one of the three lasting musical mementoes of the world war. Mrs. Ford's home in
London was bombed and she and her son
killed.
All that remained untouched in the
battered house was the grand piano, a gift
from Novello.
Three of his films, made abroad, will be
shown here. "Gj-psy Passion," "The Man
Without Desire," and "The Bohemian Girl."
In the latter, he heads a cast which includes
Gladys Cooper, Ellen Terr}-, Constance Collier,

guaranteed.

ter in

—

—^Advertising
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and H. Aubrey-Smith.
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Miss Cooper, an

English stage star, to whom Novello is reported engaged. Miss Cooper not long ago
came to America for a fortnight. She denied
her engagement she had just been divorced
from Captain Buckmaster and has two chil-

—

dren.

But why should Miss Cooper, who has
been quite content in
dash across the Atlantic before
Novello went south on location for Griffith,
only to dash back again?
There is no clause in Novello's contract
about marriage, but it is said his director
would prefer him to remain unmarried while
making pictures here.
.\nd so to save the Answer Man a goodly
hitherto
Britain,

apparently

portion

of

—

trouble

— Ivor

Novello

not

is

married or engaged.

He is superstitious. Not particularly about
walking under ladders or whistling in his dressing room, though he would be likely to think
But about the
twice before he did either.
number thirteen.
He had luncheon with Elsie Janis and her
mother, and there were thirteen at table. He
was still apprehensive about it. So far the
eminent Bierbowers and their guests have rnet
with no mishap, and Ivor must be breatliing
evenly. He vows that no good ever comes to
anyone who looks at the new moon through a
window, but that you have a fair chance to
escape disaster if you go outside, look, make a
wish, and turn over your money in your
pockets.

He
man

me of an A. A. Milne j-oung
should add, he's not distressingly

reminds

—only,

I

whimsical.

Thoughts

for Censors

potential danger of censorship
ONE
the
sponsors and a possible cure
for

From

to its
sins of

the following
extracts, one from a letter to the editor of the
Authors' League Bulletin, the other from the

suppression

are

set

forth

New-Church Messenger

— which

is

quoted

these dainties

in

the Bulletin.
"In all that I have read about moving
picture censorship," states the writer of the
letter, "the greatest weapon in the hands of
the antagonists of censorship seems to be
ignored the fact that the public do not know
that the pictures they see are censored. I put

—

that way advisedl)'. They do not kn»w.
True, if they live in Bucyrus or Marion, they
know that there is an Ohio Board of Censors
and they may see, tacked on to the main title
a notice to the effect that the picture they are
going to see has been passed by the said board;
but they fondly imagine that they are looking
at the picture the producer released, whereas
it bears little resemblance in either continuity
or drama and for that reason is condemned as
another poor picture.
"Could it not be made compulsory (if professional reformers are subject to any law) that
in place of the action cut out by a board of
censors a two foot flash be inserted reading
'Deleted by Censors.' ?"
While the New-Church Messenger says:
"In some states the movement for establishing censorship has actually been inaugurated
by the church federations, and in nearly all it
has had their enthusiastic support and financial
backing. Thus the church as a whole is once
more put in the position of attempting to
It is made to
restrict the public freedom.
appear that religious people seek to impose
their will, as that of an admittedly superior
minority upon the rest of the people, and to
govern those whom they regard as not yet fit
Cannot the churches
to govern themselves.
see that by so doing they are making far more
enemies than friends? If there is one thing
that the world of the new age knows it wants,
and must and will have, that is freedom; and
whatever institution gets the name of standing
in the way of freedom will eventually be turned
on and destroyed."
it
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Complete

for every picture reviewed in this issue

"THE OREGON TRAIL"—Universal—
Director,
Edward Laemmle.
Story and
scenario written from American history by
Robert Dillon. Photography by Howard Oswald.
The cast: Jean Brulet, Art Acord;
Rosila Velasquez, Ixjuise Lorraine; Narcissa

Claire Du Brey; Lady Gilbert, Lillian Lawrence;
Seleim, Albert Presco.

"GIMME" — GoLDWVN —

.'\uthor,

Rupert

Hughes.

Ruth Royce; Marcus Whitman, Duke

Continuity, Rupert Hughes. Assistant director, Jim Flood. Cameraman, John
Mescall. Art director, Cedric Gibbons. The

Lee; Renee Coulter, Jim Corey; Rev. Henry
Spaulding, Burton C. Law; Mrs. Spaulding,
Grace E. MacLean; Dr. William Gray, Dick
Carter; Hernandez Velasquez, Sidney De Grey.

cast: Fanny Daniels, Helene Chadwick; Clinton Ferris, Gaston Glass; Mrs. Roland Ferris,
Kate Lester; Clolilde Kingsley, Eleanor Boardman; Mrs. Cecily McGimsey,
Wallace;

Prentiss,

May

Miss Annabel Wainwrighl,

bidefMisf
Latest contribution of

Science

"MIGHTY LAK' A ROSE"—First
tional

— Director,

Jimmie

Edwin Carewe.

By VIVIAN

Now

it all seems like a miracle to me,
for I have found the simple means to
alluring charm, healthful beauty. Not
artificial, not the kind you buy in bottles and jars, but the real thing, a gift
of Nature and beyond the price of
jewels, measured by the happiness it

has brought me.

Cosmetics, pasty,
messy things to smear on the skin
all these are now almost forgotten
nightmares, for I have the real key;
"Wonder Mist."
it is

—

—

Beautifies the Human Skin
\i\e De^^^ Refreshes Flowers
It gives roses to the cheeks and sparkle to the
eyes; it gives the vital, magnetic beauty obtainable only from sunshine and mountain air,
because that is just what "Wonder Mist" is.
It is synthetically created sunlight and mountain air, the potent, active qualities of sunlight
and the ozone of mountain air. Until now the
jealously guarded secret of high-priced beauty
specialist,

but

— read

all

about

it

in

my booklet

"Wonder Mist." Sign your name to the coupon and I'll mail it quickly
free.

—
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..Send

theBooyet

James

Harrison,

Sam Hardy;

Bull
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.
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St.

BOY 13"—First National—

"BELL

Story by Austin
Director, William Seiter.
The cast: Harry Elrod, Douglas MacGill.
Lean; Kitty Clyde, Margaret Loomis; Uncle
Elrod, John Steppling; "Pink," Jean Walsh;
The
ystery Man, Eugene Burr.

M

COMPANY
Dept. P-40, Chicaeo

"WHILE PARIS SLEEPS"—HoDKiNSON

—Directed

by Maurice Toumeur. Photographed by Rene Guissart. Scenic effects by
Floyd Mueller. Adapted from Pan's "The
Glory of Love." The cast: Henri Sanlados,
Lon Chaney; Bebe Larvache, Mildred Manning;
Dennis O'Kecfe, Jack Gilbert; His Father,
Harden Kirtland; Father Marionette, Jack F.
MacDonald;

The

cast:

Tommy

Maw

Tolliver,

Tolliver,

Charles

Emily Fitzroy;
Mack; Essie

E.

Hardin, Elinor Fair; Lem Tolliver, George
Bandcroft; Paw Tolliver, Burr Macintosh;
Zeke Tolliver, Ernest Chandler; Zeb Tolliver,
Fred Koser; John Hardin, Leslie Stowe.

Georges Morier, F. Farrell Jlac-

Donald.

"DRIVEN" — Universal — Produced by
Charles Brabin. Story by Jay Gelzer. Directed by Charles Brabin. Photographed by
George W. Lane. Scenario by Al Raboch.

"FIGHTING BLOOD"— Film Bookixg
Office— By H.

C. Witwer. Directed by Mai
Scenario by Beatrice Van. Photographed by Lee Cannes.
The cast: Gale
Galen, George O'Hara. Judy, Clara Horton;
Rags, Arthur Rankin; Spence, M. C. Ryan;
Kelly, Kit Guard; Ajariah Stubbs, Wm. Courtwright; Nate, Albert Cooke; Stella, Ena
Gregory; Mrs. Wilcox, Mabel Van Buren.
St. Clair.

"MILADY" American

"DRUMS OF FATE"—Paramount— Director, Charles Maigne. Author, Stephan M.
Whitman. Scenarist, Will M. Ritchey. The

cast: Carol DoUiver, a modern girl, Mary Miles
Minter; Laurence Teck, an African explorer,
Maurice B. Flynn; Felix Brantome, Carol's
guardian, George Fawcett; Cornelius Rysbroek,
Teck's rival, Robert Cain; David Verne, a composer, Casson Ferguson; Hamoud Bin-Said,
Teck's servant, Bertram Grassby; Native King,
Noble Johnson.

:

me — ^•^

W. Madison

Herself.

Story by Raymond Schrock. The cast Dennis O'Shane, Ed "Hoot" Gibson; Johnny Day,
Tom O'Brien; Carmen Navarro, Louise Lor-

Nome
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by

GENTLEIMAN FROM AMERICA"

witKoiitcost

Address

the dog,

—"THE
Universal— Directed by Edward Sedg\\ick.

'WondefMist'
to

Nacast:

Rennie; Jerome
Morgan, Anders
Randolf; Rose Duncan, Dorothy Mackaill;
alone, Helene Mont"Hard-boiled" Molly
rose; "Slippery Eddie" Foster, Harry Short;
Humpty Logan, Paul Panzer; Mrs. Trevor,
Trevor,

Dora Mills Adams; Jean,

beautyMARTINE
Gakure

The

Georgia Woodthrope; Claude Lambert, Da\'id Imt>oden; John
McGimsey, Henrj' B. Walthall; Roger Wayne,
Anderson Smith; Lizzie, Jean Hope; Three
Little McGimsey Children, Sheila Harkness,
Betty O'Brien, Robert De Vilbiss.

raine; Tlie Vamp, Carmen Phillips; Don Ramon
Gonzales, Frank Leigh; Juan Gonzales, Jack
Crane; San Felipe, Bob iMcKenzie; Graiul
Duke, Albert Prisco; Old Inez, Rosa Rosanova.

Releasing Corp.
by Henri DiamantBy Alexandre Dumas. The cast:

—Personally
Berger.

D'Artagnan, .\ime Simon-Girard; Constance
Bonacieux, Pierrette !Madd; Milady De Winter,
Claude Merelle; Cardinal Richelieu, Monsieur
De Max; Athos, Henri Rollan; Porthos, Monsieur Marintelli;

Story by Sinclair
Directed by Nat Ross.
Lewis, author of "Main Street." Scenario by
Raymond Schrock. Photography by Ben
Reynolds. The cast: Terry Rafferty, Ralph
Graves; Effie XjfgZer, Bessie Love; Donald Patrick Dorgan, George Nichols; Rudolph Kugler,
George B. Williams; Raspushkin, Max Davidson; Michael McManus, Wade Boteler; Co7nanning, Melbourne MacDowell.
missioner

M

"THE VOICE FROM THE MINARET"—

—

From the novel by Robert
Adapted by Frances Marion.
by Frank Lloyd. Art Director,
Cameraman, Norbert
Stephen Goosson.
Brodin.
The cast: Lady Adrienne Carlyle,
Norma Talmadge; Andrew Fabiatt, Eugene
Hichens.
Directed

O'Brien; Lord Leslie Carlyle, Edwin Stevens;
Bishop Ellsworth, Winter Hall; Secretary
Barry, Carl Gerard; Countess La Fontaine,
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

P.

De Guingand;

"THE FIRST DEGREE"—U^^\•ERSAL—
Story by
Directed by Edward Sedgwick.
George Pattullo. Scenario by George RanPhotography by Benjamin
dolph Chester.
Kline.

The

Mary,

Syhna

Sam Bass, Frank Mayo;
Breamer; Will Bass, Philo
Sheriff, George A. Williams;

cast:

IMcCullough;

District Attorney,

Harry Carter.

"THE PO^\TR OF A LIE"—UntversalDirected

by George Archainbaud.

Johann Bojer,

Story

by

Norwegian novelist and
Scenario by Charles Kenyon.
brilliant

Photography by Charles Stumar. The cast:
John Hammond, Da\-id Torrance; Joan Hammond, IMaude George; Betty Hammond, Mabel
Julienne Scott; Mrs. Hammond, Ruby Lafayette; Richard Burton, Earle IMetcalfe; LiUie

Cardington. June Ehddge; Jeremiah Smith,
Phillips Smalley; Mr. Lawrence, Stanton Heck;

Junior Hammond, Winston Miller.

First Nation.\l—Written by
Directed by Henry King.
The cast: Bov Leyton, Richard Barthelmess;
Captain Leyton, Tyrone Power; Morgan, Pat
Hartigan; Looney Luke, Barry iMacollurn;
Minnie, Dorothy Gish; Boy's Mother, Jessie

"FURY"

Edmund

First National

Ara7nis,

The Queen, Jeanne Desclos.

playwright.

"THE GHOST PATROL"—Univers.al—

directed

Goulding.

Arnold.

"ROBERT BRUCE WILDERNESS
T.ALES"—Educational—Written
rected

euaranteed.

by Robert Bruce.
[continued on page 124
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40

Jfjorher's wrap-around

]

even for Joy's sake.
"Suppose we all have dinner together, and
talk it over," Klein suggested, as he heard the
"No time now."
orchestra begin playing.
Joy went to the wings, momentarily stunned
lines,

by what she had heard. The reception given
the play by the critics upon its opening, some
two months before had made her think that
after ten weeks of idleness, a long period of
To be thrown out
success lay ahead of her.
of an engagement now, with the summer but
a few weeks off, meant little short of tragedy,
with her father's needs to be considered as well

as her own. In her preoccupation she almost
missed her entrance cue.
"That's always the way," Lloyd grumbled,
"Just as soon
as they met after the first act.
as they get a scene properly set, somebody
wants to come along and change it."
Joy gazed at him, her heather-grey eyes
So even Arthur Lloj'd was willing
dancing.
to put his personal vanity ahead of the sucShe would gladly have
cess of the show.
sacrificed any number of her own lines, for the
sake of the play as a whole.
"I think the curtain is wrong, Arthur," she
said quietly, "and I don't say it because it
may mean a few more speeches for me, either.
After all, I create the situation between you
and the husband, by dragging Vera on the

Front View

Back View
Trade-mark

and when I've done it, I ought to have
something more to do than just stand around
and look sweet. Father says so, and his judgment is pretty good."
"I think we both should have more to do,"
Lloyd grumbled. "Fieldner and Grant are
hogging the scene. See you later." He hurstage,

ried off to his dressing

room

What
It is the
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to change.
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Face Powder

"Why?"

That's only five. How about it?" There was
a gleam of amusement in his ej^e. "He ought
to be glad of the chance to meet a distinguished
playwright, to say nothing of the members of
the company.
Anyway, I wasn't going to
suggest anything more exciting than a chop
at Keene's.
They haven't been treating me
right at Pimlico this week.
Think he'll be
game?
I always enjoy dining with millionaires.
Their tastes are so simple."
"I'll explain the circumstances to him," Joy
laughed.
"If he suggests taking the rest of
you, all right. If he doesn't, I'll try the chop
at Keene's."

—

Made in all lengths and many variations
of design for all types of figures, from
slender to stout.

asked with a grin.
I believe so," Joj' said.

standard corset with

Easy

her particularly, since, beyond an occasional
dinner, she had no designs on his money.
But
she did enjoy talking to him, because, unlike
most men in her own profession, he did not
talk to her about his work, but about new and
interesting things, Balzac, and Japanese prints,
and salmon fishing in Scotland, and the sunny
villages of Italy and Spain. She had not seen
Viim for a month; he had been to the Coast, on
business. Now, e.xpecting her to join him, he
would be waiting in his car at the stage door.
She spoke of the matter to Sammy Klein,
who came back stage after the second act,
scribbling notes on the manuscript he held in
his hand.
"Has this friend of yours got money?"

—

corset

The back is beautifully smooth and the
front shapes and supports without pressure
or stiffness.

show. P. W." On the other side of the bit
pasteboard was the inscription, "Philip
Watrous, Attorney At Law, 165 Broadway."
Joy tossed the card upon her dressing table.
It would be rather a pity, she thought, to
disappoint Mr. Watrous in order to dine with
Sammy Klein, but there was no way in which
she could send him word. Besides being an
interesting man, he was, Joy knew, uncommonly well off, but this fact did not concern

"Then let him take us all to dinner. You,
and Arthur and Max and Vera and myself.

modern

stead of lacings.

of

^'Yes

a Wrap-around?

venient, fashionable.

Joy turned into the corridor the doorman
handed her a note.
"The gentleman's out front," he said. She
read the few lines on the card with a pleased
smUe.
"Am coming to take you to dinner after the

Sammy

is

^

Chicago, San Francisco.
Brothers Co., Montreal.

the waist-line
and stays down securely over the low top
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contribute a quart of chemically pure
gin," Mr. Klein added. "That ought to help
some, don't you think?"
Joy smiled at his drollery, but when she met
Mr. Watrous after the performance, he said
he would be very glad to include the others
in his party, rather than have no party at all.
Joy went to ask them; it was a formality only,
as Mr. Klein had already explained the circumstances.
"Some boat," the little pla>^vright remarked,
his eye on Mr. Watrous's imported limousine.
"Think we can all get in?"
"I'll sit on Arthur's lap," Joy said, looking
at Lloyd. He had grown suddenly ill-natured,
on learning of the change in their plans.
"Where did you meet this chap?" he asked
grufBy.
"Why father introduced him to me," Joy
replied, with her sweetest smile.
"I'll

iRestful
Keep calm with

Beemans— rests

—

the nerves, aids
digestion, good
for the

Chapter

teeth—

III

pHILIP WATROUS,

at forty, had remained
true to certain principles that he had laid
down for himself during his senior year at
college. One was, his decision never to marry
the other, his determination to amass a
fortune. Both had resulted from events which
had seemed to him at the time of vast importance. His father, a successful lawyer, had died
suddenly in the prime of his career, leaving a
comparatively small estate, and Philip had
lieen obliged to go to work in order to complete
his college course and the post graduate course

all in all

asm

—

ha
Deliciously flavored

in

law which followed

it.

This sudden mis-

fortune, or good fortune, as one might look at
it, had caused a certain young woman of w hom
he was desperately fond to jilt him in cold
blood, and accounted for his determination
never to marry. His ruthless ambition, his
cynical attitude toward women, had been of
immeasurable help to him, in a worldly sense;
at forty he now found himself very rich and
very lonely, seeking from many women the

BEEMA
Pepsin Gum

Joy laughed at him, her eyes grayer than
they had been for days. It -was much, to her
joyous youth, to be able to forget, even for an
hour or two, the twin problems of her father,
her daily bread.
The play might close before
the month was out she might find herself
facing the frowsy poverty of a cheap boarding
house, but today, at least, she was surrounded

—

by

lights, by color, by all the beautiful things
her soul craved. It was rather mean of Lloyd,
she thought, to try to spoil it.
"Mr. Watrous is a friend of father, as I've
already told you," she said. "They've known
each other for years. And I'd much rather
dine here than at Keene's. Don't for heaven's
sake get grouchy. Or jealous. The man is old
enough to be my father."
"Just the kind I don't trust," Lloyd said.
"Look here, Joy I've been thinking things
over, and there's something I want to say to
you." His tone was so serious that Joy turned
to him with a sudden frown.
"Not now please," she whispered, "whatever
it is.
Wait until we leave." She looked up
at Watrous, who had come over to call her
attention to the phrasing of the mechanical
piano. "Wonderful, really. I've never heard

—

anything finer."
"Just the way the composer himself would
play it," Watrous went on. ".All the light and
shade ever>'thing.
But we've had enough

—

Put on that new thing of Berhe called to Miss Grant. "Let's dance."
held
He
out his arms, and Joy rose, in spite
of the anger she saw in Lloyd's face. By the
time the music stopped, the Jap came in with
a tray of glasses, in the center of which stood
a silver cocktail shaker as large as an iceclassical stuff.
lin's,"

cream
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Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,
glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid
of dandruff, for it will starve your hair and
ruin it if you don't.
The best way to get rid of dandruff is to
dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little
Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your

dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely remove every sign and trace of it.
You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better.
You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A fourounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R.

L.

Watkins

Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
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for Coughs & Colds
For quick

relief try Piso's
a remarkably effective syrup different from all others. Safe and
sane for young and old. Pleasant
—no opiates — no upset stomach.
35c and 60c sizes everywhere.

Mr. Watrous seemed to derive considerable
amusement from it. Perhaps this was because
his realest interest in life

was

life itself.

He

often said that he could not understand those
queer individuals who de\"Oted their spare time
to collecting such dry-as-dust things as first
editions, or musty manuscripts, when there

were such \atal, living human documents to
be read for the asking. It was in the pursuit
of such documents that he haunted the night
life of the theatrical world; he found them in
countless numbers, from the rawest flappers
of the chorus to the most sophisticated and
often stranded star. jMartin Moran was one

Joy was another. The part}'
gaily overflowing his sumptuously appointed rooms presented additional possibiUties, from Sammy Klein, the keen-witted Httle
plaj'wright, to Vera Grant, with her statuesque
beauty and her husky cigarette voice, palpable
imitation of that of Ethel Barr\Tnore. She was
unhappily married to the spendthrift son of a

of his subjects,

rich

New

England manufacturer, and asked

tions to his Japanese butler, and helped Vera
Max Fieldner start the new piano plaj-er
he had recently installed.
Joy sat talking
with Arthur Lloyd, and ]\Ir. Ivlein, on a couch
in the corner, was eagerly scanning a contraband copy of "Ulysses."
"I don't see what this sort of thing gets you,"
Lloyd remarked sourly. An instinctive jealousy of Watrous flamed in him. "I don't want
his confounded dinner. We'd have done better

and

at Keene's."
Everj-

aUm-tiscment in
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Klein, Fieldner, Miss Grant

with cheers, but Lloyd refused

noon, and thought it went fine."'
E\-er3-body spoke at once, but Joy's silver
voice emerged from the tangle.
"^Ir. Klein thinks I should have more to
do. Nice of him, isn't it? And I haven't been
trjing to vamp him, either."
Neither ^liss Grant nor Fieldner made any
comment. They had heard, in a general way,
that the scene was to be rewritten, but the
fact that Joy's part in it was to be built up
came as a disagreeable shock. It was to break
it to them that she had sp>oken.
She did not
want them to think that she had been working in secret, making ej-es at the author, ia
order to better her role at their expense.

W.\TROUS, who knew the theater from the

now

Mr. Watrous,
quite openly for sympathy.
having ordered dinner, gave certain instruc-

it

to unbend in spite of the raiUerj- the others
directed at him. Watrous proposed a toast
the continued success of the play, to which they
all drank, although
Klein laughed rather
cjTiicaUy as he put down his glass.
"I've got that new second act curtain all
worked out," he anhounced, slapping the
breast packet of his coat which bulged with
papers. "Til tj-pe it off tonight and we'U rehearse it in the morning.
For the present,
let's forget it."
He put down his glass, which
the Jap at once refilled.
"What's wrong with the second act?"
Watrous asked. "I saw the show this after-

companionship he might otherwise have found
with one.
His home, in one of the more exclusive apartment hotels, was luxurious enough in both its
size and its appointments, but as far removed
as the poles from the old-fashioned idea of
what a home should be. Mr. Watrous used it
merely as a place in which to sleep, to entertain his friends; his days were spent in moneymaking, his evenings in spending it; the circle,
from many standpoints, was a vicious one, but

freezer.

surrounded

outside,

was

still

as ignorant as the

pubhc

in general regarding the bitter inside jealousies
which interweave ever}- theatrical production.

"Splendid 1" he announced. "You know,"
he turned to Klein. "I've alwaj's said that
ISIiss iMoran is one of the cleverest comediennes
in the country, and it seems a pity to have her
standing about doing nothing during that
he hesitated, realizscene, while the others"

—

ing that the "others," in the persons of !Miss
Grant and Mr. Fieldner. were staring at him
with thinly \ eiled hostihty. Mr. Klein rushed
to the rescue.
"The idea isn't to cut down anybody else's
part," he said, "but to give Joy a chance to
help along the good work." He did not forget

that his original manuscript had contained
man}- lines which she did not sp)eak lines
which ^Nliss Grant and Fieldner had insisted
should be either given to them or eliminated
With customarj- egotism they
altogether.

g\iaranteed.

—
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willing to injure a well-balanced
scene, to build up their own particular parts.
Watrous, realizing that he had made a mistake, sought to cover it up by distributing

had been

more

cocktails,

but the gloom which had sud-

settled upon Miss Grant and Mr.
Fieldner persisted in spite of all his efforts.

denly

Lloyd, too, maintained a moody silence, although for a different reason. He was not
jealous of Joy in a professional sense, as Miss
Grant and Max Fieldner were, but he resented
In
her intimacy with their wealthy host.
spite of the apparently endless contents of the
silver shaker, the little party sat down to
dinner divided into three separate and distinctly hostile

camps.

LLOYD

ate in silence. Fieldner and Miss
Grant sat tele a tele, conversing in underMr. Klein, Watrous and Joy made
tones.
desperate efforts to keep the conversational ball
rolling, but the only result was to aggravate
still further the already strained situation.
Lloyd resented Joy's laughter at Mr. Watrous's
sallies, because of his jealousy of the man; the
others concluded that her gay familiarity with
Klein was proof of a sudden intimacy between
the playwright and herself, which had resulted
in his determination to improve her part at
their expense.
Joy felt their disapproval and

She had never been very close
regretted it.
to either Fieldner or Miss Grant, but they had
been friendly enough with her, up to now, and
it seemed a pity that the success of the show
should be imperiled by a cheap and narrow
But even their disprofessional jealousy.
pleasure she could understand better than
Lloyd's stupid surliness; the former distressed
her, the latter made her angry.
"Good heavens, Arthur," she said suddenly,
of it; Mr. Watrous will think you
What's the matter
don't like your dinner.
with you, anyway?"
"Nothing. I'm a bit tired, that's all. We'd
better be shoving off, don't you think?" He
glanced at his watch. "Quarter past seven.
We're due at half past," he added to Watrous.

"snap out

"Time enough.

I'll

send you aU back in

my car."
"Thanks.

He

rose

I'll call

and went

a taxi,

if

you don't mind."
Joy felt

to the telephone.

the blood rise in her cheeks, at the insolence
What fools men were. Arthur
Lloyd had as yet no right to question her

of his tone.

actions.

She turned to Watrous, who was

regarding Lloyd with a queer, half-humorous
smile.

"Don't mind him," she whispered. "As a
matter of fact he is taking me back in the
taxi because he has something he wants to
say to me."
"Really." Watrous's smile indicated complete comprehension. "Are you going to say
'Yes'?"
"I don't know what you mean," Joy
laughed, but her color betrayed her.
"I think you do. And while it's none of my
well
business, of course, I
I think if I were
you I'd wait a while."
"Thanks for the advice." Joy rose and
began to put on her hat. Lloyd, his telephoning done, declined the cigar Watrous offered
him and joined Fieldner and Miss Grant.
Klein had gone back to his "Ulysses." He
did not intend to return to the theater with
the others, and asked Watrous to accompany
him to the opening of a new musical comedy,
the author of which he knew.
call came up
from the of&ce to the effect that both Mr.
Watrous's car and the taxi were ready, and
Joy and the others went down in the elevator
together.
Fieldner and Miss Grant talked in
low tones at one side of the car; their irritation
was evident, and Joy could not help feeling it,
although she pretended a gay unconsciousness.
Only when she and Lloyd were alone in the
cab did she express herself.
"It was beastly of them," she stormed, "to
imply that there was anything between
Sammy Klein and myself. And their ill-

—

—

A

nature
course.

made Mr. Watrous feel
The dinner was spoiled."

terribly,
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make?" Lloyd

"Watrous isn't anything to
he?" he added as an afterthought.
"Mr. Watrous is a great deal to me," Joy
said steadily.
"A kind and understanding
friend. Which is more than I can say of you,
Arthur. You acted abominably."
"I haven't any desire to be a 'kind and understanding friend,' " I^loyd snapped.
"My
intentions are of another sort altogether. ""Well, whatever they are," Joy returned
hotly, "I see no reason why friendship shouldn't be included. And they certainly don't give
you the right to act like a spoiled child."
Arthur Lloyd was not a particularly strong
man, in spite of his powerful physique, but he
had frequently acted roles which undertook to
portray the dominating characteristics of the
caveman, and he suddenly made up his mind
that primitive tactics were needed to bring
Joy to her senses. It was not a particularly

asked

NONSPI

difference

you.

irritably.

Is

happy

Aspirin
Say "Bayer" and

Insist!

decision.

"I don't care to have you running al oul
with rich middle-aged bachelors," he growled,
his jaw set pugnaciously.
"I won't permit it.
They all play the same game."
For a moment Joy was speechless. She had
known Arthur Lloyd for over two years, and
this was the first time he had ever taken such
a tone with her. A certain fiery sense of virtue
had kept the girl morally clean, in an atmosphere which was frequently murky;
Lloyd's words, his suggestion that Watrous
could even hope to be anything more to her
than a friend, outraged her sense of decency,
of pride.
With an effort she controlled her

Unless j'ou see the name ''Bayer" on
package or on tablets you are not getting the
genuine Bayer product prescribed by physicians over twenty-two
years and proved safe by millions for

rising temper.

"What you

scarcely a compliment
to me," she said icily, "since it implies that
the 'game' you speak of might succeed. But
apart from that, I should like to know what
right you have to tell me who I shall go about
with."
She was trembling with anger, and
Lloyd, realizing it, wilted immediately.
"Look here, Joy," he said humbly, "maybe
I haven't any right
yet. But I'd like to have.
That's what I wanted to say to yoVL. W'on't
you give me that right? As for bachelors like
Watrous, we all know their game well enough.
I didn't mean that it could succeed, with you.
If I thought that, I wouldn't be asking you to
marry me, now. But just the same it doesn't
do a girl like you any good to go around with
such men. You're bound to be talked about."
He seized her hand eagerly. "I'm terribly
fond of you, Joy. That's why I acted the way
want you!"
I love you— want you
I did.
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to point out the great help he could be to her
in her stage career. He commanded an excellent salary, was well liked by the various man-

agements, and seldom lacked an engagement.
He could secure parts for her that she could
not secure for her? elf. Was not Sammy Klein,
he had often pointed out, eager to write a play
How
for him
a play in which he could star?
easy, to induce Sammy to write in a part for
her, to fit her with a role which would give
her the opportunity she deserv'ed. She might
be in dire need of such a part, should the present play close.
Joy knew all these things, considered them,
in their relation to herself, her future.
Every advertisement iu

PHOTOrL.AT M.\G.\ZINE
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and
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tion.
lemon juice to bleach and
keep the skin soft and white.

star in letters ten feet high. It expressed, in
concrete form, her ambitions. Not the gaudy
brilliance of the sign itself, but the success of
which it was but the outward and visible
symbol. Arthur Lloyd had never, up to now,
asked her in so manj' words to marry him,
although he had often hinted at it, had talked
as though the matter was as good as settled.
It was characteristic of Lloyd, in his conceit,
to regard it in that way, and Joy knew that
only a sudden feeling of jealousy toward ^Ir.

Watrous had prompted his declaration.
Whenever he had talked of the future, of their
future together, he had invariably taken pains

^
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quite still, watching the swirl of
through the window of the cab as they
sped down Broadway. Far ahead she glimpsed
a towering electric sign, upon which blazed
the name of a prominent actress and screen
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to her father's future, bound up as it was with
her own. Yet she also knew that she did not
love Arthur Lloyd, at least not in the way she
felt herself capable of loving some man, as yet
unmet with a passion strong enough to tear
her soul to tatters. iVnd until then until such
a man came into her hfe if he ever did she
Arthur had been stupid
preferred to wait.
hut her generosity of heart made her forgive
him. There was honest feeling in his voice,
sincerity in the pressure of his hand, as he
begged her to overlook his ill-nature.
"Of course, I'll forgive you, Arthur," she
said, smiling at him with the sudden tenderness she might have felt toward a naughty
child.
"It was Mr. Watrous I was thinking
of, not myself."
"And about about what I asked you?" he
went on. "You'll marry me, Joy, won't you?

—

—

—

Right away?"
Joy felt the sudden lurch of the cab as it
swept into the side street. The movement
jolted Arthur's fingers from her own; there
was something prophetic in the separation.

—

I'll

think

over," she said, as the
at the curb. "Here we are."
it

machine drew up

Ch.^pter IY

TOY MORAN,

Lloyd and Sammy
one night some
two weeks later, eating scrambled eggs and
bacon. An atmosphere of gloom surrounded
them; even the little playwright had lost his
accustomed cheerfulness, and spat his words
out venomously.
"The cheap four-flushers," he exclaimed,
"crabbing the show just because they had a
couple of lines taken away from them. If it
weren't too late, I'd tie the can to them."
"Do you really think it is too late?" Joy
asked tremulously.
"I'm afraid so. They've got contracts, you
know run 6f the show. And even if we could
make a change after two weeks' notice, I'm
afraid Compton's got cold feet. We went in
the hole eight hundred last week. Wouldn't

J Klein were

.Arthur

sitting in Childs'

—

surprise me to see a closing notice up tomorrownight. Rotten shame, too. The play's a hit
or would be, properly acted." He gave Joy a
reassuring smile. "I'm not talking about you,

Your work has been fine all through.
never thought Max Fieldner, or Vera
Grant, would show the yellow streak permit
a good property to go to hell just to satisfy
their vanity. They killed that second act curtain deliberately, damn them." He gloomily
paid the check. "Well, boys and girls, I've
got to leave you. Compton asked me to meet
him at one o'clock, so I guess I'll soon know
the worst. Nighty night." He jumped into a
taxi and drove off, his cigarette leaving a trail
of sparks as he flipped the ashes from it.
dear.

But

I

—

Joy and Arthur Lloyd walked up Broadway
Neither of them felt like talking.
Arthur had been trying for days to get Joy
to answer the question he had asked her, without success. Somehow, whenever she thought
of the future as Arthur planned it, a future in
which the two of them were to li\ e, work, succeed, together, there had seemed no room in
Who would take care of
it for her father.
him? As though in answer to the question,
Arthur suddenly spoke.
"Look here, Joy," he said. "What's the
reason you won't give a definite answer? Is
it on account of your father?"
Joy glanced up at him. His usual whimsical
smile was gone; his clean-shaven jaws were set
in hard, uncompromising Unes.
"Not entirely," she said. "But naturally,
I've got to think of him. Of his future."
Lloyd frowned, tossed his cigarette into the

in silence.
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My Nose

Delayed Success
By

EDITH NELSON

HAD

I
my
tor

long

tried so
movies.

the

to

My

into

get

Dramatic

had been completed
was ready to pursue
ambitions. But each direchad turned me away beCourse

and

I

cause of the shape of

me

my

nose.

had beautiful
mouth and hair and
eyes,
would photograph well
but
my nose was a "pug" nose
and they were seeking beauty.
Again and again I met the
same fate. I began to analyse
myself.
I
had personality and
charm. I had friends.
I was
fairly well educated, and I had
spent ten months studying Dramatic Art.
In amateur theatricals
my work was commended,
and I just knew that I could succeed in motion pictures
if
only
given an opportunity.
I
began to
wonder why I could not secure employment as hundreds of other girls
were doing.

Each

told

I

—

—

FINALLY,

late one afternoon, after another "disappointment," I stopped to
watch a studio photographer who was taking some still pictures of Miss B
a
well-known star. Extreme care was taken
"Look up,
in arranging the desired poses.
and over there," said the photographer,
pointing to an object at my right, "a pro,

." "Oh, yes, yes," said Miss B
file
instantly following the suggestion by assuming a pose in which she looked more
,

charming than ever. I watched, I wonderthe camera clicked. As Miss B
walked away, I carefully studied her features, her lips, her eyes, her nose
"She
has the most beautiful nose I have ever
seen," I said, half audibly. "Yes, but I :smember," said Miss B
's Maid, who
was standing near me, "when she had a
'pug' nose, and she was only an extra girl,
but look at her now. How beautiful she is."

ed,

.

a flash my
IN
my new-made

hopes soared. I pressed
acquaintance for further
comment. Gradually the story was unMiss B
had had her
folded to me.
nose reshaped yes, actually corrected ac-

—

—

tually made over, and how wonderful, how
This change perhaps
beautiful it was now.
had been the turning point in her career
It must also be the way of my success!

"How

I asked
did she accomplish it?"
friend.
I was informed
feverishly of
that M. Trilety, a face specialist of Binghamton. New "York, had accomplished this
in the privacy of her home
for Miss

my

B

THANKED

my

informant
and
turned
I back to my home, determined that the means
obstacle
that
had
hindered
my
the
of overcoming
was bubbHng
I
progress was now open for me.
writing
I
lost
no
time
in
hope
and
joy.
over with

Your nose may be

a hump, a hook, a pug. flat, long,
pointed, broken, but the appliance of M. Trilety can
correct it.
His latest and newest nose shaper,
"TRADOS," Model 25. U. S. Patent, corrects now
all ill-shaped
noses, without operation, quickly,
safely, comfortably and permanently. Diseased cases
excepted. Model 25 is the latest in nose shapers and
surpasses all his previous Models and other Nose
Shaper Patents by a large margin.
It has six
adjustable pressure regulators, is made of light polished metal, is firm and fits every nose comfortably.
The inside is upholstered with a fine chamois and no
Being
metal parts come in contact with the skin.
worn at night, it does not interfere with your daily
Thousands of unsolicited Testimonials are
work.
in his possession, and his fifteen years of studying
and manufacturing nose shapers is at your disposal,
which guarantees you entire satisfaction and a perfectly

shaped nose.

coupon below, insert your name and
plainly,
and send it today to M.
Binghamton, N. Y., for the free booklet
which tells you how to correct ill-shaped noses. Your
money refunded if you are not satisfied, is his guarthe
CLIP
address

Trilety,

anty.

M. TRILETY,
1886 Ackerman

talk,

I mean."

"You mean he drinks too much. I know it.
Everybody knows it. It's why he's down and
out. People have lost confidence in him. It's

I received full particTrilety for information.
Tfie treatment was so simple, the cost so
reasonable, that I decided to purchase it at once.
could hardly wait to begin treatment.
I
I did.
At last it arrived. To make my story short in five
weeks my nose was corrected and I easily secured a
I am
regular position with a producing company.

ulars.

—

now climbing

fast

ATTENTION

—and

I

am

happy.
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Joy," he said, "anybody
might think your father was a six-year-old
chUd."
"He is, at times. I think you know what

"To hear you
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a pity, too, but I don't see any reason why you
should let it ruin your life. The way I look
at it, you're spoiling your father. As long as
you pay his bills, he's going to loaf. Suppose

He wouldn't be so
particular about the sort of parts he
plays, the salary he gets. He'd be glad to take
fifty a week, instead of talking about five
he had to go to work.

IQMONIMS
PAY

damned

It

—

place I'd throw

—

—
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loved her better than anybodj' or anything
Joy could not forget that. She
did not want to forget it. She knew that if
ever she did, all her sweetness of soul would
be gone forever, leaving her ruthless, selfish,
hard.
^lany women in her profession were
like that— the successful ones, at least.
She
did not blame them. The bitter competition
might well make anyone hard. But she was
still sufficientlj- young to wish to cling to her
youthful illusions.

the "kid" age.
If she is teased, shehas only herself to
thank.
touch of Stillman's Freckle
Cream applied at night will cause
freckles to fade gently away while one
sleeps. Safe and sure — in use since 1890.
Cannot grow hair. Look for the purple
and gold package. On sale at drug stores
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Cream

said
father, so

When He Holds Tour Hand
he enchanted with its grace and
snjoothness? Or repelled by its
Is

Hfe."

lack of

"I suppose it will."
".\nd you are really going to let an exaggerated sense of duty stand in the \\a.y of your
happiness your success? It's silly."
"Possibly. But I couldn't feel happj-, otherYou have no idea how he depends on
wise.
me. Why I he'd be lost, if I weren't there
to give him his breakfast in the morning. .-Vnd
pathetic."
to put out his light, at night. It's
Lloyd struck viciously with his stick at a
bit of paper on the sidewalk.

Make
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he grumbled.
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NEW YORK

.

she

presently. -"He isn't your
naturally you don't feel as I do.
But he is
mine, and as long as he needs me I'm going to
stand by him."
"Which will be, of course, for the rest of his

Stillman's
Freckle

Send only S2. 00 deposit as a snArsnteeof
good faith and we will send yoar choice
of the (49 00 clQst«r diamond ring, or the
SSO OO lieautifulsoHtaircdiamond rine, or
the 112 00 wedfiiriK nnn. or the 125 00
wrist watch
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makes me sick. If I were in your
him out tell him he couldn't
sponge on me any longer. Why don't you
see
if we were married, he'd have to go to
work. I wouldn't let j'ou put up money for
his club dues, his Uquor bills, then.
Not
much. He's imposed on you too long."
His words left Joy chilled, yet she knew
that there was a certain amount of truth in
them.
Perhaps her father had taken advantage of her, at times.
Perhaps he had
become an idler because she had made it possible for him to become an idler. But in spite
of any such considerations, he was still her
father, who had held her in his arms, when
her mother had died, and told her he had
hundred.

17

D
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West 49th

New York

Street

54 Rue du Faubourg

St.

Honore, Paris

"Sentimental rot!
He ought to be

.\n ablebodied man of fifty!
ashamed of himself."

"He

often is."
"Well, it doesn't prevent him from letting
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you sacritice yourself."
"Xo, .\rthur. You're wrong. He doesn't
want me to sacritice myself. In fact, my future
If I
is the one thing he's reallj' keen about.
know anything about acting," she went on
with sudden enthusiasm, "I owe it to him.
Day after day he's taught me, drilled me in
hnes, business, makeup. We've read hundreds

—

together acted them, too.
Why,
when i look back, I can see that he's been
wonderful, I owe him everA'thing."
"Maybe you do, I'm not disputing it. But
what's the good of it all, if j'ou're going to
wreck your Ufe trj'ing to repay him? If he
reallj' had your success at heart, he'd go to
work, and give j'ou a chance,"
Don't be unjust.
"He's trjdng, Arthur,
There's a new- play of INIorsberger's"
"IMorsberger!" Lloj'd snorted. "He's been
peddling that script around town for years,
looking for a backer who'll put it on. If yo\xx
father is counting on that well, he's a bigger

of plays
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devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.
Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DEAF"Little
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thought he was."
The brutality of his words left Joy silent,
although an angry retort flamed to her lips.
fool

than

.\ useless

I

and refused
knew that never before

discussion, she thought,

to continue

it.

But she

had she and .\rthur been so far apart. Their
goodnights were cold to the point of frigidity.
Joy ran up the steps, certain, from the light
which shone from the windows above that her
father was already at home.
She found him sitting in his easy chair,
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reading a well-thumbed copy of "Don
He was thctfoughly himself, and
Quixote."
his face, devoid of its usual flush, was almost
cameo-like against the parchment shade of the
lamp. He looked up with an eager smile.
"Hello, Baby," he said. "Thought I'd surprise you by getting in early for a change.
How's everything?"
Joy flung her arms about his neck and kissed
him. She found herself almost hating Arthur
Lloyd as she remembered his brutal words.
Turn him out this gentle friend of the years,
who, in spite of his weaknesses, had still to
speik to her his first unkind word? Never!
"Had supper. Dad?" she asked.
"No." His smile was whimsically rueful.
flat."
His
".\s a matter of fact, my dear,
fingers swept the front of his waistcoat, from
which even the watch chain was now absent.
"Why didn't you go the club?" Joy asked;
taking off her coat and hat.
"I'm afraid my credit has reached its limit,"
"However, it's just as well.
he Uiughed.
I'm going to turn over a new^ leaf. Baby dear.
Cut out the demon rum, and all that sort of
thing." He took her hand as she sat on the
arm of his chair, fondled it affectionately.
"Had a talk with Harris tonight. There's a
chance for me in a new show he's planning to
try out ne.xt month.
Not a big part, but
important, I ma)' decide to accept it. You
see. Pet, I've been thinking things over, and
it isn't fair to j-ou to let you carry the whole
burden.
I'm going to put my pride in my
pocket for a while until I get my bills paid,
at least."
Joy had heard the same sort of talk before,
but in spite of previous disillusionment, it
always thrilled her. She was sure that, were
her father once more at work, he would give
up the senseless drinking that for two years
had been doing so much damage to both his
health and his career. He would be obliged
to give it up, if he wanted to hold an engagement.
She had fought a desperate battle,
single-handed, against his weakness, realizing,
w'ith an understanding beyond her years, that
the habit was based on causes more deeply
seated than any mere appetite for liquor, that
it had its origin in her mother's sudden death,
in a growing sense of faflure, in lack of confidence in himself, lack of shrewdness, too, of
that business acumen which had enabled men
of far less ability to remain at the top of their
profession, while he had gradually drifted to
the bottom. She knew how insidiously these
things had sapped his ambition, his selfrespect, and the knowledge made her tender
toward him. When he met her, as he had met
her tonight, hope grew once more in her heart.
"I'll fix some eggs for you, Dad," she said
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Amazing New Treatment
Smooths Them Away Like Magic
AW^ONDERFCL
No

longer

marks of time which rob them
of their attractiveness. No longer need they
dread the tragic lines that foretell the end
of youth.
For Science has found a quick,
easy and inexpensive way to smooth away
every tired line, every laugh wrinkle, every

deep frown mark.
With this new treatment it is almost as if
some magic wand were waved across your
face, banishing every line and wrinkle and
restoring the firm youthful freshness of the
skin.

Why

allow wrinkles to add age to yoiu'
erased so easily?
Why allow deep frown lines to mar your
appearance, when they can be harmlessly

face,

when they can be

removed with scarcely any

Removes the Cause

at the cause of wrinkles. By
real cause in a
perfectly natural and harmless way, the wrinkles and
lines vanish almost before

removing the

you

You

she laughed,
hunting in the miniature icebox for the eggs.
"How's that new second act curtain going?"
Mr. Moran asked. "I want to drop in and
see it, some night next week."
He saw the
look of concern that crossed Joy's face. "You
don't mean to say there's anything wrong
with it? There couldn't be."

it.
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few days you
your face has
grown years younger looking. Not only your friends,
but you, yourself, will be
astonished at the wonderful
new youthfulness your face
and skin quickly acquire.
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besides banishing wrinkles
contains certain marvelous
ingredients which .soften and
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Guaranteed to Remove Every Wrinkle
No matter how many other treatments
you have tried without results Domino
Wrinkle Cream will quickly and positively
remove every trace of the lines that are
spoiling your whole appearance. It is guaranteed to banish each and every wrinkle, no
matter how deep seated it may be, and a
$10,000 deposit in the Producers and Consumers Bank of Philadelphia backs up this
guarantee. If within ten days you are not
more than .satisfied with the improvemnet
it brings in your appearance, your money
will be instantly refunded, without question.

Send No Money
woman may try this great
discovery we are making a very special
introductory offer. You need not send a
Simply mail the coupon
single penny.
below and we will send you in a plain unmarked container a regular $5.00 package
of Domino Wrinkle Cream. W^hen the postman hands it to you simply pay him the
greatly reduced price of $1.95 (plus a few
cents postage) in full payment. Surely, you
cannot afford to overlook this splendid offer,
especially since you have the guaranteecl
So that every

new

privilege of having

your money refunded
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if

you are not delighted with results.
Bear in mind that the regular price of
Domino W^rinkle Cream, which contains
some of the costliest ingredients known, is
$5.00. It is only on this special introductory
offer, which may never be made again, that
we have reduced the price to $1.95.
Thus you .should act immediately. Domino Wrinkle Cream will soon rid you of
every line and wrinkle, for it is a natural
preparation and works always. You won't
have to wait long for results either.
Just mail the coupon no money. But act
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at once before this special offer is withdrawn.
Clip and mail the coupon today now.
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any, before.
Vera and Max were furious.
Since then they've been doing everything they

of Wrinkles

This new discovery is based on a simple
natural principle. There is no tedious massaging, no painful electrical treatment, no
harmful lotions. And unlike many so-called
wrinkle "eradicators" it does not attempt
to cover up or conceal the lines or wrinkles.
This new treatment acts in an entirely
different way.
Instead of merely treating
the symptoms, it gets right

"You know it isn't any bother,"

received his unqualified approval.
"Vera Grant and Max Fieldner didn't like
it because Sammy Klein gave me a lot more
to do," she parried. "I belonged in the climax
of the act, as you always said. Dad, not just
standing in the background but really playing
the part as it needed to be played. Mr. Klein
liked what I did, and I guess the audience did
too, for the first night we tried it they insisted
on bringing me out for a call. I had never got

on

effort at all

your part.

"Poached, on anchovy toast." It was
one of his favorite dishes. "I've had supper,
myself."
She flew to the little kitchenette,
and her father, having refilled his pipe, came
and stood beside the door, watching her.
"It's pretty late, child," he said, "for you to

turned her face away as she deftly cut
the bread. She and her father had gone over
the new scene, acted it, line by line, and it had
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little tell-tale

gaily.

bother
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could to kill the scene talking through my
kidding their own everything. I sup>pose they thought, if the new arrangement
went flat, Mr. Compton would go back to the
old one. But from what Mr. Klein told me
tonight, I don't believe he will."
"That's good! That's fine!" Mr. Moran
puSed contentedly at his pipe. "I've always
thought Fieldner was yellow."
"You don't understand, Dad. The show
has just about been breaking even for some
time.
I'm afraid that Miss Grant and
Fieldner, in trying to kill me, have succeeded
in killing the play.
The old punch in the
second act is gone. Business has been falling
Last week we went behind over eight
o5.
hundred. Sammy Klein says he wouldn't be
surprised to hear Compton had decided to
lines

—

close."

"What? Not even go on the road?"
"Not this season. It's too late. Next

fall,

perhaps."

—

"H m." Mr. Moran's hand trembled as he
knocked the ashes from his pipe.
"That
makes it bad, doesn't it?"
"Oh I'll get something else." Joy laughed
as she slid the eggs and toast on to a plate.
"Don't you worry, Dad. Everything will be

—

all right."

THERE

Mr. Moran began to eat mechanically, a
preoccupied expression in his eyes. He did
not speak until he had finished his supper, and
Joy had put away the dishes.
"I've got to help out, Baby," he announced,
as they made ready for bed. "And I will."
He kissed her very tenderly, forced a smile,
but Joy knew that he was very deeply worried,
as indeed she was herself. Now that her father

—

are many fine pictures
pictures of great force,
of strong heart appeal pictures with spectacular thrill.

—

a long while there comes one that is out'
standing, that has that indefinable something, that magical
human quahty that reaches right out and grips the heart
that sweeps you off your feet as an avalanche.

But once

in

Such a picture was "Humoresque." Such a picture was
"The Miracle Man." And now comes "Mighty La\ a Rose."
It is just

his mind to "buck up" as he
always e.xpressed it, she feared the effect of
this unexpected disaster upon his newly formed

such a picture.

Watch for the First National
is

had made up

trademark on the screen.

resolutions.

It

the sign of the ultimate in artistry

the morning, however, he seemed in excellent spirits, and full of his new plans.
He
would see his old friend Rothmer, the manager

IN

and entertainment.

—

who had first made him famous ask him for
an engagement. There was Fuller, too, the
actor-manager; they had begun their careers in
Henry
stock together, thirty j-ears before.
Fuller would not forget how he, !Martin, had
helped him to secure his first engagement.
Others, too, he mentioned over his breakfast;
there was a fine fiare of enthusiasm in his e3-es,
and Joy enthused with him. However matters
might go, with her, it deUghted her to think
that her father might even yet come back into
She kissed him happily as he left
his own.
her, a little before noon, to call on his managerial friends, rejoicing in the fact that he
was more like his old self than he had been for
weeks. She did not ask him to make her any
promises; if his enthusiasm was not sufficient
to keep him straight, promises, she knew,

would be of no avail.
He had scarcely left the apartment when
Lloyd called her up. His voice rasped as he
told her the bad news; he had just met Sammy
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Klein at the club, had learned that Compton
had decided to close the show, that the notice
would be up that night. There was talk of
the play being rewritten, taken on the road
in the fall. Joy was stunned, even though she
had expected it. In two weeks she would be
out of an engagement and practically penniWell, it was the fortune of war, she told
less.
Arthur lightly, and did not discourage his talk

summer stock. Then a sudden thought
came to her. She asked Lloyd, if he met her

of

father in the club, as he verj- probably would,
not to say anything to him about the closing
of the show. She could not keep it from him
for long; news, in the show business, especially
bad news, travels on the wings of the wind,
but she wished to avoid discouraging him in
his search for work as long as possible.
During the matinee, the evening performance, she was very much alone. Vera Grant,
Fieldner, nodded scornfully as they passed her
in the corridor, and let it be known that they
considered the closing of the show entirely her

Is guaranteed.

—
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As

far as they were concerned, it macie
difference; Vera had a picture engagement

fault.

no

summer, she said, and Max was anxious
up to his camp in Maine. Sammy Klein
did not put in an appearance at all, and Lloyd
hurried off, between the two performances, to
meet a man at the club. Joy ate a slim meal
in an Eighth Avenue lunch room and wondered
what success her father had had, if any.
for the
to get

After the night performance, Lloyd walked
with her as far as Forty-fourth Street. He
had missed his man at dinner, he said, and

There was a piccomedies it
might result in his going to Hollywood for the
summer. He was eager, preoccupied, and did
not speak of the matter which hung undecided
between them. Only as they parted did he

was obliged

ture

deal

to look

on

him up.

— ^ome

two-reel

refer to her personal affairs at

—

all.

way I saw your father this evenwith Sam Garden and Jack Lacey."

"By
ing

—

—

the

"How was

he?" Joj' asked, stricken with
sudden fear by his curious smile.
"Going strong. They left the club just

A party uptown
before dinner, in a taxi.
somewhere, I heard." He laughed, disagreeably. "Great bunch, that. All jazzed up for
a big night. I'll drop around tomorrow about
Got to hurry now. So long."
lunch time.
He dashed off, and Joy, with tears in her heart,
if not in her eyes, hurried toward home.
There was just a hope a very faint hope
that her father might be there when she arrived, but she did not count on it. The men
he was with, Garden, Lacey, were old cronies
with whom he had spent many a gay and
riotous night in the past. What ugly trick of
fate, she wondered, had thrown him into their
hands? Why had his good resolutions been
so promptly shattered? There might be two
answers to this question, one, that he had
secured an engagement and was celebrating
his good fortune, the other, that he had met
with failure and was engaged in drowning his
Either solution filled her with bitsorrows.
terness, but there was nothing that she could
The dark Uttle apartment greeted her
do.
silently, she threw off her clothes, bolted the
door and crawled into bed to read. No matter

—

father returned, the pounding on the
door would awaken her as usual, enable her to
There was
see that he got safely to bed.
always a secret fear in her heart that he might
be guilty of some fatal carelessness with a
lighted cigarette.

when her

THERE was

no pounding on the door that
night, however, and Joy did not dream her
In fact, being tired out, she
usual dream.
slept profoundly until ten o'clock in the morn-
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and awoke to the distressing realization
that her father had not come in at all. She
made herself some coffee, set the apartment to
rights, glanced over the morning papers and
finally dressed herself in anticipation of her
FOR
engagement with Arthur Lloyd for lunch.
Then she sat down to wait.
L. Douglas sboes are actually
.\t half past twelve she heard an automobile
year after year
people tban
Lloyd, she knew,
stop in the street below.
other sboe in tbe world
would have walked. She ran to the windo^\
and looked out. A taxicab stood at the curb,
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He stared stupidly at the ceiling.
"Nine-fifty," the cabman said, fingering his
cap.
Joy sprang for her purse. Nine dollars and
a half for a taxicab, and her dinner during the
night before had cost her sbcty cents. Before
she could cross the room her father raised his
head.
cheekbone.

"Here

m'dear," he mumbled. "Plenty
shaking fingers he
bills and silver from his
pocket and held them out. The fcetter part
fell to the floor.
Joy picked up a note, some
silver and thrust them into the cabman's hand.
went
He
out at once and clo.sed the door.
Her father seemed horribly ill. She gathered
the money from the floor, took from his pocket
what remained in it, and placed the whole on
the mantle.
Mechanically she counted the
bills.
Thirty-seven dollars. Where had her
father gotten this money? Was it another of
y'are,

—plenty." With
dragged a handfuU of
money

his endless loans?
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A

With

difficulty she assisted
got him to bed, relieved
that he did not ask for more liquor. After a
glass of water he \vent to sleep at once, and
Joy sat beside him, her soul in shreds. He
would sleep for hours, she knew, and then
awake with shattered nerv^es, which she \vould
have to quiet with bromides, with aromatic
spirits of ammonia, with hot mUk.
A pitiful
business, but not one to be evaded.
There
would be no luncheon with Lloyd today.
Her first fears concerning her father's con-

him

to her

own room,

had been somewhat relieved when he
dropped off to sleep. She concluded that he
had been pla\dng cards all night and was
physically exhausted. Winnings at the card
table might account for the money he had
with him. although he usually complained of
very bad luck. Certainly it would have to be
accounted for in some way; she had given him
but ten dollars, when he left her the morning
dition
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is ill-shaped,

lis-

tened to Joy's reasons for not going out, in
silence,
^\^len she finished he ht a cigarette.
"f know the whole stor%-," he said coldly.
"Heard it from Garden, an hour ago. He and
Lacey and your father went up to .Audrey
Reed's apartment on Eightj--sLxth Street. Had
dinner there, with roulette afterwards. .Audrey
runs a wheel, you know. Your father got very
tight, I understand, and lost a lot of money
over four hundred. Pretty rough on you, Joy.
I thought you said you were hard up."
"I am," Joy told him, her face suddenly
white. "I haven't the least idea where father
could have got hold of any such sum. Unless," she added, "he did get an engagement
yesterday, and they made him an advance."
"Nothing doing. He didn't get an engageTold Garden he'd tried Rothmen,
ment.
Henrj' Fuller, several others, but they'd turned
him down cold. That's why he went on this
party. Said there was no such thing as gratitude in the world, and he might as well be
dead. Garden said he had the monej^ when he
met him. A check. Got it cashed at the
Reed's. .Also he had some terrible liquor he'd
picked up somewhere so bad Sam and Lacey
wouldn't drink it. I hope the old man didn't.
How is he. anjnvay?"
"He's asleep," joy replied coldly. She resented bitterly .Arthur's contemptuous tone.
If he felt called upon to criticize her father, he

—

by old friends such
And he had been so
as Rothmer or Fuller.
"You'd better go
confident, in the morning.
and get your lunch. Arthur," she went on.
"I can't leave, until father wakes up."

you can make it perfect
In a few weeks, in the

ANITA Nose Adjuster.
privacy of your own room and without interfering with
daily occupation, you can remedy your nasal
irregularity. No need for costly, painful operations.

I your

SfoWs

one o'clock, and

effect of a frigid reception

nil

your nose

in about

might at least have done so more kindly.
She could well understand the disheartening

msB'mm
iiiiiiill

came

flniTfl- '^tir''" -NOSE

Arthur

ADJUSTER

—

shapes while you sleep quickly, painlessly, permanently and inexpensively. There are inferior imitations but the ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER is the ORIGINAL nasal supporter highly recommended
Brm
by physicians for fractured or misshapen noses. Self-adjustable. No screws. No metal parts. Gentle.
and perfectly comfortable. Write today for free boolj. "Happy Days Ahead, and our PlanK to mi out
lor sizes. Return blank and your nose adjuster can be paid for when It reaches you.
The ANITA Companv, Dept. 828 * ANITA Building, Newark, N. J.

When

you write to adTertisera please meution

rose, his

manner suddenly very

stiff

and formal.
let him sleep it off alone?"
"I was going to drive you oiit
Jimmy Sloane lent me his
to Garden City.

"Why

can't

you

he demanded.

"I'm

may

PHOTOPLAY STAGAZINE,

sorry, .Arthur,

be quite sick."

but

I can't.

He -he
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QlJeiCel
SBurlinqton.

woman.

Adjusted to the Secovd 21 Rvhv and Sapphire Jewels
Adjusted to Temperature 25 Year Gold Strata Case
Adjusted to laochronism
Your Choice of Dials
Adjusted to Positione (Inclodlntf UoDtsomerF B. B. Dial)
New Ideas in Thin Cases

On\y One Dollar Down will bay this masterpiece of
watch manufacture. The balance you are allowed to
pay in araall, easy, monthly payments. A 21-JeweI
sold to you at a price much lower than
that of other high-fn'Bde r/atchea.
Besides, you
have the Belection of the finest thin model designs
latest
styles
in watch cases. Write for
and

Watch— is

Watch Book and our SPECIAL OFFER today.

.Apparently

Got the Burlington Watch Book— write today. Find
out about this great special offer which is being
made for only a limited time. You wiU know a great
deal more about watch buying when you read this
book. You will be able to "steer clear*' of the overpriced watches which are no better.
Write for
watch book and our special offer TODAY

Burlington Watch

Company

and Marshall

Blvd.,

Chicago

What

amount.

trifling

certainly not trifling,
have to make it up.
"How much was it?" she asked quickly.
"Why the check was for fifty dollars, I
believe.
It isn't of the slightest consequence.
I'\e known your father long enough to lend
him ten times that, if he wants it. Is he very
sick?"
"I'm afraid so," Joy gasped, feeling very
sick herself "I've sent for the doctor."
"I'm awfully sorry." There was quick sympathy in his voice. "Have you anj'one there

—

"No."
"Then

run down, after dinner, and see
anything I can do to help you out.
Don't worry, dear. I'm sure he'll be all right."
J03' thanked him and then hung up the
Fifty dollars!
And with what her
receiver.
father had brought home, he must have had at
Fler fears were momenleast fne hundred
if

World,

offers you an unusual opportunity for
Eractical training. If you like to drawdevelop your talent,
tudy this practical course taught by the nationally
known Meyer Both Company, with twenty-two years suecess— who each year produces and sells to advertisers
over 15.000 commercial drawings.
Our teachers give you the double advantage of being Instructors of proven ability, as well as artists in this widely
known organization. Meyer Both in.struction is tha
dillerence between successful factand experimental theory
Commercial Art is a highly paid, intensely interestine
profession, equally opea to men and women.
Home
study instruction.

—

Gel Fads Before You

Enroll in any School.

Aikt;:a Advertising

Manager of the leading
n?wsp3per3 in your city, anywhere in
t!ie United States, Canada, England
or Australia about the Meyer Both
Company let them tell you about ns.

—

Write for our illustrated book "YOUR/
OPPOr.TUXITY"— torone-halfthecost
J

mailing

Mr. Moran, he said, had a high fever. The
symptoms indicated severe poisoning by bad
He left some tablets, ga\e Joy some
liquor.
directions, and said he would look in again
Meanwhile he advised
later in the evening.
allowing the patient to sleep.

was seven o'clock when Martin IMoran
awoke from his stupor and the first thing he
did was to complain of the darkness of the
room, in spite of the fact that it was brightly
lighted.
Joy shuddered. It was what she
feared.

"Xever mind about that. Dad," she whis"Take this tablet the doctor left, and

He

Valuable Book FREE
or over, can easily
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and Making

durine their spare moments IN

WEEKS.
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anus

TEN

Dress Designers and Expert Makers
Frequent.,

545
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Many Sludenls SI art Parlors in Their Own Homes
Every woman who now does plain Bewing siiould take ap Desifftiine.
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.
CUT HERE
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

Dept. P633. Rochester. N. Y.
I Kindly send me yoor fre» "Encyclopediaof Modern Dress Desiffninfr. "
also sample lesson in the subject
I checked Delow.
Dress Desieninff and Makine
[ ]
I
[j Uillinerr

I
1

Name

.

.

Address.
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is it

"Yes.

night?" he gasped.

Sunday

night.

A

little

after seven.

back on the pillow, shivering,
"Baby," he said, his voice very weak, "I
I may be going to die.
I'm pretty sick.
There's something I've got to tell you now
while I remember it. I borrowed fifty dollars
from Philip Watrous yesterday. He ga-\ e me
a check. I lost a lot of money, at Audrey
Reed's over four hundred dollars couldn't
raised the check to five
pay it so I I
hundred. Audrey cashed it. Crazy with bad
God! There was nothing
liquor, I guess.
fell

—

—
—

else I

—

——

could do.

I

meant

to

make

it

good,

some way, tomorrow. What will Watrous say,
when it comes to the bank? I ought to he
Wish I were. I'm no good. Baby.
dead.
Poor little Baby
Just a burden to you.

When you

—Amazing

quickly overcome
results in

write to advertisprs please mention

of

•.vorld

it!

few days

hair, silky, lustrous,
this remarkable new

and a
method

you under written guarantee!
too, the opportunity for yo-u
to test it, without risk or obligation.
Per
if it fails, the treatment costs you
nothing.
Women by the thousands have recently made this test.
Results are almost
to

it

offers,

It

incredible.

91%

That Infected Sebum
now are

traced to

of hair troubles

Sebum,

infected

Sebum is an oil that forms at the roots of
the hair and frequently becomes infected.
It cakes on the scalp.
It plugs the follicles
and forms a breeding place for bacteria
germs by the millions feed upon the hair and
Modern dermatology prodestroy it.
pounds this as the basis in hair treatment.
But note

this

scientific

—

Remove

fact:

—

infected oil
the Sebum and soon
your hair has the silken loveliness, the

that

sheen and beauty for which everj'

woman

strives.

Our method accomplishes that

result.

It

sold with written guarantee to do so under
a 90-day home treatment plan. It is applied
a new way and embodies newly accepted
Germ-destroying elescientific principles.
ments are penetrated to the very roots of
is

the hair.

The Sebum

In a few
tells the story.

IT

"Is

is

combated.

lie still."
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NOTE— To Art and Engraving
lirms: Secure practical artists
^ among our graduates. Write us.
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pered.

Department of Art Instruction
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You

Science discovers falling, lustreless
hair due to a simple infection (Sebum)
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tarily dispelled

— fourcentsin stamps.

MEYER BOTH COMPANY

there

for

guaranteed !

offers

had
dollars, the amount was
especially as she would
If her father

fear.

with you?"

Meyer Both Company, the largest
Commercial Art Organization in the

Now

Wonderful

A

Joy grew cold with
lost over four hundred

SpecialOflerJgsts

This Beauty

Did he?"
of it?"

Write
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it

My

"Why— ves.

—

his stick

did not occur to him
that he might well have abandoned the trip
altogether, and tried to help her through a
dismal day. Joy concluded, as she prepared
herself a cold lunch, that whatever Arthur
Lloyd's good qualities were, unselfishness was
not one of them.
.\s the day wore on, and her father still lay
in his death-like stupor, Joy became alarmed.
His forehead was hot; she was certain he had
a fe\er. Toward five o'clock she managed to
rouse him; he complained of intense pains in
the head, and, as though partly delirious, spoke
excitedly of Philip Watrous, of a check the
latter had given him.
Joy, doubly alarmed,
called up a doctor on Park Avenue who had
attended him in the past, and then rang Mr.
Watrous at his apartment.
"Hello," she said quietly, "this is Joy
Moran.
father is sick.
Asleep.
From
something he has said, I think he must have
borrowed some money from you vesterday.

FREE

St.,

Lloyd picked up

Section

and
hat and turned to the door. "I may drop in
this evening, if I get back in time.
Since you
won't go, I think I'll ask Gwen Clark. So
long." He went out, furious because his day
had been spoiled. Joy reali^-ed the extent of
his displeasure, when he attempted to make
her jealous by dragging in the name of another
right."

Oeptl2-Si, 19th

—Advertising
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W^e urge you to

is

removed

—bacteria

days your own mirror

make

the test

we

offer.

do so, for you assume no risk.
Go today to your drug or department storeandobtain the
Van Ess Liquid Scalp Massage, and ask about our guaranteed 90-day treatment. Or,
mail the coupon for supply by
mail postpaid. Send no money
but pay the postman SL50 ^r„,e the rubber
It is safe to

for a single bottle or $4.50
for 3 bottles— the full 90-day
.

.

treatment

-.u

4.

with guarantee.
Results will be a revelation,

I

VAN

I
•

I

lie

I

directly

the follicles

of the hair.

Lake Park

.\ve..

Chicago,

111.

bottles Van Ess Liquid
Please send
enclose no
I
Scalp Massage, Parcel Post.
monty, but agree to pay the postman when
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Oh— for

God's sake
some water my head is burning up. Everything seems dark. Why don't you put on the
little

—

girl!

Sh ampooing

lights?"

A

Joy brought him some crushed ice in silence.
Everything was indeed dark.
Even her
boundless courage, her brave optimism began
to waver.
After her father had taken the
tablet, he drifted off to sleep again, muttering
wildly, incoherently, of Watrous, of herself,
of his love for her. Joy put off the lights and

needs more than just shampoo-

They have no more choice
the color of their hair than you
have. Theirhair is more beautiful, because their profession
ing.
in

George Holman Bay was employed as Cree
Indian interpreter and storekeeper at Hudson's Bay, over a hundred miles beyond the
railroad.
It required three months for him
to receive an answer to correspondence.
In summer his mail was carried over 100
miles by canoe ; in winter it came by dog
sledge.

At one time he had no ink with which to
prepare his Federal lesson because it was
lost from an overturned canoe.
Ray carefully studied the Federal Course
and secured a position in Bridgen's at Winnipeg by submitting samples of his work.
He advanced so rapidly in quality of work
that he did not stay there long but came
to the art department of the St. Paul Dispatch at a much higher salary.
Now he is
truly on "A ROAD TO BIGGER THINGS."
Compare your opportunity with the difficulties under which Ray worked.
The Federal Course was prepared by sixty
leading artists such as : Sid Smith, Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles Livingston Bull,
Clare Briggs and many others equally famous.
Prepare yourself through our teaching.
Over five thousand publishers are on the alert
right now for high grade artists.

LET US CRITICIZE YOUR

WORK

Send your name and address. We will send
you a free lesson.
Send us some of your
work, and we will criticize it. We can then
judge whether it is worth while for you to
take up the Federal Course.
Step out boldly into "A ROAD TO
BIGGER THINGS." Send today for
the Free Book and instructions let's
get busy.

—

Practically every woman has reasonably good hair satisfactory in quantity,
texture and color. So-called dull hair
is the result of improper care.
Ordinary shampooing is not enough; just
washing cannot sufificently improve
dull, drab hair.
Only a shampoo that
adds "that little something" dull hair
lacks, can really improve it.

—

threatened with blindness, in

danger of immediate

arrest,

what position was

she in the bargain? Her hands were like ice
as she opened the door to Mr. Watrous's ring.
She greeted him quietly, told him her father
was asleep. Then she plunged at once into
the task that faced her.

"Father told me, when he woke up a

Golden Glint Shampoo was made
particularly for medium brown hair
to make it look brighter and'more beautiful.
When your hair appears lifeless,
all you need do is have a Golden Glint
Shampoo. It does more and IS more

little

while ago," she said, her voice bravely steady,
"that while drinking last night he lost a great
deal of money, gambling, and in order to pay
it, raised the check you gave him to five hundred dollars." The color flamed in her cheeks
as she spoke the words, then her mounting
fear and shame drained them to a grey pallor.
"Father we will make the amount good, of
course."
Watrous came quickly up to her, took -her
two hands in his. There was a curious yet not

than an ordinary shampoo. With it
you can correct
correct, mind you
any little shortcomings your hair may
have.
It places your hair in your own

him?"
"Of course not. How can you ask? I'm too
fond of him and of you for that." Joy
trembled beneath his smile, although it was
to

—

hands, so to speak.

Have a Golden Glint Shampoo today and
give your hair the special treatment which is
it needs to make it as beautiful as you
desire it. 25c a package at toilet goods counters or postpaid direct.
J. W. Kobi Co., 151
Spring Street, Seattle, Wash.
all

Brinp Out the

—

kindly enough.

"The show is

closing, in two weeks," she said
"I I won't be able to repaj'' you
for some time."
Mr. Watrous's eyes brightened. He threw
himself into a chair.
"Joy," he said eagerly, "I suspected, from
what Mr. Klein told me after you left the
other night that you would be out of an engagement before long, and I've been making certain plans for you. I hope you don't mind."
"What plans?" Joy asked, her knees trem-

helplessly.

—

—

— —

unpleasant smUe about his keen ej^es.
"That's all right, my dear," he said quickly.
"One is likely to do anything, drinking the
I'U give the necesstuff they sell nowadays.
sary instructions to the bank the first thing in
the morning."
"And you—you are not going to do anything

—
— soon

teaches them how to make thebest
of what nature has given them.

—

AailSTICTALENT
+perseverance
^Success

environment

their very

had committed a penitentiary offense; what
she did fear was something infinitely greater.
Watrous would remain silent, but what
price would he ask for his silence?
She remembered Arthur Lloyd's ominous words.
Penniless, with the show about to close, with
ill,

done

Noted actresses all recognize
the fact that hair to be beautiful

sat in the darkness, waiting for Watrous to
come. She would tell him, of course; there
was no way out of that. She did not fear
prosecution, in spite of the fact that her father

her father

task half

—

Beneath that soiled. dipcolored.f adedoraeed complexion is one fair to look upon.

Mercolized

Wax

w

gradually, eenlty absorbs the
ealdevitalized surface skin, reveal
\
ng the young, freeh, beautiful ekin
underneath. Used by retined women
who prefer complexion of true
naturalness. Have you tried it?
Mercolized Wax (6cawn.rter)
95c
Powdered Saxolite (/or trrintZfs) 75c
Phelactine {.hair rejiiorer)
$1
Powdered Tarkroot i/ace Tester) $1
i

.

I

.

...

Dearborn Supply Co.,

2358

Clybouru Ave, Chicago.

bling.

"How would you
go into the movies?
Oh I don't mean as an extra woman, or anj-thing like that. I mean in a big way to play
important parts to have the right sort of
influence backing. To become, if you ha^•e
the ability, a star?"
"No nobody can do that," Joy said miserably, "without paying a a price."
"That is true. But the price is not always
the same. And it may not be what you think.
Shall I tell you what it is?"
"Yes," said Joy in a toneless voice. "I must
know." Then she sank helplessly up)on a
like to

—

408 Federal School Bldg.

High School Course
can complete
in 2 V^ars
High
this

—

—
—

Minneapolit, Minn.

simplified

School Coorge at home inof two yeara. Meets bU reqnirements for entrance to collese
and the leadinir profefBiong.
This and thirty-six other practical
couTBes aro d^ecribed in our Free BallettD. Send for U TODAY.

tde

—

End of

First

Instalment
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MOVIES at the Forbidden City!— At last an

$1800 for a Story!
jECENTLY an American writer was paid $1800 for
lingle flhort etory.
By learning to tell the Btoriea of hi
dreama thia woman has found bor way to fame and fo
tune. You can learn to write, too. A new practical course
Instruction will give you the training right in your own hon..
during your eparetime. Endorsed by eminent writers including
i

thelftte

Jack London.

Write Today
Special offer

^
obHgarionB-tho booklet

now being made. Write Today-Nowt

HOOSIER INSTITUTE, Short
Dapl.

1724

Ib free.

Story Dept.
Fl.

Wayne, Indiana

attempt is being made to show films to the
Dalai Lama [the religious head of Tibet] in the
hope of getting his permission to make film
Special films were
records of the country.
prepared in India along similar Unes to minIt reaDy
imize the shock of presentation.
seems as though the barrier of isolation may
Scientific
be conquered in a short time.
American.

—

Every advertisement In

Way

to Slenderness
14 Treatments

—

corner of the day-bed.
[

Bathe Your

PHOTOPLAY SLiGAZINE

Is

guaranteed.

A

BELCOR
scientific

TREATMENTS

medical compound, containins abso-

lutely harmless Insredionts that will reduce the
fatty tissues, weight and tniik.
An easy. sure. »af« and harmlass mathed of ramevlng supar.
fluoua nesh wlthoutdrucslnc. dlatinc,axarcislng or diecomfert.
Simply prepare your bath, dissolve one
carton therein and you will be delighted with the
pleasant sensation and tonic effect created in your
ayatem sndthe marked reduction in your weiiht after two week..
A eomplata two weaka* traatmant (14 cartons aant In a
plain wrappar Parcal Post C. O. D (S2.00 plus postago^.
Descriptive booklet f-ee on rcirusl.
Dr. B. Osborne Co., 220 Fifth Ave., New York

BELCOR

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING t35 TO

$125

A WEEK

six months' coxirse.
Picture, Commercial,
Portraiture. Practical instruc-

Three to

Motion

tion.

Ask

Modern equipment.

for

Catalog No. 37.

PHOTOGRAPHY
BROOKLYN

N. Y. INSTTTUTE of
CHICAGO
NEW yORK
630 S. Wabash Ave.
141 W. 36th St.

.

505 State St.

—

—
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Closcups and Long Shots
[

CO.NTINXJED

FROM PAGE 48
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Her Grandma's Eye For Business: Mary
little niece, Mary, couldn't understand about the baby in "Tess." "What's the
Pickiord's

matter with the man? " she asked. "Why is he
cross about the baby?"
"Oh," said Aunt Mary, "he is angry because
I bought the baby,'!
"Why? " asked little INIary. " Did he think
you paid too much for it?"

A

witfi tfie

Rudy Valentino
Character Close-up:
couldn't work
until a recent court decision
for himself, but could and did work for charity.

—

^onderfuL Ec/es

When

he and Xatacha tmished dancing his
Argentine at the Actors' Fund Benefit, the
audience applauded and cheered for twenty
minutes and made him take twenty curtai i
When he left the stase, five hundred
calls.
people left the theater. So when the show wa
repeated at the Hippodrome, Rudy was held
until the last in order to hold the audience. To
him personall}^ goes credit for bringing thousands of dollars to the theater's greatest charity.
Yet for all this adulation and unparalelled
applause you will find Rudy sneaking off to a
tiny Italian restaurant, eating a dollar dinner
of spaghetti just as he did in the early days of
his poverty in New York. We will not tell the
name of the restaurant. It's a little place in
the fifties off Broadway, where you walk down

A RE you

girl

— the

charming

glance?

Golduyn Star,
famoux for her

dark lashes to emphasize the depth of
your eyes.
Use WINX, the Liquid Lashlux. It
will bead your lashes and make them
appear darker and heavier. Easily applied with the glass rod attached to

exfjressive eyes.

the stopper,

Colleen Moore,

it

lasts all day, unaffected

even by swimming or weeping at the
theatre.
Absolutely harmless.

two steps and duck your head to enter. A
small basement room with just ten little tables

WINX, the Liquid Lashlux (black or
brown), 75c. To nourish the lashes and promote their growth, apply Cream Lashlux at
night. Cream Lashlux (black, brown or colorless), 50c. Atdrug.departmentstoresorbymail.
Send a dime for a sample of WINX. the
Liquid Lashlux. And for another dime we will
mail you a sample of Pert, the waterproof rouge.

Some are
of the patrons are Italians.
It's a homey
clerks and their sweethearts.
And the fat perspiring signora looms
place.
out of the kitchen to beam on young Rudy as
Most

he smiles and wishes her a "buona sera,
signora." While the one and only waiter spins
around so excitedly he nearly gets the vertigo.
That little restaurant could earn a fortune if
the fact were advertised that Valentino dines

ROSS
Grand

73

there.

But they seem content

that

who fascinates by a mere
You could be, if you had long

person

-

COMPANY
New York

Street

the pride of
having as patron their distinguished young
in

countryman.
Helen
Cells At Sing Sing:
writes for Photoplay, recently
returned to California after a week in New
York. Ernst Lubitsch, who had just come over
from Berlin to direct ]Mary Pickford, was on
the same train. Mr. Lulntsch was quite entranced from the time the Limited crossed the
Roaring past a sunline into California.
bleached ^Mexican settlement on the desert he
spied a particularly hideous red frame dwelling.
"Bungalow?" he asked excitedly.
Miss Carlisle assured him it wasn't bunThicker

Carlisle,

Than

who

V^he L>lc[uid £>askLuyz

LAWTON S
GUARANTEED
FAT REDUCER
AND ILLUSTRATED
COURSE ON WEIGHT CONTROL
DR.

galow.

"I hope to have bungalow in California,"
world-beater. "It is possible?"
"Possible?" shrieked Helen, "It's darned
near inescapable!"

mused the

A FEW

minutes use each night and morning of this
internationally famous invenMon is guaranteed tJi
restore shapeliness to your arms. leas, back. bust,
abdomen, thighs, hips and ankles. With it you peitorm a gentle, pleasant massage that removes fatty
tissues from any portion of the body that you wish.

" Bill Hart was also
on the train," writes the witty Helen, who was
accompanied by her sister, Lucille, sparkler in
the Semon comedies. "And what we didn't learn
about the Great West from Bill (and me longing to hear about the not-so-great Westoverl)
Particularly we got the low-down on Dodge,
Kansas. That town had always'seemed to me
merely a splotch on the prairie where one
picked up or lost an hour. But Hart told us
that it was at one time the wildest frontier

Bow Crimes Do Change:

More than fifty thousand men and women in the past
few years have experienced that priceless blessing of
renewed joy and health by the restoration of youthful
form and vigor with the reduction of unnecessary fat
accomplished easily, pleasantly and in the privacy of
•heir own homes with Dr. Latilon'a Guaranteed Fnt
Reitiicrr, a device approved by physicians as absolutely
safe and efficient.

—

there's a cemetery called
in America
'Boot Hill' there, just full of regular, roarin'
Westerners what got theirs and died with their
boots on. We stopped at Dodge, and therewas a group of the town's finest down to see
Bill, and he insisting that Lucille and me go

town

along to see the sights. Fancy Lucille trailin'
her perfume and high heels over Boot Hill,
reading tombstones! Well, we met the son of a
famous fighting cowboy. He now runs the
mo'vie show but oh, why bring in the anticlimax!

—

^

Included with the Fat Reducer are simple, easy Instructions and Dr. Lawton's Illustrated Course on
Weight Control, an authoritative book giving a complete health course on present weight reduction and
future prevention of excess weight. If you prefer to send no money in advance, order the Fat Reducer
complete C. O. D. and pay the postm.an So on delivery. Mailed, postage prepaid, in plain wrapper. If
after eleven days of use you do not wi.sh to keep it. return the Fat Reducer complete and you will receive
-back the full purchase price at once. Under this positive guarantee you can see in a few days how surely
the Fat Reducer will help jou.

DR.
120
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NEW YORK

Dept. 78

70th St.

SUBSCRIBE for PHOTOPLAY
Subscription rates are listed
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Kill

The Hair Root

My method is the only way to prevent

the hair from growing again. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free.
Write today, enclosing 3 stamps.
teach beauty
culture. 25 years in business.

We

D.

4S3-C Mahler Park,
When you

write to advertisers please mention

CITY

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

I.

MAHLER,
Providence, R.

I.
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We

hear that a "find"
by the name of Bill Hart is out to become
Texas Guinan's successor.

Another Successor:

Agoodoldyriend

And They Call Em "Silent Actors" When
you meet a movie actor the first thing he
usually does is open his heart, which is as full
of troubles as Pandora's box.
He tells you
his fight to get decent stories, how he thinks
up all the gags his director gets credit for,
what he's going to say in reply to the roast
of a cheap critic, etc.
You feel very flattered
by these confidences until you are introduced
to him the next day and he says, "I am
delighted to meet you, I'm sure," and straightway, with glazed unseeing eyes, puts on the
same old record and permanent needle.. They
have eyes and they see not, ears and hear not,

Remember the good oldfashioned mustard plaster
grandma used to pin around
your neck when you had a
cold or a sore throat?
It did the work, but my

by the sacred, ring-tailed apes of China,
they have tongues and they stop not.

warmth that brings relief at once.
Made from pure oil of mustard,

'

I

how it burned and blistered
Musterole breaks up colds in
it does its work more
gently,
without the blister.
Rubbed over the throat or chest it
penetrates the skin with a tingling

a hurry, but

—

but,

A

Pleasant Way
Reduce Her Fat

She Found
She did

To

have to go to the
diet or exercise.
She
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into

trouble

not

of

muscle, bone and sinew instead of

fat.

system to obtain the full
nutriment of food. They will allow you
to eat many kinds of food without the
necessity of dieting or exercising.

hero!

When John Barrymore Prayed: John Barrymore was a nervous man the night his friend
Jim Kirkwood came out of the movie wilderness to enact the leading role of Channing

the accumulation of fat is checked,
reduction to normal, healthy weight
follows.

Pollock's stage play,

good drug stores the world over sell
Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
All

Ask your
and they

"The

Fool."

QIANONDS

"Honestly, Jim, I just prayed for you," said
John. "I know I was a fool, but a movie

druggist for them, or order
be sent in plain wrap-

will

actor is meat for critics and I just couldn't
help but think of all the awful things they said
"
about Theda Bara in 'The Blue Flame.'

per, postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
234 Garfield Bide..

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

We

Thousands have found that Marmola Prescription Tablets give complete relief from obesity. And when

direct

Sold by druggistaeverywhere, in jars and
and 65c; hospital size, $3.

tubes, 35c

Good Old Shylock: The screen distorts
characters and stories shamelessly at times,
now have
but the stage goes it one better.
a production of Mr. Shakespeare's "The
Merchant of Venice" with Shylock as the

digestive

a box.

Musterole on your bathroom shelf
and bring it out at the first sign of
tonsillitis, croup, neuritis, rheumatism or a cold.

Blonde But Sage: Petite Pauline Garon
has refused a starring offer. "Not for me,"
quoth Polly, "Once you're a star all you've
got to look forward to is your past."

She used Marmbla Prescription Tab'
letSf which are made from the famous
Marmola prescription. They aid the

soon

it is a clean, white ointment good
for all the little household ills.
Keep the little white jar of

Suffering Waves: The radio certainly was
not invented in vain. Now actors can tell
their troubles to the whole world.

i=ORAFEW CENTS

A DAY
Don't send a ceru.
Ten days Free Trial.
If you are not convinced it is the Greatest Bargain in America, send it back at
our expense.
Only If
pleased do you send
11.50 aa 1st payment.
Then send J1.50 weekly

Detroit. Mich.

Six Immortals: Each month Photoplay
Magazine selects the six best current pictures.
Which are the six best of all time? These are
the ones we would unreel in the rotunda of
our Hall of Fame

!

BROKEN BLOSSOMS

"

the rate of a lew cents
Thla Bargain Cluster ,
Blue-White Perfect Cut Dia.'

PASSION

.

THE BIRTH OF A NATIQN
THE MIRACLE MAN
THE KID
SHOULDER ARMS

ours. RoRedTape. NoRisk.

PI

Million Dollar CDCC Send for it today. It
Bargain Book
pictures thousands
of Bargains. Address Dept. 1724

mtt

J.M.LYON LCCX
2^4 Maidien Lane

Inecto Rapid

ethical
and scientific, the discovery of Dr. Emile of the
University of Paris. It is
guaranteed to tint naturally gray, streaked or
faded hair in 15 minutes, giving it a soft,
lustrous, youthful appearance which cannot
be detected from natural. Inecto Rapid
created the new art of hair tinting. It is permanent, and not effected by salt water, sunshine, perspiration, Turkish Baths and permits
permanent waving; totally different from hair
dyes or restoratives. Inecto Rapid does not
merely coat the hair surface. It repigmentizes the color shaft. 97% of Europe's best
hairdressers use Inecto Rapid exclusively;
thousands of the best shops in this country
is

have adopted it. May be applied
privacy of your home.

loaflhne

™ v
'0i
I

—

fidence

in the

INECTO,

Inc.,

Form No. A-lt

Laboratories and Salons

33-35 West 46th

St.,

New York,

N. Y.

BUNIONS
PEDODYNE

immediately vanishes.

New

way. P«o
Acts like magie on

'SoUent."

^ SENT ON TRIAL
worst Bumons,

l^^^

Hump

sradually disappears.

iDtroduce we will gladly rrranse t« flend
you a Box of " Solvent" to try tor your own
Simply
Thousands are sending.
BonioD.
writeaDdsav. "Iwanttotxv i^EOODYNE,"

KAY LABORATORIES,

186 No. La Salle

St.,

Dept.A-J56

Chicago, Illinois

quickly cleared of
Pimples. Blackheads,

Acne Eruptions on the
face or body— Enlarged Pores,
or Shiny Skin. Cleab-Tonb
'

.

its

has been Tried, Tested and Proven
merits in over 100,000 test cases.

WEITE TODAY

:

\

I

Tommy." The erratic brilliance of Eric
Von Stroheim augurs forthcoming splendor.
King Vidor, virtuoso of human chords, has
again struck forth a human harmony vdih

My

Fred Niblo has built
"The Three Musketeers" and "Blood and Sand." Henry
King has given at least two fine luminous

"Peg O'

Heart."

the apex of

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

my

is

guaranteed.

Tone Skin"—telling how

cured myself after bein^ afflicted fif teenyears.

E. S.

Then, perhaps, John S. Robertson, who
touched the heights with "Dr. Jekyll and ]Mr.
Hyde" and, particularly, with "Sentimental

steadily to

for

fVeeBooklet— "A Cleab-

DAVID WARK GRIFFITH
ERNST LUBITSCH
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

SEND NO MONEY

Writt for particulars and Beauty Analysis Chart.

Your

skin can be

The Six Directors: Did you ever stop to
think how few directors have been able to
Frank Borzage made a "Humorrepeat?
esque," Rex Ingram "The Four Horsemen,"
Raoul Walsh "The Honor System." And
then
We can enroll but three with con-

GIVENS, 139 Cbenical BM(., bssas Citr.M*-

TT
SEND NO MONEY -jDst

cbooaa the rinr Foa
waot. A, B or C. Send roar ume. address «Bd
finder Eiie. Yocr rias' will come br returs mmfl.
(A)—Oval, artistically enmTed with Bri4al
Blossoms. C> — UeavT PIslnNsrrcwVollowGoM
Cncllsh Ovsl Ring. <B>— Handsome. Square. Enrraved Bridal Wra«t*i design. NewestaodiDOst
?a3faioDable Rln^s, If you ord^r rintrs A or B
yoo can bare your choice of VaMow Gold or toe
fatestWhUa Platinum finish. Uncondltio nalgO Yaar Guarantaa. Pay postman t2.49 on arTTral.
Uooey back if cot satisfied Act Qaickt Only
(

Ihmted oomber at

this special price.

ROE & ELDER

332 Plymouth Coyrt

D#Pfc 2l7

Ote—
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"Twenty-Three and a Half Hours
Leave" and "Tol'ablc David," with a chance
to insure his reputation by "The White
flashes,

Eloquent pictorially but faint of
force,
Maurice Tourneur shows
increase of power with "The Christian."
Marshall Xeilan can rattle off the jazz that
always sets the feet shuffling toward the bo.x
office, and he can, if he chooses, bring forth
such bright, original paeans as "Stella Maris"
and "Bits of Life."
Sister."

dramatic

The

Tragedies of

Pauline Frederick

CMelodw'SAXOPHONEhour, as quickly as with one fingrer on the piano. And
there's no faster way to make extra money than playing Saxophone at dance or church or theatre. Makes you
a social favorite, always wclcomo evervwhere!

MONTHS TO PAY!

;!;§„*e'^rg?e'^u;a?!il''rSe

w;

Elkhart." Choice of famous artists and teachers. The 1923
niii.lel with *'be%'elled sockets" makca all other Saxophones "out
of date." Sent to you for 6 days' trial, to prove to you its ease of
bluwingr, simplified fingerinsf and Koldeo tone can't be equalled at
any price. Complete 12 piece outtit direct to you from factory at
only $1 down and S7.50 a month. Small first payment. Sensational cut in price to only $89.50. no interest, no tax, not one
cent extra: — Saxophone. $10 case, self-instruction system, book of
music, reed, strap, pearl keys, etc., everything you need.
Quality that enables you to boy once for a life-time,
you can secure the
1 rr i ¥
rri r^r* l ^ells you how
Saxophones on easy terms
I,
I AlilMl
r Rrjlli ' ffreatestof
at less than cash prices Wrrte today
for this tree biK.k and complete information of our sensational offer!
in

n

A

An

!

Standard Music Co.. Dept. 233

Beautiful

P. 0.

Box 503, Chicaer

California

Electric Boudoir

Lat IIip

$035
Postpaid
Wonderful Big

New

Unbeatable Doll
Lamp. 19 Inches
High. The Very
Splendid Gift.
Cut-out design inlaid
eilk crepe shade.f ringe
trimmed. Beautiful
dress in various
Ijitest.

colors.

with
and T

Complete

socket, plug
cord.

ft.

Send No

J

rame
MONEY and
address. This beautiful
electric doll lamp will be sent
postpaid to your door. Pay postman on arrival only$2.36ourlow
advertising r price.

EMPIRE

vSatisfaction Guaranteed or money
back. Write Today.

DOLL.

SOE. I^ake.

& DRESS
CO.
Chicago, HI.

Dept. 119,

mmmm.
Here

at 60%
of Market Price
This snappy perfectly

cut diamond 7-8 3-32 ct. at $52.50 among
bargains we ligt.
Many other big
values in our lists. Bay HERE. Loan
values the price basis, not market
values.
This 75 year old diamond

—

banking firm has thousands unnaid

loans and other bargains most

Why

Pay

sell NOW.
Full Prices

irop of Vanitine

in each e>e completes

the perfect toilet."

^!ou, too,
can.

have

LGauti|iil

sparkling ey^s

Our work

is the best substitute for the best
things in life, when we have missed them."
After her parting from Dr. Rutherford, Miss
Frederick said with flashing eyes: "There was
never a misunderstanding between us. It was
a total lack of understanding. I don't know
where Dr. Rutherford is. I do not care."

TrouLle

enough!

failed are a fairly full

Three marriages that
measure of sadness for

a lifetime. But Pauline Frederick has another
load of bitterness to add to her burden.

Her

father, Frederick Libbey, died and left
two relatives of his departed
second wife. In a bitter \\t11 he said, "I leave
his fortune to

-•'^^

r"A

]

Mack and

Learn to play Saxophone f The easiest instrument to
learn, it is also the mast popular! Pick out tunes in an

10

CONTIXTJXD FROM PAGE 30
his brutal adoration hovered about.
The marriage lasted but four months. The
man who had loved from afar for so many
years had never understood his wife, they say.
He never realized the longings and strange
desires that come with fame.
This third matrimonial tragedy left Miss
Frederick embittered.
For she had always
longed for domestic life. Twelve years before,
when she had deserted the stage for a home,
she had said: "Fame is at best only a substitute for the love that one has lost or missed.
[

Siandard

,

my

daughter, Pauline Beatrice Libbey,
to
nothing. Lest it be construed as an unintentional leaving her out of
will, I repeat that
I leave her nothing."
Miss Frederick received the news with tightdrawn lips. "I am surprised that he left
anj'thing," she said.
"He was always a
spendthrift.
He hated me because, when he
separated from
mother, I went with her."
.\t first she refused to contest the will.
Cooler counsel, or perhaps the advice of her
mother, caused her to reconsider the decision.
She contested the will on the ground of undue
influence. The courts have sustained the will
and ordered a distribution of the estate of
$35,000 to her father's relatives-in-law. Thus
resentment reached forth from the grave to add
another touch of fate to her picturesque career.
!Miss Frederick is back on the speaking stage
again.
Her lavish house in Beverly Hills is
closed.
Her success as a screen personality
seems to have waned at least a bit, although

my

To

see the radiant beauty of clear,
sparkling eyes, is to desire their power.
The magnetic charm of their lustrous,
glowing color arrests attentive admiration and holds responsive interest.

All their fascination

yours

Vanitine, the only beautifier to provide grooming for the eyes, does so
by thoroughly cleansing them. It
removes inflammation, makes the
whites of the eyes appear whiter,
deepens the color and restores lustre.

Vanitine

is absolutely harmless.
It
contains no belladonna or opiates
of any kind whatsoever. It neither
dilates the pupil nor affects the sight
in any way. These are matters for
the oculist.

my

Beautify the eyes
with

ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS

Complete
vnth dropper

Miss Frederick still holds her own abroad,
where they see the flash of a fine tragic genius
in her shadow reflections.
Tragedy may well be there! For, as Miss
Frederick today takes another step on life's
ladder another step that is "always the
hardest and the longest" she may well paute

—

may be

with the aid of Vanitine.

in bottle

—

to consider her past.
Has ever tragedy so
entered the life of a player?

Anydfamond sent forabsolutelyfree examination at oar risk.

No obligBtioo. NocosttoyoQ.

Send for Latest List
Diamond Bargains described

In detail. TelU of
(nutranUed ioan valueg, onllmited exchange
privilege, details of free qgamlnation. S^ndnow.
JOS. D.ROY & SONS
3597 OeRoy BIdg.
Only Opposite Post Oflie«, Pittsburgh. Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS' WIGS, TOUPEES
Transformations,
Switches, etc.,
for street wear
that requires expert knowledge.
(
o
theatrical
(roods.) Satisfac-

N

-.i^

\

tion guaranteed.
Write for catalog.

X
No. E4.
7 Swnip Eiperl rij
.

ToopM

&

Co.

22OS0. Stalest., Chicago, M

A L.\RGE degree of attention has been given
'»-in motion picture columns of the daily and
trade press to the announcement o^an arrangement between the Warner interests and Da\id
Belasco for the production of a number of the
Belasco plays on the screen. .Apparently it has
been forgotten that as early as 1907 Vitagraph
made "The Ugly Duckling," a Belasco play,
which introduced Mary Fuller to the screen,
and that again in the early days of Famous
Players, Mary Pickford appeared in "A Good
Little Devil," a Belasco production in which
she had [appeared on the stage.
The new
Belasco tie-up is interesting, but is not a
sensational new acquisition for the screen.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Asfc your toilet goods dealer for Vanitine
today, or mail this coupon. One application

you of its harmlessness and
marvelous ment5 as a beautifer.
will conti"nce

its

Howell Laboratories, Inc.
729 Chestnut St., St. Louis
For the enclosed $1.00 send Vanitine

Name
Address

to

—A

"

;
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1923 Model

New
New

Features:

[

new OJiverispractii

n

its action,

Velvet- like Touch.

The very slightest tourh
moves the keys of the new
Oliver.

The Oliver is the mostdurable typewriter built. You gret
this wonder typewriter at the famous Oliver money-savmg

$50 Saved
And the World's
OLJ*to
Shipped

Oliver No. 9

Best Typewriter

V
You Direct

With

•.

Model

1923

Standard ThreeBank Keyboard,
Monthly payment

If there ever was a machine worth
SlOO or more it is the new Oliver "Quiet

Are Populai;^o
]

V.

Willat.
the story

Adapted by Julian Josephson from
Ijy Ben Ames Williams.
Photographed by
Robert Kurrle. The cast: Joel Shore, Malcolm McGregor; Priss Holt, Billie Dove;
Mark Shore, Lon Chancy; Aaron Burnham,
William H. Orlamond; Finch, Robert McKim;
Varde,
Robert Kortman; Morrell, Otto
Brower; Hooper, Curt Rehfeld; Cook, W. H.
Mong; Tom, Leo Willis.

"DARK SECRETS" — Director,
Cameraman, Hal Rosson.

Fleming.

Victor

Scenario,

Edmund

Everyone admires and
wants to dance with the

$75.00.

Cash»

ih/?^
J|)Q #

"A MILLION IN JEWELS" — Written

.OU

The new

Oliver will be shipped to yoa for
a week's free trial. Useitin everyway

Put

it

to every test.

If

not satisfied, simply send ft back at our expense. If you decide to
keep it pay on terms as low as $5 a month. Get the complete details
of the free trial offer. WrUe today.
Ask for the beautifully illustrated catalofr just off the press. It tella
you all aboutModels No. Sand No. 11. Get the facts.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
Chicago,

1475 Oliver Typewriter BIdg.

who knows

person

111.

and directed by J. P. McGowan. Photography, Wm. H. Tuers. The cast: Burke of
Service,

Secret

the

J.

P.

McGowan;

Helen

Morgan, Helen Holmes; Sylvia Ellis, Elinor
Fair; Jane Angle, Nellie Parker- Spaulding;
Stephan, Fred Kalgrer; George Beresford.
Charles Craig; William Abbott, Leslie J. Casey;.
Morgan, Gordon Standing.

the

latest steps. There Is
o( being a wall-flower!

no need
Arthur
Murray, America's foremost

dancing teacher, has perfected
a wonderful new method by
which you can learn any of the
newest step.s In a few minutes
and all of the dances in a short
time.

Even If you don't
know one step from another, you can quickly
and easily master any

without

maslc

dance
without

and

own home.
guaranteed.
The Vanderbilts and scores of
partner, right in your

Your success

is

other socially prominent people have chosen Mr. Murray

as their dancing instructor.
More than 90.000 people have
learned to become popular dancers through his easy learn-at-home methods.

New Easy Way

Dorothy

$49.50

provements.

vou know how.

Irvin

Goulding. "The cast: Ruth RutherDalton; Lord Wallinglon,
ford,
Robert Ellis; Dr. Mohamed AH, Jose Ruben;
Biskra, Pat Hartigan; Mildred Rice, Ellen CasNewest improvements. Monthly sidy; Dr. Case, Warren Cook.
payment price.
price,$55.00^Casb

Speedster.'* Because of high manufacturing efficiency and because we have no
money-eating branch offices or organizations, we can save money in the producing and selling of this machine. Vou
get the benefit of these economies. You
can save over $30 on the Model 11, or, if
you prefer, you can save $50 on the
Model 9, which is the sameas the Model
11. lessra few of the more recent im-

FREE TRIAL
—

by

Directed

duction.

Silent Action. The

cally silent

CONTINUED FROM PAGE Io8

"ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT"—Metro— An Irvin V. Willat pro-

erator can operate the
new Oliver without loss
of speed oroutput.

2
3

Why Good Dancers

Photoplays

NOW READY

ard Keyboard. The
new Oliver has the universal standard threebank keyboard. Any op-

Section

Casts of Current

OLIVER

Style

—Advertising

To show you how

easily and quickly you can learn
new way, Arthur Murray has consented to send, for
but a limited time, a special course of sixteen dancing
lessons for only $1.00. This extraordinary oner Is made
to prove you will enjoy learning the newest steps in the
privacy of your own home without onlookers to embarrass you. You need not send anv money now. When
the postman hands you the 16 lesson course, just deposit
SI with him, plus a few cents postage, in full payment.
If within five days you are not delighted, return the
lessons and your money will be promptly refunded.
This uniLsual offer may not be made again
Write today for the sixteen le.s.son course. If you prefer, .send the
dollar now and we will pay the postage. The lessons will
be sent promptly in plain cover. Learn at home and
surprise your friends. Act now and be a good dancer soon.
nls

—

Arthur Murray, Studio 687—801 Madison Av.,

New York

City

"POOR MEN'S WIVES"— Written by
Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnson.

Cameraman, Carl Struss.
The cast: Laura Mabcrne, Barbara La Marr;
Jim Maberne, David Butler; Claribel, Betty
Director, Gasnier.

Men's
^Thin Model

Heavenly Twins,
Mickie McBan.

one to show and you'll sell
/lO to 20 a week: make $60 to
f $120 per week.

Agents Wanted!
Has

Mrs. Carter, Lucy Donohue.

TED

to 3

positions.

Accurate time keeper,
will give a life time
of service. Handsome

ENGRAVED CASE
^ -

,

-

J

for your

INITIALS.

I

second

-

hai

Rail-road dial and n

kcl bridge movement.
Timed and tested before

with order.

mo MOniEY

State

if

"THE

shipping.
Satisfaction
_B-uaranteed or your mon.fy back. If not $25

_

fEIVO

you want vest or coat Chain, FREE*

1857 Armitage

Chicaso

Ave..

Lovely Eyes for
Write

—

PILGRIM"— First National—

—

DELICA LABORATORIES, Inc^
Dept. 20, 3933 Broadway
SI.
Col* St.
oui#>A^M
CHICAGO
^SAM FRANCISCO

30 Church

"WHEN KNIGHTS WERE COLD"

—

Metro Written by Stan Laurel. Directed by
Frank Fouce. Cameraman, Irving Ries. The

Removes All But The Music
fromPhono^aphRecorda

^

Practically eliminates surface noises and metallic
sounds. Stops "scratching" and "rasping." Purifies and clarifies every note; individualizes each
tone. Makes your phonograph music soft, sweet
and mellow without "muffling" or "killing" the
tones. Attaches to any phonograph except those
Beautifully finished in
using diamond point.
heavy gold plate $5.00 each. For sale at music
stores, or, sent direct on receipt of price and deal-

—

er's

name.

Mooey back

if

nol

salisfieil after

10 days'

Dept. 304, 408-12 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

HOW TO
BANISH THEM

—

Woodbridge, N.

J.

I

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME
CAN earn $ to $2 an hour writing show cards
YOU
Quickly and easily
at home in your spare time.
I

"TILLERS OF THE SOIL"— .\bel Gance

Authorized and Fully Paid Capital, One Million Dollars
Toronto, Canada.
210 Adams BIdg.

—

Prod. Director, Robert Boudrioz (in collaboration with Gaston Brun and Maurice
Arnoud). The cast: Bcrwcrff, Charles Varnel;
John.,

Jacques de

Feraudy;

Renee
Schutz; The

Arlctle,

—

Harry Beaumont production for Metro Pictures Corp. Story and adaptation by
Bernard McConville. Photographed by John
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

learned

by our new Eimple

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM UMITED

FREE
If

BOOKLET ON -"THE
MAGIC of a SEW SKIN
you are troubled with pimples, blackheads,

muddy

—

WM. DAVIS, M.D.
1245 Grove Ave.

^

YORK.'

"Instructograph
metho<L No canvassing or soliciting. We show you
how, guarantee you steady work at home, no matter
where you hve, and pay you cash each week. Full
Write to.<lay.
particulars and booklet free.

"CRINOLINE AND ROMANCE"

givins full particulars.

NEW

Marquis of Raspberry, a black knight,
Scotty MacGregor; Glenn Duke, a foggy
knight, William Bobis.
strong;

TandU; Grandpa Larade, M.
Farmhand, M. Donnio.

simple, safe home
16 years"
treatment
success in my practice.
Mols. (also BIG errowths)
dry up. Wrlteforfr.ebookl.t

Bennett; King Henry 4711, a good knight,
Henry de More; Prince of Pluto, a bad knight,
Stan Hope; Duke of Catchup, William .Arm-

ose.

Bakertone Corporation

A

H

cast Lord elpus, a slippery kn ight, Stan Laurel
Isadore Knob Bunkem, May Laurel; Princess
Elizabeth, N. J., a swell evening, Katherine
:

All

Sample Today

for

Delica-Brow Liquid Dressing for the
eye lashes and brows makes deep, expressive eyes instantlv, with long,
dark, sweeping lashes that will make
everyone say, "What wonderful eves!"
Waterproof
unatTected by rain,
tears, etc. Stays on all day— harmless.
Each package (even sample) contains
a camel's hair and a 25c bone-handled
brush for applying.
For sale by all dealers or send direct to makers. 25c for very generous
sample, or $1.00 for full size. Your
money back if not more than delighted. Specify black or brown. Write
today— and receive by return mail.

Written and directed by Charles Chaplin.
The cast: The Pilgrim, Charles Chaplin; The
Girl, Edna Purviance; Her Mother, Kitty
Bradbury; The Deacon, Mack Swain; The
Boy, Dinky Dean; His Mother, May Wells;
Her Husband, Sidney Chaplin; The Crook,
Chuck Riesner; The Sheriff, Tom ^Murray.

«Tt°ba^

UNIVERSAL WATCH CO.

Dept. 115

McCormack and

Directed by King Baggot. Story by Bradley
King. Scenario by Hugh Hoffmon. Photography by Victor IMOlner. The cast: Mary
Ann McKee. Gladys Walton; Kale Smith,
Fontaine Le Rue; Red Mike, George Cooper;
Bill Carter, Edward Hearne; Rro. Halloway,
Walter Whitman; Mrs. Halloway, .Albert Lee;

Case stamped "Guaranteed
.Gold Filled 25 years."
Movement stamped 21
.JEWELS and ADJUS-

/

Murial

"THE LOVE LETTER '—Universal-

21 J. Gold Filled

I

Smilh-Blanton, Richard
Pitts; The

Tucker; Apple Annie, Zasu

'

I

Richard

Francisco;

watch,
1923 style now on
at less than
half to advertise "Uni^versal" bargains! Agents
buy to resell at $15. Wear

is

guaranteed.

or

oily

skin,

freckles,

large

pores,

roughened skin, dry tan. blotches, or e\-en
eczema, itch. etc.. you shouldlsend for a FREE
copv of our booklet in plain sealed wrapper.

**THE

MAGIC OF A NEW

SKIN."

Learn about the remarkable treatment that r«ALL sarfac« blemfshe? and gives yoQ a

CDovps

NEW.
Yootfa

clear, velvety, baby-like skin.

Ami Ub.. 30

E. 20tfa St.

Dept 10. New

YoA

—
Photoplay Magazine
The

Arnold.

Dana;

Miss

cast:

Col. Charles E.

Emmy

Cavanaugh, Claude

Gil-

"No more
"DOLLAR DEVILS"— A

Victor SchertPhotography, John S.

ZINGER Production
Stumar. Continuity, Louis Stevens.

Editing,

—

Made

of whole, selected yeast Easy to
keep and they don't cause gas.
Unexcelled for appetite and digestion
troubles. For adults and children, too.

NaDirected by

take; they

First

Story by Elinor Glyn.
Colin Campbell. The cast: Josephine Bishop,
Dorothy Phillips; Wallace Foster, Kenneth

Sold by

Brand, Bruce McRae; The
Man, Jack McDonald; Josephine's

John

Harlan;
Property

all druggists.

S^Iade by the makers of
Yeast Foam and S\4agic Yeast

Father, Otis Harlan; Quecnie, Herself.

"NOBODY'S

Foam

Tablets and for the first time in months
my skin now is smooth as satin." Yeast
Foam Tablets correct these skin ailments
in the natural way by reaching the root
of the trouble and supplying the system
with an element necessary to a correct
diet and good health.

"THE WORLD'S A STAGE"— PRiNCipal

—

125

pimples, blackheads or boils.

I've taken three bottles of Yeast

The cast: Zannon Carthy,
Jack Dennis.
Joseph Dowling; Hal Andrews, Miles McCarthy; Mrs. Andrews, May Wallace; Amy,
Eva Novak; Bruce Merlin, Hallam Cooley;
Jim Biggers, CuUen Landis; Mrs. Biggers,
Lydia Knott; Helen Andrews, Ney Farrell.

tional)

Section

^^Now my skints
as smooth as satin^^

Jordan,
Davis
John Bowers;
Augustus Biddlc, Allan Forrest; Kilty Biddle,
Betty Francisco; Birdie Bevans, Mildred June;
Mrs. Kate Wimblcton, Lillian Lawrence; Sibil
Vane, Gertrude Short; Abigail, Lillian Leighton; Uncle Mose, Nick Cogley.

Pictures (by arrangement with

—Advertising

1

Lou, Viola

lingwater;

—

—

—

MONEY — Paramount —

\&ast FoamTablets

Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix from the
play by W'illiam LeBaron. Directed by Wallace Worsley. The cast: John Webster, Jack
Holt; Grace Kendall, Wanda Hawley; Eddie
Moloney, Harry Depp; Carl Russell, Robert

A Tonic Food

Schable; Frank Carey, Walter McGrail; Mrs.
Judson, Josephine Crowell; Annette, Julia
Faye; Gov. Kendall, Charles Clary; Briscoe,
Will R. Walling; Kelly, Clarence Burton; Priie
Kimball, Eileen Manning; Miller, James Neill.

Send for large

free

sample

— Yeast Foam Tablets

Your name
jiddress

"THE "WORLD'S APPLAUSE"— Para—Directed by Wm. de Mille. Written

:

Mai/ coupon

mount

to

Northwestern Yeast

Company

1750 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago

Photoand adapted by Clara Beranger.
graphed by Guy W'ilky. The cast: Corinne
d'Alys, Bebe Daniels; John Elliot, Lewis Stone;
Elsa Townsend, Kathlyn W^illiams; Robert
Townsend, her husband, Adolphe INIenjou;
James Crane, Brandon Hurst; Maid to Corinne,

FREE

Shows You

Trial Bottle

P-4

How

Bernice Frank, Secretary to Corinne, Maym
Kelso; Valet to Townsend, George Kuwa; Valet

to Elliot,

James

Neill.

"ALICE ADAMS" Associated Exhibitors By Booth Tarkington. Directed and
adapted by Rowland V. Lee. Cameraman, is
George S. Barnes. The cast: Alice Adams,
Florence Vidor; Virgil Adams, Claude Gilling"O, she is a gray haired woman" how often have you
water; Mrs. Virgil Adams, Margaret McWade; heard this said of a woman young in years but made seemingly
Don't let them say it of you, when
old by gray hair.
Waller Adams, Harold Goodwin; Arthur Rushair can be restored so safely, surely and easily. How?
Vernon Steel; /. A. Lamb, Thomas eray
sell,
.^end for my special patented, Free Trial outfit and learn.
Ricketts; Mildred Palmer, Gertrude Astor; It contains a free trial bottle of the wonderful hair color
restorer ! perfected to restore my own gray hair, and you can
Henrietta Lamb, Margaret Landis.

—

Restored -"KeepT&ung
—

test

"JAVA

it

on one strand

of

your

hair.

Perfectly Colorless

HEAD"—Paramount—Director,

My hair color restorer is clear and clean as water— free
Scenario by Waldemar
Melford.
greasy sediment or disagreeable odor. You apply it by
Cameraman, Burt Glennon. The from
Young.
combing through the hair no outside aid or expert skill
cast: Taou Yuen, Leatrice Joy; Nettie Vollar, required. No one need know your secret.
Jacqueline Logan; Jeremy Ammidon, FredThe use of my restorer doesn't interfere with shampooing
George

—

Ammidon, Albert Roscoe;
William Ammidon, Arthur Stuart Hull; Rhoda
Ammidon, Rose Tapley; Laurel Ammidon,
erick Strong; Gerrit

Ammidon, Audrey Berry;
Camilla Ammidon, PoUy Archer; Janet Ammidon, Betty Bronson; Barzil Dunsack, George
Fawcett; Edward Dunsack, Raymond Hatton;
Kate Vollar, Helen Lindroth; Broadrick, Dan
Pennell; Butler, George Stevens; Maid, Mimi
Sherwood; Nurse, Frances Hatton.
Violet Axelle; Sidsal

there

is

nothing to wash

off or

rub

Something New
while the formula of my hair color restorer was perfected
and proved perfect long ago, my laboratories have recently

made another

This consists of a wonderful preparatory powder which puts your hair in an ideal condition
This powder acta as an antiseptic and tonic,
for restoration.
which greatly benefits both hair and scalp. It makes your
hair soft, silky and fluffy.
A free trial package is included
with my special patented free trial outfit.
discovery.

A

Real Free Offer

All you have to do to secure this trial outfit is t» fill out and
mail the coupon.
Send no money I even prepay postage.
offer is actually absolutely free.

—

"THE BOHEMIAN GIRL"— American My
Releasing Corp. Adapted from the famous
opera, "The Bohemian Girl," bj' William Balfe.
Directed by Harley Knoles. Photographed by
Rene Guissart. The cast: Arline, Gladys

—

Cooper; Thaddeus, Ivor Novello; Buda, Ellen
Terry; The Gypsy Queen, Constance Collier;
Devilshoof, C. Aubrey Smith; Count Arnheim,
Henry Vibart; Count Florestein, Gibb Mc-

——

— -

it in stock,
or offers a substitute, write direct to

me and

I will

gladly supply your needs.

Mail Coupon Today

X

Fill it out carefully, using
to indicate natural color of hair. If possible,
enclose a lock in your letter.
The
special patented Free Trial outfit will
be sent by return mail. Don't delay
mail the coupon today.

Please print your

name and address

—

—

——

I

'

I

MARY

T.

GOLDMAN,

'

21D Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit.
color of hair.

I
'

I

I

Over 10,000,000 bottles sold

Laughlin.

I

Black
dark brown
auburn (dark red)
auburn (light red)

medium brown
light

brown

blonde

•

'

light

I
I

|

Sneel
write to advertisers please mention

I

X shows

Name

I

When you

When you go to
your dealer for a
sized bottle
of Mary T. Goldman's be sure you
see my name on
the package. If he hasn't
full

off.

PHOTOPLAY ALAGAZINE.
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J

—
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"WHAT A WIFE LEARNED "—First

—

National Directed by John Griffith Wray.
Under the personal supervision of Mr. Ince.
Story and Scenario by Bradley King. Photography by Harry Sharp. The cast: Jim
John Bowers; Rudolph Martin, Milton
CharloUe Dome, Marguerite de la Motte;
Esther Russell, Evelyn McCoy; Tracy McGralh,
Harry Todd; Maggie McGrath, Aggie Herring;
Lillian Martin, Francelia Billington; Percy,
Bertram Johns; Terry, Ernest Butterworth;
Maxsield, John Steppling.
Russell,

Sills;

e r

"POP TUTTLE, DETEKATIVE" — R-C

—

Orange-colored, lasts all day

gECAUSE PERT
prevents

"THE SPEEDER"— Educ./vtionalamazing new offer— wear

GENUINE

MOND for a week at our expense — absolutely noDIArisk
to you—deposit nothing— READ EVERY WORD OF
THIS
this

OFFER:

Send No Money
Pay No C.O.D,
Mail the Free Trial Coupon
Just send the coupon below

and we

— do not enclose a

—

penny

will send you on approval atoui- expense your choice
of these diamond rings. The ring illustrated above is the
most beautiful hand engraved eolid gold ladies' ring you
ever aaw, set with a fine, large genuine blue-white dia-

mond. Pay nothing when

— Story by Richard Matthews

have risked nothing. But

Hallett.
Directed by Val Paul, .\dapted by
John W. Grey. Photography by Wm. ThornThe cast: Bob,
ley and Robert DeGrasse.
Harry Carey; May, Marguerite Clayton; Jim
Tcrragas,
Harper, Polhill, Fred Stanton;
Joseph Harris; Maricopia, Jack Curtis; Inky,
.Arselle; Swasey, Charles J. LeMoyne;
Knule, Vester Pegg; Sproul, Murdock MacQuarrie; Aurelia, Mignonne Golden.

you keep the ring, send us only
month until you have

Men's

13.75 a

paid the amazingly low price
of $38.76 for this regular $60
value. The ring is an elaborate
pierced model in solid 14K
green gold with hand engraved white gold top, A
striking new model. The diamond is a beauty extra brilliant, blue white, perfectly cut
—a remarkably big value.

extra massive 14K
with

solid gold fluted ring

13K hand cut white gold

set with extra fine
perfectly cut blue -white

top

genuine diamond. Extra
l5ig

Now

Value,

$38.76—

a month. Send no
—
money. Pay no C.O.D. A
week's trial absolutely
FREE. Mail coupon now.
Just mall the coupon below. Be sure to enclose finger
size. SEND NO MONEY — pay nothing on arrival.
$3.76

CONTINUED FROM PAGE lOj

He

been paid.

ENCLOSE MV

FINGER SIZE.

Q Men's Ring No,

Ladies' Ring No, A4350

A4460

.

Copwriaht latt, Barotd Laehmaii

Stop tooth decay
Prevent bad teeth from getting worse.
Treat them regularly with Dent's Toothache Gum. It does four things for bad teeth,

DENTS
GUN
TOOTHACHE
1.

2.

'A Swell

3.

Affair

Stops toothache Instantly.
Cleansesfi protects cavity.
Retards further decay.

Destroys all odor.
Contains no creosote or harmful Ingredients.
Does not spill or dry up like liquids. At all
4.

by mall upon receipt of price.
years by C. S. Dent & Co., Detroit.

druggists' 25c, or

Made for

35

GRAY HAIR
BATSnSHED

Use

new liquid prepahighly praised by foreSalons.

this wonderful

ration that
most Fifth

is

Avenue Beauty

HENALFA RAHDE
Guaranteed to tint gray or faded hair any shade.
Only one application needed. Takes less than
five minutes to apply. No previous washing nec-

essary. Will not stain the scalp nor rub off. Leaves hair
soft and rIossv. Not affected by washing. Every shade. Jet
black to Golden Brown. Sent anywhere for $2 postpaid..
Coruivltation and booklet frte.
B,

CLEMENT, GS West 49th

Street,

NEW lOKK,

N. T.

Grand Street
New York

Sister."

Pronounce

(Under Contract

U'ith

it

—

Tennis. Motor Boating, Sailing,
Bathing, Riding, Horse Racing,
Trap-Shooting, etc.

Cheer up. ^lonte
Je.'XN, Boston, ^Lass.
Blue is being divorced. Now you'll be happy,
won't you, or, at least, not quite so miserable.
Monte is under contract to Warner Brothers,
on the coast; he will be seen in "Brass" and
"Main Street." I like him, too.
St.

Louis.

— Carlyle

Blackwell

No Passports Required
Sailings Twice Weekly
From New York Wednesday and Saturday
Via Palatial, Twin-SCTew, Oil Bumiiig, Transatlantic Liiers

in

Sennett produces the

Nomiand

S. S.

ST.

is

sine

GEORGE HOTEL,
and

SefN-ice.

Swimming

Pool.

nightly to the

Bermuda, Fmest Cui-

Tennis, Golf,

Magnificent Tiled

LINE — Steamers

WEST INDIA

Gems

of the

sailing

fort-

Caiibbean Sea.

For Illuslraled Booklets on Bermuda,
George Hotel. West Indies, -urile

arrived.

Si.

—Helen

Ferguson is not related to
Elsie has a relative on the screen, however Baby Mildred Elsie Ferguson, who is
being featured in a series of si.x pictures pro-

FXIRNESS

Elsie,

34 Whitehall

—

duced by the Buckley-Ferguson Company.
Milton Sills may be addressed 1320 Crescent
Vivian ]\Lartin is touring
Blvd., Hollywood.
with "Just Married." Vivian is as nice as she
can be. I once printed a report that she had
Came a sweet sigh from
a little daughter.
Miss Martin: "It isn't true. I wish it were."

—

D. H., Indianapolis. May Allison and her
husband, Robert Ellis, are vacationing. They
have gone for a tour of the world. Everybody's doing it; Larry Semon will go next.
The' Ellises were co-stars in a series of productions made by MacManus in Florida and
Porto Rico. May was married once before.
''Every advertisement in

St.

Fastest and most luxunous steamers, finest cuisine;
passengers landed directly at Hamilton Dock, avoidTickets
ing the inconvenience of transfer by tender.
interchangeable.

soon to supervise a series of features starring
Phyllis Haver, erstwhile bathing girl, who was
washed into drama and performed a dramatic
bit in "The Christian" that proved she's

Peg.

"Fort

Each 14,000 Tons Displacement

pictures, five-

comedy-drama, short comedies, and

and
George"

S.S. ''Fort Victoria"

"Bulldog Drummond." Cleo Ridgely in "The
Law and the Woman." Frank Losee in
"Orphans of the Storm," "False Fronts," and
"Missing Millions." Mabel Normand's latest
pictures are "Suzanna" and "^Liry .\nn''—
the latter now in course of production. ]Mack
reel

New York
(Two 18-Hole Courses),

Only 2 Days from
Golf

R,,

Bermuda Corernmenl)

All Sports in a Climate of
Everlasting Spring

married to Evelyn Vaughn.

is

A

BFV-J9 JESS'S

Bert Lie-tell, with accent on the last syllable.

L.
Occup atlon

73

]

—

making "The White

Age

Makers of fVinx,
the Liquid Lashlux

R. E, C. You e.xclaim indignantly about
You say,
working ten hours a day.
"I wouldn't think of such a thing," Neither
would I. The Editor thought of it. William
He's five feet
E, Lawrence is twenty-nine.
ten inches tall and weighs i8o. He has black
hair and blue eyes. Dorothy Gish is featured
with Richard Barthelmess in "Fury" and
"The Bright Shawl." Lillian Gish is in Italy,

Send me absolutely free and prepaid, tor a week's trial,
the genuine diamond ring checked below. 1 am to pay
nothing when it arrives. After one week I will either return
the ring by registered mail and that ends the matter, or I

Name

ROSS COMPANY

my

HaroldLachmanCo.'sU'i^.'lK^
will send you $3.76 each month until $38.76 has
Title remains with you until fully paid. I

and

Lashlux, for darkening the lashes
making them appear heavier.

Questions and Answers
[

cream

Send a dime for a sample of PERT
Rouge. And for another dime yowwill
recei've a sample of fVinx, the Liquid

Carmen

if

Its

;

It

arrives. Merely accept the
ring and wear It for a week, at
our expense. After a week
decide. If you return the ring,
that ends the matter. You

a cream rouge it

pores.

PERT

"CANYON OF THE FOOLS"— Film
Booking Office

is

enlarged

base acts as that protective film which
should always intervene between the skin
and anything applied to it. Contains no oil.
is wonderfully natural
it changes
from orange to pink as it touches the skin.
And it lasts all day or all evening, until
removed with cold cream or soap and
water.
At drug or department stores, or
by mail, 75c a jar.

-With

Lloyd Hamilton and Ruth Hiatt.

An

t

Th6 Waterproof Rouge

Pictures Directed by Robert Eddy. Story
by A. H. Geibler. Cameraman, Roy Vanghan.
The cast: Pop Tnltle, Dan Mason; Tillie,
Wilna Hervey

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

St.,

BERMUDA
N. Y.,

LINE

or Any Local Tourist Asecl

$500 PRIZE CONTEST
inim

Tlie Lester P.irk- Edward Whiteside photoplay. "Empty
\rms." inspired the sone Empty Arms." A third verse
submitted
is wanted, and to the writer of the best one
This contest is
a prize of S500.00 cash will be paid.
open to everybody. You simply write the words for a
necessary that you see the pho
it Is not
third verse
toplay before doing so. Send us your naine and address
a
copy of the words of the son?,
you
send
shall
we
nnd
the rules of the contest and a short synopsis of ttus
photoplay. It will cost you nothing to enter the contesu
•

—

"Empty Arms"
World M. P.
245

guaranteed.

We«t 47th

St.

Contest Editor
Corporation

Dept. 698M

New York,

N. Y.

—

—Advertising
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Photoplay Magazine

—

Oren Roberts, one of the young
the studios who could be starred if good
looks have anything to do with it, is a timekeeper at Lasky's. His picture appeared in
June.

men of

the November issue. Write and ask him if he
married. The poor postmen out there must
think it's bad enough to deliver bags of mail
to the stars, without being burdened with fan
letters to the cameramen, timekeepers, and

is

electricians.

Let me

you about the remarkable
discovery which removed my superthen forever
fluous hair at once
tell

—

look at my fade today— to see
skin as free from hair as a
baby's and as clear and rosy looking as that of a young girl— you
would not believe that I was once

To

my

—

LiLLiE May, jACKSO?mLLE. William S.
Hart has been seen with various leading
women, Katherine ^lacDonald and Jane
Novak among them. Jane was Elhcl Barton
It was announced
in "Three- Word Brand."
that Jean Paige would make "The Magnificent Ambersons" for Vitagraph; but work has
never been started on the Tarkington story
"The Prodigal Judge" was the last picture in
which Miss Paige who is, in private life.
Betty
Mrs. Albert E. Smith appeared.
Compson was born in Salt Lake City, Utah

—

127

a "bearded

literally

woman"

with

hair on cheeks, chin and lips, and
with a skin coarse and blemished.

ways to relieve the
condition— even the painful electric
numerous
needle.

Now

want every woman who

I

suffers from unsightly, embarrassing hair growths, to know about

which removes the
hair at once, and with a few
applications removes it permathis discovery

nently.

want

I

to

tell

women

they can use this method
themselves, in the privacy of their
homes, and prove, without risking
a penny, that it is all I claim

how

—

for

in 1899.

it.

say that this discovery will
superfluous hair permanently, and that it is the only
method that I know of which will
do this.
The discovery which Science
brought to me is unlike anything
else you have ever tried. It is not
a powder, not a paste, not a
wax, not a liquid, not a razor, not
electrolysis. It causes no pain
no burning, no itching, no scarring.
It not only removes the hair it
gives the skin a new beauty
I

—

remove

Janet and Dorothy. You are nice, wellmannered children, and a credit to your fam-

Thomas
It's a pleasure to answer you.
RIeighan has been married to Frances Ring
Theirs is an ideally happy
for twelve years.
marriage. Conrad Nagel is twenty-six; he is
married to Ruth Helms. Constance Talmadge
twenty-three; Norma, two years older.
is
Connie is divorced and is rumored engaged to
ily.

Irving Berlin.

—

—

Katherine, Detroit. You will search in
vain for any barbed shafts in this reply. I
cannot be caustic to order. Besides, you have
done nothing to enrage me. And I must be
properly enraged before I'll consent to hurl
Go ahead;
a sarcastic comment your way.
Richard Barthelmess
just try to enrage me.
The
is one of the three Inspiration stars.
Dick
others are LilUan and Dorothy Gish.
was recently made a ^•ice-president of the

makes

You use

sincere.

A Woman's Experience
The transformation has been
marvelous— all through a truly wonderful discovery of Science which
immediately banished every vestige
of the hair and gave me this perfect complexion. This, after I had
suffered from embarrassing hair

growths for

years,

Ward Rebuilt Underwood in
home or office. Try it; test

wood

m

work, return it and we'll refund every
cent paid by you. If you decide to keep
pay the balance in easy monthly paya big saving in price. We
guarantee the machine five years. Act now—
send for free book and full particulars.

Shipman-Ward Mfg. Co.
Typewriter Emporium

nd

—

C. H. Ruth, Scranton, Pa. Don't be too
hard on the stars who don't send you their

It's

Ravenswood Avenoef

,

Montrose
Chicago

practical forty-lesson course in the writing and marketing of the Short-Story taught by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,
Editor of The Writer's Monthly.
ISO page catalog free. Please address:

Dr. Esenwein

a good name,
itself I

LUlian Gish

present making "The White
Dorothy is playing with Dick in
Shawl "

would

in Italy at
Sister," and
is

"The

Bright

When

— As an introductory
11

offer

send you. absolutely free,

fringe.

made
Waldorf Hair Net
— Thehuman
thoroughly

of the best
is
sterilized, overhair,
sized, invisible, exceptionally strong, and equal in
fit and long wearing qualities to the highest priced
net. Waldorf Hair Nets, cap or fringe, are 75 centa adozen. Once
you use aWaIdorf.no other net satisfies. so send for your freenet now.

grade

OVERUND IMPORTING CO.

-STORY WRITING
SHORT
A

,',^'i?o.^%iri>e^^^^^^

creates " THAT NATURAL COMPLEXION" by p«e/mffo# freckles, tan. pimples,
blackheads, liver-spots, wrinkles, pox-pits and muddy,

BEAUTYPEEL

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Springfield, Mass.
Dept. 95

Perfume Your Bath

Rather an inspiration

-

it.

2014 Shipmin Btiildin(,

"Inspiration Pictures."

111.

one Waldorf Hair Net. No obligation.
No promise to buy. Simply
write plainly, on postcard, name, address, color desired, and whether cap or

in looks, action or quality 01

ments and make

to the screen.

be inclined to say.

your

it

every way for ten days. If yoa
can tell it from brand new Under-

one picture. Miss
Wilson is featured in Lasky's "The Covered
Wagon," in which J. Warren Kerrigan returns

—

204 S. Peoria Street, Chicago,

Only 13.00 down pats « Sbipman-

for this

Thelma, Norwich, Conn. I don't know
who christened Dick Barthehness' company

it.

Address Annette Lanzette, care
Hygienic Laboratories, Dept. 60

AMAZING OFFER
UNDERWOODS,

promise." In the latter production he is supported by Lois Wilson, who was loaned to

isn't it?

and tried

brings

on

them myself. William Farnum in
"Moonshine VaUey" and "Without Com-

Stars appreciate appreciation.

have written a book which tells
I came to discover this amazing method and how any woman
can get rid of superfluous hair, and
know that it is permanently gone.
Don't send a penny — don't make
any promise. Just write to me.
The book is free. A post card
I

believe

photographs immediately even though you
Consider the hundreds of
enclose a quarter.
requests that come to them. When you least
expect it the jwstman will present you with
handsomely autographed portraits of Betty
and LiUian and Mary. Just wait and see.

imagine.

how

—You

Fox by Paramount

It's the sim-

way you can

Free Book Tells the
Secret— Send for It

think my writings so
Well, there are times when I almost

Ann.

free

My

—

Mary

rosy,

clear,

yourself.

it

plest, easiest

company.

W. E. W., Oakland. So my columns are
read where movies are made? This puts a
dreadful responsibility on me, doesn't it? I'd
no idea I was so mdely read. Betty Blythe is
doing personal appearances now, in addition
She weighs 140, and is
to making pictures.
Gloria Swanson is
five feet seven inches tall.
five feet three and weighs 112. Mary Pickford
is now playing Marguerite in "Faust," directed
by Lubitsch, who directed "Passion" and
Ernst
other Negri pictures in Germany.
Lubitsch is a very quiet, modest man, as you
learned if you read Herbert Howe's stor}' about
him.

soft,

it

from pimples, roughness and other
blemishes. It does not have to be
applied by a beauty specialist.

oily skins.

NON-ACID

(patented) lotion.

harmless. Effects astounding.
Beauty Talk Free,

Guaranteed.

Pafnlesa,
Proofs.

BEAUTYPEEL COSMETIC CO.
Dopt.

O

CI

Paso. Texas

— Soften Hard Water Instantly
—

it
adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath
Bathasweet imparts
Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.
the softness of rain-water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers. Always keep a can in your
bath room. Three sizes: 25c, 50c, and $1. At drug and department stores or by mail. Send
10c for miniature can. The C. S. Welch Co., Dept. P. P.. New York City.

Bathe with Bathasweet.
refreshes and invigorates.

It

BAT H A3 V^'
TRADE MARK REG

you write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

—
!
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C. H., Philadelphia.— Even Jeanne
d'Arc's bright steel fit her perfectly.
You
have to hand it to French women. Irene
Castle was born in New Rochelle, New
York, in 1893. She is five feet seven inches
tall.
Mae Murray is four inches shorter than
Irene, and Connie Talmadge one inch.
J.

Fanky.
Spain.

some

— Yes,

I

little

fighting.

have been wanting to go in for
recreation, so I might take up bullYour compliments are too sac-

—

the pretty

little

creatures.

may

I

have professed a preference for the beauteous
brunettes, such as Xegri, Naldi, and Daniels;
but I have never een bigoted about it. Flap
and let flap; yes, indeed. Richard Talmadge
is five feet ele\en inches tall and weighs 166
pounds.
His real name is Richard Metzetti,
from which I deduce he's a son of sunny Italy.
.\m I right, Richard?
I

ELECTRIC LIGHTED
Just

press

a button

ORDER

No. 561«
a flood of light en-

and

you

ables

to see yourself clearly in the mirror.
of beautiful genuine leather, with leather
straps, well made to give long service.
Small battery can be replaced instantly.
Handsomely gold
lined, with gold flnished toilet fittings and coin
purse.
Worth at least $7.00.
Guaranteed to
please or your m»ney returned.

Case

is

SEND NO MONEY!

Just pay the postman on arrival our
low price, plus a few pennies postaf,'e.' Send for
your Nite-Lite TODAYI Charges prepaid it price
Is sent with order.

AMERICAN NOVELTY CO.. 2455-57

"I

Archer Av., Chicago

Would Not Part

life,^rsif.

Body Brace
WEAKNESS

andl

an erect, and graceful figure.
ChilBrings restful relief, comfort,
dren
energy and pep, ability to do
Also
things, health and strength.
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal
organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation,
after effects of Flu. Comfortable and easy to wear.

Try

to

It

Write today for illustrated book, free, with full information and measurement blank. Address
HOWARD C. RASH. Pre*. Natural Body Brace Co.
SALINA, KANSAS
330 Bash Building

Wives"

He was

married r.ow to \'alerie Germonprez, and they
have a small son, Erich, Jr. Von Stroheim
is working now on "McTeague."

Blanche.

Monte

is

— You

extol

as well as anybody.
With Ihe MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my eais
now, but ihey are invisible. I
I

had ihem
I

hear

The MORLEY PHONE

to

the

visible,

can adjust

it.

less

Over 100.000 sold.

in

all right

ears

Tommy

Meighan class personally
He's in the
He was born in
as far as I'm concerned.
Indianapolis in i8go; went to Purdue University for two years; then went on the stage.
He's six feet two inches tall, weighs 185
pounds, and has brown hair and eyes. Among
Old Kentucky Home.
his pictures are
"

Lon is highly esteemed in
neglected him.
the film colony; his villain}' doesn't extend to
He has a wife and several children,
the home.
I believe.

what

—

In-

Vi\iA^^ B., W'ELLSBORO, Pa. You like to
hate Theodore, do you? .And you want to

comfortable, weightAnyone
harmless.

and

Write for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY CO..Dept.789.26 S.

1

5th St. Phila.

How Many Pounds Would You
Like to Gain

in

a

Week?

If you are thin and want to gain weight,
I
send you a sample of the famous Alexander
Vitaraines absolutely Free. Do not send any money
just your name and address to Alexander Laboratories, 3222 Gateway Station, Kansas City,

will

—

Well,

know.

I

have pubHugh H., San Francisco.
lished pictures and stories about I on Chaney
very often. I can't see why you think we have

ioi the

glasses are to the eyes.

*

Blue.

— We

'How"?

lyseif.only that

Mr.

one of the nicest actors

now

would not know

— Thanks

"The Kentuckians," "Brass" and "Main
He may do "Deburau." Hope so.
Street."

can heai

I

London, England.

"My

"Don't Shout"
"I heat you,

a

are his three best known
married, in igiS, to May
He's
Jones, and divorced her a year later.
films.

You Nothing

is

although he was born in New
York. But he has been living on a ranch for
Bill Hart was born
years, and really likes it.
in Newburgh, N. Y., and lives in Beverly
Hills, California, when he isn't sojourning at
the Waldorf in New York.
Just how western
does that make Bill? I hear he is going on the
Wanda Hawley is no longer with
stage.
Paramount. She's five feet three, weighs no
pounds, and has blonde hair and blue eyes.

and " Foolish

ORGANIC AILMENTS ofl
WOMEN and MEN. Develops^

Costs

Carey

real westerner,

L. B.,

Mo

more about him in Photoplay. There
was a story in the Februarj^ issue called "He
Danced his Way into Pictures." Address M.
KoslofI at the Lasky studios. Hollywood, Cal.
see

He's a brother of Alexis Koslofi,
dancing in New York City.

who

teaches

—

Edelweiss, Geneva. Geneva, Switzerland,
Thank you many times for the
It's rather modern, isn't
colorful greeting.
reminded me of the sets for "The Cabinet
it
not N. Y.

—

Every advertisement In

I can remain first in your
imaginary affections. But a glimpse of him
and your "Harold Lloyd of Answer Men" will

—

John Whitman. What, you want to know,
has become of the Essanay, Lubin, Biograph,
Kalem and Selig Polyscope companies? Have
you been doing a Rip Van Winkle? They have
been dead, and buried, for quite some time.
There is still an Essanay studio in Chicago,
but it doesn't make Essanay pictures; it is
rented.
There's a Selig Zoo in Los Angeles,
but not for use in Selig pictures. Kathlyn
Williams, the intrepid heroine of the "Adventures of Kathlyn," plaj's occasionally in
Paramount pictures. The good old days are
gone forever, John. But you can still see
many of your old favorites on the screen.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Ba>Tie have
come back to make a picture for Whitman
Bennett.

—

Maxinx B. Ramon Novarro is not marHe is about twenty-three, and -is en-

ried.

tirely

— Harry

your intelligent letter. You think Erich
von Stroheim is the most finished actor on the
But I
screen.
Just how do you mean that?
believe, from your tomments, that you really
approve of Erich. He was born in Austria
and educated at a military academy. He was
an army oflicer, magazine writer and newspaper man Lefore he became a picture director.
"Blind Husbands," "The Devil's Passkey"

Natural

Overcomes

J.

for

So writes an enthusiastic, grateful cus;
tomer. Inlikemannertestify over
100,000 people who have worn it.

Tlie

VixELAXD, N.

T.,

KiTTV

With It For $10,000
Conserve your body and

J.

seen Rodolpho,

too should like to go to

Peggy, Houston-. I, not like flappers?
]My dear child. My dear, dear child. You
must be misinformed. I have never said I

vanity'case

theater

fade right out.
I.

charine to be sincere. I am skeptical of so
much sweetness. And you'll have to ask me
sensible questions the next time or I won't
answer you at all. So there.

disliked

You say you spoke to a
manager about the Swanson and
Valentino pictures and he said he had never
heard of them. Can it be? Until you have

of Dr. Caligari."

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

He

wedded

to his art, as the saying goes.

Metro

will star for

real

name

is

in the future.

Ramon's

Samanvnegos, and he hails from

Mexico.

—

Delpha. I never thought I would ever
hear a name like yours. And as you say
"I don't mind if you print my name right out
Here
in the Magazine," I am passing it on.
Have ^'ou ever noticed, by any
is a 7iame.
chance, that when dramatic critics want to
be extra-dramatic they pause a moment and
then say impressively, "Here is an actor"?
Ah! Wesley Barr>' has freckles, but he can
turn them on and off at will. That is, in the
California sunlight they are very apparent,
but in other lights they are hidden. It was
make-up that obliterated them in the first
part of "Rags to Riches." .Address Wes at
the W'amer Brothers Studios.

—

Albert, Int)iana. Estelle Taylor isn't in
She's a nice
the least vampish off the screen.
Besides ".A Fool There Was," Estelle
kid.
has appeared with Jack Gilbert in "Monte
Cristo," and "Over the Border"; in "Over
Here," and "Thorns and Orange Blossoms.''
She is not married. Her family came from
Wilmington recently to join her in Holl>'wood.

—

.Another bouquet for Oren Roberts
LuciLE
young man has had much attention
since he emerged from the technical department of the Lasky studio to the pages of
Photoplay. ^laybe if Mr. Lasky knew
about his fan mail he would feature him. In
Elsie Ferguson
front of the camera, of course.
She is
isn't making any pictures at present.
.

This

touring in her new play, "The Wheel of Life."
I don't know what it is about; Manhattan
hasn't had a chance to see it.

—

Have I red hair? You love
Jacqltelin-e.
Oh. why was I given
I wish I did.
red hair.
hair isn't curly,
\\a^y locks of brown?
you understand; just wa^•J^ Like someBut of
thing like Jack Warren Kerrigan's.
course not nearly so elegant. And I can r
seem to cultivate that superb gesture which
the leading men use when they run their

My

—

through their hair. I have tried and
Lois Wilson was once
I can't do it.
a school teacher; so was Mar>' Thurman.
fingers

tried

and

Edna McC.

— You

pronounce

Nazimova

with the accent on the second syllable; Barthelmess with the first syllable accented. Conrad
Nagel and Richard Dix are six feet tall
apiece; Charles Meredith two inches taller,
and Robert Frazer. five feet eleven. Nagel is
married to Ruth Helms; Charles Meredith to
a non-professional. Richard DLx isn't married,
Rejoice
or even engaged.

guaranteed.

!
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NEVV

Invention
for seekers of

—

Phyllis SaveTt lovely

and recommends MaybeUine*

eomsdy afar.

You, Too,

May

Jost a wee tonch of

make

Health

Power
Beauty

—

D. D., Brooklyn. Harry Myers isn't
married. So that you may devour the cast of

Elco Health Generators

"Penrod" with relish. Pcnrod Schoficld..
Wesley Barry; Mr. SchofieW ,TuUy MarshaU;
Mrs. Schoficld. .Claire McDowell; Margaret

at last are ready for you!

you want more health
greater power to enjoy
the pleasures and delights about you, or if

.

"MAYBELLINE" wM

light, short, thin

Jasotn. Where have you been? I have
missed you. Write to me whether you have
questions to ask or not. I like to read your
letters.
You are one of those approving
women. You never argue, but always agree
with me; it is soothing. Priscilla Dean has
been a dancer; she was a child dancer on the
Her mother's name is INIay Preston
stage
Dean. Priscilla is married to Wheeler Oakman. She is a star for Universal.

Instantly

Beautify Your Eyes With

eyelashea

Daw;

If

—

Robert Williams.
John Harron; Marjorie Jones. Clara Horton;
Lena Baskett.
the vamp

and brow3 appear naturally dark,
long and luxarious, thereby giving

Schofield. .Marjorie

charm, beauty and soulful expression to
any eyes. Unlike other preparations, abBolotely barmless and greaseless,wlll not
spread and smear on the face. The instant

.

more beauty is your desire—write Ask for the

,

.

.

beautifying effect will dellnht you. Used

!

book on these inventions
which has just been pre-

—

by beautiful girls and women everywhere.
Eacb dainty box contains mirror and brush.
Two shades; Brown for Blondfg, flarh
for BrumtUs: 75c AT YOOR DEALER'S
or direct from us. Accept only penuln©
"MAYBELLINE" and your satisfaction is
mssured. Tearont this ad noMias reminder.
Uvbelline Co.. 47S0^2 Sheridao Road, Chicago

29

—Yes,

Patterson
Dial is attractive; she has an unusual face.
It impresses me as a tragic mask, but Miss
Dial, I understand from her director, Henry
King, desires to be funny on the screen. In
"Fury" she has a chance, and while she is
effective, she registers more accurately in her
serious roles in "Sonny" and "Tol'able
David." She is twenty-three years old, and
has appeared on the stage in stock and as a
dancer in "Aphrodite."
B.,

Stenographer, Madera, Cal. In the
issue of Photoplay there is an article
which should interest you. It tells you just
what a stenographer's chances are to work in
a film studio. Mabel Julienne Scott played
Lali, the Indian girl, in "Behold My Wife."
Miss Scott is still Miss Scott. Milton Sills is
married. He was once a college professor.

pared. It will be sent to
you without cost. It tells
you how Elco Health
Generators aid you in
leaving the lethargy and
hopelessness of bad
health and weakness behind forever. Re-vitalize

March

yourself. Bring back energy. Be wholly alive

Write today

—

Doris W., Texas. It's all right to make
mistakes if you profit by them. But I am
not going to sermonize this morning. Rodolph

Write for

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

cessfully straighten, withlnashorttime,bow-leggedness
legs, safely, quickly and permanently,
without pain, operation or discomfort. Will not interfere with your dally work, being worn at night.

and knock-kneed

My

Patent, is easy
to adjust; its result will save you soon from further
humiliation, and improve your personal appearance
100 per cent.
Write today for my free copyrighted physiological
18, XJ. S.

and anatomical book which tells you how to correct
bow and knock-kneed legs without any obligation on
your part. Enclose a dime for postage,

IM.TRILETY, SPECIALIST
Blnghamton, N. Y.
Building

SIO Ackerman

Eveilj Gill Can Have

A

NSMBEniCH

in

Manhattan.}

—

Handsome and Fair, Buffalo. Mary
Hay Barthelmess the second was born the
day of January, 1923. Her proud papa is
twenty-seven years old; her mother about
twenty-one or two. Little Mrs. Barthelmess
is to return to the musical comedy stage in

last

Thomas Meighan

the future.

He

has no children.

Mildred,

New

is

Frances Ring

Jersey.

thirty-five
is

his wife.

These great new inventions
generate Violet Ray, Vibration, Electricity and Ozone

FreeTrial

—combined or separate
They operate on the electric light in yoarhomeor on
their own motive power at less than 50 cents per year.

Elco Health Generators are positively the only infitrumenta which can give you in one outfit Electricity, Violet Ray— Vibration and Ozone— the four
greatest curative agents. Send the coupon below.
Get the Free Book
I

NOW

For All These:

— Dorothy Daven-

Paralysis

port Reid is making a picture at the Ince
studios to fight the drug evil.
She has two
children, a son, Bill, and an adopted daughter,
The world will not forget Wallace
Betty.
Reid. His last picture was "Thirty Days."

Pimples
Falling Hair
Headacha

Lumbago
Nervousness
Skin Diseases
Hay Fever
Neuralgia
Deafness
Pain

Harrison Ford played Reuben in "The Old
Homestead."
He has the leading role in

"Are You a Failure?" a

Development

Tom Forman produc-

Neuritis

Obesity

tion for Preferred Pictures.

GIVEN
No reason for anybody to be
without one.
Just send ua
your name and address and we will tell you how you can
get one of these 7-jewel, 10-year guaranteed, gold-filled
Comes in elaborate velvet box.
Bracelet Watches.
DI TCU your name and address and we will tell you how

KUOn to get this Bracelet Watch WITHOUT COST.
HOME SUPPLY CO., 131 Doane DepL 695. New York

City

St.,

PIANO %iAZZ
By Note or

Ear.

With or without music.

Short Course
teacher required

Adult beginners taught by mail. No
Learn
Self-Inetruction Course for Advanced Pianists.
67 styles of Bass. 180 Syncopated Effects Blue Harmony,
Oriental. Chime. Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings
Clever Breaks. Space Fillers. Sax Slurs, Triple Bass.
Wicked Harmony. BlueObligato and 247 other Subject'^,
including Ear Playing, 110 pages of REAL Jazz, 25.000
words. A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

Waterman Piano School

FREE Trial.
FREE Book.

Valentino's real name is Guglielmi. He has
black hair and dark brown eyes, and he is
five feet eleven inches tall. He's about twentyeight years old. Natacha Rambova is his wife's
In private life she is
professional name.
Winifred Hudnut Valentino. Yes, I have
seen her, and she is a very beautiful girl. The
Valentinos are one of the most popular couples

is now more than ever the key-note of success.
BowLeeged and Knock- Kneed men and women, both
young and old, will be glad to hear that I have now
ready for market my new appliance, which will suc-

new "LIm-Straitner," Model

10 Days

"^KrA«.l«.*c';.».''''-

When

—

Janice. If you write to Lewis Stone don't
divulge the fact that you deem him adorable.
Mr. Stone isn't the kind of chap you can fling
those adjectives at and live.
He's fortyfour years old, is happily married, and has
iron-grey hair. He has a grown daughter.
A charming man— but I have heard that he
ignores his fan mail with a gorgeous indifference. You might write to him care Paramount, Long Island City, and find out.

—

Donna

—

Chicago. And you live on
Dante Avenue!
I can't send you NUes
Welch's photograph but Niles can. He is
B.,

thirty-five years old, five feet seven inches tall,
and married to Dell Boone, It was Welch

Elaine Hammerstein
Announce Your Marriage?"

opposite

you write to advertisers please mention

in

"Why

Mail Coupon l^^^^
for Free Book
Do
down
'

not put this paper

without Bending the coupon. Don't ero on
as you are with pains and with almost

life and energy. You owe it to yourself to be a better man or woman. Yoa
were put here to enjoy life not juBt
to drag through It. So do not rest another

no

—

have put your name on the coupon here. That
whole Btory of these great new Inveutions. Do

L»"^?'r,°™

dav

ontll yoa
will brlnff the

it

today— now.

* Company

..„„., '

442-448N. Well* St., Deptl2-S4, Cbictfo
me your free book, "Health— Power—
Beanty' and fall information of your 10-dajr Free
Please send

Trial Offer.

Name

—

Address

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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BiLLrE M., Ladysmith, Wis. Nice crop of
new cities this month. Soon I'll have to have
a new map. Johnny Hines hasn't red hair
like the Torchy of Sewell Ford's stories. John's
hair is dark and he has brown eyes.
He was
born in Golden, Colorado, July 25, 1895. He's
five feet nine inches tall and weighs 150.
"The
Five Dollar Baby" was a Viola Dana-Metro
picture by Irvin S. Cobb.

No Telltale

—

Circles/

A

French scientist has found the natural way to
circles under the eyes.
He has composed a
marvelous golden cremo for restoring and reviving
dark
and
sunken
tissues
the
and for bringing bark
original freshness. Circles m.ake you look years older

and are so embarrassing. ^ want you to see how
thousands of other pretty women drive them away.

FREE PROOF ^A".!?"

;:al

la

W.

—

postman the special introductory price of $1.87 (plus
few cents postage) on delivery. Simply follow directions and then, it you are not delighted, return the
jar and I will return every penny. My present supply
of Circle Creme is limited. Write Today, care Studio U.

MADELEINE, 966 Edgecomb PI.,Chlcago, U.S.A.

Insist

R.

is

been used and endorsed by the
world's greatest artists because
they are
easier to play
perfect in tone and tune

—
—
—most reliable in action
—perfectly balanced,
beauti*

— Katherine

fully finished.

she?

More Conn saxophone s are
sold than an^ othermake in the
world. The great ja:z kings and
popular record makers prefer
Conns for their exclusive features.
Free Trial;

Write for

PI.,

Send me Circle^ Creme
(In

Plain Wrapper.

Address

If

.

State-

you wish, you may send cash with coupon and save

postage.

Price outside U.

.S.

$2.25, cash with order.

Ji^ytfTi^ t DuringthepastlSyears
Xr.X(Xtf»C* thousands have added to

^

all other methods. Vexing hair
vanishes like magic. Easy and
pleasant to use quick and sure very
economical; no smarting; no redness.
50c at drug and department stores.
Send 10 cents for a liberal trial size.

to

;

;

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL CO.

659 Olive

St., St. Louis,

Mo.

asyWay
learnEng
^

Famous Teacher-dan- m.
seuse
now
gives her

'

••

/Jtraininf? in this wonder^i\x\

aecomplis hmcnt

through clever, new horaesystem. Develop your
stady
innate srace and charm by becoming an accomplished F'nncy
Dancer. Amazingly easy and simthis
ple with
extraordinary
method given to you.

Right at

Home

Lot me send free proof that you can
utckly become a charming Fant-y
Jancer. Instinct inborn in every girl.
Larere repertoire, from simple comOositions to classical numbers and advanced toe-dancing. Students prepared
short time fo* public appearance.nome

)

_

tertainments,

stage, etc..

Free equipage. Write for

Dancing"— sent
,

/

V

free,

no

•^'The

Low

cost.

Art of Fancy

oblioation.

MADAME LUDWIG STUDIOS
Studio 44

4737 Broadway

Chicago

GROWDINA

^

"Clarence" and "The World's Applause" are two of his pictures.

Mile. Sophie Koppel, Suite 503,501 Fifth Avenue,

sorry I

New York

MONEY
EARN
*^

have no jobs to give away. The fact that
you are a college graduate doesn't prejudice
me against you; I don't want you to think
that.
It's just that I really have nothing to
Richard Barthelmess is married to
offer.
Mary Hay, who was a dancer in Ziegfeld's
Follies and in "Sally" before she was married.
Barthelmess made many scenes for "The
Bright Shawl" in Havana.

cream that
overcomes every objection

^

for bust, neckorarmderelopment
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty
expert. Harmless, easy, certain resalts guaranteed ormoncy bac!;. Marvelous testimonials
of efficiency. Confidential proof and literature (seaiedj
on request. Write now.
•

mount.

am

their captivating glory

of womanhood by osing

calling William C, Bill. He is a distinguished
director, brother of Cecil, and works for Para-

—I

Bldpu,

Develops Busts Like

—

Thelma, Norwich, Conn.

Conn

Elkhart, Ind.

Why, yes, there is a
deMille in pictures. Only he is usually
known as William. I cannot imagine anj'one
John M., Boston.

A wonderful new

Ltd. 428

—The

Bill

Removes Hair Harmlessly

possess wonder-

CONN,

reason I don't print more
casts is because our readers don't ask for them.
Here's yours, for "The Love Expert": Babs,
Constance Talmadge; Mr. Hardcastle, Bab's
father, Arnold Lucy; Jim Winlhrop, John
Halliday; Dorcas Winlhrop, Natalie Talmadge; Matilda Winlhrop, Fanny Bourke;
Aunl Cornelia, Mrs. Nellie P. Spaulding; Aunt
Emily, Marion Sitgreave; Mr. Thompson,
James Spottiswoode; Mr. Smilhers, David
Kirkland; Professor Bleecker, Edward Kapler.

Name..

City

C. G.

Studio'D., Chicago

Dolly.

Easy Faytnents.
mentioning

details,

instrument.
Conn violins
ful tone.

eyes are blue.

MADELEINE, 966 Edgecomb

Clown

CONN

on a Conn and you'll learn

to play quickly. For half a century Conn instruments of every
kind for band and orchestra have

MacDonald is your
Katherine has been married
—to Malcolm Strauss, an artist; but she is
divorced.
I hear she is to marry a Chicago
man when she has completed her film contract.
Address her 904 Girard Street, Los Angeles.
O'Brien's wavy brown hair was not permanently injured in his accident. It has
already grown again, so don't worry. His
C.

my liberal "get acquainted" offer you may
by mail a large 25 franc jar of Ciiclo
Send no money
only the coupon. Pay

receive

H. S., Manhattan. I can't tell you my
name. Except that it is not Peter, Mark,
or Rupert.
How I wish it were. Ethel Clayton has left Paramount; but she is making
pictures for the Film Booking Office. I agree
with you that Miss Clayton is charming.
She'll send you her photograph, I'm sure. She
is the widow of Joseph Kaufman.

favorite,

Through

now

Creme.

8

real

remove

Bump

Ted

AT HOME

*i

can make $ 1 5 to $60 weekly in your spare
time writing show cards. No canvassing or
We instruct you by our new simple
Directograph system, pay you cash each week
and guarantee you steady work. Write for full
soliciting.

particulars

and

free Irooklet.

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE

—

65 Colborne Building

iNQUisiTnT Cornelia. The only Cornelia
any way associated with the

Toronto, Can.

I can think of in

stage is Cornelia Skinner, who has appeared
in her father's, Otis, plays. Lillian Gish is not
MacDonald is Katherine's real
married.
name; but I hear she is to change it soon.
Mary MacLaren is Katherine's sister. She
appears in Cosmopolitan productions.

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest
After Cuticura

—

Gertrude. IMaude .\dams has never made
a motion picture. She has been interested for
some time in the technical end of the business,
and recently invented a new light which makes
Ruth
it possible to view pictures in daylight.
Chatterton has not been seen on the screen.
Ethel Barrj'more made a series of pictures for
Marilynn Miller
will probably appear opposite Jack Pickford
in a photoplay to be made in the spring.

Metro

several years

Jack's latest

is

ago.

"Garrison's Finish."

Soap.Ointment.Talcum .25c. everywhere. For samples
address: Catlcura L&boratorle£. Dept.D, U&lden, U&sa.

Secrets of

BeaMjt

Parlors Revealed
Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets Make Fortunes
Women easily earn 540 to $75 a weet. We make you expert in all
branciie<i.Iike massage, straps, waving, packs, dyeing, marcei. st:n
work, manicuring, etc. No experience necessary. Study at home
in spare time. E^m white vou learn. Authorized diploma. Moneybook. Oriental System of
back guarantee. Get
Beauty Culture. Dept. 24. KMH) UWersey BlTd„ Chicago

FREE

Mary Marie, Akron. — Gordon
That young man was born on the

Griffith?

fourth of
just four feet seven inches
tall and has dark brown hair and blue eyes.
Some of his pictures have been "Ben Blair,"
"Little Sunset," "Naked Hearts," "A Son of
Neptune," "Some Fish," "Peck's Bad Boj',"
"A Daughter of the Law," and "The Village
July, 1908.

He

is

Blacksmith." His address
Drive, Los Angeles.
Every advertisement in

is

1325 Beechwood

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Is

guaranteed.

Larere shirt majiufacttirer wants afrents
to sell complete line of ehirts. paiamas,
and nijrbt sbirta direct to wearer. Ad-

brand -exclusive patterns—easy
No experience or capitAl r&Entirely new proposition.
Write for free samp!^
HtodlMn Shirt Co.. 503BrcMdwar. H.Y.C.

\ \ verttsed

'to selL
qalre<l«

i

Photoplay Magazine
Anderson,

—Advertising

Section

—
—

C. Right up to the
minute, aren't you? Yep) Herb Rawlinson
has made a picture or two since "GoodGracious Annabelle." His latest films are for
Universal; one of them is called "Don't Shoot."
Edna Murphy plays opposite him. Billie
Burke is not making pictures any more; but
her husband, Flo Ziegfeld, is presenting her in
a new stage play by Booth Tarkington, called
"Rose Briar."
L. B.,

Beau Brua\mell
gleaming polish that
days without
peeling use Beau Brummell Liquid
Nail Polish. It protects the nails and
keeps the cuticle smooth and soft.
soft,

And Beau Brummell is quick.

—

Sonny, Oxford, Pa. Thanks for your good
wishes. I would rise and bow but as I have
told you before I am chained to
desk these
days. Glad you like Booth's drawing of me.
I
er I rather like it myself.
Of course it

for a generous
for another dime you
will receive a sample of Isabel Cas-

And

sidy's Depilatory

my

Powder.

— —

ROELLY CHEMICAL
73 Grand St.,

may

not do me justice; but it's a neat little
sketch.
Ethel M. Dell's "Bars of Iron"
hasn't been filmed. Elizabeth Garrison hasn't
appeared in anything since "The Vice of
Fools" for Vitagraph; at least according to my

CO.
York

New

records.

Reduce Your Flesh

Double Chin

Bust

Legs

Spots

in

in fact the entire body or any part without dieting
by wearing DR. WALTER'S Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS

for

Reducing

and

$7.00

per

pair.

$9.00

Send ankle meaturement ithen trderinf.
Send for illustrated Beeklet

DR.

JEANNE

P. H.

353 Fifth Ave.,

WALTER
New York

Just as the Natives

Do—

OUR METHOD SIMPLE AND POSITIVE

—

to
Factory
Rider
on
Ranger
A
Bi*

you select from 44 Styles, colors
and sizes. Delivered free on approval caj.
press prepaid lor 30 Days' Free Trial.

cycle

lamps, wheals, equipment at half
oaua) prices. Write for marveloua

SO d*y trial offer

ud terma.

Jm, Boise, Idaho.

At

Noma—In Your Spare Tim*

from the school that has trained bo
many of the successfol cartoonists of
today earning from $50 to $200 and
more per week. The Landon Picture I
Chart Method of teaching makes
orfginaldrawingeasytol earn
ri te
for full information and chart to
test your ability. Please state age. /
.

W

THE LANDON SCHOOt<d^^
1407 National BldK.,Ciavaiand,0.

SUBSCRIBE

/or

—

— SWEET PA2 — 7-Dia- PA3 — Peifectly
Engagement mond Solitaire cut blue - white
PAl

Cluster set in Diamond set in
w?th n ni?f'epHv Platinum, resem- SWEETEngageRing of
1-2 ct. ment
2
"ut blue - white
s'°sle stone.
14K Solid Gold.
Diamond
Price $50
Price $48.50
'^Prlce $35

af3i

PA4— B e a u t

—

PHOTOPLAY

Subscription rates are listed
on page five, below contents.

When

is

Maid Marian

-

PAS

— Specially PA5— SWEET'S

,

hand

pierced
shank.
Price $57.50

—

Ladies' fine, 15-JeweI Wrist Watch with Sapphire Jewel Stem and beautifully hand -engraved
case of 14K Solid White Gold. Guaranteed against
repairs for one year.
Price $21.00

FREE

Write

TODAY

for our

beautiful Diamond
book.

98 pages

colors,
wonderful

in

containing

values

Diamonds,
Watches and

in

Jewelry.
Write
to Dept. 423-J.

OF QUALITY
A ^ _ THE HOUSE
CAPITAL 1.000,000.

T. M., Tacoma. Have you heard this?
small school boy in the current events class
was asked," And who married Princess Mary? "
He answered, "Doug." (Applause.) Enid

Bennett

i

fully designed selected, blue- Cupid
Solitaire
ladies
diamond
^.
,^
SoUd Platlsolitaire cluster, white Diamond of
Seven perfectly set in graceful num, set with a
mamoidrset^n '"""nting of 14K perfectly cut,
blue-white Diaplatinum to re- Solid Gold.
semble a 2 ct.
Price $100
mond.
smgle stone with
Price $100
white
18K
gold

PA9

—A

voice from God's
country, the great west, where men are men,
as they say in the sub titles.
You want to
know why Dorothy Dalton doesn't make
pictures any more. I want to know why your
exhibitors don't wake up. Dorothy has been
working right along. She's twenty-eight; born
in Chicago; five feet three inches tall and
weighs 127 pounds. She was divorced from
Lew Cody some time ago.

Learn Cartooning >!S=^;v

FREE

ON

is in "The Young Rajah," his last picture, to
date, for Paramount.

Mmm oja libera) yemr to pay plan.

Article

!

O. K. Oh, don't take it so seriously. You
don't have to go to see his pictures, do you?
I think you need some friendly advice from
Miss Van Wyck.
You need some advice
from somebody.
I am afraid I am not just
the one to give it. The fact is, I have run out
of advice. As soon as I lay in a new supply
I'll write to you again.
Meanwhile, Valentino

'

Examine Any

We'll send you any article
APPROVAL
a thorough examination.
If satisfied, pay
only 1-5 down, balance in 10 easy monthly payments.
But If not pleased, simply return examination will
have cost notliing. Transactions strictly confidential.

—

Gareth Hughes and Irene Hunt play in "ForMe Not" with Bessie.

First Hawaiian Conservatory of
Music, Inc. •
New Yorlc City
Desk 59 233B'W6y. rWoolworth Bldy.)

al

—

get

PH^g

• ngw pnc«s^onderf

really

my

\

SWEET

Every
Diamond is of superior quality,
absolutely perfect in cut and blue-white in color.
Guarantee Value Bond given with every Diamond
purchase.

say, "I know you say you
Swanson; but cat to cat what do
think of her? " Why, Jasmin Your

Me

,

to play any piece of mnsic--jui
a beautiful Hawatif .1 Guitar. and all,
-cceasarypicks, playing barand 52
Diecea of music. Start at once to master this
weirdly sweet masic. Just write, on a post
card:' Send particulars of yourfreeHawaiian
Guitar Offer and 52 lesions. 'And mail today

the

—You

disposition is not at all nice.
I like Gloria;
always did. And don't include me in your list
of feline friends.
Bessie Love does splendid
work in " Forget
Not," although the film is
somewhat saccharine. Bessie, in
more or
less humble opinion, is one of the sweetest
things on the screen; she deserves bigger roles.

The course of 52 IessonS[Wher

(26

Jasmin.

you

HAWAIIAN guitar;
Only Four Motions— Which You MastorQuick*
lyl You Play Real Music Your First Lesson I
No previous muaical knowledge necessary — no bores
"scales" or "runs". Be popuiar--play "PeeeV O'Ne.,.
"Three oXlock in the Mom'wg" ." StmnhUng" 'anymueicf

Well, that's fine; that's splendid.
But the
nearest I ever came to Lookout Mountain is
a paper cutter with "Mt. Lookout" engraved
on it. And I never use paper cutters. Wallace
Reid was born in St. Louis, April 15, 1890.

like Gloria

You, Too, Can Play the;

eloquent
words is a
conveys exactly
the proper sentiment and forms a perfect adornment for the hand of even the most fastidious.
It

married.

—

Shaping die Ankles,
Extra High,

—

William Fairbanks is not related
J. S. L.
to Douglas.
He is with Arrow." "Peaceful
Peters" is his new picture.
I don't know
whether William is married or not. I would
suggest that you write and ask him. Mabel

Pinky. From the summit of Lookout
Mountain, you aver, seven states can be seen.

Anklets

t7AR more

* than

Diamond Ring.

for

Normand has never

Bust Reducer, $6.00
Chin Reducer, $2.50

TilHfte
I

TO PAY

cinating.

50c at drug, departor by mail.

stores

sample.

Saves (10 to

MONTHS

10

Price

Send a dime to-day

Arms

1

BUY TODAY

Swanson appeared together. Read Rodoiph's
autobiography in this magazine.
It's fas-

It

a delicate tint and a
wonderful polish in just twenty sec-

ment

DIAMOND

New York. Mrs. Valentino, Winifred Hudnut,
did not go abroad. "Beyond the Rocks" was
the only fihn in which Rodolph and Gloria

gives the nails

onds.

Say It With u

—

for several

lasts

131

Dana D. I read somewhere that a scientist
said the earth is shrinking about two inches
every year. Those people who want the earth
had better hurry while it's still a fair size.
Valentino's latest picture is "The Young
Rajah." At this writing Rodolph is living in

^i(luidJ\fail Polish

FOR a

S.

in

"Robin Hood."

you write to advertisers please mentioa

*

LWSWEETNEWINC.
YORK
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Photoplay Magazine— Advehtisixg Section

Fortunes Going Begging
Photoplay Producers ready to pay big sums for stories
but can't get them. One big corporation offers a
novel test which is open to anyone without charge.
Send for free test to try in your own home.

A SHORT

time ago a Montana
housewife received a handsome
check for a motion picture scenario.
Six months before she had never had
the remotest idea of writing for the
screen.
She did not seek the opportunity.

was

was

It

She

thrust on her.

hunted out by a photois combing the
country for men and women with
literally

play corporation which

story-telling ability.

This

some idea

of the desperate situation of the

picture companies.

tion

With

momil-

work with with
magnificent mechanical equipment,
capital to

;

the industry is in danger of complete
paralysis because the public demands
better stories
and the number of
people who can write those stories are
only a handful.

—

is no longer a case of inviting
new writers; the motion picture industry is literally reaching out in
every direction.
It offers to every

It

intelligent

—

man and woman

home

the

test

—

to you
which revealed un-

suspected talent in this Montana
housewife.
And it has a fortune to
give you if you succeed.

Send for the Free
Palmer Creative Test

THIS
ing the

was developed by adapttests which were used in

United

Daily NewsGoldwyn Scenario Contest and all
three prizes, amounting to $5,000 in
the J. Parker Read,

and, with training, can tell it in scenario form.
The Palmer Photoplay
Corporation is finding these story

others in the Chicago

Army

States

for

this

search for story'telling ability.

THE

Photo-

men and women

conducting
this search by means
of the Palmer Creative Test.

that

who do

ple
all

many

peo-

Ethel Styles Middleton
of Pittsburgh, a new writer trained in
the Educational Department of this
Corporation, author of "Out of the
Night." the first Palmerplay. Mrs.
Miodleton waspaidSlOOO for her story
and will receive royalties on the profits
of the picture for five yeara.

narios; and that (2) this free test
does prove to the man or woman who
sends for it whether he or she has
ability enough to warrant develop-

ment.

An evening with this novel device
for self-examination is highly fascinatIt is a simple
ing as well as useful.
own home.

The Palmer Photoplay Corporayou

trained

writers

of

stories

selected

SCORES

of

this free test because

good

sold at once,
able.

Are

stories

Photoplay Cor-

poration exists first of all to sell photoplays to producers. Its Educational

plan

develop
screen writers whose stories it can

endorsed

is

Palmer Advisory
which are:

and

authorized by the
Council, the members of

Frederick Palmer, Author and Educmior
Producer

Director and Producer

Allen Holubar.
Producer and Director

C. Gardner Sullivan,

E.J.Banks, M.A.

J. L.

Scenarist to Thoa.H.Ince

Director
Sacred Films, Inc

Frothinpham,
Producer

James R. Quirk,

Rob Wagner,

Editor.

Screen Authority

Photoplay Magazine

Educational Staff Officers
Clayton Hamilton, m. A.,

Douglas

Z. Doty,
Associate Editor

and

one

only

—

one

for

to

sell.

Rex Ingram,

Thos. H. Ince.

Director of Education

Department was organized
purpose

Eugene B. Lewis,
Editor-in-Chief

Geo. Elwood Jenks,
Associate Editor

Look over

the

list

of leaders in the

motion picture industry

who form

its

advisory council. These leaders realize (1) that the future of the screen
drama is absolutely dependent upon
the discovery and training of new
writers. They realize (2) that writing ability and storj-telling ability are
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

all sincerity,

cordial

its

invitation

to

Who

try.

can tell what the reward
your case?

may

be in

But, perhaps professional screen
writing does not appeal to you. There
are many men and women enrolled

Palmer Course and Service
that way.
They take it.

for the

who

feel

however, because they know that
Creative Imagination, properly developed, means greater success in any
line of endeavor.

And

they appreci-

opportunities which

this

Course presents for developing

this

the

ate

For your convenience the coupon

could be

production by its own Productions Division.
Thus, fpr the first time, writers may share
in the proceeds of their successful work as
stage playwrights and book authors do. This
for

In

interests of the

invaluable talent.

they were avail-

if

The Palmer

to this point,

and with the
motion picture
industry at heart, the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation extends you

Needed by Producers

Royalties Paid

for Stories Selected
for Palmerplays
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation will
pay J51000 cash and royalties on the profits
oj the picture for five years to the Palmer

Its

record is held confidential by the Corporation.

tion offers

Palmer Creative

your interest is
warrant addressing
the invitation to you directly.
up

not at

your

invite
walks of

to

sufficient to

suspect their ability can write sce-

in

to take the

life

is

in all

Test. If you have read this page

The experiment

( 1 )

wlhole purpose of this

adverti:
ertisement

is

has gone far enough
to prove conclusively

all

Invited to Try;
Clip the Coupon

Corporation,

which

offices

You Are

and women, discov-

Palmer

homes and

over the land.

ered and trained by
play

in

tellers

competition
were awarded to men

Scores of Screen Stories

$1000 and

;

Jr.,

test applied

test

the

two entirely different gifts. Only a
few can write many can tell a story

the

single incident gives

lions of

The results have been phenomenal.
The first prize of $10,000 and eight

is

guaranteed.

is

printed on this page.
and your request for

free

The
it

test

is

incurs no

obligation on your part.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Department oj Education. Sec. 1204
Palmer Building, Hollywood. Calif.
Please send me by return mail your Creative
Test which I am to fill out and mail back to
you for analysis. It is understood that this coupon entitles mc to an intimate personal report
on my ability by your Examining Board, without the slightest obligation or cost on my part.
Also send

'How

a

me

free,

Carrol B. Dotson's booklet.
Was Discovered."

$10,000 Imagination

Name
~

Street

CiTT

State
All correspondence strictly co*fde»tuU

—

—

,

Do You Perspire?
How

often have you longed for a way to
eliminate the discomfort of perspiration
the FOE of cleanliness and daintiness!
Careful experimentation has now made
it possible for you to enjoy comfort and
freedom from even the slightest perspiration, and at the same time make your
underarm as sweet as a babe's and save
your gown from costly perspiration stains.

urn
COLORLESS!

Contains no staining
artificial colors

Cannot irritate
Remedies Excessive
Perspiration and
destroys odors

harmlessly
Does not itch
Large attractive bottle SOc

Can be had
Science

Proves Which Method

M V^^l

^^^^

^^ m 0

^^^^^r

Is Best!

IT'S
IT'S

Guaranteed

OFF

Because

^M^^^^^

^

OUT

15alm-o-Lem

-^Ar

Dr. Rudolph
gist,

at all good stores

Mertin, noted dermatoloafter trying all other methods, writes:

S/He Mxv Cemon (htion

"About two years
electric needle

and

ago, I discontinued the use of the
because it was not a satisfactory process,

found that the electric stimulation helped, rather
than retarded the growth of superfluous hair.
"Since then I have almost despaired of finding a satisfactory process, one on which I would be willing to
stake my reputation as a hair speciaUst, until I had the
pleasure of using ZIP.
"My tests proved that ZIP not only lifts the hair roots
and shafts gently from the skin, but also devitalizes the
follicles, thus destroying the elements which produce
the hair. You are no doubt aware that ordinary depilatories simply remove surface hair, leaving the lifeproducing elementsimbedded in the skin, thus strengthening their growth. ZIP, however, not only removes
the surface hairs, but removes the cause as well."
I

—

ZIP is original a scientifically
prepared antiseptic compound;
it cannot stick to the skin: it is
harmless, painless, and it effectively DESTROrS THE GROWTH.

Mail

Avoid imitations which
stick to the skin and

this

are not effective.

Coupon
Today

FOR SALE

EVERYWHERE

FREE BOOK
how

FREE Personal DEMONSTRATION,

/ Specialist

me "Beauty's Great-

about ZIP, also
your Massage and
Cleansing Cream, guaranteed not to
grow hair.

FREE

(PLE.VSE

PRINT YOUR N.\ME)

562

Fifth

Avenue

(Enlraocc 46111 St.)

NEW YORK

^

Is it

You can

it
it and give
and buoyancy with
alm-o-Lem, the new lem-

on

lotion.

Used instead of lemon juice to bleach
and keep the skin soft and white.
It cleanses

New York

lifeless?

rejuvenate

Write
"Beauty's

to be beautiful.
When in New York, don't neglect to call at mv salon to have

stars tell

at your skin.

zest

Greatest Secret" which explains
your type and in which leading

Dept. 922, 562 Fifth Ave.,
Please send

Look

dry and

Which type have you?
for

YOUR

SKIN DEAD?

There Are Three Types
of Superfluous Hair

Madame Berthe
est Secret" telling
sample of
a

IS

the pores, protects the skin,

and is neither sticky nor greasy.

Supe-

vanishing cream, it does not clog
the pores. Quickly disappears. Just
a drop and your face powder adheres
twice as long.
rior to

Ask at your toilet goods counter, 75c

Name.

A FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH FOR YOUR SKIN

'Iws

Jim x}ha/ini A

the '^(M6ieivie6

mcovru

mail /be
The

dinner hour at ClaAt each

ridge's in Paris.

some striking example of beauty and
charm! Surely it is some

table

unusual secret of fascination franqaise which so

marks these
It

is

Parisiennes.

a secret,

Mademoiselle,

Madame,

known

to

French boudoirs and
sent to you now in Amerelite

ica.

It

the true

is

this secret of

harmony

of the

toilette.

Send for
M.. Kerkoff's

"Each article of the

new

toilet

Face Powders, Talc,
Sachet, Soap, Rouges,

table,

sample paquet

—

A new paquet of
Djer-Kiss samples,
containing Partum,
Face Powder, Cold
Cream and Vanishing
Cream, will gladly

Compacts and Creams
must breathe gently the

—

same Parfinn
the
French fragrance."

be mailed in return
for merely 15 cents.
Address Alfred H.
Smith Co., 26 West
34th St., New York

sa7}ie

And so do Madame and
Mademoiselle, turn quite
naturally to Djer-Kiss, o^/i?«r
inimitable created

by Mon-

sieur Kerkoff in Paris.

He

sends you in his speciality
Djer-Kiss each necessity of
the Toilette
Face Powders,
Talc, Sachet, the Rouges,

—

the Creams, the Toilet
Water, all fragranced delightfully with Parfum DjerKiss. To employ them all
is to capture something of
the very charm of France

^Metier
How

If you, Madame, know
not the charm of Djer-Kiss,
do purchase the Djer-Kiss
Specialites and achieve, so
simply, a harmony of the

quite French
quite fashionable.

toilette

and

How
How

French

!

fashionable!
convenient! This charming little Vanette of
Djer-Kiss
fashion's

herself

—

new vogue. Now may
Madame carryalways ia
her
'

vanity

bag

Vanene of her

this
favor-

Parfum Djer-Kiss.
The price? Ah! Madame, so very moderite

ate!
this

Do ask,

then, for

Vanette of DjerKiss
the personal
paquet of parfum.

—

City.

KERKOFF, PARIS

— Rouge, hip Rouge,

Compacts and Creams-blended hen
with pure Djer-Kiss Parfum imported from Prance.

These specialites

etazsABsoc

^eWorld's Leading ClMovin^ ^idure cMa^zine

WHY I ADOPTED A "BABY -^7

Barbara

LaMa^r

The Perfect Chocolate Cake
and how

to

make

it

DcO YOU KNOW of anything more delicious than a good, home-made chocolate
layer cake?

The

Here

is

one that

is

rich, delicate in flavor

and not

"sickishly sweet."

and fine, even texture of
cake lies in the selection of the best materials and above all a highgrade cream of tartar baking powder like Royal. This last item makes a big
difl^erence, because Royal contains none but wholesome ingredients. It raises
the cake perfectly
contains no alum
leaves no bitter taste.
secret in securing the rich, yet delicate flavor

this perfect

—

To make

m your cook

this perfect chocolate

—

cake use this recipe

CHOCOLATE LAYER CAKE
cup butter or other shortening
cup sugar

'/3

1

egg
teaspoon vanilla extract
cup milk
1% cups flour
4 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
teaspoon salt
Cream shortening well add sugar gradually, beating well between each addition;
add beaten egg, flavoring, one half the milk
and mix well add one half the flour which
has been sifted with salt and baking pow1

1

1

;

;

der add remainder of milk, then remainder
of flour, stirring well after each addition.
Bake in three greased layer cake tins in
;

moderate oven

— cut

16 to 20 minutes.

squares(2! 2 oz.) unsweetened chocolate

3 tablespoons
1

cream

egg yolk

%cup powdered or confectioner's sugar
1
1

out and paste

it

n

and egg yolk; mix in sugar gradually;
add cornstarch which has been mixed
with a little cold water and cook, stirring
constantly until smooth and thick; add
salt and vanilla. Spread thickly between
layers of cake.

ICING
1

unbeaten egg white
cups confectioner's sugar
teaspoon butter
tablespoon thin cream

1'4
1
1

l'2squaresi 1 '2 oz.i unsweetened chocolate
Melt chocolate; put egg white into shallow dish add sugar gradually, beating with
wire whip; add butter, melted chocolate
and cream and beat well until of right
consistency to spread.
;

FILLING
2' 2

it

book.

tablespoon cornstarch
teaspoon salt
teaspoon vanilla extract
Save egg white for icing. Melt chocolate in top of double boiler; add cream

New

Send for
Royal Cook Book

—

It's

Free

ROYAL Baking Powder Co.
124 William

St.

New York

—

—

-
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does it bring back the glow
of youth to your cheeks?
a season
a winter spent
AFTER
what of your comof indoor
inside, after

activities

plexion

?

Do spring sunshine and balmy air restore
freshness to a sallowed skin? Does your complexion grow fair and radiant?
You can aid nature to bring back a fresh,
healthy glow to your cheeks. You can attain
new beauty of complexion if you begin at once
the daily use of Ingram's Milkweed Cream.
Ingram's Milkweed Cream, you will find, is
more than a face cream more than a cleanser.

—

has an exclusive therapeutic property which
serves to. refresh and nourish the skin cells
to "tone-up," revitalize, the clogged, sluggish
tissues of the skin. Applied regularly it soothes
away redness and roughness, heals tiny imperfections
restores healthy charm to your skin.
It

—

Read this

bool^let

For the most effective way in which to use
Ingram's Milkweed Cream, read Health Hints,
the little booklet packed with every jar. It has
been prepared by specialists to insure that you
get from Ingram's Milkweed Cream the utmost

Posed by

May

Allison, attractive star of Metro motion pictures.
Miss
one of many charming women "in pictures" who use and endorse
Ingram's Milkweed Cream for promoting beauty of complexion.

Allison

is

benefit.

Go to your druggist today and purchase a jar
of Ingram's Milkweed Cream in the fifty-cent
or one-dollar size. Begin now to gain the fresh,
wholesome complexion, the clear, soft skin that
should be yours.

^uge

Thee

the cheeks.

A

preparation
the
natural color.
Offered in thin,
artistic metal vanity-box, with
large mirror and pad
does not
bulge the purse.
Five perfect
shades, subtly perfumed
Light,
Rose, Medium, American Blush
for

delicately

safe

emphasizing

—

—

and Dark

IriQttinVs

Frederick

F.

Ingram Company

Established 1885

102 Tenth Street

complexion powder especially

—

—

Detroit, Michigan

Canadian residents address F. F. Ingram Company,

Frederick F. Ingram Co., 102 Tenth

—

British residents address Sangers
42A Hampstead Rd., London, N. W. 1.
Australian residents address Law, Binns
Co., Com-

Name

,

Street

&

merce House, Melbourne.
New Zealand residents address Hart, Pennington, Ltd.,
33 Ghuznee Street, Wellington.
Cuban residents address Espino Ss Co., Zulueta 36 V2,
Havana.

St.,

Detroit, Michigan

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find one dime, in return for which please
send me Ingram's Beauty Purse containing an eiderdown powder pad, sample
packets of Ingram's Face Powder and Ingram's Rouge, a sample tin of
Ingram's Milkweed Cream, and, for the gentleman
of the house, a sample tin of Ingram's Tlierapeutic
Shaving Cream.

Windsor, Ontario.

When you

—

An attractive souvenir
packet of the exquisite IngramToilet- Aids. Mail the coupon below with
a silver dime and receive this dainty Beauty Purse for your hand bag.

Cteam

BMuty

— 50c.

A

distinguished by the fact that it
stays on. Furthermore, a powder
of unexcelled delicacy of texture
and refinement of perfume. Four
tints
White, Pink, Flesh, Bruin striking container, 50c.
nette

Send a dime for Ingram's Beauty Purse

MilKweed
Tfcrif is

Sawder

"Just to show the proper glow"
use a touch of Ingram's Rouge on

City

Ao^Vk'iil

State

write to advertisers please mentioa

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

—
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POLA NEGRI'S
and Only
American-Made

First

Picture

QdlaQ)onna

"Bella

Conway

Tearle,

AT LAST—what

Conrad Nagel and

town

"The Cheat"

A

in

as a fashionable modern

The most
7 V

world

the

in

George

a

A

woman!

fascinating lovcactress

Hector TurnbuU

George Fitzmaurice
Production

iV America have been longing for— Pola
Ne gri

Donna"

Lois Wilson

By

fans in every

is

Miss Negri has NEVER
appeared in any other
American-madepicture.
Her second Americanmade picture will be

By S/]gScrL '^yUcficns
Supported hy

to

Theatre
hlanagers

Paramount
Picture

in

Fitzmaurice

Paramount Picture!

You don't know Pola Negri until you
have seen "Bella Donna!"
Like a precious stone all motion picture
genius requires setting.

Paramount

sets

so that

it

it

may

shine

brightest wherever the shaft of light plays

on the
If

it's

/«||p|ll*

I

silver screen.

a Paramount Picture
it's the best show in town.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

-!3 ,j

c/f

efts

ADOLPH ZUKOR.

Pnes.tfent

;*4PHipk«
\,pL-'.' -13,

Qcorgc^itTmmrice

a xraramounl Picture
Kvery advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

J

:
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And in

Just a few drops
into the hair and almost immediately you can see "listless locks" begin to

—

take on new life, new lustre, new silky
sheen
stray ends and straggly strands

—

melding into glorious waves and

20 minutes

your mirror shows you a new
head of hair marcelled and
curled as you like it best; with
a natural wave that no artificial beauty -parlor process

combed

curls.

could possibly duplicate.

cNaturally Curly Hair in

20 JUinutes

with cMarvelous <L^ew Spanish Liquid
Delightful elixir of Spanish herbs makes any
hair soft, lustrous and wavy and keeps it so!

Free Distribution

—

$3.50 Bottles
(only one to a family)

such magic potency. Even

Mr. Ryerson 's Personal Story
of His New Discovery

NATURALLY curly hair—
and

lustrous

gloriously

!

Is there

beautiful in

all

soft,

wavy

anything more
the charms

womanhood? Yet how few women
sadly few
this

when

of

— how

— may claim

my life,

as

chemist,

vestigating

I

dared hope

for.

a curling fluid

hair

I have at last compounded
which not only curls the

head of hair, but beautifies it, too.
marvelous hair and scalp tonic which increases the growth and "life " of the hair as
it

curls

new
It

and waves

softness,
is

it

new

— adding new

balsam which,

when combed

into the hair

iron, creates the prettiest

and most natural-

looking marcelle you ever saw.

known

;

whether dry or

of the country. So

to distribute the first

cent of

profit.

We

1

we have

decided

0,000 bottles without one

have figured

costs

down

to

.87, for preparing and
compounding the herbs,

bottling, paclcing and
shipping the finished
liquid.
But this offer is
open to only one member
of any single famil y.

Send no money.
Merely sign and mail the
coupon below. When the

IVavj mob

postman bringsyour
him J 1 8 7 plus a few cents
Century Guarantee insures your
satisfaction. If you are not more than delighted
with the results, return bottle and unused contents at end of a five-day trial and 've will refund your money.
Liquid Marcelle, pay

postage.

.

The

oily

^ MaichU,, Maruli,

;

blonde or

profit

When you

Chief Chemist

Send No Money—'Simfily Sign and Mail Coufwn

will solve your curling and

CENTURY CHEMISTS
(Originators of the

problems.

The remarkable introductory offer I have made
in the next column means
not one cent of profit on

make our

initial distribution

sacrifice

of immediate

well worth while.

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

famous

40 Minute Beauty Clay)
Dept. 99, Century Bldg., Chicago
Please send me, in plain wrapper, by insured parcel post, a full size $3.50 bottle of Liquid Marcelle.
I will pay postman $1.87, plus a few cents post-

age, on delivery, with the understanding that
after a five-day trial, I am not elated with the
resultsf rom this magic curling fluid, I may return
the unused contents in the bottle, and you will

if,

i

Qur

of
Liquid Marcelle. But once you try Liquid
Marcelle, you will use it permanently.
will

/

brunette. Liquid Marcelle

hair -dressing

Which

another liquid of

for Liquid iVIarcelle as rapidly as possible

No matter whether your hair is long, short
or bobbed

hair

or used with your favorite curlers or curling

favorite curlers.

wealth of curls and waves.

— a delightful hair

and wavy

have never

up on your

When you are ready to dress, you are staring
at a

.

in all parts

"Liquid

twirl the hair a bit with the

a deli-

which makes any head of

naturally curly

I

— then

silkiness,

—

called

— sounds the doom of dangerous

compounded from

the purest herbs of Southern Spain
cate elixir

This new product

thickness and beauty.

a colorless fluid

curls,

necessity for resorting to the

fingers, or put

straightest

A

— besides

"permanent wave" methods. Simply comb
few drops of Liquid Marcelle into your

Finally my perseverance

had ever

more

Marcelle"

dressing fluid.

I

or curling iron

and water-waves.

the hair.

a

has brought a reward greater than

—

harsh and harmful baking process of waving

have worked to find a
perfect curling and hair-

Lovely Curls

it

producing immediate and captivating
ringlets

RIGHT now, we are anxious to make friends

shampoo,

after a

often stubbornly straight

commands of comb

No

an in-

is

performs the miracle of mak-making it obey the
ing the hair behave

and unruly,

crowning glory!

All

the hair

mmediately return

my money in full.

Name
Street

Town
State
If apt to be out when postman calls, you may
enclose $2 with coupon, and Liquid Marcelle will
be sent to you iK>stpaid.

!

Brickbats

Has She Seen "Knighthood"?
Detroit, Mich.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: Coming from the land of the
Blarney and Shamrock, it is easier for me to
compliments than kicks. I hate a
"kicker." I never kick about the government, nor the income tax, nor the street car
But being a picture fan and r.oendservice.
ing my dollars on watching the stars cavort
across the silversheet, I must admit that I
have let slip a bit on my pet virtue and kick
Now I am by no means a rich person. I work
for my living and cannot afford sable coats
or steam yachts. And, consequently, a dollar
is a dollar and I hate to throw it away on
Marion Davies, Mae Murray, Katherine
MacDonald, Clara Kimball Young or Mrs.
Vernon Castle. Look at that ridiculous
"Broadway Rose." Miss Murray should look
at herself some day when she is emoting!
On
the other hand, I stood in line one hour to see
" Robin Hood." Did I like it? The best I've
ever seen. I came away praising Doug to the
skies, and thanking God that I had Hved to
Also "Blood and Sand,"
see that picture.
and the "Prisoner of Zenda."
throw

Bouquets

among the inhabitants of the little
village of her birth, and was the wife
of a provincial clerk. In the original of "The
wealth

French

Eternal Flame," the Duchess turns away from
her lover's pleas, and when he next gains the
entrance into the convent, the tolling of the
bell announces her death.
If we are going to have old writers brought
to the screen, let us conform at least to their
original handling of the plot.
Mrs. G. B. Sharp.

—

FROM READERS
invited
—

complaints or compliments to tell just what they
think of pictures and players.
e suggest that you express your
ideas as briefly as possible and
refrain from severe personal criticism, remembering that the

get grey worrying over

it.

Helen Lake.

The Support That Counts
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: Since reading Valentino's letter to
the public as printed in January's Photoplay,
that we fans who admire him, should
stand by him, in his present difficulty with his
producers. We cannot honestly accuse him of
being mercenary.
He is not striving for
money, but beauty. He is working to please us.
Then, is it too much to ask of the fans to
stand by him and give him our appreciation,
our sympathy, and our aid? I hope to see him
come back to us and repeat his matchless work
such as Julio. I would like to see him play the
leading roles in "Ben Hur," and "The Prince
I feel

of India."

One word in regard to his wife, Natacha
Rambova. I think she is one of the most wonderful girls that I have ever heard of. Not so

much

for her professional ability, but for her
wifely devotion to Valentino.
I

know

me, but

I

there are some who will disagree with
am sure that many more would unite

and say what

I

tino were I to

would say
meet him.

Rodolph Valen"Stand by your
stand by you."
Helen-e Kincaid.
to

rights, Valentino; the fans will

8

—

"There

object of these

columns

Our audiences
applaud a Lytell

Be

constructive.

like

him

Van E\tra.

Wallace Beery's "Richard"
Hollywood,

Calif.

Editor Photoplay Mag.azine
Dear Sir: Thank you. Photoplay, for publishing a re\aew of "Robin Hood" that gave
credit to the two men, to whom credit was
due Wallace Beerj' and Allan Dwan and
was not all flattery for Douglas Fairbanks.
I heard Fairbanks remark once that he is
not an actor, and after seeing "Robin Hood"
I am more than glad to agree.
He is an excellent acrobat and ought to be doing his stunts
on a first class vaude\-ille circuit. But I for
one do not see any excuse for such exhibitions
on the screen.
I have seen several of Mr. Fairbanks' pictures and the only clever parts were the

We may

—

They're "Just Folks"
Wichita, Kansas.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: So much has been said anent the
"escapades" and questionable morals of the
have
met some very lovely people among them and
me, for

They always

also.

film.

is to ex-

not agree with the sentiments expressed, but we'll publish them
just the same! Letters should not
exceed 200 words and should bear
thewriter'sfull name and address.

film folk that it is disgusting to

And

Ml-riel

change thoughts that may bring
about better pictures and better
acting.

want you to book all
of course he did!

a good actor, I

is

of his pictures."

W

111.

ladies supporting her also.
Honest, sincere, hardworking girls, their
popularity is well earned.
I am sorry for
Mary Moore, who "can't see them." But I do
not think either of these charming sisters will

write this department

to

to register

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: After reading Mary Moore"'s contribution to your department in January, I
have wondered whether the lady is suffering
from "sour grapes" or just plain narrowmindedness which is a form of ignorance!
If anyone deserves a crown and sincere
praise, it is Norma Talmadge.
I have never
seen a moment in one of her plays when she
was not living the character she portrayed. I
have seen every one she has made, even in the
Vitagraph days.
She selects supporting players of beauty and
ability for her plaj's and gives them a fair deal
in all scenes and closeups.
Constance is responsible for the cleanest
comedy the screen has ever shown. Her plays
are refreshing, and I have seen many attractive

came to know Bert Lj'tell's pictures in
husband's moving picture theater. The
first picture he ran of this actor immediately
drew my attention, and I said to my husband,
I first

my

The readers of Photoplay are

Norma and Connie
Chicago,

Little Falls, X. Y.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: I want to express my appreciation
of Bert LyteU. I think he is the finest actor on

the screen.

Isabel Guthrie.

Laurels for

Applause for Bert Lytell

LErrERs

I

think it is high time their friends came to
their rescue and testified in their behalf.
I had the decided pleasure of meeting Josef
Swickard on a recent trip to the Pacific Coast.
Mr. Swickard is a perfect gentleman, well-bred
and well educated, and I would find it difficult

—

captions.

As

for

"Robin Hood"

a superb "Richard."

— beautiful scenes and
My

very sincere con-

gratulations to Wallace Beerj^;
him oftener.

may we
R. L.

see

S.

I

more

interesting, congenial, cleanminded companionship in any walk of Ufe.
I believe his wonderful work on the screen
portrays his sincerity and high ideals better
than anything I^ould say further, and he is
just one of the many charming movie people I
have met during four trips to California.
to

find

Bernice Davts.

On

the Mutilation of Literary
Masterpieces
Springfield, Ohio.

Editor Photoplay Mag.a.zine.
Dear Sir: I have read Grace O'Donnell's
Her
letter on murdering "Manslaughter."
opinion, I believe, is that of any number of
American film fans, who also are lovers of good
books. We read a certain book, we journey
Can'
to the theater to see the film version.
you realize the disappointment when we find
this

same

ston,'

we

enjoj'ed so

much

at

home

an easy chair, mutilated almost past recognition on the screen? Must we always have

in

happy endings to satisfy the public?
Not only "Manslaughter." Balzac would
have made a rapid revolution in his grave
could he have seen "The Conquering Power."
Eugenie Grandet, in the novel, was forgotten
by her lover, and spent her misprly father's

Overworked Eyebrows
Washington, D. C.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: It is seldom I disagree with j-our
writers as to the merits of a play, but the last
Photoplay spoke so highly of "The
Christian" I find myself wondering if }-our re\-iewer saw the same picture I did.
In the
scene where John Storm comes to Glory to
"slay her body to save her soul," Mae Busch
did not seem to know what it was all about.
^\^lether she really knew no better than to express emotion by working her eyebrows, or
whether the director was at fault, I do not
know. Players are often called upon to act
scenes when the^' have not been fully ad\-ised as
to the necessary action the scene requires. In
that event, the director is to blame. But, as
the picture in question stands, the acting is
decidedly inferior to the pre\ious production
by the Vitagraph Company. Aliss Busch has
the physical attractions, but when you compare her work n-ith that of Edith Storey, you
can understand why people think Jliss Storey's
acting was ten j^ears in advance of the picture
she appeared in. Her Glory was mentally, as
Perhaps Miss
well as physically, attractive.
Busch's acting is more in keeping with the
character, as I understand Hall Caine helped
supers'ise the scenes, but if Tourneur had
studied the old picture, he would have imissue of

proved the present production.
[

Alfred C. England.
continltd on page 13
]

*
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ell us, <Jarl^ing ton —did

you

Adams to show us how foolish a
who sets her heart on having her

write Alice

mother

is

daughter go

Or

in the best society?

""say^oT'"

— to show that

family happiness will
be destroyed if a wife is dropped by her
irlhood friends because their husbands
ad spunk and forged ahead of her

husband?

Was

(ambitious wives will say so)

to show how gauzy are the ruses
and pretenses of a social climber?
'TST so'"
Or to show that the false standards of
society people force girls to tawdry, lying
imitations?
(reformers say so^
Tarkington, tell us, was it to show girls
that romance evaporates that all prosaic
fathers and mothers once wrote ardent love
it

—

letters,

Or

now hidden away

— to

trunks?

in attic
(old

srouches

show every daugliter

will

eay BO)

poor

of

parents that she should stop dreaming ro-

mantic dreams and go to work? ""giy'")"'"
Did you want to show that millions of
young male scamps are beyond the control

Alust she lose liiin forever because her ambuious mother treats him as a "great catch"?
To see Florence Vidor, as Alice, will ever remain a precious memory to you.

of parents; and to make these young men
see on the screen what they really are like?
(everyone will say so)

Tell us, Tarkington, about Alice
a Committee of Ten been
HASstarted
your city? That
in

Adams

I

Alice Adams won the Pulitzer Prize as the greatest American
novel of the year, and now King W. Vidor, producer, with artistic fidelity makes every moment of the play true to life.

is

way

to bring all the really fine
motion pictures to your town.
To bring not Encore Pictures,
alone, but all the best pictures. Those
plays that great directors and great
actors are really proud of will be
shown regularly if you start a Committee of Ten.
It is a revolutionary plan which enables
anyone who joins the movement to get the
leading motion picture Review Service (un-

the

biased descriptions of

ENCORE

PICTURES

are selected from

hundreds of motion pictures

made and

all

new

and

pictures)

have shown at your local theatres the photo
plays you want to see.
Picture theatres are encouraging this plan

offered us each
year because they actually
do entertain the private
audiences that we show

because it fills the houses with the best class
not take an interest
of people in town.
yourself, be the live spirited citizen to send us
names of people who ought to favor the idea?

them

Turn and address an envelope now.

to in advance.
This is the right way to
choose pictures. It is proved
by the success of
"Breaking Home Ties"; "The

Woman Who

FooletJ

Herself";

Harold Lloyd in "Grandma's
Boy." and "A Sailor-Made Man."
"The Tents of Allah" a super-

—

Why

know
YOU
photo

human motives.
"Head Hunters
Seas"

—

startling,

We

will

—

thought about what was good
or bad. You talk, talk, talk
over situations and argue
about the characters as if you

knew them
of the South
different and

send you a

list

dis-

agree with you completely.
But
other
plays
when
you've seen them, there is no

personally.

And

the reason is that you
saw live-minded people living
their lives, not actors rushed
into one coincidence after an-

real.

new

like

dislike that
—you
your friends

—

"\

average

You

this part
part.
And

book, "Getting Better Pictures," will start
your organization. When you get your copy
you'll say, "How I wish I'd had this book
months ago." Write me personally. Arthur
S. Kane. 7th floor, 35 West 45th St., New
York.

romance of the desert.
Bill of Divorcement"
a
thrilling story based upon great
lative

the

play.

Our

of the

plays for the asking.

Write .Associated Exhibitors,
Inc., Arthur S. Kane, President,
7th floor, 35 West 45th Street,
New York.

other.

Can Booth Tarkington do
leads the world.

He

it?

Everybody admits

it.

That young scamp brother! You
would like to get your hands on
him. You would like to tell him a
few bitter truths that nobody has
ever told him before.
That mother! And that wonderful daughter!
How you would like
to help her win out? But she wins
out anyhow and you are so glad you
could almost cr\
or hug her or
do something ridiculous. Florence

—

—

Vidor, the " unforgettable woman,"
gets to your heart every time.
Ask your exhibitor when he plans
to show Alice Adams. And if you
want to see more such pictures ^not
only Encore Pictures but the best of
all photo plays produced— go back
and read flow a Committee of Ten
can be started in your town and
really bring this about.

—

or
ry
to

Dreams -come -True,
the moment

woman comes

decide which world she wilt live in

[ADVERTISEMENT]
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From

Carolyn %)an IVyck
M. C, Chelsea, Mass.
As you are rather stout you

shades such as midnight blue, African brown,
deep purple and green.
You will also be

will look j-our

charming

best in dresses that follow a straight silhouette.
With fairly long waist line and skirt.
Why not have a cape this spring, instead
of a coat?
A cape gives a very slender line,
usually.
Have it made of either a very dark
blue cloth or a heavy black silk crepe. Wear
with it, a turban of dark straw and paisley
georgette crepe.

Jane

R.,

in soft grey, in violet, lan\'in
nile green, tangerine, flame, and bronze.

my
its

Minxeapolis, Minn.

is

WHAT

IS

silver.

A

will

be best for you.

Would bobbed

BOOT-LEGGER?
He

But I should also add bronze and
As you are rather stout, dark shades

perfectly.

to-day

nothing but a common law-breaker who
exacts unreasonable prices Irom the public because
of the chances he takes.
But how many of us are
almost as bad? We daily break the laws of Nature
and think nothing of the terrible chances or conIs

hair be becoming to you?
Or do you look well with your hair curled and
held in place by a barette? Either style
would be suitable to your thirteen years.
Woodbury's facial treatment will be of great

To look at the average man you would swear he
never knew the laws of Nature or else he Is just
plumb crazy. He goes on stufHng any kind of food
Into his stomach till It sticks out like a loose meal
you would think
a steam roller had run over it. He stays out most
of the night and then abuses his body most of the
day. He never Elves his lungs half a chance while
his arms swing like pieces of rope with knots on
sack, while his chest looks so flat

the end.

FREEDOM
Cut It out fellows. Get wise to yourself. If
looked like some of you. tve would have
This foolfed him poison Ivy Instead of apples.
ishness will never get you anywhere but the graveyard. Get back to Nature's laws and be a real Heman. Pull In your belt and throw out your chest.
Give your lungs a treat with that good pure oxygen
that Is all about you and you will get a better kick
than you could get out of a whole case of whiskey.

Adam had

D AY S

90

win you turn your body over to me for just nO
days? That's all it takes and I guarantee to give
you a physique to be really proud of. Understand,
In 30 days
I guarantee it.
I don't promise this
I will Increase your arm one full inch, and your
chest two Inches in the same length of time. And
then, just watch 'em grow. From then on you will
You will amaze
feel the pep In your old backbone.
Do you crave
yourself and your friends as well.
these new Joys this abounding
this new life

—

—

E.

Marianne, Oregon.
How sorry I am! It is unfortunate that,
after you have shown your loyalty to the boy

—

health and strength?

Send

for

If

you do

My New

—

64-Page Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It contains forty-three full-page photographs of
myself and some of the many prize-winning pupils

Some of these came to me as pitiLook
weaklings, imploring me to help them.
will marvel at their present
physiques. This book will prove an Impetus and a
It will thrill you through
real inspiration to you.
and through. All I ask is 10 cents to cover the cost
of wrapping and mailing and it is yours to keep.
This will not obligate you at all, but for the sake
of your future health and happiness, do not put it
Send today right now. before you turn this
off.
page.
I

have trained

ful

them over now and you

EARLE
i.

EARLE

105,
E.

E.

New York

City

New

York

—

City'

Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book. "Muscular Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

colors.

should be most attractive.
I can see no reason why you, a German
American, should not marrj' a young man of
Italian descent.
Especially if j-ou love each
other.
Seventeen is not too j^oung to be
engaged if you are sure that you know your
mind. But it is so easy to make a mistake!
Consider the matter very carefully while there

—

time.

Carla E., Adirond.^ck Mts.
The powder that you are using is splendid.
The natureUe shade will be best for you. You
will find any rouge advertised in Photoplay
Magazine satisfactorj' but try to get the

F. L., Okla.

—

"ashes of rose" shade. You will find hair nets
invaluable, now that your bobbed hair is
growing in. Just tuck the ends under and
draw the net neatly down, and the fact that
your hair is short wiU never be noticed,
CONTINLIED ON P.\GE 1 2
[

]

Let Carolyn Van Wyck be your confidante
She 'will also be your friend
VAN IVYCK is a society

matron,

exclusive inner
She
L 'ind most
the girl— she
experienced enough
problems
of

ivell

known

is still young

is

to give

in

New

enough fully

sound advice

York's smartest
appreciate the
those in need of

to

to

and mothers. She invites your confidences
subject.
Clothes, charm and beauty, love, marriage,
who has
the dreams and hopes that come to every one, the heartbreaks and the victories
not wished to talk them over with some woman who would be tolerant and just, sympaHere is the opportunity to do so.
thetic and filled with human understanding?
business women, or wives

be they flappers,
— she
will respect them — on any
it;

—

— The Editor

Street

City

your

Yes, a black velvet hair band will be very
pretty against your blonde hair. The contrast

^Massage yoMV elbows nightly with a good
This will increase the
tissue building cream.
flesh, and will also tend to whiten and soften
If you are conscious of your elbows,
the skin.
you should wear the new long sleeves. They
are charming, and are so flattering to slim
arms!
With golden-brown, almost blonde, hair and
grey eyes and a very fair complexion, you
can wear especially well the dark and sombre

/~*AROLYN

State

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

com-

Ruth Randolph, Kenosha, Wis.

is

circle.

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 105, 309 Broadway,

—

—

LIEDERMAN

309 Broadway,

fair

Stillman's Freckle cream will help to clear
your complexion of its slight blemishes.

the consent of your parents.

—

De(

also be

—

S.

C, Palo Alto, Col.
With blonde hair, blue eyes and a

plexion you will be charming in all shades of
blue, in black, and in African brown.
Nile
green, apple green, shell pink and orchid will

for years, he should forget you in his sudden
and surprising popularity. It doesn't seem at
all fair.
You say that you have never forgotten him, even though you are now living
and no longer see him. Do
in another city
you know I think that the visit you are
planning to make, in your old home town,
may work wonders! There's a certain charm
in a visiting girl
a difference, an atmosphere,
that the girls seen every day don't have.
Wear your prettiest clothes, on this visit
be gay and friendly and willing to meet any
advances on his part. If he shows that he
can still remember the old times, and the old
happiness, it might be a good plan to im-ite
him to ^'isit at j'our home with, of course,

—

proper color-name.

talk!

benefit to your complexion.

—

In

have given your hair

near to their hearts. You'll find, after a while,
that it comes naturally to \o\x
this small

sequences.

DO YOU KNOW THE LAW?

I

—

the colors that I have recommended
They will suit you
to E. C. of Colorado.
as he

you

Antoinette, Boston, Mass.
If you were older you would discover that
you would be ver>' popular with many men
if you were just able to listen sjTnpathetically.
A good listener is always in demand. But
with young boys well, perhaps it is different!
I think that you might take to reading magazines that hold topics of interest to your
friends, so that you can converse easily upon
their hobbies.
And you might try, skillfully,
to get them talking on some subject that lies

Wear

Earle E. Llederman

description of

and

guaranteed.

—
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W)uld You Sentence This
One morning two bodies were found oide by side in a meadow
that of a man and a woman, each well known, rich, upon whom
the breath of scandal had never blown. They had no known
enemies; they had not been robbed yet they had been violently
done to death. By whom? And why? What motive had inspired this dastardly deed?

—

Here is what the prisoner said: "I had remained calm; I opened the
door and saw them disappear into the darkness. I seemed to have been
suddenly deserted, pushed to the wall. I was seized with an overwhelming sadness, mingled with anger, hatred, disgust; my whole being
began to

rise in revolt.

.

.

.

It was now pitch dark.
I was creep"I soon caught up with them.
"
ing up behind them softly, that they might not hear me. Then

This is part of the tragic story, told by a young man charged with
double murder, in "The Parricide," one of the most powerful social
documents ever penned by that supreme master of the short story

Guy

de Maupassant

Less Than

"The Necklace," "A Piece of String," "The Coward," "Moonlight," "The
Horla," "Mile. Fifi," and more than 350 other Fascinating Stories of Parisian High
Life, of the Norman Peasantry, of Love, Humor, Adventure and Mystery.
Author

of

A
Guy

New

Daring Writer

de Maupassant was one

of

the

most accurate, most daring writers
that ever lived. No painter of humanity in
words has dared approach his fearless
handling of delicate situations that in certain circles would be called taboo.
He transcribed life exactly as he saw it.
He stripped society of its silly veneer, its
pretty conventions, and literally told the
naked truth. His vivid tales of passion, of
youth and folly, of mystery, adventure,
romance, are chronicles of things he actually saw, experienced, understood.
frankest,

Whether his subjects are drawn from
those of humble origin, or from those of
high estate, his extraordinary powers of
penetration, his crystal vision, his profound
gift of analysis,

and

his

powers

of vivid,

compelling and colorful narrative, undoubtedly established him as the greatest
short story -m-iter of any age.
His tales abound in vivid characterization, startling dramatic incident, and intense emotional power. He grips like a vise.
He stirs the blood; he gladdens, saddens,

Stories Never Before Published
has been known for years that there
were a number of stories, intimate episodes
from life, boldly depicted, which the author
wrote mainly for his restricted circle of
friends. After long search these stories, 14
in all, have been brought to light, and are
included in this edition. This is, therefore,
the first time that these rare manuscripts
the first ophave been offered in English
portunity to secure the most startling of de
It

—

Maupassant's short stories, translated word
word from the original French.
And if you act promptly, you can now
buy these hitherto unpublished manuscripts,
and all the other short stories de Maupassant ever wrote, in ten beautiful volumes at
the astonishingly low price, when bought in
the complete set, of onlj' 49c a volume!
for

and exno other writer has done before or

to know de Maupassant, not to revel
in his startling situations, his colorful scenes
and bold delineation of character, is to miss
a rare and fascinating literary feast.

cloth, stamped in gold. Every lover of the
best in literature will want to own this
beautiful and extraordinarily low-priced
edition of the celebrated French writer's
stories.
And you needn't risk a cent.

cites as
since.

Not

This beautifully bound, perfectly printed 10set of de Maupassant, sold on the
subscription,
part-paynient plan,
would command a price of at least $18.00.

volume

ordinary

By eliminating all long-time contracts, costly
bookkeeping, heavy collection expense, and
bad accounts; and by reason
of our fortunate purchase of the original plates,
paper-stock and English copyrights of a former

serious losses from

high-priced edition, it fs possible for us to produce and sell a limited number of these elegant
sets at the extremely low price for the entire 10
volumes of only 49c apiece.

The Thompson Barlow Company last year
printed and sold more than 2,000,000 books to
of delighted purchasers.

thousands

—

Full Size Beautifully Bound
Don't get the mistaken idea, because the
price is low, that these books are small
they are full library size 7Vi inches high
by 5 inches wide by 1 inch thick. The
printing is from big, clear, easily readable
type on an excellent grade of paper, and
each volume is beautifully bound in maroon

fascinates, thrills, baflSes, intrigues

Regular Price

—

Pay Postman Only $1.00
Simply mail the coupon and the complete set of
10 volumes will be forwarded at once.
Deposit with
the postman only SI. 00 (you pay no postage) w'hen
they arrive. Read the books for five days.
Then if
you decide to keep the books, remit the balance of
only $3.00. Otherwise return the books and your
one-dollar deposit will be refunded in full.

But remember, the
price,

is

edition, at this absurdly low
strictly limited.
day too late may as well
So clip and mail the coupon now

A

be never.

Right Away,

THOMPSON BARLOW COMPANY
43 West 16fh

Dept. 185,

Only

THOMPSON BARLOW
Dept. 185, 43

49C
A Volume

Ten Full Sized Volumes Send No
Beautifully Bound in Maroon Goth
Stamped

in

Gold

Money

W.

write to adveitisers please mention

City

CO..

16th St.,

New York

City.

You may send me for five days' examination
works oi Guy de Maupassant in 10 volumes,

the
359

stories. Including 14 stories never before published in
English.
delivery I will deposit with the postman
SI. 00. and in 5 days will either remit the balance of
S3. 90. or I will return the books, and you are to refund

On

the SI. 00 paid.

Name.

.

Address
If

you prefer you may send the

SI. CO first

payment

with coupon.

For handsome leather bindin!;. check this square
and pay postman S2.00 on delivery and S5.75 aftdT
the 5 days' examination.

When-you

New York

St.,

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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JlmazingNeiv Way
toBanish Wrinkles!
Marvelous Discovery Smooths Away
Every Line Almost Like Magv

A
No

women

]

—

now
un-

—

necessary!

longer need

[CONXINUED FROM PACE lO

BrLLiE H., Alton, III.
You can make your knees much slimmer by
doing the regular setting-up exercises that were
a part of army training. Your neck can be
made more plump by the careful use of massage
or tissue building cream. The beauty clays
if advertised in reliable magazines
are not in
the least harmful. Quite the contrary! Some
of the French powders
Houhigant, Coty,
Bourjois, Roger and Gallet; they are all good.
Keep right on with the freckle cream that you
are using it is of the best.
And you may
safely use any of the cold and vanishing creams

—

—

wonderful new discovery
makes wrinkles entirely

Friendly Advice

fear the little

marks of time which rob them
of their attractiveness. No longer need
they dread the tragic lines that foretell
the end of youth.
For Science has

advertised in Photoplay.

found a quick, easy and inexpensive
way to smooth away every tired line,
every laugh ^Tinkle, every deep frown
mark.
With this new treatment it is almost
as if some magic wand were waved
across your face, banishing every line
and wrinkle and restoring the firm

so violently jealous that he goes into uncontrollable rages. It is always hard to live in an
atmosphere of distrust and a jealous husband is the last word in distrust Your fiance
accuses you, and wongly, of attracting the
attention of other men.
If he makes your
trips to the theater, or to tea, or to dinner,
unbearable by his suspicions, j'our marriage to
him will be an affair of great discomfort.
Of ceaseless explanations that are seldom
beUeved for if he does not believe the explanations that you give him, now, it is doubtful If he will be more credulous after you are
his wife.
Living in a world of jealousj' is
torture to the soul.
And where suspicion
lives love cannot keep beautiful and secure.
Always remember that!

tell-tale

Katherine

K., Los Angeles, Cal.
Think twice before you marry a man who

—

!

youthful freshness of the skin.
Why allow your wrinkles to add age
to your face, when they can be erased
so easUy?
Why allow deep frown lines
to mar your appearance, when they can
be harmlessly removed with scarcely any
effort at all on your part?

—

Hues that are spoiling your whole appearance.
It is GUARANTEED to banish
each and every wrinkle, no matter how
deep seated it may be, and a $10,000 deposit
in the Producers and Consumers Bank of
Philadelphia backs up this guarantee.
If
within ten days you are not more than
satisfied with the improvement it brings in
your appearance, j'our money will be instantly refunded, without question.

Removes the CAUSE of Wrinkles
This new discovery is based on a simple
natural principle.
There is no tedious
massaging, no painful electrical treatment,
no harmful lotions. And unlike many socalled wrinkle "eradicators" it does not
attempt to cover up or conceal the lines or
wrinkles.
This new treatment acts in an entirely
different way.
Instead of merely treating
the symptoms, it gets right at the cause
of wrinkles. By removing the real cause in
a perfectly natural and harmless way, the
wrinkles and lines vanish almost before

you

realize

Send No Money
So that every woman may try this great new
discovery we are making a very special introductory
offer.
You need not send a single penny. Simply
mail the coupon and we will send you in a plain
unmarked containera regular $5. 00 package of Domino
Wrinkle Cream. W^hen the postman hands it to
you simply pay him the greatly reduced price of
SI. 95 (plus a few cents postage), in full payment.
Surely, you cannot afford to overlook this splendid
offer, especially since you have the guaranteed privilege of having your money refunded if you are not
delighted with results.
Bear in mind that the regular price of Domino
Wrinkle Cream, which contains some of the costliest
ingredients known, is S5.00. It is only on this special
introductory offer, which may never be made again,
that we have reduced the price to SI. 95.
Domino
Thus you should act immediately.
Wrinkle Cream will soon rid you of every line and
and works
wrinkle, for it is a natural preparation
ALWAYS. You won't have to wait long for results

it.

Watch the Amazing Results
You will scarcely believe your eyes when you
see

what

really

wonder-

new discovery called
Domino
Wrinkle Cream can
bring.
Even after the
ful results this

—

Lines formed by arcfiino the forehead or

frowning

can

now

and Quickly

easily

be

removed

—

—

few days you will
find that your face has

either.

first

Just mail the coupon
once before this special

grown years younger

— no money. But act at
withdrawn. Clip
— now.
offer is

and mail the coupon today

Not only your

looking.

friends, but you, yourself,
will be astonished

^>OVVM^O

at the wonderful new
youthfulness your face
and skin quickly acquire.

PH LA
I

,

HOUSE
PA.

besides banishing wrink^
les, contains certain marTtny „
lines around the
j
x
_u u
eyes (cmo's feet) mar velous mgredients Which
your natural beauty
soften and whiten the
This new treatment
will soon banish them.

DOMINO HOUSE,

Dept. W-265
269 So. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Without money in adv.mce you may send me a fullsize package of Domino Wrinkle Cream (regular price five
When it is in my hands I will pay the postman
dollars).

•

skin,

removing every

trace

of

onlv SI. 95 (plus few cents postagel in full payment. I
retain the privilege of returning t he package within 10 days
and having my money refunded if I am not surprised and
pleased with the wonderful results. I am to be the sole

beauty-spoiling

blemishes
the skin

and

molding
a new

judge.

into
surface.

smooth firm

T
„
™w chin
and
Laugh
lines
J.

winkles are often mis-

S!"&."c««
painlessly and
now
be

^fccHvelv smoothed

No matter how many
other treatments you
x
havc tried Without results
Domino Wrinkle Cream
-will quickly and positively
^.^^
^^^^^^ ^^-^^^ ^^^^^
,

,

•

Address.

i

Omo.

The Wallace Method

one of the simplest
of reducing. Losing

is

and most pleasant ways

—

weight to music isn't it a fine idea.? The
clay that you speak of is very effective but
I should suggest that you use a good face
cream, also. A tender skin needs plenty of
nourishment and care. BriUiantine wUl make
the hair shiny. And a thorough singeing ni.W
probably do away with the broken ends. Do
you use a hair tonic?

—

Jean, Boston, Mass.
Your type is unusual and for that reason,
when you wear the proper colors, your appearance will be striking and attractive. With
with red, brown and yellow
light auburn hair
brown brows and eyes, and a
lights in it
creamy complexion, you vnH look 3'our best
I should
in shades of green, grey and xdolet.

—

—

—

especially recommend rule green, periwinkle,
You can also wear
orchid, and slate grey.
nearly every shade of brown but none of the
tans and beiges that are so popular.
If too long dresses are unbecoming to you,
But don't make
don't wear them, of course.
the mistake of wearing verj' short frocks for
they are not pretty, and are decidedly passe.
Wear frocks -n-ith medium length, full skirts

—

—

—

and frilly collars. In stiff materials taffeta,
organdy, and gingham. Soft materials will
too slim.

Don't use rouge. But a touch of lip stick
will be becoming
in a dark shade of carmine

—

to you.

"Lee," Loxjis\tlle, Ky.
As }^ou are taU you are right
And the
taffeta and a large hat.

—

in choosing
color
dark

—

think that a
dark blue cape would be smarter and more
becoming than a coat, though. The grey
hose and slippers will be- charming whj- not
have the wide brimmed blue hat faced with
grey?
From 3'our photograph I think that you
arrange your hair ver>' well, except that it is
too full on the sides. Do not make it quite so
puffy but continue to wear it parted and
drawn down slightly over your well shaped
blue

is

—

state

City
//

E. R., LoRArNE,

also a wise choice.

I

—

Name.

Guaranteed to Remove
Every Wrinkle

—

make you seem

Domino Wrinkle Cream,
.

is

you wish, you may send money

trith

coupon and save

postage.

(Orders outside V. S. SS.IO cash with order.)

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Is

forehead.

guaranteed.
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An Easy Way to Make

Roses for Richard
Dallas, Texas.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: We have held our silence as long
as possible and with your kind permission we
want to come forward with a big basket of roses
for the greatest of all motion picture actors
Mr. Richard Barthelmess.
We have just finished seeing "Fury" for the
fourth time and want to say that at no time
.

.

$500»00inSpareHours
Would

during this fourth reviewing did our interest
wane. It must be that we are not altogether
mistaken about this artist for did not Photoplay award "Tol'able David" the gold medal
and we can't help but wonder how far "Tol'able David" would have gotten without this
superb actor.
We sincerely hope that Mr. Barthelmess will
never allow himself to be made a matinee idol
and placed in shallow bo.x-office attractions.
We have never witnessed a more beautifully
done scene than when Boy Leyton delivers

"Dog"

Leyton's message

Barthelmess seems to put
every part he plays.

Mr.
to his wife.
his very soul into

Louis V. Quince.

Good, But Not Together
Youngstown, Ohio.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir I have never written to you before
but I feel that it is my duty to get this much ofi
my chest. About a week ago I saw " The Voice
from the Minaret" with Norma Talmadge and
Eugene O'Brien in the leading roles. To put it
mildly it was a farce. I have always been an
ardent admirer of Norma Talmadge, and as for
Eugene, everyone knows that he is excellent
when given something on which to display his
talents. But this picture was one that would
disgust anyone, no matter how much they
:

loved the players who were "starred" in it.
It is my opinion that Norma and Eugene are
both good, but not good together.
Peter B. Kyne criticizes the Motion Picture
Industry, in this morning's Pittsburgh Post,
saying it is a cannery, and I agree with him.
They surely did try awfuUy hard to can Norma
Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien. I heard more
picture than any picture
criticism on
shown in recent years; this more especially because it was such a disappointment in two of
our best liked actors. This sort of stufi is not
going to be popular in Youngstown.
If you ever see Norma, tell her for me, please,
in Heaven's name to play some of her good oldtime acting and leave the detested posing to
know she is beauthe style show models.
tiful, but please let us see it in a more human
have always loved her ever since she
form.
was i6 and we adored her in "Smilin'
Through." Let's have more real acting.
this

We

We

Youngstown Stenographer.

Doesn't Like Shaved Necks!
Richmond Hill, L. I.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: If I were asked who was my favorFilm actress, I would unhesitatingly
ite
"plump" for Miss Lila Lee. My support for
her has increased since I saw her recently in
" Ebb Tide," in which picture she is able to display the beautiful wealth of glossy black hair of
which she is the possessor, (I am sure she
would loudly and proudly proclaim it as her
ownl).
It was to me, a refreshing sight
in
these days of bobbed hair shaven necks
henna peroxide and other instruments of
torture! Too many of the film actresses indulge in such "tortures" and thereby deprive
themselves of the beautiful and priceless gift
with which Nature has endowed them.
Miss Lee possesses, to my mind, a distinctive
crown of hair. When flowing loose, it becomes
her wonderfully.

—

—

[

—

—

Bernard Deighan.
continued on page 14
]

When

YOU

make $500,00, or more,
without interfering with your
regular duties? Would you like to turn your
wasted hours and dull moments into profit
and pleasure? If so, read every word below
it may be the turning point of your whole life!

.

right at

NOTment

long ago

like to

home

we put a big advertisemagazine. In it we

in this

"Thousands of people can
and photoplays and don't
know it." We offered to send anybodyanywhere a free book, "The Short-Cut to
Successful Writing," which would posisaid:
write stories

tively prove that people like yourself
men and women, young and old can and
do make money writing stories and photoplays.

—

Among others, a busy New York housewife sent for this free book. She wanted
to write plays for the movies. Her friends
laughed at the idea. "That's foolish,"
"One
they told her.
must be a Genius, to
write." But the busy
housewife was not so
easily discouraged. She
QJie
knew there was nothing
to
to lose if she failed, but
a great deal to gain if
she succeeded. So she
resolved to try. In her
spare time she wrote a
_

Men and women in every business and
profession
the modest worker, the clerk,
the stenographer, bookkeepers, salesmen,
reporters, doctors, lawyers, salesgirls,
nurses, housewives
people of all trades
and temperaments are turning their spare
hours into dollars.

—

—

YOU

Why shouldn't
succeed if others can? We
will help you. We will work with you shoulder to
shoulder. We will tell you what to write and what
will show you how to arrange your
to avoid.
ideas to please editors and we will help you sell
them. And we won't charge a penny for selling
your work unless we actually fiiid a buyer.
Don't think you can't write because you have
an ordinary education that may be a
instead of a hindrance. Many brilliant people have
done less than the plainer, persistent ones who had
common sense and determination. And don't think you
can't succeed because you
are not a "genius." That absurd idea was proved to be
"bunk" long ago. Editors
will welcome a good story or
photoplay from you just as
quickly as from any well-

We

—

HELP

ShoR.T-Cut

CuccE$$ruL

known writer. They will pay

Writing

you

—

We

can write.

—

is

paid in

don't claim

that. But thousands of people who have never dreamed
of writing could make money
with their pens if they

would only try. You may be
one of these.
It may be
easier than you ever im-

Shortly after,

the manuscript was
purchased for $500.00.
Think of it! $500.00

agined. Surely you owe it
to yourself to find out, anyway, since it doesn't cost a

-t^.

penny.

for her first photoplay!
$500.00 for a few pages
of manuscript! $500.00
for a bare idea, written
And
in spare hours!
this woman attributes
most of her success to the
fact that she wrote for our free book and
followed its suggestions! She frankly admits
that our help was largely instrumental in

Free Proof That

YOU Can Write
If you want to prove to
yourself that you can write,
if you want to make money
in youi spare time, we will
send you " The Short-Cut to
Successful Writing" ABSO-

This Book FREE

bringing success so quickly.
like to develop a fine
Wouldn't

YOU

new talent like this? Wouldn't YOU like
to make money in such a dignified, honorable way? Wouldn't YOU like to turn

your spare hours into dollars as this

woman

did?
Well, you have the opportunity right

now. Don't say you can't write.

How do

you know you can't? Have you ever
tried? Have you ever tried in the right
way? Maybe you are "bluffed" by the
thought that you "haven't the gift."
Many people are simply afraid to try. Or
if they do try, and their first efforts don't
satisfy, they give up in despair. They're
through. They never try again. Yet if they
had first learned the simple rules of writing, they might have astonished the world
Thousands of people, like yourself, who
thought they couldn't write, found out
they could and now make big money in
their spare time. These people are not

—

geniuses. They are plain, ordinary men
and women who simply learned the rules
of writing and intelligently applied them.
you write to advertisers please mention

than

Of course, not everyone

photoplay just a few
pages of manuscript.
When completed it was
sent to one of America's
foremost movie actresses.

well for your ideas, too

far more
salaries.

LUTELY FREE.

This wonderful book

tells

how

easily stories and plays are conceived, written,
many who don't dream they
perfected, sold.
bright men
can write, suddenly find it out.
and women, without special experience, learn to
their own amazement that their simplest ideas
may furnish brilliant plots for plays and stories.
your own Imagination, properly directed,

How

How

How
may bring glory and greatness. How to tell if you
ARE a writer. How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of failure. How to WIN!
This surprising book

No
So

charge.

is

ABSOLUTELY FREE.

No obligation. Your

copy

is

waiting.

why not get it? Why deny yourself this chance

Why lead a life of
to win fame and fortune?
plodding, routine work if you can enjoy a career
magnificent
earnings?
and
of inspiring success
Why delay and doubt when the book will be
charge
whatever?
mailed to you without any
Sending for it is such a little thing but it may
mean big things in your future life!
Simply fill out the coupon below. You are not
BUYING anything you're getting it ABSOLUTELY FREE. A wonderful book that may be
the turning point in your whole career.

—

—

The Authors' Press, Dept. 87, Auburn, N. Y.
Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE. "The Short-Cut to
Successful Writing." This does not obligate me in any
way. (Print your name and address plainly in pencil.)

Name
Address
City and State

PHOTOPLAY JIAGAZINE.

•

—
i4

Photoplay Magazine

EARN UP TO
$250

—Advertising

Brickbats and Bouquets

PER MO.

[

Expenses Paid

MEN
WANTED!

fTfi

New York City.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: Why on earth must some people
criticize

Open— Must be Filled

Fascinating work, witli chance to travel.
Meet big
railway executives; advance rapidly; field uncrowded.

Any average

man

can

GUARANTEE

YOUR PROTECTION
You

talie

no

risk.

Read Guar-

Notice.
Hundreds of
successful graduates. You can

antee

Onr guarantee states that
tuition will be refunded
to

you

if,

upon gradua-

vosttion is not obtained, paying at least
tirnt,

succeed; we prepare you in .3 $120 a mo. ana expenses.
months' spare time at home.
A'ka
....
Don't delajr; send coupon
standard Business Training Inst.
today for Booklet No.
Buffalo. H. Y,
D-61 giving full parSend me. entirely free. Booklet
ticulars.

No. D-61 grivinK full particulars
about course in Railway Traffic In^

STANDARD BUSINESS
TRAINING INSTITUTE

^#
P

apection.

Name.

Buffalo, N. V„

Street. ...

.

City.

VACUUM TUBE^

G

a

man who
when he

his public,

ULTRAmC INSPECTOR
quickly qualify.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

She's Loyal to Rodolph

DC A RAILWAY

Positions

Section

many annoyances?

has given his very best to
already deluged with so

is

I

am referring

to

Rodolph

Valentino.
I

was in a theater where his picture, the

birthday.
Barthelmess' acting I think the
best on the screen, but there will always be the
personal side for me.

Mrs. Viegdoa

ovation that followed is beyond description.
The applause and the cheering were actually
deafening. The appreciation that was shown
him was wonderful. He was then asked to say
a few words to satisfy the audience, which he
did with the elegance and dignity of a fine
speaker. While he was sitting through the picture it was very noticeable that he was entirely
disillusioned. One could see by the expression
on his face that he felt he was not giving the
very best in him.
The public has made Rodolph Valentino
and wants him, and him only.

Ruth Lowenstein.

RUSH

Can receive
Dallas, Texas.

your name and address and we
you
you can get our

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir As an old-time Photoplay "fan"
I want to register my protest against the producers of "The Law and the Woman" making

HOW

will tell

VACUUM TUBE RADIO

Given

SET.

:

Away

Don't delay.

Write today for

such a mistake in starring Betty Compson as

Radio Plan.
Supply Co.

the real star in that picture is Cleo Ridp;ely
and notie other. Talk about acting well, she
does some of the most superb work I have ever
seen in a long time. She has Betty Compson
"backed off the boards" in that picture.
Honor where honor is due!
E. McHuRD.

FREE
Home
131

Duane

—

St.

Dept. 188, N.Y.City

BE

A JAZZ

for Miss Ridgely

MUSIC KASTER
PLAY PIANO BY EAR

A Request from Canada

Play popalar eong hits perfectly
ear. Hum the tone, play it
No tedioas, ding-dong daily

by

bIFear.

Haverhill, Mass.

much has been

said regarding the over-cooked
personality of the beauteous Mae that I lack
words adjectives in particular. But I know
that it was worse than her others because I
talked all through it about the coal shortage
(which doesn't mean a thing to you) and no

—

Ottawa, Canada.
Spare Time Editor Photoplay Magazin-e.
.gend for the FREE BOOK. It tells
Dear Sir: Why is Canada so seldom truthhow to start if yoa want
The Canamasical ability at which fully represented on the screen?
friends will marvel.
dian-made picture, "The Man from GlenNiagara School of Musle,
garry," gives you an idea of typical Canadian
543, Niagara

Falls, N. Y.

life.

We

$500 PRIZE CONTEST
Lester Park- Edward Whiteside photoplay, "Empty
Arms," inspired the song "Empty Arms." A third verse
is wanted, and to the writer of the best one submitted
This contest is
a prize of S500.00 cash will be paid.
open to everybody. You simply write the words for a
third verse
it is not necessary that you see the photoplay before doing so. Send us your name and address
and we shall send you a copy of the words of the song,
the rules of the contest and a short synopsis of this
photoplay. It will cost you nothing to enter the contest.

The

—

"Empty Arms"
World M. P.
245

West 47th

St.

Dept.

Ll^
W OO 1

698IVI

New York.

N. Y.

Jewel Garvin.

Tom, Dick and Rodolph
Phil.,

HEIRS AND
RELATIVES

LOCATED ANYWHERE
GILLETTE BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

715

Learn Cartooning
At Home— In Your Spare Time
from the school that has trained so

many of the snccessf ul cartoonists of

today earning from $50 to $200 and
more per week. The Landon Pictore
Chart Method of teaching makes
original drawing easy to leam. Write
for full information and chart to

THE LANDON SCHOOL
1407 National

generally see Canada represented as a
vast stretch of snow-covered land, relieved
only by a few log cabins or a barracks of the
Regardmg the invaliant Mounted Police.
habitants of this purely imaginative country,
who are constituted largely of blood-thirsty
Indians, lawless rum-runners and avaricious
Hudson Bay Company factors, they too are
found only on the screen.
We Canadians would like to see a picture
of Canada in which there are no imaginative
characters, but, instead, Canada as it really is.

Contest Editor
Corporation

BldK.>CI«v«land,0<

me

one bawled

—because

out

they were

all

talking too.

Fury is coming soon to a local theater and
I'm not going. I think Richard Bar (you
know) is aU that an actor should be and 100%
more but I agonized through" Tol'able Da\id"
and looked at life through smoked glasses for a
week. Now who wants ? Oh, well I know
it was wonderful.
It's just that I'm young,
'

'

—

—

—

and

—

foolish.

—

—

Speaking of Boiiquets
I liked May ^IcAvoy's acting in "Kick In."
_I think Jacqueline Logan "stole" the picture
from Wanda Hawley in "Burning Sands."
I held my breath in rapture all through " The
Voice from the Minaret."
and
I think Bobby Agnew is an exception
will prove it
when he gets a good picture and
the responsibility of making it a success or

—

—

failure.

I'm glad Harold Lloyd is married to Llildred
and probably he is too.
I like John Bowers' looks. I'd trust him and
Harold Lloyd with a million dollars smilingly.
Da\'is

—
At Home in Your

practice just twenty tjrief , entertaining lessons which yea can master

P<.

Culien.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: I have just been to see "Jazzmania." I thought it was deplorable. So

'

A Bouquet

S.

Outspoken at Least

'

certs, Lectures.Siuging, etc.
75 to 100 miles anci more.

]

"Young Rajah," was being shown. Somebody
detected Mr. Valentino sitting in a box. The

mAPiosmm

The Set You Always Wanted
Real RADIO SET— listen in on C9n-

13

But Richard Barthelmess is my real favorite.
I always wUl admire his two Davids, in "Way
Down East" and "Tol'able Da\id." When I
saw "Way Down East" I thought that was
how I would like my boy to be when he grew
up.
He was then six. Last winter he was
taken Home, just a few weeks after his sixth

Brickbats
I've never seen Pola Negri but I

won't

like her.

—
—

Anj^vay, he got paid for it.
More Bouquets
I think Frank Keenan was great in "Hearts
Aflame."
And that Leatrice Joy and Norma Talmadge
reign supreme.
I hked Miss Joy's Minnie.
And love Miss Talmadge's pictures whatever
they are.
I always like the young man that played the
chewing-gum salesman in Minnie. He's good
and the only movie shadow I know of whose
it.

name

—

hundred months of washing dishes, making
beds, and scrimping to make ends meet, 3'ou
get pretty tired of it all. You begin to t hink
your husband doesn't care and all that stuff.
I go through it about four times a year.
Valentino makes me forget dishes for a whUe
and after I see him, I think of the days before
the hundred months, and begin to think maybe
my husband does love me just as much as ever.
Tommy Meighan, I go to see wdth the same
feeling as I would have were I watching a big

—

I can't place.

D. D.

A French

Substitute

Milwaukee, Wis.
Editor Photoplay Magazint:.
Dear Sir: We have seen the picture of imported de Roche who is supposed to take the
We do not believe that he
place of V alentino
wUl make the grade. In the first place, de
Roche has not the personality that takes with
movie fans. He looks more like a prize fighter
than he does an actor. On the other hand,
.

all the salient points of a good,
clean, handsome actor, and his place will not be
easily filled, especially by de Roche.

Valentino has

E. C. S

[continued on page

brother.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

I

Famum—

Penn.

the three actors whom I admire. Now I've
been married almost nine years and after one

know

he's too fat
I don't like William
his hair is too curly and he over-acts.
I dislike Mae Murray's ultra-greasy eyelids
and mouth. If I had been Rod La Roque in
"Jazzmania" I Oh, well, he probably liked

Editor Photoplay Mag.\zine.
Dear Sir: There is a lot of talk just now,
about Rodolph Valentino. Well, he is one of

Every advertisement in

—

—

And

guarantew*.

J.61

—

.

Photoplay Magazfne

—Advertising
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RED BLOODED.BANG*^UP STORIES!
„„

THE CANYON OF
GREEN DEATH

Y m THE

|]||||Oi::'

t^^^^^^^fe*^ F.R.BUCKLEY

«=«^-'
|f?/0 f-^^

THE
CHALUNGE
OF THE

NORTH
JAMES-B'
HENDRYX

/

on Every Pag

Ihrills
12 Great Books!
Don Quickshot

of the Rio Grande Stephen Chalmers
"Lookln' I'r Trouble is my middle name," said Impulsive
Pep. adventuring cowpuncber. And there on the border,

among

raiding Mexican bandits, train robbers, Texas
rangers, a prairie fire
not to mention a pair of blue eyes
he did not have lar to look.

—

Edwin

Loaded Dice

A

L.

Sabin

romance of Texas of the early days, when lives depended
on the quickness of draw, and all the courage of the pioneers
was needed to brave the perils they so fearlessly faced. A
thrilling tale of men who were jugglers with death.
Sontag of Sundown
W. C. Tuttle
story of the question of ownership of the TJ ranch
a question which promoted bloodshed and a war of no mean
caliber.
The cowpunchers of this story will live long in

The

your memory for their originality and enterprise. They
are men whose best friends were their nerve and their gun.
W. C. Tuttle

Spawn of the Desert
A tale of Calico Town:

Every One a Ripsnorter!

Where men

lived raw in the desert's maw, and Hell was
nothing to shun; where they buried 'em neat, without
preacher or sheet, and writ on their tombstone, crude but
sweet, "This jasper was slow with his gun."

H. Bedford-Jones

Arizona Argonauts

Three adventurers whose fortune in the Arizona desert
lead through drought and danger to the goal they sought
gold, free gold, the gold of which they had always dreamed.
They were men quick on the trigger who loved to face odds.
The Lure of Piper's Glen
Theodore G. Roberts
It was the lure of all the great timber country of the North,
of plentiful game, of the clear wind from the great plains.
The call came South; young Jim Todhunter heard it. and a
great tide of life in the North caught him up to bring
adventure a-plenty.
Apache Valley
Arthur Chapman
A story of a cattle war in the Southwest, with all it means
terror and blood feud
alarms by night and day; rustling
and stealthy murder. And through it all are woven the
lives of true men as well as thieves, men whose lives

—

—

Exciting? You'll say so! Twelve red-blooded tales. Real thrills on every
page. You whirl along breathlessly from climax to climax. Smashing, unexpected endings make you gasp. Never a slow evening if you own these books.
Just like being a cowboy, a prospector, a dare-devil adventurer yourself. Every
story a "humdinger."
Live the life of the big open Western world among hairy-chested, hardyes, and
fighting frontiersman who tramp, ride, camp, scheme, love and hate
sometimes shoot to kill! Live among them in Adventure-land! These fascinating, gripping stories will pick you up, and whirl you bodily into the "gun-toting"
life of the West
the bad old, glad old West. Every one of these books will make
you "hold on to your chair."

—

—

Send No Money

reflected the glories of the land they protected.

The Challenge

of the

James

North

Hendryx

B.

This

is a story of the call of the great Northland; of purposes and cross purposes; of true men and of "bad" men:
and of big deals and pioneering triumphs. A tale of the
north, which holds for the young, the strong and the brave
adventures that are countless.

The Second Mate

H. Bedford-Jones

and mutiny on the China Seas. When every scupper
was running red, and with two white women at the mercy
of a villainous crew composed of the sweepings of the
outermost islands, Jim Barnes realized the gage of desperate
battle he had accepted when he signed on as second mate
Peril

of the

The

SULU QUEEN.
Pay Day

Devil's

A sky of brass, the sun a flame.
And the land no place to dwell;
The only town that God forgot.
A hunk of earth so doggone hot
That

it still

belongs to

W.

C. Tuttle

hell.

The Canyon of the Green Death
Who were the devils in human form,

F. R.

Buckley

whose haunt was the

barranca?
Invisible,
terrible, they brought the
redoubtable young officer of the law to a strange dilemma.
The law of the land commanded him not to desert his
prisoners; the law of the desert ordained that he stand by
his companions.
Which did the Fates decree he should
obey?

lost

Sky-High Corral
A yarn of the unending

Ralph Cummins
feuds between cattlemen and

forest rangers: of the forest fires, grazing herds and bitter
fights at timberline
Yet in the end our gallant young
ranger, through ordeal of battles, fire and blood brought
the old timers to see that the new ways of forest conservation are best.

When you

—

You can

get this whole library of 12 fascinating, nerve-tightening books for
about 16c each. The whole set sent to you right now without sending a penny
in advance. But listen! The night these books come you won't sleep! You're
just bound to finish the one you start
if it takes till 3 A. M.
You can't be
lonesome or out of amusement while you have these smashing stories in

—

—

your home. YET EVERY STORY IS CLEAN AND WHOLESOME
—nothing that should not be read by any boy or
Get this whole library right away. Don't send any money. Just your name
^
and address on the handy coupon, and mail
The whole 12 of these splendid

/

/

girl.

.

it.

books, each printed on good paper and each with a striking cover in full
color, will be sent to yo'< promptly.
Just pay $1.98, plus a few cents
postage, to the 'postman who delivers the books, and they are yours.
There are no other payments of any kind.
Each book complete
If you are in any way dissatisfied, send them back to us
and

—

we

will

send back your money in

full.

of

pleasant

evenings!

^

—

_

.

__

_

.

^
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stories
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Garden

City Pub.
Co., Inc.,

Dept. W-625,

Garden
City, N. Y.
h

i2^volu'SfeVo? Western
by Hendryx, Tuttle
and other famous authors. I
P'ly ^^'^ postman only SI 98
It is
(plus postage) on delivery.
understood that I may return these
books, if I desire, within Ave days and
receive my money back promptly.

*? t
Think of it! 12 novels
for only $1.98
and you take no risk.
<v
Take up this offer right now, for it may not be repeated in
.Ow
this magazine.
Send the coupon today NOW!

—
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Ben-Hur

The actor for the part of "Ben-Hur" should
Monte Blue. His sensitive and reserved
work will make the "Ben-Hur" of old. Per-

Profession
such

l)ig

demand!

"Ben-Hur"

of

America's
this

course teaches you to originate
and draw all kinds of cartoons.
You learn at home in spare time, yet all your work
receives throush the mall the individual help and criticism of prominent cartoon experts. Many successful
cartoonists taught by this method.

Send for Free Book
Learn more about this method and the amazing opportunities open to you In this attractive fast-growing field.
Our newly prepared Free Book is crammed with valuable
information about this work, and explains fully this easy
home-study method. Mail post card or letter for it

Of course

all

Washington, D. C.

Marden Building

Day Profit
from New Mint Vender
$10 to $20 a

Pays Ren! for Slore Owner

I

one in your

Install

store or any public
place and get this
easyprofit. Requires

works. Machine's
profits pay the rent.
about

re-

built penny and niekel

machines. Finished
new. In excellent
running order. Pay

like

their cost in 10 days.
Write or wire today for full particulars.
S25 down payment. BalanreC.O.D. Mints $16 Per
Case of 100U5C packages.

Silver King Novelty

know.

From

the Flapper-Grandmother

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: Why, I wonder, is Mr. Rodolf
Valentino continually hailed and always as the
" idol of flappers." There is no one who enjoys
his pictures more than I do and I am a youngster of sixty-eight summers and winters.
I
have witnessed many hundreds of pictures during my rather uneventful life time and hope to
see a lot more. I will say that "day by day in
every way motion pictures are getting better,
and better" I have seen the rise and fall of
many ambitious young screen stars and have
marked the progress of such stars as Mary
Pickford and our dearly beloved Wally Reid
whose untimely death, by the way, was almost
as great a shock as if it had been one of my own

have watched with great pleasure the
performances of this young
man, ranging from his pictures with Mae
Murray till "The Young Rajah." I think he
is a very sincere actor and a very charming boy.
Mrs. Anatol Pickard.

'How'?

in

my

Praise for "D.

ears

now. but they are invisible. I
would not know had them in
I

hear

The MORLEY PHONE

all

,

less

to the ears what glasses
are to the eyes.
Incomforlable, weight-

Anyone

Wrile for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.,Dept.789,26S.15th St. Phila,

Your skin can be quickly cleared of Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body. Barbers
Itch, Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin.
m
W^W^ Write today for my FREE Booklet, "A

M

Castl says

telling how I cared
myself after beinj? afflicted for 15 years.
can clearyour <kin otthe above blemishes,

Clear-Tone Skin,"

t*^

SIOOO

I

E.S.GIVENS,140

Chemical Bld^.,

Kansas

City,IMo-

MUSIC LESSONS GIVEN
You can read music

like this auiekly
IN
Write today for oar
booklet
It tcUa how to learn to play Piano, Organ. Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players. Yoar
only expense about 2o per day for music and postage ased.

YOUR HOME.

(PARAMOUNT),

New

485 Fifth Avenue,

York

City.
(s)
(8)

Paramotmt, Pierce Ave. and Sixth
Long Island City, N. Y.
Lasky. Hollywood, Calif.

Paramotmt

British

Poole

(s)

St.,

St..

Islington,

N. London. England.

Wm.

Hart Productions,

S.

Hollywood,

Street,

1215 Bates

(s)

Calif.

FOX FILM CORPORATION,
55th St., New York City,
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif,

lOth Ave. and
1401 N. Western

(s)

(s)

Rome.

(s)

Italy.

GOLDWYN pictures CORPORATION.
Fifth Avenue.
Calif.

New York

Marshall

469
Culver City.
Maurice Toumeur,

City:

Nellan,

(s)

King Vldor Productions and Hugo Ballin Productions.
International Films. Inc. (Cosmopolitan Productions). 729 Seventh .Wenue. New Y ork
City: (s) Second Avenue and 127th St..
NewjYork City.

HODKINSON CORPORATION.
Avenue. New York City.
MASTODON FILMS. INC.. C. C. Burr.

W. W.

New York

44th Street.

City;

(s)

469 Fifth

135 West
Glendale. Long

Island.

1540

Broadway, New York City: (s) Romaine and
Cahuenga Avenue. Hollywood, CaUf.
Tiflany Productions, 1540 Broadway. New
York City.
Buster Keaton Productions, Keaton Studio,
1205 LUlian Way. Hollywood, Calif.
Jackie Coogan, United Studios, Hollywood,
Calif.

PA THE EXCHANGE, Pathe Bldg., 35 West 45th
Street. New York City: (Associated Exhibitors).
Hal E. Roach Studios,

FREE

AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC, 67 Lakesida Bldg^Chicago

Grifl&th, I cannot allow to pass unchallenged
such a statement as that made by Anna
Gardner in the January number of your
magazine.
Your correspondent bases her remarks on a
booklet containing the life history of Mr.

and I presume she refers to the
souvenir of "Orphans of the Storm," which
was in booklet form. If so, I would draw her
attention to the fact that out of fourteen
pages, less than half a page is devoted to the
biography of the producer, and I fail to see
how he can be accused of egotism for that.
If, however, I am mistaken, and she does refer
to a booklet devoted entirely to his biography,
perhaps she will let me know how I can obtain
a copy, for strange though it may seem to her,
people are occasionally interested in the life
history of the producer of the film.
I see Mr. Grifiith as a man with ideals, and
the courage to put them into his pictures.
Who else would make such great sermons as
"Intolerance" and "Way Do^vn East"? Who
else would be so daringly unconventional as
Griffith,

he was when he made "Broken Blossoms"?
He is, in very truth, "The Master."
Hy. C. Binge.

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Serials,
Calif.

Inc.,

Culver City,

United Studio, Holly-

1650 Broadway. New
Mayer-Schulberg Studio. 3800
(s)
Mission Road. Los .Angeles. Calif. Tom Forman.
Victor Schertzinger and Louis J. Gasnier Pro-

York City;

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: As an admirer of Mr. D. W.

is

and harmless.

Over 100.000 sold.

FAMOUS PLAYER.S-LASKY CORPORATION

PREFERRED PICTURES.

^

HghL'

for the

DEAF

visible,

Calif.

Hamilton Comedies. Lloyd Hamilton Corp.,
5341 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood Calif.
Mermaid Comedies. Jack White CJorp., 5341
Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.

wood,

W."

London, England.

I

myself, only that

Ix)s .Aneeles, Calif.

Richard Walton Tully Productions, United
Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION, 370
Seventh Avenue. New York City.
Clirlstle Comedies, Chrstie Film Co.. Inc..
Sunset at Cower Street, Los Angeles,

Ruth Roland

MORLEY

Wilh Ihc

l

Calif.

can hear

I

as well as anybody.

PHONE, r ve a pair

iL

Mr. Valen-

different screen
Indianapolis, Ind.

Calif.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION.
to the subject of

tino: I

Co

Ince Productions, Ince Studios,

Culver City.

John M. Stahl Productions. Mayer Studio.
3800 Mission Road. Los Angeles. Calif.
Norma and Constance Talmadge Productions.
United Studios. Hollywood, Calif.
Laurence Trimble-Jane Murfln Productions.
Associated First Nat
Pictures, 6 West
48th Street. New York City.
Louis Mayer Productions, 3800 Mission Road.

Catherine M. Hagar.

To come back

"I hear you.

now

Thomas H.

I

boys.

Don't Shout"

can adjust

CaUf.

—

noattention. Always

Write us

Los Angeles, Calif.
Rolubar Productions, Union League
and Hill Streeta. Loe Angeles.

Allen

did.

Detroit, Mich.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
1147

City.

Edwin Carewe Productions, Associated First
NafI Pictures, 619 Pacific Finance Bldg..

ever

TODAY!

City.

Bldg., Third

should not contradict Mr. Rothchild for I am only a very young lady, yet I do
disagree with him heartily.
Rodolf would make the scornful enemyfriend of "Ben-Hur" but not'j.h& "Ben-Hur"

we

XATKJNAL PICTCRES.

New York

Richard Bartbelmesa Productlonfl, Inspiration
Pictures, 565 Fifth Avenue, New York

since reading "Ben-Hur,"
wanted to see it on the screen and now that it is
actually going to happen I do so dreadfully
want to see it well cast, and Monte Blue is,
I'm sure, the man for the title role.

have,

I

FIR.ST

6 West 48th Street.

—

Study Method
cartoonists,

associated

;

Easy Home-

Prepared by one

convenience of our readers
desire the addresses of film
companies we give the principal active
ones below.
The first is the business
office; (s) indicates a studio; in .some
cases both are at one address.

who may

haps he is not as good looking as Rodolf but at
least, and what is more to the point, his face is
one of great character the face of a man with
the strength to overcome temptations just as

Successful cartoonists now earn
S3.000 to over SIOO.OOO a year.
You can learn to draw these
cartoons that SELL. Many of
our students earn big money
even while learning!

foremost

For the

be

Sport, humorous, serious and
animated cartoons never have
in

Studio Directory

]

child.

Feiscinating

they been

14

—Again

Mountain Lakes, N. J.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: I disagree wholly with Mr. Roth-

Earn $60 to $200
a Week in This

—

Section

Is

guaranteed.

ductions.

PRINCIP-AL PICTURES CORPORATION. 1540
Broadway. New Y'ork City; (s)
Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, CaUf.

7200

Santa

R-C PICTURES CORPORATION. 723 Seventh
Avenue. New Y'ork City; (s) Comer Gower and
Melrose Streets, Hollywood,

Calif.

ROTH ACKER FILM MFG. COMPANY.

1339
Dlversey Parkway, Chicago. Illinois; RothackerAUer Laboratories, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION. 729 Seventh
Avenue. New Y ork City.

George

Arliss Productions, Distinctive Prod.,

366 Madison Avenue. New York City.
Rex Beach Productions. United Artists Corp.,

729 Seventh Avenue. New Y'ork City.
Productions, 537 Riverdale

Whitman Beimett

Ave.. Y onkers. New Y'ork.
Charlie Chaplin Studios, 1416 LaBrea Ave..
Hollywood. CaUf.
D. W. Griffith Studios, Orients Point.

;Mamaroneck, N. Y'.
Jack Pickford. Mary Pickford Studio, Hollywood. Calif.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
Studio.

Charles

HoUywood.

Calif

Ray

Productions. 1428 Fleming
Los Angeles. Calif.
Sennet Comedy Productions, Los

Street.

Mack

Angeles, Calif.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMP.ANY'.
Broadway,

New

Y'ork City;

(s)

1600

Uiuversal City.

CaUf.

Century Comedies, Circle Blvd.. Hollywood.

VITAGRAPH COMP.ANY' OF AMERICA,

(s)

East 15th Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn.
New Y'ork; (s) 170S Talmadge Street. Hollywood.

Calif.

1600 Bro-idway. New Y'ork
WARNER BROTHERS.
Bronson, Los Angeles.
Blvd.
City;
CaUf.

(s)

Sunset

at

.

— Advertising
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Are }bu the Kind ofQuest
People like to Invite F
people alwaj-s'feel out of place at a dinner,
SOME
or a dance, or a party.
They are always constrained, always embarrassed.
Others are so
well-poised and at ease at all times
so able to mingle
with the other guests and make themselves agreeable
that hostesses are eager to invite them.

—

—

Do you know all the little secrets of being a likable
Do you know what is expected of you on all

guest?

—

occasions how to make introductions and how to
start interesting conversation after the introduction;
what to wear to formal functions and to informal
functions; how to make every one who comes into
contact with you feel calm, at ease? The person with
winning manners is always welcome. With the poise
and dignity that good manners give, any one can
quickly adapt oneself to every environment can be
at all times, with all people, cultured, impressive,

—

well-liked.

Whi/ Some Veople Always Feel Out ofPlace
you ever noticed, at any social function
HA\'E
you may have attended, that bad manners
distinguish themselves?
If
a
embarrassed, constrained, ill-at-ease,
every one knows at once that she is not used to
good society. If a man uses his fork in a clumsy
manner, or makes incorrect use of the finger-bowl,
he can not conceal the fact that he is ill-bred.
Xo hostess likes to invite to her home a man or
woman she knows will make embarrassing mistakes.
Those who are always blundering,, always doing the
WTong thing at the wrong time, are never welcome.
They invariably make others feel uncomfortable in

instantly

woman

is

their presence.

But the person with winning manners is always
He or she knows exactly what to say

welcome.

—

—

to the hostess on arrival, how to mingle with the
guests, how to create conversation, how to be agreeable, how to do and say the right thing at the
right time.

Do.

There are so

Ever Feel Tongue-Tied
Among Strangers?

party, recently, one of the guests
remarked secretly to the hostess that she had felt
positively tongue-tied when she found herself at

among men and women

she had never met

before.
"I just didn't know what to talk about,"
she said. " It made me feel stupid and embarrassed.
Every one else seemed to be having such interesting

conversations."
If she had known the important little secrets of
social conversation, she would never have felt
"tongue-tied."
She would have known how to
create conversation and how to keep it flowing
smoothly, pleasantly. She would have known how
to make herself agreeable, well-liked.
Do you ever feel tongue-tied at a party or a
dinner? Do you ever wonder what to say after
the introduction is made? Do you ever feel embarrassed, confused, stifled when you are among
strangers?
The greatest value of etiquette is that it enables
you to adapt yourself to every environment gives
you a sense of peace and security. It enables you
to feel "at home" in all surroundings to mingle
with all people and feel entirely calm, at ease. It
protects you from humiliation at the dinner table
and in the drawing-room. It gives you a cultured,
engaging manner that people recognize and

—

—

—

When

—

little

tell-tale

blunders

—

whether the form "How do you
do?" is correct; whether one may say "Pleased
to meet you"? Do you know the correct order
of precedence into the dining-room? Do you
know whether olives are taken with the fingers
or a fork, whether the fork is held in the left
hand or the right, whether bread may be bitten
into or must be broken into small pieces as eaten?
When you leave, do you know what to say to
the hostess? Do you know what is meant by
the "bread-and-butter " letter? If you know exactly what to do, say, write and wear at all times,
on all occasions, you will never be embarrassed.
troductions

Mistakes at the table distinguish
themselves at once.
Little blundering erro'^s condemn a man or

woman
all

the

as ill-bred.
rules of

Do you know

table

etiquette?

The Book of Etiquette in Two Volumes A Recognized Authority

—

Have you ever wondered how

a

home should be'decorated

for a wedding? What to serve at a luncheon? IIow to
acknowledge an invitation?
Would you like to know why a bride wears white, why
a teacup is given to ,the engaged, girl, why black is the
color of mourning?
Do you know how to word an invitation, what to wear

to a theatre party, how to set the table for a formal dinner,
to register at a hotel?
Whatever you want to know you can find'in the book of
Ktiquette the famous two-volume set that is today being

how

—

men and women throughout the counWeddings, parties, dinners, teas, dress, speech, correspondence you will find complete details on every phase of
conduct that interests you.
May we send you this famous two-volume set free for
used by thousands of

try.

—

examination? You may keep the
wo books entirely free for 5 days
and within that time decide
whether or not you want to keep
them.
This unusual plan enables you
to see the Book of Etiquette in
your own home and examine it
If
you
before purchasing it.
decide to keep the books just
send us $.3.50 in full payment.
If for any reason you are not
delighted with them, just return
them and the examination will
have cost you nothing whatever.
Send for the Book of Etiquette

Winning manners are more important than pretty clothes. Can you
adapt yourself to every environment
make yo\irself always pleasant
and wcll-liked?

—

I

NELSON DOUBLEDAY, Inc.
Dept. 775
Garden City, New York
Without money in advance, or obligation on my part,
you may send me the complete two-volume set of the
Book of Etiquette. Within 5 days I will send you only
I am to be
$3.50 in full payment or return the books.
the sole judge of whether or not I want to keep the books.

—

Name
I

Take advantage of this
examination offer.

today.
free

Address
square
you want these books with the
— Check
beautiful full-leather binding at $5.00 with 5 days
this

I
'

if

I

'

examination

Nelson Doubleday, Inc.
j

DepL 775,

respect.

many

make as a guest, for instance. Do
j'ou know what to say to the hostess when you
arrive? Do you know how to acknowledge inthat one can

You

At a week-end

dinner

TheTell-Tale Marks of Bad Manners

Garden

City,

Tou write to advertiafrs please mention

N. Y.

privileges.

(Orders outside of the

I

PHOTOPLAY MAG.iZINE.

U. S. are payable cash with order.)

—
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^Jhere

is

constant

danger in an

oily skin

your skin has the habit of continuIFally
getting oily and shiny, you
cannot begin too soon to correct this
condition.

A
is

certain

amount of oil

necessary to keep

it

your skin
smooth, velvety,
in

supple.

But too much oil actually tends to
promote an unhealthy condition of
your skin.

A

skin that is too oily is constantly
liable to infection from dust and dirt,

and thus encourages the formation ot
blackheads, and other skin troubles
that come from outside infection.
You can correct an oily skin by using
each night the following simple treat-

This

is only one of the famous treatments given in the booklet which is
wrapped around every cake of Wood-

bury's Facial Soap. Special treatments
type of skin are given

for each different
in this booklet.

Get a cake of Woodbury's today
begin tonight the treatment your skin
needs.

A 25-cent cake of Woodbur\''s lasts a month
or six weeks for regular toilet use, including any
of the special Woodbury treatments. The same
qualities that give Woodbury's its beneficial
effect on the skin make it ideal for regular use.
Woodbur>''s also comes in convenient 3-cake
boxes.

A

ment:

FIRST cleanse your skin

by washing in
your usual way with Woodbury's
Facial Soap and luke-warm water. Wipe
off the surplus moisture, but leave the
skin slightly damp. Now, with warm
water work up a heavy lather of Woodbury's Facial Soap in your hands. Apply
it to your face and rub it into the pores
thoroughly -always with an upward and
outward motion. Rinse with warm water,

—

then, with cold
the colder the better.
If possible, rub your face for thirty seconds with a piece of ice.

Keep up

treatment persistently,
and within a week or ten days you will
be surprised to see what an improvement it has made in your complexion.
this

complete miniature set of the
skin preparations

Woodbury

For 25 cents we will send you a complete miniature set of the Woodbury skin preparations,
containing:

A

trial size

cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap

A sample tube of the new Woodbury's

Facial

Cream

A
A

sample tube of Woodbury's Cold Cream
sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder
With the treatmeiit booklet, "A Skin You Love
to Touch."

Send for this set today. Address The Andrew
Jergens Co., S°b Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio. If you live in Canada, address The Andrezo
Jergens Co., Limited, 505 Sherbrooke St., Perth,
Ontario. English Agents: H. C. Quelch
Co., 4
Ludgale Square, London, E. C. 4.
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^ndrmi Jeremi

Cl.

Hoover

New
Pictures

/^NCE

again

we present

the orchidarious

—

Barbara La, Marr, highly promising if
not the most promising feminine possibihty
Barbara has been dazfor screen stardom.
zhng filmdom since she played Milady in
Doug Fairbanks' "The Three Musketeers"

—

is a matter of screen history that Carmel Myers made
IT
tiny role of D. W. Griffith's " Intolerance." Once since she

musical comedy.

Now, however,

she

is

her fihii debut in a
ran away to play in
safely back on the silversheet again

Triangle, she actuallyALTHOUGH Alma Rubens' early career centered at oldcaught
the public's eye

made

her debut at Vitagraph. But her beauty first
Doug Fairbanks. One of the photoplay's interesting personalities

as lead for

JoliiLSton

BEFOKE
Ingram.

—

and a star! That is the record
the camera a scant three years
Terry, in private life the wife of that interesting director, Rex
Indeed, Miss Terry almost stepped from "extras" to fame

of Alice

np HE films have no prettier young actress than Patsy Ruth Miller.
ly

no more popular personality,

that delectable screen organization

for

Patsy

made up

And apparent-

a favorite member of Our Club,
of the leading flappers of filmdom

is

—

WItiel Studio

A YOUNG
has

actress

been

who

contributing
a series of satisfying characterizations to the films
portrayals which have just
missed hitting the public
between the eyes is Lillian
Rich.
Players like Miss
Rich are the ones who
"carry on" for the silent

—

drama

PHOTOPLAY
so

the

for

has predicted
pleasant things
highly promising

many

Malcolm McGregor that
there

We

is little left

to be said.

have looked upon him

as a star in the making ever
since we first glimpsed him
in "The Prisoner of Zenda."

BuU

AT

last Mae Busch has
reached stardom! Certainly the distinction was
never better earned, for her

recent Gloria Quaijle in

Mau-

Tourneur's "The Christian" stumped her as one of
the finest young players of
our silvershect. Like many
another star, Mae came from
film comedies
rice

HARRISON FORD
one

of

young actors

KeyeB

the

is

consistent

of the 1923
photoplay. lie has probably
played leads opi)osite more
feminine stars than any other
actor in all fihmlom. Surely
no one has handled his roles
more adequately

—

Tjl)ear silk

economically ? iJes!
'But first consider this safety test

Many women

own

temptation to

the

Those who apply this thought
to Ivory Rakes need seek no

resist

the

further.

garments of their hearts' denot because they cannot

sire,

afford the

first

but be-

cost,

cause they are afraid of what

may happen

to such

—

—

garments

washing process.

in the

Why? Because Ivory Flakes is
simply Ivory Soap the same
fine white soap which for two
generations has befriended the
races of millions of women
now
prepared in petal-thin flakes for
the washbowl laundering of the
most

delicate fabrics.

But the problem of washing

chine, chiffon

—

and the

yes,

woolens, too, like the

finer

sweater in the picture
cult as

for

The same gentle cleansing proper-

georgette, crfepe de

delicate

countless

simple

test.

—

diffi-

A

teaspoonful of Ivory Flakes,

moments of
dipping and squeezing, and this
gende cleansing agent has done

women by a
This test may

for

this

all

work

whatever

Though

adding one plus one,

easy as

this test

has provided a really sound

Here

is

the

test:

r~\v

bring them.

The

yourself:

full-size

Flakes

IVould I be willing
soap on my face?

and department

wash safely

This delicate sweater of gray Shetland wool,
its stripes of old blue and rose, has been
washed 1 1 times with Ivory Flakes and lukewarm water. "It is stilt as soft and fluffy,
its delicate colors as fresh, and its shape as
true as when I bought it," says its wearer's
"Hard rubbing or washing ttrith
letter.
harsh soap would have ruined it."

with

at

grocery

stores.

PROCTER

flakes dainty

IVORY
SOAP

as chiffon

package of Ivory

may be had

to use this
ac

GAMBLE

clothes last longer

Free

difficult to

surely.

Economical enough for any kind
of laundering; Ivory Flakes has a
real margin of safety for the most
precious garments you own.

will

cAs

and

A

soap.

SHETLAND WOOL

safely

May we send you the free sample
and booklet pictured in the lower
postcard
right-hand comer?

basis for the selection of safe

Ask

—

soaps offered

purpose,

their form.

are

instant suds; a few

its

be applied to

and mildness of Ivory
found in Ivory Flakes

purity

Soap

without change.

has been solved

it is,

ties,

IVORY
FLUQES

This package and
booklet

FLAKES

A sample package of Ivory
Flakes and the beautifully
illustrated booklet, "The

Care of Lovely Garments,"
will be sent to you without
charge on application to
Section 45- EF, IDept. of
Home Economics, The
Procter 6c

Gamble Co.,

Gndnnati, O.

teller on file
6f Gamble offices.)

(Garment with ovner'i
in Procter

Oopjn^kt Ita. by The IVoctar * GwnbW Co.. CbelButl

The World' s fading

'tlhCo'^ing

^idlure z^hCaga^ine
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GO SEE THIS PICTURE
PHOTOPLAY

does not often take upon

itself to

"The Covered Wagon"

particular picture.

urge folks to see a

gives us occasion to

make

an exception.
To our way of thinking, it is the best Arnerican film drama in years.
This panorama of a pioneer train of the roaring '40s crossing virgin
America is well nigh epic in its sweep.
"The Covered Wagon," as we see it, is the screen's best answer to nonbelievers since Griffith picturized the Civil War and the Reconstruction
period in "The Birth of a Nation."
"The Covered Wagon" is not just a historical picture. Its characters
live.
As you watch it, their perils and they run all the way from death at
the hands of savages to starvation in bleak lands
becomes yours. You
struggle with these brave women and brave men in their fight to carry
forward that outrider of civilization the plow.
But "The Covered Wagon" is more than merely absorbing. It is
instructive.
It unfolds history as no text book could.

—

—

—

Photoplay congratulates Paramount upon "The Covered Wagon."
we congratulate Paramount upon a clause inserted in all contracts with exhibitors playing the production. One performance
for school
children
must be presented at an admission of not more than ten cents. A
Particularly

—

—

worthy thought, indeed.

Photoplay congratulates the vast American motion picture audience.
For "The Covered Wagon" epic of pioneers will be a pioneer in planting
the film banner many leagues ahead. The production is easily the most
effective sermon upon better pictures in many a month.
There is shooting, liquor is poured from bottles and drunk with gusto,
a horse apparently falls from a cliff. When the Editor of PHOTOPLAY left
the projection room after viewing this picture, he left behind a group of

—

—

squabbling censors
affirm that there

— intent

is

upon finding some use for their scissors. We
"The Covered Wagon" as originally

not one scene in

projected that calls for censorship.
If this production needs censorship, so does Bancroft, Fiske and every
other American historian.

"The Covered Wagon"
miss

it,

you

will

be the

is

loser.

a photoplay for the

American family.

If

you

Hard Luck
asked for the tragedy that lies behind his soulful black eyes, he
ejaculated, "Rats!"
It was not an expression of scorn for the question.
As a boy in Spain Tony worked in a bakery at a little town
near Gibraltar, in order to help support his widowed mother.
He went to school in the daytime and worked at nights. When
his evening's labor was finished he used to sleep in the place
until the early morning hour, when he made deliveries in Gibraltar.

The place was infested with rats. They would crawl forth
and scurry about at night. Their stealthy maneuvers struck
terror to the heart of the young cavalier, and he would arise to
give furious battle.
Needless to say the baker\' did not hold
young Ton\- for long.
For prolonged sufi'ering he considers the year he worked as
extra around the old Biograph studio in New York where
Grifllth presided.
"I worked part of the time but starved most of the time,"
says Tony.
Then one day Mr. Grifiith put him on the permanent payroll
at a salary of forty dollars a week.
Came his first real part, as the subtitle says.
"I played a drunk in three scenes," remarks Tony grimly.
"Proud, hungry and 'drunk.' And for this I had starved
more than a year."
But it was the first step on the trail that led to his present
position in the stellar ranks of Paramount.

—

the scene of one of Theda Bara's most trying experiences.
She had gone to the French capital to study
acting.
This was before she made her successful invasion of
To be exact, it was in 1913.
pictures in "A Fool There Was."
MissBara had hoarded her savings carefully, but the remainder
consisted principally of a hundred dollar bill. She was at a loss
where to hide this and finally decided upon the toe of her shoe.
But she forgot all about her improvised bank and put the boots
The boots reapoutside her door for the concierge to shine.
peared in the morning with the required luster but minus the

P.\RIS was

WHAT

is

the most tragic experience

Ask anyone that question and

)0U ever had?

probably get
a serio-comic answer.
It's a matter of interesting psychology that a person will remember the mole hills of emotion and forget the
mountains of sorrow.
Ask a world war veteran about his toughest moment and he's
liable to say it was the time he lost his speech while trying to
recite "Our Flag" at the Third Grade Memorial Day exercises.

Douglas Fairbanks says,
SOa clean
shirt."

"The time

I

you'll

didn't

have

Doug shudders as he remembers the day.
Just as Maupassant hung a terrific tragedy to a piece
Doug appends drama to a shirt tail.
was in the days when the screen Robin Hood was
something of a Robin Hood reality a soldier of fortune
of string, so
It

—

Wall street pits.
His wardrobe boasted only a small repertoire of shirts.
He could get through a week nicely if he remembered to
send them to the laundry each Monday. But he never
remembered.
One day when the financial outlook was \ uvy bleak,
Doug received a call from a great brokerage firm, stating
that there was a good opening and asking him to call
on one of the officials not later than noon of that day.
Picture Doug leaping over chairs, chinning the picture
moulding and juggling the alarm clock in his frenzy of
only to discover that he hadn't a clean shirt to
delight
He had been reading books
his not-yet-famous name.
on how to interview a man on the subject of getting a
On page sixteen it said that neat appearance w-as
job.
absolutely essential, hinting that a dirty shirt might
even cause a big employer to sla\' an applicant in righteous wrath.
So Doug couldn't go after the job a wonderful job
that might have earned him fifty dollars a month.

in the

—

—

To this day the million-a-year Doug soberly insists
that the tragedy of the dirty shirts was the most harrowing he ever lived through.

A

XTONIO MORENO

on the other hand would
scorn such a petty annoyance as beset Doug. When
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bill.

IMiss

Baia

finally

succeeded

in

borrowing enough money

"It was the only time in my whole
her along.
life that I ever borrowed money," says Miss Bara in telling the
adventure. "I tried for vears to locate the woman who loaned
to

tide

Tales of Stars
the

money but never succeeded in getting trace of her until I
Then I found her and returned the

went abroad recently.
borrowed sum. with
race track with the

interest.

money

— and

She hurried
lost

to

a

Parisian

every cent."

BARTHELMESS' toughest experience
DICK
he met D. W. Griffith— and failed to land a

came when

jo.b.

Barthel-

mess was then pretty well unknown to motion picture fans.
An agent sent him a note to see Mr. Griffith. The future star
hurried to Mr. Griffith's office.
"Too late," said the office official, "Mr. Griffith did want
someone of your type but he is leaving for California." Not to
be stopped, Barthelmess rushed to Mr. Griffith's private office.
"Leaving?" repeated the surprised office boy. "He's left!"

"When?" demanded

Dick.
"Just now," replied the boy.
"When does his train leave?" said Barthelmess.
" Three-forty-five at

Grand Central."

Barthelmess looked at his watch. He had fifteen minutes.
He rushed downstairs and hailed a taxi, not pausing to count
He reached Grand Central just three minutes
the expense.
before train time. Luckily Griffith was standing at the gate.
"I heard you wanted to see me," began the panting young
actor.

"Who

are you?" inquired the director.
"Richard Barthelmess." Griffith hardly seemed to see the
anxious young player.
"Well," answered the director, "telegraph me at the Alexandria in Los Angeles." And he was gone.
"I was broken hearted," says Barthelmess, in telling the
"Of course, I wired. And I wrote too. But I never
story.

heard a word. Indeed, it wasn't until a year later, when I
wrote once more, that I received a reply. Then Mr. Griffith
summoned me. He had remembered all about me from that
brief glimpse at the train gates, just as he always remembers
everj' incident with uncanny exactness."

POLA

NEGRI,

great tragedienne, experienced a very real

and grim tragedy that has affected her life.
"The fall of Warsaw!" cries Negri, with the great-eyed
"Warhorror which you have seen her express on the screen.
saw, the capital of my country, fell into the hands of the
Germans!"
There had been long days of hunger and cold as Warsaw
stood against the staggering blows of the Germans.

"The things I saw I can never forget. They were burned
into the heart and the memory forever."
Later when she became a great picture star, working in
Berlin, Pola still remembered.
She sent money to the Poles.
For charity, she insists. The Germans considered her act a
piece of effrontery.
They say she gave money for a statue to
be erected in memory of a certain Polish war hero, who fell
before

Warsaw.

Perhaps Pola had more than a patriotic
She only says she never gave a pfennig

interest in that hero.

—

only for those who suffered.
Nevertheless, she incurred the hatred of the Germans.
She
was reckless. She said what she felt and did as she pleased
with her money. Because of the antipathy her words aroused
in Berlin, she went into seclusion, nervous and wan.
America was her rescuer. The instant acclaim
we gave her as "Du Barry" revived her courage
She went back to work on the promise that she
might come to this country.
But it is not easy to forget. Pola Negri's life
has been a strange drama set within the tragic
drama of war.
to the mililaire

A

GIRL with long golden curls got ont o a Seventh
avenue surface car in New York.
In a worn little hand bag she carried a single,

bright five dollar

bill.

The

child wasn't thinking about the bill, she was
too tired and eager for home.
When she got off the car she suddenly realized

that her bag and earnings had vanished.
That is the most sorrowful moment lingering in
Mary Pickford's memory of her early days in the
theater.

She was playing in "The Warrens of \'irginia."
Her salary was twenty-five dollars a week, but she
was sending twenty of it back home to Toronto for
her mother, Lottie and Jack.
She had just dispatched her weekly mail order
she was robbed.
Mary lived on five dollars a week then.
"It was plenty," says Mary. "And sometimes
I saved a little.
I never bought candy or luxuries.
When the weather was continued on p.\ge 110

when

[

]
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Tliri/

(-(ill

me a vampire on

the screen.

colled sniiietliiiig very like that

— but

Soinetimcs in

life

the onlij thing I've

I have been

found in

this

world that's at all satisfactory to love is a baby.
There's only one person
in the world you can count on loving you
always that's your son"

—

—

Why

I

Adopted

Baby

a

By Barbara La Marr
ADOPTED

IAnd

a

baby because

I

wanted something

to love.

the only thing I've found in this world that it's at all
satisfactory to love is a baby.
I took this little, trusting man-child that nobody wanted,
out of a foundling home because my heart was empty and my
soul needed an altar upon
I've brought him into

which

atom a name
remember how much

nameless, homeless

needed to
there

is

of a

can give one
and a home, and because I
sweetness and innocence
because

I

in the world.

When
wonder

to sacrifice.

my home

people ask me why I adopted a baby, I often
they have any idea how lonely is the life

if

woman like me.

I didn't

have one soul

in the whole,

was a

In all the world, there wasn't a man, woman
or child I could call my own.
Whose life was

•

But
ing

—

my life,

I

bound

friends.

to

I

bless

you by

everlast-

men.

The ad-

ties.

I

am

miration of men.

sick of

The

so-called love of

have been married. I have
little about men, in my
Men's love is most unsatisfaclife.
tory, the most disillusioning thing in

men.

I

known some

ife.

The little girl who has only one beau,
who grows up and marries him, and keeps
her ignorance and her faith in men, is the
lucky girl. Not the woman whom the world
may call fortunate because men flock to her feet,

a vampire on the screen.

Sometimes, in

Wonderful

friends aren't

Men —bah!

—

There's never been one day not one
hour since they took my own little boy
out of my arms, that I haven't longed
for the feel of a baby against my breast.
Lots of nights, I've waked up thinking
I heard that little voice, that has been
still so long, calling me.
Lots of times, as
I opened the door to come in, I forgot and
looked to see his little face.

They call me

—

Oh, I have friends.
them.

foster child myself.

tied to mine.

—

—

wide world

that belonged to me.
I

seen it in the gutter and I've seen it in palaces.
I've seen it
shining in the eyes of some worn, flat-chested spinster.
I've
seen it still glorified in the eyes of women who had sold or sacrificed or been robbed of every other glory.
I'm not silly enough to pretend I'm an ingenue. It isn't my
line
on or off the screen. I don't want to be an ingenue. I
just want to be a woman.
I'm not an angel I'm just a plain
ordinary human being.
But I'm not willing to admit that because I've got black
hair and green eyes and what they call beauty, I'm not
going to make a good mother to my son.
I've learned to estimate human nature pretty well,
in my years of experience.
And I know you can't
fill your life with money
nor fame, nor admiration.

have been called some-

thing very like that off the screen.
But you see, you can't tell where you will find
mother love, in this world.
It doesn't belong exclusively to any little circle of

women who look blonde and spiritual and perfect.
You can't put a fence around mother love and say
kind of women shall have it, and this shan't. No.

—

if

tween a

this

I've

you happen

—

—

real love
beto find love
that is different. That is

man and woman,

heaven-sent. It has been denied me.
But the admiration, the desire of men. leaves you
stranded on a sea of fear and loneliness and self-loathing.
That's why I adopted a boy. I know perhaps enough of
men, and the world, and the [ continued on p.^^ge 1 12 ]
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What
Makes Them

Cry
By

Frederick

What Moves

James Smith

the Stars to Tears

Mary Pickford hv Mnsscnct Elegie
PoLA Negri by Grieg's Lament
Bill Hart by "Sweet Bunch of Daisies"
Theda Bara by Gabriel-Marie's
"La Cinquantaine"
Betty Compson by "Aloha"
Dorothy Dalton by "Kiss Me Again"
Mae Busch by "Home Sweet Home"

A bore, Lillian (lish in the now iminortul
cUm-t scene of "Broken Blossoms," still
the screen's highest cxn7n'ple of emotional
hysteria

When M<ir>/ Pickford apjyroachcs a tender .yentiinentnl scene, even though it be
an exterior, she takes her orchestra oIohq.
Here we are shown Mary ambushing a
tear, u-ith Director Al Greene and Brother
Jack considering the Pickford technique
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SINCE
tional
Wark

Blanche Sweet wept the

first

real screen tear, as Judith in
Grifiith's "Judith of Bethulia,"

sensa-

David

many

a tear has been shed before the remorseless
Unfortunately the public
film lens.
has come to look upon most of them
That is a
as a matter of glycerine.
part of the film fan's general present
In
suspicion of all things cinematic.
reality, most of the studio tears these
days are real. It is no longer a matter
of emulsion rather than emotion.
After all, why shouldn't the tears be
the genuine thing? The average star
has only to think of what the papers
saj' about that last picture, or the sad
fashion the studio staff receives his
Any one of
or her
flashes of genius.
these things is guaranteed to open
the ocular sluice-gates.
Seriously, tears are largely a matter

—

of

temperament.

They come compar-

atively easy to stars like Mary Pickford and Lillian Gish. Just a suggestion can make Jackie Coogan weep
giant tears. Pola Negri, on the other
hand, approaches her tear duct interludes from an emotional angle, rather
than from the path of pathos. She

While Rupert II ughes never
permitx jnusicians to approach his set during the
''shooting" of a scene, he
frequently plays himself

The screen has no more

during odd moments

actress than

the right

to get

mood

sensitive

May McAvoy,

young

says Director

John S. Robertson. Here is an example of
Miss McAvoy weeping genvine tears in
"Morals"

must come

to the tears logically as the climax of carefully developed
tional scenes.
And she must have music. Indeed, it is surprising,

emo-

when

to consider the sob moments, how important a part music plays
"shooting" of our photoplays.
It is impossible to say definitely just when and where music entered the
silver-sheet field as a tear persuader, but legend has it that Grifiith called in
a violinist at the old Biograph studio, away back in 1909, to play for Florence
Lawrence. Maybe the honor is deserved elsewhere but, since "D. VV.'.'
created most of the innovations which in time became part of the technique
of the photoplay of today, we pass the wreath to Griffith and move on.
True, Griffith uses music less than any director we know. He has found
that mobs in big scenes are especially responsive to music and, in "Intolerance," he used a military band for three days during the filming of the
Archaeologists would have been surprised to see the legions
battle scenes.
of Cyrus repulsed from the walls of Babylon to the stirring strains of a Sousa
march or "Tipperary." In the scenes of Belshazzar's feast in "Intolerance"
the dancers received their cues from music of this same hardworking band.
In the intimate scenes of his productions, however, Griffith uses no music.
Indeed, Griffith has told me that he would never employ a player who could
not feel a role enough to weep at rehearsals. Right here let us say that
Griffith himself will not do a story that does not move him to the point of
More than once we have watched tears come to
tears at the mere telling.
Griffith's eyes as he merely outlined the details of a screen story.
This reveals something of the Griffith method of making a photoplay.
He will work over his story until he achieves at least one or two big moments.
Then he will turn and twist the synopsis indeed, throw the story out the
window to get the most out of these few seconds. These moments develop
at the extended rehearsals of the entire story which always precede the
"shooting" of a single foot of film. Usually they come forth as a player
reveals an unusual touch of feeling.
Think back over any Griffith drama
and you will instantly recall certain moments that stand out with cahieo

you come

in the

—

—

clarity.
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Norma Tahnadge

(ilir<n/fi has (in organ, a 'cello and a violin
during eviotional scenes. Miisic acts as a screenfrom studio distractions, says Norma. Here Front: Lloyd

on her

set

is directing

Veni Reynolds in Gloria Swanson's

"The Prodigal Danghters."
Consider the slavey's hj-stcrical fear in the tiny
closet of "Broken Blossoms," the broken YellowMan hovering tenderly over the figure of the
girl in the same classic, the death of the baby
in " 'Way Down East," or the moment when Henriette hears the distant voice of the lost and blind
Louise in "Orphans of the Storm." All immortal
and all achieved in this
celluloid flashes of genius

—

careful fashion.

The

GriflUh method of developing these scenes

It can honestly be described
essentially unique.
Griffith has a voice of
as savoring of hypnotism.
IS

odd dramatic timbre. On the stage it may sound
forced and theatrical but in the studio it becomes
a musical instrument to play upon an actor's emoThe very qualities that made Griffith an
tions.
indifferent actor seem to make for directorial
greatness.
IMelGriffith approaches a big scene carefully.
lowing preliminary or "working up" scenes are
shot for days preceding. Then the day comes.
Someone has said that a cathedral hush settles

—

—

room and
The player goes to his or her
Then the moment ardressing room and rests.
rives.
Stage carpenters' hammers are stilled.
upon the
rests for

studio.

Griffith goes to his

an hour.

He gives
Griffith begins to talk to the player.
emotionally in direct ratio to the actor's response.
Lillian Gish could reach an emotional clima.x easily.
When the "Broken Blossoms" scene in the closet
example of emotional
still the screen's highest
hysteria
was shot in Los .\ngeles the screams of
Miss Gish, alternating with the cries of Griffith, cou
heard in the streets outside. It required most of the
staff to keep the curious from trying to invade the

—

34-

via the

vehicle,

is an
exam pic of the fake tear, which comes
glycerine hottle. now happily jyassing

excellent

Here

Gloria Sivdnson weep^ some^real tear/^
dvrinf) the shooting of " The ProdiQul

Dnyghtrrs"

Grifiilh's dirccling becomes
table duel of emotions.

Mae Marsh was — and

a

veri-

—

almost as
is
Gish under his
direction. Carol Dempster is not of the
same temperament. Griffith once worked
steadily from eleven to five o'clock,
during the making of "The Girl Who
Stayed at Home," before he evoked a
single responsive tear from Miss Dempster.
But, since he refuses to resort to
glycerine, he kept on. These scenes are
highly wearing for the actor, naturally.
Yet we never saw a player respond to
emotions so easily and recover herself so
She has a
quickly as Lillian Gish.
curious knack of resting of completely
She
relaxing in every spare moment.
conserves herself with the greatest care.
responsive

—

as

Lillian

—

Below, oneof the bext examples of genuine
emotional playing and real tears: Mae

Marsh

in her noir classic portrayal' of the
girl in "Intolerance"

modern

No

glycerine tears for Jackie Coognn! His childish imagit/et
to be touched. One of the lachrymal
humorous moments from Jackie's new picture, "Daddy''

—

nation needs only

—

Miss Gish once told me that she long ago learned
that she could do anything if she rested properly.
"Resting properly," she went on, '"is rcla.xing every
muscle." Try it sometime.
.V curious instance of Griffith's studio magnetism
is told of the filming of the old fashioned revival
The director had
scenes in "True Heart Susie."
secured an evangelist for the scene, but somehow
the crowd of extras remained cold and unmoved.
to collapse when Griffith
took the revivalist's place on the platform and
began to really preach. He kept his place on the
platform for six hours and obtained the most remarkable shots of a revival under stress of religious
They say one could hear the
fervor ever filmed.
God, to Thee" two
extras singing "Nearer,
Indeed, a half
blocks from the California studio.
dozen ten-doUar-a-day extras hit the sawdust trail

The scene threatened

—

—

My

in reality.

same
nough
the public."

jNIary Pickford throws herself wholehearted into
a scene. "Glycerine tears and counterfeit money are
"If I can riot
class;" Miss Pickford has told me.
to weep real tears I believe I am not honest with

Which, somehow,

[

continued on

p.^gf,
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How they Raise

Jackie

c oogan
By Margaret

Mrs. Coogan
she

is

Sangster

tells

how

training

her son. She herself

has wor\ed out the
principles of his diet.

And

—

she

is

not averse

to spanl^ing the

hoy

millionaire, though

he seldom needs

it!

a millionaire Jackie leads the simple life. He arises at
and has a breakfast of cereal, dry toast and soft-boiled eggs.
No jam. And candy only o/ice a week!

Althoiujii

seven

HE

may be a millionaire, and all that sort of thing. He may
be the small idol of a hundred thousand adult hearts.
Crowds may follow him, whenever he steps out, and great
directors may bow to his slightest preference. But Jackie
Coogan isn't going to be a turtle fed child of luxury not if his
mother has anything to say about it. And, most decidedly, she has!
"If he's healthy, and moderately good," says ^Irs. Coogan, "I'm
satisfied.
If he grows up to be a real person and a hundred per cent
American citizen I won't ask for anything else. I'm strong for
American things!"
An understanding mother, she is. And a chummy one. But not
indulgent. She does not believe in spoiling little bo\ s, or in allowing
their heads to be turned. That's why Jackie Coogan is being brought
up much more simply than the average child why his routine, his
Old fashioned
diet, his amusements, are all balanced and rational.
maxims are remembered and observed although, thank fortune,
they're not quoted to the casual visitor! One is, "Earh' to bed and
early to rise."
And another, "Children should be seen and not
heard."
He rises at seven, and at eight o'clock he has a simple breakfast of
cereal, dry toast and soft boiled eggs. Then comes a play time, interrupted at ten thirty when he is given a glass of fruit juice. He works
at his studies
for he has a tutor
until lunch, or he goes to the
studio. But this rule is variable, because of weather conditions and
other circumstances that go into the making of motion pictures. Yet
every day he has two hours of schooling, and every day he has two
hours of studio work.

—

—

—

—
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The first thing Jackie xoanted to see in New York
was the new Yankee Stadium, where Babe
Ruth presides. Jackie insisted upon being the
first "man" to round the bases

—

!

//(

reudf roraciomly, thig genius of
IJ is favorite bnchs are "The

lifiht.

'J'nies of King Arthur," "The Three
Musketeers," "Raggedy Ann" and
"Peter Rabbit."
His mother does

not eensor his reading, but she does
coidrol his nmrie-going

Luncheon

largest and niosl imlie then has meat and
And
a green \ egelable.

is liis

})ortanl meal,

potatoes and
an uncooked vegetable. And though
an easil>'
this doesn't happen always
digested sweet. For example, a typical
luncheon menu would be a broiled
lamb chop, a baked potato, with plenty of butter in the mealy heart of it. a
saucer of spinach, and a stalk or two of
the
celery,
^^'ith bread and butter
wholesome, whole wheat kind of bread
and butter and a glass of milk. Milk,
of course, is an important part of e\'er>"

—
—

—

—

meal, although occasionally cocoa is
substituted for it, at the breakfast
hour.
For dessert, jello. Or junket.
Or rice pudding with raisins. Or a cup
custard.
Or, as a special treat, ice
cream.
Mrs. Coogan, by the way, has ne\ er
consulted a dietitian in regard to
Jackie's food problem. For, she says,
there has never been a food problem
"Any mother with a grain of common
sense knows what her chihl shoulc
eat," she laughs, when questioned,
"just how his meals should be iirojior-

tioned and jilanned.
Unless,
the child is ill
or
has some chronic digestive
trouble.
In that case a specialist should be consulted
and the sooner the better!"
The afternoon ])asses quickly
in work either with the tutor,
or under the Cooper-Hewitts.
.\nd in an hour or two of out
door play.
With fresh fruit
served at four promptly, and a
frugal supper
at si.x thirty
of French toast, or scrambled
eggs, or bread and milk. And
then, at seven thirt}-, prayers
and bed time.
Jackie spends a surprising
amount of time with his books.
He reads voraciously; a curious
habit for a child of his years.
Rather surprising books, too

—

of course,

—

—

To that common question, "Is Jackie spoiled/" we want to
hurl an emphatic no! He gets spanked
Fancy spanking a
star millionaire!
But his mother does allow him to toot the

—

saxophone for five minutes every morning.
"If he has
musical talent," says she, "I am willing to suffer while he
tries to

prove it"

"The Three Musketeers," and
"Robin Hood," and "The
Tales of King Arthur," as well

more juvenile " Raggedy
COXTIXUED ON PAGE 99

as the
[

]
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A

typical California

sun parlor

—

bright

wicker and grass rugs.
The color scheme, of green and hbi<', ;

with

cretonne,

,

cool

and tranquil

Norma
has a

Home
at last

Norma Talmud ge,

against the

backgroi'i'd of her
door, looks happy.

—

own

front

And why

shouldn't she
for the door,
hand carved and studded irilli
brass, is the entrance to a u'oi:der ho use
The first home tin t
she and her husband, Joseph
Schenck, hare ever owned. II
is located in the heart of the
most fashionable district in
Los Angeles, and it is made of
red brick and tan plaster.
'/

Stained, glass
the

and

warmth

—

windows add

to

of the color scheme
incidentally
to the old

—

world appearance of the dwelling place.
The arrangement
of trees and shrubbery and ivee
trimly cut hedges might be
called formally informal!

s

A

The furniture

setting for

vivid

beautij, this

The

room.

done

ill

room

drauing
trails

in this

unusual drawing

Miss Tohnadge'

in

arc

is

upholstered

rubij

red

velvet,

grci/ plaster

producing on almost

color

spectacular effect.
The rug ts a rare old
J'ersion, and morth

—a
stone
—against which
dull,

are

curtains of rich dark
1)1 ue

a f(jrtune

Prohubli/ the world's most
exquisite

bedroom.

Indi-

rect lighting an' evcri/thing.

The

wallts

orchid

and

are

tinted

in

and

the

green,

furniture is hand-paiuted
in pale shades of orchid
that ex(U'tb/

match the

walls.

The corrcd tralcwood furniwas imported from
China bi/ Miss Talmadqc

The draperies are of orchid
and green taffeta and the

ture

rug

—so

is

a delicate grey

velvet

were the embroidered

curtains
icidly

and

.screens.

Chinese are the

Typlight-

ing fixtures and the bronze

ornaments and

the hits of

A

splendid
predominates,
giring this dining room an

old

dark

lacquer.

red

unusual distinction that
both dignified

and

is

bizarre
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Old King Tut'Ankh'Amen of Egypt

f

Sets the Fashion

And

this

ton

wound about with

maline

t

urban,

gold tubing

and

finished with tassels of gold fringe

Agnes Ayres might hare

loorri it in
another incarnation. On the upper Nile three thousand years ago

The Egypiian note, this year!
the tomb of old King TutAnlxh-Amen was opened, out flew
a new silhouette and a neiv head
dress and a whole series of new
colors. See how (lloria Swanson's

When

coat

—of striped appliqucd chiffon
—wraps about

and French Rabbit

her " la inuinniy!

When

the

bizarre a

terned

mode is exotic and
demure frock, patgrandmother'

after

U'edding gown, sounds an original note.
Agnes Ayres may
look quaintly unconscious but
she's

after

know!
priceless

an

Brocaded
lace

effect.

taffeta

— crinoline

romance!
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We
and
and

for the

American

Girl's

Summer Gowns and Hats

Ariother Egyption turban.
A
foundation of tulle corered inth
two layerg of lace. The first goldthread, the .second black Chantilly.

Such a hat

.sugge.'<t.'i

a desert night

of white moonlight and sih'er
sands. With the silent Sphinx for

chnperonc

A

suiifUiicer /'uiiipdnt iipim

<i

bal

(if

rel-

Surrounded by little flying birds.
Sounds like a coat of arms, almost. But,
ill reality, it's a hand-painted shawl worn
by Bebe Daniels in "The Glimpses of
vet!

the

Moon"

Taupe Gaberdine with allover embroidery that might be stolen from the
Sanskrit.
Perhaps there are verses,
in some ancient cipher, written into
this
embroideryl
Anyway, Miss
Swanson, in her smartest spring suit,
is something to inspire poetry!

Donald Biddle Keyes

Velvet, Pearl Embroidery, Ruffles, Lace Rosettes
Although her evening govm of
black velvet, with long bands of
pearl

embroidery,

is

regal,

and although

.she

almost
wears a

slender crown, also of pearls,
there is something wistful in

Bebe Daniels' expression.
Maybe she prefers gingham
who knows?

—

Gloria's reversible frock of light
crepe Romaine and blue serge

has unique

possibilities.

A

and it's all blue serge. A
turn, and apparently it is made
of crepe and nothing more
twist,

—

Created for the the dmisant, this chapca u. Or for the earhj,
not too formal, dinner.
The crown and brim are of
iridescent cloth, but the facing of black velvet gives the
sedate Ayres effect.
A sprmj of paradise is the only

ornament

k2

and Ermine

all

go into

My

Lady's

Newest Frocks

A

simple sportu hat/or an early duiiimerdai/. Of jade green Milan hemp,
with six rows of corded faille, in varijitig shades of green, forming the narrow bnm. Almost a toque but not
quite.
A nd decidedli/ beromitig to

—

Agnes Ai/res

No Egyptian outline, this time. Pure, one
hundred per cent flapper! Pauline Garon displays a tea gown of silver cloth and chiffon, with
ruffles and rosettes of lace.
Notice the sofi
sash of chiffon, and the slightly high waist line

wee

Bebe Daniels looks surPerhaps it is
prised.
because she has just
noticed that the back of

her black velvet

made

of

white lace.

mine

gown

r.s

transparent

A

little

er-

proves, by joining

the lace to the velvet, that

he has not lived his

life

in vain!

When

spring comes Agnes Ayres goes hat mad!
This one, of orchid georgette crepe and black cire
straw, is enough to make any girl's heart flutter
with joy. A draped fold of ribbon, and tiny flowers
in orchid tones, complete a charming effect

hi

Min

i/

ij((irii

Ciiir
(Kjo,

plmjed fifteen

before Pickford

Frank Woods, first picture
und originnl nlori/

critic

apprured

writer

The Romantic

Motion
CIIAPTER XIV

MIDSUMMER

Union Square. New York,
Arc lamps spluttering overhead,
with dancing circles of light on the ragged dusty
green of the paper strewn lawns below.
Benches
In the darker places courting couples murlined with idlers.
Paths shuffling with the listless steps of
niurring together.
strollers out for a breath of evening in this Uttle city girt oasis.
All around the clanging of street cars, and down in Fourteenth
street at the edge of the Square the mingled noises of electric
])ianos from saloon sidedoors, the cries of barkers, phonographs,
and the vagrant purl of the peanut vendors' whistles.
It was the nij^^ht of the fourteenth of July in 1908.
It was just like any other July night in Union Square, e.xcept
that it was a great first night in the art of the motion picture,
night in

lifleen years ago.

Thr
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hctji II

II i

/Kj

Aiihiir Jali ii.snii

Kirccii

'O the
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I
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.

pii'liirc liislnrii.

III

nmiii iiilr. fiqiirf in the
llr

i/'

iiiu

.s

uj

llii'

jimt

iiliils

many who have known

picture only in the years of

the motion

its

unheralded, unpress-agcntcd, unrecognized.

greatness,

through Union Square a tall handsome young man
accompanied by a pretty, dark brunette
voung woman, walked rapidly in the direction of Keith's Union
Square Theater.
.\ casual observer would have said that the young man was a
minister, an uncommonly strikin'g minister type with a thoughtful, detached, concentrated manner, and that the girl was quite
too pretty to be wasted on a parsonage.
They hurried along toward the theater, in haste to be on
time.
As they crossed from the square into the glare of the
street the man pulled his hat down over his e\-es and cast
It was obvious that he
a look about at the theater entrance.
did not want to be recognized.
Together they took seats in the back of the house. In the
dark there they smiled at each other and the girl spoke reassuringly to her companion.
" Now. don't worry
it will be fine."
''I hope \ ou are right."
Then a motion picture came on. Both the man and the
woman bent forward intently observing the screen.
The picture was entitled "The Adventures of Dolly."
The tall handsome young man who sat there in a modest
liack seat was Arthur Johnson, the leading man in this his tirst
.-\nd the girl beside hini was Florence Hacketl. who
l)icture.
was presently to become Mrs. Johnson, and to share in one
of the most highly colored romantic careers of the screen.
Not many seats away was aiiother anxious young man,
David W. Grillith. sitting hawk-faced and tense as he watched
the picture and listening with the ear of the actor for the
Beside Griffith was Linda
possible comment in the audience.

Down

chapter of the continually romantic
history of the art will bring many surprises
and a new appreciation of the progress of
a decade and a half of the screen.
this

J

of line cut features,

he revelations of this chapter show that

the pritle of the screen of today

is

really the

glow of achievement of players and
directors who have hut newly come into
their kingdom.
fresh

Reatling here you. will discover tliat the
works of the motion picture of today

l)etter

are largely

coming from men and women
their price of experience and

who have paid

—

from the days of the very beginning of the art of telling a dramatic story on
discipline

the screen.

Compare

the mental picture of the screen

that the reviews of 1908 give vou with the
best pictures as you know them today.
J hen you will be an optimist.

James R. Oi

irk.

Cijp>

rii;lit

19J^

].y

Terry Kanisaye

—

Robert

Vignola, when he
to play Mexican

rms hired

rdles

Sidney
into

who broke
playing a
bull dog

Olcott

pictures

History of the

Picture
By Terry Ramsaye
She was also
Arvidson, a member of the cast of the picture.
Mrs. D. W. Griffith, but that no one else knew.
For each of these men a life career was at stake there on the
flickering screen.

To Arthur Johnson the little one reel picture was an exposing
The stage was the whole
analytical cross-section of his art.
world to Johnson. It had been ever since that day in his boyhood when he stole away in the night, from his father's house,
the Episcopal rectory at Davenport out in Iowa, to join the

D.

W.

Griffith,

when he was starting to make
made him the world's mast
fanwus director

in 1908,

the reputation that has

departing William Owen Dramatic Company, playing Shakespearean roles on the road. Johnson had gone down to Biograph's old brownstone studio, with a good reputation as an
actor of the stage behind him and two seasons' success in James
He had tossed
Corbett's "The Burglar and the Lady."
whatever he had of endowment and future into this tin-pot
toy, the motion picture. If he had to go back to the agencies job
hunting it would be with the curse of " the pictures " upon him.
And for Griffith the picture was no less important. It was
Success here meant that he would
his first effort at directing.
go on, no one knew where. Failure would mean well it
would mean the end of his job at Biograph, even as an actor.
So in that crowded theater two men were watching the
screen with a desperate intentness.
Now to those who have been following these annals from
the beginning there will be a tinge of the thrill of coincidence
in recalling the fact that it was at this same theater, Keith's
Union Square, that twelve years before, on the night of June
29, 1896, the Lumiere Cinemetographe from Paris presented
the first foreign pictures brought to the United States in that
For a round dozen years the stars
the natal year of the screen.
of destiny in the world of the motion picture seemed to linger
over Fourteenth street and Union Square.
As Arthur Johnson watched the scenes of "The Adventures
of Dolly" flicker by, he spoke in whispers of protest to Miss
J.

—

Hackett.
" I don't look like that
oh damn!"
is that the way I walk
Johnson crawled lower and lower in his seat.
"And they gave me five dollars a day for that. I don't see
how they can do it!" When the picture was off Johnson and
Miss Hackett slipped out of the theater and back to their boarding houses up in Thirty-seventh street near Seventh avenue.
That was a night of great beginnings for the motion picture.
From that first effort D. W. Griffith has gone on and on and on,

—

—

Did You
SiDNEY
pictures

Know

That-

Olcott broke into the motion
made up as a bull dog and supported

by a cast of sixty mongrel pups.
Robert Vignola became a director because
he had a Mexican shirt and was strong
enough to be handy at shifting scenes.

George Melford

got his first screen job
because he owned a morning suit, and
nearly got fired because he took a fifteen
cent drink on a director.

Kalem

paid the record price for a scenario
twenty-five thousand dollars for one reel

'way back

in 1908.

Mary Carr

played bits in Kalem pictures,
out at Kellyville, Pa.

fifteen years ago,

Tom Persons

shot the

first

feature

made

in

California— Selig's one reel "Count of
Monte Cristo" and nearly drowned the

—

leading

man

This chapter

at a loss of fifty cents.

tells

about these and many,

many more

Interesting facts of the motion picture affairs of long ago.

to become the world's most famous director, travelling by
calculated, methodical, studied steps the lonesome road to a

45

—

Gauge MclJoriL
addict in an old

plai/iiiii

Kak m

with

ii

Man/ f'iel.ford. Florence Lawrence

ilriKj

M (irin

Snis, a favorite of those doi/s

and

Arthur Johnson in "The
Man," one of the earliest

Willi of o

iioiu

remote

solitary succi'ss.

Griffith pictiireis

From

that

beginning Arthur Johnson

same

the arcades, was under the
harge of Frank jMarion, who
])iomptly employed Olcott.
for

in a few-

I

3'ears rose to stellar fame
and the destroying adoration of
Suecess took him
the millions.

swift

down

the

Olcott, sitting among the pretentious sets of "Little Old New
York " under his direction at Cosmopolitan studios in these "superfeature" days of 1923, recalled
with a smile his first part for the

Primrose path to the
good fel-

finish of all the "jollv

lows."

He

died in 1916.

So while, as we have seen in the
chapter that has gone before, the

Biograph

increasing intensity of

-

Mutoscope camera

the lead in a one minute farce
entitled "Wanted a Dog."
Li response to a want ad for
dog extras, sixty pups of high and
low degree were delivered that

among the industrial
Mrs. Duriil 11'. (Iriffdh plai/ed as
chieftains of the motion picture
Linda Arriilson in his earliest pictures
for the control that would make
it a business, a parallel and no less
dramatically interesting development was striving in the
di'.y
at II L;;^t Fourteenth street.
Among them was an
studios to make the picture also an art.
undershot, underslung, low minded and high biting brindle
bulldog.
Some of the significant screen efforts of the time came from
He whipped the bunch before the picture started.
the busy studio of the Kalem company, where Sidney Olcolt.
In a bit of actor whimsy, Olcott. thinking lightly of his new job
anyway, made himself up to resemble the features of the bull
as the director in charge, was producing at a high rale of
speed.
dog as much as possible. He went on in the make-up and
Sidney Olcott's connection with the motion pictures had
thereupon made the hit with Marion that took him along to
had its beginning with the peep show mutoscope pictures at
Kalem, when it was organized b_\- Kleine, Long and Marion a
liiograph about a year before.
Olcott was pla\ ing with
few months later.
Marion Leonard and Joe Santley in "Hilly the Kid," a road
So Sidney Olcott broke in to the kingdom of the film drama made
show, when he first heard the call of the motion pictures. It
up as a bull pup and supported by a cast of sixty alley hounds.
was a very faint call at three dollars a day. That was back
Over at the Kalem studios many an actor destined to large
in 1907, when Mrs. Stanley suggested to Olcott that there was
parts in the later affairs of the motion picture was first introeasy summer work apjiearing in " mutoscopes." Down at the
duced to the camera under the auspices of Marion and Olcott.
Biograph studio the production of the little cardboard wheels
Trivial happenings in the days of the beginnings were to
for tlie peep show end of the business, tlic mutoscope machines
control the careers of many of those who became famous with
the rise of the -photoplay.
Early in his work at Kalem, Sitl Olcott
discovered the picturesque badlands of the
Palisades of New Jersey and elected Coytsvillc as the center of a new wild west of the
The first western pictures of the
I)ictures.
screen, a t>"pe of production that became
the staple thriller for man)- years, were made
within gunshot of the Hudson river this
long before the real west was filmed.
.\mong the members of the road company
playing "Billy the Kid" was one Robert
\ ignola. a capable person of Italian extraction.
\\'hile casting one of his synthetic
wild west dramas Olcott recalled that \'ignola was the owner of a costume that might
\ ignola was drafted for
jiass for Mexican.
the picture at once, and rode to his first
location on the Fort Lee ferry along with the
llannel shirted [ continued ox page 104 ]
the struggles

•

—

—

The onhj picture in cristcncc of Griffith as a
The couple on the left are
Arthur Johnson and Linda Griffith

picture acUyr.

4G

—

—

"Be
Yourself"
Viola Dana
originated the most

famous saying

Hollywood

in

and she

lives

up to

it

herself

the most famous sayTHAT'S
Hollywood. The
ing
fact

in

that

it

is

followed

makes

Hollywood what it is today.
Viola Dana said it first.
She's the Peter Pan of the western
She's not so very old
film capital.
now; but she won't be much older ten
years from now. If a statue were to
be erected in the public square it
should be of Viola Dana as Puck.
InYouth; gaiety; recklessness.
genueism incarnate.
Vi nobody ever calls her Viola
and
said " Be yourself, be yourself "
took her own advice. She's always
As
the same, on the screen or off.
young as Cupid; as old as the Sphinx.
A portrait of her would have to be of
perpetual motion. Cigarette smoke

And

—

—

dancing

about

wreathed

bobbed

Scarlet lips. Gypsy, slanting
Laughter flying like
eyes.

curls.

green
colored

Flying

confetti.

French

hepls.

Hard-boiled?

A

little.

Sophisti-

cated? Surely. But warm-hearted
and generous; and very frank. She

and cigarettes; and jazz;
and she doesn't trouble to conceal the
fact.
Vi is just one of those people
that it doesn't matter what they do
or what they don't do; they're

likes slang;

themselves.

She made a country-wide tour of
personal appearances recently. Her
audiences adored her.
She completely captured the clubwomen as well as the mayors and governors. "I had the sense
not to talk much," she snapped.
She was a child actress and a dancer. She won Broadway
fame as "The Poor Little Rich Girl," and then Edison starred
her on the screen. She has been a star ever since. When she
first appeared in Hollywood, she was a widow of only a few
months.

John
she was

whom she married while
New York while they were

Collins, her director husband,
still in her teens, died in

working and playing together. Something left her life when he
died. But she was young. Her pictures became increasingly
popular. And pretty soon she was established as the first real
flapper of the screen.
Grace, and impudence.
And youth.
Today well, you saw "The Five Dollar Baby."
Viola Dana is one of the few comediennes who doesn't want
to be anything else.
She doesn't want to do a Gish. If she
can make 'em laugh what more is there?

—

—

—

Edna, and Vi a vaudeidlle act billed "The Flugrath Sisters"
Shirley is the stellar Miss Mason and
would play to packed houses.
Viola's known as Dana. Edna uses the family name for film purposes

Shirley,

You know

her real

name

is

Flugrath.

She has made a

Her mother
beautiful home in Hollywood for her family.
Vi
presided over it until her death not long ago. Her father
"He looks more like my
is tremendously proud of her dad.
There is Shirley Mason, the
kid brother," she chuckles.
youngest member of the family; and now Edna Flugrath, the
only one of the sisters to use the family name on the screen, has
come from Australia for a visit.
She is typical
If you know Vi you know motion pictures.
of the films.
If the visiting aunt from Keokuk should ask to
meet the most representative member of the screen colony,
introduce her to Viola Dana. She'd like Vi and Vi would

—

—

like her.

In her early twenties; pretty; smart; somewhat daring;
earning an almost royal income there are a dozen youngsters
But she's the spirit of them all.
like her in the movies.

—

"

Be

yourself." bad advice.

It isn't

Frame

it.

,

U7

—

THE

STUDIO
SECRET
By
Frederic oArnold

Kummer

A New

and Absorbing

Romance
of Hollywood

Illustrated by

James Montgomery

That which has

A

BEAUTIFUL
Joy Moran.

ability.

work

goyie before

and accomi^lished actress
girl with both charm and

A

But, like Saturday's child,

Her mother

forced

to

"

77/a/(/,.s. Sdiiiiiii/, tliiit'.s

"

7'/)('.sp

tliint/s

'

dead and her
father, an erstwhile matinee idol, depends upon
her for support. He is a habitual drunkard, but
Joy loves and trusts him so lhoroughl\- that she
refuses .\rthur Lloyd's offer of marriage because
the \ oung man's i)lans do not include him. Lloyd is leading man
in the play in which Joy has a part as ingenue
She makes good
through the jealous\' and bitterness of
in the part, but the play
the star is taken off. At4his time, when her funds are low
and the future is dark, Joy's father raises the amount of a
check given him by Philip Walrous, a m\ sterious financier and
lawyer who represents certain large financial interests. Watrous
promises Jo\- not to prosecute her father who is threatened
with blindness because of drinking bad liquor but he makes
curious conditions that bewilder and frighten her.
for her living.

—

rcnj sitrct of i/ou," snid Joij. pressing Klcin\-< hand.
mnle and female, in this compani/ are trj/ing to insinriatc naslii
There's a good reason wh)/ I'm being given this chance,
about nir.
bnt I can't tell ijnu what it is now
cnis,

is

—

—

—

Chapter V.
"LI

H

eyes,

a rather frightened look in her heather-grey
Joy Moran, curled up at one end of the day-

bed, waited for Mr. Watrous to e.xplain his amazing
proposition.
He had ollered to secure her an engagement with one of the big picture companies to "put her
to make of her, if she possessed the necessary
in the movies"
It seemed incredible.
ability, a high-priced star.
She knew the lawyer to be a man of influence, knew that he
represented, legally, some powerful interests in the tinancial
men who could give orders at the directors' tables of
world

—

—

—

many

big corporations.

there

was much Wall

She even knew, in a general way, that
Street money in the picture business.
But why such influences should be exerted in her behalf, why
Mr. Watrous should come to her, a comparatively unknown
actress, with this astonishing offer of fame and fortune, was
beyond her. He was a friend of her father, it was true, but only
in the casual way of men about town, of boon companions, eatThere was no real
ing, drinking, making merry together.
friendship, nothing solid, basic. There was the obvious explanation, of course
the usual sordid offer to buy her youth, her
beauty, with insincere promises of a profitable engagement,
but Joy sensed something more in Mr. Watrous's words than
that.
She glanced up, saw him smiling across at her with his
quizzical, kindly eyes, hesitating as though to be quite sure of

—

his

words before he spoke.

.\ slight noise from the rear room brought to mind her father,
sent a stabbing pain through her heart as she thought of him
sleeping there, ill, possibly blind, as a result of the villainous
remembered that under the influence of
liquor he had taken
that liquor he had committed the supreme folly of raising a
check Mr. Watrous had given him, from fifty dollars to five
hundred, in order to pay a gambling debt. What if he had
intended to make the amount good in the morning? It lay
And
in Philip Watrous's power to ruin him, and her as well.
the play in which she was appearing was scheduled to close in
two weeks, leaving her with her father to support, and no
money with which to do it. She shuddered. If ever a man had
Suddenly Watrous spoke.
a woman in his power, it was now.

—

"Before
would like

I tell

you just what I have in mind," he
you one or two questions."

said,

to ask

49

"I

—
"Go

alicnd,"' Joy said stonily.
"You've never told mc whether \ou've done any picture
work before now or not. 'Ha^vc you?"
"Wh>' yes a little. I was in "Bonnie Prince Charlie'
i)la>'ed
Lady Fitzthe Criterion production, you know
gerald it wasn't much of a part, I'm afraid, and then, I did
a Spanish girl, in 'The Passion \'ine,' and the sister, in 'Hearts
Brockton directed me, in that. I haven't done
for Sale.'
much, because father always objected to my going into pictures.
He hates them, you know." She went over to the oak
cupboard beside the mantel. "I have some rather good stills
Would you like to see them?" She drew out a package
here.
of glossy prints and handed them to her companion.
Mr. W'atrous inspected them intently through his eye-

— —

—

—

glasses, smiling all the while.

"H — m — yes,

these."
He
the others to Joy.

And

"Mr. Brockton

—

—

I

"You

But

'T_T AVE patience

for a

rlc
i-dear, and you will.

screen well, don't \'ou?"

don't

moment, mv
As I told you

before, I feel pretty sure I can place
a commine happens

you, advantageousl}', too, with

pany

in

which a

client of

to be interested.

would you

Royal Films.

like that?"

He

How

smiled com-

placently.

Joy caught her breath. Royal Films!
The very top notch of screendom. She
had made little efifort, during her short
experience on Broadway, to do much
in picture work, largely because her
father, an actor of the old school, regarded such work as cheap pantomiming, unworthy the attention of a
serious artist, but had she been asked
to name one company above all others,
as the one with which she would most
wish to be associated, she would have
picked out the Royal.
"I'm pretty sure I can manage it,"

Mr. Watrous went on.

A

girl of

—

—

—

"I don't see anything out of the way
that," Joy laughed.
"In fact, I
think this Margot must be a very upto-date girl, and very sensible, to cut
loose from her father and his stuffy
millions and try to do something worth
while in the world."
'No doubt. But that isn't the
It seems that she has fallen
I)oint.
desperately in love with a motion picture star, out at the coast, and has
made up her mind to marry him."
"More power to her," Joy laughed.
"She might do a whole lot worse, right
on Fifth .\venue."
"Possibly.
But "her father doesn't
think so. In fact, he is furious. Regards his daughter as a silly, romantic
girl, and the man as a cold-blooded
fortune hunter. You can understand,
of course, how he would feel. A gentleman of the old school proud as a
l)eacock of his family name.
I don't
suppose he ever saw a motion picture
in his life.
Just a conservative old
in

$100,000
and a Chance to Star
seemed preposterous.
should you do this for me?"
she asked him. "What do you want
me to do? "
" There's a mysterj- about a certain
star out there that detectives have
failed to unravel
curious rumors persist
everything is vague but where
there's so much smoke there must he
some fire. The man in question is beThe

offer

"Why

—

—

inK --hieldcd

—a

—

lot of his friends in

Hollywood, picture people, know the
truth but they won't tell
there is a
screen of silence protecting him. We
want you to get behind that screen.''

—

—

Ostensibly an .\ctress, in Reality A -Spy that was the proposition

—

she accepted.

New

Yorker, devoted to his club, hi;
hurch, his home. Liv-ing somewhere
hack in 1890. You know the type.
I

comes a chap from nowhere

.\long

"Get you

for nothing.

—

"I naturally I'd be glad to get such a chance, Mr. Watrous,"
she said, smiling at him in spite of her anxiety. "Who wouldn't?
But before we go any further, I want to ask you a plain, blunt
question.
Why should you do this for me? There isn't any
reason.
In fact, I'm the one that should be doing things for
you.
I'm in your debt, or rather, my father is terribly.
What's back of all this? To be perfectly frank, what price
am I expected to pay? There always is a price, you know,
and even to get what you offer I might not be willing to pay
It required courage, to say what
it."
Joy's voice trembled'.
Many
she had just said, with her affairs the way they were.
women might have accepted blindly, and allowed the future
But troubled as her eyes were, they
to take care of itself.
met those of her companion without flinching. Then she
laughed. "Please don't think me a prude, will you? I'm not
It isn't a case of 'rags is royal
trying to be melodramatic.
raiment,' or anything like that.
Just a matter of business.

—

w-ant me to do?"
Mr. Watrous settled back in his chair and lit a cigar.
"And please understand that you
"I'll tell you," he said.
are to regard what I am about to say as strictly confidential."
He paused, but at Joy's nod, went on. "The client of whom
His name is Robert Gresham.
I speak is a very wealthy man.
You may ha\ c heard of him." He looked at Joy inquiringly.
"No." She shook her head. "I don't think I have."
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an only child, as it happens,
about your own age, very goodlooking, very accomplished.
Having no mother, she is inclined to be rather wild.
I don't mean immoral, or anything
like that, but impatient of her father's control
of what she
calls his silly, old-fashioned ideas.
She refuses to live at
home, for one thing, and having an independent income from
her mother's estate, has cut loose from the old man, and set
up a studio for herself one here in New York, another on the
coast
at Hollywood, I understand.
She is rather artistic,
and has taken up costume designing stage dresses and the
like."
He paused for a moment and knocked the ashes from

Margot Gresham.

his cigar.

cast for excellent parts, too,
with a chance of starring, later on, if >ou make good. AVill
you do it?"
Would she? Joy almost laughed. With her affairs at their
present ebb it was like offering a starving man a banquet.
But a spirit of caution, inherited from a long line of ScotchIrish ancestors, made her hesitate, told her that banquets,
especially in New York, were not given to starving persons

What do you

"What matter?"
"This.
He has a daughter

take these
the photo-

reallv

I

out."

He wanted

said so.

me to go on."
"He was right. May I
with me?" He indicated
graphs.
"Certainlv.

"Well, it's not imi>ortanl.
Mr. Gresham is a man of considerable power, in the financial world, and I happen, in
this particular case, to be his legal adviser.
He is greatly
distressed by a certain matter, and has asked me to help him

—

very good. This one especially.
see
selected several of the pictures, and returned

yes

•

used to be

a

cab driver,

I

hear

— makes a

name

for himself

the screen, all the young llappers with his picture
dressing tables, and Margot falls for him like a ton
Writes her father they are going to be married in the
Naturally he's furious.
He'd give half his fortune. I
l)lock the thing.
.Vnd the girl just laughs at him."

would I," Joy said eagei^ly,
SObelic\"e
in parents tr\ing to

But where do

I

come

in, in all

"if I

loved a man.

run

—

on

on their
of brick.

autumn.
guess, to

I

don't

their children's lives.

this?"

"You'll see in a moment.
First I want you to understand
This man this picture star -has
the situation thoroughly.
been married before."
Most everyone in the social register has
"Well, why not?
been divorced."
"He hasn't been. His wife died was shot under very
peculiar circumstances. There are some curious rumors concerning the manner of her death, and for a time the husband was
suspected, although nothing has ever been proved. Everything
is vague
nothing definite. Naturally. Mr. Gresham looks on
Not at all the sort of chap he would
the fellow as a bad egg.
What he wants to do is to
like to see his daughter marry.
something that would
get some real evidence against the man
not only disgrace him publicly show him up in his true colors
but at the same time open his daughter's eyes cause her
In short, he wants to get the
to break off the engagement.
goods on him, if you see what I mean."
Joy regarded the lawyer with level eyes. The whole afffair
was unpleasant not at all to her liking.
"Why doesn't he hire a detective?" she said shortly. "I
shouldn't think there would be any difliculty in proving what
he thinks if it's true."
"That's just the trouble. He has employed detectives half
and the>- haven't found out a thing."
a dozen of them

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

''Can' I

ijoii tell

the

man

who

waiils to viarry
you? " demanded Lloyd,

an he strode angrily lowards the door. ''Look
here, Joy, I care an
awful lot for you, but
I'm not going to be anybody's fool. If you take
this offer with the Royal,
why, I icithdraw mine,
that'.'i

all"

"Thcn

I (lon'l believe- there's anything to find out."
"I'm not so sure of that. At least Mr. Gresham isn't. H
argues that where there's so much smoke, there must be some
fire.

And

he insists that the

by those about him

—

— that

man

in question

is

a lot of his friends in

being shielded

Hollywood

—

picture people
know the truth, but won't tell it that there
is a screen of silence protecting him. which the ordinary
detective cannot penetrate."
"Well?" Joy questioned. She was beginning to see. in a

dim, unpleasant way, what was expected of her.
'"Well," Mr. Watrous went on. "Mr. Gresham wants someone to get behind that screen. WhUe not interested in pictures
powerful friends who are. They will
himself, he has friends
do anything, in reason, that he may ask of them. When he
came to me which he did because he knows I am fairly
familiar with stage life
I advised him to make an arrangement
with some j oung and competent actress, unknown to the screen
world, and get her an engagement, through the inlluence of
his friends, with the Royal.
She would come to them as a

—

—

—

young woman

—

whom certain

wanted
some extent
smoothed for her, of course, but her engagement would be a
real one, and her success would depend entirely on her merits.
She would be given a try-out for six months, at an excellent
Mr. Gresham would
salary, and leave for the coast at once.
lo

see

get

a

of talent,

chance.

interested parties

The way would be

of course not appear in the matter at all."

to

'T see," Joy said slowly. "The woman in question, while
ostensibly going to Hollywood as an actress, would in reality
be a spy."
"Wait a moment, my dear. I don't look at it in quite such
an ugly way. Your engagement, in the first place your six
months' trial would be quite real and legitimate, whether
you found out anything or not. If you made good, you would
Mr. Gresham is not
stay there just as long as you cared lo.

—

—

—

proposing to pay you any salarj'. The company Royal
Films will do that, and for value received. But what Mr.
Gresham 'a,'/// pay you. under certain circumstances, is the sum
of one hundred thousand dollars!"
"What circumstances?" Joy asked quickly.
"These. That you prevent this marriage. That Margot
Gresham's engagement to marry this man next October is
How you accomplish that
definitely and finally broken ott.
result, Mr. Gresham docs not care.
You can dig into his past
or not, as you see fit.
You can even compromise him. if you
want to. although I don't suggest that to you. But the marriage must be stopped.
Mr. Gresham i> determined on that.
And to accomplish it, he would cheerfully pay a hundred

—

—
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"/ don't want to alarm
you," said Joy to her father,
"but J I'm afraid the

—

stuff

you drank

did something
Not anything

last

night

your eyes.
permanent,

to

but you've got to be careful."
She paused as she saw the
look of fear on his face

dollars, or twice that.
You see, it isn't that he
wishes this feUow any harm.
He doesn't care a rap about
him, one way or the other. All he wants to do is to save his
daughter from a foolish marriage. You are a clever girl

thousand

—

unusual beauty and charm. You know how to act
with a proper chance in screen work, you ought to go far. So
I'm proposing this thing to you, not to harm you in any way,
but to help you. If this man Miss Gresham is infatuated with
is not the sort of a fellow to make her happy
if he really is
only after her money why then you would be doing the girl
a real service, in proving it to her. And, incidentally, you
would yourself earn the very tidy little sum of a hundred
thousand dollars. So as far as I can see the thing is clean and
legitimate from every standpoint.
In fact, I can't imagine
girl of

—

—

sensible young woman objecting to it."
"Possibly not," Joy remarked, without enthusiasm.
"But
it seems somehow a rotten sort of a thing to do.
To worm
your way into the confidence of people make them your

any

—

—

friends just to spy on them."
"It would be, of course, if you were trying to find out something they had a right to conceal.
But no man has a right to
conceal evil deeds, if he has committed them, and it is everyone's duty to expose such deeds, if their concealment injures
innocent people. Suppose Margot Gresham were your sister.
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and you thought she were about to marry a man unworthy of
That is all Mr.
her, wouldn't you do your best to stop it?
Gresham is trying to do. Meet this man, study him, find out
that's aU we ask."
the truth about him
"Who is he?" Joy asked.
"Someone you know very well by name, at least. Jean
Romain."
Joy gave a sudden gasp, and curious little chills ran up and
down her spine. Jean Romain! She had never seen him in
her life, and yet, not fifteen feet from where she sat, over the
mantel in her bedroom, hung a picture of him, and .about his
romantic personality she had woven many a charming day
dream. Sensible, practical as she was. she still had in her
nature something of the hero worshipper, and Jean Romain
had been a hero to her, a very dashing and gallant knight of the
Now she was asked to spy upon him to
silver screen.

—

—

—

—

destroy him, if possible a man of her own world, of the
theater, in order to serve the designs of an outsider, one who
measured everything by the power of money. She felt that
she could not do it, and rebellion flamed in her eyes.
"No!" she exclaimed stormily. "I couldn't I couldn't!"
Mr. Watrous looked grave. His quizzical smile disappeared.
"I'm sorry very sorry," he said, rising. 'T thought you
would welcome the chance I am
[ continued on p.a.ge 113

—

—
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More Hollywood Babies

I idiod uciiig

Bill

Hart,

Jr.

Fire

luoitUu

old

reudij to take prizes in ati;/ Belter Balne.-i contest!

has his mother's

and
U<'

dimples, his father's poise,
and fire teeth of Ids own. The other daij Bill's duddij
sent him a fine automobile to ride in, and he has
settled a good sized fortune upon him
ci/es (tnd

HOLLYWOOD has produced an extra fine crop of kiddies,
Not to speak of other \ ears! When rank outmotion picture stars we point, with pride, to
the juvenile portrait gallery. It's the most eiTeclive comeback
we could make. Photoplay Magazine is planning to conduct
for the children of picture people.
a Baby Show
\A'h.ai do
vou think of the idea?
this year.
siders criticise

—
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HONESTLY,

now,

have you ever seen
a more charming group
of children?
It will

We haven't.

be a pretty

diffi-

business to award
cups and blue ribbons in
cult

the Photoplay Baby
Show.
Every entrant
be a logical prize
winner!
will

Geraldine Beaumont
in the eye

and

looking her daddtj squarely
is it approval?
Her
or is it Geraldine is devoting all
is

registering

—

—

—

twin sister Ann
her attention to the camera.
If you look closely
you'll see that she is stickijtg her tongue out at it!

Harry Beaumont, the proud parent, directs Viola
Dana, when he isn't too busy with his young
daughters

The nephew of Harold Lloyd, who, since

2i
the

f.

death of his mother at Christmas, lives u-ith
his grandmother and his uncle Harold in the
beautiful Los Angeles home.
dignified

He

goes by the

and impressive name of Gai/lord
Harold Lloyd

Billy Windsor has been called, by some competent
judges, the most beautifxd child in Hollyimod's motion
picture colony.
Well, with Claire Windsor for a
mother, he comes by his beauty naturally! And he looks
like a real boy, too.

5If

Pat O'Malhii and his

youngest daughter,
Patricia.

a good

Pat maij hare

voice,

and

all that

—-but Patricia is telling,

and actions speak louder
Hum words, that a
prophet is never appreown country!
And that she
ciated in his

doesn't

like

serenades,

anyway

Thei/ ctiU her

Tiiiiiiiiir.

of course.

Biil her real ikiiiic

Mi.v and her dad says that he's g<iin<]
make a good cow girl out of her. Maybe so. But
Perhaps
the frilly organdie bon net speaks for itself.
j\Irs. Mi.v hos other plans for her daughter

is 'J'homasina
to

—

Harry Carey, J r

,

looL s like his father.

lie's

known

as 'Dobe, because bis reddish yellow hair is the color
of adobe. He's being brought vp on horsebac/:, and
he's learning to roll his own
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New York's Most

Beautiful

Chorus Girl
Which,

of course,

before long!

The

means that the screen will gobble her up
always do, you know.
the beauty in question and she is a mem-

films

Shirley Vernon is
The best beauty experts in
ber of the Ziegfeld Follies.
Manhattan selected Shirley as the prettiest of all the Ziegfelders.
In other words, the girls of the Follies themselves
voted Miss Vernon their most pulchritudinous representative

— and they ought to know!
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Close-ups and Long Shots
i>

lyclone cellar

terrorized.
and tears for

upon hearing

a

the

now

familiar crj', "In Poland we kill!''
It rings out with blood-curdling gestures.
"In Poland we kill!" whizz bang, and a vase,
a curling iron or a handy a.xe rips through the
Before it can impinge a victim the entire
air.
studio is cleared and not a soul is to be seen
for miles around.

been
Jr.

Disdainful

Hollywood has been humbled

a

first

class

Month

"The Christian" who

Proud heads that once refused to
at last.
bow are seen to duck most dexterously. 'I'hc
reign of terror has levelled the rank of all
save one.
And so little Poland is at last recognized as

winning

is

for the nio\ies even though he's
screen for three thousand years.

I'here was much agitation around the Metro
hearth and daily inquiries as to Jackie's health.
".\nd suppose he suddenly grows up!" said
a heartless wag.
.All this discussion led Rex Ingram to dream
that he and Mr. Loew called on Jackie at his
home. Jackie was sitting in a chair with the
back toward the door. When he arose to
greet his callers he was seven feet tall and had
a beard

Stellar Citation

of the

off

Jackie, as Rip:
.After Marcus Loew, president of Metro, had given Jackie Coogan that
$500,000 bonus he found that the kid could
only be insured for one hundred thousand.

—

Our

demand

in

Herbert Howe
Prronjiious hv JOHX HELD,

By

HOLLYWOOD
lOveryonc shudders

converts everywhere

Power.

MR. RICHARD DIX
As a benighted wayfarer
humbly make testimony that

I
I

I'lubye de Remer has
Ttinl Blonde Memory:
a bad memory. Most stars have. But Rubye
is different in that it worries her when she forgets appointments, names and faces. She recently grew quite hysterical about it.
"Why don't you send for a memory course?"
asked friend Texas Ouinan. "It's good stuff.
Knowing that Texas has a better memory
than any poker player alive, Rubye sent for
the memory course. .A few weeks later Texas
met her. "Did the memory course help you,
Ruijye?'
"Oh dear!" wailetl Rubye. "I forgot to
read it!"
Well, anyhow, that shows some improvement she remembered she forgot.

might be a better Christian, that
I never saw great virtue in Mr.
Dix, and that

The Fall of Hollywood: \\\r.\t with Lrn>t
I.ubitsch tearing up scenarios and pulling down
sets at the Pickford studio and Pola wrecking
the morale and general properties at Lasky's,
it looks as though the German Menace would
ruin Hollywood yet.

A Tip on Ben
Hur" might win

It looks like "Ren
the Photoplay medal for
being the best picture of 1940. If there isn't
a world war in the meantime the question
as to who will play Ben Hur ought to be
settled some time before William Jennings
Bryan becomes president. \'ou can take it
or leave it, but we have a tip on the actor who
fmally will get it.
It's Jackie Coogan.
Our
sleuths in Hollywood report that Jackie
spends several hours e\ery day driving his
skeeter in training for the big chariot scene.

Real Valenlino Successor: We have
laughed at the Valentino successors, but now
we choke up as we realize the gorgeous Rodolph is doomed to go. The conqueror is Mr.
Sennett's Latin discovery," Signor Benvenuto
Turpin, star of the "The Shriek of .\raby."
"With all due regard for Mr. Valentino's
prowess as a lover, I think I'm better," says
Ben modestl)^ "I've held one woman for
eighteen years, and that's certainly more than
\'alentino can say."
Shriek Turpin also calls attention to his
optic facilities for bringing down two gals at
'

a single glance.

willfully

and

—

'

—

Iliir:

A

I

consistently sympathize with
other creeds, but now since beholding the true light of "The
Christian"
I
realize that Mr.
Di.x has great possibilities.

Ae.vt

Month's Testitnoity
The Same Place

in

—

the children.
"You don't w;jnt to see the
picture ox er again, do you?"
"Yes, I do," said grandma. "If he's
barred from the screen for two years the Lord

knows whether

I'll

have another chance

to

see him."

When Rudie was

dancing

in

—

Chicago a

plump lady of fifty summers and the Lord
knows how many winters hung perilously
over the rail of a box. When Rudie came to
take a bow the lady tore off a diamond ring
and flung it at him, shrieking, "Look at me,

—

This proves what we have long contended,
namely, that Rudie needs a good business
manager. We are too bashful to suggest
the man for the job, but no one ever caught
us returning anything we picked up, no matter
how excited we might be.
Look at us, Rudie! I-ook at us!

shop windows, alleging that they are often
indecent and always seductive.
That's only
fair.
If we are going to censor dummies, we

We

bitterly resent

flappers' favorite.

He

isn't.

Why, down

should censor them all, the non-professional
as well as the professional.
.\ leading wax
dummy of the Fifth .Avenue windows, with
whom I'm personally acquainted, receives
ninety-eight fan letters a day, almost a hundred
more than some stars get.

in

Philadelphia a lady of eighty years attended
"The Young Rajah" with her two grandchildren.
When the picture was over the
lady never budged from her seat.
"Why grandma, aren't you going?" asked

role.

ring back.

in

Old Is a Flapper.^

Doug Fairbanks seems bent on
"The Jest" with Will in the title

Look at me!"
They say Rudie looked at her and threw the

Down with Ihe Duwmics! The vice crunow propose to censor the wa.x figures

How

however,
producing

Rudie!

saders

having our friend Rudie Valentino called a

Now a Cha pi in Successor: There is an opportunity for Fatty Arbuckle to do a graceful
thing by coming out with a statement that
he will not stand in the way of Will Hays
Will seems to be
staging a come back.
C|ualifying as a comedian, and there could be
no possil)le objection to him appearing on the
screen, while Fatty, who is barred, would
make an ideal director. Just at present,

Another Prediction: ^^'e predict that Dr.
Their
will be Will Hay^' successor.
formulas are much the same, but we find
Instead of
ICmile's a little more definite.
saying "Motion pictures are getting better
and better every day,'' as Will does, it is much
easier ju>t to say, "Ca Passc- Ca Passe."

Coue

Them Haughty

Foreigners:

"Over at

La.sky's

Pola Xegri that gives 'em the haughty
look," wails a Goldwyn extra, "and over here
it's

Mae Murray. How do these foreigners
get that way, upstaging us Americans?"'
bet when Mae hears this she will rush
furiously out for her birth certificate to prove
she was born in Brooklyn. .And still the extra
girl will be right, according to jNIanhattan.
it's

Up

with the Mummies!
Interest as to
Valentino's future screen affiliation has been
displaced by interest as to Tut-.\nkh-,Amen's.
Film producers are vying frantically for Tut.
This just goes to show that a good
is

mummy

We
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—
Will Rogers hasn't
Will and ]lic Culie:
been the same since the day he appeared as
a witness in court and the judge made him
take his gun out. Will resents being robbed

Why has he progressed unfalteringly while
other stars of similar talent and appeal have

of his personality right in court.

to

"They

saj' I ain't

got enough

se.x

attraction

fallen?

We have served a
appear

in court

The expose

to be a star," mutters Bill gloomily, "so when
I start makin' those two reel comedies for
Pathe they're going to hire a cutie to feature
with me. She'll get the crowds in and I'll

Photoplay.

entertain 'um."

They

will

subpoena on Mr. Meighan
and answer these questions.

be

made

Adam's Grammar:

in the next issue of

There's

one

amazing

of "Adam's Rib."
The subtitles.
revel in capitalized words after the man-

feature

ner of George

Ade and with equally humorous

The

punctuation is original, too.
Commas seem to have been applied with an
atomizer. They have landed in the most
From the standpoint of
surprising places.
effect.

and the old reliable oil. Now Pola is a perfectly happy Cheat, and Gloria is behaving in
the manner of Bluebeard's Eighth Wife.
No wonder Hollywood looks upwn friend
Al as a Miracle Man. Diplomats are rare in
the movie empire. We have too many magnates with the rough-and-ready tact of old
clothes men.
One of these gentlemen, whose
art is selling his company stocks rather than
making pictures, operates exclusively in New

York.

"He

won't go to Hollywood," remarks one
"because they only have bungalows out there, and his line is second story
work."
of his stars,

commas "Adam's Rib"

Thomas Mcighait Exposed:
tino recently said,

Rodolph Valen-

"Thomas Meighan is the
who gets what he wants."

only one on the lot
There are other aspects of Meighan's affairs
For instance
that invite investigation.
Of the twenty-five thousand letters received
weekly by Photoplay M,\g.\zine, with
queries about stars,

why do

those referring
most consistent

to Meighan keep to the
average?
Why does INIeighan receive only one mash
note out of a thousand letters?
Wh}' do e.xhibitors rate him as the most
consistent male attraction of the program,
since he lacks the primal "se.x attraction"
deemed necessary for screen success?
Why is he enjoying a greater salary and
popularity now than in his juvenile period,
when the reverse is true of most stars?

is the most lavish
production this year. Every time we criticize
a de Mille picture we are withered with the
retort that it will make barrels of money,
r^ut since when did grammatical errors become
bo.xoffice attractions?
We shudder to think
of the language Moses will use in "The Ten
Commandments." Judging by "Adam's Rib"
the English language, like the motion picture,
is

in its infancy.

Diplomats Wanted,

No

Burglars Need Apply:

couldn't determine what started
the seismic disturbance that shook the earth
Pola had just
a month ago, but we know.
been handed the script of "The Cheat."
Pola read it and handed it up to heaven.
When it came down it was passed to Gloria,
who straightway hung it on the nearest cloud.
Then Gloria was proffered the script of
Scientists

"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife." It winged its
way after "The Cheat."
In the midst of this Gethsemane of scripts.
Kaufmann to HollyParamount rushed
wood with the olive branch, the stuffed dove

All

W

Members

Pola's Premeditations:
We suspect tbit
there is premeditation to the pandemonl. n
which they say is created by that lovely and
seductive queen, la Negri.
Pola receives a
much smaller remuneration than her friends of
And this is trythe United .\rtists Brethren
ing, particularly when her Charlie says he is a
have
poor man and must have a rich «ife.
even heard that Gloria gets a higher salary
than the Wonder of Warsaw. So they are
saying that Negri maj' join with \'alentino in
a radio duet to inform darkest Africa about
studio slavery. If Pola could have seen the
Broadway mob scene outside the Capitol

We

[COXTINL'ED on PAGE I02]

of this Club

Mary

Pickford has taken to entertaining the famous "Our Club" of Los Angeles, made up of the cinema -princesses royal.
Photoplay's photographer managed to invade one of the parties. Queen Mary may be observed at the left unth Princess May
McAvoy holding her regal hand. From left to right in the lower row are Princesses Claire Adams, Edna Murphy, Mildred Davis
Lloyd, Clara Horton, Laura La Plante and Helen Ferguson.
In the second row are Princesses Virginia Fox, Vola Vale, Gloria

Hope, Gertrude Olmsiead, Patsy Ruth Miller and Marjorie
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Daw

CLIFFORD
RUTH
made her
debut

— on

film

—

wires in mid-air as
an angel in an old Edison
Later on, she went
film.
to California and made
her real film start at
Universal. Ever since she

has been prominently in
the Kleigs

JohoHton

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN'S

way to success was made easy by her happy
choice of a grandfather, Oscar Hammerstein, the impresario who kept the
She tried the footlights first and then the films
opera world in a turmoil.

JohiiatoQ

^ORMA SHEARER

is attractive enough to win a place for herself.
The
high points of her career are leads for Eugene O'Brien and in the "Leather
Pusher" series. Judging from this camera study, we predict fine things for Norma

GAZE
and

-hiKider!

'rhurniaii

came

near

at

this

picture

Mary
mighty

a
schoolHut. instead, she
took lip the task of instruct inj? our youth tda
the Mack Sennett bathing
in- inn

teacher.

girl

foree?..

With such

success th.jt she stepped
to the dramatic films

The Shadow Stage
(REG. U.

S.

PAT. OFF.)

A REVIEW OF THE NEW PICTURES
By

Frederick

THE

passing month disclosed some surprising events in
the world of the photoplay-. Checking up, we find James
Cruze established as a director of the first rank through
his superb panorama of the roaring '40s, "The Covered
Wagon." We find Ramon Novarro blazing across the celluloid horizon as the one new male film idol insight, ample proof of
this being furnished by Rex Ingram's newest effort, " Where the
Pavement Ends." And the statistics likewise show that Fred
Niblo, who flashed up vividly with his colorful "Blood and
Sand," again proves his position among the first few directors
with a totally different type of photoplay, "The Famous Mrs.
Fair," a study of an American family.

—

—

THESE

and significant events to the
are all interesting
student of the photoplay. Doubtless of most interest to
Here is
the great film public will be "The Covered Wagon."
Indeed, it has epic sweep,
a big two hour picture that is big.
something no native historical picture has had since Griffith
viewed the Civil War and the Reconstruction period from below
the Mason and Dixon line in "The Birth of a Nation."
"The Covered Wagon," based upon Emerson Hough's novel,
becomes vital stuff as related in celluloid form by James Cruze.
Briefly, it is the moving pageant of a pioneer caravan crossing
Cruze doesn't stop at the surthe plains into the setting sun.
He gets beneath the skin of history. These brave men
face.
and brave women outposts of civilization live and breathe.
They are not just heroic pasteboard adventurers. These
pioneers blunder, fear, hope and struggle on across the weary
mUes with their belongings, ranging from Aunt Maria's cherry
bureau to the family plow.
Cruze has succeeded in making another day live before our
You have seen the standardized screen "westerns."
eyes.
You have seen so called historical efforts. But "The Covered
Wagon" unfolds palpitating history before your eyes. And it
Some of the playing is almost inspired.
is superbly acted.

—

—

HERETOFORE we have viewed Ramon Novarro with some
doubt.

appeal and

He seemed immature;

pagan Motauri of
the South Seas in
"Where the Pave-

ment Ends" will lift
him to a lofty peak

we

— or

popularity
shall miss

our
guess.
A remarkable physique and
a distinct charm go
into his performance

of this bronzed
troubadour of the
tropics,

this

fasci-

Pan of Polynesia.
"Where the
Pavement Ends,"
by the way, we see
nating

as Ingram's best effort thus far.

not

It is

merely

a pictorially beautiful romance of a missionary's daughter and
a
native boy; it

paints the breaking

down
morale

a certain adolescent

tropics.

Ingram has succeeded in catching this lure. His screen
it.
Here is a photoplay with a fine lyric quality.

fairly radiates

SEVERAL

photoplays recently have shown a tendency to
knock away a wall of a typically American home, revealing
the interior minus the old false trappings playwrights and scenarists have built about it. None of them have been more
successful than Fred Niblo's screen telling of James Forbes'
popular play, "The Famous Mrs. Fair." You will find this
quite enthralling and you will be captured by Myrtle Stedman's
superb playing of the mother.
six" seem at
THE otherthe"best
month's productions.

least a

rest of

—

of white
under the

spell of the sensual

shade better than the

"Mad Love" — strictlv

—

has the vivid Pola Negri and that's about all.
probably be your last chance to see Pola as an unadulteratedly wicked lady. Reports indicate that the American vehicles of the Negri will very much temper the naughfor adults

This

will

tiness.

" Mr. Billings Spends His Dime" is one of those rare things
with freshness and ingenuity.
"Adam and Eva" is still another novelty a light comedy
both gracefully and entertainingly told.

-a farce

—

had
THE month
de MiUe's

its disappointments.
Consider, for instance,
" Adam's Rib." This seems to mark the comCecil
plete collapse of the man who could once intrigue audiences
with his daring, howbeit, garish boudoir revelations.
"Adam's
Rib" is a mass of utter absurdities with a good box-office title.

And

the most amusing thing is the flashback to an epoch some
few centuries this side of the ooze period. "Adam's Rib"
concerns a delinquent husband who spends his time amassing
a fortune in a highly neurasthenic stock market whfle his wife
whfles away the time with a king temporarily out of work.
Very badly acted stuff, this.

LITTLE
is

far

Jackie Coogan's latest starring vehicle, " Daddy
this young man' s talents.
It has nothing to

beneath

recommend

little

more.Buthis

of

of

James Smith

Ramon Novarro,

it.

That

save Jackie. He
does several scenes
with a fine sense of
tenderness and repression.
No other
is,

here presented with Alice Terry, gives a performance that

will go far towards

making him an

idol in

"Where

the

Pavement Ends"

actor on the screen

can do difficult
things as easily as

can Jackie.

THE

Germanic

screen version of

S h.a kespeare's
"Othello" will have
interest to those
who take their photoplays seriously, if
such there be. It is,
at least, a conscientious effort to get
Shakespeare on the
screen, done without the splashes of

pageantry most any
American director
would have thought
necessary. It has
good and bad
its

points histrionically.
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PHOTOPLAY^S SELECTION
OF THE SIX BEST
PICTURES OF THE MONTH
THE COVERED WAGON
THE FAMOUS MRS. FAIR
WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS
MAD LOVE
MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME

ADAM AND EVA
WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS—Metro

WHERE
At

—

pavement ends there romance begins.
John Russell in his series of stories
general title.
Rex Ingram has been singularly
the

least so said

bearing this

successful in his visualization of this tale, "The Passion
Vine." Somehow it seems to us to be his best picture. For
one thing, he never loses his story in the quest of beautiful,
photography. And he never resorts to awful comedy.
Here is just the tale of a missionary's daughter and a young
native. But there is yet more to it, the slow breaking down
of white civilization before the corrosion of the South Seas.
Ingram has caught this with superb skill.
His screen
catches and radiates the sensual lure of the South
Pacific.
And "Where the Pavement Ends" does one other
thing it establir.hcs Ramon Novarro as an idol.

—
—

—

THE COVERED WAGON— Paramount

HERE
hours

—

two
the biggest picture of the screen year
Emerson
of celluloid with a fine epic sweep.
Hough wrote "The Covered Wagon" of the pioneers who
packed their small belongings into a prairie schooner and
crossed the horizon into an uncharted world of strange
menaces. These men and women were the makers of
is

—

America.

"The Covered Wagon " has

a simple love story but mainly
with the panorama of a wagon train making
its way from that outpost of civilization, Westport Landing,
later destined to be Kansas City, to far off Oregon, across
it

concerns

itself

the plains and the Sierras. It is a tortuous passage, between
hostile Indians, prairie fires, dangerous river fordings. lurk-

MAD LOVE—Goldwyn

THIS

is

one of the

Germany

last

productions Pola Negri

made

in

before she migrated to Hollywood.
It isn't a
" Passion," by any means; indeed, it is very Germanic. "Mad
Love" is the story of a courtesan who comes to know real
love, but, like Camillc and other ladies who have transgressed the moral code in dramatic literature, she loses her
happiness when her past confronts her. Even in its present
form diluted by marriages sprayed into the sub-titles
" Mad Love" is only for adult consumption.
The direction
is of the older continental film school.
Pola's playing has
abandon but it is too broad. There is nothing of the sublety
she achieved time and again under Lubitsch. The male
roles are all over-acted and the handling of the various
episodes is highly inadroit.

—

ing starvation and the internal dissension which always
Indeed, news of
to humans surrounded by danger.
the gold strike in California turns most of the wagon train
aside, to pick its way over the Rockies to California.
All this has been screened with a fine sense of the bigness
Cruze has been remarkably successful in
of the theme.
catching the reality of his backgrounds. His wagon train
is real and living, his pioneers of '49 are flesh and blood.

comes

Photoplay wants
without reservation.

recommend "The Covered Wagon"
thing in many ways the
D. W. Griffith did "The Birth of a
to

It is a big

—

biggest thing since
Nation." The acting is excellent. Lois Wilson is a real and
charming heroine, J. Warren Kerrigan something more than
But the guide of Ernest Torrence,
a conventional hero.
superb bad man of " Tol'able David," is a joy forever. And
only a little behind is Tully oMarshall's uncannily fine playing of an old trader of the plains.

Saves Your Picture Time and

Money

PHOTOPLAY^S SELECTION
OF THE SIX BEST
PERFORMANCES of the MONTH
Ramon Novarro

in "

Myrtle Stedman

in

Where

in

TuLLY Marshall

in "

The Covered Wagon"

Emil Jannings in

Casts of

all

Wilson

in

Fair"

"The Covered Wagon"

Ernest Torrence

Lois

the Pavement Ends"

"The Famous Mrs.

"

Othello"

"The Covered Wagon"

pictures reviewed

will

he found on page 103

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME— Paramount
Walter Hiers was a lucky boy
THE rotundproof
starring
farce

to draw down
as his first
vehicle.
This
is easily one of the best things of its kind in a lortg time.
Hiers has the r61e of a romantic young haberdashery clerk
who loses his job, spends his last ten cents for a cigar bearing
the picture of a South American beauty, finds a mysterious
message on the band and thereupon enters upon an amazing series of adventures.
His blunders make him the hero
of a revolution and he ends by winning the aforementioned
this bullet

—

beauty, no other than the current president's daughter.
All this may seem like our old friend, the South American
revolution plot, but "Mr. Billings Spends His Dime" does
not fall into the hackneyed class. It is sprightly all the
way. George Fawcett does a neat bit as a revolutionist.

THE FAMOUS MRS. FAIR— Metro

ANOTHER

milestone in the career of the most promto the ranks of our first brigade of
Fred Niblo. An interesting contrast to his colorful
"Blood and Sand." This photoplay, based upon James
Forbes' popular play, is an absorbing study of a certain
phase of American life and what happens when one of the
vital cogs of the domestic machine fails to function.
The
famous Mrs. Fair has gained her glory on the battlefields of
France.
When the war ends, she somehow can not return
to her home. Lecture tours, relief drives and all the glamour
of a pubhc life lure her away.
Then the family begins to
disintegrate.
Mrs. Fair realizes her duty hardly in the
nick of time, just as her son marries a telephone operator,
her daughter has developed into a salamandering jazz baby
and papa is dallying with a dashing blonde widow.
Niblo has told this sermon on "woman's place is in the home"
with a fine understanding. Whether or not you believe
this thesis, the result wiU hold you gripped.
The director
has made his characters into real beings. There are dozens
of subtle touches. Perhaps the melodramatic climax rings
just the slightest bit out of key with the tempo of well bred
home life. Yet even this thing a race between a train and
an automobile through the night has a fresh twist.
Niblo hit upon a well nigh perfect cast. Myrtle Stedman
gives a remarkably fine performance of the wife
a characterization of mellow sympathy and understanding.
Here
is cinema acting at its very best.
Marguerite de la Motte
is excellent, too, as the daughter who develops from a house
mouse into the Sappiest of flappers. And Huntley Gordon
gives a satisf5dng performance of the husband.
ising
directors,

newcomer

—

—
—

—

WE

ADAM AND EVA—Paramount

are honestly sorry Robert Vignola did not continue
directing Marion Davies.
He seemed to be able to
get more out of this star than any other director.
Recall
her Princess Mary in "When Knighthood Was in Flower."
This role is totally different, a spoiled young woman of
wealth.
Her work here makes us think her forte is light
comedy. The screen has had few happy frothy comedies.
The motion picture producer seems to see in terms of either
melodrama or farce. There is nothing heavy handed about
this comedy
just the breezy relating of the way a distraught father flees from his parasitical household and leaves
the curing of the family to a resourceful young salesman.
Marion Davies gives a graceful performance as the daughter
o' the house, as graceful as her gowns.

—

ADAM'S RIB— Paramount

—

ornate
de
THE
ently de Mille started out

Wille's latest
and worst. Apparto do an epic of the flapper.
Yet this is just the old tale of the girl who sacrifices her
reputation to save another woman, this time her flirtative

Cecil

mother. Papa has been so busy dealing in wheat that
mama sought love in the shape of a Ihroneless king. The
de Mille flashback this time concerns the pre-cave days.

A

SCARS OF JEALOUSY—F. N.
PICTURE that is decidedly interesting to

in his veins.

tell

about.

And who makes good

Lloyd Hughes, Marguerite de

la

OTHELLO— Ben

A GERMAN

against great odds.

Motte and Frank Keenan.

Moor but Werner Kraus'

lago

66

is

distinctly

from Berlin.

with Jackie

Coogan

as its redeeming feature.
The mediocre tale
concerns a little waif, the son of a famous violinist, and how
he comes to find his father. Apparently the thing was
thrown together as cheaply as possible. And bad taste was
displayed in the long drawn out agony of the old tutor's
death and Jackie's subsequent suffering.

ANOTHER

generous helping of

mallow screen

fare.

of those fanciful tiny

The

iVIae

Murray~marsh-

—from one
— who comes to

story of a princess

European kingdoms

A jumpy tale with
don't blame the princess'
subjects for revoluting, considering the royal affectations.
Over done and too long and yet you may like it.
America and becomes a dance

favorite.

no regard for the probabilities.

We

—

RACING HEARTS— Paramount

Blumenthal

adaptation of the British bard's tragedy
directed by the Russian, Dimitri Buchowetzki. Something of an international affair, particularly as that Brooklyn
German, Emil Jannings, is the Othello. The drama is told
simply and clearly. Jannings makes a highly interesting
diabolical schemer but never far

A

JAZZMANIA—Metro
watch and

In review there are many weak
spots in the plot development, but at the moment there are
times of suspense and vivid color. About a boy, a "mountain white" of the south, who has the blood of old France

hard to

DADDY— First National
SHOPWORN and old fashioned story

German.

A

ANOTHER

Byron Morgan automobile

tale of a

road

race like those of the series made popular by poor
Wallie Reid. This one has Richard Dix in the Reid role
of the motor daredevil, with Agnes Ayres as the heroine
who isn't afraidj to step on the gas. This may entertain
you unless the auto stuff has been worn threadbare. To
us the motor seems to miss.

—

ARE YOU A FAILURE?— Preferred

you want to be a success, be a Blaine of Blainesburg, O.
IF
You may weaken at first but you'll win in the end, my
boy. A ston,- in seven reels that deserves three. One good
kick toward the finish. No picture for worldly-wise flappers, but it may amuse the old folks and children, provided
they never saw Charlie Ray do it better. This small town
seems inhabited entirely by actors.

A

THE BOLTED DOOR— Universal

LOCKED

door between two bedrooms furnishes the
Frank Mayo, as Brooke Garriott, is in one room
Phyllis Haver, as Natalie, his wife, is
in the other.
There's a fortune hunter who threatens to
break up what little domestic peace and comfort there is.
But Frank, as solid virtue, triumphs in the end. And the
lock

theme

is

of this picture.

removed

THE PRISONER— Universal

Pictures

—

for all time.

T.A.KEN from a George Barr McCutcheon book. Strangely enough it follows the plot fairly well
probably
because the plot was almost too extravagant to be improved
upon by anyone, even a writer of continuities! Herbert
Rawlinson is heroic as the heavy lover of the piece, and
Eileen Percy is the lady who is saved, by abduction, from an
unfortunate marriage. There are some exciting moments.

—

A

YOUR FRIEND AND MINE—Metro
STORY within a story, comparatively well

rounded
and with good attention to detail, but slightly silly and
far fetched in the matter of characterizations.
Enid Bennett, as the wife, is far too trusting
so is the husband.
The friends of the family are too helpful and the villain is
too bad.
And the ruined girl is too resigned and ready to
die.
Not for the younger members.

—

BACKBONE— Distinctive Pictures

GOSSIP— Universal

GLADYS WALTON

wears a hoop skirt and low-heeled
strap slippers, this time.
And a southern accent. They
go well with the Walton hair and eyes! She ends a great
strike, and marries the mill owner
all because she is a
sweet innocent little girl who knows nothing of life, or the
conventions. A lady from \'irginia, y' know, is like Caesar's

—

wife

—

for all pictorial purposes.

THIS

—

anything but distinctive it's just average melodrama, ornately mounted. Edward Sloman has made
the most of Clarence Budington Kelland's far-fetched
tale.
There is one episode which enlivens the proceedings a flashback to old France, where the romance of
the modern lovers had its beginnings amidst the pomp and
intrigue of a king's court.
[cont'd on page 96]
is

—

£7

Gossip
East

West
Mary and Doug

attended the motion picture circus, luld in the Hotel Ambassador
and created something of a three ring sensation
The circus was given for the benefit of the Children's Hospital

By Cal York

horse show arena in Los Angeles,
themselves.

npIIERE

have been temperamental romances

before, but we predict that of all the temperamental, hectic and exciting love affairs
ever before known, the Charlie Chaplin-Pola
Negri engagement will win in a walk.
It's kept all Hollywood busy try to stay
posted on the latest status of the famous

engagement.
Charlie Chaplin and Pola Negri are engaged.

They aren't. They are.
The very latest is a complete
following a \'iolent tiff,
take place very soon.
It

happened

reconciliation,

and the wedding

is

to

like this.

Charlie, chatting to a newspaper reporter,
and asked for the date of his wedding, laughingly declared that he'd have to finish one
picture first, because he was too poor to marry.
Pola saw the little story the newspaper man
wrote. Yes, indeed.
Followed three days of tears and three sleepless nights.

Miss Negri could not work, she could not
She refused
see anyone. She was prostrated.
to see Charlie or to tell him why she wouldn't
see him.
Then, she saw the reporters and with a
pitiful little smile, admitted that her great

romance lay in dust and ashes about her feet.
She was no longer engaged to Mr. ChapUn.

And

she used a dignified little printed stateto the effect that though she was Mr.
Chaplin's good friend and would always wish
him well, they were no longer engaged.
Off stage, in a trembling voice, she said,
"Three days I have thought I would do thees
thing. I have not slept. Oh, it was a thousand
He was so so. Oh, I don't
little things.
know. It was just experience. A woman must
learn by experiences. I have not tell it to Mr.
Chaplin to his face. I could not face that. I
have sent my best friend to him. I will live
only for my work. Happiness is over for me.
The dear days at Del Monte and Santa Barbara, they can be no more."
The official statement, issued immediately,
"I consider I am too poor to marry
read:
Charlie Chaplin. He needs to marry a wealthy
woman and he should have no difficulty in
the richest
finding one in the United States
and most beautiful country in the world.
Therefore I give Mr. Chaplin back his freedom,
and release him from his engagement. I wish
him the best of luck and I will always be his

ment

—

—

devoted

friend.

Pola Negri."

Most
wood

of the time you'll find Viola Dana a half hours ride from the Metro HollyShe spends all her spare momctits on the Santa Monica Beach
Studios.
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new nail polishes-

TIi^ are different
from anjjou have had before

Dev ELOPED

by the world's foremost authority on the care
of the nails, and prepared in a laboratory devoted solely to the
making of manicure specialties, these two new Cutex Polishes
have attained a perfection of which you have not dreamed, if

you are not familiar with Cutex products.

The new Cutex Liquid Polish, for instance, is of just the
right consistency to flow evenly and pleasantly over the nails
which it is applied. It
and leaves a charming rose-petal finish that retains
its brilliant lustre for at least a week. And, best of all, when you
wish to renew it, no special "remover" is required. You simply
use another application of the polish, and wipe it off.

from the

tiny camel's-hair brush with

dries instantly,

The new Cutex Powder Polish (delicately scented, soft, and
own outstanding virtues, too. It does not

velvet-smooth) has its
dry the cuticle and it

—

A

is practically instantaneous.
few strokes
of the nails across the palm suffice to bring out that jewel-like
gleam which fashion has decreed the smart finish to a manicure.
The tint of this polish is a lovely shell pink, and

it

imparts a rosy hue to the

nails.

Other Cutex Polishes that have long been
favored by American women are the Cutex Cake
Polish, the Cutex Paste Polish, and the Cutex
Stick Polish. The Cake Polish comes in either
pink or white, and is especially economical
to use because it lasts almost indefinite!}'.
An exclusive feature of Paste Polish is the
water-proof rouge base. The Cutex Stick
is a convenient form of polish to carry in
the purse. All Cutex Polishes are priced at 35c
the package. Obtainable at drug or department
United States and Canada, and at

stores in the

chemist shops in England,

UTEX

EVERYTHING FOR THE MANICURE

Send for Trial Packages
of New Polishes To-day

_„/
~^^V

<
^

..^f.

Fill out the coupon belon;, and mail n-ith six
cents in coins or stamps for trial sizes of the two

—
—

ne'w Cutex Polishes shoian here
Cutex Liquid
Polish and Cutex Poivder Polish enough of each
for six manicures. Address Northam Warren, 114
est 17th Street, Neiv York, or, if you live in
Canada, Dept. Q-5, 200 Mountain Street, Montreal.

Six Cents Brings You These
Trial Packages
In order that every
test

these

W

woman may

two marvelous new
Northam Warren, Dept. Q-5
St., New York City

Cutex Nail Polishes for herself, and
so come to know their extraordinary merit, we will send trial-size

Write your name

packages,

of

and address

each polish for six manicures, on
receipt of six cents in coins or

plainly on this
coupon and mail

stamps.

containing

sufficient

Enclosed with polish pack-

ets is instructive booklet
to

manicure, so as

full

beauty of your

to

on the

way

114 West 17th

with 6 cents in
coins or stamps

Name.
Street
(or P. O. Box).

TO-DA Y

develop the
City..

nails.

When

you write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

.State.,

I enclose 6 cents for
packages of two
Cutex Polishes.

trial

V\7E

hear that the Talmadge family would

heartily approve of Constance's marriage
to

young William Rhinelander Stewart,

who

is

now a

Jr.,

regular escort for the heart-

smashing comedienne.
Mr. Stewart, a charming and likable youth,
comes of an aristocratic family. His sister is
Anita Stewart, Princess de Braganza. Not the
Princess .\nita of the pictures whom you know
but the widow of the late Prince Miguel
grandson of a former king of Portugal. The
two .\nitas are often confused in the public
mind, and also in the mind of the p>ostofiBce
department.
Young ^Ir. Stewart's father is a multimillionaire.
His mother, who was divorced
some years ago from William Rhinelander
Stewart, Sr., is now Mrs. St. Cyr, with a
fortune estimated at sixty millions.

NJIGEL CHOLIMELY-JONES,

a

leading

•'-^New York advertising representative, has
been receiving a lot of fan letters recently. All
because of the report that Nigel Barrie, the
well known film actor, and Mr. CholmelyJones are one and the same person.
Mr.
Barrie, who is at present engaged upon a
motion picture production in England, is in
reality a cousin of Mr. Cholmely- Jones.
All of which has seriously inconvenienced
Mr. Cholmely- Jones. With fan letters arriving
by the dozen, even his secretarj- suspected he
was leading a double life, mingling advertising

r

and screen

How
that

acting.

does Eric
close

Von

Stroheitn

cropped cranial

achieve

effects

By

having his hair cut regidarhj every three
days.
Here he is asking the Goldwyn
barber if he's next

SOMEBODY immediately called Mr. Chaplin
up and told him he was no longer engaged.
It was the first he had heard of it. And he
said, "Oh," and hung up the phone.
This was at four-thirty.
At ten-forty-five, a complete reconciliation
was announced at Pola's home.
appears, dashed to
After much pleading she saw
plained that he hadn't said it,
joking, he loved her madly and
Charlie,

it

her side.
him. He exhe was only
couldn't pos-

sibly live without her. It was only a lover's
quarrel, and these three days had been a hell
on earth.
She forgave him. And sent word to the
crowd of reporters waiting that though the
emotional strain had been so terrible she could
see

no one, there had been a complete reconand the wedding would take place

—

—

She will she won't. She has she hasn't.
There's always something going on about
Pola.

For weeks the rumor has been floating about
persistently that she was doing her best to get
out of her contract with Paramount. Even on
the lot speculation was rife. Would she be
able to do it?
She had, it seemed, originally okehed the
story of "The Cheat." When she came back
from her vacation at Del Monte, she changed
her mind. She didn't like "The Cheat." She

wouldn't

make

it.

Officials of the organization

Everybody got out the contracts and read
them several times.
And last week, Pola started work on "The

ciliation,

Cheat."

soon.

Which would seem
work out the length

ten-thirty the chef had orders to
serve at once a six-course dinner for Miss Negri

At

and Mr. Chaplin.

Rumor has it that this is not the first rift in
the lute that has appeared and that several
lovers' quarrels between the two great stars
have added weight to the old saying that true
love never runs smoothly.
And this is not press agent stuff either.

WELL,

one sure thing, the Lasky lot in
HoUy^vood is never going to be dull as

long as Pola Negri

70

is

around.

went about with

worried faces.

to indicate that she will
of her Paramount contract, even if she should decide to make
pictures with Mr. Chaplin after that.

pOLA NEGRI

believes that one's health
should be considered above all else. Whenever she feels indisposed she doesn't hesitate to
leave the "set."
"See-ek, must go see
doctor," is her invariant explanation.
The other day Gloria Swanson was caught
in the act of running away.
"See-ek, must go see doctor," called Gloria
over her shoulder.

—
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Your smooth fresh face—what are
you doing to keep it young?
Many famous and
depend on

If omen

lovely

this method

your mind you picture
INways
the same. But one,

yourself

complexion and keep it lovely
through the day that last year the
women of the United States alone
wanted several millions of jars!
This cream contains such a wonderthe

al-

two years
your face be as fresh and

Irom now will
smooth as it is today? Or

will it

be a

coarsened? With fine lines growing
deeper around the eyes, the nose, your
mouth? Will you discover one day,
while you are still young, that your skin
little

soothing ingredient that the minute
put on you feel your face soften and
relax. In the mirror you see how fresh
and smooth it has made your skin
almost in an instant. You go out in the
ful

it is

has grown old?
To save women's skin from this early
ageing, to keep it young and soft in
spite of modern strain and exposure,
two famous formulae were developed.
Two creams, each so wonderful in its
that now
women depend on

results

Today

literally

millions

severest cold or hottest sun and your
skin does not chap or burn.

TRY THIS METHOD—
the difference will convince

of

you today

them.

With the finger tips apply Pond's Cold Cream freely. The very
fine oil in it is able to penetrate every
pore of your skin. Let it stay a minute

Do

in 56 different countries these

women have

decided

method

quite

no other
transparent
freshness and velvet smoothness. And
that no other has quite that magic efficacy against the drying and coarsening
influence of the out-of-doors, or that
gives

that

that

extraordinary effect of freshening the
complexion.

The cleansing cream
doubled

its

So marvelous

that lias
users every two years

is

— now wipe
Photo by BToum Bros.

off

W

—

" fVhen Knighthood
as in Flower," says
'A/y skin is
constantly exposed to trying lights and I have to use a great
deal of make-up, yet my complexion has kept young and
beaulijully smooth with Pond's Two Creams.
I have
used this method for years and know I can depend on it.'
'

Pond's Cold Cream on the skin that the number of
it has actually doubled every two years.
Its special light consistency agrees with your skin. Its fine
light oil gives your skin perfect suppleness and then is wiped
off with the loosened dirt, so that your face has the exquisite
freshness you want. It is never left heavy with cream.
using

In the whole world the most used
of all vanishing creams
But the miracle of one cream's success is no greater than that
So unfailing is Pond's Vanishing Cream
its sister cream.

of

how

marvelously does

it

cream cleanses. Your skin
looks fresh and is beautifully supple.
Then, in the morning, smooth on

freshen

'

Pond's Vanishing Cream lightly over
your whole face. If yoU wish, rougC
po^Jer. How smooth and velvety your
,
\.
l
ji u
_
^
face feels to your hand! How new and
is even,
powder
The
mirror!
charming the reflection in your
not in patches, because it clings evenly to the delicate film
of cream. The appearance of your skin for the whole day
two
will prove to you how wonderful for your skm these

creams

,

.

are.

are tired in the evening use these two creams toThey soften out the lines and
gether before you go out.
of your face. And always
tightness
smooth away the worried
Cream
after a motor or railroad trip, cleanse with Pond's Cold

When you

with the Vanishing Cream and powder.
skin
these two creams will actually improve your
tube
or
a
jar
buying
by
now
use this method regularly. Begin
of each cream.
You will get them in any
drug store or department store.

and then

finish

To see how

These are the troubles that mar and age your skin
Read how this famous method corrects them
Sunburn, Windburn, Chapping
The

daily repetition of weather damage does more to age your
skin than any other single factor, but the process is so gradual
vou do not notice it until your skin has de6nitely coarsened.
Uo not let this happen. Be careful before the harm has taken
hold. Keep your skin clean and soft and properly oiled with a
nightly cleansing with Pond's Cold Cream. Then, always In
the morning, smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream. It forms a
delicate but sure protection against any weather condition and
the trying changes in temperature. This method will keep your
skin soft and smooth always.

Premature Wrinkles, Scaling, Peeling
These are especially the troubles of a dry skin. To avoid them
you must keep your skin soft dsiy- and night. Cleanse with
plenty of Pond's Cold Cream nightly and leave some on over
night. This will give your skin the oil it needs so badly. Now
it cannot scale and peel. It will not develop the little lines that

grow into

with a soft cloth. The

carefully .nis

Marion Davies, whose com plexion is extraordinarily jresh
and young and who is now playing so charmingly in

the softening, clarifying

in its protection of the skin, so

it

black on the cloth will show you

effect of

women

this tonight.

wrinkles.

But do not let the day undo the results of this nightly oiling.
Every morning smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream liberally.
It contains a wonderful daytime softening ingredient and prevents your skin from drying out again.

MAIL COUPON

That Distressing Shine

TODAY

WITH

Shine is often the result of excess oil in the glands. Your careful
nightly cleansing with Pond's Cold Cream carries out this
excess together with the dirt. This light cream wipes entirely
otF.
Now in the morning smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream.
You can use plenty of it, because it has no oil. This will keep
your skin lovely and fresh right to the end of the day.

But sometimes shine Is due to a dry,
must apply an extra amount of Pond's

tight

skin.

^/

10c

y

You

^

/

//

133 Hudson

^

write to advertisers please mention

MOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

^^

Citv

New York

Tencents(ioc)isenclosed for your special

introductory tubes of the
twocreams every normal skin
needs-enough of each cream for
two weeks' ordinary toilet uses.

night after the cleansing and let it stay on. See how gladly
your skin will absorb the 6ne light oil of this cream, how
soften and relax and the shine disappear. Put on
the Vanishing Cream in the morning to keep this supName
pleness through the day and to hold the powder.
Street ...

it will

The

Pond's
Extract Co.

St.,

Cold Cream at

-7
When you

Neither can possibly clog the
pores or cause the growth of
hair.
The Pond's Extract
Company, New York.

.State

,

—

—

AN

international feast of

films

in

prepa-

ration.

"Bella Donna" of Egyptian background,
TuUy's "Bird of Paradise" from Hawaii, Rex
Ingram's " Scaramouche " of old France, Pola
Negri in "Don Caesar de Bazan" of Spain,
Fitzmaurice making "The Eternal City" in
Rome, Lillian Gish's "The White Sister" from
Italy,

Hergesheimer's

"The

Bright Shawl"

from Cuba, Venetian " Glimpses of the Moon,"
Marj' Pickford in a Spanish story " Rosita,"
not forgetting "Little Old New York" with
Marion Davies, and "Hollywood," the Photoplay Magazine story by Frank Condon,
directed

by James Cruze, with

all

the Lasky

stars.

A N epidemic of Biblical plays seems to be
'•-hovering on the horizon. Goldwjn has
" Ben Hur," of course. Cecil de Mille is reported to be going to Palestine to do "The Ten
Commandments." .\nd Allan Dwan has been
delegated to do "The Wanderer" for Famous
Players-Lasky. Dwan is to shape the stage
into a screen special.
called for the picture to be

Original plans

plaj'

made by George

Melford.

ERICH VON STROHEIM

lost the largest
gold tooth ever owned by a man when a fire
destroyed the studio plaster shop.
Mr. Von had left his tooth there to be gilded.
He was using it in the production of Frank

Rodolph, the glamorous, in the very act of signing his cross-country dance tour
contract.
All of which has resulted in Valentino touring the "one night stands"
in a private car at a salary of $6,000 or so a week, plus percentages. In the
photograph you will note the star's two managers, Natacha Rambova Valentino
and his new promoter, Jack Curley
for the past
record of the Goldwyn
THE
month sounds more
the casualty sheet
lot

like

Canadian regiment than a production report of a motion picture company.
The good old Goldwyn lion has been wandering about, it would seem, seeking whom he
might devour.
Ii\er>time you meet anybody from the
Goldwyn organization, you hear new and gory
details of sacrifices to the celluloid gods, and
they all differ.
First, little Eleanor Boardman nearly got her
arm bitten oS by a camel. Then she fell into a
deep pool of water with a heavy ermine cape
and a lot of other clothes on, and was rescued
just as she was about to go down for the third
of a

by a duo of heroes, Frank Mayo and
Richard Dix. Then Rupert Hughes burned
down an enormous circus tent on purpose
there was a stampede of horses, a lot of things
went wrong and the hospitals were full of the
wounded. Next, some actor on King Vidor's set
shot another one with what was supposed to
be a blank cartridge, and it wasn't blank, and
And
it nearly blew the poor actor's leg off.
another gun went off the wrong way and
knocked Marie Prevost out for a couple of
time,

—

hours.

a Goldwyn year all right.
they don't look out, it'll be hard to get
actors to work out there.
Oh,

it's

But

if

COLLEEN MOORE'S engagf-ment

John
National, has been definitely announced, and the
wedding is to take place some time in August.
Colleen is wearing a beautiful engagement
ring, a large diamond with two exquisite shamrocks of emeralds holding it on either side.

McCormick, western head

of

to
First

PORTER EMERSON BROWNE'S

produc-

"Ladies for Sale," has been brought to
Broadway under the title "Sold." It doesn't
take long to get rid of 'em on Broadway!
tion,

Roland invited Mildred Daris
Lloyd over to her ornate bathing pool
and the above snapshot for PHOTO-

Ruth

—

PLAY

72

is the residt

"MacTeague."
The molar measured several

Norris'

feet

from

tip to

tip

Regrettable loss, but painless extraction.
CONXINTffiD ON PAGE 82
I

]
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m4
dhidoovs
can rbe yduvs
The

cheapest health insurance for the
is a Chevrolet.

whole family

it transports you from
the close and sultry atmosphere of the
city to the pure invigorating air of the
country. The nerve-racking city sights
and sounds are left behind and replaced
by the restful and inspiring vistas of
green fields, babbling brooks, cheering
songs of birds, lowing of cattle, the rare
color of wild flowers and the scent of

In a few minutes
lor

Economical Transportation

CHEVROLET

r

new mown hay.

m
Without counting the daily utility
of a Chevrolet for going back and
forth to work, shopping or taking
the children to school, etc., its value
in saving doctor's bills, broadening
your mental horizon and keeping
the whole family physically fit,
amounts to more than the cost of
the car and its upkeep.
It makes possible the suburban or
country home far from the trolley
or railroad tracks.
Prices F. O. B. Flint,

Two

Michigan

Passenger Roadster
Five Passenger Touring
Two Passenger Utility Coupe
Four Passenger Sedanette
Five Passenger Sedan
Light Delivery
.

.

.$510

....
.

.

.

.

.

525
680
850
860
510

Call on the nearest Chevrolet dealer
and learn how much daily utility
and year 'round health au4 happiness can be had for a sum so low
that almost any American family

can easily finance the purchase.

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.
Division of General Motors Corporation
Dealers and Service Stations Everywhere.
Applications will be considered from high grade
dealers only, for territory not adequately covered.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

rHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

The Spanish Cava
ANTONIO MORENO says he

one

man who

married the
type of woman he always said he would. His bride,
formerly Mrs. Daisy Canfield Danziger of Los Angeles, is
admired for hfer intellectual accomplishments- celebrated for
is

ier

and His Bride

her social activities and loved for her Red Cross work during
the war. When he finishes "The Exciters" for Paramount in New
York, Tony and his bride will leave for California to take
possession of their new million dollar residence on the heights.
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At the end

The Girl

Who Was

Out of Date

of the dance

By Mme. Jeannitte

TT^ROM

the ballroom floated the strains
JL
of a waltz, and from out beyond
came the sleepy night-sounds the late
call of a bird, the faint whispering of

Not long ago I had a call from a young
friend. She came in wearily and sank into
a chair. The brilliant afternoon sunlight

—

summer

leaves in the

fell full

when

breeze.

I

on her face, and I was appalled
saw how pale she looked.

the woman before
the mellow glow of the lanterns,
drinking in her loveliness with eyes that

"What is the matter?" I asked, expecting to be told that she was ill.

could not leave her face.

tired I don't care

The man watched

him

in

"What
look as

if

is

you were

dream."

this is a dream, and you a
dream woman," he answered; "for I
never saw anyone so lovely! There is
something that makes you stand entirely

"I think

alone, in a delicate, glowing radiance.

think the greatest charm of

To make the best of herself is the conced td duty of every woman, young or old;
and a modish gown means very little when
her complexion is uncared for.

"Come here," I said to her, "and
me see what I can do for you."

I

your

all is

The last notes of the waltz were quivering into silence. "That is the end," she
said. "I think it is the beginning," he
still

watching

A
When you

use the

"/

her.

Happy

is

the beginning," he

—

answered

blended downward and outward from the
cheekbone; dusting over all with a last
touch of the powder. And this I had done
to only one side of her face!

Remember, first the Day Cream,
next the Beauty Powder, then a touch
of Bloom, and over all another light
coating of the Powder.

Pompeian Be.Tuty

around to face the mirror.
never saw anyone so surprised She
looked and looked, turning from side to
side; and I don't wonder, for she saw two
entirely different girls, and one was so
I turned her

You

—

initely.

Pompeian Day Cream

is

"Don't Envy Beauty Use Pompeian"
Pompeian Day Cream {vanishing)

a vanish-

absorbed by the skin,
protecting it from dust, wind and sun.
The delicate film that remains on the
surface after the Day Cream has disappeared holds powder and rouge so
well that constant re-powdering is uning cream that

Pompeian Beauty Powder

is

Pompeian Beauty Powder
Pompeian Bloom {the rouge)
Pompeian Lip Stick
Pompeian Fragrance, a
Pompeian Night Cream

The

of so

Mary

is

—

incredible.

is

minutes,"

I told her.

couldn't help laughing at her astonishment; she had never had an idea she
could be so pretty. She realized now the

talc

25c each
30c a can
^oc per jar

mistake she had been making.and watched
with the keenest interest, while I made
the other side of her face just as charming,
adding at the last a touch of Pompeian

MARY PICKFORD Panel
Pickford,

the

world's

most

Lip Stick.

adored

She didn't say very much, but all the
afternoon I saw her eyes straying toward
the mirror. I hoped then that she would

Preparations by granting the exclusive use ot
her portrait for the new 1923 Pompeian Beauty
Panel. The beauty and charm of Miss Pickford
are faithfully portrayed in the dainty colors of
this panel. Size 28 x yyi inches.

abso-

profit

tint.

Use the Pompeian Trio together for
Instant Beauty; for great care has
been taken that all Pompeian Preparations blend perfectly.

2.

3.

4.

by

my little lesson, and I know now

that she did, for I've never seen her looking pale and weary since.

For 10 cents we will send you all of these:
1. The 1923 Mary Pickford Pompeian Beauty
Panel as described above. (Would cost from
see to 7SC in an art store.)

comes in the delight, medium, dark,

lutely harmless. It

shades

seemed

what you can make of yourself every day, and it will take only a few

womant has again honored Pompeian Beauty

long time; for this powder
has, to a remarkable degree, the quality of adhering.
will last a

a rouge that

lovelier it

"That

and four Pompeian samples sent
to you for 10 cents

and fine a texture that it goes on
smoothly and evenly. A light coating

is

I

I

soft

The Bloom

much

6oc per jar
6oc per box
6oc per box

is

necessary.

and orange

it

Last Touch

Trio you can feel assured that your
ckin is always fresh and glowing, and
that it will remain so almost indef-

sired

think

let

First I used a vanishing cream, gently
patting it into the skin. This was Pompeian Day Cream. I always use this, for
it leaves only a faint creamy film on the
surface and holds powder and rouge so
well. Next a coating of the soft, clinging
Beauty Powder. Then a bit of rouge

wonderful coloring."

answered,

just tired," she said; "so
how I look."

I was so indignant that for a moment I
could not speak. There is no possible excuse for such an attitude!

"You

it?" she asked softly.
in a

"Oh, I'm

Sampleof Pompeian DayCream (vanishing).
Sample of Pompeian Beauty Powder.
Sample of Pompeian Bloom (non-breaking
rouge).

5.

Sample of Pompeian Night Cream.
Specialiste de Beaute

Pompeian Laboratories,

2131

Also

Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Made

in

Canada

TEAR OFF, SIGN AND SEND
POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2131 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen: I enclose loc (a dime preferred) for 1923
Art Panel of Mary Pickford, and the four samples

named

in offer.

Name

bay Crcaw

Beauty Powder

Address

6I00M

City.
C

When

you write to advertisers please mention

1923.

Tbn Pomcelsn Co.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

.

State.

Flesh Bbadt: powder Bcnt unless you write ADOther below

How they

make

Long Shots
and

Close-ups
is a gUmpse of Dick Barthdmess'
York studio when a "long shot" revealed

Just above,

New
La

Clarel (otherwise Dorothy' Gish) in the act

the audience of the Tacon
The
Theater in Havana in inake-believe.
inner picture shows that part of the studio
scene you xrill see ivhen "The Bright ShawV
At the left you
is shown on the screen.
see the same scene icilh the cameras and electric equipment moved up close for a typical
Robertson
is
^'close-up."
Director John
slwivn discussing the dramatics of the flash

of

captivating

—

u-ith

76

Miss Gish
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the time to wash your blankets.

A

clean blanket

is

Section

practically moth-proof

^wash your blankets at home
without shrinking or matting them-'
Laimdered
This very month, before putting
is the time to wash

them away,

your blankets. They must be
put away clean, of course, to
protect them from moths.

on wool
and wool nap that moths attack.
A clean blanket is almost mothIt is the soiled places

proof.

Try washing your blankets at
this year. Lux makes the

home

laundering

of

handsome ones

even your

big,

safe.

Blankets will last for years if washed
according to the directions given below.
A single careless washing ruins them,
for wool is as sensitive as a baby's skin.
Strong soap or rubbing will shrink and
felt wool so that it becomes harsh and
scratchy.

Lux won't shrink your

blankets. It

way

this

they lastfor years
—

absolutely pure there is no free
any other ingredient in it to
hurt the delicate wool fibres.

is

alkali or

Qreat blanket manufacturer
why he recommends Lux

tells

The manufacturer of the finest blankets
in America, expert in the care of
blankets.says" Extra care must betaken
in the choice of soaps used to wash
wool. Harsh soaps shrink and mat it,
turn it yellow and weaken the fibre.
"The tests and experiments we
have made have demonstrated that

Lux

is

an

ideal product for

kets up and down and squeeze suds
through. If suds die down, add more
Lux. Never rub blankets. Rinse in
three or more lukewarm waters of
same temperature as suds. Fold evenly
and run through loose wringer or fold
and hang dripping. Stretch and pull
blanket into shape at intervals during
the drying process.

washing

blankets. It will cleanse the finest
woolens with entire safety."

How

to

wash

blankets

A

rich, live suds throughout
is essential. Use 2 tablespoonfuls of Lux to every gallon

of water.
Dissolve Lux in very hot water;
whisk to a thick lather. Add cold
water xmtil lukewarm. Souse blan

The new way to wash dishes
Won't roughen hands
washing dishes! At last there
to wash dishes without coarsening and reddening your hands.
is

MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF FINE FABRICS SAY "WASH THEM IN LUX'
North Star Blankets
Ascher's Knit Goods
Carter's Knit Underwear

Jaeger Woolens
The Fleisher Yams
Belding Bros. &. Co.,
Silks

Mallinson Silks
Roessel Silks

Skinner Satins
Forsythe Blouses
Vanity Fair Silk

Underwear
Dove Under-garments
Model Brassieres
McCallum Hosiery
"Onyx" Hosiery
McCutcheon's Linens

Send today for free booklet of expert laundering advic

When

&

a

Lux
way

for

Orinoka guaranteedSun
and Tubfast Draperies

Even though your hands are in the dishpan
an hour and a half every day. Lux won't
irritate them
won't make them rough and
scratchy. These pure, gentle flakes are as
easy on your hands as fine toilet soap.
Just one teaspoonful to a pan is all
you need! It sounds incredible but try it!
A single package of Lux does at least 54

Puritan Mills Draperies

dish washings.

D. J. Anderson
Ginghams
Betty Wales Dresses
Mildred Louise Dresses
Pacific Mills Printed

Cottons

—

—

How to Launder Silks, Woolens, Fine Cottons and Linens."

you write to adyerUsers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZmU.

Lever Brot. Co., Dept. 96, Cambridge, Mau«

Every day in every
way you will get slim.'
mer and slimmer, if
you follow
ercises.

these ex'

If you're thin

enough now, they

will

develop your body so
that

you

will he able

wear the new hath'

to

summer
without flinching.
Right here Ruth
ing suits this

Clifford

// you want a figure like

To

Ruth

thigh,

Clifford's,

do

this

bending-over exercise three
times every morning {above).
Stand upright, bend for-

cles,

try

many

this

can,
will be a

although at first it
considerable strain.

at the right is

madge,

up"
exercise.
With Ruth and
her instructor, Fred Cody

can do

of the Los Angeles Athletic
Club, rise slowly from a
squat to a standing position

word

78

as

(above)

times as you

The position

"setting

le^,

and abdominal mus-

Norma and

original

performing

develop the upper

ward, and grasp back of
ankles with your hands.
the

is

Bui

if

Constance TalDorothy Phillips,

Madge Bellamy and Ruth
it, why can't youf
By the way, Ruth's patent

leathers

may

in

not be the last

gym

shoes,

but

aren't they becoming?

Palm and

olive oils

— nothing else— give
Nature's green color
to

Palmolive Soap.

Face

to

Face

— as

if you were another girl

StfTpjHAT do the eyes of others see? This
'\\/], is a question every girl should be able
to answer. Do the glances which rest
upon your face express admiration, or turn
away with

indifference?

yourself face to face in your mirror and
pass judgment upon what you sec as criticDon't
ally as if you were some other girl.
condone complexion defects. Don't console
yourself by hoping they won't be noticed.
Don't excuse sallowness and blemishes by
Instead, take note of
blaming the light.
every fault and learn the remedy.

Meet
il

The

often secreted in excess. In combinapowder and perspiration it
quickly fills up these minute pores unless
fier, is

tion with dirt,

washed away.

is the only effective means
cleansing yet discovered. Cold cream
)ne only increases the clogging, while
ther remedies are often unnecessarily

Soap and water
'

Blended from Beautifying Oils

The blend

of palm and olive oils has prothe mildest cleanser science can
produce. The lather of Palmolive is actually

duced

lotion-like in its action.

First Step

'Whether your problem is the improvement
of a poor complexion or to keep a good one,
this first step is the same. The network of
tiny pores which compose the surface of the
skin must, every day, be cleansed from clogging accumulations. The natural oil of the
skin, which nature has provided as a beauti-

carefully

harsh. The selection of the soap you use is
the only problem and this is easily solved.
Facial soap must be pure, mild and soothing
in its action. Thus you should select Palmolive. Once a day, and the best time is bedtime, wash your face thoroughly with the
profuse, creamy Palmolive lather. Massage
Then rinse
it thoroughly into the skin.
thoroughly and dry with a fine, soft towel.

'f

These rare Oriental

oils impart their rich,
green color to the attractive Palmolive cake.
Palmolive green is as natural as the color of

grass

and

A

AUo

10c Soap

If Palmolive cost many times this modest
price it would be considered worth it by the
millions of users who find it the only satisfactory soap. But it is these millions who
make it possible for us to offer Palmolive at
a popular price. The gigantic demand keeps
the Palmolive factories working day and
night and allows manufacturing economies
which makes the 10c price possible.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY, MILWAUKEE,
The Palmolive Company

leaves.

U.

S.

A

Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada
manufacturers of Palmolive Shaving Cream and Palmolive Shampoo
of

Volume and

Efficiency

Produce 25c (Quality
for

10c
CopyriKht. 1»2:)-The I'alm.ilive Co. 1731

I

TWENTY-THREE

years constant use by the
America have established Mineralava
as the one perfect, rehable, pure Beauty Clay.

women

of

Nature's product for the ills that affect the skin
of the face and neck. Thousands of grateful women testify how Mineralava has made firm the
contour of their faces; cleared away impurities, prevented premature wrinkles and
coarse pores; stimulated the circulation of
the face nerves and brought out that
healthful, rosy glow that belongs to the
complexion of youth.

and muscles

Zitelka Dolores, Mae Murray, Gloria Swanson, Irene
Bordoni, Julia Sanderson and by hundreds of thousands
of

home women.

When Mineralava was first discovered by Mrs. M.
G. Scott and was used exclusively in beauty Parlors
women gladly paid $10 and $15 for a single treatment.
Today it comes in a bottle, with a soft brush
for applying, at $-2.00 for eighteen treatments; a trifle more than 10 cents a treatment. There is also a Trial Tubeat 50 cents.

Heartily endorsed by such notable beauMarion Da vies, Marjorie Rambeau,

ties as

Mineralava is not sold by mail. Your own
dependable Drug or Department Store can
supply you. If not, write to Scott'sPreparations,'lnc., 251 W. 19th Street, N. Y.

BEAUTY CLAY
PARIS

VIVAUDOU NEW YORK
Distributor

'

!

]

!

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
—

Nixi. You and Nita Naldi affect the same
nickname, don't you? But you say that
you're only a coming artist and Nita is
already here. Decidedly here, in fact. She
is five feet, eight inches tall, admits to weighing one hundred and thirty-,six pounds, and

—

YOU

twenty-three years old.
It's too bad that
your life ambition is to dance with Rodolph
Valentino he's busy, now, dancing with his

Studio addresses will not be given in this
Department because a complete list of them
is printed elsewhere in the magazine each
month. Write on only one side of the paper.
Sign your full name and address; only initials will be published if requested.
If you
,

wife

their

first

"hit" in a

actresses

Griffith

Some have never made a
ever,

addressed in care of the Gasnier Productions,
Glendale, Cal., and Bert Lytell is starring
with Paramount Pictures. Write to him at
1520 Vine Street, Holl3'wood.

play.
Do not ask questions touching religion, scenario writing or studio employment.

is

—
— Natacha Rambova.
Mrs. F. W. P. — So many

when I read the names of your film favoritesAlan Forrest, Lottie Pickford 's nice husband,
may be reached at the Metro Pictures Corporation, goo Cahuenga Avenue, Hollywood,
Cal.
Richard Dix is with Goldwyn Pictures,
Culver City, Cal., Gaston Glass can be

do not have to be a subscriber to
Photoplay Magazine to get questions
answered in this Department. It is only
required that you avoid questions that
would call for unduly long answers, such as
synopses of plays, or casts of more than one

hit

made

production.

How-

since!

Answers, Photoplay Magazine. 221 W. 57th

names, names, names that you
Blanche Sweet, Mary Pickford, Mae

it's

St.,

New York

City,

want!
Marsh, Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Miriam
Cooper, Constance Talmadge, Carol Demp-

and a score of others. Both John and
Lionel Barrymore were famous upon the
speaking stage before entering pictures. And
these men are the most popular of the elderly
character actors Theodore Roberts, Joseph
Dowling, Claude Gillingwater and George
Fawcett.

i

—

ster

—

H. M. G.

— George Walsh and Louise

Lor-

raine aren't playing opposite each other, at
George has
present, but they're both busy.
been signed to take the part of Rawdon
Crawley in "Vanity Fair" and Louise is
sticking to serials.
Her latest is Universal 's
" The Oregon Trail.
'

—

"Beth" Hill. I could tell you all about
whether or not Dick Barthelmess has a gold
tooth on the left side of his lower jaw. The
location is very familiar to me.
But pause.
And consider! Would it be fair to Dick to
shall
divulge, so brazenly, his very private
we say affairs? It might make his smile self-

—

—

conscious.

—Doug.

Fairbanks is going to stick
to tights and hip boots and that sort of thing.
They say that his next will be a pirate picture,
although the name has not been announced.
Doublets, rapiers, pieces of eight, and, of
Anita.

—

M.

B.
Such passionate pink note paper!
always use it when writing to Answer
Men? "Have a care, Spaniard," as Raymond
Hitchcock used to say, "have a care!" Leatrice
Joy— and I might say, in passing, that I
applaud your taste is five feet, three inches
tall,
weighs one hundred and twenty-five
pounds, and was born twenty-six years ago
E.

Do you

desire a personal reply, enclose self-addressed
stamped envelope. Write to Questions and

What
course, " Yo, ho, and a bottle of rum !"
a great chance to bound around, climb the
riggingJand walk the plank.

—Yes,

indeed I Parlez-vous Francais.
eyes are
best A. E. F. variety.
quite dark sometimes, and my hair but we
won't mention my hair! About twenty-five
or thirty is a good age we'll let it go at that.
Yes, you're a fine guesser! Of course I know
a lot about Hollywood. That's why I have
to stay in New York so much of the time.
There are a great many-rich men in the town,
but the richer they are the less they seem to
enjoy writing letters.
G. L.

My

The very

—

—

—

F. S.
So Ramsey Wallace has been concealing something from us!
wife and child,
no less! Well, it's a past to be proud of at
that.
As for being a leading man in a New
Haven stock company we won't tell it to
a soul

A

,

—

I

New Orleans. The home of pralines and
other confections. Conway Tearle was on
the stage before entering motion pictures.
How the matinee girls loved him
in

—

D. R., St. Louis. So many underlined
words in your letter. You're an emphatic
young person, even if you do suspect or I
should say question my sex. If you could
only see my moustache, when newly waxed!
However, there's no hope of any competition

—

—

Touts.

—I'm

sorry that you've hesitated

For your letter
so long about writing to me.
Yes, you're right. It
is really intelligent.
is far harder to create a character part than
an ordinary pretty girl or boy role. Clare
Greet was the mother in "Three Live Ghosts"
the Grandfather and the Clown, in "Singed
Wings," were done respectively by Robert
Browir and Ernest Torrence.

—

—

M. K., Montana. Lloyd Hughes? Yes,
he is on the screen, but not still. (Joke.)
For he played opposite Mary Pickford in
her 1923 edition of "Tess," He was born in
Bisbee, Arizona, in 1899. Was educated in
Los Angeles, at the Polytechnic Institute, and
began his screen career with Paramount in
"The Haunted Bedroom." That's a tricky
To Miss
sentence, what? He is married.
Gloria Hope who also appeared in the Pickford
Address him, if you dare, at 955
revival.
Michaeltorena Street, Los Angeles.
-

[

continued on page

1
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iJe has regaled our
palates

-^has he also

ruined our teeth ?
CHEFS of France have had
THE
a tremendous influence on American food. They have taught us
how to delight our palates, but they

have almost ruined our teeth!

Teeth need work and gums need
and with this creamy

stimulation,

modern food of ours, there is neither
work for the teeth nor stimulation
for the

|

gums.

Trouble on the increase!
Consequently, teeth and

gums

are today

less robust. Trouble from both is on the
increase. The prevalence of pyorrhea is one
item in a long list.

Thousands

gums by

have written us
and spongy

of dentists

how they combat

to tell

soft

the use of Ipana.

The

use of

Ipana

In stubborn cases, they prescribe a thorough
gum-massage with Ipana af^er the ordinary
cleaning with Ipana and the brush. For
Ipana Tooth Paste, because of the presence
of Ziratol, has a decided tendency to heal
the soft gum and to keep the healthy gum
firm.

Ipana is a modern tooth paste formulated
with an eye to the welfare of your gums,
whether they give you trouble or not, and
in addition it is a tooth paste of remarkable
cleaning power and unforgetably good taste.

A

ten

Thomas Meighan went to Panama to do
"The Ne'er-do-Well." The camera man
the

Panama water front

day trial tube will be
sent to you upon request
use the coupon below

Gossip

—

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

— made

by the makers of

Myers

stores

51 Rector St.

New York,
N.Y.
Kindly send

me

tube of

IPANA TOOTH

PASTE without
chargeor obligation on

my

Hepatica

departmeat

Co.

part.

Name
Address
City

State—..—

REID'S

dressing

— 50c.

—

East and

STEWART

NITA
told the Los Angeles re-'•-porters that she had no thought of getting
a divorce from her husband, Rudolph Cameron.
And then, with her typical naivete, in the
next breath "I guess I'll get it while I"m in
California."
Anita and her husband have been separated
for a year. There is no sensational reason for
the break, simply incompataljility.
Intimate friends say they were never suited
temperamentally but both were reluctant to
a definite separation.
Anita and Rudy have a big following of
friends.
Neither has ever figured in unpleas-

—

ant gossip.

;

•

Ever; aavertisement In

of

caught

member

PHOTOPLAY MAQAZINB

is

Rex Beach's
Tommy on

of the cast

West

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 72
A NITA STEWART
room on the

bearer at the last services.
The furnishings of Tony's dressing room are
considered the most beautiful in all the HoUj'wood reabn of salons. The star is particularly
proud of them because they are the gift of his
bride, who personally selected them.

A

here

with Gertrude Astor, a

Lasky "lot" has been given to Anionic
Moreno.
Tony was one of Wallj^'s loyal friends and
was chosen by Mrs. Raid as honorary pall-

In generous tubes,
at all drug and

Bristol-

a trial

Sal

[

WALLACE

the exteriors
fias

hitting the high pace!

Yet I hear that
she leaves the studio cafeteria after
lunch the table is always co\"ered with empty
bottles.
Those who know saj' that Anita has
become a confirmed milk drinker, taking on a
It

seems incredible.

when

few pounds.
a humble company that recently followed
IN
the remains of a studio carpenter to the final

was a quiet little man with
bowed head, known to the great world of
finance and industry as Adolph Zukor, presi-

resting place, there

dent of Paramount.
In the hour of her greatest trouble, Mabel
Normand found this same, quiet little man the
first to come to her door with words of confidence and sympathy and offer help.
In such ways does Greatness manifest itself.

WITH the Selznick

interests in the throes

Theda Bara's
plans to return to the screen under these
auspices are off definitely. Miss Bara was to
have done Eugene Walter's ''The Easiest
Way," with Ferdinand Finney Earle as
Now there is a possibilitj" of court
director.

guaranteed.

of

financial

—

difficulties,

s

:

;
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Photoplay Corporation Searches
For Screen Writers Through
A Novel Creative Test
motion
THEsupreme

picture industry faces

With

crisis.

its

its

act-

ing personnel at the artistic peak, its
apparatus close to mechanical perfection, the fifth greatest industry in the

United States acutely lacks the one
original
it ?nust have to go on

—

thing

stories.

Literature and the drama have virThe public
been exhausted.
has demonstrated at the box office
that it wants good, original human
interest stories, not "warmed over"
novels and plays. Professional novelists and fiction writers have definitely
failed in the motion picture field.
Hundreds tried a handful succeeded.
They are trained for expression on
the printed page, not upon the screen
tually

—

—two

widely

combined

different

arts

rarely

the talents of a single

in

writer.

technique and the gifted story teller
may as well write his idea in Chinese
as to prepare it without the technique.
;

But how can you know whether
you possess creative imagination?
Should you acquire
the technique and
attempt to enter this
fascinatingand handsomely paid profes-

way

creative

original stories are

home

being written for the screen, and sold
to producers at from $500 to $2000
each by

Everyday People, Trained
the Scenario Technique

NOT

just everybody

— only

the picture for five years to the Palmer
trained writers of stories selected for production by its own Productions Division.
Thus, for the first time, writers may share
in the proceeds of their successful work as
stage playwrights and book authors do. This
plan is endorsed and authorized by the
Palmer Advisory Council, the members of
which are

writers.

Allen Holubar
Producer and Director
Banks, M. A.

E. J.

Director, Sacred

Rob Wagner

prob-

3 0U may possess can be accurdetermined.
It resembles the
vocational tests employed by the
United States Army, and an evening
with this novel device for self-examination is highly fascinating as well as

useful.

Through

this test

many

successful

photoplaywrights were encouraged to
enter their profession.
It is a simple
test applied in your own home.
Its
record is held confidential by the Cor-

Screen Authority

The Palmer Photoplay
tion offers

Eugene B. Lewis

Director of Education

Douglas Z. Doty

Editor-in-Chief

George Ehvood Jenks

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

you

whole
THE
ment
is

purpose of

advertise-

this

to invite

may

not

appeal

to

you.

There are many men and women, enrolled
for the Palmer Course and Service who
that way.
They take it, however,
because they realize the value of Creative
Imagination, properly developed, in any
line of endeavor.
And they appreciate
the opportunities which this Course presents for developing this invaluable talent.
feel

For

your

convenience

the

coupon

is

printed on this page. The test is free and
you incur no obligation by requesting it.

this free test because

SCORES
sold
able.

at

of

good

once

if

The Palmer

me by return mail your Creative
am to fill out and mail back to
you for analysis. It is understood that this coupon entitles me to an intimate perLonal report
on my ability by your Examining Board, with-

be

they were avail-

Photoplay Cor-

poration exists first of all to sell photoplays to producers. Its Department

was organized

Department of Education, Sec. 1205
Palmer Building, Hollywood, Calif,
Please send
Test which I

Are

stories could

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,

out the slightest obligation or cost on my part.
Also send me free, Carrol B. Dotson's booklet,
"How a $10,000 Imagination Was Discovered."

Name
Street

for one
City

1923.

the

Invited to Try
Clip the Coupon

Needed by Producers

of Education
COPYRIGHT.

over

You Are

Corpora-

Scores of Screen Stories

Editor, Photoplay Magazine

Educational Staff Officers
Clayton Hamilton, M. A.

all

poration.

Scenarist to Thos. H. Ince

James R. Quirk

homes

tellers in

toplaywright

questions and

test

lems, the degree of natural aptitude

C. Gardner Sullivan
L. Frothingham
Producer

story

offices

and

ately

this scientific series of psycho-

logical

Director and Producer

J.
Films. Inc.

these

which

BY

Rex Ingram

Producer

They realize (2) that writing ability and story-telling ability are two entirely different
Only a few can write
gifts.
many can tell a story and with
training, can tell it in scenario
form.
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation is finding

if

Frederick Palmer, Author and Educator

Thos. H. Ince

abso-

is

dependent upon the discovery and training of new

you to take the Palmer
Creative Test. If you have read this page
up to this point, your interest is sufficient
to warrant addressing the invitation to
you directly. In all sincerity, and with
the interests of the motion picture industry
at heart, the Palmer Photoplay Corporation extends you its cordial invitation to
try.
Who can tel4 what the reward may
be in your case?
Again, the career of a professional pho-

for Stories Selected
for Palmerplay

The Palmer Photoplay Corporation will pay
21000 cash and royalties on the profits of

Then,

it.

for the Free
Creative Test

and trained in the craftsmanship of
photoplay plot composition. The unimaginative, unoriginal person can
never sell a scenario, no matter how
well he masters the screen writers'

that the future

lutely

the

Send

those

Royalties Paid

discern

test,

elect,

in

gifted with creative imagination

$1000 and

so

(1)

screen drama

land.

Corporation can
train you to think in terms of the
studio; to write your story so the
director can see its action as he reads.

you

realize

of the

of Pittsburgh, a new writer, trained in
the Educational Department of this
Corporation, author of "Out of the
Night." the fint Palmerplay. Mrs.
Middleton was paid SIOOO for her story
and will receive royalties on the profits
of the picture for five years.

Photoplay
Corporation can, by
its novel psycholog-

develop
it
can

leaders in the motion picture
who form our advisory coun-

cil

Ethel Styles Middle ton

the

talent,

Palmer
ical

But excellent

The

no
endow you

to

to

stories

industry

is

with natural ability.
Either you have it
or you have not.
But if you possess

whose

sell.

sion?
First, there

writers

screen

—

and one only

purpose

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

State
All correspondence strictly confidential
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Unexpected
Guests!
sometimes happens, and
sometimes embarrassing.
But you can always be on the
safe side with something suitable to serve, if you have Kraft
Cheese (in tins) on the pantry
It

"^it's

<9

O

shelf.

Kraft Cheese (in tins) is
such a convenience so many
ways to serve it, that the prudent housewife will never be
found without it.
;

Neither heat nor cold can

harm Kraft Cheese (in tins).
Take it anywhere, serve it anywhere. And it's as pure and as
fresh when you serve it as on
the day it was sealed in the
parchment lined tin. The rich
mellow flavor is always the
same. There are eight kinds.

o

No

rind

J.

—

—

No waste 100%
Cheese Recipe Book FREE

L.

it spreads.

Dorothy Davenport Reid in her California home at work on her propaganda film
to fight the narcotic evil.
This production is being made with Thomas

designed

Ince's co-operation

action on the part of Miss Bara, who spent
many months preparing for the cinema return.
Earle has returned to California to continue
his plans to make a film version of "Faust."

W. GRIFFITH made a "discovery" the
•—'other day and got turned down.
The name of the "find" is Rex Ingram and
the reason he turned down a chance to become
a screen idol is the old, old one, " My wife won't
let me."
.•Mice Terry has Rex under contract, and she
threatens to bar him from the screen if he tries
T>i.

anyone else.
Miss Terry has the making of a magnate.
But the fact that Mr. GrifQth declared Rex
would make a great hit if he reappeared on the
to act for

screen has caused Alice to consider
leading man.

Mr. Ingram probably
cheese.

KRAFT &. BROS. CO.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

KRAFT-MACLAREN CHEESE CO., LTD.

own

wife in one of his

will

him

as a

appear with his

pictures to be

Better

still,

to make good. He's
he's from Tipperary.

handsome.

GLENN HUNTER has been signed for stardom by Famous

MONTREAL. CANADA

Players-Lasky and, it is
be that of the sensitive

said, his first role will

Amory
will

"This Side of
that Cecil de IMille

in F. Scott Fitzgerald's

Paradise."

Rumor

has

it

make "This Side of Paradise" after he
"The Ten Commandments."

completes

by the way, has been working in
Famous Players Eastern scenario department. One of his first tasks was to do the subtitles for Edith Wharton's "The Glimpses of
the Moon." .\nd again we quote a rumor
his set of captions was turned down as "too
Fitzgerald,

the

AMERICAN CHEDDAR

CHEESE

—

flippant."
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

"but ..." And there you have the regulation form denial employed by star society.
Not that we would doubt Marjie's word. She's
too lovely.
Oh, yes, Mr. Todd is Elinor
Glj-n's "perfect

man"

—number 462.

MARR

was acting in Rupert
TJ ARBARA LA
'-^Hughes' production of "Souls for Sale."
Mr. Hughes: "Now, Miss La Marr,

will

you

number three?"
Miss La ^Nlarr: "I haven't any number
three, but I can give you number seven."
Mr. Hughes: "Oh, is that where j-ou start
counting. Miss La Marr?"
Anyone who could talk like that to Barbara
give us expression

has no appreciation for figures anyhow.

made

abroad.

He ought

TS Marjorie Daw taking Dana Todd seriously?
-•That is the Hollywood question. "I esteem
Mr. Todd as a friend, etc.," saj's ^liss Daw,

guaranteed.

and ]Mrs. Harold Lloyd have been
MR.
honejTnooning at the .\mbassador, and

if

there ever was anjiihing bridal in this world
it's the young comedian and his wife.

a brief trip to San Diego and San
and groom returned to the
.\mbassador, where they wUl make their home
for some months, before building a place of
.Aiter

Francisco, the bride

their

own.

""Oh, gracious," said Mildred Da\-is Lloyd,
w^hen I had lunch with her there the other day,
"I shouldn't know what to do with a house and
a lot of ser\-ants. Being married is aU new to

me, you know."
Mrs. Lloyd, who has played opposite her

husband

in all his pictures for the past three
years, has definitely retired from the screen.

Photoplay Magazine

Remember Joseph Schildkraut

as

—Ad\^rtising

Section

8s

the

"Orphans of the
The handsome Mr. Schild-

chevalier of Griffith's

Storm"?

kraut is now playing the Ibsen hero of
Theater Guild's revival of "Peer
This portrait
Gyrit" in New York.
shows Joseph as the youthfvi Peer Gynt

the

Bifl"Bumper
ex

SPEAKING of

doubles, a very strange thing
occurred in connection with a double for
Pola Negri in "Bella Donna."
There were a number of long distance shots,

where it seemed wiser to
Miss Negri's strength, and the
George Fitzmaurice, looked about for

riding shots, etc.,

conserve
director,

a double.
All the beauties

among HoUysvood

Spring

extra

were summoned, but none was found who
even slightly resembled the great actress
until well, you'd never guess. Until Winnie
Brown appeared on the scene.
girls

—

Winnie

VIOLA DANA asserts that one of the logical steps

Brown is a cowgirl and horse
who has doubled in stunt stuff for

that should follow the purchase of a big,
beautiful car is the installation of BiflexBumpers.

wrangler,
some of the greatest screen stars. But oddly
enough, in general contour, size and movement,
she was found to be an excellent double for
Negri. So Winnie, for the first time in her life,
had a chance to wear beautiful clothes. But it
took her quite a while and a good deal of
practice to become accustomed to the tight
skirts and flowing robes of La Negri.
"I'm more scared o' them dresses 'n I ever
was o' any stunt," she confided to an intimate

Naturally, the owner of a superfine car feels the
need of protecting its beauty. The same pride of
ownership which influenced the purchase of the
car should prompt the selection of Biflex, graceful in line, sturdy appearing, distinctively beauBiflex, the original double-bar bumper.
tiful

—

Broadfaced to block

friend.

all

bumpers. Tough and

re-

Strong enough to hold in powerful collisions. Sold everywhere by the better auto and
accessory dealers. Priced from $21 to $28.
silient.

NORMA

TALMADGE

is learning to ride
horseback.
She says she has been up in an aeroplane and
on the top of the Swiss Alps, but nothing
ever looked so far down as the ground does
from a horse's back.
"I never knew how I felt about horses until
I saw 'The Hottentot,' " said Miss Talmadge,
"but to me every horse has a baleful look in
his eye. If he moves his hoof I think he's going
to plant it in the middle of my stomach. It's

BIFLEX PRODUCTS
Biflex

Bumpers

CO., Waukegan,

are Fully Protected

by U.

Trade Mark.
III.

Look

lor

it.

S. Patents.

terrible."

Miss Talmadge has to ride a horse

in her next

picture.

"And I don't mind telling the world there'll
probably be a lot of doubling," says she. "la
fact, I wish people to understand that I'm an
actress, not an athlete, nor an acrobat, nor a
gymnast. I do the best I can, but when parts
call for me to leap out of buildings or ride wild
horses I'd just as soon leave it to somebody

—

who makes
'

that a business.
'Doubles need work just the same as anybody

else."

PROTECTION WITH DISTINCTION

Whea you

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Guarantee

To Make
Hair Grow

To Make

Silky, Lustrous, Beautiful

It

Science discovers falling, lusterless
hair due to a simple infection {Sebum)

which

quicJily

is

—Amazing

overcome

come quiclily.
Modern science has discovered new

results

principles in hair treatment.
It is now I^nown
thai old-time methods were based on a mistaken idea of the cause oj falling hair.

This new
findings.

is based on latest scientific
results are so amazing that

most persons would disbelieve them. So we
give a written guarantee, falling hair
stopped, new hair grown in 90 days, or
money refunded. This gives you an opportunity to test the treatment without risk
or obligation. During the past 18 months
over one million people have made this
test.
That gleaming, beautiful hair you're
beginning to see everywhere is largely due
to

it.

That Infected Sebum
91%

Director Frank Tuttle and Glenn Hunter while away a jew moments between
scenes of " The Scarecrow," in which Glenn is being starred by the Film Guild.
'
The Scarecrow" is the impressionistic fantasy by Percy Mackaye which

way

The

of hair troubles

now

are traced to infected

created wide discussion

old
THE
deserted

when

Vitagraph homestead is indeed
that Earle Williams has left
for Louis B. Mayer's palatial studio.
Earle has always been a good and loyal son
of Vitagraph for upwards of these twelve years.
Never once did he play truant. And he's the
last to leave the Old Nest from which most of
our great stars first tried their wings.

now

—

—

—

woman

strives.

Our method accomplishes that result. It is sold
with written guarantee to do so under a 90-day home
treatment plan. It is applied a new way and embodies newly accepted scientific principles.
Germ
combating elements are penetrated to the very roots

—

bacteria comof the hair. The Sebum is removed
bated. In a few days your own mirror tells the story.

We

the test we offer. Go today
to your drug or department store and obtain the

urge you to

make

.

j^",,
-

7^

Van Elss Liquid Scalp Massage, and ask about our guaranteed 90-day treatment. Or
mail the coupon for supply by
mail
postpaid.
Send no
money, but pay the postman
$1.50 for a single bottle (or
NoUtl^ rtAber ^^'^^ '"L ^ H°n
cap. Youmaa.
sage thia treatto

the follicles

af the hair.
I

ties),

the

lull

90-day trcatment with guarantee.

VAN ESS LABORATORIES
5006

Lake Park Ave., Chicago.

CTT.\RLES DE ROCHE,

imported from
France by the Paramount company after
Valentino's departure, is something of an
athlete.

In a recent picture, it was necessar>' for the
leading man to buUdog a steer, de Roche was
paying the part and when they suggested that
it might be better to get a double for this
sequence, the Frencliman was highly indignant. "I can bulldog the steer," he said, "I
publicity department had a still man on
the scene to photograph the thing, and the
camera had, for safety, to be placed at Mr.
de Roche's back.
"H-m," said he, "that is too ha.d. But
never mind. Just as I throw him up and over,
I look over my shoulder at your camera and

The

smile, eh?

And

"

he did.

time ago Florence Turner was a
famous film star. Today in Enghsh music
halls she gives imitations of famous stars.
From the real to the imitation what strange

JUST

a

little

—

and tragic

stories are written

by the movie

few brief years!

the stage

from Paramount than Meighan.
the

first,

he has

mapped

Right from

his career like a field

general.

n

ICHARD BARTHELMESS has
^the Goldw}-n studio in Fort Lee,

acquired
J., as

X.

his scene of operations for his next picture,

"The

Fighting Blade," Beulah Marie DLx's
the CromweUian period.
John S.
Robertson wiU direct him again and Mary
Astor has been signed to play the royalist
of

heroine.

DIRECTOR

John S. Robertson tells an interesting little storj- of CaUfornia. He was
standing in the office of the casting director at
Lasky's when an assistant director breezed in.
"Get me six airedales for nine o'clock tomorrow morning " said the associate director.

When

like it."

finger in a

III.

was produced on

storj'

Sebum.

Sebum is an oil that forms at the roots of the hair.
But
Its natural function is to lubricate the hair.
frequently it becomes infected.
1 1
cakes on the
scalp.
It plugs the follicles and forms a breeding
place for bacteria germs by the millions feed upon
the hair and destroy it. Modern dermatology propounds this as the basis in hair treatment.
But note this scientific fact: Remove that infected
the Sebum
and soon your hair has the silken
oil
loveliness, the sheen and beauty for which every

it

curiosity

he had departed, Robertson, whose
had been aroused, inquired why Mr.

Blank was going to use

—

six dogs.

"Dogs nothing," said the
"He means mountaineers."

casting

man.

AMIXISTER

recently complimented Rex
Ingram upon his productions.
"I have shown them all in my church," said
the clergjTnan, "Tell me, how is it that you
exert such a fine spiritual appeal in vour
fihns?"

"WeU now," said Res with a Tipperary
twinkle, "Probably it's because
father was
a curate in Ireland and I was reared in a
righteous atmosphere."

my

"Doubtlessly, doubtlesslj-," murmured the
minister absently, " But teU me, is Alice Terry

your wife?"
"Yes, reoUy," emphasized Rex.
"My son, permit me to congratulate you!"
exclaimed the good man with something more
than spiritual fervor. "Yes, I most certainly
intend to show all your pictures."'
really

I
I

I
I

VAN ESS LABORATORIES
5006 Lake Park Ave.. Chicago.
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bottles Van Ess Liquid
Please send
Scalp Massage. Parcel Post. I enclose no money
but agree to pay the postman when he calls.
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REPORT

that Thomas Meighan, astute business man that he is, has decided to
try directing after two or three more pictures,
with the ultimate intention of turning from

has

it

stardom to puttees. Meighan has always been
a shrewd star and, it is said, he estimates his
popularity as a stellar figure to be due for a
certain waning before long. Hence the directorial plans.

We'll say this for

bodv has ever been able
EveiT aUvertisement in

Tommy. Xo-

to get better contracts
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npHE

Cosmopolitan studios at i2gth street
and Second .Avenue. Xew York, were gutted by fire a few weeks ago but luckily no negatives were injured, ilarion Da\ ies was in the

guaranteed.

!
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midst of the concluding scenes of "Little Old
New York" and the Tilford and Jackson
studios in Manhattan were engaged for the

remainder of the production.

npHE

motion picture industry abroad is becoining feminized according to Fred Esmelton, stage and screen actor back from Europe,
to play in King Vidor's "Three Wise Fools."
The scarcity of men is bringing women into
the field as directors, electricians and property

men

—pardon, property

BEHIND

ladies.

a lot of legal phraseology, the fact

seems to be that the Government prohibition officers thought Cecil de Mille came home
from his journey to Mexico on his yacht with
some liquid refreshments which he didn't take
with him.
Any%vay, they seized about eighty cases of
rare wines on board the "Seaward," Mi.
de Mille's yacht, and filed some sort of accusation against the captain.
Mr. de ]Mille clauns, however, that the liquor
belongs to the captain, that he bought it before

and that he keeps it on the yacht
because that is his home, and a man has a
right to keep liquor in his home.

prohibition,

•TpELL

this to

your boss!

*

Lois Wilson wanted to visit New York
with her friends, Mr. and ]Mrs. Conrad Nagel.
She wired her boss, Mr. Lasky, for leave of
He wired back,
absence from the studio.
"Yes, if you will accept a drawing room at our
expense, round trip." When you see Lois in
"The Covered Wagon" you will say her boss
was wise in insisting upon a round trip ticket.
They wouldn't want to lose Lois. She brought
her mother with her and did the sights in a
week, feeUng homesick all the time. A true
daughter of the California sun.

KATHERIND MacDON.\LD
write a treatise on

Made

The importance of

ONE SHORT WORD

says she can

every home, there is a daily
INneed
for certain household

How To Make HomeHow To

Hats, but can she write one on

Get Courage To Wear Them?

TWO
the roster

products.

new women directors are to be added
this season.

beneficial.

Your protection

CONSTANCE T.\LM.\DGE

will

has served the medical profession for more than sixty years.
In this service, E. R. Squibb &
Sons have made many contribu-

warn

ing about adopting screen styles.
figure!" cries Connie in a
telegraphic dispatch.
"We'd rather study yours!" we hysterically

tions

"Study your own

to

the

advancement of

chemical science as applied to
medicine.
In most drug stores you will

wired back.
"

in re-

ever you buy articles for your
medicine cabinet. That one
word is "SQUIBB."
The name Squibb identifies
the products of a house which

be "The

issues a

lies

membering one word when-

stuff.

Mrs. Murfin's first production
Sign," a play of her own.

the purity and

such products may
depend the health of your family.
Unless these are of the
correct standards of purity,
they may be more harmful than

Frances Marion, who directed IMary Pickford
for some time and then gave up the megaphone
to write scenarios for other people to direct, is
to make a number of productions for Cosmopolitan. Her first one will be "The Daughter
of Mother Maginn," starring Colleen Moore.
And Jane Murfin, playwright and producer,
is to begin filming and directing her own productions for First National. Mrs. Murfin is
the owner of " Strongheart " and for the past
year has been busy with the Trimble-Murfin
productions starring the dog, but now she is to
make several of her own plays into pictures,
while Larry Trimble continues to turn out ani-

mal

Upon

reliability of

to

These
Squibb Sections.
sections are devoted to Squibb
Products, every one of which is
made to conform to the highest
professional standard.
find

For instance, you will notice
that

Squibb's

Epsom

Salt

Squibb's Olive Oil is a superior "virgin" oil from Southern France, unsurpassed in quality

and

flavor,

Squibb's Bicarbonate o£ Soda
It is, therefore, withis pure.
out the ordinary bitter taste
which is caused by impurities.
Look for the Squibb Section
at your druggist's.
Whether
you buy household .or toilet
products, you guard the health
of your family by remembering
one word that assures safety
and reliability—"SQUIBB."

C AFETY

Last, Inc." read an oilcloth sign
the back of Harry Young, the Human
Fly, as he climbed up the facade of the Hotel
Martinique in New York to advertise Harold
Lloyd's picture " Safety Last." He climbed to
the tenth story and then a frantic clutch at
the coping a terrible lurching plunge and
the Human Fly lay on the pavement like a

^on

—

—

Sqijibb

—

twisted, broken doll.
Although he was in a sense advertising the
Lloyd film, his chief motive in making the
climb was to celebrate the incorporation of the
Safety Last Club, organized by dare-devils

THE "PRICELESS INGREDIENT" OF EVERY PRODUCT
IS THE HONOR AND INTEGRITY OF ITS MAKER

General OSces:
80 Beekman Street, N ew York City
Copyright 1923, E. R. Squibb

&

Laboratories:
Brooklyn, N. Y.; New Brunswick, N.

Sons.

whose occupation prevents them from getting
life

—acrobats, aviators and chemists

insurance

who work with high

explosives.

When you

write to edvertisers please mention

is

more agreeable to take, due to
its freedom from impurities.
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your
European Trip
for Midsummer
'Ian

you are going to Europe
IFthis
year plan now to go in
late July, in August or September. The season is beautiful; the tourist rush is over;
prices are lower; the days at
sea are clear, temperate and

delightful.

Send the information blank
below and let your Government help you with your
plans. Learn about the swift,

U.

luxurious

Government

S.

ships, operated

by the United

States Lines.

They

passage for

every

offer

a

purse
accommodations for every
taste; and they are among
the finest ships

The

first

afloat.

class ships are

George Washington
President Harding
President Roosevelt
In addition , one of the five famous

"cabin ships" sails from
each Wednesday.

New York

Write today for—
A
of suggested tours
booklet

ing

$4g^ and

cost-

upy including steam-

ship fare; a list of the chief e-vents
in Europe in Summer-^ your Go'vern>»ent's

to

some of
to

is

no obligation.

My Name
Addrest

young chap was nearlu penniless when
young Biddle's adventures mil be

real story of

EXACT

figures pertaining to Doug Fairbanks' production, "Robin Hood," are just
coming to light. It is stated on authority that
"Robin Hood" cost exactly $986,000 up to the
time Fairbanks brought the original negative
to New York. Add Fairbanks' salary to this,
say $3,000 for 72 weeks, and you have a total
Again add $175,000 for
cost of $1,210,000.
exploitation and the making of 120 prints.
This gives a grand total of $1,385,000. All of
which means that this amount is tied up without interest. In other words, Fairbanks' production must earn in the neighborhood of
$1,700,000 before "Robin Hood" will "go over
the top." Which seems likely to take some
"Robin Hood" lost $90,000 on its
little time.

told in

Photoplay

next nwnth

BARBARA La MARR'S

Tor information in rtgard

to sailings

addrgsst

United States Lines
45 Broadway

New York

City

Agencies in Principal Cities

Managing Operators

SHIPPING

for

BOARD

first husband, Phil
Ainsworth, was arraigned in a Los Angeles
court on the charge of writing a check for $25
on a bank where he had no funds. He was
divorced by Miss La Marr in 191 7 in Oakland,
where he was accused of selling an automobile
that didn't belong to him. The honejTnoon
hadn't ended when he was forced to visit the
jail.
Miss La !Marr's fourth husband is Nicholas B. Deely, from whom she has been sepa-

rated for some time.
Every atlvertisemeiit in

DOROTHY

PHILLIPS and Allen Holubar
have come to the parting of the wa\"s pro-

—

fessionally.

]Miss Phillips has just signed a new starring
contract, and Holubar is to have his own producing unit under another banner.
But domestically all is serene. In fact.
Miss Phillips thinks it wiU be even more so
than when the}' worked together.

—

SOON after Jack Coogan,

Sr..

had signed the

half million dollar contract for his son he
came East on business. ^Meeting a friend he
requested his telephone number "Riverside

—

10000. "'
said Jackie's proud papa as he took
the number, "that's the smallest figure
I've written in a long time."

down

Chicago run.

U. S.

the midti-millions of staid old Philaseek his screen fortune incognito.
The
the news leaked into the newspapers. The

handsomely illustrated booklet

shelving photographs of interiors of
Government ships; full information
about the United States Lines ser-vice.

There

Craig Biddle, Jr., heir apparent

delphia, recently went to Hollywood

PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

is

THERE
Gish
Lillian is

is

Dorothy
Rome.
Italy completing "The White

a strong possibility that

will join her sister, Lillian, in
still

in

Sifter."

Inspiration Pictures

is

planning

to

present Dorothy and Lillian in a Florentine
Dorothy, by
storj', to be filmed on the spot.
the way, recently completed her work as La
Clnvel in "The Bright Shawl" with Richard
Barthelmess.

giiarantced.

—

!
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we

told \ ou the
number of stars who are near-sighted. And
great many motion picwe're not jesting.
ture folk have suffered serious eye affliction
from working steadily in the powerful kleigh-

would be surprised

if

A

Some have been stricken blind tempoOne producer has offered a bonus of
$5,000 to anyone who can discover a preventlight.

rarily.

ive.

PETER B. KYNE, the novelist, has started a
nice little civil war in the Hollywood motion
picture colony.
Pete got up "on his ear" one day and in a
Ion d voice said a lot of things about motion
pictures, motion picture producers, motion
picture scenario editors, and motion picture
financial ethics. Most of them were not complimentary to the industry.
And he capped it all by sajdng that he would
never write for the screen again.
Some of the answers made by those allied
with the movies were a bit caustic and unkind,
and the battle still wages.
However, in spite of the fact that the
cameras will go right on grinding whether we
have any more of Mr. Kyne's splendid "Pride
of Palomar" and "Cappy Ricks" and "Valley
of the Giants" stories, as one well known
director remarked, the fact remains that the
need of good stories is the crying word of the
moment in Hollywood.
Star after star is held up for a good story.
Every star or director you meet weeps on your
shoulder and tells you it's impossible to get
stories.
So it might seem well to make a few
concessions to authors who can produce them.

"QEN-HUR" may ultimately see the light of
•'^the public screen but it has thus far moved
through a troubled course. It is said that for
some two months the Goldwyn scenario forces

have been at odds with Abraham Erlanger, the
stage producer who still reserves the right to
reject or approve of all steps in the making of
the General Lew Wallace story. Erlanger, it
seems, insists that the presence of Christ be
indicated, as it was behind the footlights, by a
shaft of white light.
To which the scenario
department replies that a shaft of light can not
play a dramatic part for three whole reels.
hear that Charles " Buck " Jones is one of those
being considered seriously for the role of BenHiir.
At least, "Buck" can drive a wicked
chariot. And they say that Virginia Pearson,
her face completely rejuvenated a la Fannie
Ward, may be the vampirish 7m.

We

TRENE CASTLE

with her be\'y of beagle
-•hounds called at a Culver City studio long
enough to say that she considers Claire
Windsor the most beautiful girl in pictures.
Irene has been dancing at the Cocoanut Grove

5^ r^flif^^

Nowl—Jiving

From everywhere comes the

*^Pathe

contract,

it

Madam, Mademoiselle,

so naively the language of charm?

As indefinable cis a smile
As joyous as the Springtime!
You may

obtain a small vial of

Lournay Vivante by sending 15
cents to our American address.

LOURNAY
having completed her
is rumored that she will

XTOW

that Charles Brabin's "Driven" has
become somethmg of a sensation in the
motion picture world, it can be safely told that
the entire production cost exactly $33,000.
After trying everywhere to dispose of the
photoplay, which he had made independently,
Brabin finally sold it outright to Universal for
$4S,ooo, thereby clearing $12,000.

was a swimming party at the home
known male motion picture star in

of a well

California.
The ladies present all
piece bathing suits and
nice time.

wore the popular oneeverybody had a very
When you

kno-ws it? This
life that speaks

sophisticated fragrance of

back herself in a series of highly e.xciting serials.
By the way, that's a funny family arrangement. Miss Roland and her husband have
been divorced for some time, but he still continues as her business manager and she never
makes a move without consulting him.

npHERE

coii'

trast the artificiality of perfumes!

Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles, and
presenting cups to the best of our dancing

"DUTH ROLAND,

edid;

the miracle of living flowers to

in the
stars.

Flowers

write to advertiseis please
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bedgjchristened
byjafrics in sotxie

romantic garden
in Spain, this

Day

Stearns'

Dream ftrjume
^ ^ ^ ^ It

the

is

realization of

my

dream oj what
an elusively deli-'
cate jDerJume
•

should be"

Lew Codij is again in the East hnt, while on the coast recenthj. lie plat/ed with
Rupert Hughes in "Souls For Sale." Here is Lew telling Hughes the latest
Lamb Club news

Later, someone at the studio said to the star,

Mr. and !Mrs. Keaton and Mr. and Mrs. Lou
Anger drove down to see the races and Buster
put what he won on his namesake in the baby's
bank. At least we think he should.

"That was a wonderful swimming party you
had the other night. Did you see any ankles
that made you want to leave home?"

"None but my

wife's," said the star briefly.

TLJOLLWOOD

\4"ABEL NOR]\L\ND tripped lightly off the
'•train in

-^more like

Los Angeles the other day and

Leatrice

dashed out to the Sennett studio, followed by

an unclaimed

blessing, I

all social

am."

Yet she has written some
have seen them. And
we hear that when jNIabel was in London she
was hailed by the intellectuals. Hall Caine
in\ ited her to tea, and they say Bernard Shaw
was bearded. Now ^Mabel is back on the
Sennett lot "playing another one of those
Irish dumb-bells," she says. \\'ould you rather
be a poetess or an Irish dumb-bell earning
ten thousand a week?

her as a poetess?

We

—

that Miss

has described so well

is

only

one of many charming Day Dream
Boudoir Creations. Let us send you
the new Day Dream "Acquaintance
Box," which gives you an opportunity to enjoy the Perfume, Face
Powder, Cold Cream, Poudre
Creme and Soap. Sent Promptly on
receipt of a twenty-five cent piece.

Dept.

Y

STEARNS— PERFUMER
Creator of Sadira and I'.Amusette
Established /8^^
Detroit, Mich.

Windsor, Ont.

weeks more?

functions.

ter in a

JACK HOLT'S

four year old son, Tim, has
developed a philosophy aU his own.
He was calling on his next door neighbor,
little Suzanne Vidor, daughter of Florence and
King \'idor, who is about his own age.
Conversation lagged, so Tim said coolly,
"Say, Suzanne, I'm going to New York next
week."
Suzanne felt badly about the loss of her plaj-mate and told her mama, who questioned Tim's

mama.
Whereupon

?ilrs. Holt said to her son. "Why
Tim, what do you mean by telling Suzanne
you were going to New York next week? Nobody told you you were going to New York
next week."

TH.\T Buster Keaton is sure a fast baby.

who recently won
the Debutante Stakes at the Tia Juana race
track, and broke the track record for three and
a half furlongs.
ful two-j'ear-old sorrel colt,

is

— until the censors ordered
I

"

In fact, he can step several seconds faster
than anything at Tia Juana, which is saying a
good deal. AU records are shattered when
Buster steps out for a Httle speed spree.
All of which sounds as though the solemn
faced one might get a spanking from Papa WUl
Hays.
But the Buster Keaton we mean is a beauti-

comedy

changed because there are seventy-three Pat
Currens in New York Now what chance does
a Smith or a Cohen stand in the films?

did," said Viola, "but I decided you
might as well die of disobeying the doctor as of
hospitalitis.
I just had to smell something
besides iodoform gauze, that's all."

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

York,

it

"He

Every adTertisement in

New

PAT CURREN" was the name of a charac-

caused considerable excitement when she walked into the ]Metro
studio unannounced the other day.
"Why, we thought j^ou were still in the
hospital," gasped her director.
"Didn't the
doctor tell you you couldn't get up for two

Dawn

Joy returned from

dustry has there been such acti\-ity. Where a
few months ago, actors were out of work, now
it's a serious matter to cast a picture, so few
good people are available.

VIOLA DANA

The Day Dream Perfume

little

Hollywood is at the height of its production
capacity. Never since the beginning of the in-

think of Mabel Normand as ^Mickey
YOU
and jMolly-0, but would you ever think of
exquisite things.

beginning to look a

Mabel Normand came back from Europe,
Anita Stewart began work at the Hollj-wood
studios, Bull Montana got back from Truckee
and the Talmadges were much in evidence at

a flock of interesting trunks.
"I'm not married. Don't be silly," said she
blithely.
"Any time I get married, it sure
won't be somebody I have to hide. Nope, I'm
still

is

itself recently.

Tim regarded
and then

me

said,

her solemnly for a

"No, mama.

moment

But nobody

told

I wasn't, either."

TUST

because Renee Adoree Moore left her
in New York, and w-ent to
Cahfornia to spend her second wedding anniversary all b}- herself, is no reason for people to
think that there's a divorce in the offing. Not
At least that's what Tom told the
at all.

J husband Tom

reporters.

euaranteed.

Photoplay Magazine

Photoplay presents Bull
Montana in his current burlesque of
Doug's "Robin Hood," released as
"Rob 'em Good." Unfortunately the

— Advertising
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Herewith

You Must

costume completely drowns out Bull's
immortal ears

PTHEL SHANNON,
-•-'adult

motion

who

picture

is

The

the smaUest

player,

been

has

signed as a star by the Preferred Pictures.
Ethel is so tiny that you can't see her when a
regular sized leading lady is in the room. It's
a matter of record that she was given a real
part to play after being an extra for only three
days.

THEY

say that Rodolph Valentino has offered Paramount a large sum of money to
be released from his Famous Players-Lasky
contract. He is hoping to be saved the long
wait before a trial hoping, too, that he may

—

film

on

teeth, or

Under old brushing methods, few escaped
tooth troubles. Beautiful teeth were seen
less often than now.
In fact, tooth troubles constantly increased became alarming in extent. That's
what led to this new method, which has
brought to millions a new dental era.

—

perature.

etc., discolor it.

before the public en-

P.\TSY RUTH MILLER

Tartar
has been doing so

much night work at the studio that her .dad
decided to move the family on to a nice, quiet
street, so Patsy could sleep peacefully during
the day without being disturbed.
He bought a bungalow on the steepest street
in Holly\vood and moved the family over there.
Everything was lovely for about a month.
Autoists would come to the foot of the incline,
Quiet
look up despairingly and detour.
reigned.

And then

the Buick people selected the hill
as an ideal place for demonstrations.
"Everyone who even glances at a Buick is
dragged out for a free ride up and down our
hiU," sighs Patsy, wearily, "and every day in
every way we are getting noisier and noisier.
I told dad, the next time he moves us to please
find a place as quiet as Times Square, for a

is

Then

based on

it

film.

forms dingy coats.
That's why teeth

SEEXA OWEN,

in Canada to star in a Cosmopolitan feature, has broken her leg. While
snowshoeing, or skating or skiing we're a bit
hazy as to details. Whether the picture will
wait for her or whether another star will be
given the fat part that she was to play is a

in

it.

The name

of that tooth paste is Pepsodent, which leading dentists of some
50 nations are advising now.

Germs breed by
are

millions

They, with

it.

the

tartar,

cause

chief

of

Thus most
troubles are now traced

Almost universal
combat

film.

That

is

So dental science

there to neutralize

mouth

acids, the cause of tooth decay.
It multiplies the starch digestant in the
saliva.
That is there to digest starch

may

otherwise ferment and
acids.

Thus every use

gives

manifold power to these
great tooth-protecting
agents.
That was not

done before.

For beauty's sake

People who see the Pepsodent effects will always use it, if only for
beauty's sake.

to film.

Film-coated teeth were almost universal.
The ordinary tooth paste could not effectively

of the saliva.

Pepsodent curdles the film and
removes it without harmful scouring.
Its polishing agent is far
softer than enamel.
Never use a
film combatant which contains
harsh grit.

pyorrhea.
tooth

Pepsodent also multiplies the alkalinity

Avoid Harmful Grit

set

out to find effective film combatants.

Two methods

change."

Able authorities proved these methods
Then a new-type tooth paste was
created, based on modern research. These
two great film combatants were embodied

form

Film also holds food
substance which ferments
and forms acids. It holds
the acids in contact with
the teeth to cause decay.

suffer

effective.

deposits which

lose luster.

in

may

Fights acids, too

thusiasm has suffered any lowering of tem-

game

you

Those dingy coats
That viscous film you feel on teeth is
It clings to teeth,
their chief enemy.
Food stains,
enters crevices and stays.

get back into the

Fight

were developed. One acts
to curdle film, one to remove it, without
any harmful scouring.

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film.
how teeth whiten as the film-coats

See
dis-

appear.

This test will be a delightful revelation.
the coupon now.

Cut out

—

—

—

REG u

s

b^^^^H^^^HHB^HB^H*

question.

COME

stars collect first editions
'-'collect stamps.
Some go in for

The New -Day Dentifrice
A scientific film combatant, which

and others

Ming

pot-

and others concentrate on salary checks.
But Gaston Glass collects overcoats. They
say he has a different one for every day and
tery

—

they also say, in Hollywood, that he's trying to
double for "Nanook of the North."

10-Day Tube Free

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mail 10 -Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Dept. 829, 1104

whitens, cleans and protects the teeth
without the use of harmful grit. Now
advised by leading dentists the world
over.

When you

Only one tube to a family
write to advertisers pleass mention

"''
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Play a Conn
ForTleasure and Profit
Take a

tip from such
artists as

popular

Ted Lewis, the famousjazzical
clown, who says many of the
effects

he

with the

gets are possible only

Conn saxophone;

PaulBieSE, renowned soloist
and Columbia record maker,
who with his orchestra members says

word

Conns

are the last

in perfection

Don Bestor, director of the
popular Benson orchestra of
Victor record fame, which is
exclusively equipped tvith

Conn

instruments

Frank Westphal, whose
Rainbo Garden orchestra
makes records for Columbia,
and all members of which
acclaim Conn supremacy.

Here is

by any railroad anywhere.
Chicago and Alton Red Train Limited,
running between Chicago and St. Louis. Thus passengers can now travel without
missing a single celluloid release

motion

the first

-picture ever carried successfully

It has just been jmt into service

^^^^^

the

T^OM MOORE took a dog to the recent show
Madison Square Garden.

He

entered it
as an Irish deerhound but there ain't no such
animal. It was a big dog with a nice disposition, and so the judges let it stay and changed
its title to Scottish deerhound, for there is
such a breed. And it got a fourth prize, because there were only four Scottish deerhounds entered. "Well," said Tom, "I got it
in Dublin, and I guess I was stung. But even
if it isn't much of a dog, as far as breed goes,
at

'

the only maker of every instruCONN
ment used in the band. Choose the
is

instrument that suits your talent.
it's best, insist upon Conn.
For fifty years Conns have been the

on

To be sure
standard of

quality, endorsed by the leading bandmasters, soloists,
symphony and opera conductors, including the great

Sousa, because Conns are perfect in tone and tune:
easy blowing; reliable in valve, slide or key actioa;
perfectly balanced, handsomely finished.
More Conn saxophones are sold than any other make
in the world— a tribute to quality. Send for complete

information on exclusive features, including hydraulic
expansion of taper branches, insuring easy blowing,
perfect tone.

Conn violins are of highest quality, beautiful tone.
Conn drums are endorsed by leading drummers.
FREE TRIAL, EASY PAYMENTS. Write today

—

—and

it's

mine

the

way every

I like it!"

real

man

Which, after all,
about his dog.

is

feels

Bert says that they so named the
picture because of the change that's come over
him. But we can't believe that, for he has
done double parts before and it hasn't altered
the expression of his eyes, or his cheerful smile.

World."

—

engagement of RajTnond !McKee and
THE
Marguerite Courtot, who plaj^ed the leads
in

Elmer

gagement

Reid, fell down the hill on his bicycle not
long ago and knocked out three of his front
teeth.

A

few days later his grandmother took him
to see a friend, who had a little baby about

months old.
Bill watched the baby in silence for a time,
and then he said, "Gee, granny, he knocked
out a lot more teeth than I did, didn't he?"
four

BERT LYTELL took the double part of the

king and Rudolph Rassendyl in "Rupert of
Hentzau." He says that plajdng a double role
ruined his disposition. And so his next picture
is going to be titled "The Meanest Man in the

Down to

the Sea in Ships,"

Some say that the enthe outcome of a charming summer

is

Xew England atmosphere of New
But those who know insist that the

in the quaint

Bedford.

BILLY REID, the small son of Mrs. Wallace

Clifton's "

has been announced.

romance has been gro-inng for a long while
ever since pictures were quite new.

CH.\RLIE

R.AY has luncheon served by
and if jt»u don't think it

candlelight,

He in\-ited
effective, why, you're all wrong.
us to lunch the other day. Being used to the
casual democracy of most studios, we exp>ected
to clamber on to a high stool at a battered
counter in the studio lunch-room and yell for a
roast beef sandwich and a dill pickle.
Not at all.
Mr. Ray ushered us into his private
bungalow on the lot and we beheld a long,
dim room v.ith heavy beamed ceiling. A table
glittering with the most aristocratic silver and

—

for details, mentioning instrument that interests you.

Dealers and agents throughout the country. Factory

branches in

C. G.

all large cities.

CONN, Ltd.

528 Conn BIdg.
ELKHART, INDIANA

Highest Honors at World E^ositiotu

Don't Mi55 Rodolph Valentino's Party!
We invite you to a round of gay parties at
the homes of stars and the cafes most frequented
by them. Make your reservations early for the
next issue of Photoplay in order to enjoy

—

WORLD S

LARGEST ?k4ANUFACTURERS

OF HIGH GRADE BAND AND
ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS

CULTIVATE

STEPPING OUT!
With

the

Movie Crowd

in

YOUK MUSICAL BUMP
Bvery adrertlsement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaiauteeU.

Hollywood and

New York

!
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Aud all about the room, candles gleaming in branched sconces.
Nary one glare of electric light. Nary one
clatter of dishes from the kitchen. Narj' one
chma.

dill pickle.

When it comes to accepting luncheon invitations from film stars in the future, we shall
certainly let them know we're accustomed to
the best.

HOLBROOK BLINN, who made such a hit
in

"The Bad Man"

in

New York two

seasons ago, is to appear in Mar>' Pickford's
Spanish picture " Rosita."
doesn't
M.\Eso MURRAY
much, anyway.

think Hollywood

is

She's leaving us soon.
is

calling

Deauvillc,

it

seems,

and Mae and her husband are busy

with plans for a trip abroad.
Of course they'll take a camera along, and
plan to shoot exteriors for "Mile. Midnight"
at the French resort. Later interior shots will
be made in Miss Murray's New York studio.

Special

Week-end Package

LOTTIE PICKFORD

plans to go abroad
if she can find
too,
proper material she will make a picture before
she leaves.
Lottie realizes that the picture she made last
year was a perfectly dreadful afltair, and she's
not going to rush into another venture like
that. However, she has all her friends hunting
a suitable story for her. If you have any suggestions, pass them along.

though

before long,

PROBABLY

never again will the old .Alexandria Hotel shelter as many celebrities as
it did the night of the IMotion Picture DirecFor the last two years the
tors' Annual Ball.
crowd has flocked to the fashionable Ambassador, and within a few months' time the new
Biltmore will be in operation and bidding for
the favor of the famed.
At any rate, the .Alexandria's movie career
closed in a blaze of glory. Three orchestras
played through the night, one of them being
Marshall Neilan's new string orchestra. Outside the hotel a dense crowd, eager to see the
arrival of the various celebrities, blocked
traffic completely.
Many of our very best stars had to leave
their motors and arrive on foot, modestly
slipping in through the annex door unnoticed.
few of the glittering throng: Constance
and Natalie Talmadge, Lottie Pickford, Alan
Forest, Mr. and Mrs.
!Mix,
Anita
Stewart, Lew Cody, Peggy Eleanor, Claire

A

Tom

Windsor, Monte Blue, Enid Bennett, May
jMcAvoy, Helen Ferguson, Bobby Agnew,
Stuart Holmes, William Russell, Renee Adoree
(Moore), Vola Vale, Dorothy PhiUips, AUen
Holubar, Priscilla Dean, W'heeler Oakman,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Holt, Ruth Roland,
Norman Kerry, Mabel Julienne Scott, Leah
Baird and jNIr. and Mrs. Walter Hiers.

BERT LYTELL has been taking a brief fiier
in vaudeville, on the Orpheum circuit.
Harry Carey has tried variety, too, recently,

doing a monologue.
Mildred Harris, on the other hand, has closed
her vaudeville tour. She'U do a picture for
!Metro, called "The Fog," with Cullen Landis
as her leading man. She's given up the name
of Mrs. Charles Chaplin and is using her own.

LOUISE FAZENDA
but.

is

not

is natural to be happy when you know you
are looking your best. Only then does one
acquire the poise and graciousness of manner
that are woman's crowning charm.

IT

Armand was

the first to bring to

The next time a
is

If you have not yet tried Armand, now is your
opportunity. Fill in the attached coupon and
send 25c for an adorable Armand Week-end
Package. It contains everything you could pos-

sibly desire

—a generous

a box of

—

of Beauty"
a little story you will love.
for yours to-day

Send

ARMAND— Des Moines

Armand

COLD CREAM POWDER

/«* L/771£ -PINK €PWHITE. BOXES
-

superstitious

script requires a nice funeral

apt to exit laughingly toward

in "Main Street,"
allotted a nice death-bed scene, with
funeral procession to follow. After seeing it on
the screen she was down-hearted for a week.
"I never was cut out to play Juliet or Little
Eva, " she observed gloomily. "Parts like that
belong to someone with more of a sense of
humor than I possess. No more of this
stuS for me."
is

When you

box of Armand Cold

Armand Bouquet,
another of Armand Rose Powder, a little box
of rouge with puff included, enough cold cream
and vanishing cream for several days' trial, a
can of Armand talcum in miniature and a little
cake of fragrant soap. And the Armand "Creed
Cream Powder,

Kalamazoo and points east.
As the Swedish liired girl

Louise

the

moments"

for all times.
This wonderful powder, combined so perfectly with a base of cold cream,
blends naturally into the skin, keeping it always
soft and daintily powdered.

...

for Louise, she

women

possibility of capturing those "best

write to advertisers please mentioa
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Unhealthy^ms denoted
by tenderness andbJeeding
UNHEALTHY

soil kills the best of
wheat. Unhealthy gums kill the
of
teeih
To
keep
the teeth sound
best
keep the gums well. VVatch for tender
is a sympThis
and bleeding gums.
tom of Pyorrhea which afflicts four
out of five people over forty.
Pyorrhea menaces the body as well
.

Not only do the gums
recede and cause the teeth to decay,
loosen and fallout, but the infecting
Pyorrhea germs lower the body's
vitality and cause many serious ills.
as the teeth.

1

To
gum
For

visit

your

teeth

and

avoid Pyorrhea,

dentist frequently for

inspection.
the Gums.

And use

Forhan's

Forhan's For the Gums will
or check its
prevent Pyorrhea
progress
if used in time and
used consistently. Ordinary dentifrices cannot do this. Forhan's

—

—

will keep the gums firm and
healthy, the teeth white and
clean. Start using it today. If

gum

shrinkage has set In, use
Forhan's according to direcand consult a dentist
immediately for special treatment.

tions,

35c and 60c tubes
and Canada.

in

U.

S.

'OR*

^^^^

Formula of
R. J. Forhao. D. D. S.

FORHAN CO.
New York

Forhan's
FOR THE GUMS
Rex Ingram has been picking more

star winners recently than any other director.
Alice Terry, Valentino, Novarro, Barbara La Marr and Malcolm MacGregor
won attention first in his pictures. Mr. Ingram is now preparing an article
for Photoplay telling exactly how he makes his discoveries and what he looks
for in an individual before casting

id

a jmla-Aodal omcL tJwb

EATON'S

IGHLAN

LIME!

in

5'

smart shjliP

A TTENTION, you fans, who find it difficult
-'^to keep track of Fred Thompson, the handsome ex-soldier-minister husband of Frances
Marion. He has signed a five-year contract
with Universal and dreadful as it may seem,
he's to be a serial star for a whOe at least,
jumping over cliSs to save Ann Little, and all
that jolly sort of thing.
But the jump he made from a minister and
army chaplain to a picture actor still holds the
record.

you think these stories of Ruth Roland's
business sagacity are inventions of a press
agents, just take a drive around Hollywood
some day. Every here and there, where land is
high and rare, you'll find yourself facing a huge
sign-board, setting forth in flaming red letters
just why you should buy that certain property.
And you'll find the name of Ruth Roland,
Owner, appended in no niggardly manner.

IF

NEVER was
tumf

rtlaJjjy tc

a>md lociA

dJLrcrj- kcr-

EATON. CRANE
1X5

uh cart, ojj>

PI

there anything quite like the

Cinema Circus, held at the Ambassador
Horse Show Arena as a Benefit for the Children's Hospital, and sponsored by the Pick-

KE CO.

Fifth Avenue New York.

fords assembled.
Of course the big event of the

day was the

Three-Star-Handicap, in which Jack Pickford,
Douglas McLean and Reginald Denny were
Every advertisement In

PHOTOPLAY JLiGAZINE

Is

Their mounts were, respectively, one
one donkey and one camel. Jack, on
the ostrich won by a beak, and if there is anything funnier than Jack Pickford on an ostrich
we have yet to see it.
Tom Mix and his cowboys did some daredevil stunts, and Tom staged a thrill when he
lassoed a huge steer that had shaken off the
men who were trjdng to tie him, and lunged
entered.

ostrich,

straight for the grand-stand.

The polo game brought out such masters as
Norman Kerr>% Hoot Gibson,
Fred Thompson, Reginald
Denny and Bull ^Montana. For mounts they
had donkeys, brooms were their medium and
a large white ball was the objective. Their
game never was finished, as several of them bit
the sawdust before it was well under way.
Lottie Pickford was head usher, and had as
Jack Pickford,
Alan Forrest,

her assistants Mae Busch, Claire Windsor,
Alice Lake, Helene Chadwick, Teddj- Sampson, Virginia VaUi and other well known
stars.

Doug and Mar>-, accompanied by Mrs. Pickford and Mar>^ Pickford 2nd, watched the performance from a center box.
It was such a successful event, that several
of the picture stars suggested it be made an
annual affair as a Benefit for some worthv

piaranteed.

Photoplay Magazine
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an
J.

now

famous picture, "Nanook of the North."
Flaherty spent something like two years in the
Arctic getting this remarkable photoplay of
Esquimaux life under the super\asion of a fur

Under his present arrangement
company.
with Paramount, Flaherty is delegated to
spend a year in the Antarctic, getting a tale of
life.
Here's hoping he returns with
something as good as the famous "Nanook of
the North."
aboriginal

WANDA
divorce

HAAVLEY

has

filed

suit

for

against her husband, charging
non-support. Thus goes another matrimonial
bark on the rocks. She is in Europe, now, appearing before the cameras of a foreign producHe, too, has left Holly^vood,
ing company.
is now in Albany, New York.
The Hawleys were married in 1915

and

in Troy,
York, where Wanda was studying music
and Burton was working for a telephone company. Shortly after their marriage, Wanda
decided to become a movie actress and went to
work for Fox. Later she came to the Coast,
accompanied by her husband, and until recently was under contract with the Laskj'

New

company.
Mr. Hawley

may

file

a counter-suit.

APPARENTLY

Goldwyn and Lasky have
been coveting each other's possessions.
Richard Dix, for several years a featured
Goldwyn player, has signed a five-year contract
with Lasky.

They danced
only one dance^^

Conrad Nagel, for several years a featured
Lasky player has signed a long-term contract
with Goldwyn.
All our best young leading men are being
snapped up, including Jack Mulhall, who has
joined the clan Talmadge, for professional purposes only, you understand.

you imagine Phyllis Haver as a busiCAN
ness woman? Neither can we, but she has
proven herself quite a real-estate shark, and
Ruth Roland better look to her honors in that
direction.
Phyllis invested in

all happened at the
ITShore
Country Club.

South

They had had something
a

flirtation

of
afternoon.

that

some Hollywood propwent up by leaps and bounds, and now
she has a beautiful new home up on W'hitely

But he hadn't managed an

Heights, overlooking Hollywood.
Time was when movie stars talked nothing
but shop, but these days the chatter invariably
turns to real estate and oil wells. They all own
some of each.

She was simply wonderful
and he just had to meet her.

erty, it

BLANCHE SWEET

(Mrs. Marshall Neilan)
has returned from her vacation on a dairy
It's
farm, having gained fifteen pounds.
rumored that she may do a picture for one of
the large production companies before starting
work on "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" which
her husband will direct.

in-

And even your closest friends
won't tell you.
Sometimes, of course, halitosis
comes from some deepseated organic disorder that requires profesit.

Through some mutual

fortunately

first

in the
the breath
sweet, fresh and clean.
So the
systematic useof Listerine this
way puts you on the safe

mouth and

and

Quite naturally he
^1
suspected some Other
reason,
*
*
*
tired.
„,,„„

itosis

Secret

(the medical
rarely

people

everywhere

making

it

Your druggist will
you with Listerine.

It has
He sells lots of it.
dozens of different uses as a.
She said she was
and has been
safe antiseptic
lired, but he suspected
f.^^^ed as such for half a censome other reason
r.
l
l
interesting booktury.
Readj the
•

1

•

is

name

for un-

^

that you, your-

know when you have

let

that comes with every bottle.

— Lambert
t

?

^

rti
r>
LomFnarmacal
1

pany. Saint Louis, U. S. A.

By
Arnold Kummer
use

in the June issue of

HALITOSIS

PHOTOPLAY
When you

are

a regular part

supply

insidious thing about hal-

pleasant breath)
self,

Frederic

,

t

breath

Fastidious

of their daily routine.

course, he asked

The

polite side.

right.

is

her again,but she plead
ed she was very, very

The Studio

leaves

You know your

itself.

with her.

Don't forget the next
stirring chapter of

— and

is

gargle.
This halts food fermentation

proved both his
and last dance

Of

halitosis

wash and

he finally arranged to
be at her table at dinner
At last he secured the
dance, upon which his
entire evening had
been centering

—

only a
local condition that yields to the
regular use of Listerine as a mouth

friends,

It

But usually

sional advice.

troduction.

write to advertisers please mention
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The Shadow
[

Hodkinson

Offices

"KXANY

acres of pleasant woodland, in
'•''•-Holland
with the ex-Kaiser stridmg
through the peace of it like a caged lion. The
explanations via the subtitles about hidden
cameras and the like, make the thing seem in
very bad taste. Almost Prussian, in fact.

she can. Ethel Clayton,
**-as the harassed heroine of this long-drawn
out drama, does. Who can blame her, when
the second affection is inspired by Malcolm
McGregor? Here is a hero who refuses to be
tied down to the accepted standard of heroism.
He is natural and he is nice a good actor.
Miss Clayton shares with him and that adorable baby, Muriel Dana, some charming
moments; but for the most part it is all very

—

POP TVTTLE'S POLECAT PLOT—

Too healthy

'W/'E'LL

yon the secret of drawing,
/( is learning of correct
observation, practice and per~
Ask any successful artist and

tell

right here!
principles,
severance.
he'll tell

you the same.

No marvelous "secret" of drawing exists
that will make you a success overnight.
In any line of endeavor where the hand
and. the eye must be skilled, practice is
essential.
But there is a great difference
between just "practice" and scientific
practice that develops your talent on a
sure foundation by the quickest possible
method.
The Federal Course does this in
a truly fascinating manner, that makes
your work a pleasure!

Develop Your Talent
At Home in Spare Time
No

previous

or experience ia
Federal Course, which
clearly explains each step, and gives you

needed

for

training

tlie

criticisms on all your
has developed the crudest of
commercial artists earnin a fraction of the
time they %vould otherwise have taken.
Good commercial artists earn .?50, S75,
SIOO. $150 a week, and sometimes even
more.
It is thoroughly worth your while
to train your ability, if you like to draw,
for thousands of business firms pay millions
of dollars annually for good advertising
designs and drawings.

individual
lessons.

beginners
ing good

personal

It

into

incomes,

—

amusing Dan Mason has made. Obviously
patterned after the Fontaine Fox-Toonerville
Trolley type of cartoon humor, it lacks the
drollery of the original, but nevertheless manages to be fairly funny. Pop Tuttle's bus
business is menaced by a rival, but Pop soon
backs him right off the station platform. Dan
Mason is still the Skipper.

the keys thrown away in this feature
were placed end to end they'd certainly reach
from the Grand Central Station to Michigan
Boulevard. And Wallace Beery, throwing
Stick to the good old
kisses, is a sorry sight.
leave young lovers to the Valkings, Wallie
Noah stars with his brother ^\ith
entinos!
an equal amount of success. Not for children
and we are all children to a certain extent!

"YOUR FUTURE"
.

If you are 16 years old or more and in
earnest about learning to draw, send today
It Is beautifully illusfor this free book.
trated in colors, and tells every detail you
need to know about the Federal Course.
It shows work of Federal Students maay

whom earn
more than the
of

course costs while
studying.

The

Federal Course s
is

aimed at prac-

tical

results

them.

and

gets

Fill

out, mail

all

—

—

A WAGGIN' TALE—F.

THE

B. O.

DeHavens and a couple of bull
get all tangled up and meet with

Carter

terriers

sorts of disaster.

In\'olving torn clothes,
and family reconcilia-

fights, intricate pursuits

A

very clever dog actor makes his
least we think it's his debut
in
His brilliance leaves the De
this picture.
tions.

debut

the film enjoyable.

—

but almost amusing enough.
Charles
Murray, Raymond McKee and Mary Anderson with the help of some children and some
dogs and some cats do their best to jack up
an inferior story. We like Ray better in
straight features than in comedy, but he's a
personable young man and willing to please.
Murray is the real star, however.

—

JUST LIKE A WOMAN— Hodkinson
A PLAYFUL little school girl who puts on
and pretends,

-**-specs
that she

to her maiden aunts,
going to be a missionary. .\nd
plaj^ully, makes a bet that she can

is

still

hero.
Done to death by Marguerite de la Motte and Ralph Graves, with
George Fawcett wasted in a foolish part.
futile picture that drags unspeakably.
It will
not harm the child mind.

A

THE MIDNIGHT GUEST— Universal

—

SORT

of a Kiki. the lady is
without
gamin charm or personality.

of Kiki's

STORMSWEPT—F. B. O.

all

Get This Free Book

pictures

—

make

marry the

that over-emphasize
-*-the fun of killing for sport.
It isn't enjoyable to see such utter destruction of ducks
geese, quail and even fish.
The wealth of
detail and the excellent photography don't
quite bridge over the gap of distaste. We'd
rather see 'em alive, any day!

IF

enemy isn't much fun

THE FOUR ORPHANS—Hodkinson
A COMEDY. Not the funniest ever made

who,

ROD AND GUN SERIES—Hodkinson

Leading designers, artists, illustrating companies and hundreds of successful Federal
Students have enthusiastically endorsed

Federal Training. Among Federal Authors,
whose help you get exclusively in the
Federal Course, are many of the best known
artists and designers in America.

comemost

latest of the series of truly rural
dies, laid in Plum Center, is the

T_TUNTING

to

—

•"PHE

—

Gloating over a beaten

-

Offices

—
—

and Wilhelm looks ^quite healthy, anyway.

dull.

THE SECRET
OF DRAWING

]

THE EX-KAISER IN EXILE—

A PPARENTLY

Film Booking

Stage

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 67

CAN A WOMAN LOVE TWICE?—
Film Booking

—

—

— at

Havens in the shade.

blonde Grace Darmond plays a little thief, reformed, with Mahlon Hamilton and Clyde
Fillmore as her leading men.
Her reformation
is a bit trying to watch. Not quite for children,
but pretty harmless at that.

MESSAGE OF EMILE COUE—
Educational

A TWO reel presentation of the "everj- day,
every way" philosophy. This is a
photographic reproduction of a Coue lecture,
with the various instances of mental suggestion related by the famous little chemist of
Nancy reproduced via the camera. Whether
or not you are a Coue disciple, this has interest.
And j'ou must concede Coue's manifest e\'idence of sincerity under the cold and remorseless eye of the camera.
-»*-in

ROB 'EM GOOD—Metro

ANOTHER
with

CASEY JONES, JR.— Educational

sian role.

WHY

aren't more comedies built around
Here the trials of a young
railroads?
general manager, given the hopeless job of re-

—

organizing a little trunk line make two reels
A colored
of good fun for the whole family.
porter and a goat offer some amusing gags!

burlesque of

"Robin Hood,"

BuU Montana
The

plaj'ing the Fairbanksatire characterizations are well

done, but BuU's comedy lacks the touch and
the finesse not to mention the bit of pathos
that goes to make real humor.
Chuck Reisner,
as King Dick, the Lamb Hearted, gives a fine
picture fuU of laughs.
And some of the settings are quite surprisingl}' good.

—

coupon NOW.
kindly

stating

your age.

Are Tou One of
COUPON
Federal School ol Commercial Designing
319 Federal Schools BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Please send me "Yoiu- Future" without
charge or obligation.

NAME.

Rex Ingram, the

the

Luc\y Three?

great discover of star talent, says that three

out of a hundred people have star possibihties, ten out of
a hundred have qualifications for leading roles.

He

has

written a brilliant and absorbing article for the next issue
of Photoplay.

"How
Every advertisement in

I

Everyone will want

Discover
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is

any
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Them"
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By Rex Ingram
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Wfeo are the cultured ?
Check

^•^^^^^^^^H
JMH^^H
f

hostess who wondered why her dinner guests smiled
served thin-sliced bread for dinner.

^^™f

rpjjj,

—

jyj^,

could be more humiliating?
_
J
somethtng wrong—
tach one is dotng

ciass No. 4

The woman who wondered why Mrs. Jones left one of her calling
cards and two of her husband's when she paid an honor call, and
who says, "It is time to retire," when she means it is time to go
to bed; and says "charming lady" instead of charming woman.
°

•

even the waiter smiles.
_,,

,

,

.

,

1

i

"

,

want you

J

What

I

she

who does not know

Miss B.," and

"

.

when

to meet my college chum,
the polite way to refuse a gift.
Class No. 3
The max who does not know that he should open only one fold of
his napkin, ar, d should always send his knife and fork with his
plate for a second helping.
^^y^p gjjj^j

^jj^j

^^^^^^^^^^^^

.

you

The

I

,

fits

Class

^^^^^^B

•

the class that

1

•

Should a male escort sit at the right or left of his
feminine companion? Should the knife and fork
be sent with the plate after each course? Should
J.J
a course be refused if not wanted, or should you
permit it to be served and then not

r

.

T

mg

1

j

,

,

^,

people who would be social, leaders, yet do not know the meanof the phrases Le beau monde. I is-a-vts, A la russc. Sang-froid, or
^^^.^.^^ ^^j^^ ^j^^^^
^^jj,
Q^^ce valet "vallay."

The

,

.

eat it?

What

Did you ever enter a fashionable hotel or
restaurant and find yourself so ill at
ease that an otherwise pleasant evening

humntat?on

"^XT^:!
,

"of

I

Lloyd."

jjigg

Go'odVan-

—

yOU?

fREE mtrOaUCtOrV offCF

am so happy to have you meet
Was this your blunder? Or

What are the six mOSt
interesting
o subjects in the world

f^r^lVw

wld^:
knowing how t^t:.:
to acknowledge

fatal error of not

.

.,,
show you how to overcome
ners ,, w,l
tell you how to apself-consciousness
pear at perfect ease when otherwise
you would appear ill-bred
1

did he thillk Of

"Mr. Dixon,

-i

tOWOmen?

introduction'
the iniroautiion
.

—.ttt, PRIME
/MiTT^^rr
t>diihi^ OBJECT
qPHE

published
XA/"^,^^^®
VV

r
..-t-l
tj
r
of "The Book of
Good Manners" is to tell average human
beings what to do, say, and how to act on all

No.

1— "Mrs.

A.
a. >>
Mrs. T>

is

allow

correct?
me to present

Tv/r_„

of

AO. 4A

troducmg Miss a.
iij
^
„„„
Mr.
I wpnt
you to meet TiT„
Mrs B "

•VT„

—

Did

this

ever happen

^
i
the street
you
ii.

in
inA
A.,

Can you blame your friends for being
ashamed of you when you are introduced to their friends, or when you introduce them to your friends, and you
hesitate, look embarrassed, then mumble
some inappropriate, meaningless

•

i.

a certain

•

_
1

•

i

Q tllOSe
r>„

Q.

Q.

1

on yourself

— Should

a man precede or follow
his feminine companion up and
down the aisle of a church or
t^^^*'"^-

2— Should

a male escort always walk
on the side ne.Xt to the curbctn-no?
ancwov I'c
SXOne. TV.a
ine answer
is n
no.
r,

Q'a3— Wl,o,.^
Where
.

is

+V„
r.f Vr.^^,. „
the o.,of
seat of
honor at +t,
the

table?

Q.

4— Is

it

pear

proper for a

woman

to ap-

in the aisle of a sleeping-car

Qfio
.

—

it

asparagus

SVinnlH
nnrl "tVinnV
onoulu "nlpn<5p"
piedbe
anu
xnanK vnn"
you
be used when addressing servants?
^

When you

so-

AND SERVE A

MEAL and INTERIOR DECORATION
Whether

or not you have servants, this volfor you.
"Interior Decoration" is devoted to artistic taste within the home.

ume

is

PHvcir-AT
roialCAL rtjaitt^v
rJtlAU 1 i

4.

How

to

cultivate

natural beauty

at

home

without expense,

rLAilN

lALKs

OiN

AVOIDED SUBJECTS

,

WnO

•

1

secret questions and thoughts of thousands answered in understandable language,

1

ECt QUlCKly

THE BOOK OF CULTURE
"Advice to the Young Girl," "How to Cultivate a Vocabulary," "Woman's Greatest Appeal to Man," and a wealth of others.
PrUeof each book separately. S2.00. AllsixV^BB with
-The Book of Good Manners.-'

"The

of

itQ on
/-<„«J T\yr.,.^«„v.^" Jo
is $3.00.

1

"

^"'^no
<pIO-oU

°

-^Vll!
you act+ qUlCKiy
VOU get them all for the
--P

11

«^
nn
u
o V
Never before has a publisher made such an offer.
Never again will it be possi^e since we are only

""""S

purely
correct to eat
with your fingers?
Is

make money and gain

j^q^ jq prepare

a limited time

^"^^ t°

in negligee?

Q. S

to

we are gomg to give
absolutely FREE the six beautiful,
interesting books listed at
" "
l""" " " ~
the right with each order
"FiiEE
for "The Book of Good
j
social culture publications
'
The regular
Manners "
151 Fifth Avenue. New York City.
For

tvifliino;e.

how

prominence at one stroke.

^jai

The
,

retail

this test

Explaining

Z

on,

price
regular
THE
Book of Good Manners

Try

harmonize with

HOW TO MAKE MONEY

to you?
young man

moments talk you
and caught a glimpse of yourself
a window mirror. What a sight you were!
"The Book of Good Manners" will
*
j ^
show you your social defects
just as
the mirror showed you your shiny
"ose and straggling hair.
And it
will tell you in a brief, interesting
way how to correct them.

walked
in

metX

^'^^^^ *° "^^^^ ^ favorable

""""

<?

colors

sTns ar^^S^becomi^ngV"

On

No. 2— "Mrs. A., meet Mrs. B."
V.
A
TT,o,.
Mr. A.,
honor
No. 3— "Mv
I have the V,nr,.v

covering

COLOR AND DESIGN IN DRESS
^o you know what

ticed in the highest social circles of America.

introduction

books

't

occasions -as well as to cover etiquette as prac-

W^TlJoh frirrn nf

six

these six subjects. And we are making
possible for 50,000 women to own this li^''"^
^he price of one book.

i

city,

r.-f
ui

^>

make

this offer for

advertising

,

>
'

.

.

pur-

poses.

|
j

ggj,^

check)

I

as

5

herewith enclose $3.00 ($3.10 if yon
purchase price of "The Book of

full

In addition I am to receive ABSOthe Woman's Library, consisting of
books. as ofTrred. You are to ship them to me at
once wrapped in a plain box.
Please print name and
address.

Good Manners."

LUTELY free,

j
1
I

name

I

I

street and nijmber

I

Remember, we reserve the
right to return your money if
allotment is sold before we
receive your order.
write to advertisers please mention

Gentlemen:

!

~"^'

COUPON"'

j
'
|

town and state

„
^«
5

„ .
accept P. 0. money order, express money order, stamps or
check. If you send check add 10 cents for exchange.
.„
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^fiu-'Domeu
"'Do -It
Title Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

'THIS

YOUR Department.

Jump right in with your conseen, in the past month, that
stupid, unlife like, ridiculous or merely incongruous?
not generalize; confine your remarks to specific instances of abis

tribution.

fVhat haye you

Do

was

surdities in pictures
Itsted

among

you have

Your

seen.

observation will be
the indictments of carelessness on the part of the
actor, author or director.

REFERRED TOOUR TRAFFIC MAN ACER
TACK PICKFORD'S "Garrison's Finish"
/was good entertainment.
But one scene
shows Garrison and his "bo" friends arriving

Kentucky via the Southern Pacific Lines,
when there's not a foot of this road's tracks in

in

the state.

In "The Fast Mail," evidently everything

oAn Old
Family Secret
^T\ASKWQ under the

blue skies
of sunny Italy centuries ago

' was

a beautiful maid, reflect-

ing in her cheeks the color and
native land. She had
£nished her toilette and was admiring, by the aid of a hand mirror, the
magic effects produced by the application of that formula which had
been a guarded secret in her family

was faster than usual. For instance, they
have a gasoline section-motor car keep up
with a flyer on a parallel track. Subtitle
refers to said flyer as making sixty miles an
hour at the time. They also speak of a leap
from this motor car to the flyer on the parallel
double track as a twelve-foot leap. Some
miscalculation.

Leigh Burr, Macon, Ga.

warmth of her

for generations.

Ah

If

!

secret,

other maids but knew the
rivals in beauty she
Science has solved

what

would have!
her secret.

SEM-PMY
JO-VE-MY
Sempre

PROBABLY
TN "Robin Hood,"

Douglas Fairbanks had
climb a sheer tower by clinging to the ivy,
when rescuing Maid M-arian. But later in
the fight one of Prince John's soldiers manages
to appear suddenly in the window behind
Maid arian, when there was supposed to be
no entrance to the rooms from the battlements. Was this merely an oversight or was
Fairbanks too exuberant to use any other
means of entrance?
E. N. Dawson, New York City.
-'-to

M

LEAVE IT TO BETTY
T SHOULD like to be

able to cross the
Atlantic as easily and painlessly as Betty
"
Compson did in Kick In." She trips merrily
down the gang-plank without a hand-bag or a
maid or anything; then gets into a motor
awaiting her, almost at the edge of the dock,
without giving a thought to Customs officials
Maybe she didn't
or anything like that.
have any trunks?
M. T. Hayward, Salt Lake City, Utah.

^

Giovine
'yPleanrnq

^Iwaysjfounq
Qmpleiion -{^ke

Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay is not a cold
cream nor a soap but a comhination
skin nourisher, cleanser, beautifiei
made in cake form of pure vegetable
oils, which have a close affinity to
the natural oils of the skin.

Applied to your face at night, it
softens the secretions and thoroughly
cleanses the pores of the dust and
grime of the day, producing a satiny
smoothness, and the freshness and

bloom of youth. "Always Young"
indeed is the girl or woman who
uses Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay.
Send you name and address for seven-day trial

size cake

charm

free.

and

Bring

loveliness

to >our skin.

Full size packages at almost
all toilet

counters

Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay Company
Department 12-55
Grand Rapidsi Michigan

A Powder
I

Foundation

— 50c

STARRING A SHAWL
the shawl Alice Brady wears in
I CALL
".\nna Ascends" a pretty good shawl.
Here's what happened to it in that picture.
When Anna goes to deliver the cofiee with the
young man, she throws the shawl about her
She still has it when she walks
shoulders.
through the park, but evidently she soon loses
it, because on arriving at the coffee shop it is
But lo when she follows the progone.
prietor up-town, she takes the shawl from its
hook and dons it. What a shawl, coming
home all by itself that way!
Harold Weinstein, Portland, Oregon.

—

CONSIDERATE OF THEM

ALTHOUGH

I enjoyed George Beban's
Sign of the Rose," I noticed a silly
mistake. When the captain of police gave
Detective Lynch a letter to the manager of the
House of Flowers, we see him writing it out
with pen and ink. Later, when Lynch
presents the letter, it is flashed on the screen
for our edification, and we see that the entire
His chirography must
letter is typewritten.
have been pretty bad.

"The

J.

INTENTIONAL?
Perfumed

— Soc

Paul Lawler, Milwaukee, Wis.

THAT "WOMAN" AGAIN!
T

H.A\T; already noted several references to

Dorothy Dalton's "The Woman WTio
Walked Alone," but here is my contribution.
It took the native servant, riding like the wind,
from 8:45 to 10 o'clock to reach the constabulary post, yet when the police returned
with him, they argued for a while, staged an
impromptu wedding, did a little extra riding,
and when the clock came into view again, it
was only just a little past eleven
And that
wedding, which was planned on the spur of
I

moment Five minutes before it happened
nobody among the actors or audience dreamed
of such a thing.
Yet when the time came for
the ring, the groom reached into his pocket
and produced it.
John Hamilton, Youngstown, Ohio.
the

I

A PROMISING TWIRLER

TX

"The Young Rajah," after Rodolph
Amos Jiidd, and Bennett meet

-'•Valentino, as

on a narrow pathway, they have a few words,
which end with Judd grasping Bennett by the
throat and pushing him against a tree. Judd
then turns and walks down the lane, and
Bennett picks up a stone and hurls it after him.
Later our hero lies prostrate on the ground
with a gaping wound in his forehead.
H. 0. Whittle, Augusta, Ga.

SLIGHTL Y EX A GGERA TED
the Priscilla Dean version of "Under Two
IN
Flags," they flash this ridiculous subtitle:
"With

the coming of dawn, ten billion swirling
Arabs charged down upon the fort," etc. Ten
billion!
iWhen the whole .\rabian Peninsula
has a population of only about five millions.
S. J. S.,

Harry Schornstein, Newark, N.
Exquisitely

whispers in his ear; then with a broad
smile signifies that he has heard her.
girl

THOUGH

supposedly deaf as the hero of

"The Man Who Played God," George

.\rliss

very obligingly "listens" while the

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Is

IT

New

Orleans, La.

WAS FULL OF JUMPING BEANS

"Singed Wings" Bebe Daniels rushed into
IN
the room where her sick grandfather sits,

him that she has met the man she
In his surprise an,d fright the old man
drops the bowl from which he is eating soup.
Without anyone ha\-ing touched it, the bowl
is seen the next moment, with the spoon in
it, on the floor beside the fire, and behind
and

tells

loves.

Bebe Daniels, who is on the left side of the
old man, the bowl having been dropped on
the right. This is the age of miracles.

Joseph G. T.aylor, Chattanooga, Tenn.

SOME ONE HAD A LOA DED HIP POCKET
Castie's picture "Slim Shoulders"
IX Irene
scene showed her on the lawn at the golf
one

She drank threeclub drinking a lemonade.
fourths of it. Then the scene changed and
when it showed her again, the glass was full
Wonder how that happened?
of lemonade.
Ruth Moore, Atianta, Ga.

THEY GROW FAST IN KENTUCKY
"The Kentucky Derby" we see the wife
IX
Donald left a bride of a few months, with a
small dark-haired baby a year after he first
Xothing is said about any change
disappears.
In the ven,- next
of time, but lo and behold!
flash the baby is a golden-haired toddler,
fully four or five years of age!

little

guaranteed.

.\licia

King,

.\tlantic City,

New

Jersey.

—
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Raise

Coogan

CONTINUED FROM TAGE 37
Ann" and "Peter Rabbit" stories.
mother makes no attempt to censor his
]

1

His
read-

"A youngster of his age." she says wisely,
with a twinkle in her friendly eyes, "will pass
over the things that he should not understand
quite as a matter of course. I don't believe
in hiding books and magazines. Such a course
only excites the curiosity of the child you are
trying to guard and protect.
Jackie
"Pictures, though, are different.
never sees a film that his father and I have not
gone over, together. Not only because we
don't want to bring him face to face with life
problems and sex situations but because the
His
l)oy is such a brilliant, natural mimic.
genius is the all devouring sort it grasps at
ing.

—

—

—

ever>-thing.
"And so we take

him to see jMarv' Pickford's
and Doug's, and Mr. Chaplin's. And
a very few others. Time enough for the rest

plaj's,

when

V4

he's older."

While Jackie was in New York he saw only
one play. The Chauve Souris. He was delighted with the color and romance of the
Russian players he did not find it at all necessary to understand the words that they said.
Their pantomimic art spoke, across the footAnd he underlights, to his tiny artist soul.

—

stood.

thinks
ONE
der place—

of the Coogan nursery as a wonfull to the brim of lovely and ex-

pensive toys. But Jackie hasn't any more playthings than the average little boy. And those
that he loves best are not the expensive sort. I
saw him go into ecstasies over a mechanical toy
brought to him by his father a gaudily
painted clown that couldn't have cost much
more than a dollar, even if it did turn hand-

—

springs!
in the height of his pleasure and excitement, he didn't forget to say thank you.
Without any parental promptings, either!
Candy? About once a week, his mother
says. And then only when she gives it to him,

And,

herself.

single

Treasures
A

You Never Can Replace
—

would you scour it with grit?
cherished silver heirloom
Any treasure you can not replace deserves careful cleaning
and the precious thin enamel of your teeth is one of the
greatest treasures you have. Once scratched or worn away
by gritty dentifrices even Nature can never replace tooth

—

enamel or restore its beauty. Choose a safe dental cream
now one that does not scratch or scour and avoid years

—

—

of regret later on.

Colgate's Cleans Teeth

The Right Way

"Washes" and Polishes — Doesn't Scratch or Scour

Impartial investigation recently made shows Colgate's
mended by more Dentists than any other dentifrice.

is

recom-

Its non-gritty precipitated chalk loosens clinging particles from the enamel.
its vegetable-oil soap gently washes them away.
Children use it regularly and willingly becauseof its delicious flavor.

Pure and mild,

COLGATE & CO.
Established 1806

"I don't think that he would accept a
chocolate cream from anyone who

offered it," she says.

"He knows

that

it isn't

good

for

him, and

that's enough.

"Don't think that he's a model child,
though. Model children are so uninteresting.
Jackie is all alive and all boy. He gets into
mischief, just as other children do. Sometimes
he even has to be spanked." (it seems profane,
doesn't it, to think of Jackie Coogan being
spanked!) "but not often. He has a logical
And I can
brain, even if it is a small one.
usually appeal to his common sense, and his
feeling of fair play, and his manliness.
"He doesn't take much of an interest in
clothes. And I mildly discourage any interest
that he does show. I want him to be clean
fairly
" again Mrs. Coogan's eyes twinkled.
"But I'd rather have him wear overalls than
velvet panties. I don't want my son to be a
Little Lord Fauntleroy. I want him to be the
sort of a child that he portrays on the screen

—

—

robust,

and appealing, and muddy and

—a

necessary

little

"Have I any
bringing

up

—

if

bad.

special secrets on the subject of
Any special recipes or

children?

formulae?"
Mrs. Coogan's pretty brow wrinkled, ever so
slightly.

"No,

I don't think that I have.
Bringing
Jackie has been my only job, so far, along
those lines.
"I expect that I just use good old plain
mother judgment with a bit of mother intuition
and more than a bit of mother love mixed into

up

it.

Truth in Advertising Implies Honesty in Manufacture

Out of the secret tomb of a Pharaoh arises
the splendor of a modern fashion. A
Queen of Egypt 3000 years ago dressed

—

her long tresses in a swirl the style now
in vogue to bring out beautifully the
lovely form of a woman's head.
Perfectly reproduced by the "Queen A-N-P-A Swirl,"
at the right. Made to order to your sample of 5^ ounce
20-inch fine quality hair. Browns and Blacks, $7.50
each rare shades and greys extra. Money back if not
satisfactory.
Free Hair-Goods Catalog.
;

—

I

"I fancy that I am raising my boy just as
any other average American mother is raising
hers.
Making just as many mistakes and
having just as

many

successes!"

—

FRANCES ROBERTS CO.
100 Fifth

When you

—

For the double A-N-P-A allover the head buy
two swirls; for the sitisle A-N-P-A covering the
top and sides —order one swir 1 only.

write to advertisers please mention
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Vance This

to

New Way
No

how

matter

skeptical

you may

be about being able
to learn to dance by

Arthur Murray'

mail,

new sixteen-lesson
course will quickly
prove to you that you
can easily learn to beperfect dancer
without a teacher on
the ground to direct
your steps without music or partner right in your

come a

—

—

own home.

If

you

Courtesy of Metro
Pictures Corp.

follow simple instructions shown on
diagrams, practice the steps a few times to
fix them in your memory, there is no reason
why you should not be able to dance on any
floor, to either band or phonograph music,
and to lead, follow and balance correctly,
no matter how expert your partner may be.
Whether you want to learn the Fox Trot, One
Step, Waltz, or any of the newer steps, you won't
will

Marshall Neilan's four piece studio orchestra may not look very unusual, but
sooner or later its sweet, plaintive notes will coax tears, no matter how reluctant,
Jrom almost any actress's and some actors' eyes

—

What Makes Them Cry

have the slightest difficulty in doing so, through this
new method. Arthur Murray guarantees to teach you,
or your lessons won't cost you one
cent.

Arthur

Murray
^

Dancing In-

structor to the VanderbiUs.

FREE

More than 90,000
people have learned to
Ijecome perfect dancers
by mail and there is no
reason why 90,000 more
cannot

learn

just

as

easily.
In fact, about
five thousand people a

Three Tango Lessons
Arthur Murray has dlaOT-ammed the principal steps
In the famous Tant^oas danced
by Rodolph Valentino in such a
Bimpiified way that you can
?uic[ily and easily master these

Tango

lessons,
ascinating
alter you have the Murray foundation to your dancing. Send
for this Tango today and you
will soon be able to amaze all
your frienda with your ability
to dance it perfectly.

month

.re

becoming

wonderful dancers
Arthur Murray's amazing new
through

method.

Send the coupon today, and Arthur Murray will send you the

NEW

16-LESSON

COURSE AND THE
FREE FASCINATING TANGO.

Prove for yourself how quickly and easily you
can learn all of the newest steps and dances. Don't
send any money now just the coupon. When the
postman hands you the 16-lesson course just deposit
ll.OO with him, plus a few cents postage, in full payment. And if within five days you are not delighted,
return the complete course and your money will be
promptly refunded. Otherwise the course becomes
your personal property without any further paySend the coupon NOW.
ments.
Don't delay.
Return the coupon at once and the 16-lesson course
will be promptly mailed to you.

—

ARTHUR MURRAY
Studio 717, 290 Broadway,
ARTHUR MURRAY
Studio 717,

New 'York

290 Broadway, New.York

You may

send the 16-lesson new course and the
Fascinating FREE Tango lessons in plain cover
and when the postman hands it to me I will deposit
Si. 00 with him (plus the few cents postage) in full payment. If within Ave days I decide to return the course,
I may do so, and you will refund my money promptly

three

and without question.

Name
Address
City

[

CON'nNUED FROM

sums up the reason

Send No Money
—Not One Cent

State

Would you like to teach danclnar?
If apt to be out when postman calls you
the dollar with coupon.

may

send

—

for Miss Pickford's continuous leadership of the screen for so many
years.
She is true to her audience.
Miss Pickford frequently uses music to stir
her emotions. It may interest you to know
that the Cadman Indian lyric, "From the
Land of the Sky Blue Water," is one of the
numbers she frequently uses. And Massenet's
Elegie.
She utilized the Elegie when she
created that famous scene before the mirror

"Stella Maris," when poor little Unity
realized her own ugliness. On the other hand
no music was required for that tender moment
in the revival of "Tess of the Storm Country,"
where the little waif stands before the judge.
in

it was the moving
voice of Forrest Robinson, the old player who
acted the judge, that stirred her to tears.
John S. Robertson, the director, tells many
stories of Miss Pickford's quick response to
sentiment.
He relates an interesting story,
too, of the way he achieved some of the touching moments of "Sentimental Tommy." Remember the brief but telling second where
May McAvoy as Grizel fought off a show of
emotion although her eyes were welled with
Robertson achieved it with a trick.
tears.
"It wasn't honest and it wasn't fair," says
Robertson, rather shamefacedly. "We tried
the scene for some time with little success.
Then the lunch hour came. When the players
returned, Miss McAvoy was four minutes late.
I surprised her by turning pretty harshly and
demanding to know what she meant by being
Miss McAvoy is a sensitive little person
late.
and I saw her fighting back her emotions. So
we went on with the scene and I had just
what I wanted. I saw Miss McAvoy creep
behind some scenery afterward to cry and I
Later on, however, I told
felt like a rotter.
her and asked her forgiveness."
During the recent shooting of "The Bright
Shawl," the romantic story of Havana in

Miss Pickford says that

—

—

—

which Richard Barthelmess starred, Robertson
One, a Spanish
utilized three orchestras.
string orchestra, was used for the dance moments, a native negro orchestra for the Cuban
dance hall scenes and a theater orchestra for
the theater shots. Once or twice the Spanish
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orchestra was called upon lor certain emotional moments. Yet neither Barthelmess nor
Robertson believe much in the use of music.
The temperamental Pola Negri has a very
discriminating taste in music.
She uses a
piano and 'ceUo and calls upon her two musicians for Tschaikowsky, Beethoven and sometimes. Wagner. Rachmaninoff's famous prelude
is one of her favorites.
In achieving the
highly tempestuous emotional scene of "Bella
Donna," she used the restless and moving

lament of Grieg.
While Chaplin uses no music in the actual
making of scenes, he often slips away to a
deserted comer of his studio. There he plays
upon an old violin, while he works out the details of a scene. Never does he approach one of
those superb scenes where comedy is shot
through with pathos without resorting to his

—
—

faithful violin.

No glycerine tears for Jackie Coogan! His
childish imagination needs only to be touched.

We

have seen him weep copiously during a
mere recitation. There was a tearful scene in
"Oliver Twist," if you remember. The director merely called Jackie's attention to a Uttle
kitten that had wandered on the set. It was a
scraggly little feline waif.
"That kitten's
"Poor
hungry, Jackie," said the director.
little thing." In an instant, tears were streaming down Jackie's cheeks.
They tell an interesting story in HoUj-wood
of the night Jackie attended one of the American Legion fights given for charity. Little
Jackie got into the ring and shook hands with
the pugilists and, as the crowd cheered enthusiastically, his father stepped into the squared
circle.
Papa Coogan asked Jackie to do a
"You're just a poor little boy,
little scene.
Jackie," said his father kneeling beside him on

the canvas, while the great arena hushed under
"You're earning a httle
the glaring lights.
money selling papers but you're tired and cold.

When you come

back to your little home, you
your baby sister is ver>- sick. When you
count your pennies, j^ou realize you haven't
enough money to buy the medicine the doctor
Now,
ordered. You go to her bedside.
Jackie, do it."
find

guaranteed.

.

.

.

Photoplay Magazine
Without music, atmosphere or props, Jackie
walked to the side of the imaginary cradle and,
after trying to smile and count his fancied
pennies, burst into a flood of real tears, buryYes, the
ing his shaking head in his arms.

—Advertising
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wrap-around

^"jurner's
Jfjorfi

audience cried, too.

Norma Talmadge uses music on her sets during emotional scenes but she says she does it as
a screen from the studio atmosphere. Music
Miss
blots out distracting things, she says.
Talmadge, too, insists upon absolute quiet.
Tears come to her gradually, only after she has
concentrated completely upon her role.
Do you remember the scene in "The Miracle
Man" where Thomas Meighan came to realize
that he had bartered everything worth while
for a handful of gold

and breaks down

in tears?

Meighan always was a competent actor but he
hadn't cried. Somehow it seemed unmanly to
him and he simply couldn't. At least, so runs
the story as George Loane Tucker once told it.
For two days and two nights. Tucker kept
Meighan practically without sleep and food by
By that tune
rushing work at the studio.
Meighan's nerves had been worn to an edge.
So the two, the director and the future star,
went on a long walk. Tucker talked long and
earnestly of the scene.
the studio, Meighan

When

they returned to

had hardly faced the
camera when he broke down and wept. The
result was the scene as you saw it on the screen.

Back View

obtained under the
Alice Terry's
direction of her husband. Rex Ingram, are
earned in strenuous fashion. Miss Terry is
very slow to arrive at the lachrymal moment.
Some times it takes a day or two of continuous
work, pressure and almost friction, before the
tear comes.
Larry Trimble tells an interesting story of
the way he obtained tears from Rubye de
Remer during the filming of "The Auction
Block." Like Miss Terry, Miss de Remer
responds slowly. But Trimble resolved not to

Trade-mark

tears,

use the glycerine bottle. He told the wardrobe
woman to give Rubye a pair of shoes one size
too small.
The desired scene was to show a young wife,
heart broken by her husband's actions, sitting
on the edge of her bed in tears, sobbing, "I
Mr. Trimble kept
can't stand any more."
Miss de Remer standing for hours. He had
sandwiches sent in for lunch and kept her
standing to eat them. This continued all day,
although Miss de Remer never realized the
plot. Work continued into the night. Finally
Miss de Remer was on the
II o'clock came.
edge of breaking. Her feet aching and her
nerves worn out, the actress collapsed on the
edge of the bed, wailing, "I can't stand any
more." The cameraman caught the scene and
Trimble explained his ruse. But they had to
cut off Miss de Remer's shoes. However, the
scene established her as an actress.

—
—

Not How well corseted!
But JVhat a lovely figure!
That

the

comment which

does not stretch like a rubber
it is more convenient and
more modern than a laced corset.
It

girdle;

—

In coutil or brocade

panels
of surgical elastic which take the
place of lacings.
For all figures,
from slender to stout.

This Warner's long
bandeau extends well
helow the waist-line
stays down securely over the low top
of the Wrap-around.

vs^ith

and

Style illustrated, $3.50.

Other models, $1.50

up.

Wrap-arounds are made only by The Warner Brothers Company, New York,
Chicago, San Francisco. Made in Canada by The Warner Brothers Co., Montreal.

use of music in the western studios was
THE
introduced at Lasky's by Geraldine Farrar.
of Bizet's "Carmen" was played
during the filming of that opera. When Miss
Farrar did "Joan theWoman," the Marseillaise
was used as the theme of the filming music,
just as it was later utilized in the incidental
music written to accompany the production.
For her love scenes, notably the one with
Wallie Reid in this production, Miss Farrar
always called for Charles Gardner's "The

is

proves the superior merit of a
Warner's Wrap-around, the CorThere is never a hint
set Invisible.
of its presence under your frock.

The music

Lilac."

Old fashioned tunes were popular with Bill
Hart in emotional scenes, particularly an old
timer called "Sweet Bunch of Daisies."
to always insist upon a
During the
harpist during her tense scenes.
shooting of "Cleopatra" and "Du Barry," the
harpist always used the same theme, which was
described by the studio forces as " an Egyptian

Theda Bara used

chant dug up in an orient tomb along the
Nile."
A musician happened to visit the
studio one day, however, and identified the
haunting melody as Gabriel-Marie's "La
Cinquantaine," otherwise "The Golden Wedding." Imagine Cleopatra using her wiles on
poor old Marc to the tune of a golden wedding

melody

1

Miss Bara was highly

partial

To reduce
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Directions with every cake.

$

1
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Send for Elizabeth Arden's book
"The Quest of the Beautiful"

ELIZABETH ARDEN
68I-M Fifth Avenue, New York
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Massenet's Elegie
Among the directors who always employ an
orchestra is Marshall Neilan.
Micky has a
too,

to

four piece orchestra on his pay roll all the
time. Here it is interesting to note that Micky
is an excellent musician, although he never
took a lesson. When Neilan was in New York
recently, he met Irving Berlin at a party.
Micky sat down to a piano and played Berlin's

"Say It With Music." "Remarkable," exclaimed the king of popular music. "You have
the real feeling of jazz that's the number as I
really fancied it." On the other hand, Rupert
Hughes, although he likes to play between
scenes, banishes all musicians during actual

—

inane

900^Monih

shooting.
It is possible to go on endlessly enumerating
melodies that stir certain stars to tears. Betty
Compson, for instance, can sob graphically for
the camera if she hears "Aloha."
Dorothy
Dalton, for instance,
needs "Kiss Me

Mae Busch wants "Home, Sweet
Home." And so it goes.
Anyway, the reign of the glycerine bottle is
ended. The motion picture camera is relentin

disclosing

the

real

along with the

artificial.

magazines, newspapers, etc., both men and
earn $200.00 to $500.00 a month.
The present splendid opportunities in this
Thousands of
field have never been excelled.

women

buy millions of dollars worth of

publishers

Illustrating is the
illustrations evei-y year.
highest type of art.
If you like to draw, let
Develop it.
your talent make your fortune.
It takes practice, but so does anything worth
while.
Learning to illustrate is fascinating
to

anyone who

draw.
a Proven Result Getter.

likes to

The Federal Course

is

THE FEDERAL AUTHORS

include such nationally known artists as Sid
Smith, Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles
Livingston Bull, Clare Briggs and over fifty
Exclusive, original lessons especially
others.
prepared by these famous artists are included
in the Federal Home Study Course.

SEND TODAY FOR "A ROAD TO BIGGER
THINGS"

Every young man and woman with a liking for drawing should read this free book
before deciding on their life's work.
It is
illustrated and tells all about illustrating as
famous
artists
a profession and about the
who have helped build the Federal Course.
It also shows remarkable work by Federal
students. Just wTite your name and address in
the margin below, mail it to us and we will
send you a copy of the book free. Do it right

now

Close-ups and Long Shots

—

while

you're

thinking

about

it.

Federal School of Illustrating
508 Federal School Bldg.

Minneapolis, Minn.
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when her "Mad Love" broke

all

she might have broken something
more than records. Still a contract is a contract, and no one can say Pola isn't living up
to it. What if she doesn't work in the studio
every day? .They can't say she doesn't give
every effort toward getting publicity for Negri
and company. She's even promoting little
5harlie, who may play the Pilgrim on the
screen but who has a secret ambition to be
known as a Sheik.
We cringe before the flouts of the ladies of
Hollywood who openly accuse us of being a
Pola partisan. They have a strong case. But
we are not afraid to die. There's not much
more to live for. We've kissed the Negri hand.
records,

its

March

issue

PHOTODRAMATIST of

Hollywood, for years friend, adviser and desk companion of writers, broadened its scope, enlarged from
44 to lOO pages and put on a newdress. lis new oamets

STORY WORLD
and Photodramatist

Tut Rejects Ten Commandments: We have
another scoop this month. Pharaoh TutAnkh-Amen writes me that he has rejected
He had just seen
Cecil B. de Mille's offer.
"Adam's Rib." Reproduced below is a portion of the Pharaoh's letter:
"Please deny this report. Herb. It
amuses me to read the statements of
Pharaoh Will Hays about pictures getting
better and better every day. I had
'Adam's Rib' screened for me in my
tomb last night and I want to say we had
better pictures three thousand years ago.
But I will say that if the old town had
sported a flapper like Polly Garon there
would have been another Mrs. Tut to
thrill the archaeologists. Since coming out
of retirement I have been busy reading
the latest literature, including The Ten
Commandments by Jeanie Macpherson,
suggested by Moses. They're too much

a clean-minded family man like myI'll never appear in any film that I
And
can't take the little wives to see.
I'll bet my bier that Moses wdU wish he'd
smashed his tablets when he sees what
Before closing
Cecil has done to them.
let me ask you to deny all those scandal
I had
stories being spilled about me.
nothing whatsoever to do with the Taylor

makes

it

case.

As always

of famous contributors
more valuable than ever to all who write

Its increasingly brilliant list

You

can not afford to be without this inspirational
Regular subscription price $2.^0. But we
send it 6 months for $1 on receipt of this ad
with your remittance.

Photodramatist Publishing Co.,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

She did not have to go to
trouble of diet or exercise.
found a better way, which aids
digestive organs to turn food
muscle, bone and sinew instead of

the

She
the
into

fat

She used Marmola Prescription Tab'
lets, which are made from the famous

Marmola

prescription. They aid the
system to obtain the full
nutriment of food. They will allow you
to eat many kinds of food without the
necessity of dieting or exercising.

Thousands have found that Marmola Prescription Tablets give complete relief from obesity. And when
the accumulation of fat is checked,
reduction to normal, healthy weight

soon
Ail

follows.

good drug

«tores the world over sell
IVformoIa Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist lor them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrapper, postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
234 Garfield

Bldg..

Detroit. Mich.
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same old-fashioned

Neet was'
a Revelation
" I had tried in vain so

many

remove surplus
about ready to give up in
isfactorily

times to sat-

hair,

and was

despair.

Then

one day a friend of mine told me about Neet.
"Honestly, it was a revelationl Imagin e - a
smooth, daintily scented cream, that you spread
on, let stay for a few minutes and then wash off
and all hair with iti
"And to think that I had spent as high as five and
even ten dollars at a time for troublesome and
dangerous hair removers that didn't remove.
But now thanks to Neet my troubles are over,
and I can be proud of my arms instead of
ashamed of them."
Used by physicians. Money backifitfalls to please.
50c at drug and Dept. stores. Trial tube 10c bymail.

—

—

—

Haanibal Pharmacal Co. 659 Olive, St Looit

—

Canada 60c, trial size 10c. McGilli%Tay
Bros., Ltd. Agents, 184 Bay Street, Toronto. Can.
/n

—A

liberal trial tube with comPhyticiana Not*
plete instructions for use will be mailed without
charge to any physician requesting ic

Tut-tut.

creative fiction.
aid.
will

Way To

Poland forever!

for

With

Pleasant

digestive

self.

Scenario Writers

A

Reduce Her Fat

Again."

less

Careful, conscientious training by members
Today,
of our faculty made this possible.
trained illustrators who draw pictures for

She Found

"The

Studio Secret''
Page 48

Neet

Inc.

Hollywood, Cal.
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In sixteen magnificent scenes with
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illus-

trated titles.
Positively the most superb moving picture
spectacle ever made in America.
There was just one minor oversight in connection with the picture.
Kalem failed to
acquire the motion picture rights to "Ben
Hur" largely for the rather simple reason
that motion picture rights were unknown. It
was not at all certain that there was any such
thing.
And in all instances of the kind the
motion picture industry always generously
gave itself the benefit of the doubt.
The Kalem film version of "Ben Hur" went
out to attract considerable attention.
Then one day a process server from the
offices of David Gerber, attorney, dropped
down to 131 West 24th street and proceeded
to serve Frank Marion, secretary-treasurer
of Kalem, with the papers in an action brought
in the United States Court of the Southern
District of New York by Harper & Brothers,
publishers of "Ben Hur," Marc Klaw and
Abraham Erlanger, producers of the spectacle
drama "Ben Hur," and Henry Wallace, as administrator of the estate of Susan E. Wallace,
deceased, heir of Lewis Wallace of Crawfordsville, Indiana, author of the novel "Ben Hur."
In other words, Kalem was sued with great

—

completeness and vigor.

JUST one shampoo with

Wildroot Cocoanut Oil
Shampoo leaves the hair
clean
yet fluffy and easy
to arrange.
And it keeps

—

the scalp white and
healthy.
delicate
rich,

You'll love its
fragrance and

creamy

lather.

only from the blending of the purest

ingredients

It

was the precedent making action that was
to establish the legal character of the motion
picture as a medium of dramatic and literaryexpression.

The suit was strongly defended by Kalem
and fought through to the United States
Supreme Court. Kalem made an effort to
show that the production on the screen was
"merely a series of photographs" and also
set up the plea that after all the picture was
just a good advertisement for the book and
the stage play.
A final decision against Kalem was handed
down in 191 1. Kalem settled for $25,000.
That, plus the expenses of the litigation, made
"Ben Hur" the most costly one reel scenario
in the entire history of the business.
Length
considered, the price has never been equalled
but of course it took the United States Supreme

— these virtues ccme
.

TEnS suit was the first issue of the kind.

that

money can buy.

Court to collect it.
While this chapter

is being written "Ben
again in the process of production
with the scenario rights quoted at a million
dollars, the smooth round figures characterisdc of a rough estimate.
"Ben Hur" was neither the first nor the last
story to be thus boldly "adopted" into th&
motion pictures. But the purloinings of the
screen from the field of literature and drama
thereafter were disguised with new titles and

Sold everywhere

Hur"

How

about
your
photograph?
WHEN
she

being photo-

For your complexion may be perfect, your teeth pearly white, and
your eyes deep blue. But the camera will not
If

tell

your hair

that.

is

fluffy,

wavy and

attractively arranged, you will be
proud of the finished picture and
your friends will be proud to have it.

—

is

some reconstruction.

The prosecution of the Klaw & Erlanger
by David Gerber was a handsome demonstration of ability.
Kalem paid him the
compliment of retaining him as counsel, imsuit

mediately
them.

after

his

court

victory

against

Thousands of women have found
that Wildroot Hair Tonic brings
out the hidden charm that

key to

the

N.Y.

WILDROOT

started.

"The Unwritten Law" of the Lubin studios
brings in a long chain of events and personalities of interest.
Jack Frawley, the presiding genius of the Lubin producing forces at
the little housetop studio in Arch street, was
Chestnut street one day when he
encountered William Carr, a locally famous
member of the Forepaugh Stock company.
strolling in

you write to advertisers please meution

is

loveliness.

After your Wildroot shampoo, massage Wildroot Hair Tonic into the
scalp. Then notice the immediate
results. Wildroot Co., Inc., Buffalo,

The motion picture in its hungry quest for
material for photoplays snatched at every
suggestion that could be extracted from the
current events. A tj^pical product of the
period and method was a Kalem picture built
around the neatly spectacular career of Belle
Guinness, the LaPorte, Indiana, farmerette,
who advertised for husbands and buried some
score or two of applicants between the chicken
house and the hog lot.
The same sort of inspiration led the Lubin
establishment over at Philadelphia to produce
"The Unwritten Law," a dramatization of
the Thaw case, in 1906, the year before Kalem

When

is

graphed, lovely hair means
everything to a woman.
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"Working days. Bill?"
"No why?"
"I want you to come over and play the
in a

Surplus Flesh
the

Way

The Davidson

course of "Sweet Sixteen" exercises, used with the Davidson
Body Exerciser, will not only reduce your
weight, but will bring you health, vigor,
a graceful carriage and a supple figure.

The man or woman with a good erect
carriage and graceful poise has a decided
Facial beauty

advantage in this world.
not absolutely necessary. A good healthy,
is

,«

pf\

|a

supple body is absolutely necessary if you
would have a graceful
appearance. There is a

[m
>1
/

wonderful attractiveness about a woman
who appears virile.

/

M
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put your body in

a state of physical per-
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Davidson Exerciser
that makes it different
from any other kind,
and leading exponents
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physical culture
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of

have endorsed
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it
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heartily.

A

with

each

disposal.

Any
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mation concerning the
care of the body, phys-

wild west at the \'illage
of Kellyville, five miles outside of Philadelphia,
self a private
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concocted.

gladly given you
upon request, without
cost to you.

be

stamp

close

If
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for reply.
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you are ^j^J

Overweight

or

Underweight
you need the exercises that the Davidson Equipment can give you, because exercises of the right
to correct those conditions which
result in excess weight in some cases, and lack
of sufficient poundage in other cases.

kind tend

The Davidson

Exerciser

is

a simple apparatus

that requires no drilling of holes or pounding
of nails in the wall or floor.
The price, complete with a full set of exercises,

and

fully

illustrated instructions as to use,

DAVIDSON MFG. CO.
198 W. Fourth

Street

Minnesota

Saint Paul
CO.,

198 W. 4tli Street,
Saint Paul, Minnesota.
(cash

Enclosed please find $6.00

j

check

for

which

[money order
will send me a Davidson Exerciser with
course of sixteen exercises.

you

My

waist measure

Name
.\d dress

Is

inches.

come apart and pack up on an automobile
bus.

By

judicious treatment the Lubin log cabin
could be made to represent any part of a whole

mining camp village.
The Lubin log cabin was about the last
word in screen reaUsm in 1908. It was looked
upon as a silly purse proud extravagance
among many produ :ers.

is

only S6.00.
If after receiving it, you do not
think it is worth more than you paid for it,
return it within three days after it arrives, and
we will refund your money.

DAVIDSON MFG.

Carr's early Kellyville pictures was
a one reel drama
in which Harry Myers, a stock actor, made his
first screen appearance and started on the
way to stardom.
"The Miner's Sweetheart" was a marked
departure in screen technique in the important
fact that the log cabin used was genuine.
Prior to this picture it had been standard
practice to paint log cabins on the scenerj'.
Carr contrived a demountable cabin that would

"The Miner's Sweetheart,"

us en-

When writing

little

where Lubin's rugged frontier dramas were

culture, etc., will

ical

Parish.

the stellar light among the amateur
players of the St. James Parish Dramatic
Club. That had been the beginning of his
stage career and he had both a social and an
artistic reputation at stake.
Then, too. Bill
Carr had just been married. His bride was
Mary Kennevan, a girl from the Germantown
Players, also an amateur theatrical organization, and now she was getting professional
recognition as a leading woman with the
Gerrard Stock Company in Philadelphia.

children.
Maybe that, too, has a share in
her new success.
Just as Olcott of Kalem discovered his locations in CoytsviUe, N. J., Carr found for him-

^^^j^B

in for-

James

He was

today, pretty little Mary Kennevan of
Germantown became the mother of seven

^^^^^H
^^^^^V

Exerciser.

and our Service Department is at your

pictures!
Never, not for Bill
Carr was as haughty as an actor was
supposed to be at the insulting suggestion of
picture work.
Bill Carr was something of a celebrity in
his own home town.
Besides he was an
artist.
His father was a rich oU refiner out
West Philadelphia way and Bill had been
raised with a gold spoon and considerable

of

^^^^^Bp
^^^^^Hf

course of sixteen
exercises is given free

"Me— the

Carr."

—

j^j^H

fection, and keep it
there. There is a principle involved in the

lead

Thaw picture."

distinction in the affairs of St.

full

WHILE

these developments occupied the
attention of the motion picture industry
of the east, the first tentative pioneering steps
that resulted in the HoUjwood of today began
It was late in 1907 that Colonel
in Chicago.
W. N. Selig, displeased with the lake fogs and
the coal smoke, sent Thomas Nash, a cameraman-producer, west to look for sunshine.
Out at Venice, California, Nash set up an
open stage next to Joe King's garage and
established what by courtesy may be called
It
California's first motion picture studio.

was not a permanent venture and Nash
returned presently to Chicago.
Again the next year, under the pressure of
Chicago's worst weather, the second Selig
expedition to the west coast set out. Tom
Persons was cameraman, business manager.
Eiery advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Is

bookkeeper, property man, and assistant
Francis Boggs was the director.
They presently detrained in Los Angeles with
a camera and a roll of film which contained
the interior scenes of a one reel "Count of
director.

She would most certainly object.
"No, I can't afford to go into any pictures,
now," Carr decided.
"Oh, come on nobody will know it,"
Frawley argued. "Let's make a test anyway,
to see how \'ou look on the screen."
In a moment of weakness Carr yielded.
After playing occasional secret bits in Lubin
pictures for two years, he went over to pictures
in earnest in igo8 as a Lubin director.
Then Mary Kennevan Carr occasionally and
reluctantly humored her husband by playing
obscure parts in Lubin pictures. But many
and many a year was to elapse before she came
to the screen fame that she enjoys today as
Mary Carr, of the famous mother role of
"Over the Hill." Between the Lubin pictures
of fifteen years ago and her Broadway triumphs

/
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Monte

Cristo."
their task to complete the picture with
California exteriors.
Of course they were to
pick up a new cast out there. It would have
been a sheer waste of money to have sent the
actors who appeared in the interior scenes all
the way to California just to appear in a few
exterior bits.
A complete change of cast in the middle of a
picture was merely calculated to add to its
It

was

interest.

Persons searched diligently about Los
Angeles to find some one sufficiently abandoned
to accept work in the films.
He discovered
at last a hungry hj'pnotist in a dime museum.
Nearly everyone in Southern CaHfornia was
already hypnotized by the climate and the
business was poor.

The disciple of Mesmer took the job to play
Monte Cristo.
The big punch of the picture was to portray
Monte rising from the sea. Persons made up
his hypnotist with a white

wig and proceeded

to the sea shore to shoot the scene.
A great wave broke over Monte Cristo just
as he got the signal to rise. The hero failed
to emerge.
He went down carrying the title

with him. That was not in the script.
"Hey!" Persons shouted at Boggs, "I put
up a ten dollar deposit on that viig."
The director and the cameraman stood
role

gasping at each other, stunned with horror
at the thought.
The wig was drifting out
toward Honolulu.
Boggs and Persons both leaped into the sea
to save the wig.
While they were out there
they saved the actor, too. It was very little
extra trouble, anj'way.
"It's all off, I'm going
pay me," the hypnotist-star

demanded.

—

—

"But we hired you for a day's work doUar
and a half for a day's work, and we've
just

started,

see?"

Persons stood

and wringing salt w-ater out
"Don't give a whoop if

insisting

of his coat.
I

did

—

I

didn't

say I'd sign for a voyage, either." Monte
Cristo replied, coughing up part of the Pacific
as he panted for breath.
"Now, listen fellow," Persons put in. "Be
reasonable we're only poor motion picture

—

guys. I'll give you four bits more if j-ou'U
try it again."
"That's different," Monte Cristo agreed.
January 30, 1908, SeUg released "The
Count of Monte Cristo" in one thousand feet,
a full reel, the first big CaUfomia feature.
Meanwhile, Persons and Boggs set up a studio
on a roof top in Main street in downtown Los
Angeles. California production had begun.

WHILE

the motion picture was collecting
personnel from the stock companies and
road shows of the stage in these busy days of
'08, destiny was working in yet another direction to bring into the world of the screen a
number of figures who ultimateh' e.xerted influences of far reaching importance.
The Dramatic Mirror, which suspended
publication early in 1922, back in the days of
1907-8 suffered some serious reverses. The
money stringency of '07 had seriously reduced
the number of road shows and the volume of
Mirror advertising. Then just at this juncture a heated argument arose between Minnie
Maddern Fiske, the actress, and her producers, Klaw & Erlanger. The ^Mirror was
Klaw & Erlanger
controlled by the Fiskes.
The situation at
advertising was withdrawn.
the IMirror became tense and disaster seemed
only a matter of weeks ahead. By someone's
happy thought an effort was made to fill the
empty columns of the Mirror with motion
picture advertising.
This meant some editorial attention for the
pictures, which the Mirror had previously
ignored.
On IMay 30, 1908, the Mirror shocked the

guaranteed.
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New York by venturing to discuss
seriously the pictures in print, in a column
headed "The Alovinj; Picture Field." It had
a little one column head on page seven. In
Rialto of

column the Mirror published without

this

comment a list of current picture

releases, thus:

EDISON— The

Painter's Revenge, Curious Mr. Curio, The Gentleman
Burglar.

AMERICAN MUTOSCOPE &

BIO-

Knights

Were

GRAPH— When
Bold,

The IMusic

jMaster.

LUBIN— Why He

Signed the P'edge,
The Magnetic Eye, The NearProfessor,
A Gallant
sighted
Knight, Tale of a Pig.

S.

KLEINE
The

OPTICAL

CO.MPANY

Persistent Beggar,

—

Red Man's

Revenge, School Boy's Joke, Investor's Son's Downfall.

VITAGRAPH— A
The

Salt

Did

Husband's

Revenge,

It.

The editorial comment of the Mirror on
the motion picture was in the hands of Frank
E. Woods, a staff writer. Mr. Woods began
to give some attention to the pictures, since
he was called on to write about them. By
June 6 the Mirror had reached a point where
it ventured a review of a picture.

—

"The Painter's Revenge" This new
Edison fihn was shown at a number of
houses the past week. It is not up to
the standard and is hardly worthy of
the high reputation the name of Edison
Misa Charlotte Stevens, Christie Film Company.

The plot is inane and the effort
enjoys.
to produce comedy situations is a fiat
Mechanically the pictures are
failure.

Now

to the reader with a smile who conscornfully the obvious triviality of
these early efforts at creative work and screen
story telling, it will be significant to recall
the synopses of the pictures of a few years
before, quoted from the first catalogues, including such subjects as Biograph's "Girl
Climbing Apple Tree," "Rip's Toast," or
Edison's "The May Irwin Kiss." Humble
as these pictures like "When Knights were
Bold" or "The Painter's Revenge" were, they
represented a considerable progress. The tiny
episode had developed into a story. To put
it into the analog}' of the primer, the infant
motion picture had learned how to write a
sentence and was now forming the sentences
into simple little stories.
From "I-see-theCat," the pictures had gone on to the telling
of "The Adventures of Pussy."
But it was
still a long way from "W'hen Knights were
Bold" to "When Knighthood was in Flower."

Can Teach You

"I

good.

to

siders

'T^HE

picture column in the Dramatic Mirror
-'- grew rapidly
and in the advertising pages
of that summer of '08 one finds the names of

Carl Laemmle with his system of exchanges
in the middle west, the American Mutoscope

&

Company announcing its pictures,
of advertisements of "The Human-

Biograph

and a

line

ovo," with "A. Zukor, proprietor." The Humanovo entertainment consisted of the able
performances of trained actors talking behind
the screen in the parts of the motion picture
characters projected from the film.
The Mirror's reviews and picture comment
became much more e.xtended in scope and
braver in expression. Frank Woods was growing familiar with his subject and surer of his
ground. Reviews of the weeks of September
19 and 26 in '08 are handsomely indicative.
Here are some specimens:

CRAZED BY JEALOUSY— SELIG.— This
picture is of considerable merit and holds
the interest of the spectator throughout.
Although some of the situations are a
trifle weak, while others go to the extreme
of melodrama.
A rejected lover goes insane and hires a tramp to steal the baby
of the couple of whom he is jealous. The

tramp
is

caught, confesses, and the baby
saved, the maniac committing suicide.
is

Dance Like This"
—

MarinoS

Sergei

"And you

my personal

can study under

direction

your own home'*
— for greater beauty — for poise
— for slendemess — dance!
You Will
As a means of developing
Leam These Dances
grace in children, dancing

right in
people living
FEW"
outside of New

York, Chicago or

European

the great

capitals have the oppor-

tunity to study dancing
with any of the really
great masters. And the

is

Butterfly [in gorgeous costume with
huge wingg]
Grecian [ in simple
white tunic and bare feetj Spanish
[in gay dress with silk mantilla]

—

—

Oriental [silk tunic, glittering ornaments] Eccentric [rag doll costume]
Chinese C vivid mandarin coat,

—

—

pantalets ]

private, personal instructions of even average teachers range upward

skirts, tight

from

ten dollars an hour.

But now, the famous Sergei MarinoS
has worked out a system of home instruction.

ing in

You

all

its

can learn classic dancinterpretive,
forms

—

—

at
Russian, ballet, aesthetic, Greek
a mere fraction of the cost of lessons
in the studio.

so easy and so delightful. Just
put the record on the phonograph,
slip into the dainty Httle dancing
costtune (furnished free with the
Course) and you are ready to start.

And

guided by the charts, the photographs of
MarinoS students and the easy text, you master
the technique of the dance.

can grow graceful

For the theatre

—

—

[ lull

—

Write to Sergei Marinoff

Sergei 3Iarinoff

School of Classic Dancing
1922 Sunnyside Avenue

Studio 12-55 Chicago

•**>>
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School of Classic Dancing,

=
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:

:

Sergei Martnoff,

1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studio

12-55

Name.

Charm and Grace

When you

write to advertisers please mention

Chicago

Please send me FREE portfolio of art plates
and hill information about your home study
course in Classic Dancing. I understand that
this is absolutely FPIEE.

Addrest..

The

natural beauty of the body is developed, an
exquisite grace and flexibility cultivated by correct training in classic dancing. For better health

together.

—vaudeville—

Everyone interested in dancing should write to
Sergei MarinoS at once and get complete information concerning his splendid system of home
instruction in Classic Dancing.
This information is FREE.
Send the coupon today.

A Fascinating Way to Learn
It is

with my
method, mother and daughter

the movies civic and college
pageants for private and SO'
cial afiairs
everywhere the
dancer is in demand. Starding
salaries are paid. And those who can dance for
charitable entertainments or for the pleasure of
their friends quickly become social favorites.

— Classical Toe
bodice.

And

unsurpassed.

.
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Quickly Removes
All Stains and
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The

acting

and

selections are excellent.

is

good and the scenic

Section

effects

A classic example of the kind of motion
picture that did much to get the screen into ill
repute, at a great cost to its standing, is
afforded in the Mirror's review in the issue of
September 26 of an imported release:

Mirror, suggests the possibility that "Pop"
Lubin may have taken a hand at script writmg
himself, once in a while:

"THE HEBREW FUGITIVE"— LUBIN.

—The events of the film are supposed to
occur in Russia. A poor Hebrew family
are driven from their squalid home and
dragged before the court where a drunken
magistrate insults the young girl of the

"THE CABBY'S WIFE "— PATHE.—
This picture savors too much of the
French indifference to marriage obligations
to be welcome to average American
audiences. The cabman's wife flirts with
a masher who hires the unsuspecting cabman to take him to see the woman. The
cabman surprises the two and raises a
row, all being arrested. The justice locks
up the cabman and lets the guilty pair go
free, all of which may be comedy in
France, but not on this side.

For one purpose only
cleans the
all

stains,

The bowl

The

trap

incrustations.

discolorations,

No

—

Sani-Flush.
It
Swiftly, easily it removes

toilet.

scrubbing.

Mr. Woods did not indicate in his review
that he thought the picture would have been
improved by handing out justice to the
offenders, but that is a possible deduction from
his language.
It is obvious, however, that he
did not approve of the picture. This specimen
and its handling by the producer is most
significant.
The picture makers had not yet
discovered the whitewashing, perfuming effect
of putting an ending with a "great moral
lesson" on the end of their salacious pictures.
This was an expedient to be developed soon,
however, as we shall obser\'e in the course of
succeeding chapters.
Pictures like "The Cabby's Wife" were

No

scouring.

No

hard work.

shines I

—hidden, unhealthful—

is

reached

and cleaned only by Sani-Flush. All foul
There is no other
odors are destroyed.
preparation

The

made

that does this

ease of using

it

much more common then than might be
suspected from the viewpoint of today. An

work.

—
Follow

Sani-

just sprinkle

directions on
Flush into the bowl.
Flush! It will not harm plumbing
the can.
connections. Always keep Sani-Flush handy
in the bathroom.

Sani-Flush

is
sold
hardtvare, plumbing

al

grocer}),

drag,

and house-furnish-

ing stores. If you cannot get il at your
regular store, send 25c in coin or stamps
for a full-sized can, postpaid. (Canadian
price, 35c; foreign price, 50c.)
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investigation of the moral status of the motion
picture in some quarters in the period under
consideration brings to light the most amazing
material. The same concern which produced
"The Cabby's Wife" had the amazing daring
to put out a catalogue list of pictures for
"Smoking Concerts" with a schedule of subjects of which even the titles are unprintable.
This catalogue, which was openly distributed
among motion picture agents, was boldly illustrated with scenes from the productions, made
in Paris. The text of the book was written in
broken English, heavily colored with French
idiom.
Some of these pictures were coming to the
attention of people who seriously resented
slime and filth. The first clouds of the censorship storm wave were gathering. While the
author of this history has no sympathy with
censorship movements, he is forced to admit
that an examination into the early facts proves
that motion picture censorship was made inevitable by the motion picture itself, just precisely as drunkards have made prohibition.
From Gaumont's Paris establishment came
a production entitled "Salome," not quite so
pretentious as the recent production by

Nazimova but constructed with an identical
appeal. It had a high French flavor. The title
role was played by La Sylphe, a contortionist
dancer of the European stage. It was well
calculated to inspire the earnest appreciation
of the Biblical students in the gallery. Possibly
poetic license explains the fact that in this

You, Too,

May

Instantly

Beautify Your Eyes with

picture John the Baptist appeared carrying a
cross.
The effect was decidedly ecclesiastical
but it anticipated the Crucifi.xion with a vigor
of typical screen anachronism only paralleled
by a later American picture which showed
Napoleon taking inspiration from a large

framed photograph of General Grant.
than all ebo. well-defined evebrowaand luxuriant lashes
create the beauty end expression of your face. The slfuht
darkeninj?, the accentuation of liue Dnd shadow fa the secret,
"MAYBELLINE" makes scant cyebrowe and lashes appear
natvLTalhi dark. lonfr and luxurloui. Instantly and onfallinKly
the eyes appear lartrer, deeper and more brilliant.
The improvement will delight yon. Unlike othei
preparatioDB, absolutely harmleaa and
(rreaseless, will not spread and snaear on
the face or make the lashes stiff. Used
reg-ularly by beautiful Rlrla end women
everywhere. Each dainty box contains
mirror and brush. Two shades. Btackahd
Brown. 75c AT YOUR DEALER'S or
direct from os, Dostpald. Accept only
ttenutno "MAYBELLINE" and yoursatfsfaction Is assured. Tear out tbis ad now
as a reminder.

More

MAYBELLINE CO.

4V50-52 Sheridan Road

CHICAGO

was some years later that Photoplay
Magazine's ">ATiy Do They Do It? " column
was started, but the opportunity for that
critical scr\-ice appears to have existed from

IT

family. But the girl manages to kill the
brute, and the family escapes to an old
building where they see a vision of
Columbia beckoning them to freedom.

As usual William Jennings Bryan was runfor president.
So Lubin advertised

ning

pictures of the Great Commoner reading in his
library at Fairview, Nebraska, and making
speeches from his front p>orch to adoring multitudes of visitors to the rural shrine.
Even in the world of the motion picture it
has been forgotten that in this period Lubin
made a large number of topical film subjects
and developed from connections so established
a considerable business in commercial and
advertising pictures. This work was largely in
the hands of Jack Frawley, who, starting as an
optician, had been with Lubin from his earliest
motion picture efforts.
The week of October 24, '08, Essanay released
a one-reel version of "David Garrick," with
Henry E. Dixey, the stage star, in the leading
role.
This was an earlj'' e.xpression of the
"famous players in famous plays" idea. In
this picture Essanay touched upon a conception
that was jxars too early. The motion picture
public and the motion picture art had yet a
long way to go before the real opportunity was
born.

Vitagraph was this same month busy with a
screen version of "Anthony and Cleopatra"
under the direction of William Ranous.
.A.t the Unique Theater in the Fourteenth
Street district Gaumont's Chronophone talking
pictures, a phonograph and film device, were
playing, with Harry Lauder on the screen
singing "Stop Your Tickling. Jock."
His motion picture reviewing brought Frank
Woods of the Mirror staff into an increasingly
intimate acquaintance with the motion picture
and its makers.
His screen observations
brought forcefully to his attention the need for
better stories. He felt inspired to make a tr>-.
One day in the fall of '08 Woods submitted
three "picture suggestions" to Lee Doughtery
of Biograph.
Doughtery^ turned them down,
gently Woods was a critic, you see. Doughtery offered some suggestions. Then Woods
tried again and submitted three more "sugges-

—

Doughtery bought them all. Woods
was paid at the rate of fifteen dollars a story.
He was handed nine five dollar bills, brand new
and crisp, right from the bank.
Out in Fourteenth Street Woods took the
bills from his pocket and examined them carefully.
They seemed improbable. If they had
been silver dollars he would have tried them
all with his teeth.
As it was he held the bills
up to the light to see if they had the official silk
threads in them. Then he carefully put them
tions."

in his breast coat pocket, lengthwise.
not want to fold them.

at the Dramatic Mirror the average
salary was twentj' dollars a week. Woods
had written his three screen stories for Biograph in one night.
That afternoon he walked into the editorial
room at the ^Mirror office and with a great
flourish slapped the bills down on his desk
before George Terwilliger.
"Been out robbing a bank?" Terwilliger

slapstick comedy were the
of the pictures of the time. Over
in Philadelphia at a little studio on a roof in
Arch Street, Sigmund Lubin was doing his best
One of his
to keep abreast of competition.
releases of September, '08, as reviewed in The

Melodrama and

two themes

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

did

UP

the beginning.

Every advertisement in

He

is ffiiaranteed.

suggested.
In a few days ever\-body on the Mirror staff
was trydng a hand at scenario writing. The
office was picture mad. From the Mirror staff
of the period, as a result, came several writers
and directors of subsequent importance. .\nd
Frank Woods that day established a connection
that was to give him a large, although little
known, share in the successes of D. W. Griffith

—
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Biograph in this summer and
coming forward into first place among the
American picture producing concerns. The
fall

ideas of

many

of '08

109

was

(fOod 2ye Qray Hair

and the developing
aided and abetted by the

writers,

technique of Griffith,
well trained actors of the stage who joined his
company, were giving their pictures a quality
that soon made them a dominant and determining factor in the business wars of the screen
that were raging between the Biograph and
Edison camps.
Quality began to tell.
One day "Pop" Rock of Vitagraph was
sitting in his office at the Vitagraph film exchange when a trade journal reporter entered.
"Say," Rock demanded, "listen to that roar
out there all those exhibitors shouting for
'Biographs' what's come off, are they all

—
—

crazy?"

"No," the trade journal man retorted, "they
know good pictures. Biograph is making real
from real stories."
pictures, now
The trade journal man was Mr. Woods of

—

TfeiV "Kind

the Dramatic Mirror. He had inside information.
He was writing those stories.
While these developments were occupying
the studios and the actual work of making the
pictures, the battles of the bosses were growing
more and more acute. The time was near for
the big show down in that "fifteen million
dollar poker game" between Biograph and
Edison. The next chapter will tell of the tense
later days of that fight— and the big move that
let the motion picture develop from a shouting

pandepionium

lawsuits into

of

Helps "Restore pray Hair
to Its Tfatural ColorI
No streaks

an art and

—

!

O

longer is there anj' excuse for gray,
faded, streaky hair!
For scientists have just perfected

Fighting Jeremiah Kennedy of Biograph was
about to deal the cards, aces and deuces wild.
TO BE CONTINUED
1

a remarkable
helps

In Search of a Girl

—

no mussiness no bother of any kind Use it as you would
any ordinary comb. $10,000 guarantee that it will help restore the
true original color to your hair, no matter what shade it may be.

industry.

[

new invention which not only

you to regain the

true,

—

natural and

original color of your hair
but which, in
addition, provides a ineans of restoring
gray hair without the least danger of streakiness!
This new discovery is in the form of a
comb. You use it just as you would use an
_

CRUZE, who

Frank ConJ don's story "Hollywood" which appeared
originally in Photoplay, conducted an exT.AIMES

is

to direct

of Comb

Comb

Tone

even

better

results

are

secured.

No More Gray Hair
this remarkable comb through your
each hair is given an even share of Tru-Tone.
is no danger of applying too much or too
little.
Each and every hair gets exactly the right
quantity and the result is beautiful hair, possessing
the same even color of youth.
You will be amazed to see how really beautiful
And it will look so natural
your hair becomes.
that even your dearest friends will not suspect
that you have done anything to restore your hair.

As you draw

hair,

There

—

tremely interesting search for a girl to play the ordinary
comb. Simply run it through the
leading role.
hair. But as you do so, watch from day to
$10,000
The part is that of a girl from a small town day, how the gray begins to disappear
No matter how long you have been gray no
who comes to Hollywood, and goes on the how the beautiful natural
matter how many other methods have failed to restore the
screen. Cruze wanted a type that would sugcolor of your hair begins
color to your hair
the margest the innocence and naivete necessary, so he
to return. See how your
velous
Tru-Tone outfit ia
It
decided to find a girl who had never been on
positively guaranteed to rehair gradually acquires a
Never before has any gray hair
store every hair to its true
the screen.
restorer brought such splendid rebeautiful, even, uniform
original color without streaks
sults as can now be had through
For weeks, he combed Los Angeles, San tone with every hair the
without
the usage of the Tru-Tone
bother
without
Francisco and San Diego. He spent most of
Comb. All you need di
the slightest inconvenience on
exact color it was years
run this marvelous inyour part.
his time in department stores, manicure parA
special deposit
ago!
vention through
of $10,000 in the Producers
lors, high schools and hospitals, hoping someyour hair just as
and Consumers Bank of Philayou would an
where to find a really beautiful and appealing
It
Streak
delphia backs up this guarordinary
comb.
antee,
so you risk nothing.
girl fitted to the role.
If
Up
to now, the best
the
Tru-Tone outfit does not
But unfortunately he didn't fimd one. In- known
The
Trumethod of restormore than delight you, simply
Tone
Comb
is
stead he cast Hope Drown, a young girl who
return it and your money will
80 scientifically
ing gray hair was by dipbe instantly refunded, without
has had some stage experience, but has never
constructed that it
ping an ordinary comb in
holds
Just
the
right
question.
been seen on the screen. AU the celebrities of
quantity of the marvelous
the liquid and applying it
liquid
Tru-Tone,
so
that each
Hollywood are to appear in their own charac- to
Special
the hair.
But this
hair gets its proper share.
Here
ters for Mr. Cruze.
at last is a method of regaining the
method had one serious
natural
color
of
your
hair
without
Introductory
Offer
Rupert Hughes also used a lot of silversheet
streaks.
disadvantage.
luminaries as atmosphere in his latest produc
For
very
few
a
days
we are
The teeth of an ordimaking a very unusual introtion, "Souls for Sale."
nary comb will hold only
ductory offer. If you act at once,
mailing the coupon below, we will send you the valua very small quantity of hquid. Frequent
Tru-Tone Comb absolutely free, and a $3.00
dipping of the comb was necessary, and able
package of Tru-Tone, all for the amazingly low price
this meant xmequal distribution of the
of only $1.45, Send no money in advance. Just mail
hquid on the hair.
That is why this the coupon, and pay the postman on arrival. Remember you don't risk a penny, for if not more than
method almost always resulted in unsightly delighted
with results, your money will be instantly
streaks and imeven shades.
And, surely, refunded. So act at once. Mail the coupon now.
J.
nothing will more quickly spoil one's whole

Guarantee!
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Where

has
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V/arren Kerrigan
been ?

You'll

want

to

know after you

see his brilHant performance in

" The

Covered 'Wagon

"

For complete information,
consult the next issue of

PHOTOPLAY

appearance than freakish-looking hair.
But how different is this marvelous new
invention! It completely does away with
even the slightest chance of streaking the
hair.
It is called the Tru-Tone Comb, and
is constructed on certain scientific principles which permit the comb to hold
exactly the right quantity of the marvelous
liquid Tru-Tone, and uniformly distribute
it on the hair.

Tru-Tone is a clear, colorless liquid
which actually repigmentizes gray hair.
Already Tru-Tone has been used by thousands of people with splendid results but
when it is used with the wonderful Tru-

—
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Without money in advance you may send me a TruTone Comb and a full size package of Tru-Tone. I will
pay the postman only SI, 45 (plus few cents postage) in
full payment.
My money Is to be refunded It I am not
entirely satisfied with results.
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Hard Luck Tales of

Delightful

[

nice I always
carfare."

The charm of
good old wintergreen -a flavor

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

walked to the theater, saving

my

While playing in "The Good Little Devil"
she walked four miles to work.
"But I loved it all, and I'm grateful to have
known poverty," she smiles. "There is no
real unhappiness in the world except losing the
ones you love or suffering ill health. I have

youre sure to
like -its use is
in every way

been very, very fortunate. I enjoyed every
minute of the old, hard days and if I lost every
cent of my money tomorrow I'd enjoy it
again."

"a smslMe^

GLORIA SW ANSON,

famed as a Sennett
bathing girl, stood on a thirty-foot dock
in the middle of a pitch black night and looked
down into the fifty-foot depth of ocean below
her.
She was calmly awaiting the director's
order to dive and she couldn't swim a stroke.
She had broken away from the Sennett studio
determined to make a name for herself as an
actress.
For hours at a stretch she would sit
in casting offices waiting for a chance. Finally
she was engaged for a dramatic part in a Triangle film.
Then she read the script and discovered
that she had been chosen for the role because

—

Qood

for digestion

BEEMA
Pepsin Gum

called for
diving.
And
it

some

difficult

swimming and

wasn't she a Sennett bathing

beauty?

At that time Mack Bennett's nymphs had
Even
not yet been exposed except to air.
tlie Hollywood people believed in their aquatic
pretensions.
So Gloria stood on the dock at midnight,
shuddering.
"All right. Miss Swanson," called the direc-

—

tor.

Be The Lovely Person
You Want to Be
—

Correct the faults your mirror reveals
by
home treatment. The famous secrets of the acknowledged beauties of the Vale of Cashmere,
now my "Ganesh" Preparations, are at your disthey bring back the glow of youth to
posal
lovely cheeks and restore tone to the weak
muscles and infirm tissues that mar beauty.

—

To demonstrate their merit, a Special Trial
Combination Box of ** Ganesh " Skin PreparaBalm Skin Food, Eastern
Muscle Oil, Balm
Cleansing Cream and

tions, consisting of

Diable Skin Tonic, will
be sent you postpaid
for $1.50.
"Ganesh" Chin Strap removes double chin, restores lost contours, prevents snorinK.
Prices, $5.00 and $6.50

Forehead Strap reduces
heavy, bulginR foreheads
and smooths out wrinkles.
Prices, $4.00

"

GANESH" PREPARATIONS — for
(Recommended by the Medical

and $5.00

use at home.

Profession.)

EASTERN MUSCLE OIL — removes lines, wrinkles,

hollows: braces relaxed muscles, supplies new life to
Prices, $1.10, $2.65 and $5.25.
exhausted skin.
SALTINA positively
removes unnecessary flesh and promotes a healthy,
Use a box with
youthful figure, without dieting.
each bath. Price, $3.50 per dozen boxes.

—

"GANESH" REDUCING

Mail Orders Promptly Filled
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
Write for FREE Booklet "P" for Beauty Advice.
Treatments by Appointment at the Salon.

ELEANOR ADAIR
New

23 East 56th Street

London

Paris

UNLUCKY?

York, N. Y.
Bru sselt

this Mystic
Kepllca of
Serpent.
Ancient Hindu charm
against * il spirits,

Then wear

sickncsa.

of

GOOD LUCK

ipells.
ii

,.^..J

,„os K.'"'c-

and

love, busiand start-

4-karat irold shell. 8
year fniarantee. Men and Women.
Secret f.miiils for lucf FR|E.
Send mesRure ratrinK tied aronnd linger
ALI T. BABA, Box SS. 116
Sir. Sta., New York. Pay J2.27 and
postage to poptman on delivery.
linir.'
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Genuine

1

"Dive!"

•

With a moan and a gulp, Gloria flung out
her arms wildly and flopped into the dark sea.
Fortunately boatmen had been stationed

American Chicle Co.

below as a precaution to accident.
When Gloria had been resuscitated her first
words were, "Am I fired?"
The reply came a few weeks later in the form
of a starring contract.
if you
It pays to bluff

—
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Stars
]

being thought forward and design-

for fear of
ing.

"Now

that is all over. I am not afraid of
because I know friendliness even
forward
friendliness
brings
friendliness.
Critics time after time have said, 'She has
a beautiful profile, but no feeling.' I felt like
I was an impostor.
But my last director, Paul
Powell, did me worlds of good by drawing me
out and helping me to overcome my reserve
which was simply fear. ... I suppose you
might call it an inferiority complex or something subconscious, but it was hurting me.
Wonderfully kind friends have helped me, and
now at last I feel I am out of the shackles."
Miss Ayres is probably the only one who
rebuffs,

—

—

'

'

remembers the director who terrorized her.
She is steadily progressing. He is utterly
forgotten.

TTHE first money Charlie Chaplin ever earned
was gi\en him by fashionable London
society for holding the heads of horses outside
the famous Covent Garden opera house.
Charlie's mother was ill in the hospital then.
She had been there for many, many weeks.
As the frail little fellow in his ragged clothes
stood holding the horses for the aristocrats,
his eyes were delighted with the beautiful
clothes and the jewels and the flowers of the
women who alighted from the carriages. The
flowers, particularly, held his eyes.
His mother loved flowers so. He would
save his money and buy her a beautiful big
bouquet like those rich women wore.
He saved a little fortune in pennies and
bought the flowers. Wonderful things which
he carefully selected after visiting nearly all
And he carried
the flower women of London.
them in his own hand to the hospital.
"For my motherl'' he murmured to the
nurse, his eyes shining proudly.
terrible thing happened, the most
heart-breaking thing Charlie can
remember. The nurse refused to take the

Then a

terrible,

flowers.

have Gloria's courage.

"TT was my second picture, and I was plaj'ing

"Your mother is too sick," she said. "Too
sick even to see flowers."
And so Charlie trudged away with his limp

-^Alice Joyce's little sister," says Agnes
Ayres, sadly reflective.
"You have no idea of my feeling of exaltation.
I was making good in the work I had
dreamed of. And I was playing with the star
whom I loved more than any other in the
world.
I was so thrilled at being near her
that I probably was very, very stupid, but
it was nevertheless cruel."
The director of the picture was one of those
strutting, fulminating gentlemen who loved
to scream at people, and who satisfied his
craving on the less important players.
Miss Ayres was a beginner. She probably
was amateurish. She was just the sort of
victim to delight such a director. He bawled
at her continuously until she was almost

little

paralyzed with fear.
"No matter which way I turned my head,"
she says, "He shouted at me. I was always
wrong, all wrong. Terribly sensitive, anyhow, it seemed to me that I would die. I
could see the end of my career almost before
it began.
" This period of frightfulness might not have
mattered so much if it had been only an experience for the moment, but it has affected
me ever since. I'm just conquering my fear

After that he didn't eat for a while. Not
that there was anything wrong with his digesbut jobs were scarce.
tion or his appetite
And then, after a long interval, he got a
chance to ride a horse in a picture. And he
had to do a trick fall. But the trick didn't

and becoming natural."
The tragedy of Agnes Ayres may be realized
by those who lack self-confidence as she did.

heads. Her troubles of the heart led her, in
time, to the police court where a kindly judge
told her that she'd better leave Los .\ngeles.
That a girl with her face wasn't safe in a big

.

She doesn't attribute all of her reser\^e to
one experience, but this episode served

bouquet.

Today

his

mother has a garden

full

of

flowers in California.
But Charlie still thinks of those few beautiful
blossoms which he brought her those years ago.
They still seem to him the most beautiful

flowers that ever grew.
were.

.And they probably

CULLEN LANDIS asked for a

raise.

And

got fired instead.

He had been making comedies for Al Christie.
He made fifty-two of them one reelers in a

—

—

.\nd then, all at once, he decided that
year.
his salarj^ of sixty dollars a week wasn't large
enough. And so he struck for sLxty-five.

And was fired.

—

work

right

and he broke two

ribs!

MARK

was too beautiful.
L.\
She was so easy to look at that, by the tirr.e
she was sixteen, she was beginning to turn

B.\RBAR.\

this

city.

make things infinitely harder. Whenever
she came upon the "set" she seemed to freeze.

Ad\ enture followed adventure, .\bductions,
Two of them, each
elopements, marriages.
one ending in a tragedy. And then, again, a
judge in the juvenile courts who sent her home,
as a father might have done.

to

Instead of expressing her emotions freely, she
hid them. Even off screen she was misunderShe wouldn't make friendlv overtures
stood.
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

!
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By

the time she was eigiiteen her beaut>
was a legend. A legend that folk were afraid
Pier loveliness kept her from getting
t ) read.
work, which she needed. People were superShe was hungry, shabbily
stitious about her.
clothed, discouraged.
But tinally she found a cabaret that wasn't
She danced, and later went into vaudefussy.

And then began to write.
And then scenarios. And, after
ville.

First verses.

Claire Windsor

she had been
writing scenarios for a while, picture people
began to notice her. And she got a job that
led to
but you know the rest!

Star

—

IV

—Goldiiyn

hose eyes are

famous for

their

beauty.

—

ETTY COIMPSON

was stranded in Omaha
during her brief stage career.
It was a long way from home and the manager had forgotten to pay last week's salar3\
The lovely Betty saw an advertisement in
the paper for a nursemaid.
She answered it, got the job, and took care
of two fmall children for several months, until
she could v.end her way to Hollywood again.
"I'm mighty proud of that experience,"
says Betty, "It was fun, for the kiddies were
adorable. And I'm always glad to remember
I could pull myself out of a bad hole like that."
"D

-'-'once,

npHEY

that mL/
®

your
say "Good Night," do your
WHEN
"Come Again"? Are your

—

made

a star of Lila Lee but they
She was too young and
too immature and she didn't know enough,
anyway, about the acting business. The
public couldn't see her, and the critics were
more than unkind. And so Lila was destarred.
And, after seeing her name in head
lines she had to be contented with doing character bits and saccharine ingenues and even
parts that might have been termed "extra."
It was a long while before she became a
leading lady. But she was game and worked
very hard, indeed. And finally she arrived
again this time to stay.
She made her first real success as "Tweeny"
in "Male and Female." But she was out of
luck, again.
Over weight. And Cecil B.
De]\Iille told her that she had to lose twentyfive pounds in a few weeks if she wanted to get
another chance. He had a part for her but
it was a slender, sylph-like part.
Well, Lila made the grade.
She dieted and
did

too soon

it

eyes say,
glances provocative,

lips

M

alluring, irresistible?

!

You can make your eyes look deeper, lovelier, by veiling
them with dark, shadowy lashes. Use WINX, the Liquid
Lashlux. Apply it with the glass rod attached to the
stopper; it will bead the lashes instantly, making them
even
appear darker and heavier. And it's waterproof
swimming or weeping at the theatre will not affect it.

—

Absolutely harmless.

WINX,

To

the Liquid Lashlux (black or brown), 75c.

nouri<^h the

and promote their growth, use Cream Lashlux at night. Cream
Lashlux (black, brown or colorless), 50c. At drug or department
stores or by mail.
Send a dime for a sample of WINX, the Liquid Lashlux. And for
another dime we will mail you a sample of Pert, the waterproof rouge.
lashes

—

—
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Grand

ROSS COMPANY
Street
New York

and underwent hunger and torture
and mental agony. But she got thin— no,
slim and stayed that way. But her eyes
grow wistful, even now, when she comes unexpectedly upon a box of chocolates or a tray
exercised

—

of

French pastry

TACK HOLT

went

to Alaska to

make a

for-

Jtune.

He had a small stake, earned by stage work,
and he wanted a chance at the great outdoors.
He made

it

the theater.

So he got a job driving a dog team.

A

long

hundred and fifty mile trip across the snow,
but he made it and drove the team all through
the winter until the ice broke and the boats
came up, and then he had saved enough to
make his way back to ci\-ilization once more.

—

?

ORE AIM

and travelling about.
Then he found himself broke and a very long

way from

Save"%urFeet

fSJooklet

last a year, prospecting, mining,
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—for Skin
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From Thai Tired, Aching, BrokcD-Dowo Feeling
June's Arch Braces, are elastic, light, comfortable, economand corrective. Relieve tired and aching feet instantly.
Correct fallen arches and foot strain. Overcome pain in heel,
instep and ball of foot. Worn with any style shoe. Strengthen
and support muscles. No ungainly humps. No leather pads.
No metal plates. No larger shoe required. For men. women
and children. To insure comfort and ease in walking or
ical

/
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JUNG'S

Hubert

Popular Since 1874
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ARCH BRACES

Sold by leading dealers
\\ i^W
everywhere.
If your dealer can't supply
you. send money-order direct. \
Write today for free booklet,
"Ho* She Won a Husband," including
testimonials and beauty hints.
Postpaid. Send Money-order.

Recommended by
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T ON CHANEY had two

chUdren to raise.
little brother and sister.
He minded
poverty more, for their sakes, than he did for
his own.
It's harder to see little kiddies cold
and hungry than it is to be cold and hungry

"A

Prof.

I.

physicians.

Made

of specially piepared
Superlastik " Guaranteed.

Price $1 per pair.

not

Money back

If your shoe
druggist or chiropodist
can't supply you,
order direct.
if

satisfied.

dealer,

THE JUNG ARCH BRACE

Hubert, Dept. 853, Toledo, Ohio

CO.

1053 Jung Bfdg.. Cincinnati. 0«

yourself!

He became a stage hand. He's still a member of the stage hands' union, by the way, and
he

too proud to admit it! He used to
work for twenty-five cents a night and was
glad to get it.
Next musical comedy. The cheapest kind.
And then an eccentric dancing act in the worst
sort of vaudeville.
And then, at last, pictures.
It was at the time that Chaney left Universal
five years ago that he faced his darkest hour.
Free lance work was not plentiful. He was

Bringslhis Genuiak

Free "Royallon" Pearls
We are

isn't

—

—

willing to sell his ability

wanted

it

at

any

price.

—but

cheap

He was

no one

—(

-
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starving and now there was a wife and a
as well as the brother and sister.
Bill

Hart gave him

his first

chance

Section
baby

— after

the casting director had turned him down
because he wasn't );ig enough to do a heavy.
"Hell," said Bill, "size doesn't matter. He
can carry the part; he's an actor!"
Lon Chaney says that those were the prettiest words he ever listened to.
He darn near
cried to hear them.

That was the turning

"The Miracle Man."

point.

Then came

And fame.

A FTER working for a year or two in pictures
the Essanay in Chicago, Helen
Ferguson decided she needed a bigger field for
her talents. So she took the hundred dollars
she had saved out of her bureau drawer and
went to New York. For weeks she haunted
the studios and booking offices without any
luck. Her money ran out. She was actually
hungr>' and very, very lonesome. It was then
that she decided anything would do to tide her
over until Good Fortune smiled again, and the
courageous little screen star went across to
Brooklyn and took a job as maid of all work in
a family there.
She cooked and peeled
potatoes and made beds until some times her
back was broken, but the break came and she
was again playing leads in the cinema dramas.

-*»-with

—

MRS. GRACE HORCHLER, 4352 MICHIGAN
AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

From2341bs.tol60

V\7HEX

^

Douglas McLean was a promising
young juvenile in New York, he used to

find the long summer season when the theaters
were closed pretty tough going.
One summer in particular looked like a fatal
one, and Doug got so tired of hiding from the
bill collectors that he decided to get a job.

He

did.

was reading gas meters.
Who knows but' that Doug may have inspired that dear old song about " the gas man
and meter in the cellar"?
Anyway, we can truthfully say, he's a very
well read young man.
It

BUT Jim

Kirkwood had the hardest time of

all.

He

couldn't even get a job.
Any kind of a
These pictures may not look heart rending, but if you knew that Jim had hocked ever
other thing he had to w ear in the world, that
he had 27 cents in his p>ocket and no prosjject
of getting more or even a job
and that
Central Park is a beautiful place, but they
won't let you sleep there wouldn't you feel
kind of sorry for him.
He ate soup on that 27 cents and then he
didn't eat for a couple of days and then he
job.

—

—

—

—
—

—

got a job.

story of Mrs. HorcKIer. who took off
through a novel method of weight reduction,

The amazing
74

lbs.

and became a new woman in health and figure
HADjustaboutgiven uphope
when I not in touch with Wallace. Every reducing method
1 had tried, from fasting and

Why

I

Turkish baths

to

I

I

I

I
I
'

—

—

made a remarkable improvement in my health, figure
and whole appearance."
Mrs. Horchler is only one of Wallace's many cases
of wonderful reduction.

More than

you that Wallace's

works— just

is

200.000 people in
the method that
works on the

as surely as heat or cold

—

Starving No Punishment
The Wallace Method one of real pleasure!
Wallace can take off your surplus weight just as he took
He can take off the necessary number
20—50—70 or 80. He can make
it be
your figure normal in weight and dimensions. And he won't
ask you to starve yourself or tax yourself with book reading
or any other irksome rigamarole. His method is a simple
and easy one because it goes hand in hand with Nature.
What Wallace gives you to do takes care of the food you cat.
It causes the food to make only blood, bone and sinew.
Nothing is left to make fat.
offMrs. Horchler'3.
of pounds, whatever

—

—

What You Should Weigh
Aee
20 to 29 FTS
Lbs.
Ill
113
116
118
122
126
129
133
137
141
146

Ago
30 to 39

{or

Your Height and Age
Age
40 to 49 yrs 60 and Ov
L' s.

Lbs.

122
124
127
130
133
137
141
145
149
153
156

125
127
130
133
136
140
146
150
155
159
163

116
lis
120
123

127
131

135
139
143
147
145

Results in 5

Days

Send No Money
Just mail the coupon and get
Reducing rccord(in a plain con/^^|
tainer) free for 5 days' trial in your home. Put
Wallace's method to the test. Note your reductionin5days. Let the scales tell you. If you
are not more than delighted and amazed with /•Ir^itl
your reduction and the ease with which it was
-7 /iH
made, just return the record at Wallace's ex-t/,if(,V^
pense and you won't owe him a cent for any- q-^^^
thing. Fill out and mail the coupon and be pre- -dV*^
pared for a wonderful surprise.
Wallace's

!

first

/j

j

^"^1
630 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Please send me FREE and PREPAID for 5 days' free trial
the original Wallace Reducing Record for my first reducing
lesson. If I am not perfectly satisfied with the results, 1 will
return your record and will neither owe you one cent nor be
obligated in any way.

WALLACE,

It

seemed to

"Oh,

please, I

want

to

—

It makes life worth living.
And, between
you and me, it had gotten so it wasn't, much.
I went to the studio. I worked hard all daj\
At night, I went home to a solitary' dinner, or
I went to a cafe to dine with friends, or to a
party with a gay crowd of people.
Oh, I suppose my life sounds thrilling and
romantic and interesting. Success and admiration and wealth.
Servants to wait on me.
Men who think they are in love with me.
Clothes and jewels and finerj'.
But it was all ashes. Unless you have
someone to love, someone to work for, someone

—

I

know.

The monster that eats j'ou up,

soul and body,
that destroys your ability to enjoy, to create,
to feel

—

is self, self, self.

woman

in

my

position has to fight

it all

What
Addrtss

have you to think about but
have you to consider?
Everyone around you thinks of j'ou. You

yourself?
Slati

tell

you about

yourself.

And sometimes you begin to think there
much that's beautiful and good and fine
in the world, or much use trying to be any-

isn't

thing.

That brings only

restlessness

and discontent.

It ruins j'our work, it stops j'our

development.

When

I saw- all those babies that didn't
belong to anybody, I just wanted so much to

give one a home.

A

name.

to-morrow, somebody said to me, " Bobby,
you can't have 'em both, old dear. The baby
and the career you love. You can keep your
funny baby and go out and scrub floors for
him and fight for his bread and butter and
battle to give him an education.
Or you can
keep your motors and your name in electric
Ughts and your comfort and your diamonds"
it wouldn't take me long to choose.
I've tasted the pleasures of the world pretty
thoroughly. I'm not so very old but they
haven't got me fooled much any more I hope.
If

—

had wisdom thrust ujwn me untU it
for me to look ahead to a loveless,
lonely old age. When what they are pleased
I've

isn't

hard

to call my beauty is faded. When they've
forgotten the tinkle of this thing called fame
and my name is wiped from the slate of the
world's favor. When money wiU onh- buy
J'OU hats you can't wear and food you can't
eat.
Then then you want somebody to love

—

you.
There's only one person in the world you
can actuallj- count on loving you when there
are silver threads among the gold and you can
no longer amuse or delight the world. That's
3'our son.

You can't buy love with beauty, even, nor
fame, nor money.
The only thing that buys love b love.
I want to buy it from this wee, sweet thing

—

I've promised to care for.

going to adopt a baby
him.
I can underI want to say just one thing.
stand a lot of things in this world. I've seen
a lot. Perhaps that is why I can act a little
I can understand
better than some others.

And some day I'm

murder

— and

theft

—and

any

number

of

things.

the time.

Nairn

begin to believe the things they

sister for

to love you, it's all ashes.

.\

CUj

saj%

belong to somebodj\ Oh, please, I've never
been cuddled nor cooed over nor had my toes
kissed in all my little life.
Oh, please, nobody
wants me but I want a mother so bad."
I just picked him up and
he's mine.
And
do you know, by trying real hard I make myself believe he is mine.
And it'll get easier all
the time, until he'll be my very own. I shall
never tell him he isn't, either. And I think
I'd kill anybodj' that did.
Oh, the joy of him. To kiss that fat little
neck every morning, before I go to work. To
remember all day, that he's there, in my house.
Why, even in business deals, to think that I
have a son to work for and protect and bring

.

Just try Wallace's method for a week! That's
all he asks. You'll see results in a week that
will once and for all settle the question of how
to reduce.

Not a cent

temptations of the world, to bring him up to be
the man I always wanted to marry but never
could find. And I'm going to do it.
Ever since the day we took that little white
box out to the cleansing fire, and I came away
childless, I've wanted to adopt a baby.
But I have had a hard struggle, success has
only come to me lately.
And just at the moment when fortune had
fitted me to care for a child, I saw this small
son of mine. It was in a foundling home. In
Texas. I was walking .through the rooms,
when suddenly this small atom smiled at me.
Oh, it was just a baby smile. But it clutched

my heart.

thermometer!

No

]

drugs and ma-

Ichinery, had failed me. and I
looked with question on the Wallace method.
"Just like all the rest,"I tliought.
"You either have to stop eating
or work yourself to death to get
any results at all. Finally I persuaded myself to try out Wallace's
njt.L,Luiy^ci
(irst-lcsson reducing record in my
home, on his free trial offer. Tkai opened my eyesl
My reduction in one week was so great and so delightfully achieved as to be almost unbelievable.
Continuing with my reducing records well, here is
what I did took off 74 pounds in 4 months, and

all will tell

Baby

a

[CONTINLTD FROM PAGE 3I
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[continued from page 52]

We

ask nothing but the truth
If he is afraid of
that, then he must have something discreditable to conceal. And while I assure you that
I have no desire to say anything that might
seem a threat, I still feel it my duty to point
out to you that your father's illness, your own
lack of work, leave you in a serious position.
"As for the matter of the check, the money
he owes, I'll let that pass, of course, no matter
what you do. I'm not holding that over
your head. Your father has only to make
the amount good, and we will forget all about
it.
I think too much of him to hold him
giving you.

about

this

man Romain.

responsible for an act committed under the
But the fact remains that
influence of liquor.
his health is failing, that he has been unable
to secure an engagement for over a year. This

leaves the burden of his support on you, and
I feel sorry for you, because I know it is a very
great burden, indeed, for a girl of your age to
carry. It will weigh so heavily on you, I'm
afraid, that it may even ruin your career.
You will be obliged to take work anything
to make ends meet, and that
j'ou can get
will spoil your chances of making an artistic

—

—

I thought of all this, when I decided
success.
to offer this chance of going into the pictures
to you, but if you decline it, there are plenty
of others who will be only too glad to accept.
"Of course, you have certain things in your
favor youth and a charming lack of sophisti-

—

—

more worldy woman might
be suspected, where you would never be.
Also I know that 3'ou have honesty, fidelity,
People will like you. You will be
brains.
cation.

An

older,

And you are
will make friends.
All
practically unknown, in the screen world.
these things make you peculiarly suited to the
work in hand, and I am going to ask you to
think things over, and if possible change your
can't lose any time, of course.
mind.
Mr. Gresham is naturally anxious to act at
once. But I will leave the matter open until
noon tomorrow, and if, in the meantime, you
office in
decide to accept, telephone me at
popular,

We

my
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in pearls

the morning." He took Joy's hand, pressed it
kindly. "I'm a man of the world, my dear,"
he said, "and I have seen life from all angles.
Believe me, if you knew the means some of our
famous stars in the theatrical and screen world
have been willing to adopt, to gain success,
you would think what I ha\-e proposed to you
as innocent as a May morning. Good night.
Give my regards to your father when he

WILLIAMS

&

CO., 4750-56 Sheridan Road,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

WILLIAMS &

CO., 4750-56 Sheridan Road, Chicago, IlL
Inclosed find $7.50, for which you are to send me, postpaid, a 24-inch necklace of genuine
La Vega Indestructible Pearls, with solid white gold clasp set with genuine chip diamond.
I agree to show the necklace to my friends and give them your name and address if they
wish to order. It is understood that you are to refund my money if I am not perfectly

wakes."
He took his hat and went out, leaving Joy in
a dizzy whirl of uncertainty.
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satisfied.
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HOW TO

ARTHUR LLOYD,

being at heart an intensely selfish man, was perhaps temperamentally incapable of a great love, but in so
far as it lay within his power to care for a
woman, he cared for Joy Moran.
His annoyance with her, for remaining at
home with her father on that beautiful spring
morning, instead of driving out to Garden
City with, him, arose from a selfish displeasure,
that his plans for the day had been upset.
What did it matter, that Joy's father was ill?
It was not the first time, he argued, that
jMarty Moran had been obliged to sleep off
the effects of a large evening, nor was it likely
to be the last.
Marty was noted, at the club,
and in theatrical circles generally, for the
largeness of his evenings. Why should Joy
spoil their day together, just to sit beside him?
.All he needed was plenty of sleep.
So his
thoughts ran, as he started up his car. He
had threatened, in his anger, to take Gwen
Clark in Joy's place pleasure-lo\ang little
Gwen, whose agile legs had carried her to a
position of considerable distinction in musical
comedy circles, in spite of an almost negligible
voice. And while he cared not a rap for her,
he made good his threat and hunted her up.
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It would be a dismal proceeding,
alone.

Section

to lunch

The day, however, had not been an entire
success. Miss Clarli, tottering from the effects
of a rather wild party the night before, demanded stimulants in no uncertain voice, and
declined to move an inch untU they had been
provided. The mere getting of the stuff was
simple enough; Lloyd knew of half a dozen
sources of supply within two blocks of Miss
Clark's apartment, but it was the price that
annoyed him. He saw that his day was likely
to prove an expensive one, before it was over,
but he was in for it now, and there was
nothing to do but make the best of it. As a
result, he arrived back in town about six, some
thirty or more dollars poorer than he had been
a few hours earlier, and when the blithesome
Gwen, who had already consumed an entire
bottle of Scotch and an extremely expensive
luncheon, demanded additional supplies of
both foo<i and drink, Lloyd rebelled.

Pretty
Can't

f/^

Clothes

"T\ T^HAT

do you think I am, Gwen," he
asked impatiently. "A sucker? We're
both working the same side of the street.

Cover Up

Your Freckles
Why tolerate these embarrassinsr blem-

Why

don't you get yourself a millionaire?"
"I have, old dear," Miss Clark informed
him with a gay laugh, "and I'm going to call
him up right now." She darted into her hotel,
and Lloyd drove back to the club, cursing
himself for a wasted day. As a result, he was
in an evil temper with himself and the world

— you were not born with them
Apply a toach of Stillman'a Freckle

ishes

Cream tonight and they will gently be^n
to fade away while you sleep, making
the complexion clear and white. Safe
and sure— in use since 1890. Cannot grow
hair. Look for the purple and gold package.
At all druggists in two sizes,
eoc and $1.

Write for "Beauty Parlor Secrets"

generally, when he went around to call on Joy
after dinner. Mr. Watrous had just gone, and
she was standing in the front room of the little
apartment, staring out at the gloomy street.
Her own feelings were equally gloomy. Mr.
Moran was still asleep.
"Arthur," she cried, trying to throw off the
worries which oppressed her, "I'm awfully glad
you came. Did you have a nice daj'?"
"So so." He went into no details. "You

Just out I "Beauty Parlor Secrets*', a
booklet triving the details of expeniive
complexion and hair treatments, enabling yoQ to enjoy them at home at
low cost.
Illustrates fine points of
make-up. Sent free. The Stillman Company, 32 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, III.

Stillman^s
Freckle

—

Cream

should have
father?"

gone with me.

How's your

hasn't waked up yet. The doctor gave
sedative. He's coming back, later on.
I'm terribly afraid something has happened to
father's eyes."

"He

him a

J'Why?"
"Because, a little while ago, when I gave
him the medicine, he asked me why I didn't
put on the lights, and Arthur they were on

—

the time."
"You don't

all

mean

it!

Say

— that does look

bad!" He was all eager sympathy, now, not
only on Mr. Moran's account, but because of
what it would mean to Joy. In urging the
girl to marry him, he had been annoyed by
her suggestion that her father needed her.
Marty Moran, he argued, was an able-bodied
man, perfectly able to look out for himself.
He had, hitherto, regarded Joy's attitude in
Now, if what she
the matter as quixotic.
feared was true, the case was very different.
There might be a helpless invalid to support,
care for.
He hoped devoutly that her fears
were groundless, and told her so.
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"No use, dear, to worrj', until the doctor
After all, it may be just a temporary
returns.
thing. And if the worst comes to the worst,
we could put him in a sanitarium, an asylum,
where he would be properl)^ taken care of.
We'll manage, somehow." He used the dual
pronoun as though Joy had definitely agreed
to marry him, which was not at all the case,
in spite of his urgings. She was fond of Lloyd
for many reasons, but the note of selfishness,
He
so constantly apparent, disturbed her.
was thinking, now, not of her father's misfortune, but of how that misfortune would
affect him, and his plans for marrying Joy.
His suggestion of an asylum she found inIn spite of her father's
tolerably repellent.
weakness, so far as liquor was concerned, he
had always been a loyal and devoted parent,
and something equally loyal and fine in her
own nature told her that were he really to
become blind, her duty would be to remain
at his side, to cheer him, so far as she could,
through the black and desolate years that lay
ahead.

Every advertisement In
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"You

don't understand, Arthur," she said
"If father needed me before, he will
need me a thousand times more, now, if if

quietly.

is

—

I am afraid of is true."
"All right," Lloyd said desperately. "Marry
me and let's face the thing together. We'll
have him with us, while we're in New York.
I don't think even you would want to drag
him around with us on tour."
Joy considered the matter in silence. To

what

marry Arthur Lloyd would provide one way
out of her difficulties, even though she did not
love him, in the way she felt herself capable
of loving some man.
He had many good

and as an actor of experience and
ability could usually command an excellent
salary.
And he could help her, as well. It
was a temptation, certainly, especially with
her father to consider. One way out. And
Mr. Watrous had offered her another. W'hich,
qualities,

either, should she choose?
She wondered
what Lloyd would think of the latter proposition, and decided to tell him about it.
It
would be necessary to omit the confidential

if

details.

"Of course, dear," she heard him saj-ing, "I
don't ask you, or want you, to marry me just
because your affairs are in such bad shapie.
I know the closing of the show is going to
leave you in a nasty hole, but you can get out
of that some way, I guess, without me.
But
I do think that by facing things together we
will both be a whole lot happier than we ever
will be, alone.
At least that's the way I feel
about it, and if you do, too, why just say
the word and I'll arrange for the marriage
license at once.
You know how I love you,
dear girl, and honestly, if this trouble you are
afraid of with your father turns out the way
you think, I don't see just what you are going
to do, with summer coming on, and everj'thing
closing.
You might not be able to get an
engagement for months. You should think of
that."
"I have thought of it, Arthur. .A.nd as a
matter of fact I can get an engagement to-

—

morrow,

I want it."
sort of an engagement?"

if

"What

His tone

was incredulous.
"In pictures. With Royal Films. A six
months' contract, at a big salary. They are
all ready to sign me up."

"Why?"

The question came

instantly, as

Joy knew it would.
"Because iMr. Watrous, who knows some
people in the company, is backing me."
"Watrous! That rotter! Why should he
be backing you? WTiat reason has he got, to
offer you any such engagement?"

JOY

looked at him with a grave and wistful
.\rthur was forever exploding like that

smile,

over nothing.
"I can't tell yoM the reason, .\rthur, although
And you will believe me when
it is a good one.
how can I
I. say that it involves nothing
express it nothing morally wrong. You know
what I mean. There is a certain sersice Mr.
Watrous wants me to render him, in return
for his backing, but it is entirely of a business
nature."
".\re you going to accept?"
"I don't know. I haven't decided yet. I'm
to let him know in the morning."
.Arthur Lloyd's expression was puzzled, incredulous. He knew Joy knew her to be a
good woman a woman of innate innocence
and refinement. -Also he knew the world, or
his experience
thought he did, and nothing
enabled him to imagine any good reason why
Philip Watrous should go out of his way to
put Joy into pictures, at a big salarj-, with a
company like the Royal. He suspected a trap,

—

—

—

—

m

and said
"Look

so.

than

he told her. "I wasn't
had a lot more experience
don't mind sajing that all

here, Joy,"
I've

bom yesterday.
3'ou,

and

I

this talk about a business proposition sounds
to me like bunk. There's a catch in the thing
somewhere, as you'll find out before xovl get
ad\-ice and keep out of tiis
through. Take
thing. I insist on it. If you care for me at

guaranteed.

my

—

I
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chuck Watrous and his offer, and
marry me at once. If you don't well
guess I'm through."
"But, Arthur there really isn't any trap.
Mr. Watrous wants me to do something for
him "
"What? That's what I'd like to know.
And you can't tell me. If you could, I might
be able to advise you. I should think you
might tell the truth to a man you've known
If you can't,
as long as you've known me.
then all I can say is, it must be something
pretty rotten." He rose angrily, and reached
things between
for his hat. "Look here, Joy
you and me have come to a showdown. If
you take that offer of Watrous's, without
you'll

all,

—

—

—

—

telling

me

me what

out."

"But, Arthur

it's all

—I

about,

why

can'l tell you.

— that
I've

lets

prom-

There IS
a Rouge that

•

ised."

"Can't tell the man who wants to marry
you? Not if I give you my word of honor to
keep it absolutely to myself?"
"No. It wouldn't be fair."
"Fair to whom?"
"To Mr. Watrous."
"Hell!" Lloyd strode angrily toward the
"Watrous, eh? Wouldn't be fair to
door.
him. Look here, Joy I care an awful lot for
you, but I'm not going to be anybody's fool.
If you take this offer with the Royal, why, I
withdraw mine, that's all. You can let me
know in the morning. Please give my regards
I hope he will feel better
to your father.
tomorrow. Good night." In a dull rage he
left the apartment, slamming the door savagely to after him. Joy, about to call him
back, heard her father's voice, weak and
querulous, summoning her to the next room.
The slamming of the door had awakened him.
She went in at once.
"Dad," she whispered. "Are you all right?"
She sat down beside him in the darkened
room, took his hand in hers. The light from

Ldsts
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parlor showed his face, flushed, yet

Makers of Winx, the Liquid Lashli,x

'handsome, against the white pillows.
"Give me some ice-water. Baby," he whispered. "And for Heaven's sake turn on the
lights. What's the idea of keeping me in the
dark like this. The place is as black as a
tomb."
Joy saw that she could delude him no longer.
She must explain.
"Dad," she said, bending over him with the
glass of crushed ice. "I don't want to alarm
you, but I I'm afraid the stuff you drank
Not
last night did something to your eyes.
anything permanent, but you've got to be
She paused as she saw the look of
careful."

New York
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The Waterproof Roiige

—

on his face.
"Are the lights

fear

lit

—in

here?" he asked

hoarsely.

"No, Dad. Not in here."
"In the parlor?"
"Yes."
Slowly he turned his head, his eyes seeking
the doorway.
Through it the amber light from the adjoining room cut a warm quadrangle in the dark-

Ql Bin'lin^toit
Ten days Frjc
It

it.

Dad?" Joy

asked, her heart

pleased do you send
til. 50

Martin Moran's head fell back upon the
pillow.
His flushed face became white.
"No," he said. "Only a blur," and closed

—

Oitly^JOO

PHILIP WATROUS

had

am

2J

Burlinerton Is sold to yoa at a very low
price and on the very Bpecial terms (after free examina-
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VII
just finished his

morning's mail when Joy's name was
brought in to him. He had expected her to
telephone, and was surprised that she had
made the long journey down to his office in
Broad Street so early in the day. To the
denizens of the Forties, the lower end of Manhattan is often further away than Buffalo or
Detroit.
He wondered why she had come,
and Joy herself could scarcely have told him.
She had passed a wretched, sleepless night,
waiting on her father, tortured by the knowledge of his helplessness. The doctor, who had
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come in shortly after Arthur Lloyd had left
her, had done his best to cheer them both up.
He was not, he explained, an eye specialist;
they would have to await a thorough examination by a competent man before giving up
hope. The condition might be a mere temporary paralysis, not a permanent disability.
He advised that Mr. Moran should remain in
a darkened room, give his eyes a complete rest,
until the poisons were eliminated from his
system, and his health and strength restored.
Meanwhile, he suggested calling in an eye
specialist of his acquaintance at once, for a

thorough diagnosis.

welcome

this secret of
tropics thatj makes
hair so long and luxuriant. It is the use of ka-

TOand

the

Joy and her father had gladly agreed,
an appointment was made for the
following afternoon. But the night had been
an interminable one. Countless figures, representing various sums of money, danced diabolically before her eyes
the five hundred
dollars her father owed to Mr. Watrous, the
this

koa seed, that Nature
must have just meant for
Just a

people's heads.

—
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natives and fairest blondes from England, enrich
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TO READERS: The truth of the statements
printed above has been verified by William R.
Durgin, who visited the island for that purpose.
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eye

which she knew would be large, the
rent of the apartment, the money needed for
food, for medicines, for a thousand and one
other things, tortured her endlesslj'. In the
shadows cowered the pitiful two weeks' salarj'
which she would receive before the closing of
the show; a drop in the bucket, she well knew.
In her dreams she saw Arthur Lloyd reaching
out for her from one side, Philip \Vatrous from
the other, while above them smiled the handsome face of Jean Remain. Half awake, she
found herself staring at his picture, on the wall
What a tangle life was.
over the mantel.
She would have to do something, she knew,
or go down in defeat. At half-past nine, when
her father, having finished his breakfast, was
resting quietly, she put on her hat and coat
and made her way rapidly to the subway.
She would see Mr. Watrous, at least, have
another talk with him. There seemed no one
else to whom she could turn.
dear girl," he said to her, taking her
hand. "What's wrong? You look ill. Has

why X-Bazin —created

by a famous French
hundred years ago
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favorite depilatory with snnart women, for
use on arms, underarms and limbs.
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is

specialist,

Very quietly she told him of the hideous
development in her father's case.
Mr.
Watrous was horrified.
"Poor Marty poor old chap!" he said,
"What a rotten shame. I
over and over.
must run up and see him."
"So you can understand," Joy went on, her
eyes very grave, "that I've got to do something
at once. There are only three things I can
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and Joy

it, had known it, in ifact, ever since
the ghastly moment the night before, when her
father had been unable to see the amber
quadrangle of the doorwaj^ After all, while
it might outrage her nice sense of honor, to
play the part of a spy, the situation in which
she found herself was too pressing, too immediate, to permit of haggling about fine points
She would do the best she could,
of ethics.
and let the future take care of itself.
"I must accept," she said slowly. "It is the
only thing I can do."
"Good." Mr. Watrous reached for the
telephone, gave some quick instructions. "I

knew

A few moments
regret it."
he was talking with Mr. Gresham.
"Watrous speaking," he said. "That young
woman I told you about is ready to go ahead.
If possible arrange an appointment with Senft
as
excellent. Yes
for tomorrow. Yes. Oh
know you won't

later

—

—

strongly as you like. Yes. I understand, of
course the strictest secrecy. Good-bye." He
turned to Joy. "Air. Gresham will communicate with his friends at once, and one of them
will have a talk with Mr. Senft before night,
arrange an appointment for tomorrow. I will
let you know the hour, later. And I will meet
you, and go with you, of course. I am to
appear as your friend and legal adviser
friend of your family. Mr. Gresham's name is
not, under any circumstances, to be mentioned
in the matter at all. Even Mr. Senft will not
have the least idea of your real reasons for
seeking this engagement. He will regard you
merely as a young woman of talent, whom

—

—

powerful interests in his company want to see
get a chance." He summoned his secretary,
gave her some whispered instructions. She
returned almost at once, and laid a package
of bills

ALLEN HOLUBAR.
pyesenis
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every woman will want to see, the story of a beautiful girl
whose spotless reputation was torn to shreds by a merciless court,
but who eventually forced the judge himself to announce her innocence.
A tale with a northern setting, with its gay winter sports, and still

on the desk.

WATROUS took them up and counted
MR.
them, then turned to Joy.
hundred
"Miss Moran— Joy—here
what
father already owes
is

farther north, of life in the snow wastes near the Arctic.
Thrilling,
dramatic action, gorgeous scenery, everything that goes to make a
wonderful entertainment. Adapted from "The White Frontier", by Jeffrey
Duprend, with Lewis Dayton and an all star cast. Watch for the First
National trademark, the sign of the ultimate in entertaining pictures.

five

With
your
me, that makes an even thousand. You can
pay it back to me whenever you are able.
Your salary with the Royal will be ample to take
care of the amount in a few weeks. Meanwhile, I would advise you to make the necessary arrangements to leave New York for the
dollars.

coast the moment your present engagement
terminates.
And I suppose I need scarcely
point out to you that a few things in the way
might be a
of clothes a new dress or two
You can't do much
profitable investment.

—

—

with

five

hundred

dollars, I

know, but

it will

pay, when we meet Mr. Senft tomorrow, to
look your best. We both know how much
appearances count for, in the show business.
As for the doctors' bills, and your father,
don't worry. I'U take care of all that, for the

You can pay me back later."
Joy held the package of bills in her hand.
Her fingers were cold, and trembled a little.
Mr. Watrous had indeed been kind. Kinder,
she thought, than she had any reason to

present.

expect.
"I I don't

—

know what

to

—how

say

to

thank you," she faltered. "Your goodness to
father, and to
me. It's wonderful."
"Nonsense." The lawyer laughed, put out
his hand. "I'm doing all this for strictly business reasons to serve Mr. Gresham. And if

—

—

we succeed

in carrying out his ideas, I shall
be well paid for it, so don't worry about me.
I've undertaken to prevent his daughter from
marrying this fellow, and I look to you to
turn the trick. I can't have you fail for the
sake of a few dollars. And I want to see you
win that hundred thousand. Run along, now,
and do your shopping. And please let me
know how your father is getting along." He
rose, and went vnth Joy to the elevator.
She rode uptown, a new happiness rising in
her heart. The outlook had been so black, so
dismal, that the re\ailsion gave her a feeling
of lightheadedness. Fame, money, success lay
ahead of her, if she had the ability to win
them.
She dashed home to see how her
father was, and found him in far better spirits
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than he had been at breakfast.
An early
luncheon, and she hurried out again, this time
to do some shopping.
She knew just what
she wanted for her appointment at the Royal
offices the following morning.
A certain suit
of smoke-gray tweeds, simple but costly, that
she had seen in a Fifth Avenue shop. And an
equaUy simple and costly hat to match. Joy
possessed a Frenchwoman's taste in dress; she
knew that a keynote of extravagant simplicity
would be far more effective with the type of
man she was to meet, than all the finery she
could buy along Broadway.
Also, the suit
would stand her in good stead for her trip
west. As a woman of the stage, Joy was not
without a wardrobe, but her things were a
trifle out of date.
She made up her mind to
appear at the Royal offices in the morning, if
anything just a bit ahead of the mode.
Dr. Davis, the eye specialist, and Dr. Wells,
the physician who had been attending her
father, were to be at the apartment at four
o'clock.
She finished her shopping and hurried back to meet them.
While waiting, she
and her father had a talk. He seemed desperately worried about the matter of the raised
check.
"God knows, Baby," he groaned, "how I
ever came to do such a thing. Whatever else
Fve been, in life, at least I have been honest."
Joy knew the truth of this statement. Too
honest, if such a thing were possible, for many
men in the profession with no more talent, but
fewer scruples, had succeeded, financially,
where he had failed. "I must have been out
of my head."
Joy consoled him with stories she had read
in the newspapers, telling how the mildest
men had been made devils, the most peaceloving had been turned into fiends, through the
influence of bootleg liquor.
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"It's

of Watrous to interest
affairs like that," Mr. ]Moran
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himself in my
said.
"I didn't

know he thought that much
me." In his conceit he supposed that
Watfous's actions had been inspired solely bj'
motives of friendship for him. Joy made no
attempt to undeceive him. It made things
of
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great as he had feared. He thought that with
time, and proper treatment, the eyesight might
be restored, although he could say nothing
definite.
He thought that if Mr. Moran were
removed to a private hospital, where he could
receive adequate attention and care, better
results might be secured.
Joy received his verdict in silence. When
they had gone, she told her father two things:
one, that the doctors held out hopes of a cure,
the other, that his chances of recovery would
be much better if he went to a hospital.
"You know, Dad," she said, tears in her
But
eyes, "that I don't want to leave you.
we've got to consider what is best. And this
Every advertisement in
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picture engagement I've taken is going to
make it necessary for me to go to the coast
inside of two weeks, and I'd be much happier
to know that you were well taken care of,
while I'm gone."
"But the expense," he muttered.
Out of my salary.
"I'll look after that.
It's one reason why I have to go."
Mr. Moran drew his daughter to him and
kissed her.
"Baby," he said. "I understand. And I
don't think I deserve to have a girl like you."
"Nonsense," Joy laughed, gi\-ing him a hug.
"Everything's going to be fine from now on.
"At the hospital they'll cure you, and when
you come out again, you'll be your old self,
and go back to work and take the place you
used to have the place that belongs to you.

—

—

I

know.

This new engagement of mine

is

going to make a big dilierence to us. We're
going to be two of the happiest people in the
world." She smiled as she adjusted his pillow
for him, but when she looked up and saw the
face of Jean Romain staring down at her from
over the mantel, her smile disappeared, and
something like a sob rose in her throat, at
what she had agreed to do.

CHAPTER

Gray
Hair or—

'T'HIS beautiful woman has chosen wisely, She enters the "golden
age ol
of womanhood " with face and figure
as charmingly youthfiei
ful as at twenty. Her hair shows no trace of the flight of time.

VIII

TOY'S appointment with Mr.

Senft, of the

Royal Films Corporation, was set for twelve
o'clock, and Mr. Watrous called for her in
his car at a quarter before the hour. She was
ready at half past eleven, and was on the point

room to ask her father
she looked, when she remembered that
he could not see her. It dashed, for a moment,
all her gaiety, but Mr. Watrous, on his arrival,
restored it.
"My dear child," he exclaimed, standing off
to get a good view of her. "You look like the
What have you
proverbial million dollars.
done to yourself?"
Joy had done a great deal, assisted by the
deft hands of a hairdresser, a masseuse, at a
nearby beauty parlor, but what had done the
most for her was the exuberance of her unspoiled youth. E.xcitement, anticipation, the
joyous eagerness of her twenty years, had
given a color to her cheeks that beauty parlors
knew nothing of, a brilliance to her eyes that
laughed at drugs. She was the fire of youth
incarnate, a bewitching Irish colleen, in her
simple but well-cut homespun suit.
"I'm glad you think I'll do," she said, and
took the lawyer in to say a few words to her
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how

Royal ofiSces in Mr.
Watrous's very smart car seemed to Joy the
first stage of a new and marvelous journey.
She felt glad, in a way, that she would soon
drive

to

The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
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All Sports in a Climate of
Everlasting Spring
Only 2 Days from

to her dressing room before the rise of the curtain, and had insisted on knowing her decision.
When she told him that she had decided to go
to the coast, his face darkened, and he went
out without a word. That he had told Max

Fieldner and Miss Grant before the act was
realized from their manner during
the first intermission. They both came up to
congratulate her, but in their fulsome words

over,

Joy

the girl detected something ironical, something falsely suggestive. So she was about to
become a star? And with the Royal, too.
What amazing luck. How did she manage it?
Wliere did she get her pull? It must be wonMiss
derful, to have such powerful backing.
Grant announced that, speaking for herself,
she preferred to advance more slowly that
she didn't care to pay the price for such sudden
fame. Joy was on the point of an angry retort,

—

but thought better of it.
"The only price I know of is to make good,"
she said coldly.
"All I'm being given is a
chance." It was true, in a way, but she saw
they did not believe her. Nor could she blame
them. Powerful influences had been exerted
in her behalf.
There was a price, although
she could not

tell

them what

it

was.
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if you are not surprised and delighted with the results.
Send no money. Just write a letter or postcard at
once to Domino House and a regular $1.50 jar of
Domino Freckle Cream will be sent you at once.
When it is in your hands, give the postman only $1.00,
the reduced introductory price plus a few cents
postage.
Take advantage of the special reduced
price offer
send your order today, before the offer is
withdrawn. Remember you must be pleased or you
get your money back. Domino House, Dept. F-26S.
269 So. 9th St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
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— Soften Hard Water Instantly
—

adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath
it
Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.
Bathasweet imparts
the softness of rain-water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers. Always keep a can in your
bath room. Three sizes: 25c, SOc, and $1. At drug and department stores or by mail. Send
10c for miniature can. The C. S. Welch Co., Dept. P. P., New York City.

Bathe with Bathasweet.
refreshes and invigorates.

It
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pencil smudge this new triumph of science
erases the freckles on your face, your neck,
your arms. The remarkable, exquisitely perfumed
cream is applied merely with the finger-tips and
allowed to remain over night. Every woman who
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WL. DOUGLAS
NAME AND PORTRAIT

—

a result she knew that the world her world
v,ould instantly establish a definite and sinister

connection between herself and the wealthy
Philip Watrous.
Well let them.
Max
Fieldner even went so far as to say that the
lawyer was to be congratulated, but Joy pretended not to hear him. Only Sammy Klein,
who came back stage for a few moments, was
whole-heartedly friendly.
"What's this I hear about your going with
the Royal?" he asked.
"It's true, Sammy.
I'm leaxdng for the
coast as soon as we close."
"Good work. They need a few women like
you, who can act, as well as look pretty.
Cilad you've got the chance. Only don't forget to come back, in the fall. I'll write a play
for you. We can't afford to lose you from the

—

the best known shoe
Trade Mark in the world. It stands for the highest
standard of quality, style and workmanship at the
lowest possible cost.
IV.

L.

is

DOUGLAS shoes are actually demanded

year after

more people than any other shoe in the world
BECA USE W. L. Douglas for forty-six years has been
making surpassingly good shoes. The smart styles are
the leaders everywhere. When you need shoes and are
looking for the best shoes for your money examine W. L.
Douglas $7.00 and $8.00 shoes. They are exceptionally
good value for the price. Wear them and save money.
year by

regular stage pe'rmanently, j'ou know."

SHOES X'.
$5.^6n^8.m.
MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE

"Thanks, Sammy. That's very sweet of
She pressed his hand. "These cats,
male and female, in this company, are trying
to insinuate nasty things about me. There's
a good reason why I'm being given this chance,
but I can't tell you what it is, now. Some

NO

you."

shoe dealers can supply you with W. L. Douglas shoes. If not convenient to call at one of our 116 stores in the large cities, ask your
shoe dealer for W. L. Douglas shoes. Protection against unreasonable profits is guaranteed by the name and price stamped on the
sole of every pair before the shoes leave the factory. Refuse substitutes. The prices are the same everywhere.

day

NOT FOR SALE IN YOUR VICINITY WRITE FOR CATALOG.
TO MERCHANTS: If no dealer in

your toicn handles W.
Quick turn'Over

my

W.

line.

L.

126 Spark

& $5.00

<x

President

DouelasShoe Co.

Street. Brockton,

BOYS' SHOES

Mas:.

This genuine
imported Japan-

H Beautifully Curly,
^ Wavy Hair Like
'Nature's Own

way — the

— and

you'll

Many

ches, closely woven.
beautiful desigTig. It ig rever-*
Bible both sides of rich Copenhagren blue.
Six napkins to
match.
real bar^n at oar
special prce of $2.49.
Eusb
your order today.
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Liquid Silmerine
is

easily applied with brush.

A

Is neither sticky

fSENC

nor greasy. Perfectly harmless. Serves also as
a splendid dressing for the hair
Directions
JJirections
with bottle. At drug and departmentt stores SI.

Parker-Belmont Powder Compact
;t
Parker-Belmont Rose Compact
Parker-Belmont Beauty Cream
Powdered Barriflower. (depilatory)
y)
PARKER BELMONT &

CO.,

SPECIAL

PRICE
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$1.00
1.00
1.00
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.

Clybourn Ave.,
ve., Chicago
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Eare with sets costing as
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igh as $6.00.
The tablecloth is 60x60 in- |

never agrain use the ruinoua heated iron.
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CROWN SALES COMPANY

Dept. 202 16 Hudson St.,

t

New York, N.V.

((f^

COURSE'ON WEIGHT CONTROL

and

efiBcient.

Included with the Fat Reducer are simple, easy instructions and Dr. Lawton's Illustrated Course on
Weight Control, an authoritative book giving a complete health course on present weight reduction and
future prevention of excess weight. If you prefer to send no money in advance, order the Fat Reducer
complete C. O. D. and pay the postman S3. 75 plus postage on delivery. Should you prefer to send check
If after eleven days of use
with order, please include 20 cents for postage. Mailed, in plain wrapper.
you do not wish to keep it, return the Fat Reducer complete and you will receive back the full purchase
price at once. Under this positive guarantee you can see in a few days how surely the Fat Reducer will
help you.

DR.
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70th St.

THOMAS LAWTON
Dept. 78
Every advertisement in

NEW YORK

mean nothing

in

I believe in you.

me."

"You'll find it's real enough, before you get
through. By the way, I sent those stills )-ou
gave me the other day to Mr. Senft, so I don't
believe he'll want a test.
One look at you
ought to tell the storj', anj-Avay." He squeezed
her arm. "Good thing you're going away from
me, little Joy, or I'd probably end up by falling
in love with j'ou, myself."
"They say you have already," Joy laughed.
"Who says so?"
"Oh— that crowd at the theater. I told
them about my going with the Royal, and
thej^ all believe
well I leave you to guess
what I mean. Arthur Lloyd has been jealous
of j-ou ever since that night we had dinner at
your apartment. I can't tell them the real
reason I'm getting this engagement, so I guess
my reputation has gone a-glimmering."

—

"Don't worrj-," !Mr. Watrous said, as they
the car. "They'd say nasty things anyway always do, when anyone takes a step
ahead. But I've an idea j'ou are going to make
not only good, but superlatively good. \Mien
\'ou do, I may come to you and claim my
reward." He spoke banteringly, but Jo}- detected a note of seriousness in his voice. "I'm
sick and tired of being a bachelor," he added,
A few
as they stepped into the elevator.
moments later they entered the long, handsomely furnished reception room of the Royal
Film Corporation's offices.
left

—

Won't you

the past

few years have experienced that priceless blessing of
renewed joy and health by the restoration of youthful
form and vigor with the reducfion of unnecessary fat
accomplished easily, pleasantly and in the privacy of
'heir own homes with Dr. Lawton'x Guaranteed Fat
Reducer, a device approved by physicians as absolutely
safe

!

And

private office. There was no one in it. Joy
noted the name of the vice president on the
door.
"Mr. Senft is in the projection room," the
girl said, "but he will be back in a moment.

SEND NO MONEY

^ FEW

men and women'in

yoti.

girl

A
minutes use each night and morning of this
internationally famous invention is guaranteed to
restore shapeliness to your arms, legs, back, bust,
iibdomen. thighs, hips and ankles. With it you perform a gentle, pleasant massage that removes fatty
tissues from any portion of the body that you wish.

thousand

Explanations

know

who took their names came back
THE
in a short time and ushered them into a large

AND ILLUSTRATED

fifty

I
E
I
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SEND
MONEY. Just name and I
address. Pay postman only 52.49 and |
few cents postage.
Satisfaction «

DR.LAWTON'S
SPECIAL
PRICE
GUARANTEED FAT REDUCER

More than

|
S
I

..Ruaranteed or money back. Send I
2
*
f for FREE bulletin of other bargains.
I
I

it.

I

—

ese 7-piece Blue
Bird Dinner Set at

our special

life.

Mr. Watrous laid his hand on one of Joy's,
as the car turned into Fifth Avenue.
"Dreaming?" he asked.
"I admit it does all seem rather like a dream
to

Try the new
Silmerine way

may."

Just make good, and you'll have them all
eating out of your hand. So long." He dashed
ner\-ously o2.

Douglas

L,

shoes, ivrite today for exclusive
rights to handle this quick-selling.

I

"Forget

IF

CITY
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sit

down?"

Joy walked about the room, examining the
signed photographs of famous screen stars
.\ door closed softly
that lined its walls.
behind her and she turned to meet Mr. Senft.
He was a small man, sallow and dark, with
piercing black eyes and a straight, unsmiling
mouth. If Joy had expected him to show any
enthusiasm over her, she was doomed to disappointment. Mr. Senft nodded in response
to the introduction, and without offering his
hand, sat down behind his huge desk. Joy
sank into a chair, feeling as though someone
had thrown a wet blanket over her, and Mr.
Watrous said a few words concerning the

object of their visit.

guaranteed.
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I know," Mr. Senft said curtly.
"I know
"The stills are very good. I've seen Miss
Moran on the stage. We hope to use her in

Dress Your Hair
In The New Styles

FASHION

—

ringlets

pinned
5
'

close to

the head.
style that is
so youthful and

—A

attractive.

Irving Ringlets make this pleasing coiffure
and too they are a necessary requisite
to women who, though not averse to the boh,
are nevertheless an.^ious to bring back their
abundant growth of hair to meet thenew mode
They are fascinating masses of real curls made
from specially selected 12-inch lengths of lustrous, live hair (natural color) stranded intoone
piece by durable and invisible braiding. Irving
Ringlets come in shades to match precisely
possible,

doubled. But
good with him
You did make
you, so far as

Worn
PSYCHE PUFFS

SS.OO

Quality Hair

pair

SS.OOpair

just forward and over ears.

SS.50 each

Very attractive and becoming.

IRENE PUFF

.

Worn at crown or back
CORONET BRAID
Worn just below crown of head,

.

S7.00 aach

-

of head.

S10.00 each
very fashionable.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price
and sample of your hair. Mail your order today.

MONEY REFUNDED
Prices

goods

IF

NOT SATISFACTORY

for other hair
including Wigs, Toupees, etc.

AGENTS WANTED
Y.

DURING
Free,toTry. Sendfor Trial Bottle

When I can stop it
To let gray hair spoil your
looks, by making you seem
old, is so unnecessary when

,

Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer
will bring back the original color surely
and safely. Very easily applied you simply comb it through the hair. No greasy
sediment to make your hair sticky or
stringy, nothing to wash or rub off just

—

becoming

hair.

—

My Restorer is a clear, colorless liquid,
clean as water. No danger of streaking
or discoloration, restored color is even and
natural in all lights. Faded or discolored
hair restored just as successfully and
naturally as gray hair.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Send today for the special patented Free Trial package which contains atrial bottle of Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer and full instructions for making
the convincing test on one lock of hair. Indicate color
of hair with X. Print name and ad()re93 plainly. If
possible, enclose a lock of your hair in your letter.
Please print your name

MARY
Outfit.

'

Black

aubnm

T.

and addres3r^

GOLDMAN

^
j

2 IE Goldman BIdg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send yoor patented Free Trial

COUPON

X showa

dark brown

[dark red)
Hsht
blonde
tlisht red]

color of hair.

medium brown
Uebtaubom
brown

Mime
Street

SKIN
Afflictions
Here's good news for skin sufferers!
If you long for relief from your skin
troubles, if your skin is sensitive and
irritated, here is an old remedy in new
form that will bring relief at last! Yes,
instant relief. Its action is so gentle,
so calm, so soothing
and so quick!
The irritation vanishes as if by magic.

—

—

D. D» D»
Emollient Cream
This new cream is based on the simple forof the famous D. D. D. Prescription—
the liquid which for 25 years has been so successful in the treatment of skin disease.
D. D. D. Emollient Cream was created in
response to the demand for a remedy in mild,
convenient form which contains the same,
well known soothing and healing ingredients
oil of wintergreen, thymol, etc., of which
D. D. D. Prescription is made. Thousands
have written telling how this simple soothing
formula has given them relief.

mula

—

For Pimples and Minor
Skin Troubles

twice.

For skin blemishes, pimples,

brought her the contract with the Royal to

when her

father was

removed

City

When

very much to
at table.
Joy,
leave town with any ill-feeling behind her,
proceeded to break the ice at once.
"I wish, Arthur," she said, "that you'd go
up and see father once in a while, after I'm
gone. He's at Dr. Hammer's private hospital
on Seventy-fifth Street I forget the number,
but you'll find it in the 'phone book. He'd
dislil-:ed

as well

trouble.

Send for

not shown for months.
"I'm going to get well, Baby," he told her,
as she left him after his first day in his new
".\nd I'll owe it all to Watrous,
quarters.
and to you, dear child. God bless you both."
There were tears in Joy's eyes, but none in her
voice, as she bade him good-night.
Arthur Lloyd, however, continued to sulk,
greeting Joy in the theater with the scantiest
But even he finally came
of upstage nods.
around, on the Saturday night the play closed.
Sammy Klein gave a little party, a "wake"
he called it, and ignorant of the coolness
between Joy and Lloyd, placed them together

who

etc.,

as for insect bites and the milder forms of
ivy or oak poisoning, D.D.D. EmollientCream
is an ideal remedy. Just a few applications
are frequently enough to clear away the

Once was when he

to a private hospital on Seventh-fifth Street.
His eyesight was no better, but with improving
health had come a cheeriness of spirit he had

Dolit

FREE
TRIAL

HI to relieve

the ensuing two weeks Joy saw

sign; the other,

1

my

remember this, my dear make
and he'll be your friend for life.

Mr. Watrous but

beautiful, natural,

Mur

hundred,

—
—

on application

IRVING HAIR GOODS CO.
Manufacturers and Importers
NEW YORK, N.
67 IRVING PLACE

five

good the moment he looked at
your appearance is concerned.
And believe me, if you hadn't,
I saw that.
even the influence Mr Gresham brought to
bear wouldn't have got you an engagement.
Our friend Senft would have stalled, and talked
about a test picture, suggested another interview, and the minute we were out of the office
would have called up a certain party and
wanted to know what in hell they meant by
trying to shove a lemon off on him. That's
Well, all you have to do now is sign
Senft.
the contract I'll see Mr. Kellerman about it
and leave for the coast. I'll
this afternoon
get the names of the people you will have to
report to, when you get there, and make the
necessary arrangements about your transportation. What do you say to a bit of lunch?"

Highest Quality with

$10.00 $12.00 $15.00 $18.00
EAR WAVES. Flnast
CUTIE CURLS

months' contract at

ne.xt

We're giving

women stars. They're
temperamental enough as it is, without making
them worse by complimenting them. Why, a
smile, a word or two of approval, and most of
them would be asking to have their salaries

GUARANTEED PERMANENT WAVE
20 INCHES 22 INCHES 24 INCHES

INCHES

si.x

starting

thing, least of all his

your own and noonecanguessthesecretofyour
Just two $ | A 00
hair's attractiveness.
I
pins needed to keep them in place.

18

her a

Isis.'

'.\

her reception, the utter lack of enthusiasm,
She did not catch the
was disconcerting.
quick glance of admiration that Mr. Senft gave
her from one corner of his eye, but Mr.
Watrous did, and smiled to himself.
"You made a hit," he whispered to Joy,
when they were out in the hall.
"I didn't notice it," she laughed. "He took
about as much interest in me as if I had been
a last week's newspaper."
"You don't know these picture people as
"Eswell as I do," Mr. Watrous chuckled.
pecially Senft. He never enthuses about any-

(The Ready To IVear Bob)

^\ii7i>/^V» *>c
OWlLCneis

production we're
—new Daughter
of

big

and expenses to the coast. After that, we'll
see.
Mr. Kellerman will fi.x up the details.
He offered I\Ir. Watrous a cigar, lit one himself without so much as a glance in Joy s direction, and rose.
The interview was over. It
had lasted just four minutes. Joy got up,
scarcely knowing whether to feel depressed or
elated.
The salary Mr. Senft had named,
five hundred a week, was beyond her most
But the coldness of
sanguine expectations.

has

turned tocurls
little

month

a

Trial

Tube

If you suffer from any kind of skin trouble
try D. D. D. Emollient Cream — and see how it
brings you relief! We shall gladly send you
a generous trial tube of D. D. D. Emollient
Cream if you wish to feel its soothing effect.

The trial
first touch gives instant relief.
tube alone is sometimes sufficient in mild cases
of skin disease. Simply fill out the coupon
below and send it in today. Enclose only 10
cents to cover package and postage.

The

Use This Coupon
i'llllllllllilillllilllllllllllilllllllilHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillillllll

i

D. D. D. Laboratories, Dept. 1725
3845 E. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago.
Please send me trial tube of D. D. D. Emollient

i
=

Cream. 1 enclose
age and postage.

=

>^a7ite.

—

=

AddrtM

=

I

City

I

10 cents to

cover cost of pack-

|
|
=
g
s

—

appreciate it."
"Of course I will, Joy. And I want to say
right here and now that I'm sorry I've acted
the way I have, and I hope you make a big
success, out on the coast."
Joy looked at him curiously.
"What on earth has changed you so,
Arthur?" she asked.
you write to advertisers please mention
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"Well for one thing I've had a talk with
Mr. Watrous."
"You have?" This was news to Joy.
"Yes. Ran into him the other night, after
the show. He invited me up to his place for
a drink.
had quite a talk, and he told me
some things I won't forget. Said he had done
what he had because of your father that he
regarded you as he might his daughter that
if anybody said unkind things about you, he

We

—

expected

me

to set

them

right

— to

Yoa Can Earn
Big Money as
a Designer^

—

tell

them

Little Secrets

the truth. And I'm going to, you bet. Fine
chap, Watrous. I had him all wrong."
"You certainly did, Arthur." Joy began to
see how real a friend, and also how clever a
man Philip Watrous was. He had arranged
this talk with Lloyd for two reasons
a personal one, to put a stop to unpleasant gossip
about Joy and himself a business one, to
check the possibility of undue speculation concerning the girl's sudden good fortune.
He
was doing it all for her on account of his
friendship for her father; he knew Lloyd could
be depended on to spread that story, and he
wanted it spread.
His old friend Marty

record thatof allour grraduates, not one, has ever
been disappointed in
seeking profitable em-

—

ployment? Take up

PATRICK SYSTEM ^x^iJiViVi
Students do actual work which is sold to the
trade. Fit yourself to earn $150 to $400 a month.
Mrs. Booth, Kan., says: "Got a position rieht
away in a wholesale house. Now opening my
own shop." Miss Rager says: "Through your
training I am now teaching Millinery in Kansas."
"Have a splendid position as a trimmer" writes
Mrs. Major. "Earn better -than 550 a week at
home" says Miss Nofsinger. PATRICK GRAB-

blind.
An adequate and compelling reason, covering completely the real,
business one.
The underlying purpose in
Joy's visit to the coast would never be sus-

Moran, now

Science

UATE3 wanted every place as trimmers, deeieners, etc.
must come here
We Pay Your Railway You
to eret Personal inBtrncy„-,„- /^;»,,
are ^_
to ii.ansas
i^ity. tions in art-work

Gukure
beautyMARTINE

SHOP, bat we help by paying fare from any place in U.S.

Please Write Today, f^fir^.
cnption of courBe, interesting picturee,

By VIVIAN
Now it all seems like a miracle to me,
for I have found the simple means to
alluring charm, healthful beauty. Not
artificial, not the kind you buy in bottles and jars, but the real thing, a gift
of Nature and beyond the price of
jewels, measured by the happiness it
Cosmetics, pasty,
has brought me.
messy things to smear on the skin

letters

ELEANOR
The Patrick School

How

—

made ?

Says Science

mail

it

quickly

—

deafness.

announces the perfection of a
remarkable device which has enabled thousands of deaf persons to hear as well as
ever.
The makers of this wonderful device
say it is too much to expect you to believe
this, so they are going tp give j'ou a chance
to try it at home. They offer to send it by
prepaid parcel post on a ten-day free trial.
They do not send it CCD. they require
no deposit there is no obligation.

of the greatest produc'

free.

tions of screen history.

Clever, she thought to herself, this
pected.
talk with Arthur Lloyd.

wittioiitcost

tome'—
Nome
Address
Mail to

VI-REX

COMPANY
Dept. r-50 Chicago

St.

High School Course
can complete
in 2 years
High
this simplified
School Conrse at home in

-

•fde of two Teara. Meets all reqpfrements for entranre to collaffi
practical
_
This and thirty-six other pra
and the leadingr profeBeions.
"
for it TODAY.
courseB are described in our Free BalletiD, Send
'

AMERICAN SCHOOL
tHpU H-571

Droxel Ave.

&

58th St.

FREE COLORED PHOTO
Your Favorite MOVIE STAR
with every $5 order. Original 8x10
photos 50c each, or S5 doz. Post
Card photos 50c doz. Illustrated

catalog oontainine 75 pictures FREE with
every SI order. Send for ItirgeHt and best
of most beautiful girls of world'n
tion Picture Capital.
list
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W. Madison

all who suffer from
The Dictograph Products Cor-
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'WondefMist'
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Invention Aids Thousands

Here's good news for

Photoplay, giving the
inside story behiod one

yiVianMdrtine
..Send

New

everyone will find
the question answered
in the next issue of

—

I'll

Mo-

FILM STARS PORTRAITCO.
424 S. Broadway, Los Angeles

of

and De^ga

2715 Independence Avenne, Kansas City, Ho.

was

And

tainable only from sunshine and mountain air,
because that is just what "Wonder Wist" is.
It is synthetically created sunlight and mountain air, the potent, active qualities of sunlight
and the ozone of mountain air. Until now the
jealously guarded secret of high-priced beauty
specialist, but
read all about it in my booklet
"Wonder Mist." Sign your name to the cou-

PATRICK

Deaf Can Hear

—

It gives roses to the cheeks and sparkle to the
eyes; it gives the vital, magnetic beauty ob-

B.

oi Millinery

The Covered Wagon

these are now almost forgotten
nightmares, for I have the real key;
"Wonder Mist."
it is

Beautifies the Human Skin,
lite DeW Refreshes Flowers

from

gradnates and catalog. Also free booklet "Bow Tou
Can Earn Big Money as a Desionery Be a first ClssS
milliner and insore your independence.

Everyone will be asking

all

pon and

this

fascinating work; yon need no previous ezper*
ience; learn in a few weeks by the

—

Latest contribution of

That Pay

Is it not a wonderful

Sunday afternoon finally came, and Joy
found herself with Mr. Watrous, in the
Pennsylvania Station. He had secured for her
a section on the Limited, and intimated in a
mischievous and rather mysterious way that
when she got aboard, she would have a great
surprise. What it was he would not tell her,
and Joy, boarding the train as soon as it was
open, thought he must have meant the flowers,
and candy and magazines mth which her
section was filled. She opened the candy, and
found a note inside the box, written on the
back of one of Mr. Watrous's cards.
"I learned from Mr. Senft yesterday," it
said, "that one of the Royal's best little stars,
who has been east for a couple of days on
business, is leaving on the same train as yourself, and in fact has the drawing room in your
Mr. Senft mentioned that accommodacar.
tions had been secured for you on the same
P. W."
train, so you will probably meet.
Who could it be, Joy mused? Jane Dare?
Or possibly the temperamental Vesta Lorraine? She glanced up, as a pair of redcaps
staggered in loaded down with bags, coats,
golf clubs, and found herself staring into the
laughing eyes of Jean Romain!
[

END OF SECOND INSTALLMENT

Every advertisement in PHOTOPL.'i.T

MAGAZINE

They send it entirely at their own expense and risk.
They are making this extraordinary offer well knowing that the magic of this little instrument will so
amaze and delight the user that the chances of its being returned are very slight. Thousands have already
accepted this offer and report most gratifying results.
There's no longer any need that you should endure
the mental and physical strain which comes from
Now you can mingle
a constant effort to hear.
with your friends without that feeling of sensitiveNow you
ness from which all deaf persons suffer.
can take your place in the social and business
world to which your talents entitle you and from
which your affliction has, in a measure, excluded
just send your name and address to The
you.
Dictograph Products Corporation, 1317 Candler
Building, New York, for descriptive literature and
request blank.

]

is

guaranteed.

Reduce Your Flesh
Arms

in

Spots

Double Chin
Bust
Legs
body or any part without dieting

in fact the entire

by wearing

DR. WALTER'S

Medicated lieducini/

RUBBER GARMENTS
Bust Reducer, $6.00
Chin Reducer, $2.50

Anklets
for

RedDcbig

aod

Shaping Ihe Ankles,

$7.00

per

Extra High,

pair.

$9.00

Stnd ankle mraivr^tmeni vXen #rd^t*ic.
Send I'or illustrated Bookht

DR. JEANNE

P. H.

353 Fifth Ave.,

WALTER
New York

Photoplay Magazine

—Ad\'ertising

Photoplays

Easy to-Pay
[

Men*8 Solid Gold
Genuine Diamond
Ring— shown below.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 103

"THE PRISONER"

]

— Uni\tersal — Di-

by Jack Conway. Story by George
Barr McCutcheon, published as "Castle
Craneycrovv." Scenario by Edward T. Lowe,
PhotoKraphed by Benjamin Reynolds.
Jr.
The cast: Philip Quaitin, Herbert Rawlinson;
Dorothy Garrison, Eileen Percy; Lord Bob,
George Cowle; Lady Francis, June Elvidge;
Dickey Savage, Lincoln Stedman; Lady Jane,
Gertrude Short Prince Hugo Raver clli, Bertram
Grassby; Count Sallonica, Mario Carillo; Duke
Lasclli, Hayford Hobbs; Mrs. Garrison, Lillian
Langdon; Couranl, Bert Sprotte; Prince
Kapolski,
Boris
KarloS;
Marie,
Esther
Ralston; Father Bivot, P. J. Lockney; Maid,
Millie Davenport; Valet, F. F. Guenste;
Austrian Officer, Fred Kelsey.
rected

Saxophone
Easiest of all wind instrumentstoplay and oneof the
most beautiful. You can
learn the scale in an hour's practice and play popular mueic in a
few weeks. You can take your
place in a band within 90 days, if
you desire. Unrivaled for home
entertainment, church, lodge or
Echool. In bier demaiid fororchestra dance music.
Yon may order any
i?»-AATt-ial
l ridl Buescber Inetru/ ment without paying in advance, and try
it
six days in your own home, without
obligation.
If perfectly satisfied, pay for
it on easy payments to suit your convenience.
of all popular phonograph records are
'to'/'o
played with Buescher instruments. Ask for pictures
of the Nation's Record Makers,

rr

Saxophone Book Free

t^'.tl^!,^"^ e'^Jr"'.
Btnimenta are almost entirely displaced by Saxophones in ull
nationally popular orchestras. Our Free Saxophone Book
tells which Saxophone takes violin, cello and bass parts and
many other things you would like to know. Ask for your
copy. Mention the instrument interested in and a complete catalog will be mailed free.
(83)

Sax Invented the Saxophone
Buescher Perfected It

v

FRECKLES
Them With a

Them With

Othine

—

Veil;

Remove

Double Strength

This preparation for the treatment of freckles is
usually so successful in removing freckles and giving
a clear, beautiful complexion that it is sold under
guarantee to refund the money if it fails.
Don't hide your freckles under a veil; get an ounce
Even the first few
of Othine and remove them.
applications should show a wonderful improvement,
some of the lighter freckles vanishing entirely.
Be sure to ask the druggist for the double strength
Othine; it is this that is sold on the money-back
guarantee.

"YOUR FRIEND AND MINE"

—A

Metro-SL

by Rudolph Bergquist.

The

cast: Patricia

Your

Its

quickly cleared of
Pimples, Blackheads,
Acne Eruptions on the
face or body— Enlarged Pores,
Oily or Shiny Skin. Cleak-Tonb
has been Tried, Tested and Proven
merits in over 100,000 test cases.

WRITE TODAY
I

I

for

my

J'reeBooklet^"A CleabTone Skin" telling how

—

cured myself after being afflicted fif teenyeara.

E. S.

GIVENS, 139

Chemical Bldg.. Kansas City .Mo.

No Deposit
o€ any kind
Read this amazing new plan— the fairest
diamond offer that the world has ever known.
These rings are solid 14K green gold, with 18K
white gold tops, each set with a fine large,
extra brilliant, perfectly cut, blue white genuine diamond. The tops are exquisitely hand
engraved and beaded. In the stores, you may
buy these rings for $50 or $55. Our price is only
$38.75, payable $3.75 a month without interest.

Enid Bennett; Hugh Stanton, Huntly
Gordon; Ted Madison, Willard Mack; Mrs.
Beatrice Madison, Rosemary Theby; Victor
Reymier, J. Herbert Frank; Andrea Mertens,
Otto Lederer.
Stanton,

"BACKBONE"

— Distinctive

—Written by

W

Metro

—Personally directed by Hunt Strom-

berg.

Scenario and

titles

Genuine

Diamonds

Pictures

Clarence Budington Kelland. Directed by Edward Sloman. Scenario
Photographed by
by Charles Whittaker.
Harry Fischbeck. Art Director, Clark Robinson. The cast: Yvonne, Edith Roberts; John
Thome, Alfred Lunt; Colonel Tip, Major
James Doyle; Bracken, William B. Mack;
Doc Roper, Frank Evans; Andre, L. E. La
Crobc; Ken, Charles Fang; The Indian, Frank
hidden, Marion Abbott.
Hagney; Mrs.
Characters in the mediaeval episode: Yvoime
de Chaiisson, Edith Roberts; Andre de Mersay,
Alfred Lunt; Constable of France, George
MacQuarrie; Captain of Guards, J. W. Johnson;
King, Hugh Huntley; Robert de Chausson,
William Walcott; Jailer, Adolf Millar.

Corp.

"ROB 'EM GOOD"— Hunt Stromberg—

skin can be

Ladies* Solid Gold
Genuine Diamond
Ring — shown above.

;

(Arthur Sawyer and Herbert
Lubin) special production released by Metro
Pictures Corporation. Adapted by Winifred
BUESCHER
BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Alaker* of Everything In Sand and Orchestra Instruments
Dunn from the play by Willard Mack. DiELKHART, INDIANA rected by Clarence G. Badger. Photographed
2283 Buescher Block

Don't Hide

123

Casts of Current

Easy to Play
True-Tone

Section

by Clyde Bruck-

Effects and photography by Irving
The cast: The Earl of Nothingdone,
Ries.
afterward Robemgood, Bull Montana; King
Dick the Lamb-hearted, Chuck Reisner; Lady
Maryann Fizzwater, Dot Farley; Prince
Johnny, James Quinn; Sir Guy Ginsberg, Sid-

man.

ney D'Albrook; The High Sheriff of Knotinham, George Meadows; The King's Jester,
Billy Gilbert; Lady Maryann's Chiropodist,
Marion Harlan; Fall Guys for Prince Johnny,
Spike Robinson, Vincent Bryant; Fall Guys
for King Dick, Harry Keaton, John McCallum; Friar Luck, John Weldon; Little Joe,
Billy Ebner; Red Scarlet, "Broken-Nose"

Murphy; A Peasant, Max Davidson.

We will send your choice of these rings on approval for seven days, without any deposit of

—

we even
any kind. The trial is entirely free
prepay the postage. To order your choice on
approval, simply send the coupon below.
Send no money. When the ring arrives, you
will pay no C. O. D. Just accept the ring and
wear it for a week. At the end of the seven
days trial decide — if you do not wish to buy,
send it back and call the deal closed. If you
decide that this $38.75 ring can't be equalled
forless than $50.00, keep it and send only $3.75.
Then pay the balance at $3.75 a month. Accept
this offer at once. You cannot lose one single
penny, because you do not go to any expense
nor do you make any deposit.

Pay No CoO. D.
We make this startling offer because we know
that we can save you from 20% to 30%. We
can save you this sum because we import
direct and sell direct. We eliminate all middleman's expenses and profits, which ordinarily
must be added to the retailers' price. This
offer is an example of the wonderful savings
you can make by dealing with us direct.
Mail the coupon today. Enclose your Knger
size but send no money we ask no deposit of
any kind, and indeed, no money at all unless
you decide to buy after a full week's trial. Be
sure to send the coupon today.

—

Harold Lachman Co.
204 South Peoria

St.

"THE MESSAGE OF EMILE COUE"—
Produced by Motion Picture Arts, Inc. DiM. Coue
rected by John L. McCutcheon.
personally appearing in his only motion
picture.

Clerks

today for full particulars.

,

United

Gofcmmenl

Training Inst.,

213-K Dinan Bldg., Detroit,

Mich.

The
Girl,

Violet

Send for Booklet ehowfnf? photoa of men with
and without THE PERFECT LEG FORMS.

Haskins
SON Co.

CO.. Dept. 54
140 N. Mayfield Ave., Chicago. HI.

Oliver;

"JUST LIKE A

WOMAN"— By

Grace

— Distributed by the W. W. Hodkin— Directed by Scott Beal and Hugh

McClung.
When you

City

~ — State

O'NeiU.

PERFECT SALES

The
The Stenographer, Peg

cast: Casey Jones, Jr., Lige Conley.

"BOW

LEGS and KXOCKKIVEES" IXSIGHTLY

—

"CASEY JONES, JR." Educational
Mermaid Comedy A Jack White Production.

—

Screen Adaptation, Hal Conklin.

write to advertisers please mention

III.

Mail this Coupon

Educational— Presented by E. W. Hammons.

WANTED
— Railway Mail
WrUe

Chicago,

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Photographed by Lyons Brothers and John
Leezure.
The cast: Peggy Dean, Marguerite
de la Motte; Judge Landon, George Fawcett;
James Landon, Ralph Graves; Abigail, Jane
Keckley; Salina, Julia Calhoun; Peggy's
Brother, J. Frank Glendon.

Sh ampoomg
A

—Directed by George Archainbaud.

Story by
Rupert Julian. Scenario by Rupert Julian.
Photographed by Charles Stumar. The cast:
Gahrielle,
Grace Darmond; John Dryden,
Mahlon Hamilton; William Chalfield, Clyde
Fillmore; Monk, Pat Harmon; Aunt Sally,
Mathilde Brundage.

TALE"— Film

"A WAGGIN'

— Story by Monty Brice.

nee(ds more than just shampooing. They have no more choice
in the color of their hair than you
have. Their hair is more beautiful, because their profession
their very environment
soon
teaches themhowtomakethebest
of what nature has given them.

—

Booking

Directed by

Carter DeHaven. Photographed by K. MacLean. Starring Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.

"CAN A

Feels Like a

New Woman

No

Starving, Exercise, Drugs,
Appliances or Discomforts
10 Days' Trial
"I lost 74 pounds and am still reducing.
I lost 10 pounds the very first week.. Formerly I could not
upstairs without
feeling faint
now I can RUN up. I have
banished my indigestion, and my complexion is now clear, whereas I used to be
bothered with pimples. I reduced my bust

WALK

—

WOMAN LOVE TWICE?"—

—

Gittens. Photographed by Joseph A. Dubray.
The cast: Mary, Ethel Clayton; John Smith,
Malcolm McGregor; Abner Grant, Albert Hart;

Golden Glint Shampoo was made
particularly for medium browTi hair
to make it look brighter and more beautiful.
When your hair appears lifeless,
all you need do is have a Golden Glint
Shampoo. It does more and IS more
than an ordinary shampoo. With it
you can correct
correct, mind you
any little shortcomings your hair may
have.
It places your hair in your own
hands, so to speak.

— Directed

by Robert Thornby. Story by
Photographed by Ben
H. H. Van Loan.
Reynolds. The cast: William McCabe, Walinches, waist 9 inches, and hips 11
lace Beery; Shark Moran, Noah Beerj'; Ann
inches." (Signed) Mrs. Mary J. Denneny,
Reynolds, Virginia Browne Faire; Hclda Mc82 W. 9th St., Baijonne, N. J.
Cabe, Arline Pretty; Snape, Jack Carlyle.
This method operates equally well whether one Is very
or just a few pounds overweight.
Mrs. Geo.
of 420 E. 66th St.. New York, lost 13 pounds

Mr. Ben Naddle of 102
York, was just 22
pounds overweight and he lost this 22
pounds In 14 days. You may reduce
slowly,
just as you please. And
last or
not only does your fat depart, but you
experience a vast Improvement in health.

In 8 days.

Now
01
m^k

#
M ^%*

m 1,

A# fl
"

Fulton

And

St.,

New

without

starving,
drugs or discomforts.
all

exercises.

THE SECRET EXPLAINED.

Eu-

"THE FOUR ORPHANS"— HoDKiNSON

«*^DIAMONDS

"POP TUTTLE'S POLECAT PLOT"—
Film
and Wilma Hervey.

S-

Dan Mason

Genuine Diamonds ^^"teed''

disappear.

Send No Money
Try Method Ten Days
Send no money — just mail the coupon. The course
be sent. In plain wrapper, ON 10 DAYS' TRIAL.

will

Pay postman 97c. (plus few cents
payments necessary at any time.

postage). No further
If at the end of 10

days you are not delighted with your reduction In weight
and Improvement In health, return course and your 97c.
win be refunded. Three hundred thousand people have
gladly paid the regular price of Si. 97. Special price of
97c. Is for Immediate acceptance to secure a quarter million more people who will use this method and recommend It to their friends. Act at once and save a dollar.

Corrective Eating Society, Dept. W-2085
47 West 16th Street, New York City
Send me In plain wrapper Eugene Christian's Course
"Weight Control." I will pay the postman only 97c.
But I may return
(plus postage) In FULL payment.
the course within 10 days If I wish and you will refund
my money.
.

Address

Sand

for Catalog. Everything fully
explained. Over 2,000 ihastrations of
Diamonds.Watches, Pearls. Gold Jew-

Questions and Answers

—

—

Name.

Spring Street, Seattle, Wash.

—

gene Christian, Internationally known
food specialist, discovered that ordinary

everyday foods can be combined In such
a way that they will CORRECT your
Don't starve yourself eat the foods
fatty tendencies.
combine
them as he shows you. Then
you like but
WATCH YOUR FAT VANISH. Three hundred
thousand men and women can voMch for the certainty
PROVE IT YOURSELF. Eugene
of this method.
Christian has explained his method In an Interesting
It shows you
little course entitled "Weight Control."
the way to combine your dally foods so that your fat
will

Have a Golden Glint Shampoo today and
give your hair the special treatment which is
it needs to make it as beautiful as you
desire it. 25c a package at toilet goods counters or postpaid direct.
J. W. Kobi Co., 151
all

Release. With Charles Murray, Raymond
McKee and Mary Anderson.

Booking Offices. — With

elry, Silverware,

[continued from PAGE

—

M. A. D. I'm so glad
me an "interesting piece

81

that you consider

of human being."
Httle mixed, perhaps, for I'm not so little.
don't wony.
I have plenty of time to eat
As to your
talents.
Eating is one of
questions and there are many of them
here goes. Winnie Brown will be featured
with Fred Thompson in a series of outdoor
stories from the facile pen of Frances Marion.
The first will be called "The Law of Life."
Patsy Ruth Millfer is unmarried. Not so T.

A

—

my

—

"Sylvia"
Ring. Bl
perfect cut

Pay $15

to

$5C

^-My

Time Work at Jio.-'e
Writing Show Cards
i^Jo
Canvassing
Experience Unnecessary

UNITED

—
—
— Write Today.

SHOW CARD SYSTEM

213 -J DInan Building. DETROIT, MICH.

stores

In

DL

Loadlni CItlaa

WOOLS

Colonial Yarn
1231-X Cherry

—

L.B., Eureka, Cal. Yes, Richard Barthelmess is married to Mary Hay Caldwell,
dancer and actress. She was the ingenue in
"Way Down East." They have a brand new

St.,

House

Philadelphia, Pa.

For 68 yeara these little marchers
have led band instrument buyers
to better qaality and value
I

Everything for the

BAND PLAYER!
M^
m

—from a drumstick to world's finest
Instroments! Used by Liberad, Armr,
Navy. Victor Record Makers SEND

FOR FREE CATALOG: mention Inotrument Interests YOU. Free rnoJ/ Easy payments. Sold by
leading music merchants everywhere. Write TODAY
!

LYON & HEALY, 71-77 Jackson BWd., CHICAGO

Wanda Lou, Cal. —Of

course, I'm the wise
I'd tell you anything

I like that title.
one.
The question you ask
after such a name.
Fred Thompson played the part
is too easy.
of the sailor, Joseph, in "The Love Ligtit."
His jump over the cliff was spectacular, wasn't
it?
is

DEPT. N-502
100 to 103 N. State St.. Chicago,

FREE 300 Samples
INCLUDING THE NEW GLOW YARNS

—

FHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

LIBERTY BONOS ACCEPTED
The Old Reliable Credit Jewelers

KNITTING

Barnes. Ruth Roland is divorced from
Lionel Kent, and Harrison Ford is divorced
Bert
Lytell
Prentiss.
is
Beatrice
from
married happily. And Kenneth Harlan is
going to enter the bonds with Marie Prevost.

Every advertlsemeut in

WrlBtWatch,18-KSoUd Whit* Gold. ITJeveb,
guaranteed, 939; 16 Jewels, 14-K. S32.
Terms, $1.00 a week.

lOFTIS
BRos&caris

—

for Spare

Mesh Bags, etc.

Dia-

mond Rlnzl9l8-K
Solid White Gold.
StOO. Others at
S7S. $125, S1SO.
SlOOt and up.

Roy

—

a.

]

daughter; now Mary Hay Barthelmess, Jr.
Richard has been on the screen for eight years,
and played in summer stock for five years.
Her first picture
Pola Negri is in California.
Fitzmaurice will be
directed by George
"Bella Donna." Conrad Nagel and Conway
Tearle will hz her leading men.

We

—

—

"STORMSWEPT"— Film Booking Offices

Gulterman

—

dull, drab hair.
Only a shampoo that
adds "that little something" dull hair
lacks, can really improve it.

Coleman Grant, Fred Esmilton; Mrs. Coleman
Grant, Kate Lester; Franklyn Chase, Wilfred
Lucas; Baby Tom, Baby Muriel Dana; Detective, Anderson Smith; Mrs. Webber, Victory
Bateman; Thomas Jefferson Grant, Theodore
Von Eltz; Housekeeper, Mrs. Clara Clarke
Ward; Nurse, Madge Hunt.

stout

—

Practically every woman has reasonsatisfactory in quantity,
texture and color. So-called dull hair
is the result of improper care.
Ordinary shampooing is not enough; just
washing cannot sufficently improve

ably good hair

Film Booking Offices Directed by James
W. Horne. Story and Scenario by Wyndham

74 Pounds

done

Noted actresses all recognize
the fact that hair to be beautiful

"THE MIDNIGHT GUEST"— Universal

Offices

task half

guaranteed.

Cuticura Soap
Will Help You
Clear Your Skin
Soap, Ointment, Talcnm. 2Sc. everywhere. Samples
free of Cntlciira Laboratartea, D<pt D. Mald«n. Mau.

Photoplay Magazine
Newark, N.

iNouisiirvE Anna,
trifling

women

in this
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—Advertising
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125

— All the

country seem to have

fastened their unsteady affections upon the
person of Signer Novarro. Mexican love Just
out of curiosity, you say, Anna? Well, I'll try
to believe you, but the evidence is against the
curiosity.
He was born in a town named
Durango, on the sLxth of February, 1899. He
is five feet ten inches tall and weighs one hundred and sixty pounds. He has black hair and
eyes a dangerous combination and is not
married. He will be next seen in "Where the

Silk
Canton Crepe

!

—

—

Pavement Ends."

Dress with
Stylish Pleated
Panels and
Cuffs

—

Me, Vancouvtr, B. C. So you think that
Photoplay is the best magazine on the market
today. Today and everyday, is my comeback!
I'm afraid that I can't tell you the name of
every motion picture star who was born in
But here's a representative five.
January.
Carlyle Blackwell, Carol Dempster, Tom MLx,
Webster Campbell, and Matt Moore. Dorothy Gish was born on the eleventh of March,
The
Lillian was an October child.
1898.
fourteenth of the month, the year 1896.

Down

—

Sec San Sou. I'm afraid that you don't
mean well by me, asking me if I have a wife
and everything And not asking me to answer
any questions. Oh, guile, thy name is woman.
It would serve you right if the Sunday best discovered that you were writing to a stranger,
and took back the diamond ball and chain.
However, I thank you for saying that the Magazine, without my winning personality, would
be like a summer day without the sun. Such a

Only $1 brings this most popular advance Spring style— a very

!

fashionable straight-line dress of
quality silk canton crepe, with
beautiful silk braided girdle of
self material at waistline, with
fancy ornament. Panels of self

material on both sides,
neatly plaited in newest

sweet thought!

Josephine,

New York

Mary MacLaren

City.

Sleeves

cuffs also plaited.
will be proud to
wear this dress; suitable for all occasions.

— Yes, indeed.

You

Katherine MacDonald's
Her latest picture was "The Face in
sister.
the Fog," a Cosmopolitan production starring
Lionel Barrymore. It was a very good picture
and Mar>' was lovely, in it. Jean Paige?
Her last appearance was in "The Prodigal
Judge." It is reported that she will shortly
make "The Magnificent Ambersons" when
Bebe Daniels is
she returns from abroad.
twenty-one. Barbara La Marr has been maris

A

Big Bargain. Send
only $1 with coupon
below for this dress.
Pay no C. O. D. Notice
the excellent materials
and careful workman-

—

ship. Your $1 back if
not satisfied. Comes in
navy blue, black or cocoa brown. Sizes 34-44.

ried four times.

— It

Teze, Miami, Fla.-

most unfortui.ate

is

Order by No. 8-25.
Terms: $1 with the coupon

we don't see more French pictures. But
very few of them too few come our way.
that

fashion.

are very shapely with

—

—

—

only $3. 20 monthly.
Total 'bargain price, $19.85.

"Tillers of the Soil " is the only French picture
that I have seen lately it has some splendid
characterizations, and should be released in
about a month. I don't blame you, as a French
woman, for feeling the injustice of so many

—

6

and so few from your own country. Yes, I speak your language. But not too
So if you want to correfluently, Madame.
spond with me, do it in English. Or, better

German

still,

films,

American.

You will be delighted with this beautiful silk canton crepe dress. Send only
$3.20 a month till you have paid the
special bargain price of $19.85.

—

Ama, Texas. I'm sorry that you
saw "Blood and Sand" under such unpleasant
L.ASS,

An

I

Betty

was about

easy

way

style

and wear

to secure a dress of superb
it while paying at the
rate oi only about a dime a day. Thou

—

circumstances. For it is a good picture one of
the best of the year. Rodolph Valentino proved
himself an actor as well as a matinee idol.
Even an answer man must admit that much!
Often a bad audience has spoiled a good picture
for me. I reckon we're both temperamental.
Or words to that eSect. I'm glad that you
liked Betty Compson in the "Bonded WomI like Betty in anything.
And "the
an."
Glory of Clementina" was the name which
gave
to the book from which the
W^. J. Locke
picture was taken. You're trying awfully hard
to be blase, aren't you? I wrote that way, too

— when

Months
to Pay

sands dress fashionably the Elmei
Richards way on credit and save money.

We

offer credit to reliable people
everywhere. Open a charge account
with us. Send only $1.00 with the

coupon today.

lElmer Richards Co.
Dept 1725
I

sixteen.

enclose $1. Send dress

No. S-25.

W.

35th

Color.

—

of Si

—

When

Chicago

Hip
Length
Belt
If I am not delighted with the dress, I will return it and get my
money back. Otherwise I will pay the bargain price on your terms;
$1 with coupon, only $3.20 monthly. Total price, $19.85.
Bust

S., Fountain City, Tenn.
The part
Prime, Tilly's admirer, was taken by
Frank Hayes, who is said to have one of the
most versatile faces in the picture game. I'm
glad that you liked Theodore Roberts as Uncle
Josh in fact I'm glad that you enjoyed "The
Old Homestead " as a whole. I will admit that
I wasn't too sophisticated to get somewhat of
a thrill out of it.

St.,

Send for Free
Catalog Showing
Other Styles
P.O
you write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

state

—

.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rate 35

R. L. L., Cheboygan, Mich.— Ruth Roland
on the screen and you may address her
in care of Pathe.
She is twenty-six years old.
If she were any older the question would be too
personal, but as it stands you're safe!
is still

per word.

cts.

FORMS FOR JULY ISSUE CLOSE MAY TENTH
AGENTS AND SALESMEN

WE START YOV WITHOUT

A DOLLAR.

Extracts, reifumt'S, Toilet Goods.
Exijerience
sary.
Carnation Co., Dept. litio. St. Luuis.
for

windows.

store

Easily apiilieii.
Metallic Letter Co.,

general agents.
Chicago.

WE START Yor

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED.

FLRNISHINO

BIG

Dept.

Set.
It
waslic-s and dries wimlows,
cleans
sweeijs, scrubs, mops and does five other firings,
for only f2.S5.
Over lOOVo profit.
Free inHarper Brush Works, 133-A St., Fairfield,

Cleaning
walls,
sells

LANDSCAPE

Iowa.

East Orange, N.

WE

.1.

Sinri>Ie,

witlr

AGENTS— 200"c

New

in pocket.
Write at
Mills, Manager, 8445

coin or
Get posted.
nruch profit

Dept.

and

Carry right
Albert
sample.
Building, Cincinnati,

Amtrican

Ohio.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MONEY WITH YOUR CAMERA.

MAKE

Box

Lancasta,

967.

music,

blackface

vamleville

skits,

RE\'UES,

&

50c.

CAN YOU SCRY?
Crystal Gazing
Missouri.

Crystals.

Al.^^o

"B". Kansas

410

Marjorie

TYPEWRITTEN.

SCENARIOS

50c tliousand words.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
sion.

Jones,

PAGE.

1872

^ EXPERT

Cash.

Prof.

Ansel

A\e.,

Texas

City,

where;
79th.

particulars

New

free.

Write

Wagner,

EVERY186

East

York.

BE A DETECTIVE; EXCELLENT OPPOKTUNITY;
Write C.
good pay; travel.
Bldg.. Kansas City. Mo.

T. Ludwig, 307 Westover

DETECTIVES 1:aRN BIG .MONEY.
opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Write.
.American Detective System,

EXCELLENT

Particulars free.

1968

Broadnaj,

New York.

is all!

productions, Inc.,

in a

story called

"The

New

second

IS

verse

OFFERED TO THE WRITER
for

our

future

song

of Innocence."

—

release

Y'ork

—

IMiss NE^v Jersey.
Photoplay doesn't
make a practice of recommending schools. The

of photoW'riter's

school of e.xperience is about the only one that
rooting for. It's the only one that
the novice really seems to learn from, that
school. Call around at the various studios
that's the best way to do when you're going
after that elusive thing called stardom. There
is always a complete list of the studios in the
"Studio Director)'" published monthly in

we do any

CASH FOR OLD GOLD, PLATINUM,

SILViiR, DIA-

Liberty Bonds, War. Thrift. Uirused Postage
False Teeth, Magneto Points, Jobs, any valMall in today. Cash sent, return mail. Goods
uables.
Oliio
returned in ten days if you're not satisfied.
Smelting Co.. 308 Hippodrome Bids., Cleveland. Ohio.

WOMEN.

SALARIES

thank fortune,

in the air.

CASH PRIZE
best

$35.00
starts you.

ALL MEN.
BOYS. GIRLS. 17 TO 60
willing to accept Government Positions. $117-190, traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozment, 265 St. Louis,

— BIG

that,

Brown Eyed Dodo. — Mar>' Pickford

Stamps,

HELP WANTED

DETECTIVE

J.

And

Dunkinson.

York.

$500
tire

Triatt Pubhslring
Stars.
30 crats each. 4 for $1.00.
Co.. 406 West 31st Street. New York City.

A

do,

or

raonds.

Texas.

PHOTOS— PHOTOGRAPHY

BE

Send model

Blank.

WANTED TO BUY

LARGE. DE LI XE, ACTUAL PHOTOS, ALL MOVIE

immediately.

Conception

copy America's leading magazine for writers
plays, stories, poems.
Instructive, helpful.
Digest. 611 Butler Building, Cincinnati.

PHOTOPLAYS, MANUSCRIIT'S, NEATLY TYPED,

— lltli

dollars.

AilBITIOUS WRITERS SEND TODAY FOR FREE

Merrill Ellis,

PHOTOPLAYS, STORIES, POEMS, REVISED AND

416

—
—
—
—
.\insworth; Don Ana — Lillian Drew; Don Ray
Gomez de Silva — Thomas Commerford; Eudala servant— Charles
Stine; Priest — Harry

ODD OB

A.V

several

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS
REYI-

Quick, efficieirt service.
Sample of work on retyped.
Write for terms. The Snow Manuscript Service,
quest.
Hartiwick, Ga.

Grace Nunez.

wortli

"Where is Y'our Smile."
Tliose wishing to compete
may receive a free coi>y of song and rules of contest by
addressing Handy Bros. Music Co., 2573 Eighth Ave.,

A

MANUSCRIPTS, TYPING. ETC.
Seven years' experience.
Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

be

Malcolm McGregor has
played recently with Billie Dove in ".\11 the
Brothers were Valiant," with Colleen Moore in
"Broken Chains" and with Ethel Clayton in
" Can A ^^'oman Love Twice." And Valentino
lost his suit with Famous Players
but there is
a compromise, invoh'ing large sums of money,

of

10c

HAVE YOU

for

PATENTS
WRITE FOR FREE GUIDE BOOK

Evidence of

New

LESSONS

Company,

City.

PHOTOPLAYS, MANUSCIIIPTS TYPED.

75.

Send 4c

YOU WRITE THE Proof

Chicago.

Station

may

It

,?500.00 PRIZE CONTEST.
IF
best third verse for our song "Empty Arms" you will
receive $500.00.
Send your name and we shall send
you free the contest rules and words of this Bong.
World Corporation, 245 West 47th St., Dept. 669-D,

luon-

ologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical readBig catalog free.
ings, stage handbooks, makeup goods.
Co., 623 S. Wabash, Dept. 76,
T. S. Denison

CRYSTAL GAZING.

\V.\NTED.

bill?

—

didn't
INVENTORS DESIRING TO SECURE PATENTS
use a double in "Little Lord Fauntleroy." She
played the part of the little lord F. and Dearest.
Miss Dupre doubled for Marj- in "Pollyanna." She is now being starred by the Casco
POEMS-VERSES

WRITE

acts,

—
—

should write for our book, "How To Get Y'our Patent."
Send model or sketch of invention for free opinion of
liatentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 462, Waslinm-ton. D. C.

Los Angeles.

ENTERTAINMENTS
MUSICAL COMEDIES AND

PLAYS.
minstrel

Chamber

sketch for opinion of Its patentable nature.
Highest
References.
Prompt Attention.
Reasonable Terms.
\ ictor ,1. Evans & Co.,
763 Ninth, Wasliington. D. C.

free

for

FLOWERS

Coin Circular.
May iriean
to you.
Send now.
Numismatic Bank,
Fort Worth. Texas.

PATENTS.

sells like wildfire.

once

—

PIIJ.OW

unnecessary.

OLD COINS

OLD COINS

Joseph

guaranteed.
York.

Exjjerience

$1 Postpaid.
Beia Co., 450
Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

old

WONDERFUL LITTLE

PROFIT,

Something new;

article.

sales

—

DE-

Wayne, Ind.

Ft.

2'-'20,

S
Paradise."

Coimiterce

Sam-

Demonstrator

i>ateiited

quioit.

ea-^^y.

INCENSE PERFUME
FINEST INCENSE PERFUME

WORLD
of

SELL GUARANTEED HOSIEKY, LOWEST PRICES.
free

EVERY'-

MONEY FOR PAINTING

PAY' BIG

to] s.

Sappliire," changes color under every different
condition, saini^le stone $3 carat, any size, guaranteed as advertised or refund.
Pauer (Importer),
152 Dewltt, Buffalo, N. Y.
INTRODUC$5 to $15 DAILY— SWORN PROOF.
ing New Guaranteed Huse.
Must wear or replaced
fret*.
No capital or experience required. You simply
write orders.
We deliver and collect. Y'our pay daily.
Monthly ixiuus besiiles. Spare time satisfactory. Elegant sample outfit furnished, all colors, grades, including silks.
Mac-O-Chee Mills Co., Desk 2445, Cincinnati, Ohio.
outfit

ARCHITECTS

Nileart Coni|)any,

bow

Case.
50 percent more
Bros., .54-H Burnside Ave..

NEEDED

Bobby Harron and Lionel Barrj'more.
Directed by D. W. Griffith, in person. Valentino was born in a town that masquerades under the name of "Castellaneta." In luly of
course. Baby Peggy' can be addressed in care
of "The Centur>' Comedies," at 6100 Sunset
Blvd., HoIly\vood (we like the little star, ourselves
better than most of the younger generation at that—). And INIarie Doro did play
in "Oliver Twist." Both on the stage and on
the screen. Here is the cast for "In the Palace
of the King."
It's a long one.
Kitig Philip
E. J. Ratcliffe; Don John of Austria
Richard
C. Travers; Dolores de Mendoza
.\rleen
Hackett; Adonis, court jester Lewis Edgard;
Inez, Dolores' sister
Nell Craig; Mendoza
Ernest Maupain; Don Antonio Perez Sydney
IMarsh,

$35 week.
Learn wiiile earning.
experience uimecessary.
Sample lessons free.
Write Franklin Institute. Dept. R-30r, RoclK^ster, N. Y'.

light

ple

Iiratitute.

— Making.
Sewing

WONDERFUL SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY "RAIN-

Sample

Franklin

sieiiing

buys Gold Initials for his auto.
You ciiarge $1.50.
Writ*.' for parTen orders daily easy.
$1.35.
ticulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co.,
16ii.

free.

N. Y.

WANTED— WOMEN-^IRLS. LEARN DRESS

EVERY OWNER

make

Dept.

ol)tainalile

RoclicsUT,

wliere!
Fascinating work.
Splendid salaries!
Free
particulars.
Landscaiwrs, 425 Union League Building,
Los Angeles. Calif.

fomiation.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES.

—

—

positions
R. 135,

I-ist

TEN USE HOl SEilOLD

S

is

—

MONEY SLRE

Blair's

AGENTS SELL HARPER

weekly writing sliowcards at
Pleasant profiulile profession,

learned

—

famous toilet and household
preparations.
Permanent business.
Exclusive
territory.
Complete line.
Remarkable selling outfit.
Investigate.
Write today. A. F. Blair Laboratories,
Lynchburg. Va.
Dr.

selling

caina."isint'.

quickly

ty our simple graplirc Ijlock
system.
Artistic ability untiecessary.
We instruct you
and supply work. Wilson Methods, Limited, Dept. 24,
Toronto, Canada.

everything: men and women, $30.00 to $100.00 weekly,
operating our "New System Specialty Candy Factories"
anywliere.
Oiiportiinity lifetime; valuable booitlet free.
W. Hillyer Raesdale, Drawer 90. East Orange, New
Jersey.

and yuick

—

CAN EARN

YOl'

G. J. G., Seattle, Wash.— Reginald Denny
a heroic young man. Did you see him in
"The Leather Pushers"? He was there—
everywhere. Even the men enjoy the way he
He was born at
AT ONCE— CAPABLE WOMAN TO DEMONSTRATE pictures a prize fighter.
and sell dealers; $25 to $50 ix-r week; pait traveline ex- three A. JM. on the twentieth of November,
penses paid.
Write Goodrich Drug Co., Dept. 59,
1891. So you can safely figure out his age to
Onialia, Neljr.
WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO the hour. He is six feet tall, has blue ej'es and
your door; plain sewing; steady work; no canvassing; light brown hair.
His wife oh, yes, he has
send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Comone is Irene Haisman, an English actress.
pany. Dept. 21. riiiladclphia. Pa.
II.
S.
GOVERNMENT POSITIONS.
S1140-$iiO(J
year.
Men — wcmen— 18 up. SU-a.ly work. Paid VaDoug Fairban'ks Fan. In "Fate"? Mae
cation.
Common education.
Influence unnecessary.
No

home.

easily,

Liberal offer to
436 North Clan.,

liLSINESS.

IN

I S YOUIl
to Fifty Dollars

Fifte<-it

uiiiieces-

WEEl^— FREE SAMPLES GOLD LETTERS

S60-$200

HELP WANTED
SPARE TIME.

SELL

SOAPS.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS
PROFIT NIGHTLY", SMALL CAPITAL
No experience needed. Our machines are

used and entiorsed
log

l>y

Atlas McTing
Chicago.

free.

Bldg..

Photoplay Magazine.

governnrent institutions.
CataPicture Coiupany. 469 Morton

.\nn T. D., Summit, N.

—

Another ValenJ.
Are j'ou women all alike? Why
SUP- doesn't someone write to me clamoring for the
WOOD
plies. Mfd. I'V Elupire Type Foundry. Delevan, N. Y'.
address of Bull IMontana, or Ben Turpin? Or
-Ysk for Cat.
(Est. 29 yrs.i
Stan Laurel or Lloyd Hamilton? You'll find
MISCELLANEOUS
the answer to j'our question the wanting of
MORE MONEY. LEISURE! A BETTER .lOB MAY an address in about fifty other places in this
Write tmlay
be yours by finding your true life work.
From now on all such requests
Vocational ^lagazine.
for free vocational atiab'sis chart P Y 2.
Service Bureau, 20 E. Jackson. Chicago.
until this issue has gone to press
wUl go
under a general head. Or in the scrap basket.
I'm getting jealous.
PRINTING SUPPLIES
TYPE, METAL TYPE. PRINTERS'

tino fan.

—

—

—

WRITE JOKES
^SF JtA%3SeJnng Shirts

1

shirt manufacturer wants agrents
complete line of ebirts, pajamas,
and nifrht shirts direct to wearer. Advertised brand --exclusive patterns—easy
to sell.
No experience or capital required* Entirely new proposition.

1

creates

Office C,

rr

,

I

NON-ACID

(patented) lotion. Painless,
harmless. Effects astoundinir. Guaranteed. Proofs and
beauty book:"TheArtof Face Peelin^'*sent Fre«,Write

Old
Fisherman's
Calendar
1542

BEAUTYPEEL COSMETIC CO.
El

Paramount

Paso. Tvxas

&ery

=r-i\ t?>\
adrertisement in

H. Sta.

Springfield.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

stars.

Nita Naldi and Bebe Dan-

are also Paramount stars, but they are at
present at the Paramount Studios at Long
Island city. They're working in the east, now.
.\lice Terr>', ]Metro. Claire Windsor, Gold^^'^•n,
and ]Mabel Xormand at the !Mack Sennett
Studios. At Holh-wood, Culver City and Los
.\ngeles respectively.
iels

414 Park Bldg., Cleveland. Ohio

SIGNiAIN'T RICHT-GC

pimples,

blackheads, liver-spots, wrinkles, acne and muddy,
oily ekins.

son,

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMOR

"THAT NATURAL COMPLEX-

ION" by pcchnr/o(7"freckIes, tan,

—

Mary, West Summerlan-d. Betty CompThomas !Meighan and Leatrice Joy can all
be reached at the Lasky address. They are all

three lessons teaches you how to write
them. One joke alone often pays for
the course. Humorists earn big pay.
Get into a field that is not yet crowded.
'WriiefOT informaHon.

Write for free samptza.
Madison Shirt Co.. 603 Broadway, N.V.C*

RFAITTVPPPl
fll^ILL.
1

Easy, fascinating work. Our sales department pays from SI to S5 for jokes,
epigrams and stories. A short course of

guaranteed.

—I

—

Magazine — Advertising

Photopl.w

Alberta.

)
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I
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— I'm

with you in rejoicing that
Anita Stewart has been coaxed bacic to the
screen.
Anita was an elusive young lady.
For one thing, she has amassed a fortune, and
doesn't have to work if she doesn't want to.
And she wouldn't until she found a story to suit
her.
She is just twenty-five. Her hair and
eyes are brown. She is five feet five inches tall

and weighs 125 pounds.
Her husband is
Rudolph Cameron; he is also her manager and
occasionally her leading man in pictures.
You'll soon be seeing Miss Stewart as a Cos-

mopolitan

star.

Toe Dancer, Coffeyville, Kansas.

—

am

awfully glad you can toe-dance so well,
but I can't help you to dance into pictures.
You may be a good toe-dancer who am I
But you have to possess
to dispute that?
a good many other qualifications for work in
the films. Norma Talmadge is smaller than
she seems on the screen only five feet two
inches tall, and she weighs only no pounds.

—

Standartl
CMelodif'SAXOPHONE,

favorite,

10

always welcome everywhere

Makes you a

social

^

PATAT,nn FRKK^

greatest of Saxophones on easy terms

•

atlessthancaahpricesi Writetoday

tor tlus tree book and complete information of our sensational offer

crease of $50 a month. And the first extra
money is yours. Just a little reward for
urging me to study at home. The boss
says my spare time training has made me
RiCARDO G., Manila. Your friend may a valuable man to the firm and there's
write to Gladys Walton without any fear that more money coming soon. We're starting
a husband will read his letter. Gladys lost up easy street, Grace, thanks to you and
a husband recently through the divorce courts. the I. C. S."
His name was and is Frank R. Riddell, Jr.
Today more than ever before, money is what
They had no children. Address her at the counts. You can't get along on what you have
been
making. Somehow, you've simply got to inUniversal studios. Gloria
1133 Lake
Joy,

Shore Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

I

Helen

NEW LOW PRICES—SAVE 1/3
credit atlowerprices

than even cash jewelers charge, b^ause
we Import our diamonds from Antwerp and
sell at wholesale prices. Your dealings with
Uflarestrlctly confidential. There Is no red
tape nor delay. Your credit Is good.

alone in thinking
exceptional picture.
Rex Ingram was given a degree by Yale
because of its excellence. The part of "The
Stranger " so well taken by Nigel de Brulier
had a great deal of the divine spirit in it.
Yes, the trials of a screen actress are many,
and varied. And you are right few of them
Nita Naldi, Betty Blythe and Barare tall.
bara La Marr are large women; so is Katherine

ofler ever

ORDER FROM THIS LIST
A—
S99.0a Send SIO.OO Down
~
"

.

Perfectlycut,!

E—

-

S39.00
S48.00
$9».00
SS9.00
567.00

"

2.00
2.00

"
"
"
"

10.00
S.OO
7.00

—

"

"
"
"

—

18Kt. soUdgold

8% yearly

rln.?s,

increase In value,
allowed. Guar-I

wure"""ie^'*\^^

24

ln.PEARLS=DIA. CLASP

it

His

finest.

in

Bert

twenties.

S32.00
l

Oo.n

PAR K ROVy.WORLP BLDG.NEW YORK

M.

f

five feet,

\vife's

name

Vaughan.

is

B.

C, MiDDLETOwN, CoNN.

— The

approval.
trial
SO
choice of 44 Styles, colors and elzea of
the famous Ranger Bicycles. Express prepaid. Low Factory-to-Rlder Prices.

Ferd-

—

and girls easily save
Jifilthe email monthly payments.
- wheels. lampe, and eqnlpment at
11*65 half usaal prices. Write for remarkable factory prices and marvelous offers.

himself.

T»-._

—

Bobby

Indeed it does
Victori.'^.
R.,
to receive a letter all the way from
collecAustralia.
It adds materially to
tion of pretty stamps from far off places, as

<:onipMiyw2«;Vo%
,

tree catalog'

flatter

help you.
Here is aU we ask— without cost, without obligating
'ourself in any way, simply marit and mall this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6475-B, Scranton, Penna.
cost or obligation on my part, please tell mo
can quali'y for the position or in the subject betoro
which 1 have marked ao X:

Without
tiow 1

BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Business Management
Industrial

TralHc Management
llusiiiess

Law

Banking and Banlilng Law
.Accountancy including
(

Boakkeeplng
Private Secretary

you?

Living Expenses Paid
Good Hoiet Position

WANTED
2 Assist.

Mgrs. $3,500-4,000 Yr.

Housekeeper

Mo.
3 Information Clerks
Mo.
2 Restaurant Cashiers
Mo.
Partial List.
Many with room
and meals.
1

150
100
100

You Can

for

—

roundings;

No

*/

me'„\'c°''u'r"'« ,au"/ht'br.TRerta endorsed by lesdint:

—

field

uncrowded

previous experience nec

essar\'.

Qualify Easily

b^trainiRK athome in Bparetlme.
You can t help but succeed thru

YOU

G-;nuine opportunity in Amer
ica's fastest growing industry
Hieh salaries luxurious sur

Contractor and Builder

Machine Shop Practice

Concrete Builder

Railroad Positions
Engine Operating

Chemistry

— Surely

Standard Business Training Insl.

«"""«'•
Send me free booklet H-165
about Hotel Operation and Manatrement Coarse also Employmect

otel men. When you graduate.a po^ilion await3 you; **
Bulletin.
len quick advancement.

—

'

*»

Standard Buslnaas
Training Inst.
Cartton Court.
Butt.lo.W. Y

^*
.»*

N«me

Street
City

When

Pharmacy

Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Pcultry

Mathematics

Name
street
Address..
City..

..State..

Occupation
PeT$ona reti4vng in Canada should send thig coupon to the
International Correepondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

Moore Push-Pins
Class Heads -Steel Points

Valentino's

better picture than
But, as you so truly
and cleverly say, there's no accounting for
Perhaps Rodolph puts vaseline on
tastes!
his hair.
Perhaps stove polish or bear grease
or even hair tonic we never asked him.
Rather personal, don't you think? Don't, for
goodness sake, call me an obliging old soul.
It grates on me.
you write to advertisers please mention

Structural Engineer

Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Mining
steam Engineering
Badio

loore Push-less Hang'e
lb hang up things
tc^i/our dealer to shou)

1^^?

Sold^
Everywhere

tkem

P^*"

packet

Moore Push-Pin Co.

Wayne Junction

of Youth," "Passion's Playground" and
forth.
I don't see how anyone could

—

Architectural Draftsman

Gas

Eyes

"The Sheik" a
"The Four Horsemen."

Architect
Blue Print Beading

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

—

think

Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT

pictures were with Mae Murray in Mae
Specials.
He made six or seven
with her lucky Mae! "The Delicious Little
Devil," "All Night," ''Out of Luck," "The
so

Advertising
Better Letters
Foreign Trade
Stenography and Typing
Business English
Civil Service
Railway MaU Clerk
Common School Subjects
High Schtel Subjects

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting

first

Murray

Q French

Business Spanish

me

I love letters, don't

CP. A.

Nicholson Cost Accounting

my

well.

Salesmanship

Management

Personnel Organlzatlto

Civil Engineer

inand Pinney Earle opus has not yet been released, and no one knows just when it will
be given to the public. "Omar, the Tentmaker" is taken from Richard Walton Tully's
play of the same name which, in turn, was
based upon the life and works of old Omar,

ndtveredtoyoaFm
Your
on
MMtoT days

Fftl^ail Oept.B40CM€AgO

only

of
October, 1885. Alice Terry is just as sweet
as she looks, but her hair is really auburn.
She wears a blond wig, in pictures.

AddrftM Di«.fi42

TLfoaH«ycl«

is

— she's in her early
Lytell — yes, he's one of the
Evelyn

height

was born on the twenty-fourth

-And he

b3;-

Betty Compson

MacDonald.
two inches

WRITE FOR CATALOG NO. 842
brings a big jewelry store right into your home
14 Kt.
A Gold
PLATINUM
OnlrSZ.0O

—When

—

toshowgood faith. Ifyoiiarenotsati.^ed we will return your money.

sparkling,
brilliant, gentllne tllamonds.
set Id 14 Kt. and

Huntington, IMass.

Louise. You are not
"The Four Horsemen" an

Select article desired and send deposit

This I3 the most liberal
made. You cannot lose.

S.,

for particulars of

to a non-professional.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
BLUE
WHITE
DIAMONDS

E.

crease your earnings.
Fortunately for you there is an unfailing way to
do it. Train yourself for bigger work, learn to do
some one thing well and employers will be glad to

pay you real money for your special knowledge,
Maurice B. Flynn, r You can get the training
that will prepare you
Then it for the position you want in the work you like best,
I couldn't think whom you meant.
dawned upon me that you were referring to whatever it may be. You can get it at home, in
time, through the International CorrespondRight now he is playing opposite soare
Lefty.
ence Schools.
Other
Alice Brady in "The Snow Bride."
It is the business of the I. C. S. to prepare men for
appearances include "The Woman Who better positions at better pay. They have been doWalked Alone," and "Omar, the Tent-maker." ing it for 31 years. They have helped two million
other men and women. They are training over
He is twenty-nine years old, and is married 180.000 now. And they are ready and anxious
to

you ask

ALL

—

—

Standard Music Co.. Dept. 333 9. 0.BoxS03, Chicagc

\Youccan now buy on

!

—

1

MONTHS TO PAYl l^^'^i^^^.Zf.Xt-^^il
teachers. The 1923

Elkhart." Choice of famous artists and
model with "bevelled sockets" makes all other Saxophones out
of date. " Sent to you for 6 days' trial, to prove to you its ease of
blowing, simplified fingering and frolden tone can't be equalled at
any price. Complete 12 piece outfit direct to you from factory at
only $1 down and SB.OO a month. Small first payment. Sensational cut io price. No Interest, no tax, not one cent extra:
Saxophone, $10 case, self-instruction system, book of music,
reed, strap, pearl keys, etc.. everythlnif you need. Quality that
enables yoo to buy one* for a Ufe-dme.
In

"I'm making rea/money now Yes, I've
been keeping it a secret until pay day
came. I've been promoted witn an in-

—

Learn to play Saxophone ! The easiest Instrument to
[earn, it is iUso tnc most yopularl Pick out tunes In an
hour, as quickly aa with one Qnger on the piano. And
there's no faster way to make extra money than playing Saxopiione at dance or churcii or theatre.

"Here'sanExtra$50!

STOT
FM
KJt^xZiirS
^

Philadelphia

PHOTOPLAY IDEA

'

Original plots are worth money
and should be protected by copyright before being

We

furnish copyright protection for
offered for sale.
scenarios, ideas, stories, by publication in our monthly
magazine which is sent to all studios. Advice free.

Submit your MSS. Address

RIO CORPORATION.

UNIVERSAL SCENA-

928 Western Mutual Life

Bldg., Los Angeles, California.
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Saxophone

trial
It Is a fact. You can now have the famous York
Saxophone-the easiest instrument to play-shipped
to your home on 10 days' freelrial. Keep the instrument tor 10 full days. Play on It. Convince yourself of its fine quality and richness of tone.
And

Saxophones. Send coupon
illustrated catalog showing

Easy Payments

"

West End Avenue, New York

Instruments.

Pickford

at once and we wil"
our Free Trial and Easy Pay
plan on any York instrument. The coupon pute
under no oblisation t^ buy.
this

full details of

J.

Wo

YORK & SONS

Dept.216E,GrandRapids,Micb
J.

W.

o

City,

—

and Mary

SONS,
Dept. 216E, Grand Rapids, Mich.

NAME
(Mention above the instrument most interested

in)

wouldn't be surprised

!

methods make this price possible. What basiness man will
besitate to save over S50 when he can g-et a BETTTER machine at half
the cost of other standard typewriters? Doa*t doobt. M»lt» sore.
Write for offer and FR££ TRIAL.

WEEK'S TRIAL FREE— FREE CATALOG

this wonderf'jl typewriter on FR£E TRIAL FOR A WEEK.
Test it. Compare it. Then after trial If delig-hted. you par
it.
a small amount down and the balance on easy montfily terma with
nearly a year to pay. If not. return it at oar expense. You take no
risk. Write today for catalogs and FREE OFFER.

Send for

Use

—

I don't

if

—

Snown Meyer Both Company, with twenty-two years success— who each year produces and sella to advertisera
over 15.000 commercial drawings.
Our teachers give you the double advantage of being Instructors of proven ability, as well as artists in this widely
known organization.
Meyer Both Instruction is the
difference between suceessf u factand evperimcntal theory
Commercial Art is a highly paid, intensely interestins
profession, equally open to men and women.
Home
study instruction.
1

.

Get facts Before You Enroll in any School.
Ask the Advertising Manager of the leading
newspapers in your city, anywhere in
the United States. Canada. England
or Australia

the Meyer Botb
— about
them
you about us.
Write for our illustrated book "YOUR
OPPORTUNITY"— for one-half the
cost
mailing
—
— fourcentsin stamps.

Company

let

tell

MEYER BOTH COMPANY

Indestructible

PEARLS
This wonderful, captivating strine
of really fine Lettie Mae Pearls c^n
easily be YOURS. Beautifully sized
24-inch string of pearls. Indestructible.
Iridescent
choice of white, cream or
flesh. Solid gold clasp. LettieMae Pearls
adorn leaders of society and famous
screen stars You can makea charming
appearance
be a sensation among your
friends. Send No Money. Just send us yoor
name and address. Postman will bring
these beautiful pearls to your door by return mail. Pay bim only $5 and pearls
,i are yours. Send your name and ad^^Jk dress NOW
^
The Lemae linporttne Co.
75 N. New Jersey St. V«V J\

she answered your

—

—These answers

—

!

^^JB^

apolis, Ind.

The Hair Root

My method is the only way

\ o prevent the hair from growing again. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free.
teach beauty
Write today, enclosing 3 stamps.
culture. 25 years in business.

We

MAHLER,
I.

face

wash

for

an

oily,

coarsened skin.

Even

a week's constant use will show
a splendid improvement.
Box of 25
sachets, $2.25 by mail. Send for booklet.

VDAHSY

Cal.

—

Virginia, St. Louis, Mo. I'm glad that
3'ou like my answers better than Valentino's
photographs if more women felt that way
I'd run for president of something or other.
Yes, Thomas Meighan is a splendid chap

17-D West 49 th

New York

Street

Phone Chcle 0465

—

just as handsome as he looks in pictures.
You'll be glad to know that Frances Ring is
and only wife. Tom is as popular
his first
but in a very different
as Valentino, I think

How Many Pounds Would You

way.

you are thin and want to gain weight, I
will send you a sample of the famous Alexander
Vitamines absolutely Free. Do not send any money
just your name and address to Alexander Labora
tories, 3222 Gateway Station, Kans.as City, Mo

and

—

—

Like to Gain

—

in

a

Week?

If

— Don't you worry about writing to —
with a crest and aU

—

NOTE—

Providence, R.

la

Correct Coarse Pores

remedy, marvellously effective.
One sachet, squeezed in water, gives a
milky solution which is the best known

Fawcett
and
And he may be

that sort of thing. I get so many letters from
written on scented crested paper in
ladies
that plain white paper
violet and green ink
\ny way, why worry about my
is a relief.
likes and dislikes when you're onlj' writing
to me to get the addresses of three other men?

CHICAGO, ILL
To Art and Engraving
Firms: Secure practical artLsts
among our graduates. Write us,

To

Use SACHETS CONCENTRES.
These little bags of pure herb
preparations are an old - world

reached in care of Universal, Universal Citv,

Gypsy.

Michigan Ave.al20lhSl.,DepL31

J.

de

George
Motte.

me on embossed paper

Department of Art Instruction

D.

with

BIdg., Chicago, 01,

blame you

—

Meyer Both Company, the largest Woman,"
Commercial Art Organization in the Marguerite
World, offers you an unusual opportunity for
practical training. If you liketo drawdevelop your talent.
Study this practical course taught by the nationally

^C?

Cft
^Ul««lv

Ingr

Helen McM., Jersey City, N. J. We
don't blame you, not a bit, for asking all about
Ralph Graves. He is a decorative young
man But we fear that bitter disappointment
not to say anguish. For
lies in wait for you
Ralph is married, to pretty Marjorie Seaman.
He is sLx feet, one inch tall, and weighs one
hundred and seventy pounds. "Just Like a

ART

price

This marveloos new model Oliver Is offered to you at th« lowest price
and easiest terms ever otfert^d for a standard machine. It has every
modern improvement and many new and ori^nal refinements. No
expensive branch offices. Simplified model ana efficient manufactory

—

26S-C Mahler Park,

CTi^

you direct iromtactory

—

ADDRESS
INSTRUMENT

$49.50

ii' with

the World'* Best °7nTs'.
Typewriter .hipped to
^Yor°N5""(?L"i;

1475X Oliver Typewriter

E. B., Schenectady, N. Y.

Kindly mail, without cost to me. your beautifully illustrated literature and details of your Free Trial and
Easy Payment Offer.

.P^"^*.'

And

are going to be disappointing to you for Niles
Welsh and Charles Ray are both married.
Charles is about thirty or
Isn't life hard?
thirty-one he was born in 1891, figure it out
Mr. Chaplin began life as a
for yourself.
But his parents were
barefoot boy in Paris.
English.
Only English parents would have
named a son Charles Spencer.

Gentlemen:

with

Net" Cash

$55.00.

Oliver No.'

letter.

YORK &

Kill

flow
" •I
»'Vf

-

for admiring her.
She's a real person with
a real brain under her lovely hair which,
So
in answer to your question, is brown.
are her eyes.
Write to her in care of Vitagraph, 1708 Talmadge Street, Hollj'^vood, Cal.
I

9

keyMonthly

—

TODAY

t

— Pickford-Fairbanks Studios, Holly- THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY

Alice Calhoun Fan.

Send
Coupon

Oliver No.

irpr^
^SAVLli standard
board.

wood, Cal.

instrument. Simply makesmall monthly remittances and pay while learning «to play.
We send you all necessary attachmentseverything you need.
Fill

—

ANY

put.

—

—

Viora Daniel Christie Studios, 6101 Sunset
366 Fifth
Blvd., Los Angeles; Mabel BaUin
Avenue, New York City; Doris Kenyon 805

"

You Buy

Coupon Brings Information
out
coupon and mail

NEW

Sallie, Mobile, Ala. Yes, there are very
persistent rumors that Constance Talmadge
will marry again.
Who? Irving Berlin, no
less.
Gloria Swanson's hair is a sort of dark
red color.
An exotic shade that seems to
suit her.
We're rather strong for Gloria.
Don't ask me why you don't see more of
Anita Stewart, Shirley Mason and Elaine
Hammerstein. You don't go to the right
places.
I've seen a lot of them lately.

—

Our easy payment plan makes It easy for you
to Ktatify that ambition to own a York Band

you

NOW
NEW

ers. Send
for
complete details of this
wonderfui
1923
machine, andourmoneysaving offer. TheOliver
Quiet Speedster is the
crowning achievement
of 28 years of manufacturing. Equipped with
the
standard 3bank keyboard.
operator can runitwithout Joss of time or out-

—

for beautifullj'
all

IE

Here is the latest and
greatestof all typewrit-

addresses.

Take Your Choice
—
—
—
—
Basses— Drums — Trombones — Baritones

ThelLl923ModelNOWRead^

Bernice, Berkeuey, Cal. Here are the
Katherine MacSix good ones.
Donald 904 Girard Street, Los Angeles;
Betty Ross Clark Savoy Hotel, Los Angeles;

then, if you are not completely satisfied in every
way simply ship the Saxophone back to us and it'
won't cost you a penny.

OLIVER

S/y/f

^

—

free

If the saxophone isn't what you want, choose rLl
another of the world popular York Band In- I
struments. Anyoneof tUesesenton lOdays'
J
free trial to your door. Take your pick oir^
Clarinets Cornets Trumpets
A Itos c'T'*

that Agnes Ayres and Rodolph Valentino will
not play opposite each other for some time to
come. Not, at least, while Agnes is under
contract to Paramount, and Rodolph says
he isn't. Have you seen Agnes with her fuzzy
bobbed hair? She's a very different young
person.
I'm sorry that you don't like Wanda
Hawley. She's a nice girl, and a very blond
one.
Perhaps, if you write to Robert Frazer
in care of the Whitman Bennett Studios,
Yonkers, New York, he will send you a photograph. It's worth trying, anyway, if you
really want the picture!

Here they

PIANO UAZZ

—

are:

Rod La Roque

— Green Room

Club, New York City; Rodolph Valentino
Hotel des Artists, New York City; Irving Cummings 1837 Morgan Place, Hollywood, Cal.

—

Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Is

By Note

or Ear. With or without music. Short Conrsie
Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher required
Learn
Self-Tnetruction Course for Advanced Pianists.
67 styles of Base, 180 S.vncopated Effects Blue Harmony.
Oriental. Chime. Movie and Cafe Jazz. Trick Endinps
Slurs.
Triple
Bass,
Clever Breaks. Space Fillers. Sax
Wicked Harmony. HlueObligato and 247 other Subject*,
including Ear Pla\ ing. 110 pages of REAL Jarz. 25.000
words. A Postal brings our FREE Special Offt r

Waterman Piano School

guaranteed.

tlV^tJs'iVclml^'

—

*

Photoplay Magazine

—Advertising

—

.

Section

129

—

Gypsie, East Palestine, Ohio. Always
address me properly and you'll be sure of
getting your letters answered properly, even
though you do ask a lot of questions. Norma
Talmadge's latest picture was "The Voice
From the Minaret." J. Warren Kerrigan
will be one of the cast of "The Covered
Wagon." Kitty Gordon is appearing in
vaudeville and it is rumored that she will open
a beauty shop. Evelyn Greely completed
her work in the melodrama "Bulldog Drummond" and then slipped off, quietly, and got

ITS OFF&causelTS

Z0

married. The man was John Smiley, prominent in the steel business. Carlyle Blackwell
played the title role in the same picture.
Madge Evans is now working on a picture that
goes by the cloying name of "Sweet Rosie

O'Grady."

Fourteen.

—Young, but interested in Theo-

confuse ZIP with ordinary depilatories.
ZIP gently lifts out the entire hair
from under the skin and in this way

checks and destroys the growth.

(Do

pulling.)

is

ZIP

is

remedy

praised as the only effectual
for destroying superfluous hair

whether heavy or

fine.

GUARANTEED

on Money-back basis. Ladies everywhere are discarding the old dangerous
methods and are now using ZU" for
destroying superfluous hair on
face, underarms and body

—

creating the new arched
brow, clearing the back
ol neck below bobbed
hair, freeing the

forearms and

Avoid
imitations
which stick

limbs.

to the skin

and are not
eflective.

Write

Paramount was "The Young

Try these new preparations. They are different
Balm-O-Lem-A FOUNTAIN OF VOUTH FOR YOUR SKIN.
«e«; ieTnon

Rajah."

for

—

co*S»

g^g^^^jpAMAZlNG OFFER
sf:fP6?%^n UNDERWOODS

m

HB

Only $3.00 down puts • Shipman-

Ward Bebnilt Underwood in
home or office. Try it; teet

your
It

Id

City

explaining the
est Secret'
-"^^v^J,**
. "Ci '
three types of superfluous hair,
in which leadinjr actresses tell
how to be beautiful. Also a FREE
sample of yourMassaare and Cleanslna
Oream, guaranteed not to grow hair.

curious. I like it, rather. It gives me something to do. Mae Murray was born in Virginia on the ninth of May, 1886.
She has
lovely blond hair and large grey eyes and a

TEN WEEKS

moments IN

and make

tliree

dresses for the store cost of one.
Dress Designers and Expert Makers and Fin»

^

Frequently Earn

laliers

$45 TO $100 A WEEK
aa«e»

Many Start Parlors in
Their Own Home
Every woman who now
does plain sewing
should take up de-

siamlng.

Mail

Coupon

Typewriter Emporium
2015 Shipmao Boildinf.

& State.

FREE DRESSMAKING LESSONS

Shipman*Ward Mfg. Co.

is

Your Name.)

or over, can easily learn
Dress Designing and Making during tbeir spare

every way for ten days. If yoa
can tell it from a brand new Underwood in looks, action or quality of
work, return it and we'll refund every
cent paid by you. If yoa decide to keep
it, pay the balance in easy monthly payments and make a big savinEr in price. We
guarantee the machine five years. Act now—
send for free book and full particulars.
,

(Please Print

Women —Girls — 15

^

—I don't mind you're being

NEW TORK CITY
send me FREE
Beauty's Great-

!

'

Address

New York City.

—

BOOK

Name

562 FIFTH AVENUE
(Entrance on 46thSt.)NEWYORK

Edorardo, Toronto, Can. I have a vague
recollection of a picture called something like
"The Reincarnation of Kamo," but there is
no record of it. Are you sure that you have
the name right?

BERTHE
Dept. 923
562 FlHh «ve.

FREE DEMON-

.

—

MME.

FREE BOOK or call
at my Salon to have

lotion. Softens and whiterts. Just a drop and
STRATION.
Jace powder adheres twiceas long
Ab-Scent Th^ ideal liquid deodorant. Remedies excessive perspxralxon. Colorless. Contains no staining artificial colore. 50c
Madame Berthe> Massage and Cleu.islng Cr^^m— Guaranteed
not to grow hair
gOc
Madame Berthe's Antiseptic Talc— Delightfully fragrant. 25c
Lasli-Life Beautifies the eyes. In tube form
SOc
For Saie At All Good Stores. <If your dealer cannot supvlv you, simply mail
Vlej:oupon, stating the preparations you desire and enclosing your remittance
Postage fee, add 5c for each preparation.)

Francisca, Sheridan, Wyo. Valentino
You should read his story
isn't an only child.
as it appears in Photoplay; then you'd know
almost all of the intimate details of his
all
Erivate life. He has one sister and one
Address him
rother, both older than he is.
at the Hotel des Artists, i West 67th Street,

married, but has no
children.
As for Dorothy Dickson. Yes,
I have had the pleasure of meeting her and
she is charming. A society girl who became
a dancer it's like a story book, her success.
She used to dance with her husband in musical
comedy and in the sniarter restaurants and
cabarets. Dainty and a blonde.
But you all

by

easily applied at home, pleasingly
fragrant, quick, effective, painless and
absolutely harmless. It leaves the skia
soft and smooth.

Mystic Gold, Orange, N. J. So it's
agreed that we're both busy, and won't waste
time on formalities. All right. Marguerite
Clark is married to Palmerson Williams.
Address her at 50 Central Park West, New
York City. Milton Sills as Daniel Lane and
Wanda Hawley as Muriel Blair have leading
But some say
roles in "Burning Sands."
that Jacqueline Logan, as the dancer, walked
away with feminine honors. Valentino's last

She

not confuse this with forcing

hairs out

ZIP

—

pouting mouth.

out,

jest
friends.

remove surface hair, and often cause the
hair to grow faster and coarser. Do not

twenty-seven years old will soon be twentyeight.
Jack Holt is thirty-four, and Eugene
O'Brien is thirty-eight.

G. H., London.

at once, off and
become a subject of

Ordinary depilatories and shaving merely

—

—

in your mirror and see if
there is a tiny growth of downy
hair at either side of the upper Up.
Perhaps, unconsciously, you have
permitted these tiny hairs to grow,
until they are now large and conspicuous, marring your good looks.
before they

Thelma. You mustn't have arguments
you have consulted me first and know
that you are right. Rodolph Valentino is

for

loveliest skin
Look

among your men and women

unless

picture

You, too, can have the

Remove them

Mr. Kosloff was born in
Russia about thirty years ago. Besides being
an actor and a dancer, T. K. is an artist. He
has sung in grand opera, and was a member
of the Russian Imperial Ballet for several
He is married and has a daughter
years.
eight years old. He appeared with Betty
Compson and Bert Lytell in "To Have and
To Hold." But his latest picture was "Adam's
Rib."
Well, well!

dore.

OUT

*

at

M ontrose

«sd Rsvenswood Avenoet, Chicago

v»

R632

Rochester. N. ¥•
Send me at Once free
sample lessons Id the
subject here checked,

Oress Designint

Once

Franklin
Institute

a* Dept.

Jr

Name

Mlllinew
,

AMress

—

know

that, of course.

—

Becky, New York City. More heights
and weights. What do you girls do with them
all? Is it a new game, or something? Tommy
Meighan is six feet tall, is thirty-six years old,
and weighs one hundred and ninety pounds.
Malcolm McGregor is six feet tall, between
twenty-three and twenty-four years old, and
weighs one hundred and seventy pounds.
Jack Pickford is by far the smallest of the
three.

Five

J

weighs one
hundred and thirty pounds, and is twentyfour years old.
feet, six

inches

tall,

When you

B EFORE

If your nose is ill-shaped, you can make it
With ANITA Nose Adjuster. In a few weeks, in the
privacy of your own room and without interfering with
your daily occupation, you can remedy your nasal
irregularity. No need for costly, painful operations.

SEND NO

MONEY! flniTflshapes while you sleep

—quickly,

"^ti^

painlessly,

-NOSE ADJUSTER

permanently and inexpensively.

There are inferior imitations but tiie ANITA
is tiie ORIGINAL nasal supporter higlily recommended
by physicians for fractured or misshapen noses. Self-adlustable. No screws. No metal parts. Gentle, firm
and perfectly comfortable. Write today for free book. "Happy Days Ahead," and our blank to flil out
for sizes. Return blank and your nose adjuster can be paid for when it reaches you.
The ANITA Company, Dept. 828, ANITA Building, Newark, N. J.

NOSE ADJUSTER

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

I30

Photoplay Magazine

BATHE AWAY

YOUR PAT

Freshie, Tulsa, Okla.
love to read

world to bathe in Great Salt Lake?
Thousands are going there because

in the

waters

ONE FULI. BOX
(TWO BATHS)
WITH EVERV
ORDER IF
VIkVV 9.1.97
VOU USE THIS
I

NEW

UTASAL

tion or money back, 3 boxes of Utasal at special
price of $1.97. I will pay postman on arrival.

#Send No Money

]|

Take advantage of the remarkable opportunity
offered you by our change in sales policy.
vear we have been manufacturing for and selling to
FOR
WHOLESALE DEALERS ONLY. In order to elimi-

wherever possible, we now offer
you either of two splendid guaranteed watches at the satne
prices at which we are selling them to the wholesale trade.
profits

CA

—

nificent.

handsome watch

if

I

K

We

All delivery charges prepaid

—

EMPIRE WATCH
New York,

CO.

for a Story!
$1800
RECENTLY
By

short story.
etory.

woman

learnins to

has foutid

tell

way

h**r

for
fo^

the stories
Btoriea of her
to

fame and

fo;

tune. You can learn to write. t()i>, A new prncticRi course i
Instruction will give you the traiinne right in your own home
during your spore time. Endoreed by emmeat writers including
the late Jack Lotidon.

Write Today

^rriK'f'"'y'„'„;^^a'',i^„'.'-1|e'e°,7<

now being made.

HOOSIER INSTITUTE, Short
1725

Story Dept.
Ft.

Wayne.

iystemize

'Your Mind
Good memory

IB

eBBential to success.

absolutely
I

will

send

you Free my Copyrinhied Memory
and Concentration Test, illustrated book.
to Rem.mber n.m.s, laces, atudies—
Will,

Selt-Confidence,

Write today.

^rof. Henry Dickson, Dept. 741, Evanston, IN

Indi

it

to

make

J.,

—

Mexico

City.

—We

don't often

—

fV

—

So you liked "GrauK., Brookville, Pa.
stark." I remember when I read the book
many years ago. It was a best seller, then,

was not an answer man. Tempus does
Here is the cast of the picture, which
was produced by Essanay, since deceased.
Francis X. Bushman, Princess
Grenfall Lorry
Beverly Bayne, Countess Dagmar
Yetive
Edna Mayo, tjnclc Caspar Thos. CommerHelen Dunbar, Harry
ford. Aunt Yvonne
and

I

fitgit!

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Anguish Albert Roscoe, Prince Gabriel
Lester Cuneo, Prince Lorenzo BrA'ant Washburn, Prince Bolaroz Ernest Maupain. Grace

—

—

Darmond plaved opposite Earle Williams
"The Man Who Wouldn't TeU."
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

in

Bertillon

—

His latest pictures are "The Sin Flood "

1909.

to look at her?
She was born in Texas and
educated in New Orleans. Before entering
upon a screen career with Vitagraph. she was
a professional dancer for a year. Her latest
pictures are "Island Wives," "Single Track,"
"Divorce Coupons," and "Six Days."
She
is soon to appear in Robert W. Chambers'
it

"The Common Law."

—

Illinois.
So it took courage to ask me
three
questions! I must be a
no, four
very awe-inspiring person. I wish ever\'body
felt as you do.
Gives me a sort of Ben Bolt

—

—

—

complex do you remember the song? "She
wept with delight when I gave her a smile,
and she trembled with fear at my frown."
Oh, boy! Marion DaA-ies is twentj'-four years
old, she is unmarried and her ej-es are blue.
Forrest Stanley is married to Marian Hutchins.

no relation

letters

—

N. Y.

an American writer was paid $1800

is

from beautiful Spanish girls with
decorative names like Andaluza. Have you
patent leather hair? And great dark eyes?
here goes another broken
I think
I wonder.
dream that you might be able to get a photograph of Harrison Ford by writing directly to
him in care of the Lasky studio, 1520 Vine
street, Hollywood, Cal.

NOW

.avelop

even nicer than he

Wanda Hawley

eligible.

A. L.

have

by us.

Send No Money Pay the postman when he delivers the
watch. If you are not completely satisfied, send back the
watch at our expense and we shall return your money.
Write
to the **Direct Sales Dept."

How

is

no near relation. They may
have. had a common ancestor no, I'm not
trying to be mean. You misunderstood!

K

pendable time-piece, complete with silk ribbon and
white gold filled clasps.
14
offer this elegant watch
for the very low price of

this

Meighan

to Ormi, at least

m
A

dreams

—

the pulchritude and the rest of

them

-A fine 15 jewel Swiss movein a beautiful gold filled case of 14
white gold, guaranteed for 25
15 years;
ded«

airiKle

—

feel like

"Ebb Tide" and "Under Two Flags." He is
now appearing in Channing Pollock's play,
"The Fool." .\s for Corinne Griffith. Xo,
she is not related to D. W. Couldn't you tell

didn't?

It's

You make me

warden of Sing Sing. Well, here goes:
James Kirkwood Bom in Grand Rapids,
Mich., and educated there. Had a stage
career for eighteen years and then went into
pictures.
His first screen appearance was in
or the

tall,

the disposition that counts
with me, not the shading! But to business.
Address Rodolph at the Hotel des Artists,
New York City. No, I don't think he's
Gloria Swanson has blue eyes, dark
divine.
red hair, a very white skin and a good figure.
She is five feet, three inches tall and weighs
one hundred and twelve pounds. Address
Mae Murray in cart of Metro Studios, Hollywood, and Bebe Daniels at Paramount's Long
Island City Studios. And last but not

all

|$J265

ment

Dept.

I'm not five feet eight
and I'm not thirty-four. Yes,
I have either light brown or coal black hair,
the usual teeth, and I like both blondes and
yours,
inches

—

for

$20.

296 Broadway,

—

Thos. Utterback, Okla. City, Okla.
of James Kirkwood and Corinne

Grifiith?

V. C, Atlanta, Ga. Neither Viola Dana
nor Wanda Hawley were bathing beauties.
They might just as well have been; they had

'

tliis

—

Our record

K

the extremely low price of

—

I'm glad
this department serious enough to
warrant the use of papa's business paper.
Write often; the paper is quite thrilhng. I'm
glad you like George Stewart he seemed such
a nice boy in "The Seventh Day." Quite nice
enough, as you say, for any girl. If you want
to get in touch with him you may address him
in care of the Christie Comedies, Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood.

—

—Tom

is

K

buy

Peggy Jones, W^ashington, Pa.

you think

Beatrice W., Englewood, N. J. Lloyd
Hughes took the part of Frederick Graves in
Mary Pickford's new version of "Tess." And
Rodolph pronounces his name thusly Val en

least
looks.

a low retail price for this magrectangular ladies' wrist
watch
white gold filled case guaranteed
14
for 25 years; regulated, 15 jewel genuine anchor
movement, such as is used only in very high
Silk ribbon: 14
grade watches; Engraved dial:
il: Silkribbon;
cliased white gold filled clasps.
An accurate time-piece. You
as well as the dealers can now
<IIJ'2'2

—

;

brunettes.

Name

tfPO^miJU

Ilarlan isn't so conser\'ative.
He's been
divorced twice and is about to embark again
upon the troubled sea of matrimony with
Marie Prevost rocking the boat.

—

l3tA§AX'c6^rf5"wrS7th'^t.'l^ew York 15ept. 42.
Send me, subject to your guarantee of satisfac-

offer

—

Lillian G., Washington, D. C. On a
busy afternoon I like concise questions. Your
letter is brief and so is my answer.
You can
reach Jackie Coogan through First National
Pictures, 6 West 48th Street, New York City;
Eva Novak in care of Paramount, Charles
Jones at Fo.x Studios, 1407 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif. Thomas Meighan and Bebe
Daniels in care of Paramount's Long Island
City Studios; and Harold Lloyd at the Hal
Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

—

Pay the postman only $1.97, plus a few cents
Satisfaction
postage, when your Utasal arrives.
BTJaranteed. Money refunded if not satisfied.
Yp_RK
CO., 15 W, 37th St.,

middlemen's

Thank You, Wash.—I know it isn't your
name, but it's the only signature I could find
on your letter. I have cruel news to tell you.
Tom Mix is married to Victoria Forde, and
they have a little baby daughter. Kenneth

marry
the plajrwright and
will

Arlene. I like the pale blue stationery
and the slightly darker ink. It appeals to
But the
the sensitive poet in my nature.
the "Dear Person" seems to
salutation
me, shall we say slightly afiFected? Oh, indeed
How
I do possess a real sense of humor.
could I live under a flood of letters, not unlike

SEND NO MONEY CONVENIENT COUPON

all

rumored that she

bet that sur-

Naldi. They're great favorites of mine, and
I'm not the only one on Photoplay Magazine
who feels that way, either!

(regular

—

of $1.97 or 3 boxes for less than
price off 2 I This is enough to cause
a marked reduction in your weight
or greatly alleviate rheumatic pams
or skin trouble. Tear out and mail Each BoTcontalns
the coupon below, this minutell
one Full Pound

nate

is

I

Her maiden name was Swanson.
I'm glad that you like Betty Blythe and Nita
prises you!

tee no.

offer 3

price $1 per box) at a special price

II

It

it?

Ala.— Glorious

—

—

COUPON NOW.

boxes of Utasal

size

L. B. W., Montgomery,
Gloria was born in Chicago

up,

producer.

of Great Salt Lake are found wonderful fiesh-reducIne qualities. Now for the first time Great Salt Lake
Is Drought to yourown bathtub in the form of Utasal.
Use half a box to a hot bath. Reduce flesh with every
bath you take I No bother with dieting— no internal
trouble from medicine — nofatipue of exercises — merely
bathe regularly in a Utasal bath and your excess fat
will gradually and certainly leave you. Rheumatic
f)ain3 are greatly relieved, skin eruptions greatly a!eviatod, if you bathe in Great Salt Lake by pouring Utasal in your bath.
Utasal contains not only concentrated salts of
Great Salt Lake, but added medicinal ingredients of
known value for reducing flesh and relievi ng pain.

full

it

Betty Compson seems to be your ideal.
She knows a lot, too. Even though she is only
twenty-two years old. Her latest picture
with Bert Lytell was "Kick In." Before that
"To Have and To Hold." And now she has
just appeared in a Hawaiian drama called
"The White Flower." That title suits her,

Walter Morosco, son of

your Bath Tub.
What is the secret of beauty of Utah women ?
What draws stout and ailing people from all the

hb

Keep

wise answers.

Lake in

Salt

For a limited time only we

my

Section

—I'm glad that you

child.

doesn't

TTie reducing Salt
puts Utah's Great

—Advertising

Mattte and Dickie, Town of Union, N.

— You

J.

announce yourselves as "Mattie and
flappers."
Sounds like a story
title.
Come again, of course whenever you
want advice or comfort or any little thing like
that.
George Hackathome is five feet, seven
inches tall. His age is not great, but sometimes his acting is. His next pla%' wiU be
"Merr\f-Go- Round" for Universal. Lloyd

—two

Dickie

—

Hughes is twenty-four years
him in " Scars of Jealousy."

old.

Watch

for

—

K., KEND.\LLER^^LLE. IxD. Your
sound Uke some fraternal order, but
your questions are to the point. You've made
a mistake somewhere. There was no statement in Plays and Plaj'ers for October about
Dick Barthelmess being married to Lillian
Tucker. He's only been married once, and
his wife is Mary Hay.
Mae Marsh married
a newspaper man, Louis Lee .-Vrms, and Seena
Owen is divorced from George Walsh. Ruth
Roland is divorced from Lionel Kent. Cheer
up, I couldn't get angry at you. Even if you
wrote twice a year!

\.

E.

initials

A.

C, Xew York

City.

—^Margaret Gibson

was the ingenue who played in the film entitled "The Siren."
It was released about
two years ago.

guaranteed.

Photoplay Magazine

—Advertising

—

Section

—

New liquid discovery in only 15 minutes gives
even the stubbornest hair a beautiful permanent
wave effect, which lasts seven to ten days. No
no bother of any kind. $10,000 guarantee
fuss

—

of

jEAUTY
fected
liquid

complete satisfaction.
experts have pera marvelous newwhich in only

—

minutes makes straight
hair wonderfully soft, beautifully wavy, and gloriously cui'ly.
AH you need do is moisten
the hair with a few drops of the
fifteen

liquid, follow the simple directions, and in exactly 15 minutes
no matter how straight, dull

—

unmanageable your hair may
be you will have acquired a
or

—

wealth
curls

of

charming,

lustrous

and wonderfully

fluffy

produced waves and curls too artificial
looking to be beautiful.
But Domino
Curling Fluid contains the very elements
needed to make your hair naturally wavy
and naturally curlj*. That is why it always
adds a new charm, youthfulness and beauty
to one's appearance.

And it's so easy and simple to use. Just
apply a few drops, using your favorite
curling iron to shape and place the ciu-ls the
way you like best and in 15 minutes the

—

trick

is

done.

Or if you wish,- and have the
you may use ordinary silk or

time to spare,
kid curlers. In either case the results will
more than delight you. Not only you, but

natural waves.
almost miraculous! You will scarcely
believe your eyes when you see how easy it
is to keep your hair permanently curly and

So

It's

wavy

this

try this marvelous
are
making a very special

Termanent Wave

'Effect

introductory offer. You
need not send a penny
in
advance.
Merely
mail the coupon below,
and a full size bottle of
Domino Curling Fluid
contairiing enough
curling fluid to last the
average
person
two
months will be sent
you by return mail. In
spite of the fact that
the regular price of this
product is $3.00 you
may pay the postman
the special reduced price of only
$1.45 (plus few cents postage) in

"Now Quick Cheap and Easy

Greatest Beauty Discovery

—

*

—

Never before has any beauty discovery
meant more to women. For this new hquid

—called Domino Curling Fhiid—completely

does away with all the bothers and fuss of
old-fashioned methods of hair curUng.
No longer need you devote many tiresome hours each week to curling and waving

your

hair.
dressers.

—

Then

Than Permanent
Wave

A

so-called "permanent wave" costs
about $25, and sometimes lasts four months
often less. But now you can have what
we consider to be a far more beautiful wave
full of life and flufT
and you can have it
for just about 10c a week!

—
—

—

Ordinary permanent wave methods, besides often leaving the hair drj'

and

brittle,

trial,

Transformation
No

bottle to us

how

straight or dvll your hair may be you
he simply astonished at how Domino Curling
Fluid gives it a beauiijul. permanent wave effect, making

—

—

at the end of five days'
if you
are not delighted
with the beautiful wavy hair you
have acquired, merely return the

Watch the Amazing

—

of permanent wave methods. For now
in
just 15 minutes in your own home
you can
curl or wave your hair in the manner that
most becomes you then forget all about
it for a week or more, knowing that it will
stay wavy and curly, with every wave and
curl in place, as dainty and charming as
can he.
Think of it just 15 minutes a week to
keep your hair permanently wavy and
curlj'.
Domino Curling Fluid is just what
you have been waiting for. On all sides
beauty experts proclaim it one of the greatest beauty discoveries in years.

payment.

full

No need to pay big fees to hair
No need to undergo the tortures

Better

one

every

that

may

new discovery we

new way.

in Years

Special
Offer

matter

will

—

it tronderjitlly sojt, wavy and charming.
Just think
one application oj this wonderjul new liquid keeps
your hair wavy and curly.

your friends, will be amazed at the wonderful improvement in yom- appearance.

^>OV^WO HOUSE
PHI LA. PA;

SEND NO MONEY

from one's appearance than straight, dull,
lifeless hair.
Yet no matter how stubborn
your hair may be no matter how quickly
it falls out of curl
no matter how you wear
your hair Domino Ciuling Fluid will beautify it immeasurably. It is guaranteed to do
so.

If,

—
—

after trying

Domino Curling

will instantly

—

$10,000 Guarantee
Surely nothing will more quickly detract

—

and we

refund your money.
Surely no
offer could be fairer than this.
You risk nothing whatever, so
mail the coupon today NOW.

DOMINO HOUSE,

Dept. C-265

269 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

me one S3.00 bottle of Domino Curling
the postman hands it to me. I will pay
tew cents postage) in full payment.
am not satisfied I will return it in five
days and you agree to promptly refund my money.
Please send

Fluid.

When

him

SI. 45 (plus the
If for any reason I

Fluid

you are not more than pleased and delighted
with results, your money will be refunded

A $10,000 deposit in the Producers and Consumers Bank of Philadelphia
backs up this guarantee, so you do not ri.sk
one penny in trying it.

instantly.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

Address
If

you wish, you

may

send cash with coupon and save

the postage.
(Price outside U. S. SI. 60 cash with order.)

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

iSregained the original
youthful color ofmy liaij:
the exact shade which suits

me Individually through
"
inecto Hapid
"When my hair began to show strands of
gray I applied a preparation that removed
them, and I was quite delighted. But, after
a few months of such application, to my dismay all my hair became darker and darker,
until the effect was entirely different from
my original appearance.
"Fortunately, at this time, one of my
who had used INECTO RAPID
told me of this excellent preparation and
friends

now, as you maysee,my hairis permanently in
complete harmony with my complexion and
features— inother words, suits me individually."

Thousands of women have profited
after

INECTO RAPID

s

been

has

milarlv
reconi-

mended. Nature has a particular color scheme
Nature is, in the last analysis,
for each person.
e one and only great artist, creating individual
endowing the individual with suitable color
types
es, complexion, teeth and facial features.
And so,

—

;

definition of

BEAUT r
Guarantees
Inecto Rapid is sold
under these guarantees
I

:

To produce

a color
that cannot be distinguished from tinnatural color undi-r
the closest scrutiny.

Not to cause dark
streaks following successive applications.
To maintain
form

shade

a

uni-

over

a

period of years.

To be harmless

to

hair or its growth.

make

Not

to
the texture of the liair coarse
or brittle and not to

cause breakage.

Never

to

cau.se

too

you have reached the time of life when
your hair should be white, and if it is natural
and beautiful, you possess a priceless gift that
comes to one woman in a thousand, and nothing
should induce you to change the color. If, on the
other hand, your hair is prematurely gray, or if it
is streaked or faded, it is most advisable that you

Banish

this

Sign of Age

You must

obtain the exact shade, most
becoming your type, thus preserving the
harmony of feature.
Inecto Rapid, the marvelous discovery of Dr.
Emile, of the University of Paris, comes in i8
distinct shades, ranging from radiant blonde to
raven black. Among these i8 shades is one,
and only one, for every woman, according to
her particular make-up of eyes, complexion,
facial characteristics

and

age.

dark a color through
inability to stop tlie
process at the exact
shade desired.

To

color any head of
naturally gray hair
an\' color in fifteen

impossible.

Gray Hair Banished

Russian or
Turkish baths.

spiration,

Not

to soil linens or

hat linings.
a delicate
ash shade heretofore

Unaffected by Perspiration, Shampooing,
Sunshine, Turkish or Russian Baths

in

/J Minutes

Inecto Rapid is specifically guaranteed to
color naturally gray, faded or streaked hair to
any desired shade in fifteen minutes and to
the original beauty and texture.
results are permanent and cannot be de-

preserve

The

never rubs off and does not prevent permanent waving or any other hair treatment.
It

"The

all

Rapid an unstamp of superiority. In New York
Inecto Rapid is used by such ultra-fashionable
shops as The Pennsylvania, Hotel Commodore,
Biltmore and Waldorf-Astoria.
qualified

Many thousands of the leading hairdressing
shops from coast to coast, including Burnham
and Marinello, use and unreservedly indorse
Inecto Rapid.
It is so easy to use, that thousands of women
apply INECTO RAPID with perfect success in
the privacy of their own homes. Every woman
who is not completely satisfied with the color
and texture of her hair, and realizes the great
importance of individual treatment, owes it to
herself to know all the facts about this won-

is

harmless to the hair or

and what

it

do

will

for her.

SEND NO MONEY — Just

^^

—

y

Inecto, Inc. *
c
Laboratories and Salon^^aions
X>
West 46th St..
I

.1

,
.

.

J
J

.

I

3.3-35

...

NEW YORK
Largest Manufacturers of
Hair Coloring in the

World

^

/y
^

r

^
,

V

/

^

X

Genllemen:
^

i-iease send me, gratis.
e TNTT:-^^Tr\
r
full details of INLCTC)
.

RAPID

and the "Beautv

Analysis Chart."

Name.^

^^

Address

its

/

/

Cily

-

-

..Slate

m

^

send us
your name on the coupon and we will
mail you full, interesting details and
r
our "Beauty Analysis Chart," enabling you to find the most becomInecto, Inc.
ing color for your hair
the one
that suits your individuality.
> 33-35 W.46ih Si.
New York, N.Y.

tected from natural even under a microscope,

Inecto Rapid
growth.

Hairdresser," the accepted authority on

hair coloring, has given to Inecto

derful discovery

To produce

permanent waving,
salt water, sunlight,
rain, shampooing, per-

10,

Can Be Chosen
only after these elements are carefully studied.
Harmonious effects cannot be secured with any
preparation which is applied to everyone alike.
In thinking that this was possible, innumerable
women have met with disappointment and
humiliation through having hair which was
obviously dyed. Inecto Rapid was brought to
this country originally by thousands of American tourists, who found it in use exclusively
by 97% of the finest European hairdressers.

minutes.
To be unaffected by

9.

Exactly the Proper Color

HARMONT

IS

If

ForniA-12.

Keep a Kodak

story

of the children

Autographic Kodaks S6.50 up

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.

Y., The Kodak City

r

'unecy\ationaL uuiae to fjy ^lotion

^i-^ictiircs

N.s.i:,

June 25f
Stepping Out
with Film

Stars

Million

Ingram

People read

tells

Photoplay Reviews

A

how he

discovers Stars

Star in Search of Her Soul
Famous, Beautiful, Rich, and yet — See Pa^e 29

!

For you, Mada
—a new secret of
charme Parisien
Of

the

toilette

of Madame,

but they must be perfect."
ennes

Paris has rightly

only the details which matter,

said: "It is

And those Parisi-

of the type one sees

Longchamps

at

and wherever fashion gathers, would send
to the

American

"In Paris

we

ladies this message:
select,

with what

care, a

Each of our articles de toilette
bears this same French fragrance. The one
odeur we have made our own, breathes
"
gently through our entire toilette.
single scent.

Naturally, then,

fidence will the

Djer-Kiss

— the parfum

ladies turn to

masterpiece of

M.

For does not each of the Djer-

Kerkoff.

Kiss

and with so great con-

American

toiletries

bear the same odeur captivante

of Parfum Djer-Kiss itself? The Parfum,
Toilet Water, Face Powders, Talc, Sachet,

Soap and Rouges

—

all

are French, adorably

French.

May we

ask that

table de toilette.
Specialites are

very day.

Madame look

If

over her

any of the Djer-Kiss

missing,

do obtain them

this

Do achieve, through the purchase

of the Djer-Kiss

Specialites,

French harmony of the
Send for

the secret of this

toilette.

M.

Kerkoff's

new sample paquet
A

new paquet of Djer-Kiss samples, containing Parfum. Face Powder, Cold Cream
and Vanishing Cream, will gladly be
mailed in return for merely 15 cents.
Address Alfred H.Smith Co,26West
34th St., New York City

At

the

Longchamps

races

may mingle

tiith

Princes, Dukes and
esses
the elite of

Duchworld

one

—

society.

Djer-Kiss

CREAMS!

Vanishmg Cream both
Parfum Djer-Kiss

Cold

Cream

and

are fragranced with

SMade

itself Fairy aids, indeed,

to the beauty of Madame's complexion.
How needful the warm summer through

Dier-Kiss^KCE

POWDERS!

Fragranced

in

France, they are, with Monsieur Kerkoff's
Djer-Kiss. So soft, so pure
masterpiece
and so approved of fashion.

—

in.

Smnce.

KERKOFF, PARIS

EXTRACT FACE POWDERS TALC
TOILET WATER VEGETALE SACHET ROUGE
SOAP
LIP ROUGE FACE CREAMS
•

•

•

—

•

•

•

•

—

Kouge, Lip Rouge, Compacts and Creams blended here
u ith pure Djer-Kiss Parfum imported from France

These specialites

—
Photoplay Magazine
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Section

as fair

June

as the roses in

can so easily be yours

Do

you know how truly beautiful your complexion can be? Do you appreciate what
delicate freshness, what fineness of texture you
can gain for your skin? And with how little
effort?

You can attain a complexion as fresh and
radiant as the roses in June. You can achieve
the dainty bloom of a clear, wholesome skin,
just as thousands of attractive women have, if
you begin at once the daily use of Ingram's

Posed by Lois Wilson, attractive Paramount motion picture star. Miss IVilson is one of many charming women of
the screen who use and endorse Ingram's Milkweed Cream
for promoting beauty of complexion. From a photograph
by Donald Biddle Keys.

Milkweed Cream.
Ingram's Milkweed Cream, you will find, is
more than a face cream, more than a cleanser.
It has an exclusive therapeutic property that
revitalize the sluggish
serves to "tone-up"
Applied regularly, it heals
tissues of the skin.
and nourishes the skin cells, soothes away redness and roughness, banishes slight imperfections.
Used faithfully according to directions

—

Ingfawk

^nge

—

in the

jar

—

it

Health Hint booklet packed with every
will help you to gain and retain a com-

plexion that

is

"Just to show the proper

glow" use a touch of Ingram's
Rouge on the cheeks. A safe
preparation for delicately em-

genuinely beautiful.

Go to your druggist today and purchase a jar
of Ingram's Milkweed Cream in either the 50
cent or $1.00 size the dollar size contains three
times the quantity. Begin at once to gain a
new charm of complexion. It will mean so
much to you.

—

The new Ingram's Rouge
packet measures 1% inches in
diameter and V2 inch in
height.
It is convenient to
use and convenient to carry.
Does not bulge the purse.

phasizing the natural color.
Offered in thin, artistic metal
vanity-box, with large mirror
and pad. Five perfect shades,

subtly perfumed
Rose,

— Light,

Medium, Dark

newest popular
can Blush 50c.

—

tint,

or the

Ameri-

—

MilKweed

Cfeam

Tkerg is
Beauty

Frederick

F.

Ingram Company

Send a dime for Ingram's Beauty Purse
An attractive souvenir
packet of the exquisite Ingram Toilet -Aids.
Mail the coupon
below with a silver dime and receive this dainty Beauty Purse
for your hand bag.

Frederick F. Ingram Co., 102 Tenth St., Detroit, Michigan
Gentlemen: Enclosed please find one dime. Kindly send me Ingram's
Beauty Purse containing an eiderdown powder pad. samples of Ingram's Face
Powder, Ingram's Rouge, Ingram's Milkweed Cream, and, for the gentleman
of the house, a sample of Ingram's Therapeutic Shaving Cream.

Established 188S

102 Tenth Street

Detroit, Michigan

Canadian residents address F. F. Ingrain Company,
Windsor, Ontario. British residents address Sangers,
42 A Hampstead Rd., London, N. W. 1.
Australian residents address Law, Binns ft; Co., Com-

merce House, Melbourne.
New Zealand residents address Hart, Pennington, Ltd.,
33 Ghuznee Street, Wellington.
Cuban residents address Espino

Havana.

When

86

Co., Zulueta 36 Vi,

you write to advertisers please mention
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An
J\ James Cruze
Production
bif

entirely

Presented

Tom

bif

Gei

who

Section

—and the

kind of

la^y

—

big

Included are:
Cecil B. DeMiUe
Thomas Meighan

a real presentation on the screen of the life of
as it is lived today, with the absorb-

Agnes Ayres

Hollywood

who went

Jack Holt
Betty Compson
Leatrice Joy
Walter Hiers

there seeking fame

and fortune!
Angela, the heroine, is the counterpart of a
million American girls, and she leads a life that
a million girls will envy, and that will make every

Lila Lee
James Cruze
Lois Wilson
Alfred E. Green
Jacqueline Logan
George Fawcett
Nita Naldi

patron laugh and thrill.
This is not an expose of Hollywood, but the
genuine picture-story of screen-ambition's appointments and disappointments all in an atmosphere of melodrama, love, mystery and humor.
Does Angela reach stardom or not?

—

That
ing out

is

you can think ot!

tried to get into

ing story of the girl

the thrill of

it,

Warren Kerrigan
Mary Astor
Hope Hampton

the excitement of find-

what makes screen
Don't miss

cast!

Just about everyone

girl

the movies!

aghty

Jesse L

new

comedy-drama about a

Frank Condon

JIdapted by

— AnvprtTisiNG

J.

success.
it!

Will Rogers

Ben Turpin
Laurence Wheat
Elliott Dexter
Charles Ogle
Ford Sterling
The Sennett
bathing

girls

3ts a Paramount Picture
If

It's

a

Paramount Picture
Every advertisement in

it's

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

the
is

guaranteed.

best

show

in

town

:

The World's Leading Motion

Picture Publication
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Shadow

Save

Knowles Hare
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your
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Make
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Enemies of
Bella

Carolyn Van

Wyck

12

of Personal Service

19

New

Pola Negri, Claire Windsor, Andree
Pictures:
Lafayette, Jobyna Ralston, Lila Lee, Lois Wilson and
Pauline Garon

James R. Quirk

Speaking of Pictures

"Reggie"

27
28

But Reginald Denny Packs a Terrible Wallop

A

Herbert

Howe

29

31

,it

Lost Ships

I^ost and Found
Goldwyn
The Leopardess
Paramount
The Little Church Around the Corner
Warner Brothers
Goldwyn
Vanity Fair
Paramount
The White Flower
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The Glimpses of the Moon. .Paramount
The Woman of Bronze
Metro
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine
Paramount
Mastodon
You Are Guilty
Warner Brothers
Brass
Page p7

The
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Claw

Paramount

St.,
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Modern Marriage American Releasing
First National
The Sunshine Trail
Made in Germany
The Queen of Sin
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The Town Scandal
Three Jumps Ahead
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—
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Hodkinson
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from the seven
POSES
exquisite dances ^iven
by Marinoff as part of
his

t raining.

There

is

a

Grecian Dance, a Classical
Toe Dance, an Oriental
Dance, a Butterfly Dance,
a Chinese Dance, a Spanish

Dance and a "Raggedy
Ann" Eccentric Dance.

Classic Dancing!
Now

you can learn at home under the

personal direction of

SERQEI MARINOFF

OMETIME

in her life, every girl, every woman has dreamed of dancing.
no more charming accomplishment
it is an important part of
the cultured girl's education. Whether you study it for professional or for
cultural purposes — or merely to enjoy the pleasant, body building exercises

There

—

is

—

it

will bring great happiness into

your

life.

And now you can learn dancing at home! Here is your opportunity to enjoy
the advantages of real ballet training under this great master. Anyone can
learn by this method. It is simple, easy, delightful. Marinoff has pupils of all
ages. He teaches every pupil individually.
is correct training. You could not get training like this except
in the studios of the greatest masters of the dance.
Tarasoff has endorsed the
Marinoff system.
Merriell Abbott, Director of the Abbott Dancers [Chicago
Theatre, Chicago], says: "A beginner who knows nothing of dancing can learn
by this system." Marinoff training includes a complete outfit
a studio bar,
practice costume, slippers, phonograph records and sheet music. This is furnished to every Marinoff student without charge.

Marinoff training

—

Write
KH'V
fVV*\ i
-

Srr

A

for free portfolio of dancers' pictures
tuition.

CSprtypi Marinoff
iVldrillUll
Oergei

(/
V

and

full

information about training and the fees for

\\

Merely send coupon.

No obligation.

—

CLASSIC DANCI>

SCHOOL OF

1924 Sunnyside Ave., Smdio A-IZS

Chicago,

r
I

M.

Sergei Marinoff, School of Classic
1924 Sunnyside Ave., Studio A.125, Chicago

Dancing

Please send me free portlolio of dancers' pictures and full informai understand
tion about your home study course in Clastic Dancing,
that there is no obligation.

Ag*.

When you

write to advertisers ijlease mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Brickbats

For King and Picture!
Venice, Calif.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: I absolutely disagree with Jeanette Lawrence's opinion of "Human Hearts."
"Human Hearts!" the greatest picture the
screen has ever known. Great because of its
sweet simplicity; its directness of appeal; its
sincerity and above all l^ecause it is human and
TRUE. It is a work of art whose sincerity and beauty none can escape. The characters are those whom I know and love and
understand; they are so genuinely real that the
picture becomes a living, palpitating being of
itself
it is one of the few pictures with a soul
and I love it dearly.
"Human Hearts!" directed by one of our
most faithful pioneers of the screen. King

Bouquets

RINGS

The Amateur Author

—

Through his beautiful picto any one.
tures he speaks to us in the language of the
heart and soul that is a redeeming power to

object of these

Mrs. Lorenza Ste\'ens.

may

bring
better

111.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: May a Southerner, a picture fan
and one especially interested in good pictures,
write a little protest against the wrong use of
Southern idioms on the screen?
First and foremost, the expression "you all."

Redwine.

Be

We

?nay
not agree with the sentiments expressed, but we'll publish them
just the same! Letters should not
exceed 200 words and should bear
thewriter'sfnll name and address.

Nuflf!

B.

is to ex-

about better pictures and
acting.

Mary

columns

change thoughts that

mankind.

these mistakes.

—

to tell just what they
think of pictures and players.
We suggest that yoit express your
ideas as briefly as possible and
refrain from severe personal criticism, remembering that the

pliments

way

"extremely," or "very," are only used by the
uneducated.
Only recently in "Gossip" in
which Gladys Walton was starred, I noticed

don't like

I

The readers of Photoplay are
invited to write this department
to register coviplainls or com-

Baggot.
KING BAGGOT!— a man whose
alone is a safeguard against censorship
and an ABSOLUTE assurance of a CLEAN
Never in all the years that I have
screen.
known Mr. Baggot on the screen has his name
ever been connected with any but good, clean,
wholesome, entertaining pictures. Mr. Baggot
is the last man on earth who would ever produce a picture that would be offensive in any

It is never used in speaking to, or of, one person.
It is used in speaking to two or more
persons, usually to more than two. And the
expressions "shore" for "sure," "right" for

Not that

FROM READERS

name

Chicago,

Indianapolis, Ind
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: I wish to throw a bouquet at
Gaston Glass. I think that he's a marvelous
actor and he deserves to be starred in bigger
pictures.
I saw him do the tango in "Rich
Men's Wives." He dances wonderfully and is
every bit as graceful as Rodolph Valentino. I
think that he is the coming actor of 1923, and
if he had good pictures he would easily acquire

Ruddy, for I do, best of all, but I just hope that
Gaston Glass will get the right sort of directors
and pictures so that he can have a chance to
show what he can do.
A Reader.

—

Sho'

of Fashion

a Valentino vogue.

LETTERS

—

The Glass

constructive.

La Crosse, Washington.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: After having my third photoplay
manuscript actually stolen from me by grafting,
swindling "author's agencies" I have arrived
at a stage where I must voice my opinion or
"bust" and who can I rave to unless it is
some unfortunate editor?
Producers are continually looking for new

—

stories, original stories

admit that the best
free lance writers.

from new writers. They
do come from the

stories

The

free lance writers are

supplying a good part of the better photoplaj-s
that is the ones which manage to escape from
the clutching hands of agents who flourish a
neatlj' worded "guarantee to sell" in the

—

author's face.
There are hundreds of these
photoplay agencies in the countr}- which are
ninety-five per cent graft
they rob and discourage the amateur writer until he gives up in

—

disgust.

because they are acquainted
only with the faces in the bazars and the cameldrivers who call themselves "sheykle." Thus
have they misunderstood my people.

It seems queer to me that the mo\-ing picture
concerns would allow such graft when it is
hurting their interests.
I for one make an
appeal for investigation for the sake of

Another thing. No one criticised this cinema
for having an oriental tent with occidental

amateur

spects, but

it

is

furnishings. I will say that this is quite true of
Arabs of high caste, especially since the war
when several of them fought with the French

—

writers.

Don W.

Potter.

Another Honor Roll

Army and

From The Real Thing
Columbus, O.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: You may be interested to know
that among the many readers of Photoplay,
you have one who comes from Arabia. Also,
you may be pleased to learn that I saw the
cinema "Le Sheykle" in Europe. It is like
your picture in many respects with the exception of the title
you call it "Sheik," don't
you? In my country it is pronounced "Shak."
I am the youngest of the family of Sheykle Ali
Ben Hamed Yussef, who, believe me, conducts
himself in a manner much different from that

—

of the picture.

acquired occidental ways.
The only thing of which I disapprove in

America are the women. I may
be prejudiced but I do not like this equality of
the se.xes. I do not mean that one is superior
to the other, but that one is different from the

Europe and

in

and they are not intended to be alike. I
cannot understand men who allow their wives
and daughters to smoke and drink like men,
and to go about withbackandshoulders bare, especially at a ball where other men are present.
Pardon me, I am not tr\'ing to preach.
other,

I will appreciate j-our publishing this note, in
defense of my people, from one who knows
that of which he speaks.
Thank you, sir, for your patience.

Baroudi Ben Ali Yussef.

unclean and

am

French and most of the
Arabian chiefs resemble Europeans.
Their
complexion is no browner than that of the explorers who excavate our ancient palaces and
tombs. We dress like Americans, except when
travelling in the desert, for which the Bedouin
thinks that I

garb

is

more

Both

my

suitable.

father and brother are tall men,
which is not a characteristic of the Arab. In
connection with this, permit me to say that
M. Valentino is the true prototype of many
Arabs eyes, beautiful and somber; nose,
straight; chin, firm.
His eyes especially are
very characteristic of all Arabs. Most of the
tourists will not agree with me in other re-

—

be without a

fair storj', at least? I say, divide
the spoils, and give each one the credit that is
due him. Witness "Foolish Wives" a superb
example of an able director with a poor story
and, with one or two exceptions, mediocre
players.
And "The Christian" my idea of

—

—

gorgeous lighting and setting, fair actors, and
extremely stereot>"ped direction.

The man who advocated the honor roll was
The one he referred to was conducted, he said, by a trade journal, which is
half right.

i\t 3'our ser\'ice,

It is not fair play to say that most of us are
filthy in our habits.
Everybody

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: I don't agree with the indi\ndual
who says "The Star's the thing." Where
would even the finest star be without an able
.\nd where would an able director
director?

Agnes Goes Into High
Buffalo, N. Y.

Editor Photoplay ISIagazine.
Dear Sir: Three cheers for Agnes Ayres! At
If only she
last she is coming into her own.
knew how adorable she is when she acts
"peppy," as she did in "Racing Hearts," she
would always do it. Never again can people
say that Agnes is blase and a fearful actress.
For she isn't. She can act, and if she only stars
in pictures in which she is not the pampered
darling, she will wm the hearts of every movie

devoted to the producing rather than to the
But I insist on
acting end of the industr\-.
including directors, and possibly one or two
authors in my selection of the twelve who have
done the most for the pictures. Roughly, it is
as follows:
Lillian Gish,
]Mar>' Pickford,

Norma Talmadge,

David W. Griflith,
George Loane Tucker,
Rex Ingram,

Richard Barthelniess, Rupert Hughes,
Douglas Fairbanks,
Charles Chaplin,
Harold Lloyd,
June Mathis,

Ch.\rlotte

J.

fan.

Dot Foster.

[

continxt:d on page 10

]

BntR.

—
—
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Harold and his

wife scented trouble, when
brother-in-law's youngsters were
parked with them over the weekend. But they had only the merest
inkhng of what they were in for.
How was Harold to know that
he would have to put a nipple on
the baby's bottle? Why is it anyway that nipples are always three
sizes too small, and babies* bottles
rounded at the bottom? And who
could tell that a pet menagerie

would break loose?
Trouble? Yes, but just look at
that darling baby. Isn't he worth
all the trouble be costs?
Y ou'll be sure of it when
see Harold Lloyd in " I Do."

If

you

you Ve lost your funny-bone—
SOMEHOW

Lloyd feels that the bathing pool of the
Harem is no longer safe. Where will he go?
can he rescue his sweetheart from the Sultan's
clutches? These are only two of the perplexities which
beset Harold Lloyd in " A Sailor-Made Man." When vou
see his uproarious adventures you'll wonder how he could
cram so much hilarity into one short hour.
Sultan's

How

TF

you think no motion picture in the world can
a good old-fashioned laugh again
take this prescription. It's tested and unfailing,

make you laugh

—

especially

compounded

for just such a critical case

as yours.

Encore Pictures of Harold Lloyd.
after meal time. Alone or accompanied by friend, member of family
or stray child. Get into comfortable seat at
motion picture theatre and shake well!
S. Q. Lapius, M.D.
Six

Sig:

Take one

—

After the

first

treatment you will

feel

much

so

you are cured. But don't stop
with one picture. Keep the treatment up. Take all
and you'll want to cure others!
six
better you'll think

—

Ask your theatre manager

He

for this tested

group of

you the
genuine bearing the signature of that distinguished
producer, Hal Roach.
gloom-destroyers.

—

think a comedian is onlv
IF'ayou
clown or a buffoon you will
certainly change your mind when
yon see this poor timid, lovable
boy learn the secret of Courage.

And shrewd,

loving

will be glad to give

Distributed by Associated Exhibitors, Inc. Arthur
Kane, President, 35 West 45th Street, New YorL

S.

ENCORE PICTURES are chosen from
hundreds of new motion pictures offered
us each year chosen because they ac-

—

Physical Distributors, Pathe, Inc.

tually entertain the private audiences who
see them in advance.
This line of high grade pictures in-

Grandma

cludes:

she knew what he needed. No
wonder "Grandma's Boy" was
voted among the best ten motion

Harold Lloydin"Grandma'sBoy,""I
Do," "Now or Never." "Never Weaken," "Among Those Present," and "A
Sailor-Made Man."
Constance Binney in "A Bill of
Divorcement" an absorbing drama

pictures of the year.

—

revealing the depths of human feeling.
"Head Hunters of the South Seas"
a truthful record of a thrilling adventure.
Florence Vidor in "Alice Adams"
a wonderfully faithful and artistic
picturi/.ation of Booth Tar king ton's
prize-winning novel; and other superlatively fine productions.

—

—

*

*

«

*

To be sure of having all the better
photo-plays shown in your neighborhood
you should form a Better PicturesCouncil
to work with the managers of your local
picture theatres.

doesn't seem quite
ITfair
to ask a painrespectable, undomesticated bachelor
to play chaperon to a
full-of-the - mischief,
fully

HAROLD and Mildredthatfindtrue
in

"Never Weaken"

love runs a dangerous course,
often high in the air. L'ovelorn
Lloyd perched on a girder, doing
his level best to get back to solid
ground and to his sweetheart
may not sound funny, but it is an
uproarious spectacle.

—

WHEN

a fellow who has never been outside his home town gets
into society, and is asked to tell of his African hunting experiences just v.'iat would the book of etiquette advise? Use
his imagination, is our puess.

—

And

—

in

"Among Those

Present," Lloyd does use his imaginayou can judge from the ex-

recklessly and wondrously as
pression of his hostess.

tion

four-year-old girl in a

crowded Pullman. But
in

"Now

or

Lloyd does find a way
out of his troubles
after his

own

[advertisement]

When you

write to advertisers please mention

Never"
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fashion.

More than 6oo communities have organized such Councils. Every month the
members receive impartial reports of all
worthwhile photoplays, not Encore Pictures alone. The Council recommends the
best pictures to the theatre manager and
endorses them to the public.
Thus everybody benefits theatre goers

—

can make known in advance what pictures
they want to see; and the theatre owner
is assured of good audiences.

Why

don't yoit take the Initiative in
getting better pictures for your community? Write me personally for the booklet,
"Getting Better Pictures, the Plan that

—

Works."

West 45th

Arthur
Street,

S.

Kane, 7th Floor, 35

New

York City.

Photoplay Magazine
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Brickbats and Bouquets
continued from page 8
Doone." It was a great picture and if that is
not enough, it has been a well-loved picture
Fort Howard, Maryland.
here in Chicago at least and the whole counEditor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir I have a conclave of War Depart- try usually averages up pretty much the same.
ment theater movie fans in my company. There was drama enough in the conflict beThey have all read your February issue, and tween the Dooms and the yeomen; in the beautifully told story of John and Lorna. 1 love the
are now very sad. Aye, their poor hearts are
breaking over the thought that poor Mary book, and I love the play, too, for it is the
book. Nor is it in the least uninspired. It has
Miles Minter has only a doll's house.
The majority of them wanted to jump into all of Tourneur's sure touch with the classics of
the world. This Frenchman or Belgian, as
the. Bay, after looking at poor Mary's sad and
you will knows English literature better than
pathetic face; but it was so near the dinner
any American or English director that ever
hour, and one of the K. P.'s tipped them that
lived.
they had slum, that they all refrained.
Unimportant letters to the editor have alThey cannot perceive, they cannot compreways seemed to me a display of vanit}', and I
hend, how poor Mary can exist, or live, in such
[

1

Mary's Sad Face

—

:

—

—

—

a small house with only twenty-two rooms;
when we, twenty-two strong, live in one room,
about as large as one of Mary's. Of course, our
one room is used as bedroom, library, smoking, reading, etc., but it shouldn't make much
difference.

We

sincerely hope you can discover a way
to take the pathetic expression off Mary's face.
Harold L. Browning,

Headquarters Company.
Earle E. Liederman
as he is to-day

A Winning

Useless as a
Rabbit's Tail
The

best thing a rabbit can do with his tail is
to sit on it.
And that's about as much use as
some men make of their bodies. There are so
many flat-chested, weak-lineed specimens walking the streets these days that a real, live man is a
curiosity.
The average man of today has about
as much ambition for exercise as a jelly-fish.
If he runs 50 yards, he puffs like a steam engine,
sits down and feels as though he were ready to
die.
And, take it from me, he isn't far from it.
Cut it out, fellows. Don't be a cake-eater.
If you ever knew the joys of a real healthy body,
you would start this minute to get one. And
that is just what you are going to do. The
undertaker has his eye on you, but give him the
laugh and say: "Not yet, old boy."

The Gateway

to Health

open to you. Come on In and get busy. Yes;
means work, but Oh boy! what it brings to you.

It is
it

In just 30 days I am going to put one lull inch on
your biceps: yes. and two Inches on your cliest.
But that Is only the start. Now comes the real
works.
I am going to broaden your shoulders, fill out
your chest and give you a pair of arms that carry
Meanwhile I work on your inner muscles
a wallop.
surrounding your vital organs. Hvery breath you
take brings a deep inhale of oxygen into your lungs,
purifying your blood, so that your whole body will
fairly tingle with new life.
You will feel real pep
in your old backbone.
This is no idle talk. My treatment has stood the
test of years and is now endorsed by experts as
absolutely the shortest and only sure route to Health
and .Strength. I don't promise results I guarantee
them. Come on now and make me prove it.

—

Send

for

My New

64-Page Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It contains forty-three full-page photographs of
myself and some of the many prize-winning pupils

I have trained.
Some of these came to me as pitiweaklings, imploring me to help them.
Look
them over now and you will marvel at their present
physiques.
This book will prove an impetus and a
real inspiration to you.
It will thrill you through
and through. All I ask is 10 cents to cover the cost
of wrapping and mailing and it is yours to keep.
This will not obligate you at all, but tor the sake
of your future health and happiness, do not put it
off.
Send today right now, before you turn this

ful

page.

—
EARLE

Dept. 106,
EARLE

E.

E.

LIEDERMAN

309 Broadway, New York City

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 106, 309 Broadway,

New York

City

—

Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me. without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book. " Muscular Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

Personality
Buffalo, New York.

State.

—

Then

critic.

I

might know whether to believe,

or assume an attitude of calm
It's a crime to spoil a film with the
beauty and drama and appeal and fine construction and acting of "Lorna Doone." You
nearly spoiled it for me; but I determined to
see it unprejudiced.
disbelieve,
neutrality.

Wilbur Needham.

Wants More

to other actresses I cannot repress my desire to
say a few words about my ideal movie picture

Dana.

actress, Viola

Her winning personality

and beauty are remarkable.
I am sorry to say her pictures are altogether
too few— they are something the public really
enjoys. The snap, pep and romance which her
very personality radiates, place her pictures in
that class of variable sensations holding the
audience alternately in fear, hatred, love, sadness and joy.
Since Viola's scenes make an enormous hit
with the movie fans why is it her pictures are so
few and far between? The field seems to be
flooded with new and unpopular people who
haven't the charming characteristics of a real
actor or actress.
The movie fans are calling for more pictures
from favorites like Viola Dana, Mary Pickford,
Norma Talmadge, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles
Chaplin, etc.
When you print the Life of Viola Dana in the
Photoplay don't be afraid no one will read it!

—

George Nusil.

Too Much Beauty
London, England.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: I wonder if anyone will agree with
me when I say that to my mind the stars (and
firmament are too
beautiful! Surely the great object of a play is
to depict life, this life we are all leading on this
earth.
As we go about day after day, how
many really beautiful girls and handsome men
lesser lights) of the celluloid

do we see? Very few, here in London, and I expect it is much the same the world over. And
yet, in photoplays, all the girls are pretty and
some are really beautiful, and nearly all the
men are handsome. Sometimes after having
watched a film play, it is quite a relief to look
around the theater and see the good, old, plain,
everyday faces again.
If Will Rogers can make good on the screen
why not a chance for some other ordinary
faces? I am watching for a plain girl star, who
yet can win her way by her ability and personality without the help of a pretty face.

Mrs. Nesta E. Harris.

Hinsdale,

City

readers that "Lorna Doone" is nothing much
save a "bit of beauty" well, that's not unimportant!
I would like to see every review signed by the

Editor Photoplay Magazin-e.
Dear Sir: After reading so many Bouquets

In Lorna's Defense

Street

abhor them; but now I can't resist the temptation.
And you know yourself that telling
about two million, five hundred thousand

Illinois.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: In heaven's name, give us no
more superficial reviews like that of "Lorna
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

Barrie Pictures
Johnson City, Tena.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.
Dear Sir: May I join the discussion? In the
first place I want to thank you for this opportunity you give the fans to "get together."
I wish producers would not tr>' to make so

many

pictures;

efforts

and money on

We

tures?

why

not concentrate their
really worthwhile feago to a Griffith picture, or a Mary

Pickford picture, \\"ithout questioning.
We
know they go in for quality rather than quantity, and we know we are going to see something good. These producers are artists. They
give us really human pictures. And they are
consistently good.
Do you know that the fans are beginning to
notice the director's name as well as the star's
name before they enter a theater? Not enough
praise is gi\ en to directors and authors. On
them, as well as on the star, rests the burden of
the picture. It takes all of them. All praise to
directors of such pictures as "Sentimental
Tommj%" "The Little Minister," "Dream
Street," and "Little Lord Fauntleroy." They
should share at least equal honors with the
actors. In the first place they wisely chose fine
stories, and de\-eloped them wonderfully.
Then the author. Although I read a great
deal I had never read a Barrie storj' until I saw
the picture "Sentimental Tommy." Since then
I have read all of his published works.
The
picture revealed a new world (or at least a new
and delightful comer) in introducing Barrie to

we have more of his stories picturSuch vehicles give the actors a chance to
make themselves.
Gareth Hughes, IMay
me.

ized

IVIay

!

McAvoy, Taliaferro, all the cast, played their
parts with wonderful understanding. Tommy,
Grizd, The Painlcd Lady, Elspeth. the old DocThe actors lost
tor, all became real people.
But who could
themselves in their parts.
'
lose himself in a part unless it was a real part
in a real human stor>-? The greatest need of
the pictures today is better stories. Look at
the stars who have lost their popularity on
'

'

'

—

account of ha\'ing mediocre stories Mary
IMiles Minter, Mae Marsh and others. Are we
to presume that half-baked scenario writers
from every walk of life can surpass the real
literary men of today, and other da\-s? Why
can't we have more of the works of real authors
picturized? In the works of such authors as
Barrie lies the solution to the "better stories"
problem.
E. Shipley.

[coNmruED on page

17]
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Mrs.

Lost 71 Pounds

Lost 20 Pounds

Mary

Miss

Denneny,

J.

of 82 VV. ytli St.. Biiyonne.
N. J., who wriifs: "I re-

lane.
Modi:!.

duced from 240 to 166
pounds (74 pounds reduction).
I lost 10 pounds the
\'ery first week."

lost

than
your

in

3

Slic

Lost 28 Pounds

Mul-

Lost 13 Pounds in 8 days

Artist's
writis: "I

3

wonderful

Mr.

new

am

method"

E. A.

30 Days

in

Kettel, 225

5570.\. \ ernon A\c., St
Louis, wtitc's: "I reduced
from 190 to 154 pounds
(.^6 pounds lost) in a few
weeks, and feel bettes
than I e\er did before."

Y. City, who
28 pounds in .iO days, and banished the ht*adaches I always had

when

svas stout."

I

Anna

Miss

W.

.IQth
says: "I lost

St.. \'.

Mrs. Geo. Cuiierman, 420
E. 66th .St.. \. Y. City.
She
says: "I have lost 1-i TX)unds
since Monda\' (8 days), and

pounds in less
weeks through

20

Pounds
Queenan,

Lost 36

Weeks

Kathleen
Famous

feeUng line."

Who Else Wo
Lose
The persons whose photographs are shown here represent just a few
out of thousands who have reduced to normal weight. No starving,

Lost 44 Pounds
Mrs. Eric Capon* of
ManhassL-t, L. L. \v!io
says: "I lost 44 iiounda
and my friends compli-

massagO) exercises or discomfort. Just follow a simple law of Nature
and your fat vanishes. Results in 48 hours. 10 Days' Trial of this
you be
WOULDN'T
slender, graceful,

my

ment me on

amazing method.

new,

slender.
yontlifril
healtliy appearance."

healthful weight.
He discovered that certain foods when eaten together take off
weight instead of adding to it. Certain combinations cause fat, others
consume fat. For instance,
if you eat certain foods at
Cbmplste
the same meal they are converted into excess fat.
But
CD8tfi»^««jrp,„3F.w
eat these same foods at different times and they will
be converted into blood and
300,000 formerly stout
muscle. Then the excess

and

Pounds

Lost 23

Harry

Mr.

Benson,

2-U \V. M)Lh St., K. Y.
City, writes: "1 have lost
2.3 M pounds, and I feel
lilce a 16-year-old."

glad to have a
youthful figure
obtained rapidly,

if
it
could be
without bitter self-denial,
drugs or discomforts?

Especially if the method
you used brought renewed
health and vitality?
It is easily

accomplished.

you have to do is to follow a simple law of Nature
which has recently been disclosed and your fat will vanish.
You'll be able to walk
or climb without fatigue or
breathlessness.
You'll be
able to wear the new styles,
no matter how "frilly" or
colorful they may be.
All

Loses 22 Pounds in
14

Days

The

men and women have

you already have is used
up. There is nothing complicated and nothing hard

paid $1.97. and
more, for this remarkable method. Many write
that their improved appearance and health was

rate at which you
lose your surplus flesh is
absolutely under your own
Use the
control.
If
you do not
Save a Dollar
wish to lose flesh as rapidly
as a pound a day, you can
regulate this natural law so
ing little course
that your loss of flesh will be more gradual.

Coupon

—

method

is the easiest thing imaginable.
It
absolutely harmless.
Almost like magic
it brings slender,
graceful, supple figures
and the most wonderful benefits in health.
Weakness, nervousness, indigestion, shortness of breath, as well as many long-seated
organic troubles, are banished.
Eyes bacome brighter, steps more elastic and skins
smooth, clear and radiant. Many write that
they were positively astounded at losing wrinkles which they supposed to be ineffaceable!

is

The

Secret Explained

Scientists have always realized that there
was some natural law on which the whole
system of weight control was based. But
to discover this vital "law of food" had always baffled them. It remained for Eugene

Christian, the world-famous food specialist,
to discover the one safe, certain and easily
followed
method of regaining normal,

141 pounds, which is niy
normal \vei>ilit; and there
I

am

Koinu to stay, for I
tiie

secret."

W.

Pounds

l.^.SLh

Civi
St..

I\

r»KB.

Y.

City, writes: "I red iced
40 pounds and bani ^hed

acute

The

indigestion
is easy

nielliod

discomfort, no
DO starvation."

risk

;.Iso.

— no
nd

Lost 104 Pounds

Mr. John Criswold, Of
Kan., writes;
"I lost 104 pounds at the
rate of 5 pounds a week.
reduced my waistline
I
17 inches.
Today I am
in good health and free
Antlioiiy.

Eugene Christian has incorporated his remarkable secret of

weight reduction in an interestcalled "Weight Control
the Basis
To make it possible for every one to
of Health."
profit by his discovery, he offers to send the complete course on trial to any one sending in the
coupon.

—

the Coupon
to

Is

Worth

from all avoirdupois
ments."

H25 Itu.sscron St., \ incennes, Ind.. w rites: "I he
of WCiglit Conwere immediate and
more than satis-

results
trol'

were

fying."

$1.00

shortest possible time.
So here is our offer. Just mail the coupon without sending a penny.
The coupon will be accepted
as worth $1.00 on the purchase of this course, for
which others have had to pay $1.97. Then when
the course arrives all you have to do is to pay the
postman only 97 cents plus the few cents postage,
and the course is yours.
There will be no further
payments at any time.
But if you are not thoroughly pleased after a 10-day test of this method
you may return the course and your money will
be refunded instantly.
(If more convenient you
may remit 97 cents with the coupon, but this is
not necessary.)
Our liberal guarantee protects you. Either you
CTperience in 10 days such a wonderful reduction
in weight and such a wonderful gain in health that
you wish to continue this simple, easy, delightful
method or else you return the course and your
money is refunded without Question.
Don't delay. This special price may soon be
withdrawn.
If you act at once you gain a valuable
secret of health, beauty and normal weight that
will be of priceless value to you throughout your
life.
Mail the coupon NOW.

Lost 30 Pounds
Miss Elizabeth Johnson, of it)45 Washington
Blvd.. Indianapolis, Ind.,
writes: "I have lost 30
pounds and can cheerfully

recommend
'Weight
"

Control.'

W. 16th St., New York City

write to advertisers please mention

Lost 80 Pounds
Miss
Laura
Morse*
St., N. V.
City, writes: "I have lost
80 pounds. I feel better
than I have in yearf
and
look
10
yean
271 VV. 119tli

younger."

This Coupon Is Worth $1.00 to You
(Under conditions named below)

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY,

Dept. W-2086, 47 W. 16th St., New York City
Without money in advance you may send me in plain
wrapper, Eugene Christians Course on "Weight Control
The Basis of Health." You are to accept this coupon as worth $1.00 (ONE DOLLAR) on my purchase o?
this course.
Therefore, when the course arrives. I will
pay the postman only 97 cents (plus the few cents postage) in full payment and there are to be no further payments at any time. Although I am benefiting by thle

—

special reduced price, I retain the privilege of returning
this course within 10 days and having
97 cents rt.

funded
I

am

if

I

am

my

not delighted with the wonderful reiult*

to be the sole judge.

Name.
(Please write plainly.)

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY
Dept. W-2086. 47

ail-

Delighted with Resulta
Mrs. Edith Robinson,
of

You Now

Those who use this rapid method of reducing to
normal weight are usually so enthusiastic that they
simply cannot refrain from mentioning this method
This will be the best kind of adto their friends.
vertisement for us. So we are willing to lose money
in order to secure a great number of users in the

Wben you

now weigh

;ind

now know

10 Days' TrialSend No Money

and

Why

Lost 40

Miss Melissa
53

to understand. It is simply
a matter of learning how to
combine your food properly,
and this is easily done.
This method even permits
you to eat many delicious foods
which you may now be denying
yourself.
For you can arrange
your meals so that these delicacies will no longer be fattening.

worth hundreds of dollars
to them. Yet for a Hmited
time you are being given
the opportunity to purchase this wonderful method for only 97c.

reached your normal weight
you can retain it without gaining or losing
another pound.
Mr. Ben Naddle, of 102 Fulton St., New
York, was just 22 pounds overweight. He
decided to reduce as rapidly as possible.
He writes: "I reduced from 175 to 153
pounds in just two weeks. Before I started
I was flabby and sick
had stomach trouble
all the time.
I feel wonderful now."
Taking off excess weight by this new

pounds

fat

gladly

When you have

Lost 26 Pounds
Mrs. R. H. DiehU 109
E. iVIarket St., D:in\ ille.
Pa., writes: "I lost 26

AddreM.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

—
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When Marriages
*
is

Section

FRIENDLY

FATAL

ADVICE

Men who

are serrinEr prison terras
for obtaining money under false pretenses men who have heen hanged
for kiUing other men. are not one bit
worse than many a man walking the
streets today, who has falsely gained
the affection of some pure girl, marrietl
and then through his
her
I)liysical
unfitness killed her every
hope
Stop!
of
future happiness.
Think! Don't take that fatal step.
Be aI>soluteIy certain that you are a
real man in the fullest sense of the
word.
You must fit yourself for
matrimony before you ask any girl to

—

From

Carolyn %)an

marry you.
Strongfortism, The Modern Science
Health Promotion will aid Nature
overcoming your weaknesses and
in
Parenthood.
fit you for Marriage and

Wyck

of

I

(guarantee

it.

Send For My Free- Book: Mark the
on tlie consuUation coupon
on which you want special confidential information and send with 10c to
help pay poytage, etc, on my free
\<n,U "Promotion an<l (Conservation of
Health. Strength
and Mental Enfr^y."
It contains a vital message
cTDnwrrAOT
MKUNUhUKI
subjects

my

Senil for

for you.

free book Right

TODAY.

Now.

ThePerfeclMan

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist
Newark, N.
(Founded 1895)
Dept. 414

wliicli

I

am

interested.

InsO'mnia
Short Wind
Flat Feet

.Colds
Catarrh
.

.

.

Asthma

..Hay Fever
.

.

Obesity

.Headache

.

.

.Thinness
Rupture

.

.

.

.

Lumbago

.

.

Neuritis

.

.

.

.

.

Describe)
.Successful

.

,

.

.

.

.

Deformity

..Falling
.

.

Disorders
Constipation
Biliousness
Torpid Liver

...Poor
Circulation

..Round

Memory
Weak Eyes

.

Disorders

clothes.

Shoulders

.

.

.

.

Disorders
.Increased

I

Troubles
.Stoop
Shoulders
.Muscular

Street

State

"I

one hundred and twenty and one hundred and
twenty-five pounds. Why not try the Wallace
method of reducing to music it is easy,
pleasant and eS"ective? I should also recommend a diet from which you eliminate nearly

—

With If For $10,000

all

So writes an enthusiastic, grateful
customer. In like manner testify over
100,000 people who have worn it,
life first.

WEAKNESS

and

|

For

Chil.
an erect, and graceful figure.
dren
Brings restful relief, comfort,
energy and pep, ability to do
Also
things, health and strength.
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal
organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation,
after effects of Flu. Comfortable and easy to wear.

Costs You Nothing to Try It
Write today for illustrated book, free, with full
formation and measurement blank. Address
C.

RASH,

Pre*. Natural

Women — Girls —

15 or over, you

TEN WEEKS

in

and make

Many

y
/'

Start Parlors in
Their Own Homes

doirplahrs^wX"
should
take
designing.

A

Delight
$60.00
21.40

You can save

$38.60

Mall
<•'.""""
i"""-''

Sure

/

up

y

^

^

/
Dept. S-632
Rochester. N. Y.

Send me

^
in

AT ONCE

'ree sample lessons
the subject here

B^llUni

colors to choose from.
All shades of blue,
Lavin, nile and jade green, dark brown and,
of course, the pastel shades.

C, Los

.\xgeles, Cal.
not your fault that you are
popular with men. But it does seem a shame
that you have so very few girl friendships.
Perhaps the young women of your own age
feel that you do not encourage their friendship that j ou do not make the most of their
advances. This might be because of your
sensitive nature
and because you show too
plainly j'our preference for the society and
attentions of the opposite sex.
Be more
tactful in your relations with other girls
and study your own actions before you judge
A. B.

Of course

it is

—

—

them

too harshly.

A. W., Xew York City
According to the best authorities, you are
Wh}' not trj' giving up
not overweight.
potatoes and candy for a while if it will
make you happier? But I hardly think it

—

necessary.

With almost blond hair, hazel eyes and rosy
skin you should use rouge in the "Ashes of
Rose" shade, and face powder in the tint
"naturelle."
You will look well in Copenhagen blue, Lavin green, dark brown, \-iolet,
bronze, gold and all of the pastel shades.

Wallace, Idaho.
With medium brown hair and blue eyes you

S. H.,

wiU look your best in midnight blue, seal
brown, pearl grey, heather mixtures and all of
the pastel shades.
If you will send me a stamped, self -addressed
envelope I will tell you the names of some
removers for superfluous hair.

/^AROLYN VAN JVYCK

is a society matron, well known in New York's smartes
She is still young enough fully to appreciate the
exclusive inner circle.
problems of the girl she is experienced enough to give sound advice to those in need oj
She invites your confidences
it; be they flappers, business women, or wives and mothers.
on any subject. Clothes, charm and beauty, love, marriage,
she will respect them
who has
the dreams and hopes that come to every one, the heartbreaks and the victories
not wished to talk them over with some woman who would be tolerant and just, sympa-

—

—

—

thetic

and filled

with

human

—

understanding?

checked.

">'«»
y Name

H., Orao.
you can wear your bobbed hair straight
I should advise that you do so.
It is much
better for the hair, and is also very smart.
With medium brown hair, blue eyes and a
fair complexion you will have a wide range of
If

Let Carolyn Van Wyck be your confidante
She will also be your friend
and most

Mail to

frequently earn

$45 to $100 a Week

Cost to make,

y
^

^

for the store coat of 1.

E.xperts

is better, by far.
Electricity will remove the hairs from your
throat.
Permanently, I have no doubt.

in-

Are You Well Dressed ?

Shoppnce.

They are especially flattering to
stay.
small girls who are inclined to be plump.
Yes, silver fox will be one of the smartest
Get one, by all means, if grey
spring furs.
to

Body Brace Co.

can easily learn Dress DejiiKniDg
and Making durina your spare
momenta

sugars.

E. T., Baltimore, Md.
It is very wise of you to pay off all your bills
and "get square" with the world before
And,
indulging in the luxury of new clothes.
anyway, spring clothes are so much prettier
than the somber winter styles.
I think that the long dresses have come

SALLNA, KANSAS

330 Basb Building

3 drcaaea

and

irons.

ORGANIC AILMENTS of^
WOMEN and MEN. Develops

HOWARD

starches, fats

Perhaps one of the better permanent waves
would answer the problem of your bobbed
And there are many patent curlers that
hair.
will take the place of the often harmful hot

The Natural
Body Brace
Overcomes

My

Georgette G., Augusta, ]Me.
Your correct weight should be between

...

Would Not Part

Conserve your body and

man who

step.

Occupation.

City

this

dear, there is a great gap between
the ages of twenty-one and fifty! Think carefully before you take such a vitally important
favor.

Great
Strength

Xame
Age

afraid that the house

income of

Development

Height

am

and the good
has asked you to
become his wife are the main points in his

.Lung

arrangement

M. K.

I.

feel that it is right to

—

..Skin

ndigestion

Nervousness
Poor

Female

Marriage

Pimples
Blackheads

Gastritis

Weakness

Diabetes

Rheumatism

.

Heart

Despondency

(

.

Stomach

1

Neuralgia
..Flat Chest

Impotency
Hair
Neurasthenia

. .

never

slender.

advise a girl
to marry a man who has only her respect.
Marriage without love may be a tragic thing.
I fear, from the tone of your letter, that you
are contemplating matrimony because your
home conditions are so very unpleasant.
Surely your father is being both unfair and
unkind in his attitude toward you you
should be allowed young friends, and some of
the money that you earn. Two dollars a
week is not enough money with which to buy
I

—

.

make you seem more

becoming to you. It should be, for you are
a brunette.
k girl with a long thin face seldom looks her
best while wearing her hair parted in the
middle. A .side parting, and a fluffy side
is

—

Bobby, Providence, R.

J.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON

.

— Newbeeryport, Mass.

So you, too, are anxious to lose some of the
superfluous pounds? If you are very much
over weight, a simple diet might be a decided
help.
If your face is broad you should not
puff your hair over the ears
do it as flat as
possible, and high upon the head. StraightlLne
clothes will

Mr. Lionel Slrongfoit, Dept. 414, Newark, N. J.
Please seiitl me your book, "Promotion and ConStrength and
Mental
Enservation
of
Health,
orgy," lor ix>stage on which I enclose a I'lc pieco
(one tlinic).
I
have marUed (X) before the sul)ject
in

Nellie

Millinery

Address

Every advertisement in PIIOTOl'LAY

MAG.\Z1NE

is

guaranteed.

Here

is the

opportunity

to

do

so.

— The Editor

Photoplay Magazine
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Helen, Wilmington, Del.
I am so sorry that your skin has become dry
and wrinkled. Undoubtedly the cause is too
much powder applied without a vanishing
cream foundation. One of the many complexion clays advertised in Photoplay Magazine w-ill surely help to do away with the
wrinkles and hereafter be careful to use
powder only with a cream base. If you will

—

—

A SENSATION!

me

a stamped, self-addressed envelope
be glad to give you the names of some
worth while aids to beauty.

send

That's the only word for it.
it
a brand new idea.
Something the human race has been groping for
since man got up on his hind legs and walked.
Groping blindly in the dark longing dreaming
of it.
Something a millionaire would give his last
dollar for.

I will

B. E.,

A

Canton, Ohio.

girl

who

is

four feet, eleven inches

tall

—

weigh about one hundred pounds.
You are not very much underweight. Massage
with a good tissue building cream, e.xercise
and sleep regularly, and go on a simple milk
And you will find, very soon, that your
diet.
weight will be quite normal.
should

And now FOUND!

—

Magic

—

— that's

what

it

is.

But

scientific

magic.

true.

It's

Every

hard for a young girl of modern
ideas to be a member of an old French family.

And

And all that sort
traditions to uphold.
I can realize how hard it is for you
of thing.
who have lived in America to submit to the
so strict chaperonage, to the endless convenAnd, although
tions that must be observed.
I do think that you should follow the wishes of

You

—

woman
First

in the land is reading it or
National has the screen rights

will.

—

is

making the picture of it.
A picture? More! A SENSATION!

With

—

old world.
Our debutantes live so free a life
they are so untrammeled; too untrammeled,
I sometimes think!
It is rather difficult for me to give advice
If you were not
to 3'ou, in this matter.
dependent upon your family if you were not
tied to them financially, as well as by bonds
I might suggest that you return
of affection
to our land that you found so pleasant and
But so long as you have no
satisfactory.
way of earning your own living, since you have
neither talents nor profession that you may
capitalize, wouldn't it perhaps be better to
try to live up to your family's ideas and

—

Gertrude Atherton has revealed it
in one bold,
master stroke.
A book but such a book vivid, absorbing,
compelling.

it is

American boy w^ho was staying in Paris. Our
ways are so different from the ways of the

barter her immortal

soul for.

Renee, Paris, France.

your parents, I understand how you must
have resented the punishment that was meted
out to you because you lunched alone with an

—

—

woman would

Something a

Peggy, Long Beach, Cal.
So you want to become an extra girl in the
"movies"? Well, it's a long, hard road.
But if it is your supreme ambition
The best way to become an extra is to apply
to the casting director at one of the large
And to keep on applystudios in Hollywood.
If you are
ing until he gives you a chance.
at all attractive the chance will come, some
day. Unless you get tired of waiting.

Yes,

—

Think of

will never forget

it.

Gertrude Atherton*s

"BLACK OXEN^^
The

Best Selling

Book

in

America Today

—

—

—

ideals?

New York City.
Five feet and one inch is not too tall for
your age, no indeed! And ninety-five pounds
is certainly not overweight.
I think that it would be foolish of you to
bob your exceptionally long and wavy auburn
hair.
Short hair is not nearly so smart as it
was a year ago.
"Cuddles,"

mSmSwm

Pansy La Marr, Oregon.
A girl who is five feet tall should weigh no
more than one hundred and ten pounds. At
the most! You are at least twenty pounds
over weight, and you should exercise and diet.
In other places in this department I have given
advice to other girls on both subjects. But
I should also suggest that you try massage on
those parts of your body where you are more
noticeably overweight.
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is ill-shaped, you can make it perfect
with ANITA Nose Adjuster. In a few weeks, in the
privacy of your own room and without interfering with
your daily occupation, you can remedy your nasal
irregularity.
No need for costly, painful operations.

If

your nose

SEND NO

MONEY

1

^t±r"^

flniTfl-

Ai-itK

-NOSE ADJUSTER

shapes while you sleep~quick\v, painlessly, permanently and inexpensively. There are inferior imitations but the ANITA
ADJU.STER is the ORIGINAL nasal supporter highly recommended
by physicians for fractured or misshapen noses. Self-adjustable. No screws. No metal parts. Gentle, firm
and perfectly comfortable. Awarded Kold medal at International Inventors Exposition. New York City.
Feb., 1923. Write today for free book, "Happy Days Ahead." and our blank to fill out for sizes. Return blank
and your nose adjuster can be paid for when it reacties you. The ANITA Company, Dept. 828, ANITA Bldg., Newark, N.J.

NOSE

Georgette
Yes, there are different ways in which a
stamp may be placed upon an envelope. Each
one ha\ ing a different meaning. But don't you
think that the sending of message, through the
medium of a postage stamp, is a rather cheap
practice? Anything that cannot be said upon
the inside of a letter should be left unsaid!

When you

MONOGRAMED STATIONERY
A box

of dignified social stationery, containing

linen sheets

gramed

and 25 envelopes

in a rich,

to

match,

deep purple with any

25

initials,

practical forty-lesson course in the writing and marketing of the Short-Story taught by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein.
Editor of The Writer's Monthly.
150 page catalog free. Please addresa:

mono-

sent postpaid

on receipt of $1.00.
.
F. V. GRISE. 220 FRANKUN ST.. DepL B.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

write to advertisers please raeatioii

-STORY WRITING
SHORT
A

high quality

all beautifully

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Esenwein

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Dept. 95

Springfield, Mass.
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Modern Mother,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rate 35

word.

cts. per
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FORMS FOR AUGUST ISSUE CLOSE JUNE TENTH
HELP WANTED

AGENTS AND SALESMEN
START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR.

\TB

WEEK— FREE SAMPLES GOLD

$60-$200

T.ETTERS

offer to
Noilli ClarU.

436

WE START YOU

IN BUSINESS. FURNISHING
and women. $30.00 to $100.00 weekly,
operating our 'New System Specialty Candy Factories"
anywhere.

Oprortiinity

W.

lifetime;

Drawer

Raesdale,

Hillyer

yalnalile
90, East

linoklet

free.

Orange,

New

Jersey.

AND FAST

BIG MONEY'
buys Gold

make

Initials

S.VLES.

EVERY OWNER

Ym

his auto.
daily easy.

for

Ten orders

$1.35.

ticulars and free samples.
Dept. 160, East Orange, N.

charge

Write

$1.50;
par-

American Monogram

Lahoratories,

Dept.

All or spare

522,

Lynchburg,

SWORN

PROOF OP $5 TO
SEND FOB
$15 daily introducing New Style Guaranteed HosieiT
57 styles, 17 colors No capital ct experience redeliver and coUect.
write orders— We
.lust
quired,
Free auto ofJer
Your pay dailv. also monthly honus.
All colcTs-grades.
Complete outfit furnished.
besides.
Mac-O-Chee Mills Co., Desk 2446,
includin.T silks.
Cincin nati. Oliio.

—

—

and
Co.,

OI'R

GOODS

samples to consumers; !mc an
distribute flee
American Products
write for full iiarticulars.
American Rldg., Cincinnati, Ohio,

S4ir)

MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR CAMERA.
Box

WRITE

Lts Angeles.

907,

EVERY-

Los

your

Dept.

Rochester,

S-5U7,

N.

DO YOU KNOW THAT

coin collectors pay u|> to $100.00 for certain U. S.
Cents, and high premiums for all rare coins?
We buy
all
kinds.
Send 4c for large Coin Circular.
May
means much profit to you. Numismatic Bank, Dept.

Fort Worth, Texas,

75,

PATENTS
im'ENTIONS
or unpatented.
Louis, Mo.

COMMERCIALIZED.
Write Adam Fislier Mfg.

LESSONS

CRYSTAL GAZING:
tory

Book

pany,

410

also

7,"ic,

Crystals.

"B." Kansas

Station

5ne.

EXPLANA-

Crystal Gazing
City. Missouri.

Com-

verse

best third
receive $500.00.

IF

akin to you. INIake her love you.
after you have assured yourself of her
affection and trust, begin to use reform

A

$500 CASH PRIZE IS
the best secoiul verse

P.

our

future

Stai-S.

Co.,

New

WOMEN,

Mo., immediately.

Write C. T. Ludwig, 367 Westover

Mo.

BUlg., Kansas City,

SELL
Fifteen

home.
easily,

ITS

YOIIR SPARE TIME.

YOU CAN EARN

Fifty Dollars weekly writing showcards at
Pleasant profitable profession,
canvassing.
learned by our simple graphic block
We instruct you
Artistic aliility unnecessary.

to

No

Qviickly

system.
and supply work,
Toronto, Canada.

WOMEN

Wilson Methods, Limited, Dept.

TO SEW.

photoWriter's

of

PHOTOPL.iY," BY C. 57
New Y'crk, 50 cents. Con-

"How

to

Build

admire
$1,000,00

Write Hinds Fur

24,

GOODS SENT PREPAID TO

jour door; plain sewing: steady work: no canvassing:
send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Company, Dept. 21, Philadelphia, Pa.

WRITE
trated
ladies'

ming

JEWELRY
FOR ELABORATELY

TODAY'

ILLUS-

Circularetts of exguisitely beautiful fern agate
rings, car drops and jewelry,
.\ddiess WyoCutters, Casix'r, Wyoming.

Gem Company, Gem

CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID
you any Brand prize il yf
We will not givethi3
cla
ad. No

By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Coufee
Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher requiretl
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists.
Learn
G7 styles of Bass, 180 Syncopated Effects Blue Harmony.
Oriental. Chime. Movie and Cafe Jazz. Trick Endings
Clever Breaks. Space Fillers. Sax Slurs. Triple Bass,
Wicked Harmonv. BlueObligato and 247 other Subjects,
including Ear Playing. 110 pages of REAL Jazz. 25,000

'ill ^

rich In a week. But if
to develop your
!98ful cartoonist,

BO you can make money, send a cops

of this picture, with 6c in stamps fo!
portfolio of cartoona and sample lesson
plate, and let us explain.
L.

Evans School ol Cartooning

850 Leador

words,

BIdg.. Cleveland, O.

A

Postal brings our

FREE

Waterman Piano School

Special Offer.

^*^fo"rASjc"sVc.'ii?.""-

QO Days* Free Trial

Select
^^
^^^^ ^^
and

{rom 44 Styles, colors
anil sizes,
bItaci rami-ina
D^nPAr bicycles.
hif*tr<^1«a
famoos Ranger
CCIivered free on approval, express prepaid, at
You can easily Save $10 to $26.

Factory' Prices.

Lare-0 ehirt manufacturer wants ag'enta
to sell complete line of Bhirts, pajamas,
and nierht shirts direct to wearer. Ad-

vertised brand— exclusive patterns—easy
to sell. No experience or capital roquired. Entirely new proposition.

if desired. Parents
of ten advance first
Jifil deposit. IV>y8 can earn
ear: small payments.
Wlieels, lamps, horns, equipmentat
1-V t?9 baif usual prices. Send No Money.
Write for oar marveloas pricea and terms.

BB^3l
^^^^
*

LEARN PIANO

P^^^i^^^ J This Interesting Free Book
-

-^-tA

expert

I

think

that

it

is

far

more

A man likes to take pride in his wife. And,
though his wife may be thrifty and a good
cook, he cannot take pride in her if she is
always shabbily dressed when there is no
necessity for it.
I do not suggest a wild
career of extravagance, but I do suggest a
pretty new outfit hats, shoes, dresses and
silk underthings.
Don't worry about the
expense be glad that you have a husband
who is anxious to have you spend some money
on yourself!

—

T2ma^

STOT

FT\r

worth a dozen other lessons.

eludes all of the many important modern
improvements In taachin? music. Brings right to your home the
ureal advantages of conservatory study.
For the beginner or experienced players.
Endorsed by (Treat artists. Successful graduates everywhere. Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illustrated.
All muaic free.
Diploma granted. Write today for free book.
OUINN CONSERVATORY, Sudio PH66, 598 Columbia Road, BOSTON, 25, MASS.

OriKinalplotsareworthnioney

and should be protected by copyright before being
offered for sale.
furnish copyright protection for
scenarios, ideas, stories, by publication in our monthly
magazine which is sent to all studios. Advice free.

Submit your MSS. Address

RIO CORPORATION.

UNIVERSAL SCENA-

928 Western Mutual Life

Bldg., Los Angeles, California.
S«nd for free
sample copy

Everj- advertisement in

Janet, Indianapolis.

Int).

Do

not use any preparations or appliances
on your neck without first consulting your
The thyroid gland should not
physician.
be experimented with.

—

^

PHOTOPLAY IDEA

'
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—

B., Bo.\RDM.\N, Cal.
Now-a-da\'s sixteen is not too young to do
up the hair. Once upon a time eighteen was
the age. I shouldn't advise you to wear the
extremely long dresses a medium length
skirt would be best for a girl of j-our years.
Always wear simple frocks. Brown, dark
blue, heather mixtures and beige for street

We

^^^J
B^^S^^^^H

courtship?
important!

of

H.

lOMonflisloFay
_

Write for free samples,
Madison Shirt Co.. 603 Broadway, N.Y.C*

FREE BOOK

Isn't it Just as necessarj- to have him
you now, as it was in the dear .days

—

DOYOULIKETO DRAW?

The W.

will please

—

then.

WOMEN
FREE FINEST FASHION FURS— FREE
INTEREST TO

worth of luxurious furs for a name.
Co., Keene. N. H.

some new clothes that

is

appreciate the sacrifices you are making
and, so long as it is his money wouldn't it be
best to spend it in a way that will absolutely
meet with his approval?
Too many women, after they are married,
disregard their personal appearance. You admit that j'ou dressed differently when you
were engaged to the man who is now your
husband and 'that he liked your clothes,

Winkoi>p. Tril)une Building.

OF

It

—

copy America's leading magazine for writers
Instructive, helpful.
plays, stories, poems.
Digest, 611 Butler Building. Cincinnati.

tains model scenario, "\Miere to Sell,"
Plots," "Where to Get Plots."

City.

admirable of 3'ou to want to save
his money, but quite evidently he does not

AMBITIOI'S WRITERS SEND TOD.\Y FOR FREE

"HOW TO WHITE A

BE A DETECTIVE; EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY:
good pay: travel.

ness sake get

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS

BOYS, GIRLS, 17 TO 60
ALL MEN,
willing to accept Government Positions. $117-190, traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozraent, 265 St. Louis,

New York

J.,

him.

Y'oik.

HELP WANTED

a very subtle way!

your husband thinks that j'our clothes
are old-fashioned and unfashionable, for good-

song release

"Where is Y'our Smile."
Those wishing to compete
may receive a free copy of song and rules of contest by
addressing Handy Bros. Music Co., 2573 Eiglith Ave.,

LARGE. DE LUXE. ACTl'AL PHOTOS. ALL JIOVIE
Triart Publishing
30 cents each, 4 for $1.00.
406 West 31st Street, New York City,

in

If

OFFERED TO THE WRITER
for

But

methods.

TOU WRITE THE

our song "Empty Arms" you will
Send your name and we shall send

for

you free the contest rules and words of this song.
World Corporation, 245 West 47th St., Dept, 669-D,

of

—

—

And,

New York.

PHOTOS— PHOTOGRAPHY

i.~n't it

feel really

POEMS-VERSES
PRIZE CONTEST.

But

in

—

D. C.

$500.00

boisterous.

daughter's
Of course

your own house, being
questionable road house?
I do not want to advise you to be a flapper
mother no, indeed! But please please do
not be a midvictorian one! ]Make your child

of

should write for our book, "How To Get Y'our Patent."
Send model or sketch of invention for free opinion of
patentable nature,
Randolph & Co., Dept. 462, Wash-

ENTERTAINMENTS

is

make your
your home?

always

friends welcome in
they are noisy, and
better to have them
noisy, than in some

Conception Blank.
Send model or
sketch for opinion of Its patentable nature.
Highest
Ileferences.
Prompt Attention,
Reasonable Terras.
Victor .7. Evans & Co.. 763 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

ington,

It

—

Do you

PATENTED
Co., 187, St.

WRITE FOR FREE GUIDE BOOK

PATENTS.
and Evidence

confidences?

—

Y'.

OLD COINS

OLD COINS WANTED.

always meet her half way

in her
rather necessary for
a mother, now-a-days, to have the complete
confidence
of
her
daughter.
Don't act
shocked though you may want to at her
little scrapes and her unique point of view.
If you feel that her frocks are bizarre, get out
some photographs of yourself at the age of
sixteen.
You may be surprised! I found a
daguerreotype of my grandmother, taken some
fifty years ago.
And she was wearing quite
enormous ear puffs.
little

—

Institute,

child!

Do you

lamp shades, pillow tops for us.
No canEasy and interesting work.
Experience unNileart Comi)any, 2220, Ft. Wayne. Indiana.
WOMEN— GIULS.
LEARN
GOWN MAKING.
Dress Better half cost.
Fascinating.
Sample free.
painting

vassing.
necessary.

Franklin

—

—

Calif.

.^iiseles.

EARN MONEY AT HOME DURING SPARE TIME

INVENTORS DESIRING TO SECURE PATENTS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Lancasta,

NEEDED

ARCHITECTS

Fascinating work.
Splendid salaries!
Free
particulars.
Landscapers, 425 Union League Building,

—

AGENTS WANTED TO AD^TJRTISE
hour;

N. Y.

LANDSCAPE
where!

Co.,

Va.

AGENTS—

Rochester,

.1.

famous home products.

Crmmon

for

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS AS OTR SOLE
agent, selling 100
time.
Dr. Blair

IS UP.
GET U, S. Gov$1140-$2300 year.
.Steady work.
education sufficient.
List
Franklin
Institute,
Dept.
135,
S

positions,

vacation.
lositions
free.
I'aid

Chicago.
nieji

ernment

LilHial

Easily applied.
store wiiulows.
Metallic Letter Co.,
ceneral agents.

for

everytliins:

MEN—WOMEN— GIRLS,

SOArS.
unneces-

Exi)«iience
Kxtiacls. rcifumes. Toilet Goods.
sary.
Carnation Co.. Dept. '2uj, St. Louis.

Tulsa, Okla.

Yes, the problem of the 1923 mother is far
from the problem of the mother of
twenty or ten or five years ago! Times
have moved so swiftly, of late, that the mothers
pretty nearly have to run to keep in step!
You tell me that your daughter complains of
the fact that you are not a "good sport."
And that you "never understand." Well,
are you sure that you do understand! There
are so many things that seem unimportant
to you
and that may seem most vital to
different

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

—

wear any of the pastel shades, turquoise,
Lanvin green, flame and tangerine for afternoon

and evening.
will be splendid for your
Chicago. You will need a separate
coat, two afternoon dresses, an evening gown,

A

dark blue suit

trip to

a street dress, and a sports skirt with
bright sweaters.
Is

guaranteed.

some

—
Photoplay Magazine

—Advertising

Section

C. E. D., St. Louis, Mo.
\Yith blonde curly hair and sreyish blue
eyes you will be aljle to wear midnight blue,
brown and heather mixtures for the street
and any of the pastel shades for afternoon and
evening.
.Apply an astringent to make the pores of
your skin seem smaller and continue to u>c
the brand of powder and prefume that you arcnow using. Use vanishing cream, alway-.
before any cosmetics. And a heavy cold
cream after washing your face with soap and
water.

^ike%w Science oF

iVoinanly

Charm

—

"Just Gloria," Chicago, III.
Massage your face skillfully, and use an
A shampoo
astringent cream quite often.
with a dash of henna in

seem

lighter
for it, too.

it

will

make

— and

and brighter
A lemon rinse

is

will

the hair
be good

splendid for oily

and often is used to lighten dull tresses.
No, I do not think that your sister is too tall

4iair,

Five feet four inches is a normal
She has probably
height for a girl of fourteen.
almost reached her growth.
for her age.

M. P., Clextland, Orao.
You are underweight. One hundred and
twenty-five pounds is not enough for a girl
who is five feet, eight inches tall, to weigh. I
think that you should go on a milk diet
drinking at least two quarts of milk and onehalf pint of cream a day.
The colors that I have suggested to H. B. of
Boardman, Cal., will suit you. Your hair,
eyes and complexions are almost identical.

—

S I-IOW

a demure little wren of a girl was changed
almost overnight into an attractive Bird-ofParadise woman— how she who had been neglected
by her young men acquaintances suddenly became
a center of attraction, and within a few weeks the
V radiant bride of the man she had loved in vain for
^ years this is the theme of a letter received today.
X Hundreds of other letters just as wonderful have
2 come to us voluntarily from readers of our new,
X revolutionary book dealing not with sex, but with
"The Secrets of Fascinating Woman3 psychology.
'*
Q hood shows how any woman who understands
S certain peculiarities about man's psychology can
attract and win the love of any man she chooses.
<J
It will be mailed postpaid in plain wrapper on
<Q receipt of I Oc in stamps.

$

V
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X
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X
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X
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X
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PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
6311 Delmar Blvd.

St. Louis,

O
b

O

^
Mo. ^

"I

Wahneeta.
think that the parents of the young man
you love are very unreasonable. And so is
Never having met you they are
his sister.
unable to judge you fairly. It seems hard that
they should be prejudiced against you because
you had to leave school at the age of fourteen
and go to work. Why not ask the young man
Perhaps
to take you to call upon his mother?
if you knew each other the barriers would melt
away. Maybe you would like each other very
I

indeed.
At any rate, after so many
and at the age of twenty-four, the man
should be capable of knowing his own mind
and deciding for himself. It is not fair that
you be kept in doubt and suspense over the

"T ALAVAYS felt you had it in you to get
1 ahead. But for a time I was afraid

your natural ability would be wasted because you had never trained yourself to
do any one thing well.
"But the minute you decided to study
in your spare time I knew you'd make
good. You seemed more ambitious— more
cheerful— more confident of the future.
I knew your employers couldn't help but
notice the difference in your work.
"Think what this last promotion
means!
More money — more comforts —
more of everything worth while. Tom,
those hours you spent on that I. C. S.
course were the best investment you ever
made."

HOW about you?

Are you always going to
lor a small salary?
Are you going to
your natural ability all your life? Or are you
to get ahead in a big way?
It all depends on
you do with your spare time.

in

Spots

3'ears,

Arms
in fact

Legs
Bust
Double Chin
the entire body or any part without dieting

by wearing

DR. WALTER'S

Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS

final

Bust Reducer, $6.00
Chin Reducer, $2.50

_

Mark and

tion, learn

You might try the remedy that you menare quite willing
tion for superfluous hair.
to recommend any of the products that are
featured in our advertising columns. Most
people find electrolysis the real solution to a
growth of hair upon the face, however.

Anklets
for

Reducing

We

and

Shaping Ihe Ankles,

$7.00

per

Extra High,

pair.

$9.00

Send ankU mtaiuremem
^end for illustrated

DR. JEANNE P. H.
353 Fifth Ave.,

Booklet

WALTER
New York

A. D. F., Cal.

You can read music

tike this auickly
•N
Write today for our
booklet.
It tells how to learn to play Piano, Organ. Violin. Mandolin,
Gm'tar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players. Yoat
only expense about 2o per day for music and postage ased.

YOUR HOME.

FREE

AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC. 67

Lakeside BIdg., Chicago

How Many Pounds Would You
Like to Gain
If

in

a

Week?

you are thin and want to gain weight,

I

send you a sample of the famous Alexander
Vitamines absolutely Free. Do not send any money
just your name and address to Alexander Laboratories, 3222 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo.
will

—

25 Song Parodies 25c
Be

parlor entertainer. Make a hit
with the crowd. 25 parodies incladine
Georgette," "Hot Lips." "The Bheik."
"Three O'clock In The Morning," "Tomorrow," and all the big hits mailed on
receipt of 2£e ia stamps, epeciai get-acSoainted price.
BBOWN,6272
elmar, Bt. Louis, Mo.

a

•

TRUMAN

you have had a misunderstanding with
a boy that you are really fond of, I think that
you should write to him and explain the circumstances telling him that you are sorry
and that you hope the friendship may be renewed. If he is worthy of your high regard
and will
I am sure that he will understand
meet your advances in the right spirit.
If

MUSIC LESSONS GIVEN

mail

it

what the

today and without cost or obligaI. C. S. can do for you.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6476-B, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please

—

—

tell

me

noiy I can qualify for the position or in the subject before
I have marked aa X:

wnicn

BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT

Business Management
Industrial

OSalesmanshlp
GAdvertlsing
OBetter Letters

Management

Personnel Organlzatieo

Traffic Management
Business

Foreign Trade

Law

Banking and Banking Law

Private Secretary
Business Spanish

K. C.

what

—

Accountancy(includineC.P.A.)
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping

outcome.

work
waste
going

Opportunity knocks this time in the form of that
familiar I. C. S. coupon.
It may seem like a little
thing, but it has been the means of bringing better
jobs and bigger salaries to thousands of men.

much

Reduce Your Flesh

Knew You'd
Make Good"

O French

Stenography and Typing

Business English

Civil Service
Railway Mall

Clerk

Common School Subjects
High Schsol Subjects
QlUustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting

Architect

DBlue

Gas Engine Operating

Print Reading
nContractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
DStructural Engineer
Chemistry
Pharmacy

Civil Engineer

nAutomoblle Work

Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Mining
Steam Engineering
Badio

Airplane Engines
DAgrlculture and Peultry

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions

D

DMathematlcs

Name
Street

"Vio-is

Address

_

City

state

Occupatisn
Persons residing in Canada tltouli. send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian. Limited,
Montreal, Canada

"ScoTTY," Johnstone, Scotland.
Shampoo your bobbed hair often, and treat
it

with a tonic for oily hair

— this

will

keep

it

A

henna shampoo
free of dandruff.
will encourage the tint of red, and will have
a nourishing effect upon the roots of the hair.
fluffy

R.

and

J. P.,

Guard against

Mansfield, Ohio.

—

—

write to advertisers please mention

farther decay.

Stop the

ache. Treat cavity regularly wlthDent'sToothacheGum. It does four thlng3 for bad teeth.

DENTS
GUM

When you

are si.xteen it will be time enough
to think of using cosmetics extensively.
dust of powder, now if you wish. In the
shade Rachel, as you are a brunette. Being
only fourteen, why not bob your hair and wear
it straight, in the charming, boyish fashion
that is so popular at present? Bangs are very
smart, too especially for a girl with a high
forehead. You are not at all overweight. In
fact ninety-four pounds is a very small weight
for a girl who is five feet tall.

When you

Protect that cavi^

A

TOOTHACHE

1.

a>

A ff

t.
•

/^^mJ/'

3-

Stops toothache Instantly.
Cleanses & protects cavity.
Retards further decay.

'H'*" jSfV'^^y A. Destroys all odor.
Contains no creosote or harmful Ingredients.
Does not spill or dry up like liquids. At all
druggists' 2Sc, or by mail upon receipt of price.
Made for 35 years by C. S. Dent & Co., Detroit.
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EARN UP TO $250 PER MO.
Expenses Paid

now have unupual opportu-

preparing

GUARANTEE

you take no

Our guarantee

ulate^ that tuition will be refunded to iiou if

upon oraduation, position

ia

obtained, pai/ing at least
mo. and expenses.

Rapid

?1 10 per

with experience;
meet big railway
remain near home:

Travel or
pleasant, healthful, out-door work.
can easily qualify.
officials.

Send

for free

/

No

booklet
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Edwythe W., Greenport,
Your weight

Booklet No.

particulars about course
Railway Traffic Inspection.
full
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TRAINING
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Buffalo,
N. Y.

City.

"Don't Shout"
"1 hear you.

now

I

can hear

as well as anybody.

•How'>

Wilh the

myself, only that

I

is

—

Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CCDept. 789, 26 S. 1 5th

St. Phila.

—

Your skin can be quickly cleared of Pimples, Blackheads. Acne Emiptions on the face or body. Barbers
Itch.

—

Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin,

v^vm w^wn

Write today for my FREE Booklet, "A
14^ Clear-Tone Skin," telling how I cured
myself after beinj? afflicted for 15 years,
$1000 Casli says I can clear your skin olthe above blemisties,

M
*

E.S.GIVEWS.140

Chemical BIdg.,

VmAN Dix, Toronto,

Kansas City.Mo.

PHOTOGRAPHER

EARNING »35 TO $185 A WEEK
Three to six months' course.
Motion Picture, Commercial,
Portraiture.

Ask

Practical instruc-

Modern equipment.
for

Catalog No. 37.

INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
BROOKLYN
N. Y.
141

W.

36th St.

030

S.

Wabash Ave.

.'iOS

State St

WRITE JOKES
Publishers pay from SI to S5 apiece for
jokes, cpicrams and humorous stories.
Tremendous demand for original ma^
terial.

Professional humorists earn Rood

salaries.

teaches

Our course In Humor Wanting
you how to oriRlnate ideas for

jokes, epigrfimg, atoriea. Learn in ynu
Market:
in your spare time.

—earn

—

—

Only your name and address.
FLUTAarrives. pay postDonlv $2.79. We pay postage.

Whm

PUBLIC TRADiAG CO.
N«w York

Av«. Dept. 61,

Nafl

First

West

Pictures, 6

Los Angeles. Calif.
Richard Walton Tully Productions, United
Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION 370
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Christie Comedies, Chr stie Film Co. Inc
Sunset at Gowe.- Street. Los Angeles!
Calif.

Hamilton Comedies, Lloyd Hamilton Corp.,
5341 Melrose Avenue. Hollywood, Calif.
Mermaid Comedies. Jack White Corp., 5341
Melrose Avenue. Hollywood. Calif.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
(PARAMOUNT).

New York

485 Fifth Avenue.

City.
(s)
(3)

Paramount, Pierce Ave. and Sixth
Long Island City. N. Y.
Lasky, Hollywood, Calif.

Paramount

British

Poole

(s)

N. London. England.
S. Hart Productions.
Street. Hollywood, Calif.

Wm.

FOX FILM CORPORATION,
St., New Y'ork City,
Ave.. Los Angeles, Calif,

55th

1215 Bates

10th Ave. and
1401 N. Western

(s)

(s)
(s)

(8)

St..'

Islington

St..

Rome,

Italy.

Citv

SONGS.''

.

469
Culver City
Marshall Neilan. Maurice Toumeur.
King Vidor Productions and Hugo Ballin Pro-

New York

City:

(s)

ductions.
International Films. Inc. (Cosmopolitan Productions), 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City; (3) .Second Avenue and 127th St.,
New Y'ork City.

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATIOX.
Avenue, New Y'ork City.
MASTODON FILMS. INC., C. C. Burr.

New

44th Street,

Y'ork City;

(s)

469 Fifth

135 West
Glendale, Long

Island.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Broadway, New York City:
Cahuenga .Avenue, Hollywood,
Tiffany Productions,

York City.

1540

Romaine and

(s)

Calif.

New

1540 Broadway,

Buster Keaton Productions, Keaton Studio,
1205 Lillian Way. Hollywood, Calif.
Jackie Coogan, United Studios, Hollywood.
Calif.

PATHE EXCHANGE.

Pathe Bldg.. 35 West 45th
New York City: (.Associated Exhibitors).
Hal E. Roach Studios, Inc., Culver City.

Street.

Calif.

Ruth Roland
wood.

Serials,
Calif.

United Studio. Holly-

youth.
A very charming part, and men who really
count will not think less of you because you
are shy.
Every advortlsemeut in

ductions.

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION, 1540
Broadway, New Y'ork City: (s) 7200 Santa
Monica

Blvd.. Los Angeles, Calif.

R-C PICTURES CORPORATION, 723 Seventh
Avenue, New Y'ork City; (s) Comer Gower and
Melrose Streets. HoUj-wood,

Calif.

ROTH.ACKER FILM MFG. COMPANY.
Dlversey Parkway, Chicago.

Illinois;

1339
Rothacker-

Aller Laboratories. Inc.. Hollj'wood, Calif.

UNITED

.ARTISTS CORPOR.ATION, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New Y'ork City.
George Arliss Productions, Distinctive Prod..
366 Madison .Avenue. New York City.
Rex Beach Productions, United Artists Corp.,

729 .Seventh .Avenue. New Y'ork City.
Productions, 537 Riverdale
Ave., Yonkers. New York.
Charlie Chaplin Studios. 1416 LaBrea Ave.;

Whitman Bennett
Hollywood.

D.

Calif.
Griffith
Studios,

W.

Orienta

Point,

Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Jack Pickford. Marj- Pickford Studio. Hollywood. Calif.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
Studio. HoIlSTvood. Calif.

Charles

Ray Productions. 1428 Fleming
Los Angeles. Calif.
Sennet Comedy Productions. Los

Street.

Mack

Angeles, Calif.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY'.

And, last of all. Don't worry because you
From your
are shy and inclined to blush.
other questions I judge that you are quite
young and shyness is a part of extreme

"FUN

FREE — 15

—

matter.

at parties en-

4th

—

usually photographs better than a blonde
especially in front of the motion picture
camera. But I cannot tell you whether a
girl should or should not he an actress without
knowing something definite about her talents,
her disposition, her appearance and her

cumstance have a great deal to do with the

W'
SEND NO money!

404

.

The fourth question when should a young
do up her hair? SLxteen or seventeen is
a good age but again appearances and cir-

414 Park BIdg., Cleveland, Ohio

So simple a child
can pl.iy--byQuro*
bera instead
of noted.

A.s.sociated

48th Street. New York City.
Louis Mayer Productions, 3800 Mission Road

1650 Broadway, New
(s)
Mayer-Schulberg Studio, 3800
Mission Road, Los Angeles. Calif. Tom Forman.
Victor Schertzinger and Louis J. Gasnier Pro-

line is also beneficial.
The second and third questions are not quite
I can assure you that a brunette
so simple.

girl

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMOR

ANYBODY DT

Calif.

3800 Mission Road. Los Angeles, Calif.
Norma and Constance Talmadge Productions
United Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Laurence Trimble-Jane Murfln Productions

York City:

Canada.

Here are the answers to your five questions
given in order. First of all, the matter of
If you will read through the
eyelashes.
advertising columns you will see that Photoplay recommends certain creams that promote
the growth of the lashes. Plain white vase-

limitations.

iahed.

^y rite for inf ormalion
Office C,

Ince Productions. Ince Studios

Culver City.

PREFERRED PICTURES,

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

tion.

Thomas H.

Calif.

—

to the eats what gl:
Inare to the eyes.
visible, comfortable, weightAnyone
less and harmless.
Over lOO.UOO sold.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Holubar Productionfj. Union League
Bklg.. Third and HIU StreeW, Los Angeles,

Fifth Avenue,

Don't try to disguise the greenish glint in
your eyes. Green eyes are charming many
of the most attractive women in history have
possessed them. With medium brown hair
and the aforementioned eyes you will look
your best in jade and nile green, sea blue,
midnight blue, orchid, periw-inkle, dark brown
and silver grey. Do not try to diet one
hundred and thirty-fi\'e pounds is not too
much for a girl of your height to weigh. Five
Do not
feet six inches is tall, but not too tall.
worry so much about your size dress to suit
your type and everything will be fine.
If j'ou do not like perfume and jewelry I
should not advise j'ou wear it. If you do you
will be going against your personality
and that
is always a silly thing to do.

_

for the

DEAF

il.

City.

Edwin Carewe Productions. Associated First
Nat Pictures, 619 Paclflc Finance Bldg.

GOLDWY-N PICTURES CORPORATION
Ruth, Baltimore, Md.

all right.

hear

The MORLEY PHONE

can adjust

I.

is

MORLEY

PHONE. I've a pair in my ears
now, but they are invisible. 1
would not know I had them in

,

L.

just about right.
Don't
worry until you are too heavy.
With blonde bobbed hair and blue eyes j'ou
will look stunning in a dance frock made of
cornflower georgette crepe, trimmed with
silver ribbons and wee pastel shaded flowers.
Or in shell pink and periwinkle georgette
crepe, in combination.
Trimmed with flowers
in a darker shade of pink.
Wash your face carefully with a good facial
soap, and always use a night cream before
retiring.
Ice massages will be of vast benefit
to you.

Buffalo, N. Y.
free,

associated first natiokal pictures.
6 W est 48th Stre<;t. New York City.
Richard Barthcimes.s Productions, Inspiration
Pictures, 565 Fifth Avenue. New York

John M. Stahl Productions, Mayer Studio

ably plumper.

Don't delay; get

Send me, entirely

/ D-61, giving

convenience of our readers
desire the addres.ses of film
companies we give the principal active
ones below.
The first is the busines.s
office; fs) indicates a studio; in some
cases both are at one address.

of royal blue in the girdle and, if possible,
in the slippers, stockings and fan.
Made
fairly long, and of georgette crepe.
tissue building cream, used regularly, will
be pretty certain to make your arms notice-

A

You

Standard Business Training Inslltute,

/

/
/

STANDARD

the

Allen

Prepare in 3 mos. spare time .study at home;
step into position waiting.
particulars now.

For

who may

June W., Albany, N. Y.
As you are a brunette I should

like you in
an evening frock of tangerine, with touches

risk.

Advancement

,

Studio Directory

l

nities in this uncrowded, fascinating profession. Big demand for our graduates. Position
is waiting for you.
Read Guarantee Notice;

7iot

Section

L. E., Chicago, III.
A party dress for a girl with hazel eyes,
medium brown hair and a fair complexion?
Why not a chififon frock in the popular Lavin
f^reen, made with a full skirt and wee, quaintly
puffed sleeves?
A girdle of soft silver ribbon, held in place
with a knot of pale yellow roses, as a finishing
touch.
Your skin is probably rougli because you
use powder and rouge without first applying
vanishing cream.
If you will send me an addressed envelope
I will give you the names of some reliable
brands.

DF A RAILWAY
Men

— Advertising

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

Broadway.

New

Y'ork City;

(s)

1600
Universal City.

Calif.

Century Comedies, Circle Blvd., Hollywood.
Calif.

VITAGR.APH COMPANY' OF AMERICA, (s)
E.ist 15th Street and Locust Avenue. Brooklyn.
New Y'ork: (s) 1708 Talmadge Street. Holl5"wood,
Calif.

1600 Broadway. New York
Sunset Blvd. at Bronson, Los .Angeles,

W.ARNER BROTHERS.
City:
Calif.

(s)

Photoplay Magazine

— Advertising
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Brickbats and Bouquets
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Better Roles for Meighan
Savannah, Ga.

Editor Photoplay Maga2ine.
Dear Sir: If Famous Players-Lasky hands
Thomas Meighan any more pictures like "If
You Believe It, It's So" and "The Man Who
Saw Tomorrow," hell have reason to kick as
Valentino does about "The Young Rajah"
and others. Tom is a great actor, and I thoroughly enjoyed his work in "The Conquest of
Canaan," "Cappy Ricks," "Our Leading Citizen," and " Manslaughter." But it's a mistake
to star him in a crook picture, or in one with a
plot as unconvincing as

"The Man Who Saw

Tomorrow."

From the above you will deduce that I am
strong for Tom. I am, positively. In many
ways he's my ideal of a man. He and Tom ^Mix
are the only stars I go to see irrespective of the
pictures they're in. Meighan or Mi.x, all right;
anybody else, give an account of the plot, supporting cast, etc.
Actors and actresses may come and go, but
it's a pity Thomas ^Meighan can't go on forever, at least as far as the movies are concerned. And I believe there are a great many
more who feel as I do.
B.'ULEY H. Greer.

Cruelty Uncensored
Berkeley, Calif.

Editor Photoplay Islxcxziyi:.
Dear Sir: I regard your magazine as the
best of any deahng with motion pictures, and I
wish to protest through your columns against
a Pathe film I happened to see recently. The
title, I am not sure of, but I think it was "The
Adventures of Tom and Bob." At any rate
the picture shows trapping and hunting of the
most cruel description. I am amazed that the
censors, who have forbidden most that is
artistically beautiful and innocent, should perIt can only
teach cruelty of the most hateful kind.
C. R. Berkefeld.

mit the showing of such a picture.

The Japanese-American
Los Angeles,

Editor Photoplay

Calif.

jMag.\zin-e.

Isn't it about time that the public put the
quietus on those literary gentlemen who are
ready to make war, any place, any time? I
have just returned from a showing of a film
called "The Pride of Palomar," and I am
forced to conclude that the author is either an
ignorant bigot or is one of those pensters who
are willing to hate anybodj^ for a consideration. If the persons responsible for this film
are really palpitating to fight, why don't they
go to Japan and organize a crusade of education against the imperial government? Why?
The answer is simple. That would take nerve
and sporting blood, whereas any coward can
start a row and then stand behind the fence
and yell while the other fellows do the fighting.
What has caused every war since history began? The fact that the people were told that

—

they had to fight so and

so, until

they

finally

came to believe it.
As a clubwoman and social worker in California I ought to know something of the
Japanese people, and I do. They are the first
to respond to Red Cross roll calls. Salvation
Army drives and every other humane enterprise.

Public school teachers assure

me

as

any other

Rudolph Valentino,

the famous

screen star says: " Mineralava Beauty
Clay and Face Finish is the one sure
combination to keep the contour and
complexion of the face and neck in perfect condition for the ont-door man."

You can almost

tell

a Mineralava

user at a glance.
Their faces glow with cleanliness,
good blood circulation and health.
The constant use of Mineralava is
the first step toward being well

groomed.

The eloquent testimony of Rudolph Valentino, the great actor, is
backed by equally as enthusiastic
testimonials from the leading stars
of the stage and screen. Hundreds of
thousands of home folks have also
written warmly in the praise of

Mineralava Beauty Clay and Face
Finish.

Mineralava Beauty

Clay,

twenty-four years of solid reputation back of it, cleanses the pores of
the skin thoroughly, draws out all
impurities, corrects Skin-Malnutrition, which the eminent surgeon Sir
Erasmus Wilson declares the prime
cause of too-dry or too-oily skin,
pimples, blackheads, crow's feet and
incipient wrinkles.

Mineralava Face Finish should be
used daily morning and night and
after each Mineralava Beauty Clay
treatment. Men will find it splendid

—

foruseafter shaving. Women willfind
it soothing to the skin, helpful as an
aid to -Mineralava Beauty Clay and
a wonderful base for face powder.
Mineralava Beauty Clay is $2.00
a bottle; IMineralava Face Finish
$1.50. At all Drug and Department
Stores. Sold always under our positive money-back guarantee.

with

SCOTT'S PREPARATIONS,

Get your supply today!

Inc., 251

West 19th

that

Japanese parents are most eager that their
Americanized,
children become thoroughl)
even changing their Japanese to American
names. The theory that loyalty to Japan is
artificially stimulated is pure bunk.
There
isn't one Japanese child in a thousand who has
been educated in any but the American public
schools or attended any but an American
Christian church.
In the second and third
generations Japan is as remote and foreign to

them

Endorses Mineralava Beauty
Clay and Face Finish

THE BEAUTY CLAY
PARIS

VIVAUDOU

NEWVORK

Vistribictor

alien land.

A. Lucille Smith.

When
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How

do yon picture the

woman you would

li\£ to

be?

—Advertising

Do you

Section

think of her as a happy wife

The Woman You would

—a

Like to Be

A

How do you picture her?

happy mother/

happy wife— a happy mother— a great artist,
or an accomplished woman of the world? In a hundred ways it Hes in
your power to make yourself the woman you would like to be. Below
you will read of one way simple as it is, no girl can afford to neglect it.

—

—

Do
else,

you wish, more than anything
to be beautiful

?

To have

a face

that charms and attracts the people

about you

?

Make up your

mind, then, that

you will have a beautiful skin that
you will not rest until you have
made your skin absolutely clear,

s\in the special
should have, and see
how smooth and lovely you can keep
it
how quickly the defects in it

treatment

For

how

can woman's face be

lovely and attractive if her skin is
disfigured by blackheads
by ugly
little blemishes ? if the pores are too
large ? if her nose is shiny with oil ?

—

Any

—

You

of these faults can
he overcome

—

A

will find the right treatment

Woodbury's
weeks for regu'
including any of the

25'cent cake of

month or

a

lar toilet use,

six

You

for your special type of skin in the

special

booklet of famous skin treatments
that is wrapped around each cake of
Woodbury's Facial Soap. Complete
treatments for all the commoner skin
troubles are given in this booklet.
Two of these famous treatments are
reproduced below.

can also get Woodbury's in con'
venient j'cake boxes at any drug
store or toilet goods counter.

using these Woodbury skin
treatments regularly, thousands of
girls

and

women

have

overcome

the faults in their complexion and
have gained the lovely clear, soft
skin they longed for.

Get a cake of Woodbur^^'s Facial
Soap today, and begin, tonight, to

treatments.

Send today for

this

new

10-cent offer
For 10 cents we

will send you a miniature
the Woodbury skin prepsirationSi
containing week-end packages of Woodbury's Facial Soap, Facial Cream, Fadal
Powder, together itAth the treatment bookset of

let,

"A

Send

Skin

You Lore

for this set today.

to

Touch."

Address The Andrew

Jergens Co.. 506 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnab,
Ohio. // you live in Canada, address The Andrew
506 Sherbrooke St., Penh,
Jergens Co., Limited,
Co.,
Ontario. English agents : H. C. Quelch
4 Liidgate Sguare, London, E. C. 4.

&

To keep your skin free from black heads, use the following treatment :

reduce conspicuous nose pores, use this special treatment

Wring a soft cloth from very hot water, lather
Woodbury's Facial Soap, then hold it to your face.

Woodbury

BLACKHEADS ARE A CONFESSION

FOR CONSPICUOUS NOSE PORES
To

give your skin the treatment that will
make it fresh, radiant, flawless, as
a beautiful woman's skin should be.

lasts

By

you are troubled with any of these
faults
begin, now, to overcome
them. You can make your skin what
you will, for each day it is changing
old skin dies and new takes its

If

it

will disappear.

;

smooth, flawless.

Give the new

place.

it

with

When

the heat has expanded the pores, rub in lery gently a fresh
lather of Woodbury's. Repeat this hot water and lather
application several times, stopping at once if your nose feels
sensitive.
Then finish by rubbing the nose for thirty
seconds with a piece of ice.

Every night before retiring, apply hot cloths to your face
until the skin is reddened. Then with a rough wash cloth
work up a heavy lather of Woodbury's Facial Soap and rub
it into the pores thoroughly, always with an upward and
outward motion. Rinse with clear hot water, then with
cold
the colder the better. If possible rub your face for
thirty seconds with a piece ot ice.

—

Copynghi. 192?, by The Andrew Jergens Cc.
Eveiy
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Edward Curtis Studio

New
Pietares

npHE storm

center of Hollywood is now
making her second American production. Appolonia Chalupez, of Warsaw, has
certainly set the film capitol upon its ears,
no matter what may be her ultimate
screen reception. But our bet is on Pola

Siiauss-Peytoii ritudio

/'"'l.AlliK

and
at

W J.NDSOK

slu- (luickly

iuneh in a

gui a job

stiulio

tlu' tir^t

day she

appliuvl at the casting; office -

way up from the extra ranks. Lois Weber saw her
eafeteria and she forthwith became a leading player

won

ht-r

Hesser

\ NDKKE LAFAYETTE

was (li.<cuverL><l wuikiiig l^efurc a film camera in
France by Richard Waltuii Tully, w ho was seeking a heroine tor DeMaurier's
"Trilby." Mile. Lafayette had reached pictures via a Paririian beauty contest

TOBYNA RALSTON

came mighty near becoming a school ma'am down in
Tennessee. But the musical comedj' chorus lured her away. From tlie chorus
Jobyna stepped to film farces. Then Harold Lloyd signed her as leading woman

CINCE

she was six years old, Lila Lee has been before the public. She was
called Cuddles then. Her first failure as a film star and her subsequent "come
back" are matters of screen history. A game little person and a charming actress

^

—

Pach Bros.

pAU LINE
Owen

CiARON

has been termed "the perfect flapper." A French-Canadian,
sought fame on the stage. Leads opposite Dick Barthelmess and
Moore led to Cecil deMille's "Adam's Rib." Here's youth and promise

Pauline

first

Wash
yes! SutJirst
Would you
laundry

think of using a

whatever

soap,

form, on your face?

its

Of course

not!

consider this

for safety

test

wash-bowl laundering of dainty silk blouses, sweaters

and

and woolen

under-garmcnts
things, too

— these women use
which

Ivory Flakes,

We ask

Chiffon?

is

just

the question only to

Ivory Soap, flaked petal thin,

remind you of

If such a

this:

for instant suds.

laundry soap would injure your
skin,

would probably

it

also

Ivory Flakes passes the face-

—so

offers a real margin

injure a sheer silk fabric like

test

chiffon or crepe meteor.

Ex-

of safety for the exceedingly

like

precious

your skin,

cept
these

are

fabrics

most

the

delicate

things you will ever wash.

—

it

would not dare
and

less fine

Would you

that

be willing to

use the soap on your

face?

is

mild.

for all

Yet

so inexpensive

you may use

ically

you

trust to a soap

less

Ivory Flakes

this is the test:

which

things

your

it

econom-

fine

laun-

dering.

Isn't this the natural test for

May we

such a soap?

sending you a free sample at
Ivory

For 44 years, millions of women

have cleansed their

faces

have the pleasure

Flakes and the useful"'^

booklet

shown

and
left-hand

their

ol

"^"S

^^'^
'

in

the lower

lU—.X

comer?

most precious garments

with Ivory Soap, because

it is

Ivory Flakes, in full-size packages,

pure, mild, gentle, white.

Today,

may

be

department

had

at grocery

and

stores.

for quick, convenient

0

FREE— This
and

package
booklet

Saved!'— the

A •ample package of
Ivory Flakes and the
beautiftil ly illmtrated
booklet, "The Caje of

Economics,
Sc

dress

.i

application to Section 45-FF, Dept. of

The Proaer

of a new

dress of lovely
Mrs. B. of N.whville had
peacock blue cr^pe meteor which had gone out
of style. Instead of giving it away, she took
it to pieces, washed the silk in Ivory Rakes
suds, and with the help of some old lace, remade it into the beautiful new dress pictured
here.
"Everything in this family," says Mrs.
B.'s letter, "from Ann, aged J. to the Persun
rugs, knows the feel of Ivory suds."

Garments,"
Lovely
will bt sent to you
without charge on

Home

cost
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Speaking of Pictures
By James
talking with a screen writer
I WAS
Hollywood. W'e were discussing

just off the train from

the dearth of
good ones and the qualities that are necessary.
"Why is it," I asked, "that so many pictures reflect sucli a
weird and hectic view of life?"
"I have been pondering on that for five years," he said, "and
I don't know the answer yet."
" I have seen writers, men with education, dramatic training
and a human share of common sense, fail miserabl>\ I ha\ e
seen cameramen, ham actors, engineers, and men with no special
training prior to their studio experience, become big directors.
"Too much money, too much independence, too much personal freedom, too much egotism, too many fawning, ambitious
women. Their controls get twisted they lose their mental
balance; Hollywood, parties, big motor cars. Many a financier
and merchant has gone the same route. Their whole li\"es become hectic; nothing is normal; nothing is sane. Good God!
directors,

—

R. Quirk
in defeating censorship bills, not

without considerable expense.

But wherein, despite the large and expensive publicity

staft

that he maintains, are the results?

HAYS'
has done some strange
And every
MR.
once
a while something ridiculous happens. For
things.

office

in

in-

In the original version of "The Covered Wagon." the
romantic figure of Kit Carson comes to life. It is Kit Carson
who brings the news of the discovery of gold in California to
the pioneers. Yet because our old hero partakes of a little hard
likker with the other old scouts, the Hays office asked that the
figure be renamed and that Kit Carson be sent back to the
grave. Possibly because Kit Carson is the patron saint of the
boy scouts, and Mr. West, one of our leading professional bo\'
stance:

scouts,

happened

to be

on Mr. Hays' board of advisers.

Isn't

to do business
FIVE years ago Emerson Hough gave up trying
"

Producers, take warning. Do not dare to bring
General Grant back to life on the screen. He helped save the
Union, but he smoked very strong cigars, and took a snack of
high percentage cider after a hard day's fighting.
Remember
what Lincoln said when some one complained about Grant's
taking a drink? "What's his brand? I want to send some to
the other generals."

no old costume stories." Now that his " Covered
Wagon" has been so acclaimed by the public, the producers
are sitting on his doorstep, pleading for more "old stuff."

THE
Master

What can you expect?"
I

wonder

that isn't the answer.

if

with producers.

minute

"Old

stuff,"

we want

they said;

up-to-the-

that a laugh?

stories,

Covered Wagon" appears
be
THE
"Westerns." Public
a\alanche

the outpost of an
say the film
magnates, has switched from "society stuff" to the rugged
drama of the great outdoors.
Perhaps the pendulum is swinging back. But we believ e the
to

of

taste,

success of "The Covered Wagon" lies in something far deeper
the fine spirit of the thing. "The Covered Wagon" isn't just
a highly workmanlike presentation of an interesting story. It
is vastly more
a panorama of other days made to li\ e before
our eyes and vibrant with the courage and hardihood that made
our land.

—

-

—

AMERICAN

and advertisement of the month: "The
Spectacle
OF SIN and Sodom and
Gomorrah." A nasty picture with a nasty appeal. Discourage
such effrontery by staying away when it comes to your theater.
To patronize this latest Teutonic outrage is to encourage it.
prize title

SOME film producers will never learn.

customs

in the land

af the Hottentots, driving the pigtail out of China, and
introducing new styles in Paris, says a returning globe trotter.
But they haven't been able to popularize the kiss in Japan.

WHY

do you pick on Will Hays?" asks a correspondent.
is that we are not " picking" on the valiant
young leader of the producers' organization. But we do question the sincerity of a lot of statements that have come forth
from the Hays office, and are disappointed in the failure of Mr.

The Warner Brothers

and they call a picture about coal mines "The
Little Church Around the Corner," figuring that the sentimental appeal will trap you into the theater.
This concern is given
a little too much to building pictures on publicity before they
Such practices have made the public wary
start production.
of picture announcements.
need a

title

AFTER
films are revolutionizing

—QUEEN

all,

word

Take

of

mouth advertising

is tiie

greatest force

Minn., for instance.
Harold
Lloyd's "Safety Last" went into the theater there one Saturday night. In spite of unusual adv-ertising it got no more than
an average attendance that night, but by Sunday afternoon
everyone in town knew it was a splendid [)icture and Monday
night it was necessary to run extra showings.
of

all.

St.

Cloud,

Our answer

Hays to
demands

members when the occasion
The organization has done some good work

inspire or coerce his
itself.

WELCOME back

to the screen, .\lice Joyce. .Since you left
us two years ago we ha\ e had many new stars, but none
of them, \amp or sweet young thing, has filled your place.
Whatev er they make of "The Green Goddess," if you are in ic
please reserve a few seats for us.
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From

Denny

hit success recently in " The
Leather Pusher" series.
Oddly, as a
boy, he almost took up prize fighting as a

leads in Jdgh comcdij behind the
a mimic- pugilist

footlights to success as

in the films

is

a long step

made

— but

Denny

profession.

it

His name

But he packs a

is

Wallop
Reggie returned to school
success.
but, at sixteen, came back to the footHardly more than a year later
lights.

the Anglo-Saxon lover to sup-

Isplant the Latin?

Mayhe.
Anyway, Reginald Denny

is

he came to America to play in "The
Quaker Girl" with Ina Claire.
Then he went back to England and
toured India, Australia and the Orient.
It was about this time that he almost
decided to become a pugilist. Indeed,
his work in amateur boxing circles
began to attract attention. But the

a

good instance of a personality to point
the changing of cinema tastes. Reggie
hit celluloid fame only recently in the
"Leather Pusher" series, H. C.
Witwer's tales of the pugilistic ring.

"Reggie''

and possesses a
none on the silver
holds a lot of swimming, us

is six feet tall

phijsique second to
sheet.

He

well as boxing, titles

Denny

revealed a distinct film personand a physique second to none
ality
on the silver sheet. Out of the prize ring onc-reelcrs stepped
the celluloid Adonis of 1923.
Back of Reggie's film success is a highly interesting and
varied career. He was born in England. His father, William
Henry Denny, was a prominent British actor of the '60s and
'70s who came to America with the famous "Black Crook"

—

—

—

company.
Reggie began his stage career at the mellow age of six,
appearing in London in "The Royal Family," which also
marked the British debut of Gertrude Elliott, later to find high

£8

lure of the stage was in his blood.
Little did he think that he would later court

—

and winby combining the two.
Back to New York he came to appear in the farce. "Twin
Beds." After that came leading roles with Marie Tempest in
success

Barrie's "Rosalind," with George Arliss in

"The Great

"The

Professor's

Catherine."
Still, Reggie hadn't hit anything like sustained popularity.
The war came and Denny joined the Overseas Royal Flying
coxtixxted ox page 1 1 7
Corps as second lieutenant. He

Love Story" and

in

—

[

Only Pearl
White s closest
friends kxew of
her great

iit(-

happiness.

Her problem
had

become

a

sinrilual one,

and she sought
the counsel of

her parish
priest

A STAR
IN
Those who play in marble and

know

gold cafes

the Pearl of

Bid what do they
knoiv of the girl who was selling
newspapers, a child of seven?

revelry.

.

.

SEARCH OF

HER SOUL

.

By Herbert Howe

LL

these years I have taken good care of m\' bod_\but neglected my soul. Now I am going to look after
my soul. I leave tomorrow for a convent. ..."
She spoke rapidly in French.
Then she paused and, over a crimson gown, spangled with
gold, she slowly drew a sable cape. ... It was a dramatic

Ai

—

gesture.

So Pearl White stood surveying the Parisian audience, which
remained incredulously silent.
"I am going to a convent," she repeated evenly, "but I do
not know how long I shall stay. I am not going because I love

somebody who does not love me. I am going solely in the hope
of finding peace.
I have looked everywhere for happiness
except in the one place it is to be found within myself."

—

A

curious stillness followed her as she left the stage.
It was the strangest role Pearl White had ever played, unexpected and at seeming variance with her part in life, yet in its
frankness wholly like this odd world woman.
The hush of surprise that followed her brief farewell was
quickly broken by cynical murmurs
Pearl White in a
convent! Pearl White, twice-divorced, the life of the party in
Paris, London and New York, she who wore an Italian count's
.

.

.
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Climbing up from sordid poverty with hands
that
were literally
Ijndscd, Pearl White becomes a dazzling ami
unique world figure.
Then, suddenly confessing her failure to attain
happiness, she quit the
world for months of
solitude in an Alpine
convent.

At

Pearl in her

the

left.

stocl:

com-

chain as an anklet, who sent a duke rushing through the Parish
night for a piece of jazz music, Pearl White whose beauty, candor and sparkling wit have been toasted in champagne by
statesmen and by ban vivnnts
Pearl of revelry seeking the
peace of Alpine cloisters, where days of reverie llow quietly into
twilight vespers, among the little grey nuns.
Skeptics smiled and shook their heads.

—

Some

said,

—or

"She

loves the gallant

young Duke

—

of \'allam-

ambitious to be the duchess, but he does not love
her, and the church could not sanction the marriage."
Others declared that her health had been impaired. She had
is

lived too feverishly,

and

life

made

too

many

claims on her

vitality.

But the majority here

in

America dismissed

it all

as a gesture

of publicity.

The Parisian public, however, was not so sure. All these
motives had been imputed to another actress, the brilliant
Lavalliere.
Lavalliere suddenly quit the haunts of the Bois and the
boulevards after the war to enter a mountain convent.

She has never returned.
.\11 the clues to her motive have merged into mystery.
Some say they have seen her, in the veils of a nun, high up

on Montmartre

in the shadow of the Sacre Coeur, distributing
sweet cakes to the poor.
But no one really knows where Lavalliere seeks her soul
.
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.

forever lonely.

Those who play the game
cafes,

they

know

.

of

Pearl White.

life

in

marble and gold
the famous

They know

who has earned miraculous millions, who has
motors, estates and retinues, whose fame has travelled
further than that of any other actress save Bernhardt.
A droll, devil-may-care girl who can enliven any evenstar

ing.

They know

licr.

But what do they know

pany days

brosa,

what sent her on that quest. What more do they
know of Pearl White?
What more do we know of any human being? Strive
as we will for communion with others, the soul remains
or

—
—
—

of the girl

who was

selling

—

papers at seven a trapeze performer at twelve
motherless child of the Ozarks in a house that was
going to rack and ruin a girl who climbed up from sordid
poverty with hands that were literally bruised until she found a"
what do thev know of that Pearl
place of decencv in the sun

White?

They arc amused, rather, by the anecdote of the informal
Pearl who once tossed her golden wig, along with her hat, to an
astonished check girl and marched into a cafe displaying her
own dark red hair.
Perhaps they never heard her tell, with a humorous quirk, of
that childhood in Greenridge. ]\Iissouri, when she and her
brother and sister existed in the care of an aged and feebleminded grandmother in that hideous house "that was going
to rack and ruin."
"We had never been taught religion, not even our prayers,
and our poor little minds, degenerated for j'ears. were about as
cruel and dishonest as children's could possibly be."
Those are the harsh flashes you catch when the star chooses
a story as amazing and
to lift the curtain on her own drama
poignant as any the screen ever told.
She remembers her father as a man who suddenly appeared
at the gate when she was four and slapped her across the face
because she was tormenting two little dogs.
She crept away and hid in the barn the entire day, "storing
up enough hatred to last for years."
Even her jaunty contempt for sentiment cannot repress the
on p.4GE ioS 1
cry, "If he had only talked to me
[ contixued

—

—

Abore, Craig Biddle, Jr.. meets hi^ idol,
Betty Compson.
Right, Biddle is turned
down like many another extra by the

dean of casting men, Lou Goodsiadt

T\ 7HEX

a young man who is not
only the heir to a vast fortune
but to one of the highest social positions in America, forsakes his university in mid-term, braves parental
opposition and financial shortage all

—

become a motion picture actor,
reads more like a romantic novel
to

it

of

the films than a tale of real life.
But that's exactly what joung
Craig Biddle, Jr., of New York,
Philadelphia and Princeton did.
Here 'Sir. Biddle has told a few of
experiences in breaking into
his
pictures
the stor>' of his first few

—

They thought

By

weeks in Hollywood.

The

Craig Biddle, Jr,

Millionaire

sity

couldn't see it. The screen
was the only thing that
meant an^'thing to me.

Dad gave me five hundred and said to get along
on

always wanted to be an
actor.
I'\'E

Extra Man's Story

Sometimes I think I've almost said Merton's famous
prayer, "Dear God, please make
me a good movie actor. One of

was

—

flat.

get into a studio.

I

never

had any trouble getting in
places before, but } ou have
no idea what it's like trying to get past a gateman.
It's more like taking a

thing stopping me! Nothing else
mattered.
It was like a tidal

—

when I got to Holh wood
and got settled at the
Hollywood Hotel, I found
on a Thursda>and for ten days I tramped
the streets of Hollywood.
It was terrible. I couldn't

thing used to hit

wave.
Then, I'd sink down and forget
it.
I'd say to myself, "Don't be
an idiot. Of course you're not
going to be anything of the kind.
Forget it."
Well, one of the waves hit me
and I came to Hollywood.
Dad and the family naturallv weren't so keen about it.

—

I got in

at Princeton, the
me in spells.
Sometimes I'd be crazy to do it.
I couldn't think of anything but
the screen. Of course I was going
to be a movie actor. Catch anyI

that.

IMy ticket well, the
five hundred melted. And

myself prett}'

the best."

While

ought to

I

my univercourse. But I

stay and finish

trench than anything else.
folks know a lot of
people around the east

My

and

I

thought

tioned

who

help.

But

I
it

if

was

I

men-

it

might

didn't.

They

laughed at me.
Craig Biddle, Jr., is one of the studio hot
dog tnan's best patrons. Craig says the.
dogs taste os good as anything at the Ritz

I applied

for

work at

every casting office in
ic6
[ CONTINUED ox PAGE
]
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A Wife
in

Africa
By

Mrs. Martin

Johnson

wear their

U7/e/( jungle elephants

THE

screen's treasure trove of

romantic

has

realities

been

enriched by the camera exploits of Martin Johnson, who
began his adventures as the sailing
companion of Jack London on the
memorable voyage of the Snark. The
wild exotic settings of London's immortal stories in words, Johnson has
set before us in pictures of fascinating
fact.
He has made real to us such
strange sounding places as Malekula,

Raratonga, Papeete and
was Johnson's pictures that sent
Tahiti.

Frederick
"

O'Brien

White Shadows

away

in the

to

It

write

South Seas."

and mad

clear through.

imagine the anger of these
tiro,
when confronted inth the
thought that Utile Osa Johnson is
irell

going

to

spoil their whole afternoon

xrith

a queer

little rifle

Mrs. Johnson can grind a motion
jncture camera

with

the

best

of

Eight here the Chief of
Some place-or-Olher in East Africa
has marshalled up his royal palace
them.

guard

32

—

mud
You can

ears at this angle, then arc

to be

enmeshed in

celluloid

hrough all his wild journeyings with the motion
picture camera Johnson has had the companionship of his wife, Osa.
Her obvious \outh and
girlish freshness makes it seem unfitting to use
the staid " Mrs." Within the week of the writing
of the article which follows, the Johnsons have
returned from two years of high adventure in a
new and unknown region of savage men and
beasts in the interior of British East Africa. Mrs.
Johnson has set down for Photopl.a.y Magazine
some amusing phases of her wifely experiences in
the jungles and deserts of that weird region that
has come to be called "The Never-Never Land."
'J

—The

Editor.

A GirVs Story

of

Adventure
in
"l^iever-'l^ever

Land''

Mm.

Johnson says

the

most fun in Africa is
the zebra, which she describes as a "silly mule
in stripes."
There are
some eighty million
zebras in British East
Africa alone

might think from the photoYOU
graphs that went
Africa
just to
pictures possibly give the impression that it was all
to

I

have a good time.

just a

gay

life,

The

chasing around on an

endless vacation with the wild circuses. Or you
might have an idea that I went along to play an
ingenue role opposite man-eating lions and put
a heart throb in the films. But even if it does
look that way every wife knows better. I went
along just because I am a wife.
I went to Africa with Martin for just the same
reason that lots of girls settled down on Main
just to be with ray husband.
Street back home
And it was not all as entertaining and easy as it
sounds.
Of course, I am not entitled to sympathy, and
I am not complaining. I might have anticipated
all of this years ago.
But it was a long time
after we were married that I heard how when
Martin was a little boy he carried water to the
elephants all day when the circus came to Inde-

—

in Kansas, and then ran away to watch the parade
before he got his free tickets to the night show.
He just
couldn't wait. Now you can never trust a man with things
like that in his past.
I have noticed that a wife's problems are about the same the
world over. Here at home in the U. S. A. wc are always
fussing for fear that Henry or Tom or John, or whatever you
happen to call friend-husband, will be rushing awa}' to work
without his umbrella or his heavy flannels or something. In
Africa it is just the same way. I had to watch IVIartin all the
time for fear he would dash out to see a rhino or a lion and

pendence out

wear his heavy rifle. He was always dashing out
bareheaded, too, and in Africa you are supposed to wear two
hats at a time to avoid sunstroke.
And there was poor black Mrs. Bugoni, the wife of one of our
gunbearers. She was always afraid he would go out on a hunting expedition— "safari" they call it
without his lucky
forget to

—

monkey's foot and catch his death of
elephants.
That "safari" is a word the Africans
took over from the old Arabians. I
like the sound of it. It is so Biblical
looking, and it certainly just fits a
trip where one sees so many things
that look like they had just stepped
of an Old Testament story.
Sometimes wc would pass camel car-

out

avans in the deserts that looked for
all the world like the Wise Men laden
with gifts, and sometimes we came
upon wild herdsmen with their flocks
of sheep, silvery under the bright moonlight.
Then at the
waterholes where the animals came to drink there were scenes
like the}" had come right off Noah's Ark.
The thirst of the
desert makes them all friends while they are drinking, anyway.
The native women of the black tribes we met used to visit
our safari camps occasionally.
They considered me more
curious and interesting than I found them. They tried to be
wellbred and polite and they didn't laugh at me when thev
thought I could sec them. Some of them were real true friends,
too.
They oft'ered me s}'mpath\' because I was so white and
pale and dull finished. They watched me take the shine off my
face with my powder puff with the greatest curiosity. Yes, I
always had my vanity bag handy, even in the jungle everybod\- knows what an American husband thinks of a shiny nose.
But these black women were doing everj'thing to make themselves shine like patent leather.
They used castor oil to
produce a high polish. One of them was good enough to take

—
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me

home

to one side aiul offer lo

cut my ears so I could wear
big ivory plugs in them like
she did. She was absolutely
confident that it would

women

I'ords.
On the way back
the runner defaulted.
He
bought himself a harem
with a handful of nickel
plated radiator caps. There
is really a fortune in the
Ford business in that counThe natives do not
try.
care for motoring but the

with my ears entirely undressed all the time. They
felt it was scandalously indelicate and I suppose thai,
when their daughters get
old enough to know about
such things, they will tell

went around Africa with
nothing on above the neck.

The African women

are

very decent folks.
They take marriage a great
deal more seriously than
some of our best known
people in America. When
really

their

husbands buy them

they generally stay bought.
It is considered very bad
form to run away and go

there.

not being done.

There was only one

were a little embarrassed
about me, going around

them about the wild white
woman they saw once who

mamma out

it is

matrimonial romance connected
with our safari.
Martin sent a runner back
from our camp in the Chobe
Hills
country to go to
Nairobi for parts for our

make a hit with "Bwana"
Johnson.
I gathered the idea at
last that the native

to

Jn fact

parts w'ould

command

Tiffany prices as jewelry.

Om

Johitson snys worticn arc (he mnic the world orcr. " 'f'hi cdhnidered me more curious and iniereslinq ihtnt 1 found theru," alie
says. " They tried to he wellbred and polite and they didn't lavgh at
me when they thought 1 could sec them"
i/

Martin Johnson taught his wife to fire her rifle at a hundred yards.
They simply had to hit the target, particularly as a rhino, for
instance, can cover this distance in ten .seconds flat.

do one hundred yards almost as quickly.

An

elephant can

Mrs. Johnson got

at less than fifty yards

this

one

Of course, we w-ent to
Africa with our eyes wide

open for lions, and we found
But before I tell
them.
about that I have an idea
that I

want

to record right

now.
I think the Lucy
Stone league ought to do
something about lion literWhen I got back
ature.
from Africa 1 found that
the girls in
1

New York had

CONTINUED ON P.\GE IO9
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The China Doll
Meet Anna

May Wong

of Hollywood

By Mary

JVinship

ALMOND-SHAPED, unfathomable eyes, with
/\ the calm depths of the Orient in them. China

J

\

a million yearS old
rest of

—gazes up at you.

But the

her—all American!

While ninety per cent of the screen stars who were
Illinois receive you in mandarin coats, in boudoirs
furnished with Chinatown's best, Miss Anna May Wong,
the loveliest little oriental the camera ever caught,
greets you in a most modern Hollywood cafe, with, "I bet
I'm the limit."
I've kept you waiting
born in

—

Instead of the porcelain-vase doll, the captivating
Chinese lady of "The Toll of the Sea, "a smart, vivacious
young creature in a tiptilted hat, pure Parisian heels,
sheer silk stockings, and a Persian lamb wrap!
"A friend brought me down," said the China doll.
"I couldn't find a taxi-, and I haven't got a car myself.
I ruined the last one I had trying to beat a motor cop
I beat him all right, but I missed the
to a bridge.
bridge."
She's never been to China; Los .Vngeles' Chinatown is
her home. The public schools gave her an education,
and her association with American youth filled her with
vitality and joyousness and freedom that is as quaint in
her as a cluster of red balloons tied to a cherry tree.
The father of Anna ]\Iay Wong still runs a laundry on
a side street, not so far from the Holl3'wood studios
where his little daughter is beginning to make a name for

an oriental beauty and an actress.
She had
done some dancing and amateur stage work when picMarshall Neilan saw her working
tures attracted her.
as an extra and gave her a bit in "Dinty."
Later on
came her first chance as the heroine of the Chinese

herself as

—

Then "The Toll of the Sea,"
episode in "Bits of Life."
the natural-color picture, introduced Anna May as a
Chinese "Madame Butterfly," and set her on the road
to fame.
Now in Tod Browning's new production she
is playing a mandarin's daughter.
Said Anna May Wong, tilting her head with its smart
hat covering a crown of coiled and shining masses of
black hair, "Some girls might get up-stage about the
laundry.
Not for me. Pictures are fine, and I'm getting along all right, but it's not so bad to have the laundry
back of you, so you can wait and take good parts and
be independent when you're climbing. Not to have to
worry about where your next meal is coming from. i\Iy
oldest brother
there are eight of us in the family
went to China and he saw me in a picture and he wrote
to mama to take me out quick.
But mama didn't pay
any attention to .him. And I'm keeping right on."
That's Anna May Wong!

—

"My

went to China and he saw me in a picMiss Wong. "He wrote mama to take me out
quick.
But I'm keeping right on"

oldest brother

ture," says
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Rodolph Valentino

REX INGRAM
DISCOVERER FROM IRELAND
HIMSELF

a >oung man of twenty-nine. Rex Ingram has
given opportunity to more young pla_\ers recentlx" than
any other director.
He was born in Dublin, the son of an Episcopal clergyman.
Before he attained the age of eighteen he was noted for the
following accomplishments:
Stuffing the mission box with buttons;
Ringing the Catholic angelus on the protestant bell of his
father's church;
Getting fired from school after he had defied tradition by
walking around a bansheed tree three times in the presence of
the awe-stricken student body;
Winning the popularity of the entire student force at Trinity
college, Dublin, and making the entire faculty happy by quitting at the end of two years.
Making his way to America, despite parental objection, in

JG

1911, he arrived in

Xcw

York, the 4th of July, carrj'ing a shot

gun with which to fight Indians.
Forgiven by his father for running away, Rex attended Yale
and studied sculpture under Lee Lawrie for two years.
The one word he dislikes in the English language is "artistic."
He says it has been maltreated by fakers until today it usually
means but here he bursts into Gaelic which we can't translate.
He went to Hollywood, became an actor and then a director.
Then the bugles of war, and Rex tlew away with the Royal
Flying Corps. He came home and made
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
He is now making "Scaramouche" amid the French revolution in Hollywood. He will reappear on the screen one of these

—

days, with his wife, .Alice Terry.
Having discovered 3Ir. Ingram, we leave
he discovers others on the page opposite.

—

it

to

him

to

tell

how

How

Discover

I

Them

By Rex Ingram

D
ing,

ISCOVERIXG new
as

players of talent

you might imagine.
Let us walk through

ing for work.

they do

for

it

.

.

.

You

is

not as

had ever seen

diflicult

group of extras who are lookdon't have to do any discover-

a

you!

and

.

Later

who gave me

director,

part as he had

.

.

having as much idea of my
think I lived up to his expectations,

credit for

and

.

up to his expectations
worked with a human, sympathetic

I certainly lived
I

I

too.

work on the theory that ten out

of every hundred extras in
a mob are potentially successful players, that two or three of
every hundred have inchoate qualifications for becoming stars
I

.

.

in that picture.

How

far a little

After

my

My

encouragement goes in any sort
day in the studio I resolved to be a
second resolution, made soon afterward, was to be
being

or leading pla\ ers.
Personally I believe in getting new players whenever
possible because I feel that
in their first parts, at least,

they will be received as the

characters they portray

I

myself

tation

cause

The

averse to the exploi-

personalities bestrikes at illusion.
success of foreign pic-

This

Mr. Ingram

Says:

mit

reality

is

due

in

don't have to do anv discovering;

— thev do

her as Du Barry, not as a
great actress playing her,
for the reason that Pola
Negri was not exploited. She
had no identity apart from
the character she vitalized.
If
the American public
would allow the juvenile actors and actresses to sub-

Them

my golden

break

rule with

and new.

I

I

ad-

it

down and

I want to finish
work with five hundred people.
But every rule has its

it

for

proving exception.

Ten out of every hundred extras are
successful players; two or three are star

potential)

To all players, particularly
beginners, I want to cry,
"Relax!"
But you can't
make them relax by shouting
at them.
On the contrary,
they would immediately be-

material.

some meas-

"Passion" you saw Madame
Du Barry. You thought of

Make

every once in a
while when the sun is going

of

ure to the illusion created by
the players themselves.
In

is

players, old

it

tures in creating a sense of

was:

Happy.

You

am

—

The

rather than as film personalities.

of work!
director.
a human
although a director.
first law I made for

first

A

little

encouragement

will

make

ninety-nine out

of every hundred people do things on the screen that

they did not believe themselves capable of doing.

come

tense,

tor

tense he

is

normally.
I

first

ac-

not thinking
His imagination is
is

benumbed.

noticed Rodolph Valentino on the Universal

A

—

and was impressed by his personality while
directing him I discovered real dramatic ability and
lot

and when an

little

encouragement

makes

ninety-nine out of
every hundred people do
things on the screen they did
high aspirations.
not believe themselves capable of doing.
Ramon Xovarro is a trulv great actor
thf
merge their individualities in
If I find when I try out a
^the parts they play I guaranmaking.
new player that he is at ease
tee that favorites would rewith me and has the dramatic
main favorites a great deal
sense I am not afraid to enWhile I was dining in a restaurant one day in
longer.
trust him with any part, no
In searching for new people
walked Zareda the chief character of my story in
matter how important, proI am naturally attracted by
vided, of course, he is the
the person of Barbara La Marr
Soon after she
those who have personality
physical type required.
was earning a thousand a week and approaching
a distinctive manner and
Long before I engaged Miss
stardom.
appearance.
If
they are
Terry I had noticed her playplaying in the background as
ing extra. If the war had not
extras I aim to get them
interrupted my plans she.
down front and so gain an
would have been playing
opportunity of seeing how
leading roles much sooner.
they screen.
I know few players who
I have no established rules for picking
have the restraint, the sincerity and the
new- players.
simplicity of technique that she possesses.
Those who have appeared in my picI know none so unaffected by success.
tures were chosen because I thought they
In a word, she has proved to have the
realized the characters.
attributes which I believed she had when
When I read a script I visualize the
I first noted her.
Her simplicity of mancharacters.
Usually I sketch them asT
ner, her naturalness at all times, whether
mentally see them. Then I start looking
playing in a scene or waiting on the set,
for the personalities to match.
led me to believe that she would not suffer
The chief fault of young players is selfgreatly from self-consciousness no matter
consciousness a nervousness that parahow close she came to the camera.
lyzes natural expression.
The term "personality" seems vague
own experience as an actor some
to a great many people. Yet it is capable
years ago taught me that this is the chief
of simple definition.
Personality is the
obstacle.
I once worked for a director
real of you
your self. Since no two peowho was gifted with a faculty for irritatple are precisely alike, everyone is gifted
ing everyone
and not a thing did he get
Edith Allen, discovered by Mr.
with some measure of distinction. But as
out of me. There was an aloof, inhospiIngram in the cabaret at the
soon as anyone affects manners not his
table atmosphere about the set.
AssisBoardwalk. Miss Allen, then a
own in the hope of appearing more attractants whispered, carpenters glowered, and
hat check qirl at a Chicago hotel,
tive his personality is beclouded.
Origithe great man, himself, made me feel that
nality becomes plated with imitation. The
first found by William Bustar, was
I was the worst specimen of an actor he
placed in a cabaret in that city
one and only
coxtixued on page ii6

—

—
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.

.
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The loke where the "river" scenes were token iras locaied on a
huge Nevada ranch and presented vianti real dangers, being
600 feel deep in spots

HOW

THE COVERED

WAGON"
WAS MADE
James Crnze debating whether or not Lois
Wilson's lips are on straight.
Miss Wilson is the
"
heroine of " I'he Carcred Wagon

Director

38

James Cruze borrowed 750 real redsJcins for
"The Covered Wagon." One of the chiefs, from a
Director

Nevada

reservation, is

shown

at the top.

The

buffalo

hunt (above), utilizing a herd of 350 buffalo, was staged
on Antelope Island in Great Sail Lake

—

One of
moments

the big
of "The
Covered Wagon," when
the pioneer caravan divides,
one half to wind its way over
the Sierras to Oregon, the other
to hurry on to California
in quest
For these icere the roaring
of aoJd.
days of '4-9 Olid the gold rush!

By Frederick James Smith

How—

—

and where was "The Covered Wagon" made?
Everyone who sees this sweeping photoplay of a

pioneer

wagon

train

of

the

roaring

'40s

crossing

America from that jumping off place of civilization,
Westport Landing, afterwards Kansas City, to the coast, will
want to know exacth' how James Cruze, the director behind it,
achieved his

—

glimpses of old Fort Bridger.
The turbulent river as seen on the screen isn't a river at all,
but a lake on the huge Nevada ranch. But the lake had its
And a
dangers, being 600 feet deep at almost any spot.
number of the wagons were actually lost, horses were drowned
and some of the human participants had close calls.
Cruze took a company of 127, not numbering his staff of
carpenters. This included most of the principal players. He
had a corps of motor trucks, but the covered wagons were
constructed on the spot. Some 350 to 500 wagons were used at

While most of them were built for the picture,
were supplied by people of the neighborhood.
Lideed from 800 to 1,100 people were recruited from the surrounding zone of 300 miles during the eight weeks of work in
These local people, ranging from cowboys to
this district.
settlers and including many actual '49ers, came riding in, on
ponies or with their families, wagons and baggage, to become
movie players for the time being. This small army was, of
course, paid by the day, at a rate of about ten dollars a head.
To this number must be added the 750 borrowed redskins.
"Real Indians every one," explains Cruze, "and not an imitation in the bunch."
[continued on page io6
Many unusual difliculties condifferent times.

many

effects.

First, we will let Cruze speak for himself: " 'The Covered
Wagon' had a curious history before it came to my hands.
The original Emerson Hough novel had been turned down by a
number of stars when Mary INIiles Minter saw it and was

—

attracted to it. As I understand it. she had a clause in her
contract giving her a certain choice of story. So the Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation bought The Covered Wagon for
Then the first difficulties presented themselves, with the
final result that three directors declined the script and Miss
Minter finally did another story instead. In brief, it was not
possible to spend a large amount of money on any production
'

'

her.

where the star received a salary of the ]\Iinter magnitude and
still release the photoplay at a profit.
"Then 'The Covered Wagon' came to me. I saw it as just
'another Western' with a few wagons and so on or a big
special. I talked with Mr. Jesse Lasky and he agreed with me.
And he gave me orders to go ahead."
So Cruze and his technical staff" put out from Los Angeles for
the selected location, a 200,000 acre ranch in the Snake Valley
The
of Nevada, near Baker and not far from the Utah line.
exact locale was 85 miles from the nearest railroad, at Milford.
Here many of the scenes of "The Covered Wagon" were shot,
including the highly effective river fording scenes and the

]
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Mary Pickford
as Juliet
Especially posed for Photoplay

"The

brightness of her check, would shame those star
As daylight doth a lamp; her eyes in heaven
Would through the airy region stream so bright
That birds would sing and think it were not night."

The romantic figures of Lillian Gish as Henriette and
Joseph Schildkraut as the Chevalier in "Orphans of
the Storm" inspired two young dancers to create the
dance of Henriette and the Chevalier at the Boardwalk
cafe, a nocturnal resort of New York

STEPPING

OUT

was one

of those frightful

moments

that turn your hair

you
reach quick
the henna
ITwhite
No one who was
ever
no matter how
don't

if

for

there will

bottle.

forget

it

many world wars or divorce suits he or she goes through.
There may have been gayer parties in our colony this year,
but none with the tense dramatic situation of Rodolph Valentino's.

—

Texas Guinan she who is known to the films as " the female
Hart" was hostess at the King Cole club, a smart night

Bill

cafe in the

—

New York

Knickerbocker.

She was inaugurating a

WITH THE MOVIE CROWD

HOLLYWOOD

—

Howe

By

Drawings

—

NEW YORK

Mrs. Lydig Hoyt, Margaret Wilson, daughter of the ex-president, the Barrymores, Peggy Hopkins Joyce, Nora Bayes,
Anita Stewart, Ivor Novello, Lowell Sherman stage, screen,
opera, bolshevism and capitalism side by side.
Texas knew that it would be dc trap, faux pas and everything
else French for a boner to have Miss Jean Acker as a guest.
Miss Acker had been discharging bolts from stage and press
concerning her former lord, the signor, which added nothing
to her popularity with the guest of honor.
To prevent an embarrassing encounter Texas had posted a
six-eyed sleuth at the door and was herself patrolling the beat.
While she was powdering her nose in the

series of movie nights with Valentino
the star attraction.
All
the royal
bloods of the celluloid court turned out.
Fifth avenue, too, was represented by a deleHerbert
gation that could easily have paid off the
Allied debt and still tipped the waiter.
by
It would be impossible to list all the platinum personages Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt,
Everett Shinn

as

&P

IN

ladies'

room, she saw Peggy Hopkins Joyce

enter with a startling person in trailing silks,
a diamond tiara and red hair that seemed to
be impersonating the Biblical flaming bush.
"I thought her face looked familiar,"
sobbed Texas afterward, "but when I said,

Here's inleUect!

The Writers' dith

owner of

Adams,

this is Montrnartel
the one and otdy
night resort in all riotous Hollywood.
The diversions are dancing and guessing

which young

and Frank R.
must be getting a great

Strotigheurt,

tvho

—

So

of Hollywood claims both Beauty and
Brains, as witness this choice selection: Florence Vidor, Jane Murjin,

man

will be lured by

Talmadge during

Connie

the evening

idea for a love story from looking at
Florence

one had been wearing an Ingersoll he
would have been detected instantly.
Then feverish excitement, Texas delirious and begging someone to bring her
pet horse, which was down in Waco, Tex.,

'Howdy-do,' she gave me a look
was an unpaid bill."
Then Peggy presented her friend.
"Texas, I want you to meet the
Countess Itch of Cuba."
"Glad to meet you, Countess Itch,"
said Texas, almost swooning from the
As she remarked
effect of the title.
later, "I thought I must have been mistaken in thinking I knew her. The Lord
like I

I don't know so many countesses
that I'd be getting them mixed up."
And so Texas came leading Peggy and
Countess Itch triumphantly across the
floor to a table directly opposite the
\'alentinos! As she glanced proudly in
the direction of Rudie she was stunned
hy the queer, startled expression on his

and declaring bitterly that if a mocking bird had
her brains it would fly backwards.
But the evening was saved by the superb savoir
/aire of Rodolph. And when he started to dance it
wouldn't have mattered if the entire Y. W. C. A.
had marched in and claimed him as husband.
It was while chatelaine of the Beaux Arts that
Texas first drew the eastern filmers together.

knows

face.

Tut-Ankh-Amen must have looked
when the archaeologists burst

Texas

Guinan,

hostess for

like that

cineniese

on him. His eyes were fixed on the
Countess Itch.
"When I realized it was Jean Acker
in disguise and I had led her to the table
opposite him I didn't know whether to

She gave

in

commit

suicide or sing

'Baby

Shoes,'

"

"And the first thing she
wailed Texas.
did after getting seated was to start
loud
talking about injunctions in
voice. Well, of course, there wasn't one
of us who couldn't have drawn up a
chair and joined in a conversation on
injunctions!"
Texas' fear was unwarranted. x\ccustomed, as she is, to the etiquette of the
plains she thought there might be
shooting.
"]\Iy Heavens!" she whispered hoarsely to me, "I don't know how good she
may be on the heave or the draw, and
there are a lot of things lying around to
swing."
"
When the identity of the "countess
had been whispered around the room
there was a silence so perfect that if any-

breezy

star of western thrillers,
has been
the
official
the

this

eastern

season.

the dramatic
Valentino party, which
inaugurated a series of
motion picture nights at
the King Cole club in
the Knickerbocker

Even

a clodhopper from
one of Charles Ray's small
towns could dance like
A'ijinskyivhen Paul Whiteman's music trips out
jazzily at the Rcndez-vous.

And

it's a liberal study in
geography to see Gilda
Grey demonstrate the quivering beauty of the for
South Seas

Everybodi/ lunches at Levy's on the
Boulemrd. This scene features

achieving a big financial and social success.
She gave a farewell party for Pearl White
before the star sailed for France to seek
seclusion in a convent.

]\Iabel

Marie

Normand,

Prcvost,

Albert Roscoe

George Beban, Anita Stewart, George ]\IelRubye de Remer, Nita Naldi, Allan
Dwan, the Dolly sisters, Kitty Gordon,
Bebe Daniels and all Pearl's friends were

lan.

supported

hu

and Kenneth Har-

Alice Terry in background

ford,

there, including the parish priest who counseled IMiss White to seek serenity of mind
and spirit within convent walls.

Anita Stewart was the star hostess at the
Christmas party in the Beaux Arts. Windsor

McKay, newspaper

artist,

made

hour seventeen hundred dollars
had been raised for the Children's Christmas Fund, sponsored by the Hearst papers,
Texas has been the ofi&cial
hostess in the eastern colony
She has a greater
this winter.
following off screen than most
stars have on. If you want to
get an idea of the number of
people she knows in New York,

%

:jr^ j^j

'^'^t^' it

/v^

a

sketch of Anita which Texas auctioned off
This sum was
for five hundred dollars.
quickly supplemented by checks from JNliss
Stewart and other stars. Within half an

you to the latest census.
parties are always as informal as her own robust,
I refer

Her

a South Sea native, plus

raffia,

dynamic personality'.
Gil Boag's Rendez-vous,
where Gilda Grey dances like
beads and talcum powder, has been

by everyone who is a star or hopes to see one.
It is a place of deep russet shadows with lights dreaming through
The walls, broken into
foliage-colored silks in fantastic patterns.
cubistic angles, dyed with primitive yellow, brown, vermilion and

visited

blue, are completely frescoed with bright

chalky impressions of

by D'Asir, the man who designed
The room lives
the "sets" for "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari."
up to its name of The Gallery of Celebrities. D'Asir has kept an
alert eye on the visitors, and moving among them of a night has
made some striking caricatures.
At the entrance you are dazzled by Anita Stewart's smile, then
Viola Dana gives you a wink from the wall and Nita Naldi fixes
you with a sphinxian stare. Valentino watches your step from over
the orchestra, and Will Hays, posed as the Archangel slaying the
Dragon, warns you against indiscretion. Nazimova from a corner
gives the lie to Penrhyn Stanlaws' bright remark that her eyes
are too small if they were any larger there wouldn't be room for
her face.
No matter how madly you dance you will recognize the
famous eyebrows of Rex Ingram, the blazing orbs of Tony Moreno,
the lips of Constance Talmadge caressing a cigarette, the noble
brow of Tommy Meighan, the carnation mouth of Bebe Daniels,
the up-curled lashes of Betty Compson, the frozen flame that is
Gloria, the dimples of Dorothy Dalton. and the eyes of Harold
famous

stars,

drawn from

life

—

Lloyd, out of their horn-rims for the night.
Impromptu entertainment is often given by players at their
parties, particularly at the Sixty club, which is composed of theatrical and screen celebrities.
At one of the club balls in the Ritz,
Nora Bayes was asked to sing one of her famous old ballads.

Irene Castle has been dariciruf aiul
preaenting
cups in C'oajanut
Grove of the Hotel Ambassador.

One night here Charlie Chaplin
was startled to find himself entirely
surrounded by such familiar faces
as those of Mildred Harris, Mae
Collins, Claire Windsor, Lila Lee
and Edna Purviance at adjacent

—

tables,

of course

movie theater and a chawhere you can bowl downstairs and have supper above.
Returning to the Stewart home
toward midnight with Anita and
her brother George, we were invited to loot the kitchen and
pantry, while Anita stripped off
a quart of platinum and diamonds,
dropped them in a tin cup, rolled
up her lace sleeves and fried the
best ham and eggs you could get
a

little

teau,

this side the old farm.

ought to
greatstar

tell

Somebody

.\nita that she's a

— but. then, she wouldn't

"I can't sing it unless my first hu.sband accompanies me," said Nora.
So the first husband gallantly withdrew from
his current spouse to oblige his first,
.\nothcr
song was requested.
"Only my second husband knows the music
for that," said Nora, whereupon Nora's Number
2 came forward.
And then the third number, after which Miss
Baycs explained she had run out of both songs

and husbands.
a favorite lunching place for
of the first constellation.
Here the genial Joe Fcjer conducted the orchestra
until recently and gave his personality toward
promoting a genial atmosphere.
Everyone turned out for the New Year's Eve
party at the Little club. When dancing started
it looked as though a director had yelled " Camera!"
and all the stars were playing extra.
The Lambs club features men only. Here in
the mellow orange glow of the dark- wooded grill,

Delmonico's

is

and magnates

stars

—

with its medieval benches and tables, you might
catch your idol indulging in an orgy of ham and
That is, if you could get in, but you can't.
eggs.

The

eastern stars entertain generally in cafes,

apartments are small and distances are great.
But in the summer many of them keep open
house on Long Island. The Talmadges have a
Rubye,
place there, so has Rubye de Remer.
by the way, is the first star to keep open house in
the Hollywood manner and bring about film
for

Here's a

tip, so don't tell
into Rubye's manse
at tea time, no matter who you are, and get
delicious young sandwiches, tea, lemonade or

fraternity in the east.

anybody:

You can

stroll

whatever refreshment you like, served by one of
those rare colored butlers who have the [faculty
Rubye
for making you feel you're their equal.
doesn't know who her guests are half the time.

Everybody and

his friend

and

his friend's friend

are welcome.

Anita Stewart is another hostess who makes
you feel that the movie colony is the soul of
democracy and utterly god-like. I recall a
formal dinner at which Anita announced that
she had put on a clean table cloth in our honor
and what more could we want? Later that
evening we went to P. G. Williams' estate, which
is

a miniature city with a mansion, a garden house,

u

The Club Roi/ale on the road that leads from Hollywood to the sea.
They say Kenneth Harlan
Patronized chiefly by younger set.
proposed to Marie Prevost on the dance floor, but we couldn't hear
on account of the music

know what they were

talking about.

There are no regular "lots" in New
York, as in Hollywood; few neighbor-

home parties; very little of
Bohemian camaraderie that you

ly little

the

find along the pepper-lined Boulevards. The colony is swallowed up
by the city. The crowd only gets
together occasionally at the cafes or
b\- chance in the lobby of the Algonquin hotel, which has a large profesThe opera and the
sional clientele.
theaters claim the time which out in
Hollywood would be given to dinners,

dances and gossip.
Anita Stewart has homes in every
port, but this winter she leased the
Hollywood palace to George Fitzmaurice and his wife, Ouida Bergere,
who have entertained lavishly. It
was at one of their dinners, only recently, that Pola Negri and Gloria
Swanson were formally introduced
both dressed in red!
The Charles Rays have a lu.xurious

English house out on
Camden Drive in Beverly Hills, just beyond
Hollywood.
There are
more flunkies than at
Buckingham. But if the

The electric center of jeweled Broadway where
everyone steps lively within and without.
The
Palais Royal supplies an alluring jazz accompaniment that magnetizes crowds

servants are a trifle awesome, the host and hostess

make compensation

by being most

members of "Our Club."
revels at which, I regret to say,
are

gracious.

Pola Negri holds salons
in the continental
ner,

bers drink altogether too much tea.
I will not
name the guilty ones; you may guess for yourself
from the roster: Lois Wilson, May IVIcAvoy,
Colleen Rloore, Helen Ferguson, Lillian Rich.
Gloria Hope, Virginia \'alli and other buds.
As
this is being written I am unable to get a ruling
as to the status of Mrs. Harold Lloyd, who was
a club leader when she was IMildred Davis.
As
soon as we can get a decision we will issue an

man-

drawing about her

the people who are interested in literature, art
the chief
and music
enthusiast being C.
Spencer Chaplin.
Charlie likes to play
charades, and he can
give uncann}' imitations

—

e.\tra.

—

Then there are the
Longchamp is shabby

quite appreciate them.
There are none more

The debs

of the films

—

races
ah those races!
The
in comparison.
dames in their fashions would stir the heart of
Alfonso as it was never stirred at Deauville.
although I fear the gals would be too haughty to

of his stellar friends
some of whom don't

charming and genuine
than Fred Niblo and his
wife, Enid Bennet. They
have a great room on the
third floor of their house
where they entertain.

They hold wild
some of the mem-

suit his majesty.

Picture Alabel Normand as a grand lady at the
Just try and do it. But Mabel means
right.
She started out with the best intentions
for the last event. * Perfectly hatted and suited
in her gleaming
[continited on page 114
races.

The sheik and his wives are mural features
of the Rendez-voiis also Will Rogers, Peggy
Hopkins and a hit ndred other stais of both
the silent

and

the talkative

dramas

]

Handkerchief Anklets, Pongees, Taffetas and

This bathing suit may never
•en glimpse the blue wares of
but by co-starring in
•e sea
same photograph with
the

—

Jacqudine Logan

Julin Faye

is

and blue and

that onhj

cunning

yellow.

But we feel

Julia can be blamed for Oie
little

its

is fulfdl-

mission.

almost flamboj/u)i1hi

youthful in her knickers of pongee and
her vivid sweater! Old king Tut is
probabli/ responsible for the Egyptian
motif, displayed in the horizontid
bands of stitching thai are gay with
red

it

Black taffeta
with white moire ribbon, in
three widths, as sole adornment

ing

tassels

on

the otherwise

serious- minded wool stockings!

Betty Cojnpson and early summer and a street suit of embroidered pussy willow! What
Especially
could be sweeter.^

when

the suit is deeply fringed

with tnonkey fur,

and

boasts

a

The hat is dark,
double cuff.
ivith a wide, inng-like low of
taffeta

46

Silks

Play Their Parts in the Smart

Summer Wardrobe

Tennis. And a love set, we'll warrant, when Jackie
Logan, in a sports frock of heavy knitted silk,
smiles across the net! The hat she wears is of crepe
de chine and ribbon, small and so light-Jilting that
the most strenuous exercise cannot dislodge it

The handkerchief scurf and the handkermake their appearuitce sim ulThe first sliqhlhj south of
Belly Compson's white shoulder, the other
chief anklet
taneously.

just north of her shnpehj foot.
Betty's
mouth seems a shade wistful and pensive,
hut there's a dancing light in the eyes be-

neath the colorful turban of printed silk

A white hat for summer motoring. Created of
grosgrain ribbon, with a fluted ribbon brim and a
bell-shaped crown.
Betty Compson's face, in the
intriguing shadow of it, is flower-like!

The

Studio
Secret
By
Frederic oArnold

Kummer

A

feeling

of

rccklrti.sness

an anger, brought
on by Margot Creshnni's
Wilh her
mocking eijes.

filled her,

spirit

releaanl

siuhle)ilij

from conventional bonds
she moved as though spring
itself had crept into her
It was a daring
blood.
thing to do, but something
in Miss Gresham's manner
had whipped Joy's Irish
blood to passionate fury

That

which, has gone before

future looked black
THE
which she was ingenue,

for

Joy ]\Ioran when the play,

closed.

Her

father

—a

in

one-time

—

actor of note, although he had long been unemployed
was
very ill, due to the drinking of bad liquor; his sight was threatened.
To complicate matters, he had, while intoxicated,
raised a check.
And the family funds were at the lowest possible ebb.
Joy had been his chief support for years and. at the
moment, there seemed no way out. Only two paths offered,
Arthur Lloyd an actor wanted, to marry her; and a mysterious Mr. Watrous, a friend of her father, had offered her a
ISIr. Watrous
position in a great motion picture company.
represented many large financial interests and his otfcr to her
had strings. If she accepted the position it meant that she
must spy upon one Jean Remain a screen star who was engaged to marry the daughter of a millionaire named Gresham,
There were ugly rumors hanging over
a client of Watrous.
Romain, that intimated a first wife had met her death under

—

—

—
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very peculiar circumstances. ^Ir. Gresham wanted the engagement broken and was willing to pay highly for the service,
or information that would lead to the desired end.
.Although
she had qualms of conscience, for Watrous impressed upon her
that the whole affair must be kept a secret. Joy finally accepted
the offer.
Covert innuendoes from her fellow actors that she
had obtained her engagement in pictures at a "price" did not
make the situation any easier for her. But though it estranged
her from .\rthur Lloyd it meant her father's salvation doctors, nurses and a fine sanitarium.
Mr. Watrous, however, by*
After intera clever move, managed to allay Lloyd's doubts.
viewing the head of the tilm company, arrangements were
made to send her west immediately. But she was no sooner
seated on the train, when she glanced up from the farewell
messages and flowers that filled her compartment to meet the
laughing eyes of Romain. They were to be fellow passengers
during the long journey from Xew York to California!

—

—

—

A fascinating
new
serial

love,

of

mystery

and intrigue

in

Hollywood

Illustrated by

James Montgomery
Flagg

innocent, even though success in
doing so would cost her a hundred
thousand dollars. As she met his
eyes, sensed the warm, human
appeal of them, the thought of
spying on him, of trying to discredit him in the eyes of the
woman he loved, of the public, became a hundred times more distasteful to her than it had seemed
when set forth by Mr. Watrous in
his

smooth and convincing

legal

Then, in the abstract, it
had appeared reasonable enough
but it was a
to find out the truth
And yet,
different matter, now.
she was accepting Mr. Gresham's

phrases.

—

backing, his influence in the picture
world, even, in a sense, his monew
to do that very thing. SmaU wonder that the smile with which she
met Romain's greeting lacked

warmth.

Her sudden

realization

of the circumstances by which she
was bound froze the Joy in her

heart, left
strained.

Joy Moran's mind as she
the train and found herself
gazing into the laughing eyes of Jean Romain. She had
never seen the noted screen star before, at least not in
the flesh, but there was no mistaking those gay eyes, that
flashing, eager smile; they had thrilled her too often, in the
silent drama, for her not to recognize him now.
So this was Mr. Watrous's surprise? She did not like it. A
pang of remorse shot through her as she remembered the real
reason for her trip to Hollywood. It seemed impossible to
believe -that this sun-browned, clear-eyed boy was the cheap
fortune-hunter, and worse, that Philip Watrous, or rather, his
client, Robert Gresham, declared him to be.
In that sudden,
smiling moment Joy found herself unwilling to believe it
unable to believe it. She felt that instead of trying to prove
him guilty of the things Mr. Gresham claimed, of preventing
his marriage to Margot Gresham, she would rather prove him
tilled

awkward,

con-

"Isn't this Miss Moran?" she
heard him saying, in a singularl,\vibrant and musical voice. "Mr.
Senft told me to look out for you
that you would be on the train."
"Yes," she answered mechan-

—

Chapter IX
thoughts
DISQUIETING
looked up from her seat in

her

"How

did you know me?"
seen you before. In The Verdict,' last year, with
Julia Victor, And once down at the Climax Studios, when Sam
Brockton was directing for them. I've forgotten the name of

ically.

"Oh — I've

'

know you were in it. I asked Sam your
name."
"Really?" Joy was pleased that he had noticed her.
"'Hearts For Sale,' it was called. Where is Mr. Brockton
now? "
" In Hollywood, too. But not with the Royal. Making a big
costume production for the Inter-Ocean. So you're going to be
with us in 'A Daughter of Isis'? That's fine." He dismissed
the porters who had disposed of his luggage and perched himself on the arm of the seat.
"Won't you sit down?" Joy asked, gathering up her cand.v
and flowers.
"Thanks." He took a place beside her.

the picture, but I
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"I hadn't the least idea yon were going to be on the train,"
Joy said, glancing sideways at him. Again she met the gay
laughter in his eyes, and wondered that anyone could be so
His whole personality seemed to
vividly, so joyously alive.
virile, exuberant youth; it gripped her keenly, poignantwith a feeling of gladness, of spring. In his shaggy brown
tweeds he made her think of a young Pan; it amused her to
imagine him with hoofs beneath his polished boots, and vineleaves in his hair, piping gay tunes on a reed flute in the
shadows of some ancient forest. She felt unreasonably lighthearted and happy.
"Had to come east last week on a little matter of business,"
Romain was saying. "Only in town two days, and glad to be
on my way back." Joy thought of Margot Gresham, waiting
for him at the other end, and her momentary enthusiasm
"Ever been
evaporated.

vibrate

ly,

to

about him and his past? The thing was impossible.
Rather it seemed to her that he was boyishly seeking her good
opinion.
But, again, why? She was not sufficiently conceited to think that it arose from any personal interest in her,
although a glance at the tiny mirror between the windows
might have shown her a face as eager, as sparkling with youth
and charm as his own. She was content to let him speak,
to watch the quick play of expression on his mobile features,
to bask pleasantly in the glow of emotions which his virile
presence had set up in her.
She leaned back in her seat, marout

velling that the faint pressure of his shoulder against her own
shoulcl set her blood to tingling so vitally.
It was an effect
that no man, not even Arthur Lloyd, had produced upon her
before.
"I first learned to swim in college," Romain went on, "and

when Dad died
in

—

panion went on, quite unconscious of her thoughts.

And from what

"No.

I've heard,

whether

it

Bits of Life

I'm wondering
is

going to turn

—

from this Story

out a Paradise, or well
the other sort of place.

From what you see in the
newspapers
"Places are very much
what we make them, don't
you think?" Romain interrupted, with a smooth, rip-

—

"Why

did

you

kiss

me?"

she

asked.

"Why

did you

"That excuse

—

he was a cotton broker down
Orleans, and his name wasn't Romain
leaving nothing but a lot of debts, I was up
against it.
I was in my sophomore year, then,
and being able to drive a -car pretty well, I
hired myself out as chauffeur to a taxicab company, in order to work my way through college.
But it didn't pan out. I was driving a
j)ublic hack, nights, and there wasn't time to
study and sleep both. So I decided that sleep
was the more necessary of the two, and lit out
for New York and got a job as rubber in a
Turkish bath.
Some job, too, believe me,
jollying the drunks that rolled in night after
night.
There was one bird by the name of

Hollywood?" her com-

make me?"

New

as old as the GarSalomon used to show up every Saturday
pling laugh.
"You can be
den of Eden."
about midnight and sleep there. Owned a picas sober or as devilish as you
"And as true."
ture house up in the Bronx, and was a good
please, in Hollywood or anyscout all through.
We got pretty chummy,
where else, for that matter.
after a while, and I taught him to swim. One
It takes all sorts of people,
" Twent)' niillion would make any
night, when I was doing some fancy diving for
you know, to make up a
woman hantisome."
him in the pool, he said I ought to be in the
world, even a miniature
movies.
world like Hollywood. PerI thought he was just kidding me,
sonally I think it's rotten
but he kept at it and finally introduced me
"A man's fiancee, nowadays, can
to a friend of his he brought in, a producer.
the way the newspapers try
scarcely expect him to go about wearWell, to make a long story short, I finally took
to make us all out dope
a job doubling for a chap who couldn't swim,
fiends, or home wreckers.
ing blinders. We've outgrown that
in a sea story, where I had to jump overboard
Such things go on there, of
stage."
from a yacht and swim about two miles to
course, just as they do in
shore.
That was my start. Six years ago.
New York, or anywhere
"Women in love are as jealous as
else, in certain circles. They
Now " he drew out a gold and platinum
all of them
and as cruel."
tiuers
cigarette case and regarded it reflectively
are bound to go on, when" well, I've got ahead considerably, since then."
ever you bring together
With a quick laugh he rose. " Didn't mean to
thousands of high-strung,
inflict the story of my life on you. Miss Moran,
temperamental people. The
only difference is that the
but I thought I'd like to have you know the
crowd is interested in what you or I may do. We are .in a sense
facts, in case the matter ever came up."
public characters.
But people don't give a hang about the
Joy experienced a keen sense of regret at the thought that he
habits or morals of Mr. John Smith, or Mrs. Tom Jones.
was about to leave her. She wanted the conversation to conare in the limelight. They're not. So we've got to be careful
tinue, not so much because of what he was saying, as of the
to avoid even the appearance of evil." He laughed again, this
warm pleasure she found in his nearness. There was no doubt
time less gaily. "They've said pretty rotten things about me,
about it, she reflected, Jean Romain possessed that golden
is

—

—

—

We

you know." The statement was made easily enough, but Joy
saw that he glanced at her sharply, as though wondering just
what she had heard about him and his past.
One thing she had heard she certainly did not now credit.
Rumor said the famous star had once been a cabdriver. No
cabdriver could have spoken as her companion had just spoken,
with the words, the intonations of a man of education.
"I've heard very little," she said, which was true enough.
"You'll hear more." He smiled grimly. " I've got enemies,
like everyone else.
But to get back to the Hollywood crowd.
There's a lot to be said in their defense. People who work with
their nerves, their brains, who create, who live day after day in
an atmosphere of high tension, are bound to be different from a
clerks, business men and the like.
lot of plodders
They
require some outlet, some relief from the perpetual strain.
Some find it in drugs, some in liquor, some in women or men.
Personally I try to work off
surplus energy riding, or swim-

—

—

ming.

my
my

Got a great pool on
place. Do you swim?"
I do," Joy laughed.
" My father taught me when

"Of course

was barely able

to walk.

I love it. Better even than riding."
curiously enough, it's responsible in a way
for my being in pictures."
Joy said nothing. She saw that, for some reason, he was
eager to talk about himself. Why, she wondered? Could he
have any suspicion that her mission to Hollywood was to find

I
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here.

And

charm which drew

all

women

compellingly to him, set their

pulses dancing to paganly joyous tunes.
"I suppose you must smoke," she laughed up at him, her
eyes dangerously bright.
"Well," he laughed back, "I was thinking of it. Why not
join me?"
He waved toward the open door of his stateroom.
Joy had spent too many hours with bored theatrical companies, on tour, to have any qualms about joining her com-

panion in his compartment. She was no coy country girl, in
spite of the fact that she was barely out of her teens, but a

woman

of the world.

"I'd love to," she said, rising, "and you can tell me some
more about Hollywood." They went into the stateroom, unmindful of the raised eyebrows of a middle-aged matron, the
sly whispers of a pair of giggling girls, and sat down opposite
each other. Joy wondered what Margot Gresham would
think, could she have seen her fiance and another woman
beginning the long journey across the continent in so intimate
and unconventional a way. Did Romain really love the girl?
Mr. Gresham said not, maintained that he was cold-bloodedly
planning to annex his daughter's millions by the very simple
It was something that, for more
device of marrying her.
reasons than one, Joy determined to find out, and being as
primitive, as feminine as the rest of her sex, she adopted prim-

itive

methods.

"Here's a picture of the other most attractive woman I know," Remain said.
" Margot Gresham."
A tiny locket lay open in his outstretched palm.
At that moment a white-coated ivaiter stuck his head through the doorway

"This

is

ever so

just the proper

"Rather."

much

amount

nicer, isn't it?" she whispered, with
of invitation in her eyes.

He

ht her a cigarette, and in spite of the fact
that she did not care particularly about smoking, she took it.
" Great, meeting you on the train like this.
I brought a lot of
books along, expecting to be bored to death." He pointed to
some gay colored volumes in the rack. "Now I won't have
to read them.
Wasn't it Bobbie
books are women's looks' ? "

Burns who

said,

'

My

only

'And folly all they taught me' seems to have been
Has it been yours?"
"WeU," he grinned, "I'm always willing to learn. By the
way, I'd like to have you try that swimming pool of mine some
"It was.

/lis

experience.

teach you some stunts."
-folly?"
I teach you
Joy asked mischievously,
"I'm afraid I might make
then determined on a bold stroke.
At least
You're engaged, you know.
myself unpopular.
everybody says so."
She'll be there too,
"Certainly I am. Margot Gresham.
of course.
Swims like a duck. Fine girl. Splendid. Too
time.

I'll

"While

—

—

good for me, I guess. Awfully broadminded understanding
you know what I mean. Nothing small or petty about her.
Doesn't ask me never to look at another woman, just because
we care about each other." He spoke with real feeling, yet
"I
it seemed to Joy that he was somehow on the defensive.
think that a man or a woman either can have friends lots of

—
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Romain's eager fingers gripped her arm, detained her.
to!" "Oh, yes." Joy icas thoroughli/ in command of
part in the neiv picture, isn't

them

—even

it.'

—

to

ramp you

—

steal

'•

You

—
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do

it

again.'

" I forgot.

you away from the

if they are married, or about to be.
Don't vou?"
yes," Joy agreed, puzzled.
"Well, that's the way Margot feels. It's why I'm so fond
of her
one reason. You'll like her, I know. And she'll like
you, too. I'm sure of it."
Joy was not at all sure of it. She knew women, and something told her that this big, vital boy did not.
She regarded
him covertly, as he puffed out rings of cigarette smoke. Margot Gresham, she thought, was an exceedingly lucky woman,

"Why,

will

herself by now.

You're got
It's in

woman you

my

lore"

His face was ruddy-brown
to gain the love of such a man.
with health. Not a tell-tale line showed about his clear eyes.
Here was a man who took care of himself, she decided, not a
weakling, a victim of dissipation in any of its insidious forms.
And she had heard quite the contrary; had been led to believe
that his life, at least up to the time of his meeting Miss Gresham. had been just one vivid thrill after another, a sort of
glorified epitome of wine, women and song.
It seemed incredible.
What a vulture gossip was, [coxtintjed ox page hS
1

The

Puritans

Arrive
in

Hollywood

the prominent passengers
AMONG
.was Mr. Miles Standish, whose

famous Courtship of Priscilla is immortalized on the screen by Charles
Ray, playing John Alden. The cost
of the original Mayflower was approximately $4,000, that of the
Hollywood duplicate, built by Ray,
estimated at $65,000. Tons of
machinery, placed under the vessel,
serve to rock it during the furious
gale which is depicted on the screen.
is

At the right are cameramen photographing night
storm scenes on the decks cf the historic craft

The Good Old Days

1908

of

Romantic
History of the

The

Number Ten

Fifth

Avenue,

Motion

New

York, where the great
peace of the patent ivar was
then the offices of
signed

—

Thomas A. Edison

cr' II

E

foil owing

Picture

The actor, nameless here for his own sake and to avoid the
unfairness of holding him up to ridicule for an opinion that was
really general, turned into a booking agency and picked up a
part in a road company playing melodrama out in the hinterThe play was "The Convict's Escape." or something
land.
just as good. .\nd in the cast of that sterling production was a

chapter of this amazing narrative sets forth for

the first lime the authentic inside story of the origin of the
important phases of the screen today.

most

No

patron of the motion picture and no one engaged pro fessionwork of the screen can fail to find here a new illumination of many of the obscure aspects of the motion picture as it is
now.
The year of 1908, fifteen years in the past, will doubtless stand
as the greatest and most critical period in all of the romantic
history of the motion picture.
James R. Quirk, Editor.
ally in the

little girl

with a

curl,

is

a

spection.

fame

GRIFFITH

of

Read here of the days of

1908
D.

W. Griffith dared

that he would see

—

The Show Down

they will be playing pictures right

in

here— right on Broadway."
"Right on Broadway!" Think

Picture Patents

of the daring of that prophecy.
If Griffith had had any particular

prophesy

when

on Broad'joay!

"Never not in the pictures."
The young director flared up.
"Say I'll promise you something!
You'll see the da_\' when

—

to

the day

motion pictures would be playing
ri^Jit

Thespian tradition.

in that "fifteen

poker game," the
Edison-Biograph war, which ended
million

dollar

The Motion
Company.
The R.ace Tr.ack Gambling Law
that made Adam Kessel, a bookthe great "trust,"

standing his utterance would have
been sensational. As it was, the
remark merely branded him as a
hair-brained visionary with no
more responsibility than a spring

maker, into a millionaire and started
the career that brought forth Keystone Comedies, Charles Chaplin,
and Triangle.

poet.

A

The

actor shook his head and

—

turned away. "Poor GrifT good
actor gone wrong."
This was 1908, now fifteen years
ago according to the calendar and
some eons and ages ago in the
swift evolution of the motion

Dish of Hot Docs and a cold
Samuel L. Rothafel
on the trail that made him the
stein that sent

—

world's greatest exhibitor
the man
that brought the screen to Broad-

way.

picture.
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and Gladys

to all the world as
dislast

two chapters, is in many respects
the most significant in all of the

!

The actor made a gesture that
indicated with one sweep the
glories of Broadwa}". the high
status of the stage and centuries

Griffith

Pickford ?
This 1908, which we have
cussed considerably in the

By Terry Ramsaye

second month of his novitiate experience as a director of motion

studio.
" Never— Griff —never

D. W.
known

Mary

an actor stood in
argumentative conversation on a Broadway corGriffith was busy in the

pictures. He wanted this actor in
the cast of a little one-reeler that
was in the making down at 1
East 14th Street, the Biograph

of

Smith,

and

ner.

Gladys Smith.

moment of the
D. W. Griffith

past to toy with for a brief retroscouring Broadway for an actor.
Gladys Smith playing melodrama out in the sticks. What
might it have meant to that self-assured actor to have been
given one glimpse of today with his friend " Griff" in the stellar

This

CHAPTER XV

DAVID W.

S. L. Rothafel, the creator of
modem picture presentation

Copyrisht, 1923.

li\

Terry Ramsaye

history of the screen.
\^'e have traced in previous
chapters something of the birth of
technique of
the
screen
the
through the labors of Edwin S.

Porter of Edison. J. Stuart Blackton of \'itagraph, Francis Boggs
G. M. Anderson of
of Selig.
Essanav and others, with J. Searle
Dawly,' D. W. Griffith. William
Carr and their contemporaries
coming in to take the work and
carry on through evolutionar_\'
And we have noted as
stages.
well the beginnings of the scenario with Stanner E. \". Taylor on
the staff of Biograph solely to
handle stories, and Frank \\'ood?
of The Dramatic Mirror breaking
in with free lance oft'erings of
scenario ideas.
So the making of motion pictures in something approaching
the modern sense may be said to
have begun. But the industry of
the motion picture was not yet
established. In a commercial and
industrial sense the motion picture
was a war, not a business.
Before any impwrtant progress
could be made in the studios this
war had to be settled.
Through ten bitter years, ever
since the thirteenth dav of Mav.
1898, when Edison filed suit

I

19J/.

Geo. Kleine

The great. Peace dinner of the
Motion Picture Patents Company, taken
brary,

at

Edison's li1908.
19,

and those of Edison licensees
to the exclusion of Biograph, the
Edison legal department dropped
into Chicago one merry day in the
spring of 1908 and filed fortythree suits against theater customers of the Kleine exchange.

December

films

Among those in the group are:
(1) Wm. F. Rock, {£) Geo. K.
L. Lubin, (7) J. J.
Stuart BlackThos. A. Edison,
ton,
(12)
{13) W. N. Selig, (14) Geo.

Spoor,

(6)

Kennedy.

(9) J.

Biograph countered this play by
suing an equal number of Edison
customers in the vicinity of New

Kleine

against the American Mutoscope
Company (Biograph) for infringement of Patent No. 589,168, in
the United States Circuit Court
for the Southern District of New
York, that war had been waged.
It was a rising, menacing tide
of conflict that threatened wholesale disaster and destruction of
the motion picture art. But early
in 1908 the battle between the

opposed camps of Edison and
Biograph had entered into a
crescendo that seemingly could

York.

Both sides gave out interviews
of fervor and bitter words.

How Mary

Pickford
her first job

conclude only with a cataclysmic
crash and chaos.

No picture maker was safe. The
paralyzing blow of injunction for
one side or the other in the patent

war was likely
any moment.

on anyone at
one dared to
make important investments or
plan for permanent betterments
in the art

and

to fall

No

its facilities.

The

picture makers had always to be
ready to duck and run.

When

George Kleine of Chicago
refused to quit importing foreign
film and devote himself to Edison

got

Millions of words have been written
about her, yet no one has ever told
that story.
It might happen to a

hundred

girls seeking work in studios
today. Mr. Ramsaye tells the real
story next month. Also the almost
pitiful beginnings of many others

whose names now shine
lights.

in brightest

The bewildered exhibitor did
not know where to turn. Meanwhile the wave of store-show development and the nickelodeon
theater of the time was well under
way and the market was clamoring and hungry for film.
As has been seen in preceding
installments, Edison held basic
patents on his motion picture
camera and patents on the exposed film produced by that
camera.
Meanwhile Biograph
held patents on an altogether
different camera, another type of
film, and by purchase the patent
rights of Latham and Armat's
projection machine inventions. In
a broad way it may be said that
Edison controlled the camera and
his opponent Biograph held the
projection machine.
The two
basic essentials of a screen showing were held by the opponents in
the big war.
lOO
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE
]
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CLOSE-UPS
MOVING SHOW OF
THE
KIXGS: When we
recall

SHADOW

Charles

Ray

was the first to arouse our idolatrous inwe feel the years upon us. \\'iping our
spectacles and heaving a sigh, we remark
stinct

that it seems like yesterday. What huzzahs
we emitted, what college yells! We called
him wonder-boy, genius, the one and only
idol.
He held the throne for a little time,
To Cheng
then Barthelmess bounded on.
Hiiaii, poet Celestial of "Broken Blossoms"
we thrummed the lute and offered inBuddha became the true god. Then
cense.
a crash of cymbals pierced all adorations and
Valentino, like a Ijlinding flash of powder,
burst upon us. Into the shadows sank all
other kings. The Italian's triumph was the
most spectacular of all, a conquest fit for
King of kings he's ruled. But
Caesar.
in the distance we hear a blare and on the
horizon appear the streaming pennants of
Novarro. With the sparkle of youth, the
beautj- that's Greek and a personality that
shines unspoiled, he makes winning advances.

We

see in

all

great characters of youth.

him young Galahad, Ben-Hur and
All

his

cir-

cumstances seem auspicious. His dramatic
power is being carefullj' developed by an

LONG
SHOTS
6?

presario of pies I e.\f)ected the usual refreshment to come flying through the windows.

But it never came. It was all plot, no pie, and
we went away unsatisfied. Mack Sennett is a
bag-panted Pierrot, a genius in burlesque, an
impresario whose baton is the slapstick.
As a
dramatist. Mack, desist. In your hands the
pie is mightier than the pen.
Buy Mabel a
She's a genius in search of an author.
afford to find her one.
Shake a few
shekels out of the old sock, the rich earnings
from Bathing Girl comedies. Be generous.
Think what you've saved in the past on costumes alone!
story.

Vou can

By

Herbert

Decorations by

Howe

JOHN HELD,

Jr.

—

Mawruss, if that isn't a producer-toconsumer bizness what is? To cut down expenses still further Marj- might sell tickets,
Douglas usher and Charlie act as greeter at the
too,

door, taking care of troublesome infants when
called upon and making such changes as are
necessary.
That's about the only further
suggestion we can ofler.
But this borders on
monopoly. If these dumbbell players keep on
they'll crowd out all the old clothes men who
have made the bizness what it is today. And
then what will happen to Art, Alawruss?

Jackie Issues Denial: Jackie Coogan has
issued a firm denial to the report that he is to
play Bcn-IIur. Jackie says he will sf>end his
latter jears in retirement.
Now it's bruited
that -Slarshall Neilan will direct the picture,
and everj'one is assuming that Wesley Barrj'
will play Ben.
think he will be too old.
What's needed is youth and ability to drive a
racy chariot.
suggest a combination of
Baby Pegg>' and Te.xas Guinan. Baby Peggj
could take the close-ups and Texas could
handle the hosses.

We

We

A

adroit director.
He is earnest yet not egocentric
He receives
not yet self-centered.
criticism intelligently and praise with gratitude.
His enthronement is sure, the length
of his reign uncertain.
History occasionally
reveals a wise and sincere ruler, fortunately
escaping the mob fickleness.
Screen historj- is
much the same. In this moving show of
magic lantern kings onl\- a few can shine
fore\er.
W'e hope the new prince will view
the procession with thoughtful eyes.

—

Mack SenneWs Pied Plot: Mack Sennett
wrote the story of "Suzanna," a picture of

Sex Attraction:
dashing youth was
recently lodged in a New York hoosgow on
the charge of bigamy, .\lthough he had
started forth in life as a lowly dbhwasher he
soon realized his talent and became a sheik.
When arrested he was living amid oriental
splendor in a Riverside drive apartment. He
said he couldn't remember all the women who
had been in love with him. They had pursued him, he alleged, since he was eight years
old.
Retribution always stalks a fellow like
that.
He either lands a jail sentence or a
movie contract.

life, of missions, priests and
Mabel Xomiand. It's lucky that there were
windows for people to peak through in those

early California

days; if there hadn't been, the plot would ha\ e
escaped.
Knowing IMack as the great im-

Books For Young Married Couples: Dr.
C. A. Rutherford has written a book telling
about his ill-fated marital romance with
Pauline Frederick. This suggests a corking
idea.
If all the husbands of each movie star
likewise, whata
literature!
For
what would be more suitable for a
wedding gift to a young couple than the complete works of Barbara La IVIarr's husbands?

would

do

instance,

Not a Discovery but
a Prediction
Concerning The Star of "Where
The Pavement Ends"

Read 'Em And Weep: The latest mo\'ie
manufacturers are the Warner brothers. They
produce stories without reading them. Their
For instance, they could
art is legerdemain.
put '"Macbeth"' in a hat and bring out '"Peter
Rabbit." They did the stunt with Norris'
"Brass" and it came out Warner Brothers'
brass.
They are h>-pnotists. too. In response

—

There's a library for you!

to their call for subjects, F. Scott Fitzgerald

forward with "The Beautiful and
Damned." They made a few passes at him
and when he opened his eyes and looked at
his storj- he thought he was Louise M. .\lcott.
stepped

Favorite Literature:
The raging question as to what ten books j'ou would take w ith
you to a desert island led some one to ask us
what ten movie plaj'ers we would take.
replied without hesitation: ]\Libel Xormand.

Our

r

We

The Man From Mexico

one can say the mo\'ies ain't an art. We
hear that "Main Street" will soon come forth
with marked civic improvements

No

SENOR RAIMON NOVARRO
If

he doesn't bring about the
Mexico no one

recognition of

ever

Movie Dumbbells:

We hear that there are no

brains in the movies. Look at ]Mar\', Doug
and Charlie. Just three pretty faces, no
All they can do is act, form
business ability.
companies of their own, organize a distributing
corporation to handle their product and build
a Hollywood theater to display their sumptuous wares. Now I ask you, Abie and you

—
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I*

will.

Furthermore, I predict that
Senor Novarro is next in succession to be enthroned Monarch
of the

American Screen.

Vive Le Roi!

The Hollywood Dead:

William P.

S.

Earle

making an Egyptian ston,". " King Tutankhamen." ^Malcolm McGregor plays a prince,
and Carmel !Myers a dancing girl. We haven't
is

heard

But

who will play the royal remains.
an easy part to cast in Holh-nood.

>-et

it's

\

CONTDvXED OX

P.\GE 99

]

The Wildest Thing

Canada

in

Terry Ramsaye

THE

scene is any office of the Royal Northwest Mounted
Police of Canada.
Corporal Malcolm McCatchem in sparkling spurs and
a coat as red as dragon's blood is standing at six feet six
of rifle-rigid attention.
"Chief Yellow-Feather-Bad-Blood has run amuck and stolen
a dollar watch from the missionary."
Having said this, the Lieutenant-in-Command looks out the
window of the log house into the blinding snow. The wind is
rising with a whine that betokens the wildest storm of a savage
Canadian winter. The officer is thinking of nothing save the
fugitive from hardboiled justice.
He knows, and Corporal
jMcCatchem knows, that Chief Yellow-Feather-Bad-Blood lives
seven hundred miles and three blocks northwest of Moose
Factory, the third tepee from the corner as you turn to the
right and pass the twin spruce with the woodpecker's nest in it.
" Get your man."

McCatchem salutes
of snarling as the dog

and is gone. Outside there is a
team untangles under the lash,
then nothing but the whispering of the snow between the sighs
and whimperings of the wind.
That is the intrepid Royal Northwest Mounted Policeman of
tradition and fiction. There is a deal of fact in it, too. The
Corporal

moment

"mounted"

is

a brave guy.

He

never loses his way or his

temper.

He

performs amazing deeds of fortitude and darwind, water, woods,
all perils of weather,

ing, encounters

brush, bears, bandits, starvation, avalanches, crevasses, seracs,
and whimpuses, regardless and abandoned like come what-

—

ever.

—

But there is just one thing in"all this wide and oblate world
that will stop a resplendent red coated hero of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police of the Dominion of Canada. It will not only
stop him but it will turn him around and send him scurrying
back trail, hunting cover.
And that is a motion picture camera.
The difficulty seems to be that a lot of American dramatic
films have been made that did not entirely please the mounties.
In the first place the mountie is proud and accurate about his
uniform. When an extra from the docks at San Pedro harbor
appears on the screen in an outfit salvaged from the Revolutionary war and labeled "of the Royal Northwest Mounted,"
the whole service from Calgary, Alberta, to Nootka Inlet, B. C,
shudders.
Then several scenario writers who gained their
knowledge of the great outdoors at the Forty-second Street
Country Club in Times Square and at Venice, Calif., have
written yarns showing Corporal McCatchem being effectively
vamped by Miss Minnie Two-Feathers, the beautiful squaw
with Curwood hair and Brinkley eyes. The mounties admit
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nothing of the kind. Also several pictures have shown mountie
characters drinking Scotch whiskey with Indian braves. This
The mounties do not
is obviously incorrect and misleading.
drink Scotch whiskey with Indian braves. Perhaps they consider Scotch too good for the redskins. Anyway if we have a
group close-up of a bottle, an Indian and a Mounted Policeman,
we can know at once that the next view, if accurate, will show

the Indian waving goodbye to the whiskey as the mountie
gallops away on his own business.
So, in artistic defense, an order has issued from the headquarters of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police of Canada at
Ottawa, to the effect that mounted policemen will not appear in
or lend their services to any motion picture, whatsoever, and
they do not and will not not any where-so-ever.

—

Good Scotch

A

PIANIST,
comedian

a singer, a

—

and the

leading villain!
Ernest Torrence

popular

is

Scotch
screen's

an anomaly.

The worse he

acts
the better you like him.
He beats up the hero, betrays the hero.\

villain.

but you like him.
MounHe's the American apache.
taineer or plainsman it's all the same; he

ine,

Ernest Torrencc

is the

youngest of

an Edinburgh, Scotland, family
of fourteen and for twenty years he
was a musical comedy comediari

—

yet today he's the most sinister
scoundrel on the screen.
At top,
in a scene of "The Covered
Wagon" with Tully Marshall
and, at the right, as the heavy of

"ToVable Daiid." his first hit, in
which he gave the best inaividual
performance of the year

has the brutal attraction.
When Henry King, director, engaged
him to play the rough mountaineer. Luke
Hatburn, and to make life generally
miserable for Richard Barthelmess in
"Torable David," Torrence protested
with injured amazement, "Why. man.

I'm a comedian!"
"You're a demon." said King.

And a bearded, black-leering demon
he's been ever since.
He's the hit of "The Covered Wagon"
because he is the most human ruffian you
ever saw.
If anyone had ever told you that one
day >ou'd applaud a man who rescued
another from the quicksands and then
[coxtixued on p.\ge hi
tried to throw
1
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Courtesy Clyde E.

Elliott,

"The Glory That Was Greece"
^ '"'i^f centuries before the birth of Christ the ancient Greeks erected
temple to Athenia on the AcropoHs at Athens. The Parthenon stands today as the highest attainment of Greek architecture and the flower of perfection
of the Doric style in the hour of its triumph
117^'^
this

Post Pictures

/^OXWAY TEARLE comes
of a distinguished English
family and made his

stage

puVjlic debut behind the London footUghts. On the screen
he has played opposite most

of the fejninine stars,
his
latest being in "Bella Donna,"

Pola's

first

American

film

A/fARGARET IRVING

is

the newest revue beauty
to try the silversheet. Paducah, Kentucky, is her home
town and she has been a
Ziegfeld
chorine with the
Follies and the recent Music
Box Revue. Her celluloid
debut was in "M. A. R. S."

Jiilinstun

Keyeii

"DICHARD

DIX,

the John

Siorm of Maurice Tourneur's

"The

Christian," hails

from St. Paul. His education
was shaped towards the field
of medicine but fate intervened. Dix tried the stage and
then the films with the consistent success vou have noted

—

"PVELYN BRENT

will be
seen as the heroine of
Doug Fairbanks' new pirate
romance. She is a Florida
girl of distinct beauty, who
first appeared in pictures as
Betty Riggs, her debut being
in a tiny role of an early

Olga Petrova production

Gene Korninan

to
happy ending—
THE
screen's favorite romance!
or.

be more accurate, the happy beginning -of the
Youth and dreams-come-true; love and joy and
expression upon the face of Harold the Benedict.

Junetime. Note the ecstatic
And— Mildred Davis Lloyd doesn't look so darn sad, herself!

The Shadow Stage
(REG. U. S. I'AT. OFF.)

A REVIEW OF THE NEW PICTURES
By

Frederick

As

the first American-made vehicle for the glamorous
talents of Pola Negri, "Bella Donna" had its edge of
disappointment for us. The Negri has been in process
of adaptation in matters of technique, make-up and so
The old abandon is slowed up. Every now and then
on.
just when she would have struck fire in the old days
one
senses Pola being told to be careful, or the bad photography
goblins will get her.
Some of the critics seemed to feel that
the Negri wasn't permitted to be sufficiently bad.
Personally,
we think she wasn't allowed to be sufficiently good.
mean
rather than morally, however.
histrionically
In "Bella
Donna" she is like Babe Ruth in the midst of a batting slump,
Her natural swing is gone.
trying out a new stance at the plate.
Worse yet, the hectic Robert Hichens novel, of the old
fashioned declasse lady who fastens herself upon the young
chap of great promise, is hopelessly passe. It is second rate
fiction of ten years or so ago.
It creaks.

—

We

We suspect that George Fitzmaurice and the others behind
the production finished "Bella Donna" with a lot of pride.
Probably they said, "There, let Berlin see what can be done
with Pola." Well
We'd rather have the old Pola acting
in the midst of bad photography and very Teutonic extras
playing French folk.
Not that she isn't interesting here. She
But she doesn't give oft" the old sparks.
is.
The whole cast acts as if it expected Pola to dash a chair in
any direction at any given moment. Even the jackal, slinking
along the desert sky line in the final flash, goes about his moral
task of making breakfast food of the naughty Bella with the
same sense of impending furniture.
.

.

IBANEZ'S "Enemies

.

—

settings

Ziegfeldish

Joseph Urban.

of

These have a musical

ity.

comedy unrealIndeed, the
as a series of

This

tableaux.

quest of mammoth
sets and striking
screen pictures has
led to faulty motivation of characters.
Hence the big mo-

ments

down

fall

emotionally.

You

will like

Lionel Barrymore's

portrayal of the
Russian prince who
plays with
terly

and

And you

life

bit-

ruthlessly.
will find

Alma Rubens superficially

LLOYD'S

"Safety Last" has just what "Bella
Not, of course, that we expect
Pola ever to climb a twelve-story department store. For that
at least, to all
is exactly what Lloyd does in "Safety Last"
screen appearances.
This climbing stunt is the last word in nervous farce. In all
his comedy predecessors along this line, Lloyd has never
touched the smashing effectiveness of "Safety Last." We
saw it twice in New York and both times the audiences were
on the verge of hysteria. "Safety Last" is the shortest sevenreeler we ever saw.
It isn't all devoted to Lloyd's expedition
up the front of a building. There is a lot of good fun with the
comedian as a store worker who just misses getting fired every

Donna"

lacks

— abandon.

—

—

minute of the day.
Lloyd has never been more amusing than in "Safety Last."
And never more legitimate in his comedy methods. We
recommend this feature farce to you without qualification.

GRUMPY,"

in its film form, held our interest strongly,
because of Theodore Roberts' admirably sustained performance.
Whether or not you saw the stage
For the Roberts
success, you will like the celluloid " Grumpy."
characterization loses little or nothing in comparison with Cyril
Maude's performance of the grouchy old criminal lawyer. And
the William de Mille adaptation is straightforward and intelligently worked out.
A mystery crime play without violence
and with a lovable central
to personnel or intelligence

largely

—

character.
title, "Souls For Sale" has a great deal
motion picture lovers. For it takes its
audience into a film studio and shows how the darn thing ticks.
"Souls For Sale" was built for all the screen-struck Mertons
of the world.
Indeed, it wanders all over filmland, with in-

its

of interest

lurid

for

formal glimpses of celluloid notables galore. Remember the
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement on the Screen?
This is It, plus a story.
In truth, the Rupert Hughes
theme is a pretty crude one, with a simple heroine beset
by a criminal who
marries, robs and
kills his victims.
However, the story
is pretty much lost
in the shuffle of celluloid celebrities.
This background of
studio life is sure to
interest.
Indeed,

old

A
A
^kJj\J\J\J
n

whole story rather

moves

HAROLD

DESPITE

Women"

covers a lot of ground,
stretching from Russia, to Paris, to Monte Carlo, to NoMan's-Land, and back again. At basis, it is the tale of two
scions of the old Russian aristocracy
wasters, dissipators of
their destinies, erotic cynics, living only for themselves.
How
the world war enters their lives and re-shapes their souls is the
The novel has been transformed into a lavish film.
story.
The result, despite the company's trip to the Riviera and to
Paris, has an artifiWe put
cial note.
to the huge
this
of

James Smith

In Cash

prizes

miss the JULY issue of PHOTOPLAY.
to your newsdealer now and tell him to save
There may
a copy for you, or you may miss out.
not be an issue of PHOTOPLAY on the stands
after the first week.

DON'T
Go

The

editors of

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

have

devised the most simple and fascinating motion
picture puzzle contest that has ever been held in
any American periodical. A top prize of $1,000 and
Everyone has a chance. The
a score of others.
idea is absolutely unique and you will not have to
know the history of every star to work it out. It
will be your own fault if yovi don't get your share.

is a silent
drama which gets

over on
ground.

backadvise
you to forget the
plot and watch the
its

We

incidents taking
place behind the
principals struggling

with the characters
of Mr. Hughes' imagination. And, by

the

way,

all

the

authors who have
ever protested at
directorial desecration of their stories

should see what

picturesque

as the other waster.
For the sophisticated, if you please.

here

Order your

JULY

copy today

Director Hughes

does to Author
Hughes' romance.
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The

National Guide to Motion Pictures
PHOTOPLAY'S SELECTION
OF THE SIX BEST
PICTURES OF THE MONTH
SAFETY LAST
BELLA DONNA
ENEMIES OF WOMEN

GRUMPY
THE

OF LOST SHIPS
SOULS FOR SALE
ISLE

GR UMP Y—Paramou n t

THIS

melodrama

old
of a querulous, bad tempered old
criminal lawyer who ferrets out the theft of a wonderful
diamond, largely by means of a gardenia, was highly popular
behind the footlights because of Cyril Maude's superb playing of the curious old fellow.
Give any play one character
that lives and breathes and you have a hit.
Witness the
line of stage successes from "Rip Van Winkle" to "Lightnin'."
Luckily this melodrama is happy in its transference
The superb character of Grumpy is again
to the screen.
splendidly played.
This Grumpy may not be quite the
same, for he is a bit more emphatic and a bit more kindly,
but Theodore Roberts' performance is bully. Here is
character acting.
Indeed, " Grumpy " is very nicely played
throughout, and the direction is satisfying.

BELLA DONNA— Paramount
NEGRI'S
first American production seems
POL.\

troubled

by too much conscience.

They were trying to observe
They were trying to make Pola
all the rules of censorship.
And they were trying to make
a sympathetic sinner.

—

ENEMIES OF

WOMEN— Cosmopolitan

THE

novels of Vicente Blasco Ibanez make colorful screen
material.
Witness the celluloid adaptations of his

"Blood and Sand" and "The Four Horsemen." Cosmopolitan approached this Ibanez romance with a lavish
pocketbook. Over a million is said to have been spent upon
this story of two decadent aristocrats of old Russia who find
their souls in the shadows of the world war.
The company
was sent to the actual scenes of the story in Paris and INIonte
Carlo, Joseph Urban designed settings that must have cost
a small fortune apiece, Paul Poiret was called upon for many
of the frocks and the whole Ziegfeld chorus was summoned
to furnish the pulchritudinous background of dissolute
abandon. Lionel Barrymore gives an admirable performance of the
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titled

worshipper at the shrine of

folly.

"Bella Donna" the story of a bad woman if there ever
was one! As a result the story and the characters seem
They know they are in a bad busistraining under effort.
ness but they are trying to think right!
Even Pola is strained. She seems determined to be a
They have taken
good woman, even if she dies of ennui.
A more beauthis passion flower and made a poinsettia.
tiful flower, perhaps, but without the seductive power.
Pola Negri is a great actress. Even in the most artificial
absurdities of this film she registers subtleties of thought and
emotion that are impressive. But she hasn't the spontaneity, the camera-free abandon of Carmen and Dii Barry.
She is timed down until every little movement seems an
eft'ort all its

own.

Tearle plays Baroiidi. the Arab of sinister animal
attraction.
He wears a turban and pantaloons and a
henna complexion, but nothing can spoil that fine Irish face.
He squints his eyes at Pola but otherwise does nothing that
wouldn't be considered gentlemanly by the ladies and
gentlemen of the Pennsylvania state board. The part
required a \'alentino.
Both Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson are automatons. In
They are all pdpicr nmche.
fact, no one interests you.
We are too patriotic to compare this picture with Pola's
foreign ones except to say that it's technically far superior.
Indeed it is a triumph of technique over realism.

Conway

Saves Your Picture Time and

Money

PHOTOPLAY^S SELECTION
OF THE SIX BEST
PERFORMANCES of the MONTH
Theodore Roberts
PoLA Negri

Harold

in

"Grumpy"

in "Bella

Donna"

Lloyd in "Safety Last"

Lionel Barrymore in "Enemies of

Milton

Sills in

William Collier,

Casts of

all

"The

Jr., in

Isle

Women"

of Lost Ships"

"Enemies of

pictures reviewed will be

Women"

found on page 112

THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS—First

National

a
HERE
who care

genuinely entertaining him yarn, for those
little about the probabilities but who like fast
moving romance. Pause to consider an ocean disaster
which leaves three survivors on the half submerged hulk
one a beautiful girl, another a detective and the third his
prisoner, a young chap accused of murder, but, of course,
innocent.
The hulk drifts and drifts until it brings up in
the fabled Sargasso Sea, that storied place of tangled seaweed and kelp, with its lost ships of all centuries. Here,
among the galleons of old. the clipper ships of another day
and the wrecked liners of our age, the three find a colony
of sinister derelicts, presided over by no other than Walter
Long. All in all, a fantastic romance screened with imagination by Maurice Tourneur. Milton Sills is particularly good.
is

SAFETY LAST—Pathe

THIS

new Harold Lloyd farce will become a classic of its
kind, or we will miss our guess.
For it is the bespectacled comedian's best effort to date.
Lloyd has evolved
his laughs from the skeletons of skyscrapers and the ledges
of lofty buildings before
but nothing has equalled "Safety
Last." Here he seemingly climbs a twelve-story department store all for the love of a girl and to win enough
money to make possible a wedding. A hundred times he
hangs by an eyelash.
The shrieks of hysterical laughter that greeted Lloyd in
the comedy in New York would convince even a hardened
critic
but this reviewer left the showing in a state bordering
on collapse, along with the rest. Who hasn't heightophobia?
There are nervous thrills galore, as when a flock of affectionate pigeons descends upon the head of the fear-racked
Harold. Then a mouse runs up his leg as he balances upon
a ledge.
After that an excited store customer drops a
tennis netting upon the worried climber.
But the climax
comes when he misses his hold and seizes the huge hand
of the store clock, as the face of the time - piece stretches
into space.
But "Safety Last" isn't all a climbing stunt. There's
a lot of good legitimate funmaking with Harold as a department store worker under the eye of a floor walking autocrat.
There is one particular joyous moment when Harold, to
impress the girl of his hopes, takes possession of the general
manager's private ofilice and barely gets away with it.
This is easily one of the big comedies of the year. It is
seven reels in length but it speeds by with the rapidity
of a corking two-reeler.

—

—

—

—

—

SOULS FOR SALE—Goldwyn

THIS

melodrama, written and directed by Rupert
Hughes, is a personally conducted trip behind the
scenes of movieland a Cook's Tour of the empire of celluloidia.
As such, it will fascinate those who have longed to

—

—

a studio in operation and, we suspect, their name is
It is for this reason that "Souls For Sale" lands
among our chosen six. The story behind this journey
through filmland is false and trivial, tracing a young woman
from extra to stardom. But, when Hughes places his
camera behind the camera and shows how make-believe
becomes apparently real, then "Souls For Sale" has high
The action is loose, the story reeks with heavy
interest.
but the backvillainy, and the acting is never impressive
ground of studio life puts it over.
visit

legion.

—
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LOST AND FOUND— Goldwyn

VANITY FAIR—Golduyn

THIS

tropical tale, actually "shot" in the South Seas,
can't stand up against such a gem as "Where the Pavement Ends." One has imagination, the other is merely the
same old melodramatic hokum dropped before a Tahiti

back drop. Here is much beauty of background but what
goes on in front of the camera is the old, old stuff. A lot
of good players are wasted in this tale.

TTHIS

visualization of Thackeray's famous novel of the
era is easily Hugo Ballin's most workmanlike effort. It flashes no brilliancy; it is merelv adequate.
There has been character tampering but, in the
main, the tragic story of that immortal little schemer, Becky
J- pre-Victorian

S/iarpc,

is

here— from boarding

Ballin plays Becky with a bit

More

school

onward.

more shading than

Service for

Mabel
usual.

You

STARTING with

the July issue, PHOTOPLAY MAGAanother great service to its readers.
This publication, which is probably the most
imitated magazine in America, has always led in ideas
that will be of service to its readers. The idea will probably appear subsequently in other screen publications,
but PHOTOPLAY will be glad of it because, if it is done
right, it will be of immense help.
You constant readers of PHOTOPLAY— probably two
million in all have been able to select your pictures and
to save your motion picture time and money by reading
these reviews. If this service could be extended to all
of the motion picture patrons of the countrj', millions
and millions of dollars would be saved to them annually
and the most valuable possession of your lives, time,
would be conserved immeasurably.
The producers of pictures may not like this, but
PHOTOPLAY is published primarily for its readers,
and the producers, while they are given fair and square
treatment in every case, are not taken into consideration.

ZINE

will institute

—

ALICE

THE LEOPARDESS— Paramount
BRADY, as a more or less wild girl of the South

— a role that

—

quite becoming to her
is partially
as Quaigg, a brutal millionaire.
Qnaigg, an exceptionally disagreeable person, is eventually
killed by a leopardess that he also tried his skill at training.
If the killing had occurred in the first reel the picture would

Seas

is

tamed by Montague Love

have been

LITTLE

far better.

CHURCH AROUND THE CORNER— Warners

OMITTING

the long prelude made horrible by many
blond infant prodigies, this picture isn't so bad. Although it depends for its big thrill upon the same sort of
situation which made "The Miracle Man" famous
and
hasn't registered very hard since.
A wealthy mine owner,
a mine cave-in (done with unusual realism) and an earnest

—

young

minister.
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An

interesting cast.

THE WHITE FLOWER— Paramount

BETTY COMPSON

makes the lure of the Hawaiian
She has never been
Islands more insistent than ever.
more beautiful or appealing than she is in this tropical effort.
Unfortunately, the story is a weak affair that seldom, if ever,
rings true.
And the supporting cast is not brilliant. Betty's
admirers, however and they are legion probably won't
care whether there's a story or not!

—

—

THE GLIMPSES OF THE MOON—Paramount

A^IOSAIC

of skilled direction, evenly balanced acting,
beautiful stage sets that, somehow, fails to
retain the elusive quality that made the novel a human
and pulsing thing. One enjoys the gowns that the ladies
wear, and the lovely interiors, but one misses the vital
element that was a part of the Edith Wharton story. Alan
Dwan's direction overshadows everything now.

and

Beginning Next

THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE—Paramount
Blue Ridge Mountains
THE
more publicity. The screen

of Virginia

in

feuds and

YOUNG

falls

some

A

few months ago it was dambui»ts. ALiry Miles Minter
and Antonio Moreno are the innocent little girl of the woods
and the man from "outside." They're both easy to look
at.
Ernest Torrence as "Devil" Judd Tollivcr is good.

YOU ARE GUILTY— Mastodon

A

DISTINGUISHED cast making the best of a commonplace story with all the commonplace situations
and subtitles that go to make mediocrity. Edmund Breese,
Robert Edeson, James Kirkwood and Doris Kenyon are
names to conjure with. But there's a little child in velvet
panties and a lace collar who links the situations together
and injects the saccharine.

THE WOMAN OF BRONZE— Metro
KI]\IBALL

in for

Month

One of the problems of publishing reviews is that the
pictures themselves as shown may not appear in your
theater for months after they have been released and
shown in the "first run" houses. You read a review in
PHOTOPLAY and then the picture does not get to
your neighborhood for a long time.
We have found a way to overcome that.
Beginning with the July issue, all the pictures that
have been reviewed at length in PHOTOPLAY will be
reviewed very briefly and concisely. All you will have to
do will be to look for the name of the picture that is
to appear at your theater and find it in alphabetical
order. There you will be advised whether the picture
is worth your time and money.
You will also be advised
of the issue of PHOTOPLAY in which the more extended
reviews appear.
If you will save all of your copies of PHOTOPLAY,
you will then be in a position where you can determine
almost at a glance whether it is worth your while to see
the picture.

CLARA

come

certainly breaking out
moonshiners and mountaineers this season!
is

short of the standard

set by Margaret Anglin in the play from which this
motion picture was evolved. But, at that, she makes real
the part of Vivian Hunt, the wife who after disillusionment
and anguish proves to be the ideal woman for whom her
husband has been searching. John Bowers, Lloyd Whitlock
and Katherine McGuire are in the cast.

BRASS— Warner

THE

Brothers

speaks the truth. Whatever was in Charles G.
Norris' original study in matrimony and divorce is lost
in process of film adulteration. If you haven't read "Brass'
and you don't mind a story which doesn't dare anything,
maybe you'll like this. Marie Prevost has cute flapper
moments. Harry Myers runs away with a small role of a
woman hater.
continued on page 97
title

[

]
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Gossip—East 6? West
By Cal York
npWO

more pictures for Leatrice Joy and
then stardom, we hear.
She has just signed a three year contract
with Famous Players. Her first under the
new contract will be directed by Charles
Maigne. Then a part in a Cecil B. de Mille

will

be Clifton's

first

comedy

since he

"FU Get Him Yet" and

six

Dorothy Gish comedies

D. W.

for

"Down
ran for

to the Sea in Ships,"
some twelve weeks at

theater in

New

York.

made

or seven other
Griffith.

by the way,
the

Cameo

Something of a record!

special.

Miss Joy's work

in

"Manslaughter"

in-

trenched her firmly with Paramount.

T^HERE

was a real romantic ending to
to the Sea in Ships." The hero
heroine were actually married at the

•^"Down
and

ENGLAND

is

out

to

capture our most

Marguerite Courtot and Raymond
were childhood sweethearts. When
they found themselves playing opposite one
another in Elmer Clifton's whaling picture
they discovered that they still were. And so,
close.

'Tis said
prized possessions, the film stars.
the Graham-Wilcox company of London
offered Carol Dempster $50,000 for her five
weeks' services. But the wise Carol remains
with ]Mr. Griffith. The same company has

McKee

Betty Compson, and has
signed Betty Blythe to do "Chu-Chin-Chow"
in Algiers.
Mae Marsh made " Paddy-theNext-Best-Thing " for this company.

the

made an

NOW

offer to

"Down

that his picture,
to the Sea
in Ships," has turned out to be one of the
sensations of the film year, Elmer Clifton has

been signed up by William Fox.
His first production for the Fox banner is
"Six Cylinder Love," the automobile farce
which ran many months in New York. This

Church Around
Eldon Raymond McKee took

in early April, at the Little

Corner,

Marguerite Gabrielle Courtot as his bride.
This is the first romance on record where a
whale figured as a matchmaker.

npHE

striking Broadway success of Alice
Brady in "Zander the Great" seems to
have broken the jinx upon film stars from the
films visiting the footlights.

The

stage season

has been studded with their failures. Alia
Nazimova found that her stage play, "Dagmar," was a dud. Pauline Frederick hit a

James Kirkwood

-posed for a picture
with Lila Lee's mother as he departed

"Am I engaged to
Hollywood.
"Well, we're very
Lila?" he said.
Which may mean a
dear friends."
multitude of things

for

D.WID

BELASCO

will collaborate in the

production of his stage successes, "Tiger
Rose," "Deburau," "The Gold-Diggers" and
"Daddies" when they are filmed by the
Warner Brothers. And Lenore Ulric will star
in "Tiger Rose," in the character which she
Several years ago Miss
created on the stage.
Ulric starred in Paramount pictures without
marked success, but ^ince that time she has
developed in histrionic power under the
She will go to
direction of Mr. Belasco.
Hollywood to work in "Tiger Rose" as soon
as she completes her New York season in
"Is.iki," now holding the record for New York
theatrical attractions.

LILLIAN GISH

has completed F. Marion

"The White

Sister," for Inspiration Pictures after some eight months "shooting" in Italy. The photoplay will be reThere are rumors that
leased as a big special.
Miss Gish is to return to Italy to do George

Crawford's

"Romola," with her sister, Dorothy,
And, if the rumor is true,
Dick Barthelmess will have the male role.
Which will be a triple star production and
Eliot's

playing with her.

—

no mistake.

This

is the last portrait of

Sarah Bern-

tragedienne of two
decades. The famous actress died in her
Paris residence on March 26, in the
midxl of a motion picture being made in
hardt,

the

greatest

own house. Mme. Bernhardt was
always interested in the photoplay and
was one of the first dramatic stars to be
her

won

OS

to the films

Q Undenvood & Underwood
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Are yoii
especially fastidious

about your mamcure ?

WOMEN who

are exceptionally critical about

"do" their nails the Cutex
For, this new method of manicuring not
way.
only eliminates all dangerous and disfiguring cuta manicure should

ting of the cuticle, but it leaves the finger tips
soothed and comforted, the nails immaculate and
lovely.

Moreover,

Cutex way

the

quick and easy.
It takes but
once or twice a week.

of

manicuring is
minutes

five or ten

You just dip an orange-wood stick wrapped with
cotton in Cutex Cuticle Remover (a cleansing,
antiseptic liquid developed by Science for the care

of the nails), work it under the nail tips, and
around the base of the nails, gently pressing back
the cuticle.
Then, rinse the finger tips in water,
and wipe them off. Now, examine the nails closely,
and ) ou will see that every tiny flake of dead skin
has disappeared, ugly stains have vanished, and the
nail rim is thin, even, and beautifully shaped.

Then
Of Cutex

— for a

Jewel-like Polish

—

Polishes

there are five
the paste, cake,
stick, powder, and liquid forms.
All give a brilliant,
lasting lustre and that rose-pearl glow approved by
Fashion as the smart finish to a manicure. Obtainable
at all drug stores in the United States and Canada, and
at chemist shops in

England.

tJT
EVERYTHING FOR THE MANICURE
Send for this Introductory Manicure Set
—Sufficient for Six Complete Manicures

New

Address Northam Warren, 114 West 17th Street,
New York, or, if you live in Canada, Dept. Q-6,
200 Mountain Street, Montreal.

Polish
rosee

j-anir
CeniS

Fill out the coupon below, and mail it with 12
cents in coins or stamps for the Cutex Introductory Manicure Set containing trial sizes of Cutex
Cuticle Remover, Powder Polish, Liquid Polish,
Cuticle Cream (Comfort), emery board, and manicure stick, enough for six complete manicures.

Cutex Powder

A scented,

/

powder

of velvet smoothness that
gives a dazzling lustre.
No buffer required. Just
a few strokes of the nails
across the palms bring
out a full and brilliant

Northam Warren, Dept. Q-6
114 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

/ enclose 12 cents for

Cutex Introductory
Manicure Set.
:

:

Name.,

;

1

polish that lasts for

days.

In

the

many

attractive

rose and black Cutex
package. Price, 35c.

i

Street
(or P. O. Box).

City

When

you write to ajvertisers please mention

:

•

State.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Write your
name and address plainly on
this coupon and
mail with 12

cents in coins
or stamps today.

meet Corinne
and say,
to

"Bon
mant."

in the elevator

mon

jour,

petite, vot(s

every morning
etes

Ires char-

Alt, niagnifique!

"CAMOUS PLAYERS

intend to carefully
for stardom, by the
hear that they have selected a well

groom Glenn Hunter
way.

We

known motion

picture authority to be assigned
entirely to Glenn, to advise and direct everything he does. Hunter is going to be put over,
or Famous intends to know the reason why!
His first vehicle will be F. Scott Fitzgerald's
"This Side of Paradise." Famous announces
that the famous tale of flappers and the jazz
age is being written down to date by Fitzgerald
himfelf.
can't see where anything can be added
to the original tale
unless it's more gin.

We

—

"NJANOOK
•'-^

is

dead!

Our

first

Eskimo

star,

whose

smile was a winning asset of
"Xanook of the North," has driven his sledge
into the great beyond.
Nyla, the heroine of
the picture, is still living.
Robert J. Flaherty, who made the film,
received news of Nanook's death just before
leaving for Samoa, where he will film another
biographical tale.
Mr. Flaherty is his own
director, camera man, scenarist
in fact, a
whole company in one. He picks his actors as
he goes and his stories, too.
The Samoa
picture will require at least a year. It will be
released by Paramount.

—

—

The first portrnit of Mary Hay Barthdmess, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Dick plans
Barthclmess, snapped for Photoplay in their New York apartment.
to make a screen star of his daughter but Mrs. Barthelmess wants her to follow in
her own musical comedy footsteps

critical reception in

tough
One."
to

And

so

Manhattan

it

went

in her

until

her

"The

Guilty

Miss Brady came

new "speakie."

The

were highly enthusiastic over her work
and her play. Still hovering on tour is Elsie
Ferguson in a new play. She will not visit
New York until next season. And Olga
Pctrova is trying out her "Hurricane," which
she wrote herself and which is said to be
critics

—

more or

WE

less sensational.

—
—

trade mark was only a leave of absence.
He
and Al Smith not the governor, y'understand
have started for Hollywood, where they will
supervise the making of a special picture

—

•

"The Man Next Door" by Emerson Hough.
Who, incidentally, wrote the spectacular screen
success of the year, "The Covered Wagon."

"pOLA NEGRI was insured for a million
marks. When she discovered her life was
only worth

Nazimova

decide
whether to film "Resurrection" or the
story of her own life. The latter sounds the
more exciting to us but it might start something awful in the way of star biographies.
And wouldn't that keep Will Hays busy!
that

hear

can't

fifty dollars according to the present rate of exchange she indignantly dropped
the policy and took up another, with an
American company, for $250,000.

W. GRIFFITH
^'
trip

RICHARD BARTHELMESS and his director, John Robertson, believe they have a
remarkable "find" in Dorothy Mackaill, the
former Ziegfeld Ijeauty who plays the leading
the Cromwellian romance, "The
role in
Fighting Blade," which they are now filming
Miss Mackaill has apat Fort Lee, N. J.
peared in several pictures in this country,
running away with a hit in "Mighty Lak' a
I'lose."
Her father was a British dance
instructor and she had appeared on the stage
in England and in America, and briefly in

pictures in Paris, in

over here.

London and,

Quite a record

of course,

J.

—

1

70

to Louisiana

and Florida

will

do one more picture

and then, we

hear, will
ing trip to England.
are still a secret.

for

for exteriors.

United Artists

come a highly interestBut the British plans

you are one of those inveterate skeptics
always looking for trick photography banish
the suspicion when you gaze upon "Safety
Last." We have the word of Harold Lloyd
that there is not a single foot of trick stuft" in
the entire seven reels. And Harold couldn't
tell a lie with a framed picture of George

IF

Washington

in his office.

AN announcement

that an actor has become
invariably followed by an announcement, sotio voce, that he has the swell
head. And so often it's true, too too true.
Some one informed me that Glenn Hunter, just
signed by Famous Players, has moved into the
Hotel des Artistes and engaged a French valet.
a star

is

—

One should be

Stuart Blackton, yachting cap
He's
all, is back with Vitagraph.
been re-elected to the office of vice-president.
spent
It looks as if his absence of [two years
England making pictures that bore his own
i

after

for a girl in her

Mary Astor, by the way, was to have
'teens.
played the lead in "The Fighting Blade" but
a shift was made at the last moment.
We hear that Mrs. Barthelemess (Mary
Hay) has written the music and lyrics of a
musical comedy which will see the footlights
next season.
now
AND
and

He

has completed "The
an extended Southern

White Rose,"

suppose.

and

horrified by such actions, I
But an ambition to speak French
live under the same roof with such

to
delectables as Corinne Griffith seems to us
highly commendable. In fact, I cherish the
same guilty aspirations. Think of being able

Here is a real romance of the films, culminating early this moidh at the Little
Church Around the Corner in New York.
Herewith: Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
McKee. Mrs. McKee is knoun tofilmdom
as Marguerite Courlot. Old sweethearts,
they met again during the filming of
"Down to the Sea in Ships"
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What ten million motor cars have
women about their skin
The method

ular

they have learned

depend on

to

Two

taught

unbroken lines of cars wind along the popmotor roads. Everyone is motoring week-

—

ending at the beach, or the country club, or just
driving for the pleasure of it. Fine dust settles in
their skin and the wind brings a dry tightness.
Yet many women's complexions are younger
and lovelier than ever before!
The severe exposure of motoring has taught
them how important it is to find the right way to
care for their skin, keep it beautiful and supple in
spite of all exposure.

Today millions of women have found a method
so wonderful in results that in all the world it is

—

used more than any other Pond's Two Creams.
leave your skin softer, more supple than you
could have dreamed. They give just that finishing
touch of loveliness you have always wanted.
A fine light cleansing that never leaves your
gives the beautiful suppleface heavy with cream
ness you want and then wipes entirely off! This
is why millions of women prefer to cleanse with
Pond's Cold Cream.
A marvelous freshening, an adding of youth
and unfailing protection. No wonder that the
women of the United States alone use several
millions of jars and tubes of Pond's Vanishing
Cream every year!

They

Photo hy Victor Ceorg
Florence Nash says she likes Pond's Cold Cream because it leaves her face
not heavy and oily. And that Pond's ranishing Cream
feeling so refreshed
really keeps her skin -.conderfully smooth and fresh.

—

TRY THIS FAMOUS METHOD
See the wonderful improvement in your skin

Do this tonight. With the finger tips apply Pond's Cold Cream freely.
The very fine oil in it is able to penetrate every pore of your skin.
Let it stay a minute now wipe it off with a soft cloth. The black
on the cloth will show you how carefully this cream cleanses. Your

—

skin looks fresh and

is

beautifully supple.

Then, in the viorning, smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream lightly
over your whole face. If you wish, rouge powder. How smooth and
velvety your face feels! How new and charming the reflection in
your mirror! The appearance of your skin for the whole day will
prove to you how wonderful for your skin these two creams are.

—

Always

after a motor or railroad trip, cleanse with
Pond's Cold Cream and finish with the Vanishing Cream
and powder. To see how these two creams will improve
your skin use this method regularly. Begin now by
buying both creams in jars or tubes in any drug or
department store. The Pond's Extract Co.

—

Exposure

or

starts these troubles

makes them worse
Sunburn, V/indhurnt Chapping
The daily repetition of weather damage does more to age your skin than
any other single factor. But the process is so gradual that except on
specially severe occasions you do not notice it until your skin has

Do not let this happen. For the insidious everyday exposure use the same method that saves your skin from the excessive damage of a long motor ride or a day on the beach. Keep your skin
properly oiled bv a nightly cleansing with Pond's Cold Cream. Then
always in the morning, smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream. It forms a
delicate but sure protection. This method will keep your skin smooth
and young years longer than would otherwise be possible.

definitely coarsened.

Premature Wrinkles, Scaling, Peeling
These are especially the troubles of a dry skin. To avoid them you must
protect yourself from all exposure and keep your skin soft day and
night. Cleanse with plenty of Pond's Cold Cream nightly and leave
some on over night. This will givfe your skin the oil it needs so badly
and keep it from scaling and peeling. Then it will not develop little lines
that grow into wrinkles.
But do not let the exposure of the day undo the resultsof this nightly
oiling. Every morning smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream liberally,
prevent your skin from drying out again. Always carrv a tube with you
on motor trips to counteract their drying, ageing influence.

That Distressing Shine
Sometimes shine is due to a dry, tight skin, and motoring or even the
slightest daily exposure aggravates the condition. You must apply an
extra amount of Pond's Cold Cream at night after the cleansing and
let it stay on. See how gladly your skin will absorb the fine light oil of
this cream, how it will soften and relax and the shine disappear.
.
Put on the Vanishing Cream in the morning to keep this suppleness

day and be sure to carry it with you and use
frequently on any occasion of unusual exposure.
t'lrough the

Accumulation of

dirt

and

>

it

^

^

fat in the pores

/ / The

Sometimes the oil in your skin accumulates in the glands
and attracts dirt and bacteria— dust that blows into

Pond's
your face when motoring, or the daily soot of city
Extract Co.,
streets.
Your complexion is dulled, disfigured.
134 Hudson
You need specially careful cleansings. Pond's
St., New York
Cold Cream is so light it penetrates the glands
(^^^j
and takes out excess o.I and dirt together.
enclosed for your speDo this everv night and a ways after any
^
i-introductory
.
j
*
tubes
cial
-,
^
Ml
motor or rai roadJ trip,
andJ you
will
x ofp the two creams every
'
11
-J
J M
*
avoid
a dull, muddy
skin.
j
u
^
enough
normal skin needs
of each cream for two weeks'
ordinary toilet uses.

X

/

/y

J

i

-

-/

—

removes coarsening dirt restores suppleness
_j
""^^ defies exposure
Holds the powder
.

—

GENEROUS TUBESMAIL COUPON
WITH 10c TODAY

write to advertisers please mention
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Wheu you

/

.

State

Cole star, seems to be having a dreadful time
deciding whether she shall accept young Craig
Biddle, Jr., of Philadelphia, or Gene Sarazen,
the golf champion.
Both young men have been laying desperate
siege to her heart and neither denies that any
time she will say the word, an engagement announcement may be printed.

"DAT POWERS,

the motion picture producer,
at present head of Robertson-Cole, gave
his annual St. Patrick's Day party
and this
year it took place at the Beverly Hills Hotel.
Among the guests were Mickey Neilan,
William Russell and Helen Ferguson, Warren
Kerrigan and Lois Wilson, Jack Pickford,
Anita Stewart. Gloria Swanson, Allan Forrest
and Lottie Pickford, Bob Leonard and Mae
Murray, Craig Biddle, Jr., and Ann Perdue,
*-

and

—

Irving Thalberg and Connie Talmadge, James
Young, Clara Kimball Young, Harr>' Garson,
Joseph Engel, Billie Dove, Rod La Rocque,
Hobart Henley and Gladys Walton, Winfield
Sheehan, Bessie Love, Re.x Ingram and .Alice
Terry. The gowns were all the \ery newest
thing in spring loveliness.

TAMES KIRKWOOD
•'wood with

has returned to Holly-

laurels.

He registered a big hit on the New York
stage in "The Fool," Channing Pollock's play.
It was quite a feat, as Jim had not appeared
before the footlights for many years and then
only in minor roles.
In order to try himself before a New York
audience he took the engagement at one-third
the salary he made in pictures.
Now that he has proved unto himself and
others his genuine ability as a stage player, he's
back in the colony playing the leading male
role with JNIrs. Wallace Reid in "The Li\-ing

The

"Lee Kids"
—recently
lifted

—Jane and Katherine
their

They have been out of

j/ictures for two
years now, playing in vaudenlle.
But
they were glad to get back to the old playground again, you can bet

Dand Work Griffith rehearsing Mae Marsh
Location: Near Miami, Florida.
and Ivor Novello for a scene in his forthcoming "The White Rose." Those who
have seen early "rushes'' fnedict a smashing reception for Novello and a thrilling
return-to-fdmdom for Miss Marsh
EX-PRE:\IIER

CLEMEXCEAU

has turned iilm director.

He

of
is

France

making

"The Path To Happiness," a Chinese play
which he wrote many years ago. All the actors
are Chinese from the Latin Quartier of Paris.
The theme of the story treats of a blind man
who by the use of a magic drug regains his
sight, only to find that his wife and friends
He therefore becomes
were mocking liim.
blind again as the only path to happiness.
The Tiger has started something with his
filming activities. Premiers and diplomats of
all varieties have been in the habit of writing
memoirs during their latter years. They may
no.v follow the fashion of Clemenceau and film
their stuff.

the best known
Wampus — which
THE
name for the organization of Hollywood
is

motion picture press agents and advertising
men gave an elaborate ball on .Xpril 21 at the

—

Warner Brothers

Incidentally, the
studio.
devised a novelty in its committee of
"baby stars" acting as hostesses on this
These "baby stars" were Pauline
occasion.
Garon, Jobyna Ralston, Betty Francisco,
Dorothy Devore, Evelyn Brent, IMargaret
Leahy, Ethel Shannon, Laura La Plant,
Virginia Browne Fair, Eleanor Boardman,

Wampus

Kathleen

Key,

Helene

Lynch

and

Ann

Perdue.
as Cleopatra!
NrrA NALDI
barge-full! Yes, you will behold

What

a

the Irish-Italian siren in the beads of Cleopatra,
when you see "Lawful Larceny." In fact, all
her gowns in that picture are of Egyptian style
and brevity as inspired by Tutankhamen. Ah
what the world owes to thee!
tut Tut-Tut!

—

72

/^F

course, Katherine MacDonald isn't a
star any more, but it was just a
little bit funny when, in denying the report
that she would be married immediately to a
wealthy Chicago clubman, the erstwhile
American beauty declared she thought she'd
die an old maid.
Somebody ought to tell that one to IMiss

^^screen

MacDonald's

former

husband,

IMalcolm

Strauss, the artist.

"T^O you remember

the day when producers
^said costume plaj's simply wouldn't get
over with the public? The present schedule
looks as though nothing else would:
Doug
Fairbanks in "The Black Pirate" and an
Arabian storj', IMark Pickford in "Rosita" of
medieval Spain, Charles Ray in "The Courtship of IMiles Standish," Pola Negri in "Don
Caesar" and "The Wanderer," Norma Talmadge in "Ashes of \'engeance." Alice Terry
and Ramon Novarro in Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche" of French revolutionarj^ days,
Richard Barthelmess in "The Bright Shawl"
and "The Fighting Blade," with such all-star
specials as "Vanitj^ Fair," "Peter the Great,"
"IVIonna Vanna," "St. Elmo," Balzac's "The
Magic Skin," "Rupert of Hentzau," ".\li Babi
and the Forty Thieves," "Tutankhamen,"'

"Chu Chin Chow," "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," "Under the Red Robe," "The Virgin
Queen" and "Ben Hur."
\\'hat in the world are
fashion styles?

we going

to

do

for

our

fall

IT isn't every screen beauty who has a millionaire society favorite and a world's
golfer battling for her hand.

Hollywood home.

champion

But .\nn Perdue, the newest Robertson-
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Lux robs dishwashing of half its drudgery
54 dishwashings in a single package

use for

And now— relief

from that

three-times-a-day-in-the-dishpan look
'This new way to wash dishes is as
easy
So natural

—

on your hands as

—

so obvious you wonder it wasn't
thought of before
Lux for washing dishes. Of course it would
bring relief from that three-times-a-day-in-thedishpan look. Of course, too, it would be as
gentle on your hands as on the dainty things
you have always trusted to its pure suds.

JVorft roughen hands

Every day your hands are in the dishpan for
an hour and a half sometimes even longer.
How you dread this constant roughening of
your hands! But dishwashing needn't make
your skin rough and dry. It is the coarse soaps
in your dishpan that play such havoc with
your hands robbing your skin of all its in-

—

With Lux in your dishpan you won't have
any of these annoying after-effects. Lux won't

up.

dry the natural oils. It won't redden or
roughen your hands. These delicate, tissuethin flakes are as easy on the most sensitive
hands as fine toilet soap.
Just one teaspoonful to a

That

;

mien sou

—

pan

just one teaspoonful in
your dishpan. It sounds incredible but try it.
single package of Lux lasts for at least
54 dishwashings all the dishes morning, noon
and night, for almost three weeks. Not just
the china for special occasions, but the regular,
everyday dishes as well.
is all

you need

A

—

—

—

dispensable natural oils.
Nature provides the oils in abundance in
millions of tiny sacs just beneath the surface
of the skin. Their generous supply of healing,
nourishing fluid is constantly refreshing the
chiffon-thin outer layer of skin. That is why
the normal skin is so pleasantly soft and supple.
But the supply is not plentiful enough to
hold out when harsh, alkaline soaps are used
for washing dishes. They are irritating to the
skin they drain all the oil sacs dry. Your hands
become so coarse and scratchy that you can't
even touch a piece of silk without roughing it

fine toilet soap

Spotless

You

and

shining in half the time

be delighted with your bright, sparkling
dishes. Lux leaves them without a trace of film or
murky cloudiness. Glasses, silverware and china
will

—

they're spotless and shining in half the time.
Just toss a teaspoonful of Lux in your dishpan. See
how the delicate flakes dissolve the instant the hot
water touches them. The Lux way is so much quicker
and easier than waiting for bar soap to melt or stopping
to beat up a lather with an awkward soapshaker.
Now just a swish of your dishmop and your pretty
dishes are cleaner and more lustrous than ever before.
Keep a package of Lux handy on your kitchen shelf.
Use it for the dishes always. Don't let that hour and a
half in the dishpan every day be a hardship to your
hands. Begin washing today's dishes with Lux. Lever
Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.

write to aitrertiseis iilease mention
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Last month you read in PHOTorJ.AT o/
Barbara La Marr arid her adopted hahy

Marvin Carville La Marr. Master
La Marr has conseided to pose for a
brand new j/icture for Photoplay in
hoy,

the midst of his unfandliur

Hollywood

surroundings.

A XD now

it's

Baby Peggy who makes a

-'^reel debut. What's more, she

five-

chaperoned
by two directors, !Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Julian.
is

/^XE

of the oldest landmarks in motion
^^pictures will disappear when !Mack Sennett
moves his famous studio from its site on Allesandro Street, near Kdendale, onto a magnificent propertj- in Hollywood.
The move is to take place soon, and the old
studio where Charlie Chaplin made his first
great comedies, where Mabel Xormand ~prang
to fame and where Gloria Swanson and Betty
Compson and !Marie Prevost and lots of other
girls firstsaw the light of a Kleig will be no more.
Fox is also to build a splendid new studio,
costing over two million dollars, but the new
plant will be erected on the same location that
the Fo.x studios have used since they first came
to Los Angeles.

KyflLDRED HARRIS

is coming back as a
She was engaged for a leading role
in "The Fog,"' a Maz Graf production to be
released by Metro.
The producer was so
fetched hy Miss Harris' contribution that he

'''•'->tar.

signed her for a star series.

XT0R:MA TALMADGE

had quite a shock
•'-^the other day when she heard someone
refer to her as "Buster Keaton's sister-in-law."
Such

is

fame!
[

Dead," treating of the drug evil. When that's
completed he starts work with Goldwyn under
a long-term contract.

T^ESPITE

the high promise with which he

'came

to motion pictures, Richard Ordynski
is definitely out as director for Famous PlayersLasky. Ordynski invaded filmdom after a long
and distinguished career as director at the
Metropolitan in New York and as aid to the
famous Max Reinhardt in Berlin. Ordynski
first came to America with the Reinhardt
production of the Arabian Night pantomime,
"Sumurun," and later produced a condensed
version of the piece for Gertrude Hoffman in
vaudeville, playing the role of the clown, as

Ordynski came to the pictures as the
well.
protegee of Jesse Lasky and was given "The
Exciters," the Bebe Daniels vehicle, as his first
production. After two or three weeks' work,
he was removed, the scenes were rc-shot and
the picture completed by Major Maurice
Campbell.

\0

one of the office buildings on Hollywood
IX
Boulevard is a glass door which bears the
legend "Allan Forrest, Real Estate."
Allan, who is married to Lottie Pickford and
rate leading man as you of course
and things between pictures
likes it so well he will probably abandon
the screen altogether.

is

a

first

know,
and he

sells lots

It isn't often that the

camera catches a

glimpse of Mrs. Frank Borzage, but here
it

is.

The

director

and

his

wife are

watching Hakodati trim the lawn of their
'
beautiful Wilshire'hdme
'
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The Little

That

'Bit

Much

Oh, So

is.

Mme. Jeannktte

®)'

Jane is an old friend, or I'd never have
dared to say what I did, the day she came
to me bewailing her lack of popularity.

"What was
wistfully.

the matter?" she asked

never go to one of those

"I'll

(lances again."
I

knew what was

tated to

much

I

tell

Then,

could help,

"Jane,
groomed.

"Why,

I

I

hesi-

realizing

how

I said:

you

dear,

and arrange
have done ?

the trouble, but

her.

didn't

look

well

took hours and hours to dress
my hair. What more could I

"Ah, but the elusive charm of the really
well-groomed woman does not come with a
few hours of primping,"

I answered.
"It's
your skin that needs attention.

The creamy
/^REY
'

hair

comes

to

many

early thirties or before.

seen in connection with a dull

in

Pompeian Night Cream provides the

tiieir

Only when
and wrinkled

essary skin-softening

medium

lack the normal degree of

oil

nec-

indication of advanced years.

muscles, stimulates the blood circulation
and tones up all the facial tissues.

who

it

flexes the facial

How to use
and then wipe

with a cloth or piece of absorbent cotWith the cream will come away all

this

the dust collected during the day.

and

en-

cream

Night Cream,

off with a soft cloth, freeing

following

of this

light they will scarcely be noticed."

The next time
back her hat.

simple

—

sallowness. It

—

ment

is

I

it.

Beauty Powder
Bloom {the rouge)
Fragrance (a talc)

§oc per jar
6oc per jar

so

all

she said.

into a happy, smiling

Her

skin

"How about the next dance?" I asked.
"Oh," she answered demurely, "I think

doc per box
6cc per box
30c a can

Lip Stick

"Look," was

down

week or

me and pushed

was wholesome, fresh
There was about her that
indescribable atmosphere of daintiness
only achieved by intelligent care.

The

Pompeian
Pompeian
Pompeian
Pompeian

her, a

and smooth.

complexion.

great virtue of this preparation lies
in the naturalness of its aid to the skin. It is
ever an ally of nature rather than a substi-

looked

peared.

most approved treatand retaining a youthful

Pompeian Night Cream
Pompeian Day Cream (vanishing)

saw

face, and needed no explanation. All the
dark patches and rough spots had disap-

the

for restoring

I

she rushed up to

later,

treatment works wonders in the skin removing roughness, redness, and blackheads,
and warding off wrinkles, flabbiness and

youth'i'fies

so pure, and will nour-

If you will use an
upward and outward motion about your
eyes, those pathetic lines will become so

all

faithful

it is

ish as well as cleanse.

dirt.

The

You

be surprised at the difference in the
color of your skin. I always use Pompeian

the day's accumulated dust
Afterward apply the cream to
nourish the skin, leaving it on over night.
the pores of

Pompeian Night Cream is the secret of
many a woman's hold on youthful appearance the only "magic" by which she
combats the wrinkles and lines, and the
sallowness and dullness of complexion that
would steal upon her.

tute for

cream. After
thoroughly, remove

it in

will

Upon retiring, first use Pompeian Night
Cream as a cleanser; apply with the fingers

hanced their loveliness with grey and powdered wigs.

Pompeian

you have stroked
ton.

So long as a woman's complexion remains
youthful, "silver threads" suggest to observers only that she is prematurely grey.
On the other hand, there is no color of hair
that more effectively brings out the beauty
of a good complexion. Thi5 was well known
the belles of Colonial days,

it

is

gers, gently stroke in the

saturation.

Gentle massaging with

used for a few min-

what you need. Bathe
your face and neck with warm, not hot
water, and then, with the tips of the finutes every night

to skins that

skin can grey hair be taken as a reliable

to

"A good pure cream

skin that belies grey hair

I'll

me.

go.
I

Two people have asked to take
haven't decided which I'll choose."

25c each

Mary Pickford Panel and Samples
Send coupon aiilh ten cents for beautiful new jg2j Pompeian Art
Panel oj Mary Pickjord. With this panel we send samples of
Pompeian Night Cream, Day Cream, Beauty Powder and Bloom.

POMPELAN LABORATORIES,
jllio

2131

Made

in

Specialiste de Beaute

Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
Canada

TEAR OFF, SIGN

AND SEND

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2131 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

|)o^)p6i^^)
'

Oi^HtXreaw

Gentlemen:

'

Address

City

you write to advertisers please mention

enclose lOc (a dime preferred) for
Pickford, and the four

Name_

%

When

I

1923 Art Panel of Mary
samples named in offer.

1923,

The FompeUn Co.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

State__^_

Flesh shade powder sent unless you write another below

Strongheart and

OFMiss Jane —and company"
course, "

is a cold way to refer to
She's the only lady for whom Strongheart has real respect.
The powdered and perfumed sex
is regarded loftily hy the continental canine; but he has to
admit that Miss Murfin, while pretty, and sweet, and all that,

Murfin.

76

Company

The missing member
a darn good one.
combination is Larry Trimble. Strongheart 's
By the way, you'll often catch a glimpse of Mr.
director.
Trimble or Miss Murfin in their First National photoplays,
playing bits. Watch for her in "Brawn of the North."
is

also his boss,

of the three-star

and
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Superior
Sedanette

$850
F.

Here

is

O. B.

Flint,

a iModel for

the

Mich.
Outdoor

Woman

suggests happy hours at the country club,
or delightful trips to the shopping district.

It

This car has style as well as quality.
prefer our Utility Coupe or the
Roadster for his daily transportation to and
from the office, but friend wife seeks more
than economical efficiency, and the Superior
Sedanette delights her with its distinctive
design, refined interior arrangement and fittings, broad plate glass windows, and convenient trunk in the rear.

Husband may

Women
fortable

com-

find Chevrolets easy to drive,

on the

road,

and

a constant source

of pride and satisfaction.

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.
Division of General Motors Corporation

Dealers and Service Stations Everywhere
Applications will be considered front high-grade
dealers only, for territory not adequately covered.

Prices

f. o. b. Flint,

Mich.

SUPERIOR 2-Pass. Roadster
SUPERIOR 5-Pass. Touring
SUPERIOR 2.Pass. Utility Coupe
SUPERIOR 4-Pass. Sedanette .
SUPERIOR 5-Pass. Sedan
SUPERIOR Light Delivery
SUPERIOR Commercial Chassis
.
.

Utility Express

When

you write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Truck Chassis

.

$510
525
680
850
860
510
425
575

Silencing the Silent
A

Drama
—

sound-proof room has been constructed in a Los Angeles theater ichere the mothers of crying babies
icith a penchant for weeping in public
may retire with their troublesome charges and
yet not miss the picture.
Here they may view the photoplay through a large plate glass window

and children

—

Palm and olive oils-

—

nothing

else
give
nature's green color
to Palmoli've Soap.

She looks as young as ever
How

often one hears this said of some
the passing years seem to
leave untouched. She rivals her daughters
in freshness, and other women marvel.

woman whom
Keep

that schoolgirl complexion

— this

is

the secret, and every woman should share
it.
Don't let the years write their record
on your face when care will prevent it.

Begin today the beautifying that will help
renew youth and charm.
It will
put
natural color in your cheeks and make
your face look firm and young.
Simple, but effective

This restorative treatment may seem almost too simple, but it is based upon real
skin hygiene.

and perspiration accumulate and
must be removed. Otherwise the pores enlarge and blackheads and blotches result.
Wash your face daily with pure soap and
you needn't fear complexion troubles.
Your skin will remain firm, with a smooth,
satiny texture which makes maturity as

all

skin treatments, but you mustn't be

careless about soap. Facial soap must be
mild, soothing while it cleanses.
It must

be lotion-like, with no harshness. Such a
soap is Palmolive, blended from palm and
olive oils.
They are nature's cleansers,
valued since the days of ancient Egypt.

Apply the creamy

lather freely, massaging
thoroughly into the skin. Rinse thoroughly and dry gently with a soft towel.
it

Bedtime

is best for cosmetic cleansing,
that your skin may be renewed and refreshed while you sleep.
In the morning
rinse with cold water and then look in the
mirror. Your reflection will delight you by
its radiant freshness and charm.

Dirt, oil

attractive as early youth.

All Soaps -won't do this

This mild cleansing

is

the most effective of

Luxury soap for 10c

You

if you
imagine that
Palmolive must be a very expensive soap
because of its rare costly ingredients.

are mistaken

Palmolive factories work day and night,
thus lowering cost. I f made in small quantities Palmolive would cost at least 25c a
cake. It is yours at 10c.

Use Palmolive on the wash stand and

Volume
and Efficiency
Produce
25c Quality for

for

bathing.

Copyright 1923

—The Palmoliva Compauy

1763

(S>ucJi

sv^ ^aiess udds

To lovely women the exquisite GAINSBOROUGH PUFF
is

the very utmost in puff daintiness

softer,

finer

texture

— which

and perfection. That

invariably

distinguishes

GAINSBOROUGH PUFFS
And

(vvtlimssi
is

attained byspecial looming.

retammg exaflly the
amount of powder and distributmg it evenly.

thus the resultmg rare quality of

right surface

THE WESTERN COMPANY
CHICAGO NEW YORK

nfcJ.-ric/.. icl.crj .clout
OT lo/t. dfpp pifed Auifra/ijnl<iml|-iu.ool,

mamhtp
pare

Tdtuort-

perfect.
i/ism u-iih or>
rs

Compuft

>oii havif Cfcr uicj.

of the famous
KD Manufacturers
Gainsborough Hair Net

ainsborough
POWDER PUFF

tiic-

SJiiiur* JuM-proo/

conlatner.

are the
them.

Yourkands

first

to

touch

Prices

JO

cents to 75 cents.

Shooting
a

Cyclone

Hundreds

of letters have been received
great wind
effects, such as in " The Old Homestead,"
The "cyclone" is aided
are produced.

Photoplay asking how

by

materialhj bi/ substantial ivind machines
and contrivances for distributing dust

about the screen-scape.
A battery of
these atmospheric agitators will tear
loose anything that isn't tied down.

Note one on

the platform at left of picture

—

They built a village just to destroy all
The cyfor "The Old Homestead."
clone which you saw wipe this toum off

map was

the

screened.
left)

one of the most

artistic ever

The old General Store

{at

about ready to succu>nb to the
ravages of the wind (machines)
is

Movie History
By Helen %pckwell
Wife was
LOT'S
resist that last

the original camera-hog. She couldn't
glance back into the lens.
Nero was the Rothafel of his day. He was the first
I
man to accompany a great spectacle with music.
Niobe was the first star to turn on the glycerine tears.

—

Richard the Third when he cried ":My Kingdom for a
horse!" proved to be the first cow-boy star.
Fabius was probably the first motion picture director. He
gained a world-famous reputation as a Delayer.

—

Achilles

was the

original small-timer.

He was the first to play

the Styx.
Elijah, when he ascended to heaven, undoubtedly
of trick photography.
It is

known on good

authority that William

made

use

Fox did not

dis-

cover the chariot. The records show Phoebus beat him to it.
Bluebeard was the first man to realize the importance of the
understudy system.
Noah was the first director to discover that animals are surefire stuff.

Daniel was the

first serial-actor.

He

took a chance in the

lion's den.

When King Canute ordered the
smiled and said,

tide to turn

back

his courtiers

a movie star!"
The snake in the Garden of Eden was the first one to make
use of the double exposure.
William Tell was probably the first man to shoot a scene.
When Columbus discovered America the critics said, "It's
an old story with a delightful new twist."
'

'Isn't that just like

81
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How to keep your hair soft and
and lustre,
and fresh-looking

full of life

silky,

bright

Why

proper shampooing
makes your hair beautiful

ANYONE

can have beautiful hair, if it is
cared for properly.
Shampooing is the most important thing.
Proper shampooing is what brings out all
the real life and lustre, the natural wave and
color,

and makes your hair

soft,

fresh

and

luxuriant.

Proper shampooing, however, means more
than just washing your hair it means
thorough cleansing.
The hair and scalp are constantly secretmg
oily, gummy substances.
These substances
catch the dust and dirt, and the hair becomes
coated with this.
This coating, when it becomes excessive,
naturally dulls the hair and destroys its gloss
and lustre. It covers up and prevents the
natural color and beauty of the hair from
showing. It also causes scales and dandruff.

—

How
To have

to

prevent

beautiful hair,

this coating

you must prevent

from accumulating.
This cannot be done with ordinary soaps
not adapted for the purpose.
Besides, the
hair cannot stand the harsh effect of free
alkali which is common in ordinary soaps.
this coating

The

free alkali soon dries the scalp,

©1 ME

R.I

W.CC.

makes the

and rums it.
Mulsitied cocoanut oil shampoo is not only
especially adapted to cleanse the hair and
scalp thoroughly, but it cannot possible mjure.
This clear, pure and entirely greaseless product
does not dry the scalp or make the hair brittle,
no matter how often you use it.
hair brittle

The
Two

quick, easy

cup or glass with a
is

way

or three teaspoonfuls of Mulsitied
little

warm water

is all

in a
that

required.

Simply pour the Mulsified evenly over the
and rub it in. It makes an abundance of
rich, creamy lather, which rinses out quickly
and easily, removing every particle of dust,
dirt, dandruff and excess oil.
After a MulsiHed shampoo vou will find the
hair will dry quickly and evenly and have the
appearance of being much thicker and heavier
th»n it really is. It keeps the scalp soft and
healthy, the hair fine and silky, bright, freshlooking and fluffy, wavy and easy to manage.
You can get Mulsified at an\' drug store or
toilet goods counter, anywhere in the world.
A 4-ounce bottle should last for months.
hair

Splendid for Children
Fine for Men

—

MULSIFIED
COCQWiUTOIl

sified
Cocoanut

Oil Shampoo

Every advortisemeut in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

i

i

SHAMPOO
j

UO>MCH. IS.
j

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
—

Peggy F., Jacksonville, Florida. WTiy
do you hope that I have a real stenographer.
I wonder? Is there a subtle something back of
that seemingly modest desire? But why look
and
for subtitles, when there's so much to do
so little time to do it in. You want to know
some things and I'm here to see that your
wants are satisfied. Mary Pickford has no
children.
She'd
It seems a pity doesn't it?
make such a story book mother! She was born
in 1893 and Doug is just ten years older.
Doris May is married to Wallace McDonald.

—

—

—
—

Betty Lee, Kansas City, Mo. So I can
use your whole name, because you don't care
who knows that you're interested oh, very

—

in Rod La Rocoue! He was born
in Chicago on November 29, 1898
he is six
feet tall and weighs one hundred and seventy-

interested

—

pounds.

—

writing he's in this part of the country,
York Paramount Studios.

play.
Do not ask questions touching religion, scenario writing or studio employment.
Studio addresses will not be given in this
Department, because a complete list of them

printed elsewhere in the magazine each
month. Write on only one side of the paper.
Sign your full name and address; only initials will be published if requested.
If you
desire a personal reply, enclose self-addressed
stamped envelope. Write to Questions and
Answers, Photoplay Magazine. 221 W. 57th

New York

He

—

—

Henky Etta, Warren, Ohio.— When you
me Mr. Information I feel as if I'm working

call

Telephone company instead of Photoplay Magazine. However I feel that I can
safely answer your three questions. You'll find
for the

much detail, elsewhere in these columns, about
Thomas Meighan. But I'll say, further, that
he was born in Pittsburg. Pa., that he weighs
190 p)Ounds, is six feet tall and has curly dark
hair.
Cullen Landis was born on the ninth of
July, 189s, in Nashville Tenn. He is five feet,
five inches tall and weighs 130 pounds; he has
curly brown hair, blue eyes, a wife and a small

New

—The part of Princess Corona,

"Under Two

Flags," was taken by Ethel
Ethel was born in Oakland. CaliLillian Lawrence, a popular
fornia, in 1898.
actress of her day, was Ethel's mother.
She
was educated at Notre Dame convent, in Boston, and started her career under the tutelage
of David Belasco. Her first part was in "The
Lily" which featured Nance O'Neil, Julia
Dean, and Bruce McRae. Miss Dean was unexpectedly taken ill and Ethel who had understudied the part— stepped into the Dean role.
Through a freak of luck she kept the part for
two years although, of course, her ability had
something to do with it, too Miss Terry is fi\ e
feet, six inches tall, weighs one hundred and
thirty pounds, has dark hair and grey eyes.
Her last picture, before "Under Two Flags"
was "The Kick Back," starring Harry Carey.
Address her at 1903 Wilcox Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

Grey Terry.

is

St.,

Punch.

B. F.
in

—

City.

—

—

has black hair, and blue eyes
an Irish combination despite his French
sounding name. That is because he is of Irish
descent, with Parisian parentage.
(I don't
really know that his parents came from Paris
but Parisian parentage sounds pleasant!) He
appeared on the legitimate stage with Alice
Brady in "Anna Ascends," and he can be addressed in care of "Equity Pictures," 723
Seventh Avenue, New York City. I'm sorry
that he is having such an effect upon you and
I think that I am almost able to understand
your dear mother's bewilderment at your ravings. Here's the best news of all
no, he isn't
married
six

mount. Bebe Daniels is twenty-one years old.
Address Thomas Meighan, usuallv, in care of
the Los Angeles Athletic Club but at this

Y'OU do not have to be a subscriber to
* Photoplay Magazine to get questions
answered in this Department. It is only
required that you avoid questions that
would call for unduly long answers, such as
synopses of plays, or casts of more than one

Conrad Nagel was born in Des
daughter.
Moines, Iowa, on the sixteenth of March, 1896.
He is six feet tall, weighs 165 pounds, and has
blond hair straight and blue eyes. He, too,
has a wife and daughter.

—

—

—

M. Such a pink little note! I'll
answer as brief as the size of your
If you will scan carefully my
letter paper.
writings you will find out the secret of the
Jackie

make

my

Valentinos dwelling place.
Eugene O'Brien
can be reached at the Players Club, 16 Gramercy Park, New York City.

—

Joe Young, Ashe\tlle, N. C. John of the
Barrymores is five feet, ten inches tall. He
weighs about 135 pounds and his hair is dark
brown.
He wears it artistically long, does
John; and he doesn't do it to show that he's an
He doesn't have to. His best
actor, either.
pictures were "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
and "Sherlock Holmes." But he has made
Address him, if you want a photoothers.
graph, in care of
485 Fifth Avenue,

Famous Players-Lasky,
New York City.

at

E. C, Palo Alto, Cal.— Wallie Reed had
been married nine years when he met his tragic
death.
I think that you might be able to
secure a picture of him by writing to Para-

—

!

—

M. B. H., Pittsburg, Pa. Here are the
answers to your questions. We're glad that
you ask about two men that we heartily endorse, Richard Barthelmess and Tom Meighan.
We'll attend to the matter of Dick's biography
He uses his real name, and has one child.
first.
A young daughter, who was born on the thirtyThomas also refuses
first of January, 1923.
to go by an alias, and his wife's name is
Frances Ring. Now to the miscellaneous questions.

Madge Bellamy is not married, Mary
real name is Gladys Smith, the

Pickford's

—

on
their family name, and
advice of counsel,— I refuse to tell you whom I
consider the prettiest actress or the most
handsome actor. I suppose that, if a vote were
taken, Valentino and Mar)' Pickford would be
somewhere in the lead. If I have more personal preferences I must keep them securely
hidden.

Talmadges use

Photoplay Magazine
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A. F. B.
So it's Ramon Novarro, this time.
Well, he's new but he's very nice indeed.
Such a profile! He is twenty-three, is unmarried, and was born in Mexico. And oh,
lady wait until you see him with Alice Terry
in "Where the Pavement Ends."

—

—

Mrs. W. W., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

—

You're
Louis Calhoun has left the screen.
\\'hen I last neard of him he was on the stage
helping Patrova in "The White Peacock."

—

A. N., BiNGHAMTON, N. Y. El»ie Ferguson is lovely you're right. But her latest
starring vehicles haven't been her best, by
any means. Which, of course, can't be entirely blamed on her.
She is one of the comparatively few people who were really born
The great event happened
in New York.
in 1883,

Good Food? Yes
Good exercise? NO
TEETH
hard;

were meant to work
gums are healthiest when

which

is

—

—

New York

City. I'm so
glad that you always think of me as a pal.
But I'm not sure about my reaction in regard

in masticating rough
food. And this soft modern food of
ours gives little work to your teeth
and even less exercise to your gums.

your mental description of me. "A slender,
melancholy sort of professor with unbounded
knowledge. ..." Of course I know a lot,
And
but why do you think I'm melancholy?
if you should happen to pass me, strolling
down Broadway, you'd never take me for a
So many of the stars don't like
professor!
Barbara
to tell the dates of their birthdays.
l>a^Iarr doesn't say, but Alary Pickford was
born on .\pril 8, 1893, and Ramon Xovarro
to

Does your tooth-brush
"show pink"?
Because the gums get so little stimulation, they are, in late years,
growing soft and flabby, and tooth
troubles, due to weak gums and
most of them are — show a decided
and alarming increase.

onfesses shj-ly to the sixth of February'. The
year of 189Q. I don't know his hobbies but,
as he hails from Mexico, I should venture a
guess that they are tamales, bull fights and
mantillas.
Yes, I think he is a promising
young man and he isn't married. I haven't
heard any rumors linking his name with that
Did you know
of the beauteous Barbara.
I

—

—

The dental profession is awake
to the situation nearly 3,000 have
written to tell us how they combat

—

—

little boy
a baby, in
Pickford is five feet tall and
weighs one hundred pounds. Bebe Daniels
is five feet four inches tall, and weighs one
hundred and twenty-three pounds.

Barbara has adopted a

fact?

and tender gums by the use

of Ipana Tooth Paste.
In stubborn cases, they prescribe a gum massage with Ipana after the ordinary
cleaning with Ipana and the brush. For
Ipana Tooth Paste, because of the presence of Ziratol, has a decided tendency to
strengthen soft gums and keep them firm
and healthy.
Ipana is a tooth paste that's good for
your gums as well as your teeth. Its cleaning poweris remarkable and its taste is unf orgetably good.
Send for a sample today.

Mary

Valera McQ., Utah.

—Evelyn

as

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

much

mad.

S.,

as

Hanom-e, Pa.— Call me Editor
to.
It doesn't make me

you want

.\lice

—

.\gxes Ayres' .^dmrer. So you love the
lovely .\gnes! Well, she's not hard to describe
the mere words are a mental ej e-ful. Golden

—
>#K,

Bristol-

Myers

y^^^^^^'f

51 Rector St.

^^<^K\

''"i

stores

— SOc.

New York,
N.Y.
Kindly send me
a trial tube of

IPANA TOOTH
PASTE without

^I^T/

>^

^

Name..

State

—

Valextino-crazy.

^^^r^^^

I'll tell

the editor that you

E. O. P., Eureka, Cal.— Marjorie Daw is
girlhood personified. She was born in Colorado Springs, is five feet, two and one-half
inches tall, and weighs one hundred and four
pounds. She has brown hair and hazel eyes.
She is twenty-one years old, not eighteen.
James Kirkwood was in "The Sin Flood,"
"Ebb Tide" and "Under Two Flags." Gertrude Short is now pla>ing in "Country
Love," directed by Emile Chautard.
'V. C, Brooklyn-, N. Y.— Mildred June
a brunette, seventeen and not very tall.
She is married still a bride, in fact. Her
husband is Dr. Edward H. Capps, and her
business address is at the Mack Sennett

L.

is

—

studios,

Los Angeles, Cal.

—

Helene, Minn. Gloria Swanson is a star,
now one of the most glittering of all. .\nd

—

Leatrice Joy took Gloria's place as the de^IiUe
leading lady, special edition de lu.xe.
Curiously enough, it isn't spoiling her. Harold
Lockwood died of influenza on October 19,
And Olive Thomas met an accidental
1918.
death, from poison.

—

F. E. J., West Virginta.
I'm glad that
you don't think I'm a bluff, lady. Honest,
I'm not a bluff. I'm a hard working person
with modest tastes and ambitions and all that
Like the people you read about
sort of thing.
in .\merican Magazine.
Yes, Conrad Nagel
is married.
To Ruth Helms, a non-professional, who used to be associated with PhotoPL.AY
Magazint:. Dorothy Gish is just
twenty-four, Milton Sills i; married to Gladys
Wynn and Tony Moreno played opposite
the fascinating Gloria Swanson in "His Amer-

ican Wife."

—We

haven't any record of
Miracle of the Jungle."
Look out for this jungle stuff, anyway. Boaconstrictors, and malaria and mosquitoes!
Address Anita Stewart in care of the Cosmopolitan Productions, 127th Street and Second

Cal.

"The

the players in

.\venue, New York City; Connie Talmadge
at the Talmadge Studios, Hollywood; and
Enid Bennett in care of the Metro Studios,
Enid's next picture just
also Hollwood.
released
is called "Your Friend and Mine."
Jackie Coogan visited in New York with his

—

—

daddy and
to

his

mother.

But he has returned

Los Angeles.

if you're a
asking for the
Aren't you the

fickle girl, though!
Address him in care of
the Cosmopolitan Pictures, 127th Street and
Second Avenue, New York City. \Mien you
go to see Rodolph's pictures, don't cry because
watch the screen
he's such a wonderful man
and thank the Lord that you're not blind!
I'm glad you get such a kick out of life.

Every advertisement in

—

PHOTOPLAY MAG.4ZINE

—

Mary
C. Stenugh, F.AiRHAtEN, Miss.
Miles jMinter was born in 1902. On .\pril
I can think of others who were
Fools' Day.
born on the same day and into the same proShe can be reached, by letter, at
fession.
Connie Tal1520 Vine Street, Holl>"\vood.
madge is twenty-three years old, five feet, six
inches tall, and weighs 120 pounds. She has
that enchanting combination golden hair and
brown eyes. And she lives up to it by being a
decidedly enchanting young person.

—

—

RODOLPHIN"E,
don't have

— Wh\-,

X'alentino admirer, are j-ou
address of Edward Phillips?

charge or obligation on ^^Njll ^1^0^*?!^

Addnse

l)rown hair, blue eyes, five feet, four inches
Her latest
tall, and a birthday in .\pril!
picture is "Racing Hearts" and it's a good
Eileen Sedgwick is five feet,
picture, too.
two and one half inches tall, and is married
to Justin !McCloskey, a director.

R.

—

our articles, it may encourage him just
when he needs it most. In the meanwhile
Gladys Walton is still making pictures, a lot
of them, for Universal.
You may reach her
by addressing her at the Universal Studios,
Universal City, Cal.

Terry covers her reddish brown

hair with a wig because her characters photograph better that way. Her eyes are grey,
but they sometimes seem darker on the screen.

by the makers oi Sal Hepatica

zine so faithfull>

.\len'e,

Xesbit has

been dancing at Palais Roj^al, in .Atlantic City.
Evelyn's star is not in the ascendant as it was
a few short years ago. Gale Kane has been
on the legitimate stage, but she is now working
with Lillian Gish in the "White Sister."
Jeritza, as far as I know, is not going to appear
upon the silver screen, although there have
been oflcrs of a contract. I doubt if she
would photograph well. For various reasons.
E. H.

— made

likes the city so well that she

lives here.

June Blossom,

massaged

soft

and she

On luxurious Park Avenue
smarter, now, than Fifth. Her eyes
are blue, she has golden hair and she is five
Anything else? Oh,
feet, six inches tall.
yes she weighs one hundred and thirty-five
pounds.
still

Paper doesn't matter to me
only what you put on it counts as far as I'm
concerned. I'm glad that you read the Magafor letters?

like

rif^ht.

—

—

Westpoet. ^Why do people keep begging
pardon on account of the paper they use

my

is

to

—

PHIL.ADELPHLA, PA.
YoU
whisper the name of your

my most secret ear. Your mow de
plume is your undoing. Well, you're in gOKod
company, an>'^vay. Half of feminine America
His address?
is celebrating Valenrino day.
The Hotel des .\rtistes, i West 67th Street,
New York City. I wish I might tell you the
name of the play that so interested you. But
the plot is unfamiliar 10 me. .\nd I see most
of the good pictures, I do!
PAGE 1 29
[ CONTTNtlED ON
favorite in

euaranteed.

]
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T5eauti[ul'~W(men ^en/where
—ivomen notedfor their Beautiful
Gomplexions use GUZMEN POWDER
—

Oh! the witchery of a Beautiful Complexion and you can have it. The
same smooth, delicately tinted complexion which you admire — which
everyone admires (perhaps with a teeny bit of envy), for its possessor is
most probably one of the more than a million women noted for their
beautiful complexions who rely on

CARMEN POWDER
distinctively different and better than other powders,
it is so fine and so delicately tinted that it blends
exquisitely with the complexion, giving the skin that clear
transparency and velvety texture that only a perfect
complexion naturally possesses. Delightfully perfumed
with a rich and delicate odor.
creams or
lotions are necessary as a base, because
is soft as down
so fine that it adheres
closely
does not "blow off" or give that

which

is

because
'

No

POWDER

—

—

CARMEN

"spotted look."

Five Shades
White.

Pink
Flesh

Cream
Brunette

How

Does Your Complexion Look

When the Light Changes —
When the Dance Becomem Heated—
When the Wind Blow* as You Motor?
There is a vast difference, you will firid, between Carmen and other face powders.
Carmen, because it blends so exquisitely with
both the color and texture of the skin, imparts
a fresh beauty that is just as charming under

Picture

the searching glare of the midday sun as it is
under the soft glow of the reception room lamp.

And Carmen, no matter how heated the
dance, never yields to perspiration. Though
extremely fine, Carmen has "body" enough to
withstand moisture. And adhering to the skin
as it does, Carmen liever blows off— no matter
how windy the day or how long the motot tide.

size of

box

^Jie GreatestVit

inyears

CARMEN E2WDER/r^

why not enjoy the
which comes
from the knowledge that
your complexion is always beautiful— that unsatisfaction

COMPACTScJ^^

der all conditions it will
stand the closest scrutiny
and inspire the most
genuine admiration?

The complexion
wins admiration
glance

is

that
at a

the "last

word"

in

powder

some metal boxes, with full sized mirror and
powder puff. You will like this dainty box of
your favorite powder and find it a convenience.

CARMEN POWDER COMPACT BOXES, while
generously large cake of powder,
are easily carried in the purse or pocket. CARhave the lame

containing a

MEN POWDER COMPACTS

dainty, delicate odor (a trifle more intensified) as
and
have the regular toilet boxes of
cost just one-half the price of the ordinary

CARMEN,

COMPACTS.

STAFFORD- MILLER
is

quality in

handy

And

at last you can have an article
of supreme quality at a reasonable price.
CARMEN POWDER in Compact Form in hand- Shades: White, Flesh, Brunette,

cake form.

produced by

CARMEN POWDER.

Compact

A.

2V2 in. wide

"L'Autumn"
The new shade,

now

just

"L'AUTUMN"—

introduced (only in

CARMEN POWDER COMPACTS,
will very promptly mail you the
desired shade on receipt of the price.

we

CO.,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

"More than a Million" Women Noted for their Beautiful Complexions Use
Carmen Powder and Compacts.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY SIAGAZINB.

Com-

pact)— is the result of long experimentation and is not to be duplicated in any other powder.
If your dealer has not yet stocked
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5=

Title Res. U. S. Pat. OH.

'T'HIS

is

YOUR

Deparlmenl.

What

tnhution.

Jump

your con-

right in with

haye you seen, in the past month,
rvas stupid, unltfe like, ridiculous or merely incongruous?

that

Do

not generalise; confine your remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.
Your obseryalion will be
listed among the indictments of carelessness on the part of the
actor, author or director.

"TURN BACKWARD, 0 TIME"—
TN "Quincy Adams Sawyer," Strout,

this

man's sword with

his

left

hand.

He

carried this sword in his left hand all the way
up the stairs, fighting with his right hand as
he did so. After hurling the right hand sword

(Lon

*-Chaney) receives an invitation to tea,
from Lindy, which reads June third.
He
spends some time getting himself all flossed
up, and right under his nose is a daily calendar
with figures nearly a foot high, which reads
Thursday the twenty-second.
M. T. Bassett, Bridgeport, Conn.

"through space" and pinning Duke Michael
to the door, Rudolph transferred the sword he
had in his left hand to his right hand and proceeded to fence with Rupert of IJentzau.
Lloyd E. Smith, New Britain, Conn.

FROM A BIBLE TRAINING SCHOOL ASBESTOS HANDS, PERHAPS
TN "Tess of the Storm Country," Tess after T>0 the producers really think
•^-pushing Ezra off the

Skcd ojulhmtlopc
American Stationery has
been taken up in better
homes the world over because of its ideal fitness for
informal correspondence
and household business purposes.

Q Its style

is

correct.

is convenient. And
writing surface is unexcelled.
But of all things

Its

form

its

which make

American

Stationery a fitting note
paper for any home, none
outstanding than
is more

distinctive quality.
Among the other things
that will delight you is our

dock

in

Skinner shanty, rushes into the shack with
both empty hands covering her tearful eyes,

WHATS

A

In "Hurricane's Gal" they seemed to treat

111.

HAND BETWEEN FRIENDS

TN

"Fury," Richard Barthelmess is shown
-'-standing at the bedside of his dying father.
His father says: "Hold up your rii;ht hand
and swear you will never marry until you
avenge the wrong done your father." And
Richard holds up his left hand and solemnly
takes the oath.
Thos. V. Barry,
Chicago, 111.

University

must be different from most of us, for I have
had experience with a "hot" aerial wire and
the set I mixed with was not radiating nearly
as much as a set of the size shown would

Chicago,

of

its

Q

surprisingly prompt delivery, which takes only a few
days
not weeks. Order a
trial package today.

—

lOOcT/U
I

00(McIop€<i

PRJNTED WITH

ANY

NA/V\E

AND

ADDIVE/V"->

"Omar,

the

up

Package" which is made
as follows and mailed

PAPER:

National
clear, white,
Bank Bond
exquisite
textured;
fine
writing surface. SIZE: Sheet
6x7; envelopes to match.
postpaid.

—

INK: Name and address,
printed as shown in illustration, in rich,

dark blue ink.

For orders west of Denver and
add 10^,
foreign countries,
Ahvays remit with order. With
the exceptional facilities of our
large plant, all orders are filled
with amazing speed. We have no
All
agents or branch plants.
American Stationery is sold by
mail from Peru, Indiana, where
tve, originators of this type of
have successfully
stationery,
manufactured it for eight years.

The American Stationery Co.
628 Park Avenue,

THE

Peia, Indiana

—C O U P O N
AMERICAN STATIONERY CO.
628

PARK AVENUE, PERU, INDIANA

Genllemen: Herewith is $1.00 for 200 sheets and 100
envelopes of American Stationery to be printed as
shown on attached slip. (Note; To avoid erri
write or print copy plainly.)

MONEY READILY REFUNDED IF YOU
ARE NOT WHOLLY S.\TISF1ED

and had

TOO

MUCH LANGUAGE
"The Man Unconquerable,"

IN
Holt,

IMr.

Jack

as R. Kendall, hits a Frenchman's bald
head, in an international hotel somewhere near
the Bintang Island.
The Frenchman spoke
French to the policeman and had J\Ir. Holt
arrested. JMiss Sylvia Breamer as Rita Rinaldo
comes to Mr. Holt's assistance. What language
do you think she spoke? Hawaiian.
I don't think the
people there speak
Hawaiian. At any rate the police wasn't a
Hawaiian or a Samoan and besides there

wasn't a single Hawaiian in sight. And also
what a wonder such an ignorant looking
policeman understood such languages as
Spanish, French and Hawaiian.

A Hawahan Movte

Fan.

criticizing

Prisoner of Zenda" in your
January issue. Inasmuch as I had observed
this picture to be technically perfect I was
surprised to see it among those present on
your page.

Rex Ingram's

.\

.\llow me to inform IMr. Sheridan Bloom
that Rudolph Rassendyll got the second sword
while fighting at the foot of the flight of stone
There he had
steps he had just come up.
conquered his first antagonist and picked up
Every advertisement in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

is

I

Erxxst

E. .\xderson', Boise, Idaho.

BUT HE WAS VERY TOUGH

NO

doubt

many

of your readers will be
learn of the mar\eIlous
accomplishment on the part of the wicked
husband in "Broken Chains." .After the fight
with the hero, during which he coughs and
sputters and plainly displays the space where a
tooth had been knocked out, (and which he
apparently swallowed^, he retires to a couch for
forty-winks.
\Mien he awakens, he grins
broadly, displaNnng. to the astonished audience,
a full set of perfect teeth.
Syl\ta Davidson, 730 Fifth Ave.,N. Y. City.

delighted

to

JUDGE NOT

RECENTLY I sa\v "Manslaughter." a wonderful picture, but there

was something

in it. When Lydia Thome is tried, after
having killed the motorcycle cop. the trial takes
place in Low Court. Later she is tried at High

wrong

Court, with the same judge presiding. This
could never be, but perhaps George Fawcett
was the only man poor de !Mille had who
looked like a judge.

Marian

THERE NOW, MR. BLOOM.
JUST happened" to notice that item

set radiating one ampere
wanted, the set shown must

on a

—

of pretty stern stuff, for when
one of the fanatics shot an arrow at him, it
struck in his heart. He pulled it out and
seemed to be dying. Later when Little

Shireen entered the garden and saw him, he
fully recovered and showed her a wounded
arm. His heart seemed to have healed very
quickly.
Helen Rrajenski, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

it

all

have been one that would radiate at least
twelve amperes, Oh, well, some people have
been known to pick up red hot stoves!

Tentmaker"

must be made

This comprises our "Regular

radiate.
I tried

BUT DID YOU SEE SHIREEN?
A4".AURICE B. FLYNN as the Christian
'•''Crusader in

that the
pictures arc entirely

the matter of the elements and wireless
telegraphy very lightly. During the big
storm scene while the decks were being buried
under the tons of water, the deck was as
steady as a rock and no motion was at all
perceptible while, during the calm, the swell
was very apparent.
Then while the heroine is sending out SOS,
the terrible Scandinavian villain has the leadin wire torn loose from the deck to fool her.
This wire is placed so that it comes up through
the deck, so it can be easily stumbled over;
then, too, the man who broke this connection

leaving the Bible she was reading, Ij'ing on
the dock. However the next scene shows her
inside the shack, tightly clutching the Bible.
A right faithful book, I'd say, to follow her
around like that!

Albert A. Samze, Wilmette,

who attend

-'-^people
ignorant?

front of the

!M.

^Ioore, Hampton, Virginia.

FROM MISSOURI
"Claiming the Stakes, "starring Tom Mix,
IN
in the scene showing the villain lassoing the
much to the disappro^al of Dorothy,
(Patsy Ruth Miller") a close-up showed it to
be a young donkey, or at least a ^Missouri
donkey. Possibly this was a calf from California; and if so I should like ven,- much to see
the California donkey, if my curiosity may be
thus satisfied.
I. M., Kirksville, Missouri.
calf

guaranteed.
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And in 20 minutes
your mirror shows you a
new head of hair marcelled and curled as you
like it best; with a natural
wave that no artificial
process
beauty - parlor
could possibly duplicate.

—

Just a few drops
combed into the

h^r and almost
immediately you
can see "listless
locks" begin to
take on new life,

new

straggly strands

melding

Mw

r ^arvdous

new

lustre,

silky sheen —
stray ends and

^te^^

into

glorious waves

and curls.

Jpanish^quid
Tviakes any hair naturally curly
in TP minutes
The Spanish

Beggar's

know me.
"The day

Priceless Gift
by

FROM
Winthrop

Winnifred Ralston

the day

and

we started
I

to school. Charity
were called the touseled-

hair twins.

Our mothers despaired of us. Our hair
simply wouldn't behave.
As we grew older the hated name still clung
to us. It followed us through the grades and
into boarding school. Then Charity's family
moved to Spain and I didn't see her again

New Year's eve.
party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel
for dinner that night. As usual I was terribly
embarrassed and ashamed of my hair.
Horribly self-conscious I was sitting at the
table, scarcely touching my food, wishing I
were home. It seemed that everyone had wonderful, lustrous, curly hair but me and I felt
they were all laughing or worse, pitying me
behind my back.
My eyes strayed to the dance floor and there
I saw a beautiful girl dancing with Tom
Harvey. Her eye caught mine and to my surprise she smiled and started toward me.
About this girl's face was a halo of golden
curls. I think she had the most beautiful hair
face must have turned scarlet
I ever saw.
as I compared it mentally with my own straggly, ugly mop.
Of course you have guessed her identity
Charity Winthrop who once had dull straight
hair like mine.
It had been five long years since I had seen
until last

A

My

her.
I

But

" Miguel, the beggar, always occupied the end bench of
the south end of the plaza. I always dropped a few
centavos in his hat when I passed and he soon grew to
before I left Madrid I stopped to bid him
goodby and pressed a gold coin in his palm.'*
**Hija mia,*' he said, "You have been very kind to an
old man. Digamelo (tell me) senorita, what it is your heart

most desires."
"I laughed at the idea, then said jokingly, 'Miguel, my
hair is straight and dull. I would have it lustrous and
curly'."
"Oigame, senorita," he said "Many years ago
Castilian prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty. Her
hair was black as a raven's wing and straight as an arrow.
Like you, this lady wanted los pelos rizos (curly hair).
Her husband offered thousands of pesos to the man who
would fulfill her wish. The prize fell to Pedro, the droguero.
Out of roots and herbs he brewed a potion that converted
the princess' straight, unruly hair into a glorious mass
of ringlet curls.
"Pedro, son of the son of Pedro, has that secret today.
Years ago I did him a great service. Here you will find
him, go to him and tell your wish."
"I called a cache and gave the driver the address Miguel

—

tell

"At the door of the apothecary shop, a funny old hawknosed Spaniard met me. I stammered out my explanaWhen I finished, be bowed and vanished into his
Presently he returned and handed me a bottle.
"Terribly excited— I could hardly wait until I reached
home. When I was in my room alone, I took down my
hair and applied the liquid as directed. In twenty minutes,
not one second more, the transformation, which you have
noted, had taken place.
"Come, Winnifred apply it to your own hair and see
what it can do for you."
Twenty minutes later as I looked into Charity's
mirror I could hardly believe my eyes. The impossible
had happened.
dull, straight hair had wound itself
into curling tendrils.
head was a mass of ringlets and
waves. It shone with a lustre it never had before.
You can imagine the amazement of the others in the
party when I returned to the ballroom.
Everybody
noticed the change. Never did I have such a glorious
night. I was" popular. Men clustered about me. I had
never been so happy.
The next morning when I awoke, I hardly dared look
in my mirror fearing it had all been a dream. But it
tion.
store.

—

My

was true

simply couldn't wait.
— "Charity Winthrop
— what miracle has hapI

little,

old

in

my

dJE^«*i>

"^^^^

J

V\

/

^-

Madrid faced a
siesta.

I

was curly and

often

A

MatchUn

Marcell.

When you

Lavtty

CurU

fl^

Free Distribution
of $3.50 Bottles
(only one to a family)

We are offering for a limited
time only, no-profit distribution of the regular 53.50 size'
ofourSpanish Curling Liquid.
The actual cost of preparing
and compounding this Spanish Curling Fluid, including
bottling, packing and shipping
i! 81.87. We have decided to
ship the first bottle to each

new user at actual
You do not have

cost price.
to send one

Ifavj Bob

penny in advance. Merely fill
out the coupon below then pay the postman

—

31.87 plus the few cents postage, when he delivers
the liquid. If you are not satisfied in every way,
even this low laboratory fee will be refunded
promptly. This opportunity may never appear
again. Miss Ralston urges that you take advantage of it at once.

CENTURY CHEMISTS
(Originators of the famous 40 Minute Beauty Clay)

Century Bldg.

,

Chicago

Send'NoM.oney—SimplySignand Mail Coupon

CENTURY CHEMISTS

E>ept!'l44

Century Bldg., Chicago

cousin at the Century LabFor days he worked,
analyzing the liquid. Finally, he
solved the problem, isolated the
two Spanish herbs, the important

in plain wrapper, by insured
parcel post, a full size $3.50 bottle of Liquid Mar(Spanish Curling Liquid). I will pay postman SI -87, plus few cents postage, on delivery,
with the understanding that if, after a five-day
trial, I am not elated with the results from this
magic curling fluid. I may return the unused contents in the bottle, and you will immediately

ingredients.

return

to

of the

plaza where

strolled after

hair

my

oratories.

beggar' t gift

"Our house

My

true.
beautiful.

I asked Charity's permission to
take a sample of the Spanish liquid

pened to your hair?"
She smiled and said mysteriously, "Come to my room and I
will tell you the whole story."
tells

My

— gloriously

me

Qharity

the information I had given him.
I did make one
stipulation, however. I insisted that he introduce the
discovery by selling it for a limited time at actual
laboratory cost plus postage so that as many women as
possible could take advantage of it. This he agreed to do.
No need to undergo the torture and expense of the
so-called permanent wave, which might even destroy
your hair. You can have natural curly hair in twenty
minutes. One application will keep your hair beautiful
for a week or more.
Don't delay another day. For the Century Chemists
guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.

had given me.

blurted out

—

—

TakeaJvantage oftheirgenerous trial offer—
I told my cousin
I did not want one penny for

They experimented on
women and the results were

fifty

sim-

ply astounding. Now the Century
Chemists are prepared to supply
the wonderful Spanish Curling
Liquid to women everywhere.

nxite to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY ilAGAZINE.

Please send me,
celle

my money

in full.

Name
Street

Towv
State
out when postman calls, you may enclose $2
with coupon, and Liquid Uarcelle will be sent you postpaid.

IF Bvt to foa

Thomasina alwat/s
when he leaves for
going

to

kisses

daddy good-bye
Some day she's
a pony of her own

her

the studio.

go with him, and ride

TOM
THE FAMILY

Tom Mix

doesn't lire

MAN

on a great

ranch in the middle of a wind
swept prairie.
He's a rough
Westerner, during working hours,
but his evenings and late afternoons belong to the feminine members of his family! Mrs. Mix and
daughter Tommie arc a charming
pair of excuses for an hour of ease
in front of a glowing hearth
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be you

in these hopelessly old style
clothes?

Decidedly not, you say. How ridi— what a terrible thing to ask.

culous

You are right, it is a terrible thing
to ask of any girl, and especially
you, whose clothes are always the
last

word

in style.

But clothes arenot the onlythings
that express a girl's good taste.

How

about your

Are they
Are they smart

letters.?

correctly dressed.?

ness associates; and often they are
judged quite incorrectly.

"Her

letters

Isn't

it

are worth keepingl"

worth a

little

trouble to

say that.? Maybe you
think he won't care. But he does. A

make

a

man

formality, a little courtesy, a litcorrectness these arouse
his interest nine times out of ten.

little

—

tle elusive

Use a paper that makes your

and up-to-date? Your friends judge
you by your letters just as they
judge you by your clothes. Only
you are not there when your letters

letters look their best; a

are read. You don't knowwhat people say about them.

critical hostesses, up-to-the-moment

many girls

are judged harshly
by the letters they write to their
fiances, their friends, or their busi-

So

paper that

made in nothing but the correct
shapes and sizes and shades;a paper
that portrays your good taste to

is

friends, or

the nicest

man

If there is anything about letter
writing you want to know, the
wording of invitations, acceptances
regrets, the etiquette of cards, the
arrangement of wedding announcements, just write to me. I will be
glad to answer your questions, because I know how irnportant these

matters are to every young girl who
in her social world.

wants to get on

Or, if you would like all of this
information in a pretty desk book,
send me 50c for "Social Correspondence" and usable samples of
Eaton's Highland Linen.

in the

world.

Such a paper

is

Eaton's Highland

Linen.

Addreii me in are of

Eaton, Crane & Pike Company
225 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City

Eaton's Highland Linen in five smart envel-

ope

and all the fashionable shades
may be bought wherever stationery is sold.

Style is
Eaton, Crane

&

styles

a greater social asset than Beauty

Pike

Company— Sponsors
When

for correctness in Correspondence— ^^.v^ York-Pittsfield, Mass.

you write to advertisers please mention
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Fishing?
You may not get any fish, but
wondrous appeyou can be sure of that.

you'll get a
tite;

And

you'll

be ready for the

lunch; that appetite will de-

mand something good, something substantial.

The one
lunch

is

best bet for any

Kraft Cheese (in

tins).

We do not believe anyone can
make cheese that has more real

—

goodness and flavor no one
ever has. And best of all, it is
chuck-full of nourishment.
There's a square meal in that
little round tin.

Take

anywhere,

it

of Marilyn Miller, star of "Sally" and wife of Jack Pickford.
is -planned, you II see Marilyn in the motion pictures ere long

-portrait

If all goes as

it

Gossip

fair

weather or

foul,

sealed in the

parchment lined

it's

Knittine Co.

The newest

safely
[

tin,

so

it's

cleaner

always decidedly

and

fresher.

are eight kinds, all

—
— 100%

N(? rind

waste

There
good.

it spreads.

Cheese Recipe Book
J.

L.

KRAFT

No

cheese.

FREE

BROS. CO.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

KRAFI-MacLAREN cheese CO.. Ltd.
MONTREAL, CANADA

CHEESE^

"PVERY now

and then

—

East and

CONTIXUED FROM PAGE 74

real life reproduces

-'-'one of art's favorite masterpieces.

—

Davenport,

were

more famous than

mOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

husbands,

]

Time has

certainly

made

drastic

changes.

The success of "The Covered Wagon" and
the consequent elevation of James Cruze to the
ranks of the really great directors reminds a
lot of people of the romance and wedding of
Jimmy Cruze, leading man, and lovely
Marguerite Snow, over ten years ago.
That was in the days when salaries were
small enough to have escaped the income tax,
if there'd been any, and Jimmy and "Peggy"
struggled on a mighty small stipend, happj^ and
contented, and devoted to Baby Julie.
Both of them worked hard and up until a
short time ago were regarded as one of filmdom's ideal couples. But about a year ago
Mrs. Cruze and Julie left the Cruze home and
moved to a little Hollywood apartment. It is
understood that as soon as a property settlement can be arranged out of court, Mrs. Cruze
will sue for a divorce.
Incidentally, Jimmy and Peggj' Cruze- and
Wally and Dotty Rcid were an inseparable
quartette in the old days when the two
women, as ^larguerite Snow and Dorothy
Every advertisement in

West

their

is giiaranteeil.

LOIS WILSOX'S little sister,

Constance, has
been signed by Jesse L. Laskj' for the leading role opposite Walter Hiers in " Fair Week."
She had a bit in "The Covered Wagon," that
impKJsing caravan which carried her sister into
further prominence.

WE

read such a lot about sunny California
that it's rather a shock to hear that an
entire motion picture unit was blockaded, the
other day, in a hea\y snowstorm about a mile
above sea level. The party consisted of ^larie
Astaire, George O'Hara, Arthur Rankin. Clara

Horton and Mai St. Clair. They were stalled
for ten hours and had to wait for a detachment
of forest rangers to dig them out. But don't be
it was a perfectly respectable p>arty.
For Clara's mamma vigilant though half
frozen, did duty as chaperone.

shocked,

TTIE
are

—

rumor that !Mr. and Mrs. King Mdor
on the verge of a definite separation was

re\ ived this

month when

!Mrs.

Mdor

sailed for

Photoplay Magazine— Advertising Section
Honolulu with

little

Suzanne.

The Vidors

state that they are merely taking a matrimonial vacation.

ANDREE

LAF.VYETTE, Richard Walton

—

who will create the
part of Trilby is having difficulties with the
American language. Take it from her press
agent! Andrce is French and the English that
she knows is the perfect sort that is taught in
the Parisian finishing schools. And so. a few
days ago, when her p. a. informed her that the
newspapers were calling her a "knock out,"
she was slightly bewildered.
TuUy's

film discover}

—

—

"What do you mean what can it be, this
'knock out'?" she queried, "are they being
unkind to "me, these reporters who were so
veerj' nice?

"

"Unkind?" snorted
handing }-ou
the goods!"

the p.

evvrything.

Andree's great eyes

a.

"Say, they're

They mean you

filled

are

with tears.
nothing,"

"They have handed me

she
sobbed, "I have no goods a-tall. They do me
a great injustice, these writers!"
"Say," the p. a. was bewildered before the
sudden rush of emotion, "what's the matter.
They're being regular
IMiss
Lafayette?
All they mean is that
people, these critics.
you're a fine actress a great actress. As well
as being a darb for looks."

—

'T'HIS inoffensive, modest appearing gentleman
is Reginald Denny, who has the title role in
"

The Abysmal

Brute."

Although Mr. Denny is accustomed to the support of other famous stars, we find him here
very much at ease and enjoying the support
also a star.
of his Biflex Bumper

—

"The
of

my

Biflex Bumper is the most attractive part
car," says Mr. Denny.

Biflex is always the choice of all discriminating
motorists who demand Protection with DistincIts brute strength stops terrific crashes;
tion.
cushions the blows; protects passengers from
injury; prevents damage to car.

Sold by auto and accessory dealers everywhere.
Have your dealer equip your car front and rear
with Biflex Bumpers. Priced from $21 to $28.

BIFLEX PRODUCTS

CO.,Waukegan,IlL

Biflex
'Bumper
Cushion

Biflex Bumpers and
Brackets are Guaranteed
against Breakage for
One Year. Fully Protected by U.S. Patents.

an interesting impersonation
Emperor Franz Joseph in the
forthcoming production of "The Merry
Go Round." The part is being played
You'll see

of the late

PROTECTION

by a former Austrian officer, Colonel
Anton Vaverka who, aside from makeup, bears a striking likeness to the illstarred

monarch
When

'WITH

DISTINCTION
you write to

Eilvertisers please

mention

rHOTOPLAY MAG.VZINE.
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That
Jiving
Odeur
Here

is gayety and life,
the
a nety enticement
fragranceof Jivingflowers
to contrast the artificial'
ity of perfumes!

— as

—

different

from the

odeurs one now knows as
a garden in the springtime from the stopper of a
bottle
a miracle in perfume making.

—

As
As

exclusive as a coronet!
intriguing as

an

affair

d'amour!

As

tantalizingly feminine
as the subtlety of a smile!
C'est tres important

From all appearances the directorial megaphone is doomed! Here is Marshall
Neilan utilizing his new radio dence for directing large scenes. Mickey says

So as to avoid the faux pas
of discord in one's scheme
of fragrance
a creme of
one scent, poudre of
another, a rouge of yet

—

the contrivance saves his voice

wafts

its

Andrea's tears dried, as if by magic. But
the puzzled expression did not leave her face.
"A darb?" she questioned gently, "you

toilette

by Lournay.

mean

another!—L'odeurVivante

personality
throughout all articles de

—

Just then the press agent fainted.

You may obtain a small
vial of Loumay Vivante
by sending 15 cents to
our American address.

and

is

highly successfid, too

But the other day Mr. McGowan was
interrupted by some visitors, and forgot to gi\ e
his approval.
He talked to the \-isitors for
about ten minutes, and was about to leave the
set with them when he felt a tug at his coat.
And looking down far down he glimpsed a
wee shadow. \\'ith an anxious expression on
its small black face was Little Farina.
"O. K., Gown?" she was saying over and
over, "O. K., Gown?"
work.

—

npHE

news has leaked out that Evelyn Brent,
who is Douglas Fairbanks' leading lady, and
Bernie Finneman, motion picture producer,
were married in New York last No%'ember.
The secret was kept for five months after they

—

to Hollj'wood, through their persistent
denials of any such fact, but at last IVIiss Brent
has admitted that it isn't a recent event at all.

PAUL

nPHE long affiliation of William Farnum, star,

obtained a Metro release.
Metro insisted,
however, that Hoffman, their director general,
should O. K. the director to make the production. The names of twelve directors were submitted to Hoffman, and Paul Powell was the
only one he would approve.
Powell is shooting in San Mateo with Cullen
Landis and Louise Fazenda in the cast.

came

and

William

producer, has been
severed. At the close of the contract Farnum
was recei\'ing ten thousand a week. He now is
launching his own production company.
'

I

Fox,

'HERE'S a certain colorful youngster in
"Our Gang" comedies another Hal Roach

—

discovery, if 3'ou please.
Billed as Little
Farina, and only nineteen months old
picaninny as adorable as they make 'em. And
she or he for the name Farina might be
either masculine or feminine, takes her work

—

—

—

Oh, very seriously!
For instance, when Bob McGowan,

seriously.

directs

the comedies,

happens
"O. K."

who

finishes the scene he
be working on, he always says
And then goes on to the next bit of

to

Every advertisement in

mOTOrr.AY M.\GAZINE

is

POWT.LL, the director, had a sincere
compliment paid him recentlj'. Alax Graf
of .San Francisco wanted to make some pictures
in the north, and having unlimited capital,

ANOTHER French actor has come to grace
our shores
of

— not, however, to take the place

Rodolph Valentino, as have

latest

acquisitions.

many of our
arrival is a
a favorite upon
so

The new

—

comedian, Maurice Canonge
the French stage and screen. M. Canonge has
been chosen for the role of Zouzon, in "Trilby."
And he has been signed up on a long term contract with First National.

eiiaranteed.
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getting a

divorce.

According to Mrs. .\cord's statements, the
cowboy star had a habit of going away and not
coming home. She'd iccep dinner hot for him
a couple of nights and then sit back and wait
impatiently until he returned.
Kut it palled after a bit and Mrs. Acord is
going to tell it to the judge.
In the meantime her husband is having other
troubles as well.
A bright and

name

snappy j'oung man by the
HoUj'wood not long

of Caldwell dazzled

He

flashed bankrolls, talked carelessly of
oil wells and such trifles
and dropped a gentle hint that he was going to
invest a bit of money in pictures. Say, seven
or eight hundred thousand dollars.
He signed .\rt .\cord, who had just completed his Universal contract, to an agreement
in which he stated he would pay Mt. Acord
$100,000 a year.
Now he's in the county jail thinking it all
over and Art is out the salary of a chauffeur
he recommended and who never got any wages.
ago.

yachts and mines and

D.VN M.\SON— veteran character actor who

has delighted audiences in the Tooner\alle

—

and Plum Center comedies says that he is
doggone tired of making two-reel features.
"You just start one, and get interested," says
Dan. "and then, gosh it's all over!" Perhaps

—

why he is
pictures. And it is

going to go in for longer
-said that his first venture,
along these lines, will be a story of New
England, "Cy Whittaker's Place," by Joseph
that

is

D. Lincoln.

WE

don't know
vamp on the

" ho will be the year's prize
screen, but if she doesn't
look out Estelle Taylor will be given it as the
best off-stage homebreaker of the year.

accused by Mrs. Ethel
Barnes of vamping her husband, George
Barnes, a cameraman. Mrs. Barnes is suing
for separate maintenance and is considering an

This time she

is

alienation suit against Miss Taylor, she states.
Estelle Taylor, who has just signed to break
the Ten Commandments for Cecil de Mille,
declares it's silly, that she never went out alone
with him and that the only time he was ever in
her house there were a number of other guests
present.
Seena Owen named Estelle Taylor in a
similar complaint some time ago, when she
sued her husband, George Walsh, for divorce.
Miss Taylor threatened libel and slander suits,
and Miss Owen abandoned her charges.

The
your

Iswould

LINDER seems born to trouble, as
"'-the sparks that fly upward. Having just
recovered from an accident in the Swiss Alps

skin as
like it

soft

to be

and glowingly lovely

And

?

will

still

it

you

as

be as fresh

Tell

Have you
Talcum

Squibb's
—tried
Carnation,

Violet

and

Unscented?

and naturally beautiful a few years from now?

The way you care for it now will tell the story. Soap
and water cleansing alone are not enough. Neither is
the use of cold creams which are absorbed. These make
the skin too oily.

There

a

is

new and

better

way

to

the

preserve

Squibb's Cold Cream
This delicately perfumed cold cream

natural beauty of your complexion.

makes
frees

'K^.\X

Time Will

Story

it

possible.

the skin from every particle of dust and dirt.

aids in

It

.

the removal of unsightly

But

blemishes.

it is

gently every night.

Your

Rub

Then wipe

with a soft cloth.

skin will glow with

You may

blackheads and
it on the skin

not absorbed.
all

its

off

natural loveliness

I

get this better cold cream at your druggist's

— in

convenient tubes or in larger jars for the dressing
Every ingredient used in Squibb's Cold Cream
rigidly tested by the Squibb Laboratories to insure

table.
is

its

purity and reliability.

SCUJIBB
THE "PRICELESS INGREDIENT" OF
EVERY PRODUCT IS THE HONOR
AND INTEGRITY OF ITS MAKER

Note Gloria's

up

bob.

This exclusive

close-

Miss Sivansofi's newest hair dress
made expressly to show Photoplay's

of

ivas

fewinirie readers exactly

how

it's

Copyright 1!123. E. R. Squibb

done
wu«n
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an accident so serious that

for

—

by

days his

life

Section

hung

a slender thread
he has again met with
disaster. This time as a participant in a motor

tops

is the latest to perform the artistic feat.
She got three days in the Los Angeles donjon.
For speeding, of course.

race.
It all

happened

this

way.

Max was

tearing

along a road with a high hill on one side and a
deep embankment on the other. And then,
suddenly, when everything was going well, and
he was away in the lead, a little black fly swept
up from the grass at the roadside and lodged
in his eye.

It startled

Max

so that, for a

second, he lost control of the car. And that
one second was enough to do the damage, for
he was going at a terrific speed. The car flew
up the embankment and crashed down again,
and when Max was removed from the wreckage
he was suffering from a fractured skull, along
with broken arms and dislocated ribs.

"X_TAVE

your shoes shined by Valentino."
-^That's a sign you are liable to see in
Kokomo over the bootblack parlor of Antonio
Valentino.
And while Tony polishes the
brogues he may oblige by tracing his relationship to the famous Sheik Valentino.
Fame
brings many relatives. Yerily, the family of a
star is the entire human race.

A ND

now

things are all ready and producbegin on '"In His Steps," perhaps
the most famous religious novel ever written.
Dr. Charles JNI. Sheldon, the author, has come
on from Topeka, Kansas, to New York City to
supervise the building of the continuity and
the selecting of the cast. "In His Steps" has
been translated into over thirty different
languages and dialects. Now it will be trans*-tion will

The

appreciation of

Day Dream

voiced by Miss Lenore Ulric
is

in

every walk of hfe^ women

who
to

women

shared by charming,
realize that they

owe

themselves to look their

Send 25c

for a

lated into celluloid.
it

best.

Day Dream

"Acquaintance Box," (contain-

Perfume, Face Powder,
Poudre Creme, Cold Cream and
Soap). Address Dept. Y
Stearns, Perfumer, 6531 E.

ing.

talk
long time contracts. Monte
MORE
Blue has deserted the Paramount standof

Marie Prevost and Harry Myers have
Universal flat. And all three have gone
Robert
gaily over to the Warner Brothers.
Agnew has also got the fever, and has signed a
five year contract with Paramount.
ard.
left

the necessary
ONE
be the
dom seems
of

to

jail.

Gladys Walton

qualifications for starability to break into
of the Univer<;al glass-

X^RS. RALPH GRAVES,

wife of the well

* -^known actor, died at her

when her

little

Los Angeles home
daughter was born a few days

ago.

The deepest sympathy is felt by the entire
coast colony for Ralph Graves, whose de\t)tion
to his pretty wife was fo well known.
^Irs.
Graves was a Minneapolis society girl and they
had been married only two

years.

"pLORA FINCH,

the veteran comedienne of
the films, is Ij'ing in a New York hospital,
recovering from a broken thigh bone. She was
injured while working in a picture with Johnny
Hines last winter. Curiously enough the name
of the picture was "Luck." Well, it takes all
kinds of luck to make a world or even a small
part of one.

—

TLTARRY CAREY

is hunting for a new horse
that will have as much, or more,
screen personality than Tom MLx's famous
"Tony." Not very long ago Harry decided
that his old ponj', "Pete," had a rest coming to
him, so Pete was pensioned off. and the seemingly endless search began. "For the screen,"
says the famous cowboy, "a horse must have
intelligence, plus.
And nerve, and a certain
amount of inventive ability don't laugh, I
mean it! A police horse would make an ideal
mount for a picture star. For police horses are
just about the finest in the world." They say
that a certain police horse, in San Francisco,has caught Harry Carey's eye, and that he's
bargaining with the city to sell the beautiful
animal. And at some profit, too!

—one

-*

—

A DELEGATION

of

Congressmen

—

Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

STEARNS, PERFUMER
Detroit,

Windsor, Out.

Mich.

Creator of Sadir« and rAmus«tIe

Eslablished 1835

''^keCWI you
Cant^or^et

Here

is

Day Dream

in a nev/

— Day Dream Orange
Rouge — unusually popular
form

because

it's

such a natural

aid to beauty.

Orange Rouge
offered

Day Dream
is

,

already

practically

every-

where that the better type
of toilet necessaries are
sold.

your

Inquire

for

it

at

favorite shop.

behind Mary Pickford's 7icwcst production. Reading from
you will find Mitchell Leisen, costumer; Charles Rasher, catncratnafi;
Ernst Liibitsch, the director; and Mary herself. Standing behind Miss Pickford
is Ted Reed, production manager, and behind Lubitsch is his assii^tani and

Here are

and

-**-Senators made a pilgrimage to the United
Studios in Hollywood a few days ago. .\nd
take it from the bunch of them had the time
of their young, and not so young, fives! They
were addressed by Richard Walton Tully, who
told them that Hollywood wasn't nearly so bad
as it is painted, and then a bevy of screen
beauties took them in hand and did some

the forces

left to right,

interpreter
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further convincing.
Helen Lynch, \'irginia
Brown Faire, Sylvia Breamer, Pauline Garon,
Andree Lafayette, Charlotte Merriam and a

whole flock of others. They also visited sets
for "The Meanest
in the World," "The
Girl of the Golden West," "The Brass Bottle,"
"Ashes of Vengeance," " Children of the Dust

Man

and "Trilby." We forgot to mention that the
sens and cons were escorted by a platoon of
motorcycle policemen. We wonder whj ?

JOSE ALESANDRO is on his way
Hollywood. Armed with letters to almost
everj'body, from one Blasco Ibanez who confesses to being Senor Alesandro's friend. Jose
started his professional career in Sarah
Bernhardt's rompanj-, and in time became
a matinee and screen idol. He has been called

SEXOR
to

—

—

—

the hand.romest young man in Spain, is sLx feet
tall, slender and graceful and all the rest of it.
When he passes rapidlj' through an office the
stenographers go about, for two hours at least,
in a daze.

LEAH. BAIRD

is becoming something of a
public speaker these days.
She accepted
recently an invitation to give an address in
San Antonio, Texas, under the auspices of the
Federation of Women's Clubs. And all because she is the star of a picture called "Is
Divorce a Failure?"
don't know much
about Texas as a state of matrimony- but this
touching interest in Miss Baird's answer to a

We

poignant question

is

—

significant.

MARSH.\LL NEILAN'S

former wife, Mrs.
Gertrude Neilan, became the bride this
month of Jack Alicoate, business manager and
part owner of Tlie Film Baby, a trade paper.
The couple spent their hone>-moon abroad.
Mr. Alicoate and Buster Collier are authors of
" Extra," a play which made a brief appearance
on Broadway this season. They also backed
their effort financially. When the fates proved
unkind. Buster became frantic lest the
monetarj^ loss would deter the wedding of
friend partner, so he went rushing about to his
friends in an effort to borrow ten thousand
dollars. I understand Mr. Alicoate was not in
dire need by any means, but, anyhow, it's nice
to have a friend like Buster.

JT

often that a fan letter is original
amusing enough, to be published.
But the following epistle addressed to Bull
Montana seems to be a classic of its kind. It
came to the Metro studio postmarked Cebu
Cebu and read as follows:
" Dear Montana: It gives me great pleasure
to write to you, a star so great and so celebrated
in all o\ er the world.
"Your ethereal beauty and your exquisite
actings are the qualities which I admire from
afar with great interest and devotion.
" Can I be a friend of j'ours and in return will
you do me a favor and to me post a photo study
of your own attractive self?

"I trust upon your known
generosity for

"I

am most

liberality

and

my

request.
sincerely to be yours,

"Mr.

A

no one
TJE was

Jesus Mercado."

GRE.\T

deal of interest centers in the
photography of "The Little Girl Next
Door," a production starring Carmel Myers
and Pauline Stark made by Blair Coan.
The picture was photographed by Andre
Balartier, who for some time is said to have
acted as photographer for Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. The picture shows a number of psj'chic
photographs of what are known as "ectoplasmic emanations" and Balartier claims that
they are done in this production in exactly the
same way that he made seance photographs for

an honor

man

a pity

his

—

popular with every one
notch high up on the ladder of success.

An unusual business opportunity came his way shortly after he was
out of school better than most young men are fortunate enough to
secure.
He certainly started out with a bang. Every one remarked
about it.

—

*

*

*

brilliantly,

Five years passed. Howard Chapman, who had set out so
still almost precisely at the point where he started. Other
who hadn't nearly his opportunity had out-distanced him

was

young men
each year.

What invisible thing was it that held Chapman back? Some of his
closer friends undoubtedly knew but didn't have the heart to tell him.
It was really a pity.

That's the insidious thing about hali(unpleasant breath). You, yourself,
rarely know when you have it. And even
your closest friends won't tell you.
tosis

Sometimes, of course, halitosis comes
from some deep-seated organic disorder
that requires professional advice.
But
halitosis
is
usually
and
fortunately
only a local condition that yields to the
regular use of Listerine as a mouthwash

It

gargle.
is

known
years
these

an interesting thing that this wellantiseptic, that has been in use for
for

the

surgical

peculiar

dressings,

properties

as

possesses
a

breath

It halts food fermentation in

mouth and

leaves the breath sweet,

So the systematic use of
you on the safe and polite
side.
You know your breath is righ^.
Fastidious people everywhere are making
fresh

and

clean.

Listerine puts

it

—

—

and

deodorant.

a regular part of their daily routine.

Your druggist

He

will

supply you with

of it.
It has
dozens of different uses as a safe antiseptic and has been trusted as such for a
Listerine.

sells

lots

half a century. Read the interesting little
booklet that comes with every bottle.
Latnliert Pharmacal Company, Saint Louis,

—

U. S. A.

Doyle.

.

use

TWTLLIAM F. ALDER, author and scenario
writer,

him

told

in his class at college

—giving promise of carving

^

isn't

-»^;nough, or

was

It

HALITOSIS

and John W. Boyle, cameraman,

have disappeared into the uncivilized wilds of
the Kia Kia cannibal country of the New
Guinea coast and have not been heard from in
When you

write to advertisers please mentioa
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Seven cameras faced the big fight scene of Thomas Meighan's " The Ne'er-DoWell" when the Rex Beach picture icas "shot" at the Famous Plai/ers Long Island
studios.
You can note Director Al Green wearing the cap in the foreground, with
Meighan and his opponent, John Miltern, just beyond

some months.

the camera and entering a saloon door without
once looking back at the camera, it took him
three days to get it.
But the classic of all concerns Barbara Bedford and Milton Sills.
Barbara is a young and inexperienced
actress. In this scene she had been doing a bit
of emotional work and then had to turn to Sills
to speak a title. She did her acting, turned to
speak the title and found that Sills wasn't there
where she had left him. He had moved three
feet upstage.
To speak her title to him. she
would have to turn her back on the camera,
while Sills' face would be right in the lens.
For a moment Barbara was stumped. She
gasped, and her eyes blazed. Then, swiftly and
silentl}', she reached back with her left foot and
caught Sills a fearful kick on the shins. The
actor jumped, sputtered, and leaped back to
his place and Barbara sjjoke her title to him

After being forced to sign a
release to free the Dutch government of any
responsibility for their death, the two motion
picture
Kias.

men

started into the country of the

Kia

"PXTER:

Douglas Fairbanks' successor!
Doug, Jr., age twelve, is about to leap the
camera line and teach his dad a few stunts.
His film debut will be under the auspices of
William Elliot, former theatrical manager and
son-in-law of David Belasco. Doug, Jr., and
his mother, Mrs. James Evans, have recently
returned from France.

"pUT

a lot of seasoned actors in one picture,
them inclined to be what the profession
knows as "camera hogs," and you can have
more fun than a three ring circus.
Probably never was so noble a battle staged
for the camera lens since motion picture began
as has been fought daily on the Goldwyn lot
when Lambert Hillier directed "The Spoilers."
Such veteran troopers as Milton Sills, Xoah
Beery, Robert Edeson, Robert McKim and
Ford Sterling will never give an inch when it
comes to getting the foreground of a scene.
In fact it is said that when the director
wanted to get a shot of Sills, Edeson and Stering walking down a street, with their backs to
all

of

properly, while director and cameraman botli
collapsed in hysterics.
And here's a rather touching thing about
Tom Santchi. Santchi. as McNamara in the
original version of "The Spoilers," staged a
fight with Bill Farnum, never since equalled.
Now he's been plaJ^ng a small bit on the same
lot on which the new "Spoilers" is being made
in Frances Clarion's picture, "The Daughter
of ^Mother !Maginn."

PLAYBOY SUPREME
By Reuben

Teterson, Jr.

No common

clown, no mere buffoon is he
His humor's deft and quick and clean and bright.
His touch is sure, superb his artistry;
His eyes flash moods as prisms flash the light.
Emotions deep are mirrored on his face
Now- dreamy bliss, now childlike innocence.
Fear and despair unutterable give place
To sudden joy or bold-faced impudence.
His role he plays with delicate finesse.
Whether as fop or ragged tramp arrayed;
His fun is broad, but never meaningless,
His wit a keen swift-turning rapier blade.
He is the children's darling of all time
Playboy supreme, the Prince of Pantomime.
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THE TIGER'S CLAW—Paramount
JACK HOLT, as Sam Sandcll — an American

—

engineer in India gets bit by a tiger and
marries the half-caste girl who nurses him back
Which makes it hard when the
to health.
blonde lady of his heart makes an unexpected
appearance. Poison and plots and the strange
hidden religions of the Orient give Jack quite

some trouble. But he fights disaster
well in a white helmet.

SUZANNA— Allied

and looks

Producers

SENXETT claims
MACK— the
old

the credit for

of the babies
^hanged in their cradles at birth, the rightful,
heir growing up a social outcast in old California.
Just why the comic talents of jMabcI
Normand are hidden beneath all these hacktale

old,

this

neyed melodramatic trappings is beyond us.
Now and then her humor does creep out but
the plot always rushes back to the center of the

—

screen.

MODERN MARRIAGE—
American Releasing
Beverly Bayne-Francis X. Bushman
vehicle- is far above the average picture,
and much better than anything these two have
played in past years. It deals with the old

THIS

who craves society, and a
husband who wants only a home, and another

old story of a wife

man who

collects

autographs

— wifely

ones.

But the action is so well handled, and the continuity so smooth that the plot isn't too com-

^now i/ieJoi/

monplace.

THE SUNSHINE TRAIL—
First National
Thomas H. Ince's newest

story of
THE
product gives

\

^-^^ JlSmoot/i7{ed///iy Skirt

the trouser leg of credulity

a tug. That a young man who wanted to
spread sunshine wherever he went should be
forced to become a foster father and should be
identified, in the eyes of his "old home town,"
with a gang of crooks, is not easily believable.
But James Henry Mac Tavish, with his guileless
smile, and Edith Roberts almost convince us.

THE QUEEN OF SIN—
Made

in

THE

Germany

awful thing. Though sin may be better
this year than ever before, as the lady
church worker told the shy young clergyman,
this importation, with its Hungarian star,
makes us long, vainly, for the good old thedabara days. Beds that float in perfumed pools
and fur rugs and gorgeous interiors to the contrary! Lucy Doraine is the hefty queen, and
there's a man in the cast who looks like Wallace
Beery, but isn't.

is

step towards attaining a healthy
right

— spending

hours in

like a delicate fabric

— easily injured

by rough scrubbing or the use of

a harsh, caustic

Your

skin

is

Why

run the risk of hurting it by using
anything that happens to be handy, when you

know that Resinol Soap protects

it?

Try this exceptional toilet soap for your complexion
and see how gently yet thoroughly it cleanses the pores
and helps to overcome skin defects. Take a Resinol
bath and note the healthy glow that follows. Place it in
the nursery and keep baby sweet, clean and contented.

QUICKSANDS— American

A

HELEXE CHADWICK

lights of Resinol Soap.

Releasing
and Richard Di.x

have escaped, for a moment at least, from
the Rupert Hughes, young-married type of
comedy. It must be something of a relief, to
both of them, to engage in the hairbreadth
melodrama of drug smuggling across the
iMexican border. Richard is a lieutenant of
cavalry, and Helena is a Secret Service lady.
-All the best villains of the screen are well employed in this.

trial

free?

size

cake will prove

to

May we

you the desend you one

Write Dept. ii-G, Resinol, Baltimore, Md.

BUY RESINOL SOAP BY THE BOX FROM YOUR
DRUGGIST OR TOILET GOODS DEALER

THE LION'S MOUSE—Hodkinson
TXVOLVIXG blackmail, robbery, hairbreadth
and equally hairbreadth escapes.
plot revolves about a rope of pearls and
some mysterious papers that threaten the happiness of Beverly (ISIarguerite Marsh) and her
wealthy bride-groom. Clo Riley, made charming by ilary Odette, is the mouse who gnaws
through intrigue and wins to happiness for
everybody. An entertaining picture and
that's pretty high praise, nowadays.

-'-rescues

The

—

When

living

wholesome outdoor activities, etc. But the
second, and equally important, is/iro^dr cleansing.

soap.

AN

first

skin
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TRIMMED IN SCARLET— Universal

MASTERS OF MEN—Vitagraph
from Morgan Robert-

nrHEC0C/A^r£55isn't a badlady,really— but

son's story of the Spanish- American war,

appearances are certainly against her, and
people will talk. So the story gets all complicated with blackmailing and all such foolishness.
The characters display such utter
lack of sense that no audience can afford to
waste any sympathy on them. The cast is
called "all star"
but Katheryn Williams
carries off the only acting honors as the moresinned-against lady.

T^HI.S
is

all it

picture, taken

CuUen Landis does

should be.

fine

work as Dick, and Earle Williams takes the
other male lead. Wanda Hawley and Alice
Calhoun share leading lady honors. Their
costumes are a joy and never out of key.

—

—

THE TOWN SCANDAI^Universal
r^LADYS WALTON, as a chorus girl, comes
^'-'back to her home town on a vacation and
finds that many leading citizens, who were
mighty glad to know her when they visited
New York, have forgotten that she e.xists.
All because she needs a job and must earn an
honest living! So she starts to write her
memoirs for the local paper and but you get
the idea!

THE GRUB STAKE—
American Releasing

•

It

is

the hair and she

who would retain

through life must keep it in a cleanly,
healthy condition.
The use of Canthrox is, in thousands
of cases, the only difference between
it

beautiful hair

and ordinary'

throx removes

all

hair.

Can-

dust, dirt, dandruff and
excess oil; it cleanses and invigorates the
scalp; it promotes the growth and natural
beauty of the hair. After a Canthrox
shampoo the hair will be soft, silken, full
of life and luster and develops a natural
wave and luxuriance that will delight you.

Canthrox
Shampoo

daintily perfumed, is equally efficient
in hard or soft water and Is easy to use
and so quick in showing results that it
has become the favorite hair wash of all

women who have tried it during the many
years that

it

has been a leader in the

Men,

field.

dominate the screen for an hour of western
especially one made
stuff that an audience
up of growing boys will love. There is one
leap across a chasm that is quite worth the

—

too, will find

it

NOBODY'S BRIDE— Universal

A RUNAWAY

At

Offices

and

glorify

your

hair.

Free Trial Offer
To prove

that all we say of Canthrox
is true and that one application will
make you a constant user, we will gladly
send free one perfect shampoo for a twocent stamp to pay postage.

H.
214

S.

PETERSON & CO.

W. Kinzie

Dept. 260

St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

ATYPICAL

Harry Carey jumble— with
Myrtle Stedman and Vola Vale to pretty

it

up!

Also

CuUen Landis

of the curly hair

amateur villain. The storj' deals
with both horse and girl stealing, but Harry
foils every plot, and does a great deal of fightwithal
ing against hea\'y odds, and manages
as a sort of

OUR GANG COMEDIES—Pathe
^^NE hundred per cent kid stuff, with

bad

Farina.

—

—

Hoot pardon us, Ed makes
standard.
a good cow puncher and a better doughboy.
But as an eccentric musician there is something decidedly lacking. There is much confusion about a lost map that indicates a buried
treasure, and, of course, Hoot solves the
mystery. But, in the plot solution, he displays
more luck than sense.

BUCKING THE BARRIER— Fox
gets a chance to beat
up thugs in almost everj' reel and so the
picture is a success, as far as he's concerned.
The story is nicely written to his measure, but
has nothing of realism or sympathy about it.
.Vll about a young American who goes abroad
to claim an estate left him hy his chum, and
is met by deep dj'ed \ illainy upon e\ erj- turn.

If

she goes

THE MAN FROM GLENGARRY—
TF

the leading

Hodkinson
man could forget

that he has a

and a dimple, and if the father
who has attained meekness and religion
didn't look so aggressive, this picture would be
passable.
For the logging scenes are fine and
the rugged Canadian landscapes are impresRalph Connors' erst-while best seller
sive.
has suffered in the screening. Pauline Garon
is decorative, but doesn't do much to dis-•-strong profile

—

tinguish herself.

DE FOREST PHONOFILM—
Paul Thompson

"NTOT

SINGLE HANDED— Universal
A PICTURE far below the usual Gibson

DUSTIN FARNUM

Scarcely two j'ears old,

through each set like a wee, sombre shadow.
Clever use is made of slow motion, in one place.
For the whole family.

Not

— not so very good!

—

you would enjoy the

a picture to be reviewed, as yet, but
'-^an exf)eriment of remarkable value and
unlimited possibilities. By a process of
photographing soundwaves and transforming
them into light waves and then projecting
them, from the same film, with scenes and
action that have been photographed simultaneously it sounds like magic! But Mr.
De Forest has left his radio long enough to
prove that it can be done. The speaking
\-oice, dance music, vocal solos have been
projected successfully.

—

THE FOURTH MUSKETEER—F.

B. O.

TOHNNTE WALKER has

a better chance in
J this picture than he has ever had. As a
rising young prize-fighter who gives up a
certain championship for the sake of his young
wife he is at his best.
It is only when she
tries to push him into society that he rebels
and, incidentally, \\-ins a place in the sun. Eddie
Gribbon is excellent as the promoter.

society of famous folk,

turn to page 41 and be one of those

Magnolia

Balm

Stepping Out with the Movie Crowd
Every adrertisemeut in

a

remarkable collection of real looking
youngsters. WTio, incidentally, know how to
act without being objectionable. The honors
go to a very young lady of color, billed as LUUe

—

— to make his heroism almost bearable.

alive

but the animals take first place. Everyone
who has ever protested against hunting films,
should see this.

Her-

CRASHING THROUGH—Film Booking

mals

varieties of woodland creatures, ranging from
bears to porcupines. There's a plot, of course,

—

to complicate matters.

bert Rawlinson looks less like himself with a
growth of unshaved whiskers trimming his
manly jaw. Which helps, some.

the

Drug Stores

All

bride and a down-and-out

suitor of better days find themselves all
mixed up with a band of crooks and a bag of
jewels.
And there is, of course, a handsome
queen of the crooks played by Alice Lake

perfect shompoo.

The cost of a Canthrox shampoo is
only about three cents. After using it,
your hair and scalp will feel absolutely
cool, clean and refreshed. The continued
use of Canthrox will gradually beautify

—

It taxes the credulity,
price of admission.
in this day of trick stuff, but it does make the
pulse beat faster. Bandits, hold-ups, intrigue,
horse rustling and a love interest.

who does much

is

shampoo

THREE JUMPS AHEAD—Fox
npOM MIX and his wonderful horse, Tony,

bigger kick in seeing wild anithan dead.
Nell Shipman
demonstrates this in one of her unique
forest pictures, in which she plays around
friendly and careless-like with fifty-seven
I

—

What Beauty Feature
Attracts You First?

'HERE'S a

'
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Closcups and Long Shots
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The Movie Crime Wave: Hope Hampton
performed "Lawful Larceny" and now is
heading "The Gold-Diggers."

In a criti.4 Real Artist, Comrade Colleen!
cism of "Broken Chains" we said Colleen
Moore out-gished the Gishes in the way she
brandished her hands. We didn't blame her
because the entire picture seemed to be imNow comes a
personating a Griflith feature.
letter from Colleen:
Thank you very much for not blaming
me for imitation in "Broken Chains." I
adore Lillian (iish but I don't want to imitate anyone. I loathe, hale, despise, detest
imitators.
I

hope you

me

will see

Commandment."

in

"The Nth

don't say a word with
my hands. I never will again, director or
no director. I have turned Bolshevik.
Down with the hands!
I

Why Mar Beauty

Xoi

Perish:
Katherine ]Macthe screen flat, declaring she
through with the great art forever. But

Art

Shall

Donald has
is

we

still

left

have Hope Hampton.

The Greatest Sin: The screen reformation of
that evil enchantress, Pola Negri.
Consecration? There have
been indignant protests against naming a
hospital for Wallace Reid.
Some call it a
"dope" hospital, and then shudder, their delicate sensibilities jarred by the word they
choose to employ. Mrs. Reid plans no such
memorial for her husband. She is simply
appearing in a picture which treats of an
enemy of life. If Wallace Reid's name could
lend any aid to a hospital for drug addicts it
would be a noble use. Nothing on earth is
Desecration

or

than an institution which heals. Those
who drink poison are sick people, not criminals.
They can be healed by care and kindness, never by condemnation.
There is no
finer

shame in affliction. Wherever there is suffering there is holy ground. The greatest name
in all history is associated forever with the
healing of lepers and those afflicted with all

ma nner

of sin

and

disease.

"CCIENCE

has established the fact that
'^'Klieg-Eyes' is an artificial sunburn of the
eyes caused by the ultra-violet rays thrown out
by the powerful arc lamps," says Maurice
Tourneur. "Inasmuch as these violet rays are
highly essential in photography, in that it is
this quantity that makes the impression on the
sensitive surface of the film, the problem concerns itself either with the substitution of an
agency for the violet ray or the development of
the partial elimination of the violet ray by

means

of a filter which would necessitate
special treatment of the film itself in order to
make it more highly sensitive.
latest thought has been concentrated
on the matter of combining both ideas and

"My

By a dingy film on teeth?
you a delightful test, to
show how beauty is enhanced by pearly
teeth.
And how teeth can be protected
as they never were before.
The method is used by millions. DenThis

tists

offers

the world over

now

you learn how much
and yours?

it

it.
Won't
means to you

advise

Removes the

teeth are coated with a viscous film.
It clings to teeth, enters
crevices and stays. Food
stains,

coats.

etc.,

discolor

it.

forms cloudy
Tartar is based on

it

film.

The name of that tooth paste
sodent.
It is now advised by
dentists everywhere.

is

Pep-

leading

Other discoveries
Modern

research also found other things
essential.

Avoid Harmful Grit

So Pepsodent

also multiplies the alka-

linity of the saliva. That is
there to neutralize mouth
acids, the cause of tooth
decay.
It multiplies the starch
digestant in the saliva.
That is there to digest starch deposits which
may otherwise ferment and form acids.
Thus every use gives manifold power
to these great natural tooth- protecting
agents.

Pepsodent curdles the film and removes it without harmful scouring.
Its polishing agent is far softer than
enamel. Never use a film combatant which contains harsh grit.

No old-time tooth paste
could effectively combat
it.
So coated teeth were almost universal.
And very few escaped the troubles
caused by film.
Film holds food substance which ferments and forms acids. It holds the acids
in contact with the teeth to cause decay.
Germs breed by millions in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

Had

effective.

paste

film

Your

Then

Then a new-type tooth
was created, based on new discoveries.
Those two great film combatants were embodied in it.
ods

to fight

it

Tooth troubles became alarming in
extent, so dental science saw the need
After much research, two
to fight film.
ways were discovered. One acts to curdle
film, one to remove it, without any harmful scouring.
Able authorities proved those meth-

50 nations use

it

Careful people of some 50 nations

employ

this

method.

As one

now

result, cleaner,

prettier teeth are seen everywhere today.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film.
how teeth whiten as the film-coats

See
dis-

appear.

The

may

result will be a revelation, and it
lead to priceless benefits. Cut out the

coupon now.

my

10-Day Tube Free

experiments involve a special glass placed over
the opening of the arc lamp which eliminates
the ultra-violet ray to a point where it is harm-

naked eye.

There is also involved a special coating for film which intensifies the violet ray matter which has been
subdued by the filter in front of the lamp.
The recent encouragement I have had in these
experiments gives me the hope that, with the
aid of several colleagues, I will be able to give
less

to

the

definite results."

The New-Day Dentifrice
A

scientific

film

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Dept. 955, 1104 S.

combatant, which

whitens, cleans and protects the teeth
without the use of harmful grit. Now
advised by leading dentists the world
over.

Only one tube to a family
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The Romantic History of

NEW Butter-Kist
Machine Brings BIG
Profits

But the
that

Mine— and it's a beauty.

Mahogary- finished cabinet — gleaming glass sides— polished nickel parts.

under glass. No springs. Noiseless.
Every part interchangeable. New and

improved

revolving electric sign.

Butter-Kist Popcorn can

"In one year
of $3484".
more.

make

we made

big
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Many

making even

profits for you.

H. C. Wallace
are
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dollar's worth you
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sell,

The Gold Mine Model

out of every
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your opportunity. Write for the Butter-Kist Easy
Payment Plan. Mail the coupon.
is

Butter-Kist Popcorn
Americans Oldest Treat**

was hardly as simple as

to consider details at

all.

Foreign

frontier.

cost!

Takes up little room. Works automaProduces thirty 10-cent
ticallyo
packages an hour. Has special compartment for peanuts— a chance for
added profits.
A better machine in every way! Pops
more com at same cost. And pops it

situation
is

fringing concerns, with no legal status whatever, was erratically nibbling at the golden
profit pos.sibilities of the screen, like bandits
raiding the no man's land of a war harried

And best of all— there's a beautiful,
brand-new model that sells at half what
the Gold

one

was
coming in and there were many "outlaw"
machines, both cameras and projectors. And
while Edison and Biograph were fighting for
supremacy and control, a whole army of in-

and wonderfully
of Popcorn Machines with the
right model, exactly suited to the requirements of your own business.

It's

if

film of a legal status not entirely clear

Investment
offers a new
BUTTER-KIST nowimproved
line

former models
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"Duping" or copying of pictures was a
shamelessly common practice and with equal
shamelessness any picture idea that promised
to get the money was put into e.xecution, the
more salacious and suggestive the better, if it
could "get by." The picture houses themselves were in the main poorly ventilated, dark
and unseemly makeshift places, all too often
located in unsavory districts.
This situation gave opportunity to the
enemies of the motion picture, its competitors
in the amusement field. Having been hard hit
by the financial stringency of 1907 and feeling
jealous of the rapidly growing popularity of
the screen shows, the magnates of the speaking
stage set vigorously to work to destroy the
motion picture.

They were

continuallj- point-

ing the finger of scorn. Every trivial picture
theater fire got publicity attention, and ever\'
small boy caught stealing green apples soon
learned to say that the motion picture had
been his tutor in crime.

"T LEARNED
standard

it

in the movies,"

alibi in

became the

the juvenile courts.

An

and a rather successful one, was made to
create in the public mind the idea that the film
itself was ten times as dangerous as dynamite
and that its dramatic content was of a character to blast eternally all hope of salvation for
any spectator. The publicity offices of the

effort,

concerns were ready sources of
material to the newspaper
And sad to record here, the conduct
rep>orter.
of the motion picture industry did a great deal
to substantiate the charges of its foes.
The vast disorder and uncertainty of the
theatrical
influence

and

American motion picture industrj"^ annoyed
even the European makers of film. Charles
Patho and Leon Gaumont, among the chief
exporters to the United States, came over in
iqo8 to see what might be done toward estabAfter a few weeks of New
lishing a peace.
York they threw up their hands and sailed for
home. It seemed hopeless.
Biograph set about lustily swinging the club
of its projection machine patents, especially
the " Latham loop." The Edison camp gave out

HOLCOMB & Hoke Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Poticom

Machines and Peanut Toasters
Indianapolis
St.

2216 Van Buren

HOLCOMB 6l HOKE MFG. CO.,
22l6Van Buren

St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Please send me, without obligation on my
part, your free Butter-Kist book. 1 also want
the Location Chart which I will fill out and
return to you.

Name
Street

City

and State

Business-

many statements published in the trade
journals and elsewhere, assuring exhibitors
that the Latham patent was worthless. Meanwhile Jacques A. Berst, the American representative of the Pathe interests, was busy
cabling the Paris office for a search of all
European patent records and picture experiments in the hope that something might be
found to antedate the Latham projector. The
failure of that search was admitted on the
witness stand many years later in United
States court.
But Biograph did not in fact want to throttle
the theaters. Biograph sought to force a peace
and an agreement with Edison whereby they
might both engage in the making of pictures
for a profit unhampered of each other, with the
field

The coupon, filled-in, offers you an easy
road to big profits. Obligates you in
no way. Fill it in and mail TODA Y.

BUTTER-KIST
Popcorn and Peanut Machines

to themselves.

The Edison concern was not yet ready

to

admit that Biograph had any rights. Still the
Biograph pictures, improving continually
under the direction of Griffith, were forcing
attention.
Then a

number

of

things

happened

to

change the course of events.
Some sharp differences arose between
Thomas A. Edison and William E. Gilmore,
Every acirertisement in riIOTOPI..\T

the Motion Picture

MAG.\ZINE

is

5:

manager. This was not directly
related to the motion picture.
Pictures were
of small interest in the sum total of Edison
his general

Edison had long since quit seriously
considering the motion picture.
In fact he
never had taken it especially seriously. It was
one of the many enterprises originating in his
busy laboratory that had passed off the inventor's work bench to be exploited according
to the notions of his commercial organization.
The reader will perhaps recall that chapter
when Gilmore came into control at the Edison
offices as the iron-handed Bismarck of the
organization, an event so swiftly followed by
the departure of William Kennedy Laurie
Dickson, who went first with Latham and subsequently with Biograph. When Dickson went
he took the ill will of Gilmore with him. It
seems probable that so long as Gilmore should
have remained with Edison there would ha\e
been no peace with Biograph. Mr. Gilmore,
recently inter\-iewed by the writer, denies this,
but the records hardly support the denial. At
any rate, at this juncture Mr. Gilmore resigned
and went into the printing business in Newark,
at the Essex Press, where he may be found
today.
aflairs.

Gilmore was succeeded in Edison affairs by
Frank N. Dyer, who had been Edison's jierDyer, besides being a lawj'er,
a scientist and inventor. He recognized the complexity of the patent situation,
probably more clearly than Edison or Gilmore
had before him. Dyer also had, by -sirtue of

sonal attorney.

was and

is

long experience, a notion of the perils of the
in\ entor in the courts. He was probably more
read\- for a peace with Biograph than any one
else in the Edison organization.
The situation was for the first time oppor-

tune for an inter\'ention.
George Kleine out in Chicago wanted a
He had leaned toward
f)eace verj* seriously.
Biograph, and he was the most important
importer of foreign pictures. Also he himself
was under fire from the Edison legal department for those very reasons, although he had
been one of the very first to ofifer Edison screen
products for sale.
Now, Kleine was also one of the few calm,
philosophical personages of the motion picture
industry' of those days. He comported himself
with a large dignity and spoke in carefulh-

measured words that were dulj- impressive
amidst the hurlv-burly wrangles of the film
folk.

Kleine turned his attention toward Dyer,
just beginning to shape his policj- and
administrative attitude toward the film war, in
which he had pre\ iously appeared only as an
attorney, rather than as a general.

who was

IT may

be parentheticallj' noted here that
was the purchase of twenty-five shares of Biograph stock

one

of Dyer's first oflicial acts

from Frank Marion of Kalem.

Marion had

come

into possession of the stock during the
pwriod of his Biograph connection.
Ha\-ing
departed to form Kalem. he had became an
Edison licensee, on the other side of the war.
Those twenty-five shares of Biograph stock
cost Dyer of Edison ten dollars each.
They
were to make it {xissible for him to attend
meetings of Biograph stockholders, later on,
if it became a good move in the big war.
It
also entitled him to ask questions of the officers,
as an investor.
This move of Dj-er's established a long
standing precedent of motion picture politics.
Today the heads of most of the major competing film concerns hold shares of stock in all of
the leading companies, by way of gi\ ing themselves access to inside facts.
An>'wa\% Biograph at ten dollars a share was
a good buy in 1908, even if it did not look like
it.

Now,

despite their legal differences. Kleine
still acceptable in the Edisoa

was personally

guaranteed.
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He

could talk out the issues without
lo-iing all of his temper. One day early in July,
1908, George Kleine quietly dropped into New
York and went over to the Republican club in
Fortieth Street to lay the plans of some peacemaking strategy. This was Kleine's second
sojourn of the kind there. The year before he
had there introduced Gilmore of the Edison
company and the infringing film makers who
subsequently became the Edison licensees.
The old greystone clubhouse overlooking the
Pul)lic Library and Bryant Park was destined
to become the scene of a deal of film strategy
in the next few years, and on occasion its well
sequestered parlors e\ en today hear whispered
conferences of lilm magnates and politicians.
Eavesdroppers and professional detective
ollices.

of their own for co\-ering
hotel conferences, but when the "subject"
turns in at the Republican club the shadow is
in for a long wait on a park bench outside.
Presently Kleine invited Dyer to a chat up
at the Republican club. There was another
sly purpose in that. Since it was Kleine's club
and Dyer was to i)C his guest the register would
show that the Edison man had called on him

shadows have ways

rather than that Kleine had sought Dyer.
This was a tiny thing and one of no ultimate
consequence. It is noted here merely as an
indication

of

the

tedious

delicacy

In your face to

the

of

politics of the film war.

Kleine and Dyer had a long conference. It
pointed chiefly to the possibilities of a peace.
of this session came another.
Early in the afternoon of July 11, Dyer,

granted and an interview refused.
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N. Marvin and Fighting Jeremiah J. Kennedy
of Biograph met at luncheon at the Clairmont
restaurant, up on Riverside Drive on beyond
Grant's Tomb. This was the doings of Kleine
The major combatants in
the peacemaker.
the big war were sitting across the table from
each other, breaking bread together.
As these men sat looking out on the Hudson,
sparring with words over the coffee and cigars,
it became apparent that Edison's principal
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Edison and Biograph interests together in a peace resulting in the
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Figures were mentioned.
It developed that
the motion picture was at that time worth
about $87,500 a year to Edison in royalties
from the Edison licensees. The Edison license
system had been in operation now for nearly a
year and a half and this was the first real
money that Edison had seen in the motion
picture business. It was obvious, too, that it
was more than he had ever hoped for from it.
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of one hard statistical fact in

the conversation gave Kennedy an opening.
Figures and fast thinking are tfie components
The phiyers in that
of his favorite dish.
"fifteen million dollar poker game" had now
got together. Kennedy snapped back an offer.
"What do you say to a trustee holding for
your patents and ours and a guaranty that
Edison will get that $87,500 a year from the
licensees that we grant?"
Dyer shook his head.

"Suppose we make it $150,000 a year?"
Kennedy was raising the ante.
"No."
!More than likely Dyer had a doubt that
there was that much potential revenue in
Even from the
licenses on the film patents.

"factory"

to "laboratory."
Kennedy was
responsible for that change in nomenclature.
He had obser\ ed that only an indifferent sort
of girls could be hired lor ~& factory, but that

would accept employSo at once Biograph's
factory became a laborator>' and all film plants
ever since have been laboratories.
.At the Hoboken establishment Dyer and his
staff saw the Biograph films processed and
finished. It was obvious when the session was
over the Biograph could make pictures without
using any of the Edison devices. Biograph's
position was measurably strengthened by that
really intelligent ones
ment in a laboratory.

showing.
Conference followed conference.

At last an
agreement was tentatively drawn up. This
agreement was the outline for the formation of

peep show beginnings the Edison establishment always underestimated the motion

whereby the Edison, Biograph,
.Armat and Latham patents could be held by a
separate corporation which would in turn
license operations under those patents.
Weeks went by. The financial condition
of Biograph was not impro\'ing. The year was
slipping rapidly away. One afternoon in the
middle of December. Marvin and Kennedy sat
together in Kennedy's office at 52 Broadway.
The situation looked dubious in the extreme.
"If anybody came along and offered five
dollars for our chances I'd take the five,"
Marvin remarked.
Kennedy was of the same mind. He took a
fresh grip on his cigar and walked the floor.
The telephone rang and Kennedy snatched
a patents pool,

picture.

But despite Dyer's

Your

refusal, there

and then,

Clairmont conference opened the way.
Instead of serving each other with legal processes through belligerent lawyers' offices the
fighters of the great film war were meeting at

Facial Habits

the

When

you laugh or cry. or express any emotion, your
muscles draw the skin tense. As the und(-'rskin
becomes dry. these habits tix lines in your face. What
are you doing to prevent time from leaving its record?
facial

WRINKLES
The Tragedy of Youth!

the conference table.
There were tentative bickerings back and
forth over the telephone for weeks. Kennedy
and Marvin arrived at the opinion that the
time had come for a new play in the psychological

poker game.
•

Just bptween yourself and your frankest hand-mirror,
haven't you wrinkles? Distressingly deep ones or mere
threadlike traceries, they mock at youth and beauty.
It is

years the Biograph plant,
ALL throughthetheother
motion picture plants,
like all of

now with
— Ego
Wrinkle Remover —
themselves from

the discovery of a marvelous treatthat women are
these merciless foes.

only

ment

able to defend

had been strongly guarded against spies in the
film wars. Edison and Biograph guarded their
plants to safeguard their secrets and patents.
The infringers guarded their plants lest they
The motion picture
be caught infringing.
business was one of vast secrecy. The secrecy
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$5 1 tube or direct by mail. Its results are priceless!
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it
and we'll have it now."
Kennedy had played the last card.

wreck of

nPHE next day was the seventeenth of Decem-

clicked away. The scene was a
from a picture long forgotten. When the
roll of film had been exposed it was taken from
the camera in the presence of the visitors and
handed over to them.
"You can take that over to the Edison plant
and develop it you'll find a dam good motion
picture on it," Kennedy advised.
Then the party went over the Hudson to
Hoboken to the Biograph finishing plant by
this time they had changed the name from

The camera

—

—

is

There was an

line.

going to bust this business wide open. We
put our cameras on the market and license
If we can't get together and
everj-body.
control this business we will make a first class

responded

PHOTOPLAY M.^GAZIXE

moment.

will

bit

Even- advertisement in

listened a

is

Athletic club deciding

to,"

He

"Say!" Kennedy exploded, "if that agreement does not go through, just the way it is,
without the change of one word in it, Biograph

on the daring ne.xt step. They determined on
a showdown.
Shortly Frank N. Dyer was invited to visit
the Biograph studio and laboratorj- to examine
their processes. He was free to bring along any
of the Edison experts he might desire to have
They wanted him to see that
with him.
Biograph could make pictures without infringing the Edison patents.
The invitation was accepted. For the first
time in the history of the industrj- a studio was
thrown open to the inspection of competitors.
Griffith was directing and Billy Bitzer was
at the camera when Dj-er and his stafif,
escorted by Kennedy and Marvin, walked out
on the stage floor at the Biograph studio.
They opened up the ponderous Biograph
camera and loaded it with the great wide film.
"Do you mind if we use a stop watch?"

Dyer asked.
"Use anything jou want
Kennedy.

up.

Edison lawyer on the

camera would make pictures.
Marvin and Kennedy called in Parker \V.
Page, attorney for Biograph, and held a long

^ealtnenlsi

Wrinkle Remover.

continued, incidentally, for many years after
.\ charming e.xample
its purposes had passed.
is afforded by the fact that way down in the
year iqi5 Jay Cairns, a publicitj' man detailed
to exploit "The Diamond from the Sky,"
spent three months in Santa Barbara trjdng
to get into the studio where it was being made.
The cautious American Film Company still
had the secrecy complex.
This secrecy only confirmed the opinion in
the Edison establishment that Biograph's
independent and patented camera was a mere
pretense and subterfuge to cover infringing
operations in the use of Edison machines. The
Edison e.xperts vastly doubted if the Biograph

it

guaranteed.

ber.

That afternoon there came a

meeting at the Hotel Brevoort

in

call to a
lower Fifth

-Avenue, for the following day. It was settled.
In the afternoon, December 18, the great

peace was signed.
The Edison and Biographical officials,
George Kleine. and all of those whom Edison
had licensed, Vitagraph, Lubin, Selig, Essanay,
Pathe, Kalem, and Melies were represented.
The ^Motion Picture Patents Company was
This was the beginning of the most
born.
powerful concern in all the history of the
motion picture. The decade of war was over.
The next day the event was signalized by a
peace dinner at the Edison laboratories in East
Orange, N. J.. ser\ed in the great libran,- that
adjoins the Edison workshops and laboratories.
This dinner was attended by all of the participants in the big peace.

Peter Weber, a member of the Edison
technical staff, chanced into the gathering -nith
a camera and made a still picture of the group
at the table. .A print of the picture was made
George Kleine collected the
for each guest.
autographs of those about the table and
appended their signatures to his print of the
By courtesy of Mr.
peace dinner picture.
Kleine that picture is reproduced with this
chapter. It has never before been published.

That very day

in

New

York, December

iq,

1Q08, the motion picture industry- received a
blow engineered by its enemies that reverberated across the continent, the effects of
which continue today.
Mayor George B. McClellan of New York
gave abrupt notice that on December 23 he
would hold a hearing to inquire into the
advisability of allowing the picture shows to
operate on Sunday and to go into the general
question of the safety of the picture houses.
No xery astute investigator would have been
required to trace back the source of the influences that brought aljout this action. The
theater of the speaking stage was feeling too
much motion picture competition.
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The spirit of the investigation was rather
clearly evidenced when at the hearing that
followed Charles Sprague Smith, head of the
People's Institute, ventured the suggestion
that there were in Xew York "things more
rotten than the motion picture that need
attention" and thereby drew down on himself
a violent reproach from the mayor.
The hearing started in the crowded aldermanic chamber at 2 o'clock in the afternoon
and it raged for five hours. The reformers were
out in force and full of words.
Following the session ISIayor INIcClellan left
for his

country

home near Princeton

in

New

Jersey. He left behind him an order revoking
the licenses of all five cent motion picture
theaters in Greater Xew York and instructing
the jxjlice department to see that they were
closed at midnight December 24, Christmas
eve.
24, when a newsIT was 4:55 P. M., December
City Hall learned of

paper reporter at the
the order and telephoned to Gusta\ais A.
Rogers, an attorney connected with the
motion picture business, foraninterview. That
was the first notice to the industrj' of the
^Mayor's action.
The news wires carried the storj^ across the
United States, proclaiming the shame of the
motion picture. Christmas morning the world
read that Xew York's ma\-or had clamped the
lid of the law down on the city's motion picture
theaters as unclean and immoral places of

Keep

hand

that

soft!

amusement.

A

wail of deep grief and pain rose from the
hundred motion picture exhibitors affected
by the order. A call went out for a mass meeting, held Christmas Day at the IMurray Hill
Lyceum, Third avenue and Thirty Fourth
Street.
Israel was smitten and there was no
balm in Gilead.
William Fox, who had risen from his penny
arcade beginnings to a dominant position as an
exhibitor, was chosen chairman of the meeting.
It was a noisy, stormy, vociferous session,
flaming with indignation and humorously

"We

five

tragic.

"We

elected Bill Fox chairman because he
could holler the loudest," one of the fikn men

present recalled.

The session began in the forenoon and lasted
far into Christmas night.
An organization
was formed for defensive purposes, with William Fox and Marcus Loew among the officers.
William Steiner, now in the exchange business following his producing ventures \A ith the
firm of Paley & Steiner, who made the Flatiron
building classic noted in an earlier chapter,
was one of the leaders in the meeting. A conference held on the platform agreed that each
exhibitor should be assessed twenty-fi\-e dollars as a membership fee to be used in court
fight against the mayor's order.
"Lock the doors, before you ask for the
money," Steiner whispered to Fo.x. "These
gu\'s will beat it if you don't."
When the announcement of the assessment
for the defensive fund came from the stage the
crush at the doors was terrible and futile.
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said most young married
couples fifty years ago. "They
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GENERAL ELECTRIC

Each

exhibitor wanted to let his fellows finance
the fight for his benefit.
When order was restored the membership
and payment of fees was recorded. A large
number of the payments were in checks that
came back a few days later marked "N. S. F."
or,

Don 't Neglect Blackheads I

"X^o Account."

campaign was instituted at once by
the law firm of Rogers & Rogers. Gustavus
A. Rogers was interested with ^^'illiam Fox in
the Dewey theater in Fourteenth street, which
they held under lease from Big Tim Sullivan
of Tammany Hall fame.
The motion picture
situation was not without its political ramifications, as more and more developments in the

NewWaytoMake

course of years indicated.
Saul Rogers, also
a member of the law firm, is -now general
counsel and an ofiicer of the Fox Film Corpo-
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Watch your gums bleeding a sign of trouble
MEDICAL

how

science knows
serious is
the sign of bleeding gums. For it knows
that tender and bleeding gums are the forerunners of Pyorrhea, that dread disease which
afflicts /our out of five people over forty.
the disease is unchecked, the gum^
line recedes, the teeth decay, loosen and
fall out, or must be extracted to rid
the system of the Pyorrhea poisons
If

generated

base

their

at

— poisons

which seep into the system and
wreck the health. Thcycause rheumatism, nervous disorders, anaemia,

end many other

ills.

To

avoid Pyorrhea, visit your
dentist often for teeth and gum
inspection, and use horhan's For
the Gums. Forhan's For the Gums
will prevent Pyorrhea
or check
its progress
if used in time and
used consistently. Ordinary dentifrices cannot do this. Forhan's
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There was no intent on the part of the
People's Institute to play a part in the interior
politics of the motion picture industry, but
through the sheer awkwardness and hesitancy
of the scattering independent picture makers
who came to contest the Patents Company
there remained a certain atmospheric advantage in that direction. The "independents"
did not know how to approach the board.

The name

of the newly formed organization
niost unfortunate, even if expeditious.
It
gave impetus to the censorship movement in
many directions.

was

there the word "educational" as
applied to motion pictures acquired a bitter
taste in the mouth of the motion picture e.x-

cial treatment.
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and Canada.
Formula of

B. 3. Forhan, D. D. S,

New

of respectability.

nPHEX and

immediately for spe-

FORMAN

Cen.sorship was warmly welcomed by Kennedy,
as the guiding genius of the Patents Company,
on two counts: first, the broad general welfare
of the industry; second, a certain added
vantage to Patents Company control of the
art by taking under his wing, so far as might
be, the body that gaVe the product the stamp

in,

use Forhan's according to
directions and consult your

States

mas week disaster, the People's Institute, in cooperation with the newly formed Motion
Picture Patents Conpany and its memlK:rs,
formed the National Board of Censorship of
Motion Pictures, the organization which continues today as the National Board of Review,
having some few years ago dropped the illbecoming word " Censorship."
The formation of the National Board of
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Start using it today.
If gum-
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screen.
When a train appeared he spoke up
brightly. "These are railroad tracks." "More
railroad tracks."
are now passing a
mountain." The lecture was the best act on
the bill. It got a great hand.

—

shrinkage has already set
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injunctions against the execution of the
Mayor's order, one before Judge Blackmar
and three Isefore William J. Gaynor, justice of
the Supreme Court, Kings Count}'.
Rogers
swore he would not go to bed until every
picture show was open.
Then he got twentyfour hours' sleep.
The situation brought a great deal of attention' to the whole subject of stage entertainments and a new enforcement of the Sunday
laws.
Vaudeville programs were hurriedly
revised to give them an uplifting educational
character. The only pictures that could legally
1)0 run on Sunday were those "illustrating a
lecture of an instructive or educational value."
The picture shows suddenly created a demand
for lecturers.
The lectures were charmingly
educational.
At Hammerstein's Victoria a typical lecture
was given with a travelogue film. The lecturer stood in the orchestra and watched the

CO.

Specialist

York

Forhan-,, Ltd.
idontrtal

Mouth

The National Board

Bowery and Fourteenth street
hibitor.
audiences went to the motion pictures to see
the villain hurled over the cliff and they hissed
at close-ups of bumble-bees buzzing in the
clover and the evolution of the rose.
From
that day onward the worst that could be said
of a picture to damn it in the eyes of the motion
picture exhibitor was to call it "educational."
It is still an unfortunate word in the business.
It has the flavor of medicine in the exhibitor
mind. But out of the misfortunes of Christmas
week of igo8 the motion picture found a real

and

Forhar
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ments of Xew York City motion pictures,
penny arcades and dance halls. Their repwrt
showed "that these places were not to be
condemned in loto, that they were needed to
meet the demands of the great majority of
people and that attention must be given them
in a constructive way."
It was of vast significance that when the
motion picture had not j et evolved standards

A bath

in plain water
merely a w a&li.
Adii a spoonful of
No. 4711 Bath Salts
and it is a dream of
luxury sot in a temple
of perfume.
is

of art or morals or conduct for itself, these
genuinely disinterested friends were ready to

save

The water becomes very
the odor of

soft,

cate

and

deli-

it

refreshing!

Xo. 471 1 is available in
seven perfumes, at any
counter where toilet requisites

of

quality

are

dispensed.

Produced in U. S. A
bv the makers of No.
4711 White Rose Glycerine Soap and No.
4711

Eau do Cologne.

MULHENS & KROPFF.
25

W.

45lh

Si.,

N. Y.

Inc.

C

it

from

itself

and

its

own

follies.

These

friends recognized more of the future of the
art than the picture makers themselves.
It should be recorded here that neither
Charles Sprague Smith nor his associates were
exponents of censorship. The ensuing steps
were to be guided rather by expediency than
theory, however.
"Censorship" became a necessary' word,
because to satisfy the public and official mind
of the day the naughty, naughty motion picture had to be spanked on the wrist.
The motion picture craved a "censor" then
just as baseball besmirched with scandal
wanted a Judge Landis so it could turn to the
world and say, "Now we've got somebody to
make us be good. Just see how good we are!"
Early in 1909, a few weeks after the ChristEvery advertisement in
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of Censorship worked
works without remuneration but

—

the local political censorships arisen in the years
since all over'the land are strong on fees.

In another and most indirect way in this
iqo8, the law moved to work an
important influence on the course of motion

same busy

picture history.

Hughes

of

It

was

New York

in June that Governor
signed the bill which

forbade

race track gambling.
Then came
raids on the bookmakers at the tracks.
Out
at Sheepshead Baj-. Adam Kessel, Jr., was one
of the many repeatedly arrested and stripped
of his betting roll.

set of friends.

In the course of the arguments for tolerance
the motion picture men e.xpressed a willingness
to have the pictures submitted to a board of
judges or censors before their exhibition to the
public.
They were guided by the example of
the city of Chicago where the year before the
Police Department had begun previewing
pictures.
The New York picture men were
not eager for a censorship, but they were
willing to accept any temporary refuge and
expedient to avoid closing their houses.
Charles Sprague Smith, founder of the
People's Institute and the author of the community center movement in .\merica, came
forward to extend his cooperation and good
will.
With him was associated John Collier,
secretary of the Institute, ,an idealist who saw
what the motion picture might be.
The year before, in 1907, the People's Institute had made a survey of the cheap amuse-

still

This annoyed Mr. Kessel extremelj'. .\fter
happened a number of times he decided to
quit the business.
He had prospered and he
had been generous with his money. Now, in
the words of the cartoonist, "Them days was
gone forever."
"It's all off for Addy, I'm through," Kessel
told Charles Bauman, a sheet writer in his
" I'm through making book."
organization.
Kessel went home to think it over.
Some
weeks later it occurred to him that in the gala
time of easy money he had loaned twenty-five
hundred dollars to a friend, one Charles
Streimer.
Now was a good time to collect.
it

T^OWN

at 106 Fulton street Kessel found
--^Streimer.
"Say,
Charlie, where 's my
twenty-five hundred bones?"
,
Streimer pointed up to a shelf on which reposed a dozen flat tin cans, a foot in diameter
and about two inches thick.
Kessel pulled down one of the cans and
opened it, taking out a reel of film. It fell

from his awkwardly unaccustomed
heaped up in a tangle about him.

"What's these

fingers

and

wheels.'"'

" ^Moving pictures."
" Wljat cio you do with

them?"
"I rent them to theaters get ten dollars a
day for the good ones, sometimes."
"And then they bring "em back to you and
give you ten dollars?" Kessel was incredulous.
"Yes that's the game."
"!Much obliged, this is my business," Kessel
announced. He sat down at the desk and
took charge. Streimer went into his employ
and a few days later they started out with a
horse and buggy and a willow basket full of

—

—

film canvassing the theaters for customers.
That was the humble beginning of the se-

quence of film enterprises that the public
remembers by the names of The New York
Motion Picture Companj', Reliance-Majestic,
Keystone, and the once great Triangle Corporation.
In the developments of the next few
\-ears, Adam Kessel, the erstwhile bookmaker,

and his friend and sheet writer. Charles
Bauman, were to rise to high estate in the

guaranteed.
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world of motion pictures, employing a vast
array of the greatest names of the screen,
Griffith,

Ince,

Sennett, Pickford, Walthall,

Kirkwood and countless

others.

Despite the thousand and one tales of how
Charles Chaplin came to the screen it was
Adam Kessel, and no other, who saw the funny
little man with the cane and pants first as a

motion picture possibility and offered him a
contract but that's some chapters ahead.
In the fall of 190S Kessel was established at
Fourteenth street and Sixth avenue, with the
Empire Film E.xchange, the first of his many
screen enterprises, a concern which iigured
conspicuously in the new war of the independents that was soon to open.
And now to pick up a significant personality,
the center of attention moves out into darkest

—

Pennsylvania. It was late in December about
the time that New York was buzzing with the
gossip of the new born Patents Company,
when a foot-weary traveller turned into a
tavern at Forest City, Pa., in the mining belt.

—

The wanderer laid down his sample kit
handsomely bound prospectus of Stoddard
Lectures and warmed himself by the big
cannon ball stove. He got a whiff from the

—

lunch counter of hot weiners.
The book agent was presently seated at a
round-topped table, close to the weiner stand,
This was comentirely surrounded by steins.
The more he regarded his sample kit
fort.
the less he thought of it and the better the
beer and weiners seemed to be. Through a
door that led to the tavern-keeper's quarters
the young book agent caught a fleeting glimpse
of a very comely young woman, the daughter
The book agent was growof the household.
He decided
ing very fond of Forest City, Pa.
in his impetuous way to make it his home, at
once.
He stepped up with his most ingratiating manner of salesmanship and extended his
hand to the proprietor who stood behind the
how about a job?"
bar. "I'm Sam Rothafel
The voice with the smile won. Very
shortly, Samuel Lionel Rothafel, late of the
U. S. Marine Corps, late travelling representative of the latest edition of Stoddard
Lectures, full morocco bound and indexed,
appeared in a white apron, wielding the scraper
that cut the foam off the tall schooners.

—

You cannot have a
if

You

take scrupulous care of your complexion. Do you ever
think of the skin of your body.? If it is improperly cared
for, it will nullify all your efforts in complexion treatment. For
your skin on face and body is a whole; and lack of physical
tone in the skin of the body affects the complexion.

Tonic treatment of the body skin
aids the complexion
so many women have tried without success to

UPSTAIRS was a dance hall that found little
Rothafel had seen some motion picand had a notion Forest City might
enjoy them. He got permission to make an
experiment in showmanship.
Just before New Year's Day, Forest City
awoke to find the village billed for a performance of motion pictures. The showcards were
handpainted with effects by Rothafel, the
presentation was by Rothafel, the projection
was by Rothafel, the music was by Rothafel,
the tickets were sold and taken up by Rothafel,
the janitorship was by Rothafel and everything was fine except that the first half of the
one reel show was upside down. It is interesting to note that this show included light
effects from a crude switchboard, also by
Rothafel, controlling the red, green and pink
use.

tures

lamps that illuminated the screen at the open-

and close of the show.
This was the beginning from which the
elaborate modern art of motion picture presentation sprang.
The extraordinary genius
of this unknown book agent was in an incredibly few years to make him the world's
ing

most famous exhibitor

of

motion

perfect complexion
you neglect the skin of your body

improve
Because
complexions by treating only the skin of the face, we have
developed Alcorub — which treats the body skin. Alcorub, used

their

faithfully, cleanses

clogged pores, restores a healthy blood supply

and makes oily
an effective tonic for the

to sallow skins, corrects excessive perspiration,

or pimply skins velvet-smooth.
entire skin of the body. And it

It
is

is

safe

and

efficient

Only a few minutes' time three evenings weekly are needed
all rubbed in, dash a second appliThe modern Alcorub treatment
cation of Alcorub over the skin
is not difficult. It needs neitiier speand let it evaporate^ it takes only
cial leisure nor expensive appliances.
Do not rub in this
a few seconds.
Any woman can use it. It costs
last application of Alcorvb.
See how simple it really is:
little.
Try this treatment faithfully for a
Take a hot bath every other night
few weeks and you will be amazed
before going- to bed. Dry the body
at the improvement in your comas usual. Then pour a
plexion as well as the skin of your
little Alcorub into your
hand and rub

tlie

entire

surface of the body until
you feel a gentle glow.
After the Alcorub is

body.

Ask your
If

druggist for Alcorub.
in stock he can and

he has none

will get it for

you

if

you

insist.

pictures.

And although

the flowing stein has passed
into the mellow memories of the past, the hot
dog is still with us, and 'most any midnight on
Broadway will find Samuel Lionel Rothafel,
the director general of the Capitol theater
programs, regaling himself on the food of his
inspiration.
It \yas Rothafel who brought to reality successively in the Strand, the Rialto, the Rivoli

and the Capitol, that daring prophecy of
Griffith's: "You'll see the day when they will
be playing motion pictures RIGHT ON

—

U.

S.

Industrial Alcohol Co.
New York

ALCORUB
FortheBeautydndHedlth oftheSkin
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horn hurts
A

cut, scratch, bruise, strain or

demands prompt attention.

sprain

Too

often

is

in emergencies.

precious time lost

An antiseptic or a

may be required, or both!
These home necessities are comliniment

bined in Absorbine,
available in
It

is safe.

Jr.

— quickly

one container.
Children are taught

use as an antiseptic

—

its

to cleanse, to

guard against infection and to as.
nature in

sist

more rapid healing

Parents prefer its clean, agreeable

odor as a liniment toward off stiff-

and soreness after
harder prolonged exertion, and to

The Biddlc famihj represents some of

treat congestion after exposure.

Jr., heir to millions, waited in line at the extras'

ness, lameness

Absorbine,

Jr.

occupies a never-

A merica's greatest

wealth, but Craig Diddle,

window with

the rest of the

$7.50

a day players

empty place in many thousands of
homes.
At most

druggists',

The

$t.2;, or postpaid.

Man's Story

Millionaire Extra

Liberal trialhottle, ioc, postpaid.

W.

F.

YOUNG, Inc.

[

18 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

CON'TIXUED FROM P.\GE 3 1

Hollywood. I rode street cars miles to the exchanges where they get mobs. I walked more
miles from one studio to another. Without a
bit of luck.

Then I met a chap who introduced me to
Bob Mclntyre, the casting director at GoldMr. Mclntyre started

wyn's.

right in to dis-

me

about pictures. He said it was a
terribly hard life and I was a fool and a lot of
things. While we were talking, a young man
in puttees came in and they were fixing up
about a big mob scene that night.
I asked him to let me work and he did. Gee,
it was tough.
Not a bit like you'd imagine
those things would be.
It was pouring rain. And for hours I had to
stand with a mob of people in the wet and the
cold. Then they burned up the circus tent and
we had to run, tramping on each other. It was
courage

How "The
Going Camping

Set

up and going full blast
Makes its own gas

inajiffy.
It's All

Inside

Compact

and

handy

to carry,

When

not in use

parts pack

all

inside case, pro-

tected against
loss or breakage,

from motor gasoline. Burns
a hot blue flame; no smoke.
soot or odor. Simple, dependable, wind proof, safe
anywhere. Used by a half
million campers. Six styles;
$7.50 to S15.60. Write for
catalog of Kampkooking
necessities.

American Gas Machine Co., Inc.
828 Clark St., Albert Lea, Minn.

Learn Cartooning
At

Home— In Your Spare Timo

from the school that has trained so
many successful carioonistsof today
earning from S50 to S200an(i more a
week.

The Landon

Picture C'lart

Method of teachlnt^ makes original
drawing easy to learn. Send 6c in
stampsfor full information and cha'-t
lo test your ability. Also state age.f

THE LANDON SCHOOL-d.
1407 National

BIdg.. Cleveland, O.

location.

The

job of handling this vast

—

army

of extras

from civilization was no small one.
The commissary department alone had a
Some 500 sleeping tents were
terrific problem.
used by the players and workers, along with
the covered wagons. All costumes of the period
were shipped from the Los Angeles studios.
"There wasn't a false whisker in the whole
crowd," relates Cruze. " But the prize of the
lot was the hirsute adornment raised by Tully
Marshall as the old trader of the plains. They
were whiskers!"
After eight weeks in the Great Snake \'^alley
camp, Cruze took his principals, staff and cowboys to Antelope Island in Great Salt Lake,
where the buffalo hunt scenes were shot. Here

Every advertisement In

experience.

Football training helped

wood.

But
would

Hollywood is fasand more than I thought it

I didn't really care.

cinating.

Just

all

It is a long, hard way, I can see
Everyone must begin at the bottom.
But it is fascinating work and there is always a
chance to advance yourself if you work hard
and have the stuff.
I'm going to stay right here, begin at the
bottom as I have begun, and work my way
up. It may take a long time, but it's worth it.

be.

that.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39

fronted Cruze and his technical chief, Walter
Reed. One was the need of lumber. While the
rest of America was having its coal shortage,
Cruze faced a wood problem. Upon arrival in
the Snake Valley, they found all available
lumber under contract. Reed succeeded in
purchasing all this, together with several unfinished houses in Milford. Reed picked up a
These were
barn or two in other towns.
knocked apart and transported by truck to

— far

terrific

more than any dramatic ability.
Finally, by perseverance, I began to get extra
work. It was a good thing. I'd reached the
place where I had to walk to save car fare. I
was eating hot dogs off the lunch wagons. And
I had been insulted by all the experts in Holly-

Covered Wagon" was Made
[

?
Let the Kampkook supply the home
cooking convenience of your gas stove.

a

]
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the last big herd of 350 buffalo.

them

were sacrificed
Covered Wagon."

to

art

Se\-en of

—and

"The

"Don't grow sentimental over the seven,"
says Cruze. "The folks out there would like
to get rid of the whole herd and they would,
but for the sentimental hubbub that is alwaj's
raised when they talk of rounding out the
The animak are worthless there
buffalo.
and they
isn't worse meat on earth to eat
ruin the whole territory for cattle grazing
purposes. So the buffalo remain sentimental
reminders of the America of the past."
After the buffalo hunt, Cruze and his company returned to the coast studios. ".\t that
time 'The Covered Wagon' ended on the
There was nothing of the present
plains.
We had
CaUfornia and Oregon sequences.
thought that the continuous scenes of the
pioneer caravan winding its way across the

—

—

—

So we
countr>^ would grow monotonous.
ended the tale out there near Fort Bridger.
"But, when we returned to California and
put the print together, we revised our estimate.

The wagon

guarantaad.

trail

curiously

became the

star,

Theji we
with a personality all its own.
decided to show the actual consummation of
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the long migration across the plains and the
Sierras.
later, we went to Sonora,
snow scenes and there rebuilt the
wagon train, for the old wagons had been discarded, broken up or sold back in Nevada.
This added a big item of expense, but it gave
'The Covered XVagon' its logical culmination.
Don't forget that Mr. Lasky deserves his
praise for adding this huge item to the final
and adding it purely with the thought of
cost
bettering a picture which could have been sold

Popular Star

"So, three months

Cal., for the

of

The Leather Pushers"
is

enthusiastic in praise of

—

as

was."

it

stuff" took two weeks in the
shooting and the final cost of "The Covered
Wagon" amounted to exactly $782,000. This,
of course, includes all the actual production
expenses but not advertising and exploitation.
.-\nd these are the figures as named by Cruze

The "snow

,

himself.
.Altogether the actual shooting required
slightly less than twelve weeks, not counting
the time spent in traveling.

MOTION picture audiences will wonder just
why

J.

Warren Kerrigan chose "The

Wagon"

to return to the screen. In
He
reality, he returned rather under protest.
long ago laid aside enough to enjoy life with
His house was close to that of
his mother.
Director Cruze, who, being an intimate friend,
immediately thought of him for the role of the
heroic adventurer when the script was first
"It required two weeks of perconsidered.
suasion to get him to come to the studio," says

Covered

was

—

Kerrigan and for
thing

The Clasmic Clay
Reginald Denny, the
looking

young

good-

screen

star

whose adventures in "The
Leather Pushers" have delighted huge audiences of men
and women, calls upon his

'

barber regularly for Boncilla
Beautifier Face Packs.

when he donned

grease paint on
as wild to work as a novice."
There was tragic note to Kerrigan's return,
however. His mother loved and idolized by

Cruze, "but

location, he

BEAUTIFIER

whom

he had planned everyin the Great

— died while he was at work

Snake Valley, far from telegraph and railroad.
"The Covered Wagon" will go a long way
towards establishing Cruze at the forefront of
our directors. Yet, when Cruze first went to
California, he sought work for a whole year in
vain. Finally George Melford gave him something at five dollars a day. That was the turn-

Thousands

was the lead of the famous
Thanhouser serial, "The Million Dollar
Mystery." Here he played opposite Flo La
Badie.
In 1912, Cruze married Marguerite
Snow, a famous cinema idol of those "palmy
his biggest successes

Agree

Mail
This

with Mr. DennyNoted actresses, screen
ties, and enthusiastic

stars, professional

beau-

users of Boncilla from
every walk of life echo Mr. Denny's praise. In
a recent questionnaire investigation, 839 men
and women wrote and told us definitely just

what Boncilla had done

This

ing point in his career.

This career, however, dates back to the very
Cruze was born in
beginning of pictures.
Ogden, Utah. Indeed, it was his early life
"
amid the very scenes of " The Covered Wagon
that gave him the idea of going to this location
Cruze ran
for the making of the production.
away from home to become a medicine show
"barker," selling bitters and snake bite
"cures." Gradually he stepped to traveling
theatrical companies and then to the motion
Cruze was a
pictures at the very start.
popular leading man in the early days. One of

of Others
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sunburn
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then and tried to teach me right
In a travelling circus at the age of twelve she
was earning her board and eight dollars a week.
Two-thirds of the money went to her family,
the rest to a circus woman who looked after her.
One night while doing a giant swing with one
hand on the bar. several ligaments snapped in
her puny wrist and she fell, fracturing the collar bone.
A little later, while she was working in a
printing office, feeding paper bags to a press
from early morning until si.x at night, the same
hand was caught and crushed.
Her struggle was not so much a conscious
fight for success as a flight
a child's frantic
flight
from the dreadfulness of a mouldering
old house in which love was stifled by penur>'.

gum

use

"a smslMe^

All this before the age of eighteen!
It is little wonder if Pearl White

the reflection which digests the meaning of life
and creates a balancing philosophy.
Only a sense of humor, the one gift from her
Irish father, kept Pearl White from turning
aside or quitting definitely.

The first time .she found an oasis for momentary reflection was after she had saved six

.n the heart of that child, a heritage, perhaps,

from that Italian mother who died when she
was born.
The sublime spectacle of a Christmas tree,
which she saw for the first time at a schoolhouse when she was seven, and the unbelievable gift of a box of crayons are memories that
have never died. And her first day, too, at
Sunday school, with the bright cleanliness, the
nice clothes and the music that charmed her.
She loved to sing. A tattered little mountain
gamin she stood about singing in the village
streets until rough mountaineers gave her
.

Deliciously flavored

BEEMA
Pepsin Gum

thousand dollars working

TpHE

failure of her voice, while plajdng in a
stock company, had led her to the studios.
Her screen qualifications were recognized, and
after making her first picture in two days she
was placed on a salary- of thirty a week.
The ensuing years brought steady increase.
She saved carefully until free of the old terror
of poverty.
Then for the first time she had
leisure, and for the first time realized that there
was something wanting in her life. It lacked a

pennies.

vital essence.

She hoarded her wealth under a jug in the
cellar until she thought she had enough to buy
a doll, the radiant symbol of beauty which she
worshipped in a drugstore window.
When she went to claim it she found her penThe storekeeper saw
nies were not enou.eh.
the light die out of her face as she turned away
and he gave her the doll.
She was too shy and frightened then to express her gratitude, but years later the famous
Pearl White told the world about the drugstore

Her keen, incisix'e mind, whetted sharp by
experience, struck instantly for a solution. It
was Romance. In all her \ngorous surging
years there had not been one spark of love, not
even the bright illusion of romance. She believed that this was what she craved, and she
rushed away to Europe in quest of it with the
same determined vitror she had given to work.
For a time the colors of life delighted her.

man.
"His name,

Headache

I still remember it, was Fortis
Redmond," she said, "and wherever he is today I want to thank him, I want to tell him the
deep gratitude I have for him because it was
lie who caused the first affection my poor comic
little soul had ever known."

and

WHAT FOLKS

SAY ABOUT THEM

over ihe country write us "Midol
are the best headache tablets have ever taken"
"I have given away many dollars' worth of Midol
to gtfl friends"— "I have used Midol two years for
different ailments very satisfactorily"
"One dose
of Midol promptly relieved & headache which I
*l have used Midol 7 years; it
had for 3 days"
does all you claim for it." and so on.
These are but a few of the remarks of men and women who
swear by Midol because it promptly relieves headache,
toothache, neuralgia, rheumatism, neuritis, spring
favttr, asthma, etc., no matter from what cause.
Midol 18 particularly elective with women who regularly
Buffer from headaches and that dull beanng-down batkBche. You wil be amazed at the way it wil relieve ycu at
such times! Midol is safe, not habit-formini; and unliko
People from

all

—

I

—

—

—

Is it so hard to believe that such a girl would
long for spiritual beauty, a girl who all these
years has carried a deep undying gratitude for
one kindly little act?
She adored her doll for a little time and then
put it away. It was like that with her childhood.

AT

fifteen,

a child thrusting

up from the

with no more design than a flower
seeking the air that breeds beauty, she went to
work in a print shop that turned out theater
similar preparations has no ('istressing', dep'-essing aftereffect. It is more effective than Aspirin, Aotipyrin, Acetprograms. She wanted a chance to play on the
anilid, Phcnacetin or similar products.
Mido/ tablets are put up in convenient alumistage, and she made that chance for herself.
num boxes in two sizeSt 15c and JtOc, Full
Fearing her father, she continued to work in
directions in every box. Unless your dealer has
the shop by day while pla%ang small parts at
it, send coins or stamps direct for a regular
size box today.
That way she could still give him
night.
GENERAL DRUG CO.. Dept. N, 94 NORTH MOORE ST., NEW YORK money, and he wouldn't be angry with her.
She had to play. There was something that
demanded expression, an urge without motive,
a seed that wanted to flower.
For this she endured ever>'thing. Stranded
with a stock company in South Carolina, she
is
worked her way to Cuba as a stewardess,
emptying slop jars and making beds in a
cheap Cuban dance haU under the name of
"Miss Mazie" she sang .'\merican songs and
Sample free of Cuticura Laboratories, Dept.
D. Maiden. Mass. 25c. everywhere.
picked up the pesos the Cubans flung at her
then to South .\merica with her tawdrv' costume of red, white and blue to sing in the halls
until homesickness drove her back to New
Orleans tired, penniless, a miserable youngEasy to Earn $40
ster with a battered old suitcase she came to
to $75 a Week
the door of her father's house in Springfield, a
Secrets of beauty parlors revealed. Thirty easy lessons
can make vou expert in all branchcB. massage, packs, dyeing,
house without curtains or carpets then to
marcel, akin work, manicure, waved, bleach etc. in eiglit weeks.
Study in spare time. Earn while you learn. Authorized diploma.
work for a dressmaker, stitching endless seams
I

filth,

1

Cuticura Talcum
Fragrant and

—

Very Healthful

—

Beauty Culture Course
at Home

—

—

Money back euan^ntee. 50,000 OpportunltlM. Get FREE book.

ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE
^6
Chicago
1000 Diversey Blvd.

Dept.

in pictures.

.

.

—
American Chicle Co.

emerged

with few illusions, a frank materialist. At an
age when youth steps out into life she had
already lived it. In her early twenties she had
achieved a secure place. According to the idea!
of this materialistic age she was a success. She
had worked, worked, worked, and she had
saved, in strict accordance with the great
Creed of Success. But she had had no time for

—

—

to

eat.

There must have been some vision of beauty

AND

Her Soul

[

for the

and nerves

Star in Search of

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30
and wrong!" was blissfully happy because she had plenty

Wholesome
Pure good

Section

and delivering bundles, for four dollars a week
and then a nursemaid in a family where ^he

—
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She was absorbed by the social ga3'eties. But
Pearl White was too fundamentally real to be
contented for long with the bright external
varnish.
True romance eluded her. She thought she
had found it in IQ14 when she married \'ictor
Sutherland, an actor. Within two years she
had pierced the pretense, and, disgusted with
the mockerj', sought a divorce.
Then she met Major Wallace McCutcheon,
war hero and actor. That first meeting seemed
to bring the promise of true romance which she
Wally McCutcheon, the son of the
sought.
first director of motion pictures, was a man's
man and a woman's. He had the bearing and
splendor of nature that signifies the knight.
But the war had worked insidious and secret
changes. One day he walked out of the Lambs
club and was never seen again. Again Pearl
White's romance was shattered. In iq2i she
obtained her divorce. ^Months later ilcCutcheon was discovered in a sanitarium in
Washington, D. C. The deadly gas of war and
two bullet wounds had slowly worked grim

—

vengeance.
Pearl
AATiite
Completely disheartened.
turned again to her work for interest and found
it no longer had the power to absorb her.
She had achieved the pinnacle. There were
no heights above. She might remain there for
a time, if she chose, or she might slowlj- descend.

She tried the stage without success.
all the fame and money she wanted,
there was no longer a stimulus for ambition, no

With

objective to induce happiness in the achieving.
While she continued to play just as gaily
with her friends she was not tricked with the
artificialities of such pleasure.
The religious instinct had' been vital in her
as a child, from the day her stepmother sent

her to the Congregational Sunday school.
Later she entered the Catholic church. Perhaps it was again the hereditary influence of
that Italian mother or perhaps it was simply
the church's appeal to her devotional sense and
her longing for a tangible symbol of love.

ffuaranteed.
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As the )-ears gave leisure she became more
and more de\oted to her religion. Always
hanging over her in sleep is a great crucifix and,
on either side, high altar candles.
Self-reliant and mentally sure, Pearl White
Only her
keeps her inner thoughts sealed.

(jorher's wrap-around

knew of her great unhappiness.
Her problem had become a spiritual one, and
closest friends

she sought the council of her parish priest. It
was his ad\ ice upon which she acted when she
sailed from New York to enter a convent high
up in the mountains of France. She was quoting his words when she said, "I have looked for
happiness everywhere except in the one place
within myself."
it is to be found
It would be easy to direct criticisin at Pearl
White because she ne\'er poses. It is likewise
easy to misjudge such candor. Despising the
hypocrisy that covers defects, she reveals herself
yet not quite honestly, for she reveals
only the worldly self. If anyone were to declare her endowed with great spiritual qualities,
she would dismiss the charge with a mocking
When an inter^-iewer once asked her
jest.
about her art, she laughed, "Art art Bunk!"
Yet she has devoted years of grilling work,
sometimes humiliating, for the thing she calls

—

—

—

bunk!
She

scoflts

at eulogy.

they want to judge

If

—

the good is none
her. let them know the worst
of their business. That's Pearl White.
Perhaps in the past she was such a materiaUst as the young Fisherman, who said, "Of

what value
I

may
The

"The

my

is

not touch

soul to

it.

I

me?

I cannot see

do not know

Trade-mark

it."

Priest replied to the young Fisherman:
soul is the noblest part of man, and was

The Invisible Corset

God that we should nobly use it.
no thing more precious than a human
soul, nor any earthly thing that can be weighed
with it. It is worth all the gold that is in the
world, and is more precious than the rubies of

gi\

en to us by

There

is

THIS

failure
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for

and long,
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'Wrap-arounds are made only by The Warner Brothers Company, New York, Chicago,
San Francisco. Made also in Canada by The Warner Brothers Company, Montreal.
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treatment at home.

Nourishing and astringent, this cream fills out lines and
wrinkles, tightens and smooths the skin.
Erases all look of fatigue, makes the skin
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Write for personal advice on the care of the skin.

Ask for
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When you

Beautiful."

EIlZABETHyjRDEN

you woke up and
silver

is

style.

medium and

ideal for

all-

age figures.

to

—

heard burglars counting the
dining room.

novelty cloth with panel of

over elastic at the hip, this

It extends well down below the waist-line and
stnus down securely over
the low-top of the Wraparound.
Prices: $1.00

organized this league so that every woman
should have the right to use her own name and
have a personality of her own apart from her
husband.
Now in this matter of lions we
ought to have our rights, too. For hundreds of
years men have been writing about the terrible
man-eating tigers, man-eating lions and all
kinds of man-eating things. I have always had
my ideas about that and now that I have been
to .\frica I know.
It is a statistical fact that
lions eat more women than they do men. It is
not always just a matter of good taste either,
not so much as opportunity. The men go out
with spears and hunt the lions, and the lions
run away. The women go out with hoes to
raise corn. The lions come and get them. For
every man the lions eat in Africa they eat three
women ma3'be that's what makes them so
\\-ild
the lions, I mean.
Just about daylight early one morning in
camp Martin came over to my cot and
shook me. "Lions, I heard a lion." He said

—

without any sug-

Low-topped, fashioned of dainty
silk

remedy.

CONTIOTED FROM PAGE 34

girlish lines

is

back

flat

gestion of a corseted appearance.

A Wife in Africa
[

Warner's Wrap-around

deftly designed to give a

the kings."
Unlike the young Fisherman, Pearl White
listened to the priest. Frankly she went forth,
careless of the jibes of cynics and the doubts of
unbelievers.
From the convent she wrote, "I have never
been so happy."
That is all. WThether or not she has found
the joy that is more precious than the rubies
of kings we will never know. W^hat benefits she
brought forth from that sanctuary will remain
her secret. And people will watch and criticise,
expecting in her a divinity.
But no one has ever had reason to doubt the
sincerity of her word. Thus the fact remains
that in this materialistic age a rich and famous
woman of unique achievement has confessed

it

Back View

Front View

it.

-~

grand- I

flowers at

I
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peevish about

I felt

it.

I

wanted

to go
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back

to sleep. It seemed real mean of the government to let the lions stay out that late at night
disturbing honest .American visitors in their
sleep. I was just pulling the covers around me
and settling down again when Martin whispered
at me
a regular stage whisper.
"I see him 'way over there." He pointed
across the camp to a little gap in the thorn bush
wall we had for protection. Sure enough there
was a big lion peeking in.
I gral)bed
rifle.
Martin seemed to be
shivering.
"You either go back to bed this minute or
put on your slippers," I told him. I decided
that if he was going to fuss around about it all
night Fd better take care of the lion myself. I

—

—

my

kneeled
resting

down

fjeside

aim at the

the bed and took a long

lion

and

whole camp, including a hundred and ten
black porters, woke up and there was lots of
excitement. We went out with a torch and
there was the lion, a big one with a black mane,
stone dead. I felt real proud. Then INIartin
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porcelain shines.

Sani-Flush

renrtoves

Swiftly

laughed at me.
" I shot him yesterday afternoon and set him
up on some sticks here so you could discover
him," he tried to tell me.
" You didn't." I came right back at him, in

Just sprinkle a little Sani-Flush info the
bowl. Follow directions on the can. Flush!

regular wife fashion. "You are just trying to
all the credit away from me and let on like
you were not scared when you woke me up."
jMartin knelt down and put his hand on the

No

lion."

all
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al

and

on,

feel

of
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cold

— been

for hours."

"Sure, he's cold," I told him. "I knocked
cold with my Winchester that's how he
got that way don't you try to fool me,
Martin Johnson."
Then we did not speak again until after
breakfast. Coffee is a great peacemaker.
Anyway I shot that lion last, I do not care
who shot him first. It's the last one that

harm

nothing else
that does the work of Sani-Flush.

Sani-Flush
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drug,
house-furnish-
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EYES
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BEAUTIFUL
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Miracle of the toilette, as famous beauties call it
accentuates the eyebrows and lashes. Gives them a
lustrous luxuriant beauty. Remember that beauty
lies within the eyes, that they can transform your
whole face to an appeal in(f lovliness— therefore do not
neglect your eyes. "MAYBELLINE" darkens and
ibeautifies eyebrows and lashes instant^ly. is harmless and greaseless. Will not
spread or smear. Used by girls and
women everywhere. Each dainty box
.contains mirror and brush. Two
'shades: Brown for blondes. Black
Ifor brunettes. 75c

AT YOUR DEAL-

[ER'S or direct from us. Accept only
.genuine "MAYBELLINE." You will
be delighted with results. Tear out
this ad now as a reminder.

MAYBELLINE CO.. 4750-52

Sh*rldan Road. Chlca(o.

that one was on me, I will take this opportunity to tell j ou how Martin got his first big
trophy. He may never forgive me for this, but
It was nearly dark one evening
here goes.
down in the 01 Garyi river country when
Martin went out with his rifle. He said he was
going to scare away a lot of hyenas that were
at a waterhole where we made pictures in the
day time. He saw a lot of them snarling over
something and took a shot into the midst of
them. One of the bunch dropped and the rest
He went whooping and shouting
scattered.
after them, waving his rifle as if he was on a
coon hunt in Georgia. Then he came back to
camp for his electric torch so he could look at
the one he killed. When he turned on the light
He had
it proved to be a full grown lioness.
been skylarking over the plains in the night
chasing lions like they were chickens in the
garden. IMartin was pretty quiet all the rest
of the evening and he omitted the usual
lectures on zoology after dinner.
It was hot in Africa, and dry. just as dr\- as
it can get at no in the shade with no rain.
And I had to spend hours and hours in a thorn
bush blind, with a motion picture camera,
helping Martin get films of the animals when
they came to the waterholes. I used to torture
m>'self with visions of a cool white marble soda
fountain on Broadway 'way back in New York.
I tried to imagine how it would be to sit under
an electric fan and have si.x different kinds of
ice cream sodas at once. I used to dream about

IF

THE HYGIENIC PRODUCTS CO.

B.l

tasted.

One day when

I was sitting in my blind
speculating on strawberry nut sundaes and
staring straight ahead in a fascinated wav
looking at the dry grass, I suddenly became
aware that there were some shadows on the
ground in front of the blind that I had not seen
there before. I had an impelling feeling that I
must look up. You know the feeling sometimes that somebody is staring at the back of

them

at night.

All

A

we had

to drink

on

safari

new feature

was muddy

for

—

in church
it was just like that.
looked up and there were three big
giraffes looking down on me over the top of the
blind. It was like seeing the tip of the Woolworth Tower bent over to take a look at City
Hall park.
when I looked up the giraflfes ran awaj'.
They have no vocal cords, so they never
scream, snort, squeal or make noises like everything else in .Africa. And I suppose that since
they can't say anything they never get into
NVell,

fusses.

I

The

giraffe is

a big lumbering apolo-

getic fellow anyway. He eats the buds off the
thorn trees and minds his own business.

"YOU would have enjoyed being with us when

take

scouring.

plumbing connections.

it

your neck

fired.

The rifle kicked me over and the powder
marked a hemstitched pillow case I had
packed all the way from New York, ten
thousand miles, to IJritish East .Africa. The

For a Spotless,

water and sometFrnes a queer sort of lemonade
made from canned lemon squash. Sometimes
we had to dig deep holes in the dry river bed
and wait hours for the water to seep in. That
was simple. Then after that the water had to
be settled, strained and boiled. After it was
boiled we put alum in it to clear it and permanganate to purify it. You can imagine how

big

Martin started to teach me things about a
game rifle. You have all heard about the

generous man who loaned his wife his coat to
keep her warm while she cut the wood.
Martin was something like that with the rifle.
He wanted me to understand it perfectly so I
could protect myself while he chased around
with a camera having a good time making
pictures. He wanted me to be independent.
He came up with a gun about the size of a
fence post and laid it in my lap. He pointed
to a row of things on the barrel and turned up

one of the do-flickers
"You put that sight up that way for a
hundred yard shot," he e.xplained.
I saw another thing just like it farther up the
barrel.

"What's that one for?" I asked him.
"That's for two hundred yards but j-ou
won't need that one," he went on. "Don't
bother about it. If you are that far away from
a lion you can beat him back to camp."
There was lots more sense in that idea than
you would think, too. ^^'ith a couple marksmen like we were blundering around in the
jungle it was better to let the man-eaters get so
close we could not miss before we did any
shooting. But it was rather tedious sometimes
waiting for them to get that close. I suppose a
rhinoceros can run a hundred yards in ten

—

seconds, but I found it gave me plenty of time
to remember all the details of a busy life and
think over the safety and comforts of the old
in Kansas.
It is wonderful how homesick a girl can get with a one-ton rhino coming
up to make an appointment to murder her. It
seemed to me that the rhinos were just like
New York ta.xicabs they charge and charge

home

—

and charge.
The most fun in .Africa is the zebra. He is a
silly mule in stripes, like he had just been let
out of prison. He is wld and handsome and
just made to photograph. There are several of
them. The District Commissioner at ^leru
told us that it was estimated that there were
eighty million zebras in British East .Africa
Martin spent a whole year making
alone.
friends with them and photographing them.
They are his favorites. That's why we are
going back to .Africa Martin thinks there are
two or three zebras he hasn't photographed yet.

—
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him back, you would have felt that your better
self had been greviously insulted.
If anyone had told you that you'd one day
laugh when a man nonchalantly shot another
from ambush, you would have considered an

1

\

appeal to the board of insanity.
Vet audiences chuckle and applaud every
time Ernest Torrence shambles on to a scene
in "The Covered Wagon" and rolls a wicked
black optic, like a cannonball, from under a
thicket eyebrow.
He has that rare gift screen magnetism
To the film player it's priceless radium. In
Torrence you will find a richer vein of sheer
magnetic force than in any other character
actor, with the possible exception of Emil
Jannings.
Wherever Torrence stands is the center of
the screen. Your eye finds him the instant
he appears, whether he's in the background
with a mob or up front with his back to the
camera.
Like Emil Jannings, the German actor, he
can humanize a villain with a rare quality of

—

humor.
"Tol'able

He

picture.

David" was

his first
registered instantly.

motion

FOR

twenty years he had been playing in
comic opera and musical comedy in New

York and abroad.

An inimitable Scotch
baritone voice were his
now

accent and a fine
chief assets.

And

due to win fame and wealth from the
drama!
He hails from Edinburgh, Scotland, the
youngest in a family of fourteen children, and
the first Torrence to go on the stage.
he's

silent

never forget that look of sadness in my
mother's eyes," he told me, "when I asked her
permission to study music in Germany. She
gave her consent finally, and in Stuttgart I
studied under Pruckner, who had been a pupil
"I'll

of Liszt.

"On my

return to Edinburgh I gave piano
but I was restless, and presently went
to London, where I entered the Royal Academy

Photogra ph of hand of Mildred McKamy,
LaGrange, III., showing hand before wearing Dr. Efjan's Magic Night Gloves

Magic New^ Gloves
fhat WhitmHands
A pair

of gloves of amazing power.? ! Nothing like them ever known or dreamed of.
Worn at night, while you sleep, they work
a miraculous transformation in the hands.
They turn the hands white as white as a
lily, and as soft and smooth!

—

Your hands may be "a sight"; they may
be a raw red or an "old-age" yellow; they
may be dark with tan or blotched
with frccldes or hver spots; they may
be sadly seared by housework, deeply
yet
the
the
der

and studied voice culture for three j'ears."
Here Mrs. Torrence, a vivid, dark-eyed
little
woman with a pronounced English

gloves.

accent, interrupted proudly, "And he won the
Westmoreland scholarship and the gold medal
for operatic singing."
After quitting the Academy with these
honors the potential villain set about com-

Lonesome Pine" and "The Covered Wagon."

Now
lefoii,

reigns
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with or without Pore-Lax Cream, but preferably with
it.
Dr. Egan's medicated gloves not onlv beautify the
hands but they make manicuring easy because they
soften the cuticle.

FREE Trial Offer
SEND NO MONEY
See how clean and pleasant the cloves are to wear
—how
comfortably they
—no
But above
note the
your hands! Your
Special

binding.

lit

effects in

all.

first

night's

experience with the gloves will prove a revelation. In a
you'll have hands of a beautiful whiteness and
softness to marvel at.
For the purpose of introducing
the wonders of Dr. Egan's Magic Gloves to the readers
of this publication, two thousand orders for the gloves
will he filled at the special introductorv price of ?2 90
(plus postage) which you may pav on delivery. To be
sure of securing the benefit of the reduced nrice, apply
promutly. Every pair of gloves sent out on open free
trial basis.
Your money b.ack if you a-^e not more than
surprised and delighted with the results from these
remarkable gloves. Act at once and share in the special
reduced price offer.
Use coupon below or copy the
wording in a letter or postcard. Wi ite today
I

week

— NOW

DR. S. J. EGAN, Dept 4, 220 S. State St., Chicago, III.

The marvelous

gloves
are the invention of that
physician, the fa-

music.

Then he appeared at the London Savoy
theater in "The Emerald Isle," and in 1911
at the Gaiety in "Peggy."
A contract with A1 H. Woods brought him
to this country in "Modest Suzanne," with
other musical comedies following.
But it looks like he has sung his last song.
Immediately upon the release of "Tol'able
David" producers were after him to perform
other nefarious deeds for the screen. During
the year he has appeared in "The Prodigal
Judge," "The Kingdom Within," "Broken
Chains," "Singed Wings," "The Trail of the

—

rough and coarse
they become hands of
whiteness of snow and
softness of velvet unthe magic of these

lined,

lessons,

posing

Photograph of Miss McKamy's hand after
wearing gloves just four nights

Complete Outfit Sent in
Plain Wrapper

V
You
mous

Dr..S. J.Egan. Their
^^gic lies in a remarkable
substance with which they
Work"^
are treated or impregnated. This substance or
preparation, perfected by Dr. Egan, is worked into
the very fabric of the gloves. And when activated
by the natural warmth of the hands, it has a peculiarly potent whitening and softening effect upon the
hands. The hands actually turn white a charming
natural white.
They become soft and smooth,
exquisitely so. Even hands that have had no care
for years, hands that look hopelessly worn and old
take on the beauty of lovely whiteness and softness
and become fresh and young-looking under the
action of these wonderful glo\-es.
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as the sinister beggar, Clopin Troiiil-

"The Hunchback

m that strange

of

Notre Dame," he

of Miracles of the
in fifteenth century Paris.

underworld
The beard which he wears so often in pictures is not a permanent fixture.
He's of
youthful appearance, tall and distinctive, with
black hair and those intent, concentrative
black eyes that roll ferocious glances at screen
heroes.

And if you don't think he terrorizes the hero,
heroine and all members of the company in
which he plays just ask one of them. They
have a genuine fear of him. They're afraid
he'll steal the picture.
And their fear of this isn't groundless by
any means.
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Court
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One Night
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does
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your hands more tlian anything

else,

does the world estimate you. \\'hat about your hands'^
Do they attract or rcpe!? Are tliey hands to show con-'
fldently or

bands to hide?

The poignant attraction that lies in pretty hands is
now yours to command. The magic of Dr. Egan's im-

pregnated gloves makes it possible. .lust one night's
wear of these marvelous gloves is enough to show you.
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In summer especially you need Dr. Egan's medicated
gloves to keep your hands free from tan and freckles.
for a pair of Dr. Egan's Magic Gloves
Note that a jar of Dr. Egan's Pore-Lax
all in a. neat, attractive conr.iiner.
The Pore-I.ax is a special crcom to apply before donnmg
the gloves to open the pores for the purpose of auickoning the action of the impregnated gloves.
Use gloves

Dept.

Magic Gloves for whitening and softening
the hands. I will pay postman H2.90 (plus postage) on
delivery of the crloves.
(If you prefer, send S3 now in

of Dr. Egan's
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete

Armand

COLD CREAM POWDER,
In 9(ie

LllTLE PINK- &>WHITe

BOXES

for every picture

"SAFETY LAST"— Pathe— Produced by
Hal Roach. Story by Hal Roach, Sam Taylor
and Tim Whelan. Directors, Fred Newmayer
and Sam Taylor. Photography by Walker
Lundin. The cast: The Boy. Harold Lloyd;
The Girl, Mildred Davis; The Pal, Bill Strother;
The Law, Noah Young; The Floorwalker,
VVescott B. Clarke; The Kid, Mickey Daniels;
The Grandma, Anna Townsend.
"LOST AND FOUND"

—

Goldwyn

—

Author, Carey Wilson. Director, R. A.
Walsh. Continuity, Paul Bern. Photography
by Clyde De Vinna. The cast: Captain Black-

House

bird,

Peters;

Lama, Pauline

Starke;

Lloyd Warren, .'Antonio Moreno; Bahy Madge,

Mary Jane

Irving; Madge, Rosemary Theby;
George Siegniann; Skinner, William V.
IMcng; Waki, Carl Harbaugh; Kerilo, David
Wing.

THERE'S

Fatlike,

a beautiful ideal
back of the Armand toilet
aids tlie sincere belief that
they will bring tlie joy of an
attractive appearance to every

—

d
c

" VANITY

woman.

many women

Hugo

Armand Cold

that

piness

Cream Powder is bringing
them that we want you to try
it,

C
0

too.
25c,

we will send you an
Week-end Package,
containing a generous box of
genuine Armand Cold Cream
Powder that marvelous powFor

Armand

—

d
c

t

Q.
<=

<2

der,

so soft

wonderfully

and smootli and
adherent

otiier delightful

;

"—Goldwyn— Director,

F.A.IR
.\uthor,

William

IMakepeace
Thackeray. Adaptation, Hugo Ballin. Photography by J. R. Diamond. The cast: Rebecca
Sharpe, Mabel Ballin; Lord Sieyne, Hobart
Bosworth; Rawdon Crawley, George Walsh;
Capl. Wifi. Dobbin, Earle Foxe; George Osborne,
Harrison Ford; Amelia Scdley, Eleanor Boardman; Joseph Sedley, Willard Louis; Miss
Crawley, Laura LaVarnie; Mr. Sedley, William
Humphreys; Sir Pitt Crawley, Robert Mack;
Mrs. Sedley, Tempe Pigott; Old Osborne, James
IMarcus; Lady Jane, Dorcas Matthews; Max,
Eugene Acker; Fritz, Eddie Jones;' Miss
Jemima Pinkcrton, Rose Gore; Miss Pinkerlon,
Mrs. A. Newton; Mrs. Tinker, Laura Pollard;
Miss Firkins, Sadie Gordon; Miss Briggs,
Georgia Sherart; Mr. Quill, Pat Calhoun;
Isadore, Leo White; Mr. Moss, B Hyman;
Bloom, Otto Lederer; Mr. Wenham; Frank
Hayes; Capt. Machmtirdo, John McKinnon;
Mr. Sharp, Les Bates; Mrs. Sharp, Kathleen
Chambers; Napoleon, Otto IMatiesen.

write us
every day of the genuine hapSo

three

Armand pow-

ders; a tiny box of rouge; cold
cream; vanishing cream; talcum, a little cake of fragrant
soap and the Armand "Creed
of Beauty." You will love it!
Send for yours to-day.
ARMAND Des Moines

—

Ballin.

"SOULS FOR SALE"
Don
Bestor
of famous
^
Benson Orchestra
Insist

on a Conn and you'll leam

to play quickly. For half a century Conn instruments of every
kind forband and orchestra have
been used and endorsed by the
world's greatest artists because
they are
easier to play
perfect in tone and tune
most reliable in action
perfectly balanced, beauti*
fully finished.

—
—

—
—

More Conn saxophones are
sold than an}? other make in the
world. The great jnzz kings and
popular record makers prefer
Conns for their exclusive features.
Free Trial;

Write for

Easy Payments.
mentioning

details,

instrument.
Conn violins possess
ful tone.

C. G.

CONN,

Ltd.

wonder628 Conn Bldg.
Elkhart, Ind.

^

ORCHISTRA INSTRUMtNl*

LADI ES' AND GENTS' WIGS, TOUPEES
Tranaformati
Switches, etc..
for street wt-ar
that requires expert knowledge.
< N o
theatrical
Broods.) Satisfaction BTuaranteed.
Writ'- for ratalorj.

No. E6.
Seerup Expert Wig

&

Toupee Co.
220

—

Goldwyn

—

Director, Rupert
Author, Rupert Hughes.
Hughes. Continuity, Rupert Hughes. Photog-

So. Stale St.. Chicago. Ill

raphy by John jNIescall. The cast: Remember Steddon, Eleanor Boardman; Robina Tcele,
]\Iae Busch; Leva Lemaire, Barbara La ISIarr;
Frank Claymore, Richard Dix; Tom Holby,
Frank IVIayo; Oivcn Scudder, Lew Cody; Jimmy
Leland, .Vrthur Hoyt; Ca.vton, David Imboden;
.Arthur Tirrey, Roy .\twell; Lord Fryingham,
Wm. Orlamond; Rev. John Steddon. Forrest
Robinson; Mrs. Steddon, Edith Yorke; Pinkey,
William Haines; Spofford, George Morgan;
.\bigail Tweedy, Dale Fuller; Hank Kale,
Snitz Edwards; Asst. Camera Man, .\uld
Thomas; Company Electrician, Leo Willis;
Company Prop Man. Yale Boss; Company
Grip, Walter Perry; Company Violin Player,
Sam Damen; Company Melodeon Player. R. H.
Johnson; Motion Picture Heavy, Jack Richardson; Second Camera Man, Rush Hughes; Body
Jane, .Eileen Pringle; Velma Sladc, Eve
Southern; Mrs. Stnrgs, May Milloy; Mrs. Kale,
Sylvia Ashton; Quinn, Fred Kelsey; Doyle,
L. J. O'Connor; Magnus, Jed Prouty; Boss
Canvas Man, Charlie Murphy; Leva Lemaire's
Mother, Margaret Bourne. Motion Picture
Crew: Helen Kesslar, Joan Lowell. Jean
Haskell, Carmelita Geraghty, Rhea Le Fort,
Grace Coleman, Miska .\ldrich, Ruth Mitchell, Sarah Thomas, Rita Oilman, Roberta
Hewston.

"THE LION'S IMOUSE"-W. W.

Hodby Hollandia Film Corp.
Director, Oscar .\pfel. Photography by Peiko
Boersman assisted by INIack \nn Lier and Jan
The cast: Roger Sands, Wyndham
Smit.
Standing; Bevcrlv White, Marguerite Marsh;
KiNSON

Clo

— Produced

Riley,

JMary

Odette;

Justin

O' Riley,

Rex Davis.
Every ailvertisemcnt in

PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

is

reviewed in

this issue

"THE WOM.\N OF BRONZE "—Metro

—

.\

Harry Garson Production.

.Adapted by

Hope Loring and Louis Lighten from the novel
by Henry Kistaemaecher.
Translated by
Paul Kester. Director, King Vidor. Photography by William O'Connell.
The ca.';t:
Vivian Hunt, Clara Kimball Young; Paddy
Miles, John Bowers; Sylvia Morion, Katherine
IMcGuire; Reggie Morton. Edwin
Leonard Hunt, Lloyd Whitlock;
Bonelli, Edward Kimball.

Stevens;

"Papa"

"THE M.AN FROM GLENG.\RRY"—
W. W. HoDKixsox From the novel by Ralph

—

Connor.

.Adapted by Faith Green. Scenario
by Kenneth O'Hara. Director, Henrj- McRae.
Photography by Barnej' McGill, Jacques
Beizeul.
An Ernest Shipman production.

The

cast:
Big MacDonald, .Anders Randolph;
Ronald MacDonald, Warner P. Richmond;
Rev. Alexander Murray, Harlan Knight; Kate

Murray

(his daughter), Marion Sv.ayne; Louis
E. L. Fernandez; Eugene St. Clair,
Jack Newton; Maimie St. Clair, Pauline Garon;
Frank De Lacey, Frank Badgley; Colonel
Thorpe, William Colvin; Kerstin McLeod,
Marion Lloyd.

Lenoir,

C. C. Burr presents The Edgar Lewis Production "YOU ARE GUILTY'— M.^STODON
Films, Inc. Story by Roy Middleton. Director, Edgar Lewis. The cast: Stephen Martin,
James Kirk wood; Alice Farrell, Doris Kenyon;
Theodore Tenncnt, Robert Edeson; Mrs. Grantwood, Mary Carr; "Buddy" Tenncnt, Russell
Griffin; Judge Elkins, Edmund Breese; Joseph
D. Grantwood. Carleton Brickert; Murphy,
William Riley Hatch.

"ENEMIES OF
IT.\N

— From

Ibanez.

the
Scenario

WOMEN "—Cosmopol-

novel

by John

by Vicente Blasco
LjTich. Settings by

Urban.
Director, .Alan Crosland.
Photography by Ira Morgan.
The cast:
Prince Lubimojf, Lionel Barrymore; Alicia,
.Alma Rubens; Atilio Castro, Pedro de Cordoba;
Spadoni, Gareth Hughes; Vitloria. Gladj"S
Hulette; Colonel Marcos. Wm. H. Thompson;
Joseph

Gaston. Wm. Collier, Jr.; Duke de Delille,
IMario Majeroni; Alidads Maid. Betty Bouton;

Madame

Spadoni. ^Madame Jean Brindeau;
Ivan Linow; Cossack, Paul Panzer;
Tcrrovist, A. Milar; Anna, Claire De Lorez;
Terrorist,

France. .Addie Rolf: Norway, Helen Lee
Worthing; Sweden. Polly Nally; Sweden. Marie
Shelton; Spain, \'ivian Vernon; French Beauty,
.Annette Earle;

Hindu Beauty. Mile. Narcita;

Jewish Beauty, Joan Le ^Monte; Polish Beauty,
Connie Berrj" Swedish Beauty. .Arline Booth;
French Beauty. Helen Stewart; French Beauty,
.America Chedister; French Beauty. Margaret
Dumont; French Beauty. ^Marion iSloorehouse;
French Beauty, Lulu Gorey; Russian Beauty,
Mae Opreska; Dancers. Maxina .Arnold,
Evelyn Arnold, Beatrice Keen, Mary Mcintosh, Peggy Ra>-mond. Nellie Savage, Virginia Whitehead, Dorothy Dinsmore. Dancing Specialty by Hannelore. Harp Ensemble

by The Salzedo

Harpists.

"OUR G.ANG C0:MEDIES'"— P.^THE

—

]\IcGowan. The Gang:
"Sunshine Sammy." ^Mickey Daniels, Jackie
Davis, Jackie Condon, iMary Kornman, Little

Director,

Robert

Farina.
"

BR.ASS "

—W.\RXER

Brothers

— .Adapted

from the novel by Charles G. Norris. Scenario
by Julien Josephson. Director, Sidney FrankProduced by Henr}- Rapf. The Cast:
lin.
Philip Baldwin. Monte B'lue; Marjorie. Marie
Prevost; Wilbur Lansing. Harr>- Myers; Mrs.
Grotenberg, Irene Rich; Frank Qhurch. Frank
Keenan; Rosemarv Church, Helen Ferguson;
Lucv Baldwin, Miss Dupont; Roy North,
Cyril Chadwick; Mrs. Baldwin, Margaret

guaranteed.
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Seddon; Harry Baldwin, Pat O'jMallcy; Judge
Baldwin, Edward Joljsoii; Mrs. Jones. Vera
Lewis; George Yosl, Harvey Clark; Mrs. Yost,
Gertrude Bennett.

"THE LITTLE CHURCH AROUND
THE CORNER"—Warner Brothers —

For

Adapted from the play by Charles E. Blaney.
Story and scenario by Olga Printzlau. DirecWilliam A. Seiter.
The cast:
Morton, Claire Windsor; David Graham,
neth Harlan; Morton, Hobart Bosworth;
Walter Long; Hetty, Pauline Starke;
tor,

dainty

Leila

KenIlex,

Rev.
Bradley, Alex. Francis; Mrs. Graham, Margaret

Seddon; Jude, George Cooper; Doc Graham,
Winter Hall; Mark Hanford, CyxW Chadwick.

coiffutes

—

"THE SUNSHINE

First
TR.\IL"
H. Ince production
Director, James W. Horne. The cast: James
Henry MacTavish, Douglas MacLean; Mystery
Man, William Courtwright; Woman Crook,
Josephine Sedgwick; Man Crook, Barney

—Thomas

N.^TiONAL

Fure)'; Algernon Aloysiiis Fitzmauriee Bangs,
Muriel Frances Dana; Willis Duckworth, Rex
Cherryman; Colonel Duckworth, Albert Hart;
June, Edith Roberts.

can save
You
tiresome

yourself the
task of doing up
unruly hair, and at the same
time keep your hair cleaner
and lovelier than you ever

—

thought possible.

Wild root Cocoanut Oil Shampoo will cleanse your hair, yet
leave it so silky that it will do
up easily into the most deli-

Cort Maitland, Ernest Hilliard; Nita Blake,
Zita Moulton; Hugh', Jr., Frankie Evans;

Simpson, Arnold Lucy; Mammy, Pauline
Dempsey; Blossom Young, Blanche Craig.
Elihti

Releasing
by FToward Hawks. Director,
Jack Conway; Photography by Harold Rosson
and Glen McWilliams. The cast: The Girl,
Corp. — Story

abundance of creamy lather
leaves the hair "perfumed with
Its

so delicate as to
coiffures

Helene

— with a fragrance

seem

Chadwick;

The Boy, Richard Dix;

Ferrago, Alan Hale; "Silent" Krupz, Noah
Beery; Colonel Paterson, J. Farrell McDonald;
Matt Patterson, George Cooper; Sergeant John-

make dainty

Tom

daintier.

Wilson; Cupid, Dick Sutherland;
Hardee Kirkland; Bar-fly, Lou King.
Members of the Ring: Walter Long, Jean

son,
Farrell,

Sold everywhere

Edwin

Hersholt,

Stevens,

When
you dance
WHEN

William

Dyer,

Frank Campeau, James A. Marcus, Lionel
Belmore, Jack Curtis.

"THE GRUB STAKE"— American

floor

Are you one of those fortunate
women whose hair is fluffy and soft
to his cheek perfumed with clean-

Or

is

your hair greasy, dry,

lifeless,

with an odor that offends?

That

is

the thing a

— and

man

notices

can make him like you
immensely or it can ruin his interest.

first

it

Thousands of women have found
that Wildroot Hair Tonic brings
out the hidden charm that is the
key to loveliness
that it makes
hair soft, wavy and lustrous.

—

Re-

After your Wildroot shampoo, mas-

leasing Corp. Story and scenario by Nell
Shipman. Produced by Nell Shipman. DirecPhotography by J. B.
tor, Bert Van Toyle.
Walker. The cast: Faith Diggs, Nell Shipman;
Jeh, Hugh Thompson; Mark LeRoy, Alfred
.\llen; Malamute Mike, George Berrell; The
"Skipper," Walt Whitman; The Mounty, C. K.
Van Auker; l-Fowg, Ah Wing.

sage Wildroot Hair Tonic into the

—

"

SUZ,\NNA "—Mack Sennett.— Released

.\llied Producers and Distributors.
From a
novel by Linton Wells. Supervision by Mack
Sennett. Director, F. Richard Jones. Photog-

by

scalp.
results.

—

HAIR TONIC

Book-

ing Offices. Story by Elizabeth Dejeans.
Director, Val Paul. Adapted by Beatrice Van.
Photography by William Thornley and
Robert De Grasse. The cast: Blake, Harry
Carey; Cons, Cullen Landis; Cclia, Myrtle
Stedman; Diane, Vola Vale; Sattnders, Charles
LeMoyne; Gracia, Winifred Bryson; Holmes,
Jos.

Harris;
[

Allison,

Donald

CONTINL'ED ON PAGE

you write to advertisers please mention

MacDonald.
1

15

notice the immediate
Wildroot Co., Inc., Buffalo,

WILDROOT

Stockdale; Alvarez, the attorney, Lon Poff;
Miguel, his son, George Cooper; Indian Minnie,
Herself; Black Hawk, Himself.

"CRASHING THROUGH"— Film

Then

N.Y.

raphy by Homer Scott, Fred W. Jackman
and Bob Walters. The cast: Suzanna, IMabel
Normand; Don Fernando, George Nichols;
Ramon, his son, Walter McGrail; Dona Isabella,
his wife, Evelyn Sherman; Pancho, the toreador,
Leon Bary; Don Diego, Eric Mayne; Dolores,
his daughter, Winifred Bryson; Ruiz, Carl

When

you glide ov er the
your partner

close to

liness?

"QUICKSANDS"— American

cate coiffure.

cleanliness"

—

American
"MODERN MARRIAGE"
Releasing Corp. Adapted by Dorothy
Farnum from the novel by Derek Vane.
Director, Lawrence C. Windom.
Produced
by F. X. B. Pictures, Inc., under the supervision of Whitman Bennett. Photography by
Edward Paul. The cast: Hugh Varley, Francis
X. Bushman; Denise Varley, Beverly
Bayne; Frank Despard, Roland Bottomley;

]
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Stepping
[

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 45

limousine, head high and eyes straight ahead
she said, "James, the races!" An impudent
kid along the road, who had no respect for
grandeur, yelled, "Hey, loidy, give us a ride!"

Your

The

flicked an eye in his direction, tried
hard to maintain her hauteur, but finally said,
"James, halt the equipage." The kid leaped
in beside Mabel, and dignity collapsed.
They
stopped at every stand along the road for
apple cider, and when her stellar majesty
appeared in her box the crowds were shocked
to see her devouring pop corn with a grimy

Shoes

Fool-Batb

escort.

SprinUe

11

Into

Into

It

The Antiseptic, Healing
Powder for the Feet
Takes the friction from the shoe,
relieves the pain of corns, bunions, callouses and sore spots, freshens the
feet and gives new^ vigor.

"Un-hunh," muttered IMabel
depths of the pop corn bag.

The ceiling is painted
with ocean waves. This gives you the feeling
that either the boat is capsizing or you've
broken the law. It's fine if you are not sub-

mal de vier. But you're all right
you just mind mama,— keep your
eyes on your food and don't rock in your chair.
There's a piano you're welcome to play if your
emotional lady friend feels she must have
ject

"Queer

folks,

them movie

from

A minister, who happened to be
breakfasting there, said. "Young lady, don't
you know the Ten Commandments?" Marj
said:
"Whistle a few bars and I'll try to
follow you."
morning.

the

actors," observed

Back in New York my soul often yearns for
Victor Hugo's cafe in I^s Angeles. What a
plumpness to the oUves, what a crispness to
the celery! Ah ma foi!
It was here that
Riidie Valentino initiated me into the mysteries of zahayon and other Italian propaganda.
Everj'body goes to the American Legion
fights

Priscilla

"Y'OU have

Mae Murray,

Betty Compson and Walter
Morosco, Connie Talmadge and The Latest.
Incidentally, one of the regular prize guessing
contests is to pick the new suitor Connie will
have lured into her train before the evening
wanes.
Irene Castle has been dancing and presenting loving cups at the Cocoanut Grove in the
Hotel Ambassador, situated on the border of
Los Angeles, a short dri\^e from Hollywood
boulevard. On a regular mo\ie night j'ou
need smoked glasses to protect your eyes from

CMeloda'SAXOPHONt
Learn to play Saxophone ! The easiest Instrument to
learn, it is also tlie most popularl Pick out tunca in an
liour, as quickly as with one flncer on the piano. And
there's no faster way to make extra money than playSax'ophonc at dance or church

favorite,

10

<ir

Makes you a

theatre.

always welcome everywhere

MONTHS TO PAY!

social

!

''^%.%'T:t';i\:Z:T^t-^^lt.

in Elkliiirt. ' Choice of famous artists and teachers. The 1923
model with "bevelled sockets** makes all other Saxophones "out
of date." Sent t.> you for 6 days' trial, to prove to you its case of
blowinir. simplified finfferinfirand prolden tone can't be equalled at
any price. Comfilete 12 piece outfit direct to you from factory at
only $1 down nnd $8.00 a month. Small firet payment. Sensational cut in price. No interest, no tax, not one cent extra:Saxophone. $10 case, self instruction system, book of music,
reed, strap, pearl keys, etc., everything you need. Quality that
enables you to buy once for a life-time.

rATALOfi
FREE^
ULiU
^

gi^ea'testofSaxophonesoneasyterms
i^^g than cash prices Write today
complete information of our sensational offerl
*

tor

xXw.i Ir'j,,- hi. Ilk .irni

!

Standard Music Co., Dept. 433 P. 0. Box 503, Chicago

$10 to $20 a Day Profit
Silver

King Mint Vender

Will Pay Your Rent
Install

one in

your

store or any public
place and get this

money.

Requires

noatteiition. Always

works. Machine's
pay the rent.

profits

Write us lihoiit rebuilt machines. FinIn
like new.
excellent running order. Pay their cost in

ished

todays. Wrlteor wire

today. Price

S12.5.

down payment. BalanceO.O.D.Mint»S15 !"cr
$'J5

C;iseof lOIJOSc packages.

Silver King Novelty Co.. 300

Williams

Bid;., Iniiianapolls. Ind.

•

the glare of the jewels.
One evening at the Grove, Charlie Chaplin
was startled to find himself entirely surrounded by such familiar faces as those of
IVIildred Harris, Mae Collins, Claire Windsor,
Lila Lee and Edna Pur\ iance.
Just supposing
the ladies had started a dispute!
Max Fisher, who used to be court violinist
to Cecil B. de Mille on the Lasky set. has
opened the imposing Club Royale on the road
that leads from Holl>^vood to the sea. It is
patronized chieflj' by such young romantics as
Barbara La Marr, Anna Q. Nilsson, Viola
Dana, Mae Busch, Mae Murray, Jacqueline
Logan, Leatrice Joy, Phyllis Haver, Alice Lake
and their dance accessories. Thej' say Kenneth Harlan proposed to INIarie Prevost on the
dance floor, but I couldn't hear on account of
the music.
No, I can't remember what piece
was being played, but probably the one that
is used on Kenneth in his emotional scenes at
the studio.
If you want good food, try Levy's (Ad\'. to
Every advertisement in rilOTOPI-AT

MAGAZINE

is

night.

The| ringside makes

Dean, Barbara La Marr, Mrs. Harold

—

Lloyd, V'iola Dana in fact, j'ou don't know
whether you're at a fight or the Follies. And
if your male idol isn't there you can figure he's
on location, dead or in jail. Viola Dana
always tells the fighters just what to do. Of
course, if a fighter is hard of hearing he just
has to stumble on in his own clumsy way until

—

inff

on Friday

the Metropolitan's diamond horseshoe look
like a Woolworth window.
You are sure to
see such society leaders as Agnes Avres, .^nna
Q. Nilsson, Patsy Ruth Jililler, Mrs.' Tom Mix,

ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE
read a lotubout the night life in
Hollywood, that gay and wicked city of high
revelry.
Until recently Hollywood never had
a single night cafe, except John's, where you
could sit on a stool and drink coffee out of a
smash-mc-if-you-can or out of the saucer
if you prefer taking it that way.
Now Hollywood is trying to live up to its
reputation with the Montmartre cafe. It's
far more swagger and decorous than it's
Parisian namesake. If you appear without
a dinner jacket you're considered immoral.
Above you is a silken canopy, and as you dance,
transparent silken draperies, sheer as colored
cobwebs, are drawn around. If stars execute
a particularly stunning dance the other couples
withdraw from the floor and observe them.
This is sure to happen when Mae Busch and
Reginald Denny appear, or Gaston Glass and

if

Puccini with the prunes.
It was here, according to Bert Savoy, that
Marjie was playing ragtime on a Sunday

coaxed back to normalcy until Mabel threatened to throw herself headlong on to the racetrack unless he treated her nicely. Well, he's
just one of a lot of kids in Los Angeles who
worship before a photograph signed, "From
Your Friend, Mabel."

and Navy during the war. Trial package and a
Address
Foot-Ease Walking Doll sent Free.
ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE. Le Roy, N. Y.

to

anyhow

the young tramp.
" Crazy," agreed Mabel.
The kid never knew who his girl friend was
until a newsboy pal yelled, "Hey, Stevie,
quitsha fussin' Mabel Normand!" Whereupon
the kid was stricken mute, and wouldn't be

Makes Tight or New Shoes Feel Easy
At night, when your feet are tired,
sore and swollen from walking or
dancing, sprinkle Allen's Foot-Ease in
the foot-bath and enjoy the bliss of
feet without an ache.
Over One Million five hundred thousand pounds
of Powder for the Feet were used by our Army

In a Pinch, use

at you suggestively.

"That Gloria Swanson?" asked the kid,
staring aoross at another box.
"Yep," said Mabel, munching.
"Class!" said the kid, "and ain't that swell
over there Charlie Ray?"

ALLEN'S FOOT = EASE

]

be cheerfully taken out in trade). It s on the
Boul' Hollywood. The decorations look like
scenes from "The Ancient Mariner," with
fishy creatures resembling porpoises peering

Mabel

Shake

Out

he's murdered.

TF

you

comfort and dignity and a little
with your meals j-ou might get a bid
to the Writers' club on Sunset boulevard,
where they ser\e luncheon on the broad
veranda. Here's where many a plot is stolen
in jest.
You are liable to be introduced to
Theodore Roberts and his trained cigar, Peter
B. Kyne, Jane ISIurfin. Marion Fairfax. Frank
Condon, TuUy Marshall, Frances Marion,
like

-^intellect

Frank Adams and Rupert Hughes.

And

if

you're particularly lucky you may even meet
one of the Photoplay Mag.azin"e staff.
Everj-one takes to the beach in the summer
Even the Riviera can't boast such
time.
scener>' as Santa Monica when the ladies from
Mack Sennett's reveal nature's handiwork.
Many stars take houses at the beach for the
Bill Russell keeps op)en barracks,
season.
and I hope to remember the steaks he serves
when I'm in heaven. Bessie Love's wienie
Bessie
roasts are internationally famous.
has done more for the wienerwurst in this
While
countrj' than any other one person.
Mother Lo\ e does the work, Bessie strums
the uke and sings "Willie, the Weeper" until
the little fish come right up on the beach and
dance.
Marj^ Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
seldom- give the tourists a treat. They enIn order to
tertain exclusively in Pickfair.
see them at play j'ou either have to know
Pickford or the combination on the lock.
Antonio Moreno's bride has been the leader
or whatever
of Los Angeles' four hundred
the number is. She plans to entertain a great
deal during the coming season.
Hollywood is certainly a wild, wild tov\-n.
Even on Sunday there's the excitement of
hearing the church bells and seeing the populace motoring madly for Griffith park or the
beach to wreck their paper lunch bags.
You step out in HolK"«-ood at about the
same pace as you do in Waco, Tex. That's

Ma

—

what friend Texas says.
ought to know.

guaranteed.

And

slie

certainly
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" GRUMPY."— Paramount— Adapted by
From the stage play by
Clara Beranger.
Horace Hodges and T. Wigney Percyval.
Photography by
Director, William de Mille.
Guy Wilky. The cast: ''Grumpy" Theodore
Roberts; Virginia, May McAvoy; Ernest
Heron, Conrad Nagel; Chamherlin Jarvis,
Casson Ferguson; Keble, Bertram Johns; Ruddock, Charles Ogle; Dan'son, Robert Bolder;
Wolfe, Charles French; Susan, Bernice Frank.

OCeep^ 1/our

IIairin<7he

Prime^of
Beauty

—

"THE FOURTH :MUSKETEER" Film
Booking Offices. Story by H. C. Witwer.
Director,
.\daptation by Paul Schofield.
William K. Howard. Photography by Wm.
O'Connell. The cast: Brian &Bricn,l6hnr\K

—

There are thousands of women who every day
see reflected in their mirrors the first gray

Walker; Mrs. Brian O'Brien, Eileen Percy;
Mike Donovan, Eddie Gribbon; Joe Tracy,
William Scott; Mrs. Tracy, Edith Yorke;

These should be carefully considered,

hairs.

woman knows that gray hairs presage the time when her opportunities in life
will be fewer, whether in the world of business,
the whirl of society, the theatre or merely a
desire for admiration.
Success comes more easily to
the woman who has retained the appearance of youth.
every

for

Tracy, Georgie Stone; Dan O'Reilly,
James jMcElhern; Gerald Van Sicklen, Philo
jNIcCullough; Mrs. Rector, Kate Lester.

Jimmy

"THREE JUMPS AHEAD"— Fox.— Story
and direction by Jack Ford. The cast: Boone
McLean, Tom Mix; Ann Darrell, Alma
Bennett; Burk Taggert, Edward Piel; John
Darrell, Joe Girard; Mrs. Darrell, Virginia True
Boardman; Alicia, Margaret Joslin; Ben
McLean, Frank Forde; Lige McLean, Harry
Todd.

Are you a business woman ?
If so, watch those graying locks
or soon you will be thrust aside by aspiring and ambitious
youth, as so many others have been.

"THE TOWN SCANDAL"- UNn\-ERSAL.

Are you

— Story

by Frederick .\rnold Kummer.
Photography by
Director, King Baggot.
Victor ^Iilner. The cast: Jean Crosby, Gladys
Walton; Toby Caswell, Edward Hearne; Avery
Crawford. Edward McWade; Bill Ramsey,

set.
still

Then never

cease to be attractive to the younger
appearance of Youth, though you may
enjoy the company of young people, they will gradually leave you
in society?

When you have

lost the

out of their gatherings.

Have you ever asked

Charles Hill Mailes; Samuel Grimes, William
Welsh; Lysander Sprowl, W'illiam Franey; Mrs.
Crawford, .A.nna Hernandez; Mrs. Sprowl,
Virginia Boardman; Effie Strong, Rosa Gore;
Mrs. Grimes, Nadine Beresiord; Mrs. Ramsey,
Louise Reming Barnes; Trixie, Margaret

yourself

why

actresses on the stage or screen keep

young looking longer than women in the other professions? It is not
they have learned, often through bitter experience, the va'ue
accidental

—

of the appearance of youth.
They know that to retain the admiration
of the public which their career demands, they
keep youthful looking.

jNIorris.

"TRIMMED

—

IN

SC.A.RLET "

You, perhaps, cannot judge your successes
Nevertheless the way you dress
applause.
shows that you do want its approbation.

—

— U^^-

VERSAL. Story by William Hurlbut.
OrigiScenario by
nally produced as a stage play.
Edward T. Lowe, Jr. Director, Jack Conway.

by

BRIDE " — Unhve rsal. —

Story by Evelyn Campbell. Director, Herbert
Blache. Scenario by .\lbert Kenyon. Photog-

raphy by Virgil Miller. The cast: Jimmy
Nevin, Herbert Rawlinson; Doris Statidish,
Edna Murphy; Mary Butler, Alice Lake;
Morgan, Harry Van Meter; Vesper Charley,
Frank Brownlee; Smithy, the dip, Sidney Bracy
Cyrus W. Hopkins, Phillips Smalley: Uncle
Peter Slandish, Robert Dudley; Mrs. Myrtle
Standish, Lillian Langdon.

"SINGLE - H.\NDED"
Story by

by the public's
you do

Charles

Faith Ebbing, Lucille Ricksen; David Pierce,
Robert .\gnew; Charles Knight, David Torrence; Peter Ebbing, Phillips Smalley; Fifi
Barclay, Eve Sothern; Duroc, Bert Sprott;
Molly Todd, Grace Carlyle; Ruth Kipp, Gerrard Grassby; Mr. Kipp, Raymond Hatton;
Count DeSigneur, Philo AlcCullough.

" NOBODY'S

life

Keep your youthful appearance by using INE.CTO RAPID.

Kaufman.
The
cast: Cordelia Ebbing and Mmc. De La Fleur,
Kathlyn Williams; Revere Wayne, Roy Stewart;
Photography

in

— everything

— U^^VERs.AL. —

Edward Sedgwick.

Scenario

by

George C. Hull. Director, Edward Sedgwick.
Photography by Virgil Miller.
The cast:
Hector MacKnight, Hoot Gibson; Ruth Randolph, Elinor Field; Prof. Weighoff, Percy
Challenger; Windy Smith, W^m. Steele; Gypsy
Joe, Phillip Sleeman; Sheriff Simpel, Dick
LaReno; Milo, Mack V. Wright; Macklin, Tom
IMcGuire; Rancher, Sydney DeGrey; The Boss,
Gordon McGregor; Ringmaster, W. T. McCulley; Foreman, C. B. Murphy; Matiager, Bob
jMcKenzie.
[ continued on page 128
]
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a preparation, discovered

is

on hat linings and

will retain

eminent scientist-physician of
the University of Paris, which is guaranteed to

over a period of years.

banish naturally gray, streaked, faded or dull

INECTO RAPID.

hair in fifteen minutes.

to eliminate

Returning tourists brought INECTO RAPID
to America, after finding it in use in 97% of
the hairdressing salons of Europe, including
those in Madrid, London, Paris, Oporto, Milan,
Deauville, Rome, Monte Carlo, Cairo, Llbson
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by Dr.
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and Brussels

Every woman owes

a uniform color

to herself to investigate
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is packed in a manner
waste and can be easily applied
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full,
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way of being distinctive is by being natural.
.\ffectations fool no one. As a matter of fact,
they reveal a shallow vanity and a lack of con[

]

fidence in

When

You Can Earn

self.

Big Money as
a Designer-

was directing for Universal I observed Rodolph Valentino working in a picI

ture under the direction of Allen Holubar. Bewas completed I was interested
sufficiently to ask Mr. Holubar about him.
The favorable report he rendered influenced me
a great deal in giving Mr. \'alentino the role of
Jtdio in "The Four Horsemen of the ApocaIpyse," which required a dancer and a man of
his physical type.

^AN ANTISEPTIC
_

^

LIQUID^

^y&idL

diverting underarm moisBYture
other portions of the
to

body, where there

is

better evap-

oration, NONSPl keeps underarms
sweet and dry— free from slightest
trace of perspiration odor.

That's why women everywhere
today consider the regular use of

IV!

NONSPl— the

old, reliable perremedy a requisite to

spiration
good grooming, essential to permanently insure personal daintiness,

woman's greatest charm.

Even though you fiersDire very little, the use
of NONSPl
once or twice a week— is
invaluable in keeping clothing fresh and
dainty, free from odor which is frequently
apparent, even though underarm per-

—

SEND

— and

4c

FOR TESTING SAMPLE

2641 Walnut

Kansas City,

St.

PATRICK SYSTEM Experience
Students do actual work which

my

Mrs. Booth, Kan., says; "Got a position rieht
away in a wholesale bouse. Now opening my
own shop." Miss Rager says: "Through your
training I am now teaching Millinery in Kansas."
"Have a splendid position as a trimmer" writes
Mrs. Major. "Earn better than 350 a week at
home" says Miss Nofsinger. PATRICK GRADUATES wanted every place as trimmers, designers, etc.

must come here
We Pay Your Railway You
to getPersonal instruci_ K.ansas
J7_,_ to
liT^^^^. /^;»,.
tare
Uity. tiona in art-work
SHOP, botwehelpby paying fare from any place in U .3.

Please Write Today, t^^tnt

cription of coarse, interesting pictores, letters from
graduates and catalog. Also free booklet "Hmu You
Can Earn Bi<] Money as a De»ioner.^' Be a first claM
milliner and insure yoor independence.

ELEANOR

The Patrick School

I AM

Beaoath thnt
ort'ti.

iou

in the full

and Design

is

soiled. dij^col-

faded oratred compI<'Xone fair to look upon.

Mercolized

Wax

gradiKiUy. genlty al>sorl>s the
pnl.
\
(levitiil Lzed surface skin, reveal
jnp the voung.f resh. beautifal skin \
underneath. Used h.v retined women \
who prefer complexion of true
naturalness. Have you tried it?
9Sc
Mercolized Wax (heautifier)
Powdered Saxolite {for UTinkles) 75c
Phelactinc ('/o?r remorer) .
$1
Powdered Tarkroot L'ace Tester) %\

Ramon

Xovarro's success will be.a lasting one, for it will be based
upon his ability as an actor rather than upon
any vogue he may gain through popular appeal

convinced that

PATRICK

MrtndOut the

photographic sense, but the qualities which
struck me particularly were his sincerity, his
spontaneity and his youthful enthusiasm. A
quick test instantl}' revealed the true gold of
dramatic worth, and I engaged him for Rupert
in "The Prisoner of Zenda."

Mo

B.

of Millinery

2715 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

friend,

was handsome

is sold to the
Fit yourself to earri $150 to $400 a month.

trade.

—

experience.
I realized that he

test,

S0C {several months' supply) at
all leading toilet and drug counters, or by mail (postpaid).

THE NONSPl COMPANY

ployment? Take up this
fascinatinsr work; you ne«l no previooa exi>erience; learn in a few weeks by the

to me one day and
Ferdinand Pinney Earle.
could vouch for his ability. He had proved
himself an accomplished dancer of some pantomimic skill at the Hollywood Community
theater, but he had had very little screen

is

make convincing personal

record thatof allour^ad.
uates, not one, has ever
been disappointed in
seeking profitable em-

Ramon Novarro came

said that

not excessive.
Physicians and nurses endorse NONSPl
— women everywhere have used it for
years. Ask your friends about this remedy — try it — you will never be without it.

spiration

Is it not a

Before engaging him I had Ijeen impressed,
as I say, t)y his appearance, his colorful personality and his absolute poise.
While directing
him I realized that he possessed real dramatic
ability and, better still, the high aspirations
which led him to take his work seriously.
Long before I made "Trifling Women" I had
the story in mind and was visualizing the characters. While I was dining in a restaurant one
day in walked Zareda the chief character of
my stor>' in the person of Barbara La ]Marr.
Of all those I had considered she seemed the
only woman who could look young enough to
play in the prologue and sophisticated enough
to play the woman of the actual drama.
In
order to determine whether or not she had the
dramatic ability I engaged her for the role of
Antoinette in "The Prisoner of Zenda." The
test convinced me that she was a notable
"find." Within a few months she was in demand at a salar>' of one thousand a week, and
she will be starred very soon.

—

That Pay
wonderful

Little Secrets

fore the picture

Dearborn Sopplr Co..

2358

.

.

.

.

m

Clybonni An., Chicago.

young ladies. He is a truly great actor in
the making, one who can hold his own with the
best screen players of the day.
ONDERFUL BOOK—read about itl
While at New Haven I roomed next door to
Tells how easilyStories and Plays areconceive<l. \\Tiren. perfected, sold.
Hon- many
a young man who used to attract a line of
•whodon't DREAM they can write, suddenly
limousines to the Yale gjTnnasium every Frilind it out. How the Scenario Kings and the
Stnrj'Otieens live and work. Howteightnien
day night. I recall that the doorman of the
and ivomen. without any special experience,
gjTn was kept busy answering inquiries as to
leam to tlieir own amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant plots tor Plays
whether or not RLilcolm McGregor would
andStories. Howone'sown Imagrination may
provide an endless eold-mine of Ideas tliat
swim that night. The boy was proving a boxbring Happv Success and Handsome Cash
.And I realized
office attraction even then!
Royalties. How new writers get their names
into print. How to teU if you .\RE a writer.
that his flashing smile and personality were
How to devel'ip your "story fcmcy." weai*attractions quite as potent as his aquatic
clever word-pictures and imique. thrilling.
plots. How yoiu- friends nmy lie your worst iudires. How
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ramp tn Hnllv-I
e\emu<lliy Ldllie^tJ
wnen Vip
nt; pvpntii.nllv
ability
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Fritz
It wasn t a matter of friendship providing a "pull." Although I didn't know what
sort of an actor he might prove to be, I did!
know he could wear a uniform almost as well as
Mr. Von Strohcim or Mr. Lewis Stone, and
that is saj-ing a great deal. When we got to
furnish
work I found that Mr. IMcGregor not only had
stata yovi in business
everything ond gu.irantee to teach
distinction and repose but also a very promisWriting In; our
Card
"show
you
ing dramatic gift. His success is assured.
New Simple Method. No canvassing experience
It w-as in a restaurant in New York, just
we pay cash each week no matter
unnecessary
where vou live.
after I had completed "Where the Pavement
SHOW CARD SCHOOL
DETROIT
Ends," that my wife pointed out a young
Detroit, Mich.
2130 Dinan BldSiwoman at the next table. She had a decided
Please send me your booklet and terms free.
personality that seemed, as I observed her, to
A'ame
be that of Climene in "Scaramouche." the picAddress
ture I was then planning. That is the way I
Ciiy.
discovered Edith .\llen, \\ho is now working
to

nldes
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means to the ankle what
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It
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before our cameras in Hollywood.
I have
found that she has self-possession and that she
screens excellently.
There is every reason to believe that she
will make good if she adopts the work as a
serious profession.
I have never been disappointed in a disOne
covery.
I believe in first impressions.
day while directing an important scene in
"Trifling Women" I noticed a young man observing the action. His expression was singularly like that of a tombstone. A few minutes
later 1 glanced at him again to see how the
scene registered with him. The same stony,
unmoved visage! Finally I became curious and
called him over. He proved to be Willis (loldbeck, magazine writer. I engaged him to do
some publicity in order to have him around the
company. Then I assigned him the script of
"Scaramouchc." I felt instinctively the first
time I noted him that he possessed a sense of
values.
And he has proved that my instinct was
right.

The scenario which he wrote for "Scaramouchc" is the best script I have ever had.
He is now at work on the continuity of "The
World's Illusion."
Discovering new talent for the screen is for
me an enjoyable adventure into life. I like to
read a story and then go forth to find the characters.
They are sure to exist somewhere.
The only trouble is to find them in a limited
Unfortunately the characters
spKice of time.
do not come in search of the director as they
came in search of the author in Pirandello's

fcjLfcuH-f

play.

But a great many do come and stand
to the studio gates
eyes to see them.

if

close

a director will only have

There is too much talk of "technique." It
a bugbear that frightens beginners into believing there is something occult about screen
is

acting.

Give me a person with imagination, sensitive nature and a personality unspoiled by
affectation or self-consciousness and I don't
care whether he ever heard of "timing" or

camera

lines.

We are all players. And if the screen were as
great as the world stage there would be parts
for

all.

His
[

Name

is

CONTIXUZD FROM

served with

distinction

"Reggie"
P.\GE 28

— but

]

"Reggie" de-

clines to talk about it.
So details are lacking.

When peace came Reggie found his way back
to New York — and returned to the footlights
member

Winter Garden cast of
of igig."
He next supported John Barrymore in his revival of
"Richard III."
Right then and there the films entered
Denny's life. He made his celluloid debut with
Evelyn Greeley in "Bringing Up Betty," but
he didn't catch the attention of the critics
until he appeared opposite Constance Binney
in "39 East" and in George Fitzmaurice's
as a

"The

Passing

of the

Show

"Money Mad."

—

Then the "Leather Pusher" series.
The following additional facts may be
scribed

tran-

anent this highly promising young

Britisher:
He's in the early thirties.
He's six feet tall.

Photoplay's coast representative interviewed Denny and she reports: "He'd appar-

—

ently rather swim or fight or play tennis but,
oh, sister, how that boy can dance!"
He holds a lot of swimming titles and he's
planning this summer to make the swim to
Catalina Island twenty-seven miles under
the auspices of the A. A. A.
-ASd he holds any number of boxing titles,

—

deadly

left

will enjoy

we know with a

GLENN HUNTER

"MERTON OF THE MOVIES"
the hig dramatic success

Cort Theatre,

now

playing at the

New York

Merton, like all good grocery clerks, keeps prcminently displayed the world famous Royal Baking Powder.
In thousands of stores throughout the land Royal is sold
and recommended first, last and all the time as the best
and most dependable baking powder on the market.

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
Absolutely Pure
Contains

No Alum

Leaves

The onh Nationally Distributed Cream

hook!

When

in the

Qrocery Store scene in

—

too.

Indeed, he's the only Reggie

You

you write to adveitisfis

1

lease
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those

of

who

Daughter

sort of a play is this new thing. '.\
of Isis'?" she] asked, determined

to shift the conversation to other channels.
"Oh one of those big spectacular productions Senft is so fond of.
From the book by
Mario Marti. Henderson did the scenario.
Pretty good story, too. I'm supposed to play
a Persian prince or something of the sort
conqueror of Egjpt Pharaoh's daughter falls
for me
then I get mixed up with a Greek
dancing girl, and there's the devil to pay.

—

—

—

Wesley Barry
does not dare to use

What's your part?"
"I don't know. Mr. Senft didn't tell me."
"I suppose not. That would be up to
Davidson, our chief director, and our casting
manager, Sam Leon. But Vista Lorraine
is to play the Egyptian princess, so I shouldn't
it

be surprised

Naturally he likes freckles no better than
anyone else. But he is afraid to use Stillman'a
Freckle Cream for fear the public won't
know bim without them.

Hermione. You sacrificed yourself, I
believe, in the temple of Isis, to give me happiness."
He smiled slowh' through puffs at his
girl,

cigarette.

Stillman's

"Life

isn't like that, is it?"

"I don't know. I think if I cared enough
about anybody really cared, that is I'd be

—

—

willing to sacrifice anything, to make them
happy. That is, if I couldn't give them
happiness in any other way."
"I believe you would," Romain said slowly,
and gazed for a long time out of the window.

Cream

Freckle

you're slated for the dancing

if

This famous cream causes freckles to fade
gently away while you sleep, giving you a
cleEir white complexion.
Used the world over
for 33 years. Cannot grow hair. Obtainable in
60c and $1 sizes at drug stores. Look for the
purple and gold package.

JOY,

Write for free booklet
yon value your complexion and hair, write
for a copy of "Beauty Parlor Secrets". Gives
the information that will enable you to enjoy
at home at little cost the expensive treatments
of beauty parlors. The Stillman Company,
32 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.

self

If

suddenly silent. She found hertrying to analyze the tremendous sex
too, fell

appeal of this man, to determine its relation
what the world called love. Was the fire
which his glance stirred in her veins a telepathic response on her part to his exuberant
to

vitality; a recognition, cjuite unintentional, of
abilit)- to create,
strong, vital children?

his

ical

to give to the world
It was a coldly biolog-

view, but she suspected that

it

emotional standpoint, and yet she knew that
what she felt was not love. The absurdity of
an}' such feelings toward a man who was engaged to be married chilled the sudden fire in
If her trip to the coast was to
to anything at all, she would have to
keep her head. She tried to think of .\rthur
Lloyd, but he failed to stir her. She began to

her veins.

amount

understand, in a vague way,
of being married to

dealer

why

the thought
left her

him had always

cold.

"Spring

is

tremendous,

isn't it?"

Romain

suddenly. " Look at those dogwood
blossoms.
Like a strip of white lace. Everything renewed born again another year of
reproduction.
mother used to say the
coming of spring turned us all back to pagans
again for a little while.
She was like spring
herself
so full of sweetness, of joy.
When
she died my father said he would never smile
again.
And I don't think he ever did. I'm
more like her, I guess. She her ancestors
were French always gay. Senft says my
smile is worth half of my salary that that's
why the public likes me. They do like me,
don't the\-?" he asked, suddenly boyish again,
and quite irresistible.
"Of course they do," Joy laughed. " You're
tremendously attractive" she paused, detecting a smile in his eyes.
"You think so?"
said

—

—

My

—

If

not,

send

let

you

square, leather-like box containing large mirror, fine powder

and lamb's wool pufF perfumed
with Golliwogg de Vigny.
One Dollar— Refills,

fifty Cents

Shadel: Whitt, Rachtl. KaUirillt

LIONEL TRADING

CO., Inc.
Imt>orlers of French Perfumes

324 Fifth Avenue

—

—

" Opens and closes with a snap.
Price

—

—

us
this

New York

"Certainl}'.
You do j^ourself."
"Well," his strong, regular teeth flashed in a
momentary gleam of amusement, "I think the
public thinks so, at any rate.
What I think
about it isn't important. As a matter of fact,
I'm just a hardworking young man trying
best to earn an honest living." There was a
note of mockery in his voice. " But as for
3'ou,
dear, there is no question about your
attractiveness
none in the least. In fact,
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who was the other most attractive woman he
had met? Margot Gresham, of course. Joy
suddenly came to the conclusion that he was
playing with her, as he had often, no doubt,
played with women before. Being by no
means without experience, she concluded that
his next move would be to tr>' to kiss her.
There would be no trouble about it; the porter
had closed the door of the stateroom some
time ago, to keep the smoke of their cigarettes
from the other occupants of the car.
First, she thought to herself, he will come
over and sit beside me, and then well, it
seemed suddenly important to her for many

—

rea.sons to
for Margot

know

just

how deeply he

did care

Gresham.

Jean Romain rose, fumbled for a moment in
his pocket.
Then he sat down beside her,
just as she had anticipated, held out his hand.

Of course he would first tr>' to take her hand.
Joy sat quite still, waiting, her breath coming
a bit inore quickly than usual. Then her
companion sf)oke.
"Here's a picture of the other most attractive woman I know," he said.
"Margot
Gresham." A tiny gold locket lay open in his
outstretched palm. Joy felt as though someone had poured a pitcher of ice water down her
back.
A white-coated waiter stuck his head
through the doorway.
" First call for dinner in the dining car," he
announced.

CHAPTER X

was the

truth.
Was this the real, basic reason for the
attraction of the sexes, this emotional bribe?
Nature's insistent demand for children? No
man had ever stirred her so deeply, from an

Has your

of the two most attractive young
"
I've ever met in
life
Joy caught his eye, roving, eager, daring. It
was not precisely the eye of a man in love, but
rather that of some quite irresponsible and
laughing young faun. Was he then laughing at
her, or had the spring turned him momentarily
into a pagan, as his mother had said? And

women

achieved success.

"What

]

you were one

"T OS.\NGELES!" The husky

voice of the

resounding in Joy's ears, brought
a blessed sense of relief, that the long journey
-'-'porter,

was at last over.
It was not that her trip west had been an
unpleasant one; on the contrary-, the presence
of Jean Romain had made it something to be
always remembered, but the thought of getting
away from the cramped quarters of the sleeping car was welcome enough, for one thing,
and even more welcome was the thought of
getting away from Jean Romain.
Not that he had pursued her with his attenThey had eaten, talked, read together
tions.
like two old friends, but not once, since the
moment when he showed her the locket containing the picture of !Margot Gresham had
either of them stepped beyond the bounds of
ordinary friendship. Joy, at that blighting
moment, had dismissed from her mind all
thoughts of even the mildest flirtations
between them. She felt that Romain had
showed her the picture at that precise moment
ioT a reason.
It was as though he had said
Don't be
to her, "Here is the woman I love.
a fool." The thing still smarted in her mind,
but she had learned her lesson, had withdrawn
And yet, away
into her conventional shell.
back in her brain there persisted the idea that
Romain, too, had seen danger ahead, that he
had done as he did, not entirely because he
wanted to, but because he felt that he ought
A sop to her vanity, perhaps, but it perto.
sisted.

Ljnng asleep in her berth that night, realizing that her perilously attractive companion
lay in a similar berth not a dozen feet away,
she had pondered the matter for hours without
being able to reach any definite conclusion.
Had the famous star merely been testing her
trj-ing to determine whether she was a shallow
flirt, or a woman of sincere and honest purpose?
Or had he pulled himself up short on the verge
of a new afifair because of a fear that he might
endanger his position as the fiance of the enormously rich Miss Gresham. Joy would ha\ e
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much

to have been able to answer
A
this question, but the solution eluded her.
barrier of some sort, intangible but none the

liked very

had suddenly been placed between
them, and Romain had been the one who had
placed it.
It was as though he had said to
Be friendly
himself, "This girl is dangerous.
The constraint
with her, but nothing more."
of it all had made her eager to reach the end
less real,

of their long journey.

The descent into the warmth and color of
the coast, after the cold beauty of the Sierras,
gave Joy her first taste of the country which
was to be her home for the ne.xt si.x months. The
view from the car windows thrilled her. The
sweeping orchards seemed like gigantic flower
gardens in their filmy mantles of pink and
white; the geranium hedges, striding work of
titans; the flaming acres of poppies, with their
background of vivid green, the hot gold of the
sunshine, the cobalt blue of the sky, all welcomed her to a fairyland to which even the
things she had been told had done scant
justice.

—

"Oh," she whispered
just

too

it's
to herself, "it's
Romain,
for words."

wonderful

watching her, smiled.

To him

it

was an old

DELICIOUS

story.
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"My

car will be at the station," he said.
"And Margot, too, of course. I wired her,
last night.
We'll drive you out. And if you
think of taking a bungalow or anything like
that later on, she will be only too glad to help
you. I don't imagine you'll care for hotel life,

The

SoIJ in pound, half pound,
quarter pound and loc packages

permanently."
Joy, between gasps of rapture over the
scenery, said that she hadn't given the matter
much thought as yet, and wouldn't consider
taking a house until she found out whether or

make

not she was going to
Romain laughed.

"Of

course, you'll

Made by
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good. At this

make good," he assured

The Only Chocolate Buds

"No

doubt in the world about that,
with your face, your figure, your stage experience.
I'll help you all I can, too."
His
voice, his manner, for a brief moment held
the same eagerness he had shown on the day
of their departure from New York.
"You see,
Joy," he had fallen quite naturally into this
use of her Christian name "I don't w^ant to
lose sight of you, in this big world out here.
I want to see you often
to keep you as a
dear and understanding friend." He reached
out, gave her fingers a sudden, quick grip, then
her.
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to collect his bags.

Joy went back to her section a trifle dazed.
She had, however, no time for reflection. The
train was already grinding its way into the
unimpressive Los Angeles station.
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"TF it surprised Margot Gresham to see her
^fiance approach escorting another woman, she
was too well-bred to show it. Tall, superbly
built, with fine brown eyes and a heavy mass
of chestnut hair, she swept down upon Romain
with an exclamation of delight and fairly
smothered him with her kisses. Joy felt
almost insignificant beside this Juno-like
creature, nor did Miss Gresham pay the least
attention to her until Romain had performed
the necessary introductions. Then she gave
Joy a cool, impersonal stare and expressed
her pleasure at meeting her with the careless
indifference she might have bestowed upon a
twelve-year-old child. Clearly, Joy thought,
the superb Miss Gresham regarded her pos-
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Romain and his affections as something not to be questioned by anyone, least of
all a minor actress, newly arrived at the center
of filmdom.
But she raised her eyebrows
slightly when Romain announced that they
were going to drive Miss Moran out to Hollywood with them and drop her at the hotel.
" She's to do one of the leads in 'A Daughter
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Joy heard him saying, in an aside,
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loading his bags and golf

into his car.
Miss Gresham's smart
coupe stood beside it. " Pile in."
Romain opened the door, helped Joy inside.
Then he took his place on the front seat and
they whirled off.
Feeling herself quite properly out of it, Joy
occupied herself with the scenery. Her impressions were fragmentary.
]\Iiss Gresham
drove as though the devil himself were behind
her; the view through the windows was like
Houses, shops, vacant lots,
a flickering film.
rows of pepper, eucalyptus, palmetto trees,
flaming gardens and hedges, brilliant with a
riot of flowers, villas and bungalows of every
conceivable type of architecture, flashed before
sticks

her eye^ in an endless, bewildering stream.
She was too busy with her new impressions to
pay much attention to the two on the front
seat.
Once or twice Romain pointed out
something of interest to her, but she scarcely
heard him. The artist in her was for the
moment uppermost; she was content to drink
in new impressions, to live in a world of new
sensations.
After what seemed to her an
incredibly short drive, they drew up before the
entrance of the hotel.
Romain helped Joy out, sa.\v that her luggage was safely collected. She put out her
hand.
"Thanks, ever so much, for all you have
done," she said, then turned to Miss Gresham.
The latter's hands were on the wheel and did
not leave it.
"Good bye." She nodded pleasantly enough.
"Jean tells me you're coming over to his place
some day for a swim."

EYES
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Our

"Why—yes— I'd

like to."

"Soon," Romain called back as they drove
"Before we start work on the picture."
Joy watched them disappear in a whirl of dust,
then went into the hotel. It was good, in a
way, to be alone again, she reflected, as she
mechanically signed the hotel register and
followed a smiling Jap to her room.
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intolerable to her.
And
yet, with a woman's keen intuition, she found
herself doubting the whole-heartedness of
Romain's love for jMiss Gresham. Was he
after all, just the fortune hunter that ]\Iargot's
father claimed?
Joy did not want to think it;
refused to think it, and yet, as she lay in bed
that night listening to the pulsing jazz of the

way became suddenly
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the latter she said little about her experiences on the train, explaining merely that
she had met Romain, and that he had been
very pleasant and agreeable to her. A feeling
of reserve, so far as her relations with the
famous star were concerned, was growing
within her; he had offered, she felt quite sincerely, to be her friend.
Could she accept his
friendship, without giving him as much in
return? The thought of injuring him in any
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CHAPTER XI

orchestra in the lobby below, she was unable
to rid herself of the impression that Jean
Romain was a man who was not in love with
anyone at all, unless it might be his handsome
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The small square room
clothes and flannels.
at the end of the hall was uncomfortably
crowded; Joy wondered, as she pushed her
way through, what impulses had driven all
these queer looking persons to seek employment on the

screen.

They made way

for her,

not without a certain veiled hostility, as she
gave her name to a pert, bobbed-haired girl
behind a small window.
"I have a letter to Mr. Afartin," she said,
"I
giving the name of the studio manager.
believe I am expected."
The girl did not seem impressed. Her manNo doubt long
ner was not encouraging.
e.Kperience with those who considered themselves "expected" had made her cynical. But
when she returned her manner had undergone
a change.
"Come in please," she smiled, opening a

V

One Rougehas achieved the last $tep^
to perfection - It Stays Orv-s)

wooden gate. "JMr. Martin will see you in a
moment." Joy, conscious of the resentment
thanked her stars

of those she left behind,

that things had been

made

every woman's social experience
INmemory
of an evening suddenly ruined

so easy for her.

!\[.\RTIN, a bristling grey man with a
MR.
toothbrush moustache and eyes

realization that she was pale and tired-looking.
trace of the rouge she had so carefully applied

like bits

of agate, greeted her pleasantly enough but
wasted no time.
" All right all right," he said, reading Joy's
"I
letter and puffing at a frayed cigar.
Daughter of Isis.' Begin shootunderstand.
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Joy was somewhat surprised by this; she had
never thought her Celtic beauty in the least
Greek. "There's a big scene where you do
the dance of the Sirens in an Egjqptian cabaret.
Great chance to knock 'em cold. You'd
better talk to Mr. Davidson about that dance.
He's our director-in-chief."
"Can I see him now?" Joy asked.
" No.
Out on location. Better wait till
Monday. Where are you staying?"
Joy told him, not entirely pleased with the

—

Jean Romain.
"Hello!' he called to her. "How about
coming over this afternoon for that swim?"
Joy shook her head.
"I've got some letters to write,"
she said,
which was not true.

friends, stood

Romain

and came up

left his friends

to her.
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His smile was unusually sparkling.
"Nonsense. Write 'em tonight."
" I can't. Mr. Leon wants me to come to his
birthday party."
"By George! That's so. I'd forgotten
Sammy was giving a blowout. We're booked
for that, too.

NEW YORK

hist

I'll

forgot you've just arrived."
He
wrote an address on a slip of paper, handed it
"Take a taxi. I'll expect you." He
to her.
turned as a tall, ruddy-haired girl came into
the office and Joy went out, wondering how
she was going to spend the balance of the day.
On the sidewalk, surrounded by a group of
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"Oh — I

the

The Waterproof Rouge

quality of his smile.
"Good. I'm giving a little party at my
Birthday, you know. Everyplace tonight.
body's going to be there our crowd, that is.

—
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9ert

I've studied it pretty thoroughly."
"All right. Mr. Senft seems to think you
Greek dancer,
could do the part of Hermione.
You're the type all right."
in our Isis picture.

for you to meet them.
you any time after dinner."
"But where?" Joy asked.
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Young,

suave, smiling, he asked Joy some questions
about her previous screen work, then referred
to a letter he took from a pile on his desk.
"I understand you can dance," he said.
"Classical stuff." The statement was also an

e.xpect

stores, or
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was

it.
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"Exactly. See Mr. Leon." He pushed a
button on his desk. "Second door down the
A boy came in. "Show this lady to
hall."
Mr. Leon's oflice." Again he became immersed in his papers and Joy followed the boy
to the casting director's room, wondering if
these people were all really so busy as thej-

seemed to be.
Mr. Leon
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ing next week.
"'So." Joy shook her head.
to report to you."
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You run along home and write your
letters now
I'll
pick you up after
see.
lunch say around three or half past. You
do.

—

—

can dine at my place, after we've had our swim,
and go along to Leon's party with us. How
about it?"

"But

—

have to dress."
"That's all right. So will Margot. I'll
have Hopper, my man, drive you over to the
hotel and wait while you change.
Senft told
me to look after you, you know."
Faced by the prospect of a lonely afternoon,
Joy nodded.
Romain was as pleased as a child.
Good
"iVIargot and I will stop by for you about
three-thirty.
Don't forget your bathing suit."
!

'

I'll

'

'

'

He

i
REDUCING MADE

turned to greet a party of friends who drove
a big open car, and Joy strolled off in the
direction of the hotel, convinced that so far as
she was concerned, Hollj'wood was a decidedly

up

hospitable place.
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CH.^PTER XII
nriHE swimming

pool at Jean Romain's suggested a huge oblong piece of jade, set in a
frame of ivory. Beyond this frame a brilliant
border of flowering bushes and vines extended
almost to the low stuccoed arches which surrounded the patio.
Joy had undressed, put on her one piece
swimming suit of silk jersey, in a pavilion at
She stepped out into
the end of the pool.
the warm sunlight to find herself the first of
the party to be ready for the plunge.
J.ust as she had poised herself for a dive she
heard someone call to her from the other end
of the pool and looking up, saw Jean Romain,
emerging from the men's dressing room.
"Hello!" he shouted. "Let's see what sort
of a diver you are."
Joy slipped into the clear water like a flashing arrow; she was half-way dow-n the pool
before she came to the surface to find Romain
beside her.
"Fifty-fifty," he said, brushing the water

from his eyes. "You're some little mermaid."
Joy looked at him, laughing from a pure
His arms and shoulders
lightness of heart.
were tanned to the color of Cordova leather;
her own by contrast were white as milk. He
seized her hand as she slipped momentarily
on the smooth bottom of the pool, and as his
fingers closed over her own she became vividly
conscious once more of the keen physical appeal
of the man, the emotional tumult his presence
always inspired in her. Standing waist deep
in the clear green water they might have been
two creatures of pagan myth, a slim and lovely
water-nymph a sun-browned Pan. It is

—

doubtful
_.P'or

''

'
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name and

to Margot Gresham, who suddenly appeared
at the edge of the pool, her tall and somewhat

statuesque

figure

encased

in

silver

satin.

There was a short, bearded man with her whom
Joy did not know, but who was presenth"
introduced to her as Mr. Kramer, the Royal's

A

banking firm has thousands anpaid
Car.t
Perfect"!

the picture was entirely pleasing

art director, along with his slim, dark, foreignlittle later Mr. Leon joined
looking wife.
the party, bringing with him Vesta Lorraine,
and the red-haired woman Joy had seen in the
casting director's office earlier in the day.
Joy watched Miss Lorraine curiously as she
attempted a few languid strokes. E\-idently
the famous star was not a swimmer through
love of it, she decided, and joined Margot
Gresham and Romain in a livel}- dash down
the pool. The latter used a powerful crawl
stroke, but in the short distances he could not
employ it to advantage and Joy slipped hy
him like a fish, much to his chagrin. Miss
Gresham made a bad third; her wind seemed
Observing the numberless cigarettes
poor.
she consumed, Joy did not wonder at it.
There was a tremendous splashing about
for half an hour, with Sam Leon, who sat on a
stone bench beside the pool, making sarcastic

bargains we list.
Many other big
valuesinourlists. BuyffjE'i2i7 Loan
values the price basis, not market
values. This 76 year old diamond

King H

if

comments on the porpoise-like efforts
Kramer to keep himself afloat for half

of

Mr.

his not

very considerable length. Miss Lorraine soon
joined him; posing her exquisite figure in a
flesh-colored suit that gave the impression, a
dozen feet away, that she was quite nude.

Erery .nlvcrtiscnient in rnOTOrT..\T M.iG.\ZlNE

is

She was inordinately proud of her figure,
but, while as beautifully modelled as a bit of
Dresden china, it seemed to Joy equally lacking
in vitality.

bathing

girl,

Miss Ix)rraine had once been a
and had never quite gotten over

it.

One by one the members of the party, puffing from their exertions, clambered out of the
pool and sat about on the benches, the grass,
smoking, refreshing themselves with drinks
brought out by Romain's butler. Just what
these drinks were Joy did not know; their pale
opalescence intrigued her, but she took but
one.
She had seen enough of drinking, in
her father's case, and quite without prudishness had made up her mind to keep as physically fit as she possibly could, no matter how
great the temptation to enjoy herself.
She
sat on the edge of the pool, her feet in the
water, talking to Helen Kramer, while the
others indulged in volleys of repartee over
their cocktails and cigarettes.
The art
director's wife seemed to have taken an immediate interest in her.
"So you're to be in 'Isis'? " she asked.

—

" Yes

I believe so."

"I've read the scenario. It's going to give
Jean a fine chance." There was a queer
tremor in her voice as she spoke Romain's
name, a flicker of fire in her greenish eyes that
aroused Joy's curiosity. This foreign-looking
woman, with the broad face and high cheekbones of a Tartar, was singularly beautiful
in a sensuous, almost brutal way.
What
thoughts, what emotions, Joy wondered, lay
behind the bright, darting glance she had given

Jean Romain?

The

latter, as

though sensing Joy's thoughts,

called to her.

"Join

us,

exclusive?

you two," he said. "WTiy so
Don't fill Miss ^loran up vvnth a

Helen. She'll hear it all soon
enough." He came over and took Joy by the
arm, drew her to her feet. ^Margot Gresham
swept her with an indifferent, almost contemptuous smile.
"I'm afraid Miss Moran doesn't approve of

lot of gossip,

us," she drawled, lighting a fresh cigarette.
"Let her alone."
IMr. Leon, who had not been in the water at
all, fixed Joy with his bright little eyes.
They
searched her slim body meticulously, from
cur\'ing shoulders to bare ankles and feet.
"Miss Moran is going to do the Greek girl
"I haven't seen her dance
in 'Isis,' " he said.
He turned to Joy, who stood dripping
yet."
"How about doing
at the edge of the p)Ool.
a few steps for us now?" He laughed, and
waved toward the square of close-clipped lawn
facing the beaches.
The others applauded. !Miss Gresham v.-as
especially vigorous.
"Do your stuff."
"Finel"' she exclaimed.
hesitated, not quite sure of herself. .\
certain mocking lilt in !Margot Gresham's
\oice stung her; she felt that the girl was
laughing at her. Mr. Kramer had already
dashed into the house and with the assistance
of the butler was dragging the big victrola out
on the lawn. In a moment he had it set up
on the concrete walk.
,
"How- about the Chanson Indouc; ragged?"
record.
fingering
asked,
a
he
Joy stood on the bit of grass, pale gold in the
late afternoon sunlight.
"Anything it doesn't matter," she said, a
Then, as
fierce pride cur\-ing her scarlet lips.
the music started, she began to dance. .\
feeling of recklessness filled her. an anger,

JOY

—

brought on by IMargot Gresham's mocking
With her spirit suddenly released from
eves.
conventional bonds she moved as though

The
spring itself had crept into her blood.
spell of Romain's presence still gripped her,
the phj'sical urge that drew her to him: now
she dramatized it, wove it into a dance expressive of primitive human emotions, the sort
of bacchanale that might have been danced
by devotees in the Groves of Daphne, with
the daughter of the river-god fleeing from the
amorous advances of the young .Apollo. .And

guaranteed.

W

Photoplay Magazine
because of Margot Gresham's mocking smile,
she danced to Jean Remain, drew him insenIt
sibly into the circle of her little drama.
was a daring thing to do, but something in
Miss Gresham's manner had whipped Joy's
Irish blood to passionate fury.
The others watched her, spellbound.
Leon's small eves were like pin-points.
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it in every nerve of her body; she
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applauding, apparently, to notice the little
by-play. With quick satisfaction Joy observed the look of admiration in Mr. Leon's
eyes, then turned and flashed head first into
tile
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pool.

"Some

little

vamp," Margot Gresham

re-

her forgotten cocktail.
" Better look out for her, Jeanie, or she'll get
even your ungettable goat."
Romain, starting after Joy as she climbed
the steps at the other end of the pool and went
into the dressing pavilion, seemed not to hear

marked,

tossing
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birthday party at Sam Leon's house
THE
was, in the vernacular of the moment,

creasingly exuberant, his eyes

brilliant,

his

muscles constantly twitching in a rhythm of
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Emerging from a wild dance with a man
whose name she did not even know, Joy
found Romain at her elbow. He grasped her
arm.
"Let's get out of here for a moment," he
whispered. "I want to talk to you." He
drew her through a dimly lighted sun parlor

I
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Many of the couples

to a little verand^i, covered with vines.
Joy,
glancing back for an instant, saw the figure of
Margot Gresham, towering like a crimson
flame above the squat shoulders of Mr.
Kramer. The girl pretended a superb infiance
difference, whenever her handsome
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came
fireworks, to which no one seemed to pay

impersonal; Joy could not
resist the impression that they would have
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Through
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was deafening. Everyone seemed
to be weaving in and out, from the refreshment ta')le in the dining room to the dancing
floor in the studio and back again, around and
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"high, wide and fancy," and Joy did not find

Not that
herself altogether in the spirit of it.
the affair differed particularly in its externals
from similar parties she had attended in New
York; the music, the dancing, the drinking,
even the people, were very much the same,
and yet, beneath the surface of its gaiety
Joy sensed a curious undercurrent of excitement, a nervous tension that was new to her.
Did these over-stimulated, temperamental
people never get tired, she wondered, when at
half past three in the morning Mr. Leon
marched into the room leading an impromptu
orchestra equipped with pots, pans, funnels,
pie-plates and a dozen other noise-provoking
commandeered from the kitchen
articles
He had not, so far as Joy could see,
closet?
taken a single drink throughout the entire
evening, and yet, his enthusiasm was in-
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lazy smile lay smoul-

She touched Redering fires of jealous}'.
main's arm, for a moment determined to turn
back, then thought of the task which had
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cumstances with uncanny precision. And
now he was willing, it seemed, to embark on
Very
a light flirtation with another woman.
If he was really
well, Joy thought to herself.
that sort of a man she felt her companion's
fmgers closing about her own, and without
making any attempt to withdraw them she
turned and faced him with a look of smiling
inquiry.

"Why
"Why
"That

did you kiss me?" she asked.
did you make me?"
e.\cuse is as old as the Garden of
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could

make a man

1

[

of

of

muss.

"You

could! The devil in you! Or the
don't know which. The compelling
fire in you, that danced about me, burnt me
The thing in women some
like a flame.
women, like you that gives them power over
men." He dropped her hand with a gesture
"I didn't mean to
of helplessness and rose.
say all this to be melodramatic, but" he
gripped both her hands, now, his face close to
did you
hers
"why did you do it?
dance to me, the way you did? Just to me.
Tell me why!"
angel!
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Why

For a moment Joy was unable to answer
him. She scarcely knew why herself
momentary impulse the reflection of a pagan
mood perhaps even of the pagan mood in
him. She drew her hands from his.
"I don"t know," she said lazily. "I usually
But if it
find it easier, to dance to somebody.
upset you, I promise never to do it again."
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in love are as jealous

she did?"
Romain's eyes
but he did not seem particularly alarmed. Joy, in fact, was quite the
more concerned of the two. Every time she
approached the subject of Romain's engagement, this mysterious attitude on his part
puzzled her. Why did he seem so indifferent,
so willing to run the risk of his fiance's criticism? Certainly the girl loved him. There
was no possible doubt about that. But did
Romain love her? And if he did not, whj'
was he about to marrj"^ her? Once again, Joy
was forced to ask herself, was IMargot's father
Had Romain made a conquest of the
right?
girl merely for the sake of her money?
It
was a sordid thought, and yet, it fitted the cir-

in his eyes
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seemed scarcely a sufficient reason for having
brought her out here in the dark. He could
have told her as much inside. "Was that
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"Thanks," she remarked dryly, looking at
him with the eyes of a nun. It was pleasant
to think that he had liked her, and yet, it
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brought licr to Hollywood and went out onto
the veranda.
"You were adorable this afternoon, in that
dance," Romain said, taking a seat beside
He spoke
her on a cushioned wicker swing.
with enthusiasm, but Joy noticed with keen
pleasure that it was not the enthusiasm of
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She rose and moved toward the French window
which opened from the sun parlor. " Shall we
go in?"
"Xo." His eager fingers gripped her arm,
" You ivill do it again.
detained her.
You've
got to!"
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ers

their

you away from the woman you
Well, just that once, then.
.\nd you

go l)ack to her, in the end, so everything's
enough,

train, in the

swimming pool that afternoon.

She thought of a line in a play she had once
appeared in, "Passion is the spark that sets
fire to loi'e."
But was it? The man seemed
dangerous as dynamite ready, no doubt, to
go to any limits, emotionally, if it pleased his
fancy of the moment but keeping one eye
carefully on the door, and the millions which
lay behind it.
She laughed softly. Whatever

—
—

articles
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on the

all

Her voice was careless
it?"
his eagerness, his tumultuous

isn't

but
words had stirred her; the pressure of his
fingers set her heart beating to a wild, primeval
tune, his voice throbbed in her ears with the
deep note of cellos. It was the same thrill
of passion that had swept through her on the

work and pastime.

Scores of interesting
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right,

More

She was thoroughly
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mand

screen.

had come to Hollywood for, it was not
to sacrifice herself to Jean Remain's vanity.
She stepped quickly into the dimly lit sun
parlor.
Someone a woman in black, moved
she

written

Splendidly

some

stories,

short
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toward them. It was Helen Kramer. How
long she had lieen ii) the room, what she had
seen or heard, Joy could only guess.
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"I haven't the least desire to hurry Miss
Moran. I'm tired myself. Tell Steve I'm
going, won't you?
That is, if you can pry
him loose from Margot." She looked at
Remain, a sulphurous gleam in her eyes.
They had reached the door of the living
room by now. Romain bade them a short
goodnight, and going over to a group of which
Mr. Kramer was one, said a few words to him.
Then he whirled Margot Gresham off in a

most

dance.

printed magazines
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motion
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"Isn't he coming?" she asked.
" No.
Won't be home till breakfast, I guess
if then.
Why not stay with me tonight.
I'll lend you anything you need.
And get
you back safely to the hotel in the morning."
"In this dress?" Joy laughed, glancing at
her wisp of an evening gown.
"What's the difference? Nobody will pay
any attention to what you have on. Not in
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Hollywood, my dear. Evening gowns are
quite the correct things for breakfast, in some
circles."

"Thanks, but
don't

I

think

I'll

go home,

if

"Not a bit. Glad to get a Httle air."
climbed into Mrs. Kramer's tiny car.
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In the front hall Mr. Kramer dashed up to
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don't like him, do you?"

enough, I guess.

know him

I

too well to he particularly enthusiastic about
him. A dangerous man, my dear."
Joy sat C|uite still, watching the efficient
waj' in which her companion handled the trim
What grudge had she against
little
car.
Romain? And, what was more, why did she
seem so determined to warn her Joy
against him? In what mysterious undercurrents were Jean Romain and this woman
Mr. Watrous had been
beside her involved.
right in saying that to learn the truth about
the popular star and his past it would be neces.sary to get behind the screen of silence by
which he was protected, to gain the confidence
of some member of the inner circle,
"Why do you say he is dangerous?" she
asked, determined to draw her companion out.
"Isn't any man as good-looking as he is
dangerous?" Mrs. Kramer countered, her
large eyes like opals.
"Not when he is engaged to be maj'ried."
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IMargot
least not at the time of the shooting.
swore it, bribed her servant to swear it, in
order to save him. She's infatuated with him,
and believes that he and his wife had a bitter
quarrel that night, about Iicr, that Mrs. Romain tried to kill Jean in a fit of jealousy, and
that, in the struggle over the revolver she
That is the story
accidentally shot herself.
he told Iirr. Even if true, it would have been
an unpleasant thing to come out a mighty
unpleasant thing for Romain that his wife
was shot in a quarrel with him over another

—

536 lake Shore Drire. Chicago

is
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smooth.

Drvggisls

maid."

"Well?"
"Well I happen to know," Mrs. Kramer
at
said dryly, "that he wasn't there at all

—

Sheer indeed yet that's the
It's impossible unless you
keep the underarm white and
clean. Fashionable women use
style.

wasn't she?"
"She was. Do you know how and why?"
"Of course not. How should I? I understood the affair was a complete mystery."
"So it has been, to the police. Romain was
suspected, himself, at the beginning, but estabAt the time of the shooting
lished an aliiii.
She
he was at Margot Gresham's liungatow.
swore to it herself, and so did her colored

Evciy advertisement in

Cap

For an instant

"I don't know of any reason why you
should tell me," she said slowly, "but I'm
Anyone would be."
interested, of course.
"So I see." There was a faint touch of
"You know,
irony in Helen Kramer's voice.
I suppose, that he has been married before

— died— some

Mad
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she feared this strange woman, with the eyes,
.\ great wave of air from
the lips of a sphin.K.
a walled garden beside them brought to her
nostrils the warm, cloying perfume of magOnce more she felt the thrill of Jean
nolias.
Remain's swift kiss upon her shoulder. Was
she falling in love with the man herself?
Absurd thought, with the complications
which already enmeshed her. Certainly no
one, not even Romain himself, need fear the
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-at the rate of a few cen

yours. No Red
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grew suddenly'

that his
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lur

think?"

"I confess to being a bit puzzled. And yet,
a man's fiance, nowadays, can scarcely expect
him to go about wearing blinders. We've
outgrown that stage. Arid, as you say. Miss
Gresham is very rich."
"Yes. I did say that. And yet, Jean
Romain makes too much money, himself, to
need to be a fortune hunter."
"Then," Joy asked, somewhat mystified,
"Why on earth is he going to marry her?"
"That, my dear, is something onl}- a very
few people know."
"Do you?" Joy asked point-blank.
"Yes. Do you want me to tell j-ou?"
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unpleasant thinp, too, for
So, to smooth matters
the other woman.
over, ilargot swore that Romain was with her
until very late, goin<j; over costume plates,
That's her
designs, for a new production.

f
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know costume designing.
you
They'd done the same thing before. And in
fact he really was at her studio that night,
But at the time his
earlier in the evening.
wife was shot, he wasn't with JNIiss Gresham
he was at home! And the bullet that killed
her came from a pistol in his hands!"
"God!"' Joy whispered, terribly shaken.
Then her courage returned. "It seems inbusiness,
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dear.

But Romain

do you know I won't?"
"Well, for one reason, because you couldn't
prove the things you said, and that might
leave you open to a charge of malicious slander,
or libel. That's one reason."
"Isn't the same thing true of you, then?"
"Not at all. I can prove what / say."

"Then why

don't you?"
"Oh I have my reasons."
Joy sat trembling, scarcely able to speak.
Mrs. Kramer would certainly not have told her

—

without some definite reason, some well
thought out purpose.
What was it? Her
quick brain saw but one reasonable explanation
Mrs. Kramer loved Romain herself, he
had not reciprocated that love, or had grown

all this

—

tired of her,
revenge of a

and now she was seeking the
woman scorned by trying to

break up both his marriage with IMargot

—

Gresham and

his friendship for her
Joy.
astonishing thing, she reflected, that
if this li'as her companion's purpose, it coincided so exactly with her own reasons for
coming to Hollywood.

What an

"Will you tell me one thing, Mrs. Kramer,"
she suddenly asked, as the car drove up before
the door of the hotel, "why have you told me
all this?
And how can I know it is true? "
Helen Kramer's expression was as mysterious
as the Russia from which she came.
"I have told you, my dear," she said with
her slow, oriental smile, "to put you on your
guard against a dangerous man. And you can
know it is true, because, when the time comes,
I am going to prove it to 3'ou."
She waved her
hand lightly and drove off, leaving Joy in the
dark, both mentally and physically, before the

stores
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wrote tliis well known young matron of Philadolpliia's social elect. Her letter is dated in February,
and refers to reducing records
purchased late in November.
.\

reduction of more than fifty
in three months! But

pounds

own

read her

"Here

I

story:

am, back

to 138 lbs.

after my
hovered around the impossible two-hundred mark! Your
perfectly wonderful music
movements nothing else
did it. You have reduced my
weight from 191 to 138, and
lightened my heart as no one
can know who has not had

avoirdupois had

—

activities

and enjoyments

curtailed for years
denly restored.

— and sud-

Mrs. Bayliss on Her

New Mount 'Charger"

"Thanks to Wallace I am dancing, golfing and
'going' as of yore. Best of all, I am back in the saddle.
Because I once laughed at the idea of 'getting thin to
music' I offer in humble apology this letter, my photograph and these snapshots with permission to publish
them should you desire. Very sincerely yours,
Jessica Penrose B.wliss."
The story Wallace has been privileged to print above

by no means an unusual case. Scores of society
folk have reduced through his famous method: thousands in every walk of life have used his reducing records and restored figuresand feelings to normal. Not
everyone has taken off fifty pounds; some have required only five, seven, or ten pounds reduction. But
there have been many, too, who have reduced more
than did Mrs. Bayliss women who have taken off 60,
70, and even 80 Ibsl Their names
are on file; some of their letters
have been published in the past.
is

—

And this is important: Wallace
does not employ the fasting or
fatiguing methods

which

leave

onewith that"reduced"look. Just
a normal, natural reduction in the

amount of tissue (fat) your system
manufactures. That is why the
bodily proportions and facial
contour are perfectly pleasing
after playing off even fifty or sixty

My

The Studio

Pennsylvania

Removes

pounds in
the Links at
Cedar hrooi

MISERY

IS

Mawr,

Society Leader

]

Laadlng Cities

years.
invisible Antiseptic Ear
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." Inexpensive.
sworn
Write for Booklet and
etatemeot of how I recovered my hearing.

Jessica Penrose Bayiiss

of Bryn

On

know because Twas Deaf and had Head Noises
30

Photoerapb by Dniry

Mrs.

silent hotel.

DEPT. A-502
100 to 108 N. State St., Chicago, HI.

DEAFNESS
for over

my

"How

LASHLUX

The LIQUID

of perjury,

the contrary, to suppose that J\Irs. Romain
was shot by a sneak thief, who was frightened
off by passersby before he could steal anything
of value."
Joy turned to her companion, cold-eyed.
"If you talk about it that way," she said,
"they won't suppose so long."
"I don't taUc about it 'that way,' in public.
I'm telling you, because I know you won't
repeat it."

Send a dime for a sample of WINX.
Andforanotherdimewewill mail you a
sampleof PERT, thewaterproof rouge.
73

confess would prove herself

would have to face a murder charge. So everybody has agreed, from lack of any evidence to

Liquid Lashlux (black or
brown) 75c. At night apply colorless
Cream Lashlux to nourish the lashes and
promote their growth. Cream Lashlux
the

(black, brown or colorless) 50c.
dep>artment stores or by mail.

To

guilty, as well."

rod attached to the stopper of the bottle.

WINX,

127

And an

woman.

this

manner.

Just try Wallace's

method

for a

he asks. You'll
see results in a week! Send no
money. Just mail the coupon and get Wallace's
a plain container) free
first reducing record (in
for 5 days' trial in your home. Put Wallace's
method to the test. Note your reduction in 5 days.
Let the scales tell you. If you are not more than delighted and amazed with your reduction and the ease
with which it was made, just mail the record back
to Wallace and you won't owe him a cent for anything. Fill out and mail the coupon and be prepared
for a wonderful surprise.
week! That's

all

W.^LL.'VCE, 630 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Please send me FREE and PREPAID for 5 days' free triaf
the original Wallace Reducing Record for my first reducing
lesson. If I am not perfectly satisfied with the results, I
will return your record and will neither owe you one cent
(181)
nor be obligated in any way.
Na.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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— Advertising
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Shapeliness

Photoplays
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"THE QUEEN OF SIN"— Ben
of arms, legs, back, bust, abdomen, thighs, hips and ankles in men and women
accomplished in the privacy of your home, by a few minutes use each day
of the internationally famous invention

is

DR. LAWTON'S
and

GUARANTEED FAT REDUCER
on Weight Control

Illustrated Course

With

it, you perform a gentle, pleasant massaue that removes fatty tissues from any
fortion of the body that you wish. No medicines, no exercises, no electricity, no
dletinf^. More than 50.000 men and women in the past few years liave experienced
that priceless blessing of renewed joy and health by the restoration of youthful form,
vigor and shapeliness with the reduction ol unnecessary fat by

DR. LAWTON'S

GUARANTEED FAT REDUCER

a device approved by physicians as absolutely safe and

And

the Reduction

SPECIAL PRICE

$375
SEND NO MONEY

is

efficient

permanent!

$3.75 plus few cents postage, or if
you remit in advance, please include
20c for postage. Mailed in plain
wrapper. If after 11 days' use you
wish to return it, your full purchase
price will be refunded. .Send for FREE

Booklet

"How to Reduce."

120 W. 70th

St.,

V^ienna.

Storj'

Director, Michael

Photography by Gustav Ucickj-.
Jackson Harber, George Reimers;
Edivard Harber; A Goldsmith from Galilee,
M'alter Slezak; Miss
ary Conway; The Wife of
Lot; The Queen of Sin, Lucy Doraine; Mrs.
Agathe Conway, her mother, Erika Wagner; A
Priest Tutor at Cambri; The Unknown Wanderer,
INIichael Varkonyi; Harry Lighlon, a sculptor;
Lot, Kurt Ehrle.
Kertesz.

The

cast:

M

Photography by Gilbert Warrenton.
The
cast: Tiare, an island belle, Alice Brady;
Captain Croft, a skipper, Edward Langford;
Scott Quaigg, a hunter, Montagu Love; Angus
McKcn-ie, Charles Kent; Pepe, George
Beranger; Evoa, IMarguerite Forrest; Manw,

Write today.

New York

Dept. 1P6,

—Produced by Sascha of

scenario, not credited.

Story by Katherine N. Burt. Director, Henn,Kolker.
Scenario by J. Clarkson ISIiller.

THOMAS LAWTON

DR.

and

"THE LEOPARDESS" — Pail\mount. —

D. and you pay postman

.Sent C. O.

THAL.

]

Blusien-

City

Gloria Eller.

MAKE YOURS

Minutelest

oAn

"GLLMPSES OF THE
MorxT.

Artistic Coiffure
charm and
THE
becomingness of

Nota

a well arranged coiffure can always be
*
jp obtained with the aid
.^ff \ of extra hair pieces.
Our complete stocks
I
offer you all the new and
fashionable effects, made
up of the finest quality

^
»

Blemish
Left
What

—rr-

\

delightfuf

satisfaction to
wake up withafresh|'
radiant complexion
freckles, blackheads,
roughness gone! Now pos
sible through new discovery.

THE VERY LOWEST PRICES
IRVING RINGLETS $1 f\00
THE READY TO WEAR BOB
A ^/

A Clear Skin Almost Overnight!

SIO.OO
EAR WAVES, Finest Quality Hair
CUTIE CURLS
Worn just forward and over

—

QwitrhoC
«9nil|«llv9

Science has perfected a wonderful preparationGolden Peacock Bleach Creme— that whitens and
beautifies skin almost overnight! Blemishes vanish.

PSYCHE PUFFS

pair
pair

SS.SO each

Very attractive and becomine.

$7.00 each

Worn at crown or back of head.
CORONET BRAID
SIO.OO each
Worn just below crown of head, very fasliionable.
Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price
and sample of your hair. Mail your order today.

MONEY REFUNDED

IF

NOT SATISFACTORY

Prices on application for other hair
goods including Wigs. Toupees, etc.

So quick are the results of this new scientific cream,
that we guarantee it! Send $1 for flill sized jar. Il
you are not pleased at transformation of your skin
in five days your $1 will be instantly refunded. Mail
$1 for ajar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme today.

AGENTS WANTED

DuringthepastlS years

TiT^rri^ t
thousands have added to
iVluQtCm
O

GROWDINA
kfor Bust, neck or arm
Parisian beauty

development

Great Discovery of
expert. Harmless, easy, certain reMarvelous testimonials

sults gTjaranteedormoney back.
of efficiency. Confidential proof

and

writing

show

5 to $60 weekly in your spare lime
cards. No canvassing or soliciting.
1

We instruct you by our new simple Directograph
system, pay you cash each week and guarantee you
steady work. Write for full particulars and free
booklet.

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE UMITED
,

New York

65

"

Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00
Building
Toronto, Can.

Colbome

NO RED TAPE— NO DELAY
Order Now!

Tliis off^'r is

hvuUd.

Il

may

appea

Do7i t delay. Just send S2.V0 as a deposit. If you wish to return
the diamond ring after trial, your deposit will be refunded.
'

FREE BOOK OF GEMS
SIMPLY-

send S2.00 for the most Bensattonal,
price smashing diamond ring offer ever made,
perfectly cut, guaranteed, blue white, fiery diamondi 3 set in an 18 Karat white gold cup; 54 Karat
size. Latest design, hand engraved mounting.

Jr.

the book of the
Adapted by Will

Ritchey.

Director, Charles Maigne.
Photography by James Howe. The cast: June
Tolliver, Mar>' Miles !Minter; John Hale,
Antonio ^Moreno; "Devil" Judd Tolliver,

Ernest Torrence;

"Bad" Rufe

Edwin

Tolliver,

Ann, Beulah Bains; Buck Falin,
Stembridge; Dave Tolliver, Cullen Tate.

J. S.

"THE TIGER'S CL AW "—Pail^mouxt.—
Story and scenario by Jack Cunningham.
Director, Joseph Henaberj\ Photography by
Faxon M. Dean. The cast: Sam Sandell, an
American engineer, Jack Holt; Harriet Halehurst, Eva Novak; Henry Frazer Halchursl,
George Periolat; Raj Singh, Bertram Grassby;
Chameli Brentwood, a half caste. Aileen Pringle;
Sathoo Ram, a Thug chief, Karl Stockdale;
George Malvin, an inspector, Frank Butler;

P.MlAi^ou^-T.— From
"BELLA
Scenario bjthe novel by Robert Hichens.
Ouida Bergere. Director, George Fitzmaurice.

Write now.

Mile. Sophie Koppe!. Suite 910, 503 Fifth Avenue.

OF THE L0NT;S0]ME

same name by John Fox,

FARN MONFY
AT HOME
\/0U can make $

literature (sealed)

TR.\rL

Prince, George Field; A:un, ChamelVs mother.
EveljTi Selbie; Co. Byng, Frederick Vroom;
Goyrem, Lucien Littlefield; Sothern, Robert
Cain.

'

their captivating glory

of womanhood by using

"THE

PINE" —P.\R.\MouxT. — From

IRVING HAIR GOODS CO.
Manufacturers and Importers
IRVING
PLACE NEW YORK, N. Y.
67

CO./p^ar^s°Tenn.*'

Develops Busts Like

on request

S5.O0
$5.00
ears.

IRENE PUFF

Try this amazing 3 minute test. Just before bedtime
smooth this soothing cream upon your sliin. Next
morning you will be astonished at the transformation. Already blemishes have begun to disappear.
Sallowness is replaced by a beautiful complexion.

Paris Toilet

Guaranteed Permanent Wave
20 INCHES 22 INCHES 24 INCHES
$12.00
$15.00
518.00

18 INCHES

Branch, Bebe Daniels; Ursula Gillow, Nita
Naldi; Nick Lansing, Da\-id Powell; Fred
Gillow, Maurice Costello; Ellie Vandelyn, Ruby
de Remcr; Lord Steffy, Charles Gerrard.

Bradj-;

Highest Quality with

^

Dwan. Scenario by Edfrid
Bingham and E. Lloyd Sheldon. Photography by Hal Rosson.
The cast: Svsy
Director, Allan

M.

hair at

MOON"—P.\ra-

— From the novel by Edith Wharton.

Most complete Jewelry Catalog ever Issued of
Diamonds. Watches and Jewelry — nt^west

A

DONWA"—

Photography by Arthur Miller. The cast:
Bella Donna, Pola Negri; Mahmoud Baroudi,
Conwaj' Tearle; Xigel Armiuc, Conrad Nagel;
Mr. Chepstow, Adolphe Menjou; Dr. Meyer
Isaacson, Claude King; Patricia, Lois Wilson;
Ibrahim, IMacey Harlam; Dr. Hartley, Robert
Schable.

"BUCKING THE BARRIER"— Fox

—

Author, George Goodchild. Scenario by Jack
Director,
CoUn Campbell.
Strumwasser.
The cast: Kit Carcw, Dustin Farnum; Blanche
Cavandish, .\rline Prettj-; Luke Cavandish,
Leon Barrj^ Frank Farfa.x, Colrin Chase;
Cavandish, Haj-ford Hobbs; Tyson,
Cvr'd
Sidney Dalb rook.

at lowest prices.

A

TEN DAYS* FREE TRIAL

year to pay on everything you
order from our TWO MILLION

full

DOLLAR STOCK.

We take a" chances— if

you are not satiafied at the
end of ten days for any reason whutsoever. return
the diamond ring to us and ynur deposit will be refunded to vou. Send only $3.00. and receive th\a
(Tcnuine steel blue white diamond rin^ In a handfiome izift bnx chari?es paid. A letral (?uaran»ee bond
i each ring.
After ten Havg' trial pay bal-

Address Dept. 798

Est. 2SP5

"THE WHITE FLO^^TR"—P.\R.\iiorxT.

—Directed

by Mrs. Julia Cra\\-ford Ivers.
Written by Mrs. Julia Crawford Ivers. Photographed by James Van Trees. The cast Koni.r
'jilarkham, Betty CoraDson: Boh Rutherford.
:

Edmund Lowe; John
V.yory ailvevtiscment in

r—OiOI'-I.AT iXAGAZIXi:

is guaiailteecl.

Mnrkhnm,

Edward

Photopl.vy M.\g.\zixe

— Advertising

Section

Martindel; Ethel GranvUle, Arline Pretty; Mrs
Gregory Bolloit, Sylvia Ashton; Mr. Gregory
Bolton, Arthur Hoyt; David Panuahi, Leon
Bar>'; Berttice Martin, Lily Philips; Edward
Graeme, Reginald Carter; Sorceress, and
Kahuna, played by native Hawaiians.

I

29

'

"MASTERS OF MEN "—Vitacraph.— By
Morgan Robertson. A David Smith production.
Scenario by C. Graham Baker. The
cast: Lieutenant Breen, Earle Williams;

Beau Brummell
^iqiiid JVail Polisfi

FOR

gleaming polish that
days without peeluse Beau Brummell Liquid Nail
a

"THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS"— First

soft,

lasts for several

ing

Polish.

the

protects

It

keeps the cuticle smooth and

And Beau

Brummell

is

the nails a delicate

gives

wonderful polish

in

just

National

Crittenden Marriott.
Personally diC. Levee.
rected by Maurice Tourneur. Continuity by
Charles JNIaigne. Photography by Arthur L.
Todd. The cast: Dorothy Fairfax, Anna Q.
Xilsson; Frank Howard, Milton Sills; Detective

soft.

quick.

It

and a

tint

stores ot

by

mail.

will receive a

a week

Frank Campeau; Peter Forbes, Walter
Long; Patrick Joyce, Bert Woodruff; Mother
Joyce, Aggie Herring; Captain Clark, Hershall

Drawing

MayaU.

Send a dime today for a generous sample. And for another dime
vou

M.

.Jackson,

twenty sec-

Price 50c at drug, department

onds.

— Author,

Presented by

and

nails

Mabel

Arthur, Alice Calhoun; Dick Hal pin, Cullen
Landis; Bessie Fleming, Wanda Hawley;
"Pig" Jones, Dick Sutherland; Sawyer,
Charles E. Mason; Mr. Thorpe, Bert Apling;
Captain Bilker, Jack Curtis; "Nigger," Martin
Turner.

sample of Isabel

Cassidy's Depilatory Powder.

ROELLY CHEMICAL
73

Grand

would you
How
week
SlOO

Questions and Answers

CO.

New York

St.

[ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 84
Virginia, St. Louis. So you unblushingly
admit that you're a Thomas Meighan fan!
Well, I can't say that I blame you much.
Thomas is a personable young man, with a
winning smile and good manners. And he
usually has a quite human haircut.
He is
married to Frances Ring, sister of Blanche,
and he may be addressed at the Paramount
Studios, Long Island City, New York. For
he is, at present, in the east.

If you like to draw, you
are indeed fortunate
for
well
trained artists are always at a premium. They readily earn $75,
$100, $150 a week, and even more.
Beginners with practical ability
soon command $50 a week.

artist?

]

—

—

Why wait louser wlien a few
cents a day places this fiery britiant. (genuine blue white, perfect
cut diamond on your flnser. No
risk, no delay. Satisfaction guarRoijular S60.00 value,
anteed.
ourprice,S47.75.

I

my

PRICES
REDUCED
smashes
on

do?

If I

had a

—

else

finesse

cle\'er secretary

steal

lion-dollar stock ofdiamonds. watches

I

No previous training or experience is
needed for the Federal Course, which
clearly explains each step, and gives you
individual personal crilicisms on all your
lessons.

she might

my verj^ livelihood away

WRITE FOR CATALOG

PIN A

—

!

Why Miss Half

the

Fun In Life?-

dance with the person who knowathe
latest steps. There is no need of being
a wallflower
By my remarkable new
easy method, anyone can learn the
newest dances at home in a few hours.
Much less expensive than from a personal teacher.
No music or partner
needed. So simple even a child can
learn quickly.
yn.OOO have learned
!

own

— So now

sively in the Federal Course, are
tlie

ing I am!
What adjectives you girls
And )0U ought to see some of the
at me.
letters that don't get into print.
Whew!

Blue Eyes.

,

Trot. Secret of Leadintr, How to Gain
Confidence. How to Follow and How to
Avoid Embai'rassing Mistakes. To help
pay the cost of handling-, mailing, etc..
send25c. Learn In private, surprise your
friends. Act now. Be a good dancer soon.'

ARTHUR MURRAY
STUDIO 760

290 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

many

and designers

of
in

"YOUR FUTURE"
Federal

students,

many

of

whom

earn

more than the course costs
while studying. The
Federal Course is aimed

— My,

what a popular name.
already this month, and
no black eyes to speak of. It's a record, I'd
You can reach Pearl White through
say.
the Pathe E.xchange, 35 W^est 45th Street.
Bebe Daniels is working, at present, at the
Long Island City studios of the Paramount
Corp. Neither of them is married, but

Two "Blue Eyes"

To prove I can quickly and easily
you an accomplished danL-ei I will
you FREE in plain cover, a lesB<

artists

It Is beautifully illustrated in colors, and
tells every detail you need to know about
the Federal Course.
It sliows work of

Meet Again."

FivejDancing LessonsFree

known

Get This Free Book

—

suc-

best

America, who have produced and sold
hundreds of thousands of dollars' -worth of
commercial art.

amusdo hurl

it's

No, I can hardly agree with you when you say
that Jane and Katherine Lee are the greatest
They're clever chilliving screen actresses.
dren that's all. Mae Marsh will be seen
Called "Till We
in a new play very soon.

pVERYONE admires and wants to

dniirina hu mail. Your
cess is guaranteed.

Leading designers, artists, illustrating
companies and hundreds of successful
Federal Students have enthusiastically
endorsed Federal Training. .A.mong Federal Authors, whose help you get exclu-

—

Marg.^ret, Brooklyn.

in

Develop your talent learn the methods
and secrets that make your drawings
worth real money. Thousands of business
firms pay millions of dollars annually for
good advertising drawings and designs.

from me. Why
write to me about your dimples?
and jewelry — saves you one-third
You know
and trusts you for what you want.
you like them or you wouldn't have mentioned
them in your letter. I understand women
It tells the whole story— beautifully illustrates sensational bargains
and explains ciedit plan that places them within easy reach. Why even if I'm not married.
If you really wanted
wait longer? Write for catalog today— sure
West Madison Street to be rid of them the dimples you would
Kl
Cfk
rXk&IIH
CXWVDept. 1918, Chicago, III.
have written to Carolyn Van Wyck. She's
Nearly One-fourth Century Same Location
the dimple editor.
Klein

great mil-

prices

—

Learn Quickly at Home
Your Spare Time

— Of course I answer
Who
would be able
— the
that

F. L. S., Los Angeles.
own letters.
all of
to display the technique

like to make
as a commercial

a

—

at practical result.s and
gets them. If you are in
earnest about your future, and 16 years old or

more send today for this
book kindly stating

free

your age.

—

there are rumors Mabel Taliaferro was born
in 1887 and she has been divorced twice.
vvlth

Powderl

Just add cold water to

,

the^

powder, sweeten and you have the most
delicious and healthful drink you ever
tasted! Costs Ies9 than one cent a glass!
Favorite drink of millions for

17 years.

SOFT DRINK POWDERS
Glamm

-

for

Home.

Picnic.

Dances

Guaranteed under Pure Foo

Law. Keeps indefinitely, eas,
to take on outings, ready instantly! Send today!
1 flr^'"'^'^ '^'^ lO-glasB pack•*'"**a(t« postage paid. Special.
7 flayors. 70 glasses, only 50c
-'.?'*:rr-.i7h''r^T'.'^—-i-.-*-.

CN—

v

CHA5.P.IVIO^.'71SS^Va 03.441 Vr;iadison2..CSIcaKO

—

Betty. As you say, business letters are
seldom written on baby blue stationery. But
I'd hardly call your letter business-like.
Your
questions are so varied that they almost take
my breath away. Quite a few of the motion
picture stars are tall. Mary Pickford adopted
her sister Lottie's little girl, and quite often
famous actors and actresses have been known
to visit the Adirondacks.
Also, Mary Pickford Fairbanks weighs one hundred pounds.

COUPON
Federal School of Commercial Desic^ning
320 Federal Schools BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send

write to ailrertisers

Age

Occupation
(Write your address plainly

i

le.ise

mention

charge or

Name.

Just.

When you

me "Your Future" without

obligation.

riTOTOPLAT MAG.VZINE.

in

t'.ie

mar.^iii.)

Photoplay Magazine

—Advertising
—
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—

D. K., Buffalo, N. Y. Rodolph or, to
be more accurate his pretty and eflicient
will undoubtedly send
secretary. Miss Neff
you a photograph. Roddie will" perhaps
autograph it, who knows? Better enclose

—

—

That's fair.

a quarter for postage.

—

Cl-^rence E. I'm glad that your opinion
motion picture people is so good. Just
think what this published letter of yours will
mean to Hollywood. Especially to Jack
llo.xie, who seems to be your especial favorite.
And Hoot Gibson my, won't he be pufied
up!
You can address Jack in care of the
National Film Corporation, Hollywood. Hoot,
who is now being called by his real name, Ed,
can be reached at the Universal Studios,

of

—

how much harder your life would Ijc
you were a handsome Answer Man, wearing
out your slim artistic fingers on the keylx)ard
think of
if

of a typewriter

—

Marguerite and LucrLE. You sound like
a firm of Parisian modistes, so you do. But
you write like a bureau of statistics. Here
are the facts, in order. Use them wisely!
Agnes Ayres is divorced, Shirley Jilason is
happily married, Viola Dana is a widow,
Bryant Washburn is married and Harrison
Ford is divorced. As to ages: Viola is
twenty-four and Shirley is twenty-three.
Constance Talmadge is also twenty-three and
Norma is twenty-seven. May Mc.Avoy is
twenty-two. Bryant Washburn is thirty-four.

Universal City, Cal.

Pleasant Way
Reduce Her Fat

She Found

A

She did not have to go to the
She
trouble of diet or exercise.
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.

beauty.

—

Blue Eyes. Such a pretty name. Blue
Has a sort of Indian sound; are you

She used Marmola Prescription Tab'
lets, which are made from the famous
Marmola prescription. They aid the

tome medium's

Indian child control?
Anyw-ay, Harrison Ford's next
I wonder.
picture will be "Little Old New York" he
will be in support of the blond Marion Davies.
Rodolph will have plenty to do for the next
three years, even if he does leave pictures.
Don't you worry about him. Worry about
what will happen to me if I lose my job
Nita
Naldi has black hair are you trying to kid
me? Gloria Swanson is now working on
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" Ina Claire's
Viola Dana followed her
stage success.
picture "June Madness" with the saccharine
"Crinoline and Romance."

Thousands have found that Marmola Prescription Tablets give complete relief from obesity. And when

—

follows.
tlie

world over

sell

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct

and they

will

be sent

in

W.

—Of

course I'm sorrj' you have a
problem. So you can't get any
romance out of washing dishes every night?
My dear child have you no imagination?
Pretend that the dish pan is a vast sea and

plain wrap,

per, postpaid.

Z.

weighty

MARMOLA COMPANY
234 Garfield

!

—

the accumulation of fat is checked,
reduction to normal, healthy weight
good drug stores

little

—

system to obtain the full
nutriment of food. They will allow you
to eat many kinds of food without the
necessity of dieting or exercising.

All

—

Detroit, Mich.

Bldg.,

Paterson,

W.,

McAvoy's

For
that the dishes are well known stars.
instance a soup plate Katherine MacDonald.
A vegetable dish Miss DuPont. A sugar
bowl Shirley Mason. A butter chip our
own Roddie. As you fish the dishes from the
dish pan you credit yourself with a given
number of points, based upon the popularity
Your official title is life
of the star rescued.
When the game begins to bore you
saver.

"LITEWATE JUNIORS

—

—

OUTFIT
DRUM
Home
Orchestra
School Orchestra
Dance or
Theatre
Orchestra

for

—

—

N.

—

J.

—

;May

not a long one but it's distinguished.
She has played in some really
fine pictures.
"Sentimental Tommy," "Clarence," "Kick In," "The Top of New York,"
"Everything For Sale" and "Grumpy"
which is now being made. Mabel Normand
recently returned from Europe with a million

new

frocks

list is

and wraps and

I'^yes.

digestive

soon

Viola

—

K. L. H., Miss. We're glad to report that
Helen Jerome Eddy is being starred at last,
and in her own pictures. She deserves success,
if ever anyone deserved it.
A fine actress, and
a conscientious worker with a brain and a shy

To

West

—

hats.

Walker has
sight, for the present.
The
lady of the dimples was pretty popular in her
day, and dimples are coming into fashion
again.
When last heard of Lillian was in
vaudeville— on the Orpheum circuit. Her
real name was Lillian Walke
her father's
name was .Andrew Walke, and he w-as Swedish.
L. R.,

Virginia.

Lillian

dropped out of

—

She was born in Brooklyn but managed to
down.

live it

—

B. B., OKL.AHOiLA. The cast of "Orphans
of the Storm" is a long one with a lot of hard
words in it.
didn't you ask for one of

Why

those two character comedy casts? They're
the kind I like to give to my little friends and
playmates. Henriette Girard Lillian Gish;
Louise Girard Dorothy Gish; Chevalier de
Vaudrey Joseph
Schildkraut;
Count de
Linicres
Frank Losee; Countess de Linicres
Catherine Emmett; Marquis de Preslc !Morgan Wallace; Mother Frochard Lucile La
\'erne;
Jacques Frochard—-ShelAon Lewis;
Pierre
Frochard Frank Puglia; Picard
Creighton Hale; Jacques-Forgel-Xot Leslie
King; Daulon Monte Blue; Robespierre
Sidney Herbert; King Louis XVI Leo
Doctor .Adolphe
Kolmeri;
The
Lestina;
Sister Genevieve
Kate Bruce.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
— —
—

—

—

—

—

—

only

Statement of Ownership, Management, Circulation,
$8.60 Dowry
$5.00 Monthly

the

Outfit contains one Lyon & Heal y Professional Bass Drum;
one Lyon & Healy Professional Snare Drum; LudwigPedal;
Snare Drum Stand; Pedal Cymbal and Holder; Chmese
Crash Cymbal and Holder; Tone Block; Pair of tine Sticks.
BIGGEST value in a complete outfit ever offered It takes
START
only practice to make you a Drummer
You can practice with Player Piano or Phonograph and
DANCES; and in a
progress rapidly; soon give
couple of months be ready to step into the school or
and earn money evenings u you
regular, orchestra
care to. Send for details or remit first payment and we
will ship outfit on trial! For sale by your Music Merchant.
&, HEALY, 71-78 Jacksoa Blvd., Chicago

—

!

NOW

HOME

—

^

LYON

I

of Photoplay

Act of Congress of August

Magazine Published monthly at Chicago,

etc..

24, 191

Required by

2,

Illinois for

April

1

,

1923

State of Illinois Ijj^
t'oinitv

of

Cook/

'

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the State and county aforesaid, personally arroared James B.
Quirk wlio, liavins been duly sworn acecrding to law, deroses and says that he is the Editor and VicePresident of the Photoplay Magazine, and that the foUonins is. to the best of his knowledge and belief, a
true statement of the onnersliip, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
iniblication for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in
Tliat the names
1.
sectiun 443, Postal Laws and ReBidatlons. printitl on the reverse of tliis form, to wit:
Publisher. Photoplay
and adilresses of the publislier. editor, managing e<litor, and business managers are:
Eilitor, James B. Quirk, 3.i0 N. Clark Street, Chicago, HI.
350 N Clark Street, Chicago, 111.
Publishing Cc
Mana-in" Editor Frederick James Smith, 221 West 57th Street, New York City. Business Manager, James B.
2.
That the owners are: (Give names and addresses of individual
Clarlt Street, Chicago. lU.
iluirk" 350 N
give its name and the names and addresses of stockholders owning cr hoUling
owners
or
if a corporation,
E. M. Colvin. Chicago, 111.: B. M. Eastman, Chicago. 111.:
1
per cent'cr more of the total amount of stock.)
Waterloo, Iowa: Photoplay
T
B Quirk Chica"0, 111.; J. Hodgkins, Chicago, 111.; Wilbert Shallenberger, other
security holders owning
3
That the kncwn bondholders, mortgagees, and
Chica-'o, 111
i'liblishin" Co
security holders owning or
other
mortgages,
or
bonds,
amount
of
total
more
of
or
'per
cent
holdin"
1
or
(It there are none,
holdin- 1 per cent or more of total amount of Iwnds. mortgages, or other sefurities are:
That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners, stockholders, ami
4
None
so stafe )
anv contain not only the list of stockholdei^ and security liolders as they appear uiwn
if
security holders
in cases where tlie stockholders or security holder appears upon the
liooks of tlie company but also,
tlie
corporatioii for
ooks of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
contain statements embracing altiant s
whom such trustee is acting, is given: also that the said two paragraphswhich
security holders
and
stockholders
conditions
under
and
circumstances
as
to
the
belief
and
full knowledge
a capjicity ether
who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in.person,
associaliori,
beheve that any other
tlian that of a bona fide owner; and this atfiant has no reason to
other semrmes than as
or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said storft, bonds.
distributed.
sold
or
publication
this
issue
of
each
copies
of
cf
number
average
5
That the
stated by him
date shown above
throu"h the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months preceding the
(This information is required from daily publications^ 'J1'''" ),t-toiis
.T.\MEb R. QL IKK.
Editor and Vice-President.
Sworn to and subscribed before nie this 2Sth day cf March, 1023.
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SMALL

30 DAYS'

FREE

TRIAL

SIZE

l

STYLE

PLATINUM

Solid White Gold Wrist-Watch; latest Oval-Shapr.
beautifully engraved. Silk Ribbon band. Guaranteed Kuby
and Sappliire Jeweled Movement and Perfect Time-keeper, in
14-kt.

Velvet Gilt Box.

.

Special Advertising Offer. Send only $2 down, watch
comes to you postpaid, you have 30 days' time to decide and
convince. If you keep watch, send us S2a month for 8 month-;,
full

price only $1

"

8.

Satisiaction Guaranteed, or your depo'^it
Our stock is limof watch.

.

[SEAL]

EVELYN

promptly refunded upon return
ited, order

(My commission

yours at once.

GUARANTY WATCH

CO.

Depi.F ''new

YORK
Evei-y advertisement in

PHOTOPL.iY M.VG-VZINE

is

guaianteed.

expires

McETILT.Y.
January

3,

102T.)
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Pexelope. So you're wild about T. Roy
Barnes! It make? me hate to tell you that he's
married. And thirty-two years old. You can
address a letter to him at 1803 Argj le Avenue,
Lop Angeles, but you may have to wait for an
answer. Well, another lady of your name was
famous for her waiting abilit}' if my knowledge of mythology has not played me false!

ITS0FFf«cau5«ITS0UT

—

"Jackie," Akron, Ohio.

—So you

like

Neal

that it scares you to think about
him! Better try some sort of auto suggestion,
o la Couc. We don't want you to be frightened
to death or wear away or go into a decline
He is
all from seeing two of his pictures!
married happily and would hate to feel
that he was the cause of so much mental

much

PLirt so

—

go to the bea
you going to hi
arm ? Are yo'
from the scru'
Dur friends? A

—

—
—

•

—

rmit unsightly
arms, underarn.^, ^...^
limbs to spoil the freedom which
awaits you there.

your

agony. So, I'm sure, would his wife. The
Harts have a j^oung son. Neal was born in
Richmond, New York, is five feet, nine inches
weighs one hundred and seventy-six
tall,
pounds, and is blessed with brown hair, blue
eyes and a sunny disposition. He can be addressed in care of Pinnacle Productions, 4500
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Mary A., New York City. —You're
onlj' girl

named JMary who

mess pretty

likes

His wife

well.

is

Now

— for

a chance to strengthen
them. An application of ZIP today
will do much to remove the cause
of embarrassment from unsightly
hair during the summer months;

not the

for

—

we

/

like

ZIP

New York City, I'm quite sure that you'll
receive a photograph of him.

—

on money -back

Avoid

Try These Preparations.
They Are Different
Balm-o-Lam. A FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH FOR YOUR SKIN
Thp new lemon lotion. Softfiis and -whitens.
your face powdtr adheres twice as lono.
.

—

Madame

married to Ruth Helms.
photograph recently in

is

her

Conrad

is

-

-

Berthe's Antiseptic
Lash-Lile— Bcawfi^/ies the eyes.

—

Girl, Fort Worth, Texas. Well,
I've heard from a number of aviators that there
are quite a few dream girls in Fort Worth. It's
an intriguing title, though very much so!
I'm glad to get a letter that doesn't go into
raptures about R. V. In fact, the term you
apply to him which I won't quote here
gives me a certain throb of joy. Even though
it's unbecoming to a person who goes by such
an ethereal title as Dream Girl. Niles Welch,
30U say? Yes, he is nice. And all too often
neglected by the hero- worshippers. I'm glad
that you like him well enough to go out hunting for his pictures. And I'm glad that finding
him made you feel rewarded. Here is all that
I know about him
all, I mean, in a general
way. Yes, he is married. He has blond hair,
blue eyes, and is, five feet, eleven inches tall.
His address is 161 1 Gardner Street, Hollywood.

—

—

—

"'hon

562

c.xplain-

Specialist
Dept. 924
Fifth Ave.,

New Yofk

Please
ne FREE BOOK
'Beauty'i
test Secrefexplaining
mi; three
Liiicc types
typi
of BuperMidiiiiim
ningr the
fluous hair, and in which leadinK actresses tell how to be beautiful. Also a
REE sample of yonr Massaere and Cleansing Cream guaranteed not to grow hair.

ng three Types of Su-

60c
25c
50c

perfl

my Salon to
FREE DEMON
STRATION.
^
III

(Print Your Name)

Specialist

Name
Address
City & State.

Free Trial Bottle^ Postage Prepaid

Gtay

Living Expenses Paid
Plenty of Hotel Jobs

Haired

—

Dream

Guaran-

DeliqhtfiUlij fragrant.
.
.
In tube form.

FRKE BOOK

Dept. 924. 562 Fifth Ave.,
(Ent. on 46th St.i
New Y.

—

Edw. Pina, Brooklyn, N. Y. It isn't often
that a man sends in a request for Rodolph
Valentino's picture. Many men dislike him
purely jealousy, of course. In fact they refuse
to admit, usually, that he's either handsome or
a good actor. The magazine which printed his
portrait upon the cover was the issue of July,
1922. It was a good likeness.

—

for

TaXc —

treatments.

Do not be deceived. See
that the word ZIP is stamped
right on the preparation used
for your treatment.
Write

75c

-

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE OR DIRECT BY MAIL

Hollywood," in care of this Magazine and
we'll forward the missive.
He'll be glad, I'm
sure, to straighten out any point about the
storj' that isn't clear in j'our mind.
of

Massage and Cleansing Cream
grow hair.

Madame

ZIP

a drop and

Jiutt

Berthe's

teed not to

twenty-six years old.

G. H. B., Bronx, N. Y.— Your address
sounds like something that died on a certain
sad July. But your letter is less tragic sounding. No, I don't get tired of your letters— my
friends! (Said with a sweeping gesture, and a
deep bow.) I like 'em. That is, most of them.
Write to Samuel Merwin, the author of "Hattie

and are not
Leading
Beauty Shops give

skin

Malcolm McGregor
L. K., Chicago, III.
In his early twenties, and marpublished

basis.

tlie

effective.

a Yale man.

Photoplay.

using

imitations

which stick to

—

We

now

Ladies everywhere are

picture
not to cover the charge of the print,
but to take care of postage and wrapping,

Conrad Nagel

ments which produce this hair.
is easily applied at home, pleas-

ZIP for destroying superfluous hair on tlie face, underarms,
limbs and body. Guara

—

ried.

off

ingly fragrant, quick, effective, painless and absolutely harmless.
It
leaves the skin soft and smooth.

KE^\TrE OF Brooklyn. No lodge keeper
was given in the cast of "Monte Cristo." But
You can
it might have been Charles Gerard.
send for a picture of Bebe Daniels always
She's working in
to the Paramount Studios.
^lae Murray can be
the east, at present.
reached at the IMetro Studios, in Hollywood.
It is customary to send twenty-five cents for a

is

does not only take

it

surface hair, but devitalizes
the roots, thus treating the
cause and destroying the ele-

IMary.

him, too. If you will
write to Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Avenue,
little

of

summer has

Dick Barthel-

named

the time to eliminate -every

is

unwanted hair before the heat

And so is his j-oung daughter. We're always
printing pictures of him in Photoplay big
and

face,

Many Trained Employees Needed
OTELS, buUt and building,

People
—learn

looking
— average

my story!
making convincing

for

on one lock of hair.
When yoa learn how I perfected my

test

Restorer

to brinpr back the original color to my own gray
hair, what perfect results it assures, how easy is
application, you will realize what my offer means to all gray
haired people.
My Hair Color Restorer is a clear, colorless liquid, clean
as water. No sediment to make your hair sticky and stringy
nothing to wash or rub off. Reetored color perfectly natural
in all lights, no danger of streaking or discoloration. Results
just as satisfactory when used on faded, bleached or streakish, discolored dyed hair.
Mail coupon today for Free Trial package and learn my
wonderful story and what it means to you. If
possible, enclose a lock of your hair in letter.

p
1
I
I
I
•

[
I

J

~ "Please print your name and address
MAB7 T. GOLDMAN

"

~

21F Ooldmaa Bldg., St. Fanl, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit.

X shows

City

advertisers ulease mcntiou

How You Can
Our method

Front Office

Hotels

of

hours,

graduate

PHOTOPLAY

weeks,

become

complete.
in spare
in a few

thoroughly

Welcome Our Graduates

gives only a few of
many positions open
List

/

—

Mail

the

I

ties.

coupon now.

|

Standard Business

I

Training Institute

TRAINING INSTITUTE
.
„ „
Carlton Court, Buffalo, «. Y.

'

send me free booklet
H-165, Rlvins fuU mfor
matlon about Hotel OperManai;ement
ation and

/
/

/

STANDARD BUSINESS

»

,

,

Course,

'

Bulletin.

Street

Carlton Coud, Buffalo, N.Y.

]MAG.\ZINE.

interesting,
it

many hotel positions now open.

Send for
bulletin of opportuni-

[

is

You can study

'

.

Prepare

preparing you

quickly grasped,

Casli'rS150Mo.

Partial List. Many Positions with Room. Meals.

equipped for one

of

work

for hotel

I

meals.
portunity.

Nam*

!,->

now open!

rooms and
This is your op-

dark brown
medium
Black
auburn (dark red)
light brown
brown
blonde
light auburn (light red>

,'ou ui-ite

Mo.
Mo.
Mo.
Mo.
Mo.
Mo.
Mo.
'(Floor Clerks
S1 10 Mo.
AssI. Mgr. 's Sec. SI25 Mo.
I

splendid

chance for advancement to

executive positions. We must
train more people to fill jobs

S325
2 Information Clerks $125
S225
1 Supt. of Service
S150
2 Bell Caglains
2 AssI, Housekeepers S1 25
3 linen Room Women $ 90
7 Inspeclresses
SI '5
Asst. Mgr., Salary

many with

color of hair.

Street

surroundings,

WANTED
1

explanation and di-

full

rections

capable help

men and women

trained in hotel work and amjitious to serve. Big pay, fine

can't tell it in this small advertisement, so I ask you to send for the
special patented Free Trial package
which contains a trial bottle of my
I

Restorer and

for

City.

..

.

also

Employment

Photoplay Magazine
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Scene from

"Broken Chains

99

$10,000 Prize Winning
Scenario, Written
By Miss Winifred Kimball,
a Palmer Trained Writer,
of Florida.

$8000 Paid For

An Idea

by Famous Film Director
Proves Serious Dearth of Suitable Screen Ideas.
Generous
Prices Offered for Stories Which You May Be Able to Write.
Nothing

that has happened in months has
emphasized the serious shortage of acceptable scenarios as the fact that a famous
director recently paid $8000 merely for an idea
which one of his staff writers could make into

So we search the nation for the people whose
talents justify training for this work, by offering a free test which has already brought phe-

so

Ethel Styles

He

not buy even a

nomenal

Middleton
of Pittsburgh, a
writer trained in

a photoplay.

new
the

completed scenario,

Educational Department

Such incidents are very rare, however. Producing companies, while ceaselessly searching
for new and better stories, are generally not
interested in mere ideas.

of this Corporation, author of the first Palmerplay. Mrs. Middleton will
receive royalties on the
profits of the picture for
five years, an initial S 1000

did

just the bare idea.

advance

Your Ideas May be Valuable

already

baving

lieen paid.

not discourage the man or \vohowever. In fact, it is the
very finest kind of encouragement.

'T'HIS should

man with

ideas,

Advisory Council

For if you have good screen ideas, yon can be
tramed to develop them into acceptable photodramatic form.

Frederick Palmer. Author and Educator
Thos. H. Incc, Producer
Allen Holubar, Producer and Director
E. J, Banks, M. A,, Director, Sacred FUmSf In^.
Rob Wagner. Screen Authority
Rex Ingram, Director and Producer
C. Gardner Sullivan, Scenarist to Thos. H. Ince

This corporation is teaching the technique of
photoplay writing to men and women in all
walks of life through an accredited home study
course.
cannot give you the ability to create ideas, but if you have it
and many have
who do not realize it now we can prepare you

We

—

for this

work

—

J. L. Frothingham, Producer
James R. Quirk, Editor, Photoplay Magazine

for the screen.

TPHE
' tion

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,

in

companies.

The daily contact which we maintain with
the motion picture studios brings us constantly
face to face with the serious dearth of acceptable screen stories.
More than one hundred producing companies
Los Angeles, alone, offer $500 to $2000 for
stories.
Yet their offers are actually
going begging, while many men and women,
who do not dream of it now, could actually
help to supply the needed stories and earn the
generous rewards.
in

suitable

$1000 and

Clayton Hamilton. M.A., Director oj Education
Eugene B. Lewis, Editor-in-Chief
Douglas Z. Doty, Associate Editor

addi-

to teaching the technique of photoplay
writing, is the largest single clearing house for
the sale of scenarios to the great producing

Royalties Offered

'fXT'E have recently entered the producing field
' ' in addition to our educational and sales
activities, and are producing the better stories
for the screen.

is

Test Yourself at Our Expense

A Wyoyou have this power.
ming woman, a former magazine writer, an
Arkansas farm woman, an oil salesman, a sculp-

PERHAPS

tress,
a former advertising man, and many
others have been discovered and developed by
us to the point where they have sold their
stories to producing companies or become staff
writers in the studios.
who have no desire to write
Still others,

photoplays professionally, have developed their
power of Creative Imagination, through this
course, because they knew how invaluable this
power is in any field of endeavor.
Surely it is worth your, while to know if
It costs notlithese opportunities may be yours.
Simply send for the Palmer
ing, no obligation.
hold your answers confiCreative Test.

We

dential.

Educational Staff Officers

Daily Contact
With Leading Producers

results.

not our purpose to encourage anyone
lacking this vital power to attempt to win sucOur first desire is to discover
cess in this field.
and train qualified people to produce stories to
fill this great demand.
It

writers we offer a
acceptable stories
which enables the author to profit by the sucpay
cess of his photoplay for five years.
for the scenarios we select on this royalty basis
with a minimum advance payment of $1000.

As an inducement to new
new basis of payment for

If your replies indicate that this power is
yours, we will send you additional information
relative to the Palmer Course and Service. Send
Learn if you have this
the coupon now.
hidden talent which may open to you these new

and

rich fields of opportunity.

We

We

the
are tremendously
matter of enlisting new writers in the work of
writing the better stories for our own pictures,
which we ourselves will produce, as well as for
the reason that we wish to supply other producers with good photoplay scenarios.

concerned

A Nation-Wide Search for TsJent
'TPHE

hopeful

you,

not

now

is

factor

for

us and perhaps for

realize

it

are

I
I
I

the vital
successful photo-

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

euaranieed.

a

free,

Carrol B. Dotson's booklet,
Was Discovered."

$10,000 Imagination

Name
-

Street
I

•

Is

Also send me.

I

'

Copyright, 1923, Palmer Photoplay Corporation, Hollywood, Calif.

Department of Education. Sec. 1206
Palmer Building, Hollywood, California.
Please send me by return mail your Creative
Test which I am to fill out and mail back to
you for analysis. It is understood that this coupon entitles me to an intimate personal report
on my ability by your Examining Board, without the slightest oblisation or cost on my part.

"How

endowed with

for the writing of
Creative Imagination.

Every advertisement in

I

many men and women who do

that

requisite

plays.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation.
I

about

State

City
.^.7

correspondence strictly confidential.

-

ROOMS
FOUR

(Including Bathroom)

DIFFERENT

SHIPPED

FLOOR
PLANS

ANYWHERE

SAVE

Buy
Direct

Four
Profits

The Aladdin Home Service has enabled tens of thousands of families to
own their own homes during the past seventeen years. They found in the
Aladdin system of home-building the simple, easy and least expensive
method. They purchased direct from the manufacturer, saving four profits
on lumber, millwork, hardware and labor, varying

This Dutch Colonial $
Twelve

Rooms

from 25%

1932

to

40%o

Aladdin houses are designed to use standard sizes of materials scientifically
manufactured and ready-cut in Aladdin mills. All material comes to you
not
for immediate erection. They are not knock-down
not sectional
portable houses, but permanent buildings for all-the-year-'round occupation.

—

All

Aladdin

houses

by

skilled architects
artistic in appearance,

are

—

designed

and are very
harmoniously

blending beauty and simplicity with

economy.
$

1068
for this

Seven

Room
House

This Price Includes:
Complete drawings and instructions,
all lumber cut to fit, windows, doors,
woodwork, glass, paints, hardware,
nails, lath and roofing.

SEND FOR CATALOG
To the Nearest

The

ALADDIN Company,

No.

51.

Office

Quaint Colonial Bungalow, $1015

I

The Aladdin Co.
Please send me your

I

log

No.

I

Name
City...

^IS'J^^

Also Mills and Offices at Wilmington, North Carolina, Portland, Oregon, and Toronto, Ontario, Canada

illustrated cata- .

51.

State..

J

Scanned from the collection of

The Museum of Modern Art Library

Coordinated by the

Media History

Digital Library

www.mediahistoryproject.org

Funded by a donation from

John McElwee

